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From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Cc: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

Importance: 

Good Evening All, , 

Werner, Greg 
Wednesday, July 11, 2012 8:34 PM 
Reynoso, John; Thurston, Carl; Murphy, Emmett; Johnson, Andrew; Ortega-Luciano, 
Jonathan; Rivera-Ortiz, Joel 
Bloodgood, Michael; Vias, Steven; Kulesa, Gloria; Roach, Edward; Hoxie, Chris 
SONGS AIT FINAL Draft - Reply Requested 
SONGS 2012007 AIT-GEW.docx 

High 

I'm still waiting concurrence e-mails from Andy and Emmett. 

I know the rest of you have concurred. I had to make a number of changes, so I believe I got ALL of the major changes, 
but not nearly as many of the minor changes. There were lots of small items that I did not see as value added, so I did 
not make the change. I do request that each of you read the Cover Letter, Executive Summary, and also the Conclusions 
for each section (I added a conclusion to eacfi section based on a request from Tom Blount). I want to make sure that 
these three areas don't have any issues or contradictions. 

Thanks in advance. I'm really tired tonight, been at the office since about 5 a.m. this morning, so time to go home. I will 
be here in the a.m.,'but probably not before 7 a.m. 

THANKS for everyone's assistance. Much more inspection to come and many more months of interesting steam 
. generator stuff ahead. 

Greg Werner 

From: Werner, Greg 
Sent: Wednesday, July 11, 2012 7:26 PM 
To: Karl, Tracy 
Cc: Mehrhoff, Vivian;. Blount, Tom; Howell, Art 
Subject: SONGS 2012007 AIT-GEW.docx: 
Importance: High 

Tracy, 

The attached report is the final draft~; It is save:d tp the S:\DRS\REPQRTS\Repl.)rts [)rafts drlv~ and ADAMS has NOT been 
updated with this latest version. Please use the version of the.s drive to·da any additional edits. I put the folder in 
Tom's office. After.he comes in and makes edits, it then needs to go to Art ASAP so he can review. I still need a couple 
of concurrences from the team, they have not e-mailed, but expect to get them tomorrow morning. 

Thanks, 
Greg Werner 
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UNITEO STATES 

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 
REGION IV 

Mr. Peter Dietrich 
Senior Vice President and 

Chief Nuclear Officer 
Southern California Edison Company 
San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station 
P.O. Box 128 
San Clemente, CA 92674-0128 

1600 EAST I.AMAR B1..llt) 
AAl..tNGTON. if.XAS 76011 •4$11 

SUBJECT: SAN ONOFRE NUCLEAR GENERATING STATION- NRC AUGMENTED 
INSPECTION TEAM REPORT 05000362/2012007 

Dear Mr. Dietrich: 

The U S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) completed an inspection at your San Onofre 
Nuclear Generating Station (SONGS). The enclosed report documents the inspection results. 
which were discussed with you and other members of your staff during a public exit meeting on 
June 18, 2012. 

Unit 3 had been operating for approximately one year following replacement of the steam 
generators when on January 31, 2012, control room operators received'alarms, that indicated 
reactor coolant was leaking into steam generator 3E0-88. The leak was unexpected, and the 
control room operators responded in accordance with their procedures to perform a rapid 
shutdown, since the leak, although small. had increased enough in a short period of time to 
warrant the precautionary shutdown. The estimated leak rate was 75 gallons per day. The 
facility license allows full power operation with a steady leak rate of less than 150 gallons per 
day. 

The first indication of the leak was from the main condenser air ejector radiation monitors 
reaching their alarm set point The radiation monitors continuously sample from a vent stack for 
the purpose of rapidly identifying steam generator tube leaks. This was a direct release of 
radioactivity to the atmosphere, which is aHowed by the facility license, up tO fimits in the 
regulations. The licensee reviewed the amount of gaseous radioactivity released and estimated 
a dose of approximately 0.0000452 mrem to a member of the pul:>lic. The annual regulatory 
limit to a member of the public is 100 mrem per year. During a radiation protection inspection 
the week of February 13. 2012, the team reviewed the licensee dose estimates and did not 
identify any issues. 

Unit 3 control room operators performed a controlled shutdown of Unit 3 on January 31, 2012, 
and reached cold shutdown conditions on February 2. 2012. The operators then prepared the 
steam generators for tube inspections, which were started on February 12, 2012. The first 
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inspection confirmed the location of the leak in steam generator 3E0-88. One tube was-found 
with a small leak and no other tubes were leaking. 

The licensee completed an extensive and expanded eddy current inspection of 100 percent of 
the steam generator tubes in both Unit 3 steam generators. -Following pre-established testing 
requirements, the licensee identified 129 tubes in Unit 3 (56 tubes in steam generator 3E0-89 
and 73 tubes in steam generator 3E0-88) that required in-situ pressure testing. This testing 
began on March 13, 2012, and was performed under ambient conditions. 

Of the 129 tubes tested, a total of 8 tubes failed in-situ pressure testing, which included the 
original tube that was leaking. All of the failed tubes occurred in steam generator 3E0-88. 
Three of the tubes failed at or below a test pressure (3200 psi) equivalent to a design basis 
main steam line break differential pressure and temperature. The remaining five tubes failed 
near, but below the maximum differential test pressure of 5250 psig. This test pressure was 
equivalent to the minimum burst pressure capacity required by the plant technical specifications. 

In accordance with Management Directive 8.3, "NRC Incident Investigation Program," 
deterministic and conditional risk criteria were used to evaluate the level of NRC response for 
this operational event. This event-met three deterministic criteria (involved a major deficiency in 
design having potential generic safety implications; led to a significant loss of integrity of the 
primary coolant pressure boundary; and, involved an emergency or non-emergency event or 
situation. related to the health and safety of the public or on-site personnel or protection of the 
environment, for which a 1 O CFR 50. 72 report has been submitted that is expected to cause 
significant, heightened public or government concern) and the conditional large early release 
probability for the event was estimated to be in the overlap range for a special 
inspection/augmented inspection. Based on deterministic criteria being met and the risk 
assessment of this condition, Region IV, In consultation with the Office of Nuclear Reactor 
Regulation and Office of Nuclear Security and Incident ResPonse. concluded that the NRC 
response should be an augmented team inspection. 

This augmented inspection was chartered, in part. to identify the circumstances surrounding the 
tube degradation; review the licensee's actions following discovery of the conditions; evaluate 
the licensee's review of potential causes of the unusual steam generator tube wear: review the 
steam generator modeling; and. assess the differences between Unit 2 and Unit 3 steam 
generators. 

Based on inspection, the team concluded that: (1) plant operators responded to the event in 
accordance with procedures in a manner that protected public health and safety; (2) safety 
systems were maintained and responded in accordance with the plant design; and (3) the loss 
of steam generator tube integrity was a serious safety issue that must be resolved. The 
purpose of this inspection was to gather facts and identify issues requiring followup, and. as 
such, no.findings~were.identifled. Ten items requiring additional followup are documented as 
unresolved items in the enclosed report. 
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In accordance with 10 CFR 2.390 of the NRC's "Rules of Practice," a copy of this letter, its 
enclosure, and your response (if any) will be available electronically for public inspection in the 
NRC Public Document Room or from the Publicly Available Records (PARS) component of the 
NRC's document system (ADAMS). ADAMS is accessible from the NRC Web site at 
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rmladams.html (the Public Electronic Reading Room). 

Docket No.; 05000362 
License No: NPF-15 

Sincerely, 

Elmo E. Collins 
Regional Administrator 

Enclosure: lnspection Report 0500036212012-007 
w/Attachment: Supplemental Information 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

On January 31. 2012, San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station \SONGS) Unit 3 control room 
operators received an alarm that indicated a primary-to-secondary reactor coolant leak from 
steam generator 3E0-88. Although the leak rate was small, it increased enough in a short 
period of time for the licensee to perform a rapid shutdown. The estimated leak rate was 75 
gallons per day. The facility license allows full power operation with a steady state leak rate of 
less than 150 gallons per day. On February 2, 2012, Unit 3 reached cold shutdown conditions. 

On February 12. 2012, Southern California Edison (SCE) commenced eddy current inspections 
of 100 percent of the tubes in both Unit 3 steam generators. During these inspections, the 
licensee discovered unexpected wear ln both steam generators, incfuding wear at reta!ner bars 
(similar to the wear found in Unit 2 steam generators} and significant tube-to-tube wear in the 
free-span areas. The inspections identified 56 tubes in steam generator 3EC-89 and 73 tubes in 
steam generator 3E0-88 that SCE performed in-situ pressure testing on to determine if !hey met 
the structural integrity requirements in plant technical specifications. 

From March 13 - 21. 2012, AREVA conducted ln·situ pressure testing of the suspect tubes in . 
both steam generators. There were a total of eight tube failures during testing. all in steam 
generator 3E0-88. These tubes failed to satisfy the tube integrity performance criteria. At the 
time of the augmented team inspection. no stabilization or plugging of tubes had been 
performed in Unit 3 because the licensee was still conducting a cause evaluation of the failed 
tubes. There were two members of the Augmented Inspection Team on-site during the week of 
March 12 that observed portions of the in~situ pressure testing. 

On March 23. 2012, NRC received a letter from SCE ou!lining their commitments for corrective 
actions prior to restart of both Unit 2 and Uni! 3. 

On March 27, 2012, the NRC issued a Confirmatory Action Letter to SCE, which outlined 
specific actions the licensee must complete before restarting Units 2 and 3 that included 
identifying lhe cause of the tube wear; taking corrective actions to prevent loss of tube integrity; 
and performing a mid-cycle outage to perform tube inspections. 

From March 19- 29, 2012, the NRC Augmented Inspection Team performed on-site 
inspections at SONGS. After the on-site portion was completed. the team continued to review 
various documents and attended a number of expert panels associated with !he cause 
evaluations, thermal/hydraulic modeling. and Unit 2 operational assessment. The team 
identified ten unresolved items that warranted additional follow-up: (I) adequacy ofthe post 
trip/transient procedure; (2) evaluation and disposition of the Unit 3 loose parts monitor alarms; 
(3} design of retainer bar; (4) control of original design dimensions: (5) evaluation of and 
controls for divider plate repair; (6} atmospheric controls of Unit 3 steam generators during 
shipment: (7) no tube bundle support used during shipping; (8) evaluation and disposition of 
accelerometers; (9) adequacy of Mitsubishi's thermal-hydraulic model; and (10) change of 
methodologies associated with 10 CFR 50.59 review. 



The team determined: (1) plant operators responded to the event in accordance with 
procedures in a manner that protected pu,bhc health and safety. (2i equipment responded in 
accordance with the plant design: and {3i the cause evaluations for the tube wear were 
appropriate. 

At the time.of the leak on Unit 3 steam generator 3E0-88. Unit 2 had completed eddy current 
testing of all the tubes 1n both steam generators as part of their first refueling outage subsequent 
to the steam generators being replaced in 2oog. The eddy current testing did identify significant 
tube wear around the upper retainer bar, with one tube requiring in-situ pressure testing. Wear 
indications were found at anti-vibration bar supports. lube support plates and at a foreign ob1ect 
(that was removed). Southern California Edison did determine the cause of tube wear 1n Urn! 2 
to be from vibration of the tubes against the retainer and anti-vibration bars. Initially, no tube-to
tube wear was identified. Because of the extensive tube-to-tube wear identified on Unit 3. SCE 
conducted additional eddy current testing on 1 375 tubes on each Unit 2 steam generator. This 
testing was completed using a more sensitive probe in the same area where tube-lo-tube wear 
was identified on Unit 3. The licensee identified that two tubes in Unit 2 exhibited tube-to-tube 
wear similar to the wear identified in Unit 3 steam generators. Initially. these findings resulted in 

a total of 94 plugged tubes. with 15 tubes stabilized in steam generator 2E0-89. For steam 
generator 2E0-88 this initially resulted in 98 plugged tubes, with 18 tubes stabilized. Additional 
plugging and stabilizing was completed for Unit 2 steam generators to address the causes of 
tube-to-tube wear identified. The corrective actions taken to address the causes of the tube-to
tube wear will be inspected as part of the Confirmatory Action Letter and documented in 
Inspection Report 05000361, 362/2012009. 

Overall. the team concluded that SCE was pursuing the causes of the unexpected steam 
generator tube-to-tube degradation. In an effort to identify the causes, SCE brought m a large 
number of outside industry experts, consultants, and steam generator manufacturers, including 
Westinghouse and AREVA to perform thermal-hydraulic and flow induced vibration modeling 
and analysis. Southern California Edison identified the most probable causes of the tube-to
tube wear as a combination of higher than predicted thermal/hydraulic cond1l1ons and 
insufficient tube-to-anti-vibration bar contact forces. In addition. SCE concluded that the 
differences in manufacturing/fabrication could contribute to the tube-to-tube wear seen in the 
Unit 3 steam generators. 

The NRC team independently concluded that the cause of the fluid-elastic instability vibration 
was pnmarily !he higher than predicted thermal-hydrauhc conditions, atong with insufficient 
contact forces (loss of anti-vibration bar contribution to damping) 111 the upper tube bundle. The 
team believes that the differences 1n severity of the tube-fo-tube wear between Unit 2 and Unit 3 
may be related to the improved manufacturing/fabrication of the tubes and other components 
which may have resulted in increased clearance between the anti-vibration bars and the tubes 
Additional inspection will be required to review and closeout the unresolved items. 
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SUMMARY OF FINDINGS 

IR 05000362/2012007, 03/15/2012 through 0611812012, San Onofre Nuclear Generating 
Station; Augmented Inspection Team. 

An Augmented Inspection Team was approved on March 16, 2012. Two inspectors on the team 
were onsite observing in-situ pressure testing the week of March 12. The remaining inspectors 
were dispatched to the site on March 19. 2012, to assess the tacts and circumstances 
surrounding the tube leak and unexpected wear of tubes in Unit 3 steam genera:tors. The 
Augmented Inspection Team was established in accordance with NRC Management pirective 
8.3, ''NRC Incident Investigation Program," and impfemented using Inspection Procedure 93800. 
"Augmented Inspection Team.• The inspection was conducted by a team of inspectors from the 
NRC's Region IV and Region II offices. the resident inspector from San Onofre Nuclear 
Generating Station, one engineer from the NRC Office of New Reactors, lwo engineers from the 
NRC Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation. and one engineer from the NRC Office of Research. 
The team identified 1 a issues that will require additional NRC inspection. These issues are 
tracked as unresolved items in this report. 

A. NRC·ldeotified and Self-Revealing Findings 

None 

B. Licensee-Identified Violations 

None 

Enclosure 



1 0 Description of Event jCharter Item 1) 

1.1 SequeTice of Events 

In November 2001. SCE formed a team to study the viability of replacing the Unit 2 and 
Unit 3 original steam generators. The licensee performed an assessment of six steam 
·generator vendors. which included vendor benchmarking, development of the 
replacement steam generator design specifications, a steam generator request for 
proposal. and a steam generator bid evaluahon In September 2004. the licensee 
selected Mitsubishi Heavy Industries (Mitsub1sh1i as the manufacturer of the 
rep1acemen1 steam generator. 

A general description and comparison of the Unit 2 and Unit 3 steam generators is 
included in Section 1.2 of this report 

fn September 2004, Mitsubishi commenced fabrication of Unit 2 steam 
generators 2E0-89 and 2E0-88. and completed fabrication in April 2008. 

At the time of the contract signing in September 2004. Mitsubishi had a quality 
assurance program in place that had been approved by the licensee, by laking credit for 
other utilities' reviews of Mitsubishi's quality assurance program The licensee informed 
M1tsubish1 that once enough fabricahon was underway to support an evaluation. the 
licensee would perform an audit !o confirm that their qual1\y assurance program was 
operating properly. 

In November 2004. the licensee performed an audit of the Mitsubishi quality assurance 
program at their facilities in Kobe. Japan, and then followed up with a surveillance 
inspection in March 2005. As a result of these two activities. the licensee informed 
Mitsubishi that additional oversight of Mitsubishi's design control activities was required. 
The licensee informed Mitsubishi that the add1!1onal oversight cond1!1ons would remain 1n 
place until such time that M1tsubish1 had demonstrated improved design control 
performance, whrch would be verified by the licensee. After implementing the ex1ra 
quality control steps, Mitsubishi submitted a letter to SCE stating that they were ready for 
the conditional qualilication to be lifted. The licensee performed followup audits of 
M1lsub1shi in October 2005 and February 2006~ but still found enough instances of 
design control issues that the additional oversight requirements of the conditional 
qualific~tion were not lifted. In May 2006, SCE was able to verify that Mitsubishi had 
demonstrated improved design control performance and therefore removed the 
conditional qualification of Mitsubishi. 

After fabrication of the Unit 2 steam generators was complete in April 2008, Mitsubishi 
performed hydrostatic pressure tests of the primary and secondary sides of the Unit 2 
steam generators. In July 2008. after completion of the hydrostatic pressure tests. 
AREVA performed the baseline eddy current pre-service e~aminations of the Unit 2 
steam generators at the Mitsubishi facilities in Japan. The final inspections for the Unit 2 
steam generators were completed 1n September and October 2008. followed by filling 
the primary and secondary sides of the Unit 2 steam generators with nitrogen The 
Untt 2 steam generators were shipped from the Mitsubishi facilities in December 2008 
and received on site at SONGS in February 2009. In July f009. AREVA performed the 
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finar eddy current pre-service examination on the Unit 2 steam generators at SONGS. 
The baseline and final eddy current pre-service examinations were performed in Japan 
and at SONGS, respectively. to assess whether any changes to the steam generator 
tubing had resulted from shipping, and no changes were identified. 

The Unit 2 steam generators were installed during a refueling outage, between 
September 2009 and April 2010. On April 13, 2010, Unit 2 returned to power operations. 
NRC engineering inspectors performed inspections in accordance with Inspection 
Procedure 50001, ·steam Generator Replacement Inspection: and Inspection 
Procedure 71111.17, "Evaluations of Changes, Tests, or Experiments and Permanent 
Plant Modifications.' This included a review of selected portions of mo4ifications 
associated with the replacement steam generators to determine lf the changes were 
done in accordance with 10 CFR 50.59. The results of the inspection elf the replacement 
steam generators for Unit 2 are documented in NRC Inspection 
Report 0500036112009007. 

The fabrication of the Unit 3 steam generators 3E0-89 and 3E0-88 was completed 
between September 2004 and April 2010. The design spedflcatlons of the Unit 2 and 
Unit 3 steam generators were the same when the contract between the licensee and 
Mitsubishi was signed; however, di.le to a fabrication issue. there was a modification to 
the divider plate-to-channel head weld requirements for the Unit 3 steam generators, 
and to the classification of the Unit 3 tubesheet material. The specifics of these 
modifications are discussed further in Section 1 2.a of this report. 

In March 2009, after initial fabrication of the Unit 3 steam generat-:irs was comple!e. 
Mitsubishi performed hydrostatic pres!.ure tests of the primary and secondary sides of 
the Unit 3 steam generators. After completion of the hydrostatic pre~sure tests, a visual 
inspection of the steam generator reactor coolant side revealed cracks in the welds that 
Join the divider plate to the channel head of both steam generators. 

From March through July of 2009, Mitsubishi performed a root cause evaluation, which 
showed that a change in the weld preparation process for the divider p!ate-to-channe! 
head weld had resulted in the cracking of the weld. A repair procedure was developed 
and repair work on the Unit 3 steam generators began in June 2009. The repairs to the 
Unit 3 steam generators were completed in late March (3E0-89) and early April (3E0-88) 
of 2010, In late April 2010. the Unit 3 s!eam generators passed the primary hydrostatic 
pressure re-tests. In June 2010. AREVA performed a final eddy current pre-service 
examination of the steam generators at the Mitsubishi facilities in Japan, and this was 
used as the baseline pre-service examination for the Unit 3 steam generators. The 
steam generators were shipped from the Mitsubishi facifities in Japan in early August 
2010, and arrived at SONGS in early October2010. 

The Unit 3 steam generators were installed during a refueling outage, between October 
201 O and February 2011. On February 1 B. 2011, Unit 3 returned to power operations. 
NRC engineering inspectors performed inspections in accordance with Inspection 
Procedure 50001, "Steam Generator Replacement Inspection,• and Inspection 
Procedure 71111.17, "Evaluations of Changes, Tests, or Experiments and Permanent " 
Plant Modifications." This included a review of selected portions of modifications 
associated with the replacement steam generators to determine if the changes were 
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done in accordance With 1 O CFR 50.59. The results of the inspection of the replacement 
steam generators for Unit 3 are documented in NRC Inspection 
Report 0500036212010009. 

Unit 2 was shut down fo~ a scheduled refueling outage on January 10, 2012. Steam 
generator tubing inspections in steam generator 2E0-89 found unexpected wear caused 
by retainer bars on two tubes that required plugging in accordance with the technical 
specifications. Steam generator tubing inspections in steam generator 2E0-88 found 
wear on four tubes that required plugging in accordance with the technical specifications. 
Anti-vibration bars caused the wear on two of the tubes and retainer bars caused the 
wear on the other two tubes. Because of the unexpected wear, the licensee 
preventatively plugged 94 tubes in steam generator 2E0-89 and 98 tubes in steam 
generator 2E0-88. Fifteen of the tubes in steam generator 2E0-89 were stabilized prior 
to plugging, and 18 of the tubes in steam generator 2E0-88 were stabilized prior to 
plugging. Additional details of the inspections of the Unit 2 steam generators are 
provided in section 1.4 of this report 

On January 31, 2012. Unit 3 control room operators received an alarm that indicated a 
primary-to-secondary reactor coolant leak from steam generator 3E0-88. The alarm 
received was from the main condenser air ejector radiation monitors, which continuously 
samples from a vent line for the purpose of rapidly identifying steam generator tube 
leaks. Although the leak rate was small, it increased enough in a short period of time for 
the licensee to perform a rapid shutdown. The estimated leak rate was 75 gallons per 
day. The facility license allows full power operation with a steady state leak rate of less 
than 150 gallons per day. On February 2, 2012, Unit 3 reached cold shutdown 
conditions. The licensee reviewed the amount of gaseous radioactivity released and 
estimated a dose of approximately 0.0000452 mrem to a member of the public. The 
annual regulatory limit to a member of the public is 100 mrem per year. This unplanned 
offsite release of radioactivi.ty was reviewed by Region IV health physicist inspectors 
who confirmed SONGS' offsite dose estimate (see Section 10 for additional details). 

After shutdown. the licensee started preparations for performing inspections of Unit 3 
steam generators 3E0-89 and 3E0-88. The steam generator tube inspections 
eommenced on February 12. 2012, and confirmed the location of the leak in steam 
generator 3E0-88 as coming from the tube in Row 106 Column 78. No other tubes were 
found to be leaking. The licensee then performed eddy current inspections of 100 

· percent of the tubes in both Unit 3 steam generators. During these inspections, the 
licensee discovered unexpected wear in both steam generators. including wear at 
retainer bars (similar to the wear found in Unit 2 steam generators) and significant tube
to~tube wear in the freespan areas (u-bend area of the tubes). The inspections identified 
56 tubes in steam generator 3E0-89 and 73 tubes in steam generator 3E0-88 that SCE 
performed in-situ pressure testing on to determine if they met the structural integrity 
requirements in plant technical specifications. Additional details of the inspections of the 
Unit 3 steam generators are provided in section 1.5 of this report 

From March 13 - 21, 2012, AREVA conducted in-situ pressure testing of the suspect 
tubes in both steam generators. There were a total of eight tube failures during testing, 
all in steam generator 3E0-88. These tubes failed to satisfy the tube integrity 
performance criteria in ihe technical specifications. Additional details of the in-situ 
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pressure tests are provided in Section 1.6 of this report. 

From March 19- 29. 2012, the NRC augmented inspection team performed inspections 
onsite at SONGS. 

On March 27, 2012, the NRC issued a Confirmatory Action Letter to SCE. which outlined 
specific actions for each unit that the licensee must complete before restarting Unit 2 
and Unit 3. 

A more detailed sequence of events can be found in Attachment 2. 

1.2 System Descriptions 

a. Replacement Steam Generators 

The Unit 2 and Unit 3 replacement steam generators contain thermally treated 
Alloy 690 tubing in a u-bendconfiguration, with a nominal outside diameter of0.750 
inches and a nominal wall thickness of 0.043 inches. There are 9727 tubes within each 
steam generator, which are arranged in 142 rows and 177 columns. The rows and 
columns are arranged in a nominal 1.000 inch triangular pitch (results in approximately 
0.25 inches of clearance between tubes). The first thirteen rows of tubes were thermally 
stress relieved after bending to reduce susceptibility to stress corrosion cracking. The 
tubes were hydraulical!y expanded to the full depth of the tubesheet, which has a 
nominal thickness of 28.19 inches. Seven tube support plates made of Type 405 
stainless steel provide lateral support to the tubes. The tube support plates contain 
broached trefoil holes with chamfered lands. Support of the tubes in the upper bundle is 
provided by six sets ofType 405 stainless steel, V-shaped, anti-vibration bars. 

The original Model 3410 steam generators at Unit 2 and Unit 3 were manufactured by 
Combustion Engineering. Each steam generator had 9,350 mill-annealed, Alloy 600 
tubes, which were a combination of u-bend tubes and tubes with two 90 degree bends 
(also called square bends). The tubes had a nominal outside diameter of 0.750 inches, 
and a nominal wall thickness of 0.048 inches. The tubes were expanded through the full 
depth of the tubesheet using an explosive process. and lateral support was provided by 
a number of lattice-grid (i.e .• eggcrate) carbon steel tube supports. Tube support in the 
upper bundle was provided by carbon steel diagonal bars (commonly caUed batwings) 
and vertical straps. The original steam generators contained a cylindrically shaped 
support structure beneath the center of the tubesheet (called the stay cylinder) that 
provided structural support to the large diameter tubesheet. 

Southern California Edison reviewed lnfo1malion Notices, Generic Letters, Bulletins, and 
industry operational experience associated with steam generator tssues when 
developing the design specifications for the replacement steam generators. Some of the 
changes are summarized below, for additional information see Section 6 of this report. 

The design changes between the original and replacement :steam generators noted 
above are commonly used in replacement steam generators today. The thermally 
treated Alloy 690 tubing provides Increased resistance to stress corrosion cracking as 
compared to thermally treated Alloy 600 tubing. The use of type 405 stainless steel (in 
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lieu of carbon steel) for tube support plates elrmlnates the denting phenomenon 
associated with drilled carbon steel support plates. The use of broached trefoil holes 
(instead of drilled holes) in tube support plates reduces the number of contact pornts wrth 
tubes and increases now area between the tube and tube support plate. thereby 
reducing the potential for corrosion products to buildup between the tube and the tube 
support plate. Combustion Engineerrng steam generators with the batwing design have 
typically suffered from wear on tubes (from the batwings) in the central stay cylinder 
region. due to higher cross flow velocities in this portion of the steam generators In an 
effort to eliminate this high flow region. the replacement steam generators were 
designed with a thicker tubesheet that was inherently more rrgid, and thus did not require 
the central stay cylinder. By choosing a design wrth all u-bend tubes. the bat wing 
design was eliminated and a new anti-vibration bar assembly was used. The new anti
vibration bar assembly is a free floating design that is supported by the tube bundle and 
1s not attached to the tube bundle wrapper. 

b. Channel Head-to-Divider Plate Weld 

On March 18, 2009, after completion of the primary and secondary side hydrostatic 
pressure tests. a crack in the weld between the divider plate and the channel head on 
Unit 3 steam generator 3E0·88 was identified . Examination showed that the dissimilar 
metal weld, between the Alloy 690 drvider plate and the low alloy steel channel head, 
had separated. Specifically. the failure occurred between the channel head and the 
Alloy 152 butter weld. which is the weld filler wire equivalent of Alloy 690. Upon 
examination, a similar weld failure was found in steam generator 3E0-89 although the 
size of the failure was not as large_ 

Mitsubishi performed a root cause evaluation and found that air carbon-arc gouging was 
used to remove the starnless steel Cladding from the channel head. in preparation for 
making the divider plate-to-channel head dissimilar metal weld. The air carbon-arc 
gouging had resulted in carbon deposits in the channel head that were not completely 
removed by grinding that was performed after the gouging operation. The high carbon 
area increased the hardness of the channel head (due to carburization} and was the 
most probable cause of the failur.e between the channel head and the Alloy 152 butter 
weld. Mitsubishi also found that it was possible. but less probable. that the increased 
hardness of the channel head promoted hydrogen induced cracking in areas of the 
divider plate-to-channel head weld that had higher local stresses due to geometric 
configurations (i.e .. at the corner of the divider plate). 

1.3 Resident Inspectors' Assessment of Steam Generator Tube leak Event Resp_onse 

a. Inspection Scope 

On January 31, 2012, the resident inspectors were on-site during the Unit 3 steam 
generator tube leak event. The resident inspectors observed the licensee's response to 
the steam generator tube leak from the control room. and observed the raprd shutdown. 
actions to cool the plant down. actions performed during recovery of plant systems, and 
other operator actions. Additionatly_ the resident inspectors conducted a review of 
control room aelrvities and eciuipment response to determine if the operating crew 
responded appropriately and if the plant systems responded as expected during the 
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event. The resident inspectors conducted interviews with various on-shift personnel and 
reviewed the post trip report, Which included control room logs. operator statements, and 
plant data trends to assess overall perfo;mance of the crew. The review also included 
procedure use and adequacy of the guidance used for event ret1ponse, placing the plant 
in a safe and stable condition, establishing appropriate parameter limits for plant 
cooldown. and conducting the cooldown to cold shutdown conditions. With respect to 
operator awareness and decision making, the resident lnspecto(s were specifically 
focused on the effectiveness of control board monitoring, technical decision making, and 
work practices of the operating crew. With respect to command and control, the resident 
inspectors focused on actions taken by the control room superv';s!on in managing the 
operating crew's response to the event. 

b. Observations and Findings 

No findings were identified. 

The team Identified one unresolved item for which additional Information is cequlred to 
determine if performance deficiencies exist or ff the issue constitutes a violation of NRC 
requirements. 

On January 31. 2012, at 3:05 p.m. (PSn, main control room operc;tors at Unit 3 received 
a secondary plant system radiation alarm associated with the air ejectors followed by a 
blowdown radiation monitor alarm. Operations personnel responded in .accordance with 
Abnormal Operating Instruction $023-13-14, "Reactor Coolant Leak; Revision 16, since 
the entry conditions for a steam generator tube leak were satisf.'I'!<!. Operations 
personnel determined the leakage to be about 75 gallcns per day, using a mass balance 
calculation (.06 gpm), from steam generator 3E0·88. This !eek rate was below the 
Technical Specification 3.4.13, •Res Operational Leakage," limit of 150 gallons per day 
for primary- to-secondary leakage through any one steam generator. 

At 4:10 p.m .. operations personnel evaluated that tile primary·to-secondary leak rate 
exceeded 75 gallons per day on steam generator 3E0..88 and that the leak was 
increasing at greater than 30 gallons per day per hour, and consequently, ir1iliated a 
rapid power reduction to be ~ 50 percent power ln one hour and in Mode 3 within the 
next two hours per Abnormal Operating Instruction $023-13-14. In accordance with 
Abnormat Operating Instruction S023*13·14, when reactor power was less than 35 
percent, operations personnel tripped the reactor at 5:31 p.m. to enter Mode 3. 

Due to the manual reactor trip, operations personnel entered Emergency Operating 
Instruction 8023-12·1, "Standard Post Trip Actions." Revision 26, to ensure the plant 
was placed in a stable, safe condition, and that the plant was configured to respond to 
the continuing steam generator tube leak event Operations personnel implemented the 
emergency operating instructions and isolated the affected steam generator at 6:00 p.m. 
A plant coo!dowri was conducted by using main steam byp31is from steam generator 
3E0-89 to the main condenser. Mode 4 conditions were achieved at approximately 6 
hours after isolation of the steam generator. Coo!down continued until Unit 3 was In 
Mode 5. cold shutdown. 
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(1) Introduction: The team identified an unresolved ite'll associated with Operations 
Procedure S0123-0-A8. '"TnpfTrans1ent and Event Review: that requirea a formal 
review of operator actions and safety systems to deterrr·ne f 1rrportant systems 
responded as design The formal re .. 11ew was not completed. 

Descriplton: On March 19. 2012. the team requested lo review the results of 
operations post trip/transient evaluation of the January 31 Un113 ~t.be leak event. 
Operations Procedure SO 123-0-A8. 'Tnp:'Trans.ent and Event Review." Revision 8. 
required a detailed post trip review following unplannea reactor tnps. However. a 
formal tripltrans1ent and event review was not available.because operations 
personnel determined the Unit 3 event was planned and therefore a formal review 
was not required. 

On March 27. /012 Team met wrth ope rat.ens pe•sor-ie to d1scJss items on a draft 
Unit 3 tr1pltrans1ent evaluation provided lo the team The team also discussed with 
operations personnel the requirements 1n Operations Procedure SO 1 23-0-A8. and 
concluded a basis for what was "planned·· and '"unplanned· was not defined 
Operations personnel determined the Unrt 3 reactor trip was a pla.,red reactor trip 
because Abnormal Operating lnst•ucli0'1 5023· 1 3-• 4 ··Reacto• Coolant Leak 
Revision 16. Section 4. had described actions for primary to-secondary leakage. 
Spec1flcally. this section stated rn part. under plant cond1t1ons of increasing steam 
generator tube leakage, operations personnel were required to perform a rapid 
power reduction to less than 35 percent power. then '.rip the •eacto• 

The team discussed w1tli operal•ons personr,et tt-.at def:mtions for unplanned events 
have been estabhsheCl through industry standards to report on plant performance 
These standards include NEI 99-02. ·'Regulatory Assessment Performance Indicator 
Gu1dehne," Revision 6. Industry Guidance NEI 99-02 1nd1caled that Unit 3 reactor 
trip should be considered unplanned since the reactor trip was req1..1•ed by ar. 
abnormal operating instruction a'1d would count against tre performance 1nd1cator for 
unplanned reactor trips NRC Regulatory Issue Summary 1.RIS) 2000-08, ·voluntary 
Subm1ss1on of Performance Indicator Data ... Re111s1on 1. allows industry to use 
NEI 99-02 to report performance indicator data 

Additional re111ew and follow up will be required to review the corrective actoons 
associated with the proceaural gu1aance for an ever.: review ana the'l·determ1ne 
whether this issue represents a performance deficiency or constitutes a v101at1on of 
NRC requirements This issue is 1dentif1ed as URI 0500036212012007-01 
·'Adequacy of the Tnp!Trans1en! and Event Review Ptocedure" 
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c. Conclusions 

The resident inspectors concluded that abnormal and emergency operating instructions 
were performed consistent with expected standard and that operations personnel 
exhibited the fundamental operator competencies in response to the Unit 3 steam 
generator tube leak. 

Specifically, the resident inspectors determined that the operating crew displayed a 
questioning attitude of changing plant parameters and took conservative actions. The 
operating crew identified important preliminary increasing trends of Unit 3 air ejectors 
radiation monitors and subsequent alarms in a timely manner for a tube leak in steam 
generator 3E0-88. Additionally, the resident inspectors determined that crew 
supervision exercised effective oversight of plant status, crew performance, and control 
room command and control. 

The team identified one unresolved item associated with the adequacy of the 
trip/transient procedure. 

1.4 Description of Steam Generator Inspections at SONGS Unit 2 

On January 10, 2012, SONGS Unit 2 was shutdown for a refueling outage. Southern 
California Edison personnel conducted a scheduled steam generatilr inspection in 
accordance with Technical Specification 5.5.2.11, "Steam Generator {SG) Program." 
This was the first Inspection of the Unit 2 steam generators since their replacement in 
January 2010. The accumulated operating time on the replacement Unit 2 steam 
generators was 1. 7 effective full power years. There was no reported primary-to
secondary leakage at the time of shutdown. 

The scope of the inspection included a 100 percent tube sample with an eddy current 
test bobbin probe over the full tube length, followup rotating coll fnspectlons at special 
interest locations, and a secondary side foreign object search and retrieval. Three types 
of flaw indications were.found in the tubes: 

• Wear .at the tube support plate and anti-vibration bar supports 
• Wear caused by a loose part · 

• Wear at retainer bars 

With the exception of the wear indications found at tube retainer bar locations, the wear 
indications found are similar to those found at other replacement steam generators after 
one cycle of operation. A total of 2411 tubes were found with indications at the tube 
support plates and anti-vibration bar supports. the vast majority of which had a 
measured d~pth of less than 20 percenl of the tube wall thickness. Only two of these 
indications, located at the anti-vibration bar supports, exceeded the Technical 
Specification 5.5.2.11.c repair limit of 35 percent of the tube wall thickness. The two 
affected tubes plus two additional tubes with 31 percent deep indications were stabilized 
and plugged. 
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Sou them California Edison performed a reanalysis of the bobbin probe eddy current 
data collected during the Unit 2 inspection program. This reanalysis was performed after 
the finding of the long free-span indications in Unit 3, allowing insights gained during the 
Unit 3 inspections to be applied to the Unit 2 data. The scope of this reanalysis was a 
"box· of 1000 tubes in each Unit 2 steam generator which bounded the region of tubing 
affected by the instability damage in Unit 3. This reanalysis confirmed the results of the 
original analysis and did not identify any tube-to-tube wear. 

Two tubes were found with indications (less than 35 percent through wall) caused by a 
small loose part on the secondary side. This loose part was removed from the steam 
generator. Metallurgical analysis indicated the loose part was a piece of weld metal. 
most likely introduced during steam generator manufacturing operations. The two 
affected tubes were left in service. 

Six tubes were found with indications at retainer bar intersections. The retainer bars are 
part of the support structure for the anti-vibration bars and are a unique feature of steam 
generators manufactured by Mitsubishi. The measured indication depths ranged from 
28 to 90 percent of the tube wall thickness. Because of the short measured lengths of 
these flaws, only the 90 percent indication was in-situ pressure tested as part of 
condition monitoring. The affected tube was successfully pressurized to 5300 psi with 
no leakage, confirming that the Technical Specification 5.5.2.11.b.1 structural integrity 
performance criteria were met. Mitsubishi attributed the cause of these indications to 
retainer bat vibration, the potential for which had not been evaluated during design (see 
Section 4 of this report for addi~ional details). Fort Calhoun is the only other domestic 
plant with Mitsubishi steam generators .. The retainer bars at Fort Calhoun are 
significantly stiffer than at SONGS. 

The six tubes with retainer bar indications have been plugged and stabilized. In 
addition. the remaining 182 tubes (total for both Unit 2 steam generators) that intersect 
the retainer bars were plugged as a preventive measure. Twenty four of these tubes 
were stabilized prior to plugging to ensure that all 188 plugged tubes will not sever due 
to continued vibration of the retainer bar. The tubes that were stabilized are strategically 
located at each end and center of the retainer bars. 

Detailed plans ror returning Unit 2 to service are still under development. Short-term 
plans relating to Unit 2 included conducting a fult u-bend examination 'of 1375 tubes in 
both steam generators using a rotating coil. The tube sample was intended to bound the 
region affected by free-span wear seen in Unit 3 by significant margin. The rotating coil 
provides a slightly more sensitive inspection for long free-span wear scars than the 
bobbin probe. These inspections wece performed subsequent to the team's site visit and 
identified two tubes in Unit 2 steam generator 2E0-89 with shallow free-span wear in the 
u-bend region. These indications both measured approximately 14 percent deep, and 
were located in the same region of the bundle affected by free-span indications in the 
Unit 3 steam generators, 
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The tube wear data for Unit 2 is shown below. 

S1eaM 
Generator Anti-
SG2€08 Vibration 

{Through· Bar 
WaUWear) 

2:50% 0 

35-49% 2 

20-34% 86 

10-19% 705 

TW< 10% 964 

I TOTAL 1157 

Steam 
Gener at Of Antf-
SG2E69 Vibration 

(Through- Bar 
Wall Wear) 

2:50% 0 

35. 49% 0 

20· 34% 78 

10-19% 1014 

TW< 10% I 1499 

TOTAL I 2591 

SONGS Unit 2 Steam Generators 

Wear Depths Summary 

Tube U-Bend Retaine( Foreign Support 
Plate 

Freespan Bar Objeel 

0 0 1 0' 

0 0 1 0 

0 0 0 2 

106 0 0 0 

117 .o 0 () 

225 0 21 :2 

Tube U-Bend Retainer Foreign 
Support 
Plate Freespan Bar Object 

0 0 1 0 

.. 0 0 1 0. 

1 0 3 o I 
85 2 0 0 

53 0 0 0 

139 2 s 0 l 

Total Tubes with 
Indications lndica1ions 

i 1 

3 3 

86 74 -· 
813 406 

1081 600. 

1984 734' 

Total Tubes With 
Indications lnaications 

1 1 

1 , 
62 67 

1101 496 

1552 768 

2737 861' 

'This value is the number of tubes with wear indications of any depth and at any location, Since many tubes 
have indications in more than one depth and location. the total number of tubes is less than lhe total number 
of indications. 

1.5 Description of Steam Generator Inspections at SONGS Unit 3 

After shutdown. the licensee started preparation.s for performing Inspections of Unit 3 
steam generators 3E0-89 and 3E0-88. The steam generator tube inspections 
commenced on February 12, 2012. and confirmed the location of the leak in steam 
generator 3E0·88 as coming from the tube in Row 106 Column 78. The leak was 
located 2 inches beyond anti-vibration support number 4 on the hot leg side. It was 
found to be associated with a long (approximately 30 inches} free-span flaw indication. 
No other tubes were found to be leaking. 

The licensee then performed eddy current inspections of 100 percent of the tubes, full 
length, in both Unit 3 steam generators with a bobbin probe. The bobbin probe 
examinations were supplemented by rotating coil examinations lo confirm, characterize, 
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and size the indications found by the bobbin probe. These examinations identified over 
160 tubes in each steam generator with long free-span indications similar to that found 
on the leaking tube. In each steam generator, the tubes containing the free-span 
indications were grouped together in a tightly packed zone near the center of the tube 
bundle. The free-span indications were located on the upper and/or lower sides {i.e., the 
extrados and intrados) of the u-bend. Tnus, a given free-span indication on the extrados 
of one tube tended to be matched by a similar indication on the in!rados of the adjacent 
higher row tube localed in the same tube column. This pattern provided early evidence 
to SCE personnel that the free-span indications were wear flaws due .to lube-to-tube 
contact from motion of the u-bends within the plane of the u-bends. More than half of 
the· free-span Indications in each steam generator had maximum measured depths 
exceeding the 35 percent plugging limit in the technical specificati-Ons, and ranged to as 
much as 99 percent (for the non-leaking tubes). 

Over 460 tubes in each steam generator were found with wear indications at the tube 
support plates. tn general. tubes exhibiting the free-span wear indications tended to 
exhibit tube support plate indications with the highest depth measurements, typically with 
the deepest values at the seventh tube support plate and trending down at successively 
lower support levels. Approximately 170 tubes in each steam generator exhibited 
Indications at the tube support plates that exceeded the 35 percent plugging !imil. with 
maximum depths ranging to 70 percent 

Approximately 800 tubes in steam generator 3EO·BB and 900 tubes in steam generator 
3E0-89 exhibited wear Indications al the antl-vibration bar supports. Most of these 
measured fess than 20 percent deep, and only 2 indications exceeded the 35 percent 
plugging limit For tube indications at anti-vibration bars in tubes not exhib~ing free-span 
u-bend indications. the length of the wear indications was confined to within the width of 
the anti-vibration bars. For tubes that exhibited free.span indications, many of these 
tubes had wear indications at the anti-vibration bars that extended outside the width of 
the anti-vibration bars which indicated in-plane movement of these tubes in the u-bend 
area. 

Four tubes were found with indications at retainer bar intersections, wilh measured 
depths ranging from 28 to 46 percent. At the time of the team's presence at the site, 
planned corrective actions with respect to tubes adjacent to the· retainer bar were similar 
to those completed for Unit 2. The four tubes with retainer bar indications wece plugged 
and stabilized. In addit!on, the remaining 184 tubes (total for both Unit 3 steam 
generators) that intersect the retainer bars were plugged as a preventive measure. 
Twenty four of these tubes were stabilized prlor. The tubes that were stabilized are 
strategically located at each end and center of the retainer bars . 
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Tube wear data for Unit 3 is shown below. 

Steam 
Generetor Anti-
SG3EBB Vibration 

(Through- Bar 
WalWeac) 

~50% 0 

35-49% 3 

20-34% 156 

10- 19% 1380 

TW< 10% 1816 

TOTAL 3357 

Steam 
Generator Anli-
SG3EB9 Vibration 

(Through- Bar 
Wad Wear! 

~50% 0 

35-49% 0 

20. 34% 45 

10· 19% 940 

TW< 10% 2164 

TOTAL 3149 

SONGS Unit 3 Steam Generators 
Wear Depths Summary 

Tobe Tobe-to- Relainer Support Tube 
Plele Wear Sar 

117 .48 0 

217 116 2 

506 134 1 

542 96 0 

55 11 0 

1437 407 3 

Tube Tu~ Retainer Support Tube 
Prate Wear Bar 

91 26 0 

252 102 1 

487 215 0 

590 72 0 

94 1 0 

1514 416 1 

Foreign Total Tubeswi1h 
Object Indications !l'ldleations 

0 iti5 74 

0 338 119 

0 797 197 

0 2020 554 

0 1884 817 

0 5204 919' 

Feteign Total Tubes with 
Object lndicalions lndlcations 

0 117 60 

0 355 128 

0 747 175 

0 1602 450 

0 2259 838 

0 5080 ear 

'This value is the numbe1 of tubes with wear indicatforis of any deplh and at any loc3!ion. Since many tubes 
have indications In more than one depth and localion, the total number of tubes is less than the total number 
of indications. 

· 1.6 In.Situ Pressure Testing 

Technical Specification 5.5.2.11.a for SONGS Units 2 and 3 requires that a condition 
monitoring assessment be performed during each outage that tha stea!1' generator tubes 
are inspected or plugged to confirm that the tube integrity performance criteria are being 
met. These performance criteria include specific requirements fo~ tube structural 
integrity and accident induced leakage. The nmtting slructural cnteilon applicable to the 
SONGS Units 2 and 3 ls the normal steady state pressure differential across the tubes 
times a safety factor of three. The limiting accident induced leakage criterion ls 0.5 gpm 
per steam generator. 

-Typically, the requirement for performing condition monitoring is satisfied by analyzing 
eddy current flaw indications relative to screening criteria that are functions of measured 
flaw depth, length, and/or eddy current voltage response. These screening criteria are 
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conservative relative to the performance criteria since they make allowance for eday 
current measurement error ur.certamt1es w1t'I •espect :o voltage cor•elat1ons with flaw 
depth and burst strength. and material property variability When these screening 
criteria are exceeded. 1n-s1tu pressure tests may be performed for tubes not meeting the 
screening cr1tena to confirm that the performance criteria are met for these tubes. In-situ 
pressure test procedures at SONGS and the screening cr·:e•1a fer selecting tubes !o be 
tested were in accordance with Electrical Power Researcti Institute Report 1O14983. 
"Steam Generator In-Situ Pressure Test Guidelines." Rev1s1or. 3 

At Unit 2, one lube with a measured 90 percenl deep md1cat1on at a retainer bar location 
was determined to be outside the screening cr1tena and was 1n-s1tu pressure tested For 
Unit 3, an optional strategy to the screening criteria approach was taken 1'1 accordance 
with the Steam Generator ln-S1lu Pressure Test Guidelines Aopend1:i: A The 
Appendix A approach is a stal1s11cally based Monte Carlo approach that samples the 
uncertainty distributions associated with each of the input parameters for calcu!atmg 
tube burst pressure This methodology selects all tubes determined to have a 0 95 
probability or less of meeting the ilmihng structural 1nteg•1ty oe'1orrriance cntenon 
Application of this methodology led to selection of 129 tubes on lJnit 3 for .n.;,1tu 
pressure testing. 73 tubes in steam gene•ato· 3E0-88 and 56 tubes in steam generator 
3E0-89 

lhe m-s1tu pressure tests were performed under ambient cond1!1ons Therefore the test 
pressures were ad1usled upward from actual values under ho: co1d11lans lo account for 
the increased yield and ultimate strength of the tube material under amo1ent cond1hans 
lhe test pressures (W•!h correchon factors addedJ corresponding 10 normal operahng 
conditions. main steam line break and three times normal operating pressure d1fferenhal 
were 1850 psi. 3200 ps1. and 5300 psi respectrvely 

1 he test procedure involved pressun.z:ing the sub1ect tube at a ra!e not ~o exceed 200 
psi/sec to each test pomt At each test point. pressure was held constant for two 
minutes 1f the tube was not leaking If tne tube was leak.ng pressure was held constant 
for five minutes before ramping to the ne><t test pressure 

The tube with a 90 percent deep retainer bar 1nd1cat1on 1n Unit 2 was successfully tested 
to 5300 psi with no leakage This demonstrated that all pe~orl"'larce criter:a were me! 
for this tube For Unit 3. 136 of the 144 tubes were successfully tested to 5300 psi with 
no leakage demonstra11ng Iha! these tubes met !he performance enter.a The remaining 
eight tubes "failed" prior to reachrng 5300 psi. Failure 1n this conte"t means that leakage 
occurred 1n excess of the 4.5 gallons per minute pump capacity during the test and test 
pressure could not be maintained AU eight tubes tnat failed were 1n steam generator 
3E0-88. All lubes tested 1n steam generator 3EO-B9 passed with r.o leai<.age 

Table 1 summarizes the 1n-s1tu pressure test results for tne eight lubes that failed the 
test Three of lhe eight tubes failed at or below the test pressure corresponding to main 
steam line break differential pressure The tube that leaked causing shutdown of 
SONGS Unit 3 (row 106, column 78l ekh1bited the lowest fai1•Jre p•essure 2874 psi 
The three tubes that failed at or below main steam line breaK pressure failed to meet tne 
accident leakage perlormance cniena as wel. as l!'ie st•L.ctural .ntegnty performance 
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criteria. The other five tubes mefthe accident leakage criteria, but failed to meet the 
structural criteria. 

Prior to being tested to failure, the tube that leaked during operation (row 106, column 
78) exhibited a measured leak rate of 0.072 gallons per minute at a test pressure 
corresponding to normal operating conditions. This compares: with a leak rate of 0.00 
gallons per minute measured by SCE operating staff for SON•3S Unit 3 when they made 
the decision to shut the plant down. The reported operational leakage was evaluated 
based on ambient conditions. Both the operational and test measurements are less than 
the applicable technical specification llmit of 0.1 gallons per minute. 

Table 1 - SONGS 3 In.Situ Pressure Test Results 

SG Row Column Leak. Rate at Leak Rate at Failure 
Normal Main Steam Pressure 
Operating Line Break 
Conditions 

(gpm) (gpm) (psi) 

88 106 76 0.072 >0.5 2874 

88 102 76 0 >0.5 3268 

88 104 78 0 >0.5 3180 

88 100 80 0 >0.5 4732 
" .ea 107 77 0 >0.5 I 5160 

88 101 81 0 >0.5 4889 

86 ,98 80 0 >0.5 4886 

88 99 81 0 >0.5 5026 

2.0 Probable Cause Evaluation (Charter Item 2) 

While the team was on-site, both SCE and Mitsubishi were in the process of conducting 
cause evaluations for the tube failure and unexpected wear of steam generator tubes In 
Unit 3. As part of both evaluations, actions were being taken to understand the 
differences between Unit 2 and 3 steam generator$. The cause evaluations were not 
complete and were undergoing changes while the Augmented Inspection Team was 
onsite; however, SCE did subsequently c0mplete their cause evaluation prier to the 
team's exit meeting. The team did a detailed review of the completed cause evaluation. 
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2 1 SCE Cause Evaluation 

a. Inspection Scope 

The team conducted an overall and independent review of SCE's actions taken to 
understand the probable cause for the steam generator tube degradation. The team 
reviewed the updated final safety analysis report, technical specifications. design basis 
documents. original steam generator design. replacement steam generator design. 
purchase order specifications, design changes, manufacturing changes. 
nonconformance reports, supplier deviation reports. and interviewed personnel. The 
review included understanding the licensee's criteria for determining the cause, or if one 
could not be determined. the most probable cause 

b. Observations and Findings 

No hndmgs were identified 

The team participated in discussions with the licensee·s cause analysis team and noted 
that the licensee employed various root cause evaluation techniques These included a 
change analysis technique that compared design differences and a problem analysis 
technique relying on a systematic process that looked at the causaf effects and risk 
assessments of possible causes. The team reviewed the licensee causal analysis 
summary that assigned a ranking of highly probable to unlikely. 

In the area of thermal hydraulic analysis the licensee contracted AREVA to verify the 
accuracy of Mitsubishi's thermal-hydraulic code (FIT tu) used during the design of the 
replacement steam generators. by comparing it to ATHOS. a thermal-hydraulic code 
developed by the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI). In addition. SCE contracted 
Westinghouse to perform a completely independent analysis using a Westinghouse 
modified ATHOS lhermal-hydraulic code. AREVA also performed independent flow 
induced vibration analyses. The licensee brought on board MPR associates and 
numerous other technical experts, including a world renowned exp~rt in flow induced 
vibration. to assist in the cause assessment The team observed that SCE preliminary 
causal analysis was generally consistent with that of M1tsub1sh1. Initially, the ltcensee 
reviewed the following cause contributors: 

Departure from original steam generator u-bend/anti-vibration bar configuration -
highly probable 
Departure from original steam generator stay cyhnder configuration - possibfe 
Depa~ure from original steam generator tube support plate configuration -
possible 
Replacement steam generator anti-vibration bar structure too flexible - possible 
Additional 300 rotations of Unit 3 replacement steam generator due to divider 
plate repair work - possible 
Thermal-hydrauhc and flow induced vibration models used in replacement steam 
generator design incorrectly predicted replacement steam generator tube bundle 
behavior - possible ~. 

The team observed that the licensee performed a detailed analysis and attempted to 
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address all probable causes. The team observed !hat some of the conditions whicfl 
were eliminated as potential contributors may need further evaluation. In particular, the 
team determined that the only major difference between Units 2 and 3 was the divider 
plate repair lo both Unit 3 steam generators. This difference had been discounted by 
both SCE and Mitsubishi. The divider plate is further discussed in Section 12 .0 of this 
report 

The completed SCE cause evaluation identified the mechanistic cause of the tube-lo
tube wear as fluid-elastic instability caused by a combination of localized high 
steam/water velocity, high steam void fraction, and insufficient contact forces between 
the anti-vibration bars and the tubes 

c. Conclusion§ 

The team independently concluded that the combination of higher than predicted 
thermal-hydrauHc conditions and insuffiCient contact forces in the upper tube bundle 
caused the fluid-elastic lnstabifity vibration. 

2.2 Mitsubishi Cause Evaluation 

a. Inspection Scope 

The team conducted an overall and independent <evlew of Mitsubishi's actions taken to 
understand the probable cause of the sleam generator lube degradation. While onsite. 
the inspection team was informed that Mitsubishi was performing a failure analysis to 
characterize the mechanism causin!) the tube-to-tube wear condition in Unit 3. The 
team had periodic discussions with Mitsubishi persnnnel to gather information on the 
probable causes under consideration. The team reviewed information contained in the 
updated final safety analysis report, technical specifications, design basis documents, 
purchase order speclflcations. design changes, design drawings. manufacturing 
changes, nonconformance reports. and supplier deviation reports to understand the 
design and fabrication of the replacement steam generators and independently assess 
th~ information obtained from Mitsubishi's in-progress cause evaluation. 

b. Observations and Findings 

No findings were identified. 

The team determined that Mitsubishi was performing a thorough evaluation of the failure 
mechanism leading to the tube-to-tube wear in Unit 3. The team noted that Mitsubishi 
gathered factual Information about the design, fabrication. and operation of the 
replacement•steam generators in Unit 2 and Unit 3 lo understand the differences 
between these components and identtfy potential conlributing causes. The team 
discussed the preliminary failure mechanism theory with Mitsubishi personnel, who 
attributed the tube-to-tube; wear to a combination of design, fabrication. and operational 
factors. 

Mitsubishi's preliminary explanation of the failure mechanism started with the 
combination of two factors: (1) a relatively small tube pitch to tube diameter ratio (PIO). 
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and (2) high void fraction in the tube bundle area where the tube-to-tube wear was 
identified. The small pitch to diameter ratio was a fixed parameter in the replacement 
steam generators establ ished by the nominal center-to-center distance between 
adjacent tubes (P) and the nominal outside diameter of the tubes (0) . The high void 
fraction was identified from the results of Mitsub1sh1 's thermal-hydraulic model for the 
secondary side of the replacement steam generators. Mitsubishi considered that the 
combination of these two factors may have resulted in favorable conditions for in-plane 
tube vibration based. in part, on the results of recent studies 1n flu id-elastic instability 

Additionally, M1tsubish1 identified that the Unit 3 replacement steam generators had 
better dimensional controls during the fabricat ion process. This determination was 
based. in part. on the resul s of pre-service and in-service eddy current examinations. 
and fabrication data from Unit 2 and Unit 3 replacement steam generators. The 
correlation of dimensional controls with the fa ilure mechanism was that improved 
dimensional controls for Unit 3 replacement st~am generators resulted In less variab1hty 
of as-built critical dimensions such as anti-vibrat ion bar thickness. tube roundness, and 
gaps between tubes and anti-vibration bars . 

The fa ilure mechanism model also considered a uid dynamic effect associated with the 
spreading of the tubes 1n the U-bend region during normal operating conditions. This 
effect was informally referred to as "flowering ," due to the characteristic shape in which 
the tube bundle spreads transverse to the plane of the U·bends at normal operating 
conditions. "Flowering· was described as the elastic deformation of the anti-vibration bar 
structure and the tube bundle m the U-bend region. as a result of thermal expansion and 
fluid dynamic pressure acting on the secondary side of the tubes (see figure below) 
The deformation caused by the ' flowering• effect was believed to result in multiple areas 
of no contact between the anti-vibration bars and the tubes, which minimized resistance 
to In-plane motion of the u-bend area of the tubes 
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Mitsubishi considered that the collective contribution of the factors described above 
resulted In conditions in the U-bend that were highly susceptible to excessive tube 
vibration. The in-plane vibration of the tubes in the U-bend region allowed direct contact 
between free-span sections of the lubes, resulting In the unanticipated lube-to-tube 
wear. 

At the conclusion of the onsite portion of this inspection, Mitsubishi was further 
evaluating the failure mechanism by conducting in-depth analyses of avallable data to 
validate their failure mechanism theory. One of the analyses included analytical studies 
of the impact of anti-vibration bar gap size, free--span length, fluid-elastic vibration. and 
contact forces on tube wear depth. An expected outcome of this analysis was that 
contact forces and the number of inactive supports s.hould be the biggest contributors to 
wear under fluid-elastic !nstability conditions. Additionally, Mitsubishi was conducting 
further analytical studies of the "flowering· effect by modeling multiple cases of elastic 
displacement of the tube bundle structure. taking into consideration thennal expansion 
and dynamic pressures. Concurrent wllh ::-,ese anatyset. Mitsubishi was studying the 
effect of manufacturing dispersion on tube wear Specifically, Mitsubishi was modeling 
multiple cases of manufacturi ng variability to study the influence of different dimensional 
controls on gap and contact forces. Mitsubishi was using as-built data as well as 
manufacturing tolerances to statistically assess the impact of dimensional controls on 
the resulting gaps and contact forces in different areas of the tube bundle. Based on the 
data reviewed by the team, the standard deviation of the tube ovality (G-value) 
decrease<! during each successive fabrication run of the steam generator tubes (order of 
tube fabrication -> U2E0-89, U2E0-88, U3E0-89, and U3E0-88). One of the expected 
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outcomes of th is analysis was that manufacturing variability 1n Unit 3, in combination with 
the "flowering· effect, wou ld result 1n a reduction of contact forces in Unit 3 relative to 
those in Unit 2. During he on-s ite portion of th is inspection. the results of these studies 
were not final ized and additional fa ilure analysis tasks were scheduled to accurately 
characterize the failure mechanism and support the cause determination. 

c. Conclusions 

At the ime of the exit. Mitsubishi was s ill completing their independent cause analysis 
As part of the Confirmatory Action Letter inspection, the final Mitsubishi cause evaluation 
will be rev iewed . 

3.0 Operational Differences in Configuration and Operation between Unit 2 and 3 (Charter 
@m.1l 

a. Inspect ion Scope 

The team reviewed Unit 2 and 3 Cycle 16 operational data records found in operator 
logs and the plant computer system. The team focused on differences in configuration 
and operation between Units 2 and 3. The team eva luated fu ll power operational data 
between Unit 2 and Umt 3 steam generators after each were replaced. From this data 
the team compared key plant parameters and other indications such as temperature. 
flow, power. pressure , and vibration and loose parts monitoring alarms. The team 
reviewed operational differences between Units 2 and 3 in order to gain information and 
to assess if these differences could have had an impact on the observed differences in 
the steam generator tube wear between the units. 

b Obgwations and F1nd1ngs 

No findings were identified . 

The team identified one unresolved item for which additional information is required to 
determine if a performance deficiency exists or if the issue constnutes a violation of NRC 
requirements. The earn also modeled he impact of opera ional differences on the 
predicted thermal-hydraul ic response ot th e steam generators. 

(1) Introduction : The team identified an unresolved item associated with the number of 
valid vibration and loose parts alarms observed In Unit 3 steam generators compared 
to Unit 2 steam generators , during steady state conditions. 

Description : Ounng the review of operational differences between Unit 2 and 3 
steam generators the team identified a significant difference in number of valid 
vibration and loose parts monitoring system alarms The vibration and loose parts 
monitoring system was designed to provide continuous monitoring and conditioning 
of loose parts accelerometer signals. Two separate accelerometers were installed 
on each of the steam generators The location of these instruments are on the 
steam generators· lower supporting structures and provide acoustic information 
about loose parts impacts specifical ly on the reactor coolant or primary side of the 
steam generators The vibration and loose parts monitoring system real time 
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functions consist mainly of impact alarm ahdation of suspec ed loose part e e ts 
and recording acoustic data. Long term vibration mon:tonng and loose part even 
trending were done b e g1neenng person el using ecorded data 

Unit 3 returned to service in February 2011 , and e res ide t inspectors ote<1 a 
number of nuclear nohfica ions associated w11 Un t 3 steam generators vibration 
and loose part monrtonng alarms On January 20 2012, prior to the Unit 3 tube 
leak. engineering personnel also Identified this trend and documented m Nuclear 
N0Uficat1on NN 201818719 this problem and assigned an action to do further 
evaluation On February 3. 20 2. engineenng personnel sent two sets of alarm 
signatures to Westinghouse. which contained impact data on alarms for hm periods 
of steady state operation (1 e . no major temperatu e c anges). Westinghouse 
engineering perso el co cl ded hat he acousilc signals p1ci<ed up by lho 
accelerometers were valid and similar 1n nature to acoushc signat ires Cdused by 
thermal movement of a steam generator expected dunng changes in the al 
conditions . such as plant startup or shutdown However the data obtained and 
ana lyzed had been ta en dunng steady state operations The tea noted that Unit 2 
steam generators did not receive t e same umber a d ype of alarms during a 
s1m1lar peood of steady state operation Engine ring personnel also compared hot 
leg temperature changes hn ed to Um 3 operations ro February 18, 2011 , to 
January 31 , 20 12. and confirmed about 30 valld alarms during t is pe od were not 
associated with thermal transients 

Add1t1onal review and follow up ill be required or the v1 ra ton and loose parts 
monitoring system alarms, including evaluation and d1sposlhon of U · 3 alar s and 
t en determine whether t 1s issue represents a performance deficiency or constitutes 
a v1olahon o NRC require enls rs tssue 1s Iden 1fed as 
URI 0500036212012007-02, "Evaluation of Unit 3 Vibration and Loose Parts 
Monitoring System Alarms • 

(2) Operational Q11ferences The team performed a number o d . rent lher al
hydraulic analysis of Units 2 and 3 staam generators The oulpJt of he a 10 s 
analyses runs where then compared and reviewed to determ·ne 11 those differences 
could have contflbuted to t e si9n1 1cant chan e in s ea generatoi tube wear It 
was noted that Unit 3 ran w1\h slightly higher pnmary temperatures, about 4 'F 19 er 
than Unit 2 Other di · erences we re noted in steam and fee~ater flow but none of 
the differences wer considered su ICfen to s1 111flcan a ect t ermal hydraulic 
charactenstics 1ns1de the steam generators The d , erent a alyses 1 eluded 

• lower bounding the rmal hydra lie anal sis using the steam generator base 
design condition . whee pn ary inlet temper<iture was 598 'F, and a upper 
bound case Where primary inlet temperature as 6 1 'F as 1denti ed 1n Mi sub1sh1 
Document l5-04GA02 . Rev1s1on 3 
Varying steam generator pressures fr 833 to 942 ps1a 
Steam mass flow rates from 7 59 to 62 Mlbm r 
Primary loop volumetric low rate rom 02,000 to 104 .000 gpm, and 
Recirculation ratio from 3 2 to 3.5 
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c. Conclusions 

The team 1dent1f1ed one unresolved item associated with SCE's evaluation of the Unit 3 
loose parts monitoring atarms. 

The result of the independent NRC the1TT1a l-hydrauloc analysis indicated that differen ces 
1n the actual operat ion between units and/or ind ividual steam generators had an 
insignificant impact on the resu lts and in fact, the team did not identify any changes in 
steam ve locit ies or void fractions that could attribute to the differences in tube wear 
between the units or steam generators . It shou ld be noted that increases in primary 
tempe ratu re and steam generator press ures has the effed of reducing void fract ions and 
peak steam velocities, which slightly decreases the conditions necessary for fluid elast ic 
instab1l1ty and fl uid-induced vibrat ion . 

4 O Desig n and Ma nufactur ing Differences (Charter Item #4 ) (Mitsubishi Charter Item 1 l 

During the development of the charter. 1t was not known how SCE and Mitsubishi 
rev iewed and approved des ign and manufacturing changes . During the inspection 1t 
was identified that all design and manufacturing ch anges proposed by Mits ubishi 
required review and approval from a SCE representative Based on th is , it was 
determined that th is area cou ld be covered as one item. 

a. Inspection Scope 

The team interviewed licensee and M itsubishi personnel in\lolved in the design and 
fabricat ion of the replacement steam generators and reviewed info1TT1ation including 
nonconformance reports , design drawings, fabrication procedures , design changes. 
engineering evaluations. suppl ier deviation requests . and design specifications to 
identify cond ition s affect ing qua lity tha t resulted 1n relevant design differences between 
the replacement steam ge nerato rs. The team assessed whether these differences co uld 
be cons idered as contributing factors for the cause of the tube-to-tube wear issue in Unit 
3 The team also reviewed Eng ineering Change Packages 80007 1702 and 800071703 
for the Unit 2 and Unit 3 replacement steam generators . respectively, with emphasis on 
ch anges made to the design methodo logy described in the updated fina l safety ana lysis 
report for the oflg inal steam generators to verify that the evaluation was performed in 
accordance with licensee procedures and the pro\11Sions of 1 OCFR 50.59 . "Changes , 
Tests . and Experiments ." 

b. Observations and Findings 

No findings were identified 

The team identified lwo unresolved items for which add itional in formahon is required to 
determine if performa nce deficiencies exist or if the issues constitute violations of NRC 
req uirements The team also identified several observation s related to the design . 
fabrication , and the engineering change package for the Unit 2 and Unit 3 replacement 
steam generators 
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(1) Introduction· The team identified an unresolved item associated with the design of 
the retainer bars in Unit 2 and Unit 3 replacement steam generators. 

Description: In February 2012 the licensee identified wear indicat ions in Uni! 2 
rep lacement steam generators at the tube locations in contact with the retainer bars 
{see figure below) . Some of the indications showed excessive wear with a maximum 
degradation of 90 percent through wal l. 

-1 Retaining 

R t111r11::r B r Dc~ rgn and Loc.iuun o t Alfectc CI l 1• hC 1For tllus1r~t;o 11 Puq OS•'' Only) 

The team identified that the des ign of the replacement steam generators did not 
expect any potential vibration concerns n the area of the tube bundle where the 
retainer bars were located. The basis for Mitsubishi's design philosophy relied on 
the following factors: 

• Based on the calculated natural frequency of the retainer bar. Mitsubishi 
considered that there would not be a resonant vibration condition relative to the 
flow conditions in the location of retainer bars. 

• The vibration analysis of the tube bundle only considered out-of-plane vibration 
because in-ptane vibration was not expected to be an operationat concern for the 
retainer bars 
The outermost tubes were considered the least susceptible to flow-elastic 
instability ; therefore reta iner bar locations were not included in the vibration 
analysis 

• Flu id-elastic instability was found not appiicable lo the retainer bar because th is 
mechanism did not apply to a single tube 1n cross How. 

• Vortex-induced vibrat ion was found not applicable to the reta iner bar because it 
was considered a vibration mode applicable to a single cylinder in uniform cross 
flow in a large area and the flow condition around the retainer bars was 
considered slug-froth two phas·~ flow. 

However. upon identificat ion of retainer bar-to-tube wear in Unit 2 replacement 
steam generators , Mitsubishi performed an evaluation to identify the cause of 
excessive wear. The ana lysis considered three vibration mechanisms: fluid-elastic 
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instability, vortex-induced vibration, and turbulence-induced vibration (random 
vibration). The analysis for ,turbulence-induced vibration determined that random 
vibration was the possible cause of the retainer vibration. based on the peculiar flow 
around the retainer bar. combined with the rather !ow natural frequency of the 
retainer bar. The analysis used the two phase flow conditions around the retainer 
bars and identified various modes of vibration at those flow conditions that could lead 
to retainer bar vibration and consequently to tube wear. 

Additional review by the NRC is required following completion of the licensee's cause 
evaluation to determine whether this issue represents a performance deficiency or 
constitutes a violation of NRC requirements. This issue is identified as URI 
05000362/2012007-03, "Evaluation of Retainer Bars Vibration during the Original 
Design of the Replacement Steam Generators.· 

(2) Introduction: The team identified an unresolved item associated with the 
dimensional controls of critical dimensions throughout the fabrication of Unit 2 and · 
Unit 3 replacement steam generators. 

Desgiption: Based on the information gathered by the team on the differences in 
dimensional controls of critical parameters in Unit 2 and Unit 3 replacement steam 
generators, the team determined that Mitsubishi did not consider the potential impact 
of improving dimensional controls for tube roundness and anti-vibration bars on the 
final tube bundle clearances at normal operating conditions. · 

Additional review by the NRC is required following completion of the licensee's cause 
evaluation to fully assess how the dimensional controls contributed lo the tube-to
tube wear in Unit 3 and then determine whether this issue represents a performance 
deficiency or constitutes a violation of NRC requirements. This issue is identified as 
URI 05000362/2012001-04, ''Evaluation of Changes in Dimensional Controls during 
the Fabrication of Unit 2 and Unit 3 Replacement Steam Generators: 

(3) Design Differences: The team did not identify any significant differences in the 
design requirements of Unit 2 and Unit 3 replacement steam generators. The 
·conformed Specification for Design and Fabrication of the Replacement Steam 
Generators," also known as the design specification, contained identical technical 
requirements for Unit 2 and Unit 3 steam generators. All replacement steam 
generators were required to be designed, fabricated, and tested in accordance with 
the 1998 edition of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) Boiler 
and Pressure Vessel Code, with the 2000 Addenda, industry standards, and NRC 
endorsed methods des'cribed in applicable regulatory guides. The licensee specified 
the same licensing requirements for all replacement steam generators, 

The design specification also contained provisions to address technical or quality 
deviations from the requirements of the purchase order or the design specifications, 
including the disposition of "Repair" or "Accept as-is" conditions captured as non· 
conformance reports in Mitsubishi's quality assurance program and changes to 
documents ·previously approved by the licensee. This process was referred to as 
"Supplier Deviation Request" and allowed the licensee to review and approve 
deviations. from the approved design specifisations. The team noted that changes 
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affecting the specified design were submitted to SCE personnel for review and 
approval. 

The team noted that the design specification established identical provisions for the 
design of the replacement steam generator components including the vessel, 
upper/lower shell, transition cone, tubesheet, channel head, divider plate, tube 
supports, tubing, steam nozzle. feedwater nozzle, primary nozzles. steam flow 
limiting device, moisture separators/dryers, feedwater distribution system, blowdown 
and sludge management, access/inspection ports, instrument/sampling laps, and 
loose part monitoring. · 

The design specification also established identical requirements for the service life 
and service environmental conditions of the replacement steam generators. The 
licensee also specified identical design loading, structu·ral, and seismic requirements 
for all replacement steam generators. The design specification contained identical 
requirements for design transients under normal, upset, emergency, faulted, and test 
conditions. 

Additionally, the performance requirements in the design specification were identical 
for each replacement steam generator, which included: 

• Water Level Stability 
• Circulation Ratio 
• Moisture Carryover 
• Steam Carryunder in the Downcomer Annulus 
• Reactor Coolant F!ow Rate 
• Primary-To-Secondary Leakage 
• Slowdown Capacity 
• Thermal Rating 
• Heat Transfer Surface Area 
• Tube Plugging Margin 
• Fouling Factor 
• Overall Heat Transfer Coefficient 
• Primary Side Design and Operating Pressure!Temperatures 
• Secondary Side Design and Operating Pressures!Temperatures 
• Primary Side Design and Operating Flows 
• Secondary Side Design and Operating Flows 
• Tube Material and Dimensions 

The replacement steam generator design developed by Mitsubishi for SONGS Unit 2 
and Unit 3 in accordance with the licensee's design specification was translated into 
the same set of design and fabrication drawings. The team noted that some as-built 
dimensions varfed between Unit 2 and Unit 3 steam generators as a result of the 

· divider plate weld repairs in Unit 3 and other manufacturing processes. However, 
these dimensional changes did not represent significant deviations from the original 
design specifications. 
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(4) Fabncation Differences: The team noted that the design specification contained the 
same general fabncation requirements for the Unit 2 and Unil 3 replacement steam 
generators. The design specification contained the methods required for fabrication. 
assembly. inspection. and testing of the replacement steam generators. The 
specification covered, in part, fabrication requirements for the channel head cladding. 
tube dimensions. tube wall thickness, tube bend radius. tube ··ovality.'' tubesheet. 
tube-to-tubesheet joints. tube supports, tub.e bundle. machined gasketed surfaces, 
non-AS ME steam generator internals. welding methods. post-weld heat treatment, 
and allowable welding materials. The specification also contained detailed 
requirements for inspections, tests, and examinations. which included eKammation 
methods and personnel qualification requirements. 

The design specification also required the use of "Supp,ier Deviation Requests" to 
address technical or quality deviations from the requirements of the Purchase Order 
or the design specifications. including the dispos1t1on of "'Repair" or "'Accept as-is'' 
conditions identified durrng the fabrication process and changes to fabrication 
documents previously approved by the Hcensee The team noted !hat fabrication 
issues affectmg the specified design were submitted to SCE personnel for review 
and approval 

Based on discussions with SCE and Mitsubishi personnel and the review of 
documentation about the fabrication history of Unit 2 and Unit 3 replacement steam 
generators. the team 1dentif1ed the differences listed below. At the conclusion of the 
onsite portion of this inspection. the differences between Unit 2 and Unit 3 steam 
generators as a result of the fabrication process were under considerat10n for the 
cause evaluation. 

Steam Dryer Assembly - During the fabrication of Unit 2 steam generator 2E0-
89. Mitsubishi identified a nonconforming condition of the steam dryer assembly 
that included damaged locking plates of vane jacking devices. displaced bolts. 
and damaged vanes. The cause of this issue was determined to be inadequate 
evaluation and control of lhe design in regard the_capacity of the vane jacking 
devices to sustam all fabrication conditions. Specifically. the vane jacking 
devices failed to stay m the design pos1t1on during multiple rotations of the steam 
generator assembly during fabrication. Mitsubishi corrected the conditlon. in 
part. by replacing all vane jacking devices and damaged vanes with a new 
desrgn, whrch was also used 111 the fabrication of the Uni! 2 steam 
generator 2E0-88. and Unit 3 steam generators 3E0-89 and 3E0-88 
Additionally. Mitsubishi modified the assembly sequence or 1he steam dryers. 
For Unit 2 steam generator 2ED-89, the steam dryer vanes were assembled in
situ while lhe steam dryers for Unit 2 steam generator 2E0-88 and Unit 3 steam 
generators 3E0-88 and JE0-89 were preassembled before installation in their 
final position. 

• Dnning of Tubesheet Holes - The tubesheet holes 1n Unit 2 and Unit 3 steam 
generators where the tubes are inserted for final assembly were made with 
different drill bits. The Unit 2 steam generator tubei;heets were drilled with 
uncoated drill bits. The Unit 3 steam generator tubesheets were drilled with· 
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titanium-nitride coated drill bits, which improved the drill bit life and resolved 
tooling mark issues experienced in Unit 2. 

• Transition Wrapper Welding - The welding of the transition wrapper was 
performed in different order for each unit. For Unit 2 steam gen•3rators. the 
transition wrapper was welded after the tubes and anti-vibration bars were 
installed. In Unit 3 steam generators, the transition wrapper was welded before 
the installation of tubes and ant!·Vibration bars. 

• Cladding Removal process for the Channel Head - The removal of the stainless 
steel clad weld from the interior surface of the channel head base metal in 
preparation for the divider plate weld (i.e. structural butter weld) was performed 
with different methods in Unit 2 and Unit 3 replacement steam generators. For 
Untt 2. Mitsubishi used a machining process to remove the cladding in both 
steam generators. In Unit 3, Mitsubishi used an air carbon-arc gouging process. 
This method resulted in separation of the butter weld during hydrostatic testing. 
The root cause evaluation concluded that the air carbon-arc gouging process teft 
carbon deposits on the base metal. Gouging was followed by grinding which was 
designed to remove the heat affected zone and expected to completely remove 
the carbon deposits. However. the grinding process left carbon deposits behind, 
which resulted in the localized areas of high carbon and high base metal 
hardness due·lo camurization. The repair of the Unit 3 divider plate welds is 
addressed in further details in Section 12.0 of this report. 

• H.!!lium Leak Test -As part oflhe fabrication process, Mitsubishi performed a 
Helfum-Nitrogen leak test on the secondary side of the rep!acemunt steam 
generators lo check for leaks on the tube·to-tubesheet welds. For all steam 
generators. this test was performed after completion of the lube-to-tubesheet 
weld, but prior to the penetrant examination of the tube-to-tubesheet welds and 
final tube expansion. The leak tests tor Unit 2 steam generators were performed 
at a higher pressure than Unit 3 steam generators. Additionally, the Unit 2 tests 
were performed using a temporary welded cap on top of tl':e steam generator 
shelf to enclose the secondary side, while a temporary clamped cap was used in 
Unit 3 steam generators. All tests required the same holding time before starting 
the test and the same leak rate acceptance criteria. 

• Preliminary and ASME Section Ill Hvdrostatlc Tesls - The number of hydrostatic 
tests performed in accordance with.ASME Section Ill on the primary and 
secondary sides of the replacement steam generators varied between Units due 
to the results of the initial test in each steam generator. For each replacement 
steam generator. the hydrostatic tests were performed first on the primary side 
and then on the secondary sfde. Both Unit 2 steam generators met the 
acceptance criteria in the first hydrostatic test. HO'Never, during the first 
hydrostatic test on the secondary slde or Unit 3 steam generator 3E0+89, 
Mitsubishi identified leakage through a tube·to-tubesheet weld that exceeded the 
ASME Code acceptance criteria. After repairs were completed to address the 
leakage. the hydrostatic tests were re-performed. Following the second set of 
hydrostatic tests on Unit 3 steam generator 3E0-89. cracking indications were 
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identified in the divider plate-to-channel head weld. After repairs were completed 
to address the divider plate weld cracks, a third set of hydrostatic tests were 
performed in Unit 3 steam generator 3E0-89. Since similar cracking indications 
of the divider plate weld were identified in Unit 3 steam generator 3E0-88, a 
second set of hydrostatic tests was performed In this steam generator after the 
diVider plate weld was repaired. 

Additionally, prior to each ASME Section Ill hydrostatic test, Mitsubishi performed 
a preliminary hydrostatic tes.t of the primary and secondary side of the steam 
generators at design pressure to check for leakage at the feed purrip, pressure 
filling line, temporary gaskets, and temporary seals. Therefore, each 
replacement steam generator received an equal number of preliminary and 
ASME Section Ill Hydrostatic Tests. The total numbel'S of hydrostatic tests for 
each steam generator are summarized below. 

· Number off)rellmlnary'and ASME Seetlon Ill Hydrest.atJc Test& 

Steam Primary Secondary Results 
. Generator Side Side . 

2E0-89 1 1 Acceptance criteria met 
2E0·88 1 1 Acceotance criteria rnet 

1 1 Leakage detected in tube-to-
tubesheet weld 

3E0-89 1 1 Divider plate weld separation 
weld identified 

1 1 Final -Acceotance criteria met 

. 1 1 Divider plale weld separation 
3E0·88 weld identified 

.1 1 Final - Acceptance criteria met 

• Pre-Service Inspection - The design specification established similar 
requirements for the pre-service eddy current examination of Unit 2 and Unit 3 
replacement steam generators. The team noted that the eddy current 
examinations of Unit 2 and Unit 3 steam generators were perlormed with 1similar 
eddy current techniques, including essential variables. However, the 
circumstances in which the examinations were performed varied for each Unit. 
For Unit 2, the pre-service examination was performed after the steam 
generators were delivered at ~he SONGS jobsite. The steam generators were 
examined on the shipping saddles, where the position of the tube bundle wa.s at 
45 degrees from the gravity neutral position. This position was dictated by the 
location of the steam generator lifting trunnions which were installed on the upper 
shell at 45 degree orientation from the steam generator centerline. For Unit 3, 
the pre-service eddy current examination was performed: at the Mitsubishi· Kobe 
facility while the steam generators were still on the fabrication rollers and in the 
gravity neutral position (I.e. divider plate oriented horizontally), The decision to 
perform the Unit 3 pre-service examination at the Mitsubishi facility Was dictated 
by delivery schedule considerations resulting from the divkler plate 'Weld repairs • 
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• Flow limiter for Primary iniei Nozzles - The replacement steam generators were 
designed with a flow limiter located in the primary inlet nozzle (see figure below) 
In order to make the reactor coolant system flow similar to the flow rate of the 
original steam generator and not exceed the maximum allowable reactor coolant 
system flow rate. The licensee's evaluation for the engineering design package 
determined that although the original steam generators had a number of plugged 
tubes, the reactor coolant sy:stem now rate of the original steam generators was 
near the design requirement. Because the replacement steam generators has 
377 more tubes than the original steam generators, and contained tubes with u
bends ve~us "square bends", the pressure. drop of the replacement steam 
generators with no plugged tubes would be much less than the original steam 
generators resulting In a higher flowrate. 

Flow Limiter 

Replacement Steam Generator Primary lnfet Nozzle (For iliustration Purposes Only) 

The flow limiter was designed to ensure the total "best estimate• reactor coolant 
flow rate with the replacement steam generators installed woul~ not exceed 
106.5 percent of the design volumetric flow rate of 396,000 gallons per minute at 
a reactor coolant system cold leg temperature of Tcold = 540.9°F. For Unit 2 
replacement steam generators, the flow limiter diameter to nozzle inner diameter 
ratio was 0.94 while the ratio for Unit 3 steam generators was 0.915 due to Unit 3, 
reactor coolant pump replacement. The flow limiter dimensions resulted from a 
scaled model test perfonned by Mitsubishi and it was designed to be machined 
as part of the nozzle base metal. 

• Pitch Distance of Tube Support Plate Drilled Holes in Unit 2 Steam Generator 
2E0-89 - During fabrication of the tube support plates for Unit 2 steam generator 
2E0-89, quality control inspections identified unacceptable measurements of the 
pitch distance between drilled holes. Mitsubishi fabrication pre<;edures required 
verification of the total center-to-center distance between ten inline drilled holes 
at certain sample points of the tube support plate. The dimensional verification 

, ci'lecks identified a total of 200 measurements in tube support plate number 3 
and 10 measurements in tube support plate number 6 that did not meet the 
dimensional a~ptance criteria established in the fabrication procedures. 
Mitsubishi evaluated this non-conformance condition and accepted the coi:idltion 
·as-is" with the SCE's approval. The technical justification for accepting the 
condition addressed four elements: (a) the impact of thErcondition on the ability 
to insert the tubes through the affected areas of the tube support plates. (b) 
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resulting stress on the tubes after insertion. (c) impact of the condition on the 
tube to anti-vibration gap size, and (d) possible occurrence of tube scratch during 
inspection. Similar unacceptable measurements were not identified in Unit 2 
replacement steam generator 2E0-88 or Unit 3 replacement steam generators 
3E0-89 and 3E0-88. 

• Tube-to-Tube Clearance in Unit 2 steam generator 2E0-89 - During fabrication of 
Unit 2 replacement steam generator 2E0-89. interference checks identified that 
the clearance between the tubes in Rows No. 28 and 30 in Column No. 22 was 
less than the minimum clearance of 0.13-inch specified in Mitsubishi's inspection 
procedure. The condition was accepted "as-is" by Mitsubishi and SCE through 
the supplier deviation request process. The main considerations of the technical 
evaluation included: {a) thermal expansion difference. (b) tube expansion· due to 
operating pressures. (c) tube displacement due to out-of-plane flow induced 
vibration, and (d) tube displacement due to seismic acceleration. The team 
noted that no tube-to-tube wear indications were identified in this area of the tube 
bundle. 

• Anti-Vibration Bar Spacing Issues in Unit 2 Steam Generator 2EO-S9 - Ourif'.lg 
fabrication of Unit 2 replacement steam generator 2E0-89, quality control 
inspections identified unacceptable gaps between tubes and the anti-vibration 
bars in the outside tub.e columns. The affected area was· identified as welding 
zone-4. The apparent cause for the anti-vibration bar spacing issue was due to 
performing the welding of zone-4 while the steam generator was oriented 
horizontally with this welding zone oriented to the bottom of the bundle. In this 
configuration, the tube bundle experienced sagging at the time of welding due to. 
gravity. After completion of welding zone 4, the steam generator assembly was 
rotated 180 degrees for additional assembly steps, but the sagging ln the 
opposite direction caused enlargement of the gaps in welding zone, 4 and this 
enlargement remained approximately the same for all subsequent rotations. 
When zone-4 was rotated 180-<legrees after welding, deflection or sagging of the 
tube retaining bars due to gravity slighily pulled the anti-vibration bars. increasing 
the gap between the tube and the anti-vibration bars in this zone. 

With the licensee's approval, Mitsubishi implemented various corrective actions 
to address the condition in the pending Unit 2 replacement steam generator 
2E0·88 and subsequently in Unit 3 steam generators which included: (a) use of 
smaller spacer blocks between tubes for the installation of anti-vibration bars, (b) 
re-define the welding zones to limit welding in the horizontal position. and (c) 
reduce rotations during welding of the other bundle zones. Mitsubishi performed 
rework activities in Unit 2 steam generator 2E0-89 to restore anti-vibration bar 
spacing to design specifications. These activities resulted in better gap 
distribution. AU the tube-to-anti-vibration bar gaps exceeding the initial 
dimensional criteria were further evaluated and accepted in accordance with 
Mitsubishi's gap size evaluation procedure. 

• Rotations of $team Generator Assembly for Anti-Vibration Bar Installation and 
Welding - The te;:im noted that welding of anti-vibration bars structure required 
rotating the steam generators several times. As a result of the corrective actions 
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generated to address the anti-vibration bar spacing issues in Unit 2 steam 
generator 2E0-89, the installation procedure was revised to reduce the number of 
rotations for anti-vibration bar instanation to attain better gap control. This 
procedure revision resulted in different number of rotations in each replacement 
steam generator. Steam generators Unit 2 E0-89. Unit 2 E0-88, Unit 3 E0-89, 
and Unit 3 E0-88 received 11.25, 4, 3.5. and 3.5 rotations. respectively, during 
installation of the anti-vibration bars structure. 

• Temporary Installation of Plastic Ties - In order to llmit the displacement of anti
vibration bars during rotation of the steam generator assembly for welding of !he 
anti-vibration bars structure. Mitsubishi revised the installation procedure to 
install temporary plastic ties between the retaining bars and the tubes. This step 
of the anti-vibration bar assembly process was performed in a different sequence 
for Unit 2 and Unit 3 steam generators. For Unit 2, the installation of p!asUc ties 
occurred after welding the transition wrapper, the Helium leak test, and tube 
hydraulic expansion. but before welding the channel head to the tubesheet, the 
hydrostatic tests, and the pre-service inspection. In Unit 3. the installation of 
plastic lies was performed between welding the transition wrapper and the 
Helium leak test. 

• Dimensional Controls of Anti-Vil;!ration Bar Structur2 - According to Mitsubishi's 
preliminary cause evaluation taking place at the time of this inspection, the 
contrors of critical dimensions affecting the clearances between the tube and the 
anti-vibration bars were gradually improved throughout the fabrication or the Unit 
2 and Unit 3 steam generators. This improvement on dimensional controts was a 
consideration for the determination of the failure mechanism leading to tube-to
tube wear in Unit 3. 

The first dimensional control under consldeiation was the improvement of tube 
roundness in the section of the tubes that was bent tO form the U-bend shape. 
During fabrication of Unit 2 steam generator 2E0-89, the supplier of tubular 
product for Mitsubishi (I.e. Sumitomo). experienced quality issues to meet the G· 
vatues established In the design specifications, resulting in a high number of tube 
rejections. The G-value was a measure. of departure from roundness, or 
"ovality," after the tubes were bent and it was controlled in order to control the 
gap between tubes and anti-vibration bars (see figure below). The G-values 
were measured at different locations along the U-bend section of the tubes for a 
selected number of tubes per row, as established In Mitsubishi's procedure. The 
acceptance criteria for G-value varied depending on the row wnere the tubes 
were instaHed. The acceptance criteria also remalned the sarr:e thro~ghout the 
fabrication of Unit 2 and Unit 3 replacement steam generators • 
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Based on discussions with lk:ensee personnel and documentation reviews, the 
team noted that Sumitomo implemented measures to improve the quality of the 
tube bending process which resulted in less deviation of G-values and a 
reduction in the amount and variability of tubing "ovality.· Based on the statistical 
analysis of G-value data collected during fabrication of the Uni! 2 and Unit 3 
steam general.ors, Mitsubishi concluded that the G-values standard deviation 
gradually decreased since the fabrication of the first steam generator. 

Another dimensional control under con&ideration was the variability of anti-
vibration bar dimens ons. Mitsubishi's fabrication procedures required inspection 
of various dimensions of the anti-vibration bars to control the gap between the 
anti-vibration bars and the tu.bes. These dimensions were: thickness in the 
straight sections, twisting and flatness of the straight sections after bending, and 
thickness of the anti-vibration bar tip (i.e. nose) after bending. Among these 
dimensions, the twisting and flatness of the straight sections after bending were 
verified using a "Go or No-Go" approach based on the acceptance criteria in 
Mitsubishi's procedures but no specific measurements were required lo be 
maintained by procedure. AdditionaUy, the acceptance criteria for anti-vibration 
bar dimensions remained the same throughout the fabrication of Unit 2 and Unit 
3 replacement steam generators. Mitsubishi conduded !a~prel~i~ary statis!ical 
analysis of the available dimensional data for anti-vibration ba~ and the team 
concurred that there were minor differences In the statistical distribution of these 
dimensions In Unit 2 and Unit 3 steam generators. 

Engineering Change Package (10 CFR 50.59): The team determined that the 
licensee's evaluation for changes in the updated final safety analysis report's design 
methodologies for the replacement steam generators was consistent with SONGS 
procedures for the implementation of 10 CFR 50.59 requirements. The lk.ensee's 
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evaluation contained in Engineering Change Packages 800071702 and 800071703 
for the Unit 2 and Unit 3 replacement steam generators. respectively. determ ined 
that the replacement of the original steam generators did not affect the current 
licensing basis to the extent of needing prior approval from the NRC as required by 
10 CFR 50.59. 

In the 50.59 screening evaluation associated with the eng neering change package 
for the Unit 2 and Unit 3 rep lacement steam generators. the licensee determined that 
the proposed activity did not adversely affect a design function, or the method of 
performing or controlling a design function described in the updated final safety 
analysis report. The licensee also determined that the steam generator replacement 
act ivity did not change a procedure In a manner that adversely affected how an 
updated final safety analys is report design funct ion 1s performed or controlled. 
Additionally , the licensee determined that the steam gen1~rator replacement activity 
did not involve a test or experiment not described in the updated final safety analys is 
report. The licensee evaluated the following updated final safety analysis report 
design functions in the 50 59 screening: 

• Steam Generator Design Functions 
• Reactor Coolant System Structural Integrity 
• Emergency Core Cooling System Performance 

Non-Loss of Coolant Accident Transients 
• Containment Pressure-Temperature Analysis 

Low Temperature Overpressure Protection 
Reactor Protection System. Engineered Safety Features Ac!uation System. Core 
Operat ing Limit Supervisory System. and Core Protection Calculations 

• Nuclear Steam Supply System Performance 
Non-Safety Related Control Systems Performance 

However, the 50.59 screening evaluation identified three methods of analysis 
described in the updated final safety analysis report that were affected by the 
proposed steam generator replacement and required further evaluation against the 
criteria in 10 CFR 50.59. The affec,1ed methodolog ies are described below. 

• Seismic Analysis of Reactor Vessel Internals - The origrnal analys is of SONGS 
Unit 2 and Unit 3 reactor vessel Internals with the original steam generators was 
performed with the methodology described in Combustion Engineering Topical 
Report CENP0-178. ·structural Analysis of Fuel Assemblies for Combined 
Seismic and Loss of Coolant Accident." Subsequent to the submittal of this 
report. Combustion Engineering revised the methodology by modifying modeling 
techniques, computer codes, testing methods, and acceptance criteria in 
response to changes in licensing requirements. Consequently, the original report 
was resubmitted to the NRC as CENP0-1 78-P, Revision 1-P. August 1981. This 
revision was approved by the NRC in a Letter from H. Bernard to A. Scherer, 
"Acceptance for Referring of Licensing Topical Report CENPD-178." dated 
August 6, 1982. The licensee used this revised methodology fo r the replacement 
steam generators and considered 1t as a methodology approved by the NRC for 
the intended applicat ion . 
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• Reactor Coolant System Structural Integrity - The structural analysis of the 
original steam generators used ANSYS software for the thermal and stress 
analyses while the replacement steam generators were analyzed using ABAQUS 
software. ANSYS was described in the updated final safety analysis report as a 
large~scale. general-purpose, finite element program for flnear and nonlinear 
structural and thermal analysis of the reactor coolant loop components. The 
licensee considered ABAOUS to be similar to ANSYS. The licensee compared 
both programs using thermal and stress sampte problems. The comparison 
demonstrated that the results varied from theoretical solutions by no more than 1 
percent. and ABAQUS and ANSYS results themselves were also within 1 
percent of each other. The variability of rest.ills was determined to be within the 
margin of error for the subject type of analysis. 

• Tube Wall Thinning Ana!vsjs - The original steam generator analysis used 
CEFLASH computer program for the main steam line break mass-energy 
blowdown analysis, whereas the replacement steam generator analysis used 
manual calculations to represent the main steam fine break blowdown loads by 
applying the maximum possible tube differential pressure. which bounded the 
pressure calculated by CEFLASH. 

For loss of coolant accident analysis, the original steam generator used STRUDL 
computer program to calculate displacement histories and then ANSYS computer 
program to calculate tube stresses. The tube stresses for the replacement steam 
generators were determined using ANSYS computer program based on the 
blowdown forces. For the original steam generators the combination or loads 
analyzed' was primary loop pipe break plus design basis earthquake and main 
steam tine break plus design basis earthquake. For the replacement steam 
generators, the loss of coolant accident. design basis earthquake. and the main 
steam line break events were combined as one limiting even!. which SCE 
considered to be a more conseivative method of evaluation relative to the 
original steam generators, The licensee determined that the results of the tube 
wall thinning analysis for the replacement steam generators were conservative or 
essentially the same and the melhOdo!ogy used did not rep1esent a departure 
from a method of evaluation described in the updated final safety analysis report 

Further discussion is con!a!ned_ in Section 13.0 of this report on the methodology 
used by the licensee for the reactor coolant system structural integrity and tube wall 
thinning analysis. 

The team noted that a key methodorogy for the design of the replacement steam 
generators was the themial-hydraulic code used to model the flow conditions in the 
steam generators. Mitsubishi's FIT-Ill !hermal·hydrau!!c code was accepted by SCE 
for the design of the replacement steam generators. The team noted that the 
updated final safety analysis report did not describe the thermal-hydraulic code 
used for the design of the original steam generators and therefore !he use of the 
FIT-Ill thermal-hydraulic code did not constitute a change in methOdology or a 
change in an element of a methodology described in !he updated final safety 
analysis report. The updated final safety analysis report did describe the ccmputer 
code CRIB as the code used to analyze overall steam generator performance. As 
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described in the updated final safety analysis report, CRIB was used to establish 
the recirculation ratio and fluid mass inventories as a function of po\'\<er level in the 
original steam generators. 

With regard to the major design changes between the original and replacement 
steam generators, the updated final safety analysis report did not specify how the 
original steam generators relied on special design features such as the stay 
cyl!nder, tubesheet, tube support plates, or the shape of the tubes to perform the 
intended safety functions. The desc1iption of the original steam generators was 
focused on the overall thermal perfoonance characteristics and the applicable 
codes and standards used for fabrication. The updated final ~afety analysis report 
provided a brief description of the egg.crate tube suppo~t plate design and ~s 
function to prevent concentration of Impurities in the tub<:-t<>7tube support piate gai 
which could lead to tube degradation. The updated final safety analysis report als< 
described degradation iSsues of the egg-crate tube support plate design as a resul 
of flow-accelerated corrosion and the etirrective actions taken to mitigate this 
degradation mechanism. 

Regulatoiy Guide 1.187. "Guidance for Implementation of 1 O CFR 50.59. Changes. 
Tests, and Experiments: Novomber·2000. allows the use of NEI 96-07, "Guidelines 
for 10 CFR 50.59 Implementation,' Revision 1 for methods that are acceptable for 
complying with 10 CFRS0.59. Per NEI 96·07, Changes affecting structures, 
systems, or components that are not explicitly described in the updated final safety 
analysis report can have lhe potentlar to adversely affect structure, system, or 
component design functions that are described and thus may require a 10 CFR 
50.59 evaluation. Consistent w~h this guidance, SCE's 50.59 screening ovalualed 
the differences in subcomponents between lhe ori9ln111 steam generators and 
replacement steam generators as to whethe( the differences adversely affected the 
design function (reactor coolant pressure boundary) of the steam generators, The 
replacement steam generators were designed and fabricated In accordance with 
quality assurance requirements, and 10 CFR 50.59 does not require the licensee to 
presume deficiencies In the design or fabrication< 

c. Conclusions 

The team identified two unresolved items. The unresolved item associated with the 
changes in dimensional control needs lo be resolved prior to restart of Unit 3. 

The team determined that no significant differences e)(isted in the design requirements 
of Unit 2 and Unit 3 replacement steam generators. 

Based on the updated final safety analysis report description of the original steam 
generators, the team determined that the steam generators major design changes were 
reviewed in accordance with the 10 CFR 50.59 requirements. An unresolved item 
related to a Change in a method of evaluation used for the stress analysis cak:ulat!ons is 
discussed in Section 13 of the report. · 
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5.0 Quality Assurance/Quality Control (Charter Item 5! (M1tsub1shi Charter Item 41 

The team reviewed numerous documents from both SCE and Mitsubishi {including sub
contractors. such as Sumitomo) associated with the design. fabrication. and 
manufacturing of the steam generators for both units. The team reviewed SCE and 
Mitsubishi's quality assurarice program, procedures and implementation activities for the 
c:ontrol of purchased material, equipment, and services, inspections; procurement 
document control; and corrective action and nonconformance activities. Specifically. the 
team reviewed a sample of Mitsubishi nonconformance reports. audit. survey, all 
SONGS condition action requests. audits, surveillances, stop work orders. and supplier 
deviation requests associated with the design and manufacturing of the steam 
generators The team concluded that these portions or SCE afld Mitsubishi's Quality 
assurance program regarding its safety-related activities were appropriately c:ontroUed 
and implemented 

5. 1 SONGS Quality Assurance/Quality Control 

a. Inspection Scope 

The team reviewed SCE's implementation of their quality assurance program to 
determine 1f ii complied with the requirements of 10 CFR 50. Appendix B. ·ouahty 
Assurance Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants and Fuel Reprocessing Plants." The team 
reviewed SONGS implementing procedures. quality assurance manual. vendor audits, 
procurement specifications. corrective action requests, and numerous other documents, 
as well as interviewed a number of quality assurance/cofltrol and engineering personnel 
to determine the approprialeness of activities affecting quality conducted during 
fabricallon. manufacturing and delivery of the replacement steam generators 

b. Observations and Findings 

No fifldings were identified. 

(1) Policies and Procedures for Supplier Selection and Control 

The team reviewed Quality Assurance Manual. Section 17.2.7. "Control of 
Purchased Material and SeMces: which defines the process used to ensure that 

· purchased material, source material, and subcontracted services conrorm to 
applicable codes and standards Section 17.2. 7.2-of the quality assurance manual 
provided measures for the approval and control of suppliers and describes the 
methods that SCE uses to coflduct technical and quality assurance evaluations of 
potential suppliers. Specifically, SCE evaluated an audit performed by Dominion (DA 
2002-92. "Dominion Audit of Mitsubishi Heavy Industries''). The evaluation was 
performed and documented in accordance with SONGS policies and implementing 
procedures that govern the control of purchased material. equip men!. and services. 
The results of SCE Evaluation MHl-01-04. "Evaluation and Review of Contractor. 
Consultant. Utility or Licensee Audit Report," stated that Mitsubishi was conditionally 
qualified for the fabrication and design of the replacement steam generators. An 
audit was performed by SCE when a sufficient quantity of work had been performed 
to demonstrate implementation of Mitsubishi's Quality assurance program Southern 
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California EQison-'s oversight of Mitsubishi also included verification of Mitsubishi's 
activities during fabrication, inspections, testing and shipment ofthe procured Item. 
After approximately 14 months from the initial evaluation SCE removed the 
conditional qualification based on results from Evaluation MHl-10SV-05, ·source 
Evaluation Report of MHI," dated Februaiy 8, 2006. and MHl-3SV-06, "Source 
Verification Report of MHI." dated May 3 2006. and implementation and verification 
of specific corrective actions. Part of the SONGS oversight plan of Mitsubishi 
included the placement of SCE quality assurance/quality control personnel 
(residents) at the Mitsubishi facllity. Plan SGR-A10183, "Replacement Steam 
Generator Resident Oversight Plan," described the roles and responsibilities of the 
resident management, engineering, and quality oversight implementation strategy for 
the replacement steam generators. This oversight plan was created to provide 
reasonable assurance that the design, licensing, fabrication. delivery, and 
acceptance of the SONGS replacement steam generator:> were performed in 
accordance with specified SCE, industry. regulatoiy, and Code requirements. The 
team noted that after the resident was placed at Mitsubishi, Source Verifications and 
Surveltrances performed by see decreased. After the NRC team conducted several 
interviews with the SCE personnel responsible for oversight of Mitsubishi It was 
determined that the resident provided adequate oversight of Mitsubishi's activities. 
Nuclear Oversight Division Project Oversight Quarterty Reports were provided by 
SCE that demonstrated no decreas~ in SCE oversight ol' Mitsubishi. These 
responsibilities were shifted to the resident at Mitsubishi. During tile review of the 
documentation generated by the resident the NRC team noted that the resident was 
performing these activities on behalf of see. 

(2) Purchase Order Review 

The team reviewed purchase order 6C294014 from Edison Material Supply LLC. 
issued September 28, 2004, for the design, fabrication, and deli~ery of four 
replacement steam generators for SONGS Units 2 and 3. The procurement order 
stated that all related work was to be performed in accordance with Specification 
5023-617-01, •specifications for Design and Fabrication of RSG for Units 2 and 
Unit 3. • Specification 5023-617 -01 identified the codes, standards, regulations and 
other documents applicable to the design, fabrication, and \'.felivery of the 
replacement steam generators. For example Specification 8023-617-01 invoked 
American Society of Mechanical Engineers Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, 
American National Standards, American Society for Testing and Materia~ 
Standards, and Electric Power Resea,rch .Institute Technical Report 016743-V2R1, 
"Guidelines for PWR Steam Generator Tubing Specifications and Repair,• among 
others. 

(3) Sypplier Audit and Surveillance Reports 

The team reviewed a sample of audits and surveillances performed on Mitsubishi to 
verify SCE's approval process of Mitsubishi and subcontracted servlees. The team 
noted that the audits and annual assessments reviewed were adequately 
documented and provided evidence of Mitsubishi's compliance with quality 
assurance requirements. The team also verified that audit reports supported the 
conclusions made by see. 
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5.2 Mitsubishi Quality Assurance!Qualily Control 

a. Inspection Scope 

The team reviewed Mitsubishi implementation of their quality assurance program to 
determine if it complied with the requirements of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, "Quality 
Assurance Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants and Fuel Reprocessing Plants." The 
team also reviewed a sample of reports from audits and surveys that Mitsubishi 
conducted of various subcontractors. such as Sumitomo to determine the adequacy 
of oversight provided by Mitsubishi aclivflles affecting quality and that contracted 
activities were implemented in accordance with the Mitsubishi-approved quality 
assurance program. In addition. the team reviewed Mitsubishi's Approved Suppliers 
List to verify that vendors listed were qualified according to Mitsubishi's specifications 
and that the list was maintained current. 

b. Observations and Fi.ndings 

No findings were identified. 

(1) Policies and Procedures for Supplier Selection and Control 

The team reviewed Mitsubishi Quality Assurance Manual, Section 4, "Procurement 
Control," of the which defines the process used to ensure that purchased material. 
source material. and subcontracted services conform !o the applicable requirements 
of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers Code and to customer 
procurement documents. Section 4.4 of the Quality Assurance Manual provided 
measures for the approval and control of suppliers and described the process that 
Mitsubishi used to conduct surveys or audits. as required. Additionally. Section 4.4 
provided guidance for the preparation of purchase specifications and subcontract 
specifications. including the imposition or regulatory requirements for !he American 
Society of Mechanical Engineers Code. Section lll products. 

The team reviewed Procedure BUH94-06. Vendor Evaluation Procedure; which 
provided guidance on the evaluation of the quafity control capability of suppliers by 
performing suNeys, audits and performance evaluations of the supplier quality 
assurance program. Procedure BUH94-00 provided a detailed description of the 
entire process to be followed by auditors before. during and after a suf\ley/aud!t was 
performed. 

No issues were identified. 

(2) Supplier Audit and SuNerilance Reports 

The team reviewed a sample of external audits and surveys to verify Mitsubishi's 
approval process of Sumitomo Metal Industries. Limited, Steel Tube Works and 
Sumitomo Metal Industries, Limited, Pipe & Tube Company Wakayama Steel Woli<s. 
The team noted that the audits and annual assessments reviewed were adequately 
documented and provided evidence of each company's compliance with quality 
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assurance program requirements. The team also verified that audJt checklists were 
prepared and completed for the audit and contained sufficient objective evidence to 
support the conclusions made by Mitsubishi. 

~-~---- -----

During the review, the team learned that as a consequence of noncon·iormance 
report UHNR-SON-RSG-06N005 related to inadequate lot control during final mill 
anneal!ng of the tubing, Mitsubishi issued a stop work order to Sumitomo. As part of 
their process M.ltsubishi visited Sumitomo to find the root cause of the 
nonconformance. After a review of Sumitomo's corrective action, Mitsubishi was 
able to confirm the adequacy of the corrective actions and preventive actions. 
Mitsubishi released Stop Work Order UHH-006A097 Imposed on Sumitomo. 

On May 8, 2007, Mitsubishi performed Special Audit UHQ-07N004, on Sumitomo, in 
order to confirm adequacy of activities based on Sumitomo Corrective Action Plan 
UHCP·07N004. During the audit Mitsubishi found two findings and made one 
recommendation. Both findings required corrective action from Sumitomo. The 
Mitsubishi audit indicated that Sumitomo was not able to perform adequate activities 
for manufacturing heat transfer tubing in accordance with Sumitomo's shop manual. 
The causes of the deficiencies identified during the audit were a result of Sumitomo's 
staff failing to follow the shop manual requirements. Because the two findings were 
related to the stop work order, Mitsubishi' did not allow Sumitomo to start 
manufacturing activtties until adequate implementation •lf corrective actions were 
confinned by Mitsubishi. On June 21. 2007, Mitsubishi verified Sumitomo 
implementation of the corrective actions. Ou ring this vlt1it at Sumitomo, Mitsubishi 
verified the operations involving straight tube fabrication priot to tube bending 
operations were performed In accordance with Sumitomo's shop manual. Mitsubishi 
found that the same type of corrective actions taken by Sumitomo for straight tube 
fabrication operations applied lo tube bending operations. Du.ring the review of the 
implementation of the corrective actic•ns Mitsubishi could not verify acceptability of 
Sumitomo tube fabrication operations for the tube bending process. Mitsubishi 
allowed Sumitomo to restart operation only for the straight tube fabrication. On July 
13, 2007, Mitsubishi subsequently confirmed the adequacy of Sumitomo corrective 
actions on tube bending processes. Mitsubishi verified that 1he bending operations 
followed the requirement of the Sumitomo' shop manual. On July 17, 2007, 
Mitsubishi lifted the restrictions imposed on Sumitomo and they were allowed to 
restart operations. 

No issues were identified. 

(3) Malnjenanee of the Approved Supplier Ust 

The team reviewed Mitsubishi Quality Assurance Manual Section 4, "Procurement 
Control." which defined the c~ntrols for the maintenance, distribution, and update of 
Qualified Vendor List UES-20100006. According to Section 4, the Nuclear Plant 
Quality Assurance Section had the responsibility for preparing, approving, and 
distributing the qualified vendor list and any subsequent revisions. In addition, a 
review by the quality assurance engineer was required prior to final document 
approval. Mitsubishi was informed of changes to their supplier's quality assurance 
manuals through prOc:urement requirements imposed on the suppllera on their 
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certificate of qualification as an approved vendor If lhe vefldor did '10t riainta111 their 
quality assurance program. they were removed from the q..1al1fied vencor list Prior 
to issuing a Quality Assurance Manual revision approved vendors were required to 
send a copy to Mitsubishi for •eview and aporova .. arte• wh1c"l M1tsub1sh1 updated the 
qualified vendor list with the latest re111s1on number and date 

No issues were 1dent1f1ed 

5.3 Quality Assurance Conclusion 

The team concluded that the qualily assurance prograr'l •equ1rernents for quality 
activities lo support the replacement steam generator pro1ect were cons Stent with :he 
requirements of 10 CFR Part 50 Append1l1'. e· The team also concluaed that SCE sand 
M1tsub1sh1's quality assurance program requ1•eMents were appropriately translated into 
implementing procedures to suppM tne rei;ilacerien: stea-n gererator project 

6 0 lmplementahon of Steam Generator Industry lnlormat1on (Char1er Item 6l (Mitsub1sh1 
Qharter Item 3J 

a Inspection Scope 

The team reviewed procurement documentation M1tsub•sh1 des•gn docurT'e'1tahon and 
the 10 CFR 50 59 review paci<.age to assess scE·s and M1ts..101sl-•s cons1dera11on a'1d 
1mplementat1on (as appropnatei of operating eJ<penence as patl of the steam generator 
replacement pro1ect and m the steam ge'lerator tube 1nspect1o'ls conducted during the 
current outages for SONGS Units 2 and 3 Tne team .r.terv1cwed var ous personnel with 
respect to operating experience considerations relating to ma1or aes1gn changes 
incorporated 1nlo the replacement steam generators The team reviewed operating 
experience m NRC generic commun1ca11ons and worldwide plant operating experience 
that might potentcally be relevant to cond111ons observed at SONGS 

b. Observations and Findings 

No findings were identified 

The ongmal steam generators .nstalle<l throug'lout l'le comest c 'leet of pressurrzed 
water reactors. 1nclud1n9 SONGS eJ<penenced widespread cofros.on of the tubes and 
tube support plates stress corrosion cracking of the tubes. and wear at tube supports. 
These problems led to the replacement of nearly all of the original steam generators. in 

most cases well before the end of their design lifetime. For SONGS. the design of the 
replacement steam generators included a number of design changes lo correct life 
limiting problems with the original steam generators. based in part on consideration of 
SONGS-specific and industry-wide operating experience T'1 1s :'\elude<! use of more 
corrosion resistant materials for the tubing and tube support p a:es to M l19ale corrosion 
and stress corrosion cracking issues e)(penenced 1n the past The 11censee·s bid 
specification required that the stay cylmde' feature o' tre crigtnal steam generators be 
eliminated to max1m1ze the numoer of tuoes Iha: could be 1nsta1·ed 1'1 Ire replacement 
steam generators and to mitigate past problems with lube wear at tube supports caused 
by relatively cool waler and high ftow veloc1t1es 1n the central part of the tube bundle. 
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Mitsubishi employed a broached trefoil tube support plates instead of the egg crate 
supports in the original design. In addition to providing for better control of tube to 
support plate gaps and easier assembly, !he broached tube :3upport plates were 
intended to address past problems with the egg crate supports by providing.less line or 
contact and faster flow between the tubes and support plates, reducing the potential for 
deposit buildup and corrosion. Mitsubishi selected au-bend configuration for the upper 
part of the lube bundfe instead of the square bend design of the original steam 
generators based on its experience that u·bends were easier to fabricate and support 
and were easier to inspect. 

The team's review of Mitsubishi design documentation for the anti-vibration bars 
indicates that Mitsubishi considered wear in the u-bend region as the most important 
issue affecting the anti-vibration bar design. Mitsubishi reviewed operating experience 
regarding wear in the u-bend region of replacement steam generators and trended the 

• experience data as a function of steam generator manufacturer, tube packing 
arrangements (tube pitch. square versus triangular arrays). and steam. generator size. 
The SONGS steam generators are relatively large, and Mit!•ubishi acknowleqged that , 
this and the tight tube packing geometry could affect wear experience. Mitsubishl stated 
that the SONGS replacement steam generator were designed to minimize these 
concerns by providing more support points with shorter spans In the u-bend region along 
with effective zero gaps between the tubes and anti-vibration bars during steam 
generator operation. Mitsubishi manufacturing was designed on achieving very small 
uniform gaps between the tubes and anti-vibration bars during assembly. 

Engineering Change Pack<tge NECP 800071703 for the replacement ste.am generators 
evaluated industry operating experience as it related to the manufacture and operation 
of the replacement steam generators. Sf!veral of these experil~nces related to 
fabrication issues, lack of weld quality, material defects, foose oarts, lack of cleanliness, 
and failure to fully expand tubes in the tubesheet. The licensee found most of these 
issues to be applicable to the replacement steam generators at SONGS. but that these 
kinds of issues woutd be adequately addressed by the supplier's (typically Mitsubishi) 
augmented quality assurance procedures and continuous quality oversight by the 
licensee. The licensee also cited augmented receipt inspections. in-process 
verifications, foreign material exclusion and control, and cleanliness Inspections on the 
part of the supplier or the licensee. as applicable, as addressing these issues. 

The licensee addressed industry operating experiences relating to stress corrosion 
cracking of steam generator tubing by noting that the Alloy 690 thennally treated tubing 
in the replacement steam generators were expected to be substantially.more resistant to 
stress corrosion cracking than the tubing alloys used in earlier model steam generators. 
The licensee atso addressed experience at anoth(!r unit whicti experience? tie rod and 
consequential tube bow as a result of differential thermal expansion between the tubes 
and shroud and unexpected interfercince between some tube support plates. The stay 
rod (equivalent to tie rods at other unit) and shroud material forthe replacement steam 
generators have been selected to have similar coefficients of thermal expansion which 
would preclude a similar problem. 

Steam Generator Degradation Assessment 51-9176667-001 {prepared by AREVA) 
supporting steam generator inspections during the current outages for Units 2 and 3 
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evaluated industry operat<r•.g exper~ence relat r.g ~o stearr gene•ator ''I-service 
inspections. Tt11s included operahng experrence reports. including NRG Information 
Notice 2010-05 ... Management Of Steam Generator loose Parts And Automated Eddy 
Current Data Analysis." relating to eddy curre'lt test probe issues and data analysis 
errors In response to these issues. SCE personnel stated that specific training was 
given to lhe data analysts al SONGS on the lessons learned from these experiences 
and where applicable. appropriate da_ta w;is included 1n the SONGS site specific 
performance demonstrahon The licensee also described ;idd111onal me;isures ttlat 
would be taken al SONGS to address these issues The review also addressed 
operating experience reports de;ihng with une><pected :1.be s..ipport 1'1d1ca:iors or 'ack 
thereof In response. SCE stated that indicated an:1-v1brahor bar locations by eddy 
current will be cornp;ired to the ant1-v1brahon bar locations specified m the M1tsubish1 
design drawmgs. 

Steam Generator Oegradai1on Assessment 51-9176667-001 also addressed numerous 
operating expenence reports involving loose parts and foreign objects 1n steam 
generators, including several instances in11ol111ng resultant damage to steam generator 
tubing These reports included NRG lnfo!Tl"'la!ton No1.ces 2C04- \ 0 "Loose Parts m 
Steam Generators." 2004-16. "Tube Leakage Due to a Fabrication Flaw 1n a 
Replacement Sleam Generator." and 2004·17 "Loose Pa~ De:ect10.., ;ind Compu:er·zed 
F.ddy Current Analysis in Steam Ge!1eralors .. Sorie of these reports dealt with eddy 
currenl probes, or pieces or probes. which were left beh1M as loose parts an the primary 
side. Most of the operatmg experience reports relalcd to lpse parts and foreign ob1ects 
on the steam generator secondary side In response. SCE approach for addressing th rs 
•Ssue was through procedure changes and secondary side visual 1nspect1ons whrch 
included the open lube lane. tile entire periphr.ral annulus and appropriate visual 
examination followup on eddy current 1nd1cat1ons of poss1b.e 1oose parts The 1nspeclron 
with the exception of the loose parts component w<1? periorrr.ed. as scheduled. dunng 
thr. current refueling ou1age for SONGS Urut 2 The inspection for loose parts wilt be 
performed at the first scheduled 1nspectron during the next refuehrg oulage T"ie team 
noted that possible loose parts ind1cat1ons were '10! fo1..nd d..1r1ng lt'e 100 percent eddy 
current test inspection of the Unit 3 steam generators during the current outage The 
team also noted that secondary Side visual inspections were performed 1n the upper 
bundle area of the Unit 3 steam generators to evaluate the tube-to-retainer bar 
intersections ;ind 1n a limited area abo11e the 7th tube support plate 

The NRC staff issued many generic communications relating lo sleari gene•a:o~ tube 
integrity issues since the 1980s The team re11.ewed !!'Iese documents and determined 
that many of these related to the potential for stress corrosion cracking of the tubes 
which the statt found was not expected to be a concern for the ?heimally Ire a.tea Alloy 
690 material 1n the SONGS replacement stearr ge'lerators by virtue of its greatly 
enhanced resistance ta stress corrosion cracking Most of the others related to 
problems encountered with eddy currenl flaw detection and sizing. the occurrence and 
detection of loose parts/foreign objects and monitoring of pr1m;iry to seconaary 1eakage. 

The team reviewed NRC generic communications not falling into one of the above 
categories for potential relevance to SONGS Unit 2 and. 3 One of these was NRC 
Information Notice 2004-16 concern.ng an operat.onal leakage ever.I at another plant 
due to damage caused by a packing screw during transport to the steam generator 
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manufacturer. The licensee stated in its steam generator change package that this 
incident was precluded for $CE by prohlbitl!lg the use of screws and nails as fas~eners 
for tubing shipping crates. The licensee also addressed NRC Information 
Notice 2007 37, *Buildup of Deposits in Steam Generator,· conceming fatigU& of a low 
row u-bend at' a foreign unit as a result of deposit build up and lack of support for the row 
row u-bend. Engineering Change Package NECP 800071703 specified that this type of 
incident was precluded in the replacement steam generaton1 by virtue of anti-vibration 
bar supports extending to lhe low row u-bends, Steam Generator Degradation 
Assessment 51-9176667*°°1 documented that this type of prob,fem reflected an 
advanced stage of deposit accumulation that was not anticipated for the foreseeable 
future In the SONGS replacement steam generators. 

c. Conclusions 

The team's review indicated that lessons learned from th~ NRC generic 
communication documants had generally been incorporated into industry guideline 
documents relating to steam generator inspections, monitoring of primary-to-secondary 
leakage, and other guidellnes documents prepared by the Electrical' Power Research 
Institute. This information was incorporated Into SCE's design specffications, inspection 
and, leakage monitoring guidelines. 

7.0 Packing. Shipping. Handling, and R~iot ln§'e!lctk?n fChartet Item 7) 

a. Inspection Scoae 

The team interviewed licensee personnel Involved with the packing, shlpp[ng, handling, 
and receipt Inspection of the replacement steam generato1$. In addition, the team 
reviewed SCE receipt acceptance criteria to assess If critical attributes were 
appropriately specified and if the licensee had the ability to assess aceeptability of 
maetl~g those acceptance criteria. The team reviewed evaluations il$soci13ted With 
supplier deviation reports. nuclear notlflr.atlons and changes to handling specifications. 
With respect to replacemant steam gene~ll;irs thei team focused on cifferem:es In 
SONGS shipping, handling, and receipt acceptance between the Unit 2 and 3 steam 
generators from the manufacturing slte In Japan to final !ns1allation on site. 

b. Ob;>ervat!gns and Findings 

No findings were identified. 

The team ident~ed three unresolved items for which additional !nform!l{lon is required-to 
determine If performance deficiencies exist or If the Issues constitute vio!atiOns ofNRC 
requirements. 

(1) lntrQ\lyG,tion: The team identified an unresolved Item a•odated with Unit 3 steam 
generators not shipped in accordance with speciflcaoon 8023-617-01, ·0es1gn and 
Fabrication of Replacement Steam Generatots for Unit 2 and Unit 3." Revision 4, and 
requirements for handling, storage, and shipping. Specifically, ANS_I N45.2-1977, 
·Quality Assurance Program Requirements for Nuclear Facilities,• required a special 
protective environment for handling, storage, and shipping of the replacement steam 
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generators. However, because of schedule changes. the Unit 3 protective 
environment which included maintaining a nitrogen pressure and a monitoring plan 
was altered significantly. 

Pescription: The team evaluated specifications associated with the shipping·and 
handling of the Unit 2 and 3 replacement steam generators. Based on the 
information evaluated by the team, the steam generators procurement and shipping 
specifications required monitoring and maintenance of nitrogen atmosphere inside 
the replacement steam generators during shipment. Supplier Deviation Request 
·SOR 10041870-09091 dated December 1. 2009, documents a request "not to control 
the positive pressure, the dew point of nitrogen, and the oxygen content on the 
primary and secondary side of the Unit 3 replacement steam generators to 
accelerate delivery schedule." 

Specification S023-617-01, Section 3.16.3. specifies the supplier shall be 
responsible for monitoring and maintaining nitrogen atmosphere inside the steam 
generators during their shipping from Mitsubishi to the California port discharge 
point. The team noted that Unit 3 steam generators did not require, monitoring or 
control of dew point. oxygen concentration, inside nitrogen pressure. The team 
could not identify if this was properly evaluated (Reference Section 5 of shipping and 
handling procedure S023-617-1-M1350) . . 
Additional review and follow up will be required to review the evaluations and 
corrective actions associated with the maintaining the Unit 3 replacement steam 
generators protective environment during shipping and then determine whether this 
issue represents a performance deficiency or constitutes a violation of NRC 
requirements. This Issue is identified as URI 0500036212012007-05, "Shipping 
Requirements not in Accordance to Industry Standards." · 

(2} Introduction: The team identified an unresolved item associated with the shipping 
and handling specifications requiring methods of tube bundle support The team 
could not determine If this requirement to-provide a tube bundle support method was 
adequately evaluated by SCE. 

pescriplion: Based on the information gathered by the team on shipping and 
handling specifications associated with the Unit 2 and 3 replacement steam 
generators, the team could not determine that Mitsubishi or SCE adequately 
considered the potential impact of not providing methods of tube bundle supports as 
required in Specification S023-617-01. In response to the team questions regarding 
tube bundle support methods, the team was provided with results from 
Procedure L5-04GA069, "Sagging Measurement Procedure," Revision 7. However 
the team noted the procedure is considered a non-quality affecting procedure and 
used for reference only. 

Additional review and follow up will be required to review the evaluations associated 
with the requirements to provide tube bundle support during shipping for the Unit 2 
and 3 steam generators and then determine whether this issue represents a 
performance deficiency or constitutes a violation of NRC requirements. This issue is 
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identified as URI 0500036212012007-06, "Shipping Requirements not in Accordance 
to Design and Fabrication Specifrcatlons. • 

(3) Introduction: The team identified an 1.mresotved item associated with evaluation of 
excessive shipping induced forces of Unit 3 replacement steam genaraf•)f 3E·088. 

Descriptign: The team reviewed the SG shipping accelerometer data reports for both 
Unit 2 and Unit 3. ln addition. the team also reviewed shipping and handling records 
and identified the following; 

• Different transoceanic shipping companies and ships were used {U2: Happy 
Ranger, U3: Enchanter) 

• Duriog the discharge from the ship Unit 3 replacement stean:i generator 3E0-88 
(38) recorded simultaneous signats on !he three a1tached accelerometers 

" Unit 3 steam generator 3E0·88 was the only steam generator to record 
simultaneous signals on the three attached accelerometers 

• Unit 3 steam generators received significantly more acce~erometers hits 
compared to Unit 2 

Unit 3 replacement steam generator 3E0-88 acceferometers lndlc.ated up to a 1.23 g 
spike with a simultaneous recording on 311 three of the attached accelerometers. 
Mitsubishi provided an evaluation of the forces Which showed loads were within 
allowable stress limits bu! exceeded stress fOr an operatfng basis earthquake. The 
team was not able to determine if this was: properly considered. · 

Additional review by the NRC is required !o fully assess rf the shipping forces 
contributed to the tube-to-tube wear in Unit 3 arid then determine whether this issue 
represents a performance deficieri•::y .or constifutes a violation ofNRC'requirements. 
This issue ls identified as URI 05000362/2012007-07, "Ul"llt 3 Steam 
Generator 3E0·88 Stresses Related to Handling.· 

c. Conclusions 

The team ktentified three unresolved items related lo the shipment of Unit 3 steam 
generators: however, the team did no! identify any connection between these shipping 
changes and the unexpected tube-to-tube wear. 

8.0 Tnermal·hvdrauHi; and Flow Induced Vibration ModeHng !Charter l!em 81 

a. Inspection Scope 

The team conducted and overall review of Mitsubishi thermal-hydraulic design 
documents and drawings used in the manufacture of the Units 2 and 3 steam 
generators. The team developed an independent ATHOS model to run simulations for 
various operating conditions to assess thermal-hydraulic phenomena in the steam 
generators and assess differences in key parameters based on changing operating 
conditions. The objective of the modellng was to understand the interactions of the key 
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parameters to compare ATHOS modeling results to the degradation trends found during 
the eddy current inspections 
Ttie team was not able to perform any 1naependent tube v1brat1on analysis because the 
NRC does not have the associated vibration software programs However since two 
key outputs of the thermal-hydra uric code are inputs .to tlie vibration moael. the ATHOS 
model results for fluid velocity and void fraction were used to predict increases or 
decreases in vibration forces and amph!Ude. 

b Observations and F1nd1ngs 

No findings were·1denhf1ed 

The team 1dentif1ed one unresolved item for which add1t.onal 1rifcrrrat.0'1 1s required to 
delennine if a performance deficiency exists or tf !ne issue const1tutes a v101ation of NAC 
reqwrements 

(1) lntroduc'10n The team •Clent1f1ed an unresolved item associated with the adequacy 
of M1tsub1sh1's Fil-Ill thermal hydraulic code The FIT-Ill code predicted non
conservative low velocity and low void fraction resulls wh1cn were used as inpuls to 
the vibration code FIVATS These non-conserval1ve thermal-hydraulic results lead 
M1tsub1sh1 to conclude that margins to instab1lrly were s1gnif1cantly larger than they 
actually were 

Description: Replacement steam generators were designed and man1.:factured 1n 
accordance with SONGS Design Specif.cation SO:l3-617-1 and ASME Sec!Lon 111. 
"Rules for Construction of Nuclear Fac1l1ty Components·· The replacement sream 
generators had enhanced materials and maintenance 

The tube bundle. comprised of 9727 u-tubes. 1s supported by a set of se11en lube 
support plates which are maintained and spaced by a network of tie-rods The ends 
of the u-tubes were welded onto lhe tube shee! lower face cladding and were full 
depth expanded in the tube sheet holes The u-bends are supported by a set of 6 
ant1-v1brat1on bars having a mait1rnum or 12 con~act points ·r the center of the 
bundle. For shorter tubes near the pe11phery, a fewer number of ant1-v1bra110n bars 
arc present. 

One of the rnaior enhancemenls of the replacement steam generators was the use of 
Alloy-690 tubing 11ersus Alloy-600 for corrosion resistance Alloy-690 has !owe• hea! 
conduct1v1ty so. to achieve same power the neat transfer surlace area must be 
increased by at least 10 percent This required more tubes fo be used in the 
replacement steam generators The increased number of tubes resu.ted .n a more 
tightly compacted tube bundle and ehm1na11on of tne stay cy11naer The increase 1n 
the number of tubes could lead to increases in primary reactor coolant flow through 
the steam generators. Orifices were installed •n the steam ge'lerator inlet nozzles to 
ensure maxrmum allowed pnmary system llowrates were not exceeded. 

The tube layout indexing or incrementation used in these ge'lerators was smaller 
than other replacement steam generator designs The tighter indexing results in 
smaller pitch/diameter ratio in critical regions of the tube b;ind!e u-bends In add1t·O"I 
it.was noted that the ant•-vibrahor. bar support structure rs 'lot connected to the 
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wrapper for lateral or vertical support; instead the anti-vibration bar system structure 
is only supported vertically by resting on the tubes. , 

Other operational and physical comparisons of the replacement steam generators 
and original steam generators were reviewed by the team and no_ significant 
differences were noted. 

Additional review by the NRC is required to fully assess tht? adequacy of Mitsubishi'l 
FIT-II! thermal-hydraulic code and then determine whether \his issue l'E!Presents a 
pelformance deficiency or constitutes a violation of NRC requirements. This issue is 
identified as URI 0500036212012007-08, •Non-Conservative Thermal-Hydraulic 
Model Results,· 

(2) Thermal-Hydraulic and Vibration Assessments 

The replacement steam generator_s thermal hydrautic operation and responses were 
based on the steam generator design geometric characteristics and operating 
parameters of the reactor coolant flow and temperature and the secondary feedwater 
flow and temperature. Calculatlons were pelformed for Oto 100 percent power. 
beginning-of-life and end-of-life conditions considering timiting tube plugging and 
foullng. The important actual operating parameters selected for use in tlie model 
were saturation pressure, circulation ratio, steam f!owrate. tube and shell side 
pressure drops, water and steam Inventories. and global heat transfer coefficient. 

Mitsubishi used the SSPC (Steady State Performance Calculation) C<?de. to compute 
these operational parameters, as described in Mitsubishi Document L5·04GA510, 
"Thermal and. Hydraulic Parametric Calculations," Revision 5. The F!T-111 code was 
used to determine thermal·hydraulic fluid flow. conditions, with the results destrlbed 
In Mitsubishi Document L5·04GA52i, "30 Thermal anµ Hydraulic Analysis; 
Revision 3. The FIVATS code was used to compute tube stability ratios that are 
used to predict tube vibration, with results described in Mitsubishi 
Document L5-04GA504 "Evaluation of Tube Vibration,* Revision 3., In addition, the 
ABAQUS code was used compute stress and natural vibration frequency, and a 
code called NHET was used for tube wear analysis. The key design code for tube 
bundle design and vibration analysis is thermal-hydraulle code FIT-111 since it 
computes the two key parameters {fluid velocity and denslty1) that are the primary 
contributors to the onset of fluid-elastic lnstabillty. which indicates the potential for 
excessive tube vibration. 

The Mitsubishi acceptance criterion for vibration was to avoid flu!d-elas!ic instability 
of tube spans by keeping lhe calculated stability ratios less than 1. Mitsubishi used 
the approach given in the ASME code Section Ill, Division 1, Appendix N-1330, 
·Flow-Induced Vibration of Tubes and Tube Sanks,· to calculate stability ratios and 
they also avoided natural frequencies of the tubes similar to the reactor coolant 
pump dynamic frequencies. 

1 Void frnctions Md density are inversely proportional. 
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Design specific flow induced vibration analysis was performed for select U-bend 
tubes exposed to the greatest vibration risk, generally those with longest 
unsupported length under most limiting operating condition (lowest steam pressure, 
end of life design conditions). The phenomenon of fluid-elastic instability of tubes is 
characterized by cross-flow velocity (for out-of-plane mode) and normal vefocity (for 
in-plane mode) where the local velocities exceed a critical ve!ocityvalue (given via 
Conners' Equation'}. The parameter of local velocity divided by critical velocity is 
referred to as stability ratio. The accuracy of calculating fluid-elastic instability is 
limited based on inputs that are best determined by design-specific mockup test 
data. Mitsubishi did not perform design-specific mockup tests, but used generally 
accepted test data, and other data based on Mitsubishi test rigs that were not 
specific lo the SONGS replacement steam generator design. 

If operating velocities reach this critical value, vibration amplitudes can increase 
rapidly and fluid-elastic instabitity forces can lead to rapid pulsation and damaging of 
tubes. The U-bend region is most susceptible because (1 l the local fluid has a 
higher void fraction. with high velocities; (2) the fluid flow is in a direction normal to 
the tube, and (3) the anti·vibration bars are limited in their dampening capability 
along the plane of the tubes. Traditional design of anti-vibration bar systems have 
not considered in-plane fluid forces since it was accepted that the rigidity and 
dampening strength of the tube in this direction was adequate to preclude it This 
event at SONGS is the first US operating fleet experience of in-plane fluid-elastic 
instability. sufficient to cause tube-to-tube contact and wear in the U-bend region. 

The !earn noted that Design Specification 5023-617-1 did not address specilic 
criteria for stability ratio and does not mention fluid-elastic instability. The team did 
flnd that the Mitsubishi calculated design values for stability ratios dld not exceed 0.5. 
It is important to note, that each steam generator manufacturer has different design 
values for maximum stability ratios; therefore there is no standard value. The 
smaller that the design stability ratio !s (has !o be less than 1), the more margin !o 
fluid-elastic instability. 

Mitsubishi computed the flow-induced vibration status of the steam generators in 
Document L5-04GA504, "Evaluation of Tube Vibration: Revision 3. The critical flow 
velocity, Uc, was obtained using the Connors' Equation based on output fluid 
velocities and densities from their FIT-Ill thermal-hydraulic model. The critical flow 
velocity is then carculated based on damping ratio, tube mass, tube outside 
diameter, averaged local cross flow gap velocity, and fluid density per selected tube. 
The method is based on formulations given in the ASME code Section Ill. Division t, 
Appendix N-1330, "Fluid Elastic Instability•. The ratio of normal-to-tube e<oss flow 
gap velocity to this critical velocity defines the "stability ratlo". 

Steam generator vendors must develop specific methods based on the thermal
hydraulic code selected and experimental data used to determine coefficients in the 
Conners' Equation for their particular steam generator design, The experimental 
data used justify the methods can be developed from in-house tests or taken from 

2 Fluidclastic Vibration of Heac Exchanger Tube Arrays. Journal of Med1anical design - Volum~ I 00 ··· April l 97S, 
HJ. Connors, JR. 
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published industry data. Mitsubishi indicated that in their methodology two 
conservatisms were used in their bundle vibration analysis: (1) FIT-111 gap velocities 
were averaged and multiplied by 1.5 and (2) one of 12 anti-vibration bars contacts 
were assumed to be Inactive. The team noted that in Mitsubishi Document L5-
04GA504, "Evaluation of Tµbe Vibration,' Revision 3, the 1.5 multiplier was not an 
added conservatism but a requirement. needed to match test data results. 

The team developed an independent model of the new steam generators using the 
ATHOS thermal hydraulic code3• The calculations were intended to assess 
operating cycle differences between Units 2 and 3 steam generators and review 
thermal hydraulic phenomena within the steam generators in order to investigate key 
parameters and causal factors for the excessive tube wear rates. The NRC ATHOS 
calculations determined that the differences in primary inlet temperature and steam 
flow between the units were negligible. NRC A THOS results Indicated high void 
fractions and high u-bend gap velocities existed in the bundle as compared to 
Mitsubishi FIT-Ill analyses used for design. 

Mitsubishi provided a comparison of their ATHOS model to their FIT·lll model 
results. The Mitsubishi ATHOS model fluid velocities were approximately 3 times 
higher than the FIT ·Ill model velocities with the 1.5 multip!!er apPfied. Other 
independent code calculations. including an analysis by Westinghouse using their 
house modified version of ATHOS and an analysis by AREVA using their French 
code CAFCA4 showed similar thermal-hydraulic results (up to 4 times higher 
velocities than FIT-111) as those computed In the Mitsubishi ATHOS results and the 
NRC independent ATHOS calculations. Based on these comparisons. it was 
concluded that the FIT-111 code and model results used for design were non
conservative even with the multipli~r applied. 

Most of the experimental work in fluid-elastic instability has been carried out for two
phase flow. with an air-water medium. Accepted industry data, as presented by the 
Mitsubishi, shows that in staggered array bundles (triangular pitch, pitch/diameter 
=1.33), the onset of tube Instability for mod~rn steam generators, such as SONGS 
steam generators, can start at tube gap velocities above. 6. meter/sec (pending 
effectiveness of the dampening structure)•. The NRC ATHOS model results 
indicated that there was a substantial localized region In the lower hotskle of the U· 
bends where velocities exceeded 6 m/sec. 

The NRC ATHOS calculations were oompared to gap velocities computed both with 
the Mitsubishi ATHOS and the FIT-HI models. Since tube R142C86 was the only 
one common for each of the analyses, it can be used as basis for comparison. The 
effective peak velocities were as follows: 

• NRC ATHOS- 5.2 mtsec 
• Mitsubishi ATHOS - 5.6 m/sec 

J ATHOS!SOAP Version 3.1: Analysis of the Thermal-Hydraulics of a Steam Genenuor. 2008 
• R .. Voilcne, M. J. Pettigrew, N. W. Murcithi, "Fluidelastic IMtabllity of an Array ofTu~ Preferentially Flexible 
in the Flow Direction Subjected to Two-Phase Cross Flow," Trans. ASME, Journal of Pressure Vessel Technology, 
128, 148 (2006). 
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• M1tsubish1 FIT-Il l - 2 Sm/sec 

Both ihe NRC and M1tsub1sh1 A THOS results we re reasonably consistent and 
strong ly suggested that high velocities coupled with high void fraction were primary 
causal factors in the tube fluid-elastic instability and the excessive wear patterns 
observed in the Unit 3 steam generators. 

The team reviewed the verification and validation of both the Mitsubishi FIT-Ill 
thermal-hydraulic and FIVATS tube vibration models as stated in Specification 
S023-61 7-1, Revision 4 The specification requ ired Mitsubishi to design and build 
the steam generators 1n accordance with ASME NOA· I , "Quality Assurance 
Requirements for Nuclear Faclitty Applica ions." 1994, Subpart 2.7 "Computer 
Software· and Mitsubishi's quality assurance program 

The team reviewed Mitsubishi's verification and validat ion Report KAS-20050201 , 
"FIT-111 Code Validation Report." Revision 2. The report concluded the FIT-111 code 
was valid for prediction of velocity and density behavior of two-phase flow under 
nominal conditions for the secondary side of PWR steam generators. 

The team reviewed Mitsub1sh1's verification and validation Report KAS-20040253. 
"FIVATS Code Validation and Qualification Report: Revision 3. The FIVATS model 
was designed to calculate the stabi lity ratios by using the flow velocity and density 
distributions from the FIT-Ill model. The FIVATS model primarily used the Conners· 
Equation, and validation was performed mainly by comparison to hand calculation; 
however, Mitsubishi used a mock-up test facility with a simple anti-vibration bar 
structure as part of their va lidation effort. The report concluded that adequate 
validation and qua lification was performed to show compliance to software 
requirements and that the code could pred ict flow-induced vibration . 

The team requested add1 1onal informa tion as part of the verification and validation of 
the FIT -111 thermal-hydraulic model. Mitsubishi provided several additional reports. 
One of the reports showed benchmarking comparisons to a French test facility 
program called CLOTAIRE 1n 1986. Another report conducted in 2002, showed 
comparisons between FIT-Ill and ATHOS, and concluded that both codes had good 
correlation with the CLOTAIRE experimental data . Because of the limited 
information provided. the team could not determine the validity of the benchmarking 
of FIT-111 

Overall. the team determ ined that the validation and venfication of the FIT-Ill code 
did not present overwhelming evidence that this code has been adequately 
benchmarked. The team did not find any problems with the validation of the FIVATS 
code 

(3) NRG ATHOS Results 

Figures 1 through 4 {different view angles of same results) show results. with low T ,., 
and low steam pressure and present a 30 isometric encapsulation of steam qualities 
(red scale) at and above 0 9 (i e . void fraction > 0 99) and field velocities at and 
above 6.0 m/sec (white scale) 
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flgyrt 1 

' ase 1 

The ATHOS model results of high steam quality a d steam elocity cl0$ely align with 
the area of concern (tube-to-tube wear) 1n the Un 3 replacement steam generators 
In Figure 5, the code pred cted regions of h gh void fraction and high steam velocities 
( ertically located z-aitis cut at about 20 inches abo e the 7"" TSP) are superimposed 
with tube-to-tube wear indications fro Unit 3 stea ge. erator 3E0-88. 

The tube-to-tube wear ind caflons align with anti-vibration bar wear indication trends, 
however, the anti-vibration bar wear patterns appear to indicate a more square-like, 
essentially rectangular behavior that suggests that there may a· o be a mechanical. 
fabrication, assembly. and/or material contribution to the tube-to-tube wear 
degradat on. 
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The NRC analysis indicated a correlation with the tube-to-tube wear based on a 
combination of high void fraction and high steam velocities. It should be noted that 
the traditional forcing function, fluid velocity squared times density, does not show 
good agreement with the tube-to-tube wear patterns. This indicated that the high 
quality steam flu id velocities and high void fraction may be sufficiently high to cause 
conditions in the generators conducive for onset or flufd-e!astic instability. 
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The above analyses apply equally to Units 2 and 3, so it does not explain why the 
accelerated fluid-elastic instability wear damage was significantly greater in Unit 3 
steam generators. The ATHOS thermal-hydraulic model predicts bulk flu id behavior 
based on first principals and empirical correlations and as a result i! is not able to 
eva luate mechanical, fabncation , or structural material differences or other 
phenomena thal may be unique to each ~.team generator. T erefore this analysis 
cannot account for these mechanical factors and differences which could very likely 
also be contributing to the tube degradation 

c Conclusion 

The team identified one unresolved item associated with the non-conservative FIT-Ill 
thermal-hydraulic model resutts. 

Based on independent NRC thermal-hydraulic analysis, the team concluded that the 
SONGS replacement steam generators were not designed with adequate margin to 
preclude the onset of fluid-elastic instability. Therefore unles~. changes are made to \he 
operation or configuration of the steam generators. high fluid velocities and high void 
fractions in localized regions 1n t e u-bend will continue to cause excessive tube wear 
and accelerated wear that could result 1n tube leakage andfor tube rupture The 
deficiencies appear to be related to Mitsubish i's FIT-Il l thermal hydraulic code having 
predicted non-conservative low velocity results and low void fractions These results 
lead Mitsubishi to conclude that margins to instability were significant! larger than they 
actually are. This assessment is based on eddy current data. NRC ATHOS analysis. 
Mitsub1sh1 ATHOS analysis . and other thermal-hydraulic analyses completed by 
Westinghouse and AREVA that all identified significantly higher fluid velocities and void 
fractions than FIT -Ill 

Based on the cause evaluation and correct ive action plan. SCE determined that the best 
solution to prevent tube-to-tube wear was to conservatively plug and stabilize the 
affected areas. By taking the impacted tubes out-of-service, SCE determined that this 
should reduce the potential for localized flu id velocities reaching cnucal elocity In 
addition , 1n order to ensure sufficient margin to preclude the onset of fluid-elastic 
instability, SCE determined that reactor power would also have to be reduced . At this 
time SCE is st ill developing additional corrective actions to prevent tube-to-tube wear. 
The actions have not been finalized and no determination ha~, been made concerning 
the appropnate power level The NRC has not made any conclusions on the proposed 
corrective actions Once the corrective actions have been fina liz.ed. they will be 
reviewed and evaluated as part of the Confirmatory Action letter followup mspection . 
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9 0 Risk Assessment (Charter Item 9) 

a. Inspection Scope 

The team reviewed the steam generator tube leak and failures of multiple steam 
generator tubes durrng in-situ pressure testing to support an assessment of the risk of 
the degraded steam generator tubes during various accident conditions. including a 
main steam line break accident 

b. Observations and Findings 

No findings were identified. 

An NRC senior reactor analyst is currently working with SCE risk assessment personnel 
to determine !he risk associated with the loss of tube integrity for multiple tubes. 

10.0 Assess Quality Assurance. Radiological Controls, and Safely Culture Components 
<Charter Item 1 Ol 

a. Inspection Scope 

The team reviewed the event. operator actions. management decisions. steam 
generator eddy current examinations, m-situ pressure testing. and tube plugging and 
stabilii:ation activities to determine whether issues related to quality assurance. 
radiological controls. or safety culture e)(1sted. 

b. Observations and Findings 

No findings were identified: 

Region IV radiation protection inspectors reviewed the estimated offsite radiation 
exposure from the actual steam generator tube leak on Unit 3 steam generator 3E0-88 
that occurred on January 31. 2012. including the potential dose consequence to site 
workers and members ot the public. The hcensee determined that the Unit 3 steam 
generator tube leak resulted in a release of gaseous effluents into the public domain. 
and the primary radionuclides released were argon-41. xenon-133. and xenon-135. The 
release resulted in an estimated 0.0000452 (4.52 E-5) mrem dose to the pubhc. 
Jnspectors also reviewed design drawings and radiation monitor data, performed plants 
tours. and confirmed the licensee·s use of the offsite dose calculation methodology. The 
inspectors concluded that the Unit 3 steam generator tube lea~ was detected by the 
condenser steam jet air ejector radiation monitor 3RT-7820 as per design. In addition. 
the radiation monitor 3RT-7820 alarmed and alerted SONGS operators of the steam 
generator tube leak as required. 

c. Conclusions 

The radiation protection inspectors concluded that SCE appropriately accounted for the 
unplanned release associated with the Unit 3 steam generator tube leak. 
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11.0 Operational impacts from Unit 3 to Unit 2 (Charter Item 11 l 

a. Inspection Scope 

As follow-on of the previous sections, the team reviewed collections of the Mitsubishi 
documents and presentations, licensee documents and presentations, and NRC 
independent analysis and assessments to consider the operational impact on Unit 2 
based on analysis and data. including eddy current results. r~gardlng the as-found 
condition of Unit 3. The team compared key obseNations and overall differences in 
operational parameters that are common to both units that could affect and possibly limit 
Unit 2 operation. The team focused on differences in fabrication, manufacturing. 
operation, and eddy current data results between Units 2 and 3 steam generators. 

b. Observations and Findings 

No findings were identified. 

Since generator physical dimensions and design are identical, the operational 
parameters are basically the same between the Unit 2 and 3 steam generators; 
therefore, the hydraulic forcing function that caused tube-to-tube wear and accelerated 
anti-vibration bar and tube support plate wear should also be same. The initial 
inspections of the Unit 2 steam generators did not indicate significant wear except at the 
retainer bars {different mechanism caused' this wear). However, subsequent folfow up 
inspections in Unit 2 with a more sensitive probe confirmed the existence of minor tube
to-tube wear in two neighboring tubes but in one of the steam generators, The'tube-to· 
tube wear that was found in Unit 2 was in a similar location as that round in both of the 
Unit 3 steam generators, 

The phenomenon of fluid-elastic instability is a function primarily of two criteria; the fluid 
velocity forces and the damping capability of the support structure (l.e,, the tube support 
plates, the tubesheet. and the anti-vibration bars). Therefore, if it is determined that the 
thermal hydraulic forces in the bundle are the same, it can be concluded thatthe 
damping forces between the Unit 2 and Unit 3 replacement steam generators must be 
different. Mitsubishi performed ·several studies that indicated that gap contact forces in 
the anti-vibration bars were greater in Unit 2 than in Unit 3. However, with the exception 
of manufacturing data that shows slight differences, there is not currently a method 
available to measure the clearances between the anti-vibration bars and the tubes: 
however, SCE is currently working with AREVA to develop a method to take these 
measurements. 

The tube damage found in Unit 3 is markedly more severe than Unit 2, especially 
considering that Unit 3 operated only about half the amount of time as Unit 2. This 
suggests that there is indeed a sizeable difference in the damping capability of the unit 
steam generators. 

There are generally two options to arrest localized damaging thermal hydraulic 
phenomena in steam generators. The first and preferred option is to plug tubes in the 
affected area. The collective plugging tends to relocate and reduce high fluid velocities 
and void fractions, and has on previous occasions in industry been successfut 
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However. if plugging selected tubes does not provide significant margins adequate to 
arrest the damage mechanism. thermal hydraulic conditions can be reduced through a 
reduction in power. Reducing power has several beneficial effects including (1) tends to 
increase steam pressure. (2) reduces high steam fluid velocities and high void fraction in 
the bundle, and (3) improves damping. Currently, SCE is still reviewing and developing 
additional corrective actions to preclude fluid-elastic instability. The NRC has been 
observing some of the mockup testing being used to qualify additional repair activities. 

c. Conclusions 

Based on the review of actual operating data and independent thermal-hydraulic 
modeling analyses, the team determined that there were not any major differences in the 
thermal hydraulic phenomena at normal full power operation. 

The NRC wiU review both physical and operational changes that SCE completes as part 
of the Confirmatory Action Letter inspections. 

12.0 Divider Plate Manufacturing and Weld Issues (Mitsubishi Charter Item 2> 

a. Inspection Scope 

On March 18, 2009, Mitsubishi identified cracking indications in the weld between the 
divider plate and the channel head of Unit 3 replacement steam generator 3E0-88 (see 
figure below), after completion of the ASME Section Ill hydrostatic test on the secondary 
side. The extent of condition investigation also identified similar cracking indications in 
Unit 3 replacement steam generator 3E0-89. As discussed in ·Section 4 of this report, 
the cause of the cracking was attributed to the air carbon-arc gouging process used to 
remove the clad weld from the channel head. The team reviewed information 
associated with the repair of the cracking indications to assess whether the repair 
activities resulted in relevant differences in design and fabrication that could be 
considered as contributing factors for the cause of the tube-to-tube wear issue in Unit 3. 

t 
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Location of Oividur Plalo Weld Ro1iairs in Uni' 3 Steam Generators (For Hfuslra\ion Purposus Only) 
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b. Observations and Findings 

No findings were identified. 

The team identified an unresolved item for which additional info(mation is required to 
determine if a performance deficiency exists or if the issue constitutes violation of NRC 
requirements. The team also identified several observations related to the divider plate 
weld repairs in Unit 3 replacement steam generators. 

1 > Introduction: The team identified an Unresolved Item associated with the adeq1,Jacy 
of evaluation and controls for the divider plate weld repairs 

Description; The cracking of the divider plate weld in bolh Unit 3 replacement steam 
generators required extensive repairs affecting the channel.head, divider plate, and 
tubesheet. Based on interviews with licensee personnel and the review of 
documentatlon for the repairs, the team determined that Mitsubishi did not perform a 
comprehensive evaluatlon to assess the impact of !he di\lider plate repairs on the 
integrity of the tube bundle. The team determined Iha! the areas listed below were 
not considered or evaluated in sufficient depth to identify the· potential adverse 
effects ofthe planned weld repairs. 

• Additional RotatiQn\l - The repair activities for lhe Unit 3 steam generators 
required additional rotations of the steam generator assembly while tllese were 
oriented in the horizontal position. The repairs resulted in approximately 300 
additional rotations in each steam generator, which could have affected the 
configuration of the tube bundle in terms of anti-vibration bar gaps or distortion. 
The team identified that Mitsubishi did not fully evaluate the im!)act of additional 
rotations on the configuration of the steam generators since rotation was 
considered a normal evolution in the fabrication process. 

H,eat lnpy! - The repair process included extensive heat-adding activities such as 
grinding, flame cutting, and post-weld heat treatment. \l\lhile these activities were 
performed in accordance with the construction code of record and an approved 
repair plan. they could have resutted in thermal expansion and unintended 
distortion of steam generator components. For.example, the channel heads 
were removed using flame cutting and Mitsubishi's evaluation for the impact of 
this activity was limited to the base matE!lial area In the vicinity of th~ cu~. i.e. the 
heat affected zone. Mitsubishi did not fully assess the impact this activity could 
have on the overall configuration of the steam generator in terms of thermal 
expansion of the tubesheet Of distortion. 

• Dimensional Cllecks after Repair - The team identified that Mitsubishi did not 
perform dimensional veriftca!lo~s (e:g. clearances) of the tube bundle or other 
secondary side dimensions after the repairs of the Unit 3 steam generators lo 
confirm that critical dimensions were not affected by the repairs. 

Additional review by the NRC is required following completion of the llcensee's cause 
evaluation to fully assess how the repair activities affected the Unit 3 replacement 
steam generators and then determine whether this issue represents a performance 
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deficiency or constitutes a violation of NRC requirements This issue is 1dentif1ed as 
URI 0500036212012007-09. "Evaluation of the Effects of 0;11:der P.a1e we:d Repairs 
1n Unit:> Replacement Steam Generators· · 

2) Repair Pian: The team noted that Mitsubishi developed a spec.fie plar to condLcl :he 
repair of the d1v1der plate weld in bo1h Unit 3 replacemerit s:eam generators. The 
1epa1r plan adequately described lhe ma1or repair steps and the required 
implementing procedures For some of the repair stages tl"e licensee developed 
new procedures to prescribe act1v111es OLIS•Oe tne normal 'ab!lcalton sequence The 
repair plan consisted of the f0Uow1ng ma1or steps 

• Cutting off the dw1der plate frorr. the tubeshee: by grirding 

• Culling off the channel head from the tubesheet by flame cutting 
• Cutting the divider plate from the channel heaa by gnnd:r.g 

• Removal of lhe heat affected zone of the channel head bowl edge due to name 

cutting 

Application of weld buildup and post-weld heal treatf"1e'lt on the channel head 

bowl edge 

• Application of low alloy steel buildup and Alloy 69C bi.;:ter on :he botlorT' 0 1 the 

channel head for d1v1oer plate welding. 111c.ud1ng req1..1red pos:-weld heat 

treatment 

Apphcation ol Alloy 590 buildup on the d1v1der plate. 1nCiL1ding req..,1red post-weld 
heat treatment 

Weld mg divider plate to channel head 

Welding the d1v1der plate to the tubes~eel 

Welding the channel head to the tubesheet 

Primary side hydrostatic test 

3i Differences between Replacement Steam Generators. The team 1dent1f1ed the 
notable differences listed below between Unt! 2 and Uni: 3 replacerre'1l steam 
generators as a result of the d1v1der p:a:e weia repair act·vcties 

Material Class for the Tubesheets - The tubesheet riatena• 'or both Ur-t 3 
replacement steam generators was rec1ass!1e11 to fac.litate !re ada1t1onal past
weld heat treatment required for the repair of the cl1vider plate welcls The 
tubesheet manufacturer originally cert1f1ed that the lubesheet material met the 
requirements of ASME specification SA-5081Grade 3;C'ass 2. with a post-weld 
heat treatment time of approximately 15 hours The repair act1v1ties tn Unit 3 
reqwred add11ional post-weld heat treatment which was ellpected to affect the 
properties of the tubesheet material to the eJcterit that the mechan1ca1 properties 
would not meet the requirements for SA-508,:Grade 31Class 2 material. 
M1tsub1sh1 performed mechanical testing on a specimen fabricated from the 
archive samples that was el(pased to 30 hours of pos1-we.d heat treatment and 
the tests showed that the tubesheet materials 1ensjle strengtn did not meet the 
ASME specifications for SA-508/Grade 31Class 2 material Mitsubishi performed 
a reconciliation review to reclassify the material to SA-508/Grade 31Class 1. 
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which has a lower tensile strength. The reconciliation included ar. evaluation of 
result!ng stresses on the tubesheet under design, upset. emergency. faulted, and 
. test conditions using the material properties for SA-5Q8/Class 1 material. The 
evaluation resulted in acceptable stresses based on the stress limits imposed by 
the construction code of record. This.issue was evaluated by Mitsubishi in the 
non-conformance report process and Supplier Deviation Request 
SDR-08610041870-09086 was submitted to the licensee for review and 
approval. The licensee approved the reclassification of the tubesheet material. 

• Minimum Thickness of the Channel Head Base Metal - The channel heads of 
both Unit 3 steam generators were removed by flame cutting to facilitate the 
divider plate weld repairs. The removal and final welding of the channel head 
resulted In a reduction of the minimum wall thickness of the channel head base 
metaL The minimum base metal thickness was reduced by 1. 16-inches. 
Mitsubishi evaluated this change in the ·oesign Report for the Channel Head 
Region.· The reduction in minimum wall thickness was addressed through a 
reconciliation of stress ratios based on the stress limits imposed by the 
construction code of record. The analysis demonstrated the structura.I adequacy 
of the channel head, primary inlet nozzle, primary outlet nozzle, primary manway, 
support skirt. and the stud bolts of the primary manway. 

• Number of Botts in the Divider Plate Patch Plates - The original design of the 
replacement steam generators included a patch plate held in place at the .upper 
corners of the divider plate by three bolts. As a result of the divider plate-to
tubesheet weld removal to support the repair activities, the Unit 3 divider plate 
patch plates were modified to be held ~Y two bolts instead of the three bolts 
specified in the original design. MitSubishl submitted.this deS,ign change to the 
licensee for review and approval. Licensee personnel approved the design 
change as requested. 

· • Weld Byjlgup on Channel Head Surfaces - Since the repair of the divi(fer plate 
welds In Unit 3 steam generators required cutting of the channel head, weld 
buildup had to be applied on the affected surfaces in order to restore th6 
dimensions lo design specifications. Mitsubishi submitted this design change to 
the licensee for review and approval. Licensee personnel approved the design 
change as requested. 

• Post Weld Heat Treatment - The tubesheet-to-channel head weld area 
experienced a total of two post-weld heat treatments. Both Unit 3 replacement 
steam generators received an additional rocal post-weld heat treatment at 
approximately 1103° F for approximately 3.5 hrs. Mitsubishi submitted this 
fabrication process change to the licensee for review and approval. Lieensee 
personnel approved the design change as requested. 

• Total of Rotations during Fabrication - The total number of rotations on each 
steam generator varied as a result'of the hydrostatic test results and the repairs 
on the divider plate welds. 
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c. 

-Steam f!J~tlal . AddlJienal 
· <Rotations: Gen·erat0r· Rotation&: Rotation~-tor 

»>-· DMdar ~ate--Re ··1rs 
Unit 2 E0-89 520 0 

Unit 2 E0·88 510 0 510 

Unit 3 E0-89 470 340 810 

Unit 3 E0-8 440 320 760 

Conclusions 

The team identified one unresolved item associated with the repair work done on the 
Unit 3 divider plate. The team did not identify any connection between these shipping 
changes and the unexpected tube-to-tube wear. 

13.0 Office of N!Xllear Reactor ~egulation INRRl Reyiew of SONGS 50._59 Evaluation 

a. Inspection StOQ!i 

The NRR technical specialist reviewed all of the design changes associated wit~ the 
replacement steam generators to dete!Tlline whether the changes to the facility or 
procedures, as described in the updated final safety analysis report, had been revlewec 
and documented in accordance with 10 CFR 50.59 requirement$. The technical 
specialist reviewed the various infprmation used by see to review the changes being 
made to the replacement steam generators, including calculations. analyses, design 
change documentation, procedures. the updated final safety analysis report, the 
technical specifications, and plant drawlngs. The evaluation ptQcess used by the 
technical specialist included determining if the design ch_anges fo the replacement steam 
generators were a change to the facility or procedures as described in the updated final 
safety analysis report or a test or experiment notdescribed in the updated final safety 
analysis report. The technical speclallst also verified that safety Issues related to the 
changes were resolved. The technical specialist cornpated the safety evaluations and 
supporting documents to the guidance and methods provided !rrNEI 96-07, ~Guldelinei. 
for 1 O CFR 50.59 Implementation: Revision 1, as .endorsed by NRC Regulatory 
Gulde 1.187, 'Guidance for Implementation of 10 Cl=R 50:59, Changes, Tests, and 
Experiments,· to detennine the adequacy of the 10 CFR 60.59 evaluations. 

b. Observations and Findings 

No findings were identified 
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; , 
The NRR technical specialist identified one unresolved item for which additional 
information Is required to determine If performance deficiencies exist or if the issues 
constitute violations of NRC requirements. 

(1) Introduction: The NRR technical specialist reviewed SCE's 10 CFR 50.5~ evaluation 
contained in Engineering Change Packages 800071702 and 800071703 for the 
Unit 2 and Unit 3 replacement steam generators, respectively, In which SCE 
determined that the impact of the replacement steam generators on the current 
licensing basis and any need for NRC approval as required by 10 CFR 50.59. 

(2) Description: The NRR technical specialist reviewed the SCE's 10 CFR 50.59 
evaluation against 10 CFR 50.59(c)(2)(viii) which requires that licensees obtain a 
license amendment pursuant to 10 CFR 50.90 prior to implementing a prop0sed 
change if the change would result in a departure from a method of evaluation 
described in the final safety analysis report (as updated} used in establishing the 
design bases or in the safety analyses. Industry guidance NEI 96-07, Revision 1, 
Section 3.10, "Methods of Evaluation,• states, "Definition: Methods of evaluation 
means the calculational framework used for evaluating behavior ~r response of the 
facility or structures, systems, and components." Regulation 1 O CFR 50.59 a(2), 
states, "Departure from s method of evaluation descrlMdJn the FSAR (as updated) 
used In establishing the design bases or in the safety analyses means (i) changing 
any of the elements of the method described In the FSAR (as updated) unless the 
results of the analysis are conservative or essentially the same; or (ii) changing from 
a method described in the FSAR to another method unless that method has been 
approved by NRC for the intended application: Regulation 10 CFR 50.59(d)(1) 
requires that the licensee maintain records of changes in the facility that "includes a 
written evaluation which provides the bases for the determination that the change, 
test, or experiment does not require a license amendment. ... • the technical 
specialist evaluated SCE's bases for determining that the changes would not result 
in the departure from the method of evaluation used in establishing the de~gn bases 
or in the safety analyses. Specffically, the technical specialist evaluated whether the 
changes involved: 

(a) changing of any of the elements of the method described in the updated final 
safety analysis report, which consistent with 10 CFR 50.59 a(2)(i) would be 
justified by demonstrating that the results of the analysis are conservative or 
essentially the same; or 

(b) changing from a method described in the updated final safety analysis report to 
another method, which consistent with 10 CFR 50.59 a(2)(ii) would bt1Justified by 
demonstrating that method has been approved by NRC for the intended 
application. 

The NRR technical specialist reviewed SCE's 10 CFR 50.59 evaluation and found 
two !nstancas that failed to adequately address whether the change involved a 
departure of the method of evaluation described in the updated final safety analysis 
report. 

(a) Use of ABAQUS instead of ANSYS: Updated Final Safety Analysis Report 
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Sections 3.9.1.2.2.1.11 and 3.9.1.2.2.2.3 were revised to reflect that the SONGS 
Unit 2 and 3 original steam generators stress analyses for reactor coolant system 
structural integrity utilized the ANSYS computer program, whereas the 
replacement steam generators analyses utilized the ABAQUS computer 
program. The SCE's 50.59 evaluation incorrectly determined that using the 
ABAQUS instead of ANSYS was a change to an element of the method 
described in the updated final safety analysis report did not constitute changing 
from a method described in the updated final safety analysis report to another 
method, and as such, did not mention whether ABAQUS has been approved by 
the NRC for this application. 

(b) Use of ANSYS instead of STRUDL and ANSYS: Updated Final Safely Analysis 
Report Section 5.4.2.3.1.3 was revised to reflect that the SONGS Unit 2 and 3 
evaluation of tube stress under loss of coolant accident conditions for the original 
steam generators consisted of a two-step process utilizing the STRUDL and 
ANSYS computer programs to calculate displacement histories and tube 
stresses, respectively, while the corresponding replacement steam generators. 
analysis determined tube stresses from blowdown forces using only the ANSYS 
computer program. While SCE's 50.59 evaluation correctly considered this a 
change from a method described in the FSAR to another method, the 50.59 
evaluation did no! mention Whether the method has been approved by NRC for 
this application. 

This issue is identified as URI 05000362/2012007-10, "Evaluation of Departure of 
Method of Evaluation for 10 CFR 50.59 Processes: 

The NRR technical specialist identified one unresolved it.em associated with change in 
the method of evaluation as described in the updated final safety analysis report. 
Additional review and followup will be required to review the departure of the method of 
evaluation used during the stress analysis calculations associated with the replacement 
steam generators. 

14.0 Exit Meeting Summary 

On June 18, 2012, the NRC held a public meeting and presented the inspection results 
to Mr P. Dietrich, Senior Vice President and Chief Nudear Officer, and other members 
of the staff. who acknowledged the findings. Proprietary information was provided to the 
team and all proprietary information was returned to SCE . 
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SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION 
KEY POINTS OF CONTACT 

Licensee Personnel 

P. Dietrich. Senior Vice President and Chief Nuclear Officer 
R. Litzinger, Pre'sident, SCE 
D. Bauder, Vice President and Station Manager 
T. Palmisano, Vice President of Engineering, Projects and Site Support 
T. McCool, Plant Manager 
T. Yack!e. Assistant Plant Manager 
D. Yarbrough, Director, Operations 
R. Corbett, Director. Perfonnance Improvement 
0. Flores, Directcir, Nuclear Oversight 
R. St. Onge, Director. Nuclear Regulatory Affairs 
B; Winn, Director, Nuclear Financial Management 
E. Avella, Director, Project Management 
M. Coveney, Director, Nuclear Leaderahlp 
M. Stevens, Technical Specialist, Nuclear Regulatory Affairs 
C. Cates, Manager, Nuclear Safety Culture and Site Recovery 
M. Malzahn, Engineer, Project Management 
C. Harberts, Ma.nager, Steam Generator Replacement Project 
M. Mihalik, Senior Engineer, Project Management Organization 
R. McWey, Manager, Nuclear Oversight 
M. Pawlaczyk. Technical Specialist, Nuclear Regulatory Affairs 
J. Peattie, Manager. Maintenance 
R. Treadway, Manager, Nuclear Regulatory Affairs 
B. Olech, Consulting Engineer, Edison 
0. Brabec, Project Manager, Steam Generator Recovery Program 
D. Calhoun, Senior Engineer, Design Engineering Organilatlon, Edison 

Mitsubishi Pernonnel 

H. Kaguchl, Mitsubishi Heavy Industries, Director, Component Designing Department 
I. Otake, Mitsubishi Heavy Industries. Deputy Chief Engineer, Quality Assurance Department 
T. 'rsuruta, Mitsubishi Heavy Industries, Engineer, Quafity Assurance Department 
T, .Inoue, Mitsubishi Heavy Industries, Deputy Director, ~lant Designing Department 
H. Hirano. Mitsubishi Heavy lndustrtes, Project Manager, Overseas Project, Component 

Designing Department 
R. Bywater, Mitsubishi Nuclear Energy Systems. COLA Project Manager 
F. Gillespie, Mitsubishi Nuclear Energy Systems, Senior Vice President 
R. Godley, Mitsubishi Nuclear Energy Systems, Deputy General Manager, licensing Support 

Other Contractor Personnel 

R. Walker, MPR Consultant 
ivl. Shor1. Consultant 
B~ Manow, AREVA, Vice President, Key A~unts 
M. Street. AREVA, Manager, Primary Component Projeets and Warranty Support 
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M. Miller. AREVA. Advisory Engineer 
S. Claunch. AREVA. Advisory Engineer 

NRC Personnel 
T Blount. Deputy Division Director Oiv1s1on of Reacto• Safety 
R. Lantz. Branch Chief. Pro1ects Branch D 
G. Warnick. Senior Resident Inspector 

LIST OF ITEMS OPENED. CLOSED AND DISCUSSED 

~ 

0500036212012007-01 

05000362/2012007-02 

05000362/201 /007-03 

05000362/2012007-04 

0500036212012007-05 

05000362/2012007 -06 

0500036212012007-07 

05000362/2012007-08 

0500036212012007-09 

05000362/2012007-10 

Closed 

None 

URI Adeciuacy of the Trap!Trans1ent and Event Review 
Procedure (Section 1) 

URI Evaluation of Unit 3 Vibration and Loose Pa1s Monitoring 
System Ala•ms !Section 3·: 

URI Evaluation of Retainer Bars V1bra11on dunng lhe Original 
Design of the Replacement Steam Generators {Section 4 

URI Evaluation of Changes 1n DiMens1ona· Co'1trols duMg the 
Fabrication of Unit 2 and Unit 3 ·Replacement Steam 
Gererators 1.Sec11or 4~ 

URI 

URI 

URI 

URI 

URI 

URI 

Shipping Requirements not an Accordance with Industry 
Standards (Section 71 

Sh1pp1ng Requirements not'" Accoroance w·t'1 Des191 ano 
Fabrication Specifications 1Sect1on 71 

Unit 3 Steam Generator 3.E0-88 Stresses Related to 
Handhng iSect1on 7j 

Non-Conserva!tve Thermal-Hydraulic Model Results 
(Section 8) 

Evaluation of the Eftects of D.11 der Pate Weld Repairs in 

Unit 3 Replacement Steam Generators (Section t2) 

Evaluation of Departure of Method of Evaluation for 
10 CFR 50 59 Processes (SecMn n·1 
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Discussed 

None 

UST OF DOCUMENTS REVIEWED 

AUDITS/SELF·ASSESSMENTS/QUALITY CONTROL DRAWINGS 

SONGS DOCUMENTS 

~ Title 

MHl+06 Southern California Audit of Mitsubishi Heavy Industries 

MHl·1-09 Southern California Audit of Mitsubishi Heavy Industries 

MHl-2-04 Southern California Audit of Mitsubishi Heavy Industries 

SCES-007-10 Procurement and Material Control Program Audit 

MHl-01-04 Evaluation and Review of Contractor, Consultant, Utility or 
Licensee Audit Report 

Status of Southern California Edison {SCE) Corrective 
Action Request (CAR) Nos. S-1918 and S-1932 Closure 

~outh,ern California Edison {SCE) Corrective Action Request 
(CAR) No. .S-1991, Supplier Stop Work Order (SSWO) No. 
SSW0-001·08 

RSG~SCE/MHl-06·2233- Southern California Edison (SCE) 
Corrective Action Request (CAR) No. S-1882 Closure 

RSG:SCEJMHl-06·1916 ·Southern Callfomia Edison (SCE) 
Corrective Action Request, (CAR) No. S-1906 Closure 

SQl!tliern California Edison (SCEY !\udit No. MHl-1-06 and 
Corrective Action Request (CAR) Nos. S-1915, S-1916, S-
1917, and S-1918 

AR# Qualification Letter 
040901345 

AR#05030145 Qualification Letter 
8 

A1·3-

Revisi2n/Qi!t!i! 
June 16, 2006 

April27,2009 

December 14, 
2004 

September 14, 
2010 

Septem.ber 24. 
2004 

March 23. 2007 

1 

May3, 2006 

February 22, 
2006 

January 31, 2008 

September 24, 
2004 

March 23, 2005 
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Number Title Revision/Date 

AR#06050013 I Qualification Letter May 10, 2006 
4 I 
6C294014 Edison Material Supply Procurement Order for Mitsubishi September 28, 

Heavy Industries 2004 

5023-617-01 Specifications for design and fabrication of RSG for Unit 2 4 
and Unit 3 

5023-617-02 Specifications for Baseline Pre-Service Examination on 1 
Tubing for RSG i ~ 

5023-617-03 Replacement Steam Generator Installation Unit 2 and 3 4 

$023-617-04 Specifications for the Transportation of Replacement Steam 1 
Generators 

·TL C001783 San Onofre Topical Report Quality Assurance Manual 64 

TL C001782 San Onofre 2&3 FSAR Updated Quality Assurance Program 
···--15--·-

Topical Report SCE-1 

SONGS Unit 2 & 3 Replacement Steam Generator QA/QC 0 
Manufacturing Oversight Plan Japan Steel Works 

SONGS Unit 2 & 3 Replacement Steam Generator QA/QC 1 
Oversight Plan 

SONGS Unit 2 & 3 Replacement Steam Generator Receipt 0 
Inspection Plan 

SGR-A10183 Replacement Steam Generator Resident Oversight Plan 1 

SGR-A10159 San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station Unit 2 & 3 Steam 1 
Generator Replacement Project Plal'I 

MHl-1SV-05 Source Verification Report of MHl/Japan Steel Work March 15, 2005 

MHl-1SV-06 Source Verification Report of MHl/Japan Steel Work February 7, 2006 
i 

MHl-1SV-07 Source Verification Report of MHI March 20, 2007 

MH1-1sv~os Source Verification Report ofMHllJapan Steel Work August 29, 2008 

MHl-2SV·05 Source Verification Report of MHI April 1, 2005 

MHl-2SV-06 Source Verification Report of MHl/Japan Steel Work March 24. 2006 
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Number Title R~vision/Date 

MHl-2SV-07 Source Verification Report of MHI November2, 
2007 

MHl-3SV-05 Source Verification Report of MHl/Japan Steel Work May3, 2005 

MHl-3$V-06 Source Verification Report of MHI May3, 2006. 

MHl-4SV-05 Source Verification Report of MHl/Japan Steel Work May4, 2005 

MHl-4SV-06 Source Verification Report of MHl/Japan Steel Work May23, 2006 

MHl-5SV-05 Source Verification Report of MHl/Japan Steel Work June 10, 2005 

MH1-ssv~o6 Source Verification Report of MHI September 26, 
2006 

MHl-6SV·05 Source Verification Report of MHI July 1, 2005 

MHl-6SV-06 Source Verification Report of MHI Januaiy 24, 2007 

MHl-7SV-05 Source Verification Report of MHl/Japan Steel Work August12,2005 

MH1·7SV-06 Source Verification Report of MHI Jariuaiy 16, 2007 

MHl·BSV-05 Source Verification Report of MHI March 26, 2007 

MHl-9SV-05 Source Verification Report of MHllJapan Steel Work O~ober 13, 2005 

MHl·10SV-05 Source Evaluation Report of MHI February 8, 2006 

MHl-11SV-05 Source Verification Report of MHllJapan Steel Work December 21, 
2005 
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CALCULATIONS 

Number I Title I Bevision 
5023-617+ D~sign Report of the Channel Head Region 6 
C275 

$023-617-1 • Design for RCS Flow Rate 1 
C514 

5023-617·1 • Retainer Bar Tube Wear Report 0 
M1562 

! 

DESIGN BASIS DOCUMENTS 

Number Title Revision 

$023-617-01 Specification for Design and Fabrication of RSGs for Unit 2 I 4 
and Unit 3 l 

8023-617·1· As-Built Reconciliation Report for Unit 3 2 
Mi492 

L5·04GA428 Design of Anti-Vibration Bar 5 
DBD·S023· Design Basis for Steam Generator and Secondary S!de ' 10 

I 365 

.QF.S!GN CHANGE NOTIFICATIONS/SUPPLIER DEVIATION REQUESTS 

~umber TfUe l Reviljion 

NECP Engineering Change Package, "Replacement Steam t 0 I 800071703 Generators" l 
SDR·007 Circulation Ratio for RSG 0 
43366-05007 

SDR.037 Tube-to-Tube Clearance in 2A RSG l 0 
43366-08037 ' 
SDR-047 Tool Mark in 3A Tubesheet 0 
43366.07047 

SDR.050 Tool Mark in 36 Tubesheet 0 
43366-07050 I 
SDR·051 Unit 2A Lower Shell Assembly 0 I 
43366-07051 ! 
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f::lumber Title · R!i!ViSlQn 
SDR-053 Unit 28 Lower Shell Assembly 0 
43366-07053 

SDR-059 Unit 36 Lower Shell Assembly 0 
43366-08059 

SDR-064 Axial Length of AVB 0 
43366-08064 

SDR-079 Statistical Size of Tube-to-AVB Gap 0 
43366-08079 

SDR-082 Divider Plate Repair of Unit 3 RSGs 0 
43366-09082 

SOR-086 Specifications for Unit 3 RSG Tube Material 0 
10041870-
09086 

SOR-098 Overall Height of 3A RSG 0 
10041870-
10098 

SDR-099 Perpendicularity and Parallelism of 3A RSG Key Bracket 0 
10041870- -
10099 

SDR-100 
10041870-

~arallerism of 38 RSG Key Bracket 0 

10100 

DRAWINGS 

Number Tille R!i!visioa 
5023-617-1- Design Drawing - Component and Outline Drawing 1 / 3 5 0103 

8023-617-1- Design Drawing - Component and Outline Drawing 1 / 3 2 0104 

5023-617-1- Design Drawing Tubesheet and Extension Ring 1 of 3 12 0106 

$023-617-1- Design Drawing Tubesheet and Extension Ring 2 of 3 5 
! D107 

5023-617-1- Design Drawing Tubesheet and Extension Ring 3 of 3 8 0108 

$023-617-1- Design Drawing Lower Shell, Middle Shel~ Transition Cone 5 
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Number Title Rgvision 
>--· 
0109 and Upper Shell S!ub 1 of 4 I 
$023-617-1· Design Drawing Lower Shelf, Middle Shell, Transition Cone I 7 I 
0110 and Upper Shell Stub 2 of 4 r 

·-
S023-617 -1 • Design Drawing Lower Shell, Midd!e Sheu, Transition Cone 

4 
D111 1 and Upper Shell Stub 3 of 4 

S023-617·1· Design Drawing Lower Shell, Middle Shell, Transition Cone 4 
D112 arid Upper Shell Stub 4 of 4 

$023-617-1- Design Drawing Channel Head 1 of 4 
9 0113 

S023-617-1- Design Drawing Channel Head 1 of 4 
15 

0113 

S023-617-1- Design Drawing Channel Head 2 of 4 
13 0114 

S023-617·1- Design Drawing Channel Head 3 of 4 5 D115 

$023-617-1- Design Drawing Tube Bundle 1 of 3 
1 D116 

' 
5023-617-1- Design Drawing Tube Bundle 2 of 3 

•' 1 D117 

5023-617-1- Design Drawing Tube Bundle 3 of 3 3 0118 
-

$023-617-1- Design Drawing Upper Shell, Upper Head Ring and Upper ! 7 
0159 Head Top 1 of 4 -

S023-817-1· Design Drawing Upper Shell, Upper Head Ring and Upper 2 
0160 Head Top 2 of 4 

$023-617-1· Design Drawing Upper Shell, Upper Head Ring and Upper 
4 

0161 Head Top 3 of 4 

S023·617-1- Design Drawing Upper Shell, Upper Head Ring and Upper 2 
0162 Head Top 4 of 4 

S023·617+ Design Drawing of Moisture Separator Assembly 1 of 6 10 
0210 

$023-617-1· Design Drawing of Moisture Separator Assembly 2 of 6 10 
D211 

5023-617-1- Design Drawlng of Moisture Separator Assembly 3 of 6 5 
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Nµmber ~ 
D212 

5023-617-1- Design Drawing Channel Head 4 of 4 
D274 

5023-617-1- Design Drawing Tube Support Plate Assembly 1 of 3 
0294 

5023-617-1- Design Drawing Tube Support Plate Assembly 2 of 3 
0295 

5023-617-1- Design Drawing Tube Support Plate Assembly 3 of 3 
D296 
5023-617-1- , Design Drawing - Critical Field Interface Dimensions and 
D383 Major Tolerances 1 I 3 

5023-617-1· Design Drawing Wrapper Assembly 1 of 5 
0391 

5023-617-1· Design Drawing Wrapper Assembly 2 of 5 
0~92 

5023-617-1· Design Drawing Wrapper Assembly 3 of 5 
D393 

5023-617-1- Design Drawing Wrapper Assembly 4 of 5 
0394 

S023"617-1· Design Drawing Wrapper Assembly 5 of 5 
0395 
8023-617-1- Design Drawing - Divider Plate1 I 2 
0494 

5023-617-1- Design Drawing - Divider Plate 2 I 2 
D495 

5023-617-1- Design Drawing Anti-Vibration Bar Assembly 1 of 9 
0507 

5023-617-1- Design Drawing Anti.Vibration Bar Assembly 2 of 9 
0508 

5023-617-1- Design Drawing Anti-Vibration Bar Assembly 3 of 9 
0509 

5023-617-1· Design Drawing Anti-Vibration Bar Assembly 4 of 9 
D539 

5023-617-1- Design Drawing Anti-Vibration Bar Assembly 5 of 9 
0540 
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Number Title Revision 

8023-617-1- Design Drawing Anti-Vib<alion Bar Assembly 6 of 9 

~ 0541 

8023-617-1· Design Drawing Anti-Vibration Bar Assembly 7 of 9 
0542 

$023-617-1- Design Drawing Anti-Vibration Bar Assembly 8 of 9 
I 3 D543 

$023-617·1· Design Drawing Anti-Vibration Bar Assembfy 9 of 9 "I' 1 D544 
S023-61M· Design Drawing .. Tubing Expansion and Seal Welding 

3 0680 

$023-617-1- Fabrication Drawing - General Shipping Arrangement {SON 
2 01099 2E89; SON 2E882E0-88J 

5023-617-1- Fabrication Drawing - General Shlpping Arrangement (SON 
2 01100 3E89; SON 3E88J · 

_,, ---------'"---,-~,---l---'---""-"'-S023·617-1;- Fabrication Drawing - Temporary Attachment, For Channel I 0 
01488 Head and Tubesheet Welding (Unit 3) 

L5-04FW111 Detail of AVB 1 of 5 (Center Narrow AVB) J_ 6 

L5·04FW112 Detail of AVB 2 of 5 (Center Wide AVB) 2 

L5·04FW113 Detail of AVB 3 of 5 {Side Narrow AVB} - 2 

L5·04FW114 Detail of AVB 4 of 5 (Side Wide AVB for Hot Side) 2 

L5-04FW115 Detail of AVB 5 of 5 (Side Wide AVB for Cold Side) I 2 

s~GINEEBING REPORTS CER} 

Number ~ RevisiQ!] 

5023-617-1· Divider Plate Weld Joint Separation Root Cause Evaluation 4 
M1401 Report 

5023-617-1- Evaluation of Tube Vibration 3 
C157 

5023-617-1- ' Anaiylica! Report of AVB Assembly 4 
C749 

5023-617·1· Summary Design Report 8 
M1265 
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5023-617·1· Performance Analysis Report 3 
M1231 

S023-617·1· Analytical Report of Separator and Ol)'er Assemblies 7 
C682 

S023-61'7- Design Report of Tube 5 
01R3 

MHI DOCUMENTS 

Number Title Bevilii2a1oa1~ 
UHQ-08N013 MHI Survey Report of Sumitomo Metal Industries. Limited. ·O 

Steel Tube Works 

UH0·11N010 MHI Survey Report of Sumitomo Metal Industries, Limited. 0 
Steel Tube Works 

UHQ-05N015 MHI Survey Report of Sumitomo Metal Industries, Limited. , 
Pipe & Tube Works 

UHQ-08N014 MHI Survey Report of Sumitomo Metal Industries, Limited. 0 
Steel Tube Works 

UHQ-11S005 MHI Survey Report of Sumitomo Metal Industries, limited. 0 
Steel Tube Works 

UHQ-05N019 MHI Survey Report of Sumitomo Metal Industries, Limited. · ·O 
Steel Tube Works 

BUH94-06 Quality Assurance Survey/Audit Procedure of Vendors 6 

BUH94-06 Vendor Evaluation Procedure 9 

BUH94-06 Vendor Evaluation Procedure 13 

5ZDD94-06 Vendor Evaluation Procedure 1 

UHW-68;. MHI Evaluation on Corrective Action Established by 0 
06A002 Sumitomo Metal Industries Limited 

UHNR-SON- Nonconformance Report for Alloy 690 SG Tubing for SONGS 
RSG-06N005 Unit 2 

UHQ-07N004 MHI Audit Report of Sumitomo Metal Industries, limited. 1 
Steel Tube Woks 
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Number Title Revision/Date 
UHQ-08N013 MHI Survey Report or Sumitomo Metal Industries, Limited. 0 

Steel Tube Works 

UHCP-70N004 Corrective Action Plan Followup Report 0 

UES-20100006 Qualified Vendor List 18 
M __ < ..... -->M .. -~--·-

L5-04GB004 Submittal Document Control list 53 

February 2, I UGNR-SON2· Nonconformance Report Channel head for Unit 2A 
RSG-020 2006 t 

-UGNR-SON2· Nonconformance Report Unacceptable local diameter change June 2, 2006 
RSG-038 of tube holes 

UGNR-SON2- Nonconformance Report Unacceptable length of 10 tube hole September 11, 
RSG-052 pitch of tube support plate #3 2006 

UGNR·SON2- Nonconformance Report Incorrect end caps of AVB December 1, 
RSG-062 2ASN154C and AVB 2ASN164C 2006 

UGNR-SON2· Nonconformance Report Unacceptable gaps between tubes I Match 24, 2()07 
RSG-075 and AVBs 

UGNR-SON2- Nonconformance Report Incorrect machining for steam flow September 4, 
RSG-091 limiting device 2007 

UGNR-SON2- Nonconformance Report Unacceptable dimensions for steam October 23, 
RSG-096 flow limiting device of Unit 2A 2007 

UGNR-SON3- Nonconformance Report Unacceptable local diameter change May 10, 2007 
RSG-009 of tube holes . 

UGNR-SON3- Nonconformance Report Some gaps between tubes and November 30, 
RSG-024 AVBs are larger than the criterion 2007 

UGNR-SON3- Nonconformance Report Out of tolerance on hand holes March 2. 2009 
RSG-049 inside diameter 

UGNR-SON3- Nonconformance Report Divider plate metal repair butter/weld September 11, 
RSG-055 crack after post bake 2009 

UGNR-SON- Nonconfocmance Report Feedwater nozzle for unit 2 !D: February 2, 
RSG-06N002 21721-101 ·2005 

UGS-L5· Anti-Vibration Bar Inspection Procedure (Individual Bar) 
1 050043 
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Number Title Bevisio!llDate 
UHQ-08N013 MHI Survey Report of Sumitomo Metal Industries, Limited. 0 

Steel Tube Works 

UGS·L5· Inspection Procedure for Tube and Anti-Vibration Bar 10 050045 Inspection 

B91U-N0001 Mitsubishi Heavy Industries Ltd Kobe Shipyard & Machinery 39 
Works Quality Assurance Manual (Nuclear) 

UES·69· Mitsubishi Heavy Industries Ltd Kobe Shipyard & Machinery 15 
040038 Wolks Quality Assurance Program Manual (Project Ad<lenda} 

UHH-G06A97 Stop Work Order for FMA (Final Mill Annealjng) on 0 
Manufacturing of Heat Transfer Tubing for SONGS RSG 

MlSCELLANEOUS DOCUMENTS 

Number Tiiie RevisiQn/Date 

AR Action Request: Qualification Letter 
060500134 

AR 040901345 Action Request: Qualification Letter 

' ·' 
AR 050301458 Action Request Qualification Letter 

Setpoint Transmittal Unit 2 and 3 Gas Monitors Decembers. 
2010 

SONGS Unit 3 Chemistry/Operations logs - SG Event January 31, 
Timeline 2012 

Radiation Monitor 3RT-7870 Setpoints May 31. 2011 

Radiation Monitor 3RT-7818A Setpoints May 31, 2011 

20-030-3 Condenser Air Ejector Continuous Gas Post-Release Report January 31; 
2012 

8023-617·01 Specification for Design and Fabrication of RSGs for Unit 2 4 and Unit 3 

$023-617-02 Specification for Baseline Pre-Servic~ Examination (PSE) on 1 Tubing for Replacement Steam Generators 

Updated Final Safety Analysis Report for San Onofre Units 2 Apri12009 and 3 
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Number Title I Revision/Date 

5023-617-1- Design Review Item List 
9 M29 

DA2002-92 Dominion Audit of Mitsubishi Heavy Industries June 9, 2002 

V03·008 Omaha Public Power District Audit of Mitsubishi Heavy July 18, 2003 
Industries 

999010301200 Mitsubishi Heavy Industries (MHI), Kobe, Japan, inspection of July 18, 2008 
8-201 selected portions of MHl's Quality Assurance (QA) program, 

and 10 CFR Part 21 program 

999013841200 Sumitomo Metal Industries. Limited. Higashi-Mukojima November 13. 
9-201 Amagasaki, Japan, inspection of selected portions of 2009 

Sumitomo's quality assurance (QA) program and 10 CFR Part 
21 program 

SMl-AQA-9041 Reply to Notice of Nonconformance(99901 38412009-201-01) 0 

NRC Inspection of Selected Portions of MHl's Quality Assurance July 18, 2008 
Inspection and 10 CFR Part 21 Programs 
Report 
99901030/200 
8-201 

MODIFICATIONS 

Number Title I Date 

Engineering 50.59 Screening and Evaluation for Replacement Steam July 31, 2009 
Change Generators - Unit 2 
Package 
NECP 
800071702 

Engineering 50,59 Screening and Evaluation for Replacement Steam July 31, 2009 
Change Generators - Unit 3 
Package 
NECP 
800071703 
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NUCLEAR NOTIFICATIONS 

1201907699 

PROCEDURES 

Number Title Revision 

50123-0DCM Offslte Dose Calculation Manual 0 

50123-0-47 Notification and Reporting of Significant Events 18 

$0123·111·5.9 Manual Effluent Gaseous Release Pennits, Setpoint 8 
Calculations, and Monitor Calibration Constant Evaluations 

50123-Vlll-1 EPIP: Recognition and Classification of Emergencies 36 

50-8023-310 System Description - Turbine BuHding Sampling System 9 

SD-8023-690 System Description - Steam Generator E088/089 18 

SD-5023-690 System Description - Steam Generator Radiation Monitors 18 
RE-6753 & RE-6759 

SD·S023..S90 System Description - Condenser Air Ejector Wide Range 18 
Radiation Monitors RE-7870A/B & Low Range Radiation 
Monitors RE-7818 

SB-SO-FB-006 Divider Plate Weld Joint Repair Procedure 10 

SB·SO-HT- Post Weld Heat Treatment Procedure 22 1001 

50123-XXXll· Supplier Devialion Requests (SDRs) 5 2.27 

5023-617-1- Design Drawing - Component and Outline Drawing 213 2 0104 

8023-617-1- General Shipment Arrangement SON-2A 
4 01099 

5023-617·1· Hydrostatic Test Procedure 3 M1246 

8023-617-1- Post Weld Heat Treatment Procedure 
21 M139 
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5023-617-1- Divider Plate Weld Joint Procedure 
M1395 

$023-617·1- Divider Plate Weld Joint Repair Plan 
M1398 

$023-617·1- Additional Post Weld Heat Treatment Procedure for Divider 
M1461 Plate Weld Joint Repair 

$023-617-1- ,.Tubesheet Drilling Procedure 
M616 

5023-617-1- Helium Leak Test Procedure of the Tube to Tubeshoot Welds 
M733 (High Pressure) 

s623-e11.1. Helium Leak Test Procedure of the Tube to Tubesheet Welds 
M735 (Low Pressure) ' 
8023-617-1- AVB Structure Assembly Procedure 
M819 

$023-617-1 • Tubing and AVB Installation Procedure 
M820 

$023-617-1- Anti-Vibration Bar Inspection Procedure (After Assembly) 
M821 

50123-XV-50 Corrective Action Program 

$0123-Xll· Nuclear Oversight Procedure Suppl!er Audits 
18. 19 

50123-Xll- Nuclear Oversight Procedure Source Verification 
7.12 

VENDOR DOCUMENTS 

Number m 
51-9176667- Engineering Information Record, ·soNGS 2C17 & 3C17 
001 Steam Generator Degradation Assessment• 

UGNR-SON2· DI for Tube Support Plate Material 
RSG-0.12 

UGNR-SON2· Discrepancy for tube thickness of TSP between Drawing and 
RSG-014 Purchase Specification 
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Number ~ ~vi2isin/Dat§ 

UGNR-SON2- Unacceptable Indications by MT for wrapper support of Unit 2 1 
RSG-01.5 #A 

UGNR-SON2- Unacceptable Indications by MT for Anti rotation support· of 0 
RSG-021 Unit 2#A 

UGNR-SON2· Unacceptable MT indication for Anll·Rotation Supports 0 
RSG-027 

UGNR~SON2· Unacceptable length of 10 tube hole pitch of tube support 

I 
1 

RSG-054 Pfate#6 

UGNR~SON2· Insufficient clearance between the tubes in Row Ne. 28 and 3 
RSG-058 30 in Column No; 22 . 
UGNR~SON2· Insufficient clearance between the tubes in Row No 92 and 94 0 
RSG-059 in Column No. 34 

UGNR~SON2- Unacceptable Gaps between Tubes and AVBs 7 
RSG-067 

UGNR.SON2· Unacceptable gaps between Tubes and AVBs 1 
RSG-075 

UGNR-SON2· Incorrect Machining for Steam Flow Limillng Device 0 
RSG-091 : 

UGNR·SON2· Damaged Locking Plates or Vane Jacking Device 9 
.RSG·103 

UGNR-SON2- As built dimension of #2A RSG 1 
RSCM09. 

UGNR-SON2~ As built dimension of #28 RSG 0 
RSG-112 

UGNR-SON3- Tubesheet 0 
RSG-001 

UGNR-SON3· 
RSG~18 

Unacceptable local diameter change of Tube holes 2 

UGN8-SON3- Some Gaps between Tvbes and AVBs are larger than the 1 
RSG-024 criterion 

UGNR·SON3· Some gaps between tubes and AVBs are la1ger than the 0 
RSG·030 criterion 
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UGNR-SON3-
RSG-051 

UGNR-SON3-
RSG-052 

UGNR-SON3-
RSG·057 

UGNR-SON3-
RSG-059 

UGNR-SON3· 
RSG-062 

Divider Plate Weld Crack 

Divider Plate Weld Crack I 
Extension of Tubesheet PWHT Duration I 
Out of Tolerance dimensions on Primary lnlet!Out!et Nozzles l 

, and Support Skirt 

Revisfon!Date 

16 

19 

UGNR-SON3-
RSG-067 

Out of tolerance dimensions on Primary lnletJOutlet Nozzles . j 
and s.upport Skirt (#8 RSG) I 
UT indications in the Alloy 6001690 butter of Divldef?ia~~---1 0 
Weld Groove 

UGNR-SON3· As buHt dimensions of ft.3A RSG (Overall Height} 
RSG-074 

UGNR-SON3· As built dimension of #3A RSG 
RSG-075 

I 

! 
0 

1-U~G..,,.....,N~R--S~O~N~J-.--+-~A-s_b_u~ill~d~im~en-s~io_n_o~f~#~3~B~R~S~G,....._.... .• ~~~~~~~~~+-~--,O--~--i 

RSG-076 

UHNR-SON3- Divider Plates for Unit 3 · 0 
RSG-07N001 

Heat Heat Treatment Chart for SG3 Apri14.2012 
Treatment 
Record 
40010SG-B-
900D-R1-68 

5023-617 -1 • Purchase Specification for Heal Transfer Tubing 
M149 

Fabrication Rework of AVB Insertion for SONGS Unit 2 Replacement 
Process Sheet Steam Generator #A - Lower Portion 
3901-SG-A-
400E (Order 
2563901/G101 
) 

I 

I 
I Fabrication Helium Leak Test for SONGS Unit 2 Replacement Steam 

Process Sheet 
0 
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Number ~ - B~vi§ionJDru~ 

3901-SG-A- Generator #A - Lower Portion 
4000 (Order 
256390112300) 

TSN-5050 Control Document Status list For Alloy 690 SG Tubing 2 

TSN-5051 Program of Preproduction Qualification (PPQ) For Alloy 690 3 
SG Tubing 

TSN-5053 Melting Procedure for Alloy 690 SG Tubing 0 

TSN-5054 Identification and Traceability Procedure for Alloy 690 SG 2 
Tubing 

TSN-5055 Prohibited and Detrimental Material Control Procedure for 0 
Alloy 690 SG Tubing 

TSN-5072 Sampling Test Specimen Procedure for Alloy 690 SG Tubing 2 

TSN-5073 Chemical Analysis Procedure for Alloy 690 SG Tubing 1 

TSN-5074 Inclusion Test Procedure for Alloy 690 SG Tubing June4. 2005 

OOSF-No.4316 PPQ Test Results of Alloy 690 SG Tubing for San Onofre 2 
Nuclear Generating station Unit 2&3 

4009-3ir01 Moody International Ltd Inspection Report of Sumitomo Metal September 28, 
Industries 2005 
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SEQUENCE OF EVENTS 

San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station, Unit 2 and 3 Steam Generators 

Date 

November 2001 

May 7, 2002 

July 2002 

November 7. 2003 

December 12. 2003 

December 21. 2003 

February 17. 2004 

February 27. 2004 

February 27 2004 

July 28. 2004 

August 2. 2004 

September 13, 2004 

September 16, 2004 

September 30, 2004 

September 30 2004 

November 2004 

March 2. 2005 

March 17, 2005 

March 2005 

March 23. 2005 

Event Descr·ptio'l 

Licensee forms a team to study the v1ab1llty of replacing the 
steam generators 

Vendor benchmarking commences 

Bechtel replacement sludy complete 

Replacement steam generator spec1frcat1on complete 

Replacement steam generator speci'icaho'l se'lt lo procureMent 
office 

Replacement sleam generator -request !or proposal issued 

Rechtel inslaliat1on sludy report comoleted 

Steam generator replacement request i1led with Cal1lorn1a Public 
Ut1llty Comm1ss1on 

Replacemeril s:earr. ger.erator b ds rece1vea by SCE 

Replacement steam generator vendor selected 

Replacement steam ge'lerator bid evaluatior review board start 

Replacement steam generator bid evaluation completed 

SCE Board of Directors apcrova' 'o• M;tsub1sru to design and 
manufacture steam generators 

Replacement steam generator contract s•g,,ed 

Fabncatron of Unit 2 and Unit 3 s1earr: ger.eratcrs commences at 
M1tsub1sh1 

SCE performs first full quality assurance audit of M1!suo1sh1 

Replacement steam generator rnstallation specrf1cat1on sent to 
procurement office 

SCE performs follow-up surveiHance audrt of M1tsub1sh1 

SCE places conditional qualification O'l M1tsub1sh1 
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September 21, 2005 

October 2005 

December 15, 2005 

December 15; 2005 

Februaiy 2006 

March 1 o. 2006 

April 22, 2006 

May 1, 2006 

May 10, 2006 

September 27, 2006 

September 27, 2006 

September 28, 2006 

September 29, 2006 

October 3, 2006 

October 3. 2006 

November 10, 2006 

March 12. 2007 

May8, 2007 

July 17, 2007 

September 13, 2006 

Final environmental impact report released to public 

SCE performs follow-up quality !i!Ssurance audit of Mitsubishi 

CalifOrnia Public Utility Commission approval received 

Installation contract signed with Bechtel 

SCE performs follow-up quality assurance audit of Mitsubishi 

Edison International Company Board of Directors approval of 
steam generator replacement project 

SONGS Unit 2 refueling outage completed 

Replacement steam generator transportation specification issued 

SCE removes conditional qualification from Mitsubishi 

Sumitomo Metal Industries issues a non-conformance report on 
some tubing for non-conformance to specifications associated 
with the final mill annealing process 

Mitsubishi issues stop work order to Sumitomo 

Mitsubishi issues corrective action request to Sumitomo based on 
the final mill annealing non-conformance report 

Mitsubishi visits Sumitomo lo conduct. root cause investigation 

Mitsubishi visits Sumitomo to confirm the adequacy ofthe 
corrective actions taken to address the root cause findings from 
the September 29, 2006 meeting 

Mitsubishi releases stop wort order after confirming adequacy of 
Sumitomo's corrective actions 

Non·conformance report associated With final mill annealing 
process is closed 

Corrective action request associated with the final mill annealing 
non-conformance report closed 

Mitsubishi performs followup audit at Sumitomo and issues 
corrective action request for two findings In the audit 

Sumitomo submits corrective actions taken for the findings of the 
May 8, 2007 audit; Mitsubishi closes corrective action request. 

Mitsubishi/SCE technical meeting regarding anti-vibration bars 
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April 2008 

April - June 2008 

July 4, 2008 

July 18, 2008 

July 18, 2008 

September and 
October 2008 

December 16, 2008 

February 14. 2009 

Early March 2009 

Middle March 2009 

March 18, 2009 

March - July 2009 

March - June 2009 

June 2009 

July 2009 

September 2009 -
April 2010 

March 29. 2010 

April 5, 2010 

April 2010 

April 18, 2010 

FabncaOon of Unit 2 steam generators complete 

Mitsubishi performs primary and secondary side hydrostatic 
pressure tests of Unit 2 steam generators 

AREVA performs baseline pre-service eddy current examrnations 
on steam generator 2E0-89 at Mitsubishi facilities in Kobe Japan 

AREVA performs baseline pre-service eddy current examinations 
on steam generator 2E0-88 at Mitsubishi facilities in Kobe. Japan 

NRC Inspection Report 99901030/2008-201 was issued An 
inspection was completed at the Mitsubishi facility in Kobe, 
Japan. No violation or non-conformances were identified. 

Final 1nsp~chon ror Unit 2 steam generators 1s completed. 
Primary and secondary sides filled with nitrogen. 

Unit 2 steam generators shipped from Kobe, Japan 

Unit 2 steam generators arrive at SONGS 

Fabncation of Unit 3 steam generators complete 

Primary and secondary hydrostatic pressure tests conducted on 
Unit 3 steam generators 

Unit 3 divider plate weld failure discovered 

Root cause evaluation or the d1111der plate-to-tubesheel weld 
conducted by Mitsubishi 

Repair procedures developed tor Unit 3 steam generators 

Repair work on Unit 3 steam generators commences 

AREVA performs final pre-service eddy current examinations on 
Unit 2 steam generators at SONGS 

Unit 2 performs a refueling outage and installs the replacement 
steam generators 

Repair work to Unit 3 steam generator 3E0-89 complete 

Repair work to Unit 3 steam generator 3E0-88 complete 

Unit 2 recommences power operations 

Unit 3 steam generator 3E0-89 passes primary side hydrostatic 
pressure retest 
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April24,2010 

June 2010 

August 2, 2010 

October 4, 2010 

October 2010-
February 2011 

February 2011 

January 10, 2012 

January 31, 2012 

February 2, 2012 

February 12, 2012 

March 13, 2012 

March 14, 2012 

March 15, 2012 

March 16. 2012 

March 16-21, 2012 

fi/larch 15 - 21. 2012 

March 19-29, 2012 

March 23, 2012 

March 27, 2012 

Unit 3 steam generator 3E0-88 passes primary side hydrostatic 
pressure retest 

AREVA performs baseline pre-service eddy current examinations 
on Unit 3 steam generators at Mitsubishi facilities in Kobe, Japan 

Unit 3 steam generators shipped 

Unit 3 steam generators arrive at SONGS 

Unit 3 performs a refueling outage and installs the replacement 
steam generators 

Unit 3 recommences power operations 

Unit 2 refueling outage start 

Unit 3 tube leak; rapid shutdown commences 

Unit 3 reaches cold shutdown conditions 

Unit 3 eddy current Inspections commence on both steam 
generators 

In-situ pressure testing commences on tubes in steam generator 
3E0-88 of Unit 3 

In-situ pressure test failures on tubes located in Row 106 Column 
78, Row 102 Column 78, and Row 104 Column 78 of steam 
generator 3E0-88 

In-situ pressure test failures on tubes located in Row 100 Column 
80, Row 107 Column 77, Row 101Column81, and Row 98 
Column 80 of steam generator 3E0-88 

In-situ pressure test failure on tube located in Row 99 Column 81 
of steam generator 3E0-88 

The 65 remaining tubes In steam generator 3EO-S8 pass in-situ 
pressure testing 

The 56 identified tubes in steam generator 3E0-89 of Unit 3 are 
in-sitµ pressure tested and all tubes passed. 

NRC Augmented Inspection Team performs inspections at 
SONGS 

NRC received a letter from SCE outlining their commitments for 
corrective actions prior to restart of both Unit 2 and Unit 3 

NRC issues a Confirmatory Action letter to SCE 
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June 18, 2012 NRC conducts public Augmented lnspectlon Team exit meeting 
near SONGS 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Cc: 
Subject: 

Attachments: 

Importance: 

Good Afternoon All, 

Werner, Greg 
Thursday, July 05, 2012 1:36 PM 
Johnson, Andrew; Murphy, Emmett; Rivera-Ortiz, Joel; Ortega-Luciano, Jonathan; 
Reynoso, John; Thurston, Carl 
Hoxie, Chris; Roach, Edward; Kulesa, Gloria; Vias, Steven; Warnick, Greg; Lantz, Ryan 
SONGS AIT Draft Inspection Report Working - Review and Concurrence Request As 
Soon As Possible - No later than COB Monday, July 9 
SONGS AIT Draft Inspection Report Working.docx 

High 

Because of having to go brief Senator Feinstein in California on Monday, I was not able to finish reviewing the report this 
past week. My Thursday and Friday last week was turned inside out!!! I need to have your review and hopefully 
elec.tronic concurrence no later than COB this coming Monday, July 9. If you only have minor edits, please concur. If 
you have major comments that were not addressed when I edited, then you NEED to identify the issue or issues. 

When you concur, please indicate so in your e-mail. This report has to be issued no later than July 18 to meet the 
timeliness goal of 30 days after the exit. 

Thanks!!! 

Greg Werner 
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UNITED STATES 

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 
REGION IV 

Mr. Peter Dietrich 
Senior Vice President and 
Chief Nuclear Officer 

Southern California Edison Company 
San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station 
P.O. Box 128 
San Clemente, CA 92674-0128 

1600 EAST LAMAR Bl.VD 
ARLINGTON, TEXAS rao11 .. u11 

July??, 2012 

SUBJECT: SAN ONOFRE NUCLEAR GENERATING STATION - NRC AUGMENTED 
INSPECTION TEAM REPORT 05000362/2012007 

Dear Mr. Dietrich: 

The U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) completed an inspection at your San Onofre 
Nuclear Generating Station {SONGS). The enclosed report documents the inspeetion results. 
which were discussed With you and other members of your staff during a public exit meeting on 
June 18, 2012. 

Unit 3 ~ad been operating ror approximately one year following replacement of the steam 
generators when control room operators received alarms on January 31, 2012. that indicated 
reactor coolant was leaking into steam generator 3E0-88. The leak was unexpected, and the 
licensee responded in accordance with their procedures to perform a rapid shutdown, since the 
leak, although small, had increased enough in a short period of time to warrant the 
precautionary shutdown. The estimated leak rate was 75 gallons per day. The faCility license 
allows full power operation with a steady leak rate of less than 150 gallons per day. 

The first indication of the leak was main condenser air ejector radiation monitors reaching their 
alarm set point. The radiation monitors continuously sample from a vent stack for the purpose 
of rapidly identifying steam generator tube leaks. This was a direct release of radioactivity to 
the atmosphere, which is allowed by the facility license, up to limits in the regulations. The 
licensee reviewed the amount of gaseous radioactivity released and estimated a dose of 
approximately 0.0000452 mrem to a member of the public. The annual regulatory limit to a 
member of the public is 100 mrem per year. During a radiation protection inspection the week 
of February 13, 2012, the team reviewed the licensee dose estimates and did not identify any 
issues. 

Unit 3 control room operators performed a controlled shutdown of Unit 3 on Janut;!ry 31, 2012, 
and reached cold shutdown conditions on February 2, 2012. The operators then prepared the 
steam generators for tube Inspections, which were started on February 12, 2012. The first 
Inspection confirmed the location of the leak in steam generator 3E0-88. One tube W3s fOund 
with a small leak and no other tubes were leaking. 
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The llcensee completed an e)(tens1ve and e)(panded eddy current inspection of IOOpercent of 
the steam generator tubes in both Unit 3 steam generators Fotlow•l'g ore-established testing 
requirements, the licensee identified 129 tubes 1n Unit 3 (56 tubes 111 steam generator 3E0-89 
and 73 tubes 1n steam generator 3EC-881 that reqwed 1n-sm .. p•essJre testi'lg This testing 
began on March 13. 2012. and was performed under <1mb1ent cond1hons 

Of the 129 lubes tested. a total of 8 tubes failed m-s1tu pressu•e testing Al! or !t'c fa11ed !'Jiles 
occurred in steam generator 3E0-88 Three of the tubes failed at or befow a test pressure 
(3200 psi) equivalent to a design basis main ste<1m 1me breai< d1fferent1a~ pressJre arid 
temperature The remaining five tubes failed near. but below the maic1mum differential test 
pressure of 5250 psig. This test pressure was equivalent to the m1n1mum burst pressure 
capacity required by lhe plant technical specd1c<1t1ons 

In accordan~ with Management Directive 8 3 "NRC Incident lnvest1ga!ton Program." 
determ1n1sllc and cond1honal nsl( criteria were used to evaluate the level of NRC response for 
this operational event This event met three determm1st1c cntena (1n11ol11ed a ma1or dek1ency m 
design having potential genenc safety implications. led to a s1gnif.car.1 loss of 1nteg'dy of n-:e 
primary coolant pressure boundary and !rvolved ar el"'"lergercy o• non-emergency event or 
situal10n related to the health and safety of the public or on-site personnef or protection or the 
environment. for which a io CFR 50 72 repor1 has been submitted that is expected to cause 
significant. heightened public or government concern) and the cond 011ona1 large early release 
probability for the event was eshmated to be 1n the overlap range for a special 
inspection/augmented 1nspect•on Based or. oeterrmr.:st1c enter a being riet a'1d the risk 
assessment of this cond1!1on. Region IV. in consultatron with the Office of Nuclear Reactor 
RegulallOn and Office of Nuclear Security and fncidenl Response. concluded that the NRC 
response should be an augmented team inspecMn 

This augmented mspechon was chartered to 1dent1fy ttle Circumstances Surrounding the tube 
degradation. review the licensees <1Ct1ons following discovery of the cond1t1ons. evaluate the 
hcensee·s review of potential causes of the unusual steam generator lube wear and assess 
adequacy of licensee's actions to prevent recurrence. 

Based on 1nspect1on the team concluded that ( 1 J plant opera1ors respondeo to ttle event 1n 
accordance with procedures 1n a manner thal protected public health and safety. (2) safety 
systems were maintained and responded in accordance wrth the plant design The purpose of 
lh1s inspection was to gather facts <1nd identify issues requiring fouowu.P ana. as suc.>i. 'lO 

findings were identified Ten items reqv1r1rg add1t1onal 'ollowup are docufl"erted as unresolved 
items m the enclosed •eport 
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In accordance with 19 CFR 2.390 of the NRC's "Rules of Practice." a copy of this letter, its 
enclosure, and your response (if any) will be available electronically for public inspection in the 
NRC Public Document Room or from the Publicly Available Records (PARS) component of the 
NRC's document system (ADAMS). ADAMS is accessible from the NRC Web site at 
http:l/www.nrc.goy/re§ding-rmfadams.himl (the Public Electronic Reading Room). 

Docket No.: 05000362 
License No: NPF-15 

Sincerely, 

Elmo E. Colllns 
Regional Administrator 

Enclosure: Inspection Report 0500036212012·007 
wt Attachment: Supplemental Information 
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cc w/ encl: Electronic Distribution 
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(John.Reynoso@orc.qoyl 
SONGS Administrative Assistant 

(f:ieather.Hutcbinson@nrC.gov) 
Branch Chief, ORS/PSB2 
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Branch Chief. ORP/0 
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Senior Project Engineer, DRPID 
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ENCLOSURE 

U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 
REGION IV 

05000362 

license: NPF-15 

Report: 0500036212012007 

Licensee: Southern California Edison Company 

Facility: San ·onofre Nuclear Generating Station 

Location: 5000 S. Pacific Coast Hwy 
San Clemente, Ca!ifomia 

Oates: March 15 through June 18, 2012 

Team Leader: G. Werner, RIV/Branch Chief/Plant Support Branch 2 

Inspectors: A. Johnson, NRR/Materials Engineer 
E. Murphy, NRR/Senior Materials Engineer 
J. Ortega-Luciano, NROIReactor Operations Engineer 
J. Reynoso, RIV/Resident Inspector 
J. Rivera-Ortiz, Rll/Sen1or Reactor Inspector 
C. Thurston, RES/Reactor Systems Engineer 

Approved By: Elmo E. Collins, Regional Administrator 
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SUMMARY Of FINDINGS 

IR 05000362/2012007. 03i1Si2012 through 06: 18:2012 San Onofre Nuclear Generating 
Station. Augmented Inspection Team 

An Augmented Inspection Team was approved on March 16 2012 T·,..,·o inspectors on the team 
were onsite observing 1n-s11u pressc1re testir.g tl'.e week of March 12 Tre rema·n1ng 1nspecto1s 
were dispatched to the site on March 19. 2012. to assess the facts ;ind circumstances 
surrounding'lhe tube leak and unexpected wear of tubes m Unit 3 steam generators The 
Augmented Inspection Team was eslabllshed 1n accordance w::t- NRC Manage'T1e1t D rechve 
8 3. "NRC Incident lnvest1gat10n Program ·and u-.,pleme'lled us1'lg lnspec:1or Procedure 93800. 
"Augmented Inspection' ream ... The inspection was conducted by a team of inspectors from the 
NRC·s Region IV and Region II offices. the resident inspeclor from San Onofre Nuclear 
Generating Station. one engineer from the NRC Office of New Reac:o:s two eng ree·s 'roM !"le 
NRC Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulai1or. ard cne eng ree~ 'rem ttie NRC Office of Research 
The team 1dent1f1ed 10 issues that will require add1t1ona1 NRC 1nspect1on These issues are 
tracked as unresolved items 1n lh1s rnport 

A NRC-ldent1f1ed and Self-Revealing Findings 

None 

B. Licensee-fdentrf1ed Violations 

None 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

On January 31, 2012. Unit 3 contcol room operators received an alarm that indicated a primary
to-secondary reactor coolant leak from steam generator 3E0-88. Although the leak rate was 
small, it increased enough in a short period of time for the licensee to perform a rapid shutdown. 
The estimated leak rate was 75 gallons per day. The facility license allows full power operation 
with a steady state leak rate of less than 150 gallons per day. On February 2, 2012, Unit 3 
reached cold shutdown conditions. 

On February 12, 2012, SONGS commenced eddy current inspections of 100 percent of the 
tubes in both Unit 3 steam generators. During these inspections, the licensee discovered 
unexpected wear in both steam generators. including wear at retainer bars (similar to the wear 
found ln Unit 2 steam generators} and significant tube-to-tube wear in the fre~span areas. The 
inspections Identified 56 tubes in steam generator 3E0-89 and 73 tubes in steam generator 
3E0-88 thatrequired in-situ pressure testing to meet the condition monttoring requirements in 
plant Technical Specifications. 

From March 13 - 21, 2012, AREVA conducted in-situ pressure testing of the suspect tubes in 
both steam generators. There were a total of eight tube failures during testing, all in steam 
generator 3E0·88. These tubes failed to satisfy the tube integrity performance criteria in the 
technical specifications. At the time of the augmente,d inspection team inspection. no 
stabilization or plugging of tubes had been performed in Unit 3 because the licensee was still 
conducting a cause evaluation of the failed tubes. There were two members of the Augmented 
Inspection Team on-site during the week of March 12 that observed portions of the in-situ 
pressure testing. 

On March 23, 2012, NRC received a letter from SCE outlining their commitments for corrective 
actions prior to restart of both Unit 2 and Unit 3. 

On March 27, 2012, the NRC issued a Confirmatory Action letter to Southern California Edison, 
which outlined specific actions the licensee must complete before restarting Units 2 and 3 that 
included indentifying the cause of the tube wear; taking corrective actions to prevent loss of tube 
integrity; and performing a mid-cycle outage to perform tube inspections. 

From March 19-29, 2012, the NRC Augmented Inspection Team performed on-site 
Inspections at SONGS. After the on-site portion was completed, the team continued to review 
various documents and attended a number of expert panels associated wtth the cause 
evaluations, thermal/hydraulic modeling, and Unit 2 operational assessment. The team 
identified ten unresolved items that warranted additional followup: (1) adequacy of the post 
trip/transient procedure; (2) evaluation and disposition of the Unit 3 loose parts monitor alarms; 
(3) design of retainer bar; (4) control of original design dimensions; (5) evaluation of and 
controls for diVlder plate repair; (6) atmospheric controls of Unit 3 steam generators during 
shipment; (7) no tube bundle support used during shipping; .{8) evaluation and disposition of 
accelerometers; (9) adequacy of Mitsubishi's thermal-hydraulic model; and (10) change of 
methodologfes associated with 10 CFR 50.59 review. 

The team's findings included: (1) plant operators responded to the event in accordance with 
procedures In a manner that protected public heatth and safety; (2) equipment responded in 
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accordance with the plant design. and (3) the cause evaluations. for Unit 2 and Unit 3 tube wear 
were appropnate. 

At the time of the leak on Unit 3 steam generator 3E0-88. Un11 2 had completed eddy current 
testing of all the tubes in both steam generators as part of their first refueling outage subsequent 
to the steam generators being replaced in 2009. The eddy current testing did identify significant 
tube wear around the upper retainer bar. with one tube requiring in-situ pressure testing. Wear 
indications were found at anti-vibration bar supports. tube support plates and. at a foreign ob1ect 
(that was. remo·;ed). San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station did determine the cause of tube 
wear in Unit 2 lo be from vibration of the· tubes against the retamer and anti-vibration bars. 
Initially. no tube-to-tube wear was 1nihally identified Because of the extensive tube-to-tube 
wear identified on Unit 3. SONGS conducted additional eddy current testing on 1375 (check this 
number) tubes on each Unit 2 steam generator. This testing was completed using a more 
sensitive probe in the same area of where tube-to-tube wear was identified on Unit 3. The 
licensee identified that two tubes in Unit 2 exhibited tube-to-tube wear similar to the wear 
identified in Unit 3 steam generators. Initially, these findings resulted in a total of 94 plugged 
tubes. with 15 tubes stabilized in steam generator 2E0-89. Fo~ steam generator 2E0-88 this 
initially resulted in 98 plugged tubes. with 18 tubes stabilized Additional plugging and 
stabilizing was completed for Unit 2 steam generators to address the cause of tube-to-lube wear 

·identified rn both units after compiehon of the onsite portion of the inspection. The corrective 
achons taken to address the causes of the tube-to-tube wear will be inspected as part of the 
Conf1rmalory Achon letter and documented in Inspection Report 05000361.362/2012009. 

Overall, the team concluded that SONGS was pursuing the causes of the unexpected Unit 3 
steam generator tube-to-tube degradation. In an effort lo identify the causes, SONGS brought 
in a large number of outside industry experts. consultants. and steam generator manufacturers. 
including Westinghouse and AREVA to perlorrn thermal-hydraulic and flow induced vibration 
modeling and analysis. The licensee identified the most probable causes of the tube-to-tube 
wear as a combination of higher than predicted thermallhydrauhc conditions and improvements 
in the manufacturing of the Unit 3 steam generators. The improvements in the manufacturing 
resulted in les!. contact forces between the anti-vibration bars and the tubes. The combination 
of these causes allowed fluid-elastic instabitily vibration to occur. Additional on-site inspection 
will be required lo review and closeout the unresolved items.' 
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1.0 Description of Event !Charter Item 1} 

1.1 Sequence of Events 

In November 2001, SONGS formed a team to study the viability of replacing the Unit 2 
and Unit 3 original steam generators. The licensee performed an assessment of six 
steam generator vendors, which included vendor benchmarking, development of the 
replacement steam generator design specifications. a steam generator request for 
proposal, and a steam generator bid evaluation. In September 2004, the licensee 
selected Mitsubishi Heavy Industries (Mitsubishi) as the manufacturer of the 
replacement steam generator. 

A general description and comparison of the Unit 2 and Unit 3 steam generators is 
included in Section 1.2.1 of this report. 

In September 2004, Mitsubishi commenced fabrication of Unit 2 steam 
generators 2E0-89 and 2E0-88, and completed fabrication in April 2008. 

At the time of the contract signing In September 2004, Mitsubishi had a quality 
assurance program in place that had been approved by the licensee, by taking credit for 
other utilities' reviews of Mitsubishi's quality assurance program. The licensee informed 
Mitsubishi that once enough fabrication was underway to support an evaluation. the 
licensee would perform an audit to confirm that their quality assurance program was 
operating properly. 

In November 2004, the licensee performed an audit of the Mitsubishi quality assurance 
program at their facilities in Kobe, Japan, and then followed up wit!; a surveillance 
inspection in March 2005. As a result of these two inspection adivilies, the licensee 
informed Mitsubishi that additional oversight of Mitsubishrs design control activities was 
required. The licensee Informed Mitsubishi that the additional oversight conditions would 
remain in place until such time that Mitsubishi had demonstrated improved design 
control performance, which would be verified by the licensee. After implementing the 
extra quality control steps, Mitsubishi submitted a letter to SONGS stating that they were 
ready for the conditional qualification to be lifted. The licensee performed followup 
audits of Mitsubishi in October 2005 and February 2006, but still found enough instances 
of design control issues that the additional oversight requirements of the conditional 
qualification were not lifted. In May 2006, SONGS was able to verify that Mitsubishi had 
demonstrated improved design control performance and therefore removed the 
conditional qualification of Mitsubishi. 

After fabrication of the Unit 2 steam generators was complete in April 2008, Mitsubishi 
performed hydrostatic pressure tests of the primary and secondary sides of the Unit 2 
steam generators. In July 2008, after completion of the hydrostatic pressure tests, 
AREVA performed the baselfne eddy current pre-service examinations of the Unit 2 
steam generators at the Mitsubishi facilities in Japan. The final inspections for the Unit 2 
steam generators were completed in September and October 2008, followed by filling 
the primary and secondary sides of the Unit 2 steam generators with nitrogen. The Unit 
2 steam generators were shipped from the Mitsubishi facilities in De~mber 2008 and 
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received on site at SONGS 1n February 2009 In July 2009 AREVA performed the final 
eddy current pre.service exarri'lat1on o'l tre Ur t 2 stea"t'I gerera!o·s at SONGS. The 
baseline and final eddy currenl pre-service exam1nat1ons were performed in Japan and 
at SONGS. respectively. to assess whether any changes to the steam generator tubing 
had resulted from shipping. and no changes were identified 

The Unit 2 steam generators were installed dunng a refueling outage. between 
September 2009 and Apnl 2010 On Apnl 13 2C10 Ur•: 2 retur'led lo power operations. 
Engineering inspectors performed inspections m accordance with procedures IP 50001 
Steam Generalor Replacemenl lnspechon and IP 71111 17. F.valuations of Changes 
Tests. or Experiments and Permanent Plant Mod1f1cahons The results of the 
inspections of the replacement steam generators for Unit 2 are docU"ner~ed 1'1 NRC 
Inspection Reporl 0500036112009007 

The fabrication of the Unit 3 steam generators 3E0-89 and 3F0-88 was completed 
belween September 2004 and April 2010 The design spec1ficat1ons of the Unit 2 and 
Unit 3 sleam generators were !lie same when the cor.:ract betweer the licensee and 
M1tsub1shi was signed. however due to a fabnc.:it1on issue there was a moa.f1cahon to 
the divider plate-to-channet head we.d reqwre'Tlen:s fo• !lie Un·t J steam generators 
and to the class1ficat1on of the Unit 3 tubesheet material The spec1f1cs of these 
mod11icallons are discussed further 1n Section 1 2 a of this report 

In March 2009, after 1mt1al fabrication of the Unit 3 steam gene•a?o·s was corrplete 
Mitsubishi performed hydrostatic pressure tests of lhe primary ami secondary sides of 
the Unit 3 steam generators After compiet.011 of the hydrostat:c press.i•e tests a visual 
inspection of the steam generator reactor coolant side revealed cracks in the wetds that 
1oin lhe d1v1der pJale to the channel tiead of both steam generators 

From March through July of 2009. M1tsub1sh1 performed a •oot caLse evalJat1or wh1cri 
showed !l~at a change 1n the weld preparation process for the d;v;der plate-lo-channel 
head weld had resulted 1n the cracking of the weld A repair procedure was developed 
and repair work on !tie Unit 3 steam generators began 1n June 2009 The repairs 10 the 
Un11 3 s1eam genera1ors were completed in late March (3E0-89l and early Apnl (JE0-88'1 
of 201 O In lale April 2010, the Unit 3 sleam generators passed rtie oromary hyorostat1c 
pressure re-tests In June 2010 AREVA performed a l1na1 eddy CJr~ent pre-service 
examination of the steam gererators at ~he M1ts.Jb·sh1 fac1I :1es in Japan and this was 
used as the baseline pre-service examination for !he Unit 3 steam generators The 
steam generators were shipped from the M1tsub1sh1 facilities m Japan 1n early August 
2010, and arrived at SONGS in early October 2010 

The Unit 3 steam generators were 1nslalled durrng a refueling outage oetween October 
2010 and February 2011 On February 1 B; 20·, 1. Ur.1: 3 returnea :o power operations 
Engineering 1nspec1ors performed 1nspect1ons 1n accordance with procedures IP 50001. 
Steam Generator Replacement Inspection and IP 71111 17. Evaluations of Changes 
Tests, or Experiments and Permanent Plant Mod1ficat1ons. The results of the 
inspections of the replacement steam generators for Unit 3 a•e OOCLf'len:ec 11 NRC 
Inspection Reporl 05000362i2010009 
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Unit 2 was shut down for a scheduled ·e'L.el rg outage or Jaruary 1 J. 2012 Steam 
generator tubing inspections 1n steam generator 2E0-89 fourd unexce<.:ted wear caused 
by retainer bars on two tubes that required plugging 1n accoraance wrtn the tecnn1cal 
spec1ficatrons Steam generator tubing inspections in steam generator 2E0-88 found • 
wear on four tubes that required plugging in accordance with the technical specifications. 
Anh-vibration bars caused the wear on two of the tubes and reta1ne• bars <.:aused the 
wear on the other two tubes. Because of tne ur.expec~ed wear. the licensee 
preventativety plugged 94 tubes 1n steam generator 2EC-89 and 98 IL.bes ·r steam 
generator 2E0-88 Fifteen of the tubes 1n steam generator 2E0-89 were stabilized prior 
to plugging. and 18 of the tubes 1n steam generator 2E0-88 "'!ere stabilized prror to 
plugging Add 111onal details of the inspections of the Unit 2 steam generators are 
provided m section 1 4 of this report 

On January 31. 2012, Unit 3 control room operators received an ala·m :nat indicated a 
pr1mary·lo-secondary reactor coolanl leak from steam generator 3E0·88 The alarm 
received was from the main condenser air e1ector radiation monitors. which contuiuously 
samples.from a vent line for the purpose or rapidly 1dent1fy1ng steam generator lube 
leaks Although 1he leak rate was sma11. rt 1rcreased e"lo~gh 1n a short period of time for 
the licensee to perform a rapid shutdown The estimated reak rate was 75 gallOl"S cer 
day The facility license allows full power operat1or w:th a steady state 1ea~ rate of less 
than 150 gallons per day On February 2 2012. Unit 3 reached cold shutdown 
cond111ons Ttie licensee reviewed the amount of gaseous rad~oaclivity released and 
estimated a dose of approximately 0 00004tl2 mrem to a member of 1'1e pubhc The 
annual regulatory limit to a member of the pub 1c is 100 mrem per year This unplanned 
offsite release of rad1oact1v1ty was reviewed by Region IV riealtt> ot>ys1c1st .nspectors 
who confirmed SONGS. offs1te dose est1ma1e (See Section 10 for add1t1ona1 details} 

After shutdown the licensee started prepara11ons for performing 1nspecl1ons of Unrl 3 
steam generators 3E0-89 and 3E0-88 Tt>e steam gene•a!o• !Jbe 1nspecl1ons 
commenced on February l 2. 20 t 2 and confirmed the location of the 1ea~ 1n steam 
generator 3E0-88 as commg from the tube 1n Row 106 Colurrn 78 No o:her tubes were 
found to be leaking The licensee then performed eddy current 1nspect1ons of 100 
percent of tne tubes m both Unit 3 steam generators Dunng lhese 1nspec11ons the 
licensee discovered unexpected wear 1n both steam generators. 1nclud1ng wea' at 
retarner bars (s1m1lar to ine wear fourd n Unit 2 stea'l1 ge-ierators) and s1gn1f1cant tube
to-tube wear 1n the freespan areas iu-bend area of the tubes.i The 1l'spect•ons 1dent1f1ed 
56 tubes in steam generator 3E0-89 and 73 lubes 1n stear.i generator 3E0-88 tnat 
required 1n-s1\u pressure testing to meet the condition monitoring requirements in plant 
Technical Spec1ficat1ons Add1t1onat details of the 1nspec11ons of the Unit 3 steam 
generators are provided 1n section 1 5 of this repon 

From March 13 - 21,2012. AREVA conducted 1n-s1tu pressu•e testing of t~e suspect 
tubes in both steam generators There were a total of e1gnt 1ube failures during testing 
all in steam generator 3E0-8B These tubes failed to satisfy the tube integrity 
performance criteria 1n the technical spec1f1cat1ons Additional details of the in·s1tu 
pressure tests are provided 1n Sect•on 1 6 of t'11s •epo1 
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From March 19 - 29, 2012, the NRC augmented inspection team performed inspections 
at SONGS. 

On March 27, 2012, the NRC issue'd a Confirmatory Action Letter to Southern California 
Edison, which outlined specific actions for each unit .that the licensee must complete 
before restarting Unit 2 and Unit 3. 

A more detailed sequence of events can be found in Attachment 2. 

1.2 System Descriptions 

a. Replacement §team Generators 

The Unit 2 and Unit 3 replacement steam generators contain thermally treated 
Alloy 690 tubing in au-bend configuration, with a nominal outside diameter of Q,750 
inches and a nominal wall thickness of 0.043 inches. There are 9727 tubes within each 
steam generator, which are arranged In 142 rows and 177 colbrnns. ;i"he rom and 
columns are arranged in a nominal.1.000 inch triangular pitch @11utta iri'aRPrOXimamly 
Oi25 Tnches·of.®.arance betv.ie.en tubes). The first thirteen rows of tubes were ihermally 
stress relieved after bending to reduce susceptibility to stress corrosion cracKing. The 
tubes were hydraulically expar)ded to the full depth of the tubesheet, which has a 
nominal thk:kness of 28.19 inch~. Seven tube support plates made ofType405 
stainless steel provide lateral support the tubes. The tube support plates contain 
broached trefoil holes with ctiarnfered ll;ilndia. Support of the tubes in the upper bundle Is 
provided by six sets.of Type 405 stainless steel, V-shaped, anti-Vibration bars. 

The original Model 3410 steam generators at Unit 2 and Unit3 were manufactured by 
Combustion Engineering. Each.steam generator had 9,350 mill.,annealed, Alloy 600 
tubes, which were a combination of u-bend tubes and tut;>es with two 90 degree bends 
(also called square bends). The tubes had a nominal outside diameter of 0. 750 inches, 
and a nominal wall thickness of 0.048 inches. The tubes were expanded through the full 
'depth of the tubesheet using an explosive process, and lateral support was provided by 
a num~r of lattice-grid (i.e., eggcrate) carbon steel tube supports. Tube support in the 
upper bu~dle was provided by carbon steel diagonal bar$ (commonly called batwings} 
and vertical straps. The originalsteam generators contained a cylindrically shaped 
support structure beneath the eenter of the tubesheet (called the stay cylinder) that 
provided structural support to the large diameter tubesheet. 

San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station reviewed Information Notices, Generic Letters, 
Bulletins, and Industry operational experience associated with steam generator issues 
when developing the design specifications for the replacement steam generators. Some 
of the changes are summarized below. for additional information see Section 6 of this 
report. 

The design changes between the original and replacement steam generators noted 
above are commonly used in replacement steam generators today. The thermally 
treated Alloy 690 tubing provides increased resi~tance to stress corrosion cracking as 
compared to thermally treated Alloy 600. tubing. The use of type 405 stainless steel (in 
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lieu of carbon steel) for tube support plates eliminates the denting pher:iomenon 
associated with drilled carbon steel support plates. The use of broached trefoil holes 
(instead of drilled holes) in tube support plates reduces the number of contact points with 
tubes and Increases flow area between the tube and lube support plate, thereby 
reducing the potential for corrosion products to buildup between the tube and the tube 
support plate. Combustion Engineering steam generators with the batwing design have 
typically suffered from wear on tubes (from the batwings) in the central stay cylinder 
region, due to higher cross flow velocities in this po11ion of the steam generators. In an 
effort to eliminate this high flow region, the replacement steam generato~ were 
designed with a thicker tubesheet that was inherently more rigid, and thus did not require 
the central stay cylinder. By choosing a design with all u-bend tubes. the bat wing 
design was eliminated and a new anti-vibration bar assembly was used. Tt~e new anti· 
vibration bar assembly is a free floating design that ls supported by the tube bundle and 
is not attached to the tube bundle wrapper. 

b. Channel Head-to-Divider Plate Weld 

On March 1'8, 2009, after completion of the primary and secondary side hydrostatic 
pressure tests, a crack in the weld between the divider plate and the charinel head on 
Unit 3 steam generator 3E0·88 was identified . Examination showed that the dissimilar 
metal weld, between lhe Alloy 690 divider plate and the low alloy steel channel head, 
had separated. Specifically, the failure occurred between the channel head and the 
Alloy 152 butter weld, which is the weld filler wire equivalent of Alloy 690. Upon 
examination, a similar weld failure was found in steam generator 3E0-89 although the 
size of the failure was not as large. 

Mitsubishi performed a root cause evaluation and found that air carbon-arc gouging was 
used to remove the stainless steel cladding from the channei head, in preparation tor 
making the divider plate-to-channel head dissimilar metal weld; The air carbon-arc 
gouging had resulted in carbon deposits in the channel head that were not completely 
removed by grinding that was performed after the gouging operation. The high carbon 
area increased the hardness of the channel head (due lo carburization) and was the 
most probable cause of the failure between the channel head and the Alloy 152 butter 
weld. Mitsubishi also found that it was possible, but less probable, that the jncreased 
hardness of the channel head promoted hydrogen induced cracking in areas of the 
divider plate-to-channel head weld that had higher local stresses due to geometric 
configurations (i.e., at the corner of the divider plate). 

As a result of the cracking found on the Unit 3 steam generators, Mitsubishi developed a 
repair procedure for the divider plate-to-channel head weld. During the repair process, 
additional preheating of the weld area and an extended post-weld heat treatment were 
performed. Based on tensile tests of specimens from the same heal/lot number, the 
increased heat treatments resulted in decreased tensile strengths of the tubesheet 
material, which required reclassification of the tubesheet material from SA-508 Grade 3. 
Class 2 to SA-508 Grade 3, Class 1 

1.3 Resident Inspectors· Assessment of Steam Generator Tube Leak Event Response 
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a. Inspection Scope 

On January 31. 2012. the res1de'1t 1nscectcrs were en-site during the Unit 3 steam 
generator tube leak event The resident inspectors observed the licensees response to 
the steam generator tube leak rrom the control room: and observed the rapid shutdown. 
actions to cool !he plant down, actions performad during recovery of plant syste'Tls and 
other operator actions Add1tlonaUy. the res:dent •rispectors conducted a review of 
control room act1v1t1es and equipment response to determine 11 the operatcng crew 
responded appropriately and if the plan! systems responded as e)(pected during the 
everit The rescdent inspectors conducted inte1v•ews with various on-sh•ft personnel and 
reviewed the post trip report which included control room logs operator statements. and 
plant data trends to assess overal1 performance of tr.e crew rhe review also included 
procedure use and adequacy of the guidance lJSed for event response. placmg !tie plant 
in a safe and stable concht1on. estabhshrng appropriate parameter limrts for plant 
cooldown. and conducting the cooldown lo cotd shutdown co'ld1t ons w.th respec: to 
operator awareness and dec1s10!1 '11ak-ng. the res•de'l: rispedors were speoflcally 
focused on the efiech11eness of control board monitoring. technical dec1s1on making. and 
work practices of lhe operating crew With respect lo command and control. the resident 
inspectors focused an actions taken by the control room sL.pe'V1s on 111 maflag:ng trc 
operating crew·s response to the event 

b Obs~rvations and l1ndings 

No findings were 1dentif•ed 

The team 1dent1f1ed one unresolved item for wtuch add1t1onal 1nformat1on is required lo 
determine 1f performance defrcrencres e1ns1 or rf the issue constitutes a v1olat1on of NRC 
require merits 

On January 31 2012 at 3 05 pm 1PST .1 main control room operators at Uni! 3 received 
a secondary plant system rad1at1on alarm associated wcth the a11 e1ectors followed by a 
blowdown radiation monitor alarm Operations personnel •espo.,ded 1n accordance wit~ 
Abnormal Operating Instruction S023-1J-14 "'Reactor Coolar>t Leak·· Revision 16 since 
the entry conditions for a steam generator tube leak were sat1sf1ed. Operations 
personnel determined the leakage to be about 75 gallons per ctay using a mass balance 
calculation ( 06 gpmi. from steam generator 3E0-88 This leak rate was below the 
Technical Spec1ficahon 3 4 13. '·RCS Operattonal Leakage·· l1m11 of ~ 5~ gai.ons per ciay 
for primary- to-seconaary leakage tr.rougr. any one s:eam generate~ 

At 4. 'Op m., operat10ns personnel evaluated that the primary-to-secondary leak rate 
exceeded 75 gallons per day on steam generator JE0-88 and that t'le leak was 
1ncreas1ng at greater than 30 gallor>s pe• day per t"o,;r. a'ld consequently 1n1t1ated a 
rapid power reduction to bes 50 percent power 1n one hour and 1n Mode 3 w1th1n the 
next two hours per Abnormal Operating Instruction S023· 1 3-14 In accordance with 
Abnormal Operating rristruct1on 5023-13-14 when reac:o• cower was less than 35 
percent. operations personnel tripped the reactor at 5 31 p ni to enter Mooe 3 
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Due to the manual reactor trip, operations personnel entered Emergency Operating 
Instruction 5023-12-1, •standard Post Trip Actions: Revision 26, to ensure the plant 
w11s placed in a stable, safe condition, and that the plant was configured to respond to 
the continuing steam generator tube leak event. Operations personnel implemented the 
emergency operating instructions and isolated the affected steam generator at 6:00 p.m. 
A plant cooldown was conducted by using main steam bypass from steam generator 
3E0-89 to the main condenser. Mode 4 conditions were achieved at approximately 6 
hours after isolation of the steam generator. Cooldown continued until Unit 3 was in 
Mode 5, cold shutdown. 

The resident inspectors concluded that abnormal and emergency operating instructions 
were performed consistent with expected standards and that operations personnel 
exhibited the fundamental operator competencies in response to the Unit 3 steam 
generator tube leak event. 

Specifically, the resident inspectors determined that the operating crew displayed a J 

questioning attitude of changing plant parameters and took conservative actions. The 
operating crew identified important preliminary increasing trends of Unit 3 air ejectors 
radiation monitors and subsequent alarms in a timely manner for a tube leak in steam 
generator 3EG-88. Additionally, the resident inspectors determined that crew 
supervision exercised effective oversight of plant status, crew performance. and control 
room command and control. 

(1) Introduction: The team identified an unresolved item associated with Operations 
Procedure S0123·0·A8, "TripfTransient and Event Review," that required a formal 
review of operator actions and safety systems to determine if important systems 
responded as design. The fonnal review was not completed. 

Description: On March 19, 2012, the team requested to review the results of 
operations post trip/transient evaluation of the January 31, Unit 3 tube leak event. 
Operations Procedure 50123-0-AS, "TripfTranslent and Event Review: Revision 8, 
required a detailed post trip review following unplanned reactor trips. However, a 
formal trip/transient and event review was not available because operations 
personnel determined the Unit 3 event was planned and therefore a formal review 
was not required. 

On March 27, 2012, Team met with operations personnel to discuss items o.n a draft 
Unit 3 trip/transient evaluation provided to the team. The team also discussed with 
operations personnel the requirements in Operations Procedure S0123-0-A8. and 
concluded a basis for what was "planned" and ·unplanned" was not defined. 
Operations personnel determined the Unit 3 reactor trip was a planned reactor trip 
because Abnormal Operating Instruction 8023-13-14, "Reactor Coolant Leak,· 
Revision 16, Section 4, had described actions for primary-to-secondary leakage. 
Specifically, this section stated, in part. under plant conditions of increasing steam 
generator tube leakage, operations personnel were required to perform a rapid 
power reduction to less than 35 percent power, then trip the reactor. 
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The team discussed with operations pe~onnel that definitions for unplanned events 
have been established through industry standards to report on plant performance. 
These standards include NEI 99-02, ·Regulatory Assessment.Perfonnance Indicator 
Guideline: Revision 6. Industry Guidance NEI 99-02 indicated that Unit 3 reactor 
trip should be considered unplanned since the rf:!actor trip was requlre,d by an 
abnormal operating instruction and would count.against !he performanee'maicator:for 
unpl~nne"d reactor trips. 

Additional review and follow up v.ill be required to review the corrective actions 
associated with the procedural guidance for an event review and then determine 
whether this issue represents a performance deficiency or constitutes a violation or 
NRC requirements. This issue is identified as URI 0500036212012007-01, 
"Adequacy of the Triprrransient and Event Review Procedure• 

1.4 Description of Steam Generator Inspections at SONGS Unit 2 

On January 10, 2012, SONGS Unit 2 was shutdown for a refueling outage. SONGS 
personnel conducted a scheduled steam generator inspedion In accordance With 
Technical Speclficatlon 6.6.9, ·steam Generalor (SG) Program. This was the first 
inspection of the Unit 2 steam generators since their replacement lo January 2010. The 
accumulated operating time on the replacement Unit 2 steam generators was 1. 7 
effective full power years. There was no reported primary to secondary leakage at the 
time of shutdown. 

The scope of the Inspection Included a 100percent tube sample with an eddy current test 
bobbin probe over the full tube length, followup rotating coil inspections at special 
interest locations. and a secondary side foreign object search and retrieval. Three types 
of flaw indications were found in the tubes: 

• Wear at the tube support plate and anti-vibration bar supports 
• Wear caused by a loose part 
• Wear at retainer bars 

With the exception of the wear Indications found at tube retainer bar locations, the wear 
indications found are similar to those found at other replacement steam generators after 
one cycle of operation. A total of 2411 tubes were found with indications at the tube 
support plates and anti-vibration bar supports. tne vast majcirtty of which had a 
measured depttJ of less than 20percant ()f the tube wall thickness. Only two of these 
indications, located at the anti-vibration bar supports, exc~ed.the Technical 
Specification 6.6.9.c repair limit of 35percent of th:e lube wall thickness. The two 
affected tubes plus two additional tubes with 31 percent deep indications were stabilized 
and plugged. · 

SONGS performed a reanalysis of !he bobbin probe eddy current d;;1ta collected during 
the Unit 2 inspection program. This reanalysis was petfoimed after the finding of the 
long free-span indications in Unit 3, allowing insights gained during the Unit 3 
inspections to be applied to the Unit 2 data The scope of this reanalysis was a ·oox.· of 
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1000 tubes in each Unit 2 steam generator which bounded the region of tubing affected 
by the instability damage in Unit 3. This reanalysis confirmed the results of the original 
analysis and did not identify any lube-to-tube wear. 

Two tubes were found with indications (less lhan 35percent througt1 wall) caused by a 
small loose part on the secondary side. This loose part was removed from the steam 
generator. Metallurgical analysis indicated the loose part was a piece of weld metal. 
most likely introduced during steam generator manufacturing operations. The two 
affected lubes were left in service. 

Six tubes were found ·with indications at retainer bar Intersections. The retainer bars are 
part of the support structure for the anti-vibration bars and are a unique feature of steam 
generators manufactured Mitsubishi. The measured indication depths ranged from 28 to 
90percent of the tube waft thickness. Because of the short measured lengths of these 
flaws, only the 90percent indication was in-situ pressure tested as part of condition 
monitoring. The affected tube was successfully pressurized to 5300 psi with no leakage, 
confirming that the Technlcal Specification 6.6.9.b tube integrity performance criteria 
were met. Mitsubishi attributed the cause of these indicatfons to retainer bar vibration, 
the potential for which had not been evaluated during design. Fort Calhoun is the only . 
other domestic plant with Mitsubishi steam generators. The retainer bars at Fort 
Calhoun are significantly stiffer than at SONGS. 

The six tubes with retainer bar indications have been plugged and stabilized. In 
addition. the remaining 182 tubes (total for both Unit 2 steam generators) that intersect 
the retainer bars were plugged as a preventive measure. Twenty four of these tubes 
were stabilized prior to plugging to ensure that au 188 plugged lubes will not sever due 
to continued vibration of the retainer bar. The tubes that were stabilized are stralegleally 
located at each end and center of the retainer bars. 

Detailed plans for returning Unit 2 to service were still under development Short-term 
plans relating to Unit 2 included conducting a full u-bend examination of 1375 (verify) 
tubes In both steam generators using a rolaling coil. The tube sample was Intended to 
totally box-In the region affected by free-span wear seen in Unit 3 by significant margin. 
The rotating coil provides a slightly more sensitive inspection for long free-span wear 
scars than the bobbin probe. (These inspections were perfornwd subsequent to the 
team's site visit and Identified two tubes in Unit 2 steam generator 2E0-89 with shallow 
free·span in the u·bend region. These Indications both measured 14percent deep. and 
were located in the same region of the bundle affected by free-span Indications in the 
Unit 3 steam generators.} 

1.5 Description of Steam Generator Inspections at SONGS Unit 3 

After shutdown. the licensee started preparations for performing inspections of Unit 3 
steam generators 3E0-89 and 3E0-88. The steam generator tube inspections 
commenced on February 12, 2012, and confirmed the location of the teak in steam 
generator 3E0-68 as coming from the tube In Row 106 Column 78. The leak was 
located 2 inches beyond anti-vibration support number 4 on the hot leg side. It was 
found to be associated with a long (approximately 30 inches) free-span flaw indication, 
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No other tubes were found to be leaking 

The licensee then performed eddy current inspections of 100 percent of the lubes, full 
length, in both Unit 3 steam generators with a bobbin probe The bobbin probe 
e>Caminations were supplemented by rotating coil examinations to confirm. charactenle. 
and size the indications found by the bobbin probe. These examinations identified over 
160 tubes m each steam generator with long free-span indications similar ta that found 
on the leaking lube. In each steam generator. the tubes containing the free-span 
indications were grouped together in a tightry packed zone near !he center of !he tube 
bundle. The free-span ind1cahons were located on the upper and/or lower sides (i.e. the 
extrados and intradosj of the u-bend. Thus. a given free-span indication on the ex1rados 
of one tube tended to be matched by a similar indication on the intrados of the adjacent 
·higher row tube located in the same tube column. This pattern provided early evidence 
to SONGS personnel that the free-span indications were wear flaws due to tube-to-tube 
contact from motion of the u-bends within the plane of the u-bends. More than half of 
the free-span md1cat1ons m each steam generator had maxrmum measured depths 
exceeding the 35percent plugging limit in the technical specifications. and ranged to as 
much as 99percenl (for the non-leaking tubes). 

Over 460 lubes in each steam generator were found with wear indications at the tube 
support plates In general. tubes exh1bihng the free-span wear indica11ons tended to 
e~h1bit tube support plate indications with the highest depth measurements. typically with 
the deepest values at the seventh tube support plate and trending down at successively 
lower support levels. Approximately 170 tubes in each SG exhibited indications at the 
tube support plates that exceeded the 35percent plugging limit. with maximum depths 
ranging to 70percent. 

Approximately 800 tubes 1n steam generator 3E0-88 and 900 lubes 1n steam generator 
3E0-89 exhibited wear indications at the anti-vibration bar supports. Most of these 
measured less than 20percent deep. and only 2 indications exceeded the 35percent 
plugging limit For lube indications at anti-..,ibration bars in tubes not exhibiting free-span 
u-bend indications. the length of the wear indications was confined to within the width of 
the anti-vibration bars. This was also true in SONGS Unit 2. For tubes that exhibited 
free-span indications, many of these tubes had wear ind1cattons at the anti-vibration bars 
that extended outside the width of the anti-vibration bars which indicated in-plane 
movement of these u-bends 

Four tubes were found with indications at retainer bar 1ntersections. with measured 
depths ranging from 28 to 46percent. At the time of the team's presence at the site, 
planned corrective actions with respect to tubes adjacent to the retainer bar were similar 
to those completed for Unit 2. The four tubes with retainer bar indications were plugged 
and stabilized. In addition. the remaining 164 tubes (Iota! for both Unit 3 steam 
generatorsi that intersect the retainer bars were plugged as a preventive measure 
Twenty four of these tubes were stabilized prior. The tubes that were stabilized a1e 
strategically located at each end and center of the retainer bars. 

Detailed plans for satisfying the provisions or the NRG March 27. 2012 Confirmatory 
Action Letter for SONGS Unit 3 were not available and were still being developed 
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1.6 In-Situ Pressure Testing 

Technical Specification 5.5.9.a for SONGS Units 2 and 3 requires that a condition 
monitoring assessment be performed during each outage that the steam generator tubes 
are inspected or plugged to confirm that the lube integrity performance are being met. 
These performance criteria include criteria for structural integrity and accident leakage 
integrity. The limiting structural criterion applicable lo !he SONGS Units 2 and 3 is the 
normal steady state pressure differential across the tubes times a safety factor of three. 
The limiting accident leakage criterion is 0.5 gallons per minute under main steam line 
break conditions. 

Typically, the requirement for performing condition monitoring ls satisfied by analyzing 
eddy current flaw indications relative to screening criteria that are functions of measured 
flaw depth, length, and/or eddy current voltage response. These screening criteria are 
conservative relative to the performance criteria since they make allowance for eddy 
current measurement error, uncertainties with respect to voltage correlations with flaw 
depth and burst strength, and material property variability. When these screening 
criteria are exceeded. in-situ pressure tests may be performed for tubes not meeting the 
screening criteria to confirm that the performance criteria are met for these 11.lbes. In-situ 
pressure test procedures at SONGS and the screening criteria for selecting tubes to be 
tested were in accordance with Electrical Power Research Institute Report 1014983, 
"Steam Generator ln-Situ Pressure Test Guidelines: Revision 3. 

At Unit 2, one tube with a measured 90percent deep indication at a retainer bar location 
was determined to be outside the screening criteria and was in-situ pressure tested. For 
Unit 3, an optional strategy to the screening criteria approach was taken in accordance 
with the Steam Generator In-Situ Pressure Test Guidelines, Appendix A. The Appendix 
A approach Is a statistically based Monte Carlo approach that samples the uncertainty 
distributions associated with each of the input parameters for calculal!ng tube burst 
pressure. This methodology selects art tubes determined to have a 0.95 probability or 
less of meeting the limiting structural integrity performance criterion. Appucation of this 
method led to selection of 129 tubes on Unit 3 for in-situ pressure testing, 73 tubes in 
steam generator 3E0·88 and 56 tubes in steam generator JE0-89. 

The in-situ pressure tests were performed under ambient condltions. Therefore the test 
pressures were adjusted upward from actual va!ues under hot conditions to account for 
the increased yield and ultimate strength of the tube material under ambient conditions. 
The test pressures (with correction factors added) corresponding to normal operating 
conditions, main steam line break, and three times normal operating pressure differential 
were 1850 psi, 3200 psi. and 5300 psi. respectively. 

The test procedure involved pressurizing the subject tube at a rate not to exceed 200 
psi/sec to each test point At each test point, pressure was held constant for two 
minutes if the tube was not leaking. If the tube was leaking. pressure was held constant 
for five minutes before ramping to the next test pressure. 
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The tube with a 90percent deep retainer bar indication 1n Unit 2 was successfully tested 
to 5300 psi with no leakage. This demonstrated that all performance criteria were met 
for this lube. For Unit 3. 136 of the 144 tubes tested were successfully tested lo 5300. 
psi with no leakage, demonstrating that these tubes met the performance criteria. The 
remaining eight tubes "failed"' prior to reaching 5300 psi. Failure in this context means 
that leakage occurred in el(cess of the 4.5 gallons per minute pump capacity during the -
test. and test pressure could not be maintained. All eight tubes that faded were 1n steam 
generator 3E0-8B:. All tubes in steam generator 89 were successfully tested to 5300 ps1 
with no leakage. 

Table 1 s·ummarizes the 1n -situ pressure test "results for the eight tubes that failed the 
test. Three of the eight tubes failed at or below the test pressure corresponding to main 
steam line break differential pressure. The tube that leaked causing shutdown of 
SONGS Unit 3(row106. cofumn 78) exhibited the towest failure pressure. 2874 psi. 
The three tubes that failed at or below main steam line break pressure failed to meet the 
accident leakage performance criteria as well as the structural integrity performance 
criteria. The other five tubes met the accident leakage criteria. but failed to meet the 
structural criteria 

Prior to being tested to failure, the tube that leaked during operation (row 106, column 
78) e)(hibited a measured leak rate of 0.072 gallons per minute al a test pressure 
corresponding to normal operating conditions. This compares with a leak rate of 0.06 
gallons per minute measured by SONGS operating staff for SONGS Unit 3 when they 
made the decision to shut the plant down. The reported operational leakage was 
evaluated based on ambient conditions. Both the operational and test measurements 
are less than the applicable technical specification limit of 0.1 gallons pep minute. 
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Table 1 - SONGS 3 In-Situ Pressure Test Results 

' 
'' SG Row Column Leak Rate at Leak Rate at Failure 

Normal Main Steam Pressure 
Operating Line Break 
Conditions 

(gpm) (gpm) (psi) 

88 106 78 0.072 >0.5 2874 

88 102 78 0 >0.5 3268 

88 104 78 0 >0.5 3180 

88 100 80 0 >0.5 4732 
,, . 

88 107 87 0 >0.5 5160 

88 101 61 0 >0.5 4889 

88 98 80 0 >0.5 4886 

88 99 81 0 >0.5 5026 
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2.0 , Probable Cause Evaluation <Charter Item 21 

While the team was on-site. both SONGS and Mitsubishi were in the process of 
conducting cause evaluations for the tube ra1lure and unexpected wear or steam 
generator tubes in Unit 3 As part of both evaluations. actions were being taken to 
understand the differences between Unit 2 and 3 steam generators. The cause 
evaluations. were not complete and were undergoing changes whife the Augmented 
Inspection Team was onsite: however, SONGS did subsequently complete their cause 
evaluation pnor to the team's exit meeting. The team did a detailed review of the 
completed cause evaluation 

2.1 SONGS Cause Evaluation 

a. Inspection Scope 

The ieam conducted an overall and independent review of SONGS actions taken to 
understand the probable cause for the steam generator tube degradation. The team 
reviewed the updated final safety analysis report updated final safety analysis report, 
technical specifications, design basis documents, original steam generator design. 
replacement steam generator design, purchase order specifications. design changes. 
manufacturmg changes, nonconformance reports, suppher deviation reports. and 
interviewed personnel. The review included understanding the licensee's criteria for 
determining the cause, or if one could not be determined, the most probable cause. 

b. Observations and Findings 

No findings were identified. 

The team participated in discussions with the licensee's cause analysis team and noted 
that the licensee employed vanous root cause evaluation techniques. These included a 
change analysis technique that compared design differences and a problem analysis 
technique relying on a systematic process that tocked at the causal effects and risk 
assessments of possible causes. The team reviewed the licensee causal analysis 
summary that assigned a ranking of highly probable to unlikely. · 

In the area of thermal hydraulic analysis the licensee contracted AREVA to verify the 
accuracy of M•lsubishi' s thermal-hydraulic code (FIT Ill) used during the design of the 
replacement steam generators. by comparing it to ATHOS. a thermal-hydraulic code 
developed by the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI). In additron. SONGS 
contracted Westinghouse to perform a completely independent analysis using a 
Westinghouse modified ATHOS thermal-hydraulic code. AREVA also performed 
on dependent flow induced v1brat1on analyses. The licensee brought on boa.rd MPR 
associates and numerous olher technical experts, including a world renowned expert in 

flow induced vibration, to assist in the cause assessment. The team obseived that 
SONGS preliminary causal analysis was generally consistent with that of Mitsubishi. 
Initially. the licensee reviewed the following cause contributors: 
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Departure from original steam generator u-bend/anti-vibration bar configuration • 
highly probable 
Departure from original steam generator stay cylinder configuration • possible 
Oeparture from original steam generator tube support plate configuration • 
possible , 
Replacement steam generator anti_-vibralion bar structure too flexible - possible 
Additional 300 rotations of Unit 3 replacement steam generator due to divider 
plate repair work - possible 
Thermal-hydraulic and flow induced vibration models used in replacement steam 
generator design incorrectly predicted replacement steam generator tube bundle 
behavior - possible 

The team observed that the licensee performed a detailed analysis and attempted to 
address all probable causes. The team observed that some of the conditions which 
were eliminated as potential contributors may need further evaluation. In particular, the 
team believed that the only major difference between Units 2 and 3 was the divider plate 
repair to both Unit 3 steam generators. This difference had been discounted by both 
SONGS and Mitsubishi. The divider plate ls further discussed in Sectfon 12.0 of this 
report. 

The completed SONGS cause evaluation identified the mechanistic cause of the tube-to· 
tube wear as fluid-elastic instability caused by a combination of localized high 
steam/water velocity, high steam void fraction, and insufficient contact for~s between 
the anti-vibration bars and the tubes. The Mitsubishi thermal/hydraulic model under
predicted the actual thermal/hydraulic conditions ii'! the steam generator and 
Improvements in fabrication between Unit 2 and Unit 3 steam generators led to the 
reduced contact forces. 

2.2 Mitsubishi C@use Evaluation 

a. Inspection Scope 

The team conducted an overall and independent review of Mitsubishi's actions taken to 
understand the probable cause of the steam generator tube degradation. While onsite. 
the-inspection team was informed that MllSubishl was-perfortriing a failure analysis to 
characterize the mechanism causing the tube~to-tube wear condition in Unit 3. The 

· team had periodic discussions with Mitsubishi personnel to gather information on the 
probable causes under consideration. 'Tne·team reviewed information contained in the 
updated final safety analysis report, technical specifications, design basis documents, 
purchase order specifications. design changes, design drawings, manufacturing 
changes, nonconforrnance reports, and supplier deviation reports to understand the 
design and fabrication of the replacement steam generators and independently assess 
the infomiation obtained from Mitsubishi's in-progress cause evaluation. 

b. Observations and Findings 

No findings were identified. 
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The team determined that Mitsubishi was performing a thorough evaluation of the failure 
mechanism leading to the tube-to-tube wear in Unit 3 The team noted that Mitsub1sh1 
gathered factual information about the design. fabrication. and operation cf the 
replacement steam generators in Unit 2 and Unit 3 to understand the differences 
between these components and identify potential contributing causes. The team 
discussed the preliminary failure mechanism theory with Mitsubishi personnel, who 
attributed the tube-to-lube wear to a combination of design. fabrication. and operational 
factors. 

Mitsubishi's preliminary explanation of the failure mechanism started witl1 the 
combination of two factors: ( 1) a relatively small lube pitcti to tube diameter ratio (P/D), 
and (2) high void fraction 1n the tube bundle area where the tube-to-tube wear was 
identified. The small pitch to diameter ratio was a fixed parameter 1n the replacement 
steam generators established by the nominal center-lo-center distance between 
ad1acenl tubes (P) and the nominal outside diameter of the tubes (D). The high void 
fraction was identified from the results of Mitsubishi's thermal-hydraulic model for the 
secondary side of the replacement steam generators. Mitsubishi considered that the 
combination of these two factors may have resulted in favorable conditions for in-plane 
tube vibration based, in part. on the results of recent studies in flow elashc instability. 

Additionally. Mitsubishi identified that the Unit 3 replacement steam generators had 
better dimensiorial controls during the fabrication process This determination was 
based, in part. on tile results of pre-service and in-service eddy current examinations, 
and fabrication data from Unit 2 and Unit 3 replacement steam generators. The 
correlation .of dimensional controls with the failure mechanism was that improved 
dimensional controls for Unit 3 replacement steam generators resulted in less variability 
of as-built critical d1mens1ons such as anti-vibration bar thickness. tube roundness and 
gaps between tubes and anti-vibration bars. Condition Report 201836127 Cause 
Evaluation. Revision 0. lists one of the mechanistic causes of tile tube-to-tube wear to 
be associated with the reduction in dimensional variability that resulted in less contact 
force between the tubes and the anti-vibration bars. 

The fa1lure mechanism model also considered a fluid dynamic effect associated with the 
spreading of the tubes in the U-bend region during nonnal operating conditions. This 
effect was informally referred to as "flowering," due to the characteristic shape in which 
the tube bundle spreads transverse to the plane of the u-bends at normal operating 
conditions. "Flowering" was described as the elastic deformation of the anti-vibration bar 
structure and the tube bundle in the U-bend region, as a result of themial expansion and 
fluid dynamic pressure acting on the secondary side of the tubes (see figure below}. 
The deformation caused by the "flowering .. effect was believed to result in multiple areas 
of no contact between the anti-vibration bars and tile lubes. which minimized resistance 
tom-plane motion of the u-bends. 
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Mitsubishi considered that the collective contribution of the factors described above 
resulted in conditions in the U-bend that were highly susceptible to excessive tube 
vibration. The in-plane vibration of the tubes in the U-bend region allowed direct contact 
between free-span sections of the tubes, resulting In the unanticipated tube-to-tube 
wear. 

At the conclusion of the onsite portion of this Inspection, Mitsubishi was further 
evaluat.ing the falfu re mechanism by conducting in-<ieptf\ analyses of available data to 
validate their fa lure mechanism theory. One of the analyses included analytical studies 
of the Impact of anti-vibration bar gap size, free-span length , flow elastic vibration, a.nd 
contact forces on tube wear depth. An expected outcome of this analysis was that 
contact forces and the number of inactive supports should be the biggest contributors to 
wear under flow elastic instability conditions. Additionally, Mitsubishi was conducting 
further analytical studies of the ·11owerlng· effect by modeling multiple cases of elastic 
displacement of the tube bundle structure. taking into consideration thermal expansion 
and dynamic pressures, Concurrent with these analyses. Mitsubishi was studying the 
effect of manufacturing dispersion on tube wear. Specifically, Mitsubishi was modeling 
multiple cases of manufacturing variability to study the influence of different dimensional 
controls on gap and contact forces. Mitsubishi was using as-built data as well as 
manufacturing tolerances to stal istrcally assess the impact of dimensional controls on 
the resulting gaps and contact forces In different areas of the tube bundle. One of the 
expected outcomes of this analysis was that manufacturing variability in Unit 3. in 
combination with the "flowering" effect, would result in a reduction of contact forces In 
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Unit 3 relative to those in Unit 2. Dunng the on-s1le portion of this inspection , the results 
of these studies we re not fina lized and add itiona l fa ilure analysis tasks were scheduled 
to accurately characterize the failure mechanism and support the cause determination 

At the time of the exit, Mitsubishi was st ill completing their independent cause analys is . 
As part of the Confirmatory Act ion Letter inspection . the final Mitsub ishi cause eva lu ation 
will be rev1ewed . 

3.0 Operationa l Differences in Configuration and Operation Between Un it 2 and 3 (Charter 
item 3) 

a. Inspection Scope 

The team reviewed Unit 2 and 3 Cycle 16 operat ional data records found 1n operator 
logs and the plant computer system The team focused on d1fferences in conf1gurat1on 
and ope ration between Units 2 and 3. The team evaluated fu ll power operat ional data 
between Unit 2 and Unit 3 steam generators after each were replaced . From this data 
the team compared key plant parameters and other indicat ions such as temperature. 
flow, power. pressure . and vibrat ion and loose paris monitoring alarms The team 
rev iewed operat ional differences between Units 2 and 3 in order to ga in information and 
to assess ti these differences could have had an impact on the observed differences in 
the steam generator tube wear between the units 

b. Observations and Find ings 

No find ings were identified . 

The team looked at a number of operat ional di'ferences from the perspective of the 
thermal-hydrau lic disparities The te am also evaluated the sign ificance of these 
differences insofar as potential impact to tube degradation. It was noted that Un it 3 ran 
with slightly higher primary temperatures , about 4' F higher than Unit 2. Other differences 
were noted in steam and feedwater flow but none of the differences were considered 
sufftcienl to significantly affect thermal hydraul•C characteristics inside the steam 
generators. In add1t1on , the team also identified that Un it 3 steam generators had 
numerous val id vibration and loose parts mon itoring system alarms compared to Unit 2 
steam generators 

(1) Introduction : The team 1dent1fied an unresolved item associated with the number of 
va lid vibrat ion and loose parts ala rms observed in Unit 3 steam generators compared 
to Unit 2 steam generators . during steady state cond itions . 

Description : During the review of operational differences between Unit 2 and 3 
steam generators the team identified a signi ficant difference in number of va lid 
vibrat ion and loose parts mon1to11ng system alarms. The vibration and loose paris 
monitoring system was designed to provide cont inuous monitonng and cond itioning 
of loose parts accelerometer signa ls. Two separate accelerometers were installed 
on each of the steam generators The locatoon of these instruments are on the 
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steam generators' lower supporting structures and provide acoustic information 
about loose parts impacts specifically on the reactor coolant or primary side or the 
steam generators. The vibration and loose parts monitoring system real time 
functions consist mainly of impact alarm validation of suspected loose part events 
and recording acoust c data. Long term vibration monitoring and loose part event 
trending were done by engineering personnel using recorded data. 

Unit 3 returned to service in February 2011, aod the resident inspectors noted a 
number of nuclear notifications associated with Unit 3 steam generators vibration 
and loose parts monitor ng alarms. On January 20, 2012, prior lo the Unit 3 tube 
leak, engineering personnel also identified this trend and documented In Nuclear 
Notification NN 201818719 this problem and assigned an action to do further 
evaluation. On February 3, 2012, engineering personnel sent two sets of alarm 
signatures to Westinghouse, which contained impact data on alarms for lime periods 
of steady state operation (I.e., no major temperature changes). Westinghouse 
engineering personnel concluded that the acoustic signals picked up by the 
accelerometers were valid and similar in nature to acoustic signatures caused by 
thermal movement of a steam generator expected during changes m thermal 
conditions, such as plant startup or shutdown. However the data obtained and 
analyzed had been taken during steady state operations. The team noted that Unit 2 
steam generators did not receive the same number and type of alarms during a 
similar per od of steady state operations. Engineering personnel also compared hOt 
leg temperature changes linked to Unit 3 operations from February 18, 2011, to 
January 31 , 2012, and confirmed about 30 valid alarms during this period were not 
associated with thermal transients . 

Additional review and follow up will be requ ired of the vibrat.ion and loose parts 
monitoring system alarms. including evaluation and disposition of Unit 3 aiarms and 
then determine whether th is issue represents a performance deficiency or conslltut.es 
a violation of NRC requirements. This issue s identified as URI 
0500036212012007 ·02. "Evaluation of Unit 3 Vibration and Loose Parts Monitoring 
System Alarms: 

(2) Introduction: The team performed a number of different thermal-hydraulic analysis of 
Units 2 and 3 steam generators . The output of the various analyses runs where then 
compared and reviewed to determine if those differences could have contributed to 
the significant change In steam generator tube wear. 

Description- The NRC conducted a number of different thermal-hydraulic analyses, 
including: 

• Lower bounding thermal hydraulic analysis using the steam generator base 
design condition, where primary inlet temperature was 598'F, and an upper 
bound case where primary inlet temperature was 611 'F as identified in Mitsubishi 
Document LS-04GA021 , Revision 3 

• Varying steam generator pressures from 833 to 942 psia 
• Steam mass flow rates from 7.59 to 7 62 Mlbm/hr 
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Primary loop volumetric fl ow rate from 102 .000 to 104.000 gpm . and 
• Recirculation ratio lrom J 2 to J 5. 

The result of the independent NRC thermal-hydraulic analysis concluded th at 
differences in the actual operat ion between units and/or individual steam generators 
had an insignificant impact on the res ults and 1n fact . the team did not identify any 
changes in steam velocities or vo id fractions that cou ld attr ibute to the differences in 
tube wear between the un its or steam generators . It sho uld be noted that increases 
in primary temperature and steam ge nerator pressures has the effect of reducing 
void fractions and peak steam velocities. which slightly decreases tt"le cond itions 
necessary for fluid elastic 1n!>lab1lity and flow induced vibration . 

4.0 Design and Manufactu ring Diffe rences (Charter Item #4 l (Mitsubishi Charter Item 1 l 

During the deve lopment of the charter, it was not known how SONGS and Mitsubish i 
reviewed and approved des ign and manufacturing changes . During the inspection , it 
was identifi ed that all design and manufacturing changes proposed by Mitsubish i 
required review and approval from a SONGS representative Based on this. ot was 
determined that th is area coutd be covered as one item 

a. Inspection Scope 

The team interviewed licensee and Mitsubish i personnel involved in the design and 
fabrication of the replacement steam generators and rev iewed info rmation including 
nonconfo rmance reports . design drawings. fabrication procedu res, design changes. 
engineering evaluations. supplier deviation requests. and design specifications to 
identify cond itions affecting qualrty that resulted in relevant design differences between 
the rep lacement steam ge nerators The team assessed whether these differences cou ld 
be considered as contribut ing ractors for the cause of the tube-to-tube wear issue in Unit 
3. The team also reviewed Engineering Change Packages 800071702 and 800071703 
ror the Unrt 2 and Unit 3 replacement steam generators, respectively, with emphas is on 
ch anges made to the design methodology described in the updated final safety analysis 
report for the orig inal steam generators to verity that the evaluation was performed in 
accordance with licensee procedures and the provis ions of 1 OCFR 50.59 "Changes . 
Tests . and Experiments." 

b. Observations and Find ings 

No findings were identified . 

The team identified two unresolved items for which add itional information is requ ired to 
determine if performance deficiencies exist or if the issues constitute violations of NRC 
requnements. The team also identified several observations re lated to the design, 
fabrication . and the eng ineering change package for the Unit 2 and Unrt 3 replacement 
steam generators . 

1) Introduction . The team idenlified an un resolved item associated with the design of 
the reta iner ba rs in Unit 2 and Unit 3 replacement steam generators. 
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Description In February 2012, the licensee identified wear indications in Unit 2 
replacement steam generators at t e tube locat ions in contact with the reta iner bars 
(see 1gure below) Some of t e 1 d1ca 10 s s owed excess e wear with a maximum 
degradation of 90 percent throug all 

[Retaining 

Retainer 

The team 1den 1fied t at he des ign oft e replacement steam generators did not 
expect any potential 1brahon concerns 1n the area of the lube bundle where the 
retainer bars were located The basis fo r M1tsub1shi's design philosophy relied on 
the following factors · 

Based on the calculated na1ural frequ ncy of! e 1etainer bar, Mitsubishi 
considered that there wou ld no be a resonan 1bra ion cond1 ion ela 1ve to the 
flow conditions 1n the location of retainer bars. 
The v1brat1on ana lysis of the tube bundle only considered out-of-plane vibration 
because in.plane 1brahon \ as not e peeled to be an operational concein fo r the 
r tamer bars 

• The outermost tubes we1e conside red he least suscepltb!e lo .o -elast ic 
instability· therefore retainer bar locations were no included in t e 1bratJon 
analysis 
Flow elastic instability was round not appltcable tot e retainer bar because th is 
mechanism did not apply to a single ube 1 cross fl 
Vortex-induced v1brat1on was found not applicable to l e retainer oar because 11 
was considered a vibration mode applicable to a s1 gle cylinder 1n uniform cross 
flow in a large area and the flow condrt1on a1ound the retainer bars was 
considered slug-frat two p ase ow 

Howeve r, upon 1dent1fica t1on of retainer bar-to-t be "'-ear 1n Umt 2 replacement 
steam generators . Mitsubishi performed an evaluation to identify I e cause of 
excessive we ar T e analysrs considered three vibra tion mechanisms fluid-elastic 
1ns1ab1hty. v0r1ei<-1nduced vibration. and urb lence-md ced vibra ion (random 
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vibration) The analys is fo r turbu lence-induced vibration determined that random 
vibration was the poss ible i::a use of the retaine r vibration. based on the peculiar flow 
around the reta in er bar. combined with the rather low natu ral frequen cy of the 
retainer bar. The analysis used the two phase flow conditions around the reta iner 
bars and identified var ious modes of vibration at those flow condit ions that could lead 
to re ta iner ba r v ibrat ion and consequently to tube wear. 

Add1t1ona l review by the NR C is required fol lowing completio n of the licensee's ca use 
eva luallOn to determine whether this issue represents a performance deficiency or 
constitutes a violat ion of NRC requ irements Th is issue is identified as URI 
05000362/20 12007-03, "Eva luation of Retainer Bars V ibrat ion during the Original 
Design of the Replacement Steam Generators .' 

2) Introduction : The team 1dentif1ed an unresolved item associated with the 
dimensiona l controls of critical dimensions throug hout the fabricat ion of Unit 2 and 
Unit 3 replacement steam generators. 

Description : Based on the information gathered by the team on the differences in 
dimensional controls of crit ical pa rameters in Unit 2 and Un it 3 rep lacement steam 
generators. the team determined that Mitsubis hi did not consider the potential impact 
of improving dimensional controls for tube roundness and anti-vibration bars on the 
fina l tube bundle clearances at normal operat ing cond 1t1ons . 

Additiona l review by the NRC is requ ired following completion of the licensee's cause 
eva luation to fu lly assess how the dimensional controls contributed to the tube-to
tube wear in Unit 3 and then determine whether this issue represents a pertormance 
deficiency or constitutes a violat ion of NRC requ irements . This issue is identified as 
URI 0500036212012007-04 . ·'Eva luation of Changes in Dimensional Controls during 
the Fabrication of Unit 2 and Unit 3 Replacement Steam Generators.·· 

3) Design Differences The team did not identify any significant differences in the 
design requirements of Unit 2 and Unit 3 replacement steam generators. The 
"Confo rmed Specification for Desig n and Fabricat ion of the Replacement Steam 
Generators ." also known as the design specification . contained identical technical 
requirements ror Unit 2 and Unit 3 steam generators AU replacement steam 
generators were requ ired to be designed. fabricated and tested 1n accordance with 
the 20?? edition of the American Society of Mechanica l Engineers (ASME) Boiler 
and Pressure Vesse l Code, industry standards, and NRC endorsed methods 
described in applicable regu latory guides . The licensee specified the same licensing 
req uirements fo r all replacement steam generators. 

The design specification also contained provisions to address tech nical or qua lity 
deviat ions from the requ irements of the purchase order or the des ign specifications. 
including the disposition of '·Repair" or "Accept as -is" conditions captured as non
conformance reports in Mitsub ishi's qua lily assurance program and changes to 
documents previously approved by the licensee . This process was referred to as 
"Suppl ier Deviation Request" and allowed the licensee to review and approve 
deviations from the approved design specifications The team noted that changes 
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affect ing the specified design were submitted to SONGS personnel for rev iew and 
app roval 

The team noted that the design spec 1f1cation estab 1 1 s~ed -de nt1cal ~ro111s 1 ons for the 
design of the replacement steam generator components including the vessel. 
upper /l ower shell . trans 111on cone . tubesheet channel head, divider plate _ tube 
supports. lubing . steam nou•e feedwater nozzle P"-nary nozz les . steam flow 
lim1t 1ng device. moisture separatorstdryers _ leedwate r d ·str1t>ut1on system olowdowr 
and sludge management . access/inspection ports . 1nstrument1sampling laps and 
loose par1 mon•lori ng 

The des ign spec1f1cat1on also estab lished 1dent1c a1 req u • re'Tle~ts for the serv ice li fe 
and service env ironmental cond•t 1ons of the replacement sleam generators The 
licensee also specified 1dcnl•cal desog n loading structural and seismic req uirements 
fo r all rep lacement steam generators The design spec1f•cat1on contained rdent icar 
requ irements for design transients under normal uose1 emergency fau lted and test 
condit ions 

Add 1t1ona rly the performance req uirements 1n lhe des ign spec1f1cat1on were 1dent1cal 
tor each replacement steam generator . w'11c'1 rc luaed 

Water level Stability 
Circulat ion Ratio 
Moisture Carryover 
Steam Carryunder in the Downcomer Annulus 
Reactor Coolant Flow Rale 

• Primary-To -Secondary Leakage 
13towdown Capa ci ty 

• Thermal Rating 
Heat Transfer Sur1ace Area 
Tube Plugg ing Ma rg•n 

• Fou ling Factor 
Overal l Heat Transfe r Coefficient 

• Primary Side Des ign and Operat ing PressurefTemperatures 
• Secondary Side Design and Operating Press uresrT empe ratures 

Primary Side Design ana Operat ing F !ows 
Secondary Side Design and Operat ing Flows 
Tube Material and Dimensions 

The rep lacement steam generator des1g"I de11eloped t>y M1tsJ01sh1 for SONGS Unit 2 
and Unit 3 1n accordance with the licensee 's design specif1ca1 on was trans ·ated in to 
the same set of design and fabrication drawings The team noted that some as-bu ilt 
dimensions var ied between Unit 2 and Unit 3 steam generators as a result of the 
d1v1der plate we ld repairs -r u~ 1 t 3 a'ld other ma'lu'a:tJr-rg processes However. 
these dimensiona l changes did not represent s1gn1f1car'. de111a'.1ors f·om t'ie orig ina l 
design specificat ions Therefore _ the team determined that no s 1gni~cant differen ces 
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e~1sted in the design requirements of Unit 2 and Ur11t 3 rep lacement steam 
generators . 

4) Fabrication Differences . The team noted th at the design specification contained the 
same general fabrication requirements for the Unit 2 and Unit 3 rep lacement steam 
generators The design specification contained ttie methods reou1red for fabncatoon 
assembly. inspect ion _ and testing of the replacement steam generators The 
speCJficat ion covered . 1n part . fabri cation reqcmements for the cr.annet head cladding . 
tube d1mens1ons . tube wall thickness . tube bend radius . tube ''ovahty. - tubesheet. 
tube-to-tubesheet Joints . tube supports . tube bundle . machined gasketed surfaces 
non-ASME steam generator interna ls. welding methods post-we·c neat treatment 
and allowable weld ing mater.a ls Tt>e spec1f.cat1on a.so cor:a1'1ed detailed 
requ irements for inspect ions . tests and examinat ions . which included e~am1nahon 
methods and personnel qua lification requ iremenls 

The design spec1f1cat1on also reau·•ed tre JSe o' Su ppr.er Deviat ion Requests -- lo 
address tectin1ca l or quality deviat ions from the requ irements of the Purchase Order 
or the design spec1ficallons . 1nclud1ng the d1spos1t1on of "Repa ir" or "Accept as -1 s·· 
cond1t1o ns ide ntified during the fab r1cat1on process aid ctianges to 'abricat 1or 
documents previously approved by the lie.er see T~e team noted tt>at fabrication 
issues affect ing the spec1f1ed design were submitted to SONGS personnel for rev iew 
and approva l 

Based on discussions with SONGS and M1tsub1sh1 personne l and the review of 
documentatron about the fabricat ion history of Unit 2 and Lin1t 3 replacement steam 
generators . the team 1dent1f1ed th e differences listed be low At the conclusmn of the 
ons1te port ion of th is inspection . the differences between Unit 2 and Unit 3 steam 
generators as a resu lt of the fabricat ion process were under cons1de ratron for the 
cause evaluat ion 

• _§team Dryer Assembly - During 1tie fab r1ca11on of Unit 2 steam generator 2E0 -
89, Mitsubishi 1dentif1ed a nonconform ing condit ion o~ :~e steanr dryc ~ assembly 
that included damaged l oc~ 1 ng p'. a:es o' vane ,acl\1'1g ce111ces displaced bolts . 
and damaged vanes The cause of th is issue was determined to be rnadequate 
eva luation and control of the design in regard the capacrty of the vane 1ac1<.1ng 
devices to sustain all fabrication cond itions Specifically :ne vare ,ack 1'1g 
devices failed to stay 111 the des1gr position dv1ng 'l1Jl~ 1 ple rotations of the steam 
generator assembly during fabricat ion M1tsub1sh1 corrected the condition_ in 
part . by replacing all vane 1ack1ng devices and damaged vanes wrth a new 
design, which was also used 1n the fabncat1on 0 1 ttie Umt 2 steal'T' 
generator 2E0-88. and Unit 3 steam generators 3E0-89 and 3E0-88 
Additionally M1tsub1sh1 rnod1f1ed the assembly sequence of the steam dryers . 
For Un it 2 steam generator 2E0-89. the steam dryer vanes were assembled in
situ wh ile the steam dryers for Unit 2 steam generator 2E0-88 and Unit 3 steam 
generators 3E0-88 and 3E0-89 were preassembled before 1nstahat1on 1n the ir 
final position 
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• Drilling ofTub§$heet Holes - The tubesheet holes in Unit 2 and Unit 3 steam 
generators where the tubes are inserted for final assembly were made with 
different drill bits. The Unit 2 steam generator tubesheets were drilled with 
uncoated drill bits . The Unit 3 steam generator tubesheets were drilled with 
titanium-nitride coated drill bits, which improved the drill bit life and resolved 
tooling mar1< issues experienced in Unit 2. 

• Transition Wraoper Welding - The welding of the transition wrapper was 
performed in different order for each uni!. For Unit 2 steam generators, the 
transition wrapper was welded after the tubes and anti-vibration bars were 
installed. In Unit 3 steam generators , the transition wrapper was welded before 
the installation of tubes and anti-vibration bars. 

• Claddjng Removal Process for the Channel Head - The removal of the stainless 
steel clad weld from the Interior surface of the channel head base metal in 
preparation for the divider plate weld (I.e. structural butter weld) was performed 
with different methods in Unit 2 ~nd Unit 3 replacement steam generators. For 
Unit 2, MitsubiShi used a machinlng process to remove the cladding in both 
steam generators. In Unit 3, Mitsubishi used an air carbon-arc goug ng process. 
This method resulted in separation of the butter weld during hydrostatic testing. 
The root cause evaluation concluded that the air carbon-arc gouging process left 
carbon deposits on the base metal. Goug ng was fol lowed by grinding which 
was designed to remove the heat affected zone and expected to completely 
remove the carbon deposits. However, the grinding process left carbon deposits 
behind, which resulted in the localized areas of high carbon and high base metal 
hardness due lo carburiz.ation. The repair of the Unit 3 divider plate welds is 
addressed in further details in Section 12.0 of this report. 

• Helium Leak Test -As part of the fabncahon process, Mitsubishi performed a 
Helium~Nitrogen leak test on the secondary side of the replacement steam 
generators to check for leaks on the tube-to-tubesheet welds. For all steam 
generators. this test was performed after completion of the lube-to-tubesheet 
weld , but prior to the penetrant examination of the tube-to-tubesheet welds and 
final tube expansion. The leak tests for Unit 2 steam generators were performed 
at a higher pressure than Unit 3 steam generators. AddllionaMy, the Unit 2 tests 
were performed using a temporary welded cap on top of the steam generator 
shell to enclose the secondary side, while a temporary clamped cap was used in 
Unit 3 steam generators. All tests requ red thu same holding time before starting 
the test and the same leak rate acceptance criteria. 

• Prelimi ary and ASME Section Ill Hydrostatic Tests - The number of hydrostatic 
tests performed in accordance with ASME Section Ill on the primary and 
secondary sides of the replacement steam generators varied between Units due 
to the results of the initial test in each steam generator. For each replacement 
steam generator, the hydrostatic tests were performed first on the primary side 
and then on the secondary side. Both Unit 2 steam generators met the 
acceptance criteria in the first hydrostatic test. However, during the first 
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hydrostatic test on the secondary side of Unit 3 steam generator 3E0-89, 
Mitsubishi identified leakage throug a tube-to-tubesheet weld that exceeded the 
ASME Code acceptance criteria . After repa irs were comp leted to address the 
leakage. the hydrostatic tests were re -performed Following the second set of 
hydrostatic tests on Unit 3 steam generator 3E0-89, cracking indications were 
identified in the divider plate-to-channel head weld. After repairs were completed 
to address the divider plate weld cracks . a th ird set of hydrostatic tests were 
performed in Unit 3 steam generator 3E0-89 Since similar cracking indications 
of the divider plate weld were identified in Unit 3 steam generator 3E0-88, a 
second set of hydrostatic tests was performed in th is steam generator after the 
di 'der plate weld was repa ired. 

Additionally, prior to each ASME Section Ill hydrostatic test. Mitsubishi performed 
a preliminary hydrostatic test of the primary and secondary side of the steam 
generators at design pressure lo check for leakage at the feed pump, pressure 
filling line, temporary gaskets. and temporary seals. Therefore, each 
replacement steam generator received an equal number of preliminary and 
ASME Section Ill Hydrostatic Tests. The total numbers of hydrostatic tests for 
each steam generator are summarized below 

Number of Preliminary and ASME Section Ill Hydrostatic Tests 

Steam Primary Secondary Results 
Generator St de Side 

2E0-89 1 1 Acce~tance criteria met 
2E0-88 1 1 Acceptance criteria met 

1 1 
Leakage detected in tube-to-

tubesheet weld 
3E0-89 

1 D1v1der plate weld separation 
weld idenhfied 

1 1 Final - Acceptance criteria met 

1 1 
Divider plate weld separat ion 

3E0-88 weld identified 
l 1 Final - Acceptance criteria m!!_!_ 

Pre-Service lnspeclion - The design specif1ca11on established similar 
requirements for the pre-service eddy current examination of Unit 2 and Unit 3 
replacement steam generators. T e team noted that the eddy current 
examinations of Unit 2 and Unit 3 steam generators were performed with similar 
eddy current techniques , including essential variables . However, the 
circumstances in which the examinations were performed varied for each Unit. 
For Un it 2, the pre-service examination was performed after the steam 
generators were delivered at the SONGS jobsite. The steam generators were 
examined on the shipping saddles, where the position of the tube bundle was at 
45 degrees from the gravity neutral position This position was dicta ed by the 
location of the steam generator lifting trunnions which were installed on the upper 
shell at 45 degree orientation from the steam generator centerline. For Unit 3, 
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the pre-service eddy current examination was performed at the Mitsubishi Kobe 
racility while the steam generators were still on the fabrication rollers and in the 
gravity neutral position {i e divider plate onented horizontally) The decision to 
perform the Unit 3 pre-service examination at the Mitsubishi facility was dictated 
by delivery schedule considerations resu lting from the divider plate weld repairs 

Flow Limiter or Primary inlet Nozzles - The replacement steam generators were 
designed with a flow limiter located in the primary inlet nozzle (see figure below) 
in order to make the reactor coolant system flow similar to the flow rate of the 
original steam generator and not exceed the maximum allowable reactor coolant 
system flow rate . The licensee's evaluation for the engineering design package 
determined that although the original steam generators had a number of plugged 
tubes , the reactor coolant system flow rate of the original steam generators was 
near the design requirement. Because the replacement steam generators has 
377 more tubes than the ot1ginal steam generators, and contained tubes with u
bends versus "square bends", the pressure drop of the replacement steam 
generators with no plugged tubes would be much less than the original steam 
generators resulting in a higher flowrate. 

Flow Limiter 

placernnnt Stearn Cc11er~tor P n111,1ry Inlet Nou.l c {f"o r llh1strnticn Purr osos On ly) 

The flow limiter was designed to ensure the total "best estimate '" reactor coolani 
flow rate with the replacement steam generators installed would not exceed 
106.5 percent of the design volumetric flow rate of 396.000 gallons per minute at 
a reactor coolant system cold leg temperature of Tcold = 540.9"F. For Unit 2 
replacement steam generators , the flow limiter diameter to nozzle inner diameter 
ra tio was 0.94 wh ile the rat io for Unit 3 steam generators was 0.915 due to Unit? 
reactor coolant pump replacement The flow limiter dimensions resulted from a 
scaled model test performed by Mitsubishi and ii was designed to be machined 
as part of the nozzle base metai 

Pitch Distance of Tube Support Plate Drilled Holes in Unit 2 Steam Generator 
2E0-89 - During fabrication of the tube support plates for Unit 2 steam generator 
2E0-89. quality control inspections identified unacceptable measurements of the 
pitch distance between drilled holes. Mitsubishi fabrication procedures required 
verificat ion of the total center-to-center distance between ten inline drilled oles 
at certain sample points of the tube support plate The dimensional verification 
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checks identified a tota l of 200 measurements m tube support plate number 3 
and 10 measurements in tube support plate number 6 that did not meet the 
dimensional acceptance criteria established in the fabrication procedures 
Mits ubish i evaluated this non-conforma:ice cond1t1on and accepted the condition 
·as-is" with the licensee's approval The tech nical 1ustification for accepting the 
condit ion addressed four elements: (a) the impact of the condition on the abil ity 
to insert the tubes through the affected areas of the tube support plates , (b) 
resulting stress on the tubes after insertion . (cl impact of the cond ition on the 
tube to ant i-vibration gap size . and (d ) possible occurrence of tube scratch during 
inspection Similar unacceptable measurements were not 1dent1fied in Unit 2 
rep lacement steam generator 2E0-88 or Unit 3 replacement steam generators 
3E0-89 and 3E0-88. 

• Tube-to-Tube Clearance in Unit 2 steam generator 2E0-89 - Duri ng fabrication of 
Un it 2 replacemenl steam generator 2E0-89 , interfe rence checks identified that 
the clea rance between the tubes in Rows No. 28 and 30 in Column No. 22 was 
less than the minimum cleara nce of 0. 13-inch specified in Mitsubishi's inspection 
procedure . The condition was accepted "as-is" by M1tsub1sh1 and SONGS 
throu gh the supplier dev1at1on request process . The ma in cons iderations of the 
techn ical eva luation included (a) thermal expans ion difference . (b) tube 
expansion due to operating pressures. (c) tube displacement due to out-of-plane 
flow induced vibrat ion , and (dl tube displacement due to seismic acce leration . 
The team noted that no tube-to-tube wear ind icahOns were identified m th is area 
of the tube bundle. 

Ant1-V1bration Bar Spacing Iss ues in Unit 2 Steam Gene rator 2E0-89 - During 
fabrication of Unit 2 replacement steam generator 2E0-89. quality control 
inspections identif ied unacceptable gaps between tubes and the anti-vibrat ion 
bars in the outs ide tube columns. The affected area was identified as weld ing 
zone-4 . The apparent cause for the anto-vibration bar spac;ng issue was due to 
perfo rming the weld ing of zone-4 wh ile the steam generator was oriented 
horizontally with this weld ing zone orie nted to the bottom of the bund le. In th is 
configuration . the tube bundle experienced sagging at the time of weld ing due to 
gravity. After completion of we lding ione 4. the steam generator assembly was 
rotated 180 deg rees fo r additiona l assembly steps . but the sagging 1n the 
opposite direction caused enlargement of the gaps in weld ing zone 4 and this 
enlargement remained approximately the same for all subsequent rotations . 
Wilen zone-4 was rotated 180-d egrees afte r welding, deflection or sagg ing of the 
tube retaining bars due to gravity slightly pulled the anti-vibration bars . 111creasing 
the gap between the tube and the anl1-v1brat ion bars 1n this zone . 

With the licensee 's approval, Mitsubish i implemented various corrective actions 
to address the condition in the pending Unit 2 replacement steam generator 
2E0-88 and subsequently in Un it 3 steam generato rs wh ich included: (al use of 
smaller spacer blocks between tubes for the installat ion of anti-vibration bars. (b) 
re-define the we ldin g zones to limit we lding in the horizontal pos ition , and (c) 
reduce rotations during weld ing of the other bundle zones . Mitsubishi performed 
rework activities 1n Unit 2 steam generator 2E0-89 to restore ant1-v1brat1on bar 
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spacing to design specificat ions. T ese activities resulted in better gap 
distribution. All the tube-to-an 1-vtbrahon bar gaps ex~ding the initial 
dimensional criteria were urther evaluated and accepted in accordance with 
Mttsubishi's gap stze evaluation procedure . 

• Rotations of Steam Generator Assembfv for Anti-Vibration Bar lnstaffation a d 
Welding - The team noted that welding of anti-vibration bars structure required 
rotating the steam generators several times. As a result of the corrective actions 
generated to address the anti-vibration bar spacing issues In Unit 2 steam 
generator 2E().89, the installatlon procedure was revised to reduce the number of 
rotations for anU-v1brauon bar installal on to attain better g.ap control. TMs 
procedure revision resulted In different number of rotations In each replacement 
steam generator. Steam gen rators Unrt 2 E0-89, Unit 2 E0-88. Unit 3 E0-89, 
and Unit 3 E0-88 received 1 25. 4, 3 5. and 3 5 rotatloos. respectively. during 
installation of the antl-11rbrat1on bars structure 

• T§m129rary Installation of Plasti£ Ties - In order to limit the d;sp!acement of anti. 
vibration bars during rotation of the steam generator assembly for weldmg of lhe 
antl-vlbrat ion bars structure. Mitsubishi revised the Installation procedure to 
mstall 1.emporary plastic hes between the retaining bars and the tubes. This step 
of the anti-vibraHon bar a sembly process was performed n a different sequ&nce 
for Unit 2 and Un 3 steam ge erators For Uni 2, he 1 stallation of plaslic ttes 
occurred af\er weldrng the transition wrapper, the efum !ea test, and tube 
hydrau lic expansion. but before welding the channel head to the tubesheet, tile 
hydrostatic tests. and the pre-seNice inspection. In u n· 3, the instal!a!lon o 
plastic ties was performed between welding the transition wrapper and the 
Helium leak test 

D1mensionaf Controls 9f Anti-Vibration Bar Structure - According to Mitsubishi's 
preliminary cause evaluation ta Ing place at the time of this inspection, the 
controls of critical dimensions affecting he clearan~es between !he tube and the 
anti -vibration bars were gradually proved throughout he fabrication of the Untt 
2 and Unit 3 steam generators. This imprO'lement on dimensional controls was a 
consideration for the determination ol the failure rnechanl$m leading to tube-to. 
tube wear In Unit 3. 

The first dimensional control under consideration wu Ille improvement of tube 
roundness in the section of the tubes that was bent to form the U-bend shape. 
During fabricalion of Uni 2 steam generator 2E0-89. the supplier of tubular 
product for Mltsublsh1 (i.e. Sum omo}, experw,nced quality issues to maet !he G-
11alues established in the design spec' cations, resulting · a high number of tube 
rejections. The G-va lue was a measure of departure from roundness, or 
·ovality," after the tubes were bent and · was controlled in order to control the 
gap between tubes and anti-vibration bars (see igure below). The G-vaiues 
were measured at different loca ·ons along the U--t>end section of the tubes tor a 
selected number of tubes per row. as estabf!shed in Mitsub shi's procedure. Tl'le 
acceptance criteria for G-value varied depending on the row where the tubes 
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were installed The acceptance cri teria also remained the same throug out the 
fabrication of Unit 2 and Unit 3 replaceme t steam genera ors 

A 

Cl a 
Goluft\1\1 

Section A-A 
Ouc11pt1on or G V.tluo Puamet•r (Conc~lual 01....,1n9 - F0<· II u 

Based on discu s ons with lice see personnel and docum nlation reviews. the 
leam noted that Sumitomo impleme fed measures to impro e the quality of the 
tube bending process Wh ch resu ed n less deviation of G~va tues and a 
reduction n the amount and variabllrty oftubing -oval1ty: Based on the sta11stk:al 
analysis of G-value data colleded during fabrk:al on of the Unit 2 and Unit 3 
steam generators, Mltsub shl concluded that the ~val e radualty deaeased 
since the fabrication of the first steam genera.tor. 

Another dimens onal control under consideration was the a ability or anti-
vibrat on bar dimens ons Mitsubishi's fabrication procedures required inspection 
of various dimensions of the ant -vibrat on bars to control the gap between the 
antl·vibrat on bars and ltie tubes. These dimensions were·: thid(ness n tfle 
straight sections, tw sting and flatness of the straight sections after bending. an 
thickness of the anti-vibration bar tip (1 e. nose) after bend ng Among these 
dimensions. the twisting and atness o the straight sections after bending were 
verifled using a ' Go or No-Oo• approach based on the acceptanc.e cnteria in 
Mitsubishi's procedures but no specific measurements were required to be 
ma ntained by procedure, Additionally, the acceptance cnterla for anti-vibration 
bar dimensions remained the same througttout the fabricat on of Unit 2 and Unit 
3 replacement steam generators. Mltsub shl conducted a preliminary statist cal 
analysis of the available d mensional data for anti-vibrabon baB and the team 
concurred that there were m nor differences In lhe stat' .teal dist butio of these 
dimensions n Unit 2 and Unit 3 steam generators. 
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Engineering Change Package (10 CFR 50.59): The team detemilned that the 
licensee's evaluation for changes in the updated final safety imalysis report's design· 
methodologies for the replacement steam genera!ors was consistent with SONGS 
procedures for the implementation of 10 CFR 50.59 requirements. The licensee's 
evaluation contained in Engineering Change Packages 800071702 and 800071703 
for the Unit 2 and Unit 3 replacement steam generators, respectively, determined 
that the replacement of the original steam generators did not affect the current 
licensing basis to the extent of needing prior approval from the NRC as required by 
10 CFR 50.59. 

In lhe 50.59 screening evaluation associated with the engfne9ring change package 
for the Unit 2 and Unit 3 replacement steam generators, the licensee determined that 
the proposed activity did not adversely affect a design function. or the method of 
performing or controlfing a design function described in the updated final safety 
analysis report. The licenseil also determined that the steam generator replacement 
activity did not change a procedure in a manner that adversely affected how an · 
updated final safety analysis report design function is performed or controlled. 
Additionally, the llcensee determined that the steam generator replacement activity 
did not involve a test or experiment not desertbed in the updated final safety analysis 
report. The licensee evaluated the following updated final safety analysis report 
design functions in the 50.59 screening: 

• Steam Generator Design Functions 
• Reactor Coolant System Structural Integrity 
• emergency Core Cooring System Performance 
• Non-Loss of Coolant Accident Transients 
• Containment Pressure-Temperature Analysis 
• Low Temperature Overpressure Protection 
• Reactor Protection System, Engineered Safety Features Actuation System, Core 

Operating Limit Supervisory System, and Core Protection Calculations 
• Nuclear Steam Supply System Performance 
• Non-Safety Related Control Systems Performance 

However. the 50.59 screening evaluation Identified three methods of analysis 
descnbed in the updated final safety analysis report that were affected by the 
proposed steam generator replacement and required further evaluation against the 
criteria in 10 CFR 50.59. The affected methodologies are descnbed below: 

• Se!,smic Anal'.fi!iS of Rttactor VeS§i;l Internals - The original analysis of SONGS 
Unit 2 and Unit 3 reactor vessel Internals with the orig!nal steam generators was 
perlormed with the methodology described in Combustion Engineering Topical 
Report CENPD-178, ·structural Analysis of Fuel Assemblies for Combined 
Seismic and Loss of Coolant Accident.• Subsequent lo the submittal of this 
report, Combustion Engineering revised the methodology by modifying modellng 
techniques, computer codes, testing methods, and acceptance criteria in 
response to changes in licensing requirements. Consequently, the original repon 
was resubmitted to the NRC as CENPD-178-P, Revision 1..P, August 1981. This 
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revision was approved by the NRC 1n a Letter from H Bernard to A Scherer 
"Acceptance for Referring of Licensing Topical Report CENPD-178." dated 
August 6. 1982 The licensee used tn1s •ev sed rrettiodology •or the replacement 
steam generators and consid!;!red it as a methodology approved oy the NRC for 
the intended application 

• Reactor Coolant Systern Structural Integrity - The structural analysis of the 
original steam generators used ANSYS software for the thermal and stress 
analyses while the replacement steam generators were analyzed using A8AQUS 
software. ANSYS was described 1n the updated final safety anafys1s report as a 
large-scale, general-purpose finite element program for 11ne;;ir a'1d no'11 near 
structural and thermal analysis of the reactor coolant loop components Tne 
licensee considered ABAQUS to be s1m1lar to ANSYS Ttie licensee compared 
both programs using·:t>erMal and stress sarrp e protlerrs Tre comparison 
demonstrated that the results vaned from tr1eore11cal solut1ons by no more ltian 1 
percent. and ABACUS and ANSYS results themselves were also wrlhm 1 
percent of each other The 11ar1abihly of results was determined lo be within the 
margin of error for the subiecl type of analysis 

• J_ut)e Wall Thinnrng Analysis - l he original steam generator analysis used 
CCrLASH computer program for the main steam hne break mass-energy 
blowdown analysis. whereas the replacement siea'TI ge.,eralor ana ys1s used 
manual calculations to represent the main steam i1ne break b owdown .oads Oy 
applying the maiumum possible tube differential pressure wh1c'1 bounded the 
pressure calculated by CEFLASH 

for 1oss of coolanl accident analysis the ongtnal steam generator used STRUDl 
computer program to calculate displacement h1s1ones·and then ANSYS computer 
program to calculate lube stresses The lube stresses for the replacement steam 
generators were determined usu1g ANSYS computer program based on the 
blowdown forces. For the ong1nal steam generators the combination of loads 
analyzed was primary loop pipe break plus design basis earthquake and main 
steam line break plus design basis earthquake For ire •eptace'11ent steam 
generators, .the loss of coolant accident. des1911 bas.s earti'lqua~e a'1d trie main 
steam line break events were combined as one hmrtmg event whrch SONGS 
considered to be a more conservat111e rl'ettio:J of e11a1uat:o'l relative ro the 
original steam genera1ors Ttie I cersee ceterrr ned that ttie results of the tube 
wall th1nn1ng analysis for the replacement steam generators were conse1"11at1ve or 
essentially the same and the methodology used did not represent a departure 
from a method of evaluation described in !tie updated f1nal·safety analysis repon. 

Further discussion is contained 1n Section 13 0 on the methodology used by the 
licensee for the reactor coolant system structural integrity and tube wall th1nn1ng 
analysis · 

The team noted that a l<.ey methodology for the design of :t-e 0'191na, a'1d 
replacement steam generators was the thermal-hydraulic code used to model the 
flow condrt1ons 1n rhe steaM gererators Tre org,nal steam generators were 
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designed using ATHOS thermal-hydraulic code while the replacement steam 
generators were designed with a proprietary Cm:le from Mitsubishi, Mitsubishi's 
code was accepted for the design of the replacement steam generators. The team 
noted that the updated final safety analysis report d!d not specifically describe 
ATHOS as the code used for the design of the original steam generatots and 
therefore the change in thermal-hydraulic code did not col'!stitute a change in 
methodokigy or a change in an element of a methodology described in the updated 
final safety analysis report. The updated final safety analysis repo1t did describe the 
computer code CRIB as the code used to analyze overall steam generator 
performance. As described In the updated final safety analysis report, CRIB was 
used to establish the recirculation ratio and fluid mass inventories as a function of 
power level fn the original steam generators. 

With regard to the major design changes between the original and replacement 
steam generators, the updated flnal safety analysis report did not specify how the 
original steam generators retied on special design features such as the stay 
cylinder, tubesheet, tube support plates, or !he shape of the tubes to perform the 
intended safety functions, The description of the original steam generators was 
focused on the overall thermal performance characteristics and the applicable 
codes and standards used for fabrication. The updated final safety analysis report 
provided a brief description of the egg-crate M>e support plate design and tts 
function to prevent concentration of impurities in the tube-to-lube support plate gap, 
which could read to tube degradation. The updated final safety analysis report also 
described degradation issues of the egg-crate tube support plate design as a result 
of flow-accelerated corrosion and the corrective actions taken to mitigate this 
degradation meehanism. 

Regulatory Gulde 1.187. "Guidance for lmplementaUon of 10 CFR 50.59, Changes, 
Tests, and Ei<periments,• November 2000, allows the use of NEI 96-07. "Guidelines 
for 10 CFR 50.59 lmplementatlon," Revision 1 for methods that are acceptable for 
complying wlth 10 CFR 50.59. Per NEI 96·07, changes affecting structures, 
systems, or components that are not explicitly described in the updated final safety 
analysis report can have the potential to adversely affect structure, system, or 
component design functions that are deS<:ribed and thui; may require a 10 CFR 
50.59 evaluation. The team determined that differences in subcomponents 
between the original steam generators and replacement steam generatm did not 
adversely affect the design function (reactor coolant pressure boundary) .of the 
steam generators. The replacement steam generators were designed and 
fabricated in accordance with quality assurance requirements, and 10 CFR 50.59 
does not require the licensee to presume deficiencies ln the design or fabrication 

Based on the updated final safety analysis report description of the original steam 
generators, one unresolved item associated with the 50.59 review was identified 
and is discussed in Section 13.0 of this report. 
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5.0 Quahty AssurancefQual1ty Control (Charier Item 5) !M1tsub1sh1 Charter Item 4) 

The team reviewed numerous documerits from both SONGS and Mitsub1sh111nclud1ng 
sub-contractors. such as Sumitomol assoc1ate.c w1tt' \'le des1gr, fabrication and 
manufacturing of the steam generators for both units The team reviewed SONGS and 
M1tsub1sh1's quality assurance program. procedures and 1mplementation act1v1lles for the 
control of purchased material. equipment and services. 1nspect1ons: procurement 
document control. and corrective action and nonconformance achv1t1es Specifically. the 
team reviewed a sample of Mitsubishi nonconfvrmance reports ai.d11 survey. all' · 
SONGS condition action requests. audits surveillances stop wol1< orders and supplrer 
dev1al1on requests associated with the des19r. a'ld f'lar ..tfac! ..1n11g of the steam 
generators The team concluded that these po.11ons of SONGS and M11sub1shi"s quahty 
assurance program regarding its safety-related act1v1hes were appropriately conttolled 
and implemented · 

5 1 · SONGS Quality Ass.uran~e/Quality Control 

a. Inspection Scope 

The team reviewed SONGS 1mplementat1on of their quality assurance program to 
detemune 1f 1t complied with !he requirements of 10 CFR 50. Appendix B. ·Quality 
Ass.urance Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants and Fuel Reprocessing Plants l he team 
reviewed SONGS implcment1ng procedures. qualtty assurance rra'1ual vendor aud1:s 
procurement spec1ficahons. corrective action requests and numerous other documents 
as well as mterv1ewed a number of qt.al.ty ass1.ra'lce!cort•ol and eng.neermg personnel 
to determine the appropriateness of act1v1t1es affecting quality conducted during 
fabrication. manufacturing and delivery of the replacement steam generators 

b. Obseryallons and Findings 

No findings were identified 

1} Pohcres and Procedures for Supplier Selection and Control 

The team reviewed Ouahty Assurance Manual. Sectron 17 2 7. ··control of 
Purchased Material and Servrces.". which defines the process used to ensure Iha! 
purchased material. source material. and subcontracted sen11ces conforrr :o 
applicable codes and standard:; Section 17 2 7 2 of the quality assurance manual 
provided measures for the approval and co'l!'ol of suppliers and aescnbes the 
methods that SONGS uses to conduct technical an(j Quality assurance evaluations of 
potenf1al ::.upp\1ers Spec1f1cally. SONGS evalualed an audit performed by Dom1n1on 
(DA 2002-92. ·Dominion Audit of Mitsub1sh1 Heavy Industries") The evaluation was 
performed and documented 1n accordance with SONGS pol1aes and 1mplement1ng 
procedures that govern the control of purchased materiai equ1prient. and services 
The results of SONGS Evaluation MHJ-01-04. ··Evaluation ana Review of Contractor. 
Consuttant. Ut1hty or Licensee Audi: Report" s!a!ed !t'at M ts1Jb1sti• was cond1t1onally 
qualified for the fabrication and design of the replacement steam generators. An 
audit was perlormed by SONGS when a suff1c1ent quantrty of work had been 
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performed to demonstrate lmplementatloo of Mitsubishi's quality assurance program. 
Southam California Edison's oversight of Mitsubishi also included verification of 
Mitsubishi's activities during fabrication, inspections, testing and shipment of the 
procured item. After approximately 14 months from the initfal evaluation SONGS 
removed the conditional qualification based on results from Evaluation MHl-lOSV-05, 
"Source Evaluation Report of MHI." dated February 8, 2006, and MHl-3SV·06, 
"Source Verification Report of MHI." dated May 3 2006, and implementation and 
verification of specific corrective actions. Part of the SONGS oversight 'plan of 
Mitsubishi included the placement of SONGS quality assurance/quality cantrol 
personnel (residents) at the Mitsubishi facility. Plan SGR·A 10183, "Replacement 
Steam Generator Resident Oversight Plan," described the roles Bild responsibilities 
of the resident management, engineering. and quality oversight implementation 
strategy for the replacement steam generators. This oversight plan was. created to 
provide reasonable assurance that the design, licensing. fabri~tlon, delivery, and 
acceptance of the SONGS replacement steam generators were performed in 
accordance with specified Southern California Edison, industry, regulatory, and Code 
requirements. The NRC team noted that after the resident was plaeed at Mitsubishi, 
Source Verifications and Surveillances performed by SONGS decreased. After the 
NRC team conducted several interviews with the SONGS personnel responsible for 
oversight of Mitsubishi it was detennined that the resident provided adequate 
oversight of Mitsubishi's activities. Nuclear Oversight Division Project Oversight 
Quarterly Reports were provided by SONGS that demonstrated no decrease in 
SONGS oversight of Mitsubishi. These responsibilities were shifted to the resident at 
Mitsubishi. During the review of the documentation generated by the resident the 
NRC team noted that the resident was performing these activities on behalf of 
SONGS. 

2) Pyrchase Order Review 

The team reviewed purchase order 6C294014 from Edison Material Supply LLC, 
issued September 28, 2004, for the design, fabrication. and delivery of four 
repl.acement steam generators for SONGS Units 2 and 3. The procurement order 
stated that all related work was to be performed In accordance with Specification 
S023-617-01, "Specifications for Design and Fabrication of RSG for Units 2 and Unit 
3." Specification 5023-617-01 identified the codes, standards. regulations and other 
documents applicable to the design, fabrication, and delivery of the replacement 
steam generators. For example Specification 5023-617-01 Invoked American 
Society ofMechanical Engineers Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, American 
National Standards, American Society for Testing and Materials Standards, and 
Electric Power Research Institute Technical Report 016743-V2R1, ·ouldelines for 
PWR Steam Generator Tubing Specifteations and Repair," among others. 

3) Supplier Audit and Surveillance Reports 

The team reviewed a sample of audits and surveillances performed on Mitsubishi to 
verify SONGS's approval process of Mitsubishi and subcontracted services. The 
team noted that the audits and annual assessments reviewed were adequately 
documented and provided evidence of Mitsubishi's compliance with quality 
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assurance requirements The team also verified that audit reports supported the 
conclusions made by SONGS. · 

5.2 Mitsubishi Quality Assurance/Quality Control 

a. Inspection Scope 

The team reviewed Mitsubishi implementation of their quality assurance program to 
determine ii it complied with the requirements of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B. "Quality 
Assurance Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants and Fuel Reprocessing Plants.'· The 
team also reviewed a sample of reports from audits and surveys that Mitsub1sh1 
conducted of vanous subcontractors. such as Sumitomo to determine the adequacy 
of oversight provided by Mitsubishi activihes affecting quality and that contracted 
activities were implemented in accordance with the Mitsubishi-appro11ed quality 
assurance program. In addition. the team re'.'iewed Mitsubishi's Approved Suppliers 
List to verify that vendors listed were qualified according to Mitsubishi's specifications 
and that the list was maintained current. 

b. Observations and Findings 

No findings were-identified. 

1) Policies and Procedures for Supplier Selection and Control 

The team reviewed Mrtsubishi Quality Assurance Manual. Section 4, ·'Procurement 
Control.' of the which defines the process used to ensure that purchased material. 
source material. and subcontracted services conform to the applrcable requirements 
of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers Code and to customer 
procurement documents. Section 4 .4 of the Quahty Assurance Manual provided 
measures for the approval and control of suppliers and described the process that 
Mitsubishi used to conduct surveys or audits, as required. Additionally. Section 4.4 
provided guidance for the preparation of purchase specifications and subcontract 
specifications. including the imposition of regulatory requirements for the American 
Society of Mechanical Engineers Code, Section Ill products. 

The team reviewed Procedure BUH94-06, .. Vendor Evaluation Procedure." which 
provided gurdance on the evaluation of the quality control capabihty of suppliers by 
performing surveys. audits and performance evaluahons of the supplier quality 
assurance program. Procedure BUH94-06 provided a detailed description of the 
entire process to be followed by auditors before. during and after a survey/audit was 
performed. 

No issues were identified 

2) Supplier Audit and Surveillance Repor(s 

The team reviewed a sample of external audits and surveys to verify Mitsubishi's 
approval process of Sumitomo Metal Industries. Limited, Steel Tube Works and 
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Sumitomo Metal Industries. Limited, Pipe & Tube Company Wat<ayama Steel 
Works. The team noted that the audits and annual assessments reviewed were 
adequately documented and provided evidence of each company's compliance with 
quality assurance program requirements. The team also verified that ~udit checklists 
were prepared and completed for the audit and contained sufficient objective 
evidence to support the conclusions made by Mitsubishi. 

During the review, the team learned that as a consequence of a Nonconformance 
UHNR-SON-RSG-06N005 related to inadequate lot control during final mm annealing 
of the tubing, Mitsu.bishi issued a stop work order to Sumitomo. As part of their 
process Mitsubishi visited Sumitomo to find the root cause of the nonconrormance. 
After a review of Sumitomo's corrective action, Mitsubishi was able to confirm the 
adequacy of the corrective actions and preventive actions. Mitsubishi released Stop 
Work Order UHH-G06A097 imposed on Sumitomo. 

On May 8, 2007, Mitsubishi performed Special Audit UHQ-07N004, on Sumitomo, in 
order to confirm adequacy of activities based on Sumitomo Corrective Action Plan 
UHCP-07N004. During the audit MitSubishi found two findings and made one 
recommendation. Both findings required corrective action from Sumitomo. The 
Mitsubishi audit Indicated that Sumitomo was not able to perform adequate activities 
for manufacturing heat transfer tubing_ in accordance with Sumitomo's shop manual. 
The causes of the deficiencies identified during the audit were a result of Sumitomo's 
staff failing to follow the shop manual r~ulrements. Because the two findings were 
related to the stop work order, Mitsubishi did not allow Sumitomo to start 
manufacturing activities until adequate implementation of corrective acti<ms were 
confirmed by Mitsubishi. On June 21, 2007, Mitsubishi verified Sumitomo 
implementation of the corrective actions. During this visit at S1,1mitomo, Mitsubishi 
verified the operations involving straight tube fabrication prior to tube bending 
operations were performed in accordance with Sumitomo's shop manual. Mitsubishi 
found that the same type of corrective actions taken by Sumitomo for straight tube 
fabrication operations applied to tube bending operations. During the review of the 
implementation of the corrective actions Mitsubishi could not verify acceptal:)ility of 
Sumitomo tube fabrication operations for the tube bending process. Mitsubishi 
allowed Sumitomo to restart operation only for the straight tube fabrication. 9n July 
13; 2007, Mitsubishi subsequently confirmed the adequacy of Sumitomo corrective 
actions on tube bending processes. Mitsubishi verified that the bending operations 
followed the requirement oftl:le Sumitomo' shop manual. On July 17, 2007, 
Mitsubishi lifted the restrictions imposed on Sumitomo and they were allowed to 
restart operations. 

No issues were identified. 

3) Maintenance of the Approved .. Supplier List 

The team reviewed Mitsubishi Quality Assurance Manual Section 4, "Procurement 
Control,• which defined the controls for the maintenance, distribution. and update of 
Qualified Vendor List UES·20100005. According to Section 4, the Nuclear Plant 
Quality Assurance Section had the responsibility for preparing, approving, and ' 
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distributing the qualified vendor list and any subsequent revisions. In addiUon, a 
review by the quality assurance engineer was required prior to final document 
approval. Mitsubishi was informed of changes to their suppHer's quality assurance 
manuals through procurement requirements imposed on the suppliers on their 
certificate of qualification as an approved vendor. If the vendor did not maintain their 
quality assurance program. they were removed from the qualified vendor !ist Prior 
to issuing a Quality Assurance Manual revision. approved vendors were required to 
send a copy to M!lsubfshi for review and approval. after which Mitsubishi updated the 
qualified vendor list with the latest revision number and date. 

No issues were identified. 

5.3 Quality Assurance Conclusion 

The team concluded that the quality assurance program reqwrements for quality 
activities to support the replacement steam generator project were consistent with the 
requirements of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B The team also concluded thal SONGS's 
and Mitsubishi's quality assurance program requirements were appropriately translated 
into implementing procedures to supp-Ort the replacement steam generator project 

6.0 Implementation of Steam Generator Industry Information !Charter Item 6l !Mitsubishi 
Charter Item 3! 

a. Inspection ScoQe 

The team reviewed procurement documentation, Mitsubishi design documentation, and 
the 10 CFR 50.59 review package lo assess SONGS' and Mitsubishi's consideration 
and implementation (as appropriate) of operating experience as part of the steam 
generator replacement project, and !n the steam generator tube Inspections conducted 
during the current outages for SONGS Units 2. and 3. The team intel'lliewed various 
personnel with respect to operating experience considerations relating to major design 
changes Incorporated Into the replacement steam generators. The team reviewed 
operating experience in NRC generic communications and worldwide plant operating 
experience that might potentially be relevant to conditions observed at SONGS. 

' b. Obsel'lla!ions and Findings 

No findings were identified. 

The original steam generators installed throughout the domestic fleet of pressurized 
water reactors, including SONGS, experienced widespread corrosion of the tubes and 
tube support pla!es, stress corrosion cracliing of the tubes, and wear at tube supports. 
These problems led to the replacement of nearly all of the original steam generators, in 
most cases wet! before the end of their design lifetime. For SONGS, the design of the 
replacement steam generators included a number of design changes to correct life 
limiting problems with the original steam generators, based in part on consideration of 
SONGS-specific and industry-wide operating experience. Tnis included use of more 
corrosion resistant materials for the tubing and tube support plates to mitigate corrosion 
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and stress corrosion cracking issues experienced in the past. The licensee's bld 
specification required that the stay cylinder feature of the original steam generators be 
eHm!nated to maximize the number of tubes that could be installed In the replacement 
steam generators and to mitigate past problems with tube wear at tube supports caused 
by relatively cool water and high flow velocities in the central part of the tube bundle. 
Mitsubishi employed a broached trefotl tube support plates instead of the egg crate 
supports in the original design. In addition to providing for better control of tube to 
support plate gaps and easier assembly, the broached tube support plates were 
Intended to address past problems with the egg crate supports by providing less line of 
contact and faster flow between the lubes and support plates, reducing the potential for 
deposit buildup and corrosion. Mitsubishi selected a u-bend co11figuratlon for the upper 
part of the tube bundle Instead of the square bend design of the original steam 
generators based on !ts experience that U·bends were easier to fabricate and support 
and were easier to inspect 

The team's review of Mitsubishi design documentation for the anli·vibration bats 
indicates that Mitsubishi consk:lered wear In the u-bend region as the most Important 
issue affecling the anti-vibration bar design. Mitsubishi reviewed operating experience 
regarding wear in the u-bend reg!on of replacement steam generators and trended !he . 
experience data as a function of steam generator manufacturer, tube packing 
arrangements (tube pitch. square versus (\iangular arrays), l;lnd steam generator size. 
The SONGS steam generators are relatively large, and Mitsubishi ackn'owtedged that 
this and the tight tube packing geometry could affect wear experience. Mitsubishi stated 
that the SONGS replacement steam generator were designed to minimize these 
concerns by providing more support points wlth shorter spans in the u-bend region a!ong 
wilh effective zero gaps between lhe tu.bes and anti-vibration bars during steam 
generator operation. Mitsubishi manufacturing was designed on achieving very small 
uniform gaps between the tubes and antt-vibratlon bars during assembly. 

Engineering Change Package NECP 800071703 for the replacement steam generators 
evaluated Industry operating e:itperience as it related to the manufacture and operation 
of the replacement steam generators. Several of these experiences related to 
fabrication issues. lack of weld quafity, maierial defects. loose parts. lack of cleanliness, 
and failure to fully expand tubes in the tube.shoot, The tieen~e fl:)und most oflhese 
issues to be applicable to the replacement steam generatorn at SONGS, but that these 
kinds of Issues would be adequately addressed by lhe supplier's (typically Mitsubishi) 
augmented quality assurance procedures and continuous quality oversight by the 
licensee. The licensee also cited augmented receipt inspections. Jn-process 
verifications, foreign material exclusion and control. and cleanliness Inspections on the 
part of the supplier or the licensee, as applicable, as addressing these issues. 

The licensee addressed industry operating experiences relating to stress corrosion 
cracking of steam generator tubing by noting that the Alloy 690 thermally treated tubing 
in the replacement steam generators were expected to be substantial more resistant to 
stress corrosion cracking than the tubing alloys used in earlier model steam generators. 
The licensee also addressed experience at another unit which experienced tie rod and 
consequential tube bow as a result of differential thermal expansion between the tubes 
and shroud and unexpected interference between some tube support plates. The stay 
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rod (equivalent to lie rods at other unit) and shroud material for the replacement steam 
generators have been selected to have similar coefficients of thermal expansion which 
would preclude a similar problem. 

Steam Generator Degradation Assessment 5~·9176667-001 (prepared by AREVA) 
supporting steam generator inspections during the current outages for Units 2 and 3 
evaluated industry operating experience relating to steam generator in-service 
inspections. This included operating experience reports. including NRC Information 
Notice 2010-05, "Management Of Steam Generator Loose Parts And Automated Eddy 
Current Data Analysis." relating to eddy current test probe issues and data analysis 
errors. In response to these issues, SONGS personnel stated that specific training was 
given to the data analysts at SONGS on the lessons learned from these experiences 
and where applicable, appropriate data was included in the SONGS site specific 
performance demonstration. The licensee also described additional measures that 
would be taken at SONGS to address these issues. The review also addressed 
operating experience reports dealing with unexpected tube support indications or lack 
thereof. In response, SONGS stated that indicated anti-vibration bar locations by eddy 
current will be compared to the anti-vibration bar locations specified in the Mitsubishi 
design drawings. · 

Steam Generator Degradation Assessment 51-9176667 -001 also addressed numerous 
operating experience reports involving loose parts and foceign objects in steam 
generators, including several instances involving resultant damage to steam generator 
tubing. These reports included NRC Information Notices 2004-10, "Loose Parts in Steam 
Generators: 2004-16, "Tube Leakage Due to a Fabrication Flaw in a Replacement 
Steam Generator." and 2004-17, "Loose Part Detection and Computerized Eddy Current 
Analysis in Steam Generators." Some of these reports dealt with eddy current probes, 
or pieces of probes. which were left behind as loose parts on the primary side. Most of 
the operating experience reports related to lose parts and foreign objects on the steam 
generator secondary s!de. In response, SONGS approach for addressing this issue was 
through procedure changes and secondary side visual inspections which included the 
open tube lane. the entire peripheral annulus. and appropriate visual examination 
foUowup on eddy current indications of possible loose parts. The inspection with the 
exception of the loose parts component was performed, as scheduled. during the current 
refueling outage for SONGS Unit 2. The inspection for loose parts will be performed at 
the first scheduled inspection during the next refueling outage. The team noted that 
possible loose parts indications were not found during the 1 OOpercent eddy current test 
inspection of the Unit 3 steam generators during the current outage. The team also 
noted that secondary side visual inspections were performed in the upper bundle area of 
the Unit 3 steam generators to evaluate the tube-to-retainer bar intersections and in a 
limited area above the 7th tube support plate. 

The NRC staff issued many generic communications relating to steam generator tube 
integrity issues since the 1980s. The team reviewed these documents and determined 
that many of these related to the potential for stress corrosion craeking of the tubes 
which the staff found was not expected to be a concern for the thermally treated Alloy 
690 material in the SONGS replacement steam generators by virtue of its greatly 
enhanced resistance to stress corrosion cracking. Most of the others related to 
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problems encountered with eddy current flaw detection and sizing, the occurrence and 
detection of loose parts/foreign objects, and monitoring of primary to secondary leakage. 
The team's review indicated that lessons learned from these NRC generic 
communication documents had generally been Incorporated into industry guideline 
documents relating to steam generator Inspections, monitoring of ptimary•to-seeondary 
leakage, and other guidelines documents prepared by the Electrical Power Research 
Institute. This information was Incorporated into the lk:ensee's inspection and leakage 
monitoring guidelines. 

The team reviewed NRC generic communications not falling into one of the above 
categories for potential relevance to SONGS Unit 2 and 3. One of these was NRC 
Information Notice 2004-16 concerning an operational leakage event at another plant 
due to damage caused by a packing screw during transport to the sleam generator 
manufacturer, The licensee $lated in its steam generator change package that this 
incident was precluded for SONGS by prohibiting the use of screws and nails as 
fasteners for tubing shipping crates. The llcensee also addressed NRC Information 
Notice 2007·37, "Buildup of Deposits in Steam Generator," concerning fatigue of a low 
row u-bend at a foreign unit as a result of deposit build up and lack of support for the tow 
row u·bend. Engineering Change Package NECP 800071703 specified that this type of 
Incident was precluded In the replacement steam generators by virtue of anli-vibtation 
bar supports extending to the low row u·bends. Steam Generator Degradation 
Assessment 5 i ·9176667--001 documented that this type of problem reflected an 
advanced stage of deposit accumulation that was not antlcipated for the foreseeable 
future in the SONGS replacement steam generators. 

7.0 Packing. Shipping, Handling. and Receipt lnspectign (Chart2r llem 7} 

a. !n$p.;.eilon Scope 

The team interviewed licensee personnel involved with the packing, shipping, handling, 
and receipt inspection of the replacement steam generators. In addition, the team 
reviewed SCE receipt acceptance critelia to assess if critical attributes were 
appropriately specified and if the licensee had the ability to assess acceplability of 
meeting those acceptance criteria. The team .reviewed evaluations associated.with 
supplier deviation reports, nuclear notlficaiions and changes lo handling specifications. 
With respect to replacement steam generators the team focused on differences in 
SONGS shipping, handling, and receipt acceptance between the Unit 2 and 3 steam 
generators from the manufacturing site in Japan to final installation on site. 

b. Observations and Findings 

No findings were identified. 

The team identified three unresolved items for which additional information is required to 
determine if performance deficiencies exist or If the issues constitute violations of NRC 
requirements. 
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(1) lotrodyclion: The team identified.an unresolved item associated with Unit·3 steam 
generators not shipped in accordance with specification 8023-617-01, •oesign and 
Fabrication of Replacement Steam Generators for Units 2 and 3" (title d~.riOt 
mateh Documents Reviewed section -please check other:titles for you!' sedlon~) 
and requirements for handl!ng, storage, and shipping. Specifically, ANSI N45,2· 
1977, "Quality Assurance Program Requirements for Nuclear Facilities;· required a 
special protective environment for handling, storage; and shipping of the 

. replacement steam generators. However, because of schedule changes, the Unit 3 
protective environment which included maintaining a nitrogen pressure and a 
monitoring plan was altered significantly, 

Description; The team evaluated sP.Wficatlons associated with the shipping and 
handling of the Unif2 and 3 replacement steam generators. Based on the 
information evaluated by the team, the steam generators procurement and shipping 
specifications required monitoring ·and maintenance of nitrogen atmosphere inside 
the replacement steam generators during shipment. Supplier Deviation Request 
SOR 10041870-09091 dated December 1, 2009, documents a request •not to control 
the positive pressure, the dew point of nitrogen, and the oxygen content on the 
primary and secondary $ide of the Unit 3 replacement steam generators to 
accelerate delivery schedule: 

Specification S023-617-01, "Design and Fabrication of Replacement Steam 
Generators for Units 2 and 3,• Revision 4, Section 3.16.~, specifies the supplier shall 
be responsible for monitoring and maintaining nJtrogen atm0sphere inside the. steam 
generators during their shipping from Mitsubishi to the California port discharge 
point. The team noted that Unit 3 steam generators did not require, monitoring or 
control of dew point, Gli<ygen concentration; inside nitrogen pressure. The team 
could not identify if !His was properly evaluated (Reference Section 5 of shipping and 
handling procedure S02J.617·1·M1350}. 

Additional review and follow up will be required to review the evaluations and 
corrective actions associated with th~ maintaining the Unit 3 replacement steam 
generators protective environment during shipping and then determine whether this 
issue represents 'a performance deficiency or constitutes a violation of NRC 
requirements. This Issue is identified as URI05000362/2012007-05, •shipping 
Requirements not in Accordance to Industry Standards.• · 

(2) Introduction: The team identified an unresolved item associated With the shipping 
and handling specifications requiring methods of tube bundie support. The team 
could not determine if this requirement to provide a tube bundle support method was 
adequately evaluated by SCE. 

Desgiption; Based on the Information gathered by the team on shipping and 
handling specifications associated with the Unit 2 and 3 replacement st*'am 
generators, the team could not determine that Mitsubishi or SONGS adequately 
considered the potential impact of not providing methods of tube bundle supports as 
required in $023-617-01, "Design and Fabrication of Replacement Steam 
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Generators for Units 2 and 3. • In response to the team questions regarding tube 
bundle support methods the team was provided with results from Ptocedure L5· 
04GA069, •sagging Measurement Procedure." Revision 7. However the team noted 
the procedure is considered a non-qualify affecting procedure and used for reference 
only. · 

Additional review and follow up will be required to review the evaluations. associated 
with the requirements to provide tube bundle support during shipping for the Unit 2 
and 3 steam generators and then determine whether this Issue represents a 
performance deficiency or constitutes a violation of NRC requirements. This issue Is 
identified as URI 0500036212012007-06, "Shipping Requirements not inAccoidance 
to Design and Fabric!!tiOn Specifications." 

(3) lnJr9<1uction: The team identified an unresolved item associated with evaluation of 
excessive shipping induced forces of Unit 3 replacement steam generator 3E-06ft 

Description: The team reviewed the SG shipping accelerometer data reports for both 
Unit 2 and Unit 3. In. addition, the team also reviewed shipping and handling records 
and identified the following: 

• Different transoceanic shipping companies and ships were used (U2: Happy 
Ranger, U3: Enchanter) 

• During the discharge from the ship Unit 3 replacement steam generator 3E0-88 
(30) recorded simultaneous signals on the three attached accelerometers 

• Unit 3 steam generator 3E0-88 was the only steam generator to record 
simultaneous signals on the three attached accelerometers 

• Unit 3 steam generators received significantly more accelerometers hits 
compared to Unit 2 

Linit 3 .replacement steam generator 3E0..88 accelerometers lfldicated up to a 1.23 g 
spike with a simultaneous recofding on all three of th~ attached accelerometers. 
Mitsubishi provided an evaluation of the forces which showed loads were within 
allowable stress limits but exeeeded ·stress for ail operating basis earthquake. The 
team was not able to determine if this was properly considered. 

Additional review by the NRC is required to fully assess if the shipping forces 
contributed to the tube-to-tube wear in Unit 3 and th~n determine whether this issue 
represents a performance deficiency or constitutes a violation of NRC requirements. 
This Issue is identified as URI 0500036212012007·07, ·unit 3 Steam Generator 
3E-088 Stresses Related to Handling." 

8.0 Thermal-hydrauli!=' and Flow Induced Vlbr~tion Modeling (Charter Item 8) 

a. lnSJ)!lction Scope 
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The team conducted and overalf review of Mitsubishi thermal·hydrautrc design 
documents and drawings used in the manufacture of the Units 2 and 3 steam 
generators. The team developed an independent A THOS model to run simulations for 
various operating conditions to assess thermal·hydrau!ic phenomena in tl".e steam 
generators and assess dlfferences·fn key parameters based en changing operating 
conditions. The objective of tl'le modeling was lo understand tl'le interactions of the key 
parameters io com pate A THOS modeling resuils to !ha degradation trends found during 
the eddy current inspections. 

The team was not ab!e to perform any independent tuba vibration analysis because lhe 
NRC does not have the associated vibration software programs. However, since two 
key outputs of the thermal-hydraulic code are inputs to the vib<alion mode!, the A THOS 
model results for fluid velocity and void fraction were used to predict increases or 
decreases in vibration forces and amplitude. 

b. Observalions and Findings 

No findings were identified, 

The team identified one unresolved Item for which addiUona! information is required lo 
determine if a performance deficiency exists or lf the issue_ constitutes a violation of NRC 
requirements. 

(1). Introduction: The team identified an umesolved item assocta!ed w!th !he adequacy 
of Mitsubishi's FIT-Ill thermal-hydraulic code. The F!T-111 code predicted non
conservative low veroe!ty and low void fraction results which were used as inputs to 
the vibration code FIVATS. These non.Conservative thermal-hydraulic results lead 
Mitsubishi to conclude that margins to instability were significantly large~ than they 
actually were. 

Description; Replacement steam generators were designed and manufactured in 
accordance with SONGS Design Specification S023·617-1, "Conformed 
Specification for Design and Fabrication of Replacement Steam Genera!ots for Unlt 
2 and Unit 3," Revision 4 and ASME Section!!!, "Rules for Construction of Nuc!ear 
Facility Components". The replacement steam generators had enhanced materials 
and maintenance features and were considered like-for-like replacement of the 
original s!eam generators, 

The tube bundle, comprised of 9727 u-tubes. is supported by a set of seven tube 
support plates which are maintained and spaced by a network of tie-rods. The ends 
of !he u-tubes were weld~d onto the tube sheet rower face dadding and were full 
depth expanded in the tube sheet holes. The u-bends are supported by a set of 6 
anti-vibration bars, having a maximum of 12 contact points, tn !he center of the 
bundle. For shorter tubes near the periphery, a fewer number of anti-vibration bars 
are present. 

One of the major enhancements oflhe replacement steam generators was the use of 
Al!oy-690 tubing versus Alloy-600 for corrosion resistance, A!ioy-690 has rower heat 
conductivity so. to achieve same power, the heat !ransfer surface area must be 
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increased by at !east 10 percent. This required more tubes to be used in the 
replacement steam generators. The increased number of tubes resulted in a more 
tightly compacted tube bundle and elimination of the stay cylinder. The increase in 
the number of tubes could read to increases in primary reactor coolant flaw through 
the steam generators. Orifices were installed in the steam generator inlet nozzles to 
ensure maximum allowed primary system flowrates were not exceeded. 

The tube layout indexing or incrementation used in these generators was smaller 
than other replacement steam generator designs. The tighter indexing results in 
smaller pitch/diameter ratio in critical regions of the tube bundle u-bends. In addition, 
it was noted that the anti-vibration bar support structure is not connected to the 
wrapper for lateral or vertical support: instead the anti-vibration bar system structure 
is only supported vertically by resling on the tubes. 

Other operational and physical comparisons of the replacement steam generators 
and original"steam generators were reviewed by the team and no significant 
differences were noted. 

Additional review by the NRC is required to fully assess the adequacy of Mitsubishi's 
FIT-HI thermal-hydraulic code and then determine whether this issue represents a 
performance deficiency or constitutes a violation of NRC requirements. This issue is 
identified as URI 05000362/2012007-08, "Non-Conservative Thermal-Hydraulic 
Model Results." 

8. 1 Thermal-hydraulic Assessments 

The replacement steam generators thermal hydraulic operation and responseswere 
based on the steam generator design geometric characteristics and operating 
parameters o! the reactor coolant flow and temperature and the secondary feedwater 
flow and temperature. Calculations were performed for 0 to 100 percent power, 
beginning-of-life and end-of-life conditions considering limiting tube plugging and 
fouling. The important actual operating parameters selected for use in the model 
were saturation pressure, circulation ratio, steam flowrate. tube and shell side 
pressure drops, water and steam inventories, and global heat transfer coefficient. 

Mitsubishi used the SSPC (Steady State Performance Calculation) code to compute 
these operational parameters, as described in Mitsubishi Document L5-04GA510, 
"Thermal and Hydraulic Parametric Calculations," Revision 5. The FIT-Ill code was 
used to determine thermal-hydraulic fluid flow conditions. with the results described 
in Mitsubishi Document L5-04GA521, "30 Thermal and Hydraulic Analysis," Revision 
3. The FIVATS code was used to compute tube stability ratios that are used to 
predict tube vibration, with results described in Mitsubishi Document L5-04GA504 
"Evaluation of Tube Vibration," Revision 3. In addition, the ABAQUS code was used 
compute stress and natural vibration frequency. and a code called IVHETwas used 
for tube wear analysis. The key design code for tube bundle design and vibration 
analysis is thermal-hydraulic code FIT-!11 since it computes the two key parameters 
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(fluid velocity and density') that are the primary contributors to the onset of fluid
elastic instability, which indicates the potential for excessive tube vibration. 

The Mitsubishi acceptance criteria for vibration was to avoid fluid-elastic instability of 
tube spans by keeping the calculated stability ratios less than 1. Mitsubishi used the 
approach given in the ASME code Section ·111, Division 1, Appendix N-1330, "Flow
Induced Vibration of Tubes and Tube Bank's," to calculate stability ratios and they 
also avoided natural frequencies of the tubes similar to the reactor coolant pump 
dynamic frequencies. 

Design specific.flow induced vibration analysis·was performed for select U-bend 
tubes exposed to the greatest vibration risk, generally those with longest 
unsupported length under" most limiting operating condition (lowest steam pressure, 
end of life design conditions). The phenomenon of fluid-elastic instability of tubes is 
characterized by cross-flow velocity (for out-of-plane mode) and normal velocity (for 
in-plane mode) where the local velocities exceed a critical velocity value (given via 
Conners' Equation2). The parameter of local velocity divided by critical velocity is 
referred to as stability ratio. The accuracy of calculating fluid-elastic instability is 
limited based on inputs that are best determined by design-specific mockup test 
data. Mitsubishi did not perform design-specific moekup tests, but used generally 
accepted test data. and other data ba!?ed on Mitsubishi test rigs that were not 
specific to the SONGS replacement steam generator design. 

lfoperating velocities reach this critical value, vibration amplitudes can increase 
rapidly and fluid-elastic instability forces can lead to rapicj pulsation and damaging of 
tubes. The U-bend region is most susceptible because (1) the local fluid has a 
higher void fraction•. with high velocities; (2) the fluid flow is in a direction normal to 
the tube, and (3) the anti-vibration bars are limited in their dampening capability 
along the plane of the tubes. Traditional design of anti-vibration bar systems have 
not considered in-plane fluid forces since it was accepted that the rigidity and 
dampening strength of the lube in this direction was adequate to preclude it. This 
event at SONGS is the first US operating fleet experience of in-plane fluid-elastic 
instability, sufficient to cause tube-to-tube contact and wear in the U-bend region. 

The team noted that Design Specification S023-617-1, ''Conformed Specification for 
Design and Fabrication of Replacement Steam Generators for Unit 2 and Unit 3." 
Revision 4, did not address specific criteria for stability ratio and does not mention 
fluid-elastic instability. The team did find that the Mitsubishi calculated design values 
for stability ratios did not e)(ceed 0.5. It is important to note, that each steam 
generator manufacturer has different design values for maximum stability ratios; 
therefore there is no standard value. The smaller that the design stability ratio is 
(has to be less than 1 ), the more margin to fluid elastic instability. 

1 Void fractions and density ace inversely proponional. 
l Fluidelastic Vibration of Heat Exchanger Tube Arrays, Journal of Mechanical design - Vo!umi! 100 - April 197&, 
lfJ, Connors. JR. 
J Void fractions and density arc inversely pcoponional. 
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Mitsubishi computed the flow-induced vibration status of the steam generators in 
Document L5-04GA504. "Evaluation of Tube Vibration: Revision 3. The critical flow 
velocity, Uc, was obtained using the Connors' Equation based on output fluid 
velocities and denslties from their FlT-m thermal-hydrau!ic model. The critical flow 
velocity is then calculated based on damping ratio, tube mass, tube outside 
diameter, averaged local cross flow gap velocity, and fluid density per selected tube. 
The method is based on formulations given in the ASME code Section Ul, Division 1, 
Appendix N-1330, "Fluid Elastic Instability'. The ratio of normal-to-tube cross flow 
gap velocity to this critical velocity defines the "stability ratio". 

Steam generator vendors must develop specific methods b9sed on the thermal
hydraulic code selected and experimental data used lo determine coefficients in the 
Conners' Equation for their particular steam generator design. The experimental 
data used justify the methods can be de11etoped from in-house tests or taken from 
published industry data. Mitsubishi indicated that in their methodol09y two 
conservatisms were used their bundle vibration analysis; (1) FIT-111 gap vefodties 
were averaged and multiplied by 1.5 and (2) one of 12 anli·Vibration bars con~acis 
were assumed to be inactive. The team noted that in Mitsubishi D1>cument L5-
04GA504, "Evaluation of Tube Vibration: Revision 3, the 1.5 multipl!er was not an 
added conservatism bul a requirement, needed to match test data results. 

The team developed an independent model of !he new steam generators using the 
ATHOS thermal hydraulic code'. The calculations were intended 10 assess 
operating cycle differences between Units 2 and 3 steam generators and review 
thermal hydraulic phenomena within the steam generators in order to investigate key 
parameters and causal factors for the excessive tube wear rates. The NRC A THOS 
calculations determined that the differences in prtmary infet temperature and steam 
flow between the units were negligible. NRC ATHOS results indicated high vokl -
fractions and high u-bend gap velocities existed in the-bundle as compared lo 
Mitsubishi FIT-Ill analyses used for design. 

Mitsubishi provided a comparison of their ATHOS mode! to their FIT-Ill model 
results. The Mitsubishi ATHOS model fluid velocities were 2.5 lo 3 times higher than 
the FIT-Ill mode! velocities with the 1 5 multipfier applied. Other independent code 
calculations, including an analysis by Westinghouse using their in.house modified 
version of ATHOS and an analysis by AREVA using their French code CAFCA4 
showed similar thermal-hydraulic results (up to 4 times higher velocities than FIT ·110 
as those computed in the MitsubishiATHOS results and the NRC independent 
ATHOS calculations. Based on these comparisons, it was concluded that the FIT-Ill 
code and model results used for design were non-conservative even with !he 
multiplier applied. 

Most of the experimental work fn fluid-elastic instability has been carried out for two
phase flow, with an air-waler medium. Accepted industry data, as presented by the 
Mitsubishi, shows that in staggered array bundles {!liangular pitch, pitch/diameter 

'ATHOSJiSGAP Version 3.0-S A Compu:a Program for Thermal-Hydrautic Ana!ysisofSt~am G.:rn:ro.tors, 
February 2005 
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=1.33), the onset of tube instability for modern steam generators, such as SONGS 
steam generators, can start at tube gaj> velocities above 6 meter/sec (pending 
effectiveness of the dampening structur~) (p~ase adcl_re~renee.for this.~~tiim~n~). 
The NRC ATHOS model results indicated that there was a substantial localized 
region in the lower hot side of the u-bends where velocities exceeded 6 m/sec. 

The NRC ATHOS calculations were compared to gap velocities compu.ted both with 
the Mitsubishi A THOS and the FIT-Ill models. Since tube R142C88 was the only 
one commcm for each of the analyses, it can be used as basis for comparison. The 
effective peak velocities were as follows: 

• NRC ATHOS- 5.2 m/sec 
• Mitsubishi ATHOS - 5.6 m/sec 
• Mitsubishi FIT·lll - 2.5 m/sec 

Both the NRC and Mitsubishi ATHOS results were reasonably consistent ~nd 
strongly suggested that high velocities <:Oupled wlth high void fraction were primary 
causal factors in the tube fluid-el~stic Instability and the excessive wear"patterns 
observed in the Unit 3 steam generators. 

The team reviewed the verification and valldation of both the Mitsubishi FIT-Ill 
thermal·hydraulic and FIVATS tube vibration models a~ stated in Specification 
S023-6H-1, Revision 4. The specification required Mitsubishi to design and build 
the steam generators in accordance. with ASME NQA-1, "Quality Assurance 
Requirements for Nuclear Facility Applications,· 1994, ·subpart 2. 7 •computer 
SojJware· and Mitsubishi's qualit;l assurance· program. 

The team reviewed Mitsubishi's verification and validation Report KAS-200.50201, 
"FIT-111 Code Validation Report.~ Revision 2. The report concluded the FIT-HI code 
was valid for prediction 'of velocity and density behavior of two-phase flow under·. 
nominal conditions for the secondary side of PWR steam generators. 

The team reviewed Mitsubishi's verification and validation Report KAS-20040253, 
"FIVATS Code Valida\ion and Qualification Report," Revision 3. The FIVATS rriOdel 
was designed to calculate the stability ratios by using the flow velocity and density 
distributions from the FIT-Ill modet The FIVATS model primarily used the c·onners' 
Equation, and validation was performed mainly by compari~on to hand calculation; 
however, Mitsubishi used a mock-up test facility with a simple antl~vibratlon bar 
structure as part of their validation effort. The report concluded that adequate· 
validation and qualification was performed to show compliance to software 
requirements and that the code could predict flow-induced vibration. · 

The. team requested additional informallon .as part of the verification and validation of 
the FIT-Ill thermal-hydraulic model. Mitsubishi provided several additional reports. 
One of the reports showed benchmarking comparisons to· a Fr~nch test facilftY 
program called CLOTAIRE in 1986. Another report conducted in 2002, showed 
comparisons between FIT-Ill and ATHOS, and concluded that both codes had good 
correlation with the CLOT AIRE experimental data. Because of the limitect · 
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information provided, the team could not determine the validity of the benchmarking 
of FIT·lll. 

Overall, the team determined that the validation and verification of the FIT·lll code 
did not present overwhelming evidence that this code has been adequately . 
benchmarked. The team did not find any problems with the validation of the FIVATS 
code. 

8.2 NRC ATHOS Results 

Figures 1 through 4 (different view angles of same results) show results, with low T 11¢1 

and low steam pressure and present a 30 isometric encapsulation of steam qualities 
(red scale) at and above 0.9 (i.e., void fraction> 0.99) and field ve!ocitles at and 
above 6.0 m/sec (white scale). 

The ATHOS model results of high steam quality and steam velocity closely align with 
the area of concern (tube-to-lube wear) In the Unit 3 replacement steam generators. 
In Figure 5, the code predicted regions of high void fraction and high steam velocities 
(vertically located z-axis cut at about 20 Inches above the r1' TSP) are superimposed 
with tube-to-tube wear indications from Unit 3 steam generator 3EQ-88, 

The tube-to-tube wear indications align with anti-vibration bar weat Indication trends; 
however. the anti-vibration bar wear patterns appear to Indicate a more square-like, 
essentially rectangular behavior that suggests that there may also be a mechanical, 
fabrication, assembly, and/or material contribution to the tube-to-tube wear 
degradation. 
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The NRC analysis indicated a correlation with the tube-to-tube wear based on a 
combination of high void fraction and high steam vefocities. It should be noted that 
the traditional forcing function, fluid velocity squared times density, does not show 
good agreement with the tube-to-tube wear patterns. This indicated that the high 
quality steam fluid velocities may be sufficiently high to cause conditions in the 
generators conductive for onset of fluid-elastic instability. 

The above analyses app!y equally to Units 2 and 3, so It does not explain why the 
accelerated fluid-elastic instability wear damage is only in Unit 3 steam generators. 
The ATHOS thermal-hydraulic model predicts bulk fluid behavior based on first 
prtncipals and empirical correlations and as a result It is not able to evaluate 
mechanical, fabricalion, or structural material differences or other phenomena that 
may be unique to each steam generator. Therefore this analysis cannot accoi,mt for 
these mechanical factors and differences which are very likely also contnbutlng to 
the noted tube degradation. • 

8.3 Conclusion 

Based on independent NRC thermal-hydraulic analysis, the team concluded that the 
SONGS replacement steam generators may not have been designed with adequate 
margin to preclude the onset of fluid-elastic Instability. Therefore unless changes are 
made to the operation or conf!guraUon of the steam generators, high fluid velocities 
high void fractions and In localized regions in the u-bend will continue to cause 
excessive tube wear and accelerated wear that could result In tube leakage and/or 
tube rupture, The deficiencies appearto be related to Mitsubishi's FIT-Ill thermal 
hydraulic code having predicted non-conservative low velocity results and fow void 
fractions. These results lead Mitsubishi to conclude that margins to instability were 
significantly larger than they are. This assessment is based on eddy current data, 
NRC ATHOS analysis. Mitsubishi ATHOS analysis, and other thermal-hydrauf!c 
analyses completed by Westinghouse and AREVA that all Identified significantly 
higher Huid velocities and void fractions than FIT-111. , 

Based on the cause evaluation and corrective action plan. SONGS determined that 
the best solution to prevent tube-to-tube wear was to conservatively plug and 
stabilize the affected areas. By taking the impacted tubes out-of-service, SONGS 
determined that this should reduce the potential for lo<:afized fluid velocities reaching 
critical velocity. In addition. in order to ensure sufficient margin to preclude the onset 
of fluid-elastic Instability, SONGS determfned that reactor power would arso have to 
be reduced. At this time SONGS Is still developing addttional corrective actions to 
prevent tube-to-tube wear. The actions have not been finalized and no 
determination has been made concerning the appropriate power level. The NRC has 
not made any conclusions on the proposed corrective actions. The corrective 
actions will be reviewed and evaluated during the Confirmatory Action Letter followup 
Inspection, . 
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9.0 Risk Assessment (Charter Item 9l 

a. Inspection Scope 

The team reviewed the steam generator tube leak and failures of multiple steam 
generator tubes during in-situ pressure testing to support an assessment of the risk of 
the degraded steam generator tubes during various accident conditions, including a 
main steam line break accident. 

b. Observations and Findings 

No findings were identified. 

10.0 Assess Quality Assurance, Radi9togical Controls. and Safety Culture Comoonents 
{Qharter Item 10\ 

a. losnecUon Scope 

The team reviewed the event, operator actions, management decisions, steam 
generator eddy current examinations, in-situ pressure testing. and tube plugging and 
stabilization activities to determine whether issues related to quality assurance, 
radiological controls, or safety culture exisfed. 

b. Observations and Findings 

No findings were identified. 

Region IV radiation protection inspectors reviewed the estimated offsite radiation 
exposure from the actual steam generator tube leak on Unit 3 steam generator 3E0-88 
that occurred on January 31, 2012, including the potential dose consequence to site 
workers and members of the public. The licensee determined that the Unit 3 steam 
generator tube leak resulted in a release of gaseous effluents into the public domain, 
and the primary radionuclides released were argon-41, xenon-'133. and xenon-135. The 
release resulted in an estimated 0.0000452 (4.52 E-5) mrem dose to the pub!ic. 
Inspectors also reviewed design drawings and radiation monitor data. performed plants 
tours, and confirmed the licensee's use of the offsite dose ca!cufatlon methodology. The 
inspectors concluded that the Unit 3 steam generator tube leak was detecte<l by the 
condenser steam jet air ejector radiation monitor 3RT-7820 as per design. In addition, 
the radiation monitor 3RT-7820 alarmed and alerted SONGS operators of the steam 
generator tube leak as required. 

11.0 Operational Impacts from Unit 3 to Unit 2 (Charter Item 111 

a. Inspection Scope 

As follow-on of the previous sections, the team reviewed collections of the Mitsubishi 
documents and presentations, licensee documents and presentations. and NRC 
independent analysis and assessments to consider the operational impact on Unit 2 
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based on analysis and data, including eddy current results, regarding the as-found 
condition of Unit 3. The team compared key observations and overall differences in 
operational parameters that are common to both units that could affect and possibly Umit 
Unit 2 operation. The team focused on differences in fabrication, manufacturing, 
operation, and eddy current data results between Units 2 and 3 steam generators. 

b. Observations and Findings 

No findings were identified. 

Based on the review of current Cycle 16 operating data and independent NRC analysis it 
does not appear that there were any major difference in the thermal flydraulic 
phenomena at normal full power operation. Since generator physical dimensions and 
design are identical, the operational parameters are basically the same between the Unit 
2 and 3 steam generators; therefore, the hydraulic forcing funcllon that caused tube·to
tube wear and accelerated antl·vlbratlon bar and tube suppart plate wear should also be 
same. The initial Inspections of the Unit 2 steam generators did not indicate significant 
wear except at the retainer bars (different mechanism caused this wear). However, 
subsequent follow up lnspections In Unit 2 with a more sensitive probe confirmed the 
existent of minor tube-to-tube wear in two tubes but in only one of the steam generators, 
The tube-to-tube wear that was found in Unit 2was In a similar location as that found in 
both of the Unit 3 steam generators. 

The phenomenon of fluid elastic instability is a function prlmarHy of two criteria, the fluid 
velocity forces and the damping capability of the support structure, i.e .. tha tube support 
plates, the tubesheet. and the anti-vibration bars. Therefore if it ls epr:cluded that the 
velocity forces in the bundle are the same. it can be concruded that the damping forces 
between the Unit 2 and Unit :»replacement steam generators must be different. 
Mitsubishi performed several studies that indicated that gap contact forces in the anti· 
vibration bars were greater Jn Unit 2 than in Unit 3. However, with the exception of 
manufacturing da!a that shows slight differences. there is not currently a method 
available to measure the clearances between the anti-vibration bars and the tubes. 

The tube damage found in Unit 3 !s very severe and particularly so considering that the 
Unit 3 operated only about half the EFPY (effective full power years) as Unit 2. This 
suggests that there is indeed a sizeable difference In the damping capabUity of the unit 
steam generators. 

There are generally two options to arrest localized damaging thermal hydraulic 
phenomena in steam generators, The first and prefemid option is to plug tubes in the 
affected area. The collective plugging tends to relocate and reduce high fluid velocities 
and vokS fractions, and has on previous O<:CaSions in industry been successive. 
However, if plugging selected tubes does not provide significant margins adequate to 
arrest the damage mechanism, the licensee must consider reduction in the reactor unit 
power output. Reducing power has several beneficial effects including (1) tends to 
increase steam pressure, (2) reduces high steam fluid velocities and high void fraction in 
the bundle, and (3) improves damping. Currently, SONGS is still reviewing and 
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developing additional corrective actions. The NRC has been observing some of the 
mockup testing being used to qualify additional repair activities. 

12.0 Mitsubishi Divider Plate Manufacturing and Weld Issues (Mitsubishi Charter Item 2l 

a. lnspec!ion Scppe 

On March 18, 2009. Mitsubishi identified cracking indications in the weld between the 
divider plate and the channel head of Unit 3 rep!acement steam generator 3E0·88 (see 
figure below), after completion of the ASME Section m hydrostatic test on lhe secondary 
side. The extent of condition investigation also identified similar cracking indications in 
Unit 3 replacement steam generator 3E.O.S9. As discussed rn Section 4 of this report, 
the cause of the cracking was attributed to the air carbon-arc gouging process used to 
remove the clad weld from the channel head. The team reviewed information 
associated with the repair of the cracking indications to assess whether the repair 
activities resulted in relevant differences in design and fabrication that could be 
considered as contributing factors for the cause of the tube-to-tube wear issue in Unit 3. 

b. Observations and Findings 

No findings were identified. 

Tubuhe•t 

' 
OMdf'r Plate'- ; 

1 
l)Md., Plato 
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The team identified an unresolved item for which additional information is required to 
determine if a .performance deficiency exists or if the issue constitutes violation of NRC 
requirements. The team also identified several observations related to the divider plate 
wel<;I repairs in Unit 3 replacement steam generators. 

1) Introduction: The team identified an Unresolved Item associated with lhe adequacy 
of evaluation and controls for the divider plate weld repairs. 
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Description: The cracking of the divider pf ate weld in both Unit 3 replacement steam 
generators required extensive repairs affecting the channel head, divider plate, and 
tubesheet. Based on interviews with licensee personnel and the review of 
documentation for the repairs. the team determined that Mitsubishi aid not perform a 
comprehensive evaluation to assess the impact of the divider plate repairs on the 
integrity Qf the tube bundle. The team determined that the areas listed below were 
not considered or evaluated in sufficient depth to identify the potential adverse 
effects of the planned weld repairs. 

• Additional Rotations - The repair activities for the Unit 3 steam generators 
required additional rotations of the steam generator assembly while these were 
oriented in the horizontal position. The repairs resulted in appro)(fmately 300 
additional rotations In each steam generator, which could have affected the 
configuration of the lube bundle in terms of antl·vibration bar gaps or distortion. 
The team identified that Mitsubishi did not fully evaluate the impact of additional 
rotations on the configuration of the steam generators since rotation was 
considered a normal evolution in the fabrication process. 

• Heat Input - The repair process Included extensive heat-adding activities such as 
grinding. flame cutting, and post.weld heal treatment. While these activities were 
performed In accordance with the construction code of record and an approved 
repair plan, lhey could have resulted in thermal expansion and unintended 
distortion of steam generator components. For example. the channel heads 
were removed using flame cutting and Mitsubishi's evaluation for the impact of 
this activity was limited to the base material area in the vicinity of the cut, te. the 
heat affected zone. Mitsubishi did not fully assess !he impact this activity could 
have on the overall configuration of the steam generator In terms of thermal 
expansion of the tubesheet or distortion. 

• Dimensional Checks after Repa!r ... The team identified that Mitsubishi did not 
perform dimensional verfficatlons (e.g. clearances) of the tube bundle or other 
secondary side dimensions after the repairs of the Unit 3 steam generators to 
confirm that critical dimensions were not affected by the repairs. 

Addltional review by the NRC Is required following completion of the licensee's cause 
evaluation to fully assess how the repair acttvlt!es affected the Unit 3 replacement 
steam generators and then determine whether this issue represents a performance 
deficiency or constitutes a violation of NRC requirements. Tllfs issue is Identified as 
URI 0500036212012007·09, "Evaluation of the Effects of Divider Plate Weld Repairs 
in Unit 3 Replacement Steam Generators." 

2) Repair Plan: The team noted that Mitsubishideveloped a specific plan to conduct the 
repair of lhe divider plate weld in both Unit 3 replacement steam generators. The 
repair plan adequately described the major repair steps and the required 
Implementing procedures. For some of the repalr stages, the licensee developed 
new procedures to prescribe activities outside the normal fabrication sequence. The 
repair plan consisted of the following major steps: 
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Cutting off the d1111der plate from the tubesheet by grinding 

• Cutting oft the channel head from the tr..besheel by fla'lle cur.ing 

Cutting the d1v1der plate from tne chanr.~. r.eac by gr•nd1ng 

Removal of the heal affected zone of the channel head bowl edge due to flame 

cutting 

Apphcat1on of weld buildup and post-weld heat treatment on the channel head 

bowi edge 

Application of low alloy steel buildup and Allo~ 690 butter on lhe nottom of tne 

channel head for d1111der plate welding. including required post-weld heat 

treatment 

Apphcation of Alloy 690 buildup on the dlVlder plate including required post·weld 

heat treatment 

Welding dtvider plate to channel head 

Welding the d1vrder plate to the lubesheet 

Welding the channel head to the tubesheet 

Primary srde hydrostatic test 

3) Differences between Replacement Steam Generators. The team 1dent1fied the 
notable differences listed below between Unrt 2 and Unit 3 replacement steam 
generators as a result of the d1v1de1 plate wetd repa11 act•111t1es 

~.filQ!!fil..Q\fils for !he Tube~ - The tubeshcet malenal for both Unit 3 
replacement steam generators was rec1ass1f1ed to facilitate :he add.t1onal poSl· 
weld heal treatment required for the repair of the d1111der paate welds The 
tubesheel manufacturer or1g1nally cerWied that the tubesheet material met the 
requirements of ASME spec1f1cat1on SA-508/Grade 3/C'ass 2 with a post-weld 
heat treatment time of appro;>.1matety 15 'lours Tre reca1· act1v1t1es 1n Unit 3 
required additional post~weld heat trea!ment. which was expected to affect the 
properties of the tubesheet material to the extent that the mechanical properties 
would not meet the requirements for SA-508iGrade 3.:Class 2 material 
M1tsub1sh1 performed mechanical testing on a specimen fabricated from the 
archrve samples that was exposed to 30 hOurs of post-weld heat treatment and 
the tests showed that the lubesheet materials tens1oe strer.gt~ did no: meet :he 
ASME specifications for SA-508lGrade JlClass 2 material M1tsutJ1shr performed 
a reconcrl1allon review lo reclassify the material lo SA-508/Grade 3/C1ass 1 
which has a lower tensile strength The reconct11ahcr 1ncl·Jded an e11aluat•ori of 
resulting stresses on the tubest>eet under des·gn ucset emergency faulted and 
test conditions using the matenal properties for SA-508/Class 1 matenal The 
evaluation resulted m acceptable stresses based on the stress l1m1ts imposed by 
the construction code of record This 1ssve was evaluated Dy M1tsub1shr 1n tne 
non-conformance report process and Supplier De111at1on Request SDR-086 
10041870-09086 was submitted lo the licensee ~01 re111ew and approval. The 
licensee approved the reclassrf1cation of the tubesheet natena' 
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• Minimum Thickness of the Channel Head Base Metal- The channel heads of 
bo!h Unit 3 sleam generators were removed by flame cutting to facilitate the 
divider plate weld repairs. The removal and final welding ol' the channel head 
resulted in a reduction of the minimum wall thickness of the channel head base 
metal. The minimum base metal thickness was reduced by 1.18-inches. 
Mitsubishi evaluated this change In !he "Design Report for the Channel Head 
Region." The reduction in minimum wall thickness was addressed through a 
reconciliation of stress ratios based on the stress limits Imposed by the 
construction code of record. The analysis demonstrated the structural adequacy 
of the channel head, ptimary inlet nozzle, primary outlet nozzle, primary manway, 
support skirt. and lhe stud bolts of the primary manway. 

• Number of Bolts in the Divider Pll!te Patcti Pfetes - The orlginal design oflhe 
replacement steam generators included a patch plate held in place at the upper 
comers of the divider plate by three bolts. As a result of the divider plate-to
tubesheet weld removal to support the repair activities, the Unit 3 divider plate 
patch plates were modified to be held by two bolts Instead of the three bolts 
specified in the original design. Mitsubishi submitted this design change to the 
licensee for review and approval. Licensee personnel approved the design 
change as requested. 

• Weld Buildup on Channel Head §urface$ - Since the repair of the divider plate 
welds in Unit 3 steam generators required cutting of the channel head, weld 
buildup had to be applied on the affected surfaces in order to restore the 
dimensions to design specifications. Mitsubishi submitted this design change lo 
the licensee for review and approval. licensee personnel approved the design 
change as requested. 

• Post Weld Heat Trt'atmenl - The tubesheet-to-ehannel head weld area 
experienced a total of two P.ost-weld heat treatments. Both Unit 3 replacement 
steam generators received an additional local post-wefd heat treatment at 
approximately 1103 F ror approximately 3.5 hrs. Mitsubishi submitted this 
fabrication process change to the llcensee for review and approval. Licensee 
personnel approved the design change as requested. 

• Total of Rotations durino Fabr!caHon - The total number of rotations on each 
steam generator varied as a result of the hydrostatic test results and the reparrs 
on the divider plate welds. · 

Steam· Initial ·. Additional Total· 
GE!nerato.r Rotations ; Rotations 'tor Jio~tio.ns /' ,, ·, 

01v1der Plate .. 
·Repairs-

" 

Unit 2 E0-89 520 0 520 

Unit 2 E0-88 510 0 510 
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.. steam. lnftlal Additional . To~I ' 
Generatbr . Rotations Rotailom~:ror :Ro~tions' 

1 Divider Plate 
.Renalrs 

Unit 3 E0-89 470 340 810 

Unit 3 E0"88 440 320 760 

13,0 Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation CNRR) Review of SONGS 50,59 Eva!uatjon 

a. Inspection Scope 

The NRR technical specialist reviewed all of the design changes associated with the 
replacement steam generators to determine whether the changes to the facility or 
procedures, as described in the Updated Final Safety Analysis Report, had been 
reviewed and documented in accordance with 10 CFR 50.59 requirements. The 
techrii~I specialist reviewed the various information used by the licensee to review the 
changes to. being made to the replacement steam generators, includ,ing calculatlons, 
analyses, design change documentation, procedures. the Updated Final Safety Analysis 
Report, the Technical Specifications, and plant drawings. The evaluation process used 
by the technical specialist included determining if the design changes to the replacement 
steam generators were a change to the facility or procedures as desenbed in the 
Updated Final Safety Analysis Report or a test or experiment not described in the 
Updated Final Safety AnalysiS Report. The technical specialist also verified that safety 
issues related to the changes were resolved. The teehnical specia!is~ compared the 
safety evaluations and supporting documents to the guidan~ and methods provided in 
Nuclear Energy Institute (NEI) 96-07, "Guidelines for 10 CFR 50.59 Implementation," 
Revision 1, as endorsed by NRC Regulatory Gulde 1.187, "Guidance for Implementation 
of 10 CFR 50.59, Changes, Tests, and Experiments," to determine the a4equacy of the 
10 CFR 50.59 evaluations. 

b. Observations and Findings 

No findings were identified 

The NRR technical specialist identified one unresolved item for which additional 
information is required to determine if performance deficiencies exist or if the Issues 
eonstitute violations of NRC requirements. 

(1) lrjtroduction: The NRR technical specialist reviewed the licens,ee's 10 CFR 50.59 
evaluation contained in Engineering Change Packages 800071702 and 000071703 
for the Unit 2 and Unit 3 replacement steam genei'?tors, respectively, in which the 
licensee determined that the replacement of the original steam generators affect the 
current licensing basis to the extent of needing priorapproval from the NRC as 
required by 10 CFR 50.59. 

(2) Description: The NRR technical specialist reviewed the licensee's 10 CFR 50.59 
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evaluation against 10 CFR 50.59(c)(2)(viii) which requires that licensees obtain a 
license amendment pursuant to 10 CFR 50.90 prior to implementing a proposed 
change if the change would result in a departure from a method of evaluation 
described in the FSAR (as updated) used in establishing the design bases or in the 
safety analyses. Industry guidance NEI 96-07, Revision 1, Section 3.10, "Methods of 
Evaluation.• states, "Definition: Methods of evaluation means the calculational 
framework used for evaluating behavior or response of the facility or structures, 
systems. and components." Regulation 10 CFR 50.59 a(2), states, "Of>parture from 
a method of'evaluation described in the FSAR (es updated) USf1d in establishing the 
design bases or in the safety analyses means (i) changing any of the elements of the 
method described !n the FSAR (as updated) unless the results of the analysis are 
conservative or essentially the same; or (ii) changing from a method described in the 
FSAR to another method unless that method has been approved by NRC for the 
intended application: Regulation 1 O CFR 50.59(d)(1) requires that the licensee 
maintain records of changes in the facility that "include a written evaluation which 
provides the bases for the determination that the change, test, or experiment does 
not require a license amendment.. .. • The technical specialist evaluated the 
licensee's bases for determining that the changes would not result in the departure 
from the method of evaluation used in establishing the design bases or in the safety 
analyses. Specifically, the technical specialist evaluated whether the changes 
involved: 

(a) changing of any of !he etem~nts 'of the method described in ·ihe Updated Final 
Safety Analvsis Report, which consistent with 10 CFR 50.59 a(2)(i) would be 
justified by demonstrating that the results of the analysis are conservative or 
essentially the same: or 

(b) changjng from a method descrjbed in the Updated Final Safety Agalysls R~pof1 
to anotber method, which consistent with 10 CFR 50.59 a(2)(ii) would be justified 
by demonstrating that method has been approved by NRC for the intended 
application. 

The NRR technical specialist revieweq the licensee's 10 CFR 50.59 evaluation and 
found two instance5 that failed to adequately address whether the change involved a 
departure of the method of evaluation described in the Uru:!ated Final Safety Analysis 
Bm2!1. 

(a) Use of ABAQUS instead of ANSYS: Updated Final SafeiY Ana Iv.sis Report 
Sections 3.9.1.2.2. 1.11 and 3.9.1.2.2.2.3 were revised to reflect that the SONGS 
Unit 2 and 3 original steam generators stress analyses for reactor coolant system 
structural integrity utilized the ANSYS computer program, whereas the 
replacement steam generators analyses utilized the ABAQUS computer 
program. The licensee's 50.59 evaluation incorrectly determined that using the 

· ABAQUS instead of ANSYS was a change to an element of the method 
described in the Updated Final Safety Analysis Report did not constitute 
changing from a method described in the Updated Final Safety Analysis Report 
to another method, and as such, did not mention whether ABAQUS has been 
approved'by the NRC for this application. 
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(b'J Use of ANSYS instead of STRUDL and ANSYS Updated Final Safety Analysis 
Report Section 5 4.2 3 1.3 was revised to reflect that the SONGS Unit 2 and 3 
evaluation of tube stress under loss of coolant accident conditions for lhe original 
steam generators consislel:l of a two-step process utilizing the STRUDL and 
ANSYS computer programs to calculate displacement histories and tube 
stresses. respectively. while the corresponding replacement steam generators 
analysis determined tube stresses from blowdown forces using only the ANSYS 
computer program While the licensee's 50.59 evaluation correctly considered 
this a change from a method described m the FSAR to another method. the 
50.59 evaluation did not mention whether the method has been approved .by 
NRC for this application 

Additional review and followup will be required to review the departure of lhe method of 
evaluation used during the stress analysis calculalions associated with the replacement 
steam generators and then determine whether this issue represents a performance 
deficiency or constitutes a violation of NRC requirements. This issue is identified as URI 
0500036212012007-10. '·Evaluation of Departure or Method of Evaluation for 10 CFR 
50.59 Processes.'· 

14 0 Exit Meeting Summary 

On June 18. 20~ 2. the NRC tie Id a public meeting and presented the inspection results 
to Mr. P. Dietrich, Senior Vice President and Chief Nuclear Officer, and other members 
of the staff, who acknowledged the findings. Proprietary information was provided to the 
team and all proprietary information was returned ta the licensee. 
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Licensee Personnel 

SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION 
KEY POINTS OF CONT ACT 

P. Dietrich. Senior Vice Presklent and Chief Nuclear Officer 
R. Litzinger, President. Southern California Edison 
D. Bauder. Vice President and Station Manager 
T. Palmisano, Vice President of Engineering, Projects and Site Support 
T, McCool. Plant Manager 
T. Yackle, Assistant Plant Manager 
0. Yarbrough, Director of Operations 
R. Corbett, Director of Performance Improvement 
o. Flores, Director of Nuciear Oversight 
R. St Onge, Director of Nuclear Regulatory Affairs 
B. Winn, Director of Nuclear Financial Management 
E. Avella. Director of Project Management 
M. Coveney, Director of Nuclear Leadership 
M. Stevens, Title needed, Nuclear Regulatory Affairs 
C. Cates, Nuclear Safety Culture and Site Recovery Manager 
M. Malzahn. Project Management Engineer 
C. Harberts, Steam Generator Replacement Project Manager 
M. Mihalik, Senior Engineer, Project Management Organization 
R. McWey, Nuclear Oversight Manager 
M. Pawlaczyk, Nuclear Regulatory Affairs Technical Speclallst 
J. Peattie, Maintenance Manager 
R. Treadway, Nuclear Regulatory Affairs Manager 
B. Olech, Consulting Engineer. Edison 
D. Brabec, Project Manager Steam Generator Recovery Program 
D. Calhoun, Senior Engineer, Design Engineering Organization, Edison 

Mitsubishi Personnel 

H. Kaguchi, Mitsubishi Heavy Industries, Director, Component Designing Department 
I. Otake, Mitsubishi Heavy Industries. Deputy Chief Engineer, Quality Assurance Department 
T. Tsuruta, Mitsubishi Heavy Industries. Engineer, Quality Assurance Department 
T. Inoue, Mitsubishi· Heavy Industries, Deputy Director, Plant Designing Department 
H. Hirano, Mitsubishi Heavy Industries, Project Manager, Overseas Project, Component 
Designing Department 
R. Bywater, Mitsubishi Nuclear Energy Systems, COIA Licensing Manager 
F. Gillespie. 
~·Godley, 

OJher Contractor Personnel 

R. Walker, MPR Consultant 
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M. Short, Consultant 
Bruce?, Areva. TITLE NEEDED 
??. ATHOS Engineer, NAME ANO TITLE NEEDED 

NRG Personnel 
T Blount. Deputy 01V1s1on Director. D1v1s1on of Reactor Safety 
R Lantz_ Branch Chief. Proiects Branch D 

LIST OF !!EMS OPENED. CLOSED AND DISCUSSED 

Opened 

0500036212012007-01 URI 

0500036212012007 -02 URI 

05000 362/20 12007 ·03 URI 

05000362/2012007-04 URI 

05000362/2012007-05 URr 

05000362/2012007-06 URI 

0500036212012007-07 URI 

05000362/2012007 -08 URI 

05000362/201 200 7-0 9 URI 

05000362/201 2007 -10 URI 

Closed 

None 

Adequacy of the Tnp/Trans1ent ar\d Event Review 
Procedure {Sechon 1) 

Evaluahon of Unit 3 V1brat1on and Loose Parts Monitoring 
System Alarms (Section 3) 

Evall;at:on of Reta1'1e' Bars V1b•a:1or during the Original 
Design of the Replacement Steam Generators (Section 4 

Evaluation of Changes 1n D1mensronal Controls during the 
Fabrication of Unit 2 and vnit 3 Replacement Steam 
Generators (Section 4 J 

Sh1pp•rg Requ1rer...ents not 1n Acco•dance with Industry 
Standards (Section 7) 

Sh1pp1ng Requirements not 1n Accordar.ce with Design and 
Fabrication Spec:frcahons (Section 7j 

Unit 3 Steam Generator E088 Stresses Related to 
Handling (Section 7) 

Non-Conservative Thermal-Hydraulic Model Results 
(Section 8) 

Evaluation of the Effects of D1v1der Plate Weld Repairs in 
Unit 3 Replacement Steam Generators {Section 12) 

Evaluation of Departure of Method of EvaluaMn for 10 
CFR 50 59 Processes {Section 13) 
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Discussed 

None 

LIST OF DOCUMENTS REVIEWED 

AUOITS/SELF-ASSE$SMENTS/QUALITY CONTROL DRAWINGS 

SONGS DOCUMENTS 

~ ~ 
MHf.1-00 Southern California Audit of Mitsubishl Heavy Industries 

MHl·1·09 Southem Califomia Audit of Mitsubishi Heavy lnduslties 

MHl·2·04 Southern California Audit of Mitsubishi Heavy Industries 

SCES-007-10 Procurement and Material Control Program Audi! 

MHl-01-04 Evaluation and Review of Contractor, Consul_tant~ Utility or 

Licensee Audit Report 

Status of Southem California Edison (SCE) C.orrective Action 

Request (CAR) Nos. S-1918 and S.1932 Closure 

Southern California Edison (SCE) Corrective Action Request 

(CAR) No. S-1991, Supplier Stop Work Order (SSWO) No. 

SS_W0-001 ·08 

,50123-XV-50 . . c;;crrective Action Program 

RSG-SCEJMHl-06-2233 - Southern California Edison (SCE) 

Corrective Action Request (CAR) No. S· 1882 Closure 

Bevi~jgnlOft!~ 

June 16, 2006 

April 27. 2009 

December 14. 
2004 

September 14. 

2010 

September 24, 

2004 

March 23, 2007 

1 

! 

25. ,, - COmmented[;l]:ib!l~rtll,.'h~lt-!nillls 
sedlon c!i:t;'t ;;wm lo Ill illto IJ1ilJ adlon. Piii- rvview and 
-· if llf:Jllbp0a111. · 

May 3, 2000 
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Number Title Bij!lalon/Oate 
RSG·SCEJMHl-06-1916 ·Southern California Edison (SCE) February 22, 

Corrective Action Request, (CAR) No. S-1906 Closure 2006 

Southern California Edison (SCE) Audit No. MHl-t-06 and January 31, 2008 

Corrective Action Request (CAR) Nos. S-1915,S-1916,S-

1917, and S-1918 

AR# Qualification Letter September 24, 

040901345 2004 

AR#0503014 Qualification Letter March 23, 2005 

58 

AR#0605001 Qualification Letter 
! 

May 10, 2006 

34 

.~Q2~914. E<!i§Qrt ~~rial Suppl)' Pf!lCUl'!ll'[lent 9rd_er tor Mjtsu_f!jshl . . . ~ep~ero~r.?.(), 
Heaw"lndustrtas 2004 

§Q?.3:.f?.17:01 Specification~ fer design·alid.fllbrl~tlorl·ofR$$ fOr U!'\it 2 4 .. ·' 

and Urill3 

.~0?3·61]·9.2 Sp~fi~l!'Jl~ fo.r B~seline ·Pi:e:~erl[l~ ~l.n.a~p_n_Afi - '""' - ~- , 
1, . 

Tubfng for-RSG 

.l?()~~:-t?.1.7:Q3 .. f:l~pl;ic;~m..e.~t ~t~@m -~11~r~tcjr;; ln~t~!l~!iQ!l.lln.it.2, l!n_d~3"' ... . ••....• 4 ~·"' "",.., 

·.sQ~~~1?~~ ~pqc;lfi~ti9nti fQ,r l.hl?: :i:r~p~PQ~~~n~ Qf.R~~~me..nt §t~rn _ 
...... h "· 1 .. ~ 

· G6n~iatora 

J~QQ01:7~ Sait9!1~fi:eJ:op~IJ~~p9rt ~uafi~y ~y~arn;e. l\M~u~ _ • - ~' 
~,· 

J~QqOJ?~~ . ~~o Qr.itt{r~.~&~"'F~:!Jfl!Jat.!=!9·.Q!i!ll!W,.l\s,&9'.'.8!lc:!·e!N~ ~ ••... ::t§." •• 
Topical Rei>orts.CE·j 
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Number ~ Bevis ion/Oat~ 
SONGS Unit 2 & 3 Replacement Steam Generator QA/QC o 
Manufacturing Oversight Plan Japan Steel Worj(s 

SONGS Unit 2 & 3 Replacement Steam Generator QA/QC 1 

Oversight Plan 
- -

.. __ . - ... S9~G$ Unit-~ -&_ 3 ~eplacement Steam (3enerator R~C!3ipt . - "" ~ ~· ~ ... 0 .. .. '•·· < 

Inspection Plan 

. i ,SGR"A191&3 Replacement Steam Generator Hesident Oversight Plan - . - 1 --· ·i 

,$GR·A10159 San O!Jofre _Nuclear GeneratirJg StaUon Unit 2 & 3 Steam 1 ., .. 
Generator Replacement. Project Plan 

MHl-1SV-05 Source Verification Report of ~HI/Japan Steel Work March 15, 2005 

MHl-1 SV-06 · Source Verification Report of MHl/Japan Steel Work February 7, 2006 

MHl-1SV-07 Source Verification Report of MHI March 20, 2007 

MHl-1SV-08 Source Verification Report of MHl!Japan Steel Work August 29, 2008 

MHl-2SV-05 Source Verification Report of MHI April 1, 2005 

MHl·2SV·06 Source Vertficatiof! Report of MHl/Japan Steel Wol'k March 24. 2006 

MHl-2SV-07 Source Verification Report of-MHI November2, 

2007 

MHl-3SV-05 Source Verification Report or MHl/Japan Steel Work May3, 2005 

MHl-3SV-06 Source Verification Report of MHI May3, 2006 

MHl-4SV~05 Source Verification Report of MHl/Japan Steel Work May4, 2005 
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Number ~ i R,,.,•ionlOal• 
MHl·4SV-05 Source Verification Report of MHl/Japan Steel Work May23, 2006 

MHl·5SV-05 Source Verification Report of MHlfJapan Steel Work JuneW.20051 
-·¥' I 
MHl-5SV-06 Source Verification Report of MHI September 26. 

I 2006 . 
' 

MHl-6SV-05 Source Verification Report of MHl July 1. 2005 1 

January 24, 20071 MHl-6SV·06 Source Verifietttion Report of MHl 

I August12,2005 I MHl-7SV-05 Source Verification Report of MHl/Japan Steel Work 

I 

MHl-7SV-06 Source Verifica1Jon Report of MHI January 16, 2007 

Source Verification Report of MHI 
l 

MHl-8SV-05 March 26, 2007 I 
MHl-SSV-06 Source Verification Report of MHI Date? 

I 
MHl-9SV-05 Source Verification Report of MHl/Japan Steel Wort<. Octqber 13, 2005 ~ 

.MH1-10SV:05 SourceEValuation Report of MHl 
---------·' _...._......,, __ , __ ,, ______ ·reiiruary Uoo6 

1 
MHl-11SV-05 Source Verification Report of MHl/Japan Steel Wor'i< December 21, 

2005 

-10-1 S0123-Xll- Nuclear Oversight Procedure Supplier Audits 

18.19 

j 
S0123-Xli--- Nudear Ovetsight Procedure Source Verification 5 

7.12 
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CALCULATIONS 

Number Title 

8023-617-1- Design Report of the Channel Head Region 
C275 

$023-617-1- Design for RCS Flow Rate 
C514 

5023-617-1- Retainer Bar Tube Wear Report 
M1562 

CORRECTIVE ACTION REPORTS ~ 

DESIGN BASIS DOCUMENTS 

~ Title 

5023-617-01 Specification for Design and Fabrication of RSGs for Unit 
2 and Unit 3 ' 

S023-61M·M1492 As-Built Reconciliation Report for Unit 3 

l5·04GA428 I Design of Anti-Vibration Bar 
DBD-S023-365 I Design Basis for Steam Generator and Secondary Side 

DESIGN CHANGE NOTIFICATIONS/SUPPLIER DsVtAIIQN REQUESTS 

Number Title 

NECP 800071703 Engineering Change Package, "Replacement Steam 
Generators• 

SDR-007 43366- Circulation Ratio for RSG 
05007 

A-5· 

R~vision 

6' 

1 

0 

B!ri:i§iQn I 
4 

2 

5 
10 

R!ri:i§ion 

0 

0 
I 
i 



Number Title I Revision 

SDR-037 43366- \ Tube-to-Tube Clearance in 2A RSG 0 
06037 

SDR-047 43366- [Tool Mark in 3A Tubesheet 0 
07047 

! 
SDR-050 43366- Tool Mark in 38 Tubesheet l 0 
07050 

SDR-051 43366- Unit 2A Lower Shell Assembly 0 
07051 ! 

i SDR-053 43366- Unit 2B Lower Shell Assembly 1 Q 
07053 

SDR-059 43366- Unit 38 Lower Shell Assembly 0 
08059 

SDR-064 43366- Axial Length of AVB 0 
08064 

SDR-079 43366- I Statistical Size of Tube-to-AVB Gap 0 
08079 

SDR-082 43366- Divider Plate Repair of Unit 3 RSGs 0 
09082 

SDR-086 \ Specifications for Unit 3 RSG Tube Material 

I 

0 
10041870-09086 

SDR-098 ~- · Overall Height of 3A RSG - 0 
10041870..10098 

SDR-099 Perpendicularity and Parallelism of 3A RSG Key Bracket I 0 
10041870-10099 

SDR-100 Parallelism of 38 RSG Key Bracket 0 
10041870-10100 

DRAWINGS 

Number Title Re!ti~ion 

5023-617-1-0103 Design Drawing - Component and Outline Drawing 1 f 3 5 

5023-617-1-0104 Design Drawing - Component and Outline Drawing 1 / 3 2 

S023-617-1-D106 i Oesign Drawing Tubesheet and Extension Ring 1 of 3 12 

S023-617-1-D107 Design Drawing T~_besheet and Extension Ring 2 of 3 5 
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Number ~ RevisiQn 
'! 

S023~17-1-D108 Design Drawing Tubesheet and Extension Ring 3 of 3 8 

S023-617-1-D109 Design Drawing Lower Shell, Middle Shell, Transition 5 Cone and Upper Shell Stub 1 of 4 

5023-617-1-0110 Design Drawing Lower Shell; Middle Shell, Transition 
7 Cone and Upper Shell Stub 2 of 4 

S023-617-1-D111 Design Drawing lower Shell, Middle Shell. Transition 
4 Cone and Upper Shell Stub 3 of 4 

S023-617·1·D112 I Design Drawing lower Shell, Middle Shell, Transition 
4 Cone and Upper Shell Stub 4 of 4 

S023-617-1-D113 Design Drawing Channel Head 1 of 4 g 

8023-617-1-0113 Design Drawing Channel Head 1 of 4 15 

S023-617-1-0114 Design Drawing Channel Head 2 of 4 13 

$023-617~ 1-0115 Design Drawing Channel Head 3 of 4 5 

$023-617-1-0116 Design Drawing Tube Bundle 1 of 3 1 

S023-617-1-D117 Design Drawing Tube Bundle 2 of 3 1 

S023-617-1-D118 Design Drawing Tube Bundle 3 of 3 3 

S023-617-1-D159 Design Drawing Upper Shell, Upper Head Ring and 7 Upper Head Top 1 of 4 

S023-617·1·D160 Design Drawing Upper Shell, Upper Head Ring and 2 Upper Head Top 2 of 4 

S023-617-1-D161 Design Drawing Upper Shell. Upper Head Ring and 
4 Upper Head Top 3 of 4 

S023-617-1-0162 Design Drawing Upper Shell, Upper Head Ring and 
2 Upper Head Top 4 of 4 

5023-617-1-0210 Design Drawing of Moisture Separator A.'>sembly 1 of 6 10 

5023-617-1·0211 Design Drawing of Moisture Separator Assembly 2 of 6 10 

S023-611-1·D212 Design Drawing of Moisture Separator Assembly 3 of 6 5 

5023-617·1·0274 Design Drawing Channel Head 4 of 4 4 

5023-617-1-0294 Design Drawing Tube Support Plate Assembly 1 .of 3 3 
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Number nue Revisign 

$023-617·1 ·D295 Design Drawing Tube Support Plate Assembly 2 of 3 4 

S023-~17-1-D296 Design Drawing Tube Support Prate Assembly 3 of 3 5. 
8023-617-1-0383 Design Drawing - Criticar Field Interface Dimensions and 7 Major Tolerances 1 I 3 

$023-617-1 ;0391 I Design Drawing Wrapper Assembly 1 of 5 5 

$023-617-1-0392 Design Drawing Wrapper Assembly 2 of 5 0 

$023-61 M-D393 Design Drawing Wrapper Assembly 3 of 5 2 

S023-617·1-D394 Design Drawing Wrapper Assembly 4 cf 5 2 l 

$023-617-1-0395 Design Drawing Wrapper Assembty 5 of 5 3 
S023·617-1-D494 Design Drawing - Divider Plate 1 12 10 

$023-617-1-0495 Design Drawing - Divider Plate 2 I 2 6 
--

S023-617-1-D507 Design Drawing Anti-Vibration Bar Assembly 1 of 9 4 

8023-617-1-0508 Design Drawing Anti-Vibration Bar Assembly 2 of 9 2 

SQ23-617·1~0509 Design Drawing Anti-Vibration Bar Assembly 3 of 9 0 

8023-617-1-0539 De~~gn Drawing Anti-Vibration. Bar Assembly 4 of 9 L 0 

$023-617-1-0540 Design Drawing Anti-Vibration Bar Assembly 5 of 9 2 

3023-617-1-0541 Design Drawing Anti-Vibration Bar Assembly 6 of 9 2 - . 
$023-6 ·17-1 ·0542 Design Drawing Anti-Vibration Bar Assembly 7 of 9 8 

8023-617-1-0543 Design Drawing Anti-Vibration Bar Assembly 8 of 9 3 

5023-617-1-0544 Design Drawing Anti· Vibration Bar Assembly 9 of 9 1 
5023-617-1-0680 Design Drawing - Tubing Expansion and Seal Welding 3 

5023-617-1-01099 Fabrication Drawing - General Shipping Arrangement 2 
[SON 2E89; SON 2E882E0-88J 

$023-617-1-01100 Fabrication Drawing - General Shipping Arrangement 
2 !SON 3E89; SON 3E88} 

5023-617-1-01488 Fabrication Drawing - Temporary Attachment For 0 
Channel Head and Tubesheet Weldlng (Unit 3) 

L5-04FW111 DetaU of AVB 1 of 5 (Center Narrow AVB) 6 
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Number Il1!§ R§!Vi!!i!l!! 

L5-04FW112 . I Detail of AVB 2 of 5 (Center Wide AVB) 2 
' L5-04FW113 Detail of AVB 3 of 5 (Side Narrow AVB) 2 

\ 

L5-04FW114 Detail of AVB 4 of 5 (Side Wide AVB. for Hot Side) 2 

L5-04FW115 Detail of AVB 5 of 5 (Side Wide AVB for Cold Side) 2 

ENGINEERING REPORTS fER> 

Numt;er Tll!e ReJiision 

S023-617-1· Divider Plate Weld Joint Separation Root Cause 4 
M1401 Evaluation Report 

so23-611-1~c157 ·Evaluation of Tube Vibration / 

3 

S023-617-1-C749 Analytical Report of AVB Assembly 4 

S023:..S17-1- Summary Design Report _J a 
M126.5 

S02S-617·1· Performance Analysis Report 3 
M1231 

S023-617-1 ·C682. Analytical Report of Separator and Dryer Assemblies ' 1 

S023-617-01 R3 Design Report ofTube 5 

MHI DOCUMENTS 

Number IillS! Revl~lg!]/Da!i 

UHQ-OBN013 MHI Su1Vey Report of Sumitomo Metal Industries, Limited. 0 

Steel Tube Wori<s 

UHQ-11N010 MHI Suf"\{ey Report of Sumitomo Metal Industries, Limited. 0 

$ieel Tube Walks 

UHQ-05N015 MHI Survey Report of Sumitomo Metal Industries, Limited. 1 

Pipe & Tube Wof!(s 
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I 
' 

UHQ-08NO 13 MHI Survey Report of Sumitomo Me!at Industries. Limited. 

Steel Tube Works 

UHQ-08N014 MHI Survey Report of Si;mitamo Metal Industries, Limited. 

Steel Tube Works 

UHQ-11 SOOS- MHI Survey Report of Sumitomo Metaf'fn'dUStiieS:Timited. 

UHQ-05N019 

BUH94-06 

Steel Tube Works 

MHI Survey Report of Sumitomo Meta! Industries, Umrted. 

Steel Tube Warns 

Quality Assurance Survey/Audit Procedure of Vendors 
.~. 

Vendor Evaluation Procedure 

0 

0 

0 

I ,, 
0 

' 
6 

9 I 
1_3 1-------........,.--f-.---,-.-------·----.. -------+---~---BUH94-06 \{endor Evaluation Procedure I 

5ZDD94·06 

1JHW·68· 

06A002 

UHNR·SON· 

RSG-06N005 

Vendor Evaluation Procedure 

~~:.~:~:::, ',:,'.';:,ractl'"' Act~O Eslabl•M<I by Sumltonio Ji ____ o __ -<I 

Nonconformance Report for Alloy 690 SG Tubing for SONGS I 

1

, 
Un1!2 

1-U,...H_Q_.....-0.._,7_N_00.,...4--+~M-H_l....,.A_u....,di,_t R"""e_p_o.....,rt-o-f'"""s-um.....,.,..ito-m-o"""M,...,.....,et,_a,...,H-nd""u-s"'"hi,....e·s-• ..,..Um..,.. • ....,ite,..,.,,.,d-. -=s-tee-· ..,...! ~----i ··----i 
....,...,.,..,.,,..,,..__~-~~T~u-be_w..,.,.....ok_s~__,=---=--::-~=-............,~~~~-~~--1-·----~~---<'l1

1

•1 
UHCP· Corrective Action Plan FoHowup Report 0 

70N004 I 
ru-e=s~----~~-+-::Q~u-a=lifi~1e~d~V~~-nd~o-r~L~is~t~~~~---·~~---~~~----+------,1~S--~-1, 

20100006 I I 
""---~----~---~~-~~--~------------~~~----~-"-~---~--~-
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Number ~ Revisjon/Da!e 
UHQ·08N013 MHI Survey Report of Sumitomo Metal Industries, Limited. 0 

Steel Tube Wori<s 

l5·04GB004 Submittal Document Control List 53 

UGNR-SON2· Nonconfomiance Report'Channel head for Unit 2A · February 2, 

RSG-020 2006 

UGNR-SON2- Nonconformance Report Unacceptable local diameter change June2, 2000 

RSG-038 of tube holes 
" 

UGNR-SON2- Nonconrormance Report Unacceptable length of 1 O tube hole September 11, 

RSG-052 pitch of tube support plate #3 2006 

UGNR·SON2· Nonconformance Report Incorrect end caps of AVB December 1. 

RSG-062 2ASN154C and AVB 2ASN164C 2000 

UGNR-SON2- Nonconformance Report UnaC(:eptable gaps between tubes Marcil 24, 2007 

RSG·075 andAVBs 

UGNR-SON2- Nonconformance Report Incorrect machining for steam flow September 4, 

RSG-091 limlt!ng device 2007 

UGNR·SON2- Nonconformance Report Unacceptable dimensions for steam O~ober23, 

RSG-096 flow limiting device of unit 2A 2007 

UGNR-SON3- Nonconformance Report Unacceptable !ocai diameter change May 10, 2007 

RSG-009 of tube holes 

UGNR-SON3- Nonccnformance Report Some gaps between tubes and AVBs November 30, 

RSG-024 are larger than the criterion 2007 

UGNR-SON3- Nonconformance Repart Out of tolerance on hand holes inside March 2, 2009 

RSG-049 diameter 
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Number Tttle Rey!S;~nJO•te I 
UHQ-08N013 MHI Survey Report of Sumitomo Metal Industries, Limited. 

Stt::el Tube Works 

I 
UGNR-SON3- Nonconformance Report Divider plate metal repair butterf\veld September 11, 

RSG-055 crack alter post bake 2009 

UGNR-SON- Noncooformance Report Feedwater nozzle for unit 2 ID: February 2. 

RSG-06N002 ?1721-101 2006 

B91U-N0001 Mitsubishi Heavy Industries Ltd Kobe Shipyard & Machinery 39 

Works Quality Assurance Manual (Nuctear) 

UES-69- Mitsubishi Heavy Industries ltd Kobe Shipyard & Machinery 15 

040038 Works Quality Assurance Program Manual (Project Addenda) 

I 
UHH-G06A97 Stop Work Order for FMA (Final Mill Annealing) on 0 

Manufacturing of Heat Transfer Tubing for SONGS RSG 

MISCELLANEOUS DOCUMENTS 

AR 060500134 Action Request: Qualification Letter 

AR 040901345 , Action Request: Quatificatlon Letter 

AR 050301458 Action Request Qualification Letter 

Selpolnl Transmittal Unit 2 and 3 G.as Monitors Decembers. 
2010 . 

SONGS Unit 3 Chemistry/Operations Logs - SG Event 1 January 31, 

-
l Timeline I 2012 

Radiation Monitor 3RT-7870 Setpoints ; May31, 2011 

Radiation Monitor3RT-7818A Setpoints May 31. 2011 
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'1 2G·030-3 Condenser Air Ejector Continuous Gas Post-Release January 31, 
Report 2012 

5023-617-01 Specification for Design and Fabrication of RSGs for 4 Unit 2 and Unit 3 

$023-617-02 Specification for Baseline Pre-Service Examination 
1 (PSE) on Tubing for Replacement Steam Generators 

Updated Final Safety Analysis Report for San Onofre April2009 Units 2 and 3 

5023-617~ 1-M29 Design Review llem List 9 

DA 2002-92· Dominion Audit of Mitsubishi Heavy Industries June 9, 2002 

V03-008 Omaha Public Power District Audit of Mitsubishi Heavy July 1 S. 2003 

Industries 

'i 9990103012008- Mitsubishi Heavy Industries (MHI), Kobe, Japan, July 18, 2008 

201 Inspection of selected portions of MHl's Quality 
Assurance (QA) program. and 10 CFR Part 21 program 

99901384/2009· Sumitomo Metal Industries. Limited, Higashi-Mu~ojima November 

201 Amagasaki, Japan, inspection of selected portions of 13,2009 Sumitomo'& quality assurance (QA) program and 10 
CFR Part 21 program 

SMl-AQA-9041 Reply to Notice of Nonconformance(99901 38412009· 0 
201-01) 

MODIFICATIONS 

Number Tlt!e Date 
Engineering 50.59 Screening and Evaluation for Replacement Steam July 31, 2009 
Change Generators - Unit 2 
Package 
NECP 
800071702 

Engineering 50~59 Screening and Evaluation for Replacement Steam July 31, 2009 
Change Generators - Unit 3 
Package 
NECP 
800071703 
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NUCLEAR NOTIFICATION§ 

~201007800 I 

•NN's issued as a result of inspection activities. 

PROCEDURES 

- ! 

I Number Title Revision 
S0123-0DCM Offsite Dose Calculation Manual 0 

$0123-0-47 Notification and Reporting of Significant Events 18 

$0123-111-5.9 Manual Effluent Gaseous Release Permits, Setpoint 8 
Calculations, and Monitor Calibration Constant Evaluations 

$0123-Vlll-1 EPIP; Recognition and Classification of Emergencies 36 

SD-S023-310 System Description - Turbine Building Sampling. System 9 

SD-S023-690 System Description - Steam Generator E088f089 18 

SD-S023-690 System Description - Steam Generator Radiation Monitors 18 
RE-6753 & RE-6759 

SD-S023-690 System Description - Condenser Air Ejector Wide Range 

I 
18 

Radiation Monitors RE-7870AIB & Low Range Radiation 
Monitors RE-7818 

I 

SB·SO-FB-006 Divider Plate Weld Joint Repair Procedure 10 

SB-SO-HT- Post Weld Heat Treatment Procedure 22 1001 

S0123-XXXll· Supplier Deviation Requests (SORs) 
5 2.27 

$023-617-1- Design Drawing - Component and Outline Drawing 213 2 0104 

$023-617-1- General Shipment Arrangement SON-2A 4 01099 

8023-617-1- Hydrostatic Test Procedure 3 I M1246 
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Number Tille Revision 
$023-617-1- Post Wefd Heat Treatment Procedure 21 
M139 · 

$023-617-1- Divider Plate Weld Joint Procedure 
9 M1395 

8023-617-1- Divider Plate Weld Joint Repair Plan l 12 M1398 

$023-617-1- Additional Post Weld Heat Treatment Procedure for Divider 0 M1461 Plate Weld Jornt Repair 

8023-617-1- Tubesheet Dnmng Procedure 9 
M616 

$023-617-1- Helium Leak Test Procedure of Ille Tube to Tubesheet Welds 5 M733 (High Pressure) 

$023-617-1- Helium Leak .Test Procedure of the Tube to Tubesheet Welds 3 
M735 (Low Pressure} . ! 

$023-617-1- AVB Structure Assembly Procedµre 
·-· 

M819 a 
$023-617-1- Tubing and AVB Installation Pl'Ocedure 6 M820 

8023-617-1- Anti-Vibration Bar Inspection Procedure (After Assembly) 5 
M821 
lJGS:[5~.~-- Anti-Vibration Bar Inspection Procedure-ffncifviduafBar) 1 
050043 

UGS-L5· Inspection Procedure for Tube and Anti-Vibration Byr. 10 
050045 inspection 

VENDOR DOCUMENTS 

I Num~er I 

TI!ie Revislon!Oate 

51·9176667- Engineering Information Record, "SONGS 2C17 & 3C17 1 
001 Steam Generator Degradation Assessment" 

UGNR·SON2· DI for. Tube Support Plate Material 1. 
RSG-012 

UGNR-SON2· Discrepancy for tube thickness of TSP between Drawing I 0 
RSG-014 and Purchase Specification 

UGNR-SON2- Unacceptable Indications by MT for wrapper support of ! 1 
RSG-015 Unit 2#A 
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I Number Title I Revision/Date I 
UGNR-SON2- Unacceptable Indications by MT for Anti rotation support of 0 ' RSG-021 Unit2 #A 

UGNR-SON2- Unacceptable MT indication for Anti-Rotation Supports 0 
RSG-027 

UGNR-SON2· Unacceptable length of 10 tube hole pitch of tube support 1 
RSG-054 Plate# 6 

UGNR-SON2- Insufficient clearance between the tubes in Row No. 28 3 
RSG-058 and 30 in Column No. 22 

UGNR-$0N2- Insufficient clearance between the tubes in Row ·No 92 0 
RSG-059 and 94 in Column No. 34 

UGNR-SON2- Unacceptable Gaps between Tubes and AVBs 7 
RSG-067 

! . 

UGNR-SON2-- Unacceptable gaps between Tubes and AVBs 1 
RSG-075 

UGNR-SON2- Incorrect Machining for Steam Flow Limiting Device 0 
RSG-091 ! 

i UGNR-SON2- Damaged Locking Plates of Vane Jacking Device 9 
RSG-103 

I UGNR-SON2- As built dimension of #2A RSG 1 
'RSG-109 r-o·------- -UGNR-SON2· As built dimension of #28 RSG 
RSG-112 

UGNR-SON3- Tubesheet ! 0 
RSG-001 

UGNR-SON3- Unacceptable local diameter change of Tube holes 2 
RSG·018 

UGNR-SON3- Some Gaps between Tubes and AVBs are largerthan the I 1 
RSG-024 criterion 

UGNR-SON3· Some gaps between tubes and AVBs are larger than the 0 
RSG-030 criterion 

' 
UGNR·SON3- Divider Plate Weld Crack 16 
RSG-051 

UGNR·SON3- Divider Plate Weld Crack 19 
RSG-052 

UGNR-SON3- Extension of Tubesheet PWHT Duration 1 
RSG-057 
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~ ~ R§visign/Dat~ 

UGNR-SON3· Out of Tolerance dimensions on Primary lnleVOutlet 1 
RSG-059 Nozzles and Support Skirt 

. 
UGNR-SON3- Out of tolerance dimensions on Primary lnleVOutlet 1 
RSG-062 Nozzles and Support Skirt (#8 RSG) 

UGNR-SON3· UT indications in the Alloy 600/690 butter of Divider Plate 0 
RSG-067 Weld Groove 

UGNR-SON3· As built dimensions of #3A RSG (Overall Height) 0 
RSG-074 

UGNR-SON3· As built dimension of#3A RSG 1 
RSG-075 

UGNR-SON3- As built dimension of #38 RSG 0 
RSG-076 

UHNR-SON3- Divfder Plates for Unit 3 0 
RSG-07N001 

Heat Treatment Heat Treatment Chart for SG3 Apri!4,2012 
Record 
40010SG·B· 
9000-R.1 ·68 

S023..:S17-1- Purchase Specification for Heat Transfer Tubing 4 
M149 

Fabrication Rework of AVB Insertion for SONGS Unit 2 Replacement 1 
Process Sheet Stearn Generator #A - _Lower Portion 
3901-SG-A· 
400E (Order 
2563901/G101) 

Fabrication Helium Leak Test for SONGS Unit 2 Replacement Steam 0 
Process Sheet Generator #A - Lower Portion 
3901-SG-A-
4000 (Order 
256390112300} 

TSN-5050 Control Document Status list For Alloy 690 SG Tubing 2 

TSN-5051 Program of Preproduction Qualification (PPQ) For Alloy 3 

690 SG Tubing 
' 

TSN-5053 Melting Procedure for Alley 690 SG Tubing 0 
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Number Title RevisionfQate 
TSN-5054 Identification and Traceability Procedure for Alloy 690 SG 2 

Tubing 
\ 

TSN-5055 Prohibited and Detrimental Material Control Procedure for 0 

Alloy 690 $G Tubing 

TSN-5072 Sampling Test Specimen Procedure for Alloy 690 SG I 2 I 
Tubing 

TSN-5073 Chemical Analysis Procedure for Alloy 690 SG Tubing 1 

,,,_. 

TSN-5074 Inclusion Test Procedure for Alloy 690 SG Tubing June 4, 2005 

I 

005F-No.4316 PPQ Test Results of Alloy 690 SG Tubing for San Onofre 2 

Nuclear Generating station Unit 2&3 [ 

4009-3ir01 Moody International Ltd Inspection Report of Sumitomo September 

Metal Industries 

I 
28,2005 
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SEQUENCE OF EVENTS 

San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station, Unit 2 and 3 Steam Generators 

Date 

November 2001 

May 7, 2002 

July 2002 

November 7, 2003 

December 12, 2003 

December 21. 2003 

February 17, 2004 

February 27, 2004 

February 27, 2004 

July 28, 2004 

August 2. 2004 

September 13, 2004 

September 16, 2004 

Eyent Description 

Licensee forms a team to study the viability of replacing the 
steam generators 

Vendor benchmarking commences 

Bechtel replacement study complete 

Replacement steam generator specification complete 

Replacement steam generator specification sent to procurement 
office 

Replacement steam generator request for proposal issued 

Bechtel instaHation study report completed 

Steam generator replacement request filed with California Public 
Utility Commission 

Replacement ~team generator bids received by Southern 
California Edison 

Replacement steam generator vendor selected 

Replacement steam generator bid evaluation review board start 

Replacement steam generator bid evaluation completed 

Southern California Edison Board of Directors approval for 
Mitsubishi to design and manufacture steam generators 
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September 30. 2004 

September 30, 2004 

November 2004 

March 2 2005 

March 17 . .:>005 

March 2005 

March 23 . .:>005 

September 21, 2005 

October 2005 

December 15. 2005 

December 15. 2005 

F~bruary 2006 

March 10, 2006 

Aprll 22, 2006 

May 1. 2006 

Replacement steam generator contract s1gnea 

Fabocation or Unit 2 and Unit 3 steam generators commences at 
Mrtsub1shi 

Southern Cahfornia Edison performs first lull quality assurance 
audit of Mitsubishi 

Replacement steam generator 1nstallat1on spec1ficallon sen! to 
procurement office 

M1lsub1sh1ISouthern Ca1rforn1a Edison ant1-111brat1on bar design 
d1scussron 

Southern Cahfornra Edrson performs folfowup surverl1ance aucllt 
of M11subrshr 

Southern California Edrson places CO'ld1t·onal q1;alrhcaho., on 
Mrtsubrsh1 · 

Final envrronmentat rmpact report released to cubhc 

Soulhern California Edison performs followup qualrly assurance 
·audit of Mitsubishi 

Calforn1a Public Ut1l1t:,o Commission approval re~rved 

1nstalla11on contract signed wtttl Bechtel 

Southern California Edison performs followup qua11ty assurance 
audrt of Mitsub1shr 

Edison lnterna11onar Company Beard of D1•ectors approva~ 0 1 

steam generator •eplace'Tier: pro1ect 

SONGS Unit 2 refueling outage coMpleted 

Replacement steam generator transportation spec1fica11on issu.ed 
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May 10, 2006 

September 27. 2006 

September 27, 2006 

September 26, 2006 

September 29, 2006 

October 3, 2006 

October 3, 2006 

November 10. 2006 

March 12. 2007 

Mays, 2007 

July 17, 2007 

September 13, 2006 

April 2006 

Aprit - June 2008 

July 4, 2008 

Southern California Edison removes conditional qualification from 
Mitsubishi 

Sumitomo Metal Industries issues a non-canformam::e report on 
some tubing for non-conformance to specifications associated 
with the final mill annealing process 

Mitsubishi issues stop work order to Sumitomo 

Mitsubishi issues corrective action request to Sumitomo based on 
the final mm annealing non-conformance report 

Mitsubishi visits Sumitomo to conduct root cause investigation 

Mitsubishi visits Sumitomo to confhm the adequacy of the 
corrective actions taken to address the root cause findings from 
the September 29, 2006 meeting 

Mitsubishi releases stop work order after confirming adequacy of 
Sumitomo's corrective actions 

Non-conformance report associated with final mill annealing 
process ls dosed 

Corrective action request associated with the final mm annealing 
non-conformance report closed • 

Mitsubishi performs followup audit at Sumitomo and issues 
corrective action request for two findings in the audit 

Sumitomo submits corrective actions taken for the findings of the 
May 8, 2007 audit; Mitsubishi closes corrective action request. 

Mitsubishi/Southern California Edison technical meeting 
regarding anti-vibration bars 

Fabrication of Unit 2 steam generators complete 

Mitsubishi performs primary and secondary side hydrostatic 
pressure tests of Uni! 2 steam generators 

AREVA performs baseline pre-service eddy current examinations 
on steam generator 2E0-89 at Mitsubishi facilities In Kobe. Japan 
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Jwly 18. 2008 

September and 

October 2008 

Dec.,rnber 16 2008 

February 14. 2009 

Early March 2009 

Middle March 2009 

March 18. 2009 

March - July 2009 

March - June 2009 

June 2009 

July 2009 · 

September 2009 -
April 2010 

March 29. 2010 

April 5. 2010 

April 2010 

AREVA performs baseline pre-service eddy current examinations 
on steam generator 2EO-B8 at Mitsubishi facilities in Kobe, Japan 

Final inspection for Unit 2 steam generators is completed 
Primary and secondary sides filled with nitrogen 

Unit 2 steam generators shipped from Kobe. Japan 

Unit 2 steam generators arrive at SONGS 

Fabrication of Unit 3 steam generators complete 

Primary and secondary hydrostatic pressure tests conducted on 
Unit 3 steam generators 

Unit 3 divider plate weld failure discovered 

Root cause evaluation of the divider plate-to-tubesheet weld 
conducted by Mitsubishi · 

Repair procedures developed for Unit 3 steam generators 

Repair work on Unit 3 steam generators commences 

AREVA performs final pre-service eddy current examinations on 
Unit 2 steam generators at SONGS 

Unit 2 performs a refueling outage and installs the replacement 
steam generators 

Repair work to Unit 3 steam generator 3E0-89 complete 

Repair work lo Unit 3 steam generator 3E0-88 complete 

Unit 2 recommences power operations 
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April 18, 2010 Unit 3 steam generator 3E0-89 passes primary side hydrostatic 
pressure retest 

f: 
Unit 3 steam generator 3E0-88 passes _primary side hydrostatic Apri124,2010 

~ ' 
pressure retest 

June 2010 AREVA perfonns baseline pre-service eddy current examinations 
on Unit 3 steam generators at Mitsubishi facilities in Kobe, Japan 

Augusl2,2010 Unit 3 steam generators shipped 

October 4, 2010 Unit 3 steam generators arrive at SONGS 

Oclober 201 O - Unit 3 performs a refueling outage and installs the replacement 
February 2011 steam generators 

February 2011 Unit 3 recommences power operations 

') 
January 10, 2012 Unit 2 refueling outage start 

January 31, 2012 Unit 3 tube leak; rapid shutdown commences 

February 2, 2012 Unit 3 reaches cold shutdown conditions 

February 12, 2012 Unit 3 eddy current inspections commence on both steam 
generators 

March 13, 2012 In-situ pressure testing commences on tubes in steam generator 
3E0-88 of Unit 3 

In-situ pressure test failures on tubes located in Row 106 Column 
March 14, 2012 78, Row 102 Column 78, and Row 104 Column 78 of steam 

generator 3E0-88 

In-situ pressure test failures on tubes located in Row 100 Column 
March 15, 2012 80. Row 107 Columri 77, Row 101 Column 81, and Row 98 

Column 80 of steam generato~ 3E0-88 

March 16, 2012 In-situ pressure test failure on tube located in Row 99 Column 81 
of steam generator 3E0-88 

.. 
I 
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March 16- 21. 2012 

March 15-21. 2012 

March 19 - 29, 2012 

March 23. 2012 

March 27. 2012 

June 18. 2012 

The 65 remain.rig tLbes m s:eam generator 3E0-88 pass 1n-s1tu 
pressure testing· 

The 56 1dent1fieo tubes m steam. generator 3E0-89 of Unit 3 are 
1n-s1tu pressure tested and all lubes passed. 

NRC Augmented Inspection Team perlorrns inspections at 
SONGS 

NRC receNed a letter from SCE outlining their commitments ror 
corrective actions prror to restart of both Un•t 2 and Unit 3 

NRC issues a Confirmatory Action Letter to Southern Cahforn1a 
Edison 

NRC conducts public Augmented lnspechon Team exit' meeting 
near SONGS 

/ 
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Thanks! ?Looking forward to getting the schedule. 

Greg Werner 

From: Robert_ Godley@mnes-us.com [mailto:Robert_ Godley@mnes-us.com] 
Sent Monday; June 25, 2012 11 :30 AM 
To: hitoshi_kaguchi@mhi.co.jp 
Cc: Werner, Greg; frank_gillespie@mnes-us.com; joseph_tapia@mnes-us.com; k.iyoshi_yamauchi@mnes
us.com 
Subject: Fw: Testing at MHI 

Good morning, Kaguchi-san. 

Could you tell me who would be the best contact for the Kobe testing schedule? If I can share the high level 
schedule with the NRC, we can set the portions of the testing that they would like to observe and then 
establish the dates for their visit. 

Thank you, 

Robert 
-----Forwarded by Robert Godley/MHI on 06/25/2012 12:26 PM ---

"Werner, 
Greg" 
<Greg.Wer 
ner@nrc.g To 
ov> "Robert_Godley@mnes-us.com" <Robert_Godley@mnes-us.com> 

cc 
"joseph_tapia@mnes-us.com" <joseph_tapia@mnes-us.com>, 

06/25/201 "russell_bywater@mnes-us.com" 
2 10:37 <russell_bywater@mnes-us.com>, 
AM "frank_gillespie@mnes-us.com" 

<frank_gillespie@mnes-us.com>, "Blount, Tom" 
<Tom.Blount@nrc.gov>, "Bloodgood, Michael" 
<Michael. Bloodgood@nrc.gov>, "Lantz, Ryan" 
<Ryan.Lantz@nrc.gov> 

Subject 
Testing at MHI 

3 



Good Morning Robert, 

I was informed of the following testing being conducted in the near future. 
The NRC is interested in observing some of the testing. I would like to get a schedule of the testing and see 
about making arrangements for observations. Can you please put me in contact with whoever has the lead. 
If possible, I would like to get this information back sometime this week. 

AT MHI - Kobe facility 

1} Tube stabilizer dampening testing mockup -completed (in air} resulted 
in determining negligible dampening in-plane. There is a feasibility study underway to determine if the same 
test can be performed in a 2 phase 
{water/steam) environment. 

2) Alternate stabilizer method testing - this is being pursued currently 
to evaluate the effectiveness of other methods of changing the natural t~be frequency in-plane. 

3) MHI is creating a full-scale upper tube bundle model to evaluate 
effectiveness of internal repairs, such as adding AVBs or other supports. 
The mock-up should be completed in approximately 1 month, then testing will begin. This evaluation is being 
done for intermediate to long-term repairs, and is not being considered for the OA for Unit 2. -

Thanks, 

Greg Werner 
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........ , ................................................................................................................. .. 
From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 

Subject: 
Attachments: 

Good Afternoon Carl, 

Werner, Greg 
Monday, June 25, 2012 2:38 PM 
Thurston, Carl 
Cartwright, William; Blount, Tom; Lantz, Ryan; Bloodgood, Michael; Hoxie, Chris; Werner, 
Greg ' 
Statement of Work Requirements 
Inspection Plan for Independent Review by Contractors.docx; Statement of Work from 
Contracts 

Just got off the phone with Bill Cartwright and we essentially have approval (contract is still being worked, but should be 
coming shortly) for up to 170 hrs for using Jean Paul and Dr. Dhir. I would like to get your assistance in drafting up what 
we want each of the individuals to look at and what deliverable we would expect from them. Would you please take a 
shot at that? This is way outside my area of expertise, so any help would be appreciated. 

I've attached a couple of e-mails with files attached. Hopefully, this will give you an idea of what we need. Nothing 
exotic, just some simple guidance. I put together a very simple inspect.ion plan for a couple of contractors to look at 
what the AIT team did. The other file is the statement of work (SOW) that comes out of contracts. We don't do that, 
but based on what we identify as needing to be done, they use our input to develop a SOW. 

As we discussed previously, I was thinking the following: 

Dr. Dhir (maybe also Dr. Catton): 

1. Review T/H and vibration model for robustness- Based on issues with FIT-Ill, what makes ATHOS a "reliable" 
model that can help provide reasonable assurance. 

2. Does the MHl/SONGS evaluation for damping forces of AVBs make sense? 
3. ???? 

Jean Paul: 

1. From a design and manufacturing standpoint, does the cause evaluation make sense? 
2. How can you tell if an AVB has enough contact force? ' 
3. What are his thoughts about pinning the tubes to the AVBs using tube expansion? 
4. Are the other corrective actions enough? 
5. What would be the most probable causes for the increased adverse T/H conditions? 

Could you get somethlng·draffed up by the :end'df the Week? !"lease chec~. aooidiscti5$.Wltti Cflti$. 

Thanks, 
Greg 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 
Attachments; 

•'' 

Blount, Tom 
Tuesday, May 01, 2012 ll'.44 AM 
Werner, Greg 
lnspection Plan for Independent Review by Contractors.docx 
Inspection Plan for Independent Review by Contractors.docx 
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Inspection Plan for Independent Review 
of NRC Augment Inspection Team (AIT) Activities 

Inspection Prep Week: May 7 

Inspection Week: May 14 (with contingency to continue to the following week) 

Inspection Doc Week: Either May 21 or May 28 

Final report is due no later than June 4. 

Location of Inspection: Region IV Office, Arlington, TX (Offices will be located on 2"0 floor, 
actual office TBD) 

Overall Objective: Perform an independent· assessment of the SONGS Augmented Inspection 
Team activities associated with their review of steam generator tube integrity issues -focusing 
mainly on the technical review, with a minor look at the process. The objective is to asoess 
assess the NRC activities and not SONGS. Determine if the AIT inspection charter, inspection 
plan, and inspection activities appropriately focused on Safety, provided the appropriate level of 
detail to collect information necessary for the NRC to independently make conclusions about the 
tube-to-tube wear,_~including our ability to provide recommendations for Festart..restart. and 
appropriately developed and communicated those conclusions or recommendations. 

Items to be supplied: 

• Management Directive 8.3 Procedure 
• Management Directive 8.3 risk analysis 
• Inspection Procedure 93800 
• Confirmatory Action Letter (CAL) 
• AIT Charter 
• AIT Inspection Plan 
• AIT Draft Inspection Report 
• CAL inspection Plan 
• Access to IMS Certrec for SONGS Inspection Information 
• Licensee Licensing contact information - if discussion with SONGS technical staff is 

required 

Report should describe: 

• Scope of your.review 
• Documents reviewed 
• Description of your review 
• Overall assessment/conclusions 



• Recommendations - include strengths a.nd weaknesses. Also provide 
recommendations for areas that the team needs to review as part of the AIT followup 
and CAL inspections necessary to provide closure of unresolved items and 
recommendations for restart, respectively. 



From: Werner, Greg 
Sent: 
To: 

Thursday, May 24, 2012 12:35 PM 
Hoxie, Chris 

Subject: 
Attachments: 

FW: Conference Call with Dr. Dhir to Discuss Support of SONGS S/G Inspection 
AIT _reportThurston.pdf 

FYI. Here is the original e-mail message with the attachement that Car! sent Dr. Dhir. It does NOT contain any SUNS!, 
sensitive, proprietary, or Pll, so I'm pretty sure not a big deal. 

Greg Werner 

From: Thurston, earl 
Sent: Wednesday, May 23, 2012 4:25 PM 
To: Vijay Dlilr 
Cc: Werner, Greg 
Subject: RE: Conference call with Dr. Dhir to Discuss Support of SONGS SIG Inspection 

Prof. Dhir, 

I am familiar your recent work with Catton and Mitra (2005). Can you send us any other associated work or 
statement of your experiences to better facilitate the discussions planned for tomorrow. I have also attach a 
draft for a T/H summary I did for our inspection activities so you can better understand the situation at SONGS 
(please consider as 1confldential). 

Please send us what you can ASAP to support discussions. 

Carl 

From: Vijay Dhir [mailto:vdhlr@seas.ucla.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, May 23, 2012 1:26 PM 
To: Werner, Greg 
Cc: Thurston, carli Bloodgoocl, Michael 
Subject: Re: Conference call with Dr. Dhlr to Discuss Support of SONGS S/G Inspection 

Jasan 
Can you please set up the telecon. Thanks 
Vijay 

Sent from my iPhone 

On May 23, 2012, at 9:20 AM, ''Werner, Greg" <Greg.Wemer@nrc.gov> wrote: · 

When: Thursday, May 24, 2012 1:00 PM-1:30 PM (GMT-06:00) Central Time {US & Canada). 

Note: The GMT offset above does not reflect daylight saving time adjustments. 

l 



Will be discussing the foilowrng topics with Or. Dh1r. Need to understand level of support that he can 
provide in these areas 

Review M:tsubish1 ATt-IOS anc FIV "Toaeis to verify margin to FEI for 1n"plane rEI 
Determine appropriate margins needed based on calculat1or. method. review existing 
technical papers and da~a 11".at suopo1 ria·gns 

2 · Review ve~oc• metn":::ao og;es anc co.,•1·.,. trat current methods and resultant FIV 
calcu1at1ons are technically sound Suggest improvement for any deficiencies noted. 

3 Provide assistance to unce•s:a-:d w""·Y cu(·ent rnet"i:ds do ro'. p(ov1de correlation well to 
the SONGS . .,,·ear ceg·ada'.10., 

4 Review M1tsub1sh1 cause reports and prov:de an assessment of the report findings and 
conclusions 

Dr. Dh1r'5 orflc.(• phorw numbC'r 1', 310 82~) 8507. 

Carl·~ off1c.e phone• l'llJmb(•r i:. 301 2Sl /'..>17 

Grt:'g'-:. ollicc r·.·,::r.bt'r 1; 81!·2CO l :S6 

<mime-attachment. ii.:s"·· 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

Carl, 

Werner, Greg 
Friday, April 20, 2012 2:39 PM 
Thurston, Carl 
Hoxie, Chris; Bloodgood, Michael 
FW: new NRC AIT Requests - #195 & 196 . 
2012 NRC SONGS AIT #181 - MHI ITT-ID and ATHOS results comparison.pdf; 2012 NRC 
SONGS AIT #180 - V and V documentation.pdf 

Le t me know if this is what you are looking for . 

Greg 

From: Ryan.Treadway@sce.com (mailto:Ryan.Treadway@sce.com] 
Sent: Friday, April 20, 2012 1:15 PM 
To: Werner, Greg 
Subject: Fw: new NRC AlT Requests - #195 & 196 

ta-daaa !!!! ! 

----Forwarded by Ryan Treadway/SONGSISCE/EIX on 0412012012 11.10 AM ---

From Michael Stevens/SONGSJSCEIEIX 
To. lakayoshi_tsuruta@mhi.co.jp 
Cc· Ryan Treadway/SONGS/SCE/EIX@SCE, Mike Short/SCEIEIX@SCE, RICHARD COEISONGSJSCEIEIX@SCE 
Date: 0412012012 11 :10 A.M 
S o]ec new NRC AIT Requests - #195 & 196 

F8,.111Ti~Jl' ls Wili Ot'L:Y 

Tsuruta-san, 

We have received two new requests from the NRC. regarding MHI documents. First. Mr. Thurston requests clarification 
regarding the MHI comparison of FIT-111 and ATHOS, which was provided on Request #181. Specifically, the results in 
Table 2.1 (Ue=9.6 ft/s) do not match the results shown in Figure 4.3-1 . I have attached the document MHI provided for 
Request #181 for reference. 

Second, Mr. Thurston requests a copy of MHI technical paper KAS-20050202 (latest revision) "FIT-111 Code Description 
Note (Code User's Manual)," which is Reference 1 in the MHI FIT-Ill Verification and Validation report. I have also 
attached the MHI V&V report for reference. 

1 
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Michael Stevens, P.E. 
Regulatory Affairs, SCE 
949-368-6788 

-- Forwarded by Michael Ste 

Thurston T/H Results Clarification 

Thurston MH I Oocum~nt 

SONGSJSCEIEIX on 120/2012 10 46 AM -

From· 
To: 

"ThuBto • Carr <Cart.Thurston@m:.gov> 
"Mlch1el.Stevens@sce.com· <Mlctiael.Stevens@soe.com> 

Cc: 
Date 
Subj ea 

'Wemer. Greo• <Greg.Wemer@nrc.gov>. ·Johnson. ANJrew" <And ew Jo 
04/1912012 12:3'4 PM 

IMS #180 and 181 

Michael. questions for MH I. 

son@0<c.gov> 

(1) the MHI handout for IMS #181 appears to have an error for data given for tube R142C88. Results in Table 2.1 
(Ue=9.6 ft/s) do not match those in Figure 4.3-1 . Please correct or explain. 
(2) Please provide ref. 1 of the FTl-111 v&v report (IMS #180). KAS-20050202 {latest revision). 

Carl 

2 
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From: Werner, Greg 
Sent: Thursday, May 17, 2012 7:36 AM _ 
To: 

Cc: 

Thurston, Carl; Murphy, Emmett; Rivera-Ortiz, Joel; Ortega-Luciano, Jonathan; Johnson, 
Andrew; Reynoso, John 

Subject: 
Warnick, Greg; Lantz, Ryan; Vias, Steven; Roach, Edward; Kulesa, Gloria; Hoxie, Chris 
Briefing With Elmo on Monday 

Attachments: 

Good Morning All, 

SONGS AIT Debrief 3_29_12.docx; SONGS U3 AIT Inspection Plan.docx; AUGMENTED 
INSPECTION TEAM CHARTER TO EVALUATE THE STEAM GENERATOR TUBE INTEGRITY 
ISSUES AT SAN ONOFRE NUCLEAR GENERATING STATION UNIT 3.docx; SONGS U2 and 
Unit 3 CAL Status Inspection Plan.docx 

For the briefing the that AIT team is going to provide Elmo Collins on Monday afternoon, each of you will be discussing 
your inspection items. Elmo wants to hear from. each team member. I will provide a brief overview and then the team 
members will discuss what they looked at (provide some detail as to how you accomplished your charter item(s)) and 
any unresolved items or observations that you had. Since Elmo wants your perspective, I'm not going to direct how you 
present, but I do HIGHLY recommend that you put together talking points and PRACTICE. Remember as a courtesy to 
the other team members, control how much time your presentation is. We have 1.5 hrs scheduled with Elmo-> 
approximately 15 minutes/person. 

I do recommend that your presentation be limited to 10 minutes. This will allow Elmo to ask you followup 
question. The AIT charter, inspection plan, and exit notes are attached for your preview and preparation. Feel free to 
give me a call if you have any questions. 

I believe (more like guessing) some of the key questions will be about: 

1. What was missed during the design? 
2. What is wrong with FIT-Ill? 
3. What portions of the design changes did the team review and how were they done in accordance with 50.59? 
4. Describe the O/A program used during the design and construction? 
s. What .do you think was the biggest issue/reason for the 5/G issues? 
6. Was/is the licensee's cause evaluation thorough enough? 
7. Are the corrective actions associated with the cause evaluation appropriate? 
8. Are the operational assessment conclusions appropriate? 
9. What power level will provide reasonable assurance that no vibration is occurring? 
10. Should we allow SONGS to restart and more importantly, what do they have to do? As a reminder, I also 

attached the CAL inspection plan and asked for input from everyone. If you think something else needs to be 
included in the CAL inspection, please let me know. I would appreciate not having something·totally new 
discussed. 

Take the above questions as only guesses. Elmo has asked numerous questions about the design, FIT-Ill, cause 
evaluations, and operational assessment. 

Thanks, 
Greg Werner 
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San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station 
Augmented Inspection Team Debrief Notes 

March 29, 2012 

Good Afternoon, I'm Greg Werner and I am the team leader for the 

·; augmented inspection team. I'm a branch chief in Region IV, with 

responsibilities for inservice and radiation protection inspections. 

The team members are: 

John Reynoso -> Region IV -> 4 yrs as tube integrity engineer at PV 

Joel Rivera"'.Ortiz -> Region II -> reactor inspector for approx 10 yrs, '!go to 

inspector in Rll" 

Jonath~n Ortega-Luciano -> Office of New Reactors -> Recently moved to 
.. ' 

NRO from NRR. Vendor ins·pector with in-depth of knowledge of QA 

requirements. 

Emmett Murphy -> Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation -> been with the 

NRC since late 1970s working Ori S/Gs. Extremely knowledgeable on SIG 
I 

operating experience - seen all of the issues with S/Gs. 



Andrew Johnson-> Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation-> Materials 

science background. Worked as as a materials engineer conducting varied 

tasks from weld failure analysis to statistical analysis of mechanical testing 

data on high-strength steels. 

Carl Thurston-> Office of Research-> been involved with design and 

manufacturing of SIG since the 1990s. Background in T/H analysis of SIG 

designs. Used to be the Areva specialist for T/H modeling. 

Joining us today are: 

Greg Warnick - Senior Resident Inspector 

Ryan Lantz - Branch Chief for SONGS and PV 

Tom Blount - Deputy Director, Division of Reactor Safety. He is the RIV 

management lead for this AIT. 

Tom Blount - opening comment 

The results of this inspection will be documented i~ Inspection Report 

2012-007. 
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This inspection was conducted in accordance with Inspection Procedure 

93800, Augmented Inspection Team. The AIT effort is fact-finding and 

analysis to include the details of what occurred during the event and the 

. causes and contributing factors to the event. For any event,. the causes 

and-contributing factors are the most important part. This is one of the key 

Charter items that will have to be completed. 

This augmented inspection resulted from the u·nexpected steam generator 

tube wear during operation and failures of numerous tubes during in-situ 

pressure testing after Unit 3 had been shµt down. The basis for this 

inspection wa·s the results from our evaluation conducted in accordance 

with Management Directive 8_.3, "NRC Incident Investigation Program." A 

revised risk analysis is being performed by Mike Runyan, Senior Reactor 

Analyst. Based or.rthree tubes failing near Main Steam Line break 

differential pressure, the estimate of risk resulted in an Incremental Large 

Early Release Probability in of 2.0E-6. In addition, three deterministic 

criteria were also met. 

A charter was developed for the inspection team which included a total of 

11 specific tasks that the team had to accomplish here at SONGS. In 



addition, there were 4 specific items associated with review of MHI 

information. In looking at the Charter and what we accomplished over the 

past 2 weeks, I believe we accomplished what was intended by the 

Charter. Discussions with NRC senior management will have to occur · 

before any decision about going or not going to MHI in Japan will be made. 

The team reviewed a very large amount of information, both from SONGS 

and MHI. In addition1 the team had numerous interviews, meetingst and 

followup discussions with various members of SONGS, MHI, Areva, and 

Westinghouse staff, and various contractors supporting SONGS. 

As a reminder, this is a debrief and not an exit. As with an exit, the results 

we are discussing today are preliminary and could change, based on 

management review -> for an inspection of this size and speed of 

response, I do expect some changes to our results. 

I would like to emphasize that even though we are completing the on-site 

portion of this inspection, this inspection is not over. We will continue to 

review new information from the office. I've asked your staff to keep us 



informed of updates on SONGS and MHls cause analysis and to provide 

updated information on IMS as it becomes available so we can review it. 

I 

We do plan to conduct a.pubHc exit meeting in this area. TtJe date.has not 

been established, but it most likely will occur in early May. 

I will go over each of the AIT Charter Items. I Will provide a brief 

description of each item; summarize· what the team reviewed for each 

item; and, our overall assessment, including unresolved item or items . . 

for each charter item. There are a few instances where I will share 

team thoughts and perspectives that will not be discussed at the 

public ex.it _or documented in the inspection report. 

1. Andy Johnson -> Develop an event chronology of significant 

events associatec;J with the design, construction, shipping, . 
installation, and operation of both .Unit 2 and 3 steam 

generators. 

) 
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Andy reviewed numerous documents, interviewed individuals, 

and reviewed your draft sequence of events to construct our 

own timeline. We did not identify any issues in this area . 

. As part of this charter item, we will get input from both Greg 

Warnick and John Reynoso specifically related to the Unit 3 

rapid shutdown due to the S/G tube leak including: 

a. Assess actions taken. in response to the event, actions to 

cool the plant down, and operator actions. 

b. Assess procedure use and adequacy for the Unit 3 steam 

generator tube leak. 

c. Assess whether plant systems responded as expected. 

Compare the actual plant response to the applicable 

, safety analyses. 

The team requested information on Unit 3 event in which 

operators responded to increase readings from the ~ir ejectors 

radiation monitors. The operators entered abnormal operating 

instructions for RCS leakage and SG tube leak. The team 

requested to review the results of operations trip/transient 



evaluation; which requires a formal review of the operator 

actions and safety systems to determine if important systems 

responded as design. The team was told this evaluation was 

not required because this event was considered a planned trip. 

After the team dis.cussed this with the operations supervision it 

· was determined that the Unit 3 event was not a planned trip 

· and not in alignment to the industry· standards described in NEI 

. 99-02, "Regulatory Assessment Performance lndicator. 11 This · 

issue is being revi~wed as an unresolved item associated with 

an inadequate procedure. There were no other significant 

issues or findings identified_ with the shutdown of Unit 3. 

2. ALL -> Review information to determine probable contributing 

causes of the event or degraded condition. 

All team members participated in the discussions and review of 

both Mits.1Jbishi1s and SONGS' cause evaluation. In addition, 

the team ha$ performed independent reviews in numerous 

areas -> ~esign, manufacturing,. shipping, installation, operating 

experience, quality assurance/control, operation, and 



thermal/hydraulic modeling. We focused on the differences 

between the two units in an attempt to understand the drastic 

--
differences in the wear on the steam generator tubes. Although 

it appears that the tube-to-tube wear is a combination of 

factors, the focu~ of both SONGS and MHl's cause evaluations 

seem to be pointing to a design issue; however, the t~am has 

not discounted other issues such as repair of the divider plates 

in Unit 3 S/Gs and shipping/handling issues (SG 3E088 was the 

only S/G to experience simultaneous G forces recorded all 

three installed accelerometers. As a team we have had 

specific discussions about the one major difference between 
r 

the units, the divider plate repair activities, essentially being 

minimized in your cause evaluations. 

Specific unre?olved items related to the causes will be 

discussed in their specific sections as I debrief them. 

3. John Reynoso and Carl Thurston ->Assess whether 

operational activities could have contributed to the unexpected 

tube wear. Focus on differences in configuration and operation 



b~tween Units 2 and 3 (differences in operation of the units -

temperature, pressures,. steam flow, etc.). 

In this area, John and Carl looked at a number of operational 

differences. Carl evaluated differences from a 

thermal/hyd(aulic perspective and John reviewed other 

operational differences, including loose parts monitoring alarms 

that occurred on numerous occasions on Unit 3 while at steady 

state conditions. There were a number of instances where the 

. loose parts monitor· alarms were treated as nuisance alarms. 

Upon further review, Westinghouse determined the alarms to 

be valid. 

This will be an unresolved item that we will require additional 

followup of the loose parts monitor detector alarms, including 

evaluation and disposition of those alarms; 

Carl reviewed differences in operational data for past 3 months 

for Units 2 and 3 and ran a number of different scenarios for 

~emperature, pressures, and steam flows as part of his 

thermal/hydraulic assessments and did not identify anything 



that would cause him to suspect that operational differences 

between the units would have caused the issues with the steam 

. generator tubes in-Unit 3. His modeling showed very negligible 

differences in th~rmal hydraulic behaviorat That of 603°F (Unit 

3) vs 598°F (Unit 2). 

4. Joel Rivera-Ortiz and Emmett Murphy (Andy will be 

assisting) -> Collect and assess differences in steam 

gen~rator design and manufacturing between Units 2 and 3. 

Review all design and manufacturing changes to ensure they 

were properly reviewed and approved in accordance with 

procedures, including the review of MHI actions following the 

weld issue for the divider plate. In addition, review and assess 

the adequacy of the 50.59 evaluation for the new steam 

generators. (Our review of this area included the AIT MHI 

Charter Item 1.) 

This area was probably one of the most challenging charter 

items that required review of numerous design documents, 

design changes packages, 50.59 evaluations, nonconformance 
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reports, cause evaluationsl supplier deviation requests, and 

UFSAR. In addition, numerous interviews were conducted as 

well as observing various SONGS and MHI engineering 

meetings. 

Currently, there are three unresolved items identified: 

1. MHI did not consider the full spectrum of vibration . 

mechanisms for the retainer bar during the design stage. 

As demonstrated by further evaluation, the retainer bars 

could be susceptible to turbulence-induced vibration. 

This vibration resulted in tube to retainer bar interaction 

and required a number of tubes to be plugged in each 

SIG as well as precautionary plugging of approximately 

94 tubes per SIG. 

2. MHI potenti~lly did not properly control original design 

dimensions as a result of improvements in roundness of 

· the tube, thickness/flatness of the AVBs, and other 

improvements in the manufacturing process. As part of 



the cause evaluation, this is a factor that could influence 

the· likelihood of tube vibration. 

3. MHI did not perform a comprehensive evaluation to 

assess the impact of the divider plate repairs on the 

integrity of the tube bundle. For example, MHI did not 

· assess if the additional rotations and additional heat

adding activities such as· flame cutting and PWHT could 

impact the configuration of the SG. Additionally, MHI did 

not perform dimensional checks to ensure the repair 

activities caused no damage to the bundle. 

The team identified an observation regarding MHI 

manufacturing procedures. In reviewing a number of the 

procedures, there was little guidance contained within the 

procedures. Most of the steps were general and left specifics 

up to "skill of the craft.'! One procedure in particular that was 

extremely difficult to follow, was the verification of tube 

clearance. Many of the steps were not clearly articulated and 

the flow chart was extremely difficult to follow. I was not able to 
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follow the flow chart and it took Joel a fairly long time to figure 

qut how to accomplish the measurements. 

5. Jonathan .Ortega-Luciano ->Review quality 

assurance/quality control findings,. ~elf-assessments, and audits 

done by SONGS and MHI during manufacturing of both steam 

generators. Review a sample of nuclear notifications 

associated With the steam generators. (This area corresponds 

to the AIT MHI Charter Item 4.) 

Jonathan reviewed numerous documents from both San Onofre 

Nuclear Generating S~ation and Mitsubishi .Heavy Industries 

(including sub-contractors, such as Sumitomo) Quring design 

and--manufacturing-·of-both-steam generators. He-reviewed a 

sample of Mitsubishi Heavy Industries nonconformance reports· 

(NCRs), all SONGS.condition action requests (CARs), stop 

work orders, and supplier deviation requests associ.ated with 

the design and manufacturing of the steam generators 

\ 



After performing a thorough review and working closely with 

both SONGS and MHI personnel, ·Jonathan determined that 

both programs were strong and did a good job of identifying 

issues and then taking c~rrective actions to address those 

issues. As an example, initially SONGS identified issues with 

MHI design changes and actions did not appear to be effective, 

so SONGS conditionally qualified MHI and had a number of 

additional requirements needed for review and acceptance.· 

This conditional qualification remained in place for 

approximately 14 months. Another example is MHI put in a 

stop work order at Sumitomo on September 27, 2006, for 

inadequate control of lot during Final Mill Annealing. MHI 

evaluated the adequacy of the corrective actions. implemented 

by Sumitomo and released the Stop War~ Order on October 3, 

2006. 

Currently, we do not have any unresolved items for this charter 

item. 
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6. Emmett Murphy-> Reviewed how SONGS and MHI evaluated 

and implemented steam generator generic communications·, 

such as Information Notices, Generic Letters,. Bulletins, internal 

and external operating experience. (This area corresponds to 

the AIT MHI Charter Item 3.) 

Both SONGS and MHI did extensive reviews of the available 

information and selected those items which appeared to be the 

best available technology. The team found that the design of 

the replacement steam generators took advantage of operating 

experience in incorporating a number of improvements to 

address life limiting problems that occurred with the origin'!L 

steam generators; notably including improved m~terials for the 

tubing and supportst reduced tube sheet crevice depth, 
. ' 

improved blowdown features, and improved SG access into the 

secondary side. In addition, the team finds that the licensee 

addressed world-wide operating experience from a variety of 

sources, including NRC generic· communications, in its design 

and manufacturing specifications and in its program for 
I 

managing steam generator tube integrity. 



Currently, there are no unresolved items for this charter item. 

7. John Reynoso -> Receipt inspections of steam generators. 

John reviewed SONGS receipt acceptance criteria. He 

evaluated if critical attributes were appropriately specified and if 

SONGS had the ability to assess acceptability of meeting those 

acceptance criteria. 

John also reviewed packaging, shipping, and handling of the 

steam generators from MHI to SONGS. Include a review of 

accelerometers used as part of the shipping package. 

John reviewed a variety of information including shipping and 

handling specifications developed by SONGS. He compared 

those requirements against information contained in ANSI 45.2 
" ' 

11Quafity Assurance Program Requirements for Nuclear 

Facilities." Section14, "Handling, Storage, and'Shipping," 

specified critical measures be taken to protect equipment. 

These measures include criteria such as 02 concentration, 



humidity, and maintaining inert gas or nitrogen pressure. In 

addition1 SONGS had specified other criteria such as "G'1 

loading and tube bundle support. 

Three unresolved items were identified in this area: 

1. Unit 3 RSGs were not shipped in accordance with 

-
procedure that referenced ANSI N45.2 requirements. 

Unit 3 RSG's nitrogen pressure, dew point and oxygen 

r , content were not controlled or monitored . 
. ] 

,,1 

2. Tube bundle support was specified in shipping . 

3. 

specifications but no tube bundle support wasidentified or 

used during shipment and handling, contrary to the 

shipping specification .. 

Unit 3 SG E088 accelerometers indicated up to a 1.23 G 

spike recorded on all three installed instruments. MHI 

provided an evaluation of the forces which showed loads 

were within allowable.stress limits bufexceeded stress for 

an operating basis e~rthquake. The team was not able to 

determine if this w~s prQperly considered in the licensee·s 

cause evaluations. Based on John's review, it wa~ not 



readily apparent that the accelerometers were functioning 

properly -> For example, in Unit 2 steam generator 2A, 

two of the accelerometers located on the upper skid 

recorded zero "hits" compared to steam generator 28 had 

over sixty uhits". In addition, Unit 3 steam generator 38 

(3e088) recorded over eighty ''hits11

1 more than any other 

steam generator. 

8. Carl Thurston with help from Andy Johnson-> Review 

thermal/hydraulic and flow induced vibration modeling for steam 

generators. 

Assess the adequacy of the steam generator models in 

predicting flow and vibration characteristics in the steam 

generators. Review how the models were verified and 

validated. 

Carl was able to rapidly put together a basic model of the 

SONGS S/Gs and he ran two bounding design cases. including 

one with Thot of 598°F and one with Thot of 611°F, along with 



associated changes in T cold, RCS flow, steam pressure, and 

steam flow. Carl shared his findings with members of SONGS 

engineering staff and with Areva personnel that are validating 

MHI inputs used for their thermal/hydraulic model. The 

bounding cases identified a .concern with the area of the tube-

.to-tube wear and partly addresses other trends noted in tube 

support plate and AVB wear. The overlapping area is where 

· the code predicts high void fraction and high steam velocities, 

which together will cause. a higher probability of fluid elastic 

instability; however,. Carl ~oes not have a dynamic model for 

FIV , so· he was not able to evaluate ou~put of the ATHOS code 

for assessment of margins to fluid elastic instability or tube 

stability ratios. Based on Carl's expertise in this area, he 

indicated that the ATHOS results would need to be further 

analyzed. He also indicated that based on the pattern of wear 

in the Unit 3 S/Gs, essentially a rectangular p()ttern, the 

thermal/hydraulic model does not explain all Qf the wear. Carl 

has a concern that in addition to thermal/hydraulic conditions in 

this area; there may very well be a mah_ufacturing and/or 



assembly defect of some kind that is contributing to the wear 

pattern. 

We understand that the current plans· are to have 

Westinghouse complete an independent customized 
I 

thermal/hydraulic A THOS model of the steam generator design 

and a comparison with the MHI proprietary thermal/hydraulic 

model, with the estimated completion date of sometime in mid-

April. Once you have completed the mode.ling runs ·and 

comparisons, we would like to have Carl look at your results· 

and have discussions with your staff. Our team is in alignment 

with your staff, that before any root cause can be completed, a 

thorough review and independent verification of the 

thermal/hydraulic and flow induced vibration results are 

necessary. 

A potential causal feature noted by MHI for the Unit 3 tube leak, 
/ 

"Flowering", was characterized as an elastic deformation of 

tube and AVB structure, which should have been considered as 

a normal part of the design of the steam generators since these 
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deflections are from dynamic fluid forces from normal 1 OOo/o 

. power operation. We need to understand why this flowering 

w~s not considered during the initiaJ design and we plant to 
' 

review this during our assessment of your final root cause. 

We identified one unresolved item fQr this area dealing with the 

adequacy of the MHI thermal/hydraulic model to appropriately 

model void fractions· and steam veJocitie$. As indicated earlier, 

Carl has expertise in running A THOS, and he did a number of 

different runs that showed a much higher void fraction (one of 

the 3 factors that both SONGS and MHI are focusing in on) (.99 

on ATHOS vs .. 94 on Mt-fl T/H Model). In addition, steam 

velocities were relatively high in an overlapping area. With high 

steam velocitje$·ant;t-highvoid-fraction in--the same location, this 

can lead to higher. likelihood of elastic instability and requires 

additional- analysis. Both of these conditions are shown to exist 

in .the ATHOS model in the same area as th~ tube-to-tube 

vibration. 

( 



9. Mike Runyan-> Collect data to support an independent 

assessment of the risk significance of the event. Work with 

Region IV senior reactor analysts to determine information that 

needs to be collected. 

Mike Runyan has had discussions with your PRA staff and is in 

the process of collecting needed information to finalize a risk 

·assessment, if needed. This will become important as part of 

the followup to this AIT when the unresolved items are 

reviewed and closed out. 

As discussed earlier, with three tubes failing near main steam 

line break differential pressure, the incremental conditional 

large early release probability is 2. OE-6, but could change 

based on additional inputs into the risk model. Mike Runyan is 

waiting on. your staff to provide a realistic primary-to-secondary 

leak rate assuming three ruptured tubes. 



10. All ->Assess the results of the charter items above to 

determine whether there were issues with quality assuranc~. 

radiological controls, or safety culture components. 

As discu$sed above under Charter- Item 5, we determined that 

your quality. assurance oversight of the SIG replacement project 

was very good. From a radiological perspective, there was a 

Radiation Protection team onsite, shortly after the event and 

they reviewed your offsite exposure estimate and did not find 

any issues: 

Currently, the team did not identify. any unresolved items for this 

charter item. 

11. Greg Werner (assist from Carl in running the TIH model) -> 

Given results of inspection activities, identify differences 

between Units 2 and 3 steam generators. Promptly report 

differences jmpacting restart of Unit 2 back to Region IV. 

' 



Initially, the team did have a concern with increasing RCS 

temperature . Your current plans are to raise Tcold from 541 F 

to· 550 F, which will also increase That (to about 608°F). We 

initially thought the void fraction and steam velocities would 

increase and could possibly make tube vibration worse in Unit 

2. As stated above, Carl did run the ATHOS model with Thot at 

6119F. The results showed a very slight decrease in void 

fraction and steam velocities due to the increased S/G 

pressure, so in fact, the likelihood of vibration was slightly 

decreased. In addition, you indicated that in conjunction with \, 

the increase in That to 608°F, you would reduce reactor power 

to 98 percent, which would also tend to cause S/G pressures to 

increase and likely also further decrease the void fraction and 

steam velocities, thereby further increasing the margin to 

conditions conducive to tube vibration. At this time, the team 

did not identify any differences that would negatively impact 

restart of Unit 2. 

It will be important that once you have independently verified 

your T/H model, you will need to analyze the impact of tube 



plugging in the area of tube-to-tube vibration concern. 

Extensive plugging will cause local changes in velocity flow 

patterns, void fraction, and other parameters that will need to 

be checked and verified prior to restart. 

12. As part of the charter, there were also items related to MHI, 

whi~h ·we were able to accomplish onsite as described above ,in 

the discussion of the previous· charter items. 

r 



In summary, the 9 Unresolved Items are as follows: 

1. Charter Item 1 (Chronology) - URI to determine the adequacy of .. 

the post trip/transient procedure. 

2. Charter Item 3 (Unit operational differences) - URI to determine if 

Unit 3 loose parts monitor alarms were properly evaluated and 

dispositioned. 

3. Charter Item 4 (Manufacturing and Design Differences) - 3 URls: 

a. Review design of retainer bar and not reviewing for potential 

vibration impacts. 

b. Review c'ontrol of original design dimensions -> one of your 

potential causes for in-plane vibration. 

c. Review adequacy of evaluation and controls for divider plate 

repair. 

4. Charter Item 7 (Receipt Inspection, Shipping and Handling) - 3 

UR ls 

a. Unit 3 replacement S/Gs not shipped in accordance 

requirements. 



b. Both units S/Gs did not have tube bundle support as 

specified in shipping specifications. · 

c. Review control of accelerometers and evaluation and 

disposition of record~d data. 

5. Charter Item 8 (SIG Modeling)- URI to review adequacy of MHls 

thermal/hydraulic model. 

From an overall perspective, nothing to date either from your review or the 

NRC's team independent review can clearly show why we are only seeing 

th~ tube-to-tube wear in Unit 3. There ate potential causes that your staff 

· developed, but in looking at the information, the NRC team could not see a 

distinct link. As discussed in Charter Item 4 above, the only clearly distinct 

difference is the extensive repair and rework of Unit 3 S/Gs divider plate, 

which both SONGS and MHI have discounted as a potential cause. We 

believe that additional reviews need .to be conducted by both SONGS and 

MHI in this area. 

The unresolved items will be followed up at a future date. The AIT 

inspection report will have more detail than a "nprmaf" NRC inspection 

report. The AIT report will contain narrative and discussion of our 
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inspection activities in order to·help whoever comes back to close out the 

unresolved items. To reiterate, the AIT inspection is not over and we will 

continue to review your cause evaluations. Although the onsite portion of 

. \ 

this inspection is completed, it is important that you keep Region IV · 

informed of new developments concerning your review of the causal 

factors. It would be appreciated if you could send updated information to 

both me and Ryan Lantz. Between the two of us and senior management, 

we will work together to review and assess the new information. 

We requested a lot of information and interviews and your team provided · 

great support and quick turnarounds. In addition, all the individuals that we 

interaqted with this week were very responsive and open. The NRC team 

never got the sense that you were holding anything back from our team. 

appreciated SONGS and MHls openness and understanding, especially 

this week, when all of our requests took on an extra. sense of urgency and 

priority. Not to point out anyone in particular, but I will. Michael Stevens 

Wi~S fantastic at tracking our requests and keeping the team up-to-date on 

status of requested items. 



Thanks again to the entire SQNGS and MHI staff that we interacted with 

during these past 2 weeks .. 

That finish~s my prepared remarks, are there any questions? 

~om Blount would like to make some closing remarks. 

Thank you for your time. 
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I. OBJECTIVES 

INSPECTION PLAN 
SONGS 

UNITS 2 and 3 CAL STATUS 

The team is to assess actions taken by SONGS to address the Confirmatory Action 
Letter, dated March 27, 2012. From the letter, the actions are as follows: 

Actions for Unit 2 

1. Southern California Edison Company (SCE) will determine the causes of the 
tube-to-tube interactions that resulted in steam generator tube wear in Unit 3, 
and will implement actions to pre.vent loss of integrity due to these causes in the 
Unit 2 steam generator tubes. SCE will establish a protocol of inspections and/or 
operational limits for Unit 2. including plans for a mid-cycle shutdown for further 
inspections. 

2. Prior to entry of Unit 2 into Mode 2, SCE will submit to the NRC in writing the 
results of your assessment of Unit 2 steam generators, the protocol of 
inspections and/or operational limits. including schedule dates for a mid-cycle 
shutdown for further inspections, and the basis for SCE's conclusion that there is 
reasonable assurance, as required by NRC regulations. that the unit will operate 
safely. 

Actions for Unit 3 

1. SCE will complete in-situ pressure testing of tubes with potentially significant 
wear indications in accordance with the Electric Power Research Institute {EPRI) 
Steam Generator In-situ Pressure Test Guidelines and will plug tubes in 
accordance with those guidelines. 

2. SCE will plug all tubes with wear indications in excess of your Steam Generator 
Program Requirements (SGPR) and EPRI guidelines as well as perform 
preventive plugging or take other corrective actions to address retainer bar
related tube wear in Unit 3. 

3. SCE will determine the causes of tube-to-tube interaction and implement actions 
to prevent recurrence of loss of integrity in the Unit 3 steam generator tubes 
while operating. 

4. SCE will establish a protocol of inspections and/or operational limits for Unit 3. 
including plans for a mid-cycle shutdown for inspections. The protocol is 
intended to minimize the progression of tube wear. and ensure that tube wear will 
not progress to the point of degradation that could cause tubes not to meet 
leakage and structural strength test criteria. 
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5. Prior to entry of Unit 3 into Mode 4, SCE will submit to the NRC in writing the 
results of your assessment of Unit 3 steam generators, the protocol of 
inspections and/or operational limits, inCtuding schedule dates for a mid-cycle 
shutdown for further inspections, and the basis for SCE's conclusion that there is 
a reasonable assurance, as required by NRC regulations, that the unit will 
operate safely. 

This CAL will remain in effect until the NRC has (1) reviewed your response to the 
actions above, including responses to staff's questions and the results of your 
evaluations, and (2) the staff communicates to you in written correspondence that it has 
concluded that SONGS Units 2 and 3 can be operated without undue risk to public 
health and safety, and the environment. · 

In addition: 

1. . With assistance from NRR, the team will finalize our review and determine the 
adequacy of the SONGS 50.59 evaluation ~sed for the replacement steam 
generators. 

2. The tec;lm needs reasonable C1Ssuran.ce that the corrective actions being taken by 
SONGS will prevent further damage fo the steam generator tubes relative to 
fluid-elastic instability and no further tube·to-tube wear will occur; 

II. ACTIVITIES PRIOR TO THE INSPECTION 

Note: All dates are estimated based on .SONGS sending us the CAL readiness 
inspection letter towards the end of May (tentatively scheduled for May 23). 

The team will review as much information in their assigned areas as is possible before 
they arrive on·site on Monday. June 4, 2012. Information requests will be made via 
email to Michael Stevens at michael.stevens@sc1~.com and Ryan Treadway at 
i;Lan.treadway@sce.com. All ihformatioh requ~sts shall incl~de a cc to the team lead 
and the rest of the team. This ·wm ensure that the team lead can maintain an accurate 
record of document requests and the other team members will be able to avoid 
duplication of document requests. The licensee will provide documents via CERTRE¢ 
as applicable. " 

Inspectors are encouraged to record all documents reviewed as they go to ensore an 
accurate list and achieve efficiency in do.cumentation. Please use the "Documents 
Reviewed" template provided by the team lead on March 20, 2012, via email. 

llL INSPECTION SCHEDULE 

The inspection schedule ts as follows: 

Wksof 
May7 
thru 
May 28 -> Continue preps and provide document requests to Michael Stevens and copy 

me. 
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.IV. 

June 4 9:00 am:· Entrance 

.June 5 
thru 
June 7 

Junes 

7:30 am: Team cin'."site to begin inspection activities ' 
8:QO·am: ·Lead.meets with Licensee 

. 2:00 pm: ~ead briefs RIV management via tel~nference 
4:00 pm: Team meeting to discuss issv~s am;t p~ogr:e8S {all attend). 
5:15 pm: Oepart site 

~ ~m: Debrief 
9 am:. Depart site 

Note 1: All times are PDT. 

June 11 Return .to respective offices for documentation. Team members are to ·be 
deqicated to completing the report qo9µm.entatiori. . 

- ,. . .. . !t: ' ,_ • • 

. June 15 Team completes draft report input ah:cj $upplies fo· lead· in the template format 
prov!de'~·-- pl~ase·u.se same format as·tor the AIT ifu~peclion report. · 

Ti3D l:ead (maybe some or all team members} retumg to: SONGS for public exit 

ao day~ after Publie"§xit . AIT ·im;pection reporUssuea · 

INSPECTION GOALS\ ACTIVITIES AND ASSIGNMENTS 
. . ·.--. - ., ' ' :-, - ' 

·' Are the We$tinghoOse, AREVA, and MHiATHOS models'pi'o\Ji&ing·results 
· with acc~pt~ble.agr~meht? . · . . . . · 

• D~ any pJ ffie m~del~ eu,rfent.ly beiJJg usectreaso~bly prec:Jicf the·weaflh~ 
actually~.occurred in lJnif 3?: If so, is that model 'beirlg: u.s~:as'the· basis going 
foi\o/~rdr WnotpvhY>!lc!ti:. . ·. . · · · •. · · · · ·· · 

• Wftafwas'wrong withthe.MF{i.flT-:li.1 and/orFIVATSrnodel$1?'· . 
· ·• What ~U,se~'.:~r~;.assQc~a.t~~:\yith lhe ;lfEI. ~nd wh~· ¢'.orf~otiY~. af?~9n!th~ve 

been ta~en fOr et:1ch ¢cu.~$~? :If a cause {such as insufficient AVB.;;to-tu.~ 
contact f0te$s) {s . .not 09rr~eteo; ~ny··is ttlis ok'?. . .. . . _, .. · . . . . . . 

• Is a r~Vl$i<m:tqth~ l!~i1~~::9t'.GAl.'..neectedlor.$0NG$Jo o~~e ~fi'edu<;ed 
power? .(Region 1v ~ncf f"iq~"~rei 91$cu~siiiQt) · · · · · 

,, , • , '.·. c' •• 

B. Confirmat~ry Action ~etter Requirements 
r 

• Determine the caJ,Jses of the tube·fo·tUbe.inter~cii~ .. thatresul~edJn steam 
generator:~ut>e ~~rip ur1it·2 andU.nita:e~d.fri;-' ~~ffi~filfy.atl·ii~i~pg . 
· aild ~6ffi'men~M'1f · · · -·· . ·.· .. . .. · , . _ .. h 

o Revlevlffie cause evaluation reports.for Unit:2. (Aifd~l and Unlt3 (.)of.in). 
~~ ~P.R.ll~pl~.'..lJ~~Jp~peption ~~!d.ap(J~'fo~ root9ay~e·.,eva1u~ti~IJ'.. . 
qpnta1nJ:!P 1n I P95QQ~ ~o a$se.tls the. caµs~ d~term.1na.t19n mettiodplQQY • 
. eXtent;;o#cause, eXtent.;.of-conctitlcm. ·and .appropriateness '<>f corrective 
actioh~. · · · · 
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o What portions of the design modifications are causing the high velocities, 
high void fractions, and other issues that are leading to FEI? Need to 
understand the delta between original and replacement steam 
generators. What actions are being taken to address these issues? 
(Andy and John) 

Note: Determine adequate basis for probable causes and discounted 
causes. 

• Implement actions to prevent loss of integrity due to the identified causes in 
the Units 2 and 3 steam generator tubes. (f;mmett and Arldy) 
o Review corrective actions including tube plugging and stabilization in Unit 

2 and Unit 3 steam generators for all required conditions and preventative 
plugging. Additionally, review the basis for any difference in corrective 
actions between Units. (Emmett} 

o Review in-situ pressure testing requirements and actual testing done on 
Unit 3. {Andy) 

• Establish a protocol of inspections and/or operational limits for Units 2 and 3, 
including plans for a mid-cycle shutdown for further inspections (Emme~ and 
Carl, with all_ r~viewing and commenting) 
o Review the scope and results of tube inspections that have been 

completed and planned for Units 2 and 3 (Emmett} 
o Review basis for any planned operational limits (Carf and Emmett) 
o Understand the technical basis for the length of operation - need to 

ensure tube integrity will be maintained (Carl and Emmett) 
o Review basis for the operational period prior to shutdown for further 

inspection of tubes. {Emmett) / 
o Review MHI ATHOS and FIV models to verify margin to FEI. (Cart) 
o Review analysis of what caused FIT-Ill to under predict fluid velocities 

and void fractions. (Carl) 
o Review V&V of new models and basis for confidence in new models 

appropriately predicting flow and vibration. (Carl) 

• Results of the assessment of Units 2 and 3 steam generators (Emmett and 
Andy lead, with all reviewing and commenting) 
o Review operational assessment report to assess the licensee's projection 

of worst case degradation at the end of the next operating period. Assess 
the licensee's implementation of current industry methods for the 
projection of worst case degradation and whether the selected methods 
are adequate for the specific degradation mechanisms affecting SONGS 
Units 2 and 3. (Emmett) 

o Review draft condition monitoring report to assess whether the licensee 
appropriately identified the tubes that failed or satisfied the tube integrity 
performance criteria during the past operating cycle for Units 2 and 3. 
~M . 

C. Review of 50.59 Evaluation for Replacement Steam Generators (Dave BeauOeu) 
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• This activity if not part of the on-site inspection activities for Units 2 and 3 
status. Headquarters staff is assisting in the review of the licensee's basis for 
not needing NRC approval to replace the original steam generators. 

D. Review of 50.59 Screening and Evaluation for Corrective Actions (John) 

• Review the implementation of the licensee's 50.59 screening and evaluation 
process for all corrective actions affecting the current licensing basis to verify 
that Design Change procedures are followed. 

• Ensure the licensee provided adequate technical basis for screening out any 
plant change resulting from planned and completed corrective actions. 

E. Based on our review of the above items, the team needs to be able to say, "We have 
reasonable assurance that actions taken by SONGS will prevent further tube-to-tube 
degradation due to FEI and that tube integrity will be maintained during the next 
operating period." If this can't be supported, then we would not recommend restart 
and would provide insights to NRC senior management as to what additional actions 
need to be completed prior to authorizing restart. The basis for reasonable 
assurance would consider the following attributes: 

• Did the licensee conduct a thorough evaluation of the tube wear condition to 
identify the leading cause and contributing factors? 

• Does the licensee clearly understand the cause of the tube degradation 
mechanism? 

• Did the licensee determine the extent-of-condition and extent-of-cause for 
Units 2 and 3? 

• Did the licensee implement appropriate corrective actions to address the 
cause and contributing factors? 

• Are the corrective actions appropriate to not just address the flow elastic 
instability issue but to maintain steam generator tube 'integrity as required by 
the tube performance criteria described in the plant Technical Specifications? 

• Are the corrective actions conservative enough to ensure that the 
performance capability of the Units 2 and 3 steam generators will not be 
degraded and the steam generators will operate within the bounds of the 
current licensing basis? 

V. INSPECTION REPORT INPUT 

Inspection report input is due to Greg Werner by COB five working days, June 15 
(estimated), after site activity is completed. Inspection report input shall be prepared in 
accordance with IP 93800 and the inspection report outline template provided by the 
team leader. Inspectors are encouraged to populate the ''Documents Reviewed" 
template as they go. 

Manual Chapter 0612 format will be utilized regarding inspection scope and findings, but 
it is not expected that input will include analysis and enforcement of performance 
deficiencies. The team leader will determine which observations and conclusions will be 
included in the inspection report using guidance in IP 93800 and Manual Chapter 0612. 

VI. ADMINISTRATIVE 
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The licensing contacts will be Michael !vens x89162 ton-site) o~ ... co-Jco_J ___ .... le cell) 
and Ryan Treadway x89985 {on-site) oec6

i kcell). 
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From: Werner, Greg 
Sent 
To: 

Saturday, May 12, 201212:43 AM 
Thurston, Cart; Murphy, Emmett; Rivera-Ortiz, Joel; Ortega-Luciano, Jonathan; Johnson, 
Andrew; Reynoso, John 

Cc: Lantz, Ryan; Blount, Tom; Bloodgood, Michael; Louden, Patrick; Vias, Steven; Kulesa, 
Gloria; Hoxie, Chris; Warnick, Greg; Werner, Greg 

Subject: FIT -m Presentation by MHI and Expert Panel 

Good Evening Team, 

Today, both Carl and I observed the Expert Panel on FIT-Ill. It was very interesting to say the least, but the information 
provided was not that useful. MHl did NOT investigate the area of concern. My perception was they were intent on 
proving that FIT-Ill was ok and it was NOT the problem. f will let Carl add or modify what I understood from the 
presentation as describe below. 

The following are some of the key points that I took away. 

MHI Presentation Items of Interest: 

1. MHI compared FIT Ill and ATHOS using a 6 to 8 tubes. None of these tubes were in the area of interest and did 
not exhibit ANY tube-to-tube wear. Based on the comparison of data, MHI concluded that FIT-111 model was 
appropriately used during the design. 

2. ATHOS yielded velocities 3 -5 times higher than FIT~lll and void fractions of approximately 0.995 (very high). 
3. MHI technical lead acknowledged that their highest void fraction calculated of 0.95 was VERY high. 
4. Using both the outputs from FIT-Ill and ATHOS, all stability ratios (SR) for the tubes selected (see Item 1), were 

less than 1. SRs calculated using FIT-Ill outputs yielded results significantly lower than ATHOS outputs. The 
highest SR using ATHOS outputs was 0.60, well below the limiting value of 1.0. 

5. Tube stability based on ATHOS output was NOT calculated with one missing AVB. However, when asked, MHI 
personnel stated that if they had, there would have been a number of SRs > 1.0. MHI indicated that this was 
NOT a design consideration, but it was used by MHI as a check. 

6. Margins to Instability using ATHOS results are lower than using results from FIT-111 jin most cases, 2 times 
lower). 

7. Use of FIT~lll results during design is not considered a direct cause for the tube wear. 

Expert Panel: 

1. They were not satisfied with the presentation from MHI. 
2. Over 20 questions asked by the Expert Panel could not be answered by MHI and they owed answers to the 

Panel.· 
3. Not clear that MHI calculated SRs using the correct velocities in accordance with ASME code. Several Expert 

panel members thought the FIT-111 velocities were extremely low. 
4. MHI needs to calculate SRs using ATHOS outputs assuming one AVB inactive. 

NRC Thoughts/Comments: 

1. For calculated SRs using both ATHOS and FIT-Ill, the results to Carl and I were NOT surprising, because all of the 
tubes selected did NOT exhibit FEI. 
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2. Nobody was able to say which model is accurate. This Is a requirement in order to use any model for 
justification for restart. 

3. We told Pete Dietrich and Frank Gillespie, that SONGS needs to have MHI calculate velocities and void fractions 
using ATHOS and FIT-Ill on tubes that had tube-to-tube wear as a comparison because what was presented was 
of little use as described above - we would NOT expect any SRs to be greater than 1 because none of the tubes 
that they used in their comparison had any tube-to-tube wear. 

4. Based on information presented during the AIT, if MHI does calculate the SRs using ATHOS with one inactive 
support, we strongly. believ:e that a number of the originartubesJ:~seq for their disc\ISsion WOULD have SRs >1.0. 

5. The MHI presentation Was of Uttie value other than knowing and letting SONGS know that additional work is 
needed in this area. 

Note - Frank Gillespie, former NRC Hqs SES, works for MHI (Senior Vice President) and was attending this meeting. 

Greg Werner 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Werner, Greg 
Wednesday, May 16, 2012 7:49 AM 
Thurston, Carl 
Murphy, Emmett; Hoxie, Chris; Kulesa, Gloria; Bloodgood, Michael 
RE: AT-m and S/G Design Question 

THANKS! I'm not exactly sure how much detail Elmo is looking for. I think what you provided gives a short summary of 
how the S/Gs are designed. If Elmo has more questions, he will ask. 

Greg 

From: Thurston, Carl 
Sent: Tuesday, May 15, 2012 4:54 PM 
To: Werner, Greg 
Cc~ Murphy, Emmett; Hoxie, Chris; Kulesa, Gloria; Bloodgood, Michael 
Subject: RE: FIT-III and S/G Design Question 

Greg, please see below. I can expand on these but I hope the short answers are adequate. 

Carl 

From: Werner, Greg 
Sent: Tuesday, May 15, 2012 8:56 AM 
To: Thurston, Carl 
Cc: Murphy, Emmett; Hoxie, Chris; Kulesa, Gloria; Bloodgood, Michael 
Subject: FIT-III and S/G Design Question 

Good Morning Carl, 

I briefed Elmo Collins (Regional Administrator) yesterday on our observations of the SONGS expert panel on FIT~lll. Elmo 
wanted to know some specific details of how FIT-Ill was used as part of the design process, specifically: 

1. What and how were the tubes selected during the design to analyze for T /H condition? I explained to him that · 
based on our discussions, a sample of tubes are selected and T /H models are run on those tubes, not all tubes 
are analyzed. But I have no Idea how the tubes are selected .. I also told him, I believe the tubes used to 
compare and contrast FIT-Ill to ATHOS were also used during the design phase of the replacement steam 
generators. 

Generally, the performance code (like MHl's SSPC) is used to compute bulk primary and secondary 
parameters, of most concern is steam pressure. The case with the lowest steam pressure usually computed for 
EOL conditions for max plugging and fouled tubes since it will produce highest voiding and highest steam 
velocities. Then usually less than 10 of worst tubes are selected, includes longest unsupported tube lengths, 
these are usually highest row and lower row tubes near periphery and a few interior tubes. Most interior tubes 
have shorter support lengths and generally do not produce highest stability ratios (SR) in design. 

2. Why wouldn't the T /H models have identified the potential area of concern? 
Well, we know there are deficiencies in FIT~lll results, but with the ATHOS results, SRs are sufficiently close to 
1 to cause concern. If an analyst saw local high velocities those areas should be investigated (my opinion, 
that's anything 0. 7f.· and greater). These problems have to be considered when the bundle layout is done, each 
venoor has their own process for designing the tube bundle, and revising the layout so SRs are reduced. 

3.. How does the T /H modeling fit into the overall design process? 
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Most of the.design is based on the performance code bulk parameters, temperature pressure and flow for 
various areas in the RSG. The 30 flow from the FIT-Ill code is only used for components within the wra.pper, 
i.e., the tubes, AVBs, TSPs, and any associated supporting structures. All the vendor calculations provide input 

· for the ASME stress report. every part of the SG has to analyzed (non-safety and safety-related) for 
conformance to ASME and in accordance with licensee spec (8023-617-01 rev 4). In addition. accident loads 
for design are provided by the licensee spec or vendor used to complete safety analysis tasks, in this case, 
Westinghouse. ' 

Not sure what is on your plate. When do you think you could get back to me? 

Thanks, 
Greg Werner 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subjed: 
Attachments: 

Greg: 

STREET Mike (AREVA) <Mike.Street@areva.com> 
Thursday, April 12, 2012 10:14 AM 
Werner, Greg 
JP Billoue: Resume 
CV Jean BILLOUE.pdf 

Attached please find the resume (CV} for JP Billoue. His entire career has been designing and building heat exchangers 
and steam generators. As I mentioned previously, Jean~Paul retired about 2 weeks ago, but remains on our list of 
AREVA experts that we can call on when needed. 

My business unit, Equipment US, will serve as the contracting entity for JPB. 

Mike Street 
Manager, Primary Component Projects and Warranty Support, Equipment BU us 
AREVA NP, Inc. 
(434) 832-4303 (0) 

l(bJ(6J l(M) 
1f:e itifs:maf/e11 J:: !J:Js c :::ct: is 1\/iiii'z\\ p; ape f) sit • '1 JqfJ 1l'rI'11 '•'J ft 1111 11'*111 uu Re,red:r1tiss nd iU11'"'k11f'u ?'? reh'bUed 
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EDUCATION: 

RELEVANT 
EXPERIENCE : 

2009. 2012 

2001 - 2009 

1996 - 2001 

1991 - 1996 

1989- 1991 

1986- 19S9 

1984 - 1986 

1977 - 1984 

Jean-Paul BILLOUE 

Mathematics and Physics, Faculte des Sciences, Paris, 1968 
· Applied Mechanics and Fluid-MeGhanics, lnstitut des Scien<:es de l'lngenieur, 
Nancy, 1966 

AREVA NP Paris, France 

Equipment Business Unit I Engineering Department 

• Technical Manager, SO tube wear issue 

AREYA NP Cex·FnJma!ome ANfl. Paris. France 

Steam Generator and Heat Exchangers Engineering Department 

• Technical Manager, RSO Projects 
• Responsible for technology of advanced components (SOs, Heat Exchangers) 

Frnmatome SA, Paris, France 

Steam Generator and Heat Exchangers Engineering Department 

• Technical Manager, RSG Projects (Oe1.nau 2 included) 
• Responsible for technology 6f advanced components (SGs, Heat Exchangers) 

Manager, SG Engineering Group 

• Technical Manager, Ooel 4 and Tihange 3 RSG Projects 
• Participation to Asco and Almaraz RSG Projects in consortium with Siemens 
• Responsible for SO and}leat Exchangers Engineering activities. 

Manager, Service!i and Components Groop 

• Development of Maintenance Products and Services (removable plug, sleeving 
processes, plugging criteria) 

• Technical Manager. Beznau I llSG Project 

Manager, Sp Products and Services Group 

• Support of Maintenance Division activities 
• Support of Service Division activities 

Large Primary Equipment Engineering Department, Services Group 

Engineer responsible for Primary Equipment service activities (SGs, RPV, 
Pressurizer) 

Steam Generator Group 

Responsible for SG Engineering activities (900 MW French program, Koern:rg. 
Karon). 



1975 - 1977 

1973 - 1975 

1970 - 1973 

Jean-Paul BILLOUE (cont') 

CCM SULZER, Paris. France 

1 lcat Exchangers and Centrifugal Compressors Departments 

• Design, quotation and proposal of various types of Heat Exchangers (Petro -
Chemical and Nuclear Industries) 

• Technical Manager ofa Turn-key Project (Air Supply Unit for a Blast Furnace) 

Maintenance Department (On-site nuclear activities) 

• On-site maintenance ofSG inlet headers at St Laurent I and 2 and Yandcllos 
(gas -graphite NPPs) 

• On-site Group Manager for the replacement of1hc Primary loops at Chinon A3 
(gas - graphitc''NPP). 

CCM SULZER. Mantes, France (workshop) 

Heat Exchangers Manufacturing Division 

• Manufacturing studies and fullo.w-up of various types of heat exchangers for gas· 
graphilc NPPs and Heavy Water Production Units (India). 

• Evaluation of Manufacturing sequences and processes for various types of SGs 
(OTSGs, HTR,THTR). 

• Installation of a clean shop dedicated to fabrication of the THTR SGs. 
• Devi:lopment and in-shop follow-up of tube 10 tubcsheet welding (Brennilis Gas 

Cooled Reactor RSGs). 



From: 
Sent 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Thurston, Carl 
Friday, April 27, 2012 6:10 P~. 
Hoxie, Chris 
Scott, Michael 
FW: SONGS S/G 

Chris, ! wanted you to be aware (see below) that Brian Sheron may be getting involved in some of the T/H 
activities for the SONGS AIT. Basically ours, and the licensee contractor analysis are showing that the design 
code MHI used for 30 velocity calculation is giving non-conservative results, suggesting the new generators 
are under designed in regard to FIV. 

I am out this Monday and Tuesday. so please keep me informed if there is any news from the top, and feel free 
to call my cell,l(olr0i I · 

Thanks 
Carl 

From: Werner, Greg 
Sent: Friday, April 27, 2012 3:51 PM 
To: Thurston, earl; Murphy, Emmett; Rivera-Ortiz, Joel; Ortega-Luciano, Jonathan; Johnson, Andrew; Reynoso, John 
Subject: FW: SONGS S/G 

l FYL 
·! 

Carl- see what you can find out about the T/H model. 

Emmett - I thought FCS has the exact same design, but smaller. Do you know if the batwing discussion below Is 
true.??? If so, we need to find out details. 

Greg 

From: Blount, Tom 
Sent: Friday, Aprll 27, 2012 9:52 AM 
To: Werner, Greg 
Cc: Bloodgood, Michael 
SUbject: SONGS S/G 

Greg-
1 had a conversation with Elmo this morning that covered several areas regarding SONGS. 

• During his meetirigs with his peers in HQ's he was told that ooµ·had·previously reviewed MHi's.T·H 
model arid found it lacking. He indicated this was a known concern/condition by others, without 
specifics to who it was known by or when. Brian Sheron (RES) is getting more insight from DOE to 
determine veracity of this. 

• FC,S (Jerri Gate$) had previously inforr:ned Elrrio that they h~d to require MHI to install .''batwings"Jn 
their S/G's because of what they con$idered to·be design deficiencies of the MHI S/Gs: This was in 
reference to Elmo"s concern and discussion regarding the various engineering design changes 
installed in the SONGS S/Gs. In this regard, Elmo is asking that the S/G "support cylinder removal" and 
the "floating head" arrangement be evaluated regarding meeting the 50.59 criteria for making 
modifications. 
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• I informed Elmo that we are contracting the "AIT Review" activity. He asked if Ian Barnes was one of 
the folks and I indicated he is, which he was appreciative of. Additionally, Elmo's perspective is that this 
role is to "Challenge" us to ensure we have looked at and evaluated all the appropriate 
actions/activities. This is for the benefit of the NRC so that we have confidence that we have done all 
the things that we needed to in order to adequately assess the situation and render a 
determination/decision in the end. 

I just wanted to pass along insights because I think they help frame our path forward. 

Tom Blount· 
(Acting) Dir DRS R-IV 

817-200-1146 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

Werner, Greg 
Friday, April 20, 2012 12:11 PM 
Werner, Greg 
Statement of Work from Contracts 
J4076T017 _SOW.docx 

--0·•'•··-··· ~~· ·~""----~---------------------------
From: cartwright, William 
Sent: Thursday, April 19, 2012 1:54 PM 
To: Werner, Greg · 
Subject: RE: JP Billoue: Resum~ 

Not yet. I will follow·up with Beckman to see where they are at 

I've drafted a statement of work that I have attached. let me know if you see anything horrible wrong with it 

From: Werner, Greg 
Sent: Thursday, April 19, 2012 1:54 PM 
To: Cartwright, William · 
Subject: Re: JP Bllloue: Resume 

Any word on Jean~Paul? Mike Street, AREVA, is here at SONGS, 
Sent from blackberry 

From: Werner, Greg 
To: cartwright, William 
Sent: Wed Apr 18 07:47:54 2012 
Subject: Fw: JP Billoue: Resume 

Fyi 
Sent from blackberry 

, , From: STREET Mike (AREVA) <Mike.Street@areva.com> 
j , To: Werner, Greg 

Sent: Thu Apr 12 10:14:15 2012 
Subject: JP Billoue: Resume 

Greg: 
Attached please find the resume (CV) for JP Billoue. His entire career has been designing and building heat exchangers 
and steam generators. As I mentioned previously, Jean-Paul retired about 2 weeks ago, but remains on our list of 
AREVA experts that we can call on when needed. 

My business unit, Equipment US, will serve as the contracting entity for JPB. 

Mil<e Street 
Manager, Primary Component Projects and Warranty Support, Equipment BU US 
AREVA NP, Inc. 
(434) 832-4303 (O} 
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STATEMENT OF WORK, 
Task Order 17 under Contract NRC-03-08-071; 

Design Engineering Support for San Onofre Steam Generator Inspections 

B&R NUMBER: 2012-20~11-5-139 

JOB CODE: J-4076 

NRC TECHNICAL MONITOR: Bill Cartwright, NRR, {301) 415-8345 

PERIOD OF PERFORMANCE: 05/01/2012 to 06/30/2012 

1.0 BACKGROUND 

. In accordance with the Reactor Oversight Process (ROP), the U.S. N1..1clear Regulatory 
Commission JNRC) inspects various activities at nuclear power reactor plants. · 

2.0 TASK ORDER OBJECTIVE 

The objective of this task order is to obtain contractor support to assist. a NRC team in the 
performance of a Special Steam Generator inspection at San Onofre 2&3. The requirements 
are as follows: · 

1) The inspection requires contractor support from one $team Generator Inspection 
Specialist and one Steam Generator Thermal Hydraulic Specialist (both Mechanical 
Engineering Background) .. 

2) The desired start date for this inspection is the week of May 7th. One week of 
travel/preparations to RIV, f olloyved by one week of either on site or Regional HQ 
reviews, and then one week of home office write-up/documentation. 

3) One optional week of re$earch or documentation tl'lat may be used at the Technical 
Monitors discretion. This should be estimated at the regional offi~. but may be at the 
contractors' home office. 

The inspection da~es. may change. Given that no date revisions will exceed this task orders 
overall period of performance, changes to individual inspection dates will be provided to the 
contractor by the Technical Monitor. · · 

3.0 SCOPE OF WORK 

The contractor shall. provide techni.cal support to the NRC Regional Team Leader (RTL) during 
the performance of the inspection. The team leader will provide the applicable inspection 
procedures and inspection charter during the inspection preparations week. 

The NRC Team Leader may issue technical direction during the duration of the task order. 
Technical direction must be wittiin the general Statement of Work stated in the task order, and 
shall not constitute new assignments of work or changes of such nature as to justify an 
adjustment in cost or period of performance. The contractor shall refer to the b~sic contract for 
further information and guidance on any technical directions Issued under this ~ask order. 

Any modifications to the scope of work, cost, or period of performance of the task order must be 
issued by the Contracting Officer and will be coordinated with the Project Officer . 



4.0 SPECIFIC TASKS 

The below three specific tasks should be performed for this inspection, and shall be performed in 
accordance with the requirements. standards, deliverables, and completion timeframes specified 
in the base contract's Statement of Work. 

4.1 Task 1 - Inspection Preparation 

4.2 Task 2 - Conduct Onsite Inspections 

4.3 Task 4 -Documentation of Inspection Results 

5.0 TECHNICAL REPORTING REQUIREMENTS FOR THE INSPECTION 

The technical reporting requirements for the inspection shall be performed in accordance with 
the requirements specified in the base contract's Statement of Work. 

6.0 PERSONNEL REQUIREMENTS 

The engineering inspection specialists shall have a design background {such as from an 
architect-engineer firm) and experience/knowledge regarding: 

) 

1) design, analysis, operations, installation, modification, maintenance and testing of 
nuclear plant safety. systems. 

2) reviewing design basis and detailed design (calculations, drawings, etc.) of nuclear 
plant safety systems. 

All of the specialists shall have knowledge/experience with NRC regulations. 

It shall be the responsibility of the contractor to assign qualified technical staff, employees. and · 
subcontractors, who have the required educational background, experience, or combination 
thereof, to meet both the technical and regulatory objectives of the work specified in this 
Statement of Work (SOW). The NRC will rely on representation made by the contractor 
concerning the qualifications of the personnel proposed for assignment to this task order 
including assurance that all information contained in the technical and cost proposals, including 
resumes and conflict of interest disclosures, is accurate and truthful. 

For this inspection, the NRC has identified the following personnel as meeting the Technical 
background requirements of this contract: 

Ian Barnes (Steam Generator Inspection Specialist) 
Jean-Paul Billoue (Steam Generator Thermal Hydraulic Specialist) 

The contractor may propose other staff that they feel have the technical background required for 
this inspection. 
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7.0 ESTIMATED LEVEL OF EFFORT (per individual) 

For the Steam Generator inspection: 

1 

2 

3 

Activity 

Travel and preparation at regional office 

On-site inspection 

Document_ation of inspection results 

Estimated level of Effort 

44 hours* 

50 hours 

40 hours 

4 Optional follow-up reviews and documentation -40 hours* 

*As authorized by the Technical Monitor. 

Assume 4 hours per individual for. training in the home office, in addition to the above home office 
inspection. 

Hours may be revised, such as for additional hours to document significant inspection findings. 

8.0 MEETINGS AND TRAVEL 

One 5-day trip to Region IV for preparation, one potential trip to RIV for follow-up 

One 5-day trip to the San Onofre plant site 

Above travel estimate is per individual and may be adjusted fQr holidays. 
Contractor shall coordinate all travel arrangements in advance with the Team leader. Off
normal travel time may be required to ensure timely arrival at the site. as scheduled by Team 
Leader. 

9.0 NRC FURNISHED MATERIAL 

Documents required to prepare for the inspection will be provided by Team leaders. 

10.0 OTHER APPLICABLE INFORMATION 

The work specified in this SOW is 100% licensee fee recoverable. The contractor shall provide 
fee recovery information in the monthly progress reports in accordance with the requirements of 
the basic contract. 



From: 
Sent: 

. To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

Lantz, Ryan 
Tuesday, August 28, 2012 1:13 PM 
Benney, Brian 
Gibson, Lauren; Lyon, Fred; Markley, Michael; P~ige, Jason; Wer.ner, Greg 
NRR_ SONGS steam generators_July2012.docx 
NRR_ SONGS steam generators_July2012.docx 

See attached my edits for your one-pager. 
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San Onofre Steam Generator Tube Leak 

Explanation of rssue 

Southern California Edison (SCE) replaced the steam generators (SGs) at San Onofre Units 2 
and 3 in 2010 and 2011, respectively. The replacement SGs at Units 2 and 3 are similar and 
were manufactured by Mitsubishi Heavy Industries (MHI). San Onofre Unit 2 was shut down on 
January 10, 2012, for a refueling outage. and Unit 3 has been shut down since January 31, 
2012, in response to a SG tube leak. Inspections of the SG tubes in both units revealed 
unexpected degradation as discussed below. 

Status 

Unit 2 was shut down for refueling in January after one complete cycle of operation with 
replacement SGs, and the licensee inspected 100% of the SG tubes, as required. These 
inspections revealed mechanical wearing of the tubes from three distinct sources: tube 
supports (tube support plates and anti-vibration bars), loose parts, and retainer bar. The 
number and severity of the indications of wear at the tube supports (thousands of indications) 
are comparable to what has been observed in other SGs of this size. Similarly, the number and 
severity of the indications of wear attributed to loose parts are comparable to what has been 
observed in other SGs. The indications of wear at the retainer bar (a support unique to the MHI 
design) were unexpected and some of the indications were deep. A total of six tubes had 
indications exceeding the technical SQecification plugging criteria of 35% through-wall wear : ~ 
e><Gessi\1e wear at the 4 at the retainer bar interface and 2 at anti-vibration bar interfaces.were 
plugged by the licensee. as req~ired by plant technical speciticatiens. The licensee plugged a 
total of 186 additional tubes adjacent to the retainer bar in the two Unit 2 SGs as a further 
corrective action. As a result of the extensive tube-to-tube wear observed in the Unit 3 SGs 
(discussed below), the licensee re-examined similar locations in the Unit 2 SGs with enhanced 
techniques and found evidence of limited tube-to-tube wear on two adjacent tubes in one of the 
Unit 2 SGs. The licensee plugged 318 additional tubes in the Unit 2 SGs based on the results 
of these enhanced inspections and other information obtained from the ongoing Unit 3 
evaluations. Note that each steam generator has 9727 steam generator tubes. 

Unit 3 was shut down by control room operators on January 31, 2012, in response to <ffi 

increasing~ primary-to-secondary leak-rate. The operators performed· a rapid shutdown by 
procedure to to the rate of increase of the leak rate. Unit 3 had only operated for one year with 
its replacement SGs before it was shut down. The licensee inspected 100% of the Unit 3 SG 
tubes and found similar support structure wear to that observed in Unit 2. but also identified 
significant and alse _wear {over 800 indications) as a result of tube-to-tube contact in the upper 
portion of the tube bundle. The licensee determined that the primary-to-secondary leakage 
resulted from the failure of a single tube in one of the Unit 3 SGs due to tube-to-tube wear. 
Subsequent inspection and required messure testing of 129 tubes revealed that as many as 7 
additional tubes were susceptible to failure under accident conditions. 8 tubes (all in Unit 3 
steam generator E088) failed to maintain required structural integrity during the Qeriod of 
operation of Unit 3. As a result of the extensive tube-to-tube wear observed in the Unit 3 SGs, 
the license completed plugging and selective staking of 807 tubes in the two Unit 3 SGs. +He 
licensee has taken the actions described and is e·1aluating additional actions to fix er pFeclude 
OMGossive t1:Jbe to tube wear in all tl:!e SGs. 
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The licensee is focusing their actions to restore Unit 2 to operation. although they have not yet 
completed the required operational assessment. and have not yet responded to the 
Confirmatory Action Letter. Most recent estimates by the licensee are to submit the CAL 
response In mid-late September 2012. The licensee has stated that Unit 3 will not restart. "for 
some time." 

Relevant Additional Information 

On March 15. 2012. an NRC augmented inspection team (AIT) began an independent 
assessment of the licensee's actions in response to the Unit 3 SG tube leak and subsequent 
discovery of significant tube.to-tube wear on both Unit'·3 SGs. The NRC held a public meeting 
to present the results of the AIT on June 18. The AIT oeserved concluded that the apparent 
mechanistic cause of the excessive and unusual tube wear was excessive flow-induced 
vibration of the SG tubes due to fluid elastic instability. The team also observed concluded that 
the thermal hydraulic conditions in the SGs were not accurately predicted during their design ... 
and that small ~manufacturing differences between the· SGs apparently contributed to the 
significant difference in tube degradation. 

On March 27, 2012, the NRC issued a Confirmatory Action Letter {CAL) to SCE to require 
·completion of cause evaluations and repairs of the Unit 2 and Unit 3 SGs prior to restart of the 
units. The CAL also requires SCE to develop, and submit to NRC in writing, a protocol of 
inspections and operating limits, including mid-cycle outages for confirmatory SG testing. Both 
units wilt remain shut down until the licensee responds to all items in the CAL and until the NRC 
has reviewed those actions and determined that they are appropriate to protect public health 
and safety. Followin§ reseipt ef the GAL response. another public meeting wi~9e held to 
eissuss the liaensee's response. ~ollowing NRC inspestien of the CAL response, a final public 
meeting will 9e l=leld to di&&uss those results. Tho NRC's determinatien regarding restart will be 
announced sef)arately following tho CAL inspection public meeting. Region IV is planning 
several public meetings. including a category 3 public meeting to hear and answer questions of 
general concern. and catego-rv 1 meetings following receipt of the CAL response and 
completion of the CAL inspection. NRR will be conducting a technical evaluation reoort lTERl 

. in support of the CAL inspection effort, prior to the NRC making a decision on restart for the 
;.SONGS units. The method of informing the public of that restart decision has not yet been 
made. but could be a public meeting. or alternatively through a press briefing with NRC senior 
management. or possibly the Commission. 
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Recommended parameters for operating Unit 2 at the beginning of Cycle 17. 
San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station (SONGS). Rev 1 

March 16, 2012 

PROBLEM STATEMENT 

SG degradation due to tube-to-tube wear from flow Induced vibration occurred In Unit 3 
SGs. The same degradation was not observed in Unit 2 SGs. To minimize the influence 
of operating parameter changes on future inspection results, the preferred plan for Unit 
2 Cycle 17 would be to keep the SG operating parameters the same as they were 
during Cycle 16, However, due to -1 % SG tube plugging and new HP Turbine 
installation, the same exact parameters cannot be maintained. 

A new set of operating conditions is required to operate the SGs under the same or 
better thermal-hydraulic conditions as were maintained during Cycle 16. 

The purposes of this Memo are: 
- To summarize all inputs and recommendations provided by industry consultants 

and OEM regarding the SONGS Unit 2 SG operation conditions. 
- To integrate theoretical recommendations provided above into the practical plant 

operating guidelines. 
To recommend best combination of controllable parameters for SONGS Unit 2 
operation at the beginning of Cycle 17. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

It is recommended that SONGS Unit 2 enters Cycle 17 operation with a reactor 
coolant system (RCS) cold leg temperature (Tcold) of 550°F. This recommendation 
is consistent with the refueling outage plans to increase Tcold from -541°E to 
550°F. This factor alone is expected to have a positive impact Of the Unit 2.SG tube 

Vffl8r margin, as shown below. 

- It is recommended to provide additional margin for f!uid-elastic tube instability by 
reducing dynamic pressure on the Unit 2 SG tubes. This to be done by operating 
Unit 2 at reduced reactor power (RP). RP level up to 98% of licensed value is 
adequate to provide additional margin until more confidence is gained during the 
next SG inspection. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

- The tube wear mechanism due to retainer bar contact found in the Unit 2 SGs 
during the Cycle 17 RFO is understood and within tble extra tube allowance for 
each Unit 2 SG. The affected tubes were removed from service. Tube wear at 
Anti-Vibration Bar (AVB) and Tube Support Plates (TSP) was also found during the' 
refueling outage inspection. · j 

- Significant tube to tube wear was found in Unit 3 SG's at the close of the Unit 2 
refueling outage. Although, the cause of this wear remains under investigation, it 

. is likely the result of in-plane tube motion resulting from increased tube to AVB 
spacing (aka "gap"}. Although this particular wear has not detected in the Unit 2 
SG's, it is prudent to consider the possibility that it may arise during future 
operation. 

- Therefore, it was suggested by OEM and industry consultants that keeping Unit 2 
operating parameters and conditions during Cycle 17 as close as reasonable to the 
values observed during Cycle 16 should provide similar results to those already 
observed, by reducing variables which could influence future wear and inspection 
results and reduce uncertainty in the SG tube integrity operational assessment 
process .. 

- There are 9,727 tubes in each SG. Due to geometric and location differences each 
tube experiences unique operating conditions. This includes Inner tube flow 
distribution, temperature and heat load distribution along the tube length, and other 
factors. It is not possible to keep critical parametera for each tube exactly the 
same as before due to already completed - 1 % tube plugging and HPT retrofit 
implemented during the Cycle 17 RFO. 

- Recommended operating conditions were selected to keep critical parameters for 
most of the SG tubes as close to Cycle 16 parameters as practically possible. 
Where an exact match was not achievable, recommended conditions were 
selected to impact critical parameters in the conservative direction. 

- All external reviewers have agreed with the recommended approach. Some 
suggested that Unit 2 to be operated " .. at a power level of 100% during Cycle 17". 
While this proposal has some technical merits, the recommendation is to operate 
at up to 98% RP to provide some additional margin. 

( 
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Acronyms and Abbreviations used in this Paper 

SONGS 

RCS 

Tcold. 

Thot 

SG 

RSG 

RP 

RFO 

Cycle 17 

HPT 

vwo 
RCE 

MHI 

OEM 

B&W 
, 

OE 

AVB 

TSP 

APPROACH 

San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station 

Reactor Coolant System 

Lowest RCS temperature 

Highest RCS temperature 

Steam Generators - there are two SG installed in each SONGS Unit 

Replacement SG recently installed at SONGS 

Reactor Power. Each SONGS Unit i·s licensed to operate at 100%RP 

R:efueling Outage (Unit 2 Cycle 17 RFO started in January 2012) 

Operation period following Cycle 17 RFO 

High Pressure Turbine 

Turbine Governor Valves Wide Open 

Root Cause Evaluation 

Mitsubishi Heavy Industry 

MHI - Original Equipment Manufacturer of SONGS SGs 

Babcock and Wilcox Company 

Operating Experience 

Anti-Vibration Bar 

Tube Support Plate 

This Memo does not aim to address the root cause of the SONGS Unit 3 tube wear, but 
rather takes available Unit 3 information and integrates it into the Unit 2 operational 
decision making process. A separate team is working on the Unit 3 tube wear Root 
Cause Evaluation (RCE). 

The author, who was not involved in the replacement SG project, was selected to 
provide independent and unbiased operational recommendations, strictly based on 
expertise in the hydrodynamic and integrated plant operation. 
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The reviewers, who participated in the replacement SG project, reviewed the 
recommendations based on their intricate knowledge of the SG design and 
manufacturing process and their involvement in the ongoing Unit 3 tube wear RCE. 

e 
The independent reviewer, with experience in SONGS integrated plant operation. plant 
history and SG details performed an additional revel of integrated independent review. 

The team used inputs from industry experts, industry OE, available literature, and 
thermal-hydraulic analyses performed by the OEM. 

Finally, Rev. 0 of this document was sent out for external review to B&W, AREVA, MPR 
Associates, and Dr. Pettigrew. All external reviewers have agreed with the SCE 
suggested recommendations. As expected, there were some minor differences of 
opinion, such as MPR suggesting that Unit 2 be operated at 100% RP during Cycle 17. 
and B&W suggesting to remove the Cook Unit 1 OE (Ref. 6): All comments are 
provided in Attachment 1. This document was reissued as Rev. 1 to reflect the external 
review and concurrence, and to incorporate minor editorial comments. 

DISCUSSION 

The tube wear mechanism due to retainer bar contact found in the Unit 2 SGs during 
· the Cycle 17 RFO is understood and within the extra tube allowance for each Unit 2 SG. 
The affected tubes were removed from service. Tube wear at Anti-Vibration Bar (AVB) 
and Tube Support Plates (TSP) was also found during the refueling outage inspection. 

Significant tube to tube wear was found in Unit 3 SG's at the close of the Unit 2 
refueling outage. Although, the cause of this wear remains under investigation, it is 
likely the result of in-plane tube motion resulting from larger than design values for tube 
to AVB spacing (aka "gap"). Although this particular wear has not detected in the Unit 2 
SG's, it is prudent to consider the possible It will arise during future operation. 

Therefore, it was suggested by OEM and industry consultants 'that keeping Unit 2 
operating parameters and conditions during Cycle 17 as close as reason,able to the 
values observed during Cycle 16 should provide similar results to those already 
observed, by reducing variables which could influence future inspection results and 

, reducing uncertainty in the SG tube integrity operational assessment process. 

There are 9,727 tubes in each SG. Due to geometric and location differences each 
tube experiences unique operating conditions. This includes inner tube flow distribution, 
temperature and heat load distribution along the tube length, and other factors. It is not 
possible to keep critical parameters for each tube exactly the same as before due to 
already completed - 1 % tube plugging and HPT retrofit implemented during the Cycle 
17RFO. . 
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The operating conditions recommended below were selected to maintain critical 
parameters for most of the SG tubes as close to Cycle 16 parameters as practically 
possible. Particular interest was paid to the tubes located close to the high wear areas 
observed in the Unit 3 SGs. Where an exact parameter match is not achievable, 
recommended operating conditions were selected to impact critical parameters in the 
conservative direction. 

The following operational parameters (inputs) may be changed.by SONGS personnel to 
impact critical shell side SG conditions. 

- RCS temperature, i.e. Tcold 
- Reactor Power 
- Turbine governor valves throttling in cases when certain combination of Tcold 

and RP provide extra steam pressure, exceeding turbine requirements. 

RCS temperature: 

From the commissioning days in early 80s until late 90s both SONGS units operated 
with Tcold = 553°F. RCS temperature was reduced from 553 to 540 ... 541°F in the late 
90s to mitigate aging issues that developed in the original SONGS SGs with Alloy 600 
tubing. Use of this reduced temperature program continued as aging issues arose with 
Alloy 600 use in the Reactor Vessel Head. With the replacement of the SG's and the 
Reactor Vessel Head and the use of stainless steel support materials and Alloy 690 
tubing, SONGS planned to restore the RCS temperature to 550°F in the 2012 
timeframe. 

After the SG replacement in early 2010, SONGS Unit 2 operated during Cycle 16 for 
-21 months with Tcold controlled at 541±2 °F. During the first part of this cycle (-12 
months) Tcold was held in the middle of this range at -541°F, while during the second 
part of the cycle (last - 9 months) Tcold was held at the low end of operational range at 
-539.5-540°F. 

Unit 3 operated -11.5 months after the SG replacement during Cycle 16. Tcold was 
also controlled at 541 ±2 °F; however, most of the time (9.5 months) Unit 3 operated at 
the high end of this range with Tcold =-542.5-543 °F. 

Currently, there are two fully analyzed modes of operation with Tcold of 541±2°F and 
550±2°F, where SONGS Unit 2 may operate during Cycle 17. Theoretically, any 
intermediate T cold value could also be analyzed and supported, if required, but there is 
no reason to believe that it would provide any additional benefits. Therefore, only these 
two bounding Tcold values of 541°F and 550°F are addressed in this Memo. 

Secondary (shell side) pressure and temperature 

This parameter is impacted by two factors: RCS, i.e. Tcold and RP, i.e. throttling on the , 
turbine governor valves. Basically one degree of Tcold increase will increase 
secondary side temperature by almost the same amount. Reduction in RP will result in 
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additional throttling on the governor valves and some SG secondary side pressure and 
temperature increase; however, this impact is relatively small for discussed RP change, 
due to thermodynamic behavior of the saturated steam and the rapidly reducing thermal 
gradient between the primary and secondary SG sides. 

SONGS Unit 2 operated during Cycle 16 for-21 months at full RP with SG pressure in 
the 830-852 psia range. During the first part of this cycle (-12 months), SG pressure 
was held in the -838-852 psia range, while during the second part of the cycle (last - 9 
months) SG pressure was held in a tighter range of -830-835. psia. 

Reactor Power 

Both SONGS Units operated mainly at full power, i.e. slightly below 100%RP during 
Cycle 16. There were short periods of operation at reduced power level due to various 
reasons, unrelated to SG performance. 

Qualitative assessment 

It is believed that increases in the shei'I side SG pressure and temperature will have a 
positive impact on the tube vibration conditions. The main considerations supporting 
this conclusion are listed below: 

- Multiple factors impact fluid-elastic tube stability. For a heat exchanger with 
already fixed design and geometry features (SONGS case), the main factors are 
as follows: 

o Damping ratio 
o Void fraction 
o Fluid density 
o Fluid velocity 
o Pressure and temperature 

- It is established that tube vibration due to fluid-elastic instability exhibits a critical 
(sudden increase) pattern, relative to the fluid velocity and hydrodynamic 
pressure. Tube vibration increases rapidly after a threshold flow velocity is 
achieved. See for example, Ref 4 and 5 and inputs provided by Prof. Pettigrew in 
Ref3. 

"' 

- A literature search performed by the author provided mult.iple confirmations of the 
conclusions stated above. Multiple research papers state that the fluid damping 
forces are a function of flow velocity. The fluid damping decreases as the flow 
velocity increases. When the flow velocity exceeds a certain value, the total 
damping becomes negative and the system becomes unstable. 

- Void fr · n is trending down with secondary side pressure increase, providing 
overall positi effect (see Ref 4 ). 
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- The feedwater mass flow and temperature entering each SG is determined by the 
secondary plant, Le. it is directly proportional to RP and is fairly constant at any 
power level regardless of RCS conditions. Therefore. an increase in RCS 
temperature will increase secondary side (SG shell) pressure, increasing steam
water mixture density, reducing overall velocity and reducing void fraction. All 
these factors should have positive effects on tube stability. 

- The author also believes that nucleate boiling on the tube surface has a stabilizing · 
effect on fluid-elastic instability. See also Ref 4, which explored effect of boiling 
on instability. In particular, "The main effect of boiling is the reduction of the drag force 
acting on the tube due to the change of the local fluid properties and due to a blanket of 
vapor that surrounds the tube surface thus causing the liquid to slip by around the tube 
surface. Since the fluid drag is responsible for providing the destabilizing force for fluid
elastic instability, it can be expected that generation of the vapor layer delays the ·· 
instability''. An increase in shell side pressure increases the density of the formed 
steam bubbles, providing an additional stabilizing effect. 

Another confirmation that flow velocity reduction due to RCS temperature 
increase is beneficial was obtained from Ref 5, which described the extensive 
studies performed by the researcher, particularly focused on the fluid-elastic 
instability as part of the flow induced vibration issues for SG applications. 

Review of OEM inputs - quantitative assessment 

As requested by the SCE team, MHI performed a series of thermal-hydraulic 
calculations, using the A TH OS/SCAR code. This analysis was performed for twelve 
tubes 1 representing bounding locations inside the SG. See Ref. 1 and 2 for details. 
Particular focus was to the tube representing the area which experienced significant 
tube wall wear in the Unit 3 SGs (row 106, column 78). 

While the author has some reservations regarding the overall accuracy of the MHI 
analysis, it is believed that for the comparable analysis with relatively 'minor input 
parameter changes, it provides satisfactory accuracy. 

Of the multiple operational conditions analysed by MHI, the following are discussed 
below: 

Plugged Tcold RP SG Outlet Notes 
tubes (OF) (%) Pressure ( psia) 

Base U2C16 0 541 100 -838 Previous cycle, old turbine 

Case 1 U2C17 94 550 100 -899 
Case2 U2C17 94 549.9 98 -901 
Case3 U2C17 94 549.8 96 -902 
Case4 U2C17 94 541.9 96 -845 WJO, i.e. max power level at 

low Tcold with new turbine 
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For each-analyzed tube, MHI produced output plots showing distribution of the following 
parameters along the length of the tube: 

- Flow velocity 
- Density 
- Void fraction 
- Hy~ rc:>d~namj_g Qress~!~:'."" this_Js th~_ mo.§_UmPQrt~tlt P~rn[Tll?!~D ___ _ 

Conclusions: 
All five calculated case data sets above provided very dose outputs for the 12 
analyzed tubes, confirming that parameter chang~s in the analyzed range are 
insignificant, and should have very minor impact oh SG operation. 

- The overall hydrodynamic pressure trend is favorable to Tcold increase and RP 
reduction. 

- While case #1 results were very close to the base case (Cycle 16 conditions} for 
the critical tube location, it resulted in slight hydrodynamic pressure increase in 
small areas along some non-critical tubes. 

- Cases #2 and #4 provided the closest outcomes compared with the base case. 

- As expected, case-#3 provides consistently reduced hydrodynamic pressure for 
all analyzed tubes at almost all tube locations. 

In summary, the MHI analyses confirmed that the propqsed operational conditions for 
Cycle 17 operation have very marginal impact on the critical SG parameters and 
provided a useful tool to make some quantitative conclusions. 

MHI agreed that Case 2 parameters (Tcold -550°F and 98%RP} for Unit 2 Cycle 17 
operation were the best parameters to keep the SGs close to the Cycle 16 operating 
conditions. 

MHI also provided their opinion regarding the potential differences in the RCS 
temperature during Cycle 16 operation, i.e. 3°F difference between Unit 2 and 3. MHI 
stated," ... it is confirmed that there are no significant differences." 

Review of consultant inputs - qualitative assessment 

Several consultants provided their opinions and advice regarding the· subject discussed 
in this Memo. Prof. Pettigrew's opinion and background appears to be closest to this 
particular case. As P'rot. Pettigrew provided a substantial body of information regarding 
flow-induced vibration, fretting-wear behaviour, and fluid-elastic instability, the following 
major conclusions were obtained from his inputs: 
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- An increase in ROS temperature Tcold, from 541°F to 550°F is beneficial from a 
flow-induced vibration point of view. 

- An increase in temperature decreases the likelihood of fluid-elastic instability. 

- Tube vibration behavior typically exhibits sudden vibration amplitude increase as 
flow velocity I hydrodynamic pressure exceeds a certain threshold. Tube 
vibration does not exhibit resonance behavior pattern, meaning that flow velocity 
reduction is beneficial. 

- In the temperature range of 200-300°C {392;.572°F) the fretting-wear-coefficient 
decreases significantly with temperature. Thus, fretting should diminish with 
temperature increase which, will result from Tcold increase from 541°F- to 550°F. 

All this information supports the provided recommendations. 

Prepared by: 

Fred Simma, P.E. 
March 16, 2012 

Reviewed by: 
Replacement SG team members: 

Bob Ole ch, P .E. 

Dave Calhoun, P.E. 

Craig Harberts 

Independent reviewer: 

Mike Short, SONGS VP of E& TS (retired) 

Approved: 

Mehrdad Hojati, P.E. Engineering Manager, Nuclear/Mechanical 
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Recommended parameters for operating Unit 2 at the beginning of Cycle 17. 
San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station (SONGS) 

March 7, 2012 

PROBLEM STATEMENT 

SG degradation due to tube-to- ube wear from flow induced vibration occurred in Unit 3 
SGs. The same degradation was not observed in Unit 2 SGs. To minimize the influence 
of operating parameter changes on future inspection results, the preferred plan for Unit 
2 Cycle 17 would be to keep the SG operating parameters the same as they were 
during Cycle 16. However , due to -1 % SG tube plugging and new HP Turbine 
installation, the same exact parametHrs cannot be maintained. 

A new set of operating conditions is required to operate the SGs under the same or 
better thermal-hydraulic conditions as were maintained during Cycle 16. 

The purposes of this Memo are: 
- To summarize all inputs and recommendations provided by industry consultants 

and OEM regarding the SONGS Unit 2 SG operation conditions. 
- To integrate theoretical recommendations provided above in o the practical plant 

operating guidelines. 
- To recommend best combination of controllable parameters for SONGS Unit 2 

operation at the beginning of Cycle 17. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

- It is recommended that SONGS Unit 2 enters Cycle 17 operation with a reactor 
coolant system (RCS) cold leg tcmpcr~ture (Tccld) of 550°F Th!s recommendation 
is consistent with the refueling outage plans to increase T cold from -541°F to 
550°F. This factor alone is expected to have a positive impact of the Unit 2 SG tube 
wear margin. 

It is recommended to provide additional margin for fluid-elastic tube instability by 
reducing dynamic pressure on the Unit 2 SG tubes. Thls to be done by operating 
Unit 2 at reduced reactor power (RP). RP level up to 98% of licensed value is 
adequate to provide additional margin until more confidence is gained durir.g the 
next SG inspection. 

,/ .. I I ? _:;-' :, 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

. The tube wear mechanism due to retainer bar contact found in the Unit 2 SGs 
during the Cycle 17 RFO is understood and within the extra tube allowance "or 
each Unit 2 SG. The affected tubes were removed from service. Tube wear at 
An ti-Vibration Bar (AVB) and Tube Support Plates (TSP) was also found during the 
refueling outage inspection . 

. Significant tube to tube wear was found in Unit 3 SG's at the close of the Unit 2 
refueling outage . Although , the cause of this wear remains under investigation , it 
is likely the result of In-plane tube motion resulting from lncreasedlariif *aR 
9s&lfA •,•alwe& "'' tube to AVB spacing (a a ·gap") J99!'1l!J!f1t; :lf!a.'! J~!IJ. g~!fgo __ ~. • POl"l'!Wltt.d: 

v1/uH~ ~!! 9!1'l!ct ~l[lgf Jt_lf !lP!f.f!l?.~!t !~•.!t Vail ~}J.1_$),rg_t_r_ttt@'19!!f9!) ___ • . ~ ~ ,..f0rmatted ___ :_lf9.;..hllght....;. ;......----~ 
Vll/J• c/f1ranc11) . Although this particular wear has not been detected in the Unit ·' ' fonnatt•d: lf9Nk)tn 

2 SG's, it is prudent to consider the ~possibility& that it maywiU arise during '--------'------- -..J 
future operation . 

• Therefore, it was suggested by OEM and industry consultants that keeping Unit 2 
operating parameters and conditions during Cycle 17 as close as reasonable to the 
values observed during Cycle 16 should provide similar results to those already 
observed, by reducing variables which could influence future weariAcpoGlil;r:i 
~and reducing uncertainty in the SG tube integrity operational assessment 
process. 

·There are 9,727 tubes in each SG. Due to geometric and location differences each 
tube experiences unique operating condit ions. This includes inner tube flow 
distribution, temperature and heat load d istribution along the tube length, and other 
factors . It is not possible to keep cri tical parameters for each tube exactly the same 
as before due to already completed - 1% tube plugg ing and HPT retrofit 
implemented during the Cycle 17 RFO. 

- Recommended operating conditions were selected to keep criti c.a.I parameters for 
most of the SG tubes as close to Cycle 16 paramete rs as practically p.:>ssible . 
Where an exact match was not achievable. recommended conditions were 
selected to impact critical parameters in the conservative direction . 

Acronyms and Abbreviations used in this Paper 

SONGS 

RCS 

Tcold 

San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station 

Reactor Coolant System 

lowest RCS temperature 
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That 

SG 

RSG 

RP 

RFO 

Cycle 7 

HPT 

vwo 

RCE 

MHI 

OEM 

OE 

AVB 

TSP 

APPROACH 

Highest RCS temperature 

Steam Ge erators - there are two SG installed in each S01 GS Unit 

Replace en SG recen ly i s ailed a SO GS 

Reactor Power. Eac SO 'GS U it 1s licensed to ope a e at 100%RP 

Refueling Outage (Unit 2 Cycle 17 RFO started in January 2012) 

Opera io period fo llowing Cycle 17 RFO 

High Pressure Turb ine 

Turbine Governor Valves Wide Open 

Roo Cause Evaluation 

Mitsubishi Heav Industry 

MHI - Original Equipme t Ma ufacturer of SO GS SGs 

Operating Experience 

Anti-Vibratio Bar 

Tube Support Plate 

This Memo does not aim o address the root cause of e SO GS Unii 3 tu e wear. but 
rather takes available Unit 3 informa'.lon and integrates it into th i! Unit 2 opera ·onai 
decision making process . A separate team is working on the Unit 3 tube wear Root 
Cause Evaluation (RCE). 

The authcir. Who was not involved in the replacement SG project, was selected to 
provide independent and unbiased operational recommendations, strictly based on 
expertise in the hydrodynamic and integrated plant operation. 

The reviewers. who participated in the eplacemenl SG project, reviewed the 
recommendations based on their int «~ate kno /ledge of the SG des gn and 
manufacturing process and the ir involvem~nt ln t e o going Unit 3 tube wear RCE. 

The independent reviewer, with experience in SONGS integrated plant operatio • plan 
history and SG details, performed an additional level of 1n1egrated Independent review. 

The team used inputs from Indus ry experts, industry OE, available lite rature , and 
thermal-hydraulic analyses performed by the OEM. 
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DISCUSSION 

The tube wear mechanism due to reta iner bar contact found in the Unit 2 SGs during 
the Cycle 17 RFO is understood and with in the extra tube allowance for each Unit 2 SG. 
The affected tubes were removed from service. Tube wear at Anti-Vibration Bar (AVB) 
and Tube Support Plates (TSP) was also found during the refuel ing outage inspection . 

Significant tube to tube wear was found in Unit 3 SG 's at the close of the Unit 2 
refueling outage. Although , the cause of this wear remains undei investigation, ii is 
likely the result of in-plane tube motion resulting from larger tAiR de,i9F1 vaho1e; f;ir tube 
to AVB spacing (aka "gap"). Although this particular wear has not been detected in the 
Unit 2 SG's, it is prudent to consider the possibilityle that it maywm arise during future 
operation . 

Therefore , it was suggested by OEM and industry consultants that keeping Unit 2 
operating parameters and conditions during Cycle 17 as closG ~:; reasonable to the 
values observed during Cycle 16 should provide similar results to those already 
observed , by reducing variables which could inftuence future weariA&pa&lhilA re&wlllil and 
red cing uncerta inty in the SG tube integrity operational assessment process . 

There are 9,727 tubes in each SG. Due to geometric and location diffe rences each 
tube experiences unique operating conditions. This includes inner tube flow distribution, 
temperature and heat load distribution along the tube length, and other factors . It is not 
poss ible to keep crit ical parameters for each tube exactly the same as before due to 
already completed - 1 % tube plugging and HPT retrofit implemented during the Cycle 
17 RFO. 

The operating conditions recommended below were selected to maintain critical 
parameters for most of the SG tubes as close to Cycle 16 parameters as practically 
possible. Particu lar interest was paid to the tubes located close to the high wear areas 
observed in the Unit 3 SGs. Where an exact parameter match is not achievable, 
recommended oper ating conditions were selected to impact critical parameters in the 
conserva tive direction . 

The following operational parameters (inputs) may be changed by SONGS personnel to 
impact critical shell side SG conditions . 

RCS temperature, i.e. Tcold 
Reactor Power 

- Turbine governor valves throttl ing in cases when certain combination of Tcold 
and RP provide extra steam pressure, exceeding turbine requirements. 

RCS temperature: 

From the commissioning days in early 80s until la te 90s both SONGS units operated 
with Tcold = 553°F. RCS temperature was reduced from 553 to 540 ... 541°F in the late 
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90s to mitigate aging issues that e eloped in the orig1 al SO GS SGs with Alloy 600 
tub ing Use of this reduced temperature program conti ed as aging issues arose "th 
Alloy 600 use in the Reactor Vessel Head. 1th the re lace e oft e SG's and the 
Reactor Vessel Head and the use of stainless steel support ma eria l and Al loy 6SO 
tubing, SO GS planned to restore the RCS t mperature to 550°F in the 2012 
timeframe. 

A er the SG replacement in ear1y 2010, SO GS Unit 2 opera ed during Cycle 16 for 
-21 months with Tcold controlled al 541±2 °F . D .ring the rst part of this cycle (-12 
months) Tcold was held in the middle of this ra ge at -541 °F. while durng the second 
part of the cycle ~ast - 9 on hs) Tcold was held at t e low end o operational range at 
- 539 .5-540°F . 

Unit 3 operated - 11 .s months after the SG replace en du · g Cycle 16. Tcold was 
also controlled at 541±2 °F; howeve.r, most of the time (9.5 month ) Urnt 3 op rated at 
the high end of this range with Tcold x -542.5-543 °F . 

Current! , there are two fully analyzed modes of operation with Tcold of 54 1:f:20F and 
550±2°F, where SO GS Unit 2 may operate during Cycle 17. Theoretically, any 
Intermediate Tcold value could also be analy2ed and suppo ed. if required, but there is 
no reason to believe tha t It would pro 1de any additional benefits Therefore, only these 
two bounding Tcold values of 541 °F a d 550°F are addressed in this Memo. 

Secondarv (shell side) pressure and tempera! re 

This parameter is impacted by two fac ors: RCS, i.e. Tcold and RP, I.e. throltl ng on the 
turbine governor valves . Basically one degree of Tcold incr ase will increase 
secondary side temperature by almost the same amoun Red chon in RP will result in 
additional throttling on th governor valves and some SG secondary side pressure and 
temperature increase . J.Q.o.ro~!'t.:rJ?.._ f{!>~.C! !S..t'l1fl! Pf"~e_thf.c:Jl_•_rtRJJ'lP91'..9! l'.. . _ -· 
$mall. It ~ r•commendtd thtt th• '115'..~V..•! J!.•J!tMttt:..b.!.f!~V19iLkf.8-'i'!'!X~!... l!t!B.. _ • _ _ i ,--_-
NiPt11ut 15 ff'41-tm leH fWll Ill tR6 'l'l'flild;'f9•1t1i11 hAIVi8f 11! ,.._. stlwa••• .... "' aA• ~- '' ' 
FS/i ldty r4diieiAf IRel~I g•aQ;eAt QllfWHlt fife {Jfiiftf4 91y , ,.. HNlllA t;' ;r,; eidu.. \:, 

\ \ 
' \ 

Reactor Power 

Both SONGS Units operated mainly at full power, I.e. sfigh y belo 100%RP during 
Cycle 16 . There were short periods of operation at reduced power level due to various 
reasons. unrelated to SG performance. 

Qualitative assessment 

II is believed that increases in the shell side SG pressure and temperature will have a 
positive impact on the tube vibration conditions . The ain considerations supporting 
th is conclusion are listed below: 

\ 
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- Multiple factors impact fluid-elastic tube stability For a heat exchanger with 
already fixed design and geometry features (SO GS case), lhe main factors are 
as follows: 

o Damping ratio 
o Void fraction 
o Fluid density 
o Fluid ve locity 
o Pressure and temperature 

- It is established that tube vibration due to flu id-elastic instability exhibits a critical 
(sudden increase) pa ern, relative o the nuid velocity and hydrodynamic 
pressure. Tube vibration increases rapidly arter a threshold now velocity {critical 
velocity) is achieved. See for example, Ref 4 and 5 and Inputs provided by Prof. 
Pettigrew. 

- A literature search performed by the author provided multiple confirmations of the 
conclusions stated above. Multiple research papers state that the fl uid damping 
forces are a function of flow velocity. The fluid damping decreases as the flow 
velocity increases. When the flow velocity exceeds a certain value, the total 
damping becomes negative and the system becomes unstable. 

- Void fraction is trending down with secondary side pressure increase, providing 
overall positive effect (see Ref 4 ). 

- The eedwater mass flow and temperature entering each SG is determined by the 
secondary plant, i.e. it is directly proportional to RP and is fairly constant at any 
power level regardless of RCS conditions. Therefore, an increase in RCS 
temperature will increase secondary side (SG shell) pressure , inCleasing steam
water mixture density. reducing overall velocity and reducing void fraction. All 
these factors should have positive effects on tube stability. 

The author also believes that nucleate boiling on the tube surface has a • - - • { FonMtt.11: ~: Left: os 
stabilizing effect on nuid-elastic instability. See also Ref 4, which explored effect 
ot boiling on instability. In particular. 0 The main effect of bolling is the reduclion of the 
dfflg force tJCting on tfle tube du• to th• ch•l'IQ• of the Ioctl ftuid propetfi tU end due to a 
blanket of vapor that surrounds th• tube surface thus causing the liquid to slip by around 
th• tube surfaet1. Since the "uid drt1g is responsible for providing th• destabilizing fOrce 
for nuid·elastic instability. it can be tnpectftd that generation of the vapor la}l9r delay-$ 
111• instability". An increase in shell side pressure increases the density of the 
formed steam bubbles, providing an additional .stabilizing effect 19.9!7!.l!.1!'1~.W~ _ -c _ - P«....tt.4: Foot: ttar.c, HIQhrl(Jht 

do not necessarily agrH with this point but ~Inc• It fs expressed es th• author'} __ __ ' ' PoniNt9M: Font: 11M1c, HlghUghl 

belief, It can remain a.s .stated! __ • _ • _ • __ • • • •• ___ _ • ____ •• ___ _____ • _ •• _, - .. i-'-°""_ .. _t'l1911:_·_~..._.;.... _____ -< 
" .... ~~bk 

- Another confirmation that flow velocity reduction due to RCS temperature 
increase is beneficial was obtained from Ref 5, which described the extensive 
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studies performed by the researcher, par cular y focu sed on t e id-elas c 
instability as part of the flow induced i rat on issues for SG applica ons 

Review of OEM inputs - quantitat ive assessment 

As requ ested by the SCE team , MHI performed a series f thermal-hydrauhc 
calculations, using the ATHOS/SCAR code This anafysis was performed tor twelve 
tubes , representing bounding locations inside the SG. Sae Ref. 1 and 2 for details. 
Particular focus was o the tube re presenting the area which experienced significant 
tube wall wear in he U it 3 SGs row 106, colum 78). 

While the author has some reservat ions regardm tho o erall accuracy of I e I I 
analysis, it is bel ieved that for the comparable analysis with relat ively minor input 
parame er changes, it provides satisfactory accuracy. 

or the multiple operational cond1 ions anal sed b · I, e o lo · g are discussed 
below: 

Plugged Tcold RP SG Notes 
tubes ( F) (o/o) OuUet 

Press re 
(psia} 

Base case U2C16 0 54 1 100 -838 Prev10us cvcte 
Case 1 U2C17 94 550 100 - 899 
Case 2 U2C17 94 549.9 98 -901 

Case 3 U2C 17 94 549 8 96 -902 
Case 4 U2C17 94 54 1.9 96 -845 Operallon with VWO, i.e. max 

oower level ach~vabl• at low T cold 

For each analyzed tube. MHI produced output plots showing distribution of he follo ng 
parameters along the length of the tube: 

- Flow velocity 
- Density 
- Void fraction 
- Hydrodynamic pressure - this is the mos important para eler 

Condusions : 
- All five calcu lated case data sets abo e provided very close outpu ts ror the 12 

analyzed tubes, co rming that para e er changes in the analyzed range are 
insignificant, and sho Id have very m1 or 1 pact on SG operation 

- The overall hydrodynamic pressure trend is favorable to T cold increase and RP 
reduc ion . 
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- While case #1 results were very close to the base case (Cycle 16 conditions) for 
the critical tube location , it resulted in slight hydrodynamic pressure increase in 
small areas along some non-critica l tubes . 

- Cases #2 and #4 provided the closest outcomes compared with the base case . 

- As expected , case #3 provides consistently reduced hydrodynamic pressure for 
all analyzed tubes at almost all tube locations . 

In summary, the MHI analyses confirmed that the proposed operational conditions for 
Cycle 17 operation have very marg inal impact on the critical SG parameters and 
provided a useful tool to make some quantitative conclusions. 

MHI agreed that Case 2 parameters (Tcold -550°F and 98%RP) for Unit 2 Cycle 17 
operation were the best parameters to keep the SGs close to the Cycle 1 6 operating 
condit ions. 

MHI also provided their opinion regard ing the potential differences in the RCS 
temperature during Cycle 16 opera tion. i.e. 3°F difference between Unit 2 and 3. MHI 
stated, • ... it is confirmed that there are no significant differences ." 

Review of consultant inputs - qualitative assessment 

Several consultants provided their opinions and advice regarding the subject discussed 
in this Memo. Prof. Pettigrew's opinion and background appears to be closest to this 
particular case . As Prof. Pettigrew provided a substantial body of information regarding 
flow-induced vibration, fretting-wear behaviour, and flu id-elastic instability, the following 
major conclusions were obtained from his inputs: 

- An increase in RCS temperature Tcold, from 541°F to 550°F is beneficial from a 
now-induced vibration point of view. 

- An increase in temperature decreases the likelihood of flu id-elastic instability . 

Tube vibration behavior typically exhibits sudden vibration ampl itude increase as 
now velocity I hydrodynamic pressure exceeds a certa in threshold. Tube 
vibration does not exhibit resonance behavior pattern, meaning that flow velocity 
reduction is beneficial. 

In the temperature range of 200-300°C (392-572°F) the fretting-wear coefficient 
decreases significantly with temperature. Thus , fretting should diminish with 
temperature increase which will result from Tcold increase from 541°F to 5S0°F. 

All this information supports the provided recommendations . 
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I. OBJECTIVES 

INSPECTION PLAN 
SONGS 

AUGMENTED INSPECTION TEAM 

The Augmented Inspection Team (AIT) is to assess the circumstances surrounding the 
Unit 3 steam generator tube wear and failures and t_he associated causes. 

Unit,3 had been operating for approximately one year following replacement of the steam 
generators when operators received alarms on January 31, 2012, In the control room that 
indicated reactor coolant was leaking into steam generator EO 88. The leak was 
unexpected, and the licensee responded in accordance with their procedures to perform a 
rapid shutdown, sirice the leak, although small, had increased enough in a short period of 
time to warrant the precautionary shutdown. The estimated leak rate was 75 gallons per 
day. The facility license allows full power operation with a steady leak rate of less than 
150 gallons per day. 

The first indication of the teak was main condenser air ejector radiation monitors reaching 
their alarm set point. The radiation monitors continuously sample from a vent stack for the 
purpose of rapidly identifying steam generator tube leaks. This was a direct release of 
radioactivity to the atmosphere, which is allowed by the facility license, up to limits in the 
regulations. The licensee reviewed the amount of gaseous radioactivity released.and 
estim.ated a dose of approximately 0.000452 rnrem to a member of the public. The annual 
regulatory llmit to a member of the public is 100 mrem per yecir. During a radiation 
protection inspection the week of February 13, the inspectors reviewed the licensee dose 
estimates and did not identify any issues. 

Unit 3 control room operators performed a controlled shutdown .of Unit 3 on January 31, 
2012, and reached cold shutdown conditions on February 2, 2012. The operator!) then 
prepared the steam generators for tube inspections, which were started on February 12, 
2012. The first inspection confirmed the location of the leal< in steam generator E088. 
One tube was found with a small leak and no other tubes were leaking. 

The licensee completed an extensive and expanded eddy current inspection of 100% of 
the steam generator tubes in both Unit 3 steam generators. Following pre-established 
testing requirements, the licensee has identified 129 tubes in Unit 3 (roughly 65 per steam 
generator) that require in-situ pressuretesting. This testing began on March 13, 2012. 

On March 14, three steam generator tubes failed the in-situ pressure test: therefore, the 
tubes may have not maintained structural integrity during va·rious accidents, including a 
main steam line break. As of March 20, 2012, a total of eight tubes have failed in-situ 
pressure testing on steam generator EO 88 and zero tubes have failed on steam 
generator EO 89. 

In accordance with Management Directive 8.3, "NRC Incident Investigation Program," 
deterministic and conditional risk criteria were used to evaluate the level ofNRC response 
for this operational event. T~is event met three deterministic criteria and conditional large 
early release probability for additional follow-up inspection. Based on deterministic criteria 
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being met and the risk assessment of this condition, Region IV, in coosultation with the 
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation (NRR) and Office of Nuclear Security and Incident 
Response (NSIR). concluded that the NRC response should be an AIT. 

This augmented inspection is chartered to identify the circumstances surrounding the tube 
degradation, review the licensee's actions following discovery of the conditions, and 
evaluate the licensee's review of potential causes of the unusual steam generator tube 
wear, and, assess adequacy of licensee's actions to prevent recurrence. 

II. ACTIVITIES PRIOR TO THE INSPECTION 

The team will review as much information in their assigned areas as is possible before 
they arrive on-site on Monday, March 19, 2012. Information requests will be made via 
email to Michael Stevens at michael.stevens@sce.com and Ryan Treadway at 
ryan.treadway@sce.com. All information requests shall include a cc to the team lead 
and the rest of the team. This will ensure that the team lead can maintain an accL1rate 
record of document requests and the other team members will be able to avoid 
duplication of document requests. The licensee will provide documents via CERTREC 
as applicable. 

Inspectors are encouraged to record all documents reviewed as they go to ensure an 
accurate list and achieve efficiency in documentation. Please use the "Documents 
Reviewed" template provided by the team lead on March 20, 2012, via email. 

Ill. INSPECTION ACTIVITIES AND SCHEDULE 

Two members of the team were on-site during the week of March 12, 2012. The 
remaining team members arrived on-site on March 19, 2012, with one team member 
arriving on March 21. 2012. The on-site inspection will conclude when the team has 
sufficiently inspected the charter items and any additional issues identified and scoped 
into the inspection. This is expected to occur on or before March 29, 2012. The overall 
general inspection schedule.is as follows: 

March 19 Entrance at 3 pm; Briefing from SONGS on SONGS and MHi interface 
immediately following the entrance 

March 20 
thru 
March 29 

7:30 am: Team on-site to begin inspection activities 
8:00 am: Lead meets with Licensee 
2:00 pm: Lead briefs RIV management via teleconference 
4:00 pm: Team meeting to discuss issues and progress {all attend). 
5:15 pm: Depart site · 
As needed: Team members update lead on issues 

Note 1: Saturday will likely be a 5 - 8 hr team workday on site. Sunday will 
not be a team workday. 

Note2 : All times are PDT. 

March 29 End of On-Site Inspection 
3:00 pm: On-site debrief 
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March 30 Return to respective office for documentation. Team members are to be 
dedicated to completing the report documentation. 

/ 
( 

April 6 Team completes draft report input and supplies to lead in the template format 
provided (work on AIT only, not other branch responsibilities} 

April 23 Lead returns to SONGS for public exit 

TBD AIT inspection report issued 

IV. SPECIFIC ACTIVITIES AND ASSIGNMENTS 

1. Charter Item 1: Detailed Sequence of Events (Andrew Johnson) 

Develop an event chronology of significant events associated with the design, 
construction, shipping, installation, and operation of both Unit 2 and 3 steam generators. 
This should include identifying the conditions preceding the event, system responses, 
and equipment performance. Assess and document the available information on the 
probable cause of the Unit 3 steam generator degradation. 

Greg Warnick and John Reyn_oso will provide the following information to the 
team: 

a. Assess licensee actions taken in response to th~ event, actions to cool the 
plant down, and actions performed during recovery of plant systems, and 
other operator actions. 

b. Assess procedure use and adequacy for the Unit 3 steam generator tube 
leak. 

c. Assess whether plant systems responded as expected. Compare the actual 
plant response to the applicable safety analyses. 

Louis Carson will provide a review of radiological consequences associated with 
the release of radioactivity from the Unit 3 steam generator EO 88 as a result of 
the tube leak. 

2. Charter Item '2: Review information to determine probable contributing causes of the 
event or degraded condition. (All) 

Include as applicable; operational issues, ~quipment failures, human factor and 
procedural issues, quality assurance issues, and safety culture component issues. 

3. Charter Item 3: Assess operation activities that could have contributed to the tube wear 
and subsequent tube failures during in-situ pressure testing. (John Reynoso and Carl 
Thurston) 

Assess differences in configuration and operation between Units 2 and 3, including 
temperature, pressures, and steam flows. Car Thurston will be focusing on thermal 
hydraulic and flow differences, including steam generator modeling. 
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4. Charter Item 4 (MHI Charter Items 1 and 2): Collect and assess differences in steam 
generator design and manufacturing between Units 2 and 3. (Emmett Murphy and 
Joel Rivera-Ortiz, with Andrew Johnson assisting) 

Review all design and manufacturing changes to ensure they were properly reviewed 
and approved in accordance with procedures, including the review of MHI actions 
following the weld issue for the divider plate. In addition, review and assess the 
adequacy of the 50.59 evaluation for the new steam generators. 

5; Charter Item 5 {MHI Charter Item 4): Review quality assurance/quality control findings, 
self-assessments. and audits. (Jonathan Ortega-Luciano) 

/ 

Review documents from both San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station and Mitsubishi 
Heavy Industries during design and manufacturing of both steam generators. Review a 
sample of Mitsubishi Heavy Industries nonconformance reports (NCRs), all SONGS 
condition action requests (CARs), stop work orders, and supplier deviation requests 
associated with the design and manufacturing of the steam generators, 

6. Charter Item 6 (MHI Charter Item 3): Review implementation of generic/industry 
communications. (Emmett Murphy) 

Review Information Notices, Generic Letters, Bulletins, and industry operational 
experience (SONGS internal, OER and SOERs) associated with steam generator 
issues. 

7. Charter Item 7: Review receipt inspections of steam generators. (John Reynoso) 

Review SONGS receipt acceptance criteria. Evaluate if critical attributes were 
appropriately specified and if SONGS had the ability to assess acceptability of meeting 
those acceptance criteria. 

Review packaging, shipping, and. handling of the steam generators from MHI to SONGS. 
Include a review of accelerometers used as part of the shipping package. 

8. Charter Item 8: Review steam and water modeling for steam generators. (Carl 
Thurston) 

Assess the adequacy of the steam generator models in predicting flow and vibration 
characteristi~s in the steam generators. Review how the model(s) was verified and 
validated. Did it meet NQA1 standards {2008/2009 addenda) fqt V&V? 

9. Charter Item 9: Collect data to support an independent assessment of the risk 
significance of the event. (Mike Runyan) 

Mike Runyan is working with SONGS PRA engineer to get information needed. 
Periodically (at least once/wk), check with Mike Runyan to determine information that 
needs to be collected. 

10. Charter Item 10: Assess the results of the charter items above to determine whether 
there were issues with quality assurance, radiological controls, or safety culture 
·components. {All) 
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11. Charter Item 11: Promptly report issues identified on Unit 3 steam generators that could 
impact restart of Unit 2 to Projects Branch D Chief, Ryan LantZ. (Greg Werner) 

12. At Mitsubishi Heavy Industries and Associated Sub-Contractors (as determined): After 
cqmpletion of the SONGS on-site inspection activities, assess the need to perform on
site inspection activities at Mitsubishi Heavy Industries and associated sub-contractors: 
The bulk of the items under Mitsubishi Heavy Industries section were able to be 
completed on-site at SONGS .. (Greg Werner in consultation with RIV and NRO 
Management Teams) 

V. INSPECTION REPORT INPUT 

Inspection report input is due_ to Greg Werner by COB five working days, April 6, after 
site activity is completed. Inspection report input shall be ·prepared in accordan'ce with 
IP 93800 and the inspection report outline template provided by the team leader. 
lnspectqrs are encouraged to populate the "Document~ Reviewed" template as they go. 

Manual Chapter 0612 format will be utilized regarding inspection scope and findings, but 
it is not expected. that input will include·arialysis and enforcement of performance 
deficiencies. The team leader will determine which observat.ions and conclusions will be 
included in the inspection report using guidance in IP 93800 and Manual Chapter 0612. 

VI. ADMINISTRATIVE 

The· licensing contacts will be Michael Stevens x89162 {on-site) o~(b)(oJ I (_cell) 
and-Ryan Treadway x89985 (on-site) ot\b)(oi I· 



Murphy, Emmett 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Rivera-Ortiz, Joel 
Friday, April 06, 201211:12 AM 
Werner, Greg 

Cc: Murphy, Emmett; Johnson, Andrew; Vias, Steven 
Subject: AIT ions 2.2, 10.0, and 12.0 
Attachments: NGS AIT Inspection Repo npu rarri.JRivera).docx 

Greg, 

Attached is my report input for Sections 2.2, 10.0, and 12.0. Region 2 Inspection Report Inputs come with 
a Unlimited 45-Day Warranty. Thus, if this report does not meet your expectations, send it back and we will 
fix it. 

This input may have more details than you need, so feel free to edit the content as necessary. To the best of 
my knowledge, the report does not include proprietary information. If you have any questions, please do not 
hesitate to contact me. 

With regard the 50.59 evaluation, I described the approach I took to review the screening and evaluation based 
. . ) 

on the areas that seemed deficient at the time of the inspection (i.e. the method of .evaluation)\ 

\ 

Thanks, 

JOEL E. RIVERA-ORTIZ, PE 
Sr. Reactor Inspector, EB3 

US Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
Region II, Division of Reactor Safety, Branch 3 
245 Peachtree Center Ave. NE, Suite 1200 
Atlanta; GA 30303 

Tel. ( 404) 997-4825 
E-Mai.l: Joel.Rivera-Ortiz@nrc.gov 

(b)(5) 
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UNITED STATES 

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 
REGION IV 

Mr. Peter Dietrich 
Senior Vice President and 
Chief Nuclear Officer 

Southern California Edison Company 
San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station 
P.O. Box 128 . 
San Clemente, CA 92674-0128 

1600 EAST LAMAR BLVD 
ARLINGTON, TEXAS 76011-4511 

April ??, 2012 

SUBJECT: SAN ONOFRE NUCLEAR GENERATING STATION - NRC AUGMENTED 
INSPECTION TEAM REPORT 05000362/2012007 

Dear Mr. Dietrich: 

On April?, 2012, the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) completed an inspection at 
your SONGS Nuclear Generating Station. The enclosed report documents the inspection 
results, which were discussed with you and other members of your staff during a public exit 
meeting on,April 2?, 2012. 

Unit 3 had been operating for approximately one y.ear following replacement of the steam 
generators when operators received alarms on January 31, 2012, in the control room that 
indicated reactor coolant was leaking into steam generator EO 88. The leak was unexpeCted, 
and the licensee responded in accordance with their procedures to perform a rapid shutdown, 
since the leak, although small, had increased enough in a short period of time to warrant the 
precautionary shutdown. "(he estimated leak rate was 75 gallons per day. The facility license 
allows full power operation with a steady leak rate of less than 150 gallons per day. 

The first indication of the leak was main condenser air ejector radiation monitors reaching their 
alarm set point. The radiati<m monitors continuously sample from a vent stack for the purpose 
of rapidly identifying steam generator tube leaks, This was a direct release of radioactivity to 
the atmosphere. which is allowed by the facility license. up to limits in the regulations. The 
licensee reviewed the amount of gaseous radioactivity released·and estimated a dose of 
approximately 0.000452 mrem to a member of the public. The annual regulatory limit to a 
member of the public is 100 mrem per year. During a radiation protectiOfl inspection the week 
of February 13, the inspectors reviewed the licensee dose estimates and did not identify any 
issues. 

Unit 3 control room operators performed a controlled shutdown of Unit 3 on January 31., 2012, 
and reached cold shutdown conditions on February 2, 2012. The operators then prepared the 
steam generators for tube inspections, which were started on February 12. 2012. The first 
inspection confirmed the location of the leak in steam generator E088. One tube was found with 
a small leak and no other tubes were leaking. · 
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The licensee completed an extensive and expanded eddy current inspection Of 100% of the 
steam generator tubes in both Unit 3 steam generators. Following pre-established testing 
requirements, the licensee has identified 129 tubes in Unit 3 (roughly 65 per steam generator) 
that require in-situ pressure testing. This testing began on March 13, 2012. 

Of the 129 tubes tested, a total of 8 tubes failed in-situ pressure testing. All of the failed tubes 
occurred in steam generator E0-88. Three of the tubes failed at approximately the main steam 
line break differential pressure test pressure of 3200 psig. The remaining five tubes failed near 
maximum differential test pressure of 5250 psig. 

In accordance with Management Directive 8.3, "NRC Incident Investigation Program," 
determini.stic and conditional risk criteria were used to evaluate the level of NRC response for 
this operational event. This event met three deterministic criteria and conditional large early 
release probability for additional. follow-up inspection. Based on deterministic criteria being met 
and the risk assessment of this condition, Region IV, in consultation with the Office of Nuclear 
Reactor Regulation and Office of Nuclear Security and Incident Respon.se, concluded that the 
NRC response should be an augmented team inspection. . 

This ~ugmented inspection was chartered to identify the circumstances surrounding the tube 
degradation, review the licensee's actions following discovery of the conditions, and evaluate 
the licensee's review of potential causes of the unusual steam generator tube wear, and, assess 
adequacy of liqmsee's actions topreveht recurrence. 

Based on the results of this inspection, no findings were identified. 

In accordance with 1 O CFR 2.390 of the NRC's "Rules of Practice," a copy of this letter, its 
enclosure1 and your response (if any) will be available electronically for public inspection in the 
NRC Public Document Room or from the Publicly Available Records {PARS) component of the 
NRC's docum~nt system (ADAMS)~ ADAMS is accessible from the NRC Web site at 
http:/lwww:nrc.gov/reading-rm/adams.html (the Public Electronic Reading Room). 

Docket No.: 05000362 
License No: N.PF-15 

Sincerely, 

Elmo E. Collins 
Regional Administrator 

Enclosure: Inspection Report 05000362/2012-007 
wl Attachment: Supplemental Information 
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REGION IV 
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Report: 05000362/2012007 

Licensee: Southern California Edison Company 

Facility: San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station 

Location: 5000 S. Pacific Coast Hwy 
San Clemente, California 

Dates: March 15 through March 29, 201.2 

Team Leader: G. Werner, RIV/Branch Chief/Plant Support Branch 2 

Inspectors: J. Reynoso, RIV/Resident Inspector 
Joel Rivera-Ortiz, RI I/Senior Reactor Inspector 
J. Ortega-Luciano, NROrritle 
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SUMMARY OF FINDINGS 

IR 05000362/20120071 03/15/2012 through 03/29/2012; San Onofre Nuclear Generating 
Station; Augmented Inspection Team. 

An Augmented Inspection Team was approved on March 16, 2017. Two inspectors on the team 
were onsite observing in-situ pressure testing the week of March 12. The remaining inspector5 
were dispatched to the site on March 19, 2012, to assess the facts and circumstances 
surrounding the tube leak arid unexpected wear of tubes in Unit 3 steam generators. The 
Augmented Inspection Team was established in accordance with NRC Management Directive 
8.3, "NRC Incident Investigation Program," and implemented using Inspection Procedure 93800, 
"Augmented Inspection Team." 

The inspection was conducted by a team of inspectors from the NRC's Region IV and Region II 
offices, the resident inspector from San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station, one engineer from 
the NRC Office of New Reactors, two engineers from the NRC Office of Nuclear Reactor 
Regulation, and one engineer from the NRC Office of Research. The team identified ?5? 
issues .that will require additional NRC inspection. These issues are tracked as unresolved 
items in this report. 

A. NRC-ldentified and Self'-Revealing Findings 

None 

8; Licensee-Identified Violations 

None 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY (Greg) 

On January 31, 2012 .... 
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1.0 Description of Event (Charter Item 1) 

1. 1 Sequence of Events (Andy) 

San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station {SONGS) formed a team to study the viability of 
replacing the original steam generators at Unit 2 and Unit 3 in November 2001. The 
licensee performed an assessment of six steam generator vendors, which included 
vendor benchmarking, development of the replacement steam generator design 
specifications, a steam generator request for proposal, and a steam generator bid 
evaluation. In September 2004, the licensee selected Mitsubishi Heavy lndustriE;S as the 
manufacturer of the replacement steam generator. 

A general description of the Unit 2 and Unit 3 steam generator is included in Section 
2.2.1 of_this report. 

Mitsubishi Heavy Industries commenced fabrication of the two steam generators for Unit 
2, 2E0-89 and 2E0-88, in September 2004 and completed fabrication in April 2006. 
Fabrication of the two steam generator for Unit 3, 3E0-89 and 3E0-88, was completed 
between MONTH 200x and August 2010. The design specifications of the Unit 2 and 
Unit 3 steam generator were the same when the contract between the licensee and 
Mitsubishi Heavy Industries was signed; however, due to a fabrication issue, there was a 
slight modification to the div.icier plate and channel head material requirements for the 
Unit 3 steam generators. The specifics of the material modifications to the divider plate 
and channel head are discussed further in Section 2.2.2 of this report. 

_At the time of the contract signing, Mitsubishi Heavy Industries had a quality assurance 
program 'in place that had been previously approved, in accordance with Appendix B of 
Title 10 of the Code of Federal Regulations. 

In September 2004, the licensee evaluated the Mitsubishi Heavy Industries quality 
assurance program and granted conditional qualification to Mitsubishi Heavy Industries 
for fabrication of the SONGS steam generators. The licensee informed Mitsubishi 
Heavy Industries that an audit would be performed when a sufficient quantity of work 
had been performed to demonstrate implementation of the functions defined in the 
Mitsubishi Heavy Industries quality assurance program. 

In November 2004, the licensee performed an audit of the Mitsubishi Heavy lnpustries 
quality assurance program, and followed up with a surveillance inspection in March 
2005. As a result of these two inspection activities, the licensee informed Mitsubishi 
Heavy Industries that the licensee required additional oversight of Mitsubishi Heavy 
Industries design control activities. The licensee also informed Mitsubishi Heavy 
Industries that the additional oversight conditions would remain in place until such time 
that Mitsubishi Heavy Industries had demonstrated improved design control 
performance, which had been verified by the licensee. After implementing the extra 
quality controlstep, Mitsubishi Heavy Industries submitted to the licensee a letter stating 
that they were ready for the conditional qualification to be lifted. The licensee performed 
follow-up audits of Mitsubishi Heavy Industries in October 2005 and February 2006, but 
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still found enough instances of lack of design control that the additional oversight 
requirements of the conditional qualification were not lifted. In May 2006, the licensee 
was able to verify that Mitsubishi Heavy Industries had demonstrated improved design 
control performance and therefore removed the c()ndition qualification of Mitsubishi 
Heavy Industries. 

After fabrication was complete in April 2006, Mitsubishi Heavy Industries performed a 
hydrostatic pressure test of both the primary and ~econda"ry sides of the Unit 2 steam 
generators in MONTH YEAR. After completion of the hydrostatic pressure tests, AREVA 
performed the baseline eddy current pre-service examinations of t_he Unit 2 steam 
generators in January and March 200'7, at the Mitsubishi Heavy Industries facilities in 
Japan. 

The Unit 2 steam generators were shipped from the Mitsubishi Heavy Industries facilities 
ln December 2008 and received on site at SONGS in February 2009. AREVA 
performed the final eddy current pre-service examination on the Unit 2 steam generators 
at SONGS in March 2009. ' 

After initial fabrication was complete in March 2009, Mitsubishi Heavy Industries 
performed a hydrostatic pressure test of both the· primary and secondary sides of the 
Unit 3 steam generators. After completion of the primary side hydrostatic pressure tests, 
cracks were found in the welds that join the divider plate to the channel head. Mitsubishi 
Heavy Industries and the licensee performed a root cause investigation, which showed 
that a change in the weld preparation process for the divider plate-to.:channel head weld 
had resulted in underbead cracking of the weld. A repair procedure was developed and 
implemented and the Unit 3 steam generators both passed a second hydrostatic 
pressure test in late July 201 O. After completion of the hydrostatic pressure tests, the 
Unit 3 steam generators were shipped from the Mitsubishi Heavy Industries facilities in 
Japan in early August 2010, and arrived at SONGS in early October2010. AREVA 
performed a final eddy current pre-service examination at the Mitsubishi Heavy 
Industries facilities in Japan, and this was used as the baseline pre-service examination 
for the Unit 3 steam. generators. 

The Unit 2 steam generators were installed between September 2009 and April 2010, 
and Unit 2 commenced power operations in April 2010. 

The Unit 3 steam generators were installed between October 2010 and February 2011, 
and Unit 3 commenced power operations in February 2011. 

,Unit .2 was shutdown for a scheduled refueling outage on January 14, 2012. 

On January 31, 2012, control room operators for Unit 3 received alarms that indicated a 
primary-to-secondary reactor coolant leak from the 3E0-88 steam generator. Th_e first 
alarm received was from the main condenser air ejector radiation monitors, which 
continuously sample from a vent line for the purpose of rapidly identifying steam 
generator tube leaks. (The licensee reviewed the amount of gaseous radioactivity 
released and estimated a dose of approximately 0.000452 mrem to a member of the 
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public. The annual regulatory limit to a member of the public is 100 mrem per year.) 
Although the leak rate was small, it increased enough in a short period of time to meet 
the requirements for the licensee to perform a rapid shutdown. The estimated leak rate 
was 75 gallons per day. Unit 3 reached cold shutdown conditions on February 2, 2012. 

After shutdown, the licensee started preparations for performing inspections of Unit 3 
steam generators E0-89 and E0-88. The steam generator inspections commenced on 
February 12, 2012, and confirmed the location of the leak in steam generator 3E0-88 as 
coming from the tube in row 106 column 78 (R 106C78). No other tubes were found to 
be leaking. The licensee then performed eddy current inspections of 100 percent of the 
tubes in the Unit 3 steam generator. During these inspections, the licensee discovered 
unexpected wear in both steam generators, including significant wear at the retainer 
bars and significant tube-to-tube wear in free span areas. The inspections identified 56 
tubes in steam generator EQ-89 and 73 tubes in steam generator E0-88 that did not 
meet the condition monitoring requirements and thus were required to be in-situ 
pressure tested. 

The licensee began in-situ pressure testing of the 129 ic:fentified tubes in Unit 3 on March 
13, 2012 and completed in-situ pressure testing of these tubes on March XX, 2012. The 
testing resulted in the failure of 8 steam generator tubes, in steam generator E0-88. 

A more detailed sequence of events can be found in Attachment 2. 

1.2 Observation and Evaluation of Rapid Shutdown (Resident Input) 

a. Inspection Scope 

The team conducted an independent review of control room activities and equipment 
response to determine if the operating crew responded appropriately and if the plant 
responded in accordance with design during the event. The inspectors conducted 
interviews with various on..,sh.ift personnel and reviewed the post trip report, which 
included control room logs, operator statements, and plant data trends to assess overall 
performance of the crew. The review also included the effectiveness of the procedure 
guidance in addressing the event, placing the plant in a safe and stable condition, 
establishing appropriate parameter limits for plant cooldown, and conducting a cooldown 
to cold shutdown conditions. With respect to operator awareness and de.cision making, 
the team was specific~lly focused on the effectiveness of cpntrol board monitoring, 
technical decision making, and work practices of the operating crew. With respect to 
command and control, the team specifically focused on actions taken by the control 
room supervision in managing the operating crew's response to the event. 

. b. Observations and Findings 

No findings were identified. 
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Add detail 

2.0 Probable Cause Evaluation (Charter Item 2) 

Both San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station and Mitsubishi Heavy Industries were in 
the process of conducting a root cause evaluation for the tube failure and unexpected 
wear of steam generator tubes in Unit 3. As part of both evaluations, actions were being 
taken to understand the differences between Unit 2 and 3 steam generators. The root 
cause evaluations were not complete and were undergoing changes while the 
Augmented Inspection Team was onsite. 
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2.1 SONGS Cause Evaluation (John?) 

a. Inspection Scope 

The team conducted an overall and independent review of the licensee's actions taken 
to understand the probable cause for the steam generator tube degradation. The team 
reviewed the updated final safety analysis report, technical specifications, design basis 
documents, original steam generator design, replacement steam generator design, 
purchase order specifications, design changes, manufacturing changes, · 
nonconformance reports, supplier deviation reports, and interviewed personnel. The 
review included understanding the licensee's criteria for determining the root cause, or if 
one could not be determined, the most probable cause. The licensee's root cause 
evaluation process was still in the early stages and was focusing on the technical causes 
for the tube-to-tube wear. 

b. Observations and Findings 

No findings were identified'. 

Add detail 

2.2 Mitsubishi Heavy Industries Cause Evaluation (Joel?) 

a. Inspection Scope 

The team conducted an overall and independent review of Mitsubishi's actions taken to 
understand the probable cause of the steam generator tube degradation. While onsite, 
the inspection team noted that Mitsubishi was performing a failure analysis to 
characterize the mechanism causing the tube-to-tube wear condition in Unit 3. The 
team had periodic discussions with Mitsubishi personnel to gather information on the · 
probable causes under consideration. The team reviewed information contained in the 
updated final safety analysis report (UFSAR), technical specifications, design basis 
documents, purchase order specificatio·ns, design changes, design drawings, 
manufacturing changes, nonconformance reports, and supplier deviation reports to 
understand the design and fabrication of the replacement steam generators and 
independently assess the information obtained from Mitsubishi's in-progress cause 
evaluation. 

b. Observations and Findings 

No findings were identified. 

The inspectors determined that Mitsubishi was performing a thorough evaluation of the 
failure mechanism leading to the tube-to-tube wear in Unit 3. The team noted that 
Mitsubishi gathered factual information about the design, fabrication, and operation of 
the replacement steam generators in Unit 2 and Unit 3 fo understand the differences 
between these components and identify potential contributing causes. The inspectors 
discussed the preliminary failure mechanism theory with Mitsubishi personnel, who 
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attributed the tube-to-tube wear to a combination of design, fabrication, and operational 
factors. 

Mitsubishi's preliminary explanation of the failure mechanism started with the 
combination of two factors: (a) relatively small tube pitch distance to tube diameter ratio 
(P/D), and (b) high void fraction in the tube bundle area where the tube-to-tube wear was 
identified. The small pitch to diameter ratio was a fixed parameter in the replacement 
steam generators established by the nominal center-to-center distance between 
adjacent tubes (P) and the nominal outside diameter of the tubes {D). The high void 
fraction was identified from the results of Mitsubishi's thermo-hydraulic model for the 
secondary side of the replacement steam generators. Mitsubishi considered that the 
combination of these two factors may result in a reduction of the flow stability factor K, 
which increases the likelihood of in-plane fluid elastic instability. 

Additionally, Mitsubishi identified that the Unit 3 replacement steam generators had 
better dimensional controls during the fabrication process. This determination was 
based, in part, on the results of pre-service and in-service eddy current examinations, 
and fabrication data from Unit 2 and Unit 3 replacement steam generators. The 
correlation of dimensional controls with the failure mechanism was that improved 
dimensional controls for Unit 3 replacement steam generators resulted in less variability 
and dispersion of as-built critical dimensions such as anti-vibration bar thickness1 tube 
roundness, and gaps between tubes an·d anti-vibration bars. The reduction in 
dimensional variability and dispersion probably resulted in less contact force between 
the tubes and the anti-vibration bars. 

The failure mechanism model also considered a fluid dynamic effect associated with the 
spreading of the tubes in the U-bend region during normal operating conditions. This 
effect was informally referred as "flowering" due to the characteristic shape in which the 
tube bundle spreads at normal operating conditions. "Flowering" was described as the 
elastic deformation of the anti-vibration bar structure (spreading of the tube bundle) in 
the U-bend region as a result of thermal expansion and fluid dynamic forces acting on 
the secondary side of the tubes. This effect was prim~rily attributed to the pressure 
differential between the center and the outer region of the tube bundle. The deformation 
caused by the "flowering" effect was believed to .result in multiple areas of no contact 
between th~ anti~vibration bars and the tubes, also known as inactive supports" 
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In-Plane Deformation 

Normal Configuration 

Elastic Oeformatlon 
("Flowering" Effect) 

~~~ ...... 

\,Tube Support/ 
Plate No.1 

Out.of-Plane Oefonnattori 

Description of "Flowering" Effect (Ci;mcep~ual !)rawing - For Illustration Purposes Only) 

Mitsubishi considered that the collective contribution of the factors described above 
resulted in' favorable conditions for ln.:.plane vibration ofthe tu~s in the U-bend region. 
The in-plane vibration of the tubes in the U-bend region allowed ctirect contact between 
free span sections of the tubes, resulting iri the unanticipated tube-to-tube wear. 

At the conclusion of the onsite portion of this inspection, Mitsubishi was further 
evalu~ting the failure mechanism by conducting in-depth c:inalyses gf available data to 
validate their failure mechanism theory. One of the analyses included analytical studies 
of the impact of gap size, free span length, flow e·lastic vibration, and contact forces on 
tube wear depth. An expected outcome of this analysis was that contact forces ~nd the 
number pf inactive supports should the biggest co.ntributors to wear under flow elastic 
instability conditions. Additionally, Mitsubishi wa~ conducting further analytical studies of 
the "flowering~ effect by modeling multiple cases of elastic displacement of the tube 
bundle structure, taking into cansic:ferati.on _therrnc:1l expansion and dynamic pressures. 
Concurrentwith these analyses, Mitsubishi was studying th.e effect of manufacturing 
dispersion on tube wear. Particular,ity, !Vlitsubishiw~s modeling multiple ca:;;es of 
manufacturing dispersion to study the influence of different dimensional controls on gap 
and contact forces. Mitsubishi was using as-built data as well as manufacturing 
tolerances to statistically assess the impact of dimensional controls on the resulting gaps 
and contact forces in different areas of the tube bundle. One of the expected outcomes 
of this analysis was that manufacturing dispersion ,in Unit 3 in combinatipn' with the 
flowering effect would result in a reduction of contact forces. At the time of this 
inspection the results of these studies were not finalized and additional failure analysis 
t~sks were scheduled to accurately characteti,ze the failure mechanism and support the 
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licensee's cause determination. 

3.0 Operational Impacts <Charter Item 3) (John and Carll 

a. Inspection Scope 

Sornething here 

b. Observations and Findings 

No findings were identified. 

The team identified one unresolved item requiring further review. The unresolved item 
involves determining if the licensee appropriately reviewed and dispositioned numerous 
loose parts alarms during Unit 3 operation. 

Add detail 

4.0 Design and Manufacturing Differences (Charter Item #4) (Mitsubishi Heavy Industries 
Charter Item 1) (Joel. Emmett. and Andy) 

During the development of the charter, it was not known how SONGS and Mitsubishi 
Heavy Industries reviewedand approved design and manufacturing changes. During, 
the inspection, it was identified'that.all design and manufacturing changes prqpose~ by 
Mitsubishi Heavy Industries required review a.nd app,tov~I from a SONGS representative. 
Based on this, it was determinedthat this area could. be, covered as one item. 

a. Inspection Scope 

The inspectors iriteniiewed licensee and Mitsubishi personnel invoived in the. design and 
fab(ication of the replacement s_team generators and reviewed information including 
nonconformance reports, design drawings, fabrication procedures, design changes, 
engineering evaluations, supplier deviation requests, and design specifications to 
identify conditions affecting quality that resulted in relevant design differences between 
the replacement steam generators. The inspectors assess~d whether these differences 
could be considered as contributing factors for the cause of the tube-to-tube wear issue 
in· Unit 3·. The inspectors also re.viewed the licensee's Engineering Change PackageJor 
the Unit 2 and Unit 3 replacement steam generators with emphasis on chang·es made·to 
the design m~thod(;>logy described in the UFSA~ for the priginal stearri.geri';)rators to 
verify thcit the evaluation was performed in ciccqrdance with licensee procedures and, the 
provisions of tOCFR 50.59, uChanges, Tests, and Experiments.'' 

b. Observations and Findings -

No findings Were identified. 
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The inspectors identified two unresolved items for which additional information is 
required to determine if performance deficiencies exist or if the issues constitute 
violations of NRC requirements. The inspectors also identified several observations 
related to the design, fabrication, and the Engineering Change Package for the Unit 2 
and Unit 3 replacement steam generators. 

(1) Introduction: The inspectors identified an unresolved item associated with the design of 
the retainer bars in Unit 2 and Unit 3 replacement steam generators. 

Description: In February 2012, the licensee identified wear indications in Unit 2 
replacement steam generators at the tube locations in contact with the retainer bans: 
Some of the indications showed excessive wear with a maximum degradation of 90% 
through wall. 

Retaining Bars i------.. 

Retainer Bar Dcislgn and Location of Aff\{cted Tubes (For Illustration Purposes Only) 

The inspectors identified that the design of the replacement steam generators did not 
expect any potential vibration concerns in the area of the tube bundle where the retainer 
bars were located. The basis for Mitsl!bishi's design philosophy relied on the following 
factors: 

• Based on the analytical natural frequency of the retainer bar, Mitsubishi 
cons.idered that there would not be a resonant vibration condition relative to the 
flow conditions in the location of retainer bars. 

• The vibration analysis of the tube bundle only considered out-of-plane vibration 
because in-plane vibration was not expected to be an operational concern for the 
refainer bars. · 

• The outermost tubes were considered the least susceptible to flow-elastic 
instability; therefore retainer bar locations were not included in the vibration 
analysis. 

• Flow elastic instability was found not applicable to the retainer bar because this 
mechanism did not apply to a single tube in cross flow. 
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• Vortex~induced vibration was found riot applicable to the retainer bar because it 
was considered a vibration mode applicable to a single cylinder in uniform cross 
flow in a large area and the flow condition around the retainer bars was 
considered slug-froth two phase flow. 

However, upon identification of retainer bar-to-tube wear in Unit 2 replacement steam 
·generators, Mitsubishi performed an evaluation to identify the cause of excessive wear. 
The-analysis considered three vibration mechanisms: fluid-elastic instability, vortex
induced vibration, and turbulence-induced vibration (random vibration). The analysis for 
turbulence-induced vibratiqn determined that random vibration was the possible cause of 
the retainer vibration, based on the peculiar flow around the retainer bar, combined with 
the rather low natural frequency of the retainer bar. The analysis used the two phase 
flow conditions around the retainer bar~ and id~ntified various modes of vibration at 
those flow conditions that could lead to retainer bar vibration and consequently to tube 
wear. Additional review by the NRC is required following completion of the licensee's 
cause evaluation to determine whether this issue represents a performance deficiency or 
constitutes a violation of NRC requirements. This issue is identified as URI 
05000362/2012007 wQX, "TITLE." 

(2) Introduction: The inspectors identified an unresolved item associated with the 
dimensional controls of critical dimensions throughout the fabrication of Unit 2 and Unit 3 
replacement steam generators. 

Descriotion: Based on the information gathered by the inspectors on the differences in 
dimensional controls of critical parameters in Unit 2 and Unit 3 replacement steam 
generators, the inspector determined that Mitsubishi probably did not consider the 
potential impact of improving dimensional controls for tube roundness and anti-vibration· 
bars on the final tube bundle clearances at normal operating conditions. Additional 
review by the NRC is required following completion of the licensee's cause evaluation to 
fully assess how· the dimensional controls contributed to the tube-to-tube wear in Unit 3 
and then determine whether this issue represents a performance deficiency or 
constitutes a violation of NRC requirements. This issue is identified as URI 
05000362/2012007-0X, "TITLE." 

(3) Design Differences: The inspectors did not identify any significant differences in ·the 
design requirements of Unit 2 and Unit 3 replacement stearn generators. The 
"Conformed Specification for Design and Fabrication of t_he Replacement Steam 
Generators," also known as the design specification, contained identical tec;>hnical 
. requirements. for Unit 2 and Unit 3 steam generators. All replacement steam generators 
were required to be designed, fabricated, and tested in accordance with the same 
Edition of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) Boiler and Pressure 
Vessel Code, industry standards, and NRC endorsed methods described in applicable 
regulatory guides. The licensee specified the same licensing requirements for all 
replacement steam generators. 

The design specification also contained provisions to address technical or quality 
deviations from the requirements of the Purchase Order ot the design specification~. 
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including the disposition of "Repair" or "Accept asMis" conditions captured as non
conformance reports in the Mitsubishi's Quality Assurance program and changes to 
documents previously approved by the licensee. This process was referred as "Supplier 
Deviation Request" and allowed the licensee to review and approve deviations from the 
approved design specifications. The inspectors noted that changes affecting the 
specified design were submitted to SONGS personnel for review and approval. 

The inspectors noted that the design specification established identical provisions for the 
design of the replacement steam generator components including the vessel, 
upper/lower shell, transition cone, tubesheet,. channel, head, divider plate, tube supports, 
tubing, steam nozzle, feedwater nozzle, primary nozzles, steam flow limiting device, 
moisture separators/dryers, feedwater distribution'system, blowdown and sludge 
management, access/inspection ports, instrument/sampling taps, and loose part 
monitoring. 

The design specification also established identical requirements for the service life and 
service environmental conditions of the replacement steam generators. The licensee 
also specified identical design loading, structural, and seismic requirements for all 
replacement steam generators. The design specification contained identical 
requirements for design transients under normal, upset, emergency, faulted, and test 
conditions. 

Additionally, the performance requirements in the design specification were identical for 
each replacemenf st~am generator; which included: 

• Water Level Stability 
• Circulation Ratio 
• Moisture Carryover 
• Steam Carryunder in the Downcomer Annulus, 
• Reactor Coolant Flow Rate 
• Primary-To~Secondary Leakage 
• Slowdown Capacity 
• Thermal Rating 
• Heat Transfer Surface Area 
• Tube Plugging Margin 
• Fouling Factor 
• Overall Heat Transfer Coefficient 
• Primary Side Design and Operating Pressure/Temperatures 
• Secondary Side Design and Operating Pressures/Temperatures 
• Primary Side Design and Operating Flows 
• Secondary Side Design and Operating Flows 
• Tube Material and Dimensions 

The. replacement steam generator design developed by Mitsubishi for SONGS Unit 2 
and Unit 3 in accordance with the licensee's design specification was translated into the 
same set of design and fabrication drawings. The inspectors noted that some as-built 
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dimensions varied between Unit 2 and Unit 3 steam generators as a result of the divider 
plate weld repairs in Unit 3 and other manufacturing processes. However, these 
dimensional changes did not represent significant deviations from 'the original design 
specifications. Therefore; the inspectors determined that no significant differences 
existed in the design requirements of Unit 2 and Unit 3 replacement steam generators. 

(4) Fabrication Differences: The inspectors noted that the design specification contained the 
same general fabrication requirements for the Unit 2 and Unit 3 replacement steam 
generators, The ~esign specification contained the methods required for fabric~tion, 
assembly, inspection, and testing of the replacement steam generators. The 
specification covered, in part, fabrication requirements for the channel head cladding, 
tube dimensions, tube wall thickness, tube bend radius, tube "ovality;'' tubesheet, tube
to-tube.sheet joints, tube supports, tube bundle, machined gasketed surfaces, non-ASME 
steam generator internals, welding methods, post-weld heat treatment, and allowable 
welding materials. The specification also contained detailed requirements for 
inspections, tests, and e~aminations, which included examination methods and 
personnel qualification·requirements. 

The design specification also required the use of "Supplier Deviation Requests" to 
address technical or quality deviations from the requirements of the Purchase Order or 
the design specifications, including the disposition of "Repair" or "Accept as-is" 
conditions identified during the fabrication process and changes to fabrication 
documents previously approved by the licensee. The inspectors noted that fabrication 
issues affecting the specified design were submitted to SONGS personnel for review 
and approval. 

Based on discussions with licensee and Mitsubishi personnel and the review of 
documentation about the fabrication history of Unit 2 and Unit 3 replacement steam 
generators, the inspectors identified the differences listed below. At the conclusion of 
the onsite portion of this inspection, the differences between Unit 2 and Unit 3 steam 
generators as a result of the fabrication process were under consideration for the cause 
evaluation. 

• Steam Drver Assembly - During the fabrication of Unit 2 steam generator E0-89, 
Mitsubishi identified a nonconforming condition of the steam dryer assembly that 
included damaged locking plates of vane jacking devices, displaced bolts, and 
damaged vanes. The cause of this issue was determined to be inadequate 
evaluation and. control of the design in regard the capacity of the vane jacking 
d~vices to sustain all fabrication conditions. Specifically, the vane jacking 
devices failed to stay in the design position during multiple rotation~ of the steam 
generator assembly during fabrication. Mitsubishi corrected the condition; in 
part, by replacing all vane jacking devices and damaged vanes with a new 
design, which was also used in the fabrication of the Unit 2 steam generator E0-
88, and Unit 3 steam generators E0-89 and E0-88. Additionally, Mitsubishi 
modified the assembly sequence ofthe steam dryers. For Unit 2 steam 
generator E0•89, the steam dryer vanes were assembled in-situ while the steam 
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dryers for Unit 2 steam generator E0-88 and Unit 3 steam generators E0-88 and 
E0-89 were preassembled before installation in their final position. 

• Drilling of Tubesheet Holes - The tubesheet holes in Unit 2 and Unit 3 steam 
generators where the tubes are inserted for final assembly were made with 
different drill bits. The Unit 2 steam generator tubesheets were drilled with 
uncoated drill bits. The Unit 3 steam generator tubesheets were drilled with 
titanium-nitride coated drill bits, which improved the drill bit life and resolved 
tooling mark issues experienced in Unit 2. 

• Transition Wrapper Welding - The welding of the transition wrapper was 
performed in different order for each Unit. For Unit 2 steam generators, the 
transition wrapper was welded after the tubes and anti-vibration bars were 
installed. In Unit 3 steam generators, the transition wrapper was welded before 
the installation of tubes and· anti-vibration bars. 

• Cladding Removal Process for the Channel Head - The removal of the stainless 
steel clad weld from the interior surface of the channel head base metal in 
preparation for the divider plate weld (i.e. structural butter weld} was performed 
with different methods in Unit 2 and Unit 3 replacement steam generators. For 
Unit 2, Mitsubishi used a machining process to remove the cladding in both 
steam .generators. In Unit 3, Mits.ubishi used an air carbon-arc gouging process. 
This method resulted in separation of the butter weld during hydrostatic testing. 
The root cause evaluation concluded that the air carbon-arc gouging process left 
carbon deposits on the base metat Gouging was followed by grinding which 
was designed to remove the heat affected zone and expected to completely 
remove the carbon deposits. However, the grinding process left carbon deposits 
behind, which resulted in the localized areas of high carbon and high base metal 
hardness due to carburization. The repair of the Unit 3 divider plate welds is 
addres.sed in further details in Section 12.0 of this report . 

. . • Helium Leak Test -As part of the fabrication process, Mitsubishi performed a 
Helium·Nitrogen leak test on the secondary side of the replacement steam 
generators to check for leaks on the tube-to-tubesheet welds. For all team 
generators, this test was performed after completion of the tube-to-tubesheet 
weld, but prior to the penetrant examination of the tube-to-tubesheet welds and 
final tube expansion. This test was performed at different pressures in Unit 2 
and Unit 3 steam generators. For Unit 2 steam generators, the test was 
performed at 85 psig using a temporary welded cap on top of the steam 
generator shell to enclose the secondary side. In Unit 3 steam generators, the 
test was performed at 1.45 psig using a temporary clamped cap on top of the 
steam generator shell instead of a welded cap. All tests required the same 
holing time before starting the test and the same leak rate acceptance criteria. 

• Preliminary and ASME Section Ill Hydrostatic Tests -The number of hydrostatic 
tests required by ASME Section 111 for the primary and secondary sides of the 
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steam generator tubes varied for each Unit since leakage was identified in Unit 3 
steam generator E0-89 during the first hydrostatic test of the secondary side and 
Unit 3 steam generators required repair of the divider plate weld. Prior to each 
ASME Section Ill hydrQstatic test, Mitsubishi performed a preliminary hydrostatic 
test of the primary and secondary side of the steam generator tubes at design 
pressure to check for leakage at the feed pump, pressure filling line, temporary 
gaskets, and temporary seals. 

Number of Preliminary and ASME Section Ill Hydrostatic Tests 

St~am Primary ·secondary Results 
Generator Side Slde 

U2 E0-89 1 1 Acceptance Criteria Met 

Acceptance Criteria Met I 

U2 E0-88 1 1 I 
j 

1 1 Leakage Detected 

U3 E0-89 1 1 Divider Plate Weld Separation 

1 1 Final - Acceptance Criteria Met 

1 1 Divider Plate Weld Separation 

U3 E0-88 Final - Acceptance Criteria Met 1 1 

• Pre-Service Inspection - The design specification established similar 
requirements for the pre-service eddy current examination of Unit 2 and Unit 3 
replacement steam generators, The inspectors noted th~t the eddy current 
examinations of Unit 2 and Unit 3 steam generators were performed with similar 
eddy current techniques, including similar essential variables. However, the 
circumstance$ in which the examinations were performed varied for each Unit 
For Unit 2, the pre-service examination was performed afterthe steam 
generators were delivered at the SONGS jobsite. The steam generators were 
examined on the shipping saddles, where the position of the tube bundle was at 
45 degrees from the gravity neutral position. This position was dictated by the 
location of the steam. generator lifting trunnions which were installed on the upper 
shell at 45 degree orientation from the steam generator centerline; For Unit 3, 
the pre-service eddy current examination was performed at the Mitsubishi Kobe 
facility while the steam generators were still on the fabrication rollers and in the 
gravity neutral position (i.e. divider plate oriented horizontally). The decision to 
perform the Unit 3 pr~service examination atthe Mitsubishi facility was dictated 
by delivery schedule considerations resulting from the divider plate weld repairs. 

• Flow Limiter for Primary Inlet Nozzles - The replacement steam generators were 
designed with a· flow limiter located in the primary inlet nozzle in order to make 
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the reactor coolant system flow similar to the flow rate of the original steam 
generator at the time of replacement without exceeding the required reactor 
coolant system flow rate. The licensee's evaluation for the engineering design 
package determined that although the original steam generators had a number of 
plugged tubes, the reactor coolant system flow rate of the original steam 
generators was near the design requirement. If the replacement steam 
generators were the same design as the originals, the reactor coolant system 
flow rate of the replacement steam generators would exceed the design flow rate 
because the pressure drop of the replacement steam generators with no plugged 
tubes would be less than the original steam generators with plugged tubes. 

Flow Limiter 

Replacement Stearn Generator Primary-Inlet Nozzle {For Illustration Purposes Only) 

The flow limiter was designed to ensure the total "best estimate" reactor coolant 
flow rate with the replacement steam generators installed would not exceed 
106.5% of the Unit 2 and Unit 3 original design volumetric flow rate of 396,000 
gallons per minute at a reactor coolant system cold leg temperature of Tcold = 
540.9 F. This target flow rate was approximately the flow rate at which the 
original steam generators were operating at the time of replacement. The flow 
limiter design was slightly different for each Unit. For Unit 2 replacement steam 
generators, the flow limiter diameter to nozzle inner diameter ratio was 0 .94 while 
the ratio for Unit 3 steam generators was 0.915. The flow limiter dimensions 
resulted from a scaled model test performed by Mitsubishi and lt was designed to 

. be machined as part of the nozzle base metal. 

• Pitch Distance of Tube Support Plate Drilled Holes in Unit 2 Steam Generator 
E0-89 - During fabrication of Unit 2 steam generator E0·89, quality control 
inspections identified 200 unacceptable measurements of the 10-holes pitch 
distance in tube support plate number 3, and 10 similar unacceptable 
meesurements in tube support plate number 6. Mitsubishi evaluated this non
conformance condition and accepted the condition "as-is" with the licensee's 
approval, The technical justification for accepting the condition addressed four 
elements: (a) the impact of the condition on the ability to insert the tubes through 
the affected areas of the tube support plates, (b) resulting stress on the tubes 
after insertion; (c) impact of the condition on the tube to anti-vibration gap size, 
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and (d) possible occurrence of tube scratch during inspection. Similar 
unacceptable measurements were not identified in Unit 2 replacement steam 
generator E0-88 or Unit 3 replacement steam generators E0-89 and E0-88. 

• Tube-to-Tube Clearance in Unit 2 steam generator E0-89 - During fabrication of 
Unit 2 replacement steam generator E0-89, interference checks identified that 
the clearance between the tubes in Rows No. 28 and 30 in Column No. 22 was 
less than the minimum clearance of 0. 13-inch specified in Mitsubishi's inspection 
procedure. The condition was accepted "as-is" by Mitsubishi and SONGS 
through the supplier deviation request process. The main considerations of the 
technical evaluation included: (a) thermal expansion difference, (b) tube 
expansion due to operating pressures, (c) tube displacement due to out-of-plane 
flow induced vibration, and (d) tube displacement due to seismic acceleration. 
The inspectors noted that no tube-to-tube wear indications were identified in this 
area of the tube bundle or any other areas of the Unit 2 replacem'ent steam 
generators. 

• Anti-Vibration Bar Spacing Issues in Unit 2 Steam Generator E0-89 - During 
fabrication of Unit 2 replacement steam generator E0-89, quality control 
inspections identified unacceptable gaps between tubes and the anti-vibration 
bars in the outside tube columns. The affected area was identified as welding 
zone-4. The apparent cause for the anti-vibration bar spacing issue was due to 
performing the welding of zone-4 while the steam generator was oriented 
horizontally with this welding zone oriented to the bottom of the bundle. In this 
configuration, the tube bundle experienced sagging at the time of welding due to 
gravity. After completion of welding zone 4, the steam generator assembly was 
rotated 180 degrees for additional assembly steps, but the sagging in the 
opposite direction caused enlargement of the gaps in welding zone 4 and this 
enlargement remained approximately the same for all subsequent rotations. 
When zone-4 was rotated 180-degrees after welding, deflection or sagging of the 
tube retaining bars due to gravity slightly pulled the anti-vibration bars, increasing 
the gap between the tube and the anti-vibration bars in this zone. 

With the licensee's approval, Mitsubishi implemented various corrective actions 
to address the condition in the pending Unit 2 replacement steam generator E.:0-
88 and subsequently in Unit 3 steam generators which included: (a) use of 
smaller spacer blocks between tubes for the installation of anti-vibration, (b) re
define the welding zones to limit welding in the horizontal position, and (c) reduce 
rotations during welding of the other bundle zones. Mitsubishi performed rework 
activities in Unit 2 steam generator E0-89 to restore anti-vibration bar spacing to 
design specifications. Thes.e activities resulted in better gap distribution. All the 
tube-to-anti-vibration bar gaps exceeding the initial dimensional criteria were 
further evaluated and accepted in accordance with Mitsubishi's gap size 
evaluation procedure. 

• Rotations of Steam Generator Assembly for Anti-Vibration Bar Installation and 
Welding - The inspectors noted that welding· bf anti-vibration ·bars structure 
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required rotating the steam generators several times. As a result of the 
corrective actions generated to address the anti-vibration bar spacing issues in 
Unit 2 steam generator E0-89, the installation procedure was revised to reduce 
the number of rotations for anti-vibration bar in-stallation to attain better gap 
control. This procedure revision resulted in different number of rotations in each 
replacement steam generator. Steam generators Unit 2 E0-89, Unit 2 E0-88, 
Unit 3 E0-89, and Unit 3 E0-88 received 11.25, 4, 3.5, and 3.5 rotations, 
respectively, during installation of the anti-vibration bars structure. 

• Temporary Installation of Plastic Ties - In order to limit the displacement of anti
vibration bars during- rotation of the steam generator assembly for welding of the 
anti-vibration bars structure, Mitsubishi revised the installation procedure to 
install temporary plastic ties between the retaining bars and the tubes. This step 
of the anti-vibration bar assembly process was performed in a different sequence 
for Unit 2 and Unit 3 steam generators. For Unit 2, the installation of plastic ties 
occurred after welding the transition wrapper, the Helium leak test, and tube 
hydraulic expansion, but before welding the channel head to the tubesheet, the 
hydrostatic tests, and the pre-service inspection. In Unit 3, the installation of 
plastic ties was performed after welding the transition wrapper, but before the 
Helium leak test, tube hydraulic expansion, welding the channel head to the 
tubesheet, the hydrostatic tests, and the pre-service inspection. 

• Dimensional Controls of Anti· Vibration Bar Structure -According to Mitsubishi's 
cause evaluation taking place at the time of this inspection, the controls of critical 
dimensions affecting the clearances between the tube and the anti~vibration bars 
were gradually improved throughout the fabrication of the Unit 2 and Unit 3 
steam generators. This improvement on dimensional controls was a 
consideration for the determination of the failure mechanism leading to tube-to
tube wear in Unit 3. 

The first dimensional control under consideration was the improvem~nt of tube 
roundness in the section of the tubes that was bent to form the U-bend shape. 
During fabrication of Unit 2 steam generator E0-89, the supplier of tubular 
product for Mitsubishi (i.e. Sumitomo}, experienced quality issues to meet the G· 
values established in the design specifications, resulting in a high number of tube 
rejections. The G-value was a measure of departure from roundness. or 
"ovality," after the tubes were bent and it was controlled in order to control de gap 
between tubes and anti.:.vibration bars. The G-values were measured at different 
locations along the U-bend section of the tubes for a selected number of tubes 
per row, as established in Mitsubishi's procedure. The acceptance criteria for G.,. 
value varied depending on the row where the tubes were installed. The 
acceptance criteria also remained the same throughout the fabrication of Unit 2 
and Unit 3 replacement steam generators. 
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B~sed on discussions with licensee personnel and documentation reviews, the 
inspectors noted that Sumitomo implemented measures to improve the quality of 
the tube. bending process which resulted in less deyiation of G-values and a 
reduction in the dispersion or vai"iability of tub~'s "ovality/' aased on the _ 
statistical analysis of G-value data collected during fabrication of the Unit· 2 ·and 
Unit 3 steam generators, Mitsubishi observed that the dispersion of G-values 
g('adually decreased since the fabrication of the first steam generator. 

Another dhnensiohal contrql under consideration was the variability of anti~ 
vibration par dimensions. Mit:su.bishi's fabrication procedures required to inspect 
various dimensions of-the anU•vibration bars to contr()I the gap between the anti".:. 
Vibration bars and the tubes. These dimensions were: thickness in· the. straight 
sections, twisting and flatness of the straight sections after bending, and 
thickness of the anti-vibration bat tip (Le. nose) after bending. Among these 
dimenl)ions, th~ twisting and flatness of the.strciight sections after bending were 
verified using a· "Go or No-Go» appro·ach based on the acceptance ·criteria in 
Mitsubishi's procedures and no· specific measurements were required to be 
maintained by procedure. Additional_ly, the-acceptarice criteria for anti-vibra_tion 
bar dimensions remained the same throughqut the fabrication of Unit 2 and Unit 
3_ replacementsteam generators. Mitsubishi conducted a preliminary statistical 
analysis ofthe '.available dimensional d~ta for anti-vibration bal"S ~nd determined 
that there were not drastic differences in the· statistical distribution of these 
dimensions in Unit ? and Unit 3 steam generators that would point to a definite 
cause. However, the contribution ofthe variability of anti:vibration bar 
dimensions to the tube-to-tube wear issue was still. under corisider:ation at the 
time of this inspection. - · · · · · 
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The third dimensional control under consideration was the variability of the tube
to-anti-vibration bar gaps between Unit 2 and Unit 3 steam generators. 
Mitsubishi's fabrication procedures required the verification of tube-to-anti
vibration bar gaps on the outermost rows of the tube bundle. The inspection 
procedure for anti-vibration bar gaps was revised after unacceptable gaps were 
identified during the fabrication of Unit 2 steam generator E0-89. The original 
procedure allowed moving a tube to one side to make contact with the anti
vibration bar in order to measure the gap. The licensee recognized that the 
inspection guidance needed revision to measure the gaps on both sides of the 
tube without pushing the tube to either side. Consequently, the procedure was 
revised to measure the gap on both sides without moving the tube, including a 
flowchart for gap evaluation. The acceptance criteria for tube-to-anti-vibration 
bar gap remained the same throughout the fabrication of Unit 2 and Unit 3 
replacement steam generators. However, Mitsubishi implemented measures to 
use smaller spacer~ between tubes during welding of the anti-vibration bar 
structure in order to attain better gap control in Unit 2 steam generator E0-88 arid 
Unit 3 steam Qenerators E0-89 and E0-88. 

As part of the in-progress cause evaluation effort taking place at the time of this 
inspection, Mitsubishi performed a preliminary statistical analysis of the tube-to
anti-vibration bar gap data obtained during fabrication of Unit 2 and Unit 3 steam 
generators. The data showed that Unit 3 steam generators had a lower rate of 
gaps that were determined to be unacceptable by initial measurements, but were 
accepted "as-is" through further analysis. Mitsubishi had not drawn any final 
conclusions in this area and the variability of anti-vibration b;;tr gaps still was 
under study at the time of this inspection. 

{5) Engineering Change Package: The inspectors determined that the licensee's evaluation 
for changes in the UFSAR's design methodologies for the replacement steam 
generators was consi'stent with SONGS procedures for the implementation of 
10CFR50.59 requirements. The licensee's .evaluation contained in the Engineering 
Change Package for the Unit 2 and Unit 3 replacement steam generators determined 
that the replacement of the original steam generators did not affect the current licensing 
basis to the extent of needing prior approval from the NRC as required by 10 CFR 50.59. 
The licensee considered that the replacement of the original steam gener~tors with the 
new design was an "in-kind" replacement in terms of the overall fit, form, and function 
with no, or minimal, permanent plant modifications to the plant structures, systems, and 
components. In order to ensure that the replacement of the original steam generators 
could be accomplished in accordance with the 10 CFR 50.59 ruie, the licensee 
established the following design limitations in the design specification of the replacement 
steam generators: 

• The thermal capacity of each steam generator had to be the same and the 
original steam generators. 

• The design temperature and pressure of the steam generator primary and 
secondary sides had to the same as the original steam generators. 
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• The steam pressure at the beginning-of-life had to be ma~imized, but could not 
be greater than the design steam pressure of the original steam generators. 

• The "best estimate" reactor coolant total flow rate must not exceed 106.5% of the 
original design volumetric flow rate with the original steam generators. in order to 
minimize the potential for grid-to-fuel rod fretting. 

• The tube plugging margin had to be sufficient to maintain the specified thermal 
rating thro1.1ghout the service life. 

• The upper shell diameter had to be no greater than, and as close as possible to, 
the original steam generator shell diameter. 

• The lower shell diameter could be increased by no more than 6-inches. 
• The overall vessel height had to the same as that of the original steam 

generators. 
• The primary side volume increase had to be limited to 125-cubic feet per steam 

generator, in order to maintain the maximum containment flood level withih the 
acceptable limit. 

• The secondary side water and steam weight increase at 0% and 100% power 
had to be limited to 4%, in order to avoid a negative effect on long-term cooling 
and secondary heat removal event analyses. 

• The total operating weight increase had to be limited to 4%, in order to ensure 
seismic qualification. · 

• The operating center or gravity change had to be limited to ±7-inches, in order to 
ensure seismic qualification. 

In the 50.59 screening evaluation associated with the Engineering .Change Package for 
the Unit 2 and Unit 3 replacement steam generators, the licensee determined that the 
proposed activity did not adversely affect a design function, or the method of performing 
or controlling a design function described in the UFSAR. The licensee also determined 
that the steam generator replacement activity did not change a procedure in ~ manner 
that adversely affected how an UFSAR design function is performed or controlled. 
Additionally, the licensee determined th?t the steam generator replacement activity did 
not involve a test or experiment not described in the UFSAR. The licensee evaluated 
ttie following UFSAR design functions in the ·so.59 screening: 

• Steam Generator Design Functions 
• Reactor Coolant System Structural Integrity 
• Emergency Core Cooling System Performance 
• Non-Loss of Coolant Accident Transients 
• Containment Pressure-Temperature Analysis 
• Low Temperature Overpressure Protection 
• Reactor Protection System, Engineered Safety Features Actuation System, 

Core Operating Limit Supervisory System, and Core Protection Calculations 
• Nuclear Steam Supply System Performance 
• Non-Safety Related Control Systems Performance 

However, the 50.59 screening evaluation identified three methods of analysis described 
in the UFSAR that were affected by the proposed steam generator replacement and 
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required further evaluation against the criteria in 10CFR50.59. The affected 
methodologies are described below: 

• Reactor Coolant System Structural Integrity-The structural analysis of the 
original steam generators used ANSYS software for the thermal and stress 
analyses while the replacement steam generators were analyzed using ABAQUS 
software. ANSYS was described in the UFSAR as a large-scale, general
purpose, finite element program for linear and nonlinear structural and thermal 
analysis of the reactor coolant loop components. The licensee considered 
ABAQUS to be similar to ANSYS. The licensee compared both programs using 
thermal and stress ~ample problems. The comparison demonstrated that the 
results varied from theoretical solutions by no more than 1%, and ABAQUS and 
ANSYS results themselves were also within 1 % of each other. The variability of 
results was determined to be within the margin of error for the subject type of 
analysis. 

• Seismic Analysis of Reactor Vessel Internals - The original analysis of SONGS 
Unit 2 and Unit 3 reactor vessel internals with the original steam generators was 
performed with the methodology described in Combustion Engineering Topical 
Report CENPD-178, "Structural Analysis of Fuel Assemblies for Combined 
Seismic and Loss of Coolant Accident." Subsequent to the submittal of this 
report, Combustion Engineering revised the methodology by modifying modeling 
techniques, computer codes, t.esting methods, and acceptance criteria in · 
response to changes in licensing requirements. Consequently, the original report 
was resubmitted to the NRC as CENPD-178-P, Revision 1-P, August 1981. This 
revision was approved by the NRC in a Letter from H. Bernard to A. Scherer, 
"Acceptance for Referring of Licensing Topical Report CENPD-178," dated 
August 6, 1982. SONGS used this revised methodology for the replacement 
team generators and considered it as a methodology approved by the NRC for 
the intended application. 

• Tube. Wall Thinning Analysis - The original steam generator analysis used 
CEFLASH computer program for main steam line break mass-energy blowdown 
analysis, whereas the replacement steam generator analysis used manual 
calculations to represent the main steam line break blowdown loads by applying 
the maximum possible tube differential pressure, which bounded the pressure 
calculated by CEFLASH. 

For Loss of CoolantAccident analysis, the original steam generator used 
STRUDL computer program to calculate displacement histories and then ANSYS 
to calculate tube stresses. The tube stresses for the replacement steam 
generators were determined using ANSYS computer program based on the 
blowdown forces. For the original steam generators the combination of loads 
analyzed was Primary Loop Pipe Break plus Design Basis Earthquake (PLPB + 
DBE) and Main Steam Line Break plus Design Basis Earthquake (MSLB +DBE). 
For the replacement steam generators, the Loos of Coolant Accident, Design 
Basis Earthquake, and the Main Steam Line Break events were combined as one 
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limiting event, which SONGS considered to be a more conservative method of 
evaluation relative to the original steam generators. The licensee determined, 
that the results of the tube wall thinning analysis for the replacement steam 
generators were conservative or essentially the same and the methodology used 
did not represent a departure from a method of evaluation described in the 
UFSAR. 

The im~pectors noted that a key methodology for the design of the original and 
replacement steam generators was the thermo-hydraulic code used to model the flow 
conditions in the steam generators. The original steam generators were designed using 
ATHOS thermo-hydraulic code while the replacement steam generators were designed 
with a proprietary code from Mitsubishi. According to SONGS personnel, a validation 
process was conducted to compare the results of Mitsubishi's thermo-hydraulic code 
with ATHOS, and Mitsubishi's code was accepted for the design of the replacement 
steam generators. The inspectors noted that the UFSAR does not specifically describe 
ATHQS as the code used for the design of the original steam generators and the ref ore 
the change in thermo-hydraulic code did not constitute a change in methodology or a 
change in an element of a methodology described in the UFSAR. 

5.0 Quality Assurance/Quality Control {Charter Item 5) (Mitsubishi Heavy Industries Charter 
ltem4) (Jonathan> · 

5.1 · SONGS Quality Assurance/Quality Control 

a. Inspection Scope 

Something here 

b. Observations and Findings. 

No findings were identified. 

Add detail 

5.1 Mitsubishi Heavy Industries Quality Assurance/Quality Control 

a. Inspection Scope 

Something here 

b. Observations ahd Findings 

No findings were identified. 

Add detail 

6.0 Implementation of Steam Generator Industry Information (Charter Item 6) (Mitsubishi 
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Heavy Industries Charter Item 3) (Emmett) 

6.1 SONGS Implementation of Industry Information 

a. Inspection Scope 

Something here 

b. Observations and Findings 

No findings were identified. 

Add detail 

6.2 Mitsubishi Heavy Industries Implementation of Industry Information 

a. Inspection Scope 

Something. here 

b. Observations and Findings 

No findings were identified. 

Add detail 

7.0 Packing. Shipping, Handling, and Receipt Inspection (Charter Item 7) (John) 

a. Inspection Scope 

Something here 

b. Observations and Findings 

No findings were identifie<;I. 

The team identified one unresolved items requiring further review. The unresolved item 
is associated with the adequacy ofthe packaging of Unit 3 steam generators for 
shipment from Japan to San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station. 

Add detail 

8.o· Thermal/Hydraulic and Flow Induced Vibration Models·(Charter Item 8) {Carl) 

a. Inspection Scope 

Something here 
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' , 

b. Observations and Findings 

No findings were identified. 

Add detail 

9.0 Risk Assessment (Charter Item 9) (Mike Runyan) 

a. Inspection Scope 

The team reviewed the steam generator tube leak and failures of multiple steam 
generator tubes during in-situ pressure testing to support an assessment of the risk of 
the degraded steam generator tubes during various accident conditions, including a 
main steam line break accident. 

b. Observations and Findings 

No findings were identified. 

Add d~tail -from Mike Runyan 

10.0 Assess Quality Assurance. Radiological Controls; and Safety Culture Components 
(Charter Item 10) CAii) 

a. Inspection Scope 

The team reviewed the event, operator actions, mana~ement.decisions, steam 
generator eddy current examinations, in-situ pressure testing, and tube plugging and 
stabilitation activities to determine whether issues related to quality assurance, 
ra!:fiolo9ical controls, or safety culture existed,. 

b. Observations and Findings· 

No findings were identified. 

Region IV radiation protection inspectors reviewed the estimated offsite radiation 
exposure from.the.actual stea~ generator tube leak on Unit 3 stea111 generato~ E0-88. 
The inspectors did not identify any findings. The results of that review are documented 
in lnspectioh Report 05000361 ;05000362/201"2002. 

11.0 Operational Impacts from Unit 3 on Unit 2 (Charter Item 11) (Greg. with help from John 
and Carl) 

a. Inspection Scope 

Something here · 
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b. Observations and Findings 

No findings were identified. 

Add detail- discuss review of increasing That concern 

12.0 Mitsubishi Heavy Industries Divider Plate Manufacturing and Weld Issues (Mitsubishi 
Heavv Industries Charter Item 2) (Joell 

a. Inspection Scope 

On March 18, 2009, Mitsubishi identified c111cking indications in the weld between the 
divider plate and the channel head of Unit 3 replacement steam generator E0-68, after 
completion of the ASME Section Ill hydrostatic test on the secondary side. The extent of 
condition investigation also identified· similar cracking indications in Unit 3 replacement 
steam. generator E0-89. As discussed in Section 4 of this report, the cause ofthe 
cracking was attributed to the air carbon~arc gouging process used to remove the clad 
weld from the channel head. The inspectors reviewed information associated with the 
repair of the cracking indications to assess whether the repair a~tivities resultecl in 
relevant differences in design and fabricat"ion that could be considered as contributing 
faclors for the cause of the tube-to~tube wear issue in Unit 3. 

b. Observations and !=indings 

No findings were identified. 

The inspectors identified an unresolved item for which additional information is required 
to determine if a performance deficiency exists or if the issue constitutes violation of 
NRC requirements. The inspectors also identified several observation~ related to the 
divider plate weld repairs in Unit 3 replacement steam generators . 

. (1) Introduction: The inspectors identified an Unresolved Item associated with the .adequacy 
of evaluation_ and controls for the-divider plate weld repairs. · 

Description: The cracking of the divider plate weld in· both Unit 3 replacem13nt.steam 
generators required extensive repairs affecting the channel head, divider plate, and 
tubeshe~t. Based on· interviews with licensee personnel and the review of 
documentation for the repairs, the inspectors determined that Mitsubishi probably did not 
perform a comprehensive evaluation to assess the impact of the divider plate repairs on 
the integrity of the tube bundle. The inspectors determined that the areas listed below 
were prob~bfy not considered or evaluated in !Sufficient depth to identify. the potential 
adverse effects of the planned weld repairs. 

• Additional Rotations - The repair activities for the Unit 3 steam generators 
required additional rotations of the steam generator assembly while these were 
·oriented in the horizontal position. The repairs resulted in approximately 300 
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additional rotations in each steam generator, which could have affected the 
configuration of the tube bundle in terms of anti-vibration bar gaps or qistortion. 
The inspectors identified that Mitsubishi did not fuily evaluate the impact of 
additional rotations on the configuration of the steam generators since rotation 
was considered a normal evolution in the fabrication process. 

• Heat Input -The repair process included extensive heat-adding activities such as 
grinding, flame cutting, and post-weld heat treatment. While these activities were 
performed in accordance with the construction code of record and an approved 
repair plan, they could have resulted in thermal expansion and unintended 
distortion of steam generator components. For example~ the channel heads 
wt;::re removed using flame cutting and Mitsubishi's evaluation fqr the impact of 
this activity was lrmited to the base material. area in the vicinity of the cut, i.e. the 

· heat affected zone. Mitsubishi did not fully assess the impact this activity could 
have on the overall configuration of the steam generator in' terms of thermal 
expansion of the tubesheet or distortion. 

· • Dim'ensiona! Checks after Repair-The inspectors identified that Mitsubishi did 
not perform dimensional verifications (e.g. clearances} of the tube bundle after 
the repairs of the Unit 3 steam generators to confirm ttiat critical dimensions were 
not affeqted by the re,pairs. · 

At the time of this inspection the cause evaluation effort was in-progress arid the impact 
of the divider plate weld repairs. was being consider~d as ~ potential contributing factor. 
Additional review by the NRC is required following completion of the licensee;s cause 
evaluation to fully assess how the repair .activities affected the Unit 3 replacement steam 
gener:ators and then determine whether this issue represents a performance deficiency 
or constitutes a vioJation of NRC requirements. This issue is identified as. URI 
05000362/2012007-0X, "TITLE." 

(2) Repair Plan: The inspectors noted that Mitsubishi developed_ a: specific plan to conduct 
the repair of the divider plate weld in both Unit 3 replacement steam.generators. The 
repair plan adequately described the major repair steps and the required implementing 
procedures. For some of the repair stages, the licensee dev~lo~d new procedures to 
prescribe activities ·outside the normal fabrication sequence. The repair plan consisted 
of the following major steps: 
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Tube sheet 

' I 
Divider Plate~ :, 

1 Divider Plate 
1 Weld Repairs 

: /l 
1// 

Channel Head 

Location of Divider Plate Weld Repairs in Unit 3 Steam Generators (For tllustration Purposes Only) 

• Cutting off the divider plate from the tubesheet by grinding 
• Cutting off the channel head from the tubesheet by flame cutting 
• Cutting the divider plate from the channel head by grinding 
• Removal ofthe heat affected zone of the channel head bowl edge due to flame 

_cutting 
• Application of weld buildup and post-weld heat treatment on the channel head 

bowl edge 
• Application of low alloy steel buildup and Alloy 690 butter on the bottom of the 

channel head for divider plate w~lding, including required post-weld heat 
treatment 

• Application of Alloy 690 buildup on the divider plate, including required post-weld 
heat treatment 

• Welding divider plate to channel head 
• Welding the divider plate to the tubesheet 
·• Welding the channel head to the tubesheet 
• Primary side hydrostatic test 

(3) Differences between Replacement Steam Generators: The inspectors identified the 
notable differences listed below between Unit 2 and Unit 3 replacement steam 
generators as a result of the divider plate weld repair activities. At ihe time of this 
fnspection the cause evaluation effort was in-progress and the impact of the divider plate 
weld repairs was being considered as a potential contributing factor. 

• Material Class for the Tubesheets - The tubesfleet material for both Unit 3 
replacement steam generators was reclassified to facilitate the additional post
weld heat treatment required for the repair of the divider plate welds. The 
tubesheet manufacturer originally certified that the tubesheet material met the 
requirements of ASME specification SA-508/Grade 3/Class 2! with a simulated 
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post-weld heat treatment time of approximately 15 hours. The repair activities in 
Unit 3 required additional post-weld heat treatment, which was expected to affect 
the properties of the tubesheet material to the extent that the mechanical 
properties would not meet the requirements for SA-508/Grade 3/Class 2 material. 
Mitsubishi performed mechanical testing on a specimen fabricated from the 
archive samples that was exposed to 30 hours of post-weld heat treatment and 
the tests showed that the tubesheet material's tensile strength did not meet the 
ASME specifications for SA-508/Grade 3/Class 2 material. Mitsubishi performed 
a reconciliation review to reclassify the material to SA-508/Grade 3/Class 1, 
which requires a lower tensile strength. The reconciliation included an evaluation 
of resulting stresses on the tubesheet under design, upset, emergency, faulted, 
and test conditions using the material properties for SA-508/Class 1 material. · 
The evaluation resulted in acceptable stresses based on the stress limits 
imposed by the construction code of record. This issue was evaluated by 
Mitsubishi in the non-conformance report process and a "Supplier Deviation 
Request" was submitted to the licensee for review and approval. The licensee 
approved the reclassification of the tubesheet material. 

• Minimum Thickness of the Channel Head Base Metal - The channel heads of 
both Unit 3 steam generators were removed by flame cutting to facilitate the 
divider plate weld repairs. The removal and final welding of the channel head 
resulted in a reduction of the minimum wall thickness of the channel head base 
metal. The minimum base metal thickness was reduced by 1.18-inches. 
Mitsubishi evaluated this change in the "Design Report for the Channel Head 
Region." The reduction in minimum wall thickness was addressed through a 
reconciliation of stress ratios based on the stress limits imposed by the 
construction code of record. The analysis demonstrated the structural adequacy 
of the channel head, primary inlet nozzle, primary outlet nozzle, primary manway, 
support s.kirt, and stud bolt of primary manway. 

• Number of Bolts in the Divider Plate Patch Plates - The original design of the 
r~placement steam generators included a patch plate held in place at the corners 
of the divider plate by three bolts. As a resulf of the divider plate-to-tubesheet 
weld removal to support the repair activities, the Unit 3 divider plate patch plates 
were modified to be held by two bolts instead of the three bolts sp~cified in the 
original design. Mitsubishi submitted this design change to the licensee for 
review and approval. SONGS personnel.approved the design change as 
requested. 

• Weld Buildup on Channel Head Surfaces - Since the repair of the divider plate 
welds in Unit 3 steam generators required cutting of the channel head, weld 
buildup had to be applied on the affected surfaces in order to restore the 
dimensions to design specifications. Mitsubishi submitted this design change to 
the licensee for review and approval. SONGS personnel approved the design 
change as requested. 
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• Post Weld Heat Treatment - The tubesheet- to-channel head weld area 
experienced a total of two post-weld heat treatments. Both Unit 3 replacement 
steam generators received an additional local post-weld heat treatment at 
approximately 1103 F for approximately 3.5 hrs. Mitsubishi submitted this 
fabrication process change to the licensee for review and approval. SONGS 
personnel approved the design change as requested. 

• Total of Rotations during Fabrication - The total number of rotations on each 
steam generator varied as a result of the hydrostatic test results and the repairs 
on the divider plate welds. 

~' $team· . Initial ··. ' · Additional Total ,. 

G'enel'.afor , R()tations , >Rotations for Rotations 
Divider Plate ' 

I Repairs i 
! 

I Unit 2 E0-89 520 0 520 

I Unit 2 E0-88 510 0 510 

Unit 3 E0-89 470 340 810 I 
Unit 3 E0-88 440 320 760 I 

! 

13.0 Exit Meeting Summary 

On April 2?, 2012, the NRC held a public meeting and presented the inspection results 
to Mr. P. Dietrich, Senior Vice President and Chief Nuclear Officer, and other members 
of the staff, who acknowledged the findings. Proprietary informatio,n was provided to the 
team and all proprietary information was returned to the licensee. 
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Licensee Personnel. 

SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION 
KEY POINTS OF CONTACT 

H .. Hirano, Project Manager. Mitsubishi 
T. Inoue, Deput~ Director, Plant Designing Department, Mitsubishi 
M. Mihalik, Senior Engineer •. Project Management Organization, Edison 
D. Calhoun, SeniQr Engin~er, Design Engineering Orgapization, Edison 
S. Bywater, Mitsubishi Licensing . · 
B. Olech, Consulting. Engineer, Edison 

. NRC Personnel 
T. Blount, Deputy Division Director; Division of Reactor Safety 
R. l~ntz, Branch Chief, Projects Branch D 

LIST OF ITEMS.OPENED. CLOSED AND DISCUSSED 

Opened 

05000362/201.2007o.O1 

05000362/2012007~02 

05000362/20120Q7:..03 

05000362/2012007-04 
. . . 

' 

URI Unit 3 Loose Parts Alarms (Section 3) 

URI OriQi~al Design DimehsioriControl(Section 4) 

URI Therm~l/Hydraulic Modeling ·cqde ($ecition 4) 

URI Retalrier BarVibration.Analys;s (Section 4) 

05000362/2012007.;05 URI µnlt3 Replacement Steam Generator Shipment Packaging 
(Section 7) ·· · 

Discussed 

None 
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LIST OF DOCUMENTS REVIEWED 

Section 4: De$1gn and Manufacturing Differences , 
Section 12: Mitsubishi Heavy Indus.tries Divider Plate Manufacturing and Weld Issues 

AUDITS/SELF-ASSESSMENTS/QUALITY CONTROL DRAWINGS 

' 

I Number Title Revision 

CALCULA 1"10NS 
.. 

! 
/Number Title Revision 

I so23-a11-1- Design Report of the Channel Head Region Rev. 6 

1 
C275 

802~-617-1- Design for RCS Flow Rate Rev. 1 ! 
C514 

8023-617-1- . Retainer Bar Tube Wear Report Rev.O 
I M1562 

CORRECTIVE ACTION REPORTS 

-·------...----------..------....---. ·--·---~----~ 

\ 

DESIGN BASIS DOCUMENTS 

Number Title Revision I 
DBD-8023- Design Basis for Steam Generator and Secondary Side Rev. 10 

I 365 
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DESIGN CHANGE NOTIFICATIONS/SUPPLIER DEVIATllON REQUESTS 

I 
Number Title Revision 

SDR-007 Circulation Ratio for RSG Rev.a 
43366-05007 

I SDR-037 Tube-to-Tube Clearance in 2A RSG Rev. O 
43366-06037 i 

I 
SDR-047 Tool Mark in 3A Tubesheet Rev. 0 

I 43366-07047 

: SDR".'050 Tool Mark in 38 Tubesheet Rev. O 
j 43366-01oso I 
I SDR-051 Unit 2A Lower Shell Assembly Rev.a ! 

! 

i 43366-07051 j i 

1 SDR-053 Unit 28 Lower Shell Assembly ' Rev. o 
~ 43366-07053 
i 

SDR-059 Unit 38 Lower Shelf A$$embly Rev.a 
43366-08059 

; SDR-064 Axial Length of AVB Rev. O 
J 43366-08064, 

$DR,-079 Statistical Size of Tube•to-AVB Gap Rev. O I 

43366'-08079 

SDR~Q82 Divider Plate Repair of Unit 3 RSGs Rev.a 
43366"'.09082 

SDR-086 Specifications for Unit 3 RSG Tube Material Rev. 0 
t0041870-

i 09086 
l I SDR-098 Overall Height of 3A RSG Rev. 0 
t 10041870-
I 10098 .J 

SDR-099 
' 10041870 .. 

Perpendicularity and Parallelism of 3A RSG Key Bracket Rev.O 

10099 
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Number Title Revision 
SDR-100 Parallelism of 38 RSG Key Bracket Rev. 0 
10041870-

I 10100 

DRAWINGS 

Number Title Revision 

8023-617-1- Design Drawing- Component and'Outline Drawing 1/3 
D103 

I Rev. 5 

8023-617-1- Design Drawing -Component and Outline Drawing 1/3 I Rev. 2 
I D104 

5023-617-1- . Design Drawing -Tubesheet i;tnd Extension Ring 1 / 3 
D106 

. Rev. 12 
! 

' I 
$023-617-1- i Fabrication Drawing -- General Shipping Arrangement [SON l Rev. 2 
D1099 2E89;·SON 2E88J I 

1 S023-617-1- Fabrication Drawing -General Shipping Arrangement [SON Rev. 2 
01100 3E89; SON 3E88] 

8023-617-1- Design Drawing - Channel Head 1 I 4 Rev. 15 
D113 

$023-617-1- Design Drawing - Channel Head 2 I 4 Rev. 13 
D114' I 
8023-617-1- Fabrication Drawing-Temporary Attachment For Channel Rev. 0 
D1488 Head and Tubesheet Welding (Unit 3) 

8023-617~1- Design Drawing -Anti-Moisture Separator Assembly 1 I 1 Rev. 10 
D210 

8023-617-1- Design Drawing - Tube Support Plate Assembly 3 I 3 Rev. 5 
,D296 

$023-617-1- Oesign Drawing - Critical Field Interface Dimensions and , Rev. 7 
0383 Major Tolerances 113 

I 
8023-617-1• Design Drawing- Divider Plate1 I 2 Rev. 10 

I D494 

8023"'-617-1- Design Drawing - Divider Plate 2 I 2 Rev. 6 
D495 l 
5023-617-1- Design Drawing -Anti-Vibration Bar Assembly 6 I 9 Rev. 2 
D541 I 
$023-617.-1- Design Drawing -Anti-Vibration Bar Assembly 8 / 9 I Rev. 3 

" 
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0543 

8023-617-1- Design Drawing - Anti-Vibration Bar Assembly 9 I 9 Rev. 1 I 

0544 I 
8023-617-1- Design Drawing - Tubing Expansion and Seal Welding Rev. 3 
0680 

MISCELLANEOUS DOCUMENTS 

Number Title Revision 

8023-617-01 Specification for Design and Fabrication of RSGs for Unit 2 and , Rev. 4 

I Unit 3 I j 

8023-617-02 Specification for Baseline Pre-Service Examination (PSE) on I Rev.1 
Tubing for Replacement Steam Generators i 

UFSAR Updated Final Safety Analysis Report for San Onofre Units 2 I April 2009 
and 3 

SQ2.3-6.17-1- ! Desi n Review Item List g \Rev. 9 
M29 

MODIFICATIONS 

Number iitle Revision 
Engineering 50.59 Screening and Evaluation for Replacement Steam 7/31/09 
Change Generators - Unit 2 " ' Package 
NECP 
800071}02 

Engineering 50.59 Screening and Evaluation for Replacement Steam 7/31/09 
·ch~nge. Generators - Unit 3 
Package 
NECP 
80007l703" 

NUCLEAR NOTIFICATIONS 
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' ~ I I 

i 

' I 
*NN's issued as a result of inspection activities. 

PROCEDURES 

Number Title Revision 
SB-SO-FB .. · Divider Plate Weld Joint Repair Procedure Rev. 10 
006 

! 
SB-SO-HT·' Post Weld Heat Treatment Procedure Rev. 22 
1001 

S0123- Supplier Deviation Requests (SDRs) Rev. 5 
XXXll-2.27 I 
8023-617~ 1- Component and Outline Drawing 2/3 I Rev. 2 
0104 I 

I 

8023-617-1- General Shipment Arrangement SON-2A ! Rev. 4 
01099 

S023-S17-1- Hydrostatic Test Procedure Rev. 3 
M1246 

8023-617-1- Post Weld Heat Treatment Procedure Rev.21 
M139 

$023-617-1- Divider Plate Weld Joint Procedure Rev.9 
M1395 

8023-617-1- Divider Plate Weld Joint Repair Plan ·Rev. 12 
M1398 

8023-617•1- Additional Post Weld Heat Treatment ProcedlJre for Divider Rev.O 
M1461 I Plate Weld Joint Repair 

8023-617-1- Tubesheet Drilling Procedure Rev. 9 
M616 

8023-617-1- Helium Leak Test Pr<;>cedure ofthe. Tube to Tubesheet Welds Rev:5 
M733 {High Pressure) -· 

8023-617-1- Helium Leak Test Procedure of the Tub~ to Tubesheet Welds Rev. 3 
M735. (Low Pressure) 

8023-617-1.,; AVB Structure Assembly Procedure Rev. 8 
M819 

8023-617.-1- Tubing and AVB Installation Procedure Rev. 6 
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M820 
1 

8023-617-1- Anti-Vibration Bar Inspection Procedure (After Assembly) Rev. 5 
I M821 
j 

UGS-L5- Anti-Vibration Bar Inspection Procedure (Individual Bar) Rev.1 
050043 I 
UGS-L5- I Inspection Procedure for Tube and Anti-Vibration Bar Inspection Rev. 10 
050045 

VENDOR DOCUMENTS 

! 

Number Title Bevis ion I 
UGNR-SON2- DI for Tube Support Plate Material Rev.1 l 

1 
RSG-012 i I 

I 

' 
I 

UGNR-SON2- Discrepancy for tube thickness of TSP between Drawing and Rev. 0 
RSG-014 Purchase Specification 

UGNR-SON2- Unacceptable Indications by MT for wrapper support of Unit 2 Rev.1 
RSG-01q r#A 

' 
UGNR-SON2- Channel Head for Unit 2A Rev. 0 
RSG-020 

! UGNR-SON2- Unacceptable Indications by MT for Anti rotation support of Rev.O 
RSG-021 f Unit 2 #A . , . 

i 
UGNR-SON2- Unacceptable MT indication for Anti-Rotation Supports Rev.o 
RSG-027 

l 

UGNR-SON2- Unacceptable length of 10 tube.hole pitch of Tube support Rev. 2 
RSG-052· 1 plate #3 

i 

UGNR-SON2- Unacceptable length of 10 tube hole pitch of tube support Plate Rev.1 

l 
RSG-054 #6 

I UGNR-SON2- Insufficient clearance between the tubes in Row No .. 28 and 30 Rev.3 
l I RSG-058 1 in Column No. 22 i 

! l 

I UGNR-SON2- I Insufficient clearance between the tubes in Row No 92 and 94 Rev, 0 
I RSG-059 : in Column No. 34 
l i 
I UGNR~SON2- I Unacceptable Gaps between Tubes and AVBs Rev. 7 
I RSG~067 . 

UGNR~SON2- . Unacceptable g_aps between Tubes and AVBs Rev. 1 
RSG-075 

UGNR-SON2- , Incorrect Machining for Steam Flow Limiting Device Rev.O 
RSG.,091 · 
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UGNR-SON2- I Damaged locking Plates of Vane Jacking Device I Rev. 9 I RSG-103 ' I 
UGNR ... SON2- As built dimension of #2A RSG ! Rev.1 

' RSG-109 I 

UGNR-SON2- As built dimension of #28 RSG Rev. O 
RSG-112 

UGNR-SON3- i Tubesheet I Rev. O 
RSG-001 ' i 

! ! 
UGNR-SON3- Unacceptable local diameter change of Tube holes I Rev. 1 
RSG-009 I ! 
UGNR:-SON3- 1 Unacceptable local diameter change of Tube holes I Rev. 2 
RSG-018 I 
UGNR-SON3- Some Gaps between Tubes and AVBs are larger than the Rev.1 
RSG-024 criterion I 
UGNR-SON3- Some gaps between tubes and AVBs are larger than the ! Rev. O 
RSG-030 criterion 

UGNR~SON3- Divider Plate Weld Crack Rev. 16 
RSG-051 I 

! 

UGNR-SON3- 1 Divider Plate Weld Crack Rev .. 19 
RSG-052 I ; 

i 

UGNR-SON3- 1 Extension of Tubesheet PWHT Duration Rev.1 
RSG-057 j 

UGNR-SON3- Out of Tolerance dimensions on Primary lnleUOutlet Nozzles . Rev. 1 
RSG-059 , and Support Skirt 

I 

UGNR-SON3- ! Out of tolerance dimensions on Primary Inlet/Outlet Nozzles 
1 

Rev.1 
RSG-062 and Support Skirt (#8 RSG) 

UGNR-SON3- UT indications in the Alloy 600/690 butter ·of Divider Plate Weld Rev. 0 
RSG-067 Groove 

UGNR-SON3- As built dimensions of#3A RSG (Overall Height) Rev.a 
i RSG-074 
I I UGNR-SON3- As built dimension of #3A RSG Rev.1 
i RSG-075 1 i ; 
I UGNR-SON3- I As built dimension of #38 RSG Rev.O 
I RSG-076 I 
I UHNR-SON3- I Divider Plates for Unit 3 Rev. O 
' RSG-07N001 I ' j 

1 Heat Heat Treatment Chart for SG3 4/4/10 
I Treatment 
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Record I 40010SG-B-
9000-R 1-68 . 

5023-617~1- Divider Plate Weld Joint Separation Root Cause Evaluation Rev.4 
M1401 I 
5023-617-1- Purchase Specification for Heat Transfer Tubing ! Rev. 4 
M149 I 

I 

Fabrication Rework of AVB Insertion for SONGS Unit 2 Replacement Rev.1 
Process Steam Generator #A - Lower Portion 
Sheet 3901-
SG-A400E 
{Order 
2563901/G10 
1) l 
Fabrication Helium Leak Test for SONGS Unit 2 Replacement Steam Rev.o 
Process Generator #A - Lower Portion 
Sheet 3901-
SG-A-4000 
(Order 
2563901/2300 : 

I ) I 
1 

' i i i 
' 1 

WORK ORDERS 

I 
; 

[ I I 

i i I 

' I 
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SEQUENCg OF EVENTS 

San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station, Unit 2 and 3 Steam Generators 

Date/Time 

November 2001 

Event Description 

SONGS to study the viability of replacing Unit 2 and 3 original steam 
generators 
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Murphy, Emmett ( es 

From: Murphy, Emmett 
Sent: 
To: 

Tuesday, June 05, 2012 9:56 AM 
Bloodgood, Michael · 

Cc: Werner, Greg 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

AIT Report Marku...n _ 
'SONGS AIT Draft Inspection Report Murphy.dor.x . 

1 



UNITED STATES 

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

Mr. Peter Dietrich 
Senior Vice President and 

Chief Nuclear Officer 
Southern California Edison Company 
San Onofre Nuclear Generating station 
P.O. Box 128 
San Clemente, CA 9267 4-012~ 

REGION IV 
1600 EAST LAMAR 61,VO 

ARLT NG TON, TEXAS 76011-4511 

Ju.ne ??, 2012 

I .SUBJECT: SAN ONOFRE NUCLEAR GENE 
INSPECTION TEAM REPORT 

Dear Mr. Dietrich: 

On June XX, 2012, the U. S. Nudea 
your San Onofre ~uclear Generating 
enclosed report documen~ the in~pe 
members of your staff during a public e 

Unit 3 had been opera · 
generators when co 
~that indicat 
unexpected, and 
shutdown, since t 

ar follow replacement of the steam 
alarms on January 31, 2012,in tho oontrol 
o steam generator Q.E0:.88. The leak was 

ce with their procedures to perform a rapid 
ed enough in a short period of time to 

d leak rate was [15 gallons per da~-- Tb~ ___ _ warrantt 
facilify · 
da 

ation with a steady leak rate of less than 150 gallons per ', 

The condenser air ejector radiation monitors reaching their 
alarm monitors continuously sample from a vent stack for the purpose 
of rapidly ratcir tube leaks. This was a direct release of radioactivity to 
the atmosph d bY the facility license, up to limits in the regulations. The 

- · comment [ABJtJ; r reoomfllend appending j 
Unit# in front of SG #as lllls Is how the SG$ 
are referenced in lhe SONGS and MHI 
documentation. II also aVOida cerifusion as to 
wtlieh Untt is being reterenced, If tile Unit 
designation has not been Used in the same 
sentence'. · 

"' Corriment [l2J: Secllo111.3 swtas Iha! Teak 
rate was 82 gpd. N!Htds R~lution for 
Conctim11tc6. 

licensee revie of gaseous radioactivity released and estimated a dose of 
approximately p.00 _ .OJ .!cf a, (n_e,!llb.er. 9f.t!'Je, PIJQli.9, )h~HilDf!L!~! f~QU!C!tQry !ii!liJ!O. ~ . __ .. . ... - - Cl)mment [l3l: SediOO 1.1 sillies that 1tie 
member of the publi mrem per year. During a radiation protection inspection the week dose esUmaie was o.0002452. Needs 
of February 13, 2012. ~the inspeetors reviewed the licensee dose estimates and did not identify · Rosotution ror concurrence. 
any ~ssues!._ . _ - Comment {T9!14J: Should we Ti1duda hera 

- .... - - - - - - ... - - - - - - - - - - ... - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - """' .... - - .,. - - ~ - - - - - - - - - .... ,..,... that we did a MD8.3 for,his event which did not 

Unit 3 control room operators performed a controlled shutdown of Unit 3 on January 31. 2012, 
and reached col('.f s~utdown conditions on February 2, 2012. The qperators then prepared the 
steam genera.tors for tube inspections, which were started on February 12, 2012. The first 

Indicate a reactive inspecr.on was warranted at 
lhatUme? 
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inspection confirmed the location ofthe leak in steam generator ~E0-88. One tube was found 
with a small leak and no other tubes were leaking. 

The licensee completed an extensive and expanded eddy current inspection of 100% of the 
steam generator tubes in both Unit 3 steam generators, Following pre-established testing 
requirements, the licensee l:h:ls-identified 129 tubes in Unit 3 (56 tubes in steam generator 3E0-
89 and 73 tubes in steam generator 3E0-88~1y--65 per steam generatsi:) thatrequire4 i,!li:S_it!:I _. _ - i Comment 1e1ms]: Lkensee requireltlent. not 
pressure testing. This testing began on March 13, 2012 and was performed under ambient ...... N_R_c_req~u1_reme __ n1 _______ _, 

cbnditions. 

Of the 129 tubes tested, a total of 8 tubes failed in-situ pressure testing. All of the failed. tubes 
occurred in steam generator ~E0-88. Three of the tubes failed at or below appro~irnately tho a 
test pressure (3200 psi) equivalent to a design basis main steam line break differential pressure 
and temperature test prossuro of 3200 psig. The remaining five tubes failed near. but below 
the maximum differential test pressure of 5250 psig. This test pressure was equivalent to the 
minimum burst pressure capacity required by the plant technical specifications; namely a margin 
of 3 against burst under normal operating differential pressure and temperature. 

In accordance with Management Directive 8,3, "NRC Incident Investigation Program," 
deterministic and conditional risk criteria were used to evaluate the level of NRC response for 
this operational event. This event met three deterministic criteria and conditional large early 
release probability for additional follow-up inspection. Based on deterministic criteria being met 
and the risk assessment of this condition, Region IV, in consultation. with the Office of Nuclear 
Reactor Regulation 111nd Office of Nuclear Security and lnCiderit Response, concluded that the 
NRC response should be an !;IUgmented team inspection.· 

This augmented inspection was chartered to identify the circumstances surrounding the tube 
degradation, review the licensee's actions following discovery of the conditions, aAG-evaluate 
the licensee,'s review of potential causes of the unusual steam generator tube wear, andr assess 
adequacy of licensee's actions·to prevent recurrence. 

0 
I 

Based on the results of this inspection, no findings were~dentified.l ___________________ -~ ~ -1 eomment [l(;]:.Shookl wemenlio!l. Ille URts 
. on the cover lett81? 

In accordance with 10 CFR 2,3~0 of the NRC's ''Rules of Practice," a copy of this letter, its 
enclosure, and your response (if any) will be available electronically for public inspection in the 
NRC Public Document Room or from the Publicly Available Records (PARS) component of the 
NRC's document system (ADAMS). ADAMS is accessibl~ fr:om the NRC Web site at 
http://WWW.nrc;gov/teadina-rm/adams.html (the Public Electronic Reading Room). 

Docket No.: 0500039,2 

Sincerely, 

Elmo E. Collins 
Regionai Administrator 
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SUMMARY OF FINDINGS 

IR 0500036212012007, 03/15/2012 through 041XX/2012, San Onofre Nuclear Generating 
Station; Augmented Inspection Team. · 

An Augmented Inspection Team was approved on March 16, ~01~ .. Tw<? ifl~p~ctors 011 th.e. teaJ!l 
were onsite obseiving in-situ pressure testing the week of March 12. · e remaining inspectors 
were dispatched to the site on March 19, 2012, to assess the fa ·rcumstances 
surrounding the tube leak and unexpected wear of tubes in gen~rators. The 
Augmented Inspection Team was established in accordan Management DirectWe 
8.3, "NRC Incident Investigation Program,• and implemen ion Procedure 93800, 
"Augmented Inspection Team: 

The inspection was conducted by a team of inspe 
offices, the resident inspector from San Onofre 
the NRC Office of New Reactors, two enginee 
Regulation, and one engineer from the NRG Offi 
that will require additional NRC inspection. These i 
this report. 

A. NR -Id ntifled and Self-Reve 

None 

Non~ 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY (Greg) 

On January 31, 2012, Unit 3 control room operators received an alarm that indicated a primary
to-secondary reactor coolant leak from steam generator 3E0-88. Although the l~ak rate was 
small, it increased enough in a short period of time for the licensee to perform a rapid shutdown. 
The estimated leak rate was 75 gallons per day. The facility license allows full power operation 
with a steady state leak rate of less than 150 gallons per day. On February 2, 2012, Unit 3 
reached cold shutdown conditions. 

On February 12, 2012, SONGS commenced eddy current insp f 100 percent of the 
tubes in both Unit 3 steam generators. During these inspe nsee discovered 
unexpected wear in both steam generators, including wea ars (similar to the wear 
found in Unit 2 steam generators) and significant tul:le-t free span areas. The 
inspections identified 56 tubes in steam generator 3 nd 73 tu am generator 
3E0-88 ~hat reauired in-situ pressure testing to ~eet the condition monitoring ____ .. _ .. __ ~ _ - · comment[l8]: Per industry standama,in-situ 
requirements iQ plant Technical Specifications · · · , pres~u~ tl!Sting Is part o~ the corn!ilion 

. monttonng pnir:ess. In-situ pressure lastlng Is 
situ pressuro tested, not performed when conditiOn monlklring is 001 

From March 13 -21, 2012, AREVA c 
both steam generators.-.,_ There we 
generator 3E0-88. These tubes fail 
technical specifications. At the time of 
stabilization or plugging of tubes had bee 
conducting a cause faile 
Inspection Team o ek of 
pressure testing. 

es a Confirmatory Action Letter to Southern California Edison, 
nsee must complete before restarting Units 2 ,and 3 that 

!!Kii. tt is perfOl'lll6U to conflnh condH!on 
monitoring wl!&n an ini1lal screening crlleila is 
not met. 

be wear; taking corrective actions to prevent loss of tube 
tage to perform a tube inspections.I . _ . _ .. __ . .. .. . _ . ~ _ -1 Comment [TBfJ9J: I lhirill we n!led to kJenl!fy 

why we issued the CAt.. On March 23, SCE 
NRG Au mented Ins ection Team erforined on-site _senutettertolheNRCklentifylng actions they 

. . . 111tended to take •••• 
am identified nine unresolved iteins that warranted additional ______________ __,. 

post trip/transient procedure; {2) evaluation and disposition of the 
alarms; (3) design of retainer bar; (4) control of original design 

dimensions; (5) eval n of and controls for divider plate repair. (6) atmospheric controls of 
Unit 3 steam generators during shipment; (7) no tube bundle support used during shipping; (8) 
evaluation and disposition of accelerometers; and (9) adequacy of Mitsubishi's thermal/hydraulic 
model. 

Sern OoofFefilb10lear..CeRer:at~ti.eA~~setise eftw9e weer iR IJAit ate tie 
ffe!l1 •1iei;etl0R eHRe retail'!er er\4 e1<1tl vierati~R lilers.!!.1!'1~!11.!Y., !f\3~.~~\?1~.~..i~ s..~~l_e_~,. _ .... 

· · bilizeliil iR sff>e~eReraler 2~Q 89 eAEl ga filh~ooed t1;11les, witfl 
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~ stat:Jilizeli:i ill Steam S9A9F9l9F 2iQ 2li!. 0 elGit~l~iA§-Ofld.stQ@iiiliflfJ-weG 
eEimt'llstea ffir YRit ~ e~eem §eRerat1m1 ta edeiress tt.ie sa1i1se af to1iiie ta t1i1@& wear i9e~tifie€HR 
~ 

The team's findings included: (1) plant operators responded to the event in accordance with 
procedures in a manner that protected public health and safety; (2) equipment responded in 
accordance with the plant design; (3) the cause evaluation for Unit 2 tube wear was appropriate; 
and (4) currently there is no clear determination as to why the Unit earn generators~ 
exhibited significantly more tube-to-tube wear simiJ.aF..than the ffi..U ~eam ~enerator~,. ____ ~ _ ~ . comment [TillU1J: Need to clarify so thst the 

reader is not lefl Wltl1.IM tmpres~lon there Wll$ 

"no tube-tube• wear In U2. 

-5-
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1.0 Description of Event (Charter Item 1) 

1. 1 Sequence of Events (Ahdy} 

In Novern~r 2001; San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station ~SONGS1[orn:i(3,d. {l t~a!TJ_ ~- •.. _ ~ comment[l1SJ: wnoou!ddefioolhis 
study the viability of replacing the Unit 2 and Unit 3 original steam generator:s. The · acronym at the beginning of Ille report; 

licensee performed an assessment of six steam generatorvendora, which included 
vendor benchmarking, development of the replacement st erator design 
specifications, a steam generator request for proposal, generator bid 
evaluation. In September 2004, the licensee selected Heavy Industries 
(Mitsubishi) as the manufacturer of the replaceme tor. 

A general description and comparison oflhe U · · 
included in Section 1.2.1 of thfs report 

In September 2004, Mitsubishi commen 
2E0-89 and 2E0-88, and. completed 

At the lime of the contract signing in Septe 
assurance program in piace t d been 
other utilities' reviews of Mits Ii 
Mitsubishi that once enough fa 
licensee wouid perform an audit 
operating properly. 

rat ors 

n audit of the Mitsubishi quality assurance 
then followed up with a surveillance 
two inspection activities, .the licensee 
MitsubiShi's design control activities was 
the additional oversight conditions would 

e ishi had demonstrated improved design 
ould be verified by the licensee. After !mPIEm1enting the 

bishi submitted a letter to SONGS stating that they were 
n to be lifted. The licensee performed follow-lip 

o 05 and February 2006, but still found enough instances 
that the additional oversight requirements of the conditional. 

. In May 2006, SONGS was able to verify that Mitsu.bishi had 
design control perfo1111ance and therefore removed the 
of Mitsubishi. 

After fabricatio of the Unit 2 steam generators was complete in Aprjl 2008, Mitsubishi 
performed hydrostatic pressure tests of the primary and secondary sides of the Unit 2 
steam generators. In July 2008, after completion of the hydrostatic pressure tests. 
AREVA pertOrmed the baseline eddy current pre-service examinations of the Unit 2 
steam generators at the Mitsubishi facilities in Ja~n. The final inspecUons for the Unit 2 
steam generators were completed in September and October 2008, folloWed by filling 
the primary and secondary sides of the Unit 2 steam generators with nitrogen. The Unit 
2 steam generators were shipped from the Mitsubishi facilities in December 2008 and 

-6- Enclosure 



received on site at SONGS in February 2009. In July 2009, AREVA performed the· final 
eddy current pre-service examination on the Unit 2 steam generators at SONGS. The 
baseline and final eddy .current pre-service examinations were performed in Japan and 
at SONGS, respectively, ~tQ ,51~~~$~ _w_~t~~!: '!r:!Y_ ~h_a£1g~~ ~~JI:!~ §!t~~f!l .9~.!_l~r!itOJ N.b111ft .... - - Comment [l16]: Are we mi3Sing a 
had resulted from shipping, and no changes were identified. · ·respectively" In lhls sentern;e? 

The Unit 2 steam generatqrs were installed during a refueling outage, between 
September 2009 and April 201 O. On April 13, 2010, Unit 2 ned to power pperation~ ___ - Comment [TB811J: 11t11n11 we should 

The fabrication of the Unit 3 steam generators 3E0-89 
between September 2004 and April 2010. The des· 
Unit 3 steam generators were the same when the 
Mitsubishi was signed; however, due to a fabri · 

8 was completed 
·ons of the Unit 2 and 
en the licensee and 

as a modification to 
generators, 
these 

the divider plate-to-channel head weld requi for the Unit 
and to the classifi~tion of the Unit 3 tubes aterial. The spe 
modifications are discussed further in !Section 1.2.Z, <?.f Jf:li~ reppr,t. ___ _ 

--••WM>• .... --~·""' .. 

From March throu 
showed that a c 
head weld ha 
and repair 
Unit3 ste 
of 2010. In I 

enerators was plete, 
ary and secondary sides of 
static pressure tests, a visual 

ealed cracks in the welds that 
atora. 

ot cause evaluation, which 
the divider plate-to-channel 

weld. A repair procedure was developed 
rs began in June 2009. The repairs to the 
te March (3E0-89) and early April {3E0-88) 
enerators passed the pfirnary hydrostatic 

• orrned a final eddy current pre-service 
nerators Mitsubishi facilities in Japan, and this was 
ice examination for the Unit 3 steam generators. The 
ed from the Mitsubishi facilities in Japan in early August 

early October 2010. 

ators were installed during a refueling outage, between October 
1. On February 18. 2011, Unit 3 returned to power operations. 

or a scheduled r~fueling outage on January 10, ~012. Steam 
ections in steam generator 2E0-89 found unexpected wear caused 

by retainer bar on two. tubes that required plugging in accordance with the technical 
specifications, Steam generator tubing inspections in steam generator 2EG-88 f()und 
wear on four tubes !hat required plugging in accordance with the technical specifications. 
Anti-vibration bars caused the wear oh two of the tubes and retainer bar5 caused the 
wear on the other two tubes. Because of the unexpected wear, the licensee 
preventatively plugged an additional 92 tubes in steam generator 2E0-89 and an 
additional 94 tubesJn steam generator 2E0-88, for a total of 94 plugged tubes in steam 
generator 2E0-89 and 98 plugged tubes in steam generator 2t0-813. Fifteen of the tubes 

.-1- EtiC!osure 
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in steam generator 2E0-89 were stabilized prior to plugging, and 18 of the tubes in 
steam generator 2E0-88 were stabilized prior to plugging. Additional details of the 
inspections of the Unit 2 steam generators are provided in section 1.4 of this report 

On January 31, 2012, Unit 3 control room operators received an alarm that indicated a 
primary-to-secondary reactor coolant leak from steam generator 3E0·8B. The alarm 
received was from the main condenser air ejector radiation monitors, which continuously 
samples from a vent line for the purpose of rapidly ldentifyl am generator tube 
leaks. Although the leak rate was small, it increased eno short period of time for 
the licensee to perform a rapid shutdown. The estim ate was 75 gallons per 
day. The facility license allows full power operation dy state leak rate of less 
than 150 gallons per day. On February 2, 2012, U Id shutdown 
conditions. The licensee reviewed .the amount 'vity released and. 
estimated a dose of approximately p.000045 p\,J~llc, J~~ ___ .. __ ~ 
annual regulatory limit to a member of the This unplanned 
offsite release of radioactivity was revi ctors 
who confirmed SONGS' offsite dose es tails). 

VA conducted in-situ pressure testing of the suspect 
rat .-_There were a total of eight tube failures during 

erator 3E0-8&-. These tubes failed to satisfy the tube. 
criteria in the technical s ecifications. Additional details of 

ts are ·, rovided in Section 1. 6 of this re ort. t the time of the 
n team inspection, no stabilization or plugging of tubes had been 

3 because the licensee was still conducting a cause evaluation of the 

From March 19-29, 2012, the NRC augmented inspection team p~rformed inspections 
at SONGS. 

On March 27, 2012, the NRC issues a Confirmatory Action Letter to Southern California 
Edison, which outlined specific actions the licensee must complete before restarting 
Unit 2 and Unit 3. 
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A more detailed sequence of events can be found in Attachment 2. 

1.2 System Descriptions 

a. !Replacement Steam Generators. __ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _____ .. ___ ... __ .. _ _ _ _ _ _ . _____ .• - _ -

The Unit 2 and Unit 3 replacement steam generators contain 
Alloy 690 tubing in a u-bend configuration, with a nominal 
inches and a nominal wall thickness of 0.043 inches. T 
steam generator, which are arranged in 142 rows an 
columns are arranged in a nor:nihal 1.000 inch tria 
tubes were thermally stress relieved after bend 
corrosion cracking. The tubes were hydrauli 
tubesheet, which has a nominal thickness 
made of Type 405 stainless steel provi 
plates contain broached trefoil holes 
upper bundle is provided by six sets of T 
bars. 

Unit 3 were manufactured by 
mill-annealed, Alloy 600 
with two 90 degree bends 

diameter of 0. 750 inches, 
ere expanded through the fu!I 

ocess, and lateral support was provided by 
n steel tube supports. Tube support in the 
iagonal bars (commonly called batwings) 
ators contained a cylindrically shaped 

ubesheet (called the stay cylinder) that 
eter tubesheet. 

·ng Station reviewed lnfo~mation Notices, Generic Letters, 
al experience associated with steam generator issues 

ign ifications for the replacement steam generators. Some 
arized below, for additional information see Section 6 of this 

. between the original and replacement steam generators noted 
above are ly used in replacement steam generators today. The thermally 
treated Alloy 6 O tubing provides increased resistance to stress corrosion cracking as 
compared to thermally treateq Alloy 600 tubing. The use oflype 405 stainless steel (in 
lieu of carbon steel) for tube support plates eliminates the denting phenomenon 
associated with .drilled carbon steel support plates. The use of broached trefoil holes 
(instead of drilled holes) in tube support plates reduces the number of contact points with 
tubes and.increases fiow area between the tupe and tupe support plate, thereby 
reducing the potential for corrosion produCts to buildup between the tube and the tube 
support plate. Combustion Engineering steam.generators with the batwing design have 
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typically suffered from wear on tubes (from the batwings) in the central stay cylinder 
region, due to higher cross flow velocities in this portion of the steam generators. In an 
effort to eliminate this high flow region. the replacement steam generators were 
designed with a thicker tubesheet that was inherently more rigid, and thus did not require 
the central stay cylinder. By choosing a. design with all u-bend tubes, the bat wing 
design was eliminated and a new anti-vibration bar assembly was used. The new anti• 
vibration bar assembly is a free floating design that ii-is supported by the tube bundle 
and is not attached to the tube bundle wrapper. 

b: Channel Head-to-Divider Plate Weld 

On March 18, 2009; after completion of the prima 
pressure tests, a crack in the weld between the · 
the 3E0-88 Unit 3 steam generator was idenr 
dissimilar metal weld, between the Alloy 6 
head, had separated. Specifically, the f 
the Alloy 152 butter weld, which is the 
examination, a similar weld failure was fo 
size of the failure was not as large. 

ry .side hydrostatic 
channel head on 
ed that the 

y steel channel 
ead and 
Upon 

ough the 

that air carbon-arc gouging was 
I head, in preparation for 

. The air carbon-arc 
hatwere not completely 

operation. The high carbon 
head (due to carburization) and was the 
he channel head and the Alloy 152 butter 
ble, but less probable, that the increased 

en induced cracking in areas Of the 
igher local stresses due to geometric 

ider plate). 

nd on the Unit 3 steam generators, Mitsubishi developed a 
late-to.channel head weld. During the repair process, 

1.3 Resident Inspectors' Assessment of Steam Generator Tube Leak Event Response 

a. I nsoection Scope 

Qn-_January 31, 2012, the resident inspectors were on-site during the Unit 3 steam 
generator tub~ leak event. The resident inspectors observed the licensee's response to 

- 10- Enclosure 
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the steam generator tube leak from the control room; and observed the rapid shutdown, 
actions to cool the plant down, actions performed during recovery of plant systems, and 
other operator actions. Additionally, the resident inspectors conducted a ,_.eview of 
control room activities and equipment response to determine if the _operating crew 
responded appropriately and if the plant systems responded as expected during the 
event. The resident inspectors conducted interviews with various on-shift personnel and 
reViewed the post trip report, which included control room logs, operator statements, and 
plant data trends to assess overall performance of the crew. review also included 
procedure use and adequacy of the guidance used for onse, placing the plant 
in a safe and stable condition, establishing appropriate r limits for plant 
cooldown, and conducting the cooldoWT! to cold shut itions. With respect to 
operator awareness and decision making, the resi were specifically 
focused on the effectiveness of control board · ·sion making, and 
work practices of the operating crew. With ntrol, the resident 
inspectors focused oh actions taken by th naging the 
operating crew's response to the event. 

b. Observations and Findings 

No findings were identified. 

The team identified one unres 
determine if performance deficie 

al information is required to 
stitutes a violation of NRC 

requirements. 

On January3 
a seconda 
blowdown 
AbnorrnalO 
the 

ain control room operators at Unit 3 received 
ociated with the air ejectors followed by a 
s personnel responded in accordance with 
"Reactor Coolant Leak," Revision 16, since 

leak were satisfied. Operations 
e !eakage to out 82 gallons per day, using a.mass balance 

steam generator ~E0-88. This leak rate was below the 
"RCS Operational Leakage," limit of 150 gal19ns per day 
e through any one steam generator.' 

personnel evaluated that ~he primary-t~secondary leak rate 
r day on steam generator ~E0-88 and that the leak was 

an 30 gallons .per day per hour, and consequently, initiated a 
to be s 50 percent power in one hour and in Mode 3 within the 

next two hO Abnormal Operating Instruction 5023-13-14. In accordance with 
Abnormal Ope ating Instruction 502:3~ 13-14, when reactor power was less than 35 
percent, operations per$onnel tripped the reactor at 5:31 p.m. to enter Mode 3. 

Due to the manual reactor trip, operations personnel entered Emergency Operating 
Instruction S0~3-12-1, "Standard Post Trip Actions," Revision 26, to ensure the plant 
was placed in a stable; safe condition, and t~at the plant was configured to respond to 
the continuing steam generator tube leak event. Operations personnel implemented lhe 
emergency operating instructions and isolated tre aff~cted ste<}m generator at 6:00 p.m. 
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A plant cooldown was conducted by using main steam bypass from steam generator 
.:2E0~89 to the main condenser. Mode 4 conditions were achieved at approximately 6 
hours after isolation of the steam generator. Cooldown continued until Unit 3 was in 
Mode 5, cold shutdown. 

The resident inspectors concluded that abnormal and emergency operating instructions 
were performed consiStent with expected standards and that operations personnel 
exhibited the fundamental operator competencies in respon the Unit 3 steam 
generator tube leak event. 

Specifically, the resident inspectors determined that 
questioning attitude of changing plant parameters 
operating crew identified important preliminary 
radiation monitors and subsequent alarms in 
generator ,'.1E0:88. Additionally. the resi 

· g crew displayed a 
rvative actions. The 

Unit 3 air ejectors 
leak in steam 

supervision exercised effective oversig 
room command and control. 

to review the results of 
fthe January 31, Unit 3 tube leak event. 
!Transient and Event Review.~ Revision 8, 
·ng unplanned reactor trips. However, a 

not available because operations 
s planned and therefore a formal review 

inspectors met with operations personnel to discuss items 
t evaluation provided to the team. The inspectors also 

atio sonnel the requirements in Operations Procedure 
ncluded a basis for what was "planned" and "unplanned" was 

ions personnel determined the Unit 3 reactor trip was a planned 
Abnormal Operating Instruction $023-13-14. "Reactor Coolant 

6, Section 4. had described actions for primary-to-secondary 
leaka lly, this section stated, in part. under plant conditions of increasing 
steam gen rator tube leakage, operations personnel were required to perform a 
rapid power reduction to.less than 35 percent power, then trip the reactor. 

The inspectors discussed with operations personnel that definitions for unplanned 
events have been established through industry standards to report oh plant 
performance. These standards include NEI 99-02, "Regulatory Assessment 
Performance Indicator Guideline," Revision 6. The inspectors determined the Unit 3 
reactor trip should be considered unplanned since the reactor trip was required by C1n 
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abnormal operating instruction. rrhis issue is identified as URI 0500036212012007-
XX, tlnadequate Procedure. t _____ ... ____ .. ___ .. __ .. _ . __ . . . ....... __ .. __ .. -:- - ~~~!~~lJe~::S!i~~~ 

' needed to close lhe URI. 
' • .Comment [J23]: Is lhla the appropriale title? 

1.4 Description of Steam Generator Inspections at SONGS Unit 2 •- - - -{Formatted: Indent: Left: o· 

Two tubes were found with indications (less than 35% through wall} caused by a small 
loose part on the secondary side. Thi§ loose i;>art was removed from the steam 
generator. Metallurgical analysis indicates the loose part is a piece of weld metal most 
likely introduced during steam generator manufacturing operations. The two affected 
tubes will be left in service . 

. Six tubes were found with indications at retainer bar intersections. The retainer bars are 
part of the suooort structure for the anti-vibration bars and are a unique feature of steam 

• - - - -{ Fermatted: Indent: Left: 0.5" 

,._ - - -{ FQrmatted: Indent: left: 0,5" 

' ' 

Formatted: list Paragraph, Indent: Lett: 0.5'', 
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1 + Aligned at: 0,25" + Indent at: 0.5" 

Fonnatted: List Paragraph, Indent: left: 
0.75", line spacing: Multiple 1.15 Ii 

Formatted: Indent: Left: 0.5" 
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1.5 

generators manufactured Mitsubishi. The measured indication depths ranged from 28 to 
90% .of the tube wall thickness. Because of the shortmeasurec! lenaths of these flaws. 
only the 90% indication was in-situ pressure tested as part of condition monitoring, The 
affected tube was successfully pressurized to 5300 psi with no leakage. confirming that 
the technical specification 6.6.9.b tube integrity performance criteria were met. 
Mitsubishi attributed the cause of these indications to retainer bar vibration. the potential 
for which had not been evaluated during design. Fort Calhoun is the only other domestic 
!ant with Mitsubishi s earn enerators. Th retainer bars a alhoun are 

significantlv stiffer than at SONGS. 

• formattl?d: Default, Bulleted + Level: 1 + 
Affgoed at: 0.5" + Indent at'. o. 75" 

• · - - i Formatted: Default 

Description of Steam Generator Inspections At SONGS Unit 3 

After shutdown. the licensee started oreparatlons for performing inspections of Unit 3 
steam generators 3E0-89 and 3E0-88. The steam generator tube inspections 
commeneed on February 12. 2012. and confirmed the location cif the leak in steam 
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generator 3E0-88 as coming from the tube in Row 106 Column 78. The leak was 
located 2 inches beyond anti~vibration support number 4 on the hot leg side. It was 
found to be associated with a long (approximately 30 inches) free-span flaw indication. 
No other tubes were found to be leaking. 

Four tubes we found with indications at retainer bar intersections. with measured 
depths ranging from 28 to 46%. At the time of the team's presence at the site. planned 
corrective action§! with rescecl to tubes adjacent to the retainer bar were similar to those 
completed for Unit 2. The four fubes with retainer bar indications will be plugged and 
stabilized. In addition, the remaining 184 tubes (total for both Unit 3 steam generators) 
that intersect the retainer bars will be plugged as a preventive measure. Twenty four of 
these tubes will be stabilized prior to plugging to ensure that all 188 plugged tubes will 
not sever due to continued vibration of the retainer bar. The tubes that were stabilized 
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are strategically located at each end and center of the retainer bars. 

lApart from the tubes adjacent to the retainer bars. detailed plans for satisfying the 
provisjons of the NRC March 27. 2012 Cohfirmatorv Action Letter for SONGS Unit 3 
were not available during the team's site visit. pending the ongoing cause evaluations 
relating to the tube 'vibrations in the u-bend region. Short term plans relating- to Unit 3 
included conducting a full u-bend examination of 1300 tubes in both steam generators 
usin rotatin coil. The 1300 tube sa e is intended box-in the re ion 
affected by free-span wear by significant margin. ____ _ 

1.6 In-Situ Pressure Testing 

The in-situ pressure tests were performed under ambient conditions. Therefore the test 
pressures were adjusted upward from actual values under hot conditions to account for 
the increased yield and ultimate strength of the tube material under ambient conditions. 
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The test pressures corresponding to normal operating conditions. main steam line break, 
and three times normal operating pressure differential were 1850 psi. 3200 psi. and 
5300 psi. respectively 

•- - - -{ Fonnatb?id: Tndeot: ~eft: O" ____ _, 
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Table X - SONGS 3 In-Situ Pressure Test Results 

Column Leak Rate at 
Normal 
Operating 
Conditions 

- 18-
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4 - - - -( Formatmd: Default, Indent: Left: OS 

2.0 Probable Cause Evaluation (Charter Item 2) 

Both San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station and Mitsubishi Heavy Industries were in 
the process of conducting a cause evaluation for the tube failure and unexpected wear 
of steam generator tubes in Unit 3. As part of both evaluations, actions were being 
taken to understand the differences between Unit 2 and 3 st generators. The root 
cause evaluations were not complete and were undergoin while the 
Augmented Inspection Team was onsite. 

2.1 SONGS Cause Evaluation (John) 

a. Inspection Scope 

b. 

licensee's cause analysis team and noted 
various r t cause evaluation techniques. These included 

that compared design differences and a problem analysis 
·c process that looked at the causal effects and risk 
. The team reviewed the licensee preliminary causal 

n d a ranking of highly probable to unlikely. 

draulic analysis the licensee has contracted AREVA to verify 
hi's ~hennal/hydrauliq qQ.d_e,_(f!J. IJll !!li!~ .. d.UfiOO t.~13 _d~§igp pf _ ... __ - comment [.>26]: Weshould one term rn the 

generators, by comparing it to AT HOS. a thermal/hydraulic code whole report to be consf!!tent: t11ermalJhyt1rauHc, 
d velo d b ~Electric Power Besearch Institute CEPRI): thermallhydraulic cod.e, tllerm<>Orydrauuc. ltlenool-hydrauli.:? 

ATl-408 . .._ -In addition. SONGS has contracted Westinghouse to perform a completely 
independent analysis using a Westinghouse modified ATHOS thermal/hydraulic code. 
AREVA and Westinghouse f.vill also be(p.i;rfQl'fl.!iQg Lnfi~Qeen.P~i::itflo~Jtic!4.C?9 ylb[E!,ti.911 ~ _ ..... _ -i .Comment [J27]: Should we change this to ·1 
analyses. The licensee brought on board MPR associates and numerous other . ""past......;c;..te"'"ncc.se"""'?----------'
technical experts, including a world renowned expert in flow induced vibration, to assist 
in the cause assessment. The team obseived that SONGS preliminary causal analysis 
was generally consistent with that of Mitsubishi. However, the licensee is oontinuing to 
investigate the following cause contributors: 
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2.2 

a. 

b. 

Departure from original steam generator u-benc!IAVE(qo_n~gt:!,r£1tJqn __ -_hjghJY. ___ .. ___ - - Comment[J2SJ: Arewegolngtouse •anll-
probable · · Wirallon bar" or "AVB" lhroughout !he report? 

Departure from original steam generator stay cylinder configuration • possible 
Departure from original steam generator tube support plate configuration -
possible 
Replacement steam generator AVB structure too flexible- possible 
Additional 300 rotations of Unit 3 replacement $team erator due to divider 
plate repair work - possible 
Thermal/hydraulic and flow induced vibration m 
generator design incorrectlypredicted repla 
behavior - possible 

The team observed that the licensee perform 
address all probable causes. The team o 
were eliminated as potential contribute 

d in replacement steam 
generator tube bundle 

.team believed that the only major diffe~ tween 2 and 3 was ivider plate 
rei>air to botf'! Unit 3 steam generators. re been discoun by both 
SONGS and Mitsubishi. trhe team recommended that this difference be re-evaluated as 
ti) one of th.e potential causes of the tube-to-tube wear !only ~ing seen in Unit 3 steam I_ . , ~ .. Comment {J29J: No tonoer a true statement. 
generators.L ____ • _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___________ .. ________ ... - -· Comment[J30]:We'shouklbesensitiveto 

dent review of Mitsubishi's actions taken to 
generator tube degradation. While onsite, 
ishi was performing a failure analysis to 
to-tube wear condition in Unit 3. The 

ons with hi personnel to gather information on the 
nsideration. The team reviewed information contained in the 

l-felaoo:-tUFSAR~. technical specifications, design basis 
ifications, design chf.mges, design drawings, 

• no orrnance reports. arid supplier deviation reports to 
.nd fabrication of the replacement steam generators and 
e information obtained from Mitsubishi's in~progres$ cause 

No findings were identified. 

The team determined that Mits.ubishi was performing a thorough evaluation of the failure 
mechanism· leading to the tube-to-tube wear in Unit 3. The team noted that Mitsubishi 
gathered factual infonnation about the d~ign, fabrication, and operation of the 
replacement steam generators in Unit 2 and Unit3 to understand the differences 
between these components and identify potential contributing causes. The team 
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discussed the preliminary failure mechanism theory With Mitsubishi personnel, who 
attributed the tube-to-tube wear to a combination of design, fabrication, and operational 
factors. 

Mitsubishi's preliminary explanation of the failure mechanism started with the 
combination of two factors: ( 1) a relatively small tube pitch to tube diameter ratio (P/D}, 
an~ (2) high void fraction in the tube bundle area where the tube-to-tube wear was 
identified. The small pitch to diameter ratio was a fixed para r in the replacement 
steam generators established by the nominal center-to-ce tance between 
adjacent tubes (P) and the nominal. outside diameter of s (D). The high void 
fraction was identified from the results of Mitsubishi' draulic model for the 
secondary side of the replacement steam general ishi considered that the 
combination of these two factora may h ve resulted in favora le conditions for in- lane 
tube vibration based. in part . on the resul f recent studies in flow instabili ..•• ,. _ • - Comment [J31J: Eliminateo too discusilkm ol'I· 

lhlt "K" ractor. MHl's rool cause ulltlS "k" to 
deGl:tibe the ratio between crl!lcal velocities and 
"K" lo describe 1he ratio between the 
dimoosklnle9s velocity Bild dampmg. I 
simplified the sentence to avol~ confusion. 

~dditionally, Mitsubishi identified that the Unit 3 replacement ~team generators had 
better dimensional controls during the fabrication process. This determination was 
based, in part, on the results of pre-service and in-service eddy current examinations, 
and fabrication data from Unit 2 and Unit 3 replacement steam generators. The 
correlation of dimensional controls With the failure mechanism was that improved 
dimensional controls for Unit 3 replacement steam generators resulted.in less variability 
of as-built critical dimensions such as. anti-Vibration bar thi_ckness, tube roundness, and 
gaps between tubes and antl~vibration bars. The reduction in dimensional variability 
probably resulted in less contact force between the tubes and the anti-vibration barsl _____ - · Comment [elm32]: 1 suggest say;ng lhis was 

~~: =~ ~hel!la, since !il&y were sllll 
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In.Plane Deformation 

Tube Bundle Shape at Cold Condition 

l!Uaslli:. Deformation 
rFlowering" Effect) 

~~~ 

"- / Tube support,,,. 
PlateNo •. 7 

j. •' 1. . ! - ~ . :: :" : . :, ,• 

. ' ' ! 'i.".c , .. ,J. "" ,.- l',:~t~ .. J~:.:;~'!,·~--" 

Ollt-9f.Piane. Defo.rmauon 

lll~ation Purposes Only) 

'bution o t e factors described above 
f the. tubes in the U-bend region'. The in
ion allowed direct eontact between free 
~hticipated tube-t0:-tu.be wear. · 

onsite portion . is inspection, Mitsubishi was further . 
anism by ~nducting in-depth analyses of available data to 
·sm theo..Y. One of the analy5es included analyth:;al studies 

an iength, flow E!lasticviqration, and ccmt~Ctforces(m 
xpect outcome.0f this analysis was that contact forces and the 
arts ~hould be tne biggest contributors to wear under flow elastic 
dditionally, Mitsubishi was coi:iducting furthentrialytical studies of 
modeling multipl~ cases of elastic displacement of the tube 

ng into consideration thEarmal expansion anq dynamic pressures. 
Concurrent ese analyses, Mitsubishi was studying the' effect of manufacturing 
disPEarsion on t?e wear. Specifically, Mitsubishi was modeling multiple CSl!6S of 
manufacturing variability to study the influence of different dimensional controls on gap 
and contactforces~ Mitsubishi was-using-as-Oui!t data as well as mam,1facturing ·· 
tolerances to statistically assess the impact of dimensional controls on the resulting gaps· 
and contact forces· in differer:tt areas of the tube bundle. One of the expected outcomes 
of this analysis was that manufacturing variability in, Unit 3, in combi.natiol'J with the 
"-flowering• effect; would resulfin a red1,1ctlon of contact forces in bnit3 relative to those 
in Unit 2. Atthe time of this- inspectlon, the results of these studies we(e not finalized 
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and additional failure analysis tasks were scheduled to accurately characterize the 
failure mechanism and support the qause determination, 

3;0 Operational Differences in Configuration and Operation Between Unit 2 and 3 (Charter 
item 3) 

a. Inspection Scope 
~ 

The inspectors reviewed Cycle 16 (is this the same cycle for both units?)operational data 
rec;:ords found in operator logs and the plant compu he inspectors focused 
on differences in configuration and operation be d 3. The team 
evaluated full power operational data between m generators after 
each were replaced. From this data the ins t parameters and 
other indications such as temperature, flo · and loose 
parts monitoring alarms . ..,,.__ The team tween Units 
2 ~nd 3 in order to gain information an ave had an 
impact on the observed differences in the n the units. 

b. Observations and Findings 

No findings were identified. 

the perspective of the 
significance of these 

e deg on. It was noted that Unit 3 ran 
out 4·F higher than Unit 2. Other differences 
none of the differences were considered 

characteristics inside the steam 
d that Unit 3 steam generators had 

onitoring system alarms compared to Unit 2 ,-

tified an unresolved item associated with the number of 
loose alarms observed in Unit 3 steam generators compared 

rators, during steady state conditions. 

the review of operational differences between Unit 2 and 3 
the team identified a significant difference in number of valid 
e parts monitoring system alarms. The vibration and loose parts 

monitorin stem system was designed, to provide continuous monitoring and 
conditioning of loose parts accelerometer signals. Two separate accelerometers 
were installed on each of the steam generators. The location of these instruments 
are on the steam generators' lower supporting structures and provide acoustic 
information about loose parts impacts specifically on the reactor coolant or primary 
side of the steam generators. The vibration and loose parts monitoring system real 
time functions consist mainly of impact alarm validation of suspected loose part 
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events and recording acoustic data. long term vibration monitoring and loose part 
event trending were done by engineering personnel using recorded data. 

Unit 3 returned to service in February 2011 and the team noted a number of nuclear 
notifications associated with Unit 3 steam generators vibration and loose parts 
monitoring alarms. On January 20, 2012, prior tq the Unit 3 tube leak, engineering 
personnel also identified this trend and documented iri Nuclear Notification NN 
201818719 this problem and assigned an action to do fu revaluation. On 
February 3, 2012 engineering personnel sent two set signatures to 
Westinghouse, which contained impact clata on ala e periods of steady 
state operation (i.e_, no major temperature chan ghouse engineering 
personnel concluded that the acoustic signals e accelerometers were 
valid and similar in nature to acoustic sign al movement of a 
steam generator expected during cha uch as plant 
startup or shutdown. However the taken 
during steady state operations. Th oted that. Unit 2 st tors did not 
receive any valid (Did they receive an invalid alarms? If not, delete valid.) alarms 
during a similar period of steady state · ineering personffel also 
compared hot leg temperature changes I it 3 operations from February 18, 
2011 to January 31, 2012 nfirmed a alid alarms during this period 
were not associated with t · nts. 

Additional review and follow ation and loose parts 
osition of Unit 3 alarms. monitoring sys 

This issue is · 
and Loos 

• ''Evaiuation of Unit 3 Vibration 

er of different thermal/hydraulic analysis of 
lit of the various analyses runs where then 

to dete those differences could have contributed to 
steam generator t4be wear. 

ucted a number of different thermal/hydraulic analyses, 

thermal hydraulic analysis using the steam generator base 
• where primary inlet temperature was 598"F, and an upper 

ere primary inlet temperature was 611·F as identified in Mitsubishi 
O L5-04GA021, Revision 3 

• Varying steam generator pressures from X to Y psig 
• Steam mass flow rates from Xto Y lbm/hr 
• Other (please provide other variables used in our analyses) 

The result of the independent NR.C thermaUhydraulic analysis concluded that 
(iifferences in the actual operation between u.nits and/or individual steam generators 
had an insignificant impact on the results and in fact, the inspectors did not identify 
any changes in steam Vfillocilies or void fractions that coutd attribute to the 
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differences in tube wear between the units or steam generators. It should be noted 
that increases in primary temperature and steam generator pressures has the effect 
of reducing void fractions and peak steam velocities, which slightly decreases the 
conditions necessary for fluid elastic instability and flow induced vibration. 

4.0 Design and Manufacturing Differences (Charter Item #4) {Mitsubishi Heaw Industries 
Charter Item 1) · 

During the development of the charter, it was not known h 
reviewed and approved design and manufacturing cha 
was identified that all design and manufacturing cha 
required review and approval from a SONGS repr 
determined that this area could be covered as o 

NGS and Mitsubishi 
ring the inspection. it 
ed by Mitsubishi 
sed on this, it was 

a. Inspection Scope 

b. 

1) 

n and 

ved items· for which additional information is required to 
e cies exist or if the issues constitute violations of NRC 

also identified several observations related to the design, 
1neering change package for the Unit 2 and Unit 3 replacement 

e team identified an unresolved item associated with the design of 
ars in Unit 2 and Unit 3 replacement steam generators. 

_;1 

Description: In February 2012, the licensee identified wear indications in Unit 2 
replacement steam generators at the tube locations in contact with the retainer bars 
(see figure below). Some of the indications showed excessive wearwith a maximum 
degradation of 90 percent through wall. · · · 
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Retainer Bar Design and Location of A 

• Based on the al'l;al>fl:iGaH 
Mitsubishi 

f the retainer bar, 
ant vibration condition 

inerRars. relative t 
• Thev· 

b 
die only considered out-of-plane vibration 

xpected t() be an operational.concern for the 

the least susceptible to flow"elastic 
tions were not included in the vibration 

· y was found not applicable to the retainer bar because this 
ly to a single tube in cross flow. 

vibr was· found notapplicable to the retainer bar because if 
a vibration mode applicable to a single cylinder in uniform crQSs 
ea and the flo\v condition around the retainer bars was 

-froth two phase flow. · 

de!"ltification of retainer bar•to-tube wear i~ U,i:1it 2 replacement 
steam ge tOI'$, Mitsubishi performed an evaluation to identify the causl:! of 
excessive wear. The. analysis considered three vibration mechanisms: flui~elastic 
instability, vortex-induc.ec.i vibration, and turbutence-indu.ced Vibration (random 
vibration). The analysis for turbulence~nduced vibration determined that random 
yibra~ion was the possible_ cause of the retainer vibration, based on the peculiar flow 
around the ret.ainer bar,.combined with the rather low Mtural frequency of the 
retainer bar. The snQlysis used ~he two phase flow conditions around the retainer 
bars and identified varioi.is modes of vibration at those flow conditions that could-lead 
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to retainer bar vibration and consequently to tube wear. Additional review by the 
NRC is required following completion of the licensee's cause evaluation to determine 
whether this issue represents a performance d,eficiency or constitutes a violation of 
NRC requirements. This issu~ is identified as URI 0500036212012007-0X, 
Eval ion of R ainer Bars Vibr ti durin the ri inal Desi n f the Re la ment __ Formatted: No underline, Font colo'r: Auto, 

Not Highlight . Steam Generato~.' . ___ .. _ •. ___ .... _____________ ., .. _____________ .. _ 
. ~. ~- comment [J34]: SugQe$111d mt&. 

2) Introduction: The team identified an unresolved item 
dimensional controls of critical dimensions througho 

3} 

Unit 3 replacement steam generators. 

Description: Based on the information gath 
in dimensional controls of critical para 
generators. the team determined that 
of improving dimensional controls 
final tube bundle clearances at no 
NRC is required following completion 
assess how the dimensional controls co 
and then determine whet ue repr 

ificant differences in the 
replacement steam generators. The 
Fabrication of the Replacement Steam 

pacification, contained identical ~echnical 
enerators. All replacement steam 

, fabricated, and tested in accordance with 
American of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) Boiler 

e, industry standards, and NRC enqorsed methcids 
ulatory guides. The licensee specified the same licensing 

ent steam generators. 

tion also contained provisions to address technical or quality 
requirements of the purchase order or the design specifications, 
ition of "Repair" or "Accept as-is" conditions captured as non

rts in Mitsubishi's quality assurance program and changes to 
viously approved by the licensee. This process was referred to as 

"Supplier iation Request" and allowed the licensee to review and approve 
deviations from the approved design specifications. The inspectors noted that 
ctianges affecting the specified design.were submitted to S()NGS personnel for 
review and approval. 

The team noted that the design specifieation established identical provisions for the 
design of the replacement steam generator components. including the vessel, 
upper/lower shell, transition cone. tubesheet, channel head, divider plate. ·tube 
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supports. tubing, steam nozzle, feedwater nozzle, primary nozzles, steam flow 
limiting device, moisture separators/dryers, feedwater distribution system, blowdown 
and sludge management, access/inspection ports, instrumenVsampling taps, and 
loose part monitoring. 

-rhe design specification also established identical requirements for the service life 
and service environmental conditions of the replacement steam generators. The 
licensee also specified identical design loading, structura d seismic requirements 
for all replacement steam generators. The ciesign s · n contained identical 
requirements for design transients under normal. rgency, faulted. and test 
conditions. 

Additionally, the performanqe requirements· 
for each replacement steam generator, w 

• Water Level Stability 
• Circulation Ratio 
• Moisture Carryover 
• Steam Carryunder in th 
• Reactor Coolant Flow 
• Primary-To-Secondary 
• Slowdown Capacity 
• Thermal Rating 
• HeatTra 
• Tube P 
• Four 
• Ov 
• Pri 
• Second 

earn erator design developed by Mitsubishi for SONGS Unit 2 
e with the licensee's design specification was translated into 
and fabricE!tion drawings. The team noted that some as-buiit 

tween Unit 2 and Unit 3 steam generators as a result of the 
repairs in Unit 3 and other manufacturing processes. However, 

these di nal changes did not represent significant deviations from the original 
design spe ifications. Therefore, the inspectors determined that no significant 
differences existed in the design requirements of Unit 2 and Unit 3 replacement 
steam generators. 

4) Fabrication Differences: The team noted that the design specification contained the 
same general fabrication requirements for the Unit 2 and Unit 3 replacement steam 
generators. The design specification contained the methods required for-fabrication, 
assembly, inspection, and testing of the replacement steam generators. The 
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specification cover.ed, in part, fabrication requirement$ for the channel head cladding, 
tube dimensions, tube wall thickness, tube bend radius, tube "ovality.~ tubesheet, / 
tube-to-tubesheet joints, tube supports, tube bundle, machined gasketed surfaces, 
non-ASME steam generator internals, welding methods, post-weld heat treatment, 
and allowable welding materials. The specification also contained detailed 
requirements for inspections, tests, and examinations, which included examination 
methods and personnel qualification requirements. 

The design specification also required the use of "Sup 
address technical or quality deviations from the re · 
or the design specifications, including the disp 
conditions identified during the fabrication pr 
documents previously approved by the lice 

viation Requests'' to 
of the Purchase Order 

air'' or "Accept as-is'' 
es to fabrication 

that fabrication 
rsonnel for review issues affecting the specified design w 

and approval. 

Based on discussionswith SONGS 
.documentation about the fabrication ht 
generators, the team identified the di 
onsite portion of this ins differe 
generators as a result oft 
cause evaluation. 

nit 2 steam generator ;?EO
of the steam dryer assembly 

of vane jaCking devices. displaced bolts, 
is issue was determined to be inadequate 
·regard the capacity of the vane i?Cking 

ns. Specifically, the vane jacking 
sition dtuing multiple rotations of the steam 

during fclb ·on. Mitsubishi corrected. the condition, In 
vane jacking devices and damaged vanes with a new 

used in the fabrication of the Unit 2 steam 
nit 3 steam generators ~E0-89 and ~E0-88. 

·tsu odified the assembly sequence of the steam dryers. 
· generator gE0-89, the steam dryer vanes were assembled in
am dryers for Unit 2 steam generator ,?E0-88 and Unit 3 steam 
8 and ;2E0-89 were preassembled before installation in their 

• Drilling of Tubesheet Holes - The tubesheet holes in Unit 2 and Unit 3 steam 
generators where the tubes are inserted for final assembly were made with 
different drill bits. The Unit 2 steam generator tubesheets were drilled with. 
uncoated drill bits .. The Unit .3 steam generator tubesheets were drilled with 
titanium-nitride coated drill bits, which improved the drill bit life and resolved 
tooling mark issues experienced in Unit 2. ~ 
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• .Transition Wrapper Welding - The welding of the transition wrapper was 
performed in different order for each unit. For Unit 2 steam generators, the 
transition wrapper was welded after the tubes and anti-vibration bars were 
installed. In Unit 3 steam generators, the transition wrapper was welded before 
the installation of tubes and anti-vibration bars. 

• Cladding Removal Process for the Channel Head .... The removal of the stainless 
steel clad weld from the interior surface of the chann d base metal in 
preparation for the divider plate weld (i.e. structura r weld) was performed 
with different methods in Unit 2 and Unit 3 rep steam generators. For 
Unit 2, Mitsubishi used a machining proces the cladding in both 
steam generators. In Unit 3, Mitsubishi us -arc gouging process. 
This method resulted in separation of th ydrostatic testing. 
The root cause evaluation concluded · g process left 
carbon deposits on the base met dingwhlch 
was designed to remove the h pletely 
remove the carbon deposits. H process left n deposits 
behind, which resulted in the looali h carbon and hig base metal 
hardness dwe to carburization. The Unit 3 divider plate welds is 
addressed in further · Section 1 this report. 

s, Mitsubishi performed a 
replacement steam 

et welds. For all steam " 
n of.the tube-to-tubesheet 

enetra lnation of the tube-to-tuoesheet welds ar'ld 
fin xpansio Rishe- leak test§. for Unit 2 steam gerieratorswas~ 
~rformed at a higher differoRt pressure than&-iR-_Unit ~steam generators-aRd: 
Unit 3 steaFA ge1-1eratoF&. Additionally. tFeF-he Unit 2 testssteam §enerators, tho 
were test 1.va~ performed at 85 psig-_using a temporary welded cap on top of the 

am generator stiell to enclose the secondary side. while a temporary clamped 
. ca in ..-m-u.nit 3 steam generators~.J~ to_~ '!'fl~ @~r!off!l§lg ~ 1.1~ _ . ___ - - Commeflt [l36]: Sin~ thlo MHI 11!$1. 1 

4*:1fm;ieG~a-tiH~9Ht:ie-steam~~:aklf-&~H·· 'Aste;· ea deleted Ille pmsliuce values in case !hey inilolve 

required the same holding time before starting the some proprtelalyintonnatiOn. 
ate acceptance criteria. 

ASME Section Ill H rostatic Tests-The number ofhydrostatic 
in accordance with ASME Section !II Oil the primary and 

es of the replacement steam generators varied between Units due 
to Its of the initial test in each steam generator. For each replacement 
stearn generator. the hydrostatic tests were performed first on the primary side 
and then ori the secondary side. E!oth Unit 2 steam generators met the 
acceptanqe critelja in the first hydrostatic test. However, during the first 
hydrostatic test on the secondary side of Unit 3 steam generator ;J.EC>-89, 
Mitsubishi identified leakage through a tube-to-tubesheet weld that exceeded the 
ASME Code acceptance criteria. After repairs were completed to address the 
ieakage, the hydrostatic tests were re~performed. Following the second set of 
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hydrostatic tests on Unit 3 steam generator ~E0-89, cracking indications were 
identified in the divider plate-to-channel head weld. After repairs were completed 
to address the divider plate weld cracks, a third set of hydros~atic tests were 
performed in Unit 3 steam generator }E0-89. Since similar cracking indica~ons 
of the divider plate weld were identjfied in Unit 3 steam generator JE0-88, a 
second setof hydrostatic tests was performed in this.steam generator after the 
divider plate weld was repaired. 

Additionally, prior to each ASME Section Ill hydros 
a preliminary hydrostatic test of the primary and 
generators at design pressure to check for le 

st, Mitsubishi performed 
ry side of the steam 
feed pump, pressure 
efore, each filling line, temporary gaskets, and tempor 

replacement steam generator received 
ASME Section Ill Hydrostatic Tests. 
each steam generator are summari 

reliminarY and 
static tests for 

Nurttber of Preliminary and ASME Section Ill Hydrostatic Tests 

Steam Primary Results 
Generator Side 

ts2-E0-89 1 

1 

ptance Crit-Oria criteria 
mMet 

ce GriteFia criteria 
mMet 

e gGetected in tube-to
tubesheet weld 

Divider QPlate ~Id 
sSe aration identified 

Final -Acceptance fGriteria 
mMet 

Divider QP-late ~Id 
sSe aratlon identified 

.Final -Acceptance.fGriteria 
mMet 

ion - The design specification established similar 
the pre-service eddy current examination ofUnit 2 and Unit 3 

earn generators. The team-noted that the eddy current 
of Unit 2 and Unit 3 steam generators wer~ performed with similar 

eddy nt teehniques, including e5seritial variables. However. the 

•-· - - -{ Formatted: Space After: o pt 

.. ·· - - -{ Formatted: Space After: 0 pt 

.., c - - -( Fonnatt.ed: Space After: Q pt 

.. - - - -{ Fonriatll!d; Space After: o pt 

circumstances in wl:lich the examinations were performed varied.for each Unit. 
For Unit 2, thepre-selVice examination was performed after the steam 
generators were delivered at the SONGS jobsite. The steam generators were 
examined on the shipping saddles, where the position of the tube bundle was at 
45 degrees from the gravity neutral position. This position y.1as dictated by the 
location of the steam generator lifting trunnions which >Nere installed on the upper 
shell _at 45 degree orientation from the steam generator centef(ine. For Unit 3, 
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the pre-service eddy current examination was performed at the Mitsubishi Kobe 
facility while the steam ·generators were still on the fabrication rollers and in the 
gravity neutral position (i.e. div.ider plate,oriented horizontally). The decision to 
perform the Unit 3 pre--seivice examination at the MitsubishJfacility was dictated 
by delivery schedule considerations resulting from the divider plate weld repairs. 

• Flow Limiter for Primary Inlet Nozzles - The repla~ment st_ea:m generators were 
designed with !! flow limiter located in the primary i tzle (see figure below) 
in order to make the reactor coolant sys~em flo o the flow rate. of the 
original, steam generator. at the time of replace out exceeding the 
maximum allowable reactor coolant system fl e licensee's evaluation 
for the engineering design package determ· gh the original steam 
generators had a number of plugged tu t system flow rate 
of the origin;il steam generators wa:s nt. Because the 
replacement steam generators .ha 'nal steam 
generators, and because the re · ed tubes with 
LI-bends a_nd no "square bend . . ssure drop 
of the replacernelit steam generat ged tubes would much less 
than the original steam generators, w have resulted in the rea.ctor 
coolant system flowra · eding thP. 

was :gned. to ensure the total "best estimate" reactor coolant 
erepla · entsteam-gerierators installed-Would not exceed 
the Unit 2 and Uliit 3 original deSign volumetric flow rate of 
per minute at a reactor toolant system cold leg temperature· of 

. This target flow ,rate was approximately the. flow rate'at which 
. earn generators were operating atthe time of replacement. The 

flow h r design was slightly different for each Unit;. For Unit 2 replaeement 
steam generatol'S, the flow limiter diameter to nozzle inner diameter ratio was 
0.94 while the ratio for Unit 3 steam generators was 0.915. The flow limiter· 
dimensions resulted ti:om a scaled model test performed by Mitsubishi and it was 
designed to be machined as·part'ofthe nozzle base metal. 

• Pitch Distance of Tube Support Plate Drilled Holes ih Unit 2 Steam Generator 
2E0-89 - During fabriqation ;of ttie 11,lbe .support plates for Unit 2 steam g~nerator 
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iEo-89, quality control inspections identified unacceptable measurements of the 
pitch distance between drilled holes. Mitsubishi fabrication procedures required 
verification of the total center-tcrcenter distance between ten in line drilled• holes 
at certain sample points of the tube support plate. The dimensional verification 
checks identified a total of 200 measurement.s in tube support plate number 3 
and 10 measurements in tube support plate number 6 that did not meet the 
dimensional acceptance. criteria established in the fabrication procedures. 
Mitsubishi evaluated this non-conformance condition accepted the condition 
"as-is" with the licensee's approval. The technical · tion for accepting the 
condition addressed four elements: (a) the imp condition on the ability 
to insert the tubes through the affected areas · support plates, (b) 
resulting stress on the tubes after insertion. the condition on the 
tube to anti-vibration gap size, and (d) p i occ f tube scratch during 
inspection. Similar unacceptable m ents were n tified in Unit 2 
replacement steam generator ~EO nit 3 replacemen generators 
~E0-89 and ~E0-88. 

nit 2 Steam Generator 2E0-89 - During 
replacemen team generator ~E0-89, quality .control 
d unacceptable gaps between tubes and the anti-vibration 

columns. The affected area was identified as welding 
pa se for the anti-vibration bar spacing issue was due to 
eldin of zone-4 while the steam generator was oriented 
this welding zone oriented to the bottom of the bundle. In this 
tube bundle experienced sagging at the time of welding due to 
pletion <?f welding zone 4, the stt=am generator assembly was 

grees for additional assembly steps, but the sagging in the 
oppo ction caused enlargement of the gaps in. welding zone 4 and this 
enlargement remained approximately the same for ail subsequent rotations. 
When zone-4 was rotated 180-degrees after welding, deflection or sagging of the 
tube retaining bars due to gravity slightly pulled the anti-vibration bars, increasing 
the gap between the tube and the anti-vibration bars in this zone. 

With the licensee's approval, Mitsubishi implemented various corrective actions 
to address the condition in the pending Unit 2 replacementsteam generator 
,£E0-88 and subsequently in Urit 3 steam generators whic;h includec:t: (a) use of 
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smaller space·r blocks between tubes for the installation of anti-vibration bars, (b) 
re-define the welding zones to limit welding in the horizontal position, and (c) 
reduce rotations during welding of the other bundle zones. Mitsubishi performed 
rework activities in Unit 2 steam generator ~E0-89 to restore anti-vibration bar 
spacing to design specifications. These activities resulted in better gap 
distribution. All the tube-to-anti-vibration bar gaps exceeding the initial 
dimensional criteria were further evaluated and accepted in accordance with 
Mitsubishi's gap size evaluation procedure. 

• Rota ions of Steam Generator Assembl for An · 
Welding - The team noted that welding of an · 
rotating the steam generators several tim 
generated to address the anti-vibratio 
generator 2,E0-89, the installation pr 
rotations for anti-vibration bar insta 
procedure revision resulted in 
steam generator. Steam gener 
and Unit 3 E0-88 received 11.25, , 
installation of the anti-vibration bars s 

rols Anti-Vibration Bar Structure -According to Mitsubishi's 
taking place at the time of this inspection, the controls of critical 

cting the cle~rances between the tube and the anti-vibration bars 
improved throughout the fabrication of the Unit 2 and Unit 3 
. rs. This improvement on dimensional controls was a 

co ion for the determination of the failure mechanism leading to tube~to-
tube wear in Unit 3. ' 

The first dimensional.control under considerat.ion was the improvement of tube 
roundness in the section of the tubes that was bent to form the U-bend shape. 
During fabrication of Unit 2 steam generator E0-89, the supplier of tubular 
product for Mitsubishi (i.e. Sumitomo), experienced quality issues to meet the G
values established in the design specifications, resulting in a high riLimber of tube 
rejections. The Gcvalue was a measure of departure from rounc!ness, or 
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"ovality," after the tubes were bent and it was controlled in order to contr9I the 
gap between tubes and anti-vibration bars (see figure below). The G-values 
were measured .at different locations along the U-bend section of the tubes for a 
,selected number of tubes per row, as established in ~itsubishi's procedure. The 
acceptance criteria for G-value varied depending on the row where the tubes 
were installed. The acceptance criteria also remained the same throughout·the 
fabrication of Unit 2 and Unit 3 replacement steam generators. 

A 

A 

Ci C2 C3. 
eolu~m 

Section. A-A 
;ng - FofWtration Purposes Only) 

cmnel anctdocumentation reviews, the 
measure$ to improve the quality of the 

deviation of G-values and a 
tubing "ovality." Based on the statistical 

ata coll ring fabrication of the Unit 2 and Unit3 · 
ubishi observed that the dispersion of G-Values gradually 

·¢atioh of the first steall) generator. 

al con I under consideration was the variability of anti-
. ns. Mitsubishi's fabrication procedure~ .required inspection 
· of the anti-vibration bars to eontrol the gap 'between the 

and the tubes. These dimensions were: thickness in the 
• twisting and flat11ess of the,straight sections after bending, and 

thicl<nes e anti-vibration bar tip. (i.e. nose) after bending. Among these 
dimension • the twisting and flatness of the straight sections after bending w&re 
verified using a "Go or No-Go" approi;ich b<jsed on the aC9eptance criteria in 
Mitsubishi's procedures and no, specific measurements wete required to be 
maintained by procedure. Additionally, the acceptance criteria for anti~vibratJon 
bar dimensions remained the s_ame throughout tne fabrication of Unit2 and Uni.t 

. 3 replaceinent steam genetators. !Jhe insoectors reviewed Mits1:1lilisl=ti 00Ad1:1oted 
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a preliminary statistical analysis performed by Mitsubishi of the available 
dimensional data for anti-vibration bars and determined that there were not 
drastic differences in the statistical distribution of these dimensions in Unit 2 and 
Unit 3 steam generators that would point to a definite cause. However, 
Mitsybishi would continue studving tpe contribution of U:1e eentFibutieRaf the 
dimensional variability of anti-vibration bars to the cause of the-4lmensioRa to the 
Mle-to tube-to-tube wear issue was still under consideration at the tiFRe ef this 
inspection~ .. ~ ____ .... _ . __ . _ _ ......... _ . . . . .. ____ .. ____________ _ 

uation effort taking place at the time of this 
i perfo preliminary statistical analysis of the tuoo.;to-
data obtained during fabrication of Unit 2 and Unit 3 steam 
showed that Unit 3 steam generators had a lower rate of 

d to be unacceptable by initial measurememts, but were 
th further analysis. Mitsubishi had not drawn any final 
is area and the variability of anti-vibration bar 91i!PS still was 
e time of this inspection. 

Packa e 10 CFR 50.59: The team determined that the 
uation for changes in the UFSAR's design methodologies for the 

replaceme steam generators was consistent with SONGS procedures for the 
implementation of 10.CFR.50.59 requirements. The licensee's evaluation contained 
in Engineering Change Packages 800071702 and 800071703 for the Unit 2 and Unit 
3 replacement steam generators, respectively, determined that the replacement of 
the original steam generators did not affect the current licensing basis to the extent 
of n~eding prior approval from the NRC as required by 10 CFR 50.59. The licensee 
considered that the replacement of the original steam generators with the new 
design was an "in-kil'.ld" replacement in terms of the overall fit, form, and function with 
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no, or minimal, permanent plant modifications to· the plant structures, ,systems, and 
components. lri order to ensure thatthe replacement of the original steam . 
generators could be accomplished in accordance with the 10 CFR 50.59 rule, the 
licensee establishl3d the following design limitations in the design specificatiom of the 
replacement steam generators: 

• The thermal capacity of each .steam generator had to be the same as the. original 
steam generators. · 

• The design temperature and pressure of the .stea · 
secondary sides had to the same as the origi 

• The steam pressure at the beginning-of-life 
be greater than the design steam pressu 

• The "best estimate" reactor coolant tota 
of tile original design voluinetnc flow 
order to minimize the potential for 

• The tube plugging margin had t · 
rating througtioutthe service life. 

• The upper shE!ll diameter had to be. 
the original steam gene tor shell dia 

, The lower shell diarn be increa 
• The overail vessel hei 

generator$. 
• The primary side volume 

generator · to.main 
accep 

thermal 

125-cubic feet per steam 
inment flood level within t~e 

• T weight increase at O percent and. 
'o 4 pereent,. in order to avoii:I a negative 
·dacy .hecrt removal evenranalyses. · 

1 
effe 

• The tot .d to be limited to 4 percent, ih orcler to 

ing e ation ass.ociated with}he engineering change package 
nit3 replacement steam.generators, the licensee"determined that 

did not adversely affect a design" function, or the method· of 
oiling a design function .describe<:! in the UFSAR. The licensee 
at the steam generator replacement activity did not change a 

proced manner that adversely affectoo hQW an UFSAR design fl)nction is 
performe controlloo. Addition.ally, the licensee (letermined.thatthe'steam 
generator replacement adivify 'did not irwolve a 'test or experiment not described in 
the UFSAR. The licensee evaluated the folli:>wir\g l,JFSAR design functions in the · 
50.59 screening: 

• Steam Generator Design Functions 
• . Reactor Coolant System Stri.Jctural Integrity 
• Emergency Core Cooling System Performance. 
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• Non-Loss of Coolant Accident Transients 
• Containment Pressure-Temperature Analysis 
• Low Temperature Overpressure Protection 
• Reactor Protection System,.Engineered Safety Features Actuation System, Core 

Operating Limit Supervisory System, and Core Protection Calculations 
• Nuclear Steam Supply System Performance 
• Non-Safety Rel;;ited Control Systems Performance 

However, the 50.59 screening evaluation identified t 
described in the UFSAR that were affected by the 
replacement and required further evaluation ag · 
The affected methodologies are described bel 

thods of analysis 
steam generator 
ria in 10.CFR_50.59. 

ter als - The original analysis of SONGS 
als with the original steam generators was 
"bed in Combustion Engineering Topical 

, ust sis of.Fuel Assemblies for Combined 
f Coolant Accident" Subsequent .to the submittal of this 

ngineering revised the methodology by modifying modeling 
odes, testing methods. and acceptance criteria in 

an nsing requirements. Consequently, the original report 
to the NRC as CEl\IPD-176-P. Revision 1-P. AL1gust 1981. This 
roved by the NRC in a Letter from H. Bernard to A. Scherer, 
Referring of Licensing Topical Report CENPD~ 178," ·dated 

. The licensee used this revised m~hodology for the replacement 
ators and considered it as a methodology approved by the NRC for 

ed application. 

~ Tube Wall Thinning Analysis - )"he original l?leamgeherator analysis used 
CEFLASH computer program for mmain steam line break mass-energy 
blowdown analysis, whereas the replacement steam generator analysis used 
manual calculations to represent the main steam line break blowdo~ loads by 
applying the maximum possi~le tube differential pressure, which bounded the 
pressure calculated by CEFLASH. 
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For Loss of Coolant Accident analysis, the original steam generator used 
STRUDL computer program to calculate displace.menthistories and then ANSYS 
to calculate tube stresses. The tube stresses for the replacement steam 
generators were determined using ANSYS computer program based on the 
blowdown forces. For the original steam generators the combination of loads 
analyzed was Primary Loop Pipe Break plus Design Basis Earthquake {PLPB + 
DBE) and Main Steam Line Break plus Design Basis hquake {MSLB + DBE). 
For the replacement steam generators. the Loos t Accident, Design 
Basis Earthquake, and the Main Steam Line Br s were combined as one 
limiting event, which SONGS considered to n~ervative method of 
evaluation relative to the original steam ge li.censee determined 
that the results of the tube wall thinning ment steam 
generators were conservative or esse thodology used 
did not represent a departure from d in the 
UFSAR. 

l 
I ,, 
" It , ,, " qi 
' ,, II ,,, 
I 

' I 

I 
I 

I 

,,,, 
1111 
IJ/1; 

1111 1 
_l!u11 
ttou, 

. ith regard the major design .changes between the. original and rel?lacemeot steam ._j,(i;',' 
generators. the UFSAR did not specitv how the original steam generators .relied on_ ,' :,'/, 
special design features such as the .stay cylinder. tubesheet tube support plates. or ../;' 1 , 

the shape Qfthe tubes ,to ~rform the intended safety functions. The description of '/,~' 
. the original steam generators was focused on the overall thermal performance __ = =.',:', ', 
characteristi<?> and the applic~le .codes and standards used for fabrication. Jhe ~ _ _:,~ '~ 
lJ,FSAR provided a tirtef descnption of the egg~ratsi tu!:?§ sypporj plate ..Q.esigo twd _ f' 
jts fyncti.on to prevent concentration of impurities in the tube-to-tube supgort plate • ·- ~ ~ ~ 
gap. which could lead to tube degradation. The UFSAR also described degradation 

I 

' I . 
I . 

I 

issues of ttie egg-crate tube support plate design as a result of flow-accelerated ,' , 
corrosion and the corrective actions taken to mitigate this degradation mechanism. ,~', . 
.However. the U.FSAR_ did not describe the egq;crate tube support plate as .a design .l.~: _ 
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5.0 

5.1 

a. 

b. 

feati.lre reliEld upon to avoid thermo-hydraulic conditions that could cause flow 
elastic instabilitv. 

Therefore, based on the UFSAR description of the original steam generators with 
respect to their functions and design methodologies. the inspectors did not identify 
any immediate concerns associated with the replacement of the original steam 
generators without requesting a license amendmen1 to the NRC. [ __ .. __ . -:-: _ .. _ .. - - comment [J38J: Added addttionaltext to 

.. -· •· · elaborate on the 50.59 review, which Is a hi~ 

[NRC inspectors f~'{i~'I!~ f!l!.OJ~rQI:!~ <;!q_c.!J~~rit~ _fro_ 
(including sub-contractors, such as Sumitomo) ~urin 
steam generators. The NRC inspectors revie 

GS and Mitsubishi _ -
---m~~t!f§~Qd&I~tP!>fl{ :~· 

ubishi's quality ·~,, 
ntrol of 1

\ ' 

document \ \ 

visible ~sue. · 

• Comment [J39}: Semence beginning with an 
ecronlll'll. "The NRC inspectors• or "The team" 
or "The inspectors' Should we p!Qk one and 
U$& I! in the entire raporl? 

Comment [J40]1 TI!JS lmplie9 that we assurance prqgram, procedu.res and imple 
purchased material, equipment, and servi 
control; and corrective action and non 
inspectors reviewed a sample of Mitsu 
survey, all SONGS condition action requ 
orders, and supplier deviation requests ass 

eNRC . \ \ 
relliewed the documents du!fng the actual 
fabrication of Ille SGs. 

' 

the steam generators. The N tors con 
and Mitsubishi's quality assur regar 
appropriately controlled and im 

mentatlon of their quality assurance 
quirements of Appendix B, "Quality 

and Fuel Reprocessing Plants," to Title 1 O 
lations ( R) Part 50, "Domestic Licensing of Production 

cilitl e inspei;:tors (eviewed SONGS implementing procedures, 

., 
\ 
I 
I 

' 

Comment [341): We may have used the 
tenns •manufacturil!g• and "fabrication· 
lntelci'!angeebly.in the repoit. If a remember. 
correctly, the term •manuracture" rerers to 1he 
produdlon of ll!lllerlala ror l!te SGs (e.g. the 
tubes ere manufactured} wlllle 'fabrlcatlon" 
refers to the assemb!V of SG partllcomponents 

', (e.g. tu_be insertion, welding and expansiOn) 

comment [J4l]: Both Unit 3 RSGs? Both 
Unit Z RSGs? Or Both Uni!s? 

anu ndor audits, procurement specifications. various corrective 
umerous other dcx;ument~. _a~ ~11.~~ Jl'\te.ryte~~ ?.rn.1m_b~r gf _ .. _ _ __ - 1 comment {l43J: This sietement ts kind of 
ol a nCM"ngineertng personnel to determine the appropriateness of vague. we should spilclfy. 

:!Mfatt*-Bctivities affecting quality conducted during fabrication, 
of the replacement ste~m generators. 

1) Policies and Procedures for Suoolier Selection and Control 

The NRC inspectors reviewed Quality Assurance Manual, Section 17.2.7, "Control of 
Purchased Material and Services,", which defines the process used to ensure that 
purchased materi~I. source material, and subcontracted services conform to 
applicable codes and standards. Section 17.2~ 7.2 of the quality assurance manual 
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provided measures for the approval and control of suppliers and describes the 
methods that SONGS uses to conduct technical and quality assurance evaluations of 
potential suppliers. Specifically, SONGS evaluated an audit performed by Dominion 
(DA 2002-92, "Dominion Audit of Mitsubishi Heavy Industries"). The evaluation WiiS 
performed and documented in accordance with SONGS policies and implementing 
proCedures that govern the control of purchased material, equipment, and sel\lices. 
Th~ [results Evaluatior Mf·!.l:.OJ:~i ~i;v_aLu_a~Qll i;il}d_f3.~Vj~~ gt Qq11tr:.aft_Of, _Qo_n~!:_ll!a_n!, __ - - -{ COntnient [l44J: Not a clear statement ] 
Utility or Licensee Audit Report", stated that Mitsubishi · nditionally 9ualified for ;-· ------------...,, 
th~ fabrication and design ofthe re. place. mentste. am g ors. !SONG& g~cld_e,9 Jq. ~- _ - -f Cominent [l45J: Beglnnill1j a sentence With 
perform an auditwhen a sufficient quantity of work performed to · [.._an_. _acro_nym'--. ---------.J 
demonstrate implementation of .Mitsubishi's quali e program. Southern 
California Edison's oversight of Mitsubishi als · 1cati9n of Mitsubishi's 
activities during fabrication, inspections, tes · he procured item. 
After approximately 14 months from Jhe i · moved.the 
eonditionalqt.ialification based on resul 1-10SV-05 
and MHl-3SV-06 and implementaiio e actions. 
far(o! th_e:_§.Q~G$ _oy~r§!9.!1t12l~I! Q _ · ! §9.N9_S~ _ -·~ - - Comment [J46J: Should we b111a11 thlsJono 
QA/QC personnel (residents) at the . The_Resident sight Plan, ~p_ara_g~ra~p_llh_er_e_? _______ __, 

.SGR-A10183 described the roles and re s ofthe resident management,. 
engjneering and qualify o · t implemen strat.egy foithe replaeement steam 
generators. This oxersig created t ide reasonable a~urance tha( 
the design, licensing, fabric · nee of the SONGS 
replaceme.nt stean:i generat ance With specified 
Southern Califo · dison, in de requirements. The· NRC 
inspectors n er th~ r. Mitsubishi, ~ourqe 
Verificatio d by SON(3S decre~se<:t. After the NRC 
inspect with the SONGS personnel resJ)onsible for 
oversi that the resident provided adequate 
oversight r Oversight Divislcin Project Oversight 

· erly R GS that demonstrated no decrease in 
Mitsubishi. e responsibilities were shifted to the resident 

e review of the doc~mentation generated by the resident the 
t the resident was perf~rming these-activitie5 on' behalf of 

-reviewed Purchase-Order 6C294014:from Edison Material 
. eel September 28, 2004, for thE} design, fabrication, and delivery of 

four repl nt steam generators 'for SONGS Units 2 and 3. The procurement 
order state thafall related wor~·was to be performed. in accordance with 
Specification 8023-617-01, "Specifi~fons for Design ahd Fabrication of RSG for 
·Units 2 and Unit. 3_." Specification SQ23~17-01 identified the codes, standards, 
regulations and other documents applicable to the ~esign, fabrication, and delivery. of 
the replacement steam generators. For example Specification SO~l-617-01 invoked 
American Society of Mechani~I Engineers Boiler ;;ind Pressure Vessel Code, 
American National S~ndards, American Sotiety for T1;1stihg and Materials. _ 
~tandards, and Electric Power ~esearch Institute Technical Repo~ ()16743-V2R1, 
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5.2 

"Guidelines for PWR Steam Generator Tubing Specifications and Repair," among 
others. 

3) S uoplier Audit and Surveillance Reports 

The NRC inspectors reviewed a sample of audits and surveillances performed on 
Mitsubishi to verify SONGS's approval process of Mitsubishi and subcontracted 
services. The NRC inspectors noted that the audits an ual assessments 
reviewed were adequately documented and provide ce of Mitsubishi's 
compliance with quality assurance requirements. inspectors also verified 
that audit reportsP>ntained supporte~_tb~ ~n~ . _by _S_QN_q~·- __ .. _ ... ___ - -I Comrnent[l47}: TWllverbs 

a. Inspection Scope 

b. 

a nee 

s revi . ed Mitsubishi Quality Assurance Manual, Section 4, 
It of the which defines the process used to ensure that 

source material,· and subcontracted services conform to the 
ents of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers Code and 

urement documents. Section 4.4 of the Quality Assurance Manual 
res for the approval and control of suppliers and described the 

process th Mitsubishi used to conduct surveys or audits; as required. Additionally, 
Section 4.4 provided guidance for the preparation of purchase specifications and 
subeontract specifications. inC!uding the imposition of regulatory requirements for the 
American So~iety of Mechanical Engineers Code, Section Ill products: 

The NRC inspectors reviewed Procedure BUH94-06, ·vendor Evaluation 
Procedure," which provided guidance on the ·evaluation of the quality control 
capability of suppliers by performing surveys, audits and performance evaluations of 
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the supplier quality assurance program. ProcedureBUH94-06 provided a detailed 
description of the.entire process to be followed.by audito~ before; during and after a 
survey/a1,1dit was performed. / 

·.No jssues were idedtifie,d. 

2) Supplier Audit and Surveillance Reports 

The NRC inspectors reviewed a.s~mple ofexternal au 
Mitsubishi's 1;1pproval process of Sumitomo Metal I . 
Works and· Sumitomo Metal Industries. Limited. Ir 
Steel Worl<s. The: NRC insi>eciors. rioted that t 
reviewed were adequately documented and · 
compliance with aA requirements. The 
checklists were prepared and complet · 
objective evidence to.support the co 

surveys to verify 
, Limited. Steel Tube 

Company Wakayama 
nnual assessments 

of each company's 
that audit 
ufficient 

·a1 Audit UH0"07N004, on Sumitomo,, in 
ed on Sumitomo Corrective Action Plan 
. i 

0

f9Un~ tWo findirlgS· and made Qrl0 
rrective action froni Sumitomo. The 

was not able to perform adequate activities 
at transfer tu in accordance with Sumitomo's shopm~nual, 

· ienci~s identified during the auditwere a result ofSumitomo.'s· 
op manu.al requirements .. Because the two findings were 

Wo er problem Mitsubishi did not allow Sumitomo to start: 
ities u I adequate' irtij:>l~!l'lentation of corrective actions were 
·is/ii. On)un.e 21, 2007, Mitsubishi verified Sumitomo · 
e corrective actio!'ls. During thi!? visit at Sumitomo. Mitsubishi 

. ns irwolvihg.straight tube fabrication: prior to ti.lb~ bending ' 
eiformed in accordance with SurpitOm6's shop manual. Mitsubishi 

same type of. corrective ~Ctions taken.by .Sumitomo for straight tube 
fabrica\iori perations applied to tube pending operations.. During the review of the. 
implementation of the ·corrective actions. M.itsubishi coulc:I not verify acceptability of 
SumitomQ tube .fabrication op~rations for the tub~ bending process. Mitsubishi · 
allowed Sumitomo to restart operation only fofthe straight tube fabrication. On July 
13, 2007. Mitsubishi subsequently confirmed tt:ie adequacy of Sumitomo. corrective 
actions on 'tube bending processes. Mitsubishi verified that the operations after 
bendjng followedthe requi(E:!ment.of•the.Sumitomo'..!?l)Op manucil:. On July 17, 2007'.., 
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a:o 

a. 

Mitsubishi lifted the restrictions itnposed qn Sumitomo and they were allowed to 
restart operations. 

No issues were identified. 

3) Maintenance .of the Approved Supplier list 

4) 

The NRC inspectors reviewed Mitsubishi Quality Assura 
"Procurement Control,~ which defines the c.ontrofs for 
and update of Qualified Vendor List UES~20100006 
Nuclear Plant Quality Assurance Section had the 
approving, and distributing the qualified vendor 
addition, a review ~Y ~he. qualiw assun:ince 
document approval. Mitsubishi was info · 
assurance manuals through procurem 
their certificate of qualification as an 
their quality assurance program, the 
Prior to issuing a Quality Assurance 
required to send a ccipy to Mitsubishi for 
updated the qualified ve ' with the la 

lity assurance program requirements for 
steam generator project were consistent 
pendix B. The NRC lnspectora also 

- .......... .... 

lity assurance program requirements were 
ocedures to support the replacement steam 

Information Charter Item 6 Mitsubish' 

The te urement documentation, Mitsubishi diesign documentation. and 
the.10 C iewpackage.to assess SONGS' and Mitsubishi's consideration 

·and imptem n (as appropriate) of operating experience as part of the steam 
generator r ment project, and in the steam generator tube inspections conducted 
during the current outages fClr SONGS Units 2 and 3. The team inte..Viewed various 
personnel with respect to operating experience considerations relating to major design 
changes incorporated into the replaeement steam generators. The team reviewed 

eomment: (l48J: ~ s.1 ao!!S not tiave a 
toncluslo.n seciiO(I. Sliould we be coil~lent? 

operating experience in NRG generic.communications and worldwide plant operating r-:----·---...,-~--.,..-----. 
expe. . rience t_hat might potentially be relevant to conditions !now being observed ~t- _____ .- _ - ·[ Comment £J49J: should 'chanoeti to past' 
SONGS and that might not be addressed in the latest revisions of industry guidelines , .. tense. · . .. _ . . 
that are reflected iri the steam .generator inspection and operation procedures. . . 
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b. Observations and Findings 

No findings were identified. 

The original steam genera~ors installed throughout the domestic fleet of pressurized . 
water reactors, including SONGS, experienced widespread corrosion of the tubes and 
tube support plates, stress corrosion cracking of the tubes, wear at tube supports. 
These problems led to the replacement qf nearly all of the steam generators. In 
most cases well within their design lifetime. For SONG gn of the replacement 
steam generators includeci a number qf design cha life limiting problems 
with the original steam generators, based in part o of SONGS.spedfic 
and industry~wide operating experience. This i corrosion resistant 
materials for the tubing and tube support plat nd stress 
corrosion cracking issues experienced in t "fication 
required that the ·stay cylinder feature o inated to 
maximize .the number of tubes that cou 
generators and to mitigate' past problems 
relatively cool water and high flow velocities 1 

Mitsubishi employed a b.roac . tube SU 

supports in the original desig · n to prov 
support plate gaps and easie broach 
intended to address past pro 
contact and faster etween tli 
l:ieposit buildu · n. · Mit 
part of the tub of th 
generators ence t 
and were 

1s mentation for the a.nti-vibration bars 
considered in the .u-bend regiori as the most important 

tion bar <;fesign. Mitsubi~hi reviewed operating exp~rience 
regiori of replacement steam generator$ and trended the 

fun steam generator manufacturer. tube packing 
h, sq re.vers.us trtangµ!ar arrays), and steam generator size. 

ators are relatively large, and Mitsubishi acknowledged that 
king geometry could affect wear experience. Mitsubishi stated 
ent steam generatods designed to minimize these concerns 
points with shorter spans in the u-bend region along witt:i 

effe'ctive zer between the tubes and anti-vibration Qars during steam generator 
operation. Mit ubishi manufacturing was designed on achieving very small uniform gaps 
between the tubes and anti-vibration bars durin~ assembly. 

Engineering Change Package NECP 800071703 for the replacement steam generators 
evaluated industry operating experience as it related to the manufacture and operation 
of ~he replacement steam generators. Several of these experiences related to 
fabrication Issues, lack of weld quality, material defects, loose parts, lack of cleanliness. 
and failure to fully expand.tubes in the tubesheet. The licensee foL,Jnd most of these 
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issues to be applicable to the replacement steam generators at SONGS, but that these 
kinds of issues would be adequately addressed by the supplier's (typically Mitsubishi) 
augmented quality assurance procedures and continuous quality oversight by the 
licensee. The licensee also citeci augmented receipt inspections, in-process 
verifications, foreign material exclusion and control, and cleanliness inspections on the 
part of the supplier or the licensee. as applicable, as addressing these issues. 

The licensee addressed industry operating experiences re 
cracking of steam generator tubing by noting that the All 
in the replacement steam generators were expected to 
stress corrosion cracking than the tubing alloys used · 

to stress corrosion 
ermally treated tubing 
ntial more resistant to 
del steam generators. 
erienced tie rod and The licensee also addressed experience at a 

consequential tube bow as a result of differen etween the tubes 
. The stay 
ent steam 

and shroud and unexpected interference be 
rod (equivalent to tie rods at other unit) a 
generators have been selected to have 
would preclude a similar problem. 

sionwhich 

01 (prepared by AREVA) 
t outages for Units 2 and 3 
generator in-service 

· eluding NRC Information 
arts And Automated Eddy 
ues and data analysis 

. tated that specific training was 
the lessons learned from these experiences 
included in the SONGS site specific 
lso described additional' measures that will 

The review also addressed operating 
be support indications or lack thereof. In 

at indicat ti-vibration bar locations by eddy current will 
ration bar locations specified in the Mitsubi~hi design 

ad ssessment (;1-9176667-001 also addressed numerous 
ports involving loose parts and foreign objects in steam 
veral instances involving resultant damage to steam generator 
eluded NRC Information Notices 2004-10, Loose Parts in Steam 

, Tube Leakage Due to a Fabrication Flaw in a Replacement 
Stearn Gen and 2004-17, Loose Part Detection and Computerized Eddy Current 
Analysis in Ste m Generators." Some of these reports dealt with eddy current probes. 
or pieces of probes, which were left behind as loose parts on the primary side. Most of 
the operating experience reports related to loose parts and foreign objects on the steam 
generator secondary side .. In response. SONGS approach for addressing this issue was 
through procedure changes for through secondary side visual inspections including the 
open tube lane, the entire peripheral annulus, and appropriate visual examination follow
up on eddy current indications of possible loose parts. Such an inspection was 
performed, as scheduled. during the current refueling outage for SONGS l)nit 2. Such 
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an inspection for loose parts was not performed during the current unscheduled outage 
at Unit 3, but such an inspection will be performed at the first scheduled inspection which 
will be during the next refueling outage. The team noted that possible loose parts 
indications were not found during the 100% eddy current test inspection of the Unit 3 
steam generators during the current outage. The team also noted that secondary side 
visual inspections were performed in the upper bundle area of the Unit 3 steam 
generators to evaluate the tube-to-retainer bar intersections and in a limited area above 
the 7th tube support plate. 

The NRC staff issued many generic communications re 
integrity issues since the 1~80s. The team reviewed 
that many of these relate to the potential for·stres 
the staff finds is not expected to be a concern fa 
in the SONGS replacement steam generate 
resistance to stress corrosion cracking. 
encountered with eddy current flaw 
loose parts/foreign objects, and monito 
review indicates that lessons learned from 
documents have generally been incorporate 
to steam generator inspectio itoring of 
guidelines documents prepar lectrical 
have been incorporated i~to th · pectio 

steam generator tu~ 
ments and determined 
king of the tubes which 

Alloy 690 material 
hanced 

!ems 
detection of 
The team's 

into one of the above 
• One of these was NRC 

perational eakage event at another plan.t 
during transport to the steam generator 

generator change package that that this 
ting the use of screws and nails as 
nsee also addressed NRC Information 

De osits am Generator+itle,~ concerning fatigue of a 
unit as a result of deposit build up and laek of support for the 

ange Package NECP 800071703 specified that this 
the replacement steam generators by virtue of anti-

xten to the low row u-bends. Steam Gef'\erator Oegradation 
7-001 documented that this ·type of problem reflected an 
sit accumulation that was not anticipated for the foreseeable 
lacement steam g_enerators. 

The team discussions with NRC regional management resulted in expansion of the 
replacement steam generators receipt inspection scope to incl.ude the entire transport 
sequence from Mitsubishi to final installation in the respective Unit. 

c. flnspectjon §cop~_ - - - .... - .. .. .. .. ... . .. ... . .. - u .... - - ...... - .. ·- ............ n - ..... - u • • • ~ - - ·{ comment [lSOJ~ Wfollg numb,eMg. 

The inspectors interviewed licensee personnel i.nvolved with the packing, shipping, 
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handling, and receipt inspection of the replacement steam generators. In addition, the 
team reviewed SCE receipt acceptance criteria to assess if critical attributes were 
appropriately specified and if the licensee had the ability to assess acceptability of 
meeting those acceptance criteria. The inspectors reviewed evaluations associated with 
_supplier deviation reports, nuclear notifications and changes to handling specifications. 
With respect to replacement steam generators the inspectors focused on differences in 
SONGS shipping, handling, and receipt acceptance between the Unit 2 and 3 steam 
generators from the manufacturing site in Japan to final i · n on site. 

d. Observations and Findings 

No findings were identified. 

The team identified three unresolved items fo 
determine if !Jerformance deficiencies exis 
requirements. 

ations associated with the shipping and 
steam generators. Based on the 

steam generators procurement and 
and maintenance of nitrogen 

lacem earn generators after their acceptance at the 
Deviation Request SOR 10041870-09091 dated December 
est "not to control the positive pressure, the dew point of 

tent on the primary and secondary side of the Unit 3 
ors to accelerate delivery schedule.'' 

617~01, "Design and Fabrication of Replacement Steam 
s 2 and 3, • Revision 4, Section 3.16.3, specifies the supplier shall 

r monitoring and maintaining nitrogen atmosphere inside the steam 
generato their shipping from Mitsubishi to the California port discharge 
point. The nspectors noted that Unit 3 steam generator$ did not require, monitoring 
or control of dew polnt, oxygen concentration, inside nitroge11 pressure. The 
inspectors could not identify if this was properly evaluated. (Reference· Section 5 of 
shipping and handling procedure S023-617-1-M1350) 

Jrhis ~~SJ,J~ ls_ig~~t~~~g ~!:i. ll!3! Q~Q.O_Q;3~/?Q1.2.99?.-?9<, :~~iP.PJt}g_ r~1,1i~e!l!E!.O~~ Qq,tJQ .. ~ - ~ - Commet_\t [JS1.]: Forconsistencywitll IMC
accordance to industry standards." 0012, we should describewhatlnfcnnation is 

nwded to dose the URI. 
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(2) Introduction: The team identified an unresolved item associated with the shipping 
and handling specifications requiring methods of tube bundle support. The team 
could not determine if this requirement to provide a tube bundle support method was 
adequately eva!uated by SCE. 

Description: Based on the informatio11 gathered by t~e inspectors on shipping ~nd 
~andling specifications associated with the 1.Jnit 2 and 3 cement steam 
generators, the team determined that Mitsubishi. or SC not have adequately 
considered the potential impact of not providing m tube bundle supports a~ 
required in $023-617-01, "Design and Fabricatio cement Steam 
Generators for Units 2 and 3. • In response to · ns regarding tub~ 
bundle support methods the team was provi procedure L5-
04GA069, "Sagging Measurement Proce ver the team n.oted 
the procedure i$ considered a non-qua · d for reference 
only. 

trhiS. J~t,t~ Js idef!ti.~~q ?~ ~~.! 9~Q0.9~ _ 
acc.ordance to design and fabrication spe 

(3) Introduction: l:he team id. 
forces·9f Unit 3 replacemen 
the cargo ship in Los Ange 

nter 

eroriieter data reports for both · 
lsp reviewed stiipping .and handling records. 

nies and ships w¢re used {U4: Happy. 

e from t.he sli1p Unit 3 replac~ment stean\gen~rator;2EO;:S8 
rieous signals on the three attached acCE?ler9rTieters · 

ty steam g1merator to r~rd.i;imultaneous SiQnati:i on the 
c eters 
nerators received significantly more accelerometers .l)its 
~2 . . 

ent steam generator ~E0:.88 accelerometers indicated up to a ~ .23 g 
spike witfi 1niultaneous reeording on all'three of the attached accelerometers. 
Mitsubishi provided an evaluation ofthe forces which showed loads were within 
allowable stress limits but exceeded stress for ah operating basis earthquake. The 
team was not able to determine if. this was properly considered in 'the licensee's 
cause evaluatiqn. · 

-Additional revieYf by the NRC is required.~o fully assess hciw-if.-Jh.e sp*e recorded 
during the simultaneous accelerometers dimensional controls contributed to the 
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tube-to-tube wear in Unit 3 and then determine whether this issue represents a 
performance deficiency or constitutes a violation of NRC requirements. This issue is 
identified as URI 0500036212012007-XX. "Unit 3 steam generator E088 stresses 
related te handlingto handling requires further evaluation: 

8.0 ThermaVHydraulic and Flow Induced Vibration Modeling (Charter Item 8} 

a. Inspection Scope 

b. 

The inspectors conducted and overall review of fV!its 
documents and drawings used in the ~onstructior(. 
The inspectors developed an independent ATH 
operating conditions to assess thermal/hydra 
and assess differences in key parameters 
pbjectl gf)D~ rn_o9~1in_g_ "!~s_ t9 J.!.IJg~r~~!.l 
correlate A THOS modeling results to th 
current inspections. 

~ 
frhe inspectors were not able to erform. an 
sin~ two key outputs of the t hy 
ATHOS model results for fluid ve 
or decreases in 

al/hydraulic design 
E!f'ld_ ~ ~t~~f!l .9~!,l~r.§lt.~f~- _ .. - - i Co~~ [?153]: manufacture. • fabrication or 

ulations for various .... con_-.u_ ..... _,on _________ __, 

generators 
l'ldilions. The 

.. r:s .t<?. .... _ .. _ ~ - - ·I eomment [J54J: 0o we mean "objecuve"? 
eddy 

resolved item for which additional informatiQn is required 
eficiency exists or if the issue constitutes a violation of 

. . inspectors identified an unresolved item associated with the , 
adeql.Ja Mitsubishi's [FT~:! I! th~~~V_hy9r.?!Jliq. ~.d~~ I~ fft-!!t G_Off§i p~e_d!C!~d_, ____ - i Co~ment C~l: 1a ii FtT 91' FTI? check the 
non-conservative low velOcity and low void ftaction results which were used as inputs. ~.·00_u_re_re~port_. ________ __, 

to the vibration code FIVATS. These non-conservative thermal/hydraulic results lead 
Mitsubishi to conclude that margins to instability were Significantly larger than they 
actually were. 
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Description: Replacement Steam Generators were designed and manufactured in 
accordance with SONGS Design Specification 5023-617-1, "Conformed 
Specification for Design and Fabrication of Replacement Steam Generators for Unit 
2 and Unit 3." Revision 4 and ASME Section Ill, "Rules for Construction of Nuclear 
Facility Components''. The replacement ste~ generators .had enhanced materials 
and maintenance features and were considered like-for-like replacement of the. 
original steam generators. 

y a set of seven tube 
rk of tie-rods. The ends 

dil}9. ~n_d_ vy~r~ _fyll, _ . __ -·· Comment[l57]: tube shoe! or lu)le-
ed by a set of 6 · sheel? ... we should pick one. 

nter of the 
ibration bars 

..... 
pne of the major enhancements of the replacement steam generators was the use of 
Alloy-690 tubing·versus Alloy-600 fur corrosion resistance. Alloy-690 has lower heat 
conductMty so, to achieve same power, the heat transfer surface area must be 
increased by at !east 10 percent. This required more tubes to be used in the 
replacement steam generators. The increased number of tubes resulted in a more 
tightly compacted tube bundle and elimination of the stay cylindE?r. The increase in 
the number of tubes leads to increases in primary reactor coolant flow through the 
steam generators. Orifices were installed in the steam generator inlet nozzles to 
ensure maximum allowed rimary system flowrates were not exceeded.L ______ .• __ -· _ -

or incrementation Ul?ed in these. generators was smaller 
am generator designs. The tighter indexing results in 
·n criticai regions of the tube bundle U-bends. In addition,. 

anti-' ration bar support structure. is not connected to the 
r vertical support; instead the anti-vibration bar system structure 
rticaily by resting on the tubes. 

Other oper ional and physical comparisons of the replacement steam generators 
and original steam generators were reviewed by the inspectors and no significant 
differences were noted. 

Thennal/Hydraulic Assessments 
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The replacement steam generators thermE!I hydraulic operation and responses are 
baseq on the steam generator design geometric characteristics and operating 
parameters of the reactQr coolant flow and temperature and the secondary feedwater 
flow and temperature. Calcuiations were performed for o to 100 percent power, 
beginning-of-life and end-of-life conditions considering limiting tube plugging and 
fouling. The important actual operating parameters sel . for use in the model 
were saturation pressure. circulation ratio, steam !lo ·~md shell side 
press\jre drops, water and steam inventories, and g transfer CQi;lfficient. 

ation was tp avoid fluid-elastic instability of 
1lity ratios do m:>t exeeed 1 using e~ggestea 

tht•rASME e S.ection Ill. Division 1, Appendix N-1330, 
of Tubes.an.cl Tube Banks,• and to avoid naturartrequencies 

actor coolant pump dynamic .frequencies. 

induced vibration analysis was performed for seleqt U-bend 
a greatest vibration risk, generally those with longest 

th under most.limiting operating condition (lowest steam pressure, 
end of Ii 1gn conditions). The phenomenon of fluid-elastic instability of tubes is 
char<,1deriz d by cross-l!ow velocity (for out-of-plane mode) and normal.yelocity (for 
in-plane mode) where ttie local velobities exceed a critical velocity value ·(given via 
Conners"Equ(:ition2

). The parameter ofloc;;.11,velocity divided by critical velocity is 

1 Void fractions and density are inversely proportional. . . . . 
. 2 fluidelasticVibration of Heat Exchanger Tube Arrays, Journal of Mechanical design -V9lume 100 -April 1978, 
H.J. Co,nnors, JR · 
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referred to as stability ratio. The accuracy of calculating fluid-elastic instability is 
limited based on inputs that are best determined by design-specific mockup test 
data. Mitsubishi did not perform design-specific mockup tests, but used generally 
accepted test data, and other data based on Mitsubishi test rigs that were not 
specific to the S.ONG S replacement steam generator design. 

If operating velocities reach this critical value, vibration 
rapidly a.nd fluid-elastic instability forces can lead to 
tubes. The U-bend region is most susceptible be 
higher void fraction3

, with high velocities; (2) t 
the tube, ~nd (3} the anti-vibration bars are 
along the plane of the tubes. Traditional d 
not considered in-plane fluid forces sin 

udes can increase 
lsation and damaging of 
e local fluid has a 

·n a direction normal to 
ening capability 

stems have 
y and 

dampening strength of the tube in t · _ ~ i!. J_!i.i_s ___ .. _. ~ ~ Comment [elm60]; Md st'Kllng friClion from 
-elastic ._Ifie_· _a_nll-_v_Ibra_tio_n_bar_s? ______ _., event at SONGS is the first US ope 

instability, sufficient to cause tube-to- region. 

(b)(S) 

!li_SP~<;tQf§ _n.p~_d __ t~'!t..l?.'tS!9!1 _ .. ~ ~ -
pecifica for Design and Fabrication of 

and Unit 3," .Revision 4, did not address 
not mention fluid-elastic instability. The 
ulated design values for stability ratios did 

ow-induced vibration status of the steam generators i.n 
aluation of Tube Vibration," Revision 3. The critical flow 

tain using the Connors' Equation based on output fluid 
from their FTl-111 thermallhydraulic model. The critical flow 

uated {or adjusted/modified?) based on ~ampenind, _a~r~g~ _____ ~ 
p velocity, and density per selected tube.-> I need help in 
at you are trying to say with this laSt sentence. 

Mitsubishi indicated that in their methodology two conservatisms were used their 
bundle vibration analysis: (1) FTl~lll gap velocities were averaged and multiplied by 
1.5 and (2) one of 12 anti-vibration bars contacts were assumed to be inactive. The 

' Void fractions and density are inversely proportional. 
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per1l911al opinion. We sllootd rephrase to 
present it as an agency posillon based on 
fecfuill infOITlllllion. 

Comment [J62]: 1 believe that In <1ynam1¢ 
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inspectors noted that in Mitsubishi Document L5-04GA504, "Evaluation of Tube 
Vibration." Revision 3, the 1.5 multiplier was not an added conservatism but a 
requirement, needed to match test data results. The inspectors al~o noted that 
Mitsubishi used overall averaged gap velocities per tube for input to the stability ratio 
equation. !since velocities vary greatly across the U-bend, the higher velocities on 
the hot side of the bundle are minimized and are not adequately addressed by this 
simplification. These both seem contrary to conserva~ve modeling of tube vibrationt -~ ~ -

, The NRC inspectors developed an independent 
using the ATHOS thermal hydraulic code4

• 

operating cycle differences between Units 2 
thermal hydraulic phenomena within th 
parameters and causal factors for the e 
calculations determined that the 
flow between the units were negltgi 
fractions and U-bend gap velocities e 
FTl-111 analyses used for design. 

new steam generators 
were intended to assess 

rs and review 
to investigate key 
eNRCATHOS 

eand steam 
· hvoid 
. Mitsubishi 

to their FTl-111 model 
2.5 to 3 times higher than 

ied .. Based on the compa~ison 
r results Westinghouse modified-
CA4 thermal/hydraulic models (NEED TO 
L TS FROM WEST AND AREVA -
our review) - not an action for me correct 
ults were non-conservative even with the 

dl!bii~r app is further implied to the inspectors that Units 2 and 3 
replat;:ement steam generators were not adequately designed in regard to flow 
induced vibration and fluid-elastic instability loads at normal operating conditions~ __ -~_ -

e rk in fluid-elastic instability has been carried out for two
air-wa er medium. Accepted industry data, as presented by the 
at in staggered array bundles (triangular pitch, pitch/diameter 
tube instability for modern steam generators, such as SONGS 
an start at tube gap velocities above 6 meter/sec (pending 

the dampening structure). The NRC ATHOS model results indicated 
that there substantial localized region in the lower hot side of the U-bends 
where velocities exceeded 6 m/sec. 

The NRC A THOS calculations were compared to gap velocities computed both with 
the Mitsubishi ATHOS and the FTl~lll models. Since tube R 142C88 is the only one 

• ATHOS3 Mod-0 I with SOAP: A Computer Program for Theonal-Hydraulic Analysis of Steam. Generators, 1990. 
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Comment (elm63}1 Thi$ needs to~ written 
in a more fach.ial way. Did MHI acknowledge 
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COmment [elm64]: Is making this oom:luslon 
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common for each of the analyses, it can be used as basis for comparison. The 
effective peak velocities were as tallows: · 

• NRC ATHOS - 5.2 m/sec 
• Mitsubist:ii ATHOS- 5.6 m/sec 
• Mitsubishi FIT-111 - 2.5 m/sec 

Both the NRC and Mitsubishi ATHOS results are reas 
suggest that high velocities are a primary factor in t 
the excessive wear patterns observed in the Unit 

consistent and strongly 
uid~elastic instability arid 
nerators. 

The inspectors reviewed the verification and 
thermal/hydraulic and FIVAfS.tube vibrati 
017-1, Revision 4. The specification r 
steam generators in accordance wit 

he Mitsubishi FTl-111 
pacification 5023-
nd build the 

Subpart2.7 
and Mitsubishi's quality assurance 

KAS-20040253, "FIVATS 
. The FIVATS model was 

y using ow velocity and density 
FIVATS model primarily used the Conners• 

ainfy by comparison to hancfcalculation; 
facility with a simple anti~vibration bar 

tie report conch,ided that adequate 
n w ed to show compliance to software 

the code could predict flow-induced vibration. 

dditional information as part of the verification and 
-Ill al/hyqraulic model. Mifaubishi provid¢d several 
One o the reports showed benchmarking comparisOJ'ls to a. 
rogram called CLOTAIRE in 1986. Another report conducted in 
arisons between FIT-Ill and ATHOS; and concluded that both 

rrelation with the CLOTAIRE experimental dat.a. Because of the 
n provided, the inspectors could not determine the validity of the 

of FIT-Ill, 

Overall, the inspectors determined that the validation and verification of the FTl-111 
code dir;f not present overwhelming evidence that this code has.been adequately 
benchmarked. WHAT ABOUT FlVATS? You deleted my words about FIVATS, look 
at my latest version next to last paragraph p. 5, and re-add what seems appropriate 
or follow-up with another question and we can go from tb~re 

NRC ATHOS Results 
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Figures.1 through 4 {different view angles of same results) show results, with low Tho1 

a11d low steam pressure and present a 30 isometric encapsulation of steam qu~lities 
(red scale} at and above 0.9 (Le., void fraction> 0.99) and field velocities at and 
above 6. 0 mlsec (white scclle ). 

The ATHOS model results of high steam quality and steam velocitY closely align with 
the area of concern {tt,J~-to-tube wear) In the Unit 3 replacementsteam generators. 
In Figure 5, the C9de predicted regions of high void fracti and high steam velocities 
{vertically located z-~s cut at about 20 inches abov TSP) ai:e superimposed 
with tube-to-tube wear indications from Unit 3. stea or JE0:88.. · 

The tube.to-tube wear indications align with a · 
however. the anti-vibration bar wear patterns 
essentially rectangular behavior that sugg 
fabrication. assembly, and/or material c 
degradation. 

-56-

wear indication trends: 
· a mote ~quare·l!ke. 

be a mechanical, 
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Figure 1 

Case 1 

Qua! =>0.90 
W=>6.5 mis 

Figure& 

Case! \ 

Qual =>0.90 
W==>6.5 mis 
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The NRC analysis established ~ correlation with the tube-ta-tube wear bas~ cm ~ 
combination of high void fraction arid high stearn velocities. It should be noted that 
the traditional forcing function, fluid velocity squared times density, does not sheiw 
good agreement with the tube-to-tube wear patterns. This indicates that the high 
quality steam fluid velocities may be sufficiently high to cause onset of fluid-elastic 
instability. 

The above analyses apply equally to Units 2. arid 3, so it. 
accelerated fluid-elastic instability we,ar damage, only i 
The ATHOS thermal-hydraulic model predicts bulk 
principals· and empirical correlations and as a re 
mechanical, fabrication, or structural material 
may be unique to· each steam generator . 

. Conclusion 

not explain the 
steam generators. 

avior based on fii:st 
able·to evaluate 

· r phenomena that 

use evaluation and corrective action plan, SONGS determined 
revent tube-to-tube wear was to conservatively plug and 

. By taking the impacted tub.es out-of.service, SONGS 
is sh ' duce the pptential for localized fluid velpcities reachiqg 

dditio • in ot'der to ensure sufficient margin to preclude the ons'et 
ilify, SONGS determined that reader power wou!d Cif~o have to 
c determined that this combined strategy was reasonable, but 

e determine if ttiese actions would be sufficient to prever1t further 

9~0 Risk Assessment (Charter Item 9l CMike Runyan) 

a. Inspection Scope 

The team. reviewed the steam generato~ tuQe leak and fE!ilures of multiple steam 
generator tubes during in-situ pressure testing to support an assessmenfof the risk of 
the degraded steam generator tubes during various acc;ident conditions, including a 
main ste.am line break accident. · 
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b. Obseryations £Ji1d Findings 

No findings were identified. 

Add detail - from Mike Runyan 

.10.0 Asse5s uali As urance Ra i I 
(Charter Item 101 (All) · 

a. Inspection Scope 

The team reviewed ·the event, operat9r action~. 
generatoreddy current examinations, in-situ. 
stabilization activities to determine whethe 
radiological controls, 0r safefy culture e · 

b. Observations ahd Findings 

No findings were identified. 

a. 

with 

During the reviewed ofthe various inspection activities the team noted key differences 
between Units 2 and· 3 steam generators to determine if these differences could imoacl 
. the restart of Unit 2. These differences.occurred during ·manufacturing or fabrication 
activities and during the shippinti oflhe replacement steam generators. 

b. . Obsef1!ations and Finalt1gs 

/ Fonnatteid: List Paragraph, Numbered ~-
, / t,evel: 1 + Numberiilg $tYle: a, b, c; ... + Start 

• , at: 1 + Alignrrient: Left + A,ligned <1t. Q,25' + 
lndent at:. o.s~ · · · 
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No findings were identified. 

The team noted one of the key fabrication differences was in the methodology used to 
straighten and finjsh the AVBs between replacement steam generators. It was noted 
that Unit 3 AVB were mechanically pressed using 3 times the. force compared to Unit 2 
AVBs. which were repgrtedly only hand¢d finish6d. The position of the AVBs were 
confirmed which confirmed the AVB were in proper position. Additional information may 
be needed o determin if these differenc · could be cont · condition of FEI. 

Add detciil- discuss review of increasing Thot concern 

1io Mitsubishi Divider Plate Manufacturin 
Charter ttem 2l 

a. Inspection Scooe 

On March 18, 2009, Mitsubishi identified c 
diviaer plate and the channei head of Unit 3 . 
figure below), after completion of the .ASME Se 
side. Tlie extent of condition i ion also · 
Unit 3 replacement steam gen As dis 
cause of the cracking was attrib rb 
remove the clad weld from the c 
associated with the rep of the era 
activities resulted in 
considered as co 

Di.Yllltr Plitt 
Wtld Repllirs 

:Loc!'tion of Divider Plate Weld Repii.irs' In Unit 3 Stearn Generators (For !llustrati9i1 PurposH Only) 

b. Observations and Findincts 

No fii\dlrigs were identified. 

Enclosure 



The team identified ari unr.esolved item for which additional information is required to 
determine if a peffotmance deficiency exists or if the issue constitutes violation of NRQ 
requirements. The team also identified !:!&veral observations related to the divider plate 
weld repairs in Unit 3 replacement steam generators. 

1} Introduction: The team identified an Unresolved Item associated with the adequacy 
·ot evaluation £1nd.controls for the· divider p!ate weld repairs. 

Description: The cracking of the·ctjyider plate weld in 
gemerators required extensiVe repairs affecting the 
tubesheet. Based on interviews with licensee 
documentation for the repairs, the team dete 
comprehensive·evaluation to.assess the im 

it 3 replacement steam 
head, divider plate, and 
d the review of 

bishi did not perform a 
te repairs on the 

ted below were integrity <?f the tub.e bundle. The team de 
ncit considered or evaluated in sufficie I adverse 
·effects of the planned weld repairs. 

• uded extensive heat-adding activities ~uch as 
heat treatment. While these activities were 
truqtion code of record and an approved 

in thermal expansion and unintended 
geflE!rator co ponents. For exampl_e, the channel heads 

flame cutting and Mitsubishi's evaluation fort.he impact of 
to the base mcit~rial area .in the·vicinjty of the cut, ke. the. 

one. ubishi .did not fully .assess the impact this activity ce>ulcJ. 
tall co guration Of the'steam generator in terms of thermal 
tu~esheet or distortion; 

ks fter Re a"ir - The team identifredlhat Mitsubishi did not 
pe nsional verifications { e.g~ clearanc:eS) <?Hhe tube bundle or other 
seco side dimensions afte,r the repairs ~f ~ti,~ Unit 3. steam gener?tors ~9 
confirm that critical dimensions were iiot "affectecfby the repairs, 

. At the time of this inspection the caus~ evaluation .effort was in-progres~ and the 
impact of the .divider plate weld repairs was initially C<?nsidereq as a potential 
contributing factor, but then discountea during both'SONGS and Mitsubishi's cause 
evalu~tion e~ort. rr~~t~qi ~ue~tioned ~Ej;l:l]l~.~H_:11!~§9!-JJ~.s oer~nn~I Sbc>ut,their_ .. ~ -i· ~orma~: No underline, Font c61or: Auto, 
techmcal basis for FeaeAe1der c:l1scounti!lQ.the r®aireffort as a contribubng factor '-N'-ot"'"'. H_,19'-til""'ight __ .,---___ _,_ _ ___, 
,since this was the most obvious difference between the tw0 units. Ihf! licensee t~k . -

·-.6$- Enclosl)r~ 



actions t reconsider and further evaluate the effect of the of the divider late weld 
r airs on the tube-to-tube wear mecha ism ,_Afl~i!i91Jl!I r~vJe."! ~Y. t~~ .l'!~C. i,s<> .... __ ...... · Comment [l65]: wa should oo sensitive to 

required following completion of the licensee's cause evaluation to fully assess how statements about NRC reeomme11dat!ons to !tie 
the repair activities affected the Unit 3 replacement steam generators and then i1i:e

09oo. Noods Resotutton for Concummce. 

determine whether this issue represents a performance deficiency or constitutes a 
violation of NRC requirements. This issue is identified as URI 05000362/2012007-
ox .. rEvaluation of the Effects of Divider Plate Weld Repairs in Unit 3 Replacement. __ ~ .. - · Fonnatwd: No underline, foot color. Auto, 
Steam Generators+!+be,1 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _______________ .. _ _ ~Not=t='iigh~llg=ht======-==-~"'""' 

2) Repair Plan: The team noted that Mitsubishi develo 
repair of the diVider plate weld in both Unit 3 re 
repair plan adequately described the major rep 
implementing procedures. For some of the 
new procedures to prescribe activities ou 
repair plan consisted of the following 

cutting 
• Application of weld build 

bowl edge 

· c plan to conduct the 
am generators. The 

e required 
· nsee developed 

· quence. The 

ent on the channel head 

• Appli 
ch an 

n butter on the bottom of the 

• 

g, including required post-weld heat 

divider plate, including required post-weld 

Re lacement Steam Gen rators: The 'team identified the 
listed below bet\Neon Unit 2 and Unit 3 replacement steam 

es ult of the divider plate weld· repair activities. · 

- • comment P66]: sugoested !rite 

Materia Class fodhe Tubesheets - The tubesheet material for both Unit 3 
replacementsteam generators was reclassified to facilitate the additional post~ 
weld heat treatment required for the repair of the divider plate welds. The 
tubesheet manufacturer originaliy certified that the tubesheet materi~I met the , / 
requirements of ASME specification SA-508/Grade 3/Class 2, with a ~imu!atecl __ , 
post-weld heat treatment time of approximately 15 hours. The repair activities ifl 

Comment [~7]: I don't oppose to deleting 
this wool. For c:tariticat.ion, II is a valid tenn 
usoo In ASME Code Section II !or materials. It 
is t:alled simulated PWHT boeaUllft a test 
specimen tek011 from th& f0fllin9 (after 
qu1mching and iempering) Is heat lroe\acl ro 
simu!Ste aH lha,expactad heat exposure from 
preheating, welding, and PWHT. 

Unit 3 required additional post-weld heat treatment, which was expected to affect 
the properties of the tubesheet material to the extent that the mechanical 
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properties would nqt meet ~11e requirements fo{SA-508/Grade 3/91ass:2 rriateriat 
Mitsubishi performed mechanical testing on a specimer fabricated from the 
archive sample$ thatwas _exposed to 30 hours of post-weld heat treatmentand 
the tests showed thatthe tubesheet material's tensile strenQtti did not meet the 
ASME specifications .for SA-508/Grade 3/Class 2 materi~I. Mitsl!bisni performed 
a reconciliation review to reclassify the material to SA-508/Grade 3/Class 1, 
which.has a lower tensile strength: The ('!:la)nciliation incltJ9ed an ~valu~ti9n of 
resulting stresses on the tubesheet under design, u mergency, faulted, alld 
test conditions using the; material properties for S lass 1 material. The 
evaluation resulted in accep~ble stresses bas · ess limits tmposed by 
the construction code of record. This issue- by Mitsubishi in the 
non-conformance report process cind Su Request S[}R-086 
.10041870-09086was submitted to the Ii . approval. The 
tl~nsee approved the reclassification I. · 

hea.ds of 
tethe 

Chann· I H ·ad Surfaces ~ Since the repair of the dividerplate 
steam· generators· required cutting·ofthe channe.1 head. we.Id 

o be applied on the affected surfaces in order to·.restore the 
dime s to design specifiqations. Mitsubishi ·stJbmifted thi~ design change to 
the licensee for r9View arid approvat Licensee personnel approved tne design 
change as reque.sted. 

• Post Weld Heat Treatment- The tubesheet-tO-channel head weld area 
exp~rieneed a total of two post-weld ·reat treatments. aoth Unit 3 replacement . 
steam generators receiVed an additional local post-weld heat treatment at 
approximately 110~ F for approximately ~:5 t1r5. Mitsubishi.submitted µtis 

Enclosure 
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I 

13.0 

fabrication pr@ess change to the licensee for review and approval. licensee 
personnel approved the design change as requested. 

•. Total of Rqtations during Fabrication -The total number of rot(ltions qn eaqh 
steam generator varied as a result of the hYdrostatic test results and the 'repairs 
on the divider plate welds. 

s~m. • ': Jnltial .. . "' Addltfonar · Total 
Generator . RotatlOna.·. , RotatiOns for Rotations 

" · -·- i FOmlatted Table 

'. ·· -':),."·:.';··I ··::'~. ~· '.·'.'t: .. · :: ·,. o~:"~f;:te ... ' 
j Unit 2.E0-89 520 

J Unit 2 E0,88 
: 
' Unit-~ E0-89 

OnMay24, 20 
Mr. P. Dietric · 
the staff. w 
team and 

-·66-

. nted the inspection result$ to 
hief Nuclear Officer. and other members of 
roprietary information was provided to the 
med to the licensee. 
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I ,Licensee Personnel 

SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION 
4KEY POINTS OF CONTACT 

.r---.---··--·-. ----~······~ 
. · ! Field Code Changed ) 

P. Dietrich, Senk,r Vice President and Chief Nuclear Officer . . . 
R. Litzinger, !President L ------- .... " ----·- - -------.. ----.. --- .. - .. ~ .. --. . ..... - -... --- -Ir, Co-,., -m-ment--[.168-. .-,i:_Pm_kl __ en-I-Of-... -. --,.--, 
D. Bauder, Vice President and Station Manager · · · 
T. Palmisano, Vice President of Engineering. Projects a11(1 Site ·S 
T. McCool, Plant Manager 
T. Yackle, Assistant Plant Manager 
D: Yarbrough, Director of Operations . 
R. Corbett, Director of Performance Improvement 
o. Flor~." Director of. ·Nuclear Overaight 
R. St Onge, Director of Nuclear Regulatory Affairs 
B. Wii:in. Director of Nuclear Financial Manage · 
E. Avella; Director of Project Management 
M. Coveney, Director.of Nutjear Leadership 
M, Stevens, Nuclear Regulatory Affair$ 
C. Cates, N~cle~r Safety Cu_lture an. 
M: Malzahn, Project Management E 
C. Harberts, Steam G.enerator Repl 
M. Mihalik, Senicir'Engineer, Projec 
R. McWey. Nuclear Oversi · anager 
l\t1. Pawlaczyk, Nuclear ffairs. 
J. Peattie, Maintenan 
R Treadway, Nucl 
B: Olech, Consulti 
D. Brabec, TITLE .N 
D, Calhoun· · ior En rganization, Edison 

·· Ener Systems, Inc, COLA Licensing Manager 
stries Quality Assurance Manager · 

Other Contractor Personnel 

R. Walker, MPR Consultant 
M. Short; TITLE NEEDED 
Bruce .'?-, Areva, TITLE NEEDED 
??, ATHOS Engineer, NAME AND TITLE NEEDED 
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NRC Personnel 
T. Blount; Deputy Division Director, Division ot Reactor Safety 
R. Lantz, Branch Chief, Projects Branch D 

Opened 

I .0500035212012001-01 URI 

I .0500036212012007-02 URI 

I P.5999962J40,120QHI? - ... 

I .05.0993€?2/201_2997.-(}4, ,, . !-J.RI .. 

I p500036212012001~05 URI 

Discussed 

None 

ffie1"d'Coc.e Changed -~ 
"-7'--·~-~.:..-·-----------_______,I 

. . {fie1d Code Cltanged 

___ , 
c~-c:~~~~--=-~~===i 
r·™'dc;;d~·cr;i!i;~--~--.. ·===~~ 

- - - - -- Ji!!g_ - -u- _, - - - - n - - - - - - - - - - Revision ..... ~ --i ~~~Js~ slated In the report lhsl 

CALCULATIONS 

!Numt>er · I Title Revision 
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5023-617-1· Design.Report"of the Channel Head Region 
C275 . 

8023.-.617-1- Design for RCS Flow Rate 1 
C514 

5023-617·1· Retainer Bar Tube Wear Report 0 
M1562 

COR_RECTIVE ACTION REPORTS 

DESIGN BASIS bOCUMENTS 

Number Revision 

5023-617-01 4 

2 

5 
10 

IONS/SUPPLl°ER DEVIATION REQUESTS 

•Number Revision 

NECP 800071703 Engineering Change Package; "Replacemeot Steam 0 
G~nerat9~· · · 

SDR-007 43366- Circulation Ratio . .for RSG 
05007 

0 
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Number 
SDR-037 43366-
06037 

SDR-047 43366-
07047 

SDR-050 43366-
07050 

SDR-051 43366-
07051 

SDR-053 43366-
07053 

SDR-059 43366-
08059 

SDR-064 43366-
08064 

SDR-079 43366-
08079 

SDR-082 43366-
j 09082 

SOR-086 
110041870-09086 

I SDR-098 
1 10041 s10-1009a 
i 

Tube-to-Tube Clearance in 2A RSG 

Tool Mark in 3A Tubesheet 

Tool Mark in 3B Tubesheet 

Unit 2A Lower Shell Assembly 

Unit 28 Lower Shell Assembly 

AXial length of AVB 

sm of 3A RSG Key Bracket 

RSG Key Bracket 
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Revision 
0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 
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DRAWING§ 

Number Title 
5023-617-1-0103 Design Drawing-Component and Outline Drawing 113 

8023-617-1-0104 Design Drawing - Component and Outline DraWing 1 I 3 

I S023-617-1-0106 Design Drawing Tubesheet and Extension 

8023-617-1-0107 I Design Drawing Tubesheet and E;<lel"! · 

$023-617-1-0108 

5023-617-1-0109 

5023-617-1-0110 

I so23-611-1-.0111 
I 

8023-617-1-0112 

Design Drawing.Lower Shell, 
Cone. and Upper Shell Stub 

Design Drawing Lower 
Cone and Upper Shell S 

.!~' ~~~~~~-+-~~~~~ 
i $023-617-1-0113 

$023-617-1-0113 

5023-617-1-011 

rawing Upper Shell, Upper Head Rir;ig and 
dTop 1 of4 

Drawing Upper Shell, Upper Head Ring and 
Head Top 2 of 4 

$023-617-1-0161 Design Drawing Upper Shell, Upper Head Ring and 
Upper Head Top 3 of 4 

5023-617-1-0162 Design Drawing Upper Shell, Upper Head Ring and 
Upper Head Top 4 of.4 

8023-617-1-0210 Design Drawing of Moisture Separator Assembly 1 of6 

-4-

Revision 
5 

12 

5 

8 

5 

7 

4 

4 

9 
15 

13 

.5 

1 

3 

7 

2 

4 

2 

10 
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j 8023-617-1-0211 Design Drawing of Moisture Separator Assembly 2 of 6 10 

I so23-a11-1-0212 
' 

Design Drawing of Moisture Separator Assembly 3 of 6 5 
i 
! 5023-617-1-0274 . Design Drawing Channel Head 4 of 4 4 

I 5023-617-1-0294 Design Drawing Tube Support Plate Assembly 1of3 3 

S023c617-1-D296 Design Drawing Tube Support Plate 

i 8023-617-1-0383 Design Drawing-Critical Field In 
! Major Tolerances 1 / 3 

I so23.s11-1-0391 

I 5023,.617-1-0392 Design Drawing Wrapp 

i 8023-617-1·0393 

8023-617-1-0394 
r . . I so23-s11-1-D395 
I so23.s11-1-0494 
I 

! $023-617-1-0495 

Bar Assembly 2 of 9 

n Bar Assembly 3 of 9 

nti'"Vibration Bar Assembly 5 of 9 

rawing Anti-Vibration Bar Assembly 7 of 9 

gn Drawing Anti-Vibration Bar Assembly 9 of 9 
Design Drawing - Tubing Expansion and Seal Welding 

8023-617-1-01099 l Fabrication Drawing-General Shipping Arrangement 
. [SON 2E89; SON 2E88] 

5023-617~1-01100 Fabrication.Drawing.- General Shipping Arrangement 
[SON 3E89; SON 3E88] 
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$023-617-1-014813 fabrication Drawing-Temporary Attachment For 
Channel Head and Tubesheet Weldjng {Unit 3) 

I L5-04FW111, 

f L5-04FW112 

L5-04FW113 

1 L5-0.4FW114' 

. L5-04FW115. 

Number 

· S023-617·1-
M1401 

Number 

. Detail of AVB 1of5 (Center Narrow AVB) 

Detail of AVB 2 of 5 (Center Wide AVB) 

Detail of AVB ~ of 5 (Side Narrow AVB). 

Detail of AVB 4 of 5 (Side Wide AVB for 

Detail of AVB 5 of 5 (Side Wide A 

of AVP, A~sernbiy 

AR 060500134 Action Request Qualification Letter . 

AR 040~0~345 Action Request: Qualification Letter 

AR 050301458 . ·Action .Request: Qu~lifiqation Letter 
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Revision 
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I 2G-030..3 

I 8023-617-01 
I 

$023-617-02 

UFSAR 

S023-617-1-M2!1 

MODIFIQATIONS 

Number 
Engineering 
Change 
Package 
NECP 
80 

E 
c 
Pack 
NECP 
800071703 

Setpoint Transmittal Unit 2 and 3 Gas Monitors December 6, 
2010 

· SONGS Unit 3 Chemistry/Operations Logs - SG Event January 31, 
Timeline 20i2. 

I 
Condenser Air Ejector Continuous G 
Report 
Specification for Design and Fa 
Unit 2 and Unit 3 

Evaluation for Replacement Steam 

January 31, 
2012 

4 

1 

9 

I RevisionlDa!e 
· July 31, 2009 

I ~u1y J1, 2009 

r 

NUCLEAR NOTIFICATIONS 

I...._ 2_01_.so_1s_s9 _ _.___ ___ __._ ___ __._ ___ __._..I .. _. __ ___,! 
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I 
'*NN's issued as a result of inspection activities. 

PROCEDl,JRES 

, Number 
i I S0123~0DCM 

50123-0-47 

i 50123-111-5.9 
1 

I S0123Nlll-1 

l so~so23-310 

I 

SD--8023-690 

SD..S023-690 

I SD-$023-690 
i 

! 5023-617-1-
01099 

I
. S023-617-1-
M12:46-

8023-617-1-
1 M139 

Offsite Dose Calculati9n Manual 

Notifie~ion and Reporting of Significant . 

Manual Effluent Gaseous Release 
Calculations, and Monitor Cali 

I EPIP: Recognition and Clas 
i 

ipment Arrangement SON-2A 

Post Weld Heat.Treatment Procedure 

Divider Plate Weld Joint Procedure 

-8-

I 

Revision 
0 

18 

8 

36 

9 

18 

18 

18 

10 

22 

5 

2 

l 4 

' 
3 

21 
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S023:.S17-1-
M1398 

S023-617-1-
M1461 

S023-617-1-
M616 

S023-617-1-
M73j 

I S023-617-1· 
j M735 

$023-617-1-
1 M819 

S023-617-1-
M820 

S023-617~1-
M821 

UGS-L5-
0SOo43 
UGS-L5-
050045 

Additional Post Weld Heat Treamient Procedure for Divider 
Plate Weld Joint Repair · 

Tubesheet Drilling Procedure 

Helium Leak Test Proceidure of the Tube to Tt.i 
(Higl') Pre.ssure) 

Helium Leak Test Procedure of the Tube 
(Low Pressure) · 

Tubing and AVB Installation 

12 

0 

9 

5 

3 

8 

6 

5 

1 

19 

1 
Revision/Date 

UGNR•SON2-
RSG-0.15 

1 

r tube thickness· of TSP between Drawing O 
Specification · 

ble Indications by MT for wrapper sUPJ?Ort of Unit 1 

UGNR;.SON2;.. Channel Head for Unit 2A 0 
RSG•020 . 

UGNR~SON2- Unaeceptable· tndicaticins by MT for Anti rotation support of o 
RSG-021 Unit;2. #A 
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UGNR-SON2~ Unacceptable MT indication for Anti-Rotation Supports 0 

1 
RSG-027 

Unacceptable length of 10 tube hole pitch of Tube support UGNR-SON2- 2 
! RSG-052 plate#3 
: 

UGNR-SON2- Unacceptable length of 1 O tube hole -pitch of tube support 1 
RSG-054 Plate#6 

! UGNR-SON2- Insufficient clearance between the tubes in Row 3 I RSG-058 30 in Column No. 22 

i UGNR-SON2- Insufficient clearance petween the tubes i 0 
! RSG-059 94 in Column No, 34 

! UGNR-SON2- Unacceptable Gaps between Tub 
i RSG-067 
I 

! UGNR-SON2- Unacceptable gaps between 
! RSG-075 
I 

i UGNR-SON2-
I RSG-091 
; 

i .UGNR-SON2- 9 
j RSG-103 

l UGNR-SON2· l 1 
I RSG-109 I 
I I UGNR-SQN2- 0 
RSG-112 

: 

0 

1 

meter change of Tube holes 2 

tween Tubes and AVBs· <ire larger than the 

0 

UGNR-SON3- Divider Plate Weld Crack 16 
RSG-051 

UGNR-SON3- Divider Plate Weld Crack 19 
RSG-052 

UGNR~SON3- Extension of Tubesheet.PWHT Duration 1 
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·RsG-057 

UGNR~SON3-
j RSG-059 

Out of Tolerance dimensions on Primary Inlet/Outlet ! 1 
Nozzles and Support Skirt 

UGNR·SON3-
RSG-062 

Out of tolerance dimensions on Primary Inlet/Outlet Nozzles 1 
and Support Skirt (#B RSG) 

UGNR-SON3- UT indications in the Alloy 600/690 butter of Divider 
RSG-067 Weld Groove 

UGNR-SON3- As built dimensions of #3A RSG (Overall Hei 
RSG-074 . ! . 

' UGNR-SON3- ! As built dimension of fl3A RSG 
RSG-075 

UGNR-SON3" As built dimension of #38 RSG 
RSG-076 

UHNR-SON3- I DividerPlates for Unit 3 
RSG-07N001 , 

I 

0 

0 

Heat 
Treatment 
Record 

April 4, 2Q12 

. 40010SG-B
i 900D-R1-S8 
r 

8023-617-1-
1 M1401 

S023-617-1-
M149 

. fabrica · 
Pr 
·sh 1-

1 

SG- E 
(()rder 
2563901 
1) 
Fabri98tion 
Process 
Sheet3901-
SG-A-400D 
(Order 
2563901/2300 
) 

4 

1 

Te;st .for SONGS. Unit·2 Replacement Steam 
#A - lower Portion · 

0 
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SEQUENCE OF EVENTS 

San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station, Unit 2 and 3 Stearn Generators 

Date 

November 2001 

May7, 2002 

July 2002 

November 7. 2003-

December12,2003 

December 21, 2003 

September 16, 2004 

Event Description 

Licensee forms a team to study the viability of r~lacing the 
~team generators 

ment request filed with California Public 

ent steam generator vendor selected 

eptacement steam generator bid evaluation review board start 

Replacement steam generator bid evaluation completed 

Southern California Edison Board of Dir~cto(s approval for 
Mitsubishi to design and manufacturesteamgenerators 

-13- Attachment 2 



September 30, 2004 

September 30, 2004 

November 2004 

March 2, 2005 

March 17; 2005 

March2005 

March 23. 2005 

September 21, 200~ 

April.22,2006 

May 1, 2006 

Replacement steam generator contract signed 

Fabri~tion Qf Unit 2 and Unit 3 steam generators commences at 
, Mitsubishi· 

Southern California Edison performs first full QA audit of 
Mit$Ubishi 

Repl?cement steam generatori 
procurement office 

Southern Califom· 
of Mitsubishi 

oinmission approval received 

ce audit 

alifomia Edison performs tollow~up bA audit of 

ison International Company Board ·of Dire<:tors appro\ial ()f 
team generator replacemer:it project 

SONGS Unit2 refueling outage·complet~d 

Replacement steam generator transportatio~ specification iss~d 

"'14- Attachm.ent 2 



May 10. 2006 

September 27, 2006 

September 27, 2006 

Septernber2a, 2006 

September 29, 2006 

October 3, 2006 

October 3, 2006 

November. 10, 2006 

J 

April 2008 

April.- June 2008 

July 4. 2008 
/ 

Southern California Edison removes conditional qualification from · 
Mitsubishi · 

Sumitomo Metal Industries issues a non-conformance report on 
some tubing for non-conformance to specifications aSsociated 
with the final mill. annealing process· · 

Mitsubishi issues stop work order to 

Mitsubishi issues corrective ac 
the final mill annealing non:-

est ass.ociated With the final mill annealing 
closed 

submits corre9tive actions taken Jor the .findings of the 
7 audit; Mitsubishi closes corrective action request. 

tsubishi/Southern California Edison technical meeting 
ardif'19 antl~vil;lration bars 

Fabrication of Unit2 steam generators eornplete 

Mitsubishi performs prima,.Y and secondary side hydrostatic 
pressure tests of Unit 2 steam gene~ators · 

/ 
AREVA performs baseline pre-service eddy current eXaminations 
_on .s~eam.generator ~E0"'89 al Mitsubishi facilities in Kobe, Japan 

-15 - A~chment2 
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JiJIY. 18, 2008 

September and 

October 2008 

December 16, 2008 

February 1'4. 2009 

Early March 2009. 

Middle March 2009 

March 18, 2009 

March - July 20()9 . 

April 5, 2016 

April 2010 

AREVA performs baseline pre-service eddy current examinations 
on.steam generator2E0-88 at Mitsubishi facilities in Kobe, Japan 

Final inspection for Unit 2 steam generatol'S is completed. 
Primary .and secondary sides filled with nitrogen. · 

Unit 2 steamgenerator5 shipped fro 

ctedon 

te-to-tubesheet weld 

earn generators commences 

'A Perform~ final pre-seMceeddy current ei)(amin;a11ons on 
. am generators at SONGS 

it 2 rms a refueling outage arid installs ~he replacement 
am generator$ · · ·· 

epair work to Unit 3. steam generator 3E0-89 complete 

.Repair worl<-to Unit3 steam-gener~or 3E0.88 complete 

Unit 2 reeommencespower operations 
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April 18, 2010 

April24,2010 

June 2010 

August2, 2010 

October 4. 2010 

October 2010-
Fepruary 2011 

February 2011 

January 10, 20~2 

March 1q, 2012 

March 16, 2012 

Unit 3· steam generator 3E0..:89 pa5Ses primary side hydrostatic 
pressure retest 

Unit 3 steam generator 3E0-88 passes primary side hydrostatic 
pressure retest 

AREVA pei:forms ba~eline pre.service eddy current examinations 
on Unit 3 steam g~nerators at Mitsu ·1ities in Kobe, Japan 

Unit 3 steam generators shi 

Unit 3 performs a 
steam gen~rators 

cement 

-s sure testing commences on tubes in steam generator 
0-88 of Unit 3 

situ pressure test failures on tubes. ioci;ited in Row 106 Column 
8, Row 102 Column 78, and Row 104 Column 78 of steam 

generator 3E0-88 

1n~situ pressure tesf failures on tube~ located. in Row 100 Column 
80, Row 107Column 77,.Row 101Column81, arid Row98 
Colun\n 80 of steam generator 3E0-88 · 

!.n-situ p~essure test failure on tµbe located in.How 99 Column: e1 
of steam generator 3E0"88 
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March 16 .... 21, 2012 

March 15 - 21, 2012 

March 19-29, 2012 

Mf.l(Ch 27. 201~ 

The 65 remaining tubes in steam generator 3E0-88 pass in-situ 
pressure testing. · · 

!he_ 56 identified tubes in. steam generator 3E0-89 of Unit 3 are 
· 1n..s1tu pre$sure tested and all tubes passed; 

NRC Augmented Inspection Team performs inspections at 
SONGS . . . . 

NRC is$ues a Confirmatory Acti Southern California 
Edison. ~ 
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Murphy, Emmett 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

Murphy, Emmett 
Tuesday, June 12, 2012 9:08 PM 
Werner, Greg 
RE: SONGS%20AIT%20Public%20Exit%20Meeting.ppt 
~omme11ts ror pubilc meetmQ oresentabonJinn).C 

Greg. I don't know how to deal with only identifying things that are glaringly wrong. l have a·ttached a number 
of comments that are intended to better clarify matters. Just trying to be helpful. Do with them as you see fit. 

From: Werner, Greg . 
Sent: Tuesday, June 1:2, 2012 2:47 PM 
To: Rivera~Ortiz, Joel; Reynoso, John; Thurston, Can; Murphy, Emmett 
Cc: Warnick~ Greg 
Subject: SONGS%20AIT%20Public%20Exit%20Meeting.ppt 

Here are the draft copies of both the slides and talking points. We are currently in the process of editing, so they are 
NOT finalized.· If you see something glaringly wrong, please let me know, other than that, I really don't want any other 
input. 

Greg 

1 



Markup of prepared remarks for slide 7: 

The NRC determines the need for additional reactive inspections based on a process called 
Management Directive 8:3, Reactive Team Inspection Decision. 

I think it is important for all to understand th~t based on the eddy current exam results that were 
being reported and reviewed by NRC inspectors already onsite -> 2 Region IV inspectors were 
performing the Unit 2 outage inservice inspections and we brought in Emmett Murphy from Hqs 
to assist in reviewing the eddy current examinations. Based on the wear patterns of the Unit 3 
tubes -> 80% deep and over a long length of the tube, the NRG had very good reasons to 
believe that several tubes might not exhibit the full safety margins against failure that are 
required by the NRG. there would be multiple failurQs of tubes on Unit 3. Therefore, even 
before the first tube was in-situ pressure tested to verify acceptable safety margin fa.HeG, Region 
IV was working to put together an inspection team and an inspection charter. Because of this, 
we had inspectors onsite during the in-situ pressure testing, 

Normally, for an AIT, most inspectors come from the Regional office; however,. based on the 
unique circumstances of this issue, Region IV worked with the other Regions and Hqs to find 
individuals with specialized qualifications to perform this AIT. As part of our pre-planning, we 
determined we needed experienced personnel with quality assurance and control, steam 
generator materials, steam generator ciesign and/or manufacturing experience, and overall 
design control experience. In looking back, we were extremely fortunate to get such an 
experienced team with the expertise that we targeted in such a short period of time. When I talk 
about the areas that the team looked at on the next slide, I will tell you who was on the team 
and their experience level and background. 

The Region IV senior reactor analyst (does probablistic risk assessments) had already 
calculated the risk based on assuming one or more tubes failing at various pressures. The 
analysis showed risk was in the range for an AIT. In addition, tAfea other criteria were met to 
initiate an inspection. 

The first tube failed in-situ pressure testing on March 13 and we immediately began finalizing 
our Augmented Inspection Team. The AIT charter was signed out on March 16. As I indicated 
earlier, we already had multiple inspectors pnsite, including two of the AIT team members. The 
remaining AIT team members arrived onsite on Monday, March 19. 

The AIT team was onsite initially for two weeks; however" the team has continued to review 
various documents including the cause evaluations, 50 .. 59 evciJuations, draft operational 
assessments, thermal/hydraulic modeling, vibration modeling, and lots of reviews and 
assessments. In addition; various team members have traveled back to SONGS to observe 
various expert panels on the cause evaluation, thermal/hydraulic model, and operational 
assessment. 

To date, the AIT inspection team· has expanded over x hours???? 



Comments re. Slide 9: 

AIT Findings 

• SONGS conducted a comprehensive review of the contributing causes using multiple 
independent consultants and SIG manufacturers 

• Tube wear caused by flow induced vibration (FIV) of the tubes has been identified as the 
direct cause 

• . Contributing causes of the FIV included: 
o Mitsubishi's thermal/hydraulio moael did not accurately predict the eehavior of 

the steam and water in the steam generators 
e Thermal-hydraulic conditions were more severe than predicted by Mitsubishi 

during design 
e Thermal hydraulic conditions led to Ineffective tube supports against FIV 

Markup of prepared remarks for slide 9: 

Never in the US nuclear power plant history has more.than one SlG tube failed pressure testing. 
At SONGS, eight tubes failed the pressure testing. This means that eight tubes did not exhibit 
the. full safety margins required by the NRC. It is important that both SONGS and the NRC 
understand what occurred and why, so this information can be shared with industry to prevent 
similar failures from occurring again. 

SONGS did conduct a comprehensive review of this issue using multiple independent 
consultants and steam generator manufacturers. I personally have never seen such a vast 
collection of expertise working together - academia, independent consultants, industry experts 
from different utilities and industry. and then 4 different steam generator 
designerstmanuf acturers. 

Tube wear caused by flow Induced vibration (FIV) of the tubes has been identified as the direct 
cause for the degraded tube condition. Contributing causes forthe FIV included thermal
hydraulic conditions that were more severe than predicted by Mitsubishi during design and that 
led to ineffective tube support against vibration 

One of the probably contributing causes was that the Mitsubishi thermal/hydraulic model under 
predicted the beha¥ior of the steam and water in the steam generators. 



.Comments re. slide 10 

AIT Findings (Cont) 

• SONGS identified differences in tube and tube support "as-built" dimensions between 
Units 2 and 3 as the most probable cause for the difference in tube wear between the 
units 

• However, the lack of ability to directly measure these differences is a significant 
challenge going forward 

Comment re. rem~rks for slide 10: 

Unit 3 has experienced the most severe tube wear compared to Unit 2. SONGS identified 
differences in tube and tube support ''as-built" dimensions. within permitted drawing tolerances, 
as the most probable cause for the difference in tube wear between the units. Another most 
probable. oause identified is associated 'Nith manufaoturing differences of the tubes and anti 
vibration bars. For Unit 3, SONGS believes the anti 'Jibration bars tube supports do not contact 
the tubes as tightly as they d6 on Unit 2, which along with higher steam/wate.r flows than were 
predicted allows the tubes to have FEI induced vibration. 

Going forward, the inability to determination of meas1:Jre tRese the tube to support contact forces 
and predicting which anti vibration bars are not 'A'orking correctly supports are effective is 
presenting significant challenges to SONGS. Currently, in the work completed by SONGS and 
Mitsubishi to date, the NRC has not yet seen a sufficient technical basis to allow the facility to 
operate. 

Comments re. remarks for slide 12: 

The three followup items that the NRC believes that could be relateq to the unexpected tube-to~ 
tube wear are: 

1. Control of design dimensions [I suggest switching the order of 1 and 2] 
2. Thermal/hydraulic model 
3, 50.59 adequacy 

Both the first two items are associated with thE! twe probable causes 'identified by SONGS. As 
described earlier, more severe thermal-hydraulic conditions t!ian were originally predicted 
appear to be a key driver of the vibration and wear at SONGS. Vibration and wear appears to 
be aggravated at Unit 3 relative to Unit 2 due to .differences in "as builr dime·nsions (that are 
within specification) between the units causing the Unit 3 tubes to be less tiaht aaainst their 
supports thah iS the case for Unit 2J0

i!
5
l 

(bJ(5) 

The NRC is continui11g to review the adequacy of the SONGS 50.59 evaluation. We did·identify 
a c()ncern with the level of adequacy of justific~tion for . . . . As with th~ other followup items, 
we will be requesting additional information from SONGS as part of 01,Jr followup inspection. 



Murphy, Emmett 

From: Thurston, Car· 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 

Friday, June 1s,·2012 2:17 PM 
Werner, Greg; Rivera-Ortiz, Joel 
Murphy, Emmett 

Subject: RE: Potential 50.59 Finding m • __ _ 

(F'Otentiat-euestions Fairewinds Reoort Rev2 cgt comment.docx Attachments: 

Greg and Joel, 
I have suggested 2 changes in your write-up. (1) regarding # of tubes, more tubes are needed 
for like-to-like SG performance and (2) note that restrictor is for inlet nozzle, another 
restrictor is added in steam outlet and we don't want to confuse the two. 

See my suggestion in track changes. 

Carl, 

-----Original Message----
From: Werner, Greg 
Sent: Friday, June 15, 2012 11:55 AM 
To: Uselding, Lara; Dricks, Victor; Lantz, Ryan; Murphy, Emmett; Thurston, Carl; Reynoso, 
John; Warnick, Greg; Bloodgood., Michael 
Subject: FW: Potential 50.59 Finding 

FYI 

-----Original Message-----
- From: Rivera:..ortiz.,. Joel 

Sent: Friday, June 15, 2012 6:28 AM 
To: Werner, Gr~g 
Subject: RE: Potential 50.59 Finding 

Revised again to capture the response (or at least an attempt to capture the response) that 
was discussed yesterday for the potential questions on the stay cylinder, 

************************** 

Revised 

****************~********* 
Greg, 

Attached are my proposed responses to some potential questions from the Fairewinds report. I 
don't think there is anything there that you don't know. Anyway, I wanted to elaborate a 
little bit more on potential 50.59 questions. 

Thanks, 

Joel Rivera 

·-----Original Message----~ 
From: Werner, Greg 
Sent: Wednesday, June 13_, 2012 10:17 AM 
To: Rivera-Ortiz, Joel 
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Subject: RE: Potential 50.59 Finding 

Thanks. Go ahead and send them to Victor Dricks (our PAO) also. He will be conducting 
several murder boards, so I think it would be great to share them with him. 

-----Original Message----
From: Rivera-Ortiz, Joel 
Sent: Wednesday, June 13, 2012 7:49 AM 
To: Werner, Greg 
Subject: RE: Potential 50.59 Finding 

Ok ••• I was not planning in preparing a direct response, but I will put some Q&As anyway on 
some of the 50.59 issues addressed in the Fairewinds report just in case. My plan is to send 
those to you by COB today. 

BTW •.. I oniy 

Thanks, 

Joel 

-----Original Message•---
From: Werner, Greg 
Sent: Wednesday, June 13, 2012 7:54 AM 
To: Rivera-Ortiz, Joel 
Subject: RE: Potential 50.59 Finding 

We are actually going to be having a couple of prep sessions by our PAOs, and I've asked them 
to invite you. I will also send you a copy of the communication plan that contains Q&As. I 
would not prepare a specific response, bllt as we discussed ye~terday, would be prepared to 
address the 50.59 questions that Gunderson has put 01,1t in his reports. Also, you should go 
to the Fairwinds website and watch his video - not that long .and it is interesting_. 

---~-Original Message----
From: Rivera-Ortiz, Joel 
Sent: Tuesday, June 12, 2012 7:19 PM 
To: Werner, 'Greg 
Subject: RE: Potential 50.59 Finding 

Greg, 

Do you guys have a Q&A for potential questions driven by the FAIREWINDS ASSOCIATES Report on 
the 50.59 issue? Do you need. me to p1,1t together a respon~e to the_ FAIREW'.rNDS report just in 
case? I am asking in case you already developed something. 

Thanks, 

Joel 

From: Werner, Greg 
sent: Tuesday., June 12, 2012 7:57 AM 
To: Rivera.,.Ortiz, Joel; George, Gerond 
Cc: Blot.mt, Tom 
Subject: RE: Potential 50.59 Finding 

We know .about the lic.ense amendments associated with the T/S ~ NOT unusual. 'The con.¢ern from 
the public, is how did the_ .licensee po su<:h a dramatic _design change and it not be reviewed 
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and approved by the NRC. We do know that since 1989 (I think), no S/G replacement has been 
reviewed and approved by the NRC. We want to make sure that SONGS and.NRC didn't miss 
something. 

Greg 

-----Original Message----
From: Rivera-Ortiz, Joel 
Sent: Tuesday, June 12, 2012 6:12 J'.\M 
To: Werner) Greg; George, Gerond 
Cc: Blount, Tom 
Subject: RE: Potential 50.59 Finding 

Generally, if it is a "departure. from a methodology" as a result of a "change to a 
methodology" not approved by the NRC for the intended application, then it will need a 
license amendment regardless if the results are unchanged or more conservative. 

I made a incorrect statement in my response, it is not "mathematical" framework: the correct 
term is "calculational" framework .•. whatever that is. 

Question: Are we under the impression that the licensee replaced the SG without no licensing 
action involved -0r is the public's perception that the NRC was not involved in the evaluation 
of the RSG? I am asking because SONGS did submit a license amendment to revise the Plant TS 
where we reviewed the impact of the new SG on post-accident mitigation and other plant 
responses. 

Thanks, 

Joel 

-----Original Message----
From: Werner, Greg 
Sent: Tuesday, June 12, 2012 6.: 52 J'.\M 
To: Rivera-Ortiz, Joel; George, Gerond 
Cc: Blount, Tom 
Subject: RE: Potential 50.59 Finding 

Thanks to both of you!! Based on what I'm hearing, sounds like a legit URI. We need more 
information to determine if the change was a change in methodology. So, we will go forward 
with a URI. 

I do have a question. Let's say it was a change in methodology, but the new methodology 
resulted in more conservative results.or only a very small change to the analysis (made it 
less conservative). Wouldn't 50.59 allow this without an amendment if the change was 
negligible? 

Greg 

-----Original Message----
From: Rivera-Ortiz, Joel 
Sent: ·Monday, June 11, 2012 6: 24 PM 
To: Werner, Greg; George, Gerond 
Subject: RE: Potential 50.59 Finding 

Greg, 
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i reviewed the potential findings and they may be valid, concerns depending on the NRC's 
officiai interpretation of an "element of a methodology" and. a "change in methodology" as 
described in the UF5AR. In my opinion, these terms are open to interpretation even with the 
NRC endorsed guidance from NEI for the implementation of 10CFR50.59. The NEI guidance 
defines a "method of evaluation" as the "calculational framework" used to model the behavior 
and response of SSCs described in the UFSAR. 

For example, the first issue relates to changing from ANSYS to ABAQUS. The licensee 
considered that they changed elements of the methodology and not the whole methodology. If 
we interpret the software name as the methodology, then it means that changing to ABAQUS was 
definitely a ·change in methodology. However, if we limit- our interpretation of "methodology" 
to what the so~ware does (i.e. Finite Element Analysis as the calculational framework), then 
the methodology has not been changed, but the implementation tooi or elements of that 
methodology have been changed. Finite Element Codes have similarities in their solution of 
structural problems in that they generally solve differential equations using simplified 
methods such as the stiffness matrix concept. Additionally,, we would have to determine if 
the UFSAR description of ANSYS is detailed enough so that changing to a similar computer code 
would represent a 0 departure in a methodology" described in the UFSAR. 

The second issue relates to the methodology used to calculate the tube stresses as a result 
of a MSLB event. The original SG used CEFLASH to ca;J.culate the loads on the tubes as a 
result of the MSLB, then used the loads to calculate displacement using STRUDLJ and then the 
displacements were used to calculate stresses in ANSYS. For the RSGs, the licensee used 
manual calculations to represent theMSLB blowdown forces by applying the maximum possible 
tube delta"P. The blowdown forces were then entered into ANSYS to determine the resulting 
stresses. Again in this case, it depends what we interpret as the methodology. The licensee 
changed the way they determined the inputs to calculate the stresses, but at the end, they 
used the same code (ANSYS) to calculate the stresses. The key question is, did they change 
the "methodology" or an "element of the methodology"? 

Why does NRC's interpre~ation matter?· Well, SONGS would need a license amendment if they 
departed from a methodology described in the UFSAR. A departure from a methodology depends 
on whether the licensee changed an "element of a methodology" resulting in less conservative 
results or the licensee changed to a "methodology" not approved by the NRC .for the intended 
application. 

When I reviewed the 50.59 Evaluation, my initial assessment was that their logic made 
engineering sense and the changes did not cross the threshold for a· license amendment. 
However, I think we should get the final word from NRR on how to characteriZe the changes 
made by SONGS in the analysis of the RSGs. 

My 2 cents, 

Joel Rivera 

From: Werner, Greg 
Sent: Monday, June 11, 2012 12:02 PM 
To: George, Gerond 
Cc: .Rivera-Ortiz, Joel 
Subject: RE: Potential 50.59 Finding 

THANKS! 

From.: George, Gerond 
Sent: Monday, June 11, 2012 10:45 AM 
To: Werner, Greg 
Subject: RE: Potential 50.59 Finding 
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This looks legit; however, this is only a violation if the new method was never approved by 
the NRC. The methods used are general codes used in industry for finite element analysis. 
Be sure to research if any of those codes were previously approved at other plants. 

r would also write the specific quotations of the statements changed in the USAR. You have 
to answer: What specifically ~id th~ pre~ious USAR re~ision state? What was the USAR changed 
to? 

Gerond George 

From: Werner, Greg 
Sent: Monday, june 11, 2012 6:20 AM 
To: Rivera-Ortiz, Joel 
Cc: George, Gerond 
Subject: FW: Potential 50.59 Finding 

Joel, 

I have NOT even looked. at this. Can you take a look at a potential 50. 59 finding that Dave 
Beaulieu identified. He is the 50.59 NRR expert. 

Thanks, 
Greg 

From: Beaulieu, Oavid 
Sent: Thursday, June 07, 2012 4:17 PM 
To: Werner, Greg 
Cc: MorganBL1tler, Kim,yata 
Subject: Potent~al 50.59 Finding 

Greg, 

Let me· know what RIV thinks of the attached potential finding. 

DAVID BEAULIEU PROJECT MANAGER NRR/DPR/PGCB 
(bowl-yer) 301-415-3243 I 012H17 I 

Dav.id. Beaulieu@nrc.gov(mail to: David. Beaulieu@nrc.gov> 

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
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SAN ONOFRE AIT ON SG TUBE LEAK 
RESPONSE TO POTENTIAL QUESTIONS RELATED TO THE FAIREWINDS REPORTS ON 

MAJOR DESIGN CHANGES 

1) What is an "in-kind" replacement and what are the requirements for NRC review 
and approval? 

Relative to the SONGS replacement steam generators (RSGs}, "in-kind" means a 
replacement of an existing component with a component that is similar or essentially 
identical in form, fit, and function. The determination of whether or not a replacement 
needs NRC review and approval does not depend on its characterization as an "in-kind" 
replacement. Any plant change, regardless if it is "in-kind" or not, is subject to the 
criteria in 10 CFR 50;59 if the change could impact the plant licensing basis as 
described inthe FSAR 

2} What is a "like-for·like" replacement and what are the requirements for NRC 
review and approval? 

As described in GL 91-05 relative to commercial-grade proturement and dedication, a 
"like-for-like" replacement is defined as the replacement of an item With an item that is 
identical. For example, the replacement item wou!d be identical if it was purchased at 
the same time from the same vendor as the item it is replacing, or if the user can verify 
that there have been no changes in the design, materials, or manufacturing process 
since procurement of the item being replaced. If differences from the original item are 
identified in the replacement item, then the.item is not identical; but similar to the item 
being replaced, and an evaluation is. necessary to determine if any changes in design, 
material, or th~ manufacturing process could impact the functional chara~eristics and 
ultimately the component's ability to perfonn its required saf!?ty function. Tpe 
determination of whether or not a replacement needs NRC review and approval d~ not 
depend on its characterization as "like-for-like." Any plant change, regardless if it is "like
for-llke" or not. is subject to the criteria in 10 CFR 50.59 if the change could impact the 
·plant licensing basis as described in the FSAR. The 50.59 screening and evaluation do 
not desciibe the RSGs as ''like-for·lil<e" or identical replacement. 

3) How was Southern California Edison able to make such significant changes to the 
Original Steam Generatot'S without requiring a license amendment or further 
evaluation by the NRC? 

The NRC Regulations allow a licensee to make changes to the facility, as described in 
the FSAR, without NRC approval if the prqposed changes do not meet the criteria 
established in 10. CFR 50.?9. ·The objective of the Rule is to est~blish the thre~hold for 
NRG review to ens1,.1re that a proposed· change does not adver$ely affect the basis for 
issuing the operating license. The licensing basis of a plant is capfured, in part, on the 
Final Safety Analysis Report (FSAR) submitted with the original app!ication and it is 
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required to be updated in accordance with 10 CFR 50.71(e) to ensure the report reflects 
the latest licensing basis information. Therefore, a critical aspect of changing a 
structure, system. or component of a facility is the FSAR description of the design 
functions and features that form the basis for the operating license. 

The NRC endorsed the guidelines contained in NEI 96-07 for the implementation of 10 
CFR 50.59 (RG 1.187). The NEI guidance for complying with 10CFR 50.59 includes a 
two step process for evaluate plant changes that impact the licensing basis described in 
the FSAR. These steps are commonly referred as the "50.59 Screening• and the "50.59 
Evaluation: In simple terms, the screening is the process used to determine if an 
evaluation against the eight criteria in 10 CFR 50.59 is needed. Generally, if a proposed 
change adversely affects a design function, method of performing or controlling a design 
function, or an evaluation that demonstrates that intended design functions will be 
accomplished as described in the FSAR. then a 50.59 evaluation is required. The 50.59 
evaluation is the process to evaluate the proposed change against the eight criteria in 10 
CFR 50.59. If any of the criteria is met, the licensee shall request a license amendment 
in accordance with 10 CFR 50.90 . 

. Within the endorsed process, not all plant changes require an evaluation against the 
criteria in 10-CFR 50.59 if they do not present adverse effects to the current licensing 
basis and may be implemented without NRG approval. Similarly, those changes that do 
not meet any of the eight criteria in 10 CFR 50.59 can be implemented without NRC 
approval. 

The de$ign functions of the original SGs that are relied upon in the FSAR, are: (a) to 
function as part of the reactor coolant system pressure boundary, (b) to remove heat 
from the RCS to the main steam system. (c) to remove heat from the RCS to achieve 
and maintain safe shutdown following a DBA, and (d) to provide high quality steam to 
the main turbine. From a regulatory compliance standpoint. any change that has 
adverse effects on any of the functions described above is subject to an evaluation 
against the criteria in 10 CFR 50.59. Howel/er, the FSAR description of how these 
functions are accomplished and what design features are relied upon to achieve the 
functions play a key role in the determination of whether the change ha.S adverse effects 
on the design functions and whether a license amendment is required. If the NRC 
determines through inspection that the changes made to the original steam generators 
{OSGs) do not meet the 50.59 criteria, then a license amendment is not required. 

4) The licensee made significant changes to the Original Steam Generator&. Did 
those changes meet the criteria In 10 CFR .50.59 and should have been submitted 
to the NRC for review and approval? 

The NRC will continue to assess the licensee's technical evaluation for the changes 
made to the replacement $team generators to verify compliance with 10 CFR 50.59, 
The AIT gathered and assessed the facts on some of the major design changes 
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between the OSGs and the RSGs (included below). At the time of the AIT inspection, 
the ongoing cause evaluation had not identified any of the major design changes as the 
most probable cause or a contributor factor for the tube wear mechanism leading to the 
leak. Based on the AIT independent assessment of the changes and the ongoing cause 
evaluation, the team preliminarily determined that a license amendment was not 
required because there were no supporting data indicating that one or more of the major 
design changes adversely affected the SG design functions as described in the FSAR. 
However. the final determination of whether or not these changes meet the criteria ih 10 
CFR 50.59 will depend, in part. on the cause evaluation results. If it is concluded that 
any of the major design changes was the cause (or a significant contributor) of the tube 
leak, then there is the possibility that at least one of the criteria in 10 CFR 50.59 was 
met, and a license amendment was required. 

Removal of the Stay Cylinder - The purpose of the stay cylinder was to provide 
structural support of the tubesheet of the OSGs. The UFSAR description of the OSG 
does not rely on the specific design features of the stay cylinder to achieve the SG 
intended safety functions. In the new SGs. the structural support function is provided by 
a steel plate that divides the internal space of the SG bottom head, also known as the 
channel head. The divi.der plate can perform the structural function by itself since the 
tubesheet thickness was increased to compensate for the strength provided by thE! i:;tay 
cylinder. The UF$AR description of the stay cylinder is. limited to the Codes and 
material specifications applicable for its design and fabrication. 

Change in Tube Sheet - The purpose ofthe tubesheet is to serve as anchor point for the 
SG tubes and provide RCS pressure boundary integrity. The UFSAR description of the 
OSG does not rely on the specific design features of the tubesheet ta achieve the SG 
intended safety functions. In the new SGs, the tubesheet thickness was increased in 
order to withstand the design pressure differential in the absence of the stay cylinder. 
The UFSAR description of the tubesheet is limited to the Codes and materials applicable 
to its design and fabrication. 

Tube Alloy Change-The design functions of the tubes, while not specifically descrlbeo 
in the UFSAR, are to function as part of the RCS boundary and maintain structural'. 
integrity during design basis accidents (other than SGTR). The original steam 
generators tubes were made of mill-annealed Alloy 600, which has demonstrated to be 
susceptible to PWSSC. The replacement steam generator tubes were made of 
thermally-treated Alloy 690 material. which has demonstrated through technical data to 
have better resistance to PWSCC. Most replacement SGs in the U.S. have Alloy 600 
tubes. The UFSAR mainly relies on the ability of the tube material to withstand design 
loads. 

Adding tube$- The replacement SGs have 377 tubes more than the original SGs. This 
represents more heat transfer {;lrea and more volume in the primary side. Due tQ 
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decrease in heat thermal conductivity property of Alloy 690. approximately 10% more 
heat transfer area is needed to provide 100% load under the same ooerating conditions. 

In June 2008 and prior to the installation of the RSG, Southern California Edison ... - -(For.matted: Indent; First line: o· 
submitted a license amendment to revise the plant Technical Specifications as a result 
of design changes to the OSGs. The licensee stated that the differences between O$Gs 
and RSGs, such as greater water volume on the primary and secondary sides, higher 
secondary side operating pressure, steam flow restrictor devices installed in the RSG 
outlet nozzles, greater heat transfer area, and larger metal mass; would affect the post-
accident challenges to the containment, including the peak pressure and temperature 
and environmental conditions. Consequently! the licensee reanalyzed the LOCA and 
MSLB design basis accidents to demonstrate the adequacy of the safety system settings 
and the safety system performance. Thus. the impact of adding tubes on the licensing 
basis was evaluated by the NRC during the license amendment process. The license 
amendment was granted in June 2009. 

Change in Tube Support Plates - The design function of the tube support plates, while 
not specifically described in the UFSAR. is to limit flow-induced vibration and reactor 
coolant pump-induced vibration to acceptable .levels and withstand design basis load~. 
The UFSAR description of the tube supports for the OSGs stated that a.lattice structure, 
also referred as the egg crates. provides an integrated support structure for the SG 
tubes. The FSAR also described that the egg crate support system minimizes denting 
by eliminating the circumferential annular gap that a drilled tube support plate would 
have, wliich increases the concentration of impurities in the tube/tube support gap. The 
UFSAR does not describe the egg crate support plate as a design feature that would 
prevent tfiem:lethermal-hydraulic conditions leadirig· to flow elastic instability in the lJ
bend region. The replacement SGs were fabricated with trefoil t:>roached support plates, 
which provide similar functions as the egg crate design. 

Addition of Nozzle Flow Restrictor - The addition to the flow restrictor in the primary side 
was to maintain RCS flow within the design limits of the onginal design. 

Additional Water Volume - In June 2008 and prior to the installation of the RSG. 
Southern Califomia Edison submitted a license amendment to revise the plant Technical 
Specifications as a result of design changes to the OSGs. The licensee stated that the 
differences between OSGs and RSGs, such as greater water volume on the primary and 
secondary sides, would affect the post-accident challenges to the containment, including 
the peak pressure and· temperature and environmental conditions. Consequently, the 
licensee reanalyzed the LOCA and MSLB.design basis accidents to d~monstrate the 
adequacy of the safety system settings and the safety system performance. Thus, the 
impact of additional water volume on the' licensing basis was evaluated by the NRC 
during the license amendment process. The license ·amendment was granted iri June 
2009; . 
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Feedwater Distribution Ring - The UFSAR description of the original feedwater 
distributi<:>\1 ring stated that it is designed to provide assurance that the fee.dwater ring 
will remain full of water with the use of inverted "J" tubes on top of the ring, as long as 
there is feedwater.flow when SG water ievel drops below the fE,'iedwater ring. The 
replacement SGs provide the.same function through tl~e use of a "gqose nei::k:' design to 
prevent wat~r hammer and perforated nozzles .on top of the ring. 

5) Fairewinds Ass.ocia.tes published a report descrtblng several design changes from 
the original steam generator design. What Is the NRC's response to that report? 
Are any of those changes, for example the removal of the stay cylinder, the cause 
of the leak? 

The NRC is aware 6f such report and the potential failure theories included in it 
associating the tube wear issue with the changes made to the original steam generator 
design. However. based on the information gathered from the licensee, the NRC does 
not know yet if any of the design changes contnbuted to the cause of the tube wear 
mechai:iism that caused the leak. The NRC identified through the AIT inspe(;tion that the 
most probable. cause is a combination of tl=ieFmethermat-hydraulic and dimensional 
factors. The AIT identified that the tAefmathennal~hydraulic model under-predicted the 
flow velocities in the secondary side of the. steam generator .. Further inspection efforts 
are necessary in this area to undE!rstarid why the vendor's computer model failed to 
predict the stelim veloc:ities. 
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Murphy, Emmett 

From~ 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Attachments: 

Murphy, Emmett 
Tuesday, Ju1y-10, 2012 4:09 PM 
Werner, Greg 
RE: SONGS AIT Draft Inspection Report Working - Review and Concurrence Request As 
So Possible - No Later than COB Monda , July 9 

ONGS AIT Draft lnso · eoo or mg 2. oc 

My comments are in the attached markup. My comments are not voluminous, but they are Important. Overall. 
I think the report has. significant discrepancies relative to what we told the public at the June 17 meeting and 
with what we agreed to internally during our pre-meeting on the 1 Jl0

. 

j<oJ(6) 
I'm still on travel. You can reach me a1 ... ____ _, 

From~ Werner, Greg 
Sent: Thursday, July 05, 2012 1:36 PM 
To: Johnson, Andrew; Murphy, Emmett; RiVera-Ortiz, Joel; Ortega-Luciano, Jonathan; Reynoso, John; Thurston, Carl 
Cc:· Hoxie, Chris; Roach, Edward; Kulesa, Gloria; Vias, Steven; Warnick, Greg; Lantz, Ryan 
Subject: SONGS AlT Draft Inspection Report Working - Review and Concurrence Request As Soon As Possible - No Later 
than COB Monday, July 9 
Importance: High 

Good Afternoon All, 

Because of having to go brief Senator Feinstein in California on Monday, I was not able to finish reviewing the report this 
past week. My Thursday and Friday last week was turned inside out!!! I need to have your review and hopefully 
electronic concurrence no latertha.n COB this coming Monday, July 9, If you only have minor edits> please ~oncur. If 
you have major comments that were not addressed when I edited, then you NEED to identify the issue or issues. 

When you concur, please indicate so in your e-mail. This report has to be issued no later than July 18 to meet the 
timeliness goal of 30 days after the exit. 

Thanks!!! 

Greg Werner 
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UNITED STATES 

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 
REGION IV 

Mr. Peter Dietrich 
Senior Vice.President and 
Chief Nuclear Off~r 

Southern California Edison Company 
San Onofre Nuclear Generating Slatior1 
P.O. Box 128 
San Clemente, CA 92674-0128 

1600 EAST LAfMR BLVD 
.ARLINGTON, TEXAS 7&011-4611 

July??. 2012 

SUBJECT: SAN ONOFRE NUCLEAR GENERATING STATION - NRC AUGMENTED 
INSPECTION TEAM REPORT 05000362/2012007 . 

Dear Mr. Dietrich: 

Th13 U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) completed an inspection at your San Onofre 
Nuclear Generating Station (SONGS). The enClosed report documents the inspection n~sults, 
which were discussed with you and other members of your staff during a public exit meeting on 
June 18, 2012. 

Unit3 had been operating for approximately one year following replacement of the steam 
generators When control room operators received. alarms on January 31, 2012, that indicated 
reactor coolant was leaking int~ steam generator 3E0-88. The lf3ak was unexpected, and.the 
licensee responded in accordance With their procedures· to. perform a rapid shutdown, since th~ 
leak, although small, had increased enough in a short period of time to warrant the 
precautionary shutdown. The estimated leak rate was 75 gallons per day. The facility license 
allows full power operation with a steady leak rate of less than 150 gallons per day. 

The first indication of the leak was main condenser·air ejector radiation monitors reaching their 
alarm set point. The radiation monitors continuously sample from a vent stack for the purpose 
of rapidly identifying steam generator tube leaks. This was a direct release of radioactivity to 
the atmosphere. whii;h is allowed. by th.e facility license, up to lim.its in the regulations. The 
licensee reviewed the amount of gaseous radioactivity released and estimated a dose· of ' 
approximately o.0000452 mrem to a member of the public. The annu~I regulatory limino a 
member of the Pllblic is 100 mrem per year: During a radiation protectionJnspectiort th~ week 
of February 13, 2012, the team reviewed the lieensee dose estimates and ·di.d not identify any 
issues. 

Unit 3 controrroom operators performed a pontrolled shutdown ofUnit ~on January 31, 2012, 
and reached cold shutdown conditions'o.n Februai:Y 2, 2012:. The operators then prepared the 
steam generators for tube inspections, which were.started on February 12; 2012. The first 
inspection confirmed the location of the leak in steam generator 3E0-88. One tube was found 
with a small leak and no other tubes. were leaking. 
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The licensee completed an extensive and expanded eddy current inspection of 100percent of 
the steam generator tubes in both Unit 3 steam generators. Following pre-established testing 
requirements. the licensee identified 129 tubes in Unit 3 (56 tubes in steam generator 3E0-89 
and 73 tubes in steam generator 3E0-88) that required in-situ pressure testing. This testing 
began on March 13, 2012, and was performed under ambient conditions. 

Of the 129 tubes tested, a total of 8 tubes failed in-situ pressure testing. All of the failed tubes 
occurred in steam generator 3E0-88. Three of the tubes failed at or below a test pressure 
(3200 psi) equivalent to a design basis main steam line break differential pressure arid 
temperature, The remaining five lubes failed near, but below the maximum differential test 
pressure of 5250 psig. This test pressure was equivalent to the minimum burst pressure 
capacity required by the plant technical specifications. 

In accordance with Management Directive 8.3. "NRC Incident Investigation Program,• 
deterministic and conditional risk criteria were used to evaluate the level of NRC response for 
this operational event This event met three deterministic criteria (involved a major deficiency in 
design having potential generic safety implications; led to a significant loss of integrity of the 
primary coolant pressure boundary; and involved ah emergency or non-emergency event or 
situation, related to the health and safety of the public or on-site personnel or protection of the 
environment, for which a 1() CFR 50,72 report has been submitted that is expected to cause 
significant. heightened public or government concern) and the conditional large early release 
probability for the event was estimated to be in the overlap range for a special 
inspection/augmented inspection. Based on deterministic criteria being met and the risk 
assessm~nt of this condition, Region IV, in consultation with the Office of Nucl~r Reactor 
Regulation and Office of Nuclear Security and Incident Response, concluded that the NRC 
response.should be an augmented team inspection. 

This augmented inspection was chartered to id~ntify the circumstances surrounding the tube 
degradation. review the licensee's actions following discovery of the conditions, and evaluate 
the licensee's review of potential causes of the unusual steam generator tube wear, ;;.Rd assess 
aaeEluaey of liseRseE!'s astions ta filr-Ovent r=osi,iFFense.:. 

Based on inspection, the team concluded that: (1) plant operators responded to the event in' 
aceordance with procedures in a manner that protected public health and safety; (2) safety 
systems were maintained and responded in accordance with ~~ plant design. The purpose of 
this inspection was to gather facts and identify issues requiring followup, and, as such, no 
findings. were identified. Ten items requiring additional followup are documented as unresolved 
items in the enclosed report. 

. . fcomment [elm.1]: w; have not a.one. lhat.J. 
'j wasn't in AIT charter. The ronclus!ons ®low 

don't address Ille adequacy of the licensee's 
actions. ....______. ... ------ ...................... _. 
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In accordance with 10 CFR 2.390 of the NRC's "Rules of Practice,"~ copy of this letter, its 
enclosure, and your response (if any) will be available electronically for public inspection in. the 
NRC Public Document Room or from the. Publicly Available Records (PARS) component of the 
NRC's document system {ADAMS). ADAMS is a~essible from the NRC Web site at 
http:liwww.nrc.gov/readina-rm/adams.html {the Public Electronic.Reading Room). 

Docket No.: 05000362 
License No: NPF-15 

Sincerely, 

Elmo E. Collins 
Regional Administrator 

Enclosure: Inspection Report 0500036V2012-007 
w/ Attachment Supplemental Information 
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SUMMARY OF FINDINGS 

IR 0500036212012007, 03/1512012 through 06/18/2012, San Onofre Nuclear Generating 
Station: Augmented Inspection Team. 

An Augmented Inspection Team was approved on March 16, 2012. Two inspectors on the team 
were onsite observing in-situ pressure testing the week of March 12. The remaining inspectors 
were dispatched to the site on March 19, 2012, to assess the facts and circumstances · 
surrounding the tube leak and unexpected wear of tubes in Unit 3 steam generators. The 
Augmented Inspection Team was established in accordance with NRC Management Directive 
8.3, "NRC Incident Investigation Program," and implemented using Inspection Procedure 93800, 
"Augmented lnspectio.n Team: The inspection was conducted by a team 9f inspectors from the 
NRC's Region IV and Region II offices. the resident inspector from San Onofre Nuclear 
Gi:merating Station, one engineer from the NRC Office of New Reactors, two engineers from the 
N.RC Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation, and one engineer from the NRC.Office of Research. 
The team identified'10 Issues that will require additional NRC inspection. These issues are 
tracked as unresolved items in this report. 

A. NRG-Identified and Self-Revealing Findings 

None 

B. Licensee-Identified Violations 

None 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

On January 31, 2012, Unit 3 control room operators received an alann that indicated a primary~ 
to-secondary reactor coolant leak from steam g~nerator 3E0-88. Although the leak rate was 
small, it increased enough in a short period of time for the licensee to perform a rapid shutdown. 
The estimated leak rate was 75 gallons per day. The facility license allows full power operation 
with a steady state leak rate of less than 150 gallons per day. On February 2, 2012, Unif 3 
reached cold shutdown conditions. 

On February 12. 2012, SONGS commenced eddy current inspections of 100 percent of the 
tubes in both Unit 3 steam generators. During these inspections, the licensee discovered 
unexpected wear in both steam generators, including wear at retainer bars (similar to the wear 
found in Unit 2 steam generators) and significant tube-to-tube wear in the free-span areas. The 
inspections identified 56 tubes in steam generator 3E0-89 and 73 tubes in steam generator 
3E0-88 that required in~situ pressure testing to meet the condition monitoring requirements in 
plant Technical,Specifieations. 

From March 13-21, 2012, AREVA conducted in-situ pressure testing of the suspect tubes in 
both steam generators. There were a total of eight tube failures during testing, aUin,steam 
generator 3E0-88. These tubes failed to satisfy the tube integrity performance criteria in the 
technical specifications, At the time of the augmented inspection team inspectioQ, no 
st<:lbilizatlon or plugging of tubes h<:ld been petfo~d in Unit 3 because the licensee was still 
conducting a cause evaluation of the failed tubes. There were two members of the Augmented 
Inspection Team on-site during the week of March 12 that observed portions of the in-situ 
pressure testing. 

On March 23, 2012, NRC received a fetter from SCE outlining their commitments for corrective 
actions prior to restart of both Unit 2 and Unit 3. 

On March 27, 2012, the NRG issued a Confirmatory Action Letter to Southern California Edison, 
which outlined specific actions the licensee must complete before restarting Units 2 and 3 that 
included indentifying the cause of the tube wear; taking corrective actions to prevent loss, of tube 
integrity; and perfonning a mid-cycle outage to perform tube inspections. 

From March 19- 29, 2012, the NRC Augmented lnspeciion Team performed on-site 
inspections at SONGS. ,After the on-site portion was completed, the team continued to review 
various documents and attended a number of expert panels associated with the cause 
evaluations, thermal/hydraulic modeling, and Unit 2 operational assessment. The team 
-identified ten unresolved items that warranted additional faliowup: (1) adequacy of the post 
trip/transient procedur~; (2) evaluation and disposition of the Unit 3 loose parts monitor al<!rmS; 
(3) design of retainer bar: (4) control of original design dimensions; (5) evaluation of and 
controls for divider plate repair;, (6) atmospheric controls of Unit 3 steam generators during 
shipment; (7) no tube bundle support used during shipping; (8} evaluation and·disposttion of 
accelerometers; (9) adequacy of Mitsubishi's thermal-hydraulic model; anc;t ( 1 O) change of 
methodologies associated with 10CFR 50.59 review. 

The team's findings int<luded: ( 1) plant operators responded to the event ln accordance with 
procedures in a manner that protected public health and safety; (2) equipment respond~d in 
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accordance with the plant design; and. (3) the cause evaluations being conducted for Unit 2 and 
Unit 3 tube wear were appropriate. 

At the time of the leak on Unit 3 steam generator 3E0·88, Unit 2 had complet~d eddy current 
testing of all the tubes in both steam generators as part of their first refueling outage subsequent 
to the steam generators being replaced in 2009. The eddy current testing did identify significant 
tube wear around the upper retainer bar. with one tube requiring in-situ pressure testing. Wear 
indications were found at anti-vibration bar supports, tube support plates and at a foreign object 
(that was removed). San 0Aofre Nuclear Generating Station did determine the cause of tube 
wear in Unit 2 to be from vibration of the tubes against the retainer and anti-vibration bars. 
Initially, no tube-to-tube wear was initially identified. Because of the extensive tube-to-tube 
wear identified on Unit 3, SONGS conducted additional eddy current testing on 1375 (check this 
number) tubes on each Unit 2 steam generator: This testing was complE;ted using a more 
sensitive probe in the same area of where tube-to-tube wear was Identified on Unit 3. The 
licensee identified that two tubes in Unit 2 exhibited tube-to-tube wear similar to the wear 
identified in Unit 3 steam generators. Initially, these findings resulted in a total of 94 plugged 
tubes, with 1.5 tubes stabilized in steam generator 2EQ.89. For steam generator 2E0·88 this 
initially resulted in 98 plugged tubes, with 18 tubes stabilized. Additional plugging and 
stabilizing was completed for Unit 2 steam generators to address the cause of tube-to-tube wear 
identified in b<>th ·units after completion of the onsite Portion of the augmented inspection team 
Jnspection, The corrective actions faken to address the causes of the tube-to-tube wear will be 
inspected as part of the Confirmatory Action Letter and documented in lnspectiOn Report · 
05000361,362/2012009. 

Overall, the team concluded that SQNGS was (,lppropriately pursuing the caus.es of the 
unexpected Unit 3 steam generatortube-tci-tube degradation. In an effort t6 identify the causes, 
SONGS brought in a l(:lrge number of outside industry expe(ts. consultants, and steam 
generator manufacturers, including Westinghouse and AREVA to perform thermal-hydraulic and 
flow induced·vibration modeling and analysis. The licensee identified the most probable cause 
of the tube-to-tube wear as a combir:iation of higher than predicted thermal/hydraulic conditions 
and impf0l1omeflts in tho man1;1faGtuFing ef the Unit 3 steam !}oneratofE! and the lack of effective 
AVB suppo~ against in-plane motion of the u-~nds. +he ilfli;l~~wements in the mamifaerufing 
resulted in lass coAtaot feraos between the anti vibration baFS and the rubes. Tho oombiAation 
of these These causes allowed fluid-elastic instability vibration to occur. Improved dimensional 
control for the Unit 3 steam generators compared to that for Unit 2 appears to explain the more 
severe tube to tube wear at Unit 3 compared to Unit 2. Additional on-site inspection will be 
required to review and closeout.the unresolved items. 

Enclosure 
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1.0 Description of Event (Charter Item 1) 

1.1 Sequence of Events 

In November 2001, SONGS formed a team to study the viability of replacing the Unit 2 
and Unit 3 original steam generators. The licensee performed an ass~ssnient of six 
steam generator vendors, which included vendor benchmarking, development of the 
replacement steam generator design specifications, a steam generator request for 
proposal, and a steam generator bid evaluation. In September 2004, the licensee 
selected Mitsubishi Heavy Industries (Mitsubishi) as the manufacturer of the 
replacement steam generator. 

A general description and comparison of the Unit 2 and Unit 3 steam generators is 
included in Section 1.2.1 of this report. 

In September 2004, Mitsubishi commenced fabrication of Unit 2 steam 
generators 2E0-89 and 2E0-88; and completed fabrication in April 2008. 

At the time of the contract signing in Septem9er 2oo4, Mitsubishi had a quality . 
assurance program in place that had been approved by the licensee, by taking credit for 
other utilities' reviews of Mitsubishi's quality assurance program. The licensee informed 
Mitsubishithat once enough fabrication was underway to support an evaluation, the 
li~nsee would perform an audit to confirm that their quality assurance program was 
operating properly. · 

In November 2004, the lieensee performed an audit ofthe Mitsubishi quality assurance 
program at their facilities in Kobe, Japan, and then followed up with a surveillance 
inspection ih March 2005. As a result of these two inspection activities, the licensee 
informed .Mitsubishi that additional oversight of Mitsubishi's design control activities was 
required. The licensee informed Mitsubishi that the additional oversight conditions would 
remain in place until such time that Mitsubishi had demonstrated improved design 
control performance, which would be verified by the licensee. After implementing the 
extra quality control steps, Mitsubishi submitted a letter to SONGS statlng that they were 
ready for the conditional qualification to be lifted. The Hcensee performed followup 
audits of Mitsubishi fn October 2005 and February 2006, but still found enough instances 
of design control issues that the additional oversight requirements of the conditional 
qualification 't\lere not lifted. In May 2006, SONGS was able to verify that Mitsubishi had 
demonstrated improved design control performance and therefore removed the 
conditjonal qualification of Mitsubishi. 

After fabrication of the Unit 2 steam generators was complete in April 2008, Mitsubishi 
performed hydrostatic.pressure tests·of the primary and secondary sides of the Unit 2 
steam generators. In July 20081 . after completion of the hydrostatic pressure t~sts, 
AREVA performed the baseline eddy current pre-service examinations of the Unit 2 
steam generators at the Mitsubishi facilities in Japan. The final inspections for the Unit.2 
steam generators were completed in September. and Oct9ber 2008, followed.by filling 
the primaiy and seeqndar)i sides of tlie Unit 2 ste_am generators with nitrogen. The Unit 
2 steam generators were shipped from the Mitsubi~hi facilities in December 2008 and 
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received on site at SONGS in February 2009. In July 2009, AREVA performed the final 
eddy current pre-service examination on the Unit 2 steam generators at SONGS. The 
baseline and final eddy current pre-service examinations were performed in Japan and 
at SONGS, respectively, to assess whether any changes to the steam generator tubing 
had resulted from shipping, and no changes were identified. 

The Unit 2 steam generators were installed during a refueling outage, between 
September 2009 and April 2010. On April 13, 2010, Unit 2 returned to power operations. 
Engineering inspectors performed inspections in accordance with procedures IP 50001, 
Steam Generator Replacement Inspection and IP 71~11.17, Evaluations of Changes, 
Tests, or Experiments and Permanent Plant Modifications. The results of the 
inspections of the replacement steam generators for Unit 2 are documented in NRC 
Inspection Report 0!50003$1/2009007. 

The fabrication of the Unit 3 steam.generators 3E0-89 and 3E0-88 was completed 
between September 2004 and April 2010. The design specifications of the Unit 2 and 
Unit 3 steam generators were the same when the contract between the licensee and 
Mitsubishi was signed; however, due to a fabrication issue, there was a modification to 
the divider plate-to-channel head weld requirements for the Unit 3 steam generators, 
~nd to the classifitation of the Unit 3 tubesheet material. The specifics of these 
modifications are discussed further in Section 1.2.a of this report. 

In March ;2009, after initial fabrication of the Unit 3 steam generators was complete, 
Mits.ubishi performed hydrostatic pressure tests of th~ primary and secondary sides of 
the l/nit 3 steam generators, After completion of the hydrostatic pressure tests, a visual 
inspection of the steam generator reactor coolant side revealed cracks in the welds that 
join the divider plate to the channel head of both steam generators. 

From March through July of 2009, ,Mitsubii;hi per:formed a root cause evaluation, which 
showed that a change in the weld preparation process for the divider plate-to-channel 
head weld had resulted in the cracking of the weld. A repair procedure was developed 
and repair work on the Unit 3 steam generators began in June 2009. Tne repairs to the 
Unit 3 steam generators were completed in late March {3E0-89) and eal-ly April (3E0-88) 
of 2010. In late April 2010, the Unit 3 steam generators passed the primary hydrostatic 
pres$ure re-tests. In June 2010, AREVA performed a finai eddy eurrent pre-service 
examination of the st~am generators at the Mitsubishi facilities in Japan, and this was 
tised as the baseline pre-service examination for the Unit 3 stearrj generators. The 
ste_arn generators were shipped from the Mitsubishi facilities in Japan in early August 
2010, and arrived atSONGS in early October 2010. 

The Unit 3 steam generators were installed during a refueling outage, between October 
~010 and.February 2011. On February 18, 2011, Unit 3 returned to power operations. 
Engineering inspectors performed inspections in accordance with procedur(?s IP 50001, . 
Steam Generator Replacement Inspection and IP 71111.17, Evaluations of Changes, 
Tests, or Experiments and Permanent Plant Modifications. The results of the 
inspections of the replacement steam generators for Unit 3 are documented in NRC 
Inspection ~eport 05000362/2010009. 
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Unit2 was shut down for a scheduled refueling outage on January 10, 2012. Steam 
generator tubing inspections in. steam generator 2E0-89 found unexpected wear caused 
by retainer bars on two tubes that required plugging in accordance with the technical 
specifications. Steam generator tubing inspections in steam generator 2E0-88 found 
wear on four tubes that required plugging in accordance with the technical specifications. 
Anti~vibration bars caused the wear on two of the tubes and retainer bars caused the 
Wear on the other two tubes. Because of the unexpected wear, the iicensee 
preventatively plugged 94 tubes in steam generator 2E0-89 and 98 tubes in steam 
generator 2E0-88. Fifteen of the tubes in steam generator 2E0-89 were stabilized prior 
to plugging, and 18 of the tubes in steam generator 2E0-88 were stabilized prior to 
plugging. Additional details of the inspections of the Unit 2 steam generators are 
p(ovided in section 1.4 of tllis report 

On January 31, 2012, Unit 3 control room operators received an alarm that intjicated a 
primary·t~secondary reactor coolant leak from steam generator 3E0-88, The alarm 
received was from the main condenser air ejector radiation monitors. which continuously 
samples from a vent line for the purpose of rapidly identifying steam generator tube 
leaks. · Although the leak rate was small, it increased enough in a short period of time for 
the licensee to perform a rapid shutdown. The estimated leak rate was 75 gallons per 
day. The facility license allows full power operation with a steady state leak rate of less 
than 150 gallons per day. On February 2, 4012, Unit 3 reached cold shutdown 
conditions. The licensee reviewed the amo.unt of gaseous radioactivity relea&ed and 
estimated a dose of approximately 0.0000452 mrem to a member of the public. The 
annui;il regulatory limit to a member of the public is 100 mrem per year. This unplanned 
offsite release of radioactivity was reviewed by Region IV health physicist inspectors 
who confirmed SONGS' offsite dose estimate (see Section 10 for additional details). 

After shUtdown, the licensee started preparations for performing inspections of Unit 3 
steam generators 3E0-89 and 3E0-88. The steam generator tube inspeetions 
commenced on February 12, 2012, and confirmed the location of the leak in steam 
generator 3E0-88 as coming from the tube in Row 106 Column 78. No other tubes were 
found to be leaking. The licensee then performed eddy current inspections of 100 
percent of the tubes in both Unit 3 steam generators. During these inspections; the 
licensee discovered unexpected wear in both steam generators, including wear at 
retainer bars (similar to the wear found in Unit 2 sieam generators) ?lnd at tube supports 
anq significant tube-tMube wear in the u-ber\d freespan areas (ll boAEI ai:ea of tl=!o 
~· The inspections identified 56 tubes in steam generator 3E~89 and 73 tubes in 
steam generator 3E0-88 that required in-situ pressure testing to meet the coni;lition 
monitoring requirements in plant Technical Specifications. Additional details of the 
inspections of the Unit 3 steam.generators are provided in section 1.5 of this report 

From March 13 - 21, 2012. AREVA conducted in~situ pressure testing of the suspect 
tubes in both Unit 3 steam generators. There were a total of eight tube failur~ during 
testing, all in steam generator 3E0-88. These tubes failed to. satisfy the tube . 
integrity performance criteria in the technical specifications. Additional details of 
the in~situ pressure tests arErprovided in Section 1.6 of this report. 
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From March 19-29, 2012, the NRC augmented inspection team performed inspections 
at SONGS. 

On March 27, 2012, the NRC issued a Confirmatory Action Letter to Southern Califor.nia 
.Edison, which outlined· specific actions for each unitlhat the licensee must complete 
before restarting Unit 2 and Unit 3. 

A more detailed sequenc.e of events can be found in Attachment 2. 

1.2 System Descriptions 

a. Replacement Steam Generators 

The Unit 2 and Unit 3 replacement steam generators contain thermally treated 
Alloy 690 tubing in a u-bend configuration, with a nominal outside diameter of O. 750 
inches and a nominal wall thiekness of 0.043 inches. There are 9727 tubes within each 
steam generator, which are arranged in 142 roVJS and 177 columns. The rows and 
columns are arranged in a nominal 1.000 inch triangular pitch (results in approximately 
0.25 Inches of clearance between tubes). The first thirteen rows of tubes were thermally 
stress relieved after bending to reduce susceptibility to stress corrosion cracking. The 
tubes were hydraulically expanded to the full depth of the tubesheet, which has a 
nominal thiekness of 28.19 inches. Seven tube support plates made of Type 405 
stainress steel provide lateral support the tubes. The tube support plates -contain 
broached trefoil holes with chamfered lands. Support of the tubes in the upper bundle is 
provided by six sets of Type 405 stainless steel. V-shaped, anti-vibration bars. 

The original Model 341 O steam generators at Unit 2 and Unit 3 were manufactured by 
Combustion Engineering. Each steam gt:inerator had 9,350 mill-annealed, Alloy 600 
tubes, which were a combination of u-bend tubes and tubes with two 90 degree bends 
(also called square bends). The tubes had a nominal outside diameter of 0. 750 inches. 
and.a nominal wall thickness of 0.048 inches. The tubes were expanded through the full 
depth of tile tubesheet using an explosive process. and lateral s1,1pport was provided by 
a number of lattice-grid (i.e., eggcrate) carbon steel tube supports. Tube support iii the 
upper bundle was provided by carbon steel-diagonal bars (commonly called batwings) 
andvertical straps. The original steam generators contained a-cylindrically shaped 
support structure beneath the center of the tubesheet (called the stay cylinder) that 
provided structural support to the large diameter tubesheet. 

San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station reviewed Information Notices, Generic Letters, 
Bulletins, and industry operational experience associated with steam generator issues 
when developing the design specifiC?tions for the replacement steam generators. Some 
of the changes are sumrriarized below, for additional inkfrmation see Section 6 of this 
report. 

The design changes between the original and replacement steam generators noted 
above are commonly used In replacement steam generators today. The thermally 
treated Alloy 690 tubing provides increased resist~nce to stress corrosion cracking as 
compared to thermally treated Alloy 600 tubing. T~e use of type 405 stainless steel (in 
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lieu of carbon steel) for tube support plates eliminates the denting phenomenon 
associated with drilled carbon steel support plates. The use of broached trefoil holes 
{Instead of drilled holes) in tube support plates reduces the number of contact points with 
tubes and increases flow area between the tube and tube support plate, thereby 
reducing the potential for corrosion products to buildup between the tube and the tube 
support plate. Gombustion Engineering steam generators with the batwing design have 
typically suffered from wear on tubes (from the batwings) in the central stay cylinder 
region, due to higher cross flow velocities in tris portion of the steam generators. In an 
effort to eliminate this high flow region, the replacement steam generators were . 
designed with a thicker tubesheet that was inherently more rigid, and thus did not require 
the central stay cylinder. By choosing a design with all ll·bend tubes, the bat wing 
design was eliminated and a new anti-vibration bar assembly was used. The new anti
vibration bar assembly is a free floating design that is supported by the tube bundle and 
is not attached to the tube bundle wrapper. 

b. Channel Head-to-Divider Plate Weld 

On March 18, 2009, after eompletion of the primary and secondary side hydrostatic 
pressure tests, a crack in the weld between the divider plate af'.\d the channel head on 
Unit 3 steam generator 3E0-88 was identified . Examination show.ad that the dissimilar 
metal weld, between the Alloy 690 divider plate and the low alloy steel channel head, 
had separated. Specifically, the failure occurred between the channel head and the 
Alloy 152 butter weld, which is the w~ld filler wire equivalent of Alloy 690, Upon 
examination, a simiiarweld failure· was found in steam generator 3E0-89 although the 
size of the failure was not as large. 

Mitsubishi performed a. root cause evaluation arid found that air carbon"arc gouging was. 
used to remove the stainless steel cladding from the channel head, in preparation for 
making the divider plate-to-channel head dissimilar metal weld. The air carbon-arc 
gouging had resulted In carbon deposits in the channel head that were not completely 
removed by grinding that was performed after the gouging operation. The high carbon 
area increased the hardness of the channel head (due to carburization) and was the 
most probable cause of the failure between the channel head and the Alloy 152 butter 
weld. Mitsubishi also found that it was possible, but less probable, that the increased 
hardness of the channel head promoted hydrogen induced cracking in areas of the 
divider platecto-channel head weld that had higher local stres~s due to geometric 
configurations (i.e .. at the corner of the divider plate). · 

As a result of the cracking found on the Unit 3 steam generators, Mitsubishi developed a 
repair procedure for the divider plate-to-channel head· weld. During the _repair process, 
additional preheating of the weld area and an extended post-weld heat treatment were 
performed. Based on tensile tests of specimens from the same heat'lof number, the 
increased heat treatments resulted in decreased tensile strengths of the tubesheet 
material, which required reclassification ofthe tubesheet material from SA-508 Grade 3; 
Class 2 to SA-508 Grade 3, Class 1 

1.3 Resident tnspecto~· Assessment of Steam Generator Tube Leak Event Response 
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a. Inspection Scope 

On January 31, 2012, the resident inspectors were oh-site during the Unit 3 steam 
generatortube leak event. The resident inspectors observed the licensee's response to 
the steam generator tube leak from the control room; and observed the rapid shutdown, 
actions to cool the plant down, actions performed during recovery of plant systems. and 
other operator actions. Additionally, the resident inspectors conducted a review of 
control room ac;tivities and equipment response to determine if the operating crew 
responded appropriately and if the plant systems responded as expected during the 
event. The resident inspectors conducted interviews with various on-shift personnel and 
reviewed the post trip report, which included control room logs, operator statements, and 
plant data trends to assess overall performance of the crew. The review also included 
procedure us.e and adequacy of the guidance used for event response, placing the plant 
in a safe and stable condition, establishing appropriate parameter limits for plant 
cooldown. and conducting the cooldown to cold shutdown conditions. With respect to 
operator awareness and decision making. the resident inspectors were specifically 
focused on the effectiveness of control board monitoring, technical decision making, and 
work practices of the operating crew. With respect to command and control, the resident 
inspectors focused on actions taken by the control room supervision frl managing the 
operating crew's response to the event. 

b. Observations and Findings 

No findings were identified. 

The team identified. one unresolved item for which additional infonnation is required to 
deter.mine if performance deficiencies exist or if the issue constitutes a violation of NRC 
requirements. 

On January 31, 2012, at 3:05 p.m. (PST), main control room operators at Unit 3 received. 
a secondary plant system radiation alarm associated with the air ejectors followed by a 
blowdown radiation monitor alarm. Operations personnel responded in accordance with 
Abnormal Oper<mng Instruction 8023-13-14, "Reactor Coolant Leak,• Revision 16, since 
the entry conditions for a steam generator tube leak were satisfied. Operations 
personnel determined the leakage to be about 75 gallons per day, using a mass balance 
calculation (.06 gpm), from steam generator 3E0-88. This leak rate was below the 
Technical Specification 3.4, 13; "RCS Operational Leakage,n limit of 150 gallons per day 
for primary- to-secondary leakage through any one steam generator. 

At 4:10 p.m., operations personnel evaluated that the primary-to-secondary leak rate 
exceeded 75 gallons per d~y on steam generator 3E0-88 and that the leak was 
increasing at greater than 30 gallons per day per hour, and consequently, initi~ted a 
rapid power reduction to be s 50 percent power in one hour and in Mode 3 within the 
next two hours per Abnormal Operating Instruction 8023-13-14. In accordance with 
Abnormal Operating Instruction S023-13'-14, when reactor power was less than 35 
percent. operations personnel tripped the reactor at 5:31 p~m. to enter Mode 3. 
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Due to the manual reactor trip, operations personnel entered Emergency Operating 
Instruction 8023-12-1, "StandardPost Trip Actions," Revision 26, to ensure the plant 
was placed in a stable, safe condition, and that the plant was configured to respond to 
the continuing steam generator tube leak event Operations personnel iniplemented the 
emergency operating instructions and isolated the affected steam generator at 6:00 p.m. 
A plant cooldown was conducted by using main steam bypass from steam generator 
3E0-89 to the main condenser. Mode 4 conditions were achieved at approximately 6 
hours after isolation of the steam generator. Coo!down continued until 1.Jnit 3 was in 
Mode 5, cold shutdown. 

The resident inspectors concluded that abnormal and emergency operatin~ instructions 
were performed consistent with expected standards and that operations personnel 
exhibited the fundamental operator competencies in response to the Unit~ steam 
generator tube )eak. event. 

Specifically, the resident inspectors determined that the operating crew displayed a 
questioning attitude of changing plant parameters and took conservative actions. The 
operating crew identified important preliminary increasing trends of Unit 3 air ejectors 
radiation monitors and subsequent alarms in a timely manner for a tube leak iii steam 
generator3E0-88. Additionally, the resident inspectors determined that crew 
supervisjon exercised effective oversight of plant status. crew performance, and control 
room command and control. 

(1) Introduction: The team identified an unresolved item associated with Operations 
Procedure S0123~Q-A8, "lripffransient and Ev~nt Review,~ that required a formal 
review of operator actions and safety systems to determine if important systems 
responded as design. The formal review was not completed. 

Description: On March 19, 2012, the team requested to review the results of 
operations post trip/transient evaluation of tlie January 31, Unit 3 tube leak event. 
Operations Procedure S0123-0-A8, "Tripffransient and Event Review," Revision a, 
required a detailed post trip review folloWing unplanned reactor trips. However. a 
formal trip/transient and event review was not available because operations 
personnel determined the Unit 3 event was planned and therefore a formal review 
was not required. · 

On March 27. 201 ~ .. Team met with operations personnel to discuss items on a draft 
Unit 3 trip/transient evaluation provided to the team. The team also discussed with 
operations personnel the requirements in Operations Procedure S0123-0~A8, and 
concluded a basis for what was "planned" and "unplanned" was not defined. 
Operations personnel determined the Unit 3 reactor trip was a planned reactor. trip 
because Abnormal Operating Instruction 5023-13-14, "Reactor Coolant Leak," 
Revision 16, Section 4, had described actions for primary-to-secondary leakage. 
Specifically, this section stated, in part, under plant conditions of increasing steam 
generator tube leakage, operations personnel were required to perform a rapid 
power reduction to less than 35 percent power. then trip the reactor. 
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The team discussed with operations personnel that definitions for unplanned events 
have been established through industry standards to report on plant performance. 
These standards include NEI 99-02, "Regulatory Assessment Performance Indicator 
Guideline," Revision 6. Industry Guidance NEI 99~02 indicated that Unit 3 reactor 
trip sh6uld be considered unplanned since the reactor trip was required by an 
abnormal operating instruction and would count against the performance indicator for 
unplanned reactor trips. . 

Additional review and follow up will be required to review the corrective actions 
~ssociated with the procedural guidance for an event review and then determine 
whether this issue represents a performance deficiency or constitutes a violation of 
NRC requirements. This issue is identified as URI Os000362/2012007-01, 
"Adequacy of the TripJTransient and Event Review Procedure" 

1.4 Description of Steam Generator Inspections at SONGS Unit 2 

On January 10, 2012, SONGS Unit 2 was shutdown for a refueling outage; SONGS 
p£irsonnel conducted a scheduled steam generator inspectiof'l In accordance with 
Technical Specific(:ltion 6.6.9, "Steam Generator (SG) Program .. This Was the first 
inspection of the Unit 2 steam generators since thefr replacement in January 201 o. The. 
accumulated operating time on the replacement Unit 2 steam generatorswas1 .7 
effective full power years: There was no reported primary to secondary leakage at the 
time of .shutdown. 

The scope of the inspection included a 100 percent tube sample with an eddy current 
test bobbin probe over the full tube length, followup rotating coil inspections at special 
interest locations, and a ~econdary side foreign object search and retrieval. Three types 
of flaw indications were found in the tubes: 

• Wear at the tube support plate and anti-vibration bar supports 
• Wear caused by a loose part 
• Wear at retainer bars 

With the exception ofthe wear indications found at tube retainer bar locations, the wear 
indi_cations fol.llld are similar to those found at other replacement steam generators after 
one cycle of operation. A total of 2411 tubes were found with indications at the tube 
support plates and anti-vibration bar supports. the vast majority of which had a 
measured depth of less than 20 percent of the tube wall thickness. Only two of these 
indications. IO(;ated at ttie anti-vibration bar supports, exceeded the Technical 
Specification 6.6.9.c repair limit of 35 percent of the tube wan· thickness. The two 
affected tubes plus two additional tubes with 31 percent deep indications were stabilized 
arid plugged. 

SONGS performed a reanalysis of the bobbin probe ·eddy current data collected during 
the Unit 2 inspection program. This reanalysis was performed after the firyding of the 
long free-span indications in Unit 3, allowing insights gained during.the Unit 3 · 
inspections to be applied to thE:l Unit 2 data. The scope qf this reanalysis was a "box· of 
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. . 
1000 tubes in each Unit 2 steam genercitor which bounded. the region of tubing affected 
by the instability damage in Unit 3. This reana.lysis confirmed the results of the otigirial 
analysis and did not identify any tube-to-tube wear. 

Two tubes were found with indications (less than 35 percent through wall} caused by a. 
small loose part on the secondary side. This loose part was removed from the steam 
generator. Metallurgical analysis indicated the loose part was a pi~ of weld metal, 
mostlikely introduced during steam genercitor manufacturing operations, The two 
affected tubes were left in service. 

Six tubes were found with indications at retainer barlntersections. The retainer bars are 
part of the support structure for the anti-vibration bars and are a unique feature of steam 
generators ma.nufactured Mitsubishi. The measured indication depths ra~d from 28 to 
90 percent of the tube wall thickness. Because of the short measured lengths of these 
flaws, only the 90 percent indication was in-situ pressure tested as part of condition 
monitoring. The affected tl!be was Sl!ccessfully pressurized to 5300 psi with no leakage, 
confirming that the Technical Specification 6.6.9.b tube integrity performance criteria 
were met. Mitsubishi attributed the cause of these indications to retainer bar vibration, 
the potential for which had not been evaluated during design. Fori'Calhoun is the only 
other domestic plant with Mitsubishi steam generators. The· retainer bars at Fort 
Calhoun are significantly stiffer than at SON.GS. 

The six tubes with retainer bar indications have been plugged and stabilized. In 
addition, the remaining 182 tubes (total for b_oth Unit 2 steam generator.s) that intersect 
the retainer bars were plugged as a preventive measure. Twenty four of these tubes 
were stabilized prior to plugging to ensure. that all 188 plugged tubes will not sever due 
to continued vibration of the retainer bar. The tubes that were stabilized are strategically 
located at each end and center of the retainer bars. 

Detailed plans for returning Unit 2to service were still uhder development. Short-term 
plans relating to Unit 2 induded conducting a full u"bend e~amination of 137.5 (verify) 
tubes in both steam generators using a rotating Coil. The tube sample was intended to 
totally box-in the region affected by free-span ""'.ear seen in Unit 3 by significant margin: 
The rotating coil provides a slightly more sensitive inspeetion for long free-ospl:ln wear 
scars than the bobbin probe. (These inspections were performed subsequent to the 
team's site visit and identified two tubes in Unit 2 steam generator 2E0:89 with shallow 
free-span in the u-bend region. These indications both measured 14 percent deep, and 
were located in the same region of the bundle affected by free,-span indications in the 
Unit 3 steam generators.) · 

1.5 Description of Steam Generator Inspections at SONGS Unit 3 

After shutdown, the licensee started preparations for performing inspections of Unit 3 
steam generators 3E0-89 and 3E0-88. The steam generator tube inspections 
commenced on February_12, 2012, and confirmed the location· of the leak in steam 
generator 3E0-88 as coming from the tube in Row 106.Column 78. The leak was 
l9cated 2 inches beyond anti-vibration support number 4 on the hot leg side. It was 
found to be associated with a long (approximately 30 inches) free-span flaw indication. 
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No other tubes were found to be leaking. 

The licensee then performed eddy current inspections of 1 DO percent of the tubes. full 
length, in both Unit 3 steam generators with a bobbin probe. The bobbin probe , · 
examinations were supplemented by rotating coil examinations to confirm, characterize, 
and size the indications found by the bobbin probe. These examinations identified over 
160 tubes in each steam generator with long free-span indications similar to that found 
on the leaking tube, In each steam generator, the tubes containing the free-span 
indications were grouped together in a tightly packec;I zone near the center of the tube 
bundle. The free-span indications were located on the upper and/or lower sides (i.e., the 
extrados and intrados) of the u-bend. Thus, a given free-span indication on the extrados 
of one tube tended to be matched by a similar indication on the intrados of the adjacent 
higher row tube located in the same tube column. This pattern provided early evidence 
to SONGS personnel that the free-span indications were wear flaws due to tube-to-tube 
contact from motion of the u-bends within the plane of the u-bends. More than half of 
the free-span indications in each steam.generator had maximum measured depths 
exceeding the 35 percent plugging limit in the technical specifications, and ranged to as 
much as 99 percent (for the non-leaking tubes). 

Over 460 tubes in each steam generator were found with wear indications at the tube 
support plates. In general: tubes exhibiting th·e free-span wear indications tended to 
exhibit tube support plate indications with the higl:lest depth measurements, typically with 
the deepest values at the seventh tube support plate and trending down at successively 
lower support levels, Approximately 170 tubes in each $G exhibited indications at the 
tube support plates that exceeded the 35 percent plugging limit, with maximum depths 
ranging to 70 percent. 

Approximately BOO tubes in steam generator 3E0-88 and 900 tubes in steam generator 
3EQ..89 exhibited wear indications at the anti-vibration bar supports. Most of these 
measured less than 20 percent deep, and only 2 indications exceeded the 35 percent 
plugging limit. For tube indications at anti-vibratiqn bars in tubes not exhibiting free-span 
u-bend indications, the length of the wear indications was confined to within the width of 
the anti-vibration bars. This was also true in SONGS Unit 2. For tubes that exhibited 
free-span indications. many of these. tubes had wear indications at the antj..vibration bars 
that extended outside the width of the anti,vibration bars which indicated in-plane 
movement ofthese u-bends. 

Four tubes were found with indications at retainer bar intersections, with measure? 
depths ranging from 28 to 46 percent At the time of the team's pre~ence at the sit~ •. 
planned corrective actions with respect to tubes_ a9jac.:nt to the_ re!ain~r bar were s1m1lar 
to those completed for Unit 2. The four tubes with retainer bar md1cci~ons were plugged 
and stabilitecl. In addition, the remaining 164 tubes (total fqr both Unit 3 steam 
generators) that intersect the retainer-bars were plugged as a preventive n:i~asure. 
Twenty tour of these tubes were.stabilized prior. The t~bes that were stab1l1i:ed are 
strategically located at each end and center of the retainer bars. 

Detailed plans for sati~fying the provisions of_the NRG Marc'1~7.2~12 Confirmatory 
Action Letter for SONGS Unit 3 we~ not available and were still being developed. 
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1.6 In-Situ Pressure Testing 

Technical Specification 5.5.9.a for SONGS Units 2 and 3 requires that a condition 
monitoring assessment be performed during each outage that the steam generator tubes 
are inspected or plugged to confirm that the tube integrity performance are being met. 
These performance criteria include criteria for structural integrity and accident leakage 
integrity. The limiting structural criterion applicable to the SONGS Units 2 and .3 is the 
normal steady state pressure <:fifferential across the tubes times a safety factor of three. 
The limiting accident leakage criterion is 0.5 gallons per minute under main steam line 
break conditions. 

Typically, the requirement for performing condition monitoring is satisfied by analyzing 
eddy current flaw indications relative to screening criteria that are functions of measured 
flaw depth. length, and/or eddy current voltage response. These screening criteiia are 
conservative relative to the performance criteria since they make allowance for eddy 
current measurement error, uncertciinties with respect ~o voltage correlat!ons with flaw 
depth and burst strength, and material property variability. When these screening 
criteria are exceeded, in-situ pressure tests may be performed for tubes not meeting ~he 
screening criteria to confirm that the performalic;:e criteria are met for these tubes. In-situ 
pressure test procedures at SONGS and the. screening criteria for selecting tubes to be 
tested were in accordance with Electrical Power Research Institute Report 1014983, 
•steam Generator 10.:Situ Pressure Tesf Guidelines,• Revision 3.. · 

At Unit 2, one tube with a measured 90percent deep indication at a retainer bar location 
was determined to be oUtside the screening criteria and was in-situ pressure tested. For 
Unit 3, an optional strategy to the screening criteria approach was taken in accordance 
with the Steam Generator In-Situ Pressure Test Guidelines, Appendix A. The Appendix 
A approach is a statistically based Monte Carlo approach that samples the uncertainty 
distributions. associated with e;;,1ch of the input parameters for calculating tube bur.st 
pressure. This methodology selects all tubes determined to have a 0.95 probability or 
less of meeting the limiting structural integrity perform(!nce c;riterion. Application of thil)_ 
method led to selection of 129 tubes on Unit3 for in-situ pressure testing, 73 tubes in 
steam generator 3E0..88 and 56 tubes in steam generator 3E0-89. 

The in-situ pressure tests were .performed under ambient conditions. Therefore the test 
pressures were. adjusted upward from actual values under hot conditions to account for 
the increased yield and_ultimate strength of the tube material under ambient coi'lditiqns. 
The test pressures {with correction factors added) corresponding to normal operating 
conditions, main steam line break. and three times normal operating pressure differential 
were 1850 psi, 3200 psi, and 5300 ps_i, respectively. 

The test procedure involved pressurizing the subjecttube at a rate not to exceed 200 
psi/sec to each test point. At each test point. pressure was held constant for two 
minutes if the tube was not leaking. If the tube was leaking, pressure was held constant 
for five minutes before ramping to tl~e next test pressure. 
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The tube with a 90percent. deep retainer bar indication in Unit 2 was successfully tested 
to 5300 psi with no leakage. This demonstrated that all performance criteria were met 
for this tube. For Unit 3, 136 of the 144 tubes tested were successfully tested to 5300 
psi with no leakage, demonstrating that these tubes met the performance criteria. The 
remaining eight tubes "failed" prior to reaching 5300 psi. Failure in this context means 
that leakage occurred in excess of the 4.5 gallons per minute pump capacity during the 
test; and test pressure could not be maintained. All eight tubes that failed were in steam 
generator 3E0-88. All tubes in steamgenerafor 89were successfully tested to5300 psi 
with no leakage. 

Table 1 summarizes. the in-situ pressure te;;t results for the eight tubes that failed the 
test. Three of the eight tubes failed at or below the test pressure corresponding to main 
steam fine break differential pressure. The tube that lealsed causing shutdown of 
SONGS Unit 3 (row 106. column 78) exhibited the lowest failure pressure, 2874 psi. 
The three tubes that failed at or below main steam line break pressure failed to meet the 
accident leakage performance criteria as well as the structural integrity performanee 
criteria. The ot!ler five tubes met the a~ident leakage criteria, but failed to meet the 
structural criteria. · 

Prior to being tested to failure, the tube that leaked during operation (row 106, column 
78) exhibited a measured leak rate of 0.072 galions per minute ata test pressure 
corresponding to normal operating conditions. This compares with a leak rate of 0.06 
gallons per minute measured by SONGS operating staff for SONGS Unit'3 when they 
made the decision-to ~hut the plant cjown. The reported operational leakage was 
evaluated based on ambient conditions. Both the ojJerational and test measurements 
are less'than the applicable ~eChnical specification limit of 0.1 gallons per minute. 
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Table 1 - SONGS 3 In-Situ Pressure Test Results 

SG Row Column Leak Rate at Leak Rate at l Failure· 
Normal Main Steam ' Pressure 
Qpe~fing line Break 
Conditions 

I (gpm) (gpm) (psi) 

88 106 78 0.072 >0.5 2874 

88 102 78 0 >0.5 3268 

88 104 78 0 >0.5 3180 

88 100 8.0 0 >0.5 4732 
I 

88 107 87 0 >0.5 5160 

88 101 81 0 >0:5 4889 
: 
I 88 98 .80 0 >0,5 4886 
i 
I 

I 88 99 81 0 >0.5 5026 
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2.0 Probable Cause Evaluation (Charter Item 2) 

While the team was on-site, both $0NGS and Mitsubishi were in the process of 
conducting cause evaluations for the tube !allur~ ~nd un~xpf?.ct~d wear of ~~am 
generator tubes in Unit 3. As part of both evaluations. actions were being taken to 
understand the differences between Unit 2 and 3 steam generators. The cause 
evaluations were not complete and were undergoing changes while the Augmented 
Inspection Team was onsite; however, SONGS did subsequently complete their cause 
evaluation prior to the team's .exit meeting. The team did a detailed review of the 
completed cause evalu?tion. ' 

2.1 SONGS Cause Evaluation 

a. Inspection Scope 

The team conducted an overall and independent review of SONGS actions taken to 
understand the probable cause for the steam generator tube degradation. The team 
reviewed the updated final safety analysis report updated final safety analysis report. 
technical specifications, design basis documents, original steam generator design, 
replacement steam generator design, purchase order specifications, design changes, 
manufacturing changes, nonconformance reports, supplier deviation reports, and 
interviewed personnel. The review included understanding the licensee's criteria for 
determining the cause, or if one could not be·determined, the most probable cause, 

b. Observations and Findings 

No findings were identified. 

The team participated in discussions with the licensee's cause analysis team and noted 
that the lieensee employed various root cause evaluation techniques. These included a 
change anal~is technique that compared design differences and a problem analysis 
technique relying on a systematic process that looked at the causal effects and risk 
assessments of possible causes. Jhe team reviewed the 'licensee causal analysis 
summary that assigned a ranking of highly probable to unlikely. 

In the area of thermal hydraulic analysis the licensee contracted AREVA to verify the 
accuracy of Mitsubishi's thermal-hydraulic code {FIT Ill} used during the design Of the 
replacement steam generators, by comparing it to ATHOS, a. thermal-hydraulic code 
'developed by the Electric Power Research lnstiMe (EPRI). In addition, SONGS 
contracted Westinghou~ to perform a completely independent analysis using a 
WestlnghQuse modified-ATHOS thermal-hydraulic code. AREVA also performed 
im;fependent flow induced vibration analyses. The licensee brought on board MPR 
associates and numerous other technical experts. including a world renowned expert in 
flow induced vibration. to assi$t in the Ca.use assessment. The team observed that 
SONGS prellmjnary causal al")alysis was generally consistent with that of Mitsubishi. 
Initially, the licensee reviewed_ the following cause contributors: 
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Departure from original steam generator u-bend/;::tnti-vibration bar configuration -
highly probable 
Departure from original.steam generator stay cylinder configuration - possible 
Departure from original steam generator tube support pla~e configuration • 
possible 
Replacement steam generator anti-vibration bar structure too flexible - possible 
Additional 300 rotations of Unit 3 replacement steam generator due to divider 
.plate repair work - possible 
Thermal-hydraulic and flow induced vibratiol'J models used in replacement steam 
generator design incorrectly predicted replacement steam generator tube bundle 
behavior- possible · 

Th~ team observed that the licens~e perform~d a detailed C!nalysis and attempted to 
address all probable causes; )he team obser\ted ttiat some of the conditions which 
were eliminated as potential contributors may need further evaluation. In particular, the 
team believed that the only major difference between Units 2 and 3 was the divider plate 
repair to both Unit 3 steam generators. This difference had been discounted by both 
SONGS and Mitsubisfti. :rh~ divid~r plate is further discuss.ed. in .Section. 1.2.0 of this 
reµort. · 

The completed SONGS cause evaluation identified the m.echanistic cause of ttle tubo-to
tube wear as tluid-Ellastic instability caused by a combination of localized high 
steam/water velocity, high steam void fraction, and insufficient contact forces between 
the anti-vibration bars and the tubes. The Mitsubishi thermal/hydraulic model under
predicted the actual therr11al/hydraulic conditions in the steam generator. 'aOO 
impro\'ements iA fal:IFioatien lflotween Unit 2 ane U!-lil: 3 steam goRorotaFS lea to ttte 
Fea1:1oea eoAtaQt for:ees. j 

2.2 Mitsubishi Cause Evaluation 

a. lnsoeciion Scope · 

The team conducted an overall and independent review of Mitsubishi's actions taken to 
understand the probable cause of the steam generator tube degradation. While onsite; 
the inspection team was informed thatMiiSubishi was performing a failure analysis to 
chara~terize the mechaflism causing the tube.to-tube wear condition in Unit 3. The 
team had periodic distussions.with Mitsul;)ishipersonnelt<;i gather information on the 
probable causes under consideration .. The team reviewed information contained in the 
updated final safety analysis report, technical specifications, design basis documents, 
purchase order specifications, design changes, design drawings, manufacturing 
changes, nonconfortnanee .reports, and supplier deviation reports to understand the 
design· and fabrication of the replacemen~ steam generators and independently assess 
the information obtained from Mitsubishi's in-progress eause evaluation. 

b. Observations and Findings 

No findings were identified. 
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The team determined that Mitsubishi was performing a thorough evalua~ion of the failure 
mechanism leading to the tube-to-tube wear In Unit 3. The team noted that Mitsubishi 
gathered factual information about the design, fabrication, and operation of the 
replacement steam generators in Unit 2 and Unit 3 to understand the differences 
between these components and identify potential contributing causes. The team 
discussed the preliminary failure mechanism theory with Mitsubishi personnel, who 
attributed the tube-to-tube wear to a combination of design, fabrication, and operational 
factors. 

Mitsubishi's preliminary explanation of the failure mechanism started with the 
combination of two factors: ( 1) a relatively small tube pitch to tube diameter ratio (P/D), 
and (2) high void fraction in the tube bundle area where the tube-to-tUbe wear was 
identified. The small pitch to diameter ratio was a fixed parameter in the replacement 
steam generators established by the nominal center-to-center distance between 
adjacent tubes (P) and the nominal outside diameter of the tubes (D). The high void 
fraction was identified from the results of Mitsubishi's thermal-hydraulic model for the 
secondary sid,e of the replacement steam generators. Mitsubishi considered that the 
combination of these two factors may have resulted in favorable conditions for in-plane 
tube vibration based; in part. on the results of recent studies in flow elastic instability. 

Additionally, Mitsubishi identified that the Unit 3 replacement steam gener<>tors had 
better dimensional controls during the fabrication process. This determination was 
based, in part, on the results of pre-service and in~service eddy current examinations, 
and fabrication data from Unit 2 and Unit 3 replacement steam generators. The 
correlation of dimensional controls with the failure mechanism was that improved 
dimensional controls for Unit 3 replacement steam generators resulted in less variability 
of as-built critical dimen~ions such as .anti-vibration bar thickness, tube roundness, and 
gaps between tubes and anti-vibration bars. Condition Report 201836127 Cause 
Evaluation, Revision 0, lists one of the mechanistic causes of the tub&-to-tube wear to 
be associated with the reduction in dimensional variability that resulted in less contact 
force between the tubes and the anti-vibration bars. 

Th$ failure mechanism model also considered a fluid dynamic effect associated with the 
spreading of the tubes in the U-bend region during normal operating conditions. This 
effect was informally referred to as "flowering,· due to the characteristic shape in which 
the tube bundle spreads transverse to the plane of the u-bends at normal operating 
conditions. "Flowering" was described as the elastic deformation of the anti-vibration bar 
structure and the tube bundle in the U-bend region. as a result of thermal expansion and 
fluid dynamic pressure acting on the secondary side of the tubes (see figure below}. 
The deformation caused by the "flowering" effect was believed to result in multiple areas 
of no contact between the anti-vibration bars and the tubes, which minimized resistance 
to in-plane motion of the u-bends. 
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Tubesheet 

In.Plane Deformation 

Tube Bundle Shape at Cold Condition 

Elastic Derormauon 
("Flowering" Ett~t> 

"-Tube Support/' 

Plate No. 7 

~:r:=:i~ 

Out-of·Plane Defonnutlon 

Description of "Flowering;. Effect (Conceptual Drawing - For lllustratlon Purposes Only} 

Mitsubishi considere{Hhat the collective contribution of the factors described above 
resulted in conditions in the U-bend that were highly susceptible to excessive tube 
vibration. The in-plane vibration of the tubes in the U-bend region allowed direct contact 
between free-span sections of the tubes, resulting in the unanticipated tube-to-tube 
wear. 

At the conclusion of the onsite portion of this inspection, Mitsubishi was further 
evaluating the failure mechanism by conducting in-depth 'analyses of available data to 
validate their failure mechanism theory. One of the analyses included analY,fical studies 
of the impact of anti-vibration bar gap size, free-span length, flow elastic vibration. and 
contact forces on tube wear depth. An expected outcome of this analysis was thcit 
contact forces and the number of inactive supports should be the biggest contributors to 
wear under flow elastic instability conditions. Additionally, Mitsubishi w~s cc:mducting 
further analytical studies of the "flowering" effect by modeling multiple cases of elastic 
displacement of the tube bundle structure, taking into consideration thermal expansion 
and dynamic pressures. Concurrent with these analy$es, Mitsubishi was studying the 
effect of manufacturing dispersion on tube wear. Specifically, Mitsubishi .was modeling 
multiple cases of manufacturing variability to study the influence of different dimensional 
controls on gap and contact forces. Mitsubishi wa_s usihg as-built data as well as 
manufacturing tolerances to statistically assess the impact of dimerisior\al controls on 
the resulting gaps and contact forces in different area.s of the tube bundle. One of the 
expected outcomes of this analysis was that manufacturing variability in Unit 3, in 
combination with the "flowering" effect, would result in a reduction of contact forces in 
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Unit 3 relat.ive to those in Unit 2. During the onwsite portion of this inspection, the results 
of these studies were not finalized and additional failure analysis tasks were Scheduled 
to accurately characterize the failure mechanism and support the cause determination. 

At the time of the exit, Mitsubishi was still completing their independent cause analysis. 
As part of the Confirmatory Action Letter inspection, the final Mitsubishi cause evaluation 
will be reviewed.! · 

3.0 Ooerational Differences in Configuration and Operation Between Unit 2 and 3 !Charter 
item 3> 

a. Inspection Scope 

The team reviewed Unit 2 and 3 Cycle 16 operational data records found in operator 
logs and the plant computer system. The team focused on differences in configuration 
and operation between Units 2 and 3. The team evaluated full power operational data 
between Unit 2 and Unit 3 steam generators after each were replaced. From this data 
the team compared key plant parameters and other indications such as temperature, 
flow, power, pressure. and vibration and loose parts monitoring alarms. The team 
reviewed operational differences between Units 2 and 3 in order to gain information and 
to assess if these differences could have had an impact on the observed differences in 
the steam generator tube wear between the units. 

b. Observations and Findings 

No findings were identified. 

The team looked at a number of operational.differences from the perspective of the · 
thermal~hydraulic disparities. The team also evaluated the significance of these 
differences insofar as potential impact to tube degradation. It was noted that Unit 3 ran 
with slightly higher primary temperatures, about 4'F higher than Unit 2. Other differences 
were noted in steam and feedwater flow but none of the differences were considered 
sufficient to signifiqantly affect thermal hydraulic charac;teristies inside-the steam · 
generators. In addition. the team also identified that Unit 3 steam generators had 
numerous valid vibration and loose parts monitoring system alarms compared to Onit 2. 
steam generators. 

(1) introduction: The team identified an unresolved item associated with the number of 
valid vibration and loose parts alarms observed in Unit 3 steam generators compared 
to Unit 2 steam generators. during steady state conditions. 

Description: During the review of operational differences between Unit ? and 3 
steam generators the team identified a significant difference in number of valid 
vibration and loose parts monitoring system alanns. The vibration and loose parts 
monitoring system was designed to provide continuous monitoring and conditioning 
of loose parts accelerometer signals. Two separate accelerometers were installed 
on each of the steam generators. The location of these instruments are on the 
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steam generators' lower supporting structures and provide acoustic information 
about loose parts impacts specifically on the reactor coolant or primary side of the 
steam generators. The vibration and loose parts monitoring system real time 
functions consist mainly of impact alarm validation of suspected .loose part events 
and recording acoustic data. Long. term vibration monitoring and ld.ose part event 
trending were done by engineering personnel using recorded data. 

Unit 3 returned to service in February 2011, and the resident inspectors noted .a 
number of nuclear notifications associated with Unit 3 steam generators vibration 
and loose parts monitoring alarms. On January 20, 2012, prior to the Unit 3 tube 
leak, engineering personnel also identified this trend and documented in Nuclear 
Notification NN 201818719 this problem and assigned an action to do.further 
evaluation. On February 3, 2012, engineering personnel sent two sets of alarm 
signatures to Westinghouse, which contained impact data on alarms for time periods 
of steady state operation (i.e., no major temperature changes). Westinghouse 
engineering personnel concluded that the acoustic signals picked up by the 
accelerometers were valid and similar in nature to acoustic signatures cause(j by 
thermal movement of a steam generator expected during changes in thermal · 
conditions, such as plant startup or shutdown. However the data obtained and 
analyzed had. been taken during steady state operations. The team noted that Unit 2 
~team generators did not receive the same. number and type of alarms during a 
similar period of steady state.operations. Engineering personnel also compared hot 
leg temperature changes liriked to Unit 3 operations from February 18, 2011, to 
Januai:y 31, 2012, and confirmed about 30 valid alarms during this period were not 

· associated with thermal transients. · 

Additional review an9 follow up will be required of the vibration and loose parts 
monitoring system alarms, including evalua~on and disposition of Unit 3 alarms and 
then determine whether this issue represents a performance deficiency or constitutes 
a violation of NRC requirements. This issue is identified as URI 
0500036212012007-02, "Evaluation of Unit 3 Vibration and Loose Parts Monitoring 
System Alarms.· 

(2) Introduction: The t~am performed a number of different thermal-hydraulic analysis of 
Units 2 and 3 steam generators. The output of the various analyses runs Where then 
compared and reviewed to determine if those differences could have contributed to 
the significant change in steam generator tube wear. 

Description; The NRC conducted a number of.different thermal-hydraulic analyses, 
including: 

• Lower bounding thermal hydraulic analysis usfng the steam genetator base 
design condition, where primary iniet temperature was 59a·F. and an. upper 
bou_nd case 11Jhere primary inlet temperature was 611'F as identified in Mitsubishi 
Document L5-04GA021, Revision 3 

• Var}ting steam generator pressures from 833 to 942 psia 
• Steam mass flow rates from 7.59 to 7 .62 Mlbm/hr 
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• Primary loop volumetric flow rate from 102,000 to 104,000 gpm, and 
• Recirculation ratio from 3.2 to 3.5. 

The result of the independent NRC thermal-hydraulic analysis concluded that 
differences in the actual operation between units and/or individual stecim generators 
had an insignificant impact on the resuit.s and in fact, the team did not identify any 
changes in steam velocities or void fractions that eould attribute to the differences in 
tube wear between the units or steam generators. It should be noted that increases 
in primary temperature and steam generafor pressures has the effeet of reducing 
void fractions and peak steam velocities, which slightly decreases the conditions 
necessary for fluid elastic instability and flow induced vibration. 

4.0 Design and Manufacturing Differences (Charter Item #4) (Mitsubishi Charter Item 1) 

During the development of the charter, it was not known how SONGS and Mitsubishi 
reviewed and approved design and manufacturing changes. During the inspection, it 
was identified that all design and mar:iufacturing changes proposed by Mitsubishi 
required review and approval from a SONGS representative. Based on this, it was 
determined that this area could be covered as one item. 

a. Inspection Scope 

The team interviewed licensee and Mitsubishi personnel involved in the design and 
fabrication of the replacement steam generators and reliiev.fed information including 
·noriconformance reports, design drawings, fabrication procedures, design changes, 
engineering evaluations, supplier deviation request$, and design specifications to 
identify conditions affe.cting quality that resulted in relevant design differences between 
the replacement steam generators. The team assessed whether these differences could 
be considered as contributing factors for the cause of the tube-to-tube wear issue in Unit 
3. The team also reviewed Engineering Change Packages 800071702 and 800071703 
for th~ Unit 2 and Unit 3 replacement steam generators, respectively, with emphasis on 
changes made to the design methodology described in the updated final safety analysis 
report for the original steam generators to verity that the eval.uation was pe.rformed in 
accordance with licensee procedures and the provisions of 10CFR 50.59, "Changes, 
Tests. and Experiments." 

b. Observations and Findings 

No findings were identified. 

The team identified two unresolved items for which additional information is required to 
determine if performance deficiencies exist or if the issues constitute violations of NRC 
requirements. The team also identified 'several obser¥ations related to the design, · 
fabrication, and the engineering change pa~age forthe Unit 2 and Unit 3 reptacefTJent 
steam generators. 

1) lntrOdi.lction: The team identified an unresolved item associated with the design of 
the (etainer bars in Unit 2 a11d Unit 3 replacement steam generators. 
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Description: In February 2012, the licensee identified wear indications in Unit 2 
replacement steam generators at the tube locations in contact with the retainer bars 
(see figure below). Some of the indications showed excessive wear with a maximum 
degrar,iation of 90 percent through wall. 

Re{ainor Bar Design and Location of Affected Tubes {For Illustration Purposes Only) 

The team identified that the design of the replacement steam generators ·did ript 
expect any potential vibration concerns in the area of the tu.be bundle wliere ttie 
retainer bars were locatea. The basi_s for Mitsubishi's design philosophy relied on 
the following factors: 

• Based on the cc!l_culated natural frequency of the retainer bar, rv1ttsubishi 
considered that there would not be a resonant vibration condition relative to the 
flow conditions inthe location of retainer bars. · · 

• The vibration analysis of the tube bundle only considered out-of-plane Vibration 
becaus·e in-plane vibration was not expected to be an operational concern for the 
retainer bars. 

• The outermoa:t tubes were conside~d the least susceptible to flow-elastic 
. instability: therefore retainer bar locations were not included in the vibration 
-analySis. 

• Flow elastic instability was found not applicable to the retainer bar because this 
inec;hanism did not apply to a single tube hcross ·flow. 

• Vortex-induced vibration was found. not applicable to the retainer bar because it 
was considered a vibration mode applicable to a single cylinder in uniform cross 
flow in a large area and the flciw condition around the retainer bars was 
considered slug-froth two phase flow. 

However, upon identification of.retainer bar-to-tube wear'in Unit 2 replacement 
steam generators, Mitsubishi performed an evaluation· to identify the cause of 
excessive wear. The analysis considered th~ee vibration mechanisms: fluid-elastic 
instability, v9rtex-induced vibration. and turbulence-indu.ced vibratior:i (random 
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vibration). The analysis for turbulence-induced vibration determined that random 
vibration was the possible cause of the retainer vibration, based on the peculiar flow 
around the retainer bar. combined with the rather low natural frequency of the 
retainer bar. The analysis used the two phase flow conditions around the retainer 
bars and identified various modes of vibration at those flow conditions that could lead 
toTetainer bar vibration and consequently to tube wear. 

Additional review by the NRC is required following completion of the licensee's cause 
evaluation to determine whether this issue represents a performan~ deficiency or 
constitutes a violation of NRC requirements. This issue is identified as URI 
0500036212012007-03, "Evaluation of Retainer Bars Vibration during the Original 
Design of the Replacement Stearn Generators.• 

2) Introduction: The team identified an unresolved item associated with the 
dimensional controls of critical dimensions throughout the fabrication of Unit 2 and 
Unit 3 replacement steam generators. 

Description: Based on the information gathered by the team on the differences in 
dimensional controls of critical parameters in Unit 2 and Unit 3 replacement stearn 
generators, the team determined that Mitsubishi did not consider the potential impact 
of improving dimensional controls for tube roundness and anti-vibration bars on the 
final tube bundle clearances at normal operating conditions. 

Additional review by the NRC is required following completion of the licensee's cause 
evah.Jation to fully assess how the di~ensional controls contributed to the tube-to
tube wear in Unit 3 and then determine whether this issue represents a performance 
deficiency or constitutes a violation 9f NRC requirements. This issue is identified as 
URI 0500036212012007-04, "Evaluation of Changes in Dimensional Controls during 
the Fabrication of Unit 2 and Unit 3 Replacement Steam Generators." 

3) Design Differences: The team did not identify any significant differences in the 
design requirements of Unit 2 and Unit 3 replacement steam generators. The 
"Conformed Specification for Design and Fabrication of the Replacement Steam 
Generators," i:ilso known as the design specification, contained identical technical 
requirements for Uhit 2 and Unit 3 steam generators. All replacement steam 
generators were required to be designed, fabricated, and tested in accordance with 
the 20?? edition of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME} Boiler 
and Pressure Vessel Code. industry standards. and NRC endorsed methods 
described in applicable regulatory guides. The licensee specified the same licensing 
requirements for all replacement steam generators. 

The design specification also contained provisions to address technical or quality 
deviations from the requirements of the purchase order or the design specifications, 
includiog the disposition of "Repair" or "Accept as-is• conditions captured as non
conformance reports in Mitsubishi's quality assurance program and changes to 
documents previously approv!'ld by the licensee. This process was referred to as 
"Supplier Deviation Request" and allowed the licensee to review and approve 
deviations from the approved design specifications. The tearirnoted that changes 
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affecting the specified design were submitted to SONGS personnel for review and 
approval. 

The team noted that the design specification esfablished identical provisions for the 
design of the replacement steam generator components including the vessel, 
upper/lower shell, transition cone, tubesheet, channel head, divider plate, tube 
supports, tubing, steam nozzle, feedwater nozzle, primary nozzles, steam flow 
limiting device, moisture separators/dryers, feedwater distribution system, blowdown 
and sludge management, access/inspection ports, instrument/sampling taps, and 
loose part monitoring. 

The design specification also established identical requirements for the sertlce life 
and service environmental conditions of the replacement steam generators. The 
Heensee also specified identical design loading, structural; and seismic requirements 
for all replacement steam generators. The design specification contained identical 
requirements for design transients under normal, upset, emergency, faulted; and test 
conditions. 

Additionally, ~he performance requirements in the design specification were identical 
for each replacement steam generator, which included: 

• Water Level Stability 
• Circulation Ratio 
·• Moisture Carryover 
• Steam Carryunder in the Downcomer Annulus 
• Reactor Coolant Flow Rate 
• Primary-To-Secondary Leakage 
• Slowdown Capacity 
• Thermal Rating 
• Heat Transfer Surface Area 
• Tube Plugging Margin 
• Fouling Factor 
• Overall Heat Transfer Coefficient 
• Primary Side Design and Operating Pressure/Temperatures 
• Secondary Side Design and Operating Pressures/Temperatures 
• Primary Side Design and Operating Flows 
• Secondary Side Design and Operating Flows ,- . 
• Tube Material and Dimensions · 

The replacement steam generator design deyeloped by Mitsubishi for SONGS Unit 2 
and Unit 3 in accordance with the licensee's d_esign specification was translated into 
the same set of design and fabrication drawings. The team rioted that some as-built 
dimensions varied between Unit 2 and Unit 3 steam generators.a~ a result of the 
divider plate weld repairs in Unit 3 and other manufacturing processes. However, 
these dimensional changes did not represent significant deviations from the original 
design specifications. Therefore, the team determined that no significant differences 
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existed in the design requirements of Unit 2 and Unit 3 replacement steam 
generators. 

4) Fabrication Differences: The team noted that the design specification contained the 
same general fabrication requirements for the Unit 2 and Unit 3 replacement steam 
generators. The design specification contained the methods required for fabrication, 
assembly, inspection, and testing qt the replacement steam generators. The 
specification covered, in part, fabrication requirements for the channel he,.ad cladding, 
tube dimensions, tube wall thickness, tube bend radius, tube "ova!ity," tubesheet, 
tube-to-tubesheet joints. tube supports. tube bundle, machined gasketed surfaces, 
mm-ASME steam generator internals, welding methods, post-weld heat treatment, 
and allowable welding materials. The specification also contained detailed 
requirements for inspections. tests, and examinations, which included examination 
. methods and personnel qualification requirements. 

·rhe design specification also required the use of •supplier Deviation Requests" to 
address technical or quality deviations from the requirements of the Purchase Order 
or the design specifications, including the disposition of "Repair" or "Accept as--is" 
conditions identified during thefabrication process and changes to fabrication 
documents previously cipproved by the licensee~ The team noted that fabrication 
issues affecting the specified design were submitted to SONGS personnel for review 
and approval. · 

Based on discussions with SONGS and Mitsubishi personnel and the review of 
documentation abqut the fabrication history of Unit 2 and Unit 3 replacement steam 
generators, the team identified the differences listed below. At the conclusion of the 
·onsite portion of this inspection, the differences between Unit. 2 and Unit 3 steam 
generators as a result of the fabrication process were under consideration for the 
cause evaluation. · 

• Steam Drver Assembly - During the fabrication of Unit 2 steam generator 2E0-
89, Mitsubishi identified a nonconforming condition of the ste.am dryer assembly 
that .included damaged locking plates of vane jacking devices, disp!aeed bolts, 
and damaged vanes. The· cause of this issue was determined to be inadequate 
evaluation anq ~ontrol of .the design in regard the capacity of the vane jacking 
devices to sustain all fabrication conditions. Specifically, the vane jacking 
devices failed to stay in the design position during multiple rotations of the steam 
generator assembly during fabrication. Mitsubishi corrected the condition, in 
part, by replacing all vane jacking devk:es and damaged vanes with a new 
design, which was also used in the fabrication of the Unit 2 steam 
generator 2E0-88, and Unit 3 steam generators 3E0-89 and 3E0-88. 
Additionally, Mitsubishi modified the assembly sequence of the steam dryers. 
Fof Unit 2 steam generator 2E0-89, the steam dryer vanes were assembledin
situwhile the steam dryers for Unit 2.steam generator 2E0-88 and Unit 3 steam 
generators 3E0-88 and 3E0-89 were preassembled before installation in their 
final position. 
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• Drilling of Tubesheet Holes .... The tubesheet holes .in Unit 2 and Unit 3 steam 
generators where the tubes are inserted for final assembly were made with 
different drill bits. The Unit 2 steam generator tuQesheets were drilled with 
uncoated drill bits. The Unit 3 steam generator tubesheets were drilled with 
titanium-nitride coated drill bits. which improved the drill bit life and resolved 
tooling mark issues experienced In Unit 2. 

• Transition Wrapper WeldinQ,- The welding of the transition wrapper' was 
performed in different order for each unit For Unit 2 steam generators, the 
transition wrapper was welded after the tubes and anti-vibration bars were 
installed. In Unit 3 steam generators, the transition wrapper was welded before 
the installation of tubes and anti-vibration bars. · 

• Cladding Removal Process for the Channel Head - The ~emoval of the stainless 
steel clad weld from the interior surface of the channel head base metal in 
preparation for the divider plate weld (i.e. structural butter weld) was performed 
with different methods in Unit 2 and Unit 3 replacement steam generators. For 
Unit 2, Mitsubishi used a machining process to remove th~ cladding in both 
steam generators. In Unit 3. Mitsubishi used an air carbon-arc gouging process. 
This method resulted ir;t sepan.=ition of the butter weld during hydrostatic testing. 
The root cause evaluation concluded that the air carbon-arc gouging process left 
carbon f;leposits on the base metat Gouging was followed by grinding which 
was designed to remove the heat affected zone and expected to completely 
remove the carbon deposits .. However, the grinding process left carbon deposits 
behind, which resulted in the localized areas of high carbon and high base metal 
hardness due to carburization. The repair of the Unit 3 divider plate welds is 
addressed in further qetails in Section 12.0 oftl'lis ~eport. 

•· Helium Leak Test-As part of the fabrication process, Mitsubishi performed a 
Helium-Nitrogen l~ak test on the secondary side of the replacement steam 
generators to check for leaks on the tube..to-tubesheet welds. For all steam 
generators, this test w.as performed after completion of the tutie-to-tubesheet 
weld, but prior to the penetrant examination of the tube-to-tubesheet welds and 
final tube.expansion. The lea,k tests for Unit 2 steam generatorS were performed 
at a higher pressure than Unit 3 steam generators. Additionally, the·Unit 2 tests 
were performed using a temporary welded cap on-top of the steam generator 
shell t~ enclose thfi: secondary side, while a temporary clamped cap was used in 
Unit 3 steam generators. All tests requirel'.i the same holding time before starting. 
the test and the same leak rate acceptance criteria. · 

• Prelimil'la!V and ASME Section Ill Hydrostatic Jests -The number ofhydros.tatic 
tests performed in accordance with ASME Section Ill on the primary and 
secondary ,sides of the replacement steam generators varied between Units due 
to the results of the initial test in each steam gener.ator. For each replacement 
steam generator,. the hydrostatic tests were performed fil'$t on the primary side 
and then on the secondary side .. Both Unit 2 steam generators met the 
acceptall!=0 criteria in the first hydrostatic test. However, during the firi~t 
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hydrostatic test on the secondary side of Unit 3 steam generator 3E0-89, 
Mitsubishi identified leakage through a tube-to-tubesheet weld that exceeded the 
ASME Code acceptance criteria. After repairs were complet~d to address the 
leakage; the hydrostatic tests were re-performed. Following the second set of 
hydrostatic tests on Unit 3 steam generator 3E0-89, cracking indications were 
identified in the divider plate-to.channel head weld. After repairs were completed 
to address the divider plate weld cracks, a third set of hydrostatic testswere 
performed in Unit 3 steam generator 3E0..89. Since similar cracking indications 
of the divider plate weld were identified in Unit 3 steam generator 3E0~88, a 
second set of hydrostatic tests was performed in this steam generator after the 
divider plate weld was repaired. 

Additionally, prior to each ASME Section Ill hydrostatic test, Mitsubishi performed 
a preliminary hydrostatic test of the primary and secondary side of the steam 
generators at design pressure to check for leakage at the feed pump, pressure 
filling line, tE:imporary gaskets, and temporary seals. Therefore, each 
replacement steam generator received an equal number of prelimin.ary a11d 
ASME Section Ill Hydrostatic Tests. The total numbers of hydrostatic tests for 
each steam generator are summarized below. 

! Number of Preliminary and ASME Section Ill Hydrostatic Tests 
i 

I -Steam J Primary Secondary l Results 
; Generator ; Side Side l 
i 2E0~89 I 1 1 Acceptance criteria met 

2E0-88 I 1 1 Acceotance criteria met 
I 

1 1 LeakagEt detected in tube-to-
I tubesheet weld 

3E0-89 1 
1 1 

Divider plate weld separation 
i weld identified 
I 1 1 Final - Acceotance criteria met 

I 
f 

Divider plate weld separation 

I 3E0-88 I 
1 1 weld identified 

l I 1 1 Final - Acceotance criteria met I 
; 

· • Pre-Service Inspection - The design speci!ication established similar 
requirements for the pre-setviee eddy current examination of Unit 2 and Unit 3 
repiacement steam generators. The team noted that the eddy current 
examinations of Ur;iit 2 and Unit 3 steam generators were performed with similar 
eddy current techniques, including essential variables. However, the 
circumstances in which the examinations were performed varied for each Unit. 
For-Unit 2,. the pr&-seivice examinationwas performed after the steam 
generators were delivered at the SONGS jobsite. The steam generators were 
examined on the shipping saddles, where the position of the tube bund!e was at 
45 degrees· from the gravity neutral position. This position was dictated by the 
location ofihe steam generate>r lifting trunnions which were installed on the upper 
shell at 45 degree orientation from the steam generatot centerline. For Unit 3, 
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the pre-service eddy current examination was performed at the Mitsut,,ishi Kobe 
facility while the steam generators wer.e still on the fabrication rollers and in the 
gravity neutral position (i.e. divider plate oriented horizontally). The decision to 
perform the Unit.~ pre-service examination at.the Mitsubishi facility was dictated 
by"delivery schedule considerations resulting from the divider plate weld repairs. 

• Flow Limiter for Primary Inlet Nozzles - The replacement steam generators were 
designed with a flow limiter located in the primary inlet nozzle (see figure below) 
in order to make the reactor coolant system flow similar to the flow rate of the 
original steam generator and not exceed the maximum allowable reactor coolant 
system flow rate. The licensee's evaluation for the engineering design package 
determined that although the original steam generators had a number of plugged 
tubes, the reactor coolant system flow rate of th~ original steam geryerators was 
near the design requirement. Because the replacement steam generators has 
377 more tubes than the original steam generators, and contained tubes with u
bends versus "square bends". the pressure drop of the replacement ste~m 
generators. with no plugged tu~s would be much less than the original steam 
.generators resulting in a higher flowr;:itA 

Flow Limiter 

Replacement Steam Generator Primary Inlet Noizte (For Illustration Purposes Only) 

The flow limiter was designed to ensure the total "best estimate" reactor coolant 
flow rate with the replacement steam generators installed would not exceed 
106.5 percent .of the design volumetric flow rate of 396,000 gallons per minute at
a reactor coolant system cold leg temperature of Tcold = 540.9°F. For Unit 2 
replacement steam generators, the flaw limiter diameter to nozzle inner dia·meter 
ratio was 0.94 while the ratio for Unit 3 steam gene~ators was 0.915 dl]e to Unit? 
reactor coolant pump repl~cement The flow limiter dimensions resulted from a 
scaled model test perfonned by Mitsubishi and it was designed to be machined 
as part of the nozzle base metal. 

• Pitch Distance of Tube SuppartPlate Drilled Holes in Unit2 Steam Generator 
2E0-89 - During fabrication of the tupe support plates far Unit 2 steam generator 
2EO..S9, quality control inspectionsJdentified unacceptable measurements of the 
pitch distance between drilled holes. Mitsubishi fabrication procedures required 
verification of the total center-to-center distance between ten inline drilled holes 
at certain sample points of the tube support plate. The dimensional verification 
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checks identified a total of 200 measurements in tube support plate number 3 
·and 10 measurements in tube support plate number 6 that did not meet the. 
dimensional acceptance criteria established in the fabrication procedures. 
Mitsubishi evaluated this non-conformance condition and accepted the condition 
"as-is• with the licensee's approval. The technical justification for accepting the 
condition addressed f9ur elements: (a) the impact of the condition on the ability 
to insert the tubes through the affected areas of the tul;le support plates, (b) 
resulting stress on the tubes after insertion, (c) impact of the condition on the 
tube to anti-vibration gap size, and (d) possible occurrence of tube scratch during 
inspection. Similar ui'lacceptable measurements were not identified in Unit 2 
replacement steam generator 2E0-88 or Unit 3 replacement steam generators 
3E0-89 and 3E0-88. 

• Tube-to:.Tube Clearance in Unit 2 steam generator 2E0-89 - During fabrication of 
Unit 2 replacement steam generator 2E0-89, interference checks identified that 
the clearance between the tube$ in Rows No. 28 and 30 in Column No. 22 was 
Jess than the minimum clearance of 0.13-inch specified in Mitsubishi's inspection 
procedure. The condition was accepted •as-is" by Mitsubishi and SONGS 
th~ough the suppliet deviation (equest process. The main considerations of the 
technical evaluation included: {a) thermal expansion difference, {b) tube 
expansion due to operating pressures. ·(c) tube displacement due to out-of-plane 
flow induced vibration, and {d) tube displacement due to seismic acceleration. 
The team noted that no tube.to-tube wear indications were identified in this area 
of the tube bundle. 

• Anti-Vibration Bar Spacing Issues in Unit 2 Steam Generator 2E0-89 - During 
fabrication of Unit 2 rePJacement steam generator 2E0-89, quality control 
inspections identified unacceptable gaps between tubes and the anti-vibration 
bars in the outside tube columns. The affected. area was identified as welding 
zone-4. The apparent cause tor the anti-vibration bar spacing issue was due to 
performing the welding of zone-4 while the steam generator was oriented 
horizontally with this welding zone oriented to the bottom of the bundle. In this 
configuration, the tube bundle experienced sagging at the time of welding due to 
gravity. After completion of welding zone 4, the steam generator assembly was 
rotated 180 degrees for additional assembly steps, but the sagging in the 
opposite direction caused enlargement of the gaps in welding zone 4 and this 
enlargement remained approximately the same for all subsequent rotations. 
When zone-4 was rotated 180-degrees after welding; deflection or sagging ofthe 
tube retaining bars due to. gravity slightly pulled the anti-vibration bars, increasing 
the gap between the tube and the antl•vibration bars in this zone. 

With the licensee's approval, Mitsubishi implemented various corrective actions 
to address the condition in the pending Unit 2 replacement steam generator 
2E0-88 and subsequently in Unit 3 steam generators Which inciuded: (a) use of 
smaller spacer blocks between tubes for the installation of anti-vibration bars, (b) 
re-define the welding zones to limit welding in the horizontal.position, and (c) · 
reduce rotations during welding of the other bundle zones. Mitsubishi performed 
rework activities in Unit 2 steani generator 2E0-89 to restore anti-vibration bar 
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spacing to design specifications. These activities resulted in better gap 
distribution. All the tube-to-anti-vibration bar gaps exceeding the initial 
dimensional criteria were further evaluated and accepted in accordance with 
!Vlitsubishi's gap size evaiuatioh procedure. 

• Rotations of Steam Generator Assembly for AntiNibration Bar Installation and 
Welding-The team noted that welding of anti-vibration bars structure required 
rotating the steam generators several times. As a result of the corrective actions 
generated to address the antj-vibration bar spacing issues in Unit. 2 steam 
generator 2EQ..89, the in:stallalion procedure was revised to reduce the number of 
rotations for anti-vibration bar installation to attain better gap control. This 
procedure revision resulted in different number of rotations in each replacement 
steam generator. Steam generators. Unit 2 E0-89, Unit 2 E0-88, Unit 3 E0-89, 
and Unit 3 E0-88 received 11.25, 4, 3.5, and3.5 rotations, respectively, during 
installation of the anti-vibration bars structure. 

• Temporary Installation of Plastic Ties - In order to limit the displacement of anti
vibration bars during rotation of the steam generator assembly for welding of the 
anti-vibration bars structure, Mitsubishi revise_d the installation procedure to 
install temporary plastic ties between the retaining 'bars and the tubes. This step 
of the anti-vibration bar assembly process was performed in a different sequence 
for Unit 2 and Unit 3 steam generators. For Unit 2, the installation of plastic ties 
occurred afterwelding the transition wrapper, the Helium leak test, arid tube 
hydraulic expansion, but before welding the channel head to the tubesheet, the 
hydrostatic tests, and the pre-service inspection. In Unit 3, the installation of 
plastic ties was performed between welding the transition wrapper and the 
Helium leak test. 

• Dimensional Controls of Anti-Vibration Bar Structure -According to Mitsubishi's 
preliminary cause evaluation taking place at the time of this inspection. the 
controls of critical dimensions affecting the clearances between the tube and the 
anti-vibration bars were gradually improved throughout the fabrication of the Unit 
2-and Unit 3 steam generators. This improvement on dimensional controls was a 
consideration for the determination of the failure mechanism leaqing to tube-to
t\Jbe wear in Unit 3. 

The first dimensional control under consideration was the improvement of tu.be 
roundness ·in the section of the b.Jbes that was bent to form the U-bend shape. 
During fabrication of Unit 2 steam generator 2E0-89, the supplier of tubular 
product.for Mitsubishi (i.e. Sumitomo), experienced q~ality issues to meet-the G
values established in the design specifications, resulting in a high number of tube 
rejections. The G-v13lue was a measure of departure from roundness, or 
"ovality •• after the tubes were bent and it was controlled in order to control the 
gap between tubes and anti-vibration bars (see fig~re below). The G-values 
were measured at different locations along the U-bend section of the tubes for a 
sele~d number of tubes per rqw, as established in Mitsubishi's procedure. The 
acceptance criteria for G-value varied depending on the row where the tubes 
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were installed. The acceptance criteria also remained the same throughout the 
fabrication of Unit 2 and Unit 3 replacement steam generators. 

A Anll-VlbraUon Bar G·Value 

<,.-. 

A 

Cl C2 C3 
COiumn$ 

Section A-A 
Description of G-Val!Je Parameter (Conceptual Drawing - For lllustratlon Purposes Only) 

Based on discussions with licensee personnel and documentation reviews, the 
team noted that Sumitomo implemented measures to improve the quality of the 
tube bending process which resulted in less. deviation of G-values and a 
reduction in the amount and variability of tubing "ovality." Based on the statistical 
analysis of G-value data collected d1,1ring. fabrication of the Unit 2 and Unit 3 
steam generators, Mitsubishi concluded that the G-values gradually decreas~ 
since the fabrication of the first steam generator. 

Another dimensional control under consideration was the variability of anti
vibration bar dimensions. Mitsubishi's fabrication procedures required inspection 
of various dimensions of the anti-vibration bars to ciontrol the gap between the 
anti-vibration bars and the tubes. These dimensions were: thickness in the 
straight sections, twisting and flatness of the straight sections after bending, and 
thickness of the anti-vibration bar tip (i.e. nose) after bending. Among these 
dimensions, the twisting and flatness of the straight sections after bending were 
verified using a "Go or No-Go" approach based on the acceptance criteria in 
Mitsubishi's procedures but no specific·measurements were required to be 
maintained by procedure. Additi<:mafly, the accepta~ce criteria for anti-vibration 
bar dimensions remained the same throughout the faorication of Unlt 2 and Unit 
3 replacement steam generators. Mitsubishi conducted ~.P..r~ll1Tii!.l~ry-s!_aJi§yc_aJ _ ..... - · Comment (C7J: 1nspecilon roam did not ma11e 
analysis of the available dimensional data for anti-vibration bars and the team · any <1eterm!nations regarding this?? 

concurred that there were minor differences in the statistical distribution of these [gewJI lle!leve Andy looked at lllis same 
dimensions in Unit 2 and Unit 3 steam generators, infOflll<ltiQn and tcndwoo 1t as weu. 
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Engineering Change Package (10 CFR 50.59): The team determined that the 
licensee's evaluation for changes in the updated final safety analysis report's design 
methodologies for the replacement steam generators was consistent with SONGS 
procedures for the implementation of 10 CFR 50.59 requirements. The licensee's 
evaluation contained in Engineering Change Packages 800071702 and 800071703 
for the Unit 2 and Unit .3 replacement steani generator~. respectively, determined 
that the replacement of the original steam generators did not affect the current . 
licensing basis to the extent of needing prior approval from the NRC as required by 
10 CFR 50.59. 

In the 50.59 screening evaluation associated with the engineering change package 
for the Unit 2 and Unit 3 replacement steam generators, the licensee determined that 
the proposed activity did not adversely affect a design function. or the method of 
performing or controlling a design funetion described in the updated final safety 
analysis report. The licensee also determined that the steam generator replacement 
activity did not change a procedure in a manner that adversely affected how an 
updated final safety analysis report design function is performed or controlled. 
Additionally, the licensee. determined that the steam generator replacement activity 
did not involve a test or experiment not described in the updated final safety analysis 
report. The licensee evaluated the following updated final safety analysis report 
design functions in the 50.5~ screening: 

• Steam Generator Design Functions 
• Reactor Coolant System Structural Integrity 
• Emergency Core Cooling System Performance 
• Non~Loss of Coolant Accident Transients 
• Containment Pressure•Temperature Analysis 
• Low Temperature Overpressure Protection 
• Reactor Protection System, Engineered Safety Features Actuation System, Core 

Operating Limit Supervisory System, arid Core PrQtection Calculations 
• Nuclear Steam Supply System Performance 
• Non-$afety Related Control Systems Performance 

However, the 50.59 screening evaluation identified three methods of analysis 
described in the updated final safety analysis report that were affected by the 
proposed ~earn generator replaeement anti required further evaluation against the 
criteria in 10 CFR 50.59. The affected methodologie~ are described below: 

• Seismic Analysis of Reactor Vessel Internals - The original analysis of SONGS 
Unit 2 and Unit 3 reactor vessel internals with the original steam generators was 
performed With the methodolegy described in Combustion Engineering Topical 
Report CENPD-178, "Structural Analysis of Fuel Assemblies for Combined 
Seismic and Loss of Coolant Accident." Subsequent to the submittal of this 
report. Combustion Engineering revised the methodology by modifying modeling 
techniques, computer codes, testing methods, and acceptance criteria in 
response to changes in licensing requirements. Consequently, the original rePQrt 
was resubmitted to the NRC as CENPD-178-P, Revision 1-P. August 1981. This 
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revision was approved by the NRC in a Letter from H. Bernard to A. Scherer, 
"Acceptance for Referring of Licensing Topical Report CENPD-178," dated 
August 6, 1982. The licensee used this revised methodology for the replacement 
steam generators and considered it as a methodology approved by the NRC for 
the intended application. 

• Reactor Coolant System Structural Integrity- The structural analysis of the 
original steam generators used ANSYS software for the th.ermal and stress 
analyses while the replacement steam generators were analyzed using ABAQUS 
software. ANSYS was described in the updated final safety analysis report as a 
large-scale, general-purpose, finite element program for linear and nonlinear 
structural and thermal analysis of the reactor coolant loop components. The 
licensee considered ABAQUS to be similar to ANSYS. The licensee compared 
both programs using thermal and stress sample problems. The comparison 
demonstrated that the results varied from theoretical solutions by no more than 1 
percent, and ABAQUS and ANSYS results themselves were also within 1 
percent of each other. The variability of results was determined to be within the 
margin of error for the subject type. of analysis. 

• Tube Wall Thinning Analysis - The original steam generator analysis used 
CEFLASH computer program for the main steam line break mass-energy 
blowdown analysis, whereas the replacement steam generator analysis used 
manual calculations to represent the main steam line break blowdown loads by 
applying the maximum possible tube differential pressure, which bounded the 
pressure calculated by CEFLASH, 

For loss of coolant accide.nt analysis, the original steam generator used STRUDL 
computer program to calculate displacement histories and then ANSYS computer 
program to calculate tube stresses. The tube stresses for the replacement steam 
generators were determined using ANSYS computer program based on the 
blowdown forces. For the original steam generators the combination of loads 
analyzed was primary loop pipe break plus design basis earthquake and main 
steam line break plus design basis earthquake. For the replacement steam 
generators, the loss of coolant accident, design basis earthquake, and the main 
steam line break events were combined as one limiting event, which SONGS 
considered to be a more conseivative method of evaluation relative to the 
original steam generators. The licensee determined that the results Qf the tl!be 
wall thinning analysis for the replacement steam generators were conservative or 
essentially the same and the methodology used did not repres~nt a departure 
from a method of evaluation described in the updated final safety analysis report. 

Further discussion is contained in Section 13.0 on the methodology used by the 
licensee for the reactor coolant system str1.1ctural integrity and tube, wall thinning 
analysis. · 

The team noted that a key methodology for the design of the original and 
replacement stea01 generators was the thermal-hydraulic code useq to model the 
flow conditions in the steam generators. The original steam generatorswere 
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designed using ATHOS thermal-hydraulic code while the replacement steam 
generators were designed with a proprietary code from Mitsubishi. Mitsubishi's 
code was accepted for the design of the replacement steam generators. The team 
noted that the updated final safety analysis report did not specifically describe 
ATHOS as the code used for the design of the original steam generators and 
therefore the change in thermal-hydraulic code did not constitute a <::hange in 
methodology or a change in an elenie.nt of a methodology described in the updated 
final safety analysis report. The updated final safety analysis report did desctibe t~e 
computer code CRIB as the code used to analyze overall steam generator 
performance. As descriped in the updated final safety analysis report, CRIB was 
used to establish the recirculation ratio and fluid mass inventories as a ft.mction of 
power level in the original steam generators. 

With regard to the major design changes betWeen the original and replacement 
steam generators, the updated final safety analysis report did not specify how the 
original steam generators relied on special design features such as the stay 
cylinder, tubesheet, tu~ support plates, or the shape of the tubes to perform the 
intended safety functions. The description of the original steam gen·erators was 
focused on the overall thermal performance characteristics and the applieable 
codes and standards used for fabrication. The updated final safety analysis report 
provided a brief description of the egg-crate tube support plate design and its 
function to prevent concentration of impurities in the tube-to-tube support plate gap, 
which could lead to tube degradation. The updated final safety analysis report also 
described degradation issues of th.e egg-crate tube support plate design as a result 
of flow-accelerated corrosion and the corrective actions taken to mitigate this 
degradation mechan!sm. 

Regulatory Guide 1.187, "Guidance for Implementation of 10 CFR 50.59; Changes, 
Tests, and Experiments; November 2000, allows the use of NEI 96-07, "Gµidelines 
for 10 CFR 50.59 Implementation,• Revision 1 for methods that are acceptable for 
complying with 10 CFR 50.59. Per NEl96-07, changes affecting structures. 
systems, or components that are not explicitly described in the updated final safety 
analysis report can have the potential to adversely affect structure, system, or 
component design functions that are ~escrlbed and thµs may require a 1() CFR 
50.59 evaluation. The team determined that differences in subcomponents 
. bemveen the original steam generators and replacement steam generators did not 
adversely affect the design function (reactor coolant pressure boundary) of the 
steam generators. The replacement· steam generators were designed and 
fabricated in accordance witfi quality assurance requirements, and 10 CFR 50.59 
does not require the licensee to presume deficiencies in the design or fabrication 

·sased on the updated final safety analysis report description of the original steam 
generators, one unresolved item associated with the 50.59 ·review was identified 
and is discussed in Section 13 .. 0 of this report. · 
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5.0 Qualltv Assurance/Quality Control {Charter Item 5) (Mitsubishi Charter Item 4) 

The team reviewed numerous documents from both SONGS and Mitsubishi (including 
sub-contractors, sucti as Sumitomo) associated with the design, fabrication, and 
manufacturing of the steam generators for both units. The team reviewed SONGS and 
Mitsubishi's quality assurance program, procedures and implementation activities for the 
control of purchased material, equipment, and se.iVices; inspections; procurement 
document control; and corrective action and nonconformance activities. Specifically, the 
team reviewed a sample of Mitsubishi nonconformance reports, audit, survey, all 
SONGS condition action requests, au(jits, surveillances, stop work orders, and supplier 
deviation reque$tS associated With the design and manufacturing of the steam 
generators. The team concluded that these portions of SONGS and Mitsubishi's quality 
assurance program regarding its safety-related activities were appropriately controlled 
and implemented. 

5.1 SONGS Qualitv Assurance/Qualltv Control 

a. Inspection Scope 

The team reviewed SONGS implementation of their quality assurance program to 
determine If it complied with the requirements of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, ~Quality 
Assurance Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants and Fuel Reprocessing Plants.• The team 
reviewed SONGS implementing procedures, qualitY assurance manual, vendor audits, 
procurement specifications, corrective action requests, and numerous other documents, 
as well as interviewed a number of qualitY assurance/control and engineering personnel 
to determine the appropriateness of activities affecting quality conducted during 
fabrication, manufacturing and delivery of the replacement steam generators. 

b. Observations and Findings 

No findings were identified. 

1) Policies and Procedures for Supplier Selection and Control 

The team reviewed Quality Assµrance Manual, Section 1(.2.7, "Control of 
Purchased Material and Services:. which defines the process used to ensure that 
purchased material, source material, ahd subcontracted services.conform to 
applicable codes. and standards, Section 17.2.7.2 of the quality assurance manual 
provided measures for the approval and control of suppliers and describes the 
methods that SONGS uses to conduct technical and quality assurance evaluations of 
potential suppliers. Specifically. SONGS evaluated an audit performed by Dominion 
(DA 2002-92, "Dominion Audit of Mitsubishi Heavy Industries"). The evaluation was 
performed and documented in accordance with SONGS policies and implementing 
procedures that govern the control of purchased material, equipnjent, and services. 
The results of SONGS Evaluation MHl-01-04, "Evaluation and Review of Contractor, 
Consultant, Utility or Licensee Audit Report'', stated that Mitsubishi was conditionally 
qualified ior the fabrieation and design of the replacement steam generators. An 
audit was performed by SONGS when a sufficient quantity of work had been 
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performed to demonstrate implementation of Mitsubishi's quality assurance program. 
Southern California Edison's oversight of Mitsubishi also included verification of 
Mitsubishi's activities during fabrication, inspections. testing. and shipment of the 
procured item. After approximately 14 months from the initial evaluation SONGS 
removed the conditional qualification based on results from Evaluation MHl-10SV-05, 
"Source Evaluation Report of Ml-!1,"·dated February 8, 2006, and MHlc3SV-06, 
"Source Verification Report of MHI." dated May 3 2006, and implementation and 
verification of specific corrective actions, Part of the SONGS oversight plan of 
Mitsubishi included the placement of SONGS quality assurance/quality control 
personnel (residents) at the Mitsubishi facility. Plan SGR-A10183, "Replacement 
Steam Generator Resident Oversight Plan: described the roles and responsibilities 
of the resident management, engineering, and quality oversight implementation 
strategy for the replacement steam generators. This oversight plan was created lo 
provide reasonable assurance that the design, licensing, fabrication. delivery, and 
acceptance of the SONGS replacement steam generators were performed in 
accordance with specified Southern California Edison, industry. regulatory •. and Code 
requirements .. The NRC team noted that after the resident was placed at Mitsubishi, 
Source Verifications and Surveillances performed by SONGS decreased. After the 
NRC team conducted several interviews with the SONG$ personnel responsible for 
oversight of Mitsubishi itwa!I determined that the resident provided adequate 

·oversight of Mitsubishi;s activities. Nuclear Oversight Division Project Oversight 
Quarterly Reports were provided by SONGS that demonstrated no decrease in 
SONGS oversight of Mitsubishi. These responsibilities were shifted to the resident at 
Mitsubishi. During the reviE!w of the documentat.ion generated by the resident the 
NRC team noted that the resident was performing these activities on behalf of 
SONGS. 

2) Purchase Order Review 

The team r<?viewed purchase order 6C294014 from Edison Material Supply LLC, 
issued September 28, 2004, for the design, fabrication, and delivery of four 
replacement steam generators for SONGS Units 2 and 3. The procurement order 
stated that all related work was to be performed in. acwrdance with Specification 
$023-617·01, "Specifications for Design and Fabrication of.RSG for Units 2 and Unit 
3." Specification $023-617-01 identified the cades, standards, regulations and other 
d9Curilents applicable to the design, fabricati,on. and delivery of the replacement 
steam generators. For example Specification SQ23-617~01 invoked American 
Society of Mechanical Engineers Boiier and Pressure Vessel Code, American 
National Standards, American Society for Testing and Materials Standards, and 
Electric Power Research Institute Technical Report 0167 43-V2R1, "Guidelines for 
PWR Steam Generator Tubing Specifications and Repair,· among others. 

3) Suoplier Audit and Surveillance Reports 

The team reviewed a sample of audits and.surveillances performed on Mitsubishi to 
verify SONGS's approval process of Mitsubishi and subcontracted services. The 
team noted that the audits· and annual assessments reviewed were adequately 
documented and provided evidence of Mitsubishi's complianee with quality 
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assurance requirements. The team also verified that audit reports supported the 
eonctusiotis made by SONGS. 

5.2 Mltsybishi Quality Assurance/Quality Control 

a. Inspection Scope 

The team reviewed Mitsubishi implementation of their quality assurance program to 
determine if it complied with the requirements of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, "Quality 
Assurance Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants and Fuel Reprocessing Plants," The 
team also revi~ed a sample of reports from audits and survays that Mitsubishi 
conducted of various subcontractors, such as Sumitomo to determine the adequacy 
of oversight p(ovided by Mitsubishi activities affecting quality and that contracted 
activities were implemented in accordance with the Mitsubishi-approved quality 
assurance program. In addition, the team reviewed Mitsubishi's Approved Suppliers 
List to verify that vendors listed were qualified according to Mitsubishi's specifications 
and that the list was maintained current . 

b. Observations and Findings 

No findings were identified. 

1) Policies and Procedures for Supplier Selection and Control 

The team reviewed Mitsubishi Quality Assurance Manual, Section 4, "Procurement 
Control," of the which defines the process used to ensure that purcnased material, 
source material, and subcontracted services conform to the applicable requirements 
of the American Sociefy of Mechanical Engineers Code and to customer 
procurement documents. Section.4.4 of the Quality Assurance Manual provided 
measures for the approval and control of suppliers and described the process that 
Mitsubishi used to conduct surveys or audits, as required. Additionally, Section 4.4 
provided guidance for the preparation of purchase specifications and subcontract 
specifications, including the imposition of regulatory requirements for the American 
Society of Mechanical Engineers Code, Section Ill products. 

The team revievied Procedure BUH94-06, "Vendor Evaluation Procedure," which 
provided gujdan~ on the evaluation of the quality control capability of suppliers by 
performing surveys, a.udits and performance evaluations of the supplier quality 
assurance program. Procedure BUH94-06 provided a detailed de5cription of the 
entire process to be followed by auditors before, during and after a survey/audit was 
performed. 

No issues.were identified, 

2) Supplier Audit and Surveillance Reports 

The team reviewed a sample of external audits and surveys to verify Mitsubishi's 
approval process of Sumitomo Metal Industries, Limited, Steel Tube Works and 
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Sum~omo Metal Industries, Limited, Pipe&. Tube Company Wakayama Steel 
Works. The team noted that the audits and annual assessments reviewed were 
adequately documented and provided evidence of each company's compliance with 
quality assurance program requirements. The team also verified that audit checklists 
were prepared and completed for the audit and contained sufficient objective 
evidence to support the conclusions made by Mitsubishi. 

During the review, the team learned that a.s a consequence of a Nonconformance 
UHNR-SON--RSG-06N005 related to inadequate lot control during final mill annealing 
of the tubing, Mitsubishi issued a stop work order to Sumitomo. As part of their 
process Mitsubishi visited Sumitomo to find the root cause of the nonconformance. 
After a review of Sumitomo's correctiye action, Mitsubishi was able to confirm the 
a~equacy of the corrective actjons and preventive actions. Mitsubishi released Stop 
Work Order UHH-G06A097 imposed on Sumitomo. 

On May 8, 2007, Mitsubishi performed Special Audit UHQ-07N004, on Sumitomo, in 
order to confirm adequacy of activities based on Sumitomo Corrective Action Plan 
UHCP-07N004. During the audit Mitsubishi found two findings and made one 
recommendation. Both findings required corrective c;iclicm from Sumitomo. The 
Mitsubishi audit indicated that Sumitomo was not ·able to perform adequate activities 
for manufacturing heat transfer tubing in accordance with Sumitomo's shop manual. 
The causes of the deficiencies identified during the audit were a r~sult of Sumitomo's 
staff failing to follow the shop manual requirements. Because the two findings were 
related to the stop work order, Mitsubishi did not allow Sumitomo. to start 
manufacturing activities until adequate implementation of corrective actions were 
confirmed.by Mitsubishi. On June 21, 2007, Mitsubishi verified Sumitomo 
implementation of the corrective actions. During this visit at Sumitomo, Mitsubishi 
verified the operations involving straight tube fabrication prior to tube bending 
operations were performed in accorda nee with Sumitomo's shop manual. Mitsubishi 
found that the same type of corrective actions taken by Sumitomo for straight tube 
fabrication operations applied to tube bending operations. During the review of the 
implementatjon of the corrective actions Mitsubishi could not verify acceptability of 
Sumitomo tube fabrication operations for the tube bending process. Mitsubishi 
allow.ed Sumitomo'to restart qperation only for the straight tube fabrication. On July 
13, 2007,. Mitsubishi subsequently confirmed the adequacy-of Sumitomo corrective 
actions on fube bending processes. M.itsubishi verified that the bending operations 
followed the requirement of the Sumitomo' shop manual, On July 17. 2007, 
Mitsubishi lifted the-restrictions imposed on Sumitomo anq they were allowed to 
restart operations. 

No issues were identified. 

3) Maintenance of the Approved Supplier Ust 

The team reviewed Mitsubishi Quality Assurance Manual Section 4 •. "Procurement 
C9ntrol, • which defined th~ controls for the maintenance, distribution, and update of 
QualifiedVendor List UES-20100006: According to Section 4, the Nuelear Plant 
Quafity Assurance Section had the responsibirfty for preparing; approving, and 
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distributing the qualified vendor fist and any subsequent revisions. In addition, a 
review by the quality assurance engineer was required prior to final document 
approval. Mitsubishi was informed of changes to their supplier's. quality assurance 
manuals through procurement requirements imposed on the suppliers on their 
certificate of qualification as an approved vendor. If the vendor did not maintain their 
quality assurance program, they were removed from the qualified vendor list. Prior 
to.is~uing a Quality Assurance Manual revision, approved vendors were required to 
send a copy to Mitsubishi for review and approval, after which Mitsubishi updated the 
qualified vendor list with the latest revision number and date. 

No issues were identified. 

5.3 Quality Assurance Conclusion 

The team concluded that the quality assurance program requirements for quality 
activities to support the replacement steam generator project were consistent with the 
requirements of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B. The team also concluded that SONGS's 
and Mitsubishi's quality assurance program requirements were appropriately translated 
into implementing procedures to support the replacement steam generator project 

6.0 Implementation of Steam Generator Industry Information (Charter Item 6) (Mitsubishi 
Charter Item 3) 

a. Inspection Scope 

The team reviewed procurement documentation, Mitsubishi design documentation, and 
the 10 CFR 50.59 review package to assess SONGS' and Mitsubishi's consideration 
and implementation (as appropriate) of operating experience as part of the steam 
generator replacement project, and in the steam generator tube inspections conducted 
during the current outages for SONGS Units 2 and 3. The team interviewed various 
personnel with respect to operating experience considerations relating to major design 
changes incorporated into the replacement steam generators. The team reviewed 
operating experience in NRC generic communications and worldwide plant operating 
experience that might potentially be relevant to conditions observed at SONGS. 

b. Observations and Findings 

No findings were identified. 

The original steam generators installed throughout the ,domestic fleet of pressurized 
water reactors, including SONGS, experienced widespread corrosion of the· tubes and 
tube support plates, stress corrosion cracking of the tubes, and wear at tube supports. 
These problems led to the replacement of nearly all of tile original steam generators. in 
most cases well before the end of their design lifetime. For SONGS, the design of the 
replacement steam generators included a number of design changes to correct life 
limiting problems With the original steam generators, based in part on consideration of 
SONGS·specinc and industry·wide operating experience. This included use of more 
corrosion resistant materials for the tubing and tube support plates to mitigate corrosion 
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and stress corrosion cracking issues experienced in the past. The licensee's bid 
specification required that the stay cylinder feature of the original steam generators be 
eliminated to maximize the number of tubes that could be installed in the replacement 
steam generators and to mitigate past problems with tube wear at tube supports caused 
by relatively cool water and high flow velocities in the central part of the tube bundle. 
Mitsubishi employed a broached trefoil tube support plates instead of the egg crate 
supports in the original design, fn addition to providing for better control of tube to 
support plate gaps and easier assembly, the broached tube support plates were 
intended to address past problems with the egg c;rate supports by providing less line of 
contact and faster flow between the tubes and support plates. reducing the potential for 
deposit buildup and corrosion. Mitsubishi selected a u-bend configuration for the upper 
part of the tube bundle instead of the square bend design of the original steam 
generators based on its experience that u-bends were easier to fabricate and support 
and were easier to inspect. 

The team's review of Mitsubishi design documentation for the anti-vibration bars 
indicates that Mitsubishi considered wear in the u-bend region as the most important 
issue affecting the anti-vibration bar design. Mitsubishi reviewed operating experience 
regarding wear in the u-tJend region of replacement steam generators and trended the 
experience data as a function of steam generator m;:mufacturer, tube·packing · 
arrangements (tube pitch, square vers~s triangular arrays). and steam generator size. 
The SONGS steam generators are relatively large, and Mitsubishi acknowledged that 
this and the tight tube packing geometry could affect wear experience. Mitsubishi stated 
that the SONGS replacement steam generate~ were designed to minimiie these 
concerns by providing more support points with shorter spans in th~ u-bend region along 
with effective zero gaps between the tubes arid anti-vibration bars during steam 
generator operation. Mitsubishi manufacturing was designed on achieving very small 
uniform gaps between the tubes and anti-vJbration bars during assembly. 

Engineering Change Package NECP 800071703 for the replacement steam generators 
evaluated industry operating experience as it related to the manufacture and operation 
of the replacement steam generators. Several of these experiences related to 
fabrication issues, lack of weld quality, material defects, loose parts,. lack of cleanliness; 
and failure. to fully expand tubes in the tubesheet. The licensee found most of these 
issues to be applicable to the replacement steam generators at SONGS, but. that these 
kinds of issues would be adequately addressed by the supplier's {typically Mitsubishi) 
augmented quality assurance procedures and continuous quality oversight by the 
licensee. The licensee also cited augmented receipt inspections, in-process 
verifications. foreign material exclusion and control, and cleanliness inspections on the 
part of the supplier or the licensee, as applicable, as addressing these issues. 

The licensee addressed industry operating experiencl?s. relating to stress c:orrosion 
cracking of steam generator tvbing by noting that the Alloy 690 thermally treated tubing 
ifl the replacement steam generators were expected to be substantial more resistant to 
stress corrosion cracking than the tubing alloys used in earlier model steam generators. 
T.he licensee also addressed experience at anottter unit which experienced tie rod and 
consequential tube bow as a result of differential thermal expansion between the tubes 
andshroud and unexpected interference betweenscime tube support plates. The stay 
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rod (equivalent to tie rods at other unit) and shroud material for the replacement steam 
generators have been selected to have similar coefficients of thermal expansion which 
would preclude a similar problem. 

Steam Generator Degradation Assessment 51-9176667 -001 (prepared by AREVA) 
supporting steam generator inspections during the current outages for Units 2 and 3 
evaluated industry operating experience relating to steam generator in-seivice 
inspections. This included operating experienee reports, including NRC Information 
Notice 2010-05, "Management Of Steam Generator Loose Parts And Automated Eddy 
Current Data Analysis," relating to eddy current test probe issues and data analysis 
errors. In response to these issues, SONGS personnel stated that specific training was 
given to the data analysts at SONGS on the lessons learned from these experiences 
and where applicable, appropriate data was include~ in the SONGS site specific 
performance demonstration. The licensee also described additional measures that 
would be taken at SONGS to address these issues. The review also addressed 
operating experience reports dealing with unexpected tube support indications or lack 
thereof. In response. SONGS stated that indicated anti-vibration bar locations by eddy 
current will be compared to t.he anti-vibration bar loc;jtions specified in the Mitsubishi 
design drawings. 

Steam Generator Degradation Assessment 51-9176667-001 also addressed numerous 
operating experience reports involving loose parts and foreign objects in steam 
generators, including several instances involving resultant damage to steam generator 
tubing, These reports included NRC Information Notices 2004-10, "Loose Parts in Steam 
Generators," 2004-16, "Tube Leakage Due to a Fabrication Flaw in a Replacement 
Steam Generator," and 2004-17, "Loose Part Detection and'computerized Eddy Current 
Analysis in Steam Generators." Some of these reports dealt with eddy current probes, 
or pieces of probes, which were left behind as loose parts on the primary side. Most of 
the operating experience reports related to lose parts and foreign objects on the steam 
generator secondary side. In response, SONGS approach for addressing this issue w~s 
through procedure changes and secbndary side visual inspections which included the 
open tube lane, the entire peripheral annulus, and ~ppropriate visual examination 
followup on eddy current indications of possible loose parts. The inspection with the 
exception of the loose parts component was performed, as scheduled, during the current 
refueling outage for SONGS Unit 2. The inspection for loose parts will be performed at 
the first scheduled inspeetion during the next refueling outage, The team noted ttiat 
possible loose parts indiqations were not found during the 100percent eddy, current test 
inspection of the Unit 3 steam generators during the current outage. The team also 
noted that secondary side visual inspections were performed in the upper bundle area of 
the Unit 3 steam generators to evaluate the tube-to-retainer bar intersections and in a 
limited area above the 7th tube support plate. 

The NRG staff issued many generic communications relating to steam generator tube 
integrity iSSJ.!es since the 1980s. The team reVif?Wed these documents and determined 
that many of these related to the potential for stress corrosion cracking of the tubes 
which the staff found was not expected to be a concern for the thermally treated Alloy 
690 material in the SONGS replacement steam generators by virtue of its greatly 
enhanced resistance to stress corrosion cracking. Most of the others related to 
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problems encountered with eddy current flaw detection and sizing, the occurrence anct 
detection of loose parts/foreign objects, and monitoring of primary to secondary leakage. 
The team's review indicated that lessons learned from these NRC generic 
communication documents had generally been incorporated intci industry guideline 
documents relating to steam generator inspections, monitoring of primary-to,.secondary 
leakage, and other guidelines documents prepared by the Electrical Power Research · 
Institute. This information was incorporated into the licensee's inspection and leakage 
monitoring guidelines. 

The team reviewed NRC generic communications not falling into one ofthe above 
categories for potential relevance to SONGS Unit 2 and 3. One of these was NRC 
Information Notice 2004-16 concerning an operational leakage event at another plant 
due to damage caused by a packing screw during transport 'o the steam g~nerator 
manufacturer. The licensee stated in its steam generator change package that this 
incident was precluded for SONGS by prohibiting the use of screws and nails as 
fasteners for tubing shipping crates. The licensee also addressed NRC Information 
Notice 2007 -37, "Buildup of Deposits in Steam Generator,· concerning fatigue of a low 
row u~bend at a foreign unitas a result of deposit build up and lack of support for the low 
row u-bend. Engineering Change Package NECP 800071703 specified that this type of 
.incident was precluded in the replacement steam generators by. virtue of anti-vibration 
bar supports extending to the low row u-bends. Steam Generator Degradation 
Assessment 51-9176667-001 documented that this type of problem reflected an 
advaneed stage of deposit accumulation that was not anticipated for the foreseeable 
future in the SONGS repfacctment steam generators. 

7.0 Packing, Shipping. Handling, and Receipt Inspection <Charter Item 7) 

a. Inspection Scope 

The team interviewed licens~ personnel involved with the packing, shipping, handling, 
and receipt inspection of the replacement steam generators. In addition, the team 
reviewed SCE receipt acceptante criteria to assess if critical attributes were 
appropriately specified and if the licensee had the ability to .assess acceptability of 
meeting those acceptance criteria. The team r:eviewed evaluations associated with 
supplier deviation reports, nuclear notifications and changes to handling specifications. 
Wilh respect to replacement steam gener;:itors the team focused on differences .in 
SONGS shipping, handling, and receipt acceptance between the Unit 2 and 3 steam 
generators from the manufacturing site Jn Japan to final installation on site. 

b. Observations and Findings 

No findinQS were identified. 

The team identified three unresolved items for which additional information is required to 
determine if performance deficienCies exist or if the issues constitute violations of NRC 
requirements. · · ' · 
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(1) Introduction: The team identified an unresolved item associated with Unit 3 steam 
generators not shipped in accordance with specification 8023-617-01, "Design and 
Fabrication of Replacement Steam Generators for Units 2 and 3• (title does not 
match Documents Reviewed section - please check other titles for your sections) 
and requirements for handling, storage, and shipping. Specifically, ANSI N45.2-
1977, "Quality Assurance Program Requirements for Nuclear Facilities; required a 
special protective environment for handling, storage, and shipping of the 
replacement steam generators. However, becauSe of schedule changes, the Unit 3 
protective environment which included maintaining a nitrogen pressure and a 
monitoring plan was altered significantly. 

Desgription: Tile team evaluated specifications associated with the shipping and 
handling of tlie Unit 2 and 3 replacement steam generators. Based on the 
information evaluated by the team, the steam generators procurement and shipping 
specifications required monitoring and maintenance of nitrogen atmosphere inside 
the replacement steam generators during shipment. Supplier Deviation Request 
SOR 10041870-09091 dated December 1, 2009; documents a request "notto control 
the positive pressure, the dew point of nitrogen, and the oxygen content on the 
primary and secondary side of the Unit 3 replacement steam generators to 
accelerate delivery schedule." 

Specification 5023-617-01, "Design and Fabtication of Replacement Steam 
Generators for Units 2 and 3." Revision 4, Section 3.16.3, specifies the supplier shall 
be responsible for monitoring and maintaining nitrogen atmosphere inside the steam 
generators during their shipping from Mitsubishi to the California port disc:liarge 
point The team noted that Unit 3 steam generators did not require. monitoring or 
control of dew point. oxygen concentration. inside nitrogen pressure. The team 
could not identify if this was properly evaluated (Reference Seetion 5 of shipping and 
handling procedure S023-617~1-M1350). 

Additional review and follow up will be required to review the evaluations ~nd 
corrective actions associated with the maintaining the Unit 3 replacement steam 
generators protective environment during shipping and then determine whether this 
issue represents a performance deficiency or constitutes a violation of NRC 
requirements .. This issue is identified as URI 0500036212012007-05, "Shipping 
Req!Jirements not in Accordance to Industry Standards." 

(2) Introduction: The team identified an unresolved item associated with the shipping 
and handling specifications requiring methods of tube bundle support. The team 
could not determine if this requirement.to provide a tube bundle support method was 
adequately evaluated by SCE. 

Description: Based on the information gathered by the team on shipping and 
handling specifications associated With the Unit 2 and 3 replacement steam 
generators, the team could not determine that Mitsubishi or SONGS adequately 
considered the potential impact of not providing methods of tube bundle supports as 
required in $023-617-01, "Design and Fabrication ofRepfacement Steam 
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Generators for Units 2 and 3." In response to the team questions regarding tube 
bundle support methods the team was provided with results from Procedure L5-
04GA069, "Sagging Measurement Procedure," Revision 7. However the team noted 
the procedure is considered a non-quality affecting procedure and used for reference 
only. 

Addition~! review and follow up will be required to review the evaluations associated 
with the requirements to provide tube bundle support during shipping for the Unit 2 
and 3 steam generators and then determine whether this issue represents a 
performance deficiency or constitutes a violation of NRC requireme'nts; This issue is 
identified as URI 05000362/2012007-06, "Shipping Requirements not in Accordance 
to Design and Fabrication Specifications." 

(3) Introduction: The team identified an unresolved item associatedwith evaluation of 
excessive shipping induced forces of Unit 3 replacement steam generator 3E-088. 

Description: The team reviewed the SG shipping accelerometer data reports for both 
Unit 2 i;md Unit 3. In addition. the team also reviewed shipping and handling records 
and identified the following: 

• Different transoceanic shipping companies and ships were used (U2: Happy 
Ranger, U3: Enchanter) 

• During the discharge from the ship Unit 3 replacement steam generator 3Eo.;aa 
{38) recorded simultaneous signals on the three attached accelerometers 

• Uhlt 3 steam generator 3Eo.;aa was the only steam generator to record 
simultaneous signals on the three attached acceierometers 

• Unit 3 steam generators received significantly more accelerometers hits 
compared to Unit 2 

Unit 3 replacement steam generator 3E0-88 accelerometers indicated up to a 1.23 g 
spike·with a simultaneous recording on all three of the attached accelerometers. 
Mitsubishi provided an evaluation of the forces which showed loads were within 
allowable stress limits but exceeded stress fOr an operating basis earthquake. The 
team was not able to determille if this was properly considered. 

Additional review by the NRC is required to fully assess if ~shipping forces 
contributed to the tube-to-tube wear in Unit 3 and then determine whether.this issue 
represents a performance deficiency or constitutes a viqlation of. NRC requirements. 
This ISsue ls identified as URI 05000362/2012007-07, "Unit 3 Steam Generator · 
3E-088 Stresses Related to Handling." 

8.0 Thermal-hydraulic and Flow Induced Vibration Modeling (Chart~r Item 8) 

a. Inspection Scope 
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The team conducted and overall review of Mitsubishi thermal-hydraulic design 
documents and drawings used in the manufacture of the Units 2 and 3 steam 
generators. The team developed an independent ATHOS model to run simulations for 
various operating conditions to assess thermal-hydraulic phenomena in the steam 
generators and assess differences in key parameters based on changing operating 
conditions. The objective of the modeling was to understand the interactions of the key 
parameters to compare ATHOS modeling results to the degradation trends found during 
the.eddy current inspections. 

The team was not able to did not perform any independent tube vibration analysis 
beoavse tl=to NRC aees not fia;ie tt:te. assesiatea viaratian sef.tware f3rEl§Fams. J1o~yE!r •...... ·ro;iment[elmBJ: ·wedldo'tperronn __ _ 
since two key outputs of the thermal-hydraulic code are inputs to the vibration model the Independent llmillyses, tiixause we had no 

. • . • . • • reason to bellave that the MHI models were 
ATHOS model results for fluid velocity and void fraction were used to predict increases derrc1en1. The MHI vibralion models were fairly 
or decreases in vibration forces and amplitude. s1andsrd. Pro11111111 is, MHI used 1ncorrsct TIH 

., Inputs. 

b. Observations and Findings 

No findings were identified. 

The tearn identified one unresolved item for which additional information is requir.ed to 
determine if a performance deficiency exists or if the issue constitutes a violation of NRC 
requirements; 

(1) Introduction: The team identified an unresolved item associated With the adequacy 
of Mitsubishi's FIT-111 thermal-hydraulic cooe. The FIT-111 code predicted non
conservative low velocity and low void fraction results which were used as inputs to 
the vibration code FIVATS. These non-conservative thermal-hydraulic results lead 
Mitsubishi to conclude that margins to instability were significantly larger than they 
actually were. 

Description: Replacement steam generators were designed and manufactured in 
accordancewith SONGS Design Specification $023-617-1, "Conformed 
Specification for Design and Fabrication of Repl<icement Ste~m Generators for Unit 
2 anq Unit 3," Revision 4 and ASME Section Ill. "Rules for Construction of Nuclear 
Facility Components". The replacement steam generators had enhanqed materials 
and maintenance features and were considered like-for•like replacement of the 
original ~team generators. 

The tube bundle, comprised of 9727 u-tubes, is supported by a. set o.f seven· t1..1be 
support plates which are maintained and spaced by a network of tie-rods. ihe ends 
of the u-tubes were welded onto the tube sheet lower face cladding and were full 
depth expanded in the tube sheet hOle·s. The u-bends are supported by a set of 6 
anti:vibration bars, having a maximum of 12 contact points, in the center of the 
bundle. For shorter tubes near the periphery, a fewer number of anti-vibration bars 
are present. 

One of the major enhancements of the replacement steam generators was the use of 
Al!oy-690 tubing versus Altoy-600 tor corrosion resista.nce. Alloy-690 has lower heat 
conductivify so, to achieve ~me power, the heat transfer surface area must be 
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increased by at least 10 percent. This required more tubes to be used in the 
replacement steam generators. The increased number of tubes resulted in a more 
tightly compacted tube bundle and elimination of the stay cylinder. The increase in 
the number of tubes could lead to increases in primeiry reactor coolant flow through 
the steam generators. Orifices were installed in the steam. generator inlet nozzles to 
ensure maximum allowed primary system floWrates were not exceeded~ 

The tube layout indexing or incrementation used in these generators was smaller 
th.an other replacement steam generator designs. The tighter indexing results in 
smaller pitch/diameter ratio in critical regions of the tube bundle u-bends. In addition, 
it was noted that the anti-vibration bar support struct1.1re is not connected to the 
wrapper for lateral or v~rtical support: instead the anti-vibration bar system structure 
is only supported vertically by resting on the tubes. · 

Other operational and physical comparisons of the replacement steam generators 
and original steam generators were reviewed by the team and no significant 
differences were noted. 

\ 
Additional review by the NRG is required to fully assess the adequacy of Mitsubishi's 
FIT-Ill thermal-hydraulic code and then deter111ine whether this i&sue·represents a 
performance deficiency or constitutes a violation of NRC requirements. This issue is 
identified as URI 0500036212012007-QS, "Non-Conservative Thermal-Hydraulic 
Mooel Results: · 

8.1 Thermal-hydraulic Assessments 

The replacement steam generators thermal hydraulic operation and responses were 
based on the steam generator design geometric characteristics and operating 
parameters of the reactor coolant flow and temperature and the secondary feedwater 
flow and temperature. Calculations were pe!i'ormed for 0 to 100 percent power, 
beginning-of-life and end-of-life oonditions considering lir'n.iting tube plugging and 
fouUng. The important actual operating parameters selected for use in the mooel 
were saturation pressure, circulation ratio, steam flowrate, tube and shell side 
pressure drops, water and steam inventories, and global heat transfer coefficient. 

Mitsubishi used the ~SP,C (Steady State Performance Calculation) code to compute 
these operational parameters, as described in Mitsubishi Document L5-04GA510, 
"Thermal and Hydraulic Pai:ametric Calculations." Revision 5, The FIT-Ill code was 
used to determine thermal-hydraulic fluid fiow conditions, with the results described 
in Mitsubishi Document L5-04GAS21, "3D Thermal and Hydraulic Analysis." Revision 
3. The Fl.VATS code was used to compute tube stability r;;itios that are use(J to 
predict tube vibration, with results described in Mi~ubishi. Document L,5-04GA504 
"Evaluation of Tube Vibration," Reyision 3. In .addition; the ABAQUS code was Used 
compute stress· and natural vibration frequency, and a code called IVHET was used 
for tube wear analysis. The key design cede for tube bundle design and vibration 
analysis is thermal-hydraulic cOde FIT•lll since it computes the two key parameters 
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(fluid velqcity and density1) that are the primary contributors to the onset of fluid
elastic instability, which indicates the potential for excessive tube vibration. 

The Mitsubishi acceptance criteria for vibration was to avoid fluid-elastic instability of 
tu~ spans by keeping the calculated stability ratios less than 1. Mitsubishi used the 
approach given in the ASME code Section Ill, Division 1, Appendix N-1330, "Flow
Induced Vibration of Tubes and Tube Banks," to calculate stability ratios and they 
also avoided natural frequenCies of the tupes similar to the reactor coolant pump 
dynamic frequencies. 

Design specific flow induced vibration analysis was performed for select U-bend 
tubeS exposed to the greatest vibration risk, generally those with longest 
unsupported length under most limiting operating condition (lowest steam pressure, 
end of life design conditions). The phenomenon of fluid-elastic instability of tubes is 
characterized by cross-flow velocitY (for out-of-plane mode} and normal velocity (for 
in-plane mode) where the local velodties exceed a critical velocity value (given via 
Conners' Equation2

). The parameter of local velocity divided by critiCal velocity is 
referred to as stability ratio. The accuracy of ~lculating fluid-elastic instability is 
limited based on inputs that are best determined by design-specific mockup test 
data. Mitsubishi did not perform design-specific mockup tests, but used generally 
accepted test data. and other data based on Mitsubishi test rigs that were not 
specific to the SONGS replaceinent steam generator design. · 

If operating velocities reach this critical value, vibration !3mplitudes can increase 
rapidly and fluid-elastic instability forces can lead to rapid pulsation and damaging of 
tubes. The U-bend region is most susceptible because ( 1} the local fluid has a 
higher void fraction3

, with high velocities; (2} th~ fluid flow i.s in a direction normal to 
the tube, and (3} the anti-vibration bars are limited in their dampening capability 
along the plane of the tubes. Traditional design of anti-vibration bar systems have. 
not considered in-plane fluid forces since it was accepted that the rigidity and 
dampening strength of the.tube in this direction was adequate to preclude it. This 
event at SONGS is the first US operating fleet experience of in-plane fluid-elastic 
instability, sufficient to cause tube-to-tube contact and wear in the U-bend region. 

The.team noted that Design Specification S023-617-1, "Conformed Specification for 
Design and Fabrication of Replacement Steam Generators for Unit 2 and Unit 3," 
Revision 4, did not address specffic criteria for stability ratio and does not mention 
fluid"elastic instability. The team did find that the Mitsubishi calculated design values 
tor stability ratios dld not exceed 0.5. It is important to note, that each steam 
generator manufacturer has different design. values for maximum stability ratios; 
ther~for'~ there is· no· standard value. The smaller that the design stability ratio is 
(has to be less than 1). the more margin to fluid elastic instability. 

1 Void fra~tions and density are inversely proportional. · 
2 Fluidelastic Vibration of Heat Exchanger Tube Arrays. Journal of Mechanical design - Volume 100 - April 1978, 
H;J. Connors, JR. 1 

1 Void fractions and density are inversely proportional. 
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Mitsubishi computed the flow-induced vibration status of the steam generators in 
Document L5-04GA504, "Evaluation of Tube Vibration," Revision 3. The critical flow 
velocify, Uc, was obtained using the Connors' Equation based on output fluid 
velocities and densi~es from their FIT-lllthemial-hydraulic model. The critical flow 
velocity is then calculated based on damping ratio, tube mass, tube outside 
diameter, averaged local cross flow gap velocity, and fluid density per selected tube. 
The method is based on fonnulations given in theASME code Section Ill, Division 1, 
Appendix N-1330, "Fluid Elastic Instability". The ratio of normal-to-tube cross flow 
gap velocity to this critical velocity defines the "stability ratio". 

Steam generator vendors must develop specific methods based on the thermal
hydraulic code selected am1 experimental data used to determine coefficients in the · 
Conners' Equation for their particular steam generator design. The experimental 
data used justify the methods can be developed from in-house tests or taken from 
published industry data. Mitsubishi indicated that in their methodol0gy two 
conservatisms were used their bundle vibration analysis: (1) FIT-111 gap velocities 
were averaged and multiplied by 1.5 and (2) one of 12 anti-vibration bars contacts 
were assumed to be inactive. The team noted that in Mitsubishi Document L5-
04GA504, "Evaluation of Tube Vibration," Revision 3, the 1.5 multiplier was not an 
added conservatism but a requirement,. needed to match test data results. 

The team developed an independent model of the new steam generators using the 
ATHOS thermal hydraulic code4

• The Calculations were intended to assess 
operating cycle differences between Units 2 and 3 steam generators and review 
thermal hydraulic phenomena within the steam generators in order to investigate key 
parameters and causal factors for the excessive tube wear rates. The NRG ATHOS 
calculations determined that the differences in primaiy inlet temperature and steam 
flow petween the units were negligible. NRC A TH OS results indicated high void 
fractions and high u-bend gap velocities existed in the bundle as compared to 
Mitsubishi ffT-111 analyses used for design. 

Mitsubishi proVided a comparison of their ATHOS model to their FIT-111 model 
results. The Mitsubishi ATHOS model fluid vel<:icities were 2:5 to 3 times higher than 
the FIT-Ill model velocities with the 1.5 multiplier applied. Other independent code 
calculations. including an analysis by Westinghouse using their in-house modified 
version of ATHOS and an analysis-by AREVA using their French code CAFCA4 
showed similar thermal-hydraulic results (up to 4 times higher velocities than FIT-111) 
as those computed in the Mitsubishi ATHOS.results and the NRC independent 
ATHOS calculations. Based on these comparisons, .it was concluded that ttie FIT-Iii 
code and mOdel results used for design were non-conseivative even with the 
multiplier applied. · 

Most of the experimental work in fluid-elastic instability has been carried out for two
phase flow, with an air-water medium. Accepted industry data, as presented by the 
Mitsubishi, shows that in staggered array bundles (triangular pitch, pitch/diameter 

4 
ATHOS3/SGAP Version 3.0-S: A Computer Program for Thermal-Hydraulic Analysis of Steam Generators, 

February 2005, . 
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=1.33). the onset of tube instability tor modem steam generators, such as SONGS 
steam generators, can start attube gap velocities above 6 meter/sec (pending 
effectiveness of the dampening structure) (please add reference tor this statement). 
The NRC ATHOS modei results indicated that there was a substal'!tial localized 
region in the lower hot side of the u-bends where velocities exceeded 6 m/sec. 

The NRC ATHOS calculations were compared to gap velocities computed both with 
the, Mitsubishi Al'HOS and the FIT-111 models. Since tube R142C88 was the only 
one common for each of the analyses, it can be used as basis for comparison. The 
effective peak velocities were as follows: 

• NRC ATHOS - 5.2 m/sec 
• Mitsubishi ATHOS - 5.6 m/sec 
• Mitsubishi FIT-111-2.5 m/sec 

Both the NRC and Mitsubishi ATHOS results were reasonably consistent and 
strongly suggested that high velocities coupled with high void fraction were primary 
causal factors in the tube fluid-elastic instability and the excessive wear patterns 
observed in the Unit 3 steam generators. 

The team reviewed the verification and validation of both the Mitsubishi FIT-Ill 
thermal-hydraulic and FIVATS tube Vibration models as stated in Specification 
5023-617-1, Revision 4. The specification required Mitsubishi to design and build 
the steam generators in accordance with ASME NaA-1. "Quality Assurance 
Requiremei'lts for Nuclear Facility Applications.· 1994, Subpart 2.7 "Computer 
Software· and Mitsubishi's quality assurance program. 

The team reviewed Mitsubishi's verification and validation Report KAS-20050201, 
"FIT:m CodeValidation Report." Revision 2. The report concluded the FIT~lll code 
was valid for prediclion of velocity and density behavior of two-phase flow under 
nominal conditions forthe secondary side of PWR steam genercitors. 

The team reviewed Mitsubishi's verification and validation Report KAS-20040253, 
"FIVATS Code Validation and Qualification Report," Revision 3. The FIVATS model 
was designed"tocalcutate the stability ratios by using the flow velocity and density 
distributions from the FIT-Ill model. The FIVATSmodel primarily used the Conners' 
Equation, ar:id validation IJ\'.aS performed mainly by comparison to hand calculatibrt 
however. Mitsubishi used a mock•up test facility with a simple anti-vibratic:ln bar 
structure as part of their validation effort: Th9 report concluded that adequate 
validation and qualification was performed to show compliance to software 
requirements and that the code could predict flow-induced vibration. 

The team requested additional information. as part of the verification and va!ldation of 
the FIT-Ill thermal-hydraulic model. Mitsubishi provided several additional reports. 
One of the reports showed benchmarking comparisonsJo a French test facility 
program called CLOTAIRE in 1986. Another report conducted in 2002. showed 
comparisons between FIT ·Ill ~nd ATHOS, and concluded that both codes had good 
correlation with the CLOTAiR~ experimental data. Because of the limited 
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information provided, the team could .not determine the validity of the benchmarking 
of FIT-Iii. 

Overall. the team determined that the validation and verification of the FIT-Ill code 
did not present overwhelming evidence that this code has been adequately 
benchmarked. The team did not find any problems with the validation of the FIVATS 
code: 

8.2 NRC ATHOS Results 

Figures 1 through 4 (different view angles of same results) show results, with low T 11o1 

and low steam pressure arid present a 30 is0metric encapsulation of.steam qualities 
(red scale) at and abov~ 0.9 (i.e., void fraction> 0~99) and field velocities at and 
above 6.0 m(sec (white scale). 

The ATHOS model results of high ste~m quality and steam velocity closely align with 
the area of concern (tub19'-to-tube wear) in the Unit 3 replacement steam gener~tors. 
In Figure 5, the code predicted regions of high void fraction and high steam velocities 
(vertically located z-axis cut at about 20 inches above the 7m TSP) ai"El superimposed 
with tube"to-tube wear indications fror:n Unit 3 steam generator 3EQ.88. 

The.tutie-to-tubewear indicatiOf'!S align with anti-vibration bar wear inclication trends; 
however, the anti-vibration bar wear patteros appear to indicate a more square-like, 
.essentially rectangular behavior that suggests that there may also be a mechanical, 
fabrication, assembly, and/or material contribution to the .tube-to-tube wear 
degradation: 
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The NRC analysis indicated a correlation with the tube-to-tube wear based on a 
combination of high void fraction and high steam velocities. It should be noted that 
the traditional forcing function. fluid velocity squared times density, does not show 
good agreement with the tube..to--tube wear patterns. This indicated that the high 
quality steam fluid velocities may be sufficiently high to cause conditions in the 
generators conductive for onset of fluid~lastic instability. 

The above analyses apply equally to Units 2 and 3, so it does not explain why the 
accelerated fluid-elastic instability wear.damage is only in Unit 3 steam generators. 
The ATHOS thermal-hydraulic model predicts bulk fluid behavior based on first 
principals and empirical correlations and as a result it is not able to evaluate 
mechanical, fabrication, or structural material differences or other phenomena that 
may be unique to each steam generator. Therefore this analysis cannot account for 
these mechanlcarfactors and differences which are very likely ~bt!tiRg-to 
tl'le Aoted tube degr:adatioR. led to the different degree oftl,Jbe-to-tl.lbe wear observ~d 
in Unit 3 compared to Unit 2. 

8.3 Conclusion 

Based on independent NRG thermal-hydraulic analysis, the team concluded that t~e 
SONGS replacement steam generators may not have been designed with adequate 
margin to preclude the onset offluid-elastic instability; Therefore unless changes are 
made to the operation or configuration of the steam generators, high fluid velocities 
high void fractions and in localized regions in the u-bend will continue to cause 
excessive tube wear and accelera~ed wear that could result in tube leakage and/or 
tube rupture. The deficiencies appear to be related to Mitsubishi's i=IT"lll thermal 
hydraulic code having predicted non-conservative low velocity results and low v6ld 

-fractions. These results lead Mitsubishi to conclude that margins to instability were 
significantly larger than they are. This assessment is based on eddy current data, 
NRC.ATHOS analysis, Mitsubishi ATHOS analysis, and other thermal-hydraulic 
analyses completed by Wes~nghouse and AREVA that all identified significantly 
higher fluid velocities and void fractions than FIT-Ill. 

Base<:! OR too cause 011al1:1atieR ami oorf9cti1:e actlen plaf'\, SONGS determined that 
the &e.srsalution to pF0•ient tl:lba le t1:1bo wear was le canser\rati.,rely plug and 
stabilize tho affected aroas. By takiRg tho impacted t1:1bos 01;1t of sefvlee, SO!llGS 
aete1minod that this sl:lould rea1:1so tJ:lo 13eteRtial fer lo&alii!iod fl1:1id velocities reaching 
oFitl~l velecit;•. Jn aaditiOF\, in order to ensure su#ieieRt mar§in te J')fe6l1:1de the onset 
off11;1id elastic instaellity, SO!llGS Elotefi:fliAed that roaetor power would alee ha»<-0 to 
be red1:1ced. At this time SONGS is still developing additieAal corrective aytions 
necessar}' to prevent tube-to-tube wear. The actions have not been finalized ~ 
det13rmiAatieA Ms boofl made 60AGOFAing ttlo appropfiato power le•.rol. The NRC has 
not made any conclusions oA the ~F9f:1osed regarding the ne~d.~ corrective actions. 
The corrective actions will be reviewed and evaluated during the Confirmatory Action 
Letter followup inspection. . 
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9.0 Risk Assessment (Charter Item 9) 

a~ Inspection Scope 

The team reviewed the steam generator tube leak and failures of multiple steam 
generator tubes during in-situ pressure testing 'to support an assessment of the risk of 
the degraded steam generator tubes during various accident conditions, including a 
main steam line break accident. 

b. Observations and Findings 

No findings were identified. 

10.0 Assess Quality Assurance, Radiological Controls. and Safety Culture Components 
(Charter Item 10) 

a. Inspection Scopg 

The team reviewed the event, operator actions. inariagement decisions, steam 
generator eddy current examinations, in-situ pressure testing, and tube plugging and 
stabilization activities to determine whether issues related to quality assurance, 
radiological controls, or safety culture existed. 

b. Observations and Findings 

No findings were identified. 

Region IV radiation protection inspectors reviewed the estimated offsite radiation 
exposure from the actual steam generator tube leak on Unit 3 steam generator 3E0-88 
that occurr~ on January 31,_2012, including the potential dose consequence to site 
workers and members of the public. The lice11see determined that the Unit 3 steam 
generator tube leak resulted in a release of gaseous effluents into the public domain, 
and the primary radionuelides released were argon-41, xenon-133, and xenon-135. The 
release resulted in an estimated o: 0000452 (4.52 E-5} mrem dose to the public. 
Inspectors also reviewed design drawings and radiation monitor data, performed plants 
tours, and confirmed the licensee's use of the offsite dose calculation methodology. The 
inspeciors·concluded that the Unit 3 steam generator tube leak was detected by the 
condenser steam jet _air ejector radiation monitor 3RT-7820 as per design. In addition. 
the radiation monitor 3RT-7820 alarmed and alerted SONGS operators of the steam 
generator tube leak as required. 

1:1.0 Operational impacts from Unit 3to Unit 2 (Charterltem 11) 

a, lnsoection Scope 

As follow-on of the previous sections, the team reviewed collections of the Mitsubishi 
documents and presentations, !ieensee documents and presentations, and NRC 
independent analysis and .assessments to consider the operational inip(lct on Unit 2 
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based on analysis and data, including ec1dy current results, regarding the as-found 
condition of Unit 3. The team compared key observations and overall differences in 
operational parameters that are common to both units that could affect and possibly limit 
Unit 2 operation. The team focused on differences in fabrica1ion, manufacturing, · 
OPf;!ration, and eddy curr~nt data results between Units 2 and 3 steam generators. 

b. Observations and Findings 

No findings were identified. 

Based on the review of current Cycle 16 operating da.ta and independent NRC analysis it 
does not appear that there were any major difference in the thermal hydraulic 
phenomena at normal full power operation. Since generator physical dimensions and 
design are identical, the operational parameters are basically the same between the Unit 
2 and 3 steam generators; therefore, the hydraulic forcing function that caused tube-to.. 
tube wear and accelerated anti-vibration bar and tube support plate wear should also be 
same. The initial inspections of the Unit 2 steam generators did not indicate significant 
wear except at the retainer bars (different mechanism caused this wear). However, 
subsequent follow up inspections in Unit 2 with a more sensitive probe confirmed the 
existent of minor tube-to-tube wear in two tubes but in only one of tne steam generators. 
The tube-to-tube wear that was found in Unit 2was in a similar location as that found in 
both of the.Unit 3 steam generators. 

The phenomenon of fluid elastic instability is ~ function primarily of two criteria, the fluid 
velocity forces and the damping capability of the support structure, i.e., the tube support 
plates, the tubesheet, and the anti-vibration bars. Therefore if it is concluded that the· 
velocity forces in the bundle are the same, it can be conch . .fded that the damping forces 
between the Unit 2 and Unit 3 repfacelJlent steam generators must be different. 
Mitsubishi performed several studies that indicated that gap contact forces in the anti
vibration bars were greater in Unit 2 than in Unit 3. However, with the exception of 
manufacturing data that shows slight differences, there is not currently a method 
available t_o measure the clearances between the anti-vibration bars and the tubes. 

The tube damage found in Unit 3 is very severe and particularly so cpnsidering that the 
Unit 3 operated only about half the EFPY {effective full power years} as Unit2. This 
suggests that there is indeed a sizeable difference in the damping capability of the unit 
steam generators. 

!There are generally two option$ to arrest localized damaging thermal hydraulic 
phenomena in steam generators, short of performing major hardware modicati6ns 
which are not practical in the short term. The first and preferred option is to plug tubes In 
the affected area. The collective plugging tends to relocate and reduce high fluid 
velocities and void fractions, and has on previous occasions in industry been s1:moossi>t<e 
successful. However, if plugging selected tubes does not provide significant margins· 
adequate to arrest the damage mechanism, the licensee mustconsiderreduction in the 
reactor unit power output. ReduCing power has several beneficial effects including (1) 
tends to increase steam pressure. (2) reduces higl') st~m fluid veloci.ties and high :void 
fraction in the bundle, and (3) improves damping. Currently, SONG~ is still reviewing 
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and developing addltional corrective actions. The NRC has been observing some of the 
mockup testing being used to qualify additional repair activities~ 

12.0 Mitsubishi Divider Plate Manufacturing and Weld Issues (Mitsubishi Charter Item 2} 

a. · Inspection Scope 

On March 18, 2009, Mitsubishi identified cracking indications in the weld between the 
divider plate and the channel head of Unit 3 replacement steam generator 3E0·88 (see 
figure below), after completion of the ASME Section Ill hydrostatic test on the secondary 
side. The extent of condition investigation also identified similar cracking indications in 
Unit 3 replacement steam generator 3E0-89. As discussed in Section 4 of this report, · 
the cause of the cracking was attributed to the air carbon-arc gouging process used to 
remove the clad weld from the channel head. The team reviewed information 
associated with the repair of the cracking indications to assess whether the repair 
activities resulted in relevant differences in design and fabrication that could be 
considered as contiibuting factors for the cause of the tube-to-tube wear issue in t,Jnit 3. 

Tubesheet 

I 
I 

· Ol\lfder Plate"-.. ! 
DMdarPl&te 

! Weld. Repair's 
: ,,,._?' 
1// 

Channel Heed 

-I 
Location of Oivirler Plate Weld Repairs ill Unfi 3 .Steam Genera~ors jF-0r lllustration Purposes Only) 

b. Observations and Findings 

No findings were identified. 

The team identified an unresolved item for whic~ additional information, is required to. 
determine if a performance deficiency exists or if the issue constitutes violation of NRC 
requirements. The team also identified several observations related to the' divider plate 
weld repairs in Uhit 3 replacement steam generators. 

1) Introduction: The team identified an Unresolved Item associated with the adequacy 
of evaluation and controls for the divider plate weld repairs. 
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Description: The cracking of the divider plate weld in both Unit 3 replacement steam 
generators required extensive repairs affecting the channel head, divider plate, and 
tubesheet. Based on interviews with licensee personnel and the review of 
documentation for the repairs, the team determined that Mitsubishi did not perform a 
comprehensive evaluation tQ assess the impact of the divider plate repairs on the 
integrity of the tube bundle. The team determined that the areas. listed below were 
not considered or evaluated in sufficient depth to identify the potential adverse 
effects of the planned weld repairs. 

• Additional Rotations - The repair activities for the Unit 3 steam generators 
required additional rotations of the steam generator assembly while these were 
oriented in the horizontal position. The repairs.resulted in approximately 300 
additional rotations in each steam generator. which could h<!Ve affected the 
configuration of the tube bundle in terms of anti-vibration bar gaps or distortion. 
The team identified that Mitsubishi did not fully evaluate the Impact of additional 
rotations on the configuration of the steam generators since rotation was 
considered a normal evolution in the fabrication process. 

• Heat Input- The repair process included extensive heat-adding activities such as 
grinding, flame cutting, and post-weld heat treatment. While these activities were 
performed ih accordance with the construction code of record and an approved 
repair plan. they could have resulted in thermC!I expansion and unintended 
distortion of steam generator components. For example, the· channel heads 
were removed using flame cutting and Mitsubishi's evaluation for the impact of 
this activity was limited ta the base material area in the vicinity of the cut, i.e. the 
.heat affected zone. Mitsubishi did not fully assess ttie impact this activity could 
have on the overall configuration of the steam generator in terms of thermal 
expansion of the tubesheet or distOrtion. 

• Dimensional Checks after Repair - The team identified that Mitsubishi did not 
perform dimensiona! verifications (e.g. clearances) of the tube bundle or other 
secondary side dimensions after the repairs of the Unit 3 steam generators to 
confirm that critical dimensions were not affected by the repairs. 

Additional review by the NRC is required following completion of the licensee's cause 
evaluation to fl!!IY assess hmv the repair activities affected the Unit 3 replacement 
·steam generators and then ,determine whether this issue represents a performMce 
deficiency or oonstitutes a violation of NRC requirements. This issue is identified as 
URI 0500036mo12001-09, "Evaluation of the Effects of Divider Plate Weld Repairs 
in Unit 3 Repla~ment Steam Generators." 

2) Reoair Plan: The team noted that Mitsubishi deveioped a specific plan to conduct the 
repair of the divider plate .weld in both Unit 3 rei:>lacement steam generators. The · 
repair plan adequately described t~e major repair steps amj the required 
implementing procedures. For some of the repair stages, the licensee developed 
new procedures to prescribe activities outside the normal fabrication sequenCE!. The 
repair plan consisted of the following major steps: 
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• Cutting off the divider plate from the tubesheet by grinding 
• Cutting off the channel head from the tubesheet by flame cutting 
• Cutting the divider plate from the channel head by grinding 
• Removal of the heat affected zone of the channel head bowl edge due to flame 

cutting 
• Application of weld buildup and post-weld heat treatment on the channel head 

bowl edge 
• Application of low alloy steel buildup and Alloy 690 butter on the bottom of the 

channel head for diVider plate welding, including required post-weld heat 
treatment 

• Application of Alloy 690 buildup on the divider plate,. including required post-weld 
heat treatment 

• Welding divider plate to channel head 
• Welding the divider plate to the tubesheet 
• Welding the channel head to the tubesheet 
• Primary side hydrostatic test 

3) Differences between Replacement Steam Generators: The team identified the 
notable differences listed below between Unit 2 and Unit 3 replacement steam 
generators as a result of the divider plate weld repair activities. 

• Material Class for the Tube§heets - The tubesheet material for both Unit 3 
. replacement steam generators was reclassified to facilitate the additional post

weld heat treatment required for the repair of the divider plate welds. The 
tubesheet manufacturer originally certified that the tubesheet material met the 
requirements of ASME specification SA-508/Grade 3/Class 2, with a post-weld 
heat treatment time of approximately 15 hours. The repair activities in Unit 3 
required additional post-weld heat treatment. which was e}(pected to affect the 
properties of the tubeshee~ m~terial t9 the extent that the mechanical properties 
would not meet the requirements for SA-508/G riade 3/Class 2 material. 
Mitsubishi performed mechanical testing on a specimen fabricated from the 
archive samples that was exposed to 30 ho1.1rs of post-weld heat treatment and 
the tests showed that the tubesheet material's tensile strength did not meet the 
ASME s~cifications for SA-508/Grade 3/Class 2 material. Mitsubishi performed 
a reconciliation review to reclassify the material to SA-508/Grade 3/Class 1, 
which has a lower tensile strengtn. The reconciliation included an evaluation of 
resulting stresses on the tubesheet under design, upset, emergency, faulted, and 
test conditions using the material properties for SA-508/Class 1 rnateri.al. The 
evaluation resulted in acceptable stresses based on the stress limits imposed by 
the construction code of record. This issue was evaluated by Mitsubishi in the 
non-conform$:ince report process and Supplier Deviation Request SOR-086 
10041870-09086 was submitted to the licensee for review and apprqval. The 
licensee approved the reclassification of the tubesheet m~terial. 
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• Minimum Thickness of the Channel Head Base Metal - The channel heads of 
both Unit 3 steam generators were removed by flame cutting to facilitate the 
divider plate weld repairs. The removal and final welding of the channel head 
resulted in a reduction of the minimum wall thickness of the channel head base 
metal. The minimum base metal thickness was reduced by 1.18-inches. 
Mitsubishi evaluated this change in the "Design Report for the Channel Head 
Region." The reduction in minimum wall thickness was addressed through a 
reconciliation of stress ratios based on the stress limits imposed by the 
construction code of record. The analysis demonstrated the structural adequacy 
of the channel head, primary inlet nozi:le, primary outlet nozzle, primary manway, 
support skirt, and the stud bolts of the primary manway. 

• Number of Bolts in the Divider Plate Patch Plates - Ttie original design of the 
replacement ste.am generators included a patch plate held in place at the upper 
corners of the divider plate by three bolts. As a result of the divider plate-to
tubesheet weld removal to support the repair activities, the Unit 3 divider plate 
patch plates were modified to ~ Mid by two bolts instead of the three bolts 
specified in the original design. Mitsubishi submitted this, de~ign change to the 
licensee for review and approval. licensee personnel approved Jhe design 
change as requested. · 

• Weld Buildup on Channel Head Syrfaces - Since the repair of the divider plate 
welds in Unit 3 steam generators required cutting of the channel head, weld 
buildup had to be applied on the affected surfaces in order to restore the 
dimensions to design specification!). Mitsubishi submitted this.design change to 
the licensee for review and approval. Licensee personnel approved the design 
change as requested. 

• Post Weld Heat Treatment- The tubesheetwto-channel head weld area 
expetienced a total of two post-weld heat treatments. Both Unit 3 replacement 
steam generators received an additional local post-weld heat treatment at 
approximately 1103 F for approximately 3.5 hrs. Mitsubishi submitted this 
fabrication process change to the licensee for review' and approval. Licensee 
personnel approved the design change as requested. 

• Total of Rotations during Fabrication - The total number of rotations on. each 
steam generator varied as a result of the hydrostatic test results and the repairs 
on the divider plate welds. 

Steam ,, Initial . Additional I. Total 
Generator -Rotations Rotations for • Rotations 

Divider Plate 
Repairs 

Unit2 E0-89 520 0 520 

Unit2 E0-88 510 0 510 I -
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I 
Steam.< lriitial Additional Total 

Generator Rotations Rotation8 for Rotations 
Divider Plate 

! Reoalrs 

l Unit 3 E0-89 1 470 340 810 ! 
I 

I Unit 3 E0-88 I 440 320 760 

.13.0 Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation {NRR) Review of SONGS 50.59 Evaluation 

a. lnsoection Scope 

The NRR technical specialist reviewed all of the design changes associated with the 
replacement steam generators to determine whether the changes to the facility or 
procedures. as described in the Updated Final Safety Analysis Report, had been 
reviewed and documented in accordance with 10 CFR 50.59 requirements. The 
technical specialist reviewed the various information used by the licensee to review the 
changes to being made to the replacement steam generators, in9fucjing calcu.lations. 
analyses, design change documentation, procedures, the Updated Final Safety Analysis 
Report, the Technical Specifications. ~nd plant drawings. The evaluation process used 
by the technical specialist included determining if the design changes to the replacement 
steam generators were a change to the. facility or procedures as described in the 
Upclated Final Safety Analysis Report or a test or experiment not described in the 
Updated Final Safety Analysis Report The technical specialist also verified that safety 
issues related to the changes were resolved. The technical specialist compared the 
safety evaluations and supporting documents to the guidance and methods provided in 
Nuclear Energy Institute (NEI) 96-07, "Guidelines for 10 CFR 50.59 Implementation,• 
Revision 1, as endorsed by NRC Regulatory Guide 1.187, "Guidance for Implementation 
of 10 CFR 50.59, Changes, Tests, and Experiments," to determine the adequacy of the 
10 CFR 50.59 evaluations. 

b. Observations and Findings 

No findings were identified 

The NRR'technical specialist identified one unresolved item for which additional 
information is requfred to determine if performance deficiencies exist or if the issues 
constitute violations of NRG requirements. 

(1) lritroduction: The NRR technical specialist reviewed the licensee's 10 CFR 50.5~ 
evaluation contained.in Engineering Change Packages 800071702 and 800071703 
for the Unit 2 and Unit 3 replacement steam generators, respectively, in which the 
licensee determined that the replacement of the original steam generators affect the 
current licensing basis to the extent of.needing prior approval from the NRC as 
required by 10 CFR 50.59. 

(2) Description: The NRR technical specialist reviewed the licensee's 10 CFR 50.59 
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evaluation against 10 CFR 50.59(c}(2){viii) which requires that licensees obtain a 
license amendment pursuant to 10 CFR 50.90 prior to implementing a proposed 
change if th~ change would result in a departure from a method of evaluation 
described in the FSAR (as updated) used in establishing the design bases or in the 
safety analyses. Industry guidance NEI 96-07, Revision 1, Section 3.10, "Methods of 
Evaluation." states, "Definition: Methods of evaluation means the calculational 
framework used for evaluating behavior or response ofthe facility or structllres, 
systems, and components." Regulation 10 CFR 50.59 a(2), states, "Departure from 
a method of evaluation described in the FSAR (as updated) used in establishing the 
design bases or in the safety analyses means (i) changing any of the elements oft he 
method described in the FSAR (as updated) unless the n~sults of the analysis are 
conservative or essentially the same; or (ii) changing from a meth6d described in the 
FSAR to another method unless that method has been approved by NRC for the 
intended application." Regulation 10 CFR 50.59(d}{1) requires that the licensee 
maintain records of changes in the facility that "include a written evaluation which 
provides the bases for the determination that the change, test, or experiment does 
not require a license amendment... ." The technical specialist evaluated the 
licensee's bases for determining that the changes would not result in the departure 
from the methOd of evaluation used in establishing the design bases or in the safety 
analyses. Specifically, the technical specialist evaluated whether the changes 
involved: 

(a) changing of any of the elements of the methOd described in the Uodated Finat 
Safet~ Anal~§is Report • which consistent with 10 CFR 50.59 a(2)(i) would be 
justified by demonstrating that the results of the analysis are conservative or 
essentially the same; or 

{b) changing from a method described in .the Updated Final Safety Analysis Reiport 
to another method, which consistent .with 10 CFR 50.59 a(2)(ii) would be justified 
by demonstrating that method has been approved by NRC for the intended 
application. 

The NRR technical specialist reviewed the licensee's 10 CFR 50.59 evaluation and 
found two instances that failed to adequately address whether the change involved a 
departure of the method of evaluation described in the Updated final Safety Analysis 
Report 

(a) Use of ABAaus instead of ANSYS: Uodated Final Safety Analysis Report 
Sections 3.9. 1.2.2.1.11 and 3.9.1.2.2.2.3 were revised to reflect that the SONGS 
Unit 2 and 3 original steam generators stress analyses for reactor coolant system 
structural integrity utilized the ANSYS computer program, whereas the 
replacement steam generators analyses utilized the ABAQUS computer 
program. The licensee's 50.59 evaluation incorrectly determined that using the 
ABAQUS instead of ANSYS was a change (o an element of the method 
described in the Updated Final Safety Analysis Report did not constitute 
changing from a method described in th.e Updated Final Safety Analysis Report 
to another method. and as such, d[dnot mention whether ABAQUS has been 
approved by the NRC for this applicatiol). 
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(b) Use of ANSYS instead of STRUDL and ANSYS; Updated Final Safety Analysis 
Efil?2!:! Section 5.4.2.3.1.3 was revised to reflect that the SONGS Unit 2 and 3 
evaluation of tube stress under loss of coolant accident conditions for the original 
steam generators consisted of a two-step process utilizing the STRUDL and 
ANSYS computer programs to calculate displacement histOries and tube 
stresses, respectively, while the corresponding replacement steam generators 
analysis determined tube stresses from blowdown forces using only the ANSYS 
computer program. While the licensee's 50.59 evaluation correctly considered 
this a-change from a method described in the FSAR to another method, the 
50.59 evaluation did not mention whether the method has been approved by 
NRC for this application. 

Additional review and followup will be required to review the departure of the method of 
evaluation used during the stress analysis calculations associated with the replacement 
steam generators and then determine whether this issue represents a performance 
deficiency or constitutes a violation of NRC requirements. This issue is identified as URI 
05000362/2012007-10, "Evaluation of Departure of Method of Evaluation for 10 CFR 
50.59 Processes." 

14.0 Exit Meeting Summary 

On June 18, 2012, the NRG held a public meeting and presented the inspection results 
to Mr. P. Dietrich, Senior Vice President and Chief Nuclear Officer, arid other members 
of the staff, who acknowledged the findings. Proprietary.information was· provided to the 
team and all proprietc;iry information was returned to the licensee. 
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Licensee Personnel 

SUPPLEMENT Al INFORMATION 
KEY POINTS OF CONTACT 

P. [}ietrich, Senior Vice President and Chief Nuclear Officer 
R Litzinger, President, Southern California Edison 
o, Bauder, Vice President and Station Manager 
T. Palmisano, Vice President of Engineering, Projects and Site Support 
T. McCool. Plant Manager 
T. Yackle, Assistant Plant Manager 
D. Yarbrough, Director of Operations 
R Corbett; Director of Performance Improvement 
0. Flores, Director of Nuclear Oversight 
R. St Onge, Dfrector of Nuclear Regulatory Affairs 
B. Winn, Director of Nuclear Finaneial Management 
E. Avella, Director of Project Management 
M. Coveney, Director of Nuclear leadership 
M. Stevens, Tltle. needed, Nuclear Regulatory Affairs 
C. Cates, Nuclear Safety Culture and Site Recovery Manager 
M. Malzahn, Project Management Engineer · 
c. Harberts, Steam Generator Replacement Project Manager 
M. Mihalik, Senior Engineer, Project Management Organizatiorf 
R. McWey, Nuclear Oversight Manager 
M. Pawlaczyk, Nuclear Regulatoiy Affairs Technical Specialist 
.J. Peattie, Maintenance Manager . 
R. Treadw~y, Nuclear Regulatory Affairs Manager 
B. Olech; Consulting Engineer, Edison 
D. Brabec, Project Manager Steam Generator Recovery Program 
D. Calhoun. Senior Engineer, Design Engineering Organization, Edison 

Mitsubishi Personnel 

H. Kaguchi, Mitsubishi Heavy Industries, Director, Component Designing Department 
I. Otake, Mitsubishi Heavy Industries, Deputy Chief Engineer, Quality Assurance Department 
T. Tsuruta, Mitsubishi Heavy Industries, Engineer, Quality Assurance Department 
T. Inoue, Mitsubishi Heavy Industries, Deputy Director, Plant Designing Department 
H. Hirano, Mitsubishi Heavy Industries, Project Manager. Overseas Project; Component 
Oesigning Department 
R. By\Vater, Mitsubishi Nuclear Energy Systems, COLA Licensing Manager 
F. Gillespie, 
R. Godley, 

Other Contractor Personnel 

!R. Walker, MPR Consultant 
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M. Short, Consultant 
Bruce ?, Areva, TITLE NEEDED 
?? , ATHOS Engineer, NAME AND TITLE NEEDED l .... __ . , __ .. _ . , _ .. _ . _____ .. ____ . _ . _ -· eomment [M13l: Neoo mto!ll18lion tor lhe 

e<>ntract p&rsonnel 

NRC Personnel 
T. Blount, Deputy Division Director, Division of Reactor Safety 
R. Lantz. Branch Chief, Projects Branch D 

LIST OF ITEMS OPENED. CLOSED AND DISCUSSED 

Opened 

05000362/2012007~01 

0500036212012007-02 

05000362/2012007-03 

05000362/2012007-04 

05000362/2012007-05 

05000362/2012007-06 

0500036212012007-07 

05000362/2012007-08 

05000362/2012007 ~09 

OS000362/2012007-10 

Closed 

None 

URI Adequacy of the Trip/Transient and Event Review 
Procedure (Section 1) 

URI Evaluatlon of Unit 3 Vibration and Loose Parts Monitoring 
System Alarms (Section 3) 

URI Evaluation of Retainer Bars Vibration during the Original 
Design of the Replacement Steam Generators (Section 4 

URI Evaluation of Changes in Dimensional Controls during the 
Fabrication of Unit 2 and Unit 3 Replacement Steam 
Generators (Section 4) · 

URI 

URI 

URI 

URI 

URI 

.URI 

Shipping Requirements not in Accordance with Industry 
Standards (Section 7) 

Shipping Requirements not in Accordance with Design and 
Fabrication Specifications (Section 7) 

Unit 3 Steam Generator E088 Stresses Related to 
Handling (Section 7) 

Non-Conservative Thermal-Hydraulic Model Res1Jlts 
(Section 8) 

Evaluation of the Effects of Divider Plate Weld Repairs in 
Unit 3 Replacement Steam Generators (Section 12) 

Evaluation of Departure qf Method of Evaluation ror10 
CFR 50.59 Processes (Section 13) 
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Discussed 

None 

LIST OF DOCUMENTS REVIEWED 

AUDITS/SELF-ASSESSMENTS/QUALITY CONTROL DRAWINGS 

SONGS DOCUMENTS 

Number Title 
MHl-1-06 Southern California Audit of Mitsubishi Heavy Industries 

MHl-1-09 Southern California Audit of Mitsubishi Heavy Industries 

MHl-2-0.4 Southern California Audit of Mitsubishi Heavy !ndustries 

I SCES-007-1_0 Procurement and Material Control Program Audit 

I 
MHl-01-04 Evaluation and Review of Contractor. Consultant, Utility or 

Licensee Audit Report 
! 

Status of Southern California Edison (SCE) Corrective Action 

Request (CAR) Nos. S-1918 and S-1932 Closure 

Southern california Edison (SCE) Corrective Action Request 

{CAR} No. S-1991, Supplier Stop Work Order(SSWO) No. 

SSW0-001-08 

§9'.!?~~Y:.5.9_ 9Qf!'~C!iYEi ei2t1o_nJ:r99r.§l!!l_ __ ~ __ .. ,,. - _____ ._..,.,.._. _____ 

~SG-SCE/MH1~2233 - Soutt>em corlfonila Edison ($CE) 

orrectiveAction Request (CAR) No. S-1882.Closl,lre 

-3-

Revision/Date 
June 16, 2006 

April 27, 2009 

December 14. 

I 2004 

September 14, 

2010 

September 24, 

2004 

March 23, 2007 

1 

- ----~fi ____ .-# 
"· " • < 

. ~mment [g14J: The yeUovi highl!jJhtsd ilen)s · 
in this section don't seem to fit into thla sectkm. 
Pfeaoo review and fl10W,, lf appropriate . 

May 3, 2006 Formatted; Highlight 

l'OnMtl:ed: Highlight 
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Number Title Revision/Date 
RSG-SCE/MHl-06-1916 - Southern California Edison (SCE) February 22, 

Corrective Action Request, (CAR) No. S-1906 Closure 2006 

Southern California Edison (SCE) Audit·No. MHl-1-06 and January 31, 2008 

Corrective Action Request (CAR) Nos, S-1915, S-1916, S-

1917, and S-1918 

AR# Qualification Letter September 24, 

040901345 2004 

AR#0503014 Qualification Letter March 23, 2005 

58 

'AR#0605001 Qualification Letter May 10, 2006 

34 

·1 ~G"9:'.0H .... . l;~i§q,n_ l':!'.1~t_e[i!!l_S..upp!Y.P..r~u!.gf!.1EE'lt _Qrg~r_fgi:_ fl!l~~uplsJlL . ... • < §~J?.t~'!l~_2_8,l. -

Heavy Industries 2004 

- -{ f9rmatted: Highlight 

§9?~-S31?-91 _ §REtc.i.fi.~tjq_n~ _fqr_ d_~jg_ri _a_n~ f~pfi~~l!o_n _o_f ~~53- for !Jr:ii! ? . _ 
• < • ~-. -- -· -{ Formatted: Highlight 

and Unit 3 

~9?~H-9?_ ~~E!.c!fi~t!o_n§ J9r_ ~~l>~~n_e_ P.r~~erv.i~. i;:~~!l!iQ~tis>!'l _o_n _ _ _ _ _ - -- - - - _t_ - - - -·· - - -{ Formatted: Highlight 

Tubing for RSG 

.§9?}-§H-9~ _ _ ~C?P-l~(!e!rl~n! §te~!J1. G~11er~t9[ lfi§~!!ati.P!1 _l.J_n[t.~_ a.nst~ ___ .. 4 --·---~~~- ... - - . - -{ Forinatted: Highlight 

.§9~~-§1 ?:-91 - ~~C!fi~t_!q_n§ }Qr.Jn~ Ji:.a_n§12~rta,!igQ gfJ~~J~~!_Tl_e_nt ~t_e~~- _ ---- _ _1_ --- --- --1 Formatted: Highlight 

Generators 

J~99QF_8? . §~11. 9!.!Q~ I QPJ<?.a! B~wr! 9!.J~ll~ ~~~urnn_C§I J'1aJ!JJ~L _____ l _ _ _ . _ §1 _ . _ . _ - - -{ fOrmal.ted: Highlight 

I 
.I'= 99QE_8_2_ - §~!'!. 9!:1Qfr\t ~~~ !:§~f3 _UM§!~g_a_u2MtY A~ldrsib~. ~rpg(a.!TI. _ ... - . - .. '1 ~' - - - -- - - ·( Formatted: Highlight 

Topical Report SCE-1 
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Number Title Revili!ion/Date 
SONGS Unit 2 & 3 Replacement Steam Generator QNQC 0 

Manufacturing Oversight Plan Japan Steel Works I 

I 
I SONGS Unit 2 & 3 Replacement Steam Generator QA/QC 

I 
1 i 

l 
Oversight Plan i 

.j I 
. . 

_§9~9§J!l'!it~ ~?-~epJa_~.§!Dt ~t~~rji_Q~n~r~tqr_~e-~!P! __ f _____ 9 ____ -~ ··! ., ______ ..... ~ ..... --
Inspection Plan j I 

- ~atwd: Highlight 

§G~:~ 10_1~~ .. 13~Qi~q_e!l'!eJ1! ~tejl!!'t G~f!eJ~t9t 13~~kJ.eJlj 9~r_s!g!lt ~i!l!:I .. ~ _ . 1 J __ .. _ ......... ______ ... ] - -{ Formatted: Highlight 

1 

i ~*3<?~:~ 1_0J ?9. - . ~~'19DQfr~. t:.li:!~l~~r _qe_~r.~~i!'.19 §!'lti.9Q Y!'~ 7_&_ ~ $!e~!T!. ,. . _ . -- .. - J .......... --! 
Generator Replacement Project Plan I 

: l MHl-1SV-05 Source Verification Report of MHl!Japan Steel Work March 15, 2005 i 

I I MHl-1SV-06 Source Verification Report of MHl!Japan Steel Worl< February 7, 2006 ; 

I i ! MHl-1SV-07 Source Verification Report of MHI March 20, 2007 
j 

I 
MHl-1SV-08 Source Verification Report of MHl/Japan Steel Work August 29. 2008 l 
MHl-2SV-05 Source Verificatic;in Report of MHI April 1, 2005 ! 

' ' i 
MHl-2SV-06 Source Verification Report ofMHl/Japan Steel Work March. 24, 2006 

I 
MHl-2SV-07 Source Verification Report of MHI November2, 

I 
2007 

MHl-3SV-05 Source Verification Report ofMHl/Japan Steel Work ' May3, 2Q05 ; 

i 

. MHl·3SV"06 -Source Verification Report of0 MHI May3, 2006 
I 

MHl-4SV-05 Source Verification Report of MHl/Japah Steel Work May4, 2005 
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Number Title 

MHl-4SV-06 Source Verification Report of MHl/Japan Steel Work 

MHl-5SV-05 Source Verification Report of MHl/Japan Steel Work 

MHl-5SV-06 Source Verification Report of MHI 

MHl-6SV·05 Source Verification Report of MHI 

MHl-6SV-06 Source Verification Report of MHI 

MHl-7SV-05 Source Verification Report of MHl!Japan steel Work 

Revision/Date 

May 23, 2006 I 
June 1 o, 2005 

September 26, 

2006 

July 1. 2005 I 
! 

January 24, 2007 I 
I August12,2005 j 

_ i I 
I MHl-7SV-06 Source Verific~tion Report of MHI January 16, 2007 ! 
! i 

~! :--::-:-:-=-::-::-:-:=--T"--::-~-:-:--=--,-,~=----,-..,.,,-;;:-;.,--~~~~~~~--;--~~,..--~_J 
MHl-SSV-05 Source Verification Report of MHI ! March 26, 2007 ! 

MHl-SSV-06 Source Verification Report of MHI 

MHl-9SV-05 SourceVerification Report of MHl/Japan Steel Work 
. I 

l 
MHl-10SV~05 Source Evaluation Report of MHI 

MHl-11SV-05 I Source Verification Report of MHl/Japan Steel Work 

I $0123.Xll-

18.19 

Nuclear Oversight Procedure S_upplier Audits 

S0123~Xll- · Nuclear Oversight Procedure $olirce Verification 

7.12 

A-4-

i I 
Date? 

October 13, 2005 I 
; 

February 8, 2006 I 
i 

December 21, I 
l 

2005 

10 I 
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CALCULATIONS 

Number Title 

5023-617-1- ! Design Report of the Channel Head Region 
C275 

5023-617-1- · Design for RCS Flow Rate 
C514 

8023-617-1- Retainer Bar Tube Wear Report 
M1562 

CORRECTIVE ACTION '.REPORT§ 

DESIGN BASIS DOCUMENTS 

Number Title 

8023-617-01 Specification for Design and Fabrication of RSGs for Unit 
2 and Unit 3 

S023-617-1-M1492 As-Built R~conciliatiqn Report for Unit ~ 

l5-04GA428 Design of Anti-Vibration Bar 
DB0-8023-365 Design Basis for Steam Generator and Secondary Side 

DESIGN CHANGE NOTIFICATIONS/SUPPLIER DEVIATION REQUESTS 

Number Tttle 

NECP 80007170:} Engineering Change Package, "Replacement Steam 
Generators" 

SDR-007 43366- Circulation Ratio for RSG 
05007 

A--5-

Revision 
6 

1 

0 

Revision 
I 

4 

2 

5 
10 

RevisiQn 

0 

I 0 

I 

I 
! 

I 

comment [gl5J: I lh®Qhi numerous CAR$ 
were reviewed. P.le11$e. look and add CAR 
numbers as 1111Pfo?nate. 



Number Title - Revision 
! SDR-037 43366- Tube-to-Tube Clearance in 2A RSG 0 

06037 

SDR-047 43366- Tool Mark in 3A Tubesheet 0 
07047 

SDR-050 43366- Tool Mark in 38 Tubesheet 0 
07050 i 

i 
SDR-051 43366- Unit 2A Lower Shell Assembly 

i 
0 

! 07051 
~ I 

- 4 OJ ower e ssem y I 07053 
SDR 053 3366- U t2B L Sh llA bl 0 

SDR-059 43366- Unit 38 Lower Shell Assembly r 0 
08059 

t 

SDR-064 43366- Axial Length of AVB 0 
08064 

i SDR-079 43366- Statistical Size ofTube-to~AVB Gap . I 0 
'08079 

SDR-082 43366· 
1 

Divider Plate Repair of Unit 3 RSGs 0 
09082 I 
SDR-086 Specifications for Unit 3 RSG Tube Material 0 

I 10041870-09086 

SDR-098 Overall Height of 3A RSG 0 i 

I 
I 

10041870-10098 I 
SDR-099 Perpendicularity and'Parallelismof 3ARSG Key Bracket ' 0 I l 10041870-10099 

I 
I SDR-100 Parallelism of 3B RSG Key Bracket 0 l 110041870-10100 I 

DRAWINGS 

Number Title I Revision I 
I 8023-617-1-0103 Design Drawing - Component and Outline Drawing 1 I 3 5 I 

5023-617-1-0104 Design Drawing - Component and Outline Drawing 1 I 3 2 ! 

S023-617-1-D106 Design Drawing Tubeshaet and Extension Ring 1 of 3 12 

S023-617-1-D107 Design Drawing; Tubesheet and Extension Ring 2 of 3 5 
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Number Title Revision [ 

S023-617-1-D108 Design Drawing Tubesheet and Extension Ring 3 of 3 8 -~ 
$023-617-1-0109 Design Drawing Lower Shell, Middle Shell, Transition I 

5 l Cone and Upper Shell Stub 1 of 4 

$023-617-1-D110 Design Drawing Lower Shell, Middle Shell, Transition 7 I Cone and Upper Shell Stub. 2.of 4 I· 

5023-617-1 ~0111 Design Drawing Lower Shelf, Middle Shell, Tran.sition 4 Cone and Upper Shell Stub 3 of 4 

8023-617-1-0112 Design Drawing Lower Shell, Middle Shell, Transition i 

Cone and Upper Shell Stub 4 of 4 

I 
4 

I 8023-617-1-0113 Design Drawing Channel Head 1 of 4 . 9 
5023-617-1-0113 Design Drawing,Channel Head 1 of 4 I 15 i 

I 

I ! 
5023-617-1-0114 Design Qrawing Channel Head 2. of 4 13 

! S023-617-1-D115 Design Drawing Channel Head 3 of 4 5 

5023-617 -1-0116 Design Drawing Tube Bundle 1 of 3 i 1 l 
i 

I I $023-617-1-0117 Design Drawing Tube Bundle 2 of 3 1 
' 

$023-617-1-0118 Design Drawing Tube Bundle 3 of ·3 3 
! 
i 

I 8023-617-1-0159 · Design Drawing Upper Shell, Upper Head Ring and 
7 Upper rjeadTop 1 of 4 

I so23-611-1-0160 Design Drawing Upper Shell, Upper Head Ring and 2 I Upper Head Top 2 of 4, 

5023-617-1-0161 Design Orawing Upper Shell, Upper.Head Ring and I 
I 

4 I 
Upper Head Top 3 of 4 I Design Drawing Upper Shell. Upper Head Ring and 

I 
$023-617-1-0162 

2 I Upper Head·Top-4 of 4 I 
! 5023-617-1-0210 Design Drawing of Moisture Separator Assembly 1 of 6 10 

t 
i 

I so23-a11-1-oi11 Design Drawing of Moisture Separator Assembly 2 of6 l 10 
! 

$023-617-1-0212 Design Drawing of Moisture Separator Assembly 3 of 6 5 l 
' I so23.511-1-0214 . Design Drawing Channel Head 4 of 4 I 4 

S023-617-1-D294 . Design Drawing Tube Support Plate f\ssembly 1 of 3 3 I 
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I 
I Number Title 
' 
5023-617-1-0295 I Design Drawing Tube Support Plate Assembly 2 of 3 

5023-617-1-0296 Design Drawing Tube Support Plate Assembly 3 of 3 

i S023-617-1-D383 I Design Drawing - Critical Field Interface Dimensions and 

1 
Major Tolerances 1/3 

$023-617-1-0391 Design Drawing Wrapper Assembly 1 of 5 

' l 5023-617-1-0392 Design Drawing Wrapper Assembly 2 of 5 

[ S023-617-1-D393 I Design Drawing Wrapper Assembly 3 of 5 
I I 5023-617-1-0394 Design Drawing Wrapper Assembly 4 of 5 

S023·617-1-D395 Design Drawing Wrapper Assembly 5 of 5 
I S023-617-1-D494 
I 

Design Drawing - Divider Pfate1/2 
! 

S023-G17-1-0495 Design Drawing - Divider Plate 212 

5023-617-1-0507 Design Drawing Anti-Vibration Bar Assembly 1 of 9 

5023-617-1-D508 Design Drawing Anti-Vibration Bar Assembly 2 of 9 

f 
8023-617-1-0509 Design Drawing Anti-Vibration Bar· Assembly 3 of 9 

j 
8023-617-1-0539 Design Drawing Anti-Vibration Bar Assembly 4 of 9 ~ 

! 

5023-()17-1-0540 Design Drawing Anti-Vibration Bar Assembly 5 of 9 

5023-617-1-0541 Design Drawing Anti-Vibration Bar Assembly 6 of 9 

8023-617-1-0542 I Design Drawing Anti-Vibration Bar Assembly 7 of 9 

$023-617-1-0543 \ Design Drawing Anti-Vibration Bar Assembly 8 of 9 

8023-617-1-0544 \ Design Drawing Anti-Vibration Bar Assembly 9 of 9 

I so2s-a11-1-Deao Design Drawing - Tubing Expansion and Seal Welding 

' $023-617-1-01099 Fabrication Drawing - General Shipping Arrangement 

l [SON 2E89; SON 2E882E0-88} 

I $023-Q 17-1-01100 , Fabrication Drawing - General Shipping Arrangement 
I [SON 3E89; SON 3E88J 

8023-617-1-01488 Fabrication Drawing-Temporary Attachment For 
Channel Head and Tubesheet Welding (Unit 3} 

L5-0tFW111 Detail of AVB 1 of 5 (Center Narrow AVB) 

A-8~ 

Revision 

4 

5 I 

7 

5 i 

I 0 l 

2 1 
i 
r 

2 l 
3 l 

I 10 l 
! 6 

4 

2 I 
I 

0 i 

0 

I 2 l 
I 

2 

8 

3 
l 
! 

' 
I 1 

! 

i 
3. 

! 2 
! 

I 
r 

2 I 

0 

6 



Number Title I Revisioo 

L5-04FW112 Detail of AVB 2 of 5 (Center Wide AVB) 2 

L5-04FW113 Detail of AVB 3 of 5 (Side Narrow AVB) 2 

L5-04FW114 Detail of AVB 4 of 5 (Side Wide AVB for Hot Side) 2 

L5-04FW115 Detail of AVB 5 of 5 (Side Wide AVB for Cold Side) l 2 l 
ENGINEERING REPORTS (ER} 

i 
'Number Title I Revision 

8023-617-1- Divider Plate Weld Joint Separation Root Cause I 4 
M1401 Evaluation Report I I 
S023-617-1-C157 Evaluation of Tube Vibration I 3 I 
S023-617·1-C749 Analytical Report of AVB Assembly ! 4 

8023-617-1- 1 Summary Design Report 

' 
8 

M1265 I ~ 
l 

8023-617-1- · ! . Performance Analysis, Report ! 3 
M1231 i 
S023-617-1.C682 Analytical Report of Separator and Dryer Assemblies 7 

S023-617-01R3 Design Report of Tube 5 I 

MHI DOCUMENTS 

Number Title .RevisiQn/Dat~ 

UHQ..08N013 MHI Survey Report of Sumitomo Metal Industries, lirnited. 0 

Stee! Tube Works 
' I 

f UHQ..11N010 . MHI Survey Report of Sumitomo Metal Industries, Limited. 0 

l Steel Tube Works 

I 
UHQ-05N015 MHI Survey Report of Sumitomo Metal Industries, Limited. 1 

Pipe & Tube Works 

! 
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1 Numb~r Title Revision/Date 
UHQ-08N013 MHI Survey Report of Sumitomo Metal Industries, Limited. 0 

! Steel Tube Works 
' ! 
UHQ~08N014 MHI Survey Report of Sumitomo Metal Industries, Limited. 0 

Steel Tube Works . 

UH0-118005 MHI Survey Report of Sumitomo Metal Industries, Limited. 0 

Steel Tube Works 

UHQ-05N019 MHI Survey Report of Sumitomo Metal Industries, Limited. 0 

Steel TubeWorks 
' 1 ! BUH94-06 Quality Assurance Survey/Audit Procedure 9f Vendors 6 

l 
I BUH94-06 Vendor Evaluation Procedure 9 l I 
'BIJH94-06 Vendor Evaluation Procedure 13 

i ! 520094-06 Vendor Evaluation Procedure '7 1 

I I UHW-68- MHI Evaluation on Corrective Action Established by Sumitomo 0 

'06A002 Metal Industries Limited 

UHNR-SON- Nonconformance Report for Alloy 690 SG Tubing for SONGS 

i RSG-06N005 • Unit 2 
l 
' 

UHQ-07N004 MHI Audit Report of Sumitomo Metal Industries, Limited. Steel I 1 

Tube Woks 
1 l 

.. 
UHCP- Corrective Action Plan Followup Report 0 

70N004 

-·-
UES- Qualified Vendor List 18 
20100006 

.. ---· ------
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Number Title Revision/Date ---UHQ-08N013 . MHI Survey Report of Sumitomo Metal Industries, Limited. 0 

Steel Tube Works 
\ 

j ' i 

L5-04GB004 Submittal Document Control List 53 

UGNR-SON2- Nonconformance Report Channel head for Unif 2A February 2, 

RS'G-020 2006 

UGNR-SON2· Nonconforrnance Report Unacceptable local diameter change June2, 2006 

RSG-038 of tube holes 
j 

UGNR-SON2- Nonconformance Report Unacceptable length of 10 tube hole September 11, 

RSG-052 pitch of tube support plate #3 2000 

-
UGNR•SON2~ Noncoriformance Report Incorrect end caps of AVB December 1, 

RSG-002 2ASN154C and AVB 2ASN164C 2006 

i ·-
UGNR-SON2- Nonconformance Report Unacceptable g·aps between tubes March 24, 2007 

RSG-075 andAVBs 

UGNR-SON2- Nonconformance Report Incorrect machining for steam flow September 4,. 

. RSG-091 limiting device 2007 
I 

UGNR-SON2- . Nonconformance Report Unacceptable dimensions for steam l October 23, 

RSG-096 ~ow limiting device of Unit 2p. 2007 

UGNR-SON3- Nonconformance Report Unacceptable local diameter change May 10, 2007 

RSG-009 . of tube holes 
; 

UGNR-SON3- Nonconformance Report Some gaps be:tween tu.bes and AVBs November 30, 

. RSG-024 . are larger than the criterion 2007 

I 
Nonconformance Report Out of tolerance on hand holes inside ! UGNR-SON3- March .?. 2009 I RSG-049 diameter 

i 
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Number Title Revision/Da!e 
UHQ-08N013 MHI Survey Report of Sumitomo Metal Industries, Limited. 0 

l Steel Tube Works 

UGNR-SON3· Nonconforniance Report Divider plate metal repair butter/weld September 11, 

RSG-055 crack after post bake 2009 

UGNR-SON- · Nonconformance Report Feedwater nozzle for unit 2 ID: February 2, 

RSG-Q6N002 21721-101 2006 

-
B91U-N0001 Mitsubishi Heavy Industries Ltd Kobe Shipyard & Machinery 39 

Works Quality Assurance Manual (Nuclear) 

UES~9- Mitsubishi Heavy tr:idu.stries Ltd Kobe Shipyard & Machinery 15 

040038 Works Quality Assurance Pm~ram Manual (Project Addenda) 

U!-1H-G06A97 Stop Work Order for FMA (Final Mill Annealing} on 0 
Manufacturing of Heat Transfer Tubing for SONGS RSG 

MISCELLANEOUS DOCUMENTS 

I 
I 

A~ 060500134 Action Request:·Qualification Letter I 
AR 040901345 Action Request: Qualification Letter l I 

' 
AR 050301458 Action Request Qualification Letter I ! 

I 
Setpciint Transmittal Unit 2 and 3 Gas Monitors I December 6. 

2010 -
SONGS Unit 3 Chemistry/Operations Logs - SG Event January31, 
Timeline 2012 

Radiation Monitor 3RT-7870 Setpoints 1-May 31, 2011 -
Radiation Monitor 3RT-781BA. Setpoints I May 31, 2011 I 
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2G-030.3 Condenser Air Ejector Continuous Gas Post-Release January 31, 
Report 2012 

8023-617-01 Specification for Design and Fabrication of RSGs for 
4 Unit2 and Unit 3 . 

\ 
~ $023-617-02 Specification for Baseline Pre-Service Examination I 1 {PSE} on Tubing for Replacement Steam Generators 

Updated Final Safety Analysis Report for San Onofre April2009 I 
Unlts2 and 3 I 

5023-617 -1-M29 Design Review Item List 9 

1 
DA 2002-92 Dominion Audit of Mitsubishi Heavy Industries ' June 9, 2002 

¥03-008 Omaha Public Power District Audit 9f Mitsubishi Heavy July 18, 2003 

· Industries 
I 

99901030/2008- Mitsubishi Heavy lndu~tries (MHI). Kobe, Japan, July 18, 2008 

201 inspection of selected portions of MHl's Quality 
Assurance (QA) program, and 10 CFR Part 21 program 

99901384/2009- Sumitomo Metal Industries, Limited, Higashi-Mukojima November 

201 Amagasaki, Japan, inspection of selected portions of 13,2009 
' 

Sumitomo's quality assurance (QA) program and 10 
CFR Part 21 program 

SMl-AQA-9041 Reply to Notice of Nonconformance{99901 384/2009· 0 
201-01) 

MODIFICATIONS 
-·· 

Number Tit!§! Date 
Engineering 50.59 Screening and Evaluation for Replacement Steam July 31, 20()9 
Change Generators - Unit 2 · 
Package 

I 
NECP 
800071702 ' 
Engineering 50.59 Screening and Evaluation for Replacement Steam July 31, 2009 
Change Generators - Unit 3 
Package 
NECP 

i 800071703 
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NUCLEAR !JOTIFICA TIONS ________ .. ______ ... ____ .. ___ ·- _ . ____ . ___ . _________ -1· Comment [g16J: Thought we re~d 
nume<aus NNs M well as a number Qf NN's 

I 201007800 I I I I I ~~·~=:--
·NN's issued as a result of inspection activities, 

PROCEDURES 

Number Title Revision 
50123-0DCM Offsite Dose Calculation Manual I 0 

80123-0-47 Notification and Reporting of Significant Events. ! 18 

50123-111:5.9 Manual Effluent Gaseous Release Permits, Setpoint 8 
Calculations, and Monitor Calibration Constant Evaluations 

80123-Vlll-1 EPIP: Reeognition arid Classification of Emergencies 36 

SD-$023-310 I System Description - Turbine Building Sampling System 9 

SD-5023-690 I System Description - Steam Generator E088/089 18 

$1)..5023-690 System Description - Steam Generator Radiation Monitors 18 
RE-6753 & RE-6759 

SD-8023-690 System Description - Condenser Air Ejector Wide Range 18 
Radiation Monitor$ RE-787QNB & Low Range Radiation 
Monitors RE-7818 

·-SB-SO-FB-006 Divider Plate Weld Joint Repair Procedure 10 

SB-SO-HT- Post Weld Heat Treatment Procedure 22 1001 i 
S0123-XXXll- Supplier Deviation Requests (SDRs) 5 I 
2.27 

S023-617-1- Design DraWing - Component and Outline Drawing 2/3 2 0104 

5023-617-1- General Shipment Arrangement SON-2A 4 I 01099 

I 5023-611-1:. HydrostatipTest Proce9ure 3 
I_ M1246 I 

_J 
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Number I Title Revision 
5023-617-1- Post Weld Heat Treatment Procedure 

21 
M139 

802~617·1- .Divider Plate Weld Joint Proce.dure 
9 M1395 i l $023-617-1- Divider Plate Weld Joint Repair Plan 
12 M1398 

8023-617-1- Additional Post Weld Heat Treatment Procedure for Divider 
0 M1461 PlateWeld ~oint Rep~ir 
·~ S02J.617-1· Tubesheet Drilling Procedure 

-

I 
M616 ~ 8023-617-1- Helium Leak Test Procedure of the-Tube to Tubesheet Welds 

I M733 (High Pressure) 5 I 
I so23-617-t- Helium Leak Test Procedure of the Tube to Tubesheet Welds 

~ 
(Low Pressure} 3 I 
AVB Structure Assembly Procedure I 6174· 8 M819 I 

8023-617-1- Tubing and AVB Installation Procedure ! 
6 M820 

I 
$023-:617-1- Anti-Vibration Bar Inspection Procedure {After Assembly) 

5 M821 

UGS-L5- Anti-Vibration Bar Inspection Procedure {lndividual Bar) 1 
050043 

UGS·L5- Inspection Procedure for Tube and Anti-Vibratiqn Bar 
. 10 I 050045 Inspection i 

VENDOR DOCUMENTS 

Numb~[ Ti tie R . - /D-;t el!•21on a~ 

51-9176667- Engineering Information Record, "SONGS 2C17 & 3C17 1 
001 Steam Generator Degra~ation Assessment'' 
UGNR-SON2- DI -fur Tube Support Plate Material 

~ RSG-012 

UGNR-SON2- Discrepancy for tube thickness of TSP between Drawing 
RSG-014 and Purc!las~ Specificatiqri 

1~ UGNR~SON2· Unacceptable Indications by MT for wrapper support of 
RSG-015 Unit2#A - ___ _J 

--
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Numger Title Revision/Date l 
UGNR-SON2- Unacceptable Indications by MT for Anti rotation support of 0 
RSG-021 Unit2#A 

UGNR-SON2- , Unacceptable MT indication for Anti-Rotation Supports 0 j 
RSG~027 I 

' l UGNR-SON2- Unacceptable length of 10 tube hole pitch of tube support 1 
RSG-054 Plate#6 

i UGNR-SON2- • Insufficient clearance between the tubes in Row No. 28 3 
I RSG-058 and 30 in Cplumfl No. 22 ' 

! UGNR-SON2- Insufficient clearance between the tubes in Row No 92 0 
! RSG-059 and 94 in Column No. 34 
i 
I UGNR-SON2- Unacceptable Gaps between Tubes and AVBs 7 
I RSG-067 
' UGNR-SON2- Unacceptable gaps between Tubes and AVBs 1 
RSG-075 

UGNR-SON2- Incorrect Machining for Steam i=tow Limiting Device 0 
RSG-091 I 
UGNR-SON2- j Damaged Locking Plates of Vane Jacking Device 9 

I 

RSG-103 
-

UGNR-SON2- ! As built dimension of #2A RSG 1 
RSG-109 I . 
UGNR-SON2- I As built dimension of #28 RSG 0 
RSG-112 I 
UGNR-SON3- 'Tubesheet 0 

! RSG-001 j 

UGNR-SON3- Unacceptable local diameter change ofTube holes 2 
RSG-018 

UGNR-SON3· Some Gaps between Tubes and AVBs are targer than the 1 
'RSG-024 criterion 

! 
UGNR-SQN3- Some gaps between tubes and AVBs are larger than the 0 

I RSG-030 criterion 

UGNR-SON3- Divider Plate Weld Crack 16 ! 
RSG-051 I 
UGNR-SON3- Divider Plate Weld Crack 19 ! 
RSG-052 i 
UGNR-SON3- l Extension of Tubesheet PWHT Duration 1 
RSG-057 

. . 
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Number I Title - Revi§ion/Date I 
UGNR-SON3- Out of Tolerance dimensions on Primary lnleVOutlet 1 1 

l 
RSG-059 Nozzles and Support Skirt I 
UGNR~SON3- Out of tolerance dimensions on Primary lnlef/Outlet 1 j 

RSG-062 Nozzles and Support Skirt (#B RSG) 

I UGNR-SON3- UT indications in the Alloy 600/690 butter of Divider Plate 0 
j RSG-067 Weld Groove 

UGNR-SON3- As built dimensions of #3A RSG (Overall Height) 0 ' i 
RSG-074' 

I UGNR-$0N3- As built dimension of #3A RSG 1 
, RSG-075 

i UGNR-SON3- As built dimension of #38 RSG 0 1 

l RSG-076 
' 
UHNR-SON3- Divider Plates for Unit 3 0 
RSG-07N001 

i Heat Treatment : Heat Treatment Chart for SG3 April 4, 2012 
Record 
40010SG-B- i 900D-R1~68 I 
$023-617-1- Purchase Specification for Heat Transfer Tubing 4 
M149 

Fabrication Rework of AVB Insertion for SONGS Unit 2 Replacement 1 
Process Sheet Steam Generator #A - Lower Portion 
3901-SG-A-
400E (Order 
2563901/G101) 

Fabrication Helium Leak Test for SONGS Unit 2 Replacement Steam 0 
Process Sheet Generator #A - Lower Portion 
3901..SG~A-
4000 (Order 
2563901/2300) 

TSN-5050 Control Document Status listFor Alloy 690 SG Tubir19 2 I I 
TSN-5051 I Program of Preproduction Qualification (PPQ) For Alloy 3 

690 SG Tubing 

TSN-5053 Melting Procedure for Alloy 690 SG Tubing 0 
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Number Title Revision/Date 
TSN-5054 Identification and Traceability Procedure for Alloy 690 SG 2 

Tubing 

TSN-5055 Prohibited and Detrimental Material Control Procedure for 0 I 

Alloy 690 SG Tubing 
' 

TSN-5072 Sampling Test Specimen Procedure for Alloy 690 SG 2 

I i Tubing 
' l 
TSN-5073 ' Chemical Analysis Procedure for Alloy 690 SG Tubing 1 ! 

! 

l 
TSN-5074 Inclusion Test Procedure for Alloy 690 SG Tubing June 4, 2005 l 
OOSF-No.4316 PPQ Test Results of Alloy 690 SG Tubing for San Onofre 2 

Nuclear Generating station Unit 2&3 

4009-3ir01 Moody International Ltd Inspection Report of Sumitomo September 

Metal Industries 28,2005 
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SEQUENC!= OF EVENTS 

San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station, Unit 2 and 3 Steam Generators 

Date 

November 2001 

May 7, 2002 

July 2002 

November 7, 2003 

December 12, 2003 

December 2t 2003 

February 17, 2004 

February 27, 2004 

February 27, 2004 

July 28; 2004 

August 2, 2004 

September 13. 2004 

September 16. 2004 

Event Description 

Licensee forms a team· to study the viability of replacing the 
steam generators 

Vendor benchmarking commences 

Bechtel replacement study complete 

Replacement steam generator specification complete 

Replacement steam generator specification sent to procurement 
office 

· Replacement steam generator request for proposal issued 

Bechtel installation study report completed 

Steam generator replacement request filed with California Public 
Utility Commission 

Replacement steam generator bids reeeived by Southern 
California Edison 

Replacement steam generator vendor selected 

Replacement steam gen~rator bid evaluation review board ,start 

Replacement steam generator bid evaluation completed 

Southern California Edison Board of Directors approval for 
Mitsubishi to design and ·manufacture steam generators 
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September 30, 2004 

September 30, 2004 

November 2004 

March 2, 2005 

March 17, 2005 

March 2005 

March 23, 2005 

September 21, 2005 

October 2005 

December 15, 2005 

December 15, 2005 

February 2000 

March 10, 2006 

April 22. 2006 

May 1,. 2006 \ 

Replacement steam generator contract signed 

Fabrication of Unit 2 and Unit 3 steam generators commences at 
Mitsubishi 

Southern California Edison performs first full quality assurance 
audit of Mitsubishi 

Replacement steam generator installation specification sent to 
procurement office 

Mitsubishi/Southern California Edison anti-vibration bar design 
discussion 

Southern California Edison performs followup suiveillance audit 
of Mitsubishi 

Southern California Edison places conditional qualification on 
Mitsubishi 

Final environmental impact report released to public 

Southern California Edison performs followup quality assurance 
audit of Mitsubishi 

California Public Utility Commission approval received 

Installation contract signed with Bechtel 

Southern California Edison performs followup quality assurance 
audit of Mitsubishi 

Edison International Company Board of Directors approval of 
steam generator repfacement project 

SONGS Unit 2 refueling outage completed 

Replacement steam ,generator transportation specification issued 
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May 10, 2006 

September 27, 2006 

September 27, 2006 

September 28, 2006 

September 29, 2006 

October 3, 2006 

October 3, 2006 

· November 10, 2006 

March 12, 2007 

May8, 2007 

July 17, 2007 

September 13, 2006 

April 2008 

April - June 2008 

July 4, 2008 

Southern California Edison removes conditional qualification from 
Mitsubishi 

Sumitomo Metal Industries issues a non-conformance report on 
some tubing for non-'conformance to specifications associated 
with the final mill annealing process 

Mitsubishi issues stop work order to Sumitomo 

Mitsubishi issues corrective action request to Sumitomo based on 
the final mill annealing n0n-conformance report 

Mitsubishi visits Sumitomo to con0uct root cause investigation 

Mitsubis~i visits Sumitomo to confirm the adequacy of the 
corrective actions taken to address the root cause findings from 
the Septemqer 29, 2006 meeting 

Mitsubishi releases stop work order after confirming adequacy Cif 
Sumitomo's corrective actions 

Non-conformance report associated with final mill annealing 
process is closed 

Corrective action request associated with the final mill annealing 
non-conformance report closed 

Mitsubishi ~rforms followup audit at Sumitomo a11d issL1es 
corrective action request for two findings in the audit 

Sumitomo submits corrective ~ctions taken for the findings of the 
May B, 2007 audit; Mitsubishi closes corrective action request.. 

Mitsubishi/Southern California Edison technical meeting 
regarding anti-vibration bars 

Fabrication of Unit 2 steam generators complete 

Mitsubishi perfonns primary and secondary side hydrostatic 
pressure tests of Unit 2 steam generators 

AREVA performs baseline· pre-service eddy current examinations 
on steam generator 2E0-89 at Mitsubishi facilities in Kobe, Japan 
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July 18; 2008 

September and 

October 2008 

De~rnber 16, 2008 

February 14, 2009 

Early March 2009 

Middle March 2009 

March 18, 2009 

March - July 2009 

March - June 2009 

~une 2009 

Jl.lly2Q09 

September 2009 -
April 2010 

March 29, 2010 

April 5, 2010 

April 2010 

AREVA performs baseline pre-service eddy current examinations 
on steam generator 2E0-88 at Mitsubishi facilities in Kob~. Japan 

Final inspection for Unit 2 steam generators is completed. 
Primary and secondary sides filled with nitrogen. 

Unit 2 steam generators shipped from Kobe, Japan 

Unit 2 steam generators arrive at SONGS 

Fabrication of Unit 3 steam generators complete 

Primary and secondary hydrostatic pressure tests conducted on 
Unit 3 steam generators 

Unit 3 divider plate weld failure discovered 

Root cause evaluation of the divider plate-to-tubesheet weld 
conducted by Mitsubishi 

Repair procedures developed for Unit 3 steam generators 

Repair work on Unit 3 steam generators commences 

AREVA performs final pre-service eddy current examinations on 
Unit 2 steam generators at SONGS 

Unit 2 performs a refueling outage and installs the replacement 
steam generators 

Repair work tq Unit 3 steam generator 3E0-89 complete 

Repair work to Unit 3 steam generator 3E0-88 complete 

Unit 2 recommences power operations 
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April 18, 2010 

April 24, 2010 

June 2010 

August 2, 201 O 

October 4, 2010 

October 2010 -
February 2011 

February 2011 

January 10, 2012 

January 31, 2012 

February 2, 2012 

Februai:y 1~. 2012 

March 13, 2012 

March 14, 2012 

March 15, 2012 

March 16, 2012 

Unit 3 steam generator 3E0-89 passes primary side hydrostatic 
pressure retest 

Unit 3 steam generator 3E0-88 pass~s primary side hydrostatic 
pressure retest 

AREVA performs baseline pre-service eddy current examinations 
on Unit 3 steam generators e1t Mitsubishi facilities in Kobe, Japan 

Unit 3 ste~m generators shipped 

Unit 3 steam generators arrive at SONGS 

Unit 3 performs-a refueling outage and installs the replacement 
steam generators 

Unit 3 recommences power operations 

Unit 2 refueling outage start 

Ui'Jit 3 tube leak; rapid shutdown commences 

Unit 3 reaches cold shutdown Conditions 

Unit~ eddy current inspectiQi1s commence on both steam 
generators 

ln•situ pressure testing commences on tubes in steam generator 
· 3E0-88 of Unit 3 

ln•situ pressure test failures on tubes· located in Row 106 Column 
78, Row 102 Column 78, and Row 104 Column 78 of steam 
generator 3E0-88 · 

I n~s!tu pressure test failures on tubes located in Row 100 Golumn 
80, Row 107 Column 77, -Row 101 Column 81, and Row 98 
Column 80 of st~am generator 3E0-88 

ln-~itu pressure test failure on tube loca!ed in Row 99. Column 81 
of steam generator''3E0-88 
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March 16- 21. 2012 

March 15- 21, 2012 

March 19 - 29, 2012 

March 23, 2012 

March 27; 2012 

Jun~ 18, 2012 

The 65 remaining tubes in steam generator 3E0-88 pass in-situ r 

pressure testing 

The 56 identified tubes in steam generator 3E0-89 of Unit 3 are 
in-situ pressure tested and all tubes passed. 

NRC Augmented Inspection Team performs inspections at 
SONGS 

NRC received a letter from SCE outlining their commitments for 
corrective actions prior to restart of both Unit 2 and Unit 3 

NRC issues a Confirmatory Action letter to Southern California 
Edison 

NRC cqnducts public Augmented Inspection Team exit meeting 
near SONGS 

J 
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Karwoski, Kenneth 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Attachments: 

From: Werner, Greg 

Kulesa, Gloria 
Monday, July 16, 2012 8:26 AM 
Karwoski, Kenneth 
FW: SONGS AIT Draft Inspection Report Working - Review and Concurrence Request As 
Soon As Possible - No Later than COB Monday, July 9 
SONGS AIT Public Exit Meeting (NRC).ppt; Greg Werner Talking Points for the PowerPoint 
Presentation.docx 

Sent: Wednesday, July 11, 2012 8:12 AM 
To: Murphy, Emmett 
Cc: Kulesa, Gloria 
Subject: FW: SONGS AIT Draft Inspection Report Working - Review and Concurrence Request As Soon As Possible - No 
Later than COB Monday, July 9 

Good Morning Emmett, 

I tried calling your cell phone this morning and it rolled to voicernail {your voice mail is full and won't a!=C~pt messages}. I 
REALLY wanted to discuss vs. use e-mail, but time is short and we need to get the discussion going ASAP. FYI, I did copy 
Gioria so she is aware of our discussions and the n~ed to get this completed ASAP. 

(b)(5) 

I have attached the s·lides from the exit as well as my talking points. From the report your markups that I thought were 
significant are as follows: 

1. Your 151 major comment from the report: 

Overall, the team concluded that SONGS was appropriately pursuing the causes of the unexpected Unit 3 steam 
generator tube-to-tube degradation. In an effort to identify\ the causes, SONGS brought in a large number of outside 
industry experts, consultants, and steam generator manufacturers, including Westinghouse and AREVA to perform 

· thermal-hydraulic and flow Induced vibration modeling and analysis. The lieensee identified the most probable cause 

of the tube-to-tube. wear as a combination of hig~er than predicted thermal/hydraulic conditions ~nd improvements in 
the mam1faett:1ring of tf:le Unit~- steam generators; and the lack of effective AVB support against in-plane motion of the __ , -
u-bends. The improvements in tl:ie manufacturing resu-lted fn-less COAtae{force_s_betvme-n t~e-anti-vlbratfOn-bars~and the -
~l The con:11.=Jination of these These causes allowed fluid-elastic instability vibration to occur. Improved dimensional 
control for the Unit 3 steam generators compared to that for Unit 2 appears to explain the more severe tube to tube 
wear at Unit 3 compared to Unit 2. Additional on-site inspeCtion will be required to review and closeout the unresolved 
items. 



Agenda 

• Introduction 

• Augmented Inspection Team Decision 

• Augmented Inspection Team Charter 

• NRC Discussion on Augmented Inspection Status 

• Licensee Response to AlT ~tatus 
• Path Forward 

• NRG Closing Remarks 

• Question and Answer Session 

\ 
\ 
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NRC Representatives (Cout) 

• l'vlichelc Evans, Director, Division of Operating Reactor 
Licensing 

• Ryan Lantz., Brnnch Chie( Region JV 

• Victor Dricks. Senfor Public Affairs Ol1ke1\ Region IV 

• 1t'lhn Reynoso. Resident Inspector. AIT Team Member 

• Emmett Murphy. Senior Materials Engineer. Office of Nuclear 
Reactor Regulation. Arr Team Member 

• 01rl Thurston. Reactor Systems Engim:er. Office of Research. 
AIT Team Member 

• Joel Rivera-Orti1 .. Senior Reactor Inspector_ Region II, AIT 
Team Member 

• Michael Bloodgood. Operarions Engineer. Region IV 
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.AIT lssue.s and Observations (cont) 

• !V1itsubishi's thermal/hydraulic computer simulation 
model did not accurately predict the behavior of the 
steam and water in the steam generators. 

• Manufacturing differences between the steam 
generators contributed to the difference in tube 
degradation. 

AIT Follo\v-up Items 

Ten items identified for follow-up: 

l. Post trip/transient procedure 

2. Evaluation and disposition of numerous 
Unit 3 .loose parts monitor alarms 

3. Retainer bar design not evaluated for 
vibration impacts 

4. Evaluation of ~md control of Unit 3 divider plate 
repair 

5. Unit 3 steam generator shipping requirements 

13 

14 
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i\.lT Follow--up Items (cont) 

6. Lack of tube bundle support for steam . 
generators during shipment 

7. Evaluation and disposition of shipping 
accelerometer data 

8. 50.59 evaluation 

9. Control of manufacturing differences 

IO. Adequacy ofMitsubishi's computet simulation 
model 

AIT Sum1narv · 
"' 

• The NRC understands the steam generator thermal 
hydraulic conditions that resulted in the tube 
degradation. 

• The thermal hydraulic conditions were not 
accurately predicted during design. 

tS' 

• Additional actions to fix and prevent any additional 
tube-to-tube degradation due to excessive vibration 
are being evaluated and developed. The NRC has 
additional inspections to perform. 

• The NRC will take as n1uch time as needed to 
ensure the safety oftbe public. 

8 



Path Forward - .Key NRC A.ctivities ., 

• Continue review of steam generator tube wear 

• Confirmatory Action Letter inspections 

• Augmented [nspection followup inspection 

• Additional public meetings 

• NRC decision about the acceptability of the 
resumption ofpo\ver operations 

• Routine process to recommend improvements to 
the inspection program 

9 
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Slide 1 O: AIT Decision 

Speaker: Greg Werner 

Good evening, I am Greg Werner, the Augmented Inspection Team leader: 

I will briefly discuss the decision to conduct an Augmented Inspection. 

During the pressure testing of 129 tubes on Unit 3 steam generators, 8 

tubes failed to meet the strength requirements necessary for tube integrity. 

This resulted in conducting an Augmented Inspection. 

Even before we made a decision to perform an Augmented Inspection, two 

Region IV inspectors were already onsite accomplishing the Unit 2 in

s·ervice inspections of the steam generators. This was part of the -NRC 

inspection- pro~ram, we always complete--an inservice inspection that looks 

at the ·steam generator tubes after the firsfoLitage for replacement steam 
- ~ -

generators. After the tube leak on Unit 3, we also brought in Emmett 

Murphy ~rom Hqs to assist. Emmett has over 30 yrs of steam generator 

experience. SONGS inspected 100 percent of all the steam generator 

tubes on Unit'2 and Unit 3 -- almost 40,000 tubes. The NRC independently 

reviewed and analyzed the results of the tube inspections. Based on the 



type of flaws identified on the Unit 3 tubes and the large number of tubes 

with deep wear and over a long length of the tube, the NRC had very good 

reasons to believe that there would be multiple tube failures on Unit 3. So 

even before the first tube failed the pressure testing, Region IV was 

working to put together an inspection team and an inspection charter. 

Because of this, we had inspectors on site during the pressure 'testing. 

The AIT team was onsite initially for two weeks; however, the team ha:s 
l 

continued to review a large quantity of documents including the cause 

evaluations, 50.59 evaluations, draft operational assessments, 

thermal/hydraulic and vibration computer simulation models, and lots of 

other reviews and assessments. In addition, various team members have 

traveled back to SONGS to observe expert panels on the cause evaluation, 

computer simulation, and operational assessment. 

To date, the NRC Augmented inspection has expanded well over 1500 r 

hours associated with this issue. 



Slide 11: AIT Charter 

Speaker: Greg Werner 

As Tom Blount mentioned earlier, individuals with specialized expertise 

were brought in from Region IV, Region II, our Office of N~w Reactors, and 

_ the offices of Nuclear Reactor Regulation and Research at Headquarters in 

Rockville,. Maryland. 

The k~y items that the AIT looked at were: 

1. Event timeline to look at design, construction, shipping, installation, 

·and operation of both units steam generators. 

2. Review information to determine causes 

3. Asses·s operational activities impact 
~-

4. Assess-differences in steam generator design and manufacturing 

5. Review quality assurance/quality control 

6. Review implementation of generic communications and industry 

lesson-learned 

7. Review receipt inspections 

8. Review steam generator simulation 

.9. Collect information for NRC final risk-assessment 
I 



10. Collect information to determine if there issues within other 

areas1 such as radiological controls 

11. Identify and understand the difference in wear on the tubes 

between Unit 2 and Unit 3. 

It is important to note that for a number of the items, we were not only 

looking at SONGS, but were also gathering and reviewing information from 

Mitsubishi. 

We also looked at information that the resident inspectors collected during 

the rapid shutdown of Unit 3. We wanted to make sure that operators at 

the plant appropriately responded to the event. 

The team looked at hundreds and hundreds of documents, including 

design, manufacturing, and operations information. We did our own 

independent comparison of the information between the units. We 

compared manufacturing information with design information to check to 

see if the steam generators were built in accordance with the design. 

Where there were difference"s, we reviewed the justifications .and/or 

associated change authorizations. 



Slide 12: AIT Issues and Observations 

Speaker: Greg Werner 

I will now discuss what the Augmented Inspection team found. 

Throughout the U.S. nuclear industry, this is the first time that more than 

one SIG tube failed pressure testing. As I discussed earlier, because of the 

failure of the Unit 3 tube and subsequent leak, 100 percent of the tubes 

were inspected with subsequent pressure testing of 129 tubes on Unit 3. 

During this pressure testing on Unit 3, eight tubes failed. The pressure 

testing identified t~at the str~ngth of the eight tubes was not adequate and 

structural integrity might not be maintained during an accident. It is 

important that both SONGS and the NRC understand what occurred and 

why. This is a serious safety issue that must be resolved to prevent similar· 

failures from occurring again and this information will be shared throughout 

the nuctear industry. 

SONGS used.multiple independent consultants and steam generator 

manufacturers. I personally have never seen such a vast collection of 

experts working together - academia, independent consultants, industry 



experts from different utilities and industry, and then 4 different steam 

generator designers/manufacturers. 



Slide 13: AIT lssyes and Observations {cont) 

Speaker: Greg Werner 

These next two items that I will be discussing are the most important items · 

that the NRC. identified during our inspection activities. Actions will have to 

be taken to address these items to prevent the vibration that lead to the 

tu't;>e-to ... tube wear from occurri~·lg again. 

The primary cause for the unexpected tube wear was the higher than 

expected fJow velocities in the .steam generators. 

) 

Early in our inspection, we independently develqped a simplified 

mathematical-thermal/hydraulic computer simulation·model of the steam 

generators in Uhits 2 and 3. Using this, we determined that the computer 
) 

I 

simulation used by Mitsubishi during the design of the steam generators 

had under-ptedicted fl?W velocities of steam and water inside the s.team 

generators by a factor of 3·to 4 times. 



San Onofre also had three other steam generator vendors conduct 

computer simulation. The results of their computer simulations also 

showed significantly higher steam velocities and confirmed our results. 

The next ite~. is assoGiated with the difference between Unit 2 and Unit 3. 

We looked .at a number of different items as already described; however, 
/ 

only one item was identified. 

The cause for the differences in tube wear between Unit 2 and Unit 3 is 

associated with manufacturing. differences of the tubes and anti-vibration 

bars. For Unit 3, the. anti-vibration bars do not contact the tubes as tightly 

as they do on Unit 2, which along with higher steam/water flows created the 

conditions necessary to· have high vibration. Soi essentially the tubes are 

not held in place securely enough - they ·~re s!~ding. 

SONGS is continuing to analyze and develop additional actions to fix and 

prevent this from happening aga_in. 



Slide 14: AIT Followup Items 

Speaker: Greg Werner 

The team identified 10 items for followup; however1 we believe only two are 

related to the tube-to-tube wear. I will briefly discuss all 10 items. 

1. Post trip/transient procedure-> SONGs did not conduct a formal 

review of the reactor trip because they considered it a planned trip 

when they shutdown the unit. 

2. Evaluation and disposition of numerous Unit 3 loose parts monitor 

alarms-> the NRC needs to review how the alarms were evaluated 

and dispositioned. We do have concerns that the alarms were . 

treated as nuisance alarms vs. bein·g evaluated in accordance with 

procedures. 

3. Retainer bar design not evaluated for vibration impacts - although 

this sounds similar, this wear is not related to the tube-to-tube wear. 

We are reviewing the basis of the design of the retainer bars. 

4. Evafuation of and control of Unit 3 divider plate repair - this was the 

most significant difference between the two units and it has been 



disco·~nted as a potential cause for the tube-to~tube wear. The bowl 

of the steam generator that directs reactor fluid into the tubes as well 

as the plate that separates the hot and cold reactor coolant had to be 

cutout, repaired, rewelded, and re-tested. 

5. Unit 3 steam generator shipping requirements were changed from 

what WClS required - nitrogen pres$ure, dew point, and oxygen 
' . 

content were not.controlled or monitored. These items are supposed 

to be .. controlled to minimize corrosion of the internals of the steam 

generator. 



Slide 15: AIT Followup Items (cont) 

Speaker: Greg Werner 

6. Lack of tube bundle support for steam generators during shipment -

the shipping specification did initially have a requirement for a tube 

bundle support, but it was not used during the shipment. 

7. Evaluation and disposition of shipping accelerometer data for Unit 3 

steam generators. Steam Generator 88 had all 3 accelerometers 

register an excessive force, which could indicate mishandling during 

the transportation of the steam generators. The NRC was not able to 

determine if this was properly reviewed. 

8. 50.59 a~equacy- The NRC is continuing to review the adequacy of 

the SONGS 50.59 evaluation. We did identify a concern with the 

potential for using a different methodology than was described in the 

Updated final safety analysis report. SONGS changed their structural 

analysis from ANSYS to ABAQUS. In addition, the tube stress 

calculation was also modified. 



The next two followup items, are items that the NRC believes are related to 

the unexpected tube-to-tube wear: 

9. Manufacturing Differences - Mitsubishi improved a number of 

manufacturing processes, but'did not review/revise original design 

dimension clearances. This resulted in a less rigid bundle· and contributed 

to the vibration issue. 

10. Computer simulation - the Mitsubishi computer simulation undet-: 

predicted the behavior of the steam and water in the steam generators. 

As described earlier, because of a combination of higher than predicted 

steam/water flow-and Jess rigidtube bundle-on Unit 3', the· Unit 3-steam 

ge·nerators vibrated much more and caused the .tubes to wear .. 

The NRC will be· conducting addiUonal inspections to review each of these 
I 

issues. We will be· requesting additional:infarmation from SONGS.as part 

of our foHowup inspection. 



This completes my discussion of the Augmented Inspection activities. 

Tom Blount will now summarize the key points associated with the 

Augfl'.'.lented 'Inspection. 

\ 
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Blo.o~good, Michael 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Greg-

Blount, Tom 
Wednesday, April 18, 2012 6:51 AM 
Werner, Greg; Bloodgood, Michael 
Howell, Art; Collins, Elma 
RE: Contractor and 50.59 Review 

Thanks for the follow-up. Let's move forward on the actions you've described below. I will contact the 
appropriate Division management for NRR to get the ball rolling on the 50.59 review. 

Please reach out to Jim Isom ta get Beckman and Associates lined up. We also have potential resources that 
RES has found if Beckman does not fully meet our needs, that we may solicit as well through Mike Scott. 

Thanks again ... 
Tom 

From: Werner, Greg 
Sent; Tuesday, April 17, 2012 8:55 PM 
To: Blount, Tom 
<;c: Bloodgood, Michael; Howell, Art; Collins, Elmo 
Subject: Contractor and 50.59 Review 

Good Evening Tom, 

Didn't get a chance to summarize before I left the office today-> finishing up mid-yrs for folks out of town the test of the 
month. Two topics of discussion are use of contractors to perform independent assessment of the AIT review and 5059 
review. 

AITReview: 

Art indicated that, both he and Elmo are ok with using Beckman and associates-> 2 people. I want to get your approval 
prior to contacting NRR, Jim Isom, to make the arrangements. In our discussions, Ian Barnes would be the first choice 
(based on his overall knowledge of S/Gs and the NRC regulatory process) and then verify that the 2nd person has 

thermal/hydraulic experience and can review S/G T /H modeling and provide input into that area. lfBeckman doesn't 
have anyone with specific T/H S/G experience, then I would say, just use Ian Barnes or see. if someone else could be 
brought in to assist. Recommendation for scope would have them look at the technical review conducted by the te.am 
(main emphasis), but also review from a process standpoint. 

How to accomplish: 

Review AIT charter, AIT inspection plan, draft inspection report, AIT inspection procedure, NRC Management Directive 
for AIT, and get them access to IMS for documents review~d by the team. 

From a technical standpoint - assess the scope, depth, and technical review of various areas specified in the AIT 
charter/inspection plan. Determine if the team collected enough information necessary to accomplish the objec~ive qf 
the inspection procedure and is there enough inton;nation going forward to allow followup of the URls 

From a process standpoint- compare guidance in NRC management directives (MD 8.3 and others) and AIT inspection· 
procedure to determine appropriateness of the .Region's actions. . 
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Output ->An outline of whcit the goals were, how determined, whcit was reviewed, arid overall conclusion/assessment 
of each area. 

Yz wk prep, 1 wk inspection, 1 wk documentation 

I would recommend that we have them start with the first 2 wks of May (sooner the better) and their report would be 
required no later than May 31. We would need to contact NRR ASAP. 

50.59 Review: 

Based on numerous discussions and interest from various parties, contact NRR management to use the NRR 50.59 
expert, Dave Bealieu, to review the licensee's 50.59 evaluation. As indicated by Elmo, as part of the review, he wouJd 
specifically need to address how the design change for removing the stay cylinder support column was specifically 
evaluated. Dave Bealieu would only review the technical aspect of the licensee's 50.59 evaluatlon and determine, if 
enough information was induded to definitively make the call that the S/G replacement could be done without a license· 
amendment. 
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Bloodgood, Michael 

From: Werner, Greg 
Sent: 
To: 

Thursday, July 12, 2012 3:07 PM 
Taylor, Nick 

Cc: Bloodgood, Michael 
Subject: RE: new fairewinds report on SONGS 

Thanks Nick! 

-----Original Message----
From: Taylor, Nick 
Sent: Thursday, July 12, 2012 2:31 PM 
To: Dricks, Victor; Lantz, Ryan; Werner .. Greg; Warnick .. Greg; Howell, Art; Collins, Elmo; 
Blount, Tom; Reynoso, John; Hall, Randy 
Subject: RE: new fairewinds report on SONGS 

Victor, 

As you requested - a few fact-based talking points you can u~e. The text below is all 
cut/pasted directly from our existing communications plan from June 26, or other documents 
already posted publicly on our website, that I think may be useful as you discuss today's FOE 
report with the media: 

(1) Because of the known degradation of the Unit 2 and Unit 3 steam generators: 
• Both units are shutdown and will remain shutdown until the li~ensee identifies the cause of 
tube-to-tube wear and takes corrective actions to prevent further damage, as required by the 
Confirmatory Action Letter (CAL) issued on March 27, 2012. 
• NRC will not give permission for restart of the Units' until the licensee completes the CAL 
actions and the NRC has determined that the facility can .be safely operated to protect the 
pubUc health and safety. , 

(2) Other large steam generators have exhibited wear after one cycle of operation which 
resulted in tube plugging (Saint Lucie 2, Salem 2, ANOl and TMI), but not to the extent seen 
on San Onofre steam gene-rators. · 

' ' 

(3} Data from steam generator tube testing (which is posted on the NRC public website) shows 
that a. total of 3401 steam generator tubes have indications of we~r (1595 in Unit 2 and 1806 
in unit 3). 

(4) I.n accordance with the Confirmatory Action Letter, the NRC will review SONGS evaluation 
and response_ to the causes of tube-tQ-tube interactions in Unit 3 and corr_ective. actions to 
prevent similar tube wear on Unit 2. In addition, the NRC will review operational limits and 
inspections to determine effectiveness of actions taken to prevent the tube-to-tube wear. An 
excerpt from the March 27 CAL:. "Southern California Edison Company (SCE) will determine the 
causes of the tube-to-tube interactions that resulted in steam generator tube wear in Unit 3, 
and will implement actions to prevent loss of integrity due to these causes in the Unit 2 
ste.am generator tubes. SCE will establish a protocol of inspections and/or operational limits 
for Unit 2, including plans for a mid-cycle shutdown for 'Further inspections." 

The licensee has yet to notify the NRC that they are prepared for such an inspection, as such 
the NRC has taken no i;>osition on the adequac_y of the licens·ee • s actions for restart of either 
unit. 

I hope this helps, 
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Nick 

-----Original Message----
From: Dricks, Victor 
Sent: Thursday, July 12, 2012 1:25 PM 
To: Lantz, Ryan; Werner, Greg; Warnick, Greg; Taylor, Nick; Howell, Art; Collins, Elmo; 
Blount, Tom; Reynoso, John; Hall, Randy' 
Subject: new fairewinds report on SONGS 

FYI: This just in 
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Bloodgood, Michael 

Ff om: Werner, Greg 
Sent: Monday, July 09, 2012 9:45 AM 

Vijay Dhir; Jean-Paul Billoue To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Thurston, Carl; Bloodgood. Michael; Cartwright, William; Blount, Tom; Werner, Greg 
RE: Preliminary Prep Work 

Good Morning Again, 

I did confirm with Bill Cartwright that there is one week of travel in the contract for each of you, so I would start 
planning on traveling one of those weeks. Will try and firm up the wk no later than July 20. 

Would like to have a call approximately once/wk. Do you have any preferences on days of the week for the call? 
' 

Greg Werner 

From: Werner, Greg 
Sent: Monday, July 09, 2012 8:25 AM 
To: Vijay Dhir; Jean-Paul Billoue 
Cc: Thurston, earl; Bloodgood, Michael; cartwright, William; Blount1 Tom; Werner, Greg 
«:;ubject: Preliminary Prep Work 

Per the contract, we have been authorized 170 hours of work, so you will need to keep track of your work hours. 
Initially, I'm going to send some background documents for you to read associated with the augmented inspection and 
the confirmatory action letter inspection (which both of you will be assisting with). See the following for guidance: 

1. For the wk of July 9 and 16 (I will bq(oJ\6) lthe wk of July 16, so please direct.questions to Mike 

Bloodgood -he is on the "Cc" list), I would like you to use approximately 20 -25 hrs each week to do some 
preparation/background work prior to our inspection activities. I will also be sending a "scope" of work 
activitie.s that I would like each of you to accomplish. 

2. After you have finished your preparation work and looking over your scope of work activities; I would like each 
of you to estimate the n!Jniber of hours need to accomplish your work, including submitting a written report. 

3. For ease of planning and scheduling, I would estimate approximately 40 hours for preparation work, 40 hours of 
documentation (written report), and 90 hour of actual inspectiQn. Right now, the actual inspection onsite looks 
like it will occur around the wk of August 6or13. We will know more as we get closer. I'm checking with Bill 
Cartwright on travel and when I get details,· 1 will get back to you. 

I've attached a number of documents. The ONLY document that has been· publicly released is the Augmented ln~pection 
Team Charter, Rev 1. The other documents are internal/draft documents and should not be shared. I did include a copy 
of DRAFT augmented inspection team report that Will hopefully be issued late this week and early next week. 

I will be working with Carl Thurston to identify the items on Certrec that you should review the next couple of weeks. 
Will try and get you that list either later today or tomorrow. 

Thanks, 
Greg Werner 
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Bloodgood, Michael 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Thanks .... 

Tom Bfoimt 
.(Acting) Dir DRS R-IV 
817-200-1146 

From: Werner, Greg 

Blount, Tom 
Monday, july 23, 2012 7:13 AM 
Werner, Greg; Bloodgood, Michael; Lantz. Ryan 
Rivera-Ortiz, Joel; Murphy, Emmett 
RE: Follow-up on the AIT URl's 

Sent: Monday, July 23, 2012 7:11 AM 
To: Blount, Tom; Bloodgood, Michael; Lantz, Ryan 
Cc: Rivera-Ortiz, Joel; Murphy, Emmett; Werner, Greg 
Subject: RE: Follow-up on the AIT URI's 

; \ 

We can definitely look at moving in that direction, but the AIT followup is really the tool that would identify any 
violations that may exist. 

As we have discussed previously, we think that based on what the AIT team identified as well as listening to many of 
.SONGS experts, we 'believe that SONGS could have possibly identified issues or concerns with the FIT-Ill modeling. I 
have discussed a possible Criterion Ill vio.lation with Joel Rivera-Ortiz, against ASME Section Iii (I believe that is the 
correct section), but still need to do some additional work in that area. Will need to take a hard look at that portion of 
the Code as it relates to vibration. I think it is possible based on a cduple of conversations, that the portion of the Code 
that deals with the secondary vibration is NOT safety-related. I have also discussed this witn Ryan Treadway as a 
possible PD. If that.portion of the Code is not safety-related, you could still have a greater-than Green finding, without 
an associated viqlation. 

I will work with Emmett to reseaq:h the technical specification question violation issue described below. I will see about 
getting a list of plants (since 2000) that have failed pressure tests to see if and hqw those failures were dispositioned in 
accordance with the T/S. · 

If your desire is to have all of the URls dispositioned prior to restart, then we need to inform the licensee during 
tomorrow's call and try and get ah AIT followup inspection scheduled ASAP -mid August. This will prevent schedule 
conflicts with the any CAL followup Inspection in September. 

Greg Werner 

From: Blount,·Tom 
sent: Saturday, July 21, 2012 10:24 AM 
To: Werner, Greg; Bloodgood, Michael; Lantz1 Ryan 
Subject: Follow~up on the AIT URI's 

I just wanted to get some thoughts down before I lost them ... 
After talking with Elmo following his read of the AIT report, I am of the opinion that there is sufficient information that 
we can move forward with identifying performance deficiencies and developing apparent violations. For instance, he has 
asked that we. look ~ t: 
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Did the licensee maintain com_pJiance with their Tech Spec S/G Tube integrity program, given the obvious results 
that have ()ccurred? 

Is there a Criterion Ill (Design) performance deficiency in this event, given the circumstances now known? 
Shouldn't the licensee have reasonably been able to recognize this issue could exist and pre-empted it? 

Now that the report is out, it is highly desirable to move forward-with addressing the URI'S to close them out before re
start. It is more effective to have all the issues addressed before we initiate a re-:start discussion/decision so tha~ there 
are no unanswered questions. That way the. decision & discussion is more clearly focused and can be articulated without 
the other distractions. 

Let's start crafting the PD(s) and associated findings/apparent violations w/corresponding "parallel language" (contrary 
to statements) to see what we have. I would like to have a draft that we can start 11 test driving" by the end of next 
week, if possible. 

Thanks, 
Tom 

Tom Bfount 
(Acting) Dir DRS R-IV 

817-200-1146 
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Bloof1good
1
, Michael 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

Werner, Greg 
Wednesday, July 11, 2012 5:53 PM 
Jean-Paul Billoue; Vijay Dhir 
Bloodgood, Michael; Slount, Tom; Lantz, Ryan; Taylor, Nick 
Draft Independent Review of the NRC AIT Review 
SONGS Barnes Draft.docx 

Good Afternoon or Night as applicable, 

This report is a draft report. It was done to look at what the N~C augmented inspection team accomplished. We 
wanted an "independent" look at what we did to see if we missed anything obvious. The two individuals are also 
contractors with Beckman, Ian Barn~s is a formerNRC inspector with MANY years of steam generator experience -
mainly on the materials sid~. He still ~:loes contracting work for various S/G manufacturers such as ENSA most recently. 
He has never worked for Mitsubishi. Hans Garkisch has thermal-hydraulic experience associated with fuels and not 
steam generator design. Even though their report is NOT finalized, I thought I would share it with you so you could take 
a look from another perspective that might prov:ide additional insights for each of you to use as part of our insp~ction 
activities going forward. 

Greg Werner 
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INDEPENDENT EVALUATION OF SAN ONOFRE NUCLEAR GENERATING STATION 
(SONGS) STEAM GENERA TOR TUBE WEAR PROBLEMS 

l. INTRODUCTION 

Ian Barnes, Beckman & Associates 
Hans Garkisch, Beckman &.Associates 

July XX, 2012 

An Augmented Inspection Team (AIT) was approved by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
(NRC) on March 16, 2012, to assess the facts and circumstances surrounding the occurrence of a 
tube leak and detection of unexpected tube wear in SONGS Unit 3 steam generators (SGs). The 
AIT was established in accordance with NRC Management Directive 8.3, ''NRC Incident 
Investigation Program," and implemented using lnspection Procedure 93800, "Augmented 
Inspection Team." 

In addition to performance of the AIT inspection, the NRC requested performance of this 
independent evaluation, with a primary focus to be identification of any perceived gaps in the 
response actions taken by the NRC or licensee. 

2. BACKGROUND, EVENT DESCRIPTION, AND INSPECTION RESPONSE 

Replaceinent steru:n generators (RSGs) for SONGS Units 2 and 3 were designed and fabricated 
by Mitsubishi Heavy Industries (MRI), with unit return to power after installation occurring on 
April 13, 2010 for Unit 2 and on February 18, 2011 for Unit 3. The RSGs were designed to be 
like-for-like replacements for the original steam generators (OSGs), but included major 
improvements such as: (a) replacement of carbon steel egg crate design tube support plates 
(TSPs) with Type 405 ferritic stainless steel TSPs using trefoil hole configurations, and (b) use 
of the significantly more corrosion resistant thermally treated Alloy 690 tubing in. place of the 
original mill annealed Alloy 600 tubing. 

Unit 2 was shut down for a scheduled refueling outage on January 10, 2012. During the required 
inservice inspection (ISi) activities, unexpected SG tube wear was detected. Specifically, 
pluggable tube wear was found in: (a) two SG 2E0-89 tubes that had been caused by retainer 
bars, and (b) four SG 2E0:.88 tubesthat had been caused by anti-vibration bars (AVBs) for two 
tube_s and by retainer bars for two tubes. As a result of the unexpected wear, the licensee 
preventatively plugged an ad!-iitional 92 tubes in SG 2E0-89 and an additional 94 tubes in SG 
2E0-88. 

During the Unit 2 refueling outage, the Unit 3 control room received an alarm on January 31, 
2012 from the main condenser air ejector radiation monitors that indicated a primary-to
secondary tube leak in RSG JE0-88. The initial estimated leak rate was 75 gallons per day 
(gpd) and was increasing, versus a facility license requirement of less than 150 gpd steady state 
leak rate. Shutdown was initiated with cold shutdown reached on February 2, 2012. Subsequent 
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inspection identified that the location of the leak in SG 3E0-88 was the tube in the Row 106 
Column 78 (Rl 06C78) location, with no other tubes fow1d to be leaking. Subsequent eddy 
current (ECT) inspections of all of the tu bes in the Unit 3 SGs discovered unexpected wear in 
both RSGs, including significant tube-to-tube wear in the freespan areas of the U-bends and tube 
wear at retainer bars similar to that identified in the Unit 2 SGs. Condition monitoring 
requirements were not met for 129 tubes (73 tubes in SG 3E0-88, 56 tubes in SG 3E0-89), 
which required in-situ pressure testing of the tubes. Eight SG 3E0-88 tubes failed the in-situ 
pressure test. As a result of the wear findings in the Unit 3 SGs, additional ECT inspections 
were performed of the Unit 2 SGs, which included use of the more sensitive +Point rotating 
probe. The atea included all rows above R79 between columns 70-110. 

Table 1 shows summary information regarding the extent of measurable tube wear that was 
detected by ECT inspections of the Unit 2 and Unit 3 SGs. The most significant difference 
between the units is the extent of detected tube-to-tube wear (TTW) in the Unit 3 SGs versus that 
found in the Unit 2 SGs. Of the 326 affected Unit 3 SG tubes exhibiting TTW, ECT inspection 
identified a tot~l of202 to have pluggable?: 35% through-wan depth (TWD). Neither of the two 
affected Unit 2 SG tubes showing TTW were found to have?: 35% TWD, but were 
preventatively plugged and stabilized. A significant incidence of tube wear was detected in both 
units at the AVBs and TSPs. From review of Root Cause Evaluation 201843216, it was 
ascertained that ECT inspection identified at TSP locations a total of230 tubes in the Unit 3 SGs 
with pluggable?: 35% TWD versus 0 tubes with?: 35% TWD in the Unit 2 SGs. The Unit 3 SG 
tube degradation occurred in slightly less than one year of power operations compared to a full 
cycle for Unit 2. 

Table 1 

SG Extent of Condition 

·~'.'}f3ft~~~¥.~:;:}··.(;:::~o~~·:~~!~~3~,~. 
Tube-to-Tube Wear 2 326 

WearatAVBs 1399 1767 
WearatTSPs 299 463 

Wear at Retainer Bars 6 4 
WearatForei n Ob'ects. 2 0 

Unit 2 and Unit 3 SGs were found by ECT inspection to both contain a total of two tube:s with 
pluggable 2:35% TWD at AVB locations. For ECT inspection wear depth measurements with 
reasonable credibility (i.e., 20% TWD or greater), there did not appear to be any particular 
difference between Unit 2 and Unit 3 SGs regarding tube wear. at AVBs. Specifically, the 
respective totals for tubes with an ECT measured depth of 21-30% TWD at A VB locations were 
52 for SG 2E0-88, 51 for SG 2E0-89, 19 for SG 3E0-88, and 31 for SG 3E0-89. Taking into 
consideration the difference in operating cycle time between Units 2 and Unit 3, these numbers 
suggest little difference in tube wear behavior between Units 2 and j SGs at AVB locath:ms. 
This behavior was considered somewhat surprising, considering the extent of Unit 3 SG freespan 
TTW and the apparent resulting enhanced tube wear at upper TSPs that occurred from translation 
of this vibration energy. 



What is clear from reviewing inspection data for the SGs is that wear for both Units 2 and 3 SGs 
occurred in the same localized region of the tube bundle, which suggests a common thermal
hydraulic root cause. 

3. SUMMARY OBSERVATIONS 

4. PROBABLE CAUSE EVALUATION 

Condition Report NN 20I836127t Root Cause Evaluation: Unit 3 Steam Generator Tube Leak 
and Tube-to-Tube Wear Condition, Revision 0, identified the mechanistic cause ofTTW in SGs 
3E0-88 and 3E0-89 to be fluid elastic instability (FEI) involving the combination oflocalized 
high steam/water velocity (tube vibration excitation forces), high steam void fraction (loss of 
ability to dampen vibration), and insufficient tube-to-A VB contact forces to overcome the 
excitation forces. The results ofECT and visual inspections strongly support FEI being the 
applicable TTW damage mechanism. Section 8 of the draft AIT report concluded from 
independent NRC ATHOS Code thermal/hydraulic analysis that the SONGS RSGs were not 
designed with adequate margin to preclude onset of FEI. The AIT inspection also concJuded that 
the deficiencies appear to be related to the MHI FTI-III thermal hydraulic code having predkted 
non-conservative low velocity results. Use by MHI of the A THOS Code and independent 
thermal hydraulic analysis by Westinghouse (using a company version of the EPRI A TH OS 
Code) and by AREVA (using a proprietary Code) arrived at similar velocity conclusions as 
reached by the independent NRC A THOS Code review .. 

It was concluded from this review that the fluid condition alone did not explain the abnormal 
TIW based on the standard FEI criteria of ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section III, 
Division I, Appendix N, Section N-1330, 1998. As noted in both the AIT draft report and the 
SONGS RCE, no tube wear of the type detected in the Unit 3 RSGs has been previously 

. observed in other recirculating SGs. The observed severe TTW was also restricted to a small 
region of the tube bundle cross section. Based on the wear indications, the U-bend tube support 
by the A VBs is ineffective in a small region of the tube bundle for in-plane tube vibrations. 
Various assmnptions were made to rationalize the mechanism which caused the observed TIW, 
including: (a) insufficient tube support at multiple A VB locations, (b) vibration in an in-plane 
mode, (c) gaps between tubes and AVBs, and (d) spreading of the upper U-l;>end structure dll;e to 
fluid dynamic forces and thelIDal effects. No evidence was found in the reviewed documentation 
that was pertinent to the following: 

• The cause for the abnormal and localized high void fraction in the RSG design, which 
historical degradation information would indicate was absent in the OSG design. 
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• The existence of the localized high void fraction and flow velocities, as calculated by 
ATHOS, and originally by FIT-III with lower flow velocities, has apparently been accepted 
without question as a RSG design feature. No evidence was found that the flow conditions, 
void fractions, flow velocities and temperatures of the tube bundle were compared against the 
RSG design basis. Rather, the thermal/hydraulic analysis results were accepted, initially by 
design, and again during the extensive review process. 

The conditions leading to the wear were calculated with the EPRI A THOS code, a standard SO 
design tool. The calculated high void fraction region includes the smaller region of tubes with 
the observed wear. It is not obvious that a smaller region with conditions to cause tube wear can 
be extracted from the ATHOS results. 

The U-bend tube support conditions were evaluated in detail by MHI and in the RCE, and a 
preliminary status of these evaluations is described in the draft AIT inspection report. The AVB 
and tube tolerances were considered in estimating the tube support; however, the component and 
design tolerances, as described in L5-04GA428 Rev. 5, Design of Antj-Vibration Bar, were not 
stacked across A VBs, tubes and the tube bundle to accumulate maximum possible gaps, or 
interferences, and determine potential extremes of the tube support conditions, which would be 
appropriate for a loose bundle.' 

5. DESIGN AND MANUFACTURING DIFFERENCES 

The AIT inspectio_n did not identify any significant differences in the des_ign requirements of the 
Unit 2 and Unit 3 RSGs. This evaluation also did not note any significant differences in design 
requirements between the Unit 2 and Unit 3 RSGs. 

The AIT inspection identified two unresolved items during its review pertainiQgto: (a) retainer 
bar-to-tube wear in the Unit 2 RSGs, and (b) consideration of the potential impact of improving 
dimensional controls for tube roundness and A VBs. It was concluded from review of these 
unresolved items that the retainer bar-to- tube wear issue warranted no additional comment. 
Review of the subject material pertaining to dimensional controls oftube roundness and AVBs 
led to the following observations: 

• The standard deviation for tube 0.D. in the Unit 2 and Unit 3 RSGs was calculated by MHI 
to be: SG 2E0-88, 0.71 mils; SG 2E0-89, 0.71 mils~ SG 3E0-88, 0.63 mils; SG 3E0-.89, 
0.55 mils. Mitsubishi postulated in Report L5-04GA564, Rev. 2 that improve4 dimensional 
controls for Unit 3 RSGs such as AVB thickness, tube roundness, and gaps between tubes 

. I 

and A VBs probably resulted in less contact force between the tubes and the A VBs. This · 
difference in standard deviation values for the·O.D. of the tube populations in the individual 
SGs is considered by this review to have minimal effect, particularly if one takes into 
consideration that the low radius U-1:/ends are the biggest contributor to tube ovality and 
higher G-values. The localized region of tube Wear, however, is located in high row number 
tubes where variations in G-values would not~ expected in the large radius U-bends during 
ongoing production. It is believed that any conclusions to be drawn from contribution of 
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tube ovality to wear differences between Unit 2 and Unit 3 SGs should specifically consider 
the Unit 2 and Unit 3 G-Values of tubes in the Unit 3 sub-population wear region. 

• MHI Report L5-04GA564, Rev. 2 noted that the number of adjustments to tube bending 
radius was smaller for the Unit 3 SGs than for the Unit 2 SGs. Specifically, the reported . 
values were: SG 2E0-88, 265; SG 2E0-89, 390; SG 3E0-88, 132; SG 3E0-89, 149. The 
inference drawn was in the context of promoting greater uniformity in tube to A VB gaps. 
The required profile for U-bends is established on an inspection layout table and needed 
local, minor radius adjustments are made to assure conformance to the required profile. 
Absent the existence of additional information, there is no apparent basis to believe that the 
number of local adjustments to U-bends has any relevance to observed SG tube degradation. 

• The average gap between outennost tubes and A VBs for the Unit 2 and Unit 3 SGs was 
reported by MHI Report L5-04GA564, Rev~ 2 to be: SG 2E0-88, 0.59 mils; SG 2E0-89, 
0.76 mils; SG 3E0-88, 0.15 mils; SG 3E0-89, 0.21 mils. This report additionally stated that 
the average of the gaps between the outermost tubes and the central columns is essentially 
the same between the Unit 2 and Unit 3 SGs. This data obviously does not support the 
premise that more uniform manufacturing practices for Unit 3 SG tube bundJes resulted in 
less contact force between A VBs and tubes. In the absence of more dimensional infoITI)ation 
for the SG tube bundles, it is not believed possible· to explicitly define the number ofactive 
supports in the Unit 2 and Unit 3 SGs. 

• Data was not specifically searched for during this review to allow formal assessment of the 
technical credibility ofECT inspection for measurement of gaps between tubes and AVBs; 
i.e., it is currently unknown whether a qualified Examination Technique Specification Sheet 
(ETSS) exists for this measurement. Difficulties in use of the Certrec system for information 

. retrieval negatively affected conduct of this review. Paragraph 4.1.2 of MHI Report L5-
04GA564, Rev. 2 states, in part, with respect to comparison of bobbin probe signals in the 
Unit 2 and Unit 3 SGs for estimating tube-to-A VB gap sizes " ... This data did not reveal 
significant differences and indicates that the gaps in the affected region of the tube bundle are 
below 20 mils (0.5 mm). However, the average voltage signal in the Unit 3 SGs is slightly · 
lower than the average signal in the Unit 2 SGs, indicating that the average gap size in the 
Unit 3 SGs is slightly larger than in the Unit 2 SGs, and indicating that the average contact 
force between the tubes and AVBs during operation may be lower in the Unit 3 SGs." These 
comments are believed to be speculative, and relying on a global number of unknown 
technical credibility for predicting values in a bundle sub-population. Review of Figure 
4. l .2-1 in Report L5-04GA564, Rev. 2 indicates the potential fallacy in making these 
projections. Specifica1Iy, Figure 4.1.2-lshows virtually identical average absolute signal 
amplitude signals at A VB locations for SGs 2E0-88 and 3E0-89, SGs that have shown 
significant differences in operational tube wear behavior. Accordingly, this review 
concluded that ECT inspection measurements of tube-to-A VB gap were of questionable 
value in assessment of likely tube wear behavior. 

The most significant fabrication difference between the Unit 2 and Unit 3 RSGs relates to the 
cracking indications that were identified in both Unit 3 RSGs in the weld between the divider . 
plate and the channel head subsequent to completion of the ASME Section III Code primary side 
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hydrostatic test. Repair of these defects necessitated removal of the channel head from each of 
the Unit 3 SGs. As a result, the tubesheet-to-channel head circumferential weld had to be 
repeated and further post weld heat treatment (PWHT) and hydrostatic tests perfonned. Review 
of Section 12.0 of the draft AIT report found that the team had comprehensively reviewed 
divider plate repair activities. An unresolved item was identified by the team pertaining to the 
adequacy of MHI evaluation and controls for the divider plate weld repairs. Subject areas in 
question included: (a) the approximate 300 additional rotations of each Unit 3 RSG that resulted 
from rewelding of the channel head to tubesheet, and the lack of consideration by MHI of the 
potential impact of these rotations on tube bundle configuration in terms of AVB gaps or 
distortion; (b) the lack of a full assessment by MHI of the impact of heat input activities such as 
local PWHT, grinding and flame cutting on SG configuration in terms of tubesheet t~ermal 
expansion or distortion; and (c) the non-performance by MHI of dimensional checks after repair 

· to confirm that critical secondary side dimensions were not affected by the repairs. 

This review concluded that local PWHT of the channel head to tubesheet weld had the highest 
potential (of the AIT noted activities) for affecting the tube bundle. This view derive$ from the 
possible effects of the temperature gradient across the tubesheet that is created by the local 
PWHT cycle applied to the channel head-to-tubesheet weld. The gradient cr.eates progressively 
lower thermal expansion in the legs of U-bends as the distance increases from the periphery of 
the tubesheet. This variation in U-bend thermal expansion has resulted in the past in the 
detection of tube ding (DNG) ECT indications at the upper TSP location in RSGs. A DNG sort 
was requested from Southern California Edison (SCE). Limited review of the supplied 
information did not, however, identify any correlation ofDNG signals with performance oflocal 
PWHT cycles, or any noted incidence at TSP locations in the RSGs. 

6. REVIEW OF RSG tHERMAL/HYDRAULIC DOCUMENTATION 

6.1 Scope 

This independent review of the thermal /hydraulic related aspects of the SONGS SG condition 
was primarily limited to available. documentation in the CERTREC system and focused on the 
features and operating conditions, which caused or could have contributed to tube damage. The 
review focused on tl)e RSQ tube bundle, A VB and retainer bar designs, and the tube bundle flow 
condition. No specific difference was noted with respect to the basic findings of the AIT ~Q. the 
RCE reports. The high void fraction in the U-bends was, however, viewed as abnormal and not 
intended by design. Accordingly, a review was performed, which took into considerat~on: (a) 
inspection evidence, tube wear in the U-bends and at the TSPs; (b) results from the A THOS, 
FIT,..JII, and FEI calculations; (c) the RSG system thermal/hydraulic design; and (d) a 
comparison of the RSG changes from QSG design features. This review led to a sequence of 
conclusions, which trace the origin of the abnormal event conditions to a potential source not 
addressed by either the AIT inspection or the RCE reports. 
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6.2.1 Sub-cooled Height Above the Tubesheet 

Document L5-04GA510, Rev. 5, Thermal and Hydraulic Parametric Calculations, defined 
generic parameters for the RSG design and operation. The calculations were noted to be easy to 
follow and provided RSG system flows, pressures and temperatures for a range of operating 
conditions, with input parameters listed for the thermal/hydraulic analysis. Design requirement 
are specified in 8023-617-01, Rev. 4, Specification for Design and Fabrication ofRSGs for 
Units 2 & 3. Specific requirements and acceptance criteria are listed by reference to other 
documents. A spot-check of the design requirements and acceptance criteria showed that they 
were satisfied by the calculated system parameters. The intended tube bundle flow management 
is indicated in Figure 1 of Appendixes 10 and 11 to Document L5-04GA510, Rev. 5. These 
figures identified a sub-cooled height~ HPH, at the bottom of the tube bundle, which was 
calculated with "SG Steady State Performance Calculation Code (SSPC Code) to be HPH 
1364.965 mm for a Ihot temperature of 598 °F and HPtt 1145.173 mm for a Thot temperature of 
61 I °F. Accordingly) boiling was not intended to start at the tube sheet level, or below TSP 1, '1$ 

calculated by the thermal/hydraulic codes in L5-04GA521, Rev. 3 and confirmed by independent 
calculations with ATHOS. The performance conditions calculated with the thermal/hydraulic 
codes are thus inconsistent with the thermal/hydraulic design described in L5-04GA510, Rev. 5. 
The consequences of this inconsistency have not been addressed. Additionally, 'no requirement 
was found that this non-boiling level should be maintained. 

6.2.2 Flow from the Wrapper Inlet Ports to the Tube Bundle 

No documentation was found, which detailed the flow from the wrapper inlet ports to the bottom 
of the tube bundle, other than the result ofthe thermal hydraulic calculations that modeled the 
flow conditions. The only apparent change of the secondary flow condition from the OSG to the 
RSG design is the smaller P/D of the tube bundle in the RSG (i.e., P/D = 1 .33 in the RSG, P/D = 
1.433 in the OSG) and 327 more tubes. All other parameters for the like-for-like SG 
replacements are essentially unchanged. No documentation was found for comparing the design 
of the wrapper inlet ports between the RSG and the OSG due to CERTREC administration 
problems. The smaller P/D of the RSG tube bundle increases the cross-flow resistance in the tube 
bundle. As a result, the penetration of the flow from the wrapper ports into the tube bundle and 
the flow distribution in the bundle changes when compared with the OSG. The inlet flow 
stagnated in a region outside the outer row of stay rods. No evidence was found that this change 
of the effect of tube bundle inlet flow distribution was evaluated in design or addressed in 
reviews. 

6.2.3 Thermal/Hydraulic Analysis 

Docume~t L5-04GA52 l, Three Dimensional Thermal and Hydraulic Analysis (FIT III Code 
Analysis) calculated the void fraction and flow velOcities of the tube bundle in some detail. The 
void fraction, flow velocities and temperatures throughout the tube bundle are presented and are 
the input to the flow induced vibration calculations. Issues with this code are addressed in the 
draft AIT inspection report. The AIT noted that the flow velocities and void fractions appeared 
to be low and repeated the calculations using the EPRI A THOS code, and found much higher 
velocities in the bundle. The cause for the FIT-III discrepancy has currently not been resolved. 
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The AIT inspection also noted that the validation and verification of the FIT-III code did not 
provide sufficient evidence that the code had been adequately benchmarked. The AIT inspection 
concluded, without performing vibration analysis. that the higher flow velocities and void 
fractions were the cau·se of the observed FEI and t~be wear. 

After this finding, an A THOS thermal/hydraulic analysis was performed by the RSG supplier, 
MRI, with results compared against the independent analysis results from the NRC, 
Westinghouse and AREVA. The results of these calculations appeared to be in reasonable 
agreement, with some variation of results due to modeling differences, and all showed a local 
region of high void fractions starting below TSP 7 and extending into the U-bend region. In 
normal SG design, one would expect a relatively flat distribution of the void fraction level 
increasing from the sub-cooled region. The void fraction and fluid velocities were noted to be 
high in a local U-bendtube region of the bundle where the tubes exhibited significant.wear. 

One observation from examining these calculation results was that the nucleate boiling started in 
a region outside the outer row of stay rods. Figure 8.3-3 of Document L5-04GA521, Rev. 3 
showed local void fractions, and Figures 8.3-1 and 8.3-2 showed the flow velocities above the 
tubesheet. Nucleate boiling at the tubesheet surface is an anomaly not intended to occur in the 
intended design as described in L5-04GA5 l 0, Rev.5. This has been stressed in the reports of 
independent ATHOS analysis, The graphs of flow pattern above the tubesheet indicate a region 
of low flow velocities where higher void fractions than in the surrounding fluid are indicated. A 
potential cause for these low flow velocities, a region of almost stagnant flow, is the higher flow 
resistance for the cross-flo\.V from the wrapper inlet ports into the tube b~ndle due to the smaller 
PID of the RSGs than in the OSGs. A comparison was not found in either theAIT or the RCE 
reports of the RSG thermal/hydraulics with that of the OSG, which could have provided an input 
in the determination of the cause for the flow abnormalities in the RSG. 

L5-04GA521, Rey. 3 and also the ATHOS analyses performed by ~1RC, MHI, Westinghouse, 
and AREVA indicate that nucleate boiling started at the tube sheet surface or below TSP I. 
This region of high fluid temperature, just outside the outer stay rod ring of the SG half section, 
is a hot-spot where flow injected from the wrapper stagnates. 

Because nucleate boiling at-the tube sh~et Jevel, or below TSP l, was not intended by design, the 
performance calculated by the thennal/hydraulic codes is incon~istent with the design described 
in L5-04GA510, Rev. 5. The consequences of this inconsistency between the RSG system 
design and calculated thermal/hydraulic performance has not been addressed .. 

6.2.4 Tube Wear at TSPs above the Tube Sheet Hot-Spot 

The report L5-04GA564, Rev. 2, Tube Wear ofUnit-3 RSG-Technical Evaluation Report 
includes figures showing the distribution of tube wear at TSP 1 to 7 levels and in the U-bend 
sections. The region at the TSP 1 level with TWD tube wear is just above .the location where 
nucleate boiling at the tube sheet level started . .A reasonable supposition is that flow causes this 
local wear. The correlation between the tube wear increasing upward from TSP to TSP and the 
location of the hot spot appears to be systematic in the RSGs. 
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' 
The coolant flow between tubes in the straight tube sections is predominantly axial, upward with 
low cross-flow velocities. MHI postulated in L5-04GA564, Rev. 2, that turbulent excitation was 
the potential cause for \Vear at TSPs. The evaluation did not specifically address the small region 
of tube wear shown in Figure 2-6 that was observed at TSPs 1 through 7. 

The correlation between boiling in a small region at the bottom of the tube bundle, based on 
calcuJations, and the observed region of tube wear increasing from TSP I levels upward into the 
U-bend region has apparently not been addressed. Some mechanism is moving the tubes and 
causing the tube to TSP wear in a small region. 

6.2.5 Tube Plugging 

It has been proposed in Reference L5-04GA571, Rev 4, Screening Criteria for Susceptibility to 
In-Plane Tube Motion, to plug the tubes exhibiting wear and surrounding tubes that have a 
susceptibility for damaging tube motion and freespan wear. The draft AIT inspection report that 
\vas available during this ·review addresses tube plugging to contain tube damage, but does not 
address the specific plugging strategy more recently proposed by MHJ. 

Tubes proposed to be plugged in Unit 3 and Unit 3 SGs are selected based on pre-damage based 
scoring system. The identified tubes are located in a relatively small contiguous cross-section 
area of the tube bundle. These tubes inelude most of the tubes shown in Figure 2·6 of Document 
L5-04GA564, Rev.2with TWD wear at the TSP 1 level. The region with severe wear in the U
bend ttJbes originates in the straight sections above the location where nucleate boiling starts. 
The implication of this correlation between the hot spot and tube wear above the spot has not 
been evaluated 

Plugging of the selected tubes, identified in L5-04GA571, Rev.4, is intended to permit reactor 
operation without failures for a time to be defined. Plugging these tubes also eliminates the 
specific hot spot at the tube sheet. Locating a cold region above the tube sheet should reduce 
fluid temperatures in the region surrounding the previous hotspot, and prevent boiling at the tube 
sheet level. 

6.3 Summary 

In summary, the simplified, postulated scenario leading to the damaging tube vibrations ofthe U
bend tubes is as follows: 

• The secondary flow from the wrapper inlet port to the tube bundle does not penetrate the 
bundle because the flow resistance of the RSG bundle with a smaller P/D is higher than in 
the OSG. No evidence was found that this change was considered In design. 

• Nucleate boiling occurs at the tube sheet level with low cross flow, a hot spot location, 
which is inconsistent with the RSG system design parameters. 

• Above the hot spot, undefined flow conditions cause a small group of tubes to vibrate starting 
at the TSPl level. Tube wear progressively increases to the upper TSP 7. 
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• The localized high velocity flow with high void fraction causes the U-bend tube bundle.to 
vibrate violently in a small region above the wear marks at the TSP levels. 

More evaluations are required to substantiate the postulated scenario as the source of the high 
void fraction and velocity in a specific U-bend region which supports the extensive effort by the 
AIT and the RCE to define the source of the tube wear failure mechanism. 

MHI has selected groups of tubing to be plugged based on damage screening criteria. The 
selected tubes happen to include the tubes with wear marks at the TSP I level. Plugging these 
tubes also eliminates the specific hot spot at the tube sheet. Locating a cold region above the 
tube sheet should reduce fluid temperatures in regions surrounding the previous hotspot and 
prevent boiling at the tube sheet level 

7. OPERATIONAL IMPACTS 

The AIT identified an unresolved item requiring further review pertaining to whether the 
licensee 1,tppropriately reviewed and dispositioned numerous SO loose parts alanns during Unit 3 
operation. Similar SO loose parts alarms did not occur during Unit 2 operations in Cyc1e 16, 
raising the question of whether the Unit 3 alarms were potentially indicating SO tube-to-tube 
contact during power operations. It was noted from review of the licensee RCE report that 
Westinghouse had performed an analysis of the various alartns for the licensee. Westinghouse 
concluded that the Vibration/Loose Parts Monitoring System (VLPMS) events for both SGs were 
the result of tme metallic impacts and not false indications from electrical noise or fluctuations 
in background noise. The alarm events were noted to be similar to events that occur when SGs 
shift during reactor coolant system temperature transients, but it could not be conclusively stated 
without additional data that the events were from the same source. The licensee noted that "even 
with additional data, determination of the source of impacts could be hindered by the location of 
the sensors/' This comment is related to the fa~t that accelerometers were mounted on the 
support skirt for each RSG, a remote location with respect to monitoring internal RSG 
conditions. 

During this independent review, it wasascertained that the acceleromet~r skirt location did not 
appear to comply with the requirements of the Confonned Design Specification S023-617-0l, 
Specification for Design and Fabrication of Replacement Steam Generators for Unit 2 and Unit 
3, Rev. 4. Specifically, Section 3.9.3.19, Loose Parts Monitoring Provisions, required mounting 
pads for sensors to pe installed on the external surface of the inlet side of the channel head and 
on the lower shell. One pair of mounting pads (one active and one reserve) was requited to be 
located with a vertical alignment above the tubesheet, and one pair with a vertical alignment 
below the tubesheet. Revision4 of Design Specification S023-6l7-01 was approved on July 28, 
2010, which post dates the Unit 2 return to power on April 13, 2010 after RSG installation. The 
circum~tances pertaining to relocation of sensors to a lower sensitivity measurement location, 
approval of this change, and the continuing conflict with current design specification 
requirements were not available for review. 
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Bloodgood, Michael 

From: Werner, Greg 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 

Thursday, July 12, 2012 3:21 PM 
Ian Barnes; Lantz, Ryan 
Bloodgood, Michael; Taylor. Nick 
RE: FINAL DRAFT AWAITING GARKISCH BUY IN. Subject: 

Your assistance is MUCH appreciated!! Thanks again. I'm going to let Rycin make comments. I want to stay informed, 
but I don't want to have any influence on what is in the report or how it is said. Thanks for the informa.tion. I did look at 
it to make sure we didn't say anything in the Art report (should. be going out earfy next week) that would conflict with 
your observations and findings. 

Greg 

.. {b)16) 

From: Ian Barnes mailto · ' 1 
~nt: Wednesday1 July 11, 2012 8: 4 M 
To: Werner, Greg; Lantz, Ryan 
Cc: Hans Garkisch 
Subject: FINAL DRAFT AWAmNG GARi<ISCH BUY IN. 

Folks, 

This is close to a final document, subject to Hans buy in. Perhaps some additional summary observations need 
to be made, but I will depend on feedback to make that determination. Hans knows wh.at I have been through 
and continue to experi~nce i~(b)(oJ ~ In just over 2 weeks I will reach the ~nd of that saga and 
get my life back again. I just regret so much the negative effect this experience has had on my work 
performance. 

Ian 
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Bloodgood, Michael 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 

Werner, Greg 
Friday, July 13, 2012 10:16 AM 
Michael.Stevens@sce.com 
Bloodgood, Michael; Rivera-Ortiz, Joel: Murphy, Emmett; Johnson. Andrew; Reynoso, .John; 
Thurston, Carl; Lantz, Ryan; Ryan.Treadway@sce.com 

Subject: FW: G Values · 

Michael, 

I checked on Certrec and I see this item is still open. To maybe help your team better understand what I'm looking for, 
I've included hopefully a better description of the issue: 

• The standard deviation for tube O.D. in the Unit 2 and Unit 3 RSGs was calculated by MHI to be; 
SG 2E0-88, 0.71 mils; SG 2E0-89, 0.71 mils; SG 3E0-88, 0.63 mils; SG 3E0-89, 0.55 mils. 
Mitsubishi postulated in Report L5-04GA564, Rev. 2 that improved dimensional controls for Unit 3 
RSGs such as A VB thickness, tube roundness, and gaps between tubes and A VBs probably resulted 
in less contact force between the tubes and the A VBs. This difference in standard deviation values 
for the O.D. of the tube populations in the individual SGs is considered by this review to have 
minimal effect, particularly if one takes into consideration that the low radius U-bends are the 
biggest contributor to tube ovality and higher G-values. The localized region of tube wear, however, 
is located in high row number tubes where variations in G-values would not be expected in the large 
radius U-bends during ongoing production. It is believed that any conclusions to be drawn from 
contribution of tube ovality to wear differences between Unit 2 and Unit 3 SGs s)1ould specifically 
consider the Unit 2 and Unit 3 G-V alues of tubes in the Unit 3 sub-population wear region. 

Please let me know if this helps you in understanding what we are looking for. 

Thanks, 
Greg Werner 

From: Werner, Greg 
sent: Thursday, July 05, 2012 2:52 PM 
To: Michael.Stevens@sce.com 
Cc: Lantz, Ryan; Ryan:Treadway@sce.com; Murphy, Emmett; Rivera-Ortiz, Joel; Thurston, earl; Reynoso, John; Johnson, 
Andrew; Blount, Tpm; Bloodgood, Michael; Werner, Greg 
Subject: G Values 

Michael, 

We would like some additional information on G values as follows: 

We would like to look at the specific G-values for all of the tubes in the wear region for both units. Alsq, please include a 
reference sample selected from the same row num.ber population as the degraded region, but at a column number 
block oftubes external to this region. 

Thanks, 
Greg Werner 
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Blo.odgood, Michael 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

Mike, 

Anchondo, Isaac 
Monday, July 16, 2012 7:27 AM 
Bloodgood, Michael 
Summaries 
SONGS Unit 3 SG Summary.docx; SONGS Unit 2 SG Summary.docx 

The attached files are the versions that I was involved with, Last modified showed to be 05/04 for Unit 3, and 05/03 for 
Unit2. 

let me know if you need anything else. 

Thanks, 
Isaac 
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SONGS Unit'3 Steam Genef:"~tqrs 
Plugging Summary, 

U-6end Freespan (All) 69 
_.,,,. ...... ,., . .,, .. _.w•~·-----

TSP (~3~%) 73 
••·"·w"'""'"""·'"-'"'""-

AVB(~35%) 2 

Retainer Bar (All) 94 

Total 238 

------·-

Failed' In-Situ Testjng Summary 
Stea~ ·Gener<)tor 3E88 

.,.~ - ," 

*Row 106 Column 78 2874 100 
•,·-___ .. ___ ~""'·~·~~ 

Row102 Column 78 3268 99 

Row 104 Column 78 .3180 99 

Row 100 Column 80 4732 81 

Row 107 Column.77 5160 80 

'Row 101Column81 4889 78 
---w--•---

Row 98 Column 80 4886 72 

Row 99 Column 81 5026 72 

• Leaking tube 
.,,,,.,.,,_,,_ __ ... ~-·-·--·-·-

67 

83 

0 

94 

244 

28 

23 

27 

28 

34 

26 

28 

·27 

SONGS, Unit 3 Steam Generators 
Wear Depths Summary 

._ ~ - • " < . . . 
~. . ---~ ~~-}·... :A;., ~ > -'- ~ ..-.. • ,. • -~.:.. •4 - + • • > ' " 

TW<:!50% 0 48 26 74 

35-49% 2 is 18 45 
__ .....___:,_ ___ 

20-34% 48 l4 18 80 
··---··---

10-19% 298 55 7 360 

TWs10% 346 11 0 357 

TOTAL 694 153 69 
-----· .. --. 

TW~50% 
0 44 16 60 

--.---··---

35-49% 0 39 29 68 
____ M _ ___,,,,_ --· 

20-34% 14 20 13 47 
... --.-

10-19% 243 27 9 279 
.. 

TW .. s1Q% 423 9 0 432 

TOTAL 680 139 67 
--.-c; 
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SONGS Unit 2 Steam Generators 
_plugging/Stabilization Su.,nmary 

Anti·Vibration Bar (A-VB) 4 4 
-····--------------1··-··----------1·-··----. ···-··--

Tu be Sup,port Plate (TSP) 0 0 
----~---------------i 

Retainer Baf-(RB) 2 2 
1---------------'l--·--·---·-··-----+--··--~---····-·--------l 

RB Preventive 92 12 

i----·-·--····-------+----------1·-··---··-·---·---··------·---1 
.Foreign Object 9· 0 

TOTAL 98 18. 
'------------..__-~-----J--'--'--------------' 

r,;: ::¥1~~;;.,.-:._,::,•.'.{·i~:r:'""'"+i~.~"--~"". ·,..:.~·· i'-~';!i""~t'4:-.¢#!i7't~lt::j(,f~.r..'-',>,., ... :....-·~.1~'· ·~ ... - . 1 "1--...r~'\..,,,~.-.'t~"-~ "';: ",:·¢•-"';.?~ 

~f;,,1:i".: .. ;· . .)~:.::;4J;i\ .. f1Eirt::i'~W·-,,_,,,,:_,_~1,f~ <!-di;i:~tz<i{~.,: ,:~ :-· - -:;-. . .> .-;-:f~i.,.,:·.:4:i: -·- .~:!"~ 
r,'tf$"•':~>'ef'~-;,. '.'ll:i'.r..Q•;;;~:ff'\I, , •. ":.·~i·v:~r~~~\_..,. Ii "·"!i•:.'.~\i~- ·;~i:r.i!f;i';a.}~-:-f in;"' •. 1;::n:t,f!l' 
··-s-1Ai,-f .. ._ 'i '\ .,.(,; ""1'1f{t4 ~\ :,~~ :. ·-;,;~.: :J'~tJ ":[ ·~ \;,,w~ ~ ; ~: ~~· ', ~·"f;'"!:."';j'"' : • .1! ~~: ~ •Jf'£."'.rr ' ; ; ,~ -i~V "":--~~ \~;1:~;: 
~i" ~·9:'·.'l"•""' • ~P, ..,,.~,;t.;l;,,11'~~i""'• ·~r~ ,,~!«11'1. .,,.,,..t.;,.J: ;«~~ "'I w».-~ .ii\!/•.!! r.~~ .t.'~'\11>'':/"'~.- •• :JhiJ;:,, '., .,l> "',,.t,•o,,j ,.,...j''l~~';t ,ti 

A;riti-Vibration Bar (AVB) 0 o· 
- --

Tube Support Plate {T~P) 0 0 
---------

Retainer Bar (RB) 4 4 
,.M ..... --..... ~·-- -· ····-·-- ·······"---

RB Preventive 90 u 
-- -

Foreign Object 0 0 
--······-········-.. ·····--····-

TOTAL ~ 94 15 
; 

--=.......:. . 
' . -... : ·.-:,~~:~:·.:,;~:? ':·.:: ·.:.~:-~T~·:,~:T~,, :-:: .;~:-< ·~· · ·:t:::~~~~~~;"·~~W~:1r:~:~~~~~ 

• • ' • • '(> • ""'~ 

Steam Generator 2.E88 98 lS 
___ ..,,.... __ ,.. 

.Steam Generator 2E89 94 15 

·Both Steam Generators 192 33 

SONGSUnit2 Steam Generators 
Wear Depths Summary 

" "~ 
•• ' \.:. .. , " • . "i'' • • 

Row 112 Column 88 35% Yes 

-
Row 133. Column 91 35% Yes 

-··------~·--

Row 120 Column 94 32% Yes 
~---· 

...... ·-M••••••~o.o 

Row 128 Column 94- 32% Yes 
·-·-··-·· -

~~~~;µ~i~J~.~~1~~t;-~?;::~·::;::~-.-::: .. ·.":·/:_~~'-:_'~- ... ~. L :_·.--: _: :;.;:.::.:·'. : -~·~=-~·-.~.;~,:;~~"~j~~· ;·_,,. 
Row124 Column48 E88 47% Yes 

Row 125 Column 49 Eaa 58% Yes 
•·w~,··~9• 

Row 118 Column 44 E89 30% Yes· 
"--· -..,,~ .. ,.,. .,.~.< 

Row 119 Column 133 E89 90% Yes 
-~~~ ·- ···~-·--· 

Row 120 Column 132 E89 28, 30% . Y~s 

----~- ....... _ ---~·-·~ 

Row 1Z7 Column 127 E89 38% Yes 
~"·· 

SG2E89 Row 111, Column 81 --6 inches <15% 

SG2E89 Row 113, Column 81 -6.inches <15% 
·-:---------'·········----·---··------'---------' 



SONGS Unit 3 Steam Generators 
Plugging Summary 

i 
; ·:.;~-:~.:-:.·~·· .. :~~~f.;~~: ·~·:£«';!~::.·:~ ·; ·. / ~: · ~ ;.i :: ;.~_:··.;·,·-~.,.::·ti~':»::\ : :~~~·;~~-~?t\~;~;'.~~~·t r 
;.~.:.,l ,.}'":~:., ..... .;!..£!~ --~~~~.,.:"':;J .. _.., ..,..,,:,~~,.~~-{ ... ,.-;.~. ,:!_ ~ .. !~~ .. ,,/>!i'.~.-;;~/",U, ,,;, ~~J:*l-5.::~fM.,~;.p)J,,#'!4~-J,..o;,t~)·~M5iv.S!.~ .. ~~~~ ... rt1 

U·Be.nd Freespan (Al)) 69 67 

TSP(<!35%} 73 83 

AVR(<!~S%) 2 0 

Retainer Bar (All) 94 94 

Total 238 244 

SONGS. Unit 3 Stearn Generato·rs 
W:ear De.pths Summary 

. · · ·, " .... :.·v¥~~ ~ ~ ·. ·9· · ... ·-- .. ,: ,~ ," ... • ·· · '\ ·~ 

~1(~~~:;·~~:(;_1}:'fs~--~ :'.1.~~~;Jk&~1~r::~~~::~·.;;·i::i~;1~·;~ .. ,.~:~i2:~~~;~:~·~.~-· ~<~·'.~.:. 
TW:i!:50% 0 48 26 74 

35-49% 2 25 18 45 

20-34% 48 14 18 80 

10-19% 298 55 7 360 

TW::>l0% 346 11 0 357 

TOTAL 694 153 69 
................. .-.. ...... ..,,_ .. ______ 

TW:i!SO% 0 44 16 60 

35-49% 0 39 29 68 

20-34% i4 20 13 47 

10 ·19% 243 27 9 279 

'TW::>10% 423 9· 0 432 

T()TAL 680 139 67 

.. 



Bloodgood, Michael 

From: 
.Sent: 

Blount, Tom 
Monday, July 23, 2012 9:20 AM 

To: 
Cc: 

Kennedy, Kriss; Lantz, Ryan; Werner, Greg; Howe, Allen; Louden, Patrick 
Bloodgood, Michael; Blount, Tom 

Subject: FW: SONGS Risk 

During our conversation regarding SONGS and 0350/0351 last week I believe I made mention that the "Risk assessment" 
was preliminarily coming out "white" but this was using App. M of the SDP. I asked Mike to provide a little more 
background.ori that to help others understand the reasoningfor using App. M. 
A performance deficiency has not been specifically identified for the tube leak issue yet; however, it is thought to simply 
be a matter of time to get that aspect resolved. 

I hope this helps ... 

Tom 
\._ 

Tom Bfount 
(Acting) Dir DRS R-IV 
817-200-1146 

From: Runyan, Michael 
Sent:_ Monday, July 23, 2012 8:49 AM 
To: Blount, Tqm 
Subject: SONGS Risk 

Tom, 

To summarize: 

The risk consists of two elements: · 

1. Steam 'ine rupture initiates a steam generator tube rupture- this can be quantitatively determined, and it appears 
that it will create a delta-LERF «;>f between 56-8 and 5E.,7, with the green-white threshold at 1 E-7: 

2. An independent tube rupture, the increase in risk of a tube rupture cannot be estimated based on any solid 
evidence, so App. M is the appropriate tool. I woulq suggest that the risk of a tube rupture at least doubled, giving 
a delta-LERF of 2E-7, which would support a white result. 

If the steam line break creates a white result on its own, then we wouldn't need to use App. M .• but if it creates a green 
re~ult, we would need to use App. M to support a white result based on the increased risk of a tube rupture. 

Michael Runyan 
Senior t:teactor.Analyst, Region IV 
8l7·200-1142 

1(0)(6) t (cell) 
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Adequacy of 50.59 in Light of SONGS 

• If formal NRC review and approval through a license amendment is considered 
necessary for all SG replacements, 50.59 rulemaking (or a separate rule) would be 
needed to achieve this. 

o There is no NRC Policy or NRC document (e.g., MDs, enforcement manual, 
inspection procedures, etc ... } that provides ·interpretations of 50.59 that could be 
revised that would result in license amendment submittals for all SG 
replacements. 

o NEI 96-07, Revision 1, "Guidelines for 10 CFR 50.59 Implementation" was 
endorsed in NRC Regulatory Guide 1.187, "Guidance for Implementation of 10 
CFR 50.59, Changes, Tests, and Experiments," dated November 2000, as 
acceptable guidance for complying with the provisions of 1 O CFR 50.59. NEI 96-
07, Rev. 1, is consistent with 50.59 and any new interpretations of 50.59 that 
would result in license amendment submittals for all SG replacements would go 
beyond the current 50.59 regulation. 

o Unlike 1 O CFR Part 50, Appendix B, "Quality Assurance Criteria,~ which provides. 
latitude to the NRC for example in assessing whether licensee design control 
measures were adequate, 10 CFR 50;59 provides little room for interpretations 
that would result in licensee amendment submittals for all SG replacements. 

• 10 CFR 50.59 -A threshold for regulatory review. 
o Section 50.59 was promulgated to allow licensees to make certain changes that 

affect systems, structures, components (SSC}, or procedures described in the 
FSAR without prior NRC approval, provided certain conditions were met. The 
process was thus structured around the licensing approach of design basis 
events (anticipated operational occurrences and accidents), safety-related 
mitigation systems, and consequence calculations for the design basis accidents. 

o After determining that a proposed activity is safe and effective through 
appropriate engineering and technical evaluations; the 10 CFR 50.59 process is 
applied to determine if a license amendment is required prior to implementation. 
Thus 1 O CFR 50.59 provides a threshold for regulatory review-not the final 
determination of safety-for proposed activities. 

• 10 CFR 50.59 is NOT the final determination of saf~ty 
o 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Quality Assurance Criteria, (e.g. Criterion Ill, "Design 

Control,") provide requirements for ensuring the activities such SG replacement 
are safe and effective through appropriate engineering and technical evaluations 
irrespective of the need for NRC approval. 

a NRC oversight of the design changes is provided by the Reactor Oversight 
Process. 

a While NRC review of license amendment submittals resulting from 10 CFR 50.59 
provides for a thorough NRC review and formal approval, the NRC regulatory 
framework establishes, that 10 CFR 50 Appendix 8 requirements and NRC 
inspection oversight provides adequate assurance of safety for changes to the 
facility that do not require prior NRC approval. 



• 1 O CFR 50.59 Criteria for prior NRC approval 
o It is counterintuitive that a modification as large and complex as replacing SGs 

would not trip one of the 50.59 criteria for requiring a license amendment. In fact, 
at SONGS it took a conscious effort. 

o In an article in Nuclear Engineering International magazine SONGS engineers 
stated that a preliminary 50.59 evaluation was performed to identify design 
limitations in order to avoid the need for prior NRC approval. 

o Deliberately designing replacement steam generators to avoid the need for a 
license amendment is the licensee's preroga.tive. There is nothing wrong with 
this from either a compliance or safety perspective. 

• Actual operating conditions sometimes reveal deficiencies where licensee design, quality 
control, and testing efforts fell short. 

o Design deficiencies often reveal themselves after a short period of operation. 
o At SONGS U3 the tube failed in its first operating cycie. 
o While not a factor in NRC decision making, it is simply a fact that licensees have 

a tremendous financial incentive to avoid such design deficiencies that is a 
greater incentive than any regulatory footprint provides. 

o An information notice is being developed that describes SG tube wear by tube-to
tube contact in once-through-steam.:generators that occurred in replacement 
steam generators at TMI, AN0-1, and Oconee. (SONGS uses recirculating 
steam generators.) 

• SONGS 50.59 for SG Replacement 
o Prior to SG replacement at SONGS U3 (and U2), Region IV the design changes 

as part of the required inspection for SG replacement In addition, the NRC 
Augmented Inspection Team (Ali) inspected various design changes (not all -
sampling) and the 50.59 as part of the inspection. There were no issues 
identified with the 50.59 during the original inspection or during the on-site 
portion of the AIT inspection. At RIV's request, Dave Beaulieu, NRR, is taking an 
independent look at the 50.59. Dave started his review on May 3 and has no 
preliminary conclusions. 

o t"9J~cru!inV of the SQNGS 50 59 miah! identilv a deficiency jn the 5Q 59 - but I 



"Hall, Randy" <Randy.Hall@nrC.gov> From. 
To. 
Cc: 

'.'Ryan.Treadway@sce.com" <Ryan.Treadway@sce.com>, "MichaetSte)lens@sce.com• <Mlchael.Stevens@sce.com:> 
"Unda.Coilklin@sce.com• <Linda.Conklin@sce.com> 

Date: 0710312012 11:32 AM 
Subject" RE'. SONGS RTS webmeeting request 

Ryan and Michael, 

At this time, I don't think we can support a web meeting/call next Wednesday or Thursday, due to the unavailability of 
some key staff on our end. I think this call could be very beneficial, so let's keep trying. There are a couple of things that 
will help promote it on my end. Could you send a proposed agenda, with a brief statement of your goals for the call? 
There was some confusion over the initial request, in that a drop-in visit usually suggests a high-level executive meeting 
{not noticed), and a technical. briefing would typically involve working-level staff (and would likely need to be a publicly 
noticed meeting, or maybe even a noticed call). So we will need to decide if the interaction needs to be publicly noticed. , 
Also, I haven't checked the SONGS Certrec site today, but if any information can be added to the separate TER reading 
room in advance. it will help our staff get up to speed when we do have a call. Finally, in our last call on 6/21, you 
indicated that you would send a llst:of those documents SCE expected to submit for NRR review. That will also help us to 
define our cope. 

Thanks, and have a great 41
h! 

Randy Hall, Senior Project Manager 
Plant Licensing Branch IV 
Division of Operating Reactor Licensing 
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation 
USN RC 
(301) 415-4032 
Randy.Hall@nrc.gov 

From: Michael.Stevens@sce.com [mailto:Michael.Stevens@sce.com] 
Sent: Monday, July 02, 2012 12:42 PM 
To: Hall, Randy; Werner, Greg; Lantz, Ryan 
Subject: SONGS RTS webmeeting request 

All, 

SONGS would like to schedule a web meeting for sometime next week (July 9·13). Please let me know What date(s) and 
time(s) will work for you, and I will schedule the meeting. Ryan Treadway suggested Wednesday 7111 or Thursday 7/12 
may work best for the SG project folks. , 

After we have scheduled the meeting, I will send you the necessary web meeting login details. 

thank you, 

Michael Stevens. P.E. 
Regulatory Affairs, SCE 
949-368-6788 
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Bloodgood, Michael 

From: 
sent: 
To: 

Werner, Greg 
Monday, July 09, 2012 6:00 AM 
. Karwoski, Kenneth 

Cc: Kulesa, Gloria; Hall, Randy; Murphy, Emmett; Johnson, Andrew; Blount, Tom; Bloodgood, 
Michael 

Subject: RE: Areva Testing for SONGS. 

Good Morning Ken, 

Thanks to both you and Andy for going to. AREVA to look at the tube expansion!! D.id AREVA actually do any tube 
expansion and associated eddy current testing to "qualify'' the technique? I thought these were the two key test 
activities th~t AREVA was going to do. 

Greg 

·From: Karwoski, Kenneth 
sent: Monday, July 09, 2012 3:26 AM 
To: Hiland, Patrick; Cheak, Michael 
CC: Kulesa, Gloria; Hall, Randy; Werner, Greg; Murphyr Emmett; Johnson, Andrew 
Subject: Areva Testing for SONGS 

Pat, Mike, 

On)uly 5th, Andy Johnson.and I went to the Areva facilities in Lynchburg, VA to observe a repair method tha~ sci: is 
considering to limit the potential for the tubes to contact each other. The repair is focused on Unit 2 and currently only 
involves repairing the two tubes in Unit 2 in which wear was detected. The repa.ir method and the testing program 
involve expanding the tubes into the anti-vibration bars. The friction between the tubes and the anti-vibration bars. will 
limit the displacement of the tubes. 

The discu·ssions focused on the actual testing rather than the analyses tha.t will need to be performed to support this 
potential repair method. 

Atthe end of the meeting, we thanked Areva and SCE for the information and indicated that (1) sufficient analyses 
would need to be performed to e11sure the repair is adequate and there are no unintended consequences as a result of 
the repair (including during operation and design basis accidents), (2) it must be demonstrated that the testing is 
representative (bounding) of the field conditions, (3) the uncertainties/variability would need to be accounted for in the 
analyse.s, and (4} the adequacy of any expansions must be verified.in the field (e.g., post expansion eddy current 
examinations). 

At this point in time, it is not clear whether this repair method will actually be utilized. 

If you need any more information, please let me know. 

Ken 
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Bloodgood, Michael 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Werner, Greg 
Monday, July 09, 2012 6:23 AM 
Ryan.Treadway@sce.coni; Bloodgood, Michael; Hall, Randy; Lantz. Ryan 
Markley, Michael; Blount, Tom 
RE: 50.59s 

As you already know, it has been discussed, but nothing firm. Randy Hall would be the right 
one to answer this question. 

Greg Werner 

-----Original Message-----
From: Ryan.Treadway@sce.com [mailto:Ryan.Treadway@sce.com] 
Sent: Friday, July 06, 2012 4:16 PM . 
To: Werner, Greg; Bloodgood, Michael; Hall,, Randy; Lantz, Ryan 
subject: '50.59s 

Are you hearing anything fo discussions about SONGS that the NRC would 
require a liten.se afl)endment if we choose to restrict power to 70%? 

1 



Bloodgood, Michael 

From; 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Good Morning Ryan, 

Werner, Greg 
Tuesday, July 10, 2012 5:57 AM 
Ryan.Treadway@sce.com 
Lantz, Ryan; Bloodgood, Michael; Taylor, Nick 
RE: SONGS U2 U3 SG Tube Wear Surnrnary_,Frorn SCE.xlsx 

Appreciated the information yesterday afternoon! 

How is the progress on the request below going? Based on the response to the question during the public meeting on 
tube wear data from both Pete and Elmo, would like to get something on the public website later this week. 

Thanks, 
Greg 

From: Ryan. Treadway@sce.com [ mailto:Rya n.Treadway@sce.com] 
Sent: Friday, July 06, 2012 2:12 PM 
To: John.Brabec@sce.com; Tom.Palmisano@sce.com; Pete.Dletrich@sce.com; Rich.Stonge@sce.com; 
Doug.Bauder@sce.com; Al.Bates@sce.com; M!ke.Short@sce.com; Al.Matheny@sce.com; Uese.Mosher@sce.com; 
Richard.Coe@sce.cami Craig.Harberts@sce.com · 
Subject: Fw: SONGS U2 U3 SG Tube Wear Summary_From SCE.xlsx 

Greg would like to know if we can give him total number of tubes that have indications for 3E088 and 3E089. Specifically, 
on the 3E088 table it states 5204 indications and 5080 indications on 3E089, and Greg wants to know how many total 
tubes have those 5204 and 5080 indications. If we can just.add another eolumn on those two tables so there is a 
breakdown of total tubes affected by indications for all the categories {<10%, 10% - 19%, etc.,), Greg said that would be 
perfect. He would like' to have this information by first thing Monday morning. ' 

Ryan Treadway 
NRA Manager 
SONGSD3D.9 
Work: 949 368-9985 
Mobile \b)(o) _.__.....,..._....,,,,..=="" 
Ryan.Treadwav@SCE.com 

----Forwarded by Ryan Treadway/SONGS/SCEIEIX on 0710612012 11 :58 AM----· 

Frcm: 
to: 
o.ate: 
Subtect: 

'Werner. Greg" <Greq.Wemer@nrc.qoy> 
"Ryan.Treadway@sce.com" <Ryan.Treadway@sce.com> 

07/061201211:58 AM 
SONGS U2 U3 SG Tube Wear Summary_From 5CE.xlsx 
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SONGS Unit 2 Steam Generators 

Plugging Summary 

Reason for Plugging 
SG88Tubes 

Plugged 

Retainer Bar (All) 2 -
Tube-to-Tube Wear (All) 0 

TSPWear (~35%) 0 
AVBWear (~35%) 2 

AVBWear <35% for OA Margin 2 
Preventative (Retainer Bar) 92 

Preventative (Tube-to-Tube Wear) 107 
Total 205 

Notes: 

SG89Tubes 

Plugged 

4 
2 
0 
0 
0 
90 
209 
305 

1. Each plugged tube is only included once in the table above. If a tube contains 
niore than one pluggable indication, it is shown in the.category that is highest in 
.the list. 
2;The acronym "OA" is "Operational Assessment". 

Steam Generator 

SG2E88 {Through· 
Anti· Vibration 

Wall Wear) 
Bar 

~50% 0 
35-49% 2 
20-34% 86 
10-19% 705 
TW<.10% 964 
TOTAL 1757. 

SONGS Unit 2.Steam Generators 

Wear Depths Sum!Tlary 

Tube Support ·u-Bend Retainer 

Plate Freespan Bar 

0 0 

0 .0 
0 0 

108 0 
117 0 
225 0 

. 
Foreign Total Tubes with 
Object lndicatio11s Indications 

1 0 1 1 

l 0 3 3 
0 2 86 74 
0 0 813 406 
0 0 1081 600 
2 2 1984 734* 

* This value is the number of tubes with wear indications of any depth and at any location. Since many tubes have 
indications in more than one depth and location, the total number of tubes is less than the total number of indications. 

Steam Generator 
Anti~Vibratlon Tube Support U-Bend Retainer Foreign Total Tubes with 

~SG2E89 (Through-

WallWeart 
Bar Plate Freespan Bar Object Indications Indications 

~50% 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 
3S-49% 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 

20-34% 7g 1 0 3 0 82 67 
10-19% 1014 85 2 0 0 1101 496 
TW<10%. 1499' 53 0 0 0 1552 768 
TOTAL 2591 139 2 5 0 2737 861* 

* Th.ls value is the number of tubes with wear indieations of.any. depth and at any location. Since many tubes have 
indications in more than one depth and location, the total number of tubes is less than the total number ofindiations. 



SONGS Unit 3 Steam Generators 
'plugging Summary 

Reason for·Plugglng 
SG88Tubes SG89Tubes 

Plugged Plugged 

Retainer Bar (All) 3 1 
Tube-to-Tube Wear (All) 161 165 

TSP Wear {<?35%) 0 0 

AVB Wear (~35%) 1 0 
AV8 Wear <35% for OA Margin 0 0 

Preventative (Retainer Bar) 91 93 
Preventative (Tube-to-Tube Wear} 164 128 

Total 420 387 

Notes: 
1. Each plugged tube is only included once in the table above. Ir a tube 
contains more than one pluggable indication, it is shown in the 
category that is highest in the list. 
1, The acronym "OA" Is "Operational As.sessment". 

Failed In-Situ Testing summary 

Steam Generator 3E88 

Max 
Tube Location Pressure 

Reached 

• Row 106 Column 78 2874 

Row 102 Column 78 3268 
Row 104 Column 78 3180 

Row 100Column 80 4732. 
Row 107 Column 77 5160 
Row 101 Column 81 4889 

Row 98 Column 80 4886 

Row 99 Column 81 5026 

Percent 

Wear(%) 

100 
99 

99 

81 

80 
78 

72. 
72 

Length of 

Wear (in) 

29 
23 
2.7 

2.8 

34 
26 

29 
27 

• In-Situ Testing corroborated other indicators thatthis was the leaking tube 

that resulted in shLJtdown of Unit 3. The Percent Wear shown is 100% 

because of all indicators, while the Percent Wear by nqndestructive eddy 

current testing was 99%. 

Steam Generator 
Anti-Vibration 

SG3E88 (Through-
Bar 

Wall Wear) 

:!:50% 0 

35-49% 3 

20- 34% 156 

10-19% 1380 

TW< 10%· 1818 

TOTAL 3357 

SONGS Unit 3 Steam Generators 

Wear Oepths Summary 

Tube Support Tube-tO" Retainer 

Plate Tube Wear Bar 

117 48 
217 116 
506 134 

542 98 

55 11 
1437 407 

foreign Total Tubes with 

Object Indications Indications 

0 0 165 74 

2 0 338 119 

1 0 797 197 

0 0 2020 554 

0 0 1884 817 

3 0 5204 919"' 

•This value is the number of tubes with wear indications at any depth and at any location. Since many tubes have 

fndications in more than one depth and locations, the total number of tubes is less than the toltal number of indications. 

Steam Generator 
Anti-Vibration Tube Support Tube-to- Retainer Foreign Total Tubes with 

SG3E89 (Through-
Bar Plate Tube Wear Bar Object lntlications Indications 

Wall Wear) 

:!:50% 0 91 26 0 0 117 60 
35-49% 0 252 102 1 0 355 128 

20-34% 45 487 215 0 0 747 175 

10-19% 940 590 72 0 0 1602 450 

TW<l0% 2164 94 l 0 0 2259 838 

TOTAL 3149 1514 416 1 0 5080 887• 

•This value is the number of tubes with wear indications at any depth and at any location. Since many tubes have 

indications in more than one depth and locations, thetotal number of tubes is less than the toltal number of indications. 



Bloodgood, Michael 

From: Werner, Greg 
Sent: 
To: 

Thursday, July 12, 2012 8:36 AM 
Johnson, Andrew 

Cc: Bloodgood, Michael; Karl, Tracy 
Subject: RE: SONGS AIT Draft Inspection Report Working - Review and Concurrence Request As 

Soon As Possible - No Later than COB Monday, July 9 

THANKS! You may have provided comments using SharePoint, but I missed that- SORRY!! 

Greg 

From: Johnson, Andrew 
Sent: Thursday, July 12, 2012 8:30 AM 
1'.o: Werner1 Greg 
Subjec;t: RE: SONGS AIT Draft Inspection Report Working - Review and Concurrence Request As Soon As Possible - No 
L,ater than COB Monday, July 9 

Greg, 

Received your voice mail today when I returned to the office. 
I thought I had already provided my comments and concurrence when I updated my version of the report 01. 

the SharePoint site. I think back on June 29. 

AnyVJ.ay, I have reviewed the attached and made one or two minor changes with ·the track changes feature. 
You can accept the changes if you desire or riot, you have my concurrence either way. The changes are 
mostly administrative (e.g., deleted extra spaces between words, made all font 11 pt Arial). I did change the 
wording in one sentence, but it was for clarity, not technical correctness. 

regards, 

Andrew Johnson 
Materials Engineer 
NRR/DE/ESGB 
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
301-415-1475 

From: Werner, Greg 
Sent: Thursday, July 05, 2012 1:36 PM 
To:·Johnson, Andrew; Murphy,.Emmett; Rivera-Ortiz, Joel; Ortega-Luciano, Jonathan; Reynoso1 John; Thurston, Carl 
Cc: Hoxie, Chris; Roach, Edward; Kulesa1 Gloria; Vias, Steven; Warnick, Greg; Lantz, Ryan 
Subject: SONGS AIT Draft Inspection Report Working - Review and Concurrence Request As Soon As Possible - No Later 
than COB Monday, July 9 · 
Importance: High 

Good Afternoon All, 

Because of having· to.go brief Senator Feinstein in California on Monday, I was not able to finish reviewing the report this 
past week. My Thursday and Friday last week was turned inside out!!! I need to have your review and hopefully 
electronic concurrence no later than COB this coming Monday, July 9. If you only have minor edits, please concur. If 
you have major comments that were not addressed when I edited, then you NEED to identify the issue or issues. 

1 



When you concur, please indicate so in your e·mail. This report has to be issued no later than Juiy 18 to meet the 
timeli;Aa!SS goal of 30_ days after the exit. 

Thanks!!! 

Gr:egWerner 
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BloQdgood, Michael 

From: Werner, Greg 
Sent: 
To: 

Thursday, July 12, 201211:38 A.M 
Bloodgood~ Michael 

Subject: FW: SONGS AIT FINAL Draft~ Reply Requested 

FYI. Mike see Joel's comments #1 below. Please take a look at it. I recommend the following change. 

c. Conclusions 

The team identified one unresolved item associated with the repair work done on the Unit 3 divider plate. The 

team did not identify any connection between the tkese stlipplAg ct:langes repairs of the divider plate and the 

unexpected tupe-to-tube wear. 

Greg 

From: Rivera-Ortiz, Joel 
sent: Thursday, July 12, 2012 10:28 AM 
To: Werner, Greg 
Subject: RE: SONGS AIT FINAL Draft - Reply Requested 

Greg, 

I reviewed my report sections as requested. I did not see any major issues or contradictions. However; I have two 
comments: 

1) I believe there is a typo on the ·conclusion for Section 12 (page 64) since you mentioned ":Shipping" and this 
section addresses the divider plate repairs. 

2) iust FYI; the pictures showing the ''flowering" effect and,the "G-value" were made by me with the· intention of 
illustrating the concepts. Peel free to modify or delete them at your discretion if you think they don't add 
significant value to the report. 

Thanks, 

· Jo~L 

From: Werner, Greg 
Sent: Wednesday, July 11, 2012 8:34 PM 
To: Reynoso, John; Thurston, Carl; Murphy, Emmett; Johnson, Andrew; Ortega-Luciano, Jonathan; Rivera-Ortiz, Joel 
Cc: Bloodgood, Michael; Vias, Steven; Kulesa, Gloria; Roac:li, Edward; Hoxie, Chris · · 
.Subject: SONGS AIT FINAL Draft - Reply Requested 
Irnp~:>rtance: High 

Good Evening All, 

I'm still waiting concurrence e-mails from Andy and Emmett. 

1 



I know the- rest of you have concurred. I had to make a number of changes, so I believe I got All of the ·major changes, 
but not nearly as many of the minor.changes. There were lots of small items that I did not see as value added, so I did 
not make tlie change. I do request that each of you read the Cover Letter, Executive Summary, and also the Conclusions 
for each section (I added a conclusion to each section based on a request from Tom Blount). I want to make sure that 
these three areas don't have any issues or contradictions. 

·Thanks in advance. I'm really tired tonight, been at the office since about 5 a.m. this morning, so time to go home. I will 
be here in the a.m., but probably not before 7 a.m. 

THANKS for everyone's assistance. Much more. inspection to come and many more months of interesting steam 

generator stuff ~head. 

Greg Werner 

From: Werner, Greg. 
Sent: Wednesday, July 11, 2012 7:26 PM 
To: Karl, Tracy 
Cc: Mehrhoff; Vivian; Blount, Tom; Howell; Art 
SUbject: SONGS 2012007 AIT~GEW.docx 
Importanee: High 

Tracy, . 

The attached report is the final draft. It is saved to the S:\DRS\REPORTS\Reports Drafts drive and ADAMS has NOT been 
up<;lated with this latest version. Please u.se the version of the S drive to do any addition.al edi~s. I putthe folder in 
Tom's office. After' he comes in and makes edits, it then needs to go to Art ASAP so he can review. I still need a couple 
of concurrences from the team, they have not ~'"mailed, but expect to get them tomorrow morning. 

'[hanks, 
Greg Werner 
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Bloodgood, Michael 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Werner, Greg 
Thursday, July 12, 2012 11:40 AM 
Rivera-Ortiz, Joel 
Bloodgood, Michael; Thurston, Carl 
RE: REPORT 

Thanks. I agree. This is something that we should have Dr. Dhir look into. 

Greg 

' From: Rivera-Ortiz, Joel 
Sent: Thursday, July 12, 201211:38 AM 
To: Werner~ Greg 
Subject: RE: REPORT 

Greg, 

I did a quick read as related to my sections and found no gross contradicts. However, it seems like the independent 

assessment did not identify solid evidence to support the conclusion that the more uniform manufacturing practices for 
Unit 3 resulted in less contact forces. Anyhow, the contribution of dimensional' controls is presented as a 
possibility/work-in-progress in the report, and not as a final cause or causal factor. Therefore, I don't see any major 
contradiction there. 

Additionally, they postulated an interesting scenario for the tube-to-tube wear mechanism starting with ''nucleate 
boiling" at the tubesheet level. This is something that we will have to explore during the CAL inspection, but it should 
not be a reason to hold the AIT report. 

Thanks, 

. Joel Rivera 

From: Werner, Greg 
Sent: Wednesday, July 11, 2012 6:36 PM 
To: Murphy, Emmett; Reynoso, John; Rivera-Ortiz, Joel; Thurston, earl; Johnson, Andrew 
c::c: Bloodgood, Michael; Blount, Tom; Warnick; Greg · · 
SUbjC!Ct: FW: REPORT 
Importance: High 

FYI. Here is the DRAFT of the independent review of the AIT done by Ian Barnes and Hans Garkisch. I have NOT 
reviewed it,~ but would appreciate if you would do a quick read as related to your sections and if somettiing grossly 
contradicts what we have written, then it will need be addressed ASAP. I'm taking a look at it right now. 

I. have worked with Ian for many years and he is not known for tact (neither am I, but I do try and modify my behavior 
when I'm not totally stressed out), so as your read the report, be sure and take it from that perspective. 

THANKS, 
Greg Werner 
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Bloodgood, Michael 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Dricks, Victor 
rvtonday, July 16, 2012 10:38 AM 
Bloodgood, Michael 
please check for accuracy 

NRC requires steam generator tubes with more than 35 percent wear to be pl~gged. In Unit 2, 1,595 tubes 
showed some wear and 510 were plugged - six tubes had wear of more than 35 percent. In Unit 3, 1,806 
tubes showed wear of some kind and 807 tubes were plugged - 381 tubes had wear greater than 35 percent. 
The licensee chose to plug some tubes with wear less than 35 percent as a preventive measure: 

Victor Dricks 
Public Affairs Officer 
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission /Region IV 
1600 E. L~mar Blvd. 
Arlington, Texas 76011 
(817) 200-1128 (Office) 

l{t)(6J l (Cell) 
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Bloodgood, Michael 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Ortega-Luciano, Jonathan 
Monday, July 16, 2012 12:26 PM 
Bloodgood, Michael 

Subject: FW: SONGS AIT FINAL Draft - Reply Requested 

From: Ortega-Luciano, Jonathan 
sent: Monday, July 16, 2012 1:25 PM 
To: Werner, Greg 
Subject: RE: SONGS AIT FINAL Draft - Reply Requested 

Heiro Greg, 

Ed gave me some information about the testing at MHI for the SONGS RSG. Do you have any 
additional information of the scope and t.he possible team members? I just want to !<now how is been 
planed since MHI is a vendor and we are here to support in whatever is needed for this activity. 

Thanks 

Jonathan 

From: Werner, Greg 
sent: Friday, July 131 2012 8:12 AM 
To: Ortega-Luciano, Jonathan 
.Cc: Roach, Edward 
Subject: RE: SONGS Arr FINAL Draft - Reply Requested 

THANKS again for all your help!! We are going to try and go to Japan in Sept or Oct to observe some full--scale mockup 
testing that is planned to be completed. Don't have any specifics right now. 

Greg 

· From: Ortega-Luci~no, Jonathan 
Sent: Friday, JuJy 13, 2012 6:26 AM 
To: Werner, Greg 
Subject: RE: SONGS AIT ANAL Draft - Reply Requested 

Good morning Greg, 

No changes from my part. Looking forward to go back and work with the team. This was an 
awesome experience for me. 

Jonathan Ortega.,Luciano, P.E. 
"Mechanical Vendor Inspection Branch (CMVB) 
Offii::e of New Reactors 
U.S. Nuclear Regularory Commission 
1~t1 lonathan.Ortega-ludano@nrc.gov 
• 301-415-1159 
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From: Werner, Greg 
Sent: Wednesday, July 11, 2012 8:34 PM 
To: Reynoso, John; Thurston, Carl; Murphy, Emmett; Johnson, Andrew; Ortega-Luciano, Jonathan; Rivera-Ortiz, Joel 
Cc: Bloodgood, Michael; Vias, Steven; Kulesa, Gloria; Roach, Edward; Hoxie, Chris 
Subject: SONGS AIT FINAL Draft - Reply Requested 
Importance: High 

Good Evening All, 

I'm still waiting concurrence e-mails from Andy and Emm~tt. _ 

I know the rest of you have concurred. I had to make a number of changes; so I believe I got All of the major changes, 
but not nearly as many of the minor changes. There were lots of small items that I did not se~ as value added, so I did 
not' make the change. I do request that each of you read the Cover Letter, Executive Summary, and also the Conclusions 
for each section (I added a conclusion to each section based on a request from Tom Blount). I want to make sure that 
these three areas don't have any issues or contradictions. 

Thanks in advance. I'm really tired tonight, been at the office since about Sa.in. this morning, so time to go home. I will 
b~ here in the a.m., but probably not before 7 a.m. 

THANKS for everyone's as!)istance. Much more inspection to come and many more months of interesting steam 
generator stuff ahead. 

Greg Werner 

From: Werner, Greg 
Sent: Wednesday, July 11, 2012 7:26 PM 
To: Karl, Tracy 
(:c: Mehrhoff, Vivian; Blount, Tom; Howell, Art 
Subject: SONGS 2012007 AIT-GEW.docx 
Importance: High 

Tracy, 

The attached report is the final draft. It is saved to the S:\ORS\REPORTS\Reports Drafts drive and ADAMS has NOT been 
updated with this latest version. Please use the version of the S drive to do any additional edits. I put the folder in 
Tom's office. After he comes in and'makes edits, it then needs to go to Art ASAP so he can review, I still need a couple 
of concurrences from the team, they have not e-mailed, but expect to. get them tomorrow morning. 

Thanks, 
Greg Werner 

•'' 
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Bloodgood, Michael 

'from: 
Sent: 

Blount, Tom 
Friday, July 20, 2012 6:57 AM 

To: 
Cc: 

Uselding, Lara; Lantz, Ryan; Bloodgood, Michael 
Dricks, Victor 

Subject: RE: Can we discuss this more tomorrow? 

Sure ... let's discuss 

Tom Bfount 
{Acting) Dir DRS R-IV 
817-200-1146 

Fr.om: Uselding, Lara 
Sent: Thursday, July 19, 2012 5:18 PM 
To: Blount, Tom; Lantz, Ryan; Bloodgood, Michael 
Cc: Dricks, Victor 
Subject: Can we discuss this more tomorrow? 

I'm getting asked to go in more depth and explain #8 of the unresolved items on the press release, "review of the 
process used.by the NRC to approve the plant's SG replacement.'' !know this refers to 50.59 process. 
And this appears to correlate to item 13.0 and page 63 of the inspection report (or Page 69 of the PDF) NRR Review of 
50.59. Ryan has said that the specifics are pre-decisional but as you may know, reporters are inquisitive. Victor has said 
that under review is the methodology SCE used to evaluate tube stress. 
I think we may get more questions on this so I want to be clear on what you suggest we .can say. 

Lara 
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Blo().'<igood, Michael 

From: Thurston, Carl 
Sent: Friday, July 20, 2012 9:46 AM 
To: 
Cc: 

Murphy, Emmett; Reynoso, John; Rivera-Ortiz, Joel 
Bloodgood, Michael 

Subject: FW: Interim report (draft) 

FYI, we have the first report from M. Bil!oue, who in my opinion is a real .expert of steam generators. 
Unfortunately you may not have access the dwgs but I hope you can still follow his discussion. I put Jean-
Paul's comments/questions in red. · 

A few key questions are: . 
1.. Are there specific Unit 3 drawings due to the repair of the partition plates, I understood there was no 

differences in as-builts, correct?? 
2. Not clear on P/D of 1.443, OSG also had P/D of 1.333 so this is error in Ref. 2 write'-up. 
3. it would be great to know if the tubefTSP wear scars observed at SONGS are either single· or doubled 

sided, did we note any particular patterns.of TSP wear? 
4. What is. your opinion on use of Sentinel plugs?? 
5. Jean-Paul mentions large difference in expected nominal gap, the French add the gaps on each side 

together so his 4.1. mil is actually 2 mils, still larger than the MHI nominal gap of 1 mil. With tighter gaps 
Jean-Paul indicates Unit 3 gaps could be cause. of migration .(I assume he means AVBsfTubes 
bending) due to extra rotations. , 

Emmett, John, what is your opinion on items 3 and 4??.Joel,.am I right on item 1? 

Carl 

From: Jean-Paul ~illoue\[mailtd ... cb_i(_
6J _______ _,,_b 

Sent: Thursday, July 19~12 2:16 PM 
To: Werner, Greg 
Cc: Thurston, cart 
Subject: Interim report (draft) 

Greg, 

Ail things are going well: 

·I got the access to the Certrec Server which is working well, and 
-I received from James Hilliard a set of drawings which is sufficient enough for my prep work. 
Just one question: 

The drawings I received are said to be applicable to SQNGS Units 2 & 3. Are there specific drawings applicable to Unit 3 
only due to the repair of the partition plates ? 

Due to the huge volume of documents to be reviewed I selected a couple of key docs that allowed me to provide you 
with a first draft of an interim report; Those prelimlnary assessments, comments and !luestions might be subject to 
changes depending on my further review of additional docs. 

Please provide me with the _list of Engineers (if any) from your side (in addition to Carl and you) that you would like me 
to distribute this kind of information. 

As I told you last week I will be in vacation from July 20, 2012 through August 01, 20l2 included without. access to my 
mails and e-mails. My wife and I are invited to a wedding ih the south west of France in ail old castle. However I will 
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·continue to work within the frame of our contract and I will be able to send you a monthly report by August 03, 2012 at 
the latest. 

For the moment I have selected the most important documents in order to be able to stay within the limits of my 
authorized budget (40 hours for the prep work). However it is obvious that this budget is not sufficient enough for the 
review of all the documents I have access to. I will keep you informed. 

Respectfully, 

Jean-Paul Billoue 

REVIEW OF SONGS DOCUMENTS- INTERIM REPORT (DRAFT) 

References: 

This interim report is based on the review of the following documents. 
[1] Drawings contained in the list titled "Steam Generator (AIT) Documents for Shredding 3/30/2012" that I received on 
July 16, 2012 by FEDEX 
[2) Independent Evaluation of San Onofre Nuclear Generating Statio.n (SONGS) Steam Generator Tube Wear Problems
Ian Barnes and Hans Garkisch, Beckman & Associates -July xx? 2012 
[3] 10 CFR 50.59 Screening - Order NECP 800175664 -Steam Generator Replacement Mstr ECP U3 
[4J MHI Presentatio~ - Evaluation for U-Bend tube vibration of SONGS Steam Generators 
Following conclusions, comments and assessments might be subject to changes further to the review of additional 
information. · 

Note: documents posted on the, Certrec server hove not been reviewed yet. 

1- lntoduction 

A review of the aforementioned documents has been partially performed. It leads to the following remarks, comments 
and ques.tions. 

2 - Remarks comments and questions 

(1)- In Ref. [2J it is mentioned thatthat the tube bundle of the RSGs is arranged with a P/D of 1.33 (3/4" OD tubes and a 
triangular pitch of 1;' which is confirmed on drawings LS-04FU021/14 and L5-04FU051/1 of Ref.[1] ) while the tube· 
bundle of the OSGs is arranged with a P/D of 1.443 which would corre~pond to a pitch of 1.08". To my knowledge the 
OSGs were also equipped with%" OD tubes and their pitch was also equal to 1". Therefore I do not understand the 
value of 1.443. Please clarify. 

(2)-ln Ref. [2] it is afso mentioned that unexpected boiling over the t1,1be sheet is mqst likely due to the higher flow 
resistance due the aforementioned P/D difference. . . . 

Two comments relative to this statement: 
~P/D difference between OSG and RSG should be confirmed, and 
-a limited boiling area above the top ofthe tube sheet ofvertical U-tubes Recirculating Steam Generators is not 
abnormal. In spite of the efforts of the SG Designers a residual boiling area cannot be totally precluded. In the late 
seventies/early eighties design features aiming at decreasing this boiling area to the minimum possible extent were 
implemented: flow distribution baffle (FDB) with a central cut out and.tube lane blocking devices (TLBD). MoreQver 
boiling·area superimposed with the low flow velocity area being promotin~ the sludge deposits on the top of the tube 
sheet, the design of FOB and TLBD was optimized to locate the potential sludge deposit area in the un~tubed region and 
blow down pipes allowing a maximum blow down in this area was also implemented. 



·-·--1)'' '? JI' J... . /I 
·~ ' ,) ·{ 

However ii'! the early nineties, within the frame of the "Replacement Steam Generator Project" a brain storming led to 
the fellowing ~onclusions: 
-the central cut out of the FDB is most likely promoting the sludge transport on the Tube Support plates (TSPs), and the 
TLBD does not facilitate the sludge lancing at the top ofthe tube sheet, 
-a PROS and CONS analysis concluded that an increased potential sludge deposit area is widely compensated with an 
easier sludge lancing. 
Therefore the typical Procurement Specification issued by the "Steam Generator Replacement Group" that was used for 
most of the procurements ofthe US RSGs contains the two following requirements: 
-no flow distribution baffle, and 
-free of obstacle tube l~ne (i.e. no tube lane blocking devices and no blow down pipes}. 
The absence of FDB would preclude the sludge entrainment toward the TSPs at the center of the tube bundle and the 
absence of blow down pipes and TLBDs would ~reatly facilitate the cleaning of the top of the tube sheet. Moreover a 
combination of Upper Bundle Flushing(UBF) and TTS sludge lancing which is now available on the open market is most 
likely the best solution to maintain the RSG secondary side cleanliness. 
To conclude I cannot believe that the boiling area on the top of the tube sheet is the root cause for the tube wear 
observed at SONGS. 
Moreover this kind of assumption would not allow the difference in propensity for wear between Unit 2 and Unit 3 to be 
explained. 

(3)-drawing L5-04FU021/14 of Ref.[1]: it appears that the tie-rods are distributed on two circles, one close to the center 
of the tube bundle and another one close to the first one. Since the TSPs are not vertically secured at the periphery of 
the tube bundle I suspect a TSP cupping due to differential expansions and tube sheet bowing due to differential 
pressure that could explain the wear scars at TSPs and their evolution from the lowermost to the uppermost TSP levels. 
However I did not review the detailed design of the horizontal seismic restraints at the TSP levels and my evaluation 
might be subject to a change .. 
Obviously this remark has nothing to do with the tube/ AVB wear issue in the U-Bend region. 
In any case this kind of tie· rod distribution has never been used for vertical U-tube Recirculating Steam Generators that 
are exhibiting a differential expansion between the hot and cold leg sides. This current kind of tie-rod distribution was 
only selected fqr Once Through Steam Generators (even if it has not been proven to be always effective). 
To conclude I believe that this kind of tie-rod distribution might be a major contributor to the tube/TSP wear observed at 
SONGS. to confirm this assumption it would be great to know if the tube/tSP wear scars observed at SONGS are either 
single or doubled sided (this information is perhaps included in the docs that I did not review yet and therefore this 
statement might be also subject to change). 
As this kind of tie-rod distribution seems to be a First Of A Kind (FOAK} for Recirculating Steam Generators it should be 
addressed in the 10 CFR 50.59 Sc_re~ning (R~f;[3]. 

(4)-drawings L5-04FU051/1- L5·04FU052/1- LS -04FU053/3, L5-04FU054/2, L5-04FUH1/2 and L5-04FU115/2 from 
Ref.[1] 
-free spans values between TSPs are well in accordance with the industry practice, 
-numbers of tube/ AVB contacts per U-bends are also well in accordance with the industry practice, 
-TSP thickness (1.38"} is a little bit larger than that usually used (1.18"}. This might lead to an increase of the risk of 
contacts: between tubes and sharp edges of the broached holes of the TSPs that could generate double sided wear scars 
iriduced by the hot leg· to cold leg differential expansion of the u- bends. This is a potential contributor to the 
unexpected tube wear scars observed at TSPs, 

-It seems that in addition to the hoops that are linking the ends of each AVB sets, perpendicular to the U-bends, there 
are also hoops connecting the different AVB sets to preclude any differential displacement between AVB sets. This "c~sk 
type" design is a good feature that contributes to maintain the expected locations of tube/AVB contacts during 
fabrication, handling, transportatjon and operation. However it appears (see DWG L5-04FU111/2} that the anti-lift .off 
function is ensured with a set of retainer bars inserted at the periphery of the U-bend region of the tube bundle. This 
kind ofdesign currently used for large square and triangular pitches (P/Dsof 1.44 and over for W' OD tubing) has never 
been used for small triangular pitches and large tube bundles such as that of SONGS RSGs. Therefore, unexpected 
tube/bar side loads might be generated during fabrication, handling and transportation that could be a key contributor 
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to the tube/bar wear observed at SONGS. In addition this design feature could explain at least in part the difference 
between Unit2 and unit 3 relative to this wear mechanism. Additional rotations of Unit 3 RSGs due to the repair of the 
pa'rtition plate might be one contributor to this wear mechanism. 
This FOAK design feature should be addressed in the 10 CFR 50.59 screening Ref.[3] and, to achieve this goal, the RSG 
Designer should provide a justification of the mechanical strength of those retainer bars for solicitations induced during 
fabrication, handling and transportation. In addition the RSG Designer should demonstrate the efficiency of this design 
in faulted conditions (earthquakes+ Steam Line Break). 
~diameter of retaining bars is, in accordance with DWGs L5-04FU115/2 and L5-04FU11,6/2ris either 0.413" or 0.187". 
This is only possible if the incrementation (tube bundle indexing) of the straight legs of the U-bends equals0.157" (4 
mm) for 0.413" OD bars and 0.06" (1.6 mm) for 0.187" (4.75 mm) OD bars, which is by far too small for such a large 

tube bundle and small triangular pitch. · 
-The first tube/tube contacts occurred in France in the early eighties at the beginning of the fabrication of the 68/19 SGs 
that are now equipping the 1300 MWe French units (3/4" OD tubing arranged on a square pitch of 27.43 mm (1.08")). A 
dedicated task force spent approximately one year to determine how those contacts might.be precluded and to 
elaborate remedial measures that could eliminate the detrimental consequences of those contacts observed on SGs 
already fabricated. 
c;:onclusions of this task force can be summarized as follows. 

-Contacts between U-bends are mainly due to the geometry of the U-bends, 
-The amplitude of the deviation of the geometry from the theoretical increases as the bending radius increases (bending 
tolerance), 
-The risk of contact depends on the variation of the geometry of the U-bends and of the operating conditions as well 

(differential expansions), 
-The risk of contact may be precluded with an incrementation of the tube bundle (tube bundle indexing): the length of 
the straight legs on the U-bends above the top of the tube sheet should be increased as the bending radius increases, 
-The value of the incrementation should be determined in accordance with the size of the tube bundle (U-bend radii) 
and the operating conditions, 

-If the side loads due to contacts are low enough the depth of the potential tube/tube wear due to those contacts is self
limiting: as soon as a small gap is created the wear is stabilized, 
-Preventative conventional plugging is not an absolute solution: plugging of row (n} would increa~e the risk of contact 
between row (n) and row (n-2) for a triangular pitch: plugging row (n) would preclude any expansion while row (n-2) will 
continue to expand (thermal and pressure effect) and tends to contact row (n), 

-To preclude any risk of double ended tube rupture l would recommend to use sentinel plugs (available on the open 

market from different SG Designers). Using this kind of plugs would allow a leak to be detected prior to tube rupture 
(leak before break concept). For SONGS, to make sure that this mitigation process will be efficient, a detailed plugging 
plan based on comprehensive calculations should be requi:!sted from the RSG Designer, 
-The only way to mitigate the wear risk for the already fabricated SGs of the French fleet was to. insert AVBs of a specific 
shape to play the role of corrugated strips in order to restoreJhe gaps between U-bends. This remedial measure has 
been proven to be effective: no tube/ AVB wears<> far for SGs placed in operation in 1984. However this mitigation 
process has been implemented on square pitch tube bundles of 1.08" due to the development of spec;:ific tools and it is 
most likely challenging for triangular pitch tube bundles of 1". Additional evaluations are needed to assess if+ such a 
mitigation process is applicable to SONGS or not. 
To conclude the Designer of SONGS RSGs should provide the bases used for the selection of the values of the tube 
bundle incrementation and this design feature should be considered in both the "10 CFR 50.59 Screening» and the root 
cause analysis. 

(5)-Drawing LS-04FU118/3 

-AVBs have a thickness of 0.114" which is in accordance with the industry practice, 
-AVB width is shown to be 0.59'': seems to. be a little bit small regarding the inertia but it remains reasonable. 

(6)-ln Ref.[2] average gaps between outermost U-bends and AVBs are ~eportecl as follows: 
-Unit 2 

l1 SG 2E0-88: 0.59 mils, 
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llSG 2E0-89: 0.76 mils, 
-Unit'3 

it SG 3E0-88: 0.15 mils, 
l:t SG 3E0-89: 0.21 mils. 

v •••• 

From the design basis (tube pitch+ tube OD+ AVB thickness) the expected nominal gap should be approximately equal 
to 4.1 mils (0.104 mm). 
The gap values reported at SONGS Units 2 and 3 are by far lower than that expected (from 0.15 mils (0.004 mm) to 0.76 
mils (0.019 mm)). Those gaps being reported at or close to the room temperature they most likely become nil in 
operating conditions and tube/AVB side loads that may induce Beginning Of Life (BOL) tube/AVB wear scars are probably 
present. 
-It is well known that in the absence of an efficient temporary supporting system of the U-bends the manufacturing 
sequences that follow the tubing operation (tube an.d AVB installatipn) may generate: 

u large gaps between large U-bends and AVBs, 
i:t side loads between tubes and AV.Bs specially between outermost U-bends and AVBs, 
u a migration of AVBs inducing unacceptable loads between AVBs and retaining bars. 

The importance of those consequences, mainly due to SG rotations (final girth weld and tube sheet-to-channel head 
weld}, depends on the number of rotations that followed the tube and AVB installation. Additional rotations due to the 
repair of the partition plate-to -channel head welds of Unit 3 RSGs may have promoted the AVB migration that could 
explain the unexpected depth of tubes/ retaining bars wear scars observed on unit 3 RSGs. 

(7)-Drawings L5-04FU001/5 and l5-04FU051/1.of Ref.[1) 
It appears that there are 7 TSPs approximately equally spaced with a maximum free span of 42.28" (1074 mm). This free 
span which depends on operating conditions seems to be in actordance with the industry practice (1300/1400 mm for 
slightly smaller tube bundles). However the free span between the top of the tube sheet (TIS) and the first TSP is most 
likely too large dlle to the cross flow from the down comer at the entrance of the tube bundle. Therefore if a reduction 
of TIS-to-first TSP down to 2011 {508 mm) is assumed the free spans between TSP1 and TSP7 should be reevaluated and 
the.potential need for 8 iSPs (instead of7) should have been analyzed by the RSO Designer. 

(8)-.Drawings LS-04FU001/5 and L5-04FU106/3 of Ref.[1] 
Pressure vessel is made of SA-508 Grade 3 Class 2, 
Tie-rods (stay-rods) are made of SA-193 Grade B7M, and' 
TSPs are made of SA-240 Type 405. 
Although tne thermal expansion coefficients of the pressure vessel and tie-rods are very close (even if there are some 
variations between the values provided in the different editions of the ASM E Code) / the pressure vessel is colder than 
the tie.,rods. Has the RSG Designer provided an estimate of the differential expansion (thermal + pressure) to justify its 
acceptability? 
The thermal expansion coefficient of the TSPs is lower than that of the tie-rods. Was the torque used to secure the tie
rod sections determined to make sure that the preload is not loose in operating conditio11s? 

(9) Drawings l5-04FU016/5 and L5-04FU054/2. 
-Partition plate is made of alloy 690 and is 5.12" (130 mm) thick (nominal), and 
-Tube sheet is inade of SA~S08 Grade 3 Class 2 and is 27 .95" (709.93 mm) thick (minimum cladding included}. 
Therefore, due to the sizing of those SG parts, I believe< that the switch from the stay well cylinder (OSGs) to a one piece 
partition plate (RSGs).is hot a key contributor to the SONGS issues .. 
Due to its diameter the stay well cylinder is a little bit more efficient than the partition plate a.lone to limit the tube 
sheet bowing in all directions under operating conditi<;ms. On the contrary the presence of the stay well cylinder leads fo 
a largeun-tubed region <:tnd, therefore to specific ~econdary side thermal-hydraulic conditions: most of OSGsexhibited 
tube wear scars on the U-bends encircling the region of the stay well cylinder. 
Has the tube sheet bowing under operating conditions been estimated by the RSG Designer 7 

To be continued: review still in progress. 
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Bloodgood, Michael 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 

hito~hi_kaguchi@mhi.co.jp 
Friday, July 20, 2012 3:36 PM 
Werner, Greg 

Cc: Bloodgood, Michael; Blount, Tom; ryan.treadway@sce.com; Robert_Godley@mnes-us.com; 
ryan. treadway@sce.com; john.brabec@sce.com 
(Updated test schedule) RE: Testing at MHI for SONGS 
Repair- Mock up <;1ction schedule Jul 18 2012~pdf 

Subject: 
Attachments: 

Greg; 

I inform our updated schedule of mock-up test in Japan for SONGS as attached. 

The test will start from early September and continuing to October. 

(See attached file: Repair- Mock up action schedule Jul 18 2012.pdf) 

Best regards, 

---------~-----------------~----------------
Hitoshi Kaguchi, Ph.D, P.E. 
Mitsubishi Heavy Industries, Ltd. 
Phone . 03-6716-3666, Fax 03-6716 ... 5752 
Cell Phone l1b)(Gi I 
@SONGS Phone 1-949-368-9478 
---~----------~------~----------------------

"Werner, Greg" 
<Greg.Werner@nrc. 
gov> 

2012/06/26 03:45 
''hitoshi_kaguchi@mhi.co.jp" 
<hitoshi_kaguchi@mhi.co.jp> 

cc 
"Bloodgood, Michael" 
<Michael.Bloodgood@nrc.gov>, 
"Blount, Toni'' <Tom,Blount@nrc.gov> 

ftj:£ 
RE~· Testing at MHI 

Thank you. 

From~ hitoshi_kaguchi@rnhi.co.jp [hitoshi_kaguchi@mhi.co.jp] 
Sent: Monday, June 25, 2012 6: 27 PM .. 
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To: L-,lerner, Greg 
Subject: RE: Testing at MHI 

Greg, 

Thank you ·for your reply. 

I am all right to be a contact person for NRC oh this issue. 

I understand your lead time for international travel, and will inform you of our schedule 
update. 

Best regards, 

--------------------------------~-----------
Hitoshi Kaguchi, Ph.O, P.E. 
Technology & Innovation Headquarters 
Mitsubishi Heavy Industries, Ltd. 
Phone 03-6716-3666, Fax 03-6716-5752 
Cell Phone l(oltG) I 
@SONGS Phone 1-949-368-9478 
--·-~----·---~-----·----·----~~~------------

"Werner, Greg" 
<Greg.Werner@nrc. 
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Thank You Hitoshi. 

Chris" <Chris.Hoxie@nrc.gov>, 
"Thurston, Carl" 
<Carl.Thurston@nrc.gov> 

RE: Testing at MHI 

Bas.ed on the schedule, looks like Item 2 below is out. As you get a firmer schedule on Item 
1 and 3, we would like to plan on coming and observing the testing. Even though Item 3 is 
not associated with the OA, basi:?d on what I know now, extensive modifications will have to be 
made to both units in the future, so I think it would be extremely important for·the NRC to 
observe and understand the testing that is being done to "qualify" the .modifications. Based 
on my previous experience with international travel, would need a minimum of 3 wks of lead 
time to get the trip scheduled. 

I appreciate your rapid response and look forward to hearing back from you about the 
schedule. Would you be the main contact for the NRC to make plans to observe the testing in 
Japan? 

Greg Werner 

-----Original Message-----
From: hitoshi-'kaguchi@mhi.co.jp [mailto:hitoshi_kaguchi@nihi.co.jp] 
Sent: Monday, June. 25, 2012 3: 14 PM 
To: Werner, Greg 
Cc: frank_gillespie@mnes-us.com; joseph_tapia@mnes-us.com; kiyoshi_yamauchi@mnes-us.com; 
Robert_Godley@mries.-us. corn; toshiyuki_mizutani@mhi.co.jp; John. Brabec@sce.com; · 
hidehito:..._mimaki@mhi.co.jp; al.b~tes@sce.com; david.calhoun@sce.com 
Subject: RE: Testing at MHI 

Greg, 

The tests and mock-up fabrication are being conducted at different locations and by different 
·organ-i-zattons. However, I can give you a .summary of the overall schedule. 

Briefly, the s~atus of the testing program and mockup development: 

1) Tube stabilizer dampening, testing mockup ?completed (in air) resulted 
in determining negligible dampening in-plane. There is a feasibility study underway to 
determine if the same test can be performed in a 2 phase 
(water/steam) environment. 

i have to check the status of this test. The original schedule of this test was by the end of 
July, but this date is contingent on solution of technical issues. 

2) Alternate stabilizer method testing ? this is peing pursued currently 
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to e\!aluate the. effectiveness of other methods of changing the natural tube frequency in
plane. 

Several types of stabilizers are being tested in Takasago R&D center of MHI 
(1 hour drive from Kobe) now. These tests are meant to investigate whether alternative 
stabilizer configurations can provide beneficial damping behavior. (rather than frequency). 
The tests will continue through the week of July 2 at least; further testing depends. on 
whether initial test results indicate any potentially useful results. 

3) MHiis creating a full-scale upper tube bundle model to evaluate 
effectiveness of internal repairs, such as adding AVBs or other supports. 
The mock-up should be completed in approximately 1 month, then testing will begin. This 
evaluation is being done for intermediate to long-term repairs, and iS not being considered 
for the OA for Unit 2. 

Fabrication and assembling of the .full scale mock-up is scheduled to start in early July and 
to be completed in the middle of August. 
Then, -the mock-up test will start in the middle of August at Kobe. 

I will check the up-,dated schedule tonight and if we have any changes I will let you know. 

Best regards, 

Hitoshi Kaguchi, Ph.D, P.E. 
Technology & Innovation ·Headquarters 
Mitsubishi Heavy Industries, Ltd. 
Cell Phone l(bJ(Gl I 
@SONGS Phone 1-949-368-9478 

"L~erner, Greg" 
<(lreg.Werner@nrc. 
gov> 

:2012/06/25 10:09 
"Robert_Godley@mnes-us.com" 
<Robert_Godley@mnes-us.com>, 
"h:i,toshi.._kaguchi@mhi.co.jp" 
<hitoshi_kaguchi@mhi.co.jp> 

"frank_gillespie@mnes-us.com" 
<frank.,..gillespie@mnes-us.com> 1 

"joseph_tapia@mnes-us.com" · 
<joseph_tapia@mnes-u·s.com> ,-
" kiyoshi_yamauchi@mnes-us.com" 
<k.iyoshiypmauchi@mnes-us.com> 

RJ:: Testing at Ml:iI 
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Thanks! ?Looking forward to getting the schedule. 

Greg Werner 

From: Robert_Godley@mnes-us.com [mailto:Robert_Godley@mnes-us.com] 
Sent: Monday, June 25, 2012 11:30 AM 
To: hitoshi_kaguchi@mhi.co.jp 
Cc: Werner, Greg; frank_gillespie@mnes-us.com; joseph~tapia@mnes-us.com; 
kiyoshi_yamauchi@mnes-us.com 
Subject: Fw: Testing at MHI 

Good morning, Kaguchi-san. 

Could you tell me who would be the best contact for the Kobe testing schedule? If I can 
share the high level schedule with the NRC, we can set the portions of the testing that they 
would like to observe and then establish the dates for their visit. 

Thank you, 

Robert 
----- Forwarded by Rober-t Godley/MHI on 06/25/2012 12:26 PM -----

"Werner, 
Greg" 
<Greg.Wer 
ner@nrc.g 
ov> 

06/25/201 
2 i0:'37 
AM 

"Robert_Godley@mnes-us.com" <Robert_Godley@mnes-us.com> 

"joseph_tapia@mnes-us.com" <joseph_tapia@mnes-us.com>, 
"russell_bywater@mnes-us.com" · 
<russell_bywater@mnes-us.com>, 
"frank_gillespie@mnes,..us.com" 
<frank_gillespie@mnes-us.com>; "Blount, Tom" 
<Tom.Blount@nrc.gov>, "Bloodgood, Michael" 
<Michael.Bloodgood@nrc.gov>, "Lantz, Ryan" 
<Ryan.Lantz@nrc.gov> 

To 

cc 

Subject 
Testing at MHI 
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Good Morning Robert, 

I was informed of the following testing being conducted in the near future. 
The NRC is interested in observing some of the testing. I would like to get a schedule of 
the testing and see about making arrangements for observations. Can you pleas~ put me in 
contact with whoever has·the lead. 
lf possible, I would like to get this information back sometime this week. 

AT MHI - Kobe facility 

1) Tube stabilizer dampening testing mockup ?completed (in air) resulted 
in determining negligible _dampening in-plane. There is a feasibili:ty study underway to 
determine if·the same test can be performed in a 2 phase 
(water/steam) environment. 

2) Alternate stabilizer method testing ? this is being pursued currently 
to evaluat~ the effectiveness of other methods. of changing the natural tube frequency in
plane. 

3) MHI is creating a full-scale upper tube bundle model to evaluate 
effediveness of internal repairs, such as adding AVBs or other s4pports. 
The mock-up should be completed in approximately 1 month, then testing will, begin. This 
evaluation is being done for intermediate to ;tong-term r~pairs, and is not being considered 
for the OA for Unit 2. 

Thanks, 

Greg, Werner 

==== 

;:::=== 
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Bloodgood, Michael 

From: Werner, Greg 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Monday, July 23, 2012 3:47 PM 
Michael.Stevens@sce.com 
Blount, Tom; Bloodgood, Michael 
RE: Follow-Up AIT (dates) 

Thanks. I will shoot for the wk of Aug 20, but have the wk .of Aug 13 as a backup week. 

Greg 

· From: Michael.Stevens@sce.com [mailto:Michael.Stevens@sce.com] 
Sent: Monday, July 23; 2012 3:24 PM · 
To: Werner, Greg 
Subject: RE: Follow-Up AIT (dates) 

Greg, 

We can support the week of Aug. 13, but the further back you can schedule the inspection will allow us more time to 
prepare. I understand you don't want to push it too far, because it will then fall very close to the CAL inspection. 

Michael Stevens, P.E. 
Regulatory Affairs, SCE 
949-368-6788 

From: 
To: 
Date: 
Subject: 

'Werner, Greg~ <Greg.Wemer@nrc.gov> 
"Michael.Steyeos@sce.com" <Michael.Stevens@sce.com> 

07/23/2012 01:18 PM 
RE: Follow-Up AIT (dates) 

Thanks, Could you ,support either week? I still have to check on inspector availability also. I will discuss on my end, will try and 
target August 20, but woµld like some flexibility. 

Greg 

From: Michae!.Stevens@sce.com [mailto:Mjchael.Stevens@sce~com] 
Sent: Monday, July 23, 2012 3:15 PM 
to: Werner, Greg 
Subject: Follow-Up AIT (dates) 

Greg, 

If you were looking for feedback on the potential dates of a Follow-Up AIT inspection, I discussed with my management 
and We would prefer the week of Aug. 20 over the week of Aug. 13. 

Michael Stevens, P.E. 
Regulatory Affairs, SCE 
949-368-6788 
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Bloodgood, Michael 

from: 
Sent: 
To: 
~c: 
Subject: 

FYI 

From: Lantz, Ryan 

Werner, Greg 
Monday, July 23, 2012 3:55 PM 
Blount, Tom 
Bloodgood, Michael 
FW:. SONGS SL T Drop-ins 

Sent: Monday, July 23, 2012 3:50 PM 
To: Fuller, Karla; Werner, Greg 
Subject: Fw: SONGS SL T Drop-ins 

Karla, do you think this so1,mds like too much detail and would require a public mtg in Arlington? 

From: Ryan.Treadway@sce.com <Ryari.Treadway@sce.com> 
To: Broaddus, Doug; Hall; Randy; Werner, Greg; Lantz, Ryan 
Sent: Mon Jul 23 16:21:58 2012 
Subject: SONGS SL T Drop-ins 

To all, 

Currently, SONGS.is rooking to have Rich.St. Onge and Tom Palmisano drop-in to RIV and NRR August20th-22rid and 
update the NRC oh the Returnn-to-Service Report, Operational Assessment status· and other scheduled activities 
supporting Unit 2 restart.. Please provide feedback on this proposal and whether or not RIV and NRR can support. 

Thanks, 

Ryan Treadway 
NRA Manager 
SONGSD30.9 
Work: (949) 368-9985 
Mobile: \bJ(6J 
R an.Tr'-e-ad-:-w-a--::00,.,,,.,,._ ~E~~com 

" 
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Blood.good, Michael 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Werner, Greg 
Monday, July 23, 2012 4:22 PM 
Broaddus, Doug 

Cc: Lantz, Ryan; Bloodgood, Michael 
Subject: RE: SONGS Category 3 Public Meeting - August 8 

Sure. I will be in around 7 am (CDT). That what happens when you go on vacation. Lots of decisions made that you are 
not aware of. 

My thoughts are that we would want persons with expertise in 50.59 and thermal/hydraulic and vibration from Hqs. I 
also think it would be a good Idea to hav~ someone like Emmett or Ken ->we could absolutely do ok with one of them. 
We will want a facilitator. So from Hqs, you could have 4 vs 6. Even though this is a town hall meeting, we will have· 
LOTS of questions on all sorts of topics. The last meeting we focused on steam generator related questions, but had 
questions on seismic, tsunamis! license renewal, onsite storage of radioactive waste, off-site release dose estimates, 
real-time off-site dose rate instruments, and other topics. 

Greg 

From: Broaddus, Doug 
Sent: Monday, July 23, 2012 4:12 PM 
To: Werner, Greg 
Subject: RE: SONGS category 3 Public Meeting - August 8 

Greg, 

Can I discuss with you in the morning the level of participation requested for NRR participants? During last 
week's Communication Team call, a much lower amount of participation was indicated. Several reasons 
(which you may not be aware of, since you were out) were stated for why a lower level of participation may be 
better for this meeting. I would just like to understand if the thinking has changed to ensure we provide the 
appropriate level of support. I am working from home today due to a back problem, but will be back in the 
office tomorrow. Please let me know when would be a good time to call you, 

Thanks 

Doug 

From:· Werner, Greg. 
Sent: Monday, July 23, 2012 11:06 AM 
To: Broaddus, Doug; Kulesa~ Gloria; Famholtz, Thomas; Dricks, Victor; Maier, Bill; Cheok, Michaeli Lund, Louise; Solorio, 
Dave 
CC: Bloodgood, Michael; Blount, Tom; Lantz, Ryan; Hoxie, Chris; Werner, Greg 
Subject: SONGS Category 3 Public Meeting - AuguSt 8 

Good Morning All, 

· Wanted to let you know about our next planned public meeting at SONGS that we currently have planned for 
Wednesday, August 8, from 6- 9 p.m. We are planning on having a Category 3 public meeting with no restrictions on. 
the topics for questions. Please let n;ie know if you or members of your staff plan on attending and supporting the 
public meeting. The key area·s where we need expertise .is as follows (also included names of individuals that I think 
would be of high~value): 
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1. Steam generators-> Emmett Murphy and/or Ken Karwoski 
2. • 50.59 ·> Randy Hall and/or Dave Beaulieu 
_3. Seismic-> Christi penissen 
4. Radiation Protection-> Larry Ricketson \ 
5. Operations/Plant Specific ->Greg Warnick and John ReynQso· 
6. Thermal/Hydraulic and Vibration-> Carl Thurston 
7. Facilitator -> Rick Daniel 

We have a public meeting nQtice drafted (attached) that needs to be issued by the end of'this week; July 27. 

Thanks, 
Greg Werner 

2 



Bloodgood, Michael 

From: Murphy, Emmett 
Sent: Monday, J4ly 23, 2012 4:45 PM 
To: 
Cc: 

Werner, Greg; Blount,Tom; Bloodgood, Michael~ Lantz, Ryan 
Rivera-Orti;:, Joei; KalWoSki, Kenneth; Kulesa, Gloria 

Su~ject: RE: Follow-up on the AIT URl-'s 

The tech spec requirements are not intended to address or prevent design deficiencies. The tech specs are 
intended to ensure that degradation· of the tubing from service related causes is managed such that tube 
integrity is maintained. 

There seems to be. clear evidence that the T/H conditions in the SONGS RSGs were severely underestimated 
durin·g their design. This strongly suggests to me a QA deficiency. Had the T/H conditions been properly 
calculated and compared to the conditions in the OSGs, MHl/SCE might possibly have attempted to get the 
T/H conditions back in line with the original design and industry norms, precluding future problems with 
instabilities and TTW. However, even with the revised ATHOS analysis; the vibration analysis indicates all 
tubes at SONGS are stable at 100% power if the AVBs are assumed to be effective against in-plane motion. 
MHI assumed that to be the case during design, which appears to have been a standard industry assµmption. 
But the experience at SONGS shows the AVBs were hot effective against in-plane motion. 

Jim Begley (AREVA) says there are other large SGs (at other plants) Where the tubes would be predicted to be 
unstable if no credit were taken for the AVBs in restricting in-plane motion. But those plants have not 
experienced TTW and, presumably, have not experienced an instability. Thus, it appears that the AVBs at 
these units are providing. effective support against in-plane motion. 

An important question is whether MHl/SCE should have evaluated the potential for an in-plane instability. I'm 
unable to answer this question now. Bµt Jim Begley's vu-graph entitled "Paradigm Shift' show that 
investigators began to recognize the potential for in-plane motion as early as 1980. 

From: Werner, Greg 
sent: Monday, July 23, 2012 8:11 AM 
To; Blount, Tom; Bloodgood, Michael; Lantz, Ryan 
Cc: Rivera-Ortiz, Joel; Murphy, Emmett; Werner, Greg 
Subject: RE: Follow-up on the AIT URI's 

, We can definitely took at moving in that direction, but the AIT followup is really the tool that would identify any 
violations that may exist. 

As we have discussed previously, we tbink that based on what the AlT team identified as well as listening to many of 

SONGS experts, we believe that SONGS could have po$sibly identified issues or concerns with the FIT-Ill modeling. I 

have discussed a possible Criterion Ill violation with Joel Rivera-Ortiz, against ASME Section Ill {I believe that is the 
correct section}, but still need to do some additional work in that area. Will need to take a hard look at that portion of 

the Code as it relates to vibration. I think it is possible based on a couple of conversations, that the portion of the Code 
that deals with the secondary vibration is NOT safety~related. I have also discussed this with Ryan Treadway as a 

possible. PD, If that portion of the Code is not safety-relate!l, you could still have a greater-than Green finding, without 
an associated violation. 
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I will work With Emmett to research the technical specification question violation issue described below. I will see about 
getting a list of plants (since 2000) that have failed pressure tests to see if and how those failures were dispositioned in 
accordance with the T/S. 

If your desire is to have all of the UR ls dispositioned prior to restart, then we need to inform the licensee during 
tomorrow's call and try and get an AIT followup inspection scheduled ASAP - mid August. This will prevent schedule 
conflicts with the any CAL followup inspection in September. 

Greg Werner 

From: Blount, Tom 
~nt: Saturday, July 2i, 2012 10:24 AM 
To: Werner, Greg; Bloodgood, Michael; Lantz, Ryan 
Subject: Follow-up on the AIT URI's · 

I just wanted to.get some thoughts down before I lost them ... 
After talking with Elmo following his read of the AIT report, ram of the opinion that there is sufficient information that 
we can move forward with identifying performance deficiencies and developjng apparent vlolatlons. For instance, he has 
asked that we look at: 

• Did the licensee maintain compliance with their Tech Spec S/G Tube Integrity program, given the obvious results 
that have occurred? 

• Is there a Criterion Ill (Design) performance deficiency in this event, given the circumstances now known? 
Shouldn't the licensee have reasonably been able to recognize this issue could exist and pre-empted it? 

Now that the report is out, it is highly desirable to move forward with addressing the URl's to dose them out before re
start. It is more effective to have all the issues addressed before we initiate a re-start discussion/decision so that there 
are no unanswered questions. That way the decision & discussion is more clearly focused and can be articulated without 
the other distractions. 

Let's start crafting the PD(s) and assodated findings/apparent violations w/corresponding "parallel language" (contrary 
to statements) to see what we hav.e. I would.like to have a draft that we can start "test driving" by the end of next 
week,· if possible. 

Thanks, 
rom 

TomBfount 
(Acting) Dir DRS R-IV 
817.,200-1146 



Mr. Peter Dietrich 
Senior Vice President and 

Chief Nuclear Officer 

UNITED STATES 

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 
REGION IV 

1600 EAST LAMAR Bl.VD 
ARLINGTON, TEXAS 76011,4511 

Southern California Edison Company 
San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station . 
P.O. Box 128 
San Clemente, CA 92674-012e 

SUBJECT: SAN ONOFRE NUCLEAR GENERATING. SiATION - NRC AUGMENTED 
INSPECTION TEAM REPORT 05000362/2012007 , 

Dear Mr. Dietrich: 

The U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) completed an inspection at your San Onofre 
Nuclear Generating Station (SONGS). The ~nclosed report documents the inspection results, 
which were discussed with you and other members of your staff during a public exit meeting on. 
June 18, 2012. 

Unit 3 had been operating for approximately one year following replacement of the steam 
generators when on January 31, 2012, control room operators received alarms, that indicated 
reactor coolant was le~king into steam generator 3E0-88. The leak was unexpected, and the 
control room operators responded in accordance with their procedures to perform a rapid 
shuteiown, since the leak, although small, had increased enough ·in a short period of time to 
warrant the precautionary shutdown. The estimated leak rate was 75 gallons per day. The 
facility license allows full power operation with a steady leak rate of less than 150 gallons per 
day. 

The.first indication ofthe leak was from the main condenser air ejector radiation monitors 
reaching their alarm set point. The radiation monito'rs continuously sample from a vent stack for 
.the purpose of rapidly identifying steam generator tube leaks. This was a direct release of 
radioactivity to the atmosphere, which is allowed by the facility license, up ·to limits in the 
regulations. The licensee reviewed the amount of gaseous radioactivity released and estimated 
a dose of approximcitely 0,0000452 mrem to a member of the public. The annual regulatory 
limit to a member of the public is 100 mrem per year. ·During a radiation protection inspection 
the week of February 13, 2012, the team reviewed the licensee dose estimates and did not 
identify any issues. 

Unit 3 control room operators performed a controlled shutdown of Unit 3 on January 31, 2012, 
and reached cold shutdown conditions on February 2, 2012. The operators then prepared the 
steam generators for tube. inspections, which were started on February 12, 20.12. The first 
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inspection confirmed the location of the leak in steam generator 3E0-88. One tube was 'found 
with a small leak and no other tubes were leaking. 

The licensee completed an extensive and expanded eddy current inspection of 100 percent of 
the steam generator tubes in both Uhit 3 steam generators. Following pre-established testing 
requirements, the licensee identified 129 tubes in Unit 3 (56 tubes in steam generator 3E0~89 
and 73 tubes in steam generator.3E0-88) that required in-situ pressure testing. This testing 
began on March 13, 2012, and was pe.rformed under ambient conditions. · 

Of the 129 tubes tested, a total of 8 tubes failed in-situ pressure testing, which included the 
original tube that was leaking. All of the failed tubes occurred in steam generator 3E0-88. 
Three of the tubes failed at or below a test pressure (3200 psi) equivalent to a design basis 
main steam line break differential pressure and temperature. The remaining five tubes failed 
near, but below the maximum differential test pressure of 5250 psig. This test pressure was 
equivalent to the minimum burst pressure capacity required by the plant technical specifications. 

In accordance with Management Directive 8.3, "NRC Incident Investigation Program," 
deterministic and conditional risk criteria were used to evaluate the level.of NRC response for 
this operational event. This event met three deterministic criteria (involved a major deficiency in 
design having potential generic safety implications; led to a significant loss of integrity of the 
primary coolant pressure boundary; and, involved an emergency or non-emergency event or 
situation, related to the health and safety of the public or on-site personnel or protection of the 
~nvironment, for which a 10 CFR 50.72 report has been submitted that is expected to cause 
significant, heightened public or government concern} and the conditional large early release 
probability for the event was estimated to be in the overlap range for a special 
inspection/augmented inspeetion. Based on deterministic criteria being met and the risk 
assessment of this condition, Region IV, in consultation with the Office of Nuclear Reactor 
Regulation and Office of Nuclear Security and Incident Response, concluded that the NRC 
response should be an augmented ~earn inspection. 

This augmented inspection was chartered, in part, to identify the circumstances surrounding the 
tube degradation; review the licensee's actions following discovery of the conditions; evaluate 
the licensee's review of potential causes of the unusual steam generator tube wear; review the 
steam generator modeling; and, assess the differences between Unit 2 and Unit 3 steam 
generators. The charter is pliblically available in ADAMS at ML12075A258. 

Based on inspection; the team concluded that: (1) plant operators responded to the event in 
accordance with procedures in a manner that protected public health and safety; (2} safety 
systems were maintained and responded in ac<:;ordance with the plant design; and (3) the loss 
of steam generator tube integrity was a serious safety issue that must be resolved. The 
purpose of this Inspection was'to gather facts and identify issues requiring followup, and, as 
such, ho findings were identified. Ten items requiring additional followup are documented as 
unresolved items in the enclosed report. 



•'' 

\ 

P. Dietrich 

In accordance with 10 CFR 2.390 of the NRC's "Rules of Practice," a copy of this letter, its 
enclosure. and your response (if any) will be available electronically for public inspection in the 
NRC Public Document Room or from the Publicly Available Records (PARS) component of the 
NRC's document system (ADAMS). ADAMS is accessible from the NRC Web site at 
hftp://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/adams.html (the Public Electronic Reading Room). 

Docket No.: 05000362 
License No: NPF-15 

Sincerely, 

Elmo E. Collins 
Regional Administrator 

Enclosure: Inspection Report 05000362/2012-007 
w/Attachment: Supplemental Information 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

On January 31, 2012, San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station (SONGS) Unit 3 control room 
operators received an alarm that indicated a primary-to-secondary reactor coolant leak from 
steam generator 3E0-88. Although the leak rate was small, it increased enough in a short 
period of time for the licensee to perform a rapid shutdown. The estimated leak rate was 75 
gallons per day. The facility license allows full power operation with a steady state leak rate of 
less than 150 gallons per day. On February 2, 2012, Unit 3 reached cold shutdown conditions. 

On February 12, 2012, Southern California Edison (SCE) commenced eddy current inspections 
of 100 percent of the tubes in both Unit 3 steam generators. During these inspections, the 
licensee discovered unexpected wear in both steam generators, including wear at retainer bars 
(similar to the wear found in Unit 2 steam generators) and significant tube-to-tube wear in the 
free-span areas. The inspections identified 56 tubes in steam generator 3E0-89 and 73 tubes in 
steam generator 3E0-88 that SCE performed in-situ pressure testing on to determine if they met 
the structural integrity requirements in plant technical specifications. 

On February 16, 2012, NRC completed a Management Directive 8.3 Evaluation for the steam 
generator tube leak on SONGS Unit 3. The evaluation resulted in the recommendation of an 
event follow-up focused baseline inspection to review the licensee's response to the steam ' 
generator tube leak. The recommendation was based on the tube leak being from a newly 
installed steam generator and the infrequency of the event in the industry. 

From March 13 - 21, 2012, AREVA conducted in-situ pressure testing of the suspect tubes in 
both steam generators. There were a total of eight tube failures during testing, all in steam 
generator 3E0-88. These tubes failed to satisfy the tube integrity performance criteria. At the 
time of the augmented team inspection, no stabilization or plugging of tubes had been 
performed in Unit 3 because the licensee was stiil conducting a cause evaluation of the failed 
tubes. There were two members of the Augmented Inspection T earn on-site during the week of 
March 12 that observed portions of the in-situ pressure testing. 

On March 14, 2012, NRC completed a Management Directive 8.3 Evaluation for the steam 
generator tube integrity on SONGS Unit 3. The evaluation resulted in the re.commendation of 
an Augmented Inspection based on the risk associated with the tube failures identified during 
the in-situ testing. 

On March 23, 2012, NRC received a letter from SCE outlining their commitments for corrective 
actions prior to restart of Unit 2 and Unit 3. · 

On March 27, 2012, the NRC issued a Confirmatory Action Letter to SCE, which outlined 
specific actions the licensee must complete before restarting Units 2 or 3 that included 
identifying the cause of the tube wear; taking corrective actions to prevent Joss of tube integrity; 
and performing a mid-cycle outage to perform tube inspections. 

From March 19-29, 2012, the NRG Augmented Inspection Team performed on·site 
inspections at SONGS. After the on~site portion was completed, the team continued to review 
various doci..lments and attended a number of expert panels associated with the cause 



evaluations, thermal/hydraulic modeling, and Unit 2 operational assessment. The team 
identified ten unresolved items that warranted additional follow-up: (1) adequacy of the post 
trip/transient procedure; {2) evaluation and disposition of the Unit 3 loose parts monitor alarms; 
(3) design of retainer bar; (4) control of original design dimensions; (5) evah,iation of and 
controls for divider plate repair; (6) atmospheric controls of Unit 3 steam generators during 
shipment; (7) no tube bundle support used during shipping; (8) evaluation and disposition of 
accelerometers; (9) adequacy of Mitsubishi's thermal-hydraulic model; and (10) change of 
methodologies associated with 1 O CFR 50.59 review. 

The team determined: (1) plant operators responded to the event in accordance with 
procedures in a manner that protected public health and safety; {2) equipment responded in 
accordance with the plant design; and (3) the cause evaluations for the tube wear were 
appropriate. 

At the time of the leak on Unit 3 steam generator 3E0-88, Unit 2 had completed eddy current 
testing of all the tubes in both steam generators ~s part of their first refueling outage subsequent 
to the steam generators being replaced in 2009. The eddy current testing did identify significant 
tube wear around the upper retainer bar, with one tube requiring in-situ pressure testing. Wear 
indications were found at anti-vibration bar supports; tube support plates and at a foreign object 
{that was removed). Southern California Edison did determine the cause of tube wear in Unit 2 
to be from vibration of the tubes against the retainer and anti-vibration bars. Initially, no tube-to
tube wear was identified. Because of the extensive tube-to-tube wear identified on Unit 3, SCE 
conducted additional eddy current testing on 1375 tubes on each Unit 2 steam generator. This 
testing was completed using a more sensitive probe in the same area where tube-to-tube wear 
was identified on Unit 3. The licensee identified that two tubes in Unit 2 exhibited tube-to-tube 
wear similar to the wear identified in Unit 3 steam generators. Initially, these findings resulted in 
a total of 94 plugged tubes, with 15 tubes stabilized in steam generator 2E0-89. For steam 
generator 2E0-88 this initially resulted in 98 plugged tubes, with 18 tubes stabilized. Additional 
plugging and stabilizing was completed for Unit 2. steam generators to address the causes of 
tube·to~tube wear identified. The corrective actions taken to address the causes of the tube-to
tube wear will be inspected as part of the Confirmatory Action Letter and documented in 
Inspection Report 05000361 1 36212012009. 

Overall, the team concluded that SCE was pursuing the causes of the unexpected steam 
generator tube-to-tube degradation. In an effort to identify the causes, SCE brought in a lc:irge 
number of outside industry experts, consultants, and steam generator manufacturers, including 
Westinghouse and AREVA to perform thermal-hydraulic and flow induced vibration modeling · 
and analysis. Southern California Edison identified the most probable causes of the tube-to
tube wear as a combination of higher than predicted thermal/hydraulic conditions and 
insufficient tube-to-anti-vibration bar contact forces. In addition, SCE concluded that the 
differences in manufacturing/fabrication could contribute to the tube-to·tube wear seen in the 
Unit 3 steam generators;. · 

The NRC team independently concluded that the cause of the fluid-elastic instability vibration 
was primarily the higher than predicted thermal-hydraulic conditions, along with insufficient 
contact forces (loss of anti-vibration bar contribution to damping) in the upper tube bundle. The 
team believes that the differences in severity of the tube-to-tube wear between Unit 2 and Unit 3 



may be related to the improved manufacturing/fabrication of the tubes and other components 
which may have resulted in increased clearance between the anti-vibration bars and the tubes. 
Additional inspection will be required to review and closeout the unresolved items, 

ii 
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SUMMARY OF FINDINGS 

IR 05000362/2012007, 03/15/2012 through .06/18/2012; San Onofre Nuclear Generating 
Station; Augmented Inspection Team. 

An Augmented Inspection Team was approved on March 16, 2012. Two inspectors on the team 
were onsite obsefVing in-situ pressure testing the week of March 12. The remaining inspectors 
were dispatched to the site on March 19, 2012, to assess the facts and circumstances 
surrounding the tube leak and unexpected wear of tubes in Unit 3 steam generators. The 
Augmented Inspection Team was established in accordance with NRC Management Directive 
8.3, "NRC Incident Investigation Program," and implemented using Inspection Procedure 93800, 
"Augmented l11spection Team." The inspection was conducted by a team of inspectors from the 
NRC's Region IV and Region II offices, the resident inspector from San Onofre Nuclear 
Generating Station, one engineer from the NRC OffiCe of New Reactors, two engineers from the 
NRC Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation, and one engineer fro111 the NRC Office of Research .. 
The_ team identified 10 issues that will require additional NRC inspection. These issues are 
tracked"as unresolved ·items in this report. 

A. NRC-ldentified and Self-Revealing Findings 

None 

B. Ucensee.:.tdentified Violations 

None 
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1.0 Description of Event {Charter Item 1) 

1.1 Sequence of Events 

In November 2001, SCE formed a team to study the viability of repladng the Unit 2 arid 
Unit 3 original steam generators. The licensee performed an assessment of six steam 
generator vendors, which included vendor benchmarking, development of the 
replacement steam generator design specifications, a steam generator request for 
proposal, and a steam generator bid evaluation. In September 2004, the licensee 
selected Mitsubishi Heavy Industries (Mitsubishi) as the manufacturer of the 
replacement steam generator. 

A general description and comparison of the Unit 2 and Unit 3 steam generators is 
included in Section 1.2 of this report. 

In September 2004, Mitsubishi commenced fabrication of Unit 2 steam 
generators 2E0-89 and 2E0:-88, and completed fabrication in April 2008. 

At the time of the contract signing in September 2004, Mitsubishi had a quality 
assurance program in place that had been approved by the licensee, by taking credit for 
other utilities' reviews of Mitsubishi's quality assurance program. The licensee informed 
Mitsubishi that once enough fabrication was underway to support an evaluation, the 
licensee would perform an audit to confirm that their quality assurance program was 
operating properly. 

In November 2004, the licensee·performed an audit of the Mitsubishi quality assurance 
program at their facilities in Kobe, Japan, and then followed up with a surveillance 
inspection in March 2005. As a result of these two acti\/ities, the licensee informed 
Mitsubishi that additional oversight of Mitsubishi's design control activities was required. 
The licensee informed Mitsubishi that the additional oversight conditions would remain in 
place until such time that Mitsubishi had demonstrated improved design control 
perfbrmance, which would be verified by the licensee. After implementing the extra 
quality control steps, Mitsubishi submitted a letter to SCE stating that they were ready for 
the conditional qualification to be lifted. The licensee performed followup audits of · 
Mitsubishi in October 2005 and February 2006, but still found enough instances of 
design control issues that the additional oversight requirements of the conditional 
qualification were not lifted. In May 2006, SCE was able to verify that Mitsubishi had 
demonstrated improved design control performance and therefore removed the 
conditional qualification of Mitsubishi. 

After fabrication of the Unit 2 steam generators was complete in April 2008, Mitsubishi 
performed hydrostatic pressure tests of the primary and secondary sides of the Unit 2 
steam generators. In July 2008, after completion of the hydrostatic pressure tests, 
AREVA performed the baseline eddy current pre-service examinations of the Unit 2 
steam generators at the Mitsubishi facilities in Japan. The final inspections for the Unit 2 
steam generators were completed in September and October 2008, followed by filling 
the primary and secondary sides of the Unit 2 steam generators with nitrogen. The 
Unit 2 steam generators were shipped from the Mitsubishi fa~ilities in December 2008 
and received on site at SONGS in February 2009. In July 2009, AREVA performed the 
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final eddy current pre-service examination on the Unit 2 steam generators at SONGS. 
The baseline and final eddy current pre-service examinations were performed in Japan 
and at SONGS, respectively, to assess whether any changes to the steam generator 
tubing had resulted from shipping, and no changes were identified. 

, 

The Unit 2 steam generators were installed during a refueling outage, between 
September 2009 and April 2010. On April 13, 2010, Unit 2 returned to power operations. 
NRG E!ngineering inspectors performecl inspections in accordance with Inspection 
Procedure 50001, "Steam Generator Replacement Inspection," and Inspection 
Procedure 71111.17, "Evaluations of Changes, Tests, or Experiments and Permanent 
Plant Modifications." This included a review of selected portions of modifications 
associated with the replacement steam generators to determine if the changes were 
done in accordance with 10 CFR 50.59. The results of the inspection of the replacement 
steam generators for Unit 2 are documented in NRC Inspection 
Report 05000361/2009007. 

The fabrication of the Unit 3 steam generators 3E0-89 and 3EQ.,.88 was completed 
between September 2004 and April 2010. The design specifications of the Unit 2 and 
Unit 3 steam generators were the same when the contract between the licensee and 
Mitsubishi was signed; however, dµe to a fabrication issue, there was a modification to 
the divider plate-to~channel head weld requirements for the Unit 3 steam generators, 
and to the classification of the Unit 3 tubesheet material. The specifics of these 
modific,ations are discussed further in Section 1.2.a of this report. 

In March 2009, after initial fabrication of the Unit 3 steam generators was complete, 
Mitsubishi performed hydrostatic pressure tests of the primary and secondary sides of 
the Unit 3 steam generators. After completion of the hydrostatic pressure tests, a visual 
inspection of the steam generator reactor coolant side revealed cracks in the welds that 
join the divider plate to the channel head of both steam generators. 

From March through July of 2009, Mitsubishi performed a root cause evaluation, which 
showed that a change in the weld preparation process for the divider plate-to-channel 
head weld had resulted in the cracking of the weld. A repair procedure was developed 
and repair work on the Unit3 steam generators began in June 2009. The repairs to the 
Unit 3 steam generators were completed in late March {3E0-89) and early April (3E0-88) 
of 2010. In lat~ April 2010, the Unit 3 steam generators passed the primary hydrostatic 
pressure re-tests. In June 2010, AREVA performed a final eddy current pre-service 
examination of the steam generators at the Mitsubishi facilities in Japan, and this was 
used as the baseline pre-service examina.tion for the Unit 3 steam generators. The 
steam generators were shipped from the Mitsubishi facilities in Japan in early August 
2010, and arrived at SONGS in early October 2010. · 

The Unit 3 steam generators were installed during a refueling outage, between October 
2010 and February 2011. On February 18, 2011, Unit 3 returned to power operations. 
NRC engineering inspectors performed inspections in accordance with Inspection 
Procedure 50001, "Steam Generator Replacement Inspection," and lnsp~ction 
Procedure 71111.17, "Evaluations of Changes, Tests, or Experiments arid Permanent 
Plant Modifications." This included a review of selected portions of modific~tions 
associated with the replacement steam generators to determine if the ~hanges wer~ 
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done in accordance with 10 CFR 50.59. The results of the inspection of the replacement 
steam generators for Unit 3 are documented in NRC Inspection 
Report 05000362/2010009. 

Unit 2 was shut down for a scheduled refueling outage on January 10, 2012. Steam 
generator tubing inspections in steam generator 2E0-89 found unexpected wear caused 
by retainer bars on two tubes that required plugging in accordance with the technical 
specifications. Steam generator tubing inspections in steam generator 2E0•88 found 
wear on four tubes that required plugging in accordance with the technical specifications. 
Anti-vibration bars caused the wear on two of the tubes and retainer bars caused the 
wear on the other two tubes. Because of the unexpected wear, the licensee 
preventatively plugged 94 tubes in steam generator 2E0-89 and 98 tubes in steam 
generator 2E0-88. Fifteen of the tubes in steam generator 2E0-89 were stabilized prior 
to plugging, and 18 of the tubes in steam generator 2E0-88 were stabilized prior to 
plugging. Additional details of the inspections of the Unit 2 steam generators are 
provided in section 1.4 of this report 

On January 31, 2012, Unit 3 control room operators received an alarm that indicated a 
primary-to-secondary reactor coolant leak from steam generator 3E0-88. The alarm 
received was from the main condenser air ejector radiation monitors, which continuously 
samples from a vent line for the purpose Of rapidly identifying steam generator tube 
leaks. Although the leak rate was small, it increased enough in a short period of time for 
the lice.nsee to perform a rapid shutdown. The estimated leak rate was 75 gallons per 
day. The facility license allows full power operation with a steady state leak rate of less 
than 150 gallons per day. On February 2, 2012, Unit 3 reached cold $hutdown 
conditions. The licensee reviewed the amount of gaseous radioactivity released and 
estimated a dose of approximately 0.0000452 mrem to a member of the public. The 
annual regulatory limit to a member of the public is 100 mrem per year. This unplanned 
offsite release of radioactivity was reviewed by Region IV health physicist inspectors 
who confirmed SONGS' offsite dose estimate (see Section 10 for additional details). 

After shutdown, the licensee started preparations for performing inspections of Uriit 3 
steam generators 3E0-89 and 3E0-88. The steam generator tube inspections 
commenced on February 12, 2012, and confirmed the location of the leak in steam 
generator 3E0-88 as coming from the tube in Row 106 Column 78. No other tubes were 
found to be leaking. The licensee then performed eddy current inspections of 100 
percent of the tubes in both Unit 3 steam generators. During these inspections, the 
licensee discovered unexpected wear in both steam generators, including wear at 
retainer bars (similar to the wear found in Unit 2 steam generators) and significant tube
to-tube wear in the freespan areas (u-bend area of the tubes). The inspections identified 
56 tubes in steam generator 3E0-89 and 73 tubes in steam generator 3E0-88 that SCE 
performed in·situ pressure testing on to determine if they met t~e structural integrity 
requirements in plant technical specifications. Additional details of the inspections of the 
Unit 3 steam generators are provided in section 1.5 of this report 

From March 13 -- 21, 2012, AREVA conducted in-situ pressure testing of the suspect 
tubes in both steam generators. There were a total of eight tube failures during testing, 
all in steam generator 3E0-88. These tubes failed to satisfy the tube integrity · 
performance criteria in the technical specifications. Additional details of the in-situ 
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pressure tests are provided in Section 1.6 of this report. 

From March 19 -29, 2012, the NRC augmented inspection team performed inspections 
onsite at SONGS. 

On March 27, 2012, the NRC issued a Confirmatory Action Letter to SCE, which outlined 
specific actions for each unit that the licensee must complete before restarting Unit 2 
and Unit 3. 

A more detailed sequence of events can be found in Attachment 2. 

1.2 System Descriptions 

a. Replacement Steam Generators 

The Unit 2 and Unit 3 replacement steam generators contain thermally treated 
Alloy 690 tubi11g in a u~bend configuration, with a nominal outside diameter of 0.750 
inches and a nominal wall thickness of 0.043 inches. There are 9727 tubes Within each 
steam generator, which are arranged in 142 rows and 177 columns. The rows and 
columns are arranged in a nominal 1.000 inch triangular pitch (results in approximately 
0.25 inches of clearance between tubes). The first thirteen rows of tubes were thermally 
stress relieved after bending to reduce susceptibility to stress corrosion cracking. The 
tubes were hydraulically expanded to the full depth of the tubesheet, which has a 
nominal thickness of 28.19 inches. Seven tube support plates made of Type 405 
stainless steel provide lateral support to the tubes. The tube support plates contain 
broached trefoil holes with chamfered lands. Support of the- tubes in the upper bundle is 
provided by six sets of Type 405 stainless steel, V-shaped, anti-vibration bars. 

The original Model 3410 steam generators at Unit 2 and Unit 3 were manufactured by 
Combustion Engineering. Each steam generator had 9,350 mill-annealed, Alloy 600 
tubes, which were a combination of u-bend tubes and tubes with two 90 degree bends 
(also cailed square bends). The tubes had a nominal outside diameter of 0. 750 inches, 
and a nominal wall thickness of 0.048 inches. The tubes were expanded through the full 
depth of the tubesheet usirig an explosive process, and lateral support was provided by 
a number of lattice~grid (i.e., eggcrate) carbon steel tube supports. Tube .support in the 
upper bundle was provided by carbon steel diagonal bars (commonly called batwings) 

·and vertical straps. The original steam generators contained a cylindrically shaped 
support structure beneath the center of the tubesheet (called the stay cylinder) that 
provided structural support to the large diameter tubesheet. 

Southern California Edison reviewed Information Notices, Generic Letters, Bulletins, and 
industry operational experience associated with-steam generator issues when 
developing the design specifications for the replacement steam generators. Some of the 
changes are summarized below, for additional information see Section 6 of this report. 

The design changes between the original and replacement steam generators noted 
above are commonly used in replacement steam generators tod~y. The thermally 
treated Alloy 690 tubing provides increased resistance to stress corrosion cracking as 
compareq to thermally treated Alloy 600 tubing. The use of type 405 stainless steel {in 
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lieu of carbon steel) for tube support plates eliminates the denting phenomenon 
associated with drilled carbon steel support plates. The use of broached trefoil holes 
(instead of drilled holes) in tube support plates reduces the number of contact points with 
tubes and increases flow area between the tube and tube support plate, thereby 
reducing the potential for corrosion products to buildup between the tube and the tube 
support plate. Combustion Engineering steam generators with the batwing design have 
typically suffered from wear on tubes (from the batwings) in the central stay cylinder 
region, due to higher cross flow velocities in this portion of the steam generators. In an 
effort to eliminate this high flow region, the replacement steam generators Were 
designed with a thicker tubesheet that was inherently more rigid, and thus did not require 
the central stay cylinder. By choosing a design with all u-bend tubes, the bat wing 
design was eliminated and a new anti-vibration bar assembly was used. The new anti
vibration bar assembly is a free floating design. that is supported by the tube bundle and 
is not attached to the tube bundle wrapper. 

b. Channel Head-to-Divider Plate Weld 

On March 18, 2009, after completion of the primary and secondary side hydrostatic 
pressure tests, a crack in the weld between the divider plate and the channel head on 
Unit 3 steam generator 3E0-88 was identified . Examination showed that the dissimilar 
metal weld, between the Alloy 690 divider plate and the low alloy steel channel head, 
had separated. Specifically, the failure occurred between the channel head and the 
Alloy 152 butter weld, which is the weld filler wire equivalent of Alloy 690. Upon 
examination, a similar weld failure was found in.steam generator 3E0-89 although the 
size of the failure was not as large. 

Mitsubishi performed a root cause evaluation and found that air carbon-arc gouging was 
used to remove the stainless steel cladding from the channel head, in preparation for 
making the divider plate-to-channel head dissimilar metal weld. The air carbon-arc 
gouging had resulted in carbon deposits. in the channel head that were not completely 
removed by grinding that was performed after the gouging operation. The high carbon 
area increased the hardness of the channel head (due to carburization) and was the 
most probable cause of the failure between the channel head and the Alloy 152 butter 
weld. Mitsubishi also found that it was possible, but less probable, that the increased 
hardness of the channel head promoted hydrogen induced cracking in areas of the 
divider' plate-to-channel head weld that had higher local stresses due to geometric 
configurations (i.e., at the corner of the divider plate). 

1.3 Resident Inspectors' Assessment of Steam Generator Tube Leak Event Response 

a. Inspection Scope 

On January 31, 2012, the resident inspectors were on-site during the Unit 3 steam 
generator tube leak event. The resident inspectors observed the licensee's response to 
the steam generator tube leak from the control room; and observed the rapid shutdown, 
actions to cool the plant down, actions performed during recovery of plant systems, and 
other operator actions. Additionally, the resident inspectors conducted a review of 
control room activities and equipment response to determine if the operating crew 
responded appropriately and if the plant systems responded as expected during the 
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event The resident inspectors conducted interviews with various on-shift personnel and 
reviewed the post trip report, which included control room logs, operator statements, and 
plant data trends to assess overall performance of the crew. The review also included 
procedure use and adequacy of the guidance used for event response, placing the plant 
in a safe and stable condition, establishing appropriate parameter limits for plant 
cooldown, and conducting the cooldown to cold shutdown conditions. With respect to 
operator awareness and decision making, the resident inspectors were specifically 
focused on the effectiveness of control board monitoring, technical decision making; and 
work practices of the operating crew. With respect to command and control, the resident 
inspectors focused on·actions taken by the control room supervision in managing the 
operating crew's response to the event. 

b. Observations and Findings 

No findings were identified. 

The team identified one unresolved item for which additional information is required to 
determine if performance deficiencies exist or if the issue constitutes a violation of NRG 
requirements. 

On January 31, 2012, at 3:05 p.m. (PST), main control room operators at Unit 3' received 
a secondary plant system radiation alarm associated with the air ejectors followed by a 
blowdown radiation monitor alarm. Operations personnel responded in accordance with 
Abnormal Operating Instruction 8023-13-14, "Reactor Coolant Leak," Revision 16, since 
the entry conditions for a steam generator tube leak were satisfied. Operations 
personnel determined the leakage to be abput 75 gallons per day, using a mass balance 
calculation (.06 gprn), from steam generator 3E0-88. This .leak rate was below the 
Technical Specification 3.4.13, "RCS Operational Leakage," limit of 150 gallons per day 
for primary- to-secondary leakage through any one steam generator. 

At 4: 1 O p.m., operations personnel evaluated that the primary-to-~condary leak rate 
exceeded 75 gallons per day on steam generafor 3E0-88 and that the leak was 
increasing at greater than 30 gallons per day per hour, and consequently, initiated a 
rapid power reduction to be s 50 percent power in one hour and in Mode 3 within the 
next two hours per Abnormal Operating Instruction 5023-13-14. In accordance with 
Abnormal Operating Instruction 5023-13-14, when reactor power was less than 35 
percent, operations personnel tripped the reactor at 5:31 p.m. to enter Mode 3. 

Due to the manual reactor trip, operations personnel entered Emergency Operating 
Instruction S023-12 ... 1, "Standard Post Trip Actions,'; Revision 26, to ensure the plant 
was placed in a stable, safe condition, and that the plant was configured to respond to 
the continuing steam generator tube leak event. Operations personnel implemented the 
emergency operating instructions and isolated the affected steam generator at 6:00 p.m. 
A plant cooldown was conducted by using main steam bypass from steam generator 
3E0-89 to the main condenser. Mode 4 conditions were achieved at approximately 6 
hours after isolation of the steam generator. Cooldown continued until Unit 3 was in 
Mode 5, cold shutdown. 
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(1) Introduction: The team identified an unresolved item associated with Operations 
Procedure S0123-0-A8, "Trip/Transient and Event Review," that required a formal 
review of operator actions and safety systems to determine if important systems 
responded as design. The formal review was not completed. 

Description: On March 19, 2012, the team requested ta rE:Jview the results of 
operations post trip/transient evaluation of the January 31, Unit 3 tube leak event. 
Operations Procedure S0123·0·A8, "Trip/Transient and Event Review," Revision 8, 
required a detailed post trip review following unplanned reactor trips. However, a 
formal trip/transient and event review was not available because operations 
personnel determined the Unit 3 event was planned and therefore a fo~mal review 
was not required. 

On March 27, 2012, Team met with operations personnel to discuss items on a draft 
Unit 3 trip/transient evaluation provided to the team. The team also discussed with 
operations personnel the requirements in Operations Procedure S0123-0-A8, and 
concluded a basis for what was "planned" and "unplanned" was not defined. 
Operations personnel determfned the Unit 3 reactor trip was a planned reactor trip 
because Abnormal Operating Instruction $023-13-14, "Reactor Coolant Leak," 
Revision 16, Section 4, had described actions for primary-to-secondary leakage. 
Specifically, this section stated, in part, under plant conditions of increasing steam 
generator tube leakage, operations personnel were required to petform a rapid 
power reduction to less than 35 percent power, then trip the reactor. 

The team discussed with operations personnel that definitions for unplanned events 
have been established through industry standards to report on plant performance. 
These standards include NEI 99:-02, "Regulatory Assessment Performance Indicator 
Guideline," Revision 6. Industry Guidance NEI 99-02 indicated that Unit 3 reactor 
-trip should be considered unplanned since the reactor trip was required by an 
abnormal operating instruction and would count against the performance indicator for 
unplanned reactor trips. NRC Regulatory Issue Summary (RIS) 2000-08,. "Voluntary 
Submission of Performance Indicator Data," Revision 1, allows industry to use 
NEI 99~02 to report performance indicator data. 

Additional review and follow up will be required to review the corrective actions 
associated. with the procedural guidance for an event review and then determine 
whether this issue represents a performance deficiency or constitutes a violation of 
NRG requirements. This issue is identified as URI 05000362/2012007-01, 
''Adequacy of tlie Trip/Transient and Event Review Procedure." 
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c. Conclusions 

The resident inspectors concluded that abnormal and emergency operating instructions 
were performed consistent with expected standard and that operations personnel 
exhibited the fundamental operator competencies in response to the Unit 3 steam 
generator tube leak. 

Specifically, the resident inspectors deterrnined that the operating crew displayed a 
questioning attitude of changing plant parameters and took conservative actions. The 
operating crew identified important preliminary increasing trends of Unit 3 air ejectors 
radiation monitors and subsequent alarms in a timely manner for a tube leak in steam 
generator 3E0-88. Additionally, the resident inspectors determined that crew 
supervision exercised effective oversight of plant status, crew performance, and control 
room command and control. 

· The team identified one unresolved item ass9Ciated with the adequacy of the 
trip/transient procedure. 

1.4 Description of Steam Generator Inspections at SONGS Unit 2 

On January 10, 2012, SONGS Unit 2 was shutdown for a refueling outage. Southern 
California Edison personnel conducted a scheduled steam generator inspection in 
accordance with Technical Specification 5.5.2.11, "Steam Generator (SG) Program." 
This was the first inspection of the Unit 2 steam generators since their replacement in 
J~nuary 2010. The ~ccumulated operating time on the replacement Unit 2 steam 
generators was 1.7 effective full power years. There was no reported primary-to
secondary leakage at the time of shutdown. 

The scope of the inspection included a 100 percent tube sample with an eddy current 
test bobbin probe over the full tube length, followup rot~ting coil inspections at special 
interest locations, and a secondary side foreign object search and retrieval. Three types 
of flaw indications were found in the tubes: 

• Wear at the tube support plate and anti-vibration bar supports 

• Wear caused by a loose part 

• Wear at retainer bars 

With the exception of the wear indications found at tube retainer bar locations, the wear 
indications found are similar to those found at other replacement steam generators after 
one cycle of operation. A total of 2411 tubes were found with indications at the tl,lbe 
support plates and anti-vibration bar supports, the vast majority of which had a 
measured depth of less than 20 percent of the tube wall thickness. Only two of these 
indications, located at the anti-vibration bat supports, exceeded the Technical 
Specification 5.5.2.11.c repair limit of 35 percent of the tube wall thickness. The two 
affected tubes plus two additional tubes with 31 percent deep indications were stabilized 
and plugged. · 
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Southern California Edison performed a reanalysis of the bobbin probe eddy current 
data collected during the Unit 2 inspection program. This reanalysis was performed after 
the finding of the long free-span indications in Unit 3, allowing insights gained during the 
Unit 3 inspections to be applied to the Unit 2 data. The scope of this reanalysis was a 
"box" of 1000 tubes in each Unit 2 steam generator which bounded the region of tubing 
affected by the instability damage in Unit 3. This reanalysis confirmed the results of the 
original analysis and did not identify any tube-to-tube wear. 

Two tubes were found with indications (less than 35 percent through wall) caused by a 
small loose part on the secondary side. This loose part was removed from the steam 
generator. Metallurgical analysis indicated the loose part was a piece of weld metal, 
most likely introduced during steam generator manufacturing operations. The two 
affected tubes were left in service. 

Six tubes were found with indications at retainer bar intersections. The retainer bars are 
part of the support structure for the anti-vibration bars and are a unique feature of steam 
generators manufactured by Mitsubishi. The measured indication depths ranged from 
28 to 90 percent of the tube wall thickness. Because of the short measured lengths of 
these flaws, only the 90 percent indication was in-situ pressure tested as part of 
condition monitoring. The affected tube was successfully pressurized to 5300 psi with 
no leakage, confirming that the Technical Specification 5.5.2.11.b.1 structural integrity 
performance criteria were met. Mitsubishi attributed the cause of these indications to 
retainer bar vibration, the potential for which had not been evaluated during design (see 
Section 4 of this report for additional details). Fort Calhoun is the only other domestic 
plant with Mitsubishi steam generators. The retainer bars at Fort Calhotm are 
significantly stiffer than at SONGS. 

The six tubes with retainer bar indications have been plugged and stabilized. In 
addition, the remaining 182 tubes (total for both Unit 2 steam generators) that intersect 
the retainer bars were plugged as a preventive measure. Twenty four of these tubes 
were stabilized prior to plugging to ensure that all 188 plugged tubes will not sever due 
to continued vibration of the retainer bar. The tubes that were stabilized are strategically 
located at each end and center of the retainer bars. 

Detailed plans for returning Unit 2 to service are still under development. Short-term 
plans relating to Unit 2 included conducting a full u-bend examination of 1375 tubes in 
both· steam generators using a rotating coiL The tube sample was intended to bound the 
region affected by free-span wear seen in Unit 3 by significant margin. The rotating coil 
provides a slightly more sensitive inspection for long free-span wear scars than the 
bobbin probe. These inspections were performed subsequent to the team's site visit and 
identified two tubes in Unit 2 steam generator 2E0-89 with shallow free-span wear in the 
u-bend region. These indications both measured approximately 14 percent deep, and 
were located in the same region of the bundle affected by free-span indications in the 
Unit 3 steam g~nerators. 
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The tube wear data for Unit 2 is shown below. 

Steam 

I 

SONGS Unit 2 Steam Generators 

Wear Depths Summary 

Generator Anti- Tube 
U-Bend Retainer Foreign Total Tubes with 

SG2E88 Vibration Support 
(ThrOUfjh- Bar Plate 

Fre~span Bar Object Indications Indications 

Wall Wear) 

! ~50% I 0 o· 0 1 I 0 1 1 

l 35-49% 2! I 

0 0/ 1 Q1 
' 3 3 

120-34% 
~ 86 0 al oi 2 8p 74 ' --- I . .,., 

I 10-19% 705 108 0 oi 0 813 406 
' 

I TW< 10% 
i oi 964 117 O! 0 1081 600 

TOTAL 1757 225 i Q~, 2 -... :?-1 1~84 734* I 

Steam 
Generator Anti- Tube U-Bend 

Retaine 
Foreig Total 

Tu~swith 
SG2E89 I Vibratio Support Freespa n Indication 

(Through- I n Bar Plate n 
r Bar 

Object s Indications 

Wall Wear) 
I 

j ~50% I 0 0 0 1 I 
I 

1 I 0 1 ' 
[ 35-49% 0 0 0 1 0 1 i 1 l 

20-34% 78 1 0 3 0 82 67 

10- 19% 1014 85 2! ol 0, 1101 496 
TW< 10% ! 1499 53 a· 0 Q 1552 768 

f-. 

TOTAL ! 2591 139 l 2 5 0 2737 861* 

*This value is the number of tut;>es with wear indications of any depth and at any 
location. Since many tubes have indications in more th~n one depth and location, the 
total number of tubes is less than the total number of indications. 

1.5 Description of Steam Generator Inspections at SONGS Unit 3 

After shutdown, the licensee started preparations for performing inspections of Unit 3 
steam generators 3E0-89 and 3E0-88. The steam generator tube inspections 
commenced on February 12, 2012, and confirmed the location of the leak in steam 
generator 3E0-88 as coming from the tube.in Row 106 Column 78. The leak was 
located 2 inches beyond anti-vibration support number 4 on the hot leg side. It was 
found to be associated with a long (approximately 30 inches} free-span flaw indication. 
No otht;!r tubes were found to be leaking. 

The.licensee then performed eddy current inspections of 100 percent of the tubes, full 
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length, in both Unit 3 steam generators with a bobbin probe. The bobbin probe 
examinations were supplemented by rotating coil examinations to confirm, characterize, 
and size the indications found by the bobbin probe. These examinations identified over 
160 tubes in each steam generator with long free-span indications similar to that found 
on the leaking tube. In each steam generator, the tubes containing the free-span 
indications were grouped together in a tightly packed zone near the center of the tube 
bundle. The free-span indications were located on the upper and/or lower sides {i.e., the 
extrados and intrados) of the u-bend. Thus, a given free-span indication on the extrados 
of one tube tended to be matched by a similar indication on the intrados of the adjacent 
higher row tube located in the same tube cblumn. This pattern provided early evidence 
to SCE personnel that the free-span indications were wear flaws due to tube-to-tube 
contact from motion of the u-bends within the plane of the u-bends. More than half of 
the free-span indications in each steam generator had maximum measured depths 
exceeding the 35 percent pll!gging limit in the technical specifications, and ranged to as 
much as 99 percent (for the non-leaking tubes). 

Over 460 tubes in each steam generator were found with wear indications at the tube 
support plates. In general, tubes exhibiting the free-span wear indications tended to 
exhibit tube support plate indications with the highest depth measurem·ents, typically with 
the deepest values at the seventh tube support plate and trending down at successively 
lower support levels. Approximately 170 tubes in each steam generator exhibited 
indications at the tube support plates that exceeded the 35 percent plugging limit, with 
maximum depths ranging to 70 percent. 

Approximately 800 tubes in steam generator 3E0-88 and 900 tubes in steam generator 
3E0-89 exhibited wear indications at the anti~vibration bar supports. Most of these 
measured less than 20 percent deep, and only 2 indications exceeded the 35 percent 
plugging limit. For tube indications at anti-vibration bars in tubes not exhibiting free-span 
u-bend indications, the length of the wear indications was confined to within the width of 
the anti-vibration bars. For tubes that exhibited free-span indications, many of these 
tubes had wear indications at the anti-vibration bars that extended outside the width of 
the anti-vibr51tion bars which indicated in-plane movement of these tubes in the u-bend 
area. 

Four tubes were found with indications at retainer bar intersections, with measured 
depths ranging from 28 to 46 percent. At the time of the team's presence at the site, 
planned corrective actions with respect to tubes adjacent to the retainer bar were similar 
to those completed for Unit 2. The four tubes with retainer bar indications were plugged 
-and stabilized. In-addition, the-remaining 184 tubes (total for both Unit 3 steam 
generators) that intersect the retainer bars were plugged as a preventive measure. 
Twenty four of these tubes were stabilized prior. The tubes that were stabilized are 
strategically located at each end and center of the r.etainer bars. 
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Tube wear data for Unit 3 is shown below. 

Steam 
Generator 

Anti-
SG3E88 

Vibration 
(Through-

Bar 
Wall 

Wear) 

~ 50%i 0 

35-49% 3 
-·· 

SONGS Unit 3 Steam Generators 
Wear Depths Summary 

Tube Tube-to-
Support Tube 

Retainer 
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Bar 
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Tubes 
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Indications 
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ol 338 119 
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l 
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- 31 0 5204 919* I 

Steam 
Generator Anti- Tube Tube-to- Tubes 
SG3ES9 Retainer Foreign Total 

(Through-
Vibration Support Tube 

Bar Object Indications 
with 

Wall 
Bar · Plate Wear Indications 

Wear) 

2: 50% I o! 91 I 26 I Of 0 117 l I 

35-49% ! 0 2s2 I 102 1 I 0 355 

'20-34% 
J 45 487 I 215 0 0 747 l 

i 10-19% I 
I 

1602 940 590 72 0 Oj 
i TW< - ·-· 

f 
I 

I 10% 2164 I 94 1 0 0 2259 
I TOTAL 31A~~ I 1514 416 1 0 5080 

*This value is the number of tubes with wear indications of any depth.and at ~ny 
location. Since many tubes have indications in more than one depth and location) the 
total number of tubes is less than the total number of indications. 

1;6 In-Situ Pressure Testing 

Technicai Specification 5~5.2.11.a for SONGS Units 2 and 3 requires that a condition 
monitoring assessment be performed during each outage that the steam generator tubes 
are .inspected or plugged to confirm that the tube integrity performance criteria .are being 
met. These performance criteria include.specific requirements for tube structural 
integrity and accident induced leakage. The limiting structural criterion applicable to the 
SONGS Units 2 and 3 is the normal steady state pressure differential across the tubes 
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times a safety factor of three. The limiting accident induced leakage criterion is 0.5 gpm 
per steam generator; 

Typically, the requirement for performing condition monitoring is satisfied by analyzing 
eddy current, flaw indications relative to screening criteria that are functions of mea$ured 
flaw depth, length, and/or. eddy current voltage response. These screening criteria are 
conservative relative to the performance criteria since they make allowance for eddy 
current measurement error, uncertainties with respect to voltage· correlations with flaw 
depth and burst strength, and material property variability. When these screening 
criteria are exceeded, in-situ pressure tests may be performed for tubes not meeting the 
screening criteria to confirm that the performance criteria are met for these tubes. In-situ 
pressure test procedures at SONGS and the screening criteria for selecting tubes to be 
tested were in accordance with Electrical Power Research Institute Report 1014983, 
"Steam Generator In-Situ Pressure Test Guidelines," Revision 3. 

At Unit 2, one tube with a measured 90 percent deep indication at a retainer bar location 
was determined to be outside the screening criteria and was in,..situ pressure tested. For 
Unit 3, an optional strategy to the screening criteria approach was taken in accordance 
with the Steam Generator In-Situ Pressure Test Guidelines, Appendix A. The 
Appendix A approach is a statistically based Monte Carlo approach that samples the 
uncertainty distributions associated with each of the input par~meters for calculating 
tube burst pressure. This methodology selects all tubes determined to have a 0.95 
probability or less of meeting the limiting structural integrity performance criterion. 
Application of this methodology led to selection. of 129 tubes on Unit 3 for in-situ 
pressure testing, 73 tubes in steam generator 3E0-88 and 56 tubes in steam generator 
3E0-89. / 

The in-situ pressure tests were performed under ambient conditions. Therefore the test 
pressures were adjusted upward from actual values under hot conditions to account for 
the increased yield and ultimate strength of the tube material under ambient conditions. 
The test pressures (with correction factors added) corresponding to normal operating 
conditions, main steam line break, and three times normal operating pressure differential 
were 1850 psi, ·3200 psi, and 5300 psi, respectively. 

The test procedure involved pressurizing the subject tube at a rate not to exceed 200 
psi/sec to each test point. At each test point, pressure was held conStant for two 
minutes if the tube was not leaking. If the tube was leak:ing, pressure was held constant 
for five minutes before ramping to the next test pressure. 

The tube with a 90 percent deep retainer bar indication in Unit 2 was successfully tested 
to 5300 psi with no leakage. This demonstrated that all performance criteria were met 
for this tube. For Unit 3, 136 of the 144 tubes were successfully tested to 5300 psi with 
no leakage, demonstrating that these tubes met the performance criteria. The remaining 
eight tubes "failed" prior to reaching 5300 psi. Failure in this context means that leakage 
occurred in excess of the 4.5 gallons per minute pump capacity during the test, and test 
pressure could not be maintained. All eight tubes that failed were in steam generator 
3E0-88. All tubes tested in steam generator 3E0-89 passed with no leakage. 

Table 1-summarizes the in-situ pressure test results for the eight tubes that failed the 
test Three of the eight tubes failed at or below the test pressure corresponding to main 
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steam line break differential pressure. The tube that leaked causing shutdown of 
SONGS Unit 3(row106, column 78) exhibited the lowest failure pressure, 2874 psi. 
The three tubes that failed at or below main steam line break pressure failed to meet the 
accident leakage performance criteria as well as the structural integrity performance 
criteria. The other five tubes met the accident leakage criteria, but failed to meet the 
structural criteria. 

Prior to being tested to failure, the tube that leaked during operation (row 106, column 
78) exhibited a measured leak rate of 0.072 gallons per minute at a test pressure 
corresponding to normal operating conditions. This compares with a leak rate of 0.06 
gallons per minute measured by SCE operating staff for SONGS Unit 3 when they made 
the decision to shut the plant down. The reported operational leakage was evaluated 
based on ambient conditions. Both the operational and test measurements are less than 
the applicable technical specification limit of 0.1 gallons per niinute. 
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Table 1 - SONGS 3 In-Situ Pressure Test Results 
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2.0 Probable Cause Evaluation (Charter Item 2) 
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Pressure 

t 

(psi} 

2874 

I 3268 

3180 

·4732 

5160 

4889 

4886 

5026 

While the team was on-site, both $CE and Mitsubishi were in the process of conducting 
cause evaluations for the tube failure and unexpected wear of steam generator tubes in 
Unit 3. As part of both evaluations, actions were being taken to understand the 
differences between Unit 2 and 3 steam generators. The cause evaluations were not 
complete and were undergoing changes while the Augmented Inspection Team was 
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onsite; however, SCE did subsequently complete their cause evaluation prior to the 
team's exit meeting. The team did a detailed review of the completed cause evaluation. 
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2.1 SCE Cause Evaluation 

a. Inspection Scope 

The team conducted an overall and independent review of SCE's actions taken to 
understand the probable cause for the.steam generator tube degradation. The team 
reviewed the updated final safety analysis report, technical specifications, design basis 
documents, original steam generator design, replacement steam generator design, 
purchase order specifications, design changes, manufacturing changes, 
nonconformance reports, supplier deviation reports, and interviewed personnel. The 
review included understanding the licensee's criteria for determining the cause, or if one 
could not be determined, the most probable cause. 

b. Observations and Findings 

No findings were identified. 

The team participated in discussions with the licensee's cause analysis team and noted 
that .the licensee employed various root cause evaluation techniques. These included a 
change analysis technique that compared design differences and a problem analysis 
technique relying on a systematic process that looked at the causal effects and risk 
assessments of possible causes. The team reviewed the licensee causal analysis 
summary that assigned a ranking of highly probable to unlikely. 

In the area of thermal hydraulic analysis the licensee contracted AREVA to verify the 
accuracy of Mitsubishi's thermal-hydraulic code (FIT 111) used during the design of the 
replacement steam generators, by comparing it to ATHOS, a thermal-hydraulic code 
developed by the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI). In addition, SCE contracted 
Westinghouse to perform a completely independent analysis usihg a Westinghouse 
rnodified ATHOS thermal-hydraulic code. AREVA also performed independent flow 
induced vibration analyses. The licensee brought on board MPR associates and 
numerous other technical experts, including a world renowned expert in flow indueed 
Vibration, to assist ih the cause assessment. The team observed that SGE preliminary 
causal analysis was generally consistent with that of Mitsubishi. Initially, the licensee 
reviewed the following cause contributors: 

• 

• 
• 

• 

Departure from original steam generator u-bend/anti-vibration bar configuration -
highly probable -
Departure from origir:ial steam generator stay cylinder configuration - possible 
Departure from original steam generator tube support plate configuration -
possible 
Replacement steam generator antf-vibration bar structure too flexible - possibl~ 
Additional 300 rotations of Unit 3 replacement steam generator due to divider 
·plate repair work - possible 
Thermal-hydraulic and flow induced vibration models u$ed in replacement steam 
generator design incorrectly predicted replacement.steam generator tube bundle 
behavior - possible 

The team observed that the licensee performe.d a detailed analysis and attempted to 
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address all probable causes. The team observed that Some of the conditions which 
were eliminated as potential contrib.ut.ors may need further evaluation. In particular, the 
team determined that the only major difference between Units 2 and 3 was the divider 
pl~te repair to both Unit 3 steam generators. This difference had been discounted by 
both SCE and Mitsubishi. The divider plate is further discussed in Section 12.0 ofthis 
report. 

The completed SCE cause evaluation identified the mechanistic cause of the tube-to~ 
tube wear as fluid-elastic instability caused by a combination of localized high 
steam/water velocity, high steam void fraction, and insufficient contact forces between 
the anti-vibration bars and the tubes. 

c. Conclusions 

The team independently concluded that the combination of higher than predicted 
thermal-hydraulic conditions and insufficient contact forces in the upper tube bundle 
caused the fluid·elastic instability vibration. 

2.2 Mitsubishi Cause Evaluation 

a. Inspection Scope 

The team conducted an overall and. independent review of Mitsubishi's actions taken to 
understand the probable cause of the steam generator tube degradation. While onsite, 
the inspection team was informed that Mitsubishi was performing a failure analy.sis to 
characterize the mechanism causing the tube-to-tube wear condition in Unit 3. The 
team had periodic discussions with Mitsubishi personnel to gather information on the 
probable causes under consideration. The team reviewed information contained in the 
updated final safety analysis report, technical specifications, design basis documents, 
purchase order specifications, design changes, design drawings, manufacturing 
changes, nonconformance reports, and supplier deviation reports to understand the 
design and fabrication of the replacement steam generators and independently assess 
the information obtained from Mitsubishi's in.progress cause evaluation. 

b. Observations and Findings 

No findings were identified. 

The team determined that Mitsubishi was performing a thorough evaluation of the failure 
mechanism leading to the tube-to-tube wear in Unit 3. The team noted that Mitsubishi 
gathered factual information about the design, fabrication, and operation of the 
replacement steam generators in Unit 2 and Unit 3 to understand the differences 
between these components and identify potential contributing causes. The team 
discussed the preliminary failure mechanism theory with Mitsubishi personnel, who 
attributed the tube-to-tube; wear to a combination of design, fabrication, and operational 
factors. 

Mitsubishi's preliminary explanation of the failure mechanism started with the 
combination of two factors: (1) a relatively small tube pitch to tube diameter ratio {P/D), 
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arid (2) high void fraction in the tube bundle area where the tube-to-tube wear was 
identified. The small pitch to diameter ratio was a fixed parameter in the replacement 
steam generators established by the nominal center-to-center distance between 
adjacent tubes (P) and the nominal outside diameter of the tubes (0). The high void 
fraction was identified from the results of Mitsubishi's thermal-hydraulic model for the 
secondary side of the replacement steam generators. Mitsubishi considered that the 
combination of these two factors may have resulted in favorable conditions for in-plane 
tube vibration based, in part, on the results of recent studies in fluid-elastic instability. 

Additionally, Mitsubishi identified that the Unit 3 replacement steam generators had 
better dimensional controls during the·fabrication process. This determination was 
based, in part, on the results of pre-service and in-service eddy current examinations, 
and fabrication data from Unit 2 and Unit 3 replacement steam generators. The 
correlation of dimensional controls with the failure mechanism was that improved 
dimensional controls for Unit 3 replacement steam generators resulted in less variability 
of as-built critical dimensions such as anti-vibration bar thickness, tube roundhess, and 
gaps between tubes and anti-vibration bars. . · 

The failure mechanism model also considered a fluid dynamic effect associated with the 
spreading of the tubes in the U-bend region during normal operating conditions. This 
.effect was informally referred to as "flowering,'; due to the characteristic shape in which 
the tube bundle spreads transverse to the plane of the u-bends at normal operating 
conditions. "Flowering" was described as the elastic deformation of the anti-vibration bar 
structure and the tube bundle in the U-bend region, as a result of thermal expansion and 
fluid dynamic pressure acting on the secondary side of the tubes (see figure below). 
The deformation caused by the "flowering" effect was believed to result in mul,tiple areas 
of ho contact between the anti-vibr~tion bars and the tubes, which minimized resistance 
to in-plane motion of the u-bend area of the tubes. 
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Mitsubishi considered that the collective contribution of the factors described above 
resulted in conditions in the u .. bend that were highly susceptible to excessive tube 
vibration. The in:..plane vibration of the tubes in the U-bend region allowed direct contact 
between free-span sections of the tubes, resulting in the unanticipated tube-to-tube 
wear. 

At the conclusion of the onsite portion of this inspection, Mitsubishi was further 
evah.-1ating the failure mechanism by conducting in-depth analyses of available data to 
validate their failure mechanism theory. One of the analyses included analytical studies 
of. the impact of anti-vibration bar gap size, free-span length, fluid-elastic vibration, and 
contact forces on tube wear depth. An expected outcome of this analysis was that 
contact forces and the number of inactive supports should be the biggest contributors to 
wear under fluid-elastic instability conditions. Additionally, Mitsubishi was conducting 
further analytical studies of the "flowering" effect by modeling multiple cases of elastic 
displacement of the tube bundle structure, taking into consideration thermal expansion 
and dynamic pressures. Concurrent with these analyses, Mitsubishi was studying the 
effect of manufacturing dispersion on tube wear. Specifically, Mitsubishi was modeling 
multiple cases of manufacturing variability to study the influence of different dimensional 
controls on gap and contact forces. Mitsubishi was using as-built data as well as 
manufacturing tolerances to statistically assess the impact of dimensional controls on 
the resulting gaps and contact forces in different areas of the tube bundle. Based on the 
data reviewed by the team, the standard deviation of the tube ovality (G-value) 
decrea,sed during each successive fabrication run of the steam generator tubes (order of 
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tube fabrication -> U2E0~89, U2E0-88, U3E0-89, and U3E0-88). One of the expected 
outcomes of this analysis was that manufacturing variability in Unit 3, in combination with 
the "flowering" effect, would result in a reduction of contact forces in Unit 3 relative to 
those in Unit 2. During the on-site portion of this inspection, the results of these studies 
were not finalized and additional failure analysis tasks were scheduled to accµrately 
characterize the failure mechanism and support the cause determination. 

c. Conclusions 

At the time of the exit, Mitsubishi was still completing their independent cause analysis. 
As part of the Confirmatory Action Letter inspection, the final Mitsubishi cause evaluation 
will be reviewed. 

3.0 Operational Differences in Configuration and Operation between Unit 2 and 3 (Charter 
item 3) 

a. Inspection Scope 

The team reviewed Unit 2 and 3 Cycle 16 operational data records found in operator 
logs and the plant computer system. The team. focused on differences in configuration 
and operation between Units 2 and 3. The team evaluated full power operational data 
between Unit 2 and Unit 3 steam generators after each were replaced. From this data 
the team compared key plant parameters and other indications such as temperature, 
flow, power, pressure, and vibration ahd loose parts monitoring alarms. The team 
reviewed operational differences between Units 2 and 3 in order to gain information and 
to assess if these differences could have had an impact on the observed difference$ in 
the steam generator tube wear between the units. 

b. Observations and Findings 

No findings were identified. 

The team identified one unresolved item for which additional information is required to 
determine if a performance deficiency exists or if the i5sue constitutes a violation .of NRC 
requirements, The team also modeled the impact of operational differences on the 
predicted thermal-hydraulic response of the steam generators. 

(1) Introduction: The team identified an unresolved item assoCiated with the number of 
valid vibration and loose parts alarms observed in Unit 3 steam generators compared 
to Unit 2 steam generators, during steady state conditions. 

Description: During the review of operational differences between Unit 2 and 3 
steam generators the team identified a significant difference in number of valid 
vibration and loose parts monitoring system alarms, The vibration and loose parts 
monitoring system was designeq to provide continuous monitoring and conditioning 
of loose parts accelerometer signals. Two separate acqelerometers were installed 
on each of the steam generators. The location of these instruments are on the 
steam generators' lower supporting structures and provide acoustic information 
about loose parts impacts specifically on the reactor coolant or primary side of the 
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steam generators. The vibration and loose parts monitoring system real time 
functions consist mainly of impact alarm validation of suspected loose part events 
and recording acoustic data~ Long terrn vibration monitoring and loose part event 
trending were done by engineering personnel using recorded data. 

Unit 3 returned to service in February 2011, and the resident inspectors noted a 
number of nuclear notifications associated with Unit 3 steam generators vibration 
and loose parts monitoring alarms. On January 20, 2012, prior to the Unit 3 tube 
leak, engineering personnel also identified this trend and documented in Nuclear 
Notification NN 201818719 this problem and assigned an action to do further 
evaluation. On February 3, 2012, engineering personnel sent two sets of alarm 
signatures to Westinghouse, which contained impact data on alarms for time periods 
of steady state operation (i.e., no major temperature changes). Westinghouse 
engineering personnel concluded that the acoustic signals picked up by the 
accelerometers were valid and similar in nature to acoustic signatures caused by 
thermal movement of a steam generator expected during changes in thermal 
conditions, such as plant startup or shutdown. However the data obtained and 
ana!yzed had been taken during steady state operations. The team noted that Unit 2 
steam generators did not receive the same number and type of alarms during a 
similar period of steady state operations. Engineering personnel also compared hot 
leg temperature changes linked to Unit 3 operations from February 18, 2011, to 
January 31, 2012, and confirmed about 30 valid alarms during this period were not 
associated with thermal transients. 

Additional review and follow up will be required of the vibration and loose parts 
m'onitoring system alarms, including evaluaticn and disposition of Unit 3 alarms and 
then determine whether this issue represents a performance deficiency or constitutes 
a violatio!1 of NRC requirements. This issue is identified as 
URI 05000362/2012007-02, "Evaluation of Unit 3 Vibration and Loose Parts 
Monitoring System Alarms.» 

(2) Operational Differences: The team performed a number of different thermal
hydraulic-analysis of Units 2 and 3 steam generators. The output of the various 
analyses runs where then compared ?nd reviewed to determine if those differences 
could have contributed to the significant change in steam generator tube wear. It 
was noted that Unit 3 ran with slightly higher primary temperatures, about 4·f higher 
than Unit 2. Other differences were noted in steam and feedwater flow but none of 
the differences were considered sufficient to significantly affect thermal hydraulic 
characteristics inside the steam generators. The different analyses included: 

• Lower bounding thermal hydraulic analysis using the steam generator base 
design condition, where primary lnlettemperature was 598.F, and an upper 
bound case where primary inlet temperature was 611°F as identified in Mitsubishi 
Document L5-04GA021, Revision 3 

• Varying steam generator pressures from 833 to 942 psia 
• Steam mass flow rates from 7.59 to 7.62 Mlbm/hr 
• 'Primary loop volumetric flow rate from 102,000 to 104,000 gpm, and 
• Recirculation ratio from 3.2 to 3.5. 
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c. Conclusions 

The team identified one unresolved item associated with SCE's evaluation of the Unit 3 · 
loose parts monitoring alarms. 

The result of the independent NRC thermal-hydraulic analysis indicated that differences 
in the actual operation between units and/or individual steam generators had an 
insignificant impact on the results and in fact, the team did not identify any changes in 
steam velocities or void fractions that could attribute to the differences in tube wear 
between the units or steam generators. It should be noted that increases in primary 
temperature and steam generator pressures has the effect of reducing void fractions and 
peak steam velocities. which slightly decreases the conditions necessary for fluid elastic 
instability and fluid-induced vibration. 

4.0 Design and Manufacturing Differences (Charter Item #4) (Mitsubishi Charter Item 1) 

During the development of the charter, it was not known hew SCE and Mitsubishi 
reviewed and approved design and manufacturing changes. During the inspection, it 
was identified that all design and manufacturing changes proposed by Mitsubishi 
required review and approval from a SCE,representative. Based on this, it was 
determined that this area could be covered as one item. 

a. Inspection Scope 

The team interviewed licensee and Mitsubishi personnel involved in the design and 
fabrication of the replacement steam generators and reviewed information including 
nonconformance reports. design drawings, fabrication procedures, design changes, 
engineering evaluations, supplier deviation requests, and design specifications to 
identify conditions affecting quality that resulted in relevant design differences between 
the replacement steam generators. The team assessed whether these differences could 
be considered as contributing factors for the cause of the tube-to-tube wear issue in Unit 
3. The team also reviewed Engineering Change Packages 800071702 and 800071703 
for the Unit 2 and Unit 3 replacement steam generators, respectively, with emphasis on 
changes made to the design methodology described in the updated final safety analysis 
report for the original steam gener~tors to verify that the evaluation was performed in 
accordance with licensee procedures and the provisions of 1 OGFR 50.59, "Changes, 
Tests, and Experiments." 

b. Observations and FindinQ_s 

No findings were identified. 

The team.identified two unresolved items for which additional information is required to 
determine if performance deficiencies exist or if the issues constitute violations of NRC 
requirements. The team also identified several observations related to the design, 
fabrication, and the engineering change package for the Unit 2 and Unit 3 replacement 
steam generators. · 
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(1) Introduction: The team identified an unresolved item associated with the design of 
the retainer bars in Unit 2 and Unit 3 replacement steam generators. 

Description: In February 2012, the licensee identified wear indications in Unit 2 
replacement steam generators at the tube locations in contact with the retainer bars 
{see figure below). Some of the indications showed excessive wear with a maximum 
degradation of 90 percent through wall . 

... . .,_; '"' ''*"'""r·...-.-~'>•'<• ,.._,A .. .,y, ... ~ 

~:z=::__: Retaining 

The team identified that the design of the replacement steam generators did not 
expect any potential vibration concerns in the area of the tube bundle where the 
retainer bars were located. The basis for Mitsubishi's design philosophy relied on 
the following factors: 

• Based on the calculated natural frequency of the retainer bar, Mitsubishi 
considered that there would not be a resdnant vibration condition rel_ative to the 
fiow conditions In the location of retainer bars. 

• The vibration analysis of the tube bundle only considered out-of -plane vibration 
because in-plane vibration was not expected to be an operational concern for the 
retainer bars. 

• The outermost tubes were considered the least susceptible to flow-elastic 
instability; therefore retainer bar locationswere not included in the vibration 
analysis. 

• Fluid-elastic instability was found not applicable to the reta_iner bar because this 
mechanism did not apply to a single tube in cross flow. 

• Vortex-induced vibration was found not applicable to the retainer bar because it 
was considered a vibration mode applicable to a single cylinder in uniform cross 
flow in a large area and.the flow condition around the retainer bars was 
considered slug-froth two phase flow. 

However, upon identification of retainer bar-to .. tube wear in Unit 2 replacement 
steam generators, Mitsubishi performed an evaluation to identify the cause of 
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excessive wear. The analysis considered three vibration mechanisms: fluid-elastic 
instability, vortex-induced vibration, and turbulence~induced vibration (random 
vibration). The analysis for turbulence-induced vibration determined that random 
vibration was the possible cause of the retainer vibration, based on the peculiar flow 
around the retainer bar, combined with the rather low natural frequency of the 
retainer bar. The analysis used the two phase flow conditions around the retainer 
bars and .identified various modes of vibration at those flow conditions that could lead 
to retainer bar vibration and consequently to tube wear. 

Additional review by the NRG is required following completic>n of the licensee's cause 
evaluation to determine whether this issue represents a performance deficiency or 
constitutes a violation of NRG requirements. This issue is identified as URI 
05000362/2012007-03, "Evaluation of Retainer Bars Vibration durihg the Original 
Design of the Replacement Steam Generators." 

(2} Introduction: The team identified an unresolved item associated with the 
dimensional controls of critical dimensions throughout the fabrication of Unit 2 and 
Unit 3 replacement steam generators. 

Description: Based on the information gathered by the team on the differences in 
dimensional controls of critical parameters in Unit 2 and .Unit 3 replacement steam 
generators, the team determined that.Mitsubishi did not consider the potential impact 
of improving dimensional controls for tube roundness and anti-vibration bars on the 
final tube bundle clearances at normal operating conditions. 

Additional review by the NRG is required following completion of the licensee's cause 
evaluation to fully assess how the dimensional controls contributed to the tube~to
tube wear in Unit 3 and then determine whether this issue represents a performance 
deficiency or constitutes a violation of NRC requirements. This issue is identified as 
URI 05000362/2012007-04, "Evaluation of Changes in Dimensional Controls during 
the Fabrication of Unit 2 and Unit 3 Replacement Steam Generators." 

(3) Design Differences: The team did not identify any significant differences in the 
design requirements of Unit 2 and Unit 3 replacement steam generators. The 
'
1Conformed Specification for Design and Fabrication of the Replacement Steam 
Generators," also known as the design $pecification, contained identical technical 
requirements for Unit 2 and Unit 3 steam generators. All replacement steam 
generators were required to be designed, fabricated, and tested in accordance with 
the 1998 edition of the American Society of Mechanicai Engineers (ASME) Boiler 
and Pressure Vessel Code, with the 2000 Addenda, industry standards, and NRG 
endorsed methods described in applicable regulatory guides. The licensee specified 
the same licensing requirements for all replacement steam generators. 

The design specification ·also contained provisions to address techn.ical or quality 
deviations from the requirements of the purchase order or the design specifications, 
including the disposition of uRepair" or ''Accept as-is" conditions captured as non:
cohformance reports in Mitsubishi's quality assurance program and changes to 
documents previously approved by the licensee. This process was referred to as 
"Supplier Deviation Request" and allowed the licensee to review and approve 
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deviations from the approved· design specifications. The team noted that changes 
affecting the specified design were suomitted to SCE personnel for review and 
approval. 

The team noted that the design specification established identical provisions for the 
design of the replacement steam generator components including the vessel, 
upper/lower shell, transition cone, tubesheet, channel head, divider plate, tube 
supports, tubing, steam nozzle, feedwater nozzle, primary nozzles, steam flow 
limiting device, moisture separators/dryers, feedwater distribution system, blowdown 
and sludge management, access/inspection ports, instrument/sampling taps, and 
loose part monitoring. · 

The design specification also established identical requirements for the service life 
and service environmental conditions of the replacement steam generators. The 
licensee also specified identical design loading, structural, and seismic requirements 
for all replacement steam generators. The design specification contained identical 
requirements for design transients under normal, upset, emergency, faulted, and test 
conditions. 

Additionally, the performance requirements in the design specification were identical 
for each replacement steam generator, which included: 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

Water Level Stability 
Circulation Ratio 
Moisture Carryover 
Steam Carryunder in the Downcomer Annulus 
Reactor Coolant Flow Rate 
Primary-Ta-Secondary Leakage 
Slowdown Capacity 
Thermal Rating 
Heat Transfer Surface Area 
Tube Plugging Margin 
Fouling Factor 
Overall Heat Transfer Coefficient 
Primary Side Design and Operating Pressure/Temperatures 
Secondary Side Design and Operating Pressures/Temperatures 
Primary Side Design and Operating Flows 
Secondary Side Design ahd Operating Flows 
Tube Material and Dimensions 

The replacement steam generator design developed by Mitsubishi for SONGS Unit2 
and Unit 3 in accordance with the licensee's design specification was translated into 
the same set of design and fabrication drawings. The team noted that some as-built 
dimensions varied between Unit 2 and Unit ·3 steam generators as a result of the 
divider plate weld repairs in Unit 3 and other manufacturing processes. However, 
these dimensional changes did not represent significant deviations from the original 
design specifications. 
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(4) Fabrication Differences: The team noted that the design specification contained the 
same general fabrication requirements for the Unit 2 and Unit 3 replacement steam 
generators. The design specification contained the methods required for fabrication, 
assembly, inspection, and testing of the replacement steam generators. The 
specification covered, in part, fabrication requirements for the channel head cladding, 
tube dimensions, tube wall thickness, tube bend radius, tube "ovality," tubesheet, 
tube-to-tubesheet joints, tube supports, tube bundle, machined gasketed surfaces, 
non-ASME steam generator internals, welding methods, post-weld heat treatment, 
and allowable welding materials. The specification also contained detailed 
requirements for inspections, tests, and examinations, which included examination 
methods and personnel qualification requirements. 

The design specification also required the use of "Supplier Deviation Requests" to 
address technical or quality deviations from the requirements of the Purchase Order 
or the design specification·s, including the disposition of "Repair" or "Accept as-is" 
conditions identified during the fabrication process and changes to fabrication 
documents previously approved by the licensee. The team noted that fabrication 
issues affecting the specified design were submitted to SCE personnel for review 
and approval. 

Based on discussions with SCE and Mitsubishi personnel and the review of 
documentation about the fabrication history of Unit 2 and Unit 3 replacement steam 
generators, the team identified the differences listed below. At the conclusion of the 
onsite portion of this inspection, the differences between Unit 2 and Unit 3 steam 
generators as a result of the fabricatiqn process were under consideration for the 
cause evaluation. 

• Steam Dryer Assembly - During the fabrication of Unit 2 steam generator 2E0-
89, Mitsubishi identified a nonconforming condition of the steam dryer assembly 
that included damaged locking plates of vane jacking devices, disp-laced bolts, 
and damaged vanes. The cause of this issue was determined to be inadequate 
evaluation and control of the design in regard the capacity of the vane jacking 
devices to sustain all fabrication conditions. Specifically, the vane jac~ing 
devices failed to stay in the design position during multiple rotations of the steam 
generator assembly during fabrication. Mitsubishi corrected the condition, in · 
part, by replacing all vane jacking devices and damaged vanes with a new 
design, which was also used in the fabrication of the Unit 2 steam 
generator 2E0-88, and Unit 3 steam generators 3E0-89 and 3E0-88. 
Additionally, Mitsubishi modified the assembly sequenGe of the steam dryers. 
For Unit 2 steam generator 2E0-89, the steam dryer vanes were assembled in• 
situ while the steam dryers for Unit 2 steam generator 2E0-88 and Unit 3 steam 
generators 3E0-88 and 3E0.,89 were preassembled before installation in their 
final position. 

• Drilling of TubesheetHoles - The tubesheet holes in Unit 2 and Unit 3 steam 
generators where the tubes are inserted for final assembly were made with 
different drill· bits. The Unit 2 steam generator tubesheets were drilied with 
uncoated drill bits. The Unit 3 steam generator tubesheets were·drilled with 
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titanium-nitride coated drill bits, which improved the drill bit life and resolved 
tooling mark issues experienced in Unit 2. 

• Transition Wrapper Welding - The welding of the transition wrapper was 
performed in different order for each unit. For Unit 2 steam generators, the 
transition wrapper was welded after the tubes and anti-vibration bars were 
installed. In Unit 3 steam generators, the transition wrapper was welded before 
the installation of tubes and anti-vibration bars. 

• Cladding Removal Process for the Channel Head - The removal of the stainless 
steel clad weld from the iflterior surface of the channel head base metal in 
preparation for the divider plate weld (i.e. structural butter weld) was performed 
with different methods in Unit 2 and Unit 3 replacement steam generators. For 
Unit 2, Mitsubishi used a machining process to remove the cladding in both 

·steam generators. In Unit 3, Mitsubishi used an air carbon-arc gouging process: 
This method resulted in separation of the butter weld during hydrostatic testing. 
The root cause evaluation concluded that the air carbon-arc gouging process left 
carbon deposits on the base metal. Gouging was followed by grinding which was 
designed to remove the heat affected zone and expected to completely remove 
the carbon deposits. However, the grinding process left carbon deposits behind, 
which resulted in the localized areas of high carbon and high base metal 
hardness due to carburization. The repair of the Unit 3 divider plate welds is 
addressed in further details in Section 12.0 of this report. 

• Helium Leak Test -As part of the fabrication process, Mitsubishi performed a 
Helium-Nitrogen leak test on the secondary side of the replacement steam 
generators to check for leaks on the tube-to-tubesheet welds. For all steam 
generators, this test was performed after completion of the tube-to-tubesheet 
weld, but prior to the penetrant examination of the tube-to-tubesheet welds and 
final tube expansion. The leak tests for Unit 2 steam generators were performed 
at a higher pressure than Unit 3 steam generators. Additionally, the Unit 2 tests 
were performed using a temporary welded cap on top of the steam generator 
shell to enclose the secondary side, while a temporary clamped cap was used in 
Unit 3 steam generators. All tests required the same holding time before starting 
the test and the same leak rate acceptance criteria. 

• Preliminary and ASME Section Ill Hydrostatic Tests - The number of hydrostatic 
tests performed in accordance with ASME Section Ill on the primary and 
secondary,sides of the replacement steam generators varied between Units due 
to the results of the initial test in each steam generator. For each replacement 
steam generator, the hydrostatic tests were performed first on the primary side 
and then. on the secondary side. Both Unit 2 steam generators met the 
acceptance criteria in the first hydrostatic test. However, during the first 
hyqrostatic test on the secondary side of Unit 3 steam generator 3E0-89, 
Mitsubishi identified leakage through a tube-to-tubesheet weld that exceeded the 
ASME Code acceptance criteria. After repairs were completed to address the 
leakage, the hydrostatic tests were re-performed. Following the second set of 
hydrostatic tests on Unit 3 steam generator 3E0-89, cracking indications were 
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identified in the divider plate-to-channel head weld. After repairs were completed 
to ~ddress the divider plate weld cracks, a third set of hydrostatic tests were 
performed in Unit 3 steam generator 3E0-89. Since similar cracking indications 
of the divider plate weld were identified in Unit 3 steam generator 3E0-88, a 
second set of hydrostatic tests was performed in this steam generator after the 
divider plate weld was repaired. 

Additionally, prior to each ASME Section Ill hydrostatic test, Mitsubishi perfqrmed 
a preliminary hydrostatic test of the primary and secondary side of the steam 
generators at design pressure to check for leakage at the feed pump, pressure 
filling line, temporary gaskets, and temporary seals. Therefore, each 
replacement steam generator received an equal number of preliminary and 
ASME Section Ill Hydrostatic Tests. The total numbers of hydrostatic tests for 
each steam generator are summarized below. 

' 

1·N-umber of Preliminary and ASME Section Ill Hydrostatic Tests 
I 

I Steam Primary I Secondary 
I Results I I Generator Side 1 Side 

! 2E0-89 1 l 1 Acceptance criteria met I 

I. 2E0-88 1 I 1 l Acceptance criteria met 
I i i 

I I 
! tubesheet weld i 

3E0~89 

I 1 1 I 
Divider plate weld separation 

I weld identified 

1 1 
Leakage detected in tube-to-

! 1 1 I Final -:.~cceptance criteria met [ 

I i 

I 1 1 Divider plate weld separation 
3E0-88 1 weld identified 

i 1 1 Final - Acc~ptance criteria met 

• Pre-Service Inspection - The design specification established similar 
requirements for the pre-service eddy current examination of Unit 2 anq Uri it 3 
replacement steam generators. The team noted that the eddy current 
examinations of Unit 2 and Unit 3 steam generators were performed with similar 
eddy current techniques, including essential variables. However, the 
circumstances in which the examinations were performed varied for each Unit. 
For Unit 2, the pre-service examination was performed after the steam 
generators were delivered at the SONGS jobsite. The steam generators were 
examined on the shipping saddles, where the position of the tube bundle was at 
45 degrees from the gravity neutral position. This position was dictated by the 
location of the steam generator lifting trunnions which were installed on the upper 
shell at 45 degree orientation from the steam generator centerline. For Unit 3, 
the pre-service eddy current examination was performed at the Mitsubishi Kobe 
facility while the steam -generators were still on the fabrication rollers ~md _in the 
gravity neutral position (i.e. divider plate oriented horizontally). The decision to 
perform the Unit_3 pre-service examination at the Mitsubishi facility was dictated 
by delivery schedule considerations resulting from the divider plate weld repairs. 
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• Flow Limiter for Primary Inlet Nozzles - The replacement steam generators were 
designed with a flow limiter located in the primary inlet nozzle (see figure below) 
in order to make the reactor coolant system flow similar to the flow rate of the 
original steam generator and not exceed the maximum allowable reactor coolant 
system flow rate. The licensee's evaluation for the engineering design package 
determined that although the original steam generators had a number of plugged 
tubes, the reactor coolant system flow rate of the original steam generators was 
near the design requirement. Because the replacement steam generators has 
377 more tubes than the original steam generators, and contained tubes with u
bends versus "square .bends", the pressure drop of the replacement steam 
generatorswith no plugged tubes would be much less than the original steam 
generators resulting in a higher flowrate. 

Flow Limiter 

The flow limiter was designed to ensure the total "best estimate" reactor coolant 
flow rate With the replacement steam generators installed would not exceed 
106·.5 percent of the design volumetric flow rate of 396,000 gallons per minute at 
a reactor coolant system cold leg temperature of Tcold = 540.9°F. For Unit 2 
replacement steam generators, the flow limiter diameter t~ nozzle inner diameter 
ratio was 0.94 while the ratio for Uni~ 3 steam generators was 0.915 due to Unit 3 
reactor coolant pump replacement. The flow limiter dimensions resulted from a 
scaled model test performed by Mitsubishi and it was designed to be machined 
as part of the nozzle base metal. 

• Pitch Distance of Tube Support Plate Drilled Holes in Unit 2 Steam Generator 
2E0-89 - During fabrication of the tube support plates for Unit 2 steam generator 
2E0-89, quality control inspections identified unacceptable measurements of the 
pitch distance between drilled holes. Mitsubishi fabrication procedures required 
verification of the total center-to-center distance between ten inline drilled holes 
at certain sample points of the tube support plate. The dimensional verification 
checks identified a total of 200 measurements in tube support plate number 3 
and 1 O measurements in tube support plate number 6 that did not meet the 
dimensional acceptance criteria established in the fabrication procedures. 
Mitsubishi evaluated this non-conformance ·condition and accepted the condition 
"as-is" with the SCE's approval. The technical justification for accepting the 
condition addressed four elements: (a) the impact of the condition on the ability 
to insert the tubes through the affected areas of.the tube support plates, {b) 
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resulting stress on the tubes after insertion, (c) impact of the condition on the 
tube to anti-vibration gap size, and (d) possible occurrence of tube scratch during 
inspection. Similar unacceptable measurements were not identified in Unit 2 
replacement steam generator 2E0-88 or Unit 3 replacement steam generators 
3E0-:89 and 3E0-88. 

• Tube-to-Tube Clearance in Unit 2 steam generator 2E0-89- During fabrication of 
Unit 2 replacement steam generator 2E0-89, interference checks identified that 
the clearance between the tubes in Rows No. 28 and 30 in Column No. 22 was 
less than the minimum clearance of 0.13-inch specified in Mitsubishi's inspection 
procedure. The condition was accepted "as-is" by Mitsubishi and SCE through 
the supplier deviation request process. The main considerations of the technical 
evaluation included: (a) thermal expansion difference, (b) tube expansion due to 
operating pressures, {c) tube displacement due to out-of-plane flow induced 
vibration, and {d} tube displacement due to seismic acceleration. The team 
noted that no tube-to-tube wear indications were identified in this area of the tube 
bundle. 

• AntiNibration Bar Spacing Issues in Unit 2 Steam Generator 2E0-89 - During 
fabrication of Unit 2 replacement steam generator 2E0-89, quality control 
inspections identified unacceptable gaps between tubes and the anti-vibration 
bars in the outside tube columns. The affected area was identified as welding 
zone-4. The apparent cause for the anti-vibration bar spacing issue was due to 
performing the welding of zone-4 while the steam generator was oriented 
horizontally with this welding zone oriented to the bottom of the bundle. In this 
configuration, the tube bundle experienced sagging at the time of welding due to 
gravity. After completion of welding zone 4, the steam generator assembly was 
rotated 180 degrees for additional assembly steps, but-the sagging in the 
opposite direction caused enlargement of the gaps in welding zone 4 and this 
enlargement remained approximately the same for all subsequent rqtations. 
When zone-4 was rotated 180-degrees after welding, deflection or sagging of the 
tube retaining bars due to gravity slightly pulled the anti-vibration bars, increasing 
the gap between the tube and th~ anti-vibration bars in this zone. 

With the licensee's approval, Mitsubishi implemented various corrective actions 
to address the condition in the pending Unit 2 replacement steam generator 
2E0-88 and subsequently in Unit 3 steam generators which included: (a) use of 
smaller spacer blocks between tubes for the installation of anti-vibration bars, (b} 
re-define the welding zones_ to limit welding in the horizontal position, and {c) 
reduce rotations during welding of the other bundle zones. Mitsubishi performed 
rework activities· in Unit 2 steam generator 2E0-89 to restore anti-vibration bar 
spacing to design specifications. These activities resulted in better gap 
distribution. All the tube~to-anti-vibration bar gaps exceeding the initial 
dimensional criteria were further evaluated and accepted in accordance with 
Mitsubishi's g·ap size evaluation procedure. 

• Rotations of Steam Generator Assembly for Anti~Vibration Bar Installation and 
Welding - The feam noted that welding of anti-vibration bars strL1cture required 
rotating the steam generators sever·a1 times. As a result of the corrective actions 
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generated to address the anti-vibration bar spacing issues in Unit 2 steam 
generator 2E0-89, the installation procedure was revised to reduce the number of 
rotations for anti-vibration bar installation to attain better gap control. This 
procedure revision resulted in different number of rotations in each replacement 
steam generator. Steam generators Unit 2 E0-89, Unit 2 E0-88, Unit 3 E0-89, 
and Unit 3 E0-88 received 11.25, 4, 3.5, and 3.5 rotations, respectively, during 
installation of the anti-vibration bars structure. 

• Temporary Installation of Plastic Ties- In order to limit the displacement of anti
vibration bars during rotation of the steam generator assembly for welding of the 
anti-vibration bars structure,· Mitsubishi revised the installation procedure to 

-- install temporary plastic ties between the retaining bars and the tubes. This step 
of the anti-vibration bar assembly process was performed in a different sequence 
for Unit 2 and Unit 3 steam generators. For Unit 2, the installation of plastic ties 
occurred after welding the transition wrapper, the Helium leak test, and tube 
hydraulic expansion, but before welding the channel head to the tubesheet, the 
hydrostatic tests, and the pre~service inspection. In Unit 3, the installation of 
plastic ties was performed between welding the transition wrapper and the 
Helium leak test. 

• Dimensional Controls of Anti-Vibration Bar Structure - According to Mitsubishi's 
preliminary cause evaluation taking place at the time of this inspection, the 
controls of critical dimensions affecting the clearances between the tube and the 
anti-vibration bars were gradually improved throughout the fabrication ofthe Unit 
2 and Unit 3 steam generators. This improvement on dimensional controls was a 
consideration for the determination of the failure mechanism leading to tube-to
tube wear in Unit 3. 

The first dimensional control under consideration was the improvement of tube 
roundness in the section of the tubes that was bent to form the U-bend shape. 
During fabrication of Unit 2 steam generator 2E0-89, the supplier of tubular 
product for Mitsubishi (i.e. Sumitomo}, experienced quality issues to meet the G
values established in the design specifications, resulting in a high number of tube 
rejections. .The G-valuewas a measure of departure from roundness, or 
"ovality, 0 after the tubes were bent and it was controlled in order to control the 
gap between tubes and anti-v.ibration bars (see figure below). The G-values 
were measured at different locations along the U-bend section of the tubes for a 
selected number of tubes per row, as established in Mitsubishi's procedure. The 
acceptance criteria for G-value varied depending on the row where the tL1bes 
were installed. The acceptance criteria also remained the same throughout the 
·fabrication of Unit 2·and Unit 3 replacement steam generators. 
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Based on discussions With licensee personnel and documentation reviews, the 
team noted that Sumitomo implemented measures to improve the quality of the 
tube bending process Which resulted in less deviation of G-values and a 
reduction in the amount and variability of tubing "ovality." Based on the'statistical 
analysis of G-value data collected during fabrication of the Unit 2 and Unit 3 
steam generators, Mitsubishi concluded that the G-values standard deviation 
gradually decreased since the fabrication of the first steam generator. 

Another dimensional control under consid~ration was the variability of anti
vibration bar dimensions. Mitsubishi's fabrication procedures required inspection 
of various dimensions of the anti-vibration bars to control the gap between the 
anti-vibration bars and the tubes. These dimensions were: thickness in the 
straight sections, twisting and flatness of the straight sections after bending, and 
thickness of the anti-vibration bar tip {i.e. nose) after bending. Among these 
dimensions, the twisting and flatness of the straight sections after bending were 
verified using a c'Go or No-Go" approach based on the acceptance criteria in 
Mitsubishi's procedures but no specific measurements were required to be 
maintained by procedure. Additionally, the acceptance criteria for anti-vibration 
bar dimensions remained the same throughout the fabrica~ion of Unit 2 and Unit 
3 replacement steam generators. Mitsubishi conducted a preliminary statistical 
analysis of the available dimensional data for anti'-Vibration bars and the team 
concurred that there were minor differences in the statistical distribution of these 

' ' 

dimensions in Unit 2 and Unit 3 steam generators. 

Engineering Change Package (1 O CFR 50.59): The team determined that the 
licensee's evaluation for changes in the updated final safety analysis report's design 
methodologies for the replacement steam gener;:itors was consistent with SON<;3S 
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procedures for the implementation of 10 CFR 50.59 requirements. The licensee's 
evaluation contained in Engineering Change Packages 800071702 and 800071703 
for the Unit 2 and Unit 3 replacement steam generators, respectively, determined 
that the replacement of the original steam generators did not affect the current 
licensing basis to the extent of needing prior approval from the NRC as required by 
10 CFR 50.59. 

In the 50.59 screening evaluation associated with the engineering change package 
for the Unit 2 and Unit 3 replacement steam generators, the licensee determined that 
the proposed activity did not adversely affect a design function, or the method of 
performing or controlling a design function described in the updated final safety 
analysis report. The licensee also determined that the steam generator replacement 
activity did not change a procedure in a manner that adversely affected how an 
updated final safety analysis report design function is performed or controlled. 
Additionally, the licensee determined that the steam generator replacement activity 
did not involve a test or experiment not described in the updated final safety analysis 
report. The licensee evaluated the following updated final safety analysis report 
design functions in the 50.59 screening: 

• Steam Generator Design Functions 
• Reactor Coolant System Structural Integrity 
• Emergency Core Cooling System Performance 
• Non-toss of Coolant Accident Transients 
• Containment Pressure-Temperature Analysis 
• Low Temperature Overpressure Protection 
• Reactor Protection System, Engineered Safety Features Actuation System, Core 

Operating Limit Supervisory System, and Core Protection Calculations 
• Nuclear Steam Supply System Performance 
• Non-Safety Related Control Systems Performance 

However, the 50.59 screening evaluation identified three methods of analysis 
described in the updated final safety analysis report that were affected by the 
proposed steam generator replacement and required further evaluation against the 
criteria in 10 CFR 50.59. The affected methodologies are described below: 

• Seismic Analysis of Reactor Vessel Internals - The original analysis of SONGS 
Unit 2 and Unit 3 reactor vessel internals with the original steam generators was 
performed with the methodology described in Combustion Engineering Topical 
Report CENPD• 178, "Structural Analysis of Fuel Assemblies for Combined 
Seismic and Loss of Coolant Accident." Subsequent to the submittal of this 
report, Combustion Engineering revised the methodology by modifying modeling 
techniques, computer codes,, testing methods, and acceptance criteria in 
response to changes ih licensing requirements. Consequently, the original report 
was resubmitted to the NRC as CENPD-178-P, Revision 1-P, August 1981. This 
revision was approved by the NRC in a Letter from H. Bernard to A. Scherer, 
"Acceptance for Referring of Licensing Topical Report CENPD-178," dated 
August 6, 1982. The licensee used this revised metl'lodology for the rep-lacement 
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steam generators and considered it as a methodology approved by the NRC for 
the intended application. 

• Reactor Coolant System Structural Integrity - The structural analysis of the 
original steam generators used ANSYS software for the thermal and stress 
analyses while the replacement steam generators were analyzed using ABAQUS 
software. ANSYS was described in the updated final safety analysis report as a 
large-scale, general-purpose, finite element program for linear and nonlinear 
structural and thermal analysis of the reactor coolant loop components. The 
licensee considered ABAQUS to be similar to ANSYS. The licensee compared 
both programs using thermal and stress sample problems. The comparison 
demonstrated that the results varied from theoretical solutions by no more than 1 
percent, and ABAQUS and AN SYS results themselves were also within 1 
percent of each other. The variability of results was determined to be within the 
margin of error for the subject type of analysis. 

• Tube Wall Thinning Analysis - The original steam generator analysis used 
CEFLASH computer program for the main steam line break mass-energy 
blowdown analysis, whereas the replacement steam generator analysis used 
manual calculations to represent the main steam line break blowdown loads by 
applying the maximum possible tube differential pressure, which bounded the 
pressure calculated by CEFLASH. 

For loss of coolant accident analysis, the original steam generator used STRUDL 
computer program to calculate displacement histories and then ANSYS computer 
program to calculate tube stresses. The tube stresses for the replacement steam 
generators were determined using ANSYS computer program based on the 
blowdown forces. For the original steam generators the combination of loads 

·analyzed ·was primary loop pipe break pit.is design basis earthquake and main 
steam line break plus design basis earthquake. For the replacement steam· 
generators, the loss of coolant accident, design basis earthquake, and the main 
steam line break events were combined as one limiting event, which SCE 
considered to be a more conservative method of evaluation relative to the 
original steam generators. The lic;:ensee determined that the results of the tube 
wall thinning analysis for the replacement steam generators were conservative or 
essentially the same and the methodology used did not represent a departure 
from a method of evaluation described in the updated final safety analysis report. 

Further discussion ls contained in Section 13.0 of this report on the methodology 
used by the licensee for the reactor coolant system structural integrity and tube wall 
thinning analysis. 

The team noted that a key methodology for the design of the replacement steam 
generators was the thermal.;hydraulic code used to model the flow conditions in the 
steam generators. Mitsubishi's FIT-Ill thermal-hydraulic code was accepted by SCE 
for the design of the replacemsnt steam generators. The team noted that the 
updated final safety analysis report did not describe the thermal-hydraulic code 
used for the.design of the original steam generators and therefore the use ·ofthe 
FIT-Ill thermal-hydraulic code did not constitute a change in methodology or a 
change ln an element of c;i methodology described in the updated final safety 
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analysis report. The updated final safety analysis report did describe the computer 
code CRIB as the code used to analyze overall steam generator performance. As 
described in the updated final safety analysis report, CRIB was used to establish 
the redrculation ratio and fluid mass inventories as a function of power level in the 
original steam generators. 

With regard to the major design changes between the original and replacement 
steam generators, the updated final safety analysis report did not specify how the 
original steam generators relied on special design features such as the stay 
cylinder, tubesheet, tube support plates, or the shape of the tubes to perform the 
intended safety functions. The description of the original steam generators was 
focused on the overall thermal performance characteristics and the applicable 
codes and standards used for fabrication. The updated final safety analysis report 
provided a brief description of the egg-crate tube support plate design and its 
function to prevent concentration of impurities in the tube·to-tube support plate gap, 
which could lead to tube degradation. The updated final safety analysis report also 
described degradation issues of the egg-crate tube support plate design as a result 
of flow-accelerated corrosion and the corrective actions taken to mitigate this 
degradation mechanism. 

Regulatory Guide 1.187, "Guidance for Implementation of 10 CFR 50.59, Changes, 
Tests, and Experiments," November 2000, allows the use of NEI 96-07, "Guidelines 
for 10 CFR 50.59 Implementation," Revision 1 for methods that are acceptable for 
complying with 10 CFR 50.59. Per NEI 96-07, changes affecting structures, 
systems, or components that are not explicitly described in the updated final safety 
analysis report can have the potential to adversely affect structure, system, or 
component design functions that are described and thus may require a 10 CFR 
50.59 evaluation. Consistent with this guidance, SCE's 50.59 screening evaluated 
the differences in subcomponents between the original steam generators and 
replacement steam generators as to whether the differences adversely affected the 
design function (reactor coolant pressure boundary) of the steam generators. The 
replacement steam generators were designed and fabricated in accordance with 
quality assurance requirements, and 10 CFR 50.59 does not require the licensee to 
presume deficiencies in the design or fabrication. 

c. Conclusions 

The team identified two unresolved items. The unresolved item associated with the 
changes in dimensional control needs to be res.olved prior to restart of Unit 3. 

The team determined that no significant differences existed in the design requirements 
of Unit 2 and Unit 3 replacement steam generators. 

Based on the updated final safety analysis report description of the original steam 
generators, the team determined that the steam generators major design changes were 
reviewed in accordance with the 10 CFR 50.59 requirements. An unresolved item 
related to a change in a method of evaluation used for the stress analysis calculations is 
discussed in Section 13 of the report. 
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5.0 Quality Assurance/Quality Control (Charter Item 5) (Mitsubishi Charter Item 4) 

The team reviewed numerous documents from both ·SCE and Mitsubishi (including sub
contractors, such as Sumitomo) associated with the design, fabrication, and 
manufacturing of the steam generators for both units. The team reviewed SCE and 
Mitsubishi's quality assurance program, procedures and implementation activities for the 
control of purchased material, equipment, and services; inspections; procurement 
document control; and corre(ftive action and nonconformance activities. Specifically, the 
team reviewed a sample of Mitsubishi nonco.nformance reports, audit, survey, all 
SONGS condition action requests, audits, surveillances, stop work orders, and supplier 
deviation requests associated with the design and manufacturing of the steam 
generators. The team concluded that these portions of SCE and Mitsubishi's quality 
assurance program regarding its safety-related activities were appropriately controlled 
and implemented. 

5.1 SONGS Quality Assurance/Quality Control 

a. Inspection ScoRe 

The team reviewed S,CE's implementation of their quality assurance program to 
determine if it complied with the requirements of 1 O CFR 50, Appendix 8, "Quality 
Assurance Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants and Fuel Reprocessing Plants." The team 
reviewed SONGS implementing procedures, quality assurance manual, vendor audits, 
procurement specifications, corrective action requests, and numerous other documents, 
as well as interviewed a number of quality assurance/control and engineering personnel 
to determine the appropriateness Qf activities affecting quality conducted during 
fabrication, manufacturing and delivery of the replacement steam generators. 

b. Observations and Findings 

No findings were identified. 

(1) Policies and Procedures for Supplier Selection and Control 

The team reviewed Quality Assurance Manual, Section 17.2.7; "Control of 
Purchased Material and Services," which defines the process used to ensure that 
purchased material, source material, and subcontracted services conform to 
applicable codes and standards. Section 17.2.7.2 of the quality ass~rance manual 
provided measures for the approval and control of suppliers and describes the 
methods that SCE uses to conduct technical and quality assurance evaluations of 
potential suppliers. Specifically, SCE evaluat~d an audit performed by Dominion (DA 
2002-92, "Dominion Audit of Mitsubishi Heavy Industries"). The evaluation was 
performed and documented in accordance with SONGS policies and implementing 
procedures that govern the control of purchased material, equipment, and services. 
The results of SCE~ Evaluation MHl-01-04, "Evaluation and Review of Contractor, 
Consultant, Utility or Licensee Aud if Report," stated that Mitsubishi was conditionally 
qualified for the fabrication- and design of the replacement steam generators. An 
audit was performed by SCE when a sufficient quantity of work had been performed 
to demonstrate implementation of Mitsubishi's quality assurance program. Southern 
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California Edison-'s oversight of Mitsubishi also included verification of Mitsubishi's 
activities during fabrication, inspections, testing and shipment of the procured item. 
After approximately 14 months from the initial evaluation SCE removed the 
conditional qualification baseq on results from Evaluation MHl-10SV-05, "Source 
Evaluation Report of MHI," dated February 8, 2006_, and MHl-3SV-06, "Source 
Verification Report of MHI," dated May 3 2006, and implementation and verification 
of specific corrective actions. Part of the SONGS oversight plan of Mitsubishi 
included the placement of SCE quality assurance/quality control personnel 
(residents) at the Mitsubishi facility. Plan SGR-A 10183, "Replacement Steam 
Generator Resident Oversight Plan," described the roles and responsibilities of the 
resident management, engineering, and quality oversight implementation strategy for 
the replacement steam generators. This oversight plan was created to provide 
reasonable assurance thatthe design, licensing, fabrication, delivery, and 
acceptance of the SONGS replacement steam generators were performed in 
accordance with specified SCE, industry, regulatory, and Code requirements. The 
team noted that after the resident was placed at Mitsubishi, Source Verifications and 
Surveillances performed by SCE decreased. After the NRC team conducted several 
interviews with the SCE personnel responsible for oversight of Mitsubishi it was 
determined that the resident provided adequate oversight of Mitsubishi's activities. 
Nuclear Oversight Division Project Oversight Quarterly Reports were provided by 
SCE that demonstrated no decrease in SCE oversight of Mitsubishi. These 
responsibilities were shifted to the resident at Mitsubishi. During the review of the 
documentation generated by the resident the NRC team noted that the resident was 
performing these activities on behalf of SCE. 

(2) Purchase Order Review 

The team reviewed purchase order 6C294014 from Edison Material Supply LLC, 
issued September 28, 2004, for the design, fabrication, and delivery of four 
replacement steam generators for SONGS Units 2 and 3. The procurement order 
stated that all related work was to be performed in accordance with Specification 
8023-617-01, "Specifications for Design and Fabrication of RSG for Units 2 and 
Unit 3." Specification S023-617-01 identified the codes, standards, regulations and 
other documents applicable to the design, fabrication, arid delivery of the. 
replacement steam generators. For example Specification 8023-617-01 invoked 
American Society of Mechanical Engineers Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, 
American National Standards, American Society for Testing ~nd Materials 
Standards, and Electric Power Research Institute Technical Report 016743-V2R1, 
"Guidelines for PWR Steam Generator Tubing Specifications and Repair," among 
others. · 

(3) Supplier Audit and Surveillance Reports 

The team reviewed a sample of audits and surveillances performed on Mitsubishi to 
verify SCE's approval process of Mitsubishi and subcontracted .services. The team 
noted that the audits and annual assessments reviewed were adequately 
documented and provided evidence of Mitsubishi's compliance with quality 
assurance requirements. The team also verified that audit reports supported the 
conclusions made by SCE. 
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5.2 Mitsubishi Quality Assurance/Quality Control 

a. Inspection Scope 

The team reviewed Mitsubishi implementation of their quality assurance program ta 
determine if it complied with the requirements of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, ~Quality 
Assurance Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants and Fuel Reprocessing Plants." The 
team also reviewed a sample of reports from audits and surveys that Mitsubishi 
conducted of various subcontractors, such as Sumitomo to determine the adequacy 
of oversight provided by Mitsubishi activities affecting quality and that contracted 
activities were implemented in accordance with the Mitsubishi-approved quality 
assurance program. In addition, the team reviewed Mitsubishi's Approved Suppliers 
List to verify that vendors listed were qualified according to Mitsubishi's specifications 
and that the list was maintained current. 

b. Observations and Findings 

No findings were identified. 

(1) Policies and Procedures for Supplier Selection and Control 

The team reviewed Mitsubishi Quality Assurance Manual, Section 4, "Procurement 
Control," of the which defines the process used to ensure that purchased material, 
source.material, and subcontracted services conform to the applicable requirements 
of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers Code and to customer 
procurement documents. Section 4.4 of the Quality Assurance Manual provided 
measures for the approval and control of suppliers and described the process that 
Mitsubishi used to condu~t surveys or audits, as required. Additionally, Section 4.4 
provided guidance for the preparation of purchase specifications and subcontract 
specifications, including the imposition of regulatory requirements for the American 
Satiety of Mechanical Engineers Code, Section Ill products. 

The team reviewed Procedure BUH94-06, "Vendor Evaluation Procedure," which 
provided guida·nce on the evaluation of the quality control capability of suppliers by 
performing surveys, audits and performance evaluations of the supplier quality 
assurance program. Procedure BUH94-06 provided a detailed description of the 
entire process to be followed by auditors before, during and after a survey/audit was 
performed. 

No issues were identified. 

(2) Supplier Audit and Surveillance ·Reports 

The.team reviewed a sample of external audits and surveys to verify Mitst.Jbishi's 
approval proCE?ss 9f Sumi~omo Metal Industries, Limited, Steel Tube Works and 
Sumitomo Metal Industries, Limited, Pipe & Tube Company Wakayama Steel Works. 
The team noted that the audits and annual assessments reviewed were adequately 
documented and provided evidence of each company's compliance with quality 
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assurance program requirements. The team also verified that audit checklists were 
prepared and completed for the audit and contained sufficient objective evidence to 
support the conclusions made by Mitsubishi. 

During the review, the team learned that as a consequence of nonconfbrmance 
report UHNR-SON-RSG-06N005 related to inadequate lot control during final mill 
annealing of the tubing, Mitsubishi issued a stop work order to Sumitomo. As part of 
their process Mitsubishi visited Sumitomo to find the root cause of the 
nonconformance. After a review of Sumitomo's corrective action, Mitsubishi was 
able to confirm the adequacy of the corrective actions and preventive actions. 
Mitsubishi released Stop Work Order UHH-G06A097 imposed on Sumitomo. 

On May 8, 2007, Mitsubishi performed Special Audit UHQ-07N004, on Sumitomo, in 
order to confirm adequacy of activities based on Sumitomo Corrective Action Plan 
UHCP-07N004. During the audit Mitsubishi found two findings and made one 
recommendation. Both findings required corrective action from Sumitomo. The 
Mitsubishi audit indicated that Sumitomo was not able to perform adequate activities 
for manufacturing heat transfer tubing in accordance with Sumitomo's shop manual. 
The causes of the deficiencies identified during the audit were a result of Sumitomo's 
staff failing to follow the shop manual requirements. Because the two findings were 
related to the stop work order, Mitsubishi did not allow Sumitomo to start 
manufacturing activities until adequate Implementation of corrective actions were 
confirmed by Mitsubishi. On June 21, 2007, Mitsubishi verified Sumitomo 
implementation of the corrective actions. During this visit at Sumitomo, Mitsubishi 
verified the operations involving straight tube fabrication prior to tube bending 
operations were performed in accordance with Sumitomo's shop manual. Mitsubishi 
found that the same type of corrective actions taken by Sumitomo for straight tube 
fabrication operations applied to tube bending operations. During the review of the 
implementation of the corrective actions Mitsubishi could not verify acceptability of 
Sumitomo tube fabrication operations for the tube bending process. Mitsubishi 
allowed Sumitomo to restart operation only for the straight tube fabrication. On July 
13, 2007, Mitsubishi subsequently confirmed the adequacy of Sumitomo corrective 
actions on tube bending processes. Mitsubishi verified that the bending operations 

. followed the requirement of the Sumitomo' shop manual. On July 17, 2007, 
Mitsubishi lifted the restrictions imposed on Sumitomo and they were allowed to 
restart operations. 

No issues were identified. 

(3) Maintenance of the Approved Supplier List 

The team reviewed Mitsubishi Quality Assurance Manual Section 4, "Procurement 
Control,tt which defined the controls for the maintenance, distribution, and update of 
Qualified Vendor List UES-20100006. According to Section 4, the Nuclear' Plant 
Quality Assurance Section had the responsibility for preparing, approving, and 
distributing the qualified vendor list and any subsequent revisions. In addition, a 
review by the quality assurance engineer was required prior to final document 
approval. Mitsubishi was informed of changes to their supplier's quality assurance 
manuals through procurement requirements imposed on the suppliers ori their 
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certificate of qualification as an approved vendor. If the vendor did not maintain their 
quality assurance program, they were removed from the qualified vendor list. Prior 
to issuing a Quality Assurance Manual revision, approved vendors were required to 
send a copy to Mitsubishi for review and approval, after which Mitsubishi updated the 
qualified vendor list with the latest revision number and date. 

No issues were identified. 

5.3 Quali!Y Assurance Conclusion 

The team concluded that the quality assurance program requirements for quality 
actiVities to support the replacement steam generator project were ·consistent with the 
requirements of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B. The team also concluded that SCE's and 
Mitsubishi's quality assurance program rE;Jquireme.r:its were appropriately translated into 
implementing procedures to support the replacement steam generator project. 

6.0 Implementation of Steam Generator'lndustry Information (Charter Item 6.) (Mitsubishi 
Charter Item 3) 

a. Inspection Scope 

The team reviewed procurement documentation, Mitsubishi design documentation, and 
the 10 CFR 50.59 review package to assess SCE's and Mitsubishi's consideration and 
implementation (as appropriate} of operating experience as part of the steam generator 
replacement project, and in the steam generator tube inspections conducted during the 
current outages for SONGS Units 2 and 3. The team interviewed various personnel with 
respect to operating experience considerations relating to major design changes 
incorporated into the replacement steam generators. The team reviewed operating 
experience in NRC generic communications and worldwide pl~nt operating experience 
that migllt potentially be relevant to conditions observed at SONGS. 

b. Observations and Findings 

No findings were identified. 

The original steam generators installed throughout the domestic fleet of pressurized 
water reactors, including SONGS, experienced widespread corrosion of the tubes and 
tube support piates, stress corrosion cracking of the tubE;s, and wear at tube supports. 
These problems led to the replacement of nearly all of the original steam generators, in 
most cases well before the end of their design lifetime. For SONGS, the design of the 
replacement steam generators included a number of design changesto correct life 
limiting problems with the origin.al steam generators, based in part oh consideration of 
SONGS-specific and industry-wide operating experience. This included use of more 
corrosion resistant materials for the tubing and tube support plates to mitigate corrosion 
and stress corrosion cracking issues experienced in the past. The licensee's bid 
specification required that the stay cylinder feature of the original steam generators be 
eliminated to maximize the number of tubes that could be installed in the replacement 
steam generators and to mitigate past problems with tube wear at tube supports caused 
by relatively cool water and high- flow velocitie.s .in the central part of the tube bundle. 
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Mitsubishi employed a broached trefoil tube support plates instead of the egg crate 
supports in the original design. In addition to providing for better control of tube to 
support plate gaps and easier assembly, the broached tube support plates were 
intended to address past problems with the egg crate supports by providing less line of 
contact and faster flow between the tubes and support plates, reducing the potential for 
deposit buildup and corrosion. Mitsubishi selected a u-bend configuration for the upper 
part of the tube bundle instead of the square bend design of the original steam 
generators based on its experience that u-bends were easier to fabricate and support 
and were easier to inspect. 

The team's review of Mitsubishi design documentation for the anti-vibration bars 
indicates that Mitsubishi considered wear in the u-bend region as the most important 
issue affecting the anti-vibration bar design. Mitsubishi reviewed operating experience 
regarding wear in the u-bend region of replacement steam generators and trended the 
experience data as a function of steam generator manufacturer, tube packing 
arrangements (tube pitch, square versus triangular arrays), and steam generator size. 
The SONGS steam generators are relatively large, and Mitsubishi acknowledged that 
this and the tight tube packing geometry could affect wear experience. Mitsubishi stated 
that the SONGS replacement steam generator were designed to minimize these 
concerns by providing more support points with shorter spans in the u-bend region along 
with effective zero gaps between the tubes and anti-vibration bars during steam 
generator operation. Mitsubishi manufacturing was designed on achieving very small 
uniform gaps between the tubes and anti-vibration bars during assembly. 

Engineering Change Package NECP 800071703 for the replacement steam generators 
evaluated industry operating experience as it related to the manufacture and operation 
of the replacement steam generators. Several of these experiences related to 
fabrication issues; lack of weld quality, material defects, loose parts, lack of cleanliness, 
and failure to fully expand tubes in the tubesheet. The licensee found most of these 
issues to be applicable to the replacement steam generators at SONGS, but that these 
kinds of issues would be adequately addressed by the supplier's (typically Mitsubishi) 
augmented quality assurance procedures and continuous quality oversight by the 
licensee. The licensee also cited augmented receipt inspections, in-process 
verifications, foreign material exclusion and control, and cleanliness inspections on the 
part of the supplier or the licensee, as applicable, as addressing these issues. 

The licensee addressed industry operating experiences relating to stress corrosion 
cracking of steam generator tubing by noting that the Alloy 690 thermally treated tubing 
in the replacement steam generators were expected to be substantially more resistant to 
stress corrosion cracking than the tubing alloys used in earlier model steam generators. 
The licensee also addressed experience at another unit which experienced tie rod and 
consequential tube bow as a result of differential thermal expansion between the tubes 
and shroud and unexpected interference between some tube support plates. The stay 
rod (equivalent' to tie rods at other unit) and Shroud material for the replacement steam 
generators have been selected to have similar coefficients of thermal expansion which 
would preclude a similar problem. 

Steam Generator Degradation Assessment 51-9176667-001 (prepared by AREVA) 
supporting steam generator inspections during the current outages for Units 2 and 3 
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evaluated industry operating experience relating to steam generator in-service 
inspections. This included operating experience reports, including NRC Information 
Notice·2010-05, «Management Of Steam Generator Loose Parts And Automated Eddy 
Current Data Analysis," relating to eddy current test probe issues and data analysis 
errors. In response to these issues, SCE personnel stated that specific training was 
given to the data analysts at SONGS on the lessons learned from these experiences 
and where applicable, appropriate data was included in the SONGS site specific 
performance demonstration. The licensee also described additional measures that 
would be taken at SONGS to address these issues. The review also addressed 
operating experience reports dealing with unexpected tube support indications or lack 
thereof. In response, SCE stated that indicated anti-vibration bar locations by eddy 
current will be compared to the anti-vibration bar locations· specified in the Mitsubishi 
design drawings. 

Steam Generator Degradation Assessment 51-9176667-001 also addressed numerous 
operating experience reports involving loose parts and foreign objects in steam 
generators, including several instances involving resultant damage to steam generator 
tubing. These reports included NRC Information Notices 2004-1 O; 11Loose Parts in 
Steam Generators,n 2004-16, "Tube Leakage Due to a Fabrication Flaw in a 
Replacement Steam Generator," and 2004-17, "Loose Part Detection and Computerized 
Eddy Current Analysis in Steam Generators1" Some of these reports dealt with eddy 
current probes, or pieces of probes, which were left behind as loose parts on the primary 
side. Most of the operating experience reports related to lose parts and foreign objects 
on the steam generator secondary side. In response, SCE approach for addressing this 
issue was through procedure changes and secondary side visual inspections which 
Included the open tube lane, the entire peripheral annulus, and appropriate visual 
examination followup on eddy current indications of possible loose parts. The inspection 
with the exception of the loose parts component was performed, as scheduled, during 
the current refueling outage for SONGS Unit 2. The inspection for loose parts will be 
performed at the first scheduled inspection during the next refueling outage. The team 
noted that possible loose parts indications were not found' during the 100 percent eddy 
current test inspection of the Unit 3 steam generators during the current outage. The 
team also noted that secondary side visual inspections were performed in the upper 
bundle area of the Unit 3 steam generators to evaluate the tube-to-retainer bar 
intersections and in a limited area above the 7th tube support plc:ite. 

The NRC staff issued many generic communications relating to steam generator tube 
integrity issues since the 1980s. The team reviewed these documents and determined 
that many of tnese related to the potential for stress corrosion cracking of the tubes 
which the staff found was not expected to be a concern for the thermally treated Alloy 
690 material in the SONGS replacement steam generatprs by virtue of its greatly 
enhanced resistance to stress corrosion cracking. Most of the others related to 
problems encountered with eddy current flaw detection and sizing, ,the occurrence and 
detection of loose parts/foreign objects, and monitoring of prim~ry fo secondary leakage. 

TQe team reviewed NRC generic communications not falling into one of the above 
categories for potential relevance to SONGS Unit 2 and 3. One of these was NRC 
Information Notice 2004-16 concerning an operational leakage event at another plant 
due to damage caused by a packing screw during transport to the steam generator 
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manufacturer. The licensee stated in its steam generator change package that this 
incident was precluded for SCE by prohibiting the use of screws and nails as fasteners 
for tubing shipping crates. The licensee also addressed NRC Information 
Notice 2007 37, "Buildup of Deposits in Steam Generator," concerning fatigue of a low 
row u-bend at a foreign unit as a result of deposit build up and lack of support for the low 
row u-bend. Engineering Change Package NECP 800071703 specified that this type of 
incident was precluded in the replacement steam generators by virtue of anti-vibration 
bar supports extending to the low row u-bends. Steam Generator Degradation 
Assessment 51-9176667-001 documented that this type of problem reflected an 
advanced stage of deposit accumulation that was not anticipated for the foreseeable 
f~ture in the SONGS replacement steam generators. 

c. Conclusions 

The team's review indicated that lessons learned from these NRC generic 
communication documents had generally been incorporated into industry guideline 
documents relating to steam generator inspections, monitoring of primary-to-secondary 
leakage, and other guidelines documents prepared by the Electrical Power Research 
Institute. This information was incorporated into SCE's design specifications, inspection 
and, leakage monitoring guidelines. 

7.0 Packing, Shipping. Handling, and Receipt Inspection (Charter Item 7) 

a. Inspection Scope 

The team interviewed licensee personnel involved with the packing, shipping, handling, 
and receipt inspection of the replacement steam generators. In addition, the team 
reviewed SCE receipt acceptance criteria to assess if critical attributes were 
appropriately specified and if the licensee had the ability to assess acceptability of 
meeting those acceptance criteria. The team reviewed evaluations associated with 
supplier deviation reports, nuclear notifications and changes to handling specifications. 
With respect to replacement steam generators the team focused on differences in 
SONGS shipping, handling, and receipn:icceptance between the Unit 2 and 3 steam 
generators from the manufacturing site in Japan to final installation on site. · 

b. Observations and Findings 

No findings were identified. 

The team identified three unresolved items for which additional information is required to 
determine if performance deficiencies exist or if the issues constitute violations of NRC 
requirements. 

(1) Introduction: The team Identified an unresolved item associated with Unit 3 steam 
generators not shipped in accordance with specification S023-617-01, "Design and 
Fabrication of Replacement Steam Generators for Unit 2 and Unit 3," Revision 4, and 
requirements for handling, storage, and shipping. Specifically, ANSI N45.2-1977, 
"Quality Assurance Program Requirements for Nuclear Facilities," required a special 
protective environment for hand Ung, storage, and shipping of the replacement steam 
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generators. However, because of.schedule changes, the Unit 3 protective 
environment which included maintaining a nitrogen pressure and a monitoring plan 
was altered significantly. 

Descr.iption: The team evaluated specifications associated with the shipping and 
handling of the Unit 2 and 3 replacement steam generators. Based on the 
information evaluated by the team, the steam generators procurement and shipping 
specifications required monitoring and maintenance of nitrogen atmosphere inside 
the replacement steam generators during shipment. Supplier Deviation Request 
SOR 10041870-09091 dated December 1, 2009, documents a request "notto control 
the positive pressure. the dew point of nitrogen, and the oxygen content on the 
primary and secondary side of the Unit 3 replacement steam generators to 
accelerate delivery schedule.n 

Specification 8023-617-01, Section 3.16.3, specifies the supplier shall be 
responsible for monitoring and maintaining nitrogen atmosphere inside the steam 
generators during their shipping from Mitsubishi to the California port discharge 
point. The team noted that Unit 3 steam generators did not require, monitoring or 
control of dew point, oxygen concentration, inside nitrogen pressure. The team 
could not identify if this was properly evaluated (Reference Section 5 of shipping and 
handling procedure S023-617-1-M1350). 

Additional review and follow up will be required to review the_ evaluations and 
corrective actions associated with the maintaining the Unit 3 replacement steam 
generators protective environment during shipping and then determine whether this 
issue represents a performance deficiency or constitutes 13 violation of NRC 
requirements. This issue is identified as URI 05000362/2012007-05, "Shipping 
Requirements not in Accordance to Industry Standards." 

(2) Introduction: The team identified an unresolved item associated with the shipping 
and handling specifications requiring methods of tube bundle support. The team 
could not determine if this requirement to provide a tube bundle support method was 
adequately evaluated by SCE. 

Description: Based on the information gathered by the team on shipping and 
handling specifications associated with the Unit 2 and 3 replacement steam 
generators, the team could not determine that Mitsubishi or SCE adequately 
considered the potential impact of not providing methods of tube bundle supports as 
required in Specification 8023-617-01. In response to the team questions regarding 
tube bundle support methods, the team was provided with results from 
Procedure L5-04GA069, "Sagging Measurement Procedure," Revision 7. However 
the team noted the procedure is considered a hon:-quality affecting procedure and 
used for reference only. 

Additional review and follow up will be required to.review the evaluations asso9iated 
with the requirements to provide tube bundle support during shipping for the Unit 2 
and. 3 steam generators and then determine whether this issue represents a 
performance deficiency or constitutes a violation of NRC requirements. This issue is 
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identified as URI 05000362/2012007-06, "Shipping Requirements not in Accordance 
to Design and Fabrication Specifications." 

(3) Introduction: The team identified an unresolved item associated with evaluation of 
· excessive shipping induced forces of Unit 3 replacement steam generator 3E-088. 

Description: The team reviewed the SG shipping accelerometer data reports for both 
Unit 2 and Unit 3, ln addition, the team also reviewed shipping and handling records 
and identified the following: · 

• Different transoceanic shipping companies and ships were used (U2: Happy 

Ranger, U3: Enchanter) 

• During the discharge from the ship Unit 3 replacement steam generator 3E0-88 
(38) recorded simultaneous signals on the three attached accelerometers 

• Unit 3 steam generator 3E0-88 was the. only steam generator to record 
simultaneous signals on the three attached accelerometers 

• Unit 3 steam generators received significantly more accelerometers hits 

compared to Unit 2 

-
Unit 3 replacement steam generator 3E0-88 accelerometers indicated up to a 1.23 g 
spike with a simultaneous recording on all three of the attachecf accelerometers. 
Mitsubishi provided an evaluation of the forces which showed loads were within 
allowable stress limits but exceeded stress for an operating basis earthquake. The 
team was not able to determine if this was properly considered. 

" 
Additional review 'by the NRC is required to fully assess if the shipping forces 
contributed toe the tube-to.-tube wear in Unit 3 and then determine whether this issue 
represents a performance deficiency or constitutes a violation of NRC requirements. 
This issue is identified as URI 05000362/2012007-07, "Unit 3 Steam 
Generator 3EQ .. 88 Stresses Related to Handling." 

c. Conclusions 

The team identified three unresolved items related to the shipment of Unit 3 steam 
generators; however, the team did not identify any connection between these shipping 
changes and the unexpected tube-to-tube wear. 

8.0 Thermal-hydraulic and Flow Induced Vibration Modeling (Charter Item 8) 

a. Inspection Scope 

The team conducted and overall review of Mitsubishi thermal-hydraulic design 
documents and drawings used in the manufacture of the Units 2 and 3 steam 
generators. The team developed an independent A TH OS model to run simulations for 
various operating conditions to assess thermal-hydraulic phenomena in the steam 
generators and assess differences in key parameters based on changing operating 
conditions. The obJective ofthe modeling was to underst~nd the interactions of the key 
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parameters to compare ATHOS modeling results to the qegradation trends found during 
the eddy current inspections. 
The team was not able to perform any independent tube vibration analysis because the 
NRC does not have the associated vibration software programs. However, since two 
key outputs of the thermal-hydraulic code are inputs to the vibration model, the A THOS 
model results for fluid velocity and void fraction were used to predict increases or 
decreases in vibration forces and amplitude. 

b. Observations and Findings 

No findings were identified. 

The team identified one unresolved item for which additional information is required to 
determine if a performance deficiency exists or if the issue constitutes a violation of NRC 
requirements. 

(1) Introduction: The team identified an unresolved item associated with the adequacy 
of Mitsubishi's FIT-Ill thermal-hydraulic code. The FIT-Iii code predicted non
conservative low velocity and low void fraction results which were used as inputs to 
the vibration code FIVATS. These non-conservative thermal-hydraulic results lead 
Mitsubishi to conclude that margin~ to instability were significantly larger than they 
actually were. 

Description: Replacement steam generators were designed and manufactured in 
accordance with SONGS Design Specification S023-617-1 and ASME Section Ill, 
"Rules for Construction of Nuclear Facility Components". The replacement steam 
generators had enhanced materials and maintenance. 

The tube bundle, comprised of 9727 u-tubes, is supported by a set of seven tube 
support plates which are maintained and spaced by a network of tie-rods. The ends 
of the u-tubes were welded onto the tube sheet lower face cladding andwere full 
depth expanded in the tube sheet holes. The u-bends are supported by a set of 6 
antr-vibration bars, having a maximum of 12 contacf points, in the center of the 
bundle. For shorter tubes near the periphery, a fewer number of anti·vibration bars 
are present. 

One of the major enhancements of the replacement steam generators was the use of 
Alloy-690 tubing versus Alloy-600 for corrosion resistance. Altoy-690 has lower heat 
conductivity so, to achieve the same power, the heat transfer sutface area must be 
increased by at least 1 O percent This required more tubes to be used in the 
replacement steam generators. The increased number of tubes resulted in a more 
tightly compacted tube bundle and. elimir'!ation of the stay cylinder. The increase in 
the number of tubes could lead to increases in prir:nary reactor coolant flow through 
the steam generators. Orifices were installed in the steam generator inlet nozzles to 
ensure maximum allowed primary system flowrates were not exceeded. 

The tube layout indexing or incrementation used in these generators was smaller 
than other replacement steam generator designs. The tighter indexing results in 
smaller pitch/diameter ratio in critical regions of the tube bundJe u-bends; In addition, 
it was noted that the ~nti-vibration bar support structure is not connectep to the 
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wrapper for lateral or vertical support; instead the anti-vibration bar system structure 
is only supported vertically by resting on the tubes. 

Other operational and physical comparisons of the replacement steam generators 
and original steam generators were reviewed by the team and no significant 
differences were noted. , 

Additional review by the NRC is required to fully assess the adequacy of Mitsubishi's 
FIT-Ill thermal-hydraulic code and then determine whether this issue represents a 
performance deficiency or constitutes a violation ofNRC requirements. This issue is 
identified as URI 05000362/2012007-08, ANon-Conservative Thermal-Hydraulic 
Model Results." · 

(2) Thermal-Hydraulic and Vibration Assessments 

The replacement steam generators thermal hydraulic operation and responses were 
based on the steam generator design geometric characteristics and operating 
parameters of the reactor coolant flow and temperature and the secondary feedwater 
flow and temperature. Calculations were performed for 0 to 100 percent power, 
beginning-of-life and end-of-life conditions considering limiting tube plugging and 
fouling. The important actual operating parameters,selected for use in the model 
were saturation pressure, circulation ratio, steam flowrate, tube and shell side 
pressure drops, water and steam inventories, and global heat transfer coefficient. 

Mitsubishi used the SSPC (Steady State Performance Calculation) code to compute 
these operational parameters, as described in Mitsubishi Document L5•04GA510, 
''Thermal and Hydraulic Parametric Calculations," Revision 5. The FIT-Ill code was 
used to determine thermal-hydraulic fluid flow conditions, with the results described 
in Mitsubishi Document L5-04GA521, "30 Thermal and Hydraulic Analysis," 
Revision 3. The FIVA TS code was used to compute tube stability ratios that are 
used to predict tube vibration, with results described in Mitsubishi 
Document L5-04GA504 "Evaluation of Tube Vibration," Revision 3. In addition, the 
ABAQUS code was used compute stress and natural vibration frequency, and a 
code called IVHET was used for tube wear analysis. The key design code for tube 
bundle design and vibration analysis is thermal-hydraulic code FIT-Ill since it 
computes the two key parameters (fluid velocity and density 1} that are the primary 
contributors to the onset of fluid-elastic instability, which indicates the potential for 
excessive tube vibration. 

The Mitsubishi acceptance criterion for vibration was to avoid fluid-elastic instability 
of tube spans by keeping the calculated stability ratios less than 1. Mitsubishi used 
the approach given in the ASME code Section Ill, Division 1, Appendix N-1330, 
"Flow-Induced Vibration of Tubes and Tube Banks," to calcl~late stability ratios and 
they also avoided natural frequencies of the tubes similar to the reactor coolant 
pump dynamic frequencies. 

1 Void fractions and density are inversely proportional. 
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Design specific flow induced vibration analysis was performed for select LI-bend 
tubes exposed to the greatest vibration risk, generally those with longest 
unsupported length under most limiting operating condition (lowest steam pressure, 
end of life design conditions). The phenomenon of fluid-elastic instability of tubes is 
characterized by cross-flow velocity {for out-of-plane mode) and normal velocity (for 
in-plane mode) where the local velocities exceed a critical velocity value (given via 
Conners' Equation2

). The parameter of local velocity divided by critical velocity is 
referred to as stability ratio. The accuracy of calculating fluid-elastic instability is 
limited based on inputs that are best determined by design-specific mockup test 
data. Mitsubishi did not perform design-specific mockup tests, but used generally 
accepted test data, and other data based on Mitsubishi test rigs that were not 
specific to the SONGS replacement steam generator design. 

If operating velocities reach this critical value, vibration amplitudes can increase 
rapidly and fluid-elastic instability forces can lead to rapid pulsation and damaging of 
tubes. The U-bend region is most susceptible because (1) the local fluid has a 
higher void fraction, with high velocities; (2) the fluid flow is in a direction normal to 
the tube, and (3) the anti-vibration bars are limited in their dampening capability 
along the plane of the tubes. Traditional design of anti-vibration bar systems have 
not considered in-plane fluid forces since it was accepted that the rigidity and 
dampening strength of the tube in this direction was adequate to preclude it. This 
event at SONGS is the first US operating fleet experience of in-plane fluid-elastic 
instability, sufficient to cause tube-to-t1,Jbe contact and wear in the U-bend region. 

The team noted that Design Specification 8023-617-1 did not address specific 
criteria for stability ratio and does not mention fluid-elastic instability. The team did 
find that the Mitsubishi calculated design values for stability ratios did not exceed 0.5. 
It is important to note, that each steam generator manufacturer has different design 
values for maximum stability ratios; therefore there is no standard value. The 
smaller that the design stability ratio is (has to be less than 1 ), the more margin to 
fluid-elastic instability. 

Mitsubishi computed the flow-induced vibration status of the steam generators in 
Document L5-04GA504, ''Evaluation of Tube Vibration," Revision 3. The critical flow 
veiocity, Uc, was obtained using the Connors' Equation based on output fluid 
velocities and densities from their FIT-Ill thermal-hydraulic model. The critical flow 
veioclty is then calculated based on damping ratio, tube mass, tube outside 
diameter, averaged local cross flow gap velocity, and fluid density per selected tube. 
The method is based on formulations given in the ASME code Section Ill, Division 1, 
Appendix N-1330, "Fluid Elastic Instability". The ratio of normal-to-tube cross flow 
gap velocity to this critical velocity defines the "stability ratio". 

Steam generator vendors must develop specific methods based on the thermal
hydraulic code selected and experimental data used to determine coefficients in the 
Conners' Equation for their particular steam generator design. The experimental 
data used in determining the coefficients can be developed from in-house tests or 

2 Fluidelastic Vibration of Heat Exchanger Tube Arrays, Journal of Mechanical design - Volume IOO-April 1978, 
H.J. Connors, JR. · 
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taken from published industry data. Mitsubishi indicated that in their methodology 
two conservatisms were used in their bundle vibration analysis: (1) FIT-HI gap 
velocities were averaged and multiplied by 1.5 and (2) one of 12 anti-vibration bars 
contacts were assumed to be inactive. The team noted that in Mitsubishi Document 
L5-04GA504, "Evaluation of Tube Vibration," Revision 3, the 1.5 multiplier was not 
an added conservatism but a requirement, needed to match test data results. 

The team developed an independent model of the new steam generators using the 
ATHOS thermal hydraulic code3

• The calculations were intended to assess · 
operating cycle differences between Units 2 and 3 steam generators and review 
thermal hydraulic phenomena within the steam generators in order to investigate key 
parameters and causal factors for the excessive tube wear rates. The NRC A THOS 
calculations determined that the qifferences in primary inlet temperature and steam 
flow between the units were negligible. NRG ATHOS results indicated high void 
fractions and high u-bend gap velocities existed in the bundle as compared to 
Mitsubishi FIT-Ill analyses used for des!gn. 

Mitsubishi provided a comparison of their ATHOS model to their FIT-Ill model 
results. The Mitsubishi ATHOS model fluid velocities were approximately 3 times 
higher than the FIT-Ill model velocities with the 1.5 multiplier applied. Other 
independent code calculations, including an analysis by Westinghouse using their in
house modified version of ATHOS and an analysis by AREVA using their French 
code CAFCA4 showed similar thermal-hydraulic results (up to 4 times higher 
velocities than FIT-111) as those computed in the Mitsubishi ATHOS results and the 
NRC independent ATHOS calculations. Based on these comparisons, it was 
concluded that the FIT-Ill code and model results used for design were non
conservative even with the multiplier applied. 

Most of the experimental work in fluid-elastic instability has been carried out for two
phase flow, with an air-water medium. Accepted industry data, as presented by the 
Mitsubishi, shows that in staggered array bundles (triangular pitch, pitch/diameter 
=1.33), the onset of tube instability for modern steam generators, such as SONGS 
steam generators, can start at tube gap velocities above 6 meter/sec {pending 
effectiveness of the dampening structure)4. The NRC A THOS model results 
indicated that there was a substantial localized region in the lower hot side of the u
bends where velocities exceeded 6 m/sec. 

The NRC ATHOS calculations were compared to gap velocities computed both with 
the Mitsubishi ATHOS and the FIT-Ill models. Since tube R142C88 was the only 
one common for each of the analyses, it can be used as basis for comparison. The 
effective peak velocities were as follows: 

• NRC ATHOS - 5.2 m/sec 
• Mitsubishi ATHOS ...., 5.6 m/sec 

3 ATHOSfSGAP Version 3.1: Analysis of the Thennal-Hydraulics ofa Steam Generator, 2008 
4 R. Voilette, M. J. Pettigrew, N. W. Mureithi, "Fluidelastic Instability of an Array of Tubes Preferentially Flexible 
in the Flow Direction Subjected to Two-Phase Cross Flow,'' Trans. ASME, Journal of Pressure Vessel Technology, 
128, 148 (2006). 
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• Mitsubishi FIT-Ill - 2.5 m/sec 

Both the NRC and Mitsubishi A THOS results were reasonably consistent and 
strongly suggested that high velocities coupled with high void fraction were primary 
causal factors in the tube fluid-elastic instability and the excessive wear patterns 
observed in the Unit 3 steam generators. 

The team reviewed the verification and validation of both the Mitsubishi FIT-Ill 
thermal-hydraulic and FIVATS tube vibration models as stated in Specification 
8023-617-1, Revision 4. The specification required Mitsubishi to design and build 
the steam generators in accordance with ASME NQA-1, "Quality Assurance 
Requirements for Nuclear Facility Applications," 1994, Subpart 2.7 "Computer 
Software" and Mitsubishi's quality assurance program. 

The team reviewed Mitsubishi's verification and validation Report KAS-20050201, 
"FIT-Ill Code Validation Report,'' Revision 2. The report concluded the FIT-Ill code 
was valid for prediction of velocity and density behavior of two-phase flow under 
nominal conditions for the secondary side of PWR steam generators. 

The team reviewed Mitsubishi's verification and validation Report KAS-20040253. 
"FIVATS Code Validation and Qualification Report," Revision 3. The FIVATS model 
was designed to calculate the stability ratios by using the flow velocity and density 
distributions from the FIT-111 model. The FIVATS model primarily used the Conners' 
Equation, and validation was performed mainly by comparison to hand calculation; 
however, Mitsubishi used a mock-up test facility with a simple anti-vibration bar 
structure as part of their validation effort. The report concluded that adequate 
validation and qualification was performed to show compliance to software 
requirements and that the code could predict flow'-induced vibration. 

The team requested additional information as part of the verification and validation of 
the FIT-Ill thermal-hydraulic model. Mitsubishi provided several additional reports. 
One of the reports showed benchmarking comparisons to a French test facility 
program called CLOTAIRE in 1986. Another report conducted in 2002t showed 
comparisons between FIT"lll andATHOS, and concluded that both codes had good 
correlation with the CLOTAIRE experimental data. Because of the limited 
information provided, the team could not determine the validity of the benchmarking 
of FIT-Ill. 

Overall, the team determined that the validation and verification of the FIT-Ill code 
did not present overwhelming evidence that this code has been adequately 
benchmarked. The team did not find any problems with the validation of the FIVATS 
code. 

(3) NRC ATHOS Results . 

Figures 1 through 4 (different view angles of same results) show results, with low Thot 

and low steam pressure and present a 30 isometric encapsulation of steam qualities 
(red scale) at and above 0.9 (i.e., void fraction > 0.99) and field velocities at and 
above 6.0 m/sec (white scale). 
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Figure 1 

Case 1 

The ATHOS model results of high steam quality and steam velocity closely align with 
the area of concern (tube-to-tube wear) in the Unit 3 replacement steam generators. 
In Figure 5, the code predicted regions of high void fraction and high steam velocities 
(vertically located z-axis cut at .about 20 inches above the yth TSP) are superimposed 
with tube-to-tube wear indications from Unit 3 steam generator 3E0-88. 

The tube-to-tube wear indications align with anti-vibration bar wear indication trends; 
however, the anti-vibration bar wear patterns appear to indicate a more square-like, 
essentially rectangular behavior that suggests that there may also be a mechanical, 
fabrication, assembly, and/Or material contribution to the tube-to-tube wear 
degradation. 
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Figure 2 
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Figure 4 
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Figure 5 
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The NRG analysis indicated a 9orrelation with the ttJbe-to-tube wear based oh a 
com.bina.tion of Jiigh void fr~dion c:ind high ste.:im velo¢ities. It sho.ul.~ bE;! noted th.at 
the traditional forcin·g function, fluid.velocity squared times density, does not. show 
good agreenientwith. the tµbe-:to-t~be wear patterns. This indic.at~d that the high 
quality steam fluid v~locities and high void fraction may be. sufficiently high to cause. 
conditions in the generators conducive for onset of fiuid~lastic instability. 
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The above analyses apply equally to Units 2 and 3. so' it does not explain why the 
accelerated fluid-elastic instability wear damage was significantly greater in Unit 3 
steam generators. The A THOS thermal-hydraulic model predicts bulk fluid behavior 
based on first principals and empirical correlations and as a result it is not able to 
evaluate mechanical, fabrication, or structural material differences or other 
phenomena that may be unique to each steam generator. Therefore this analysis 
cannot account for these mechanical factors and differences which could very likely 
also be contributing to the tube degradation. 

c. Conclusion 

The team identified one unresolved item associated with the non-conservative FIT-Ill 
thermal-hydraulic model results. 

Based on independent NRC thermal-hydraulic analysis, the team concluded that the 
SONGS replacement steam generators were not designed with adequate margin to 
preclude the onset of fluid-elastic instability. Therefore unless changes are made to the 
operation or configuration of the steam generators, high fluid velocities and high void 
fractions in localized regions in the u-bend will continue ta cause excessive tube wear 
ancl accelerated wear that could result in tube leakage and/or tube rupture. The 
deficiencies appear to be related to Mitsubishi's FIT-Ill thermal hydraulic code having 
predicted non-conservative low velocity results and low void fractions. These results 
lead Mitsubishi to conclude that margins to instability were significantly larger than they 
actually are, This assessment is based on eddy current data, NRC ATHOS analysis, 
Mitsubishi ATHOS analysis, and other thermal-hydraulic analyses completed by 
Westinghouse and AREVA that all identified significantly higher fluid velocities and void 
fractions than FIT-Ill. 

·sased on the cause evaluation and corrective action plan, SCE determined that the best 
solution to prevent tube-to-tube wear was to conservatively plug and stabilize the 
affected areas. By taking the impacted tubes out-of-service, SCE determined that this 
should reduce the potential for localized fluid velocities reaching critical velocity. In 
addition, in order to ensure sufficient margin to preclude the onset of fluid-elastic 
instability, SCE determined that reactor power would also have to be reduced. At this 
time SCE is still developing additional corrective actions to prevent tube~to-tube wear. 
The actions have not been finalized and no determination has been made concerning 
the appropriate power l~vel. The NRC has not made any conclusions on the proposed 
corrective actions. Once the corrective actions have been finaljzed, they will be 
reviewed and evaluated as part of the Confirmatory Action Letter followup inspection. 
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9.0 Risk Assessment (Charter Item 9) 

a. Inspection Scope 

The team reviewed the steam generator tube leak and failures of multiple steam 
generator tubes during in-situ pressure testing to support an assessment of the risk of 
the degraded steam generator tubes during various accident conditions, including a 
main steam line break accident. 

b. Observations and Findings 

No findings were identified. 

An NRG senior reactor analyst is currently working with SCE risk assessment personnel 
to determine the risk associated with the loss of tube integrity for multiple tubes. 

10.0 Assess Quality Assurance. Radiological Controls. and Safety Culture Components 
(Charter Item 1 O) · 

a. Inspection Scope 

The team reviewed the event, operator actions, management decisions, .steam 
generator eddy current examinations, in-situ pressure testing, and tube plugging and 
stabilization activities to determine whether issues related to quality assurance, 
radiological controls, or safety culture existed. 

b. Observations and Findings 

No findings were identified. 

Region IV radiation protection inspectors reviewed the estimated offsite radiation 
exposure from the actual st~am generator tube leak on Unit 3 steam generator 3E0'-88 
that occurred on January 31, 2012, including the potential dose consequence to site 
workers and members of the public. The licen~ee determined that the Unit 3 steam 
generator tube leak resulted in a release of gaseous effluents into the public dpmain, 
and the primary radionuclides released were argon-41 1 xenon-133, and xenon-135. The 
release resulted in an estimated 0.0000452 (4.52 E-5) mrem. dose to the public. 
Inspectors also reviewed design drawings and radiation monitor data, performed plants · 
tours, and confirmed the licensee's use of the offsite dose calculation methodology. The 
inspectors concluded that the Unit 3 steam generator tube leak Was detected by the 
condenser steam jet air ejector radiation monitor 3RT-7820 as per qesign. In addition, 
the radiation monitor 3Rl'-7820 alarmed and alerted SONGS operators of the steam 
generator tube leak as required. 

c. Conclusions 

The radiation protection inspectors .concluded that SCE appropriately ~ccouhted for the 
unplanned release associated with the Unit 3 steam generator tube leak. 
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11.0 Operational impacts from Unit 3 to Unit 2 (Charter Item 11) 

a. Inspection Scope 

As follow-on of the previous sections, the team reviewed collections of the Mitsubishi 
documents and presentations, licensee documents and presentations, and NRC 
independent analysis and assessments to consider the operational impact on Unit 2 
based on analysis and data, including eddy current results, regarding the as-found 
condition of Unit 3. The team compared key observations and overall differences in 
operational parameters that are common to both units that could affect and possibly limit 
Unit 2 operation. The team focused on differences in fabrication, manufacturing, 
operation, and eddy current data results between Units 2 and 3 steam generators. 

b. Observations and Findings 

No findings were identified. 

Since generator physical dimensions and design are identical, the operational 
parameters are basically the same between the Unit 2 and 3 steam generators; 
therefore, the hydraulic forcing function that caused tube-to-tube wear and accelerated 
anti-vibration bar and tube support plate wear should also be same. The initial 
inspections of the Unit 2 steam generators did not indicate significant wear except at the 
retainer bars (different mechanism caused this wear). However, subsequent follow up 
inspections in Unit 2 with a more sensitive probe confirmed the existence of minor tube
to-tube wear in two neighboring tubes but in one of the steam generators. The tube-to
tube wear that was found in Unit 2 was in a similar location as that found in both of the 
Unit 3 steam generators. 

The phenomenon of fluid-elastic instability is a function primarily of two criteria: the fluid 
Velocity forces and the damping capability of the support structure (i.e., the tube support 
plates, the tubesheet, and the anti-vibration bars). Therefore, if it is determined that th~ 
thermal hydraulic forces in the- bundle are the same, it can be concluded that the 
damping forces between the Unit 2 arid Unit 3 replacement steam generators must be 
different. Mitsubishi performed several studie~ that indicated that gap contact forces in 
the anti-vibration bars were greater in Unit 2 than in Unit 3. However, with the exception 
of manufacturing data that shows sllght differences, there is not currently a method 
available to measure the clearances between the anti-vibration bars and the tubes; 
however, SCE is currently working with AREVA to develop a method to take these 
measurements. 

The tube damage found in Unit 3 is markedly more severe than Unit 2, especially 
considering that Unit 3 operated only abo1:1t half the amount of time as Unit 2~ This 
suggests that there is indeed a sizeable difference in the damping capability of the unit 
steam generators. 

There are generally two options to arrest localized damaging thermal hydraulic 
phenomena in steam generators. The first and preferred option is to plug tubes in the 
affected area. The collective plugging tends to relocate and reduce high fluid velocities 
and void fractions, and has on previous occasions in industry been successful. 
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However, if plugging selected tubes does not provide significant margins adequate to 
arrest the damage mechanism, thermal hydraulic conditions can be reduced through a 
reduction in power. Reducing power has several beneficial effects including (1) tends to 
increase steam pressure, (2) reduces high steam fluid velocities and high void fraction in 
the bundle, and (3) improves damping. Currently, SCE is still reviewing and developing 
additional corrective actions to preclude fluid-elastic instability. The NRG has been 
observing some of the mockup testing being used to qualify additional repair activities. 

c. Conclusions 

Based on the review of actual operating data and independent thermal-hydraulic 
modeling analyses, the team determined that there were not any major differences in the 
thermal hydraulic phenomena at normal full power operation. 

The NRG will review both physical and operational changes that SCE completes as part 
of the Confirmatory Action Letter inspections. 

12.0 Divider Plate Manufacturing and Weld Issues {Mitsubishi Charter Item 2) 

a. Inspection Scope 

On March 18, 2009, Mitsubishi identified cracking indications in the weld between the 
divider, plate and the channel head of Unit 3 replacement steam generator 3E0-88 (see 
figure below), after completion of the ASME Section Ill hydrostatic test on the secondary 
side. The extent of condition investigation also identified similar cracking indications in 
Unit 3. replacement steam generator 3E0-89. As discussed in Section 4 of this report, 
the cause of the cracking was attributed to the air carbon-arc gouging process used to 
remove the clad Weld from the channel head. The team reviewed information 
associated with the repair of the cracking indications to assess whether the repair 
activities resulted in r.elevarit differences .in design and fabric;ation that could be 
considered as contributing factors for the cause of the tube-to-tube wear issue in Unit 3 . 
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b. Observations and Findings 

No findings were identified. 

Tubesheet 

Divider Plate"--. ff 
~ t p 
ll ,, 
!1 .... 
1 

Divider Plate 
Weld Repairs 

-t' 

Channel Head 

The team identified an unresolved item for which additional information is required to 
determine if a performance deficiency exists or if the issue constitutes violation of NRC 
requirements. The team also identified several observations related to the divider plate 
weld repairs in Unit 3 replacement steam generators. 

1) Introduction: The team identified an Unresolved Item associated with the adequacy 
of evaluation and controls for the divider plate weld repairs. 

Description: The cracking of the divider plate weld in both Unit 3 replacement steam 
generators required extensive repairs affecting the channel heacl, divider plate, and 
tubesheet. Based on interviews with licensee personnel and the review of 
documentation for the repairs, the team determined that Mitsubishi did not perform a 
comprehensive evaluation to assess the impact of the divider plate repairs on the 
integrity of the tube bundle. The team determined that the areas listed belpw were 
not considered or evaluated in sufficient depth to identify the potential adverse 
effects of the planned weld repairs. 

• Additional Rotations -The repair activities for the Unit 3 steam generators 
required additional rotations of the steam generator assembly while these were 
oriented in the horizontal position. The repairs resulted in approximately 300 
additional rotations in each 'steam generator, whi~h could have affected the 
configuration of the tube bundle in terms of anti-vibration bar.gaps or distortion. 
The team identified that Mitsubishi did not fully evaluate the impact of additional 
rotations on the configuration of the steam generators since rotation was. 
considered a normal evolution in the fabrication process .. 
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• Heat Input - The repair process included extensive heat-adding activities such as 
grinding, flame cutting, and post-weld heat treatment. While these activities were 
performed in accordance with the construction code of record and an approved 
repair plan, they could have resulted in thermal expansion and unihtended 
distortion of steam generator components. For example, the channel heads 
were removed using flame cutting and Mitsubishi's evaluation for the impact of 
this activity was limited to the base material area in the vicinity of the cut, i.e. the 
heat affected zone. Mitsubishi did not fully assess the impact this activity could 
have on the overall configuration of the steam generator in terms of thermal 
expansion of the tubesheet or distortion. 

• Dimensional Checks after Repair - The team identified that Mitsubishi did not 
perform dimensional verifications (e.g. clearances) of the tube bundle or other 
secondary side dimensions after the repairs of the Unit 3 steam generators to 
confirm that critical dimensions were not affected by the repairs. 

Additional review by the NRG is required following completion of the licensee's cause 
evaluation to fully assess how the repair activities affected the Unit 3 replacement 
steam generators and then determine whether this issue represents a performance 
deficiency or constitutes a violation of NRG requirements. This issue is identified as 
URI 05000362/201200Z·09, "Eva_luation ofthe Effects of Divider Plate Weld Repairs 
in Unit 3 Replacement Steam Generators." 

2) Repair Plan: The team noted that Mitsubishi developed a specific plan to conduct the 
repair of the divider plate weld in both Unit 3 replacement steam generators. The 
repair plan adequately described the major repair steps and the required 
implementing procedures. For some of the rep(3ir stages, the licensee developed 
new procedures to prescribe activities outside the normal fabrication sequence. The 
repair plan consisted of the following major steps: 

• Cutting off the divider plate from the tubesheet by grinding 

• Cutting off the channel head from the tubesheet by_ flame cutting 

• cutting the divider plate from the channel head by grinding 

• Removal of the heat affected zone of the channel head bowl edge due to flame 
cutting 

• Application of weld buildup and post-weld heat treatment on the channel head 
bowl edge 

• Application of low alloy steel buildup and Alloy 690 butter on the bottom of the 
channel head for divider plate welding, including required post-weld heat 
treatment 

•- Application of Alloy 690 buildup Ori the divider plate, including required post-weld 
heat treatment 

• Welding divider plate to channel head 
• Welding the divider plate to the tubesheet 

• Welding the channel head to the tubesheet 

• Primary side hydrostatic test 
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3) Differences between Replacement Steam Generators: The team identified the 
notable differences listed below between Unit 2 and Unit 3 replacement steam 
generators as a result of the divider plate weld repair activities. 

• Material Class for the Tubesheets - The tubesheet material for both Unit 3 
replacement steam generators was reclassified to facilitate the additional post
weld heat treatment required for the repair of the divider plate welds. The 
tubesheet manufacturer originally certified that the tubesheet material met the 
requirements of ASME specification SA-508/Grade 3/Class 2, with a post-weld 
heat treatment time of approximately 15 hours. The repair activities in Unit 3. 
required additional post:-weld heat treatment, which was expected to affect the 
properties of the tubesheet material to the extent that the mechanical properties 
would not meet the requirements for SA-508/Grade 3/Class 2 material. 
Mitsubishi performed mechanical testing on a specimen fabricated from the 
archive samples that was exposed to 30 hours of post-weld heat treatment and 
the tests showed that the tubesheet mate-rial's tensile strength did not meet the 
ASME specifications for SA-508/Grade 3/Class 2 material. Mitsubishi performed 
a reconciliation review to reclassify the material to SA-508/Grade 3/Class 1, 
which has a lower tensile strength. The reconciliation included an evaluation of 
resulting stresses on the tubesheet under design, upset, emergency, faulted, and 
test conditions using the material properties for SA-508/Class 1 material. The 
evaluation resulted in acceptable stresses based on the stress limits imposed by 
the construction code of record. This issue was evaluated by Mitsubishi in the 
non-conformance report process and Supplier Deviation Request 
SDR-08610041870-09086 was submitted to the licensee for review and 
approval. The licensee approved the reclassification of the tubesheet material. 

• Minimum Thickness of the Channel Head Base Metal - The channel heads of 
both Unit 3 steam generators were removed by flame cutting to facilitate the 
divider plate weld repairs. The removal and final welding of the channel head 
resulted in a reduction of the minimum wall thickness of the channel head base 
metal. The minimum base metal thickness was reduced by 1.18-inches. 
Mitsubishi evaluated this change in the "Design Report for the Channel Head 
Region." The reduction in minimum wall thickness was addressed through a 
reconciliation of stress ratios based on the stress limits imposed by the 
construction code of record. The analysis demonstrated the structural adequacy 
of the channel head, primary inlet nozzle, primary outlet nozzle, primary manway, 
support skirt, and the stud bolts of the primary manway . 

., Number of Bolts in the Divider Plate Patch Plates - The original design of the 
replacement steam gen~rators included a patch plate held in place at the upper 
corners of the divider plate by three bolts .. As a result of the divider plate-to
tubesheet weld removal to support the repair activities, the Unit 3 divider plate 
patch plates were modified to be held by two bolts instead of the three bolts 
specified in the original design. Mitsubishi submitted this design change to the 
licensee for review and approval. Licensee personnel approved the design 
change as requested. 
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• Weld Buildup on Channel Head Surfaces - Since the repair ofthe divider plate 
welds in Unit 3 steam generators required cutting of the channel head, weld 
buildup had to be applied on the affected surfaces in order to restore the 
dimensions to design specifications. Mitsubishi submitted this design change to 
the licensee for review and approval. Licensee personnel approved the design 
change as requested. 

• Post Weld Heat Treatment ..... The tubesheet-to-channel head weld area 
experienced a total of two post-weld heat treatments. Both Unit 3 replacement 
steam generators received an additional local post-weld heat treatment at 
approximately 1103° F for approximately 3.5 hrs. Mitsubishi submitted this 
fabrication process change to the licensee for review and approval. Licensee 
personnel approved the design change as requested. 

• Total of Rotations during Fabrication -The total number of rotations on each 
steam generator varied as a result of the hydrostatic test results and the repairs 
on the divider plate welds. 

i 
Steam Initial I Additional Total 

Generator Rotations 

I 
Rotations for Rotations 

' Divider Plate 

I Unit 2 E0-89 I 
Reoairs 

-----

520 0 520 
I 

[ 
1 Unit 2 E0-88 510 0 510 
! 

-·· --~·-·-··--

Unit 3 E0-89 470 340 810 
·:-----.. 

Unit 3 E0-88 440 320 I 760 
I 

c. Conclusions 

The team identified ohe unresolved item associated with the repair work done on the 
Unit 3 divider plate. The team did not identify any connection between these shipping 
changes and the unexpected tube-to-tube wear. 

13.0 Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation (NRRl Review of SONGS 50.59 Evaluation 

a. Inspection Scope 

The NRR technical specialist reviewed all of the design changes associated with the 
replacement steam generators to determine whether the changes to the facility or 
procedures, as described in the updated final safety analysis ret:>ort, had been reviewed 
and documented in accordance with 1 O GFR 50.59 requirements. The technical 
specialist reviewed the various information used by SCE to review the changes being 
made to the replacement steam generators, including calculations, analyses, design 
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change documentation, procedures, the updated final safety analysis report, the 
technical specifications, and plant drawings. The evaluation process used by the 
technical specialist included determining if the design changes to the replacement steam 
generators were a change to the facility or procedures as described in the updated final 
safety analysis report or a test or experiment not described in the updated final safety 
analysis report. The technical specialist also verified that safety issues related to the 
changes were resolved. The technical specialist compared the safety evaluations and 
supporting documents to the guidance and methods provided in NEI 96-07, "Guidelines 
for 10 CFR 50.59 Implementation," Revision 1, as endorsed by NRC Regulatory 
Guide 1.187, "Guidance for Implementation of 10 CFR 50.59, Changes, Tests, and 
Experiments," to determine the adequacy of the 10 CFR 50.59 evaluations. 

b. Observations and Findings 

No findings were identified 

The NRR technical specialist identified one unresolved item for which additional 
information is required to determine if performance deficiencies exist or if the issues 
constitute violations of NRC requirements. 

(1) Introduction: The NRR technical specialist reviewed SCE's 1 O CFR 50.59 evaluation 
contained in Engineering Change Packages 800071702 and 800071703 for the 
Unit 2 and Unit 3 replacement steam generators, respectively, in which SCE 
determined that the impact of the replacement steam generators on the current 
licensing basis and any need for NRG approval as required by 1 O CFR 50.59. 

(2) Description: The NRR technical specialist reviewed the SCE's 10 CFR 50.59 
evaluation against 1oCFR50.59(c)(2)(viii) which requires that licensees obtain a 
license amendment pursuant to 10 CFR 50.90 prior to implementing a proposed 
change if the change would result in a departure from a method of evaluation 
described in the final safety analysis report (as updated) used in establishing the 
design bases or in the safety analyses. Industry guidance NEI 96-07, Revision 1, 
Section 3.10, "Methods of Evaluation; n states, "Definition: Methods of evaluation 
means the calculational framework used fat evaluating behavior or response of the 
facility or structures, systems, and components." Regulation 10 CFR 50.59 a(2), 
states, "Departure from a method of evaluation described in the FSAR (as updated) 
used in establishing the design bases or in the safety anaiyses meahs (i) changing 
any of the elements of the method described in the FSAR (as updated) unless the 
results of the analysis are conservative or essentially the same; or (ii) changing from 
a method described in the FSAR to another method unless that method has been 
approved by NRC for the intended application.» Regulation.10 CFR 50.59(d)(1) 
requires that the licensee maintain records of changes in the facility·that "includes a 
written evaluation which provides the bases for the determination that the change, 
test, or experiment does not require a license amendment. ... " The technical 
specialist evaluated SCE's bases for determining that .the changes would not result 
in the departure from the method of evaluation used in establishing the design bases 
or in the safety analyses. Specifically, the technical specialist evaluated whether the 
changes involved: 
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(a) changing of any of the elements of the method described in the updated final 
safety analysis report, which consistent with 10 CFR 50.59 a(2}(i) would be 
justified by demonstrating that the results of the analysis are conservative or 
essentially the same; or 

(b) changing from a method described in the updated final safety analysis report to 
another method, which consistent with 10 CFR 50.59 a(2)(ii) would be justified by 
demonstrating that mettiod has been approved by NRC for the intended 
application. 

The NRR technical specialist reviewed SCE's 1 O CFR 50.59 evaluation and found 
two instances that failed to adequately address whether the change inve>lved a 
departure of the method of evaluation described in the updated final safety analysis 
report. 

(a) Use of ABAQU$ instead of ANSYS: Updated Final Safety Analysis Report 
Sections 3.9.1.2.2.1.11 and 3.9.1.2.2.2.3 were revised to reflect that the SONGS 
Unit 2 and 3 original steam generators stress analyses for reactor coolant system 
structural integrity utilized the ANSYS computer program, whereas the 
replacement steam generators analyses utilized the ABAQUS computer 
program. The SCE's 50.59 evaluation incorrectly determined that using the 
ABAQUS instead of AN SYS was a change to an element of the method 
described in the updated final safety analysis report did not constitute changing 
from a method described in the updated final safety analysis report to another 
method, and as such, did not mention whether ABAQUS has been approved by 
the NRC for this application. 

(b) Use of ANSYS instead of STRUDL and ANSYS:_ Updated Final Safety Analysis 
Report SeGtion 5.4.2.3.1.3 was revised to reflect that the SONGS Unit 2 and 3 
evaiuation of tube stress Linder loss of coolant accident conditions for the original 
steam generators consisted of a two~step process utilizing the STRUDL and 
ANSYS computer programs to calculate displ?cement histories and tube 
stresses, respectively, while the corresponding replacement steam generators 
analysis. determined tube stresses from blowdown forces using only the ANSYS 
computer program. While SCE's 50.59 evaluation correctly considered this a 
change from a method described in the FSAR to another method, the 50.59 
evaluation did not mention whether the method has been approved by NRC for 
this application. 

This issue is identified as URI 0500036212012007:..10, "Evaluation of Departure of 
Method of Evaluation for 10 CFR 50.59 Proce5ses." 

c. -Conclusions 

The NRR technical specialist identified one unresolved item associated with change in 
the method of evaluation as described In the updated final safety analysis report. 
Additional review and follQwup will be required to review the departure of the method of 
evaluation used during the stress analysis calculations .associated with th~ replacement 
steam generators. 
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14.0 Exit Meeting Summary 

On June 18, 2012, the NRC held a public meeting and presented the inspeetion results 
to Mr. P. Dietrich, Senior Vice President and Chief Nuclear Officer, and other members 
of the staff, who acknowledged the findings. Proprietary information was provided to the 
team and all proprietary information was returned to SCE. 
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SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION 
KEY POINTS OF CONTACT 

Licensee Personnel 

P. Dietrich, Senior Vice President and Chief Nuclear Officer 
R. Litzinger, President, SCE 
D. Bauder, Vice President and Station Manager 
T. Palmisano, Vice President of Engineering, Projects and Site Support 
T. McCool, Plant Manager 
T. Yackle, Assistant Plant Manager 
D. Yarbrough; Director, Operations 
R. Corbett, Directpr, Performance Improvement 
0. Flores, Director, Nuclear Oversight 
R. St. Onge, Director, Nuclear Regulatory Affairs 
B. Winn, Director, Nuclear Financial Management 
E. Avella, Director, Project Management 
M. Coveney, Director, Nuclear Leadership 
M. Stevens, Technical Specialist, Nuclear Regulafory Affairs 
C. Cates, Manager, Nuclear Safety Culture and Site Recovery 
M. Malzahn, Engineer, Project Management 
C. Harberts, Manager, Steam Generator Replacement Project 
M. Mihalik, Senior Engineer, Project Management Organization 
R. McWey, Manager, Nuclear Oversight 
M. Pawlaczyk, Technical Specialist, Nuclear Regulatory Affairs 
J. Peattie, Manager, Maintenance 
R. Treadway, Manager, Nuclear Regt.Jlatory Affairs 
B. Olech, Consulting Engineer, Edison 
J. Brabec, Project Manager, Steam Generator Recovery Program 
.D~ Calhoun, Senior Engineer, Design Engineering Organization, Edison 

Mitsubishi Personnel 

H. Kaguchi, Mitsubishi Heavy Industries, Director, Component Designing Department 
I. otake, Mitsubishi Heavy Industries, Deputy Chief Engineer, Quality Assurance Department 
T. Tsuruta, Mitsubishi Heavy Industries, Engineer, Quality Assurance Department 
T. Inoue, Mitsubishi Heavy Industries, Deputy Director, Plant Designing Department 
H, Hirano, Mitsubishi Heavy Industries, Project Manager, Overseas Project, Component 

Designing Department 
R. Bywater, Mitsubishi Nuclear Energy Systems, COLA Project Manager 
F. Gillespie, Mitsubishi Nuclear Energy Systems, Senior Vice President 
R. Godley, Mitsubishi Nuclear Energy Systems, Deputy General Manager, Licensing Support 

Other Contractor Personnel 

R. Walker, MPR Consultant 
M. Short, Consultant 
B. Marlow, AREVA, Vice President, Key Accounts 
M. Street, AREVA1 Manager, Primary Component Projects and Warranty Support 
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M. Miller, AREVA, Advisory Engineer 
S. Claunch, AREVA, Advisory Engineer 

NRC Personnel 
T. Blount, Deputy Division Director, Division of Reactor Safety 
R Lantz, Branch Chief, Projects Branch D 
G. Warnick, Senior Resident Inspector 

LIST OF ITEMS OPENED. CLOSED ANO DISCUSSED 

Opened 

05000362/2012007-01 

0500036212012007-02 

0500036212012007-03 

0500036212012007-04 

05000362/2012007-05 

05000362/2012007-06 

0500036212012007-07 

05000362/2012007 MOB 

05000362/2012,007M09 

05000362/2012007·10 

Closed 

None 

URI Adequacy of the Trip/Transient and Event Review 
Procedure (Section 1) 

URI Evaluation of Unit 3 Vibration and Loose Parts Monitoring 
System Alarms (Section 3) 

URI Evalu~tion of Retainer Bars Vibration during the Original 
Design of the Replacement Steam Generators (Section 4 

URI Evaluation of Changes in Dimensional Controls during the 
Fabrication of Unit 2 and Unit 3 Replacement Steam 
Generators (Section 4) 

URI 

URI 

URI 

URI 

URI 

URI 

Shipping Requirements not in Accordance with Industry 
Standards (Section 7) 

Shipping Requirements not in Accordance with Design and 
Fabrication Specifications (Sectiori 7) 

Unit 3 Steam Generator 3E0-88 Stresses Related to 
Handling (Section 7) 

Non-Con~eivative Thermal-Hydraulic Model Results 
(Section 8) 

Evaluation of the Effects of Divider· Plate Weld Repairs in 
Unit 3 Replacement Steam Generators (Section 12) 

Evaluation of Departure of Method of Evaluation for 
10 CFR 50.59 Processes (Section 13) 
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Discussed 

None 
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-- ·--
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j 
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Number Title Revision/Date --··~-·····- ·······---------·---"--" 
AR#06050013 I Qualification Letter May 10, 2006 
4 I 

! 
··--·~--

6C294014 Edison Material Supply Procurement Order for Mitsubishi i September 28, 
Heavy Industries I 2004 

$023-617-01 Specifications for design and fabrication of RSG for Unit 2 4 
! and Unit 3 
I 

S023-617-02 Specifications for Baseline Pre-Service Examination on I 1 
Tubing for RSG I 

8023-617-03 Replacement Steam Generator Installation Unit 2 and 3 4 

8023-617-04 Specifications for the Transportation of Replacement Steam 1 
Generators 

TL C001783 San Onofre T opiccil Report Quality Assurance Manual 64 

TL C001782 San Onofre 2&3 F$AR Updated Quality Assurance Program 15 
Topical Report SCE-1 

---·········-·········-------··-··-

SONGS Unit 2 & 3 Replacement Steam Generator QA/QC 0 
Manufacturing Oversight Plan Japan Steel Works 

I 
SONGS Unit 2 & 3 Replacement Steam Generator QA/QC I 1 
Oversight Plan ! 

i 
SONGS Unit 2 & 3 Replacement Stearn Generator Receipt I 0 
Inspection Plan 

SGR-A10183 Replacement Steam Generator Resident Oversight Plan 1 

SGR-A10159 San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station Unit 2 & 3 Steam 1 
i Generator Replacement Project Plan 
I 

--· 
MHl-1SV-05 Source Verification Report of MHl/Japan Steel Work March 15, 2005 

MHl-1SV-06 Source Verification Report of MHl/Japan Steel Work I February 7, 2006 

MHl-1$V-07 Source Verification Report of MHI I March 20, 2007 

Source Verification Repprt of MHl/Japan Steel Work I August 29, 2008 I MHl-1SV-08 
l 

MHl-2SV-05 Source Verification Report of MHI April 1, 2005 

i MHl-2SV-06 Source Verification Report of MHl/Japan Steel Work March 24, 2006 
]. _____ ··---~---------------------_,__ _____ __, 
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Number ! Title Revision/Date 

I 

MHl-2SV-07 I Source Verification Report of MHI November 2, 
I 

2007 ·I 
I 

I 
MHl-3SV-05 J Source Verification Report of MHl/Japan Steel Work May 3, 2005 

MHl-3SV-06 Source Verification Report of MHI May 3, 2006 

MHl-4SV-05 Source Verification Report of MHl/Japan Steel Work May4, 2005 

MHl-4SV-06 Source Verification Report of MHl/Japan Steel Work May 23, 2006 

MHl-5SV-05 Source Verifica.tion Report of MHl/Japan Steel Work I June 10, 200.5 
I 

MHl-SSV-06 Source Verification Report of MHI September 26, 
2006 

MHl.,.6SV~05 Source Verification Report of MHI July 1, 2005 
i 
{ 

MHl-6SV-06 Source Verification Report of MHI January 24, 2007 

MHl-7SV-05 Source Verification Report of MHl/Japan Steel Work August 12, 2005 

MHl-7SV-06 Source Verification Report of MHI j January 16, 2007 
I 

MHl-8SV-05 I Source Verification Report of MHI I March 26, 2007 

MHl-9SV""05 ! Source Verification Report of MHl/Japan Steel Work I October 13, 2005 
I I 

MHl-10SV-05 Source Evaluation Rep<)rt of MHI 
I 

February 8, 2006: 

MHl-11SV-05 I Source Verification Report of MHl/Japan Steel Work December 21, 
I 2005 
I 
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CALCULATIONS 

1 Number 

S023-617-1-
C275 

I 
S023-617-1-
C514 

8023-617-1-
1 M1562 

Design Report of the Channel Head Region 

l Design for RCS Flow Rate 

I Retainer Bar Tube Wear Report 

I 

DESIGN BASIS DOCUMENTS 

Revision 

6 

1 

0 

! Number 

i 8023-617-01 

I · _T_itl_e .--------------1---=R=e=vi=s=io=n 

j Specification for Design and Fabrication of RSGs for Unit 2 4 
I 
I 8023-611-1-
l M1492 

j L5-04GA428 

I DBD-5023-
j 365 
1 

land Unit 3 
I 

I As-B.uilt Reconciliation Report for Unit 3 

I 
! I Design of Anti-Vibration Bar 

Design Basis for Steam Generator and Secondary Side 

DESIGN CHANGE NOTIFICATIONS/SUPPLIER DEVIATION REQUESTS 

r--
I i Number Title 

I NECP Engineering Change Package, i•Replacement Steam 
! 800071703 Generators" 

I SDR-007 
143366-05007 

Cir:culation Ratio for RSG 

i SDR-037 Tube-to-Tube Clearance in 2A RSG 
143366-06037 

I SDR-047 Tool Mark in 3A Tubesheet 
! 43366-07047 

SDR-050 Tool Mark in 38 Tubesheet 
43366-07050 

SDR-051 Unit 2A Lower Shell Assembly 
43366-07051 

A1-6-

2 

5 

10 

Revision 

0 

0 

0 

I 0 I 
I 

0 

0 

' 
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[Number 
' 

SDR-053 
43366-07053 

SDR-059 
43366-08059 

SDR-064 
43366-08064 

! SOR-079 
I 43366 08079 I -

! SDR-082 
I 43366-09082 
! 
! SDR-086 I 10041870-
'09086 

SDR-098 
i 10041870-
i 10098 . 
J 

IS R-I 0 099 
I 10041870-
i 10099 

I SDR-100 . 
110041870-
1 10100 
j 

DRAWINGS 

I ' 
l Number .. 

S023-617-1-
0103 

I 8023-6174-
I D1Q4 

I so23-s11-1-
! 0106 
i 
I 8023-617-1-
I D107 -

~ S023-617-1-
D19a 

8023-617-1-

Title Revision 
' 

· Unit 28 Lower Shell Assembly 0 

Unit 38 Lower Shell Assembly 0 

Axial Length of AVB 0 

I Statistical Size of Tube-to-AVB Gap 0 

I Divider Plate Repair of Unit 3 RSGs 0 

I 
Specifications for Unit 3 RSG Tube Material j 0 l 

i Overall Height of 3A RSG 0 

.er en i ari ar lleli f A s e I P P d cul ty and P . a sm o 3 R G K y Bracket 0 

I I Parallelism of 38 RSG Key Bracket 0 

Title Revision 

Design Drawing - Component and Outline Drawing 1 I 3 
5 

! Design Drawing - Component and Outline Drawing 11 3 
I 2 
l 

Design Drawing Tubesheet and Extension Ring 1 of 3 
12 

I Design Drawing Tubesh~t and ExtE!nsiol"l l'.'ing 2 of 3 I 
I 5 

Design Drawing Ttibesheet and Extension Ring _3 of 3 
8 

Design Drawing Lower Shell, Middle Shell, Transition Cone 5 

A1 - 7 - Attachment 1 



I Number Revision 

i D109 and Upper Shell Stub 1 of 4 

I 8023-617-1- J Design Drawing Lower Shell, Middle Shell, Transition Cone 
7 I D11 o i and Upper Shell Stub 2 of 4 

L.__.~·~--+--~---~~~~~--~-~--~----+--~---~ 

J 8023-617-1- l Design Drawing Lower Shell, Middle Shell, Transition Cone 
I D111 I and Upper Shell Stub 3 of 4 

4 

! 8023-617-1- ! Design Drawing Lower Sheil, Middle Shell, Transition Cone I D112 I and Upper Shell Stub 4 of 4 
I ---;-
I 8023-617-1- I: Design Drawing Channel Head 1 of 4. 
I D113 . 

4 

9 

i 8023-617-1- I Design Drawing Channel Head 1 of4 I D113 1 
15 

I I Design Drawing Channel Head 2 of 4 13 1 8023-617-1-
1 D114 : ·-~~-~--~------------------< 

I Design Drawing Channel Head 3 of 4 S023-617-1-
D115 

I
' S023-617-1-

D116 

i 8023-617-1-
l D117 
! 

! 8023-617-1-
i 0118 
i 

8023.;617 ... 1-
0159 

8023-617-1-
D160 

1 I 8023-617-1-
0161 

I $023-617-1-
0162 

f 
l 8023-617-1-
i D210 

I S023-617-1-
' 0211 

I I S023-617-1-

I Design Drawing Tube Bundle 1 of 3 

! 
I Design Drawing Tube Bundle 2 of 3 

i 
I Design Drawing Tube Bundle 3 of 3 

Design Drawing Upper Shell, Upper Head Ring a.nd Upper 
Head Top 1of4 

j Design Drawing Upper Shell, Upper Head Ring and Upper 
i Head Top 2of4 

Design Drawing Upper Shell, Upper Head Ring arid Upper 
Head Top 3 of 4 

! 

Design Drawing Upper Shell, Upper Head Ring and Upper 
Head Top 4 of 4 

Desi g n Drawin g of Moisture Se arator As$embl p y 1of6 

, Design Drawing of Moisture Separator Assembly 2 of 6 

l 
J Design Drawing of Moisture Separator Assembly 3 of 6 

A1 - 8-

5 

1 

I 
1 

; 

i 

I 
3 

I 

I 
I 
; 7 
l 

! 

2 I 
l I 

I 4 

I 2 I 

I 
i 
I 

10 r 

10 
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Number 

D212 

5023-617-1-
D274 

8023-617-1-
0294 

8023-617-1-
D295 

8023-617-1-
0296 

5023-617-1-
D383 

I 
i 8023-617-1-

D391 

S023~617-1-
D392 

I
i $023-617-1-
. D393 

I so23-a11-1-
1 . 

i 0394 

I 8023-617-1-
\ D395 

! 5023-617-1-

1 D494 

8023-617-1-
0495 

I so23-a11-1-
1 D507 
i 

8023-617-1-
0508 

I so23-e11-1-
I 

1 oso9 

S023-617-1-
D539 

8023-617-1-
D540 

Title Revision _J 

Design Drawing Channel Head 4 of 4 
4 l 

I 

I 
Design Drawing Tube Support Plate Assembly 1 of 3 

l 
3 

i 

i 

Design Drawing Tube Support Plate Assembly 2 of 3 

I 4 1 
! 
j 

! 

I 
i Design Drawing Tube Support Plate Assembly 3 of 3 

5 
I I 

Design Drawing ...... Critical Field Interface Dimensions and 
7 i 

Major Tolerances 1 I 3 I I 
I 

' I I Design Drawing Wrapper Assembly 1 of 5 5 

I Design Drawing Wrapper Assembly 2 of 5 0 

f 
I Design Drawing Wrapper Assembly 3 of 5 
I 

2 

Design Drawing Wrapper Assembly 4 of 5 
2 

I Design Drawing Wrapper Assembly 5 of 5 3 

I Design Drawing - Divider Plate1 / 2 
10 

I -~~~~~~~~~~--~~~~~~ I Design Drawing - Divider Plate 2 I 2 
6 

Design Drawing Anti-Vibration Bar Assembly 1 of 9 
I . 4 

i I Design Drawing Anti-Vibration Bar Assembly 2 of 9 
I 

! 
~ 

2 
i I 

j ' 

Design Drawing Anti-Vibration Bar Assembly.3of9 
0 I 

.. ! 
Design Drawing Anti-Vibration Bar Assembly 4 of 9 

0 
l 

Design Drawing Anti-Vibration Ba_r Assembly 5 of 9 I 2 l ' I 
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Number Title 
I 

Revision 

' i 

$023-617-1- Design Drawing Anti-Vibration Bar Assembly 6 of 9 I 
I 2 

D541 f 

5023-617-1- Design Drawing Anti-Vibration Bar Assembly 7 of 9 

i 8 
D542 

S023-617-1- [ Design Drawing Anti-Vibration Bar Assembly 8 of 9 
3 

0543 i 
I 

$023-617-1- Design Drawing Anti-Vibration Bar Assembly 9 of 9 I 
1 ! 

1 D544 I 
j $023-617-1- Design Drawing - Tubing Expansion and Seal Welding ! 

3 l 
i t D680 

l $023-617-1- Fabrication Drawing -General Shipping Arrangement [SON 2 ! D1099 2E89; SON 2E882E0-88] j ' 
' 
~ 8023-617-1- 1 Fabrication Drawing - General Shipping Arrangement [SON 

2 I D1100 J 3E89; SON 3E88] 
I . ' 

I so23-617-1- Fabrication Drawing-Temporary Attachment For Channel 
I 

b I 
! 

' 01488 Head and Tubesheet Welding (Unit 3) I : 

I L5-04FW111 
i I I Detail of AVB 1 of 5 (Center Narrow AVB) 6 

L5-04FW112 Detail of AVB 2 of 5 {Center Wide AVB) I 2 
~ . I L5-04FW113 j Detail of AVB 3 of 5 (Side Narrow AVB) 2 

I L5-04FW114 ~ Detail of AVB 4 of 5 {Side Wide AVB for Hot Side) 2 

L5-04FW115 l Detail of AVB 5 of 5 (Side Wide AVB for Cold Side) 2 

ENGINEERING REPORTS (ER} 

; 

I Number ' Title Revision l 

I Divider Plate Weld Joint Separation Root Cause Evaluation 
; 

I $023-617-1- 4 
I M1401 j Report 
I I Evaluation of Tube vibration I 8023-617-1- 3 
C157 

I so23-s11-1- I Anal ical Re· ort of AVBAssembl 4 
I C749 

yt p y 

8023-617-1- I Summary Design Report 
M1265 I 

8 
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S023-617-1- Performance Analysis Report 
M1231 

t 8023-617-1- I Analytical Report of Separator and Dryer Assemblies 
C682 i 
$023-617- I Design Report of Tube 
01R3 

MHI DOCUMENTS 

Number 

UHQ-08N013 

UHQ-11N010 

UHQ-05N015 

UHQ-08N014 

1 UHQ-11 S005 

UHQ-05N019 

BUH94-06 

SUH94-06 

BUH94-06 

5ZDD94-06 

UHW-68-
06A002 

UHNR-SON
RSG-06N005 

UHQ:.07N004 

Title 

! MHI Survey Report of Sumitomo Metal Industries, Limited. 
I Steel Tube Works ' . ' 

MHI Survey Report of Sumitomo Metal Industries, Limited. 
Steel Tube Works 

'i MHI Survey Report of Sumitomo Metal Industries, Limited. 
I . , I Pipe & Tube Works 

I MHl.Survey Report of Sumitomo Metal Industries, Limited. 
Steel Tube Works 

MHI Survey Report of Sumitomo Metal Industries, Limited. 
I Steel Tube Works 

MHI Survey Report of Sumitomo Metal Industries, Limited. 
Steel Tube Works 

Quality Assurance Survey/Audit Procedure of Vendors 

I Vendor Evaluation Pro~ure 

I Vendor Evaluation Procedure 

I I Vendor Evaluation Procedure 

! MHI Evaluation on Correctiv~ Action Established by 
I Sumitomo Metal Industries Limited 
I 

I Nonconformance Report for Alloy 690 SG Tubing for SONGS 
I Unit2 

! MHI Audit Report of Sumitomo Metal Industries, Limited. 
l Steel Tube Woks 
! 

A1 .. 11 -

3 
I 
I 

7 

5 

Revision/Date I 
: 

0 i 
1 
I 

I 

I~ 
i 1 ' 

0 

I 
0 I 

I 
0 

I 

I 
6 

9 

13 
I 

1 

0 

1 
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Number 

I UHQ-08N013 

t UHCP-70N004 

MHI Survey Report of Sumitomo Metal Industries, Limited. 
Steel Tube Works 

Corrective Action Plan Followup Report 

! UES-20100006 Qualified Vendor List 

I L5-04GB004 

f UGNR-SON2-
I RSG-020 
' ' I UGNR-SON2-
i RSG-038 
' 

UGNR-SON2-
RSG-052 

UGNR-SON2-
RSG-062 

I UGNR-SON2-l RSG-075 

J - -I RSG-091 
UGNR SON2 

I 

UGNR-SON2-
RSG-096 

l UGNR-SON3-
f RSG-009 
I 
i UGNR-SON3-

RSG-024 

· UGNR-SON3-
I RSG-049 

I 
UGNR-SON3-
RSG-055 

I 

UGNR-SON-
1 RSG-06N002 

UGS-LS
, 050043 

Submittal Document Control List 

Nonconformance Report Channel head for Unit 2A 

Nonconformance Report Unacceptable local diameter change 
of tube holes 

Nonconformance Report Unacceptable length of 10 tube hole 
pitch of tube support plate #3 

I Non conformance Report Incorrect- end caps of AVB 
i 2ASN154C and AVB 2ASN164C 
: 

Nonconformance Report Unacceptable gaps between tubes 
and.AVBs 

.. 
f 

I limiting device 
l 

I Nonconformance Report Incorrect machining or steam flow 

' I 
! Nonconformance Report Unacceptable dimensions for steam 
I flow limiting device of Unit 2A 

I Nonconformance Report Unacceptable local diameter change 
I 

1 of tube holes 
i 
l Nonconformance Report Some gaps between tubes and 
l AVBs are larger than the criterion 

Nonconformance Report Out of tolerance on hand holes 
I inside diameter 

_, 

I 
I 
I 
I 
j 

j 
1 

1 

' 
I 
I 
I 

· Nonconformance Report Divider plate metal repair butter/weld i 
crack after post bake-

Nonconformance Report Feedwater nozzle for unit 2 ID: 
I 21121-101 
I 

Anti-Vibration Bar Inspection Procedure (Individual Bar) 

I 
A1 -12-

Revision/Date 

0 

0 
I 

18 ! 
I 
I 

53 

February 2, 
2006 

June 2, 2006 

September 11 , l 

2006 

Dec~mber 1, 
I 2006 
I 

March 24, 2007 

! 

2007 
September 4, 

1 

October 23, 
2007 

May 10, 2007 

November 30, 
2007 

March 2, 2009 

September 11, 
2009 

February 2, 
2006 

1 
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Number 

UHQ-08N013 

UGS~LS-
050045 

B91U-N0001 

UES-69-
040038 

UHH-G06A97 

I Tit~ 
!I MHI Survey Report of Sumitomo Metal Industries, Limited. 

Steel Tube Works 
I 
j Inspection Procedure for Tube and Anti-Vibration Bar 
j Inspection 

I Mitsubishi Heavy lndustri~s Ltd Kobe. S.hipyard & Machinery 
; Works Quality Assurance Manual (Nuclear) 
i 

l Mitsubishi Heavy Industries Ltd Kobe Shipyard & Machinery I Works Quality Assurance Program Manual (Project Addenda) 

Stop Work Order for FMA (Final Mill Annealing) on 
Manufacturing of Heat Transfer Tubing for SONGS RSG 

MISCELLANEOUS DOCUMENTS 

Number Title 

AR Action Request: Qualification Letter 
060500134 

I AR 040901345 Action Request Qualification Letter 

AR 050301458 Action Request: Qualification Letter i . . 

2G-030-3 

8023-617-01 

$023-617-02 

j Setpoint Transmittal Unit z and 3 Gas Monitors 
! 

l 
I 

SONGS Unit 3 Chemistry/Operations Logs- SG Event 
Timeline 

Radiation Monitor 3RT-7870 Setpoirtts 

Radiation Monitor 3RT-7818A 8e~paints 

Condenser Air Ejector Continuous Gas Post-Release Report 

Specificatiori for Design and Fabrication of RSGs for Unit 2 
and Unit 3 

j Specification for Baseline Pre-Service Examination (PSE)' oh 
Tubing for Re'placement Steam Generators 

Updated Final Safety Analysis Report far San Onofre Units 2 
and 3 

A1 - 13 -

! 

I 
I 

I 
I 

' l 

I 
' 

Revision/Date 

0 

10 

~ 39 

I 
15 

0 

Revision/Date 

December6, 
2010 

January 31, 
2012 

. May 31, 2011 

May 31, 2011 

January 31, 
2012 

4 

1 

April 2009 
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Number i Title Revision/Date 
i -.. -I Design Review Item list 8023-617-1-

9 
M29 

! DA 2002-92 
I 

Dominion Audit of Mitsubishi Heavy Industries June 9, 2002 

V03-008 I Omaha Public Power District Audit of Mitsubishi Heav I y Jul y 18,2003 
I Industries 

i I 
1 99901030/200 Mitsubishi Heavy Industries (MHI), Kobe, Japan, inspection of July 18, 2008 
I a-201 selected portions c:>f MHl's Quality Assurance (QA) program, 

I and 1 O CFR Part 21 program 

I g99013a41200 Sumitomo Metal Industries, Limited, Higashi-Mukojima November 13, 

19-201 Amagasaki, Japan, inspection of selected portions of 2009 
Sumitomo's quality assurance (QA) program and 10 CFR Part 

i 

' 21 program ! 
: 

SMl-AQA-9041 i Reply to Notice of Nonconformance(99901 384/2009.-201-01) I 0 
' l 

NRC Inspection of Selected Portions of MHl's Quality Assurance July 18, 2008 
Inspection and 10 CFR Part 21 Programs 
Report 
99901030/200 
8-201 I 

I 

MODIFICATIONS 

1 Number Date------, 
I 
I Engineering 50.59 Screening and Evaluation for Replacement Stecim July 31, 2009 

Change Generators - Unit 2 
! Package 

j, I NECP 

i 800071702 

Engineering 50.59 Screening and Evaluation for Replacement Steam July 31, 2009 ~ 

Change Generators- Unit 3 i 
l 

Package I NECP 
800071703 I I 

l I 

A1 - 14 .. Attachment 1 



NUCLEAR NOTIFICATIONS 

I 201907999 

PROCEDURES 

Number 

S0123-0DCM ' Offsite Dose Calculation Manual 

I so 123-o-41 l Notification and Reporting of Significant Events 
i 

I so123-111-s.s i Manual Effluent Gaseous Release Permits, Setpoint 
Calculations, and Monit?r Calibration Constant Evaluations 

I 
i 

I 80123-Vlll-1 • EPIP: Recognition and Classification of Emergencies 
i 
I 

! SD-8023-310 
' 

System Description - Turbine Building Sampling System 
t 
I SD-8023-690 i System Description - Steam Generator E088/089 

I . 
I I I SD-$023-690 ! System Description - Steam Generator Radiation Monitors 

i RE-6753 & RE-6759 · 
' l SD-S023-690 ] System Descript!on - Condenser Air Ejector Wide Range 

Radiation Monitors RE-7870AIB & Low Range Radiation 

I Monitors RE-7818 
I 
l SB-SO-FB-006 j Divider Plate Weld Joint Repair Procedure 
i I I SB-SO-HT- I Post Weld Heat Treatment Procedure 

1001 
' 

S0123-XXXll- I Supplier Deviation Requests (SDRs) 

2.21 I 
I $023-617-1-
10104 
I ~ 
I so23-a11-1-
1 D1099 
i 
I $023-617-1-
! M1246 
i 
I so23-a11-1-
t M139 

l Design Drawing - Component and Outline Drawing 2/3 

I General Shipment Arrangement SON-2A 

I . 
I Hydrostatic Test Procedure 

I 
Post Weld Heat Treatment Procedure 

A1 -15 -

Revision 

0 

18 
I 

8 ! 
I 
I 

i 
I 36 
I 
I 9 I 

I 
I 18 
j 

18 

I 
'18 

10 I 
l 

22 

5 

2 

I 
4 

3 

21 
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8023-617-1- Divider Plate Weld Joint Procedure 9 
M1395 

I so23-617-1- Divider Plate Weld Joint Repair Plan 12 
[ M1398 
i 
I 8023-617-1- Additional Post Weld Heat Treatment Procedure for Divider 

0 
M1461 Plate Weld Joint Repair 

I 
i $023-617-1- Tubesheet Drilling Procedure 

9 i M616 
i 

S023-617-1- Helium Leak Test Procedure of the Tube to TubesheetWelds I 5 
M733 (High Pressure) 

l 
I 

I I 
8023-617-1- i Helium Leak Test Procedure of the Tube to Tubesheet Welds I I I 

3 
M735 J (Low Pressure) I j 

i 

i I I 8023-617-1- i AVB Structure Assembly Procedure 1 

M819 I 
8 

I 8023-617-1- , Tubing and AVB Installation Procedure 
6 M820 I I I 

I 
8023-617-1- i Anti-Vibration Bar Inspection Procedure (After Assembly) 

! 5 M821 I I i l . 
SO 123-XV-50 Corrective Action Program ! 25 I 

I 
80123-Xll- ! Nuclear Oversight Procedure Supplier Audits 10 ! 

18.19 
I 

j 
! 

80123-Xll- I Nuclear Oversight Procedure Source Verification 5 I 
7.12 I 

VENDOR DOCUMENTS 

! Number j Title Revision/Date 

51-9176667· ! Engineering Information Record, ~saNGS 2C17 & 3C17 
001 · 1 Steam Generator Degradation Assessment" 

1 

UGNR-SON2- I DI for Tube Support Plate Material 
RSG-012 l 1 

I UGNR-SON2- I Discrepancy for tube thickness of TSP between Drawing and 
I RSG-014 1 Purchase Specification · 
i I 

0 

A1 - 16 - Attachment 1 



L Number . I Title 

RSG-015 l#A 
I l 

l UGNR-SON2- Unacceptable Indications by MT for wrapper support of Unit 2 

! UGNR-SON2- I Unacceptable Indications by MT for Anti rotation support of 
RSG-021 I Unit 2 #A 

UGNR-SON2- Unacceptable MT indication for Anti-Rotation Supports 
I RSG-027 i 
I 
' UGNR-SON2- I Unacceptable length of 10 tube hole pitch of tube support 
RSG-054 \Plate# 6 

UGNR-SON2- I Insufficient clearance between the tubes in.Row No. 28 and ' 
RSG-058 30 in Column No. 22 

i 
i 

l -I UGNR SON 
I RSG-059 

2- I c 
1 

I nsuffic1ent lea ran 
I in Column No. 34 

ce betwe t tu e en he b s m Row No 92 and 94 ' 

I I l UGNR SON2 - - naccep a e aps e een u esan s 

1 
RSG-067 

I u t bl G b tw Tb dAVB 

I I UGNR-SON2- Unacceptable gaps between Tubes and AVBs 
I RSG-075 

I UGNR-SON2- Incorrect Machining for Steam Flow Limiting Device 
RSG'-091 

I I UGNR-SON2- I Damaged Locking Plates of Vane Jacking Device I RSG-103 I 
I UGN~~SON2- I As built dimension of #2A RSG 

l I RSG 109 

1 UGNR-SON2· As built dimension of #28 RSG 
i RSG-112 
I . 
UGNR-SON3-
RSG-001 

Tubesheet 

I 
I 

I 

I 

I 
i 

Revision/Date 

1 
I 
I 

0 I 
I 

0 I 
! 
I 

1 

3 

I 
0 ! 

7 

I 
1 

I 
' 

.o 

9 

1 ! 
i 

0 

0 

i,._ U_G_N_R--S-O_N_3 __ --+-U-n-a-cc_e_p-ta_b_le_l_o_ca_l_d-ia_m_e_te_r_c_h_a_ng_e_o_f_T_u_b_e_h_o_le-s~~-~~--2· ---1 
i RSG-018 I 

UGNR:-SON3-
1 RSG-024 I . 

I UGNR-SON3-
I RSG-030 

Some Gaps between Tubes an'd AVBs are larger than the 
criterion 

Some gaps between tubes and AVBs are larger than the 
criterion 

A1 - 17 -
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I Number 

I ~~~~~ON3-
I 

I 
UGNR-SON3-
RSG-052 

I 
I UGNR-SON3-
I RSG-057 
I 
i UGNR-SON3~ 
I RSG~059 
i 
I ;UGNR-SON3-
I RSG-062 
I 
I UGNR-SON3-
I RSG.:057 

I UGNR-SON3-
l RSG-074 
i 
! 

UGNR-SON3-
RSG-075 

I UGNR-SON3- . 
I RSG-076 

! UHNR-SON3-
I RSG-07N001 
I I Heat 

Treatment 
Record 
40010SG-B-
900D-R1-68 

j 

; 

I S023-617-1-
I M149 

Fabrication 
Process Sheet 
3901-SG-A-
400E (Order 
2 563901/G101 

.) 

Fabrication 
: Process Sheet 

' Divider Plate Weld Crack 

Divider Plate Weld Crack 

I Extension of Tubesheet PWHT Duration 

i Out of Tolerance qimensions on Primary Inlet/Outlet Nozzles 
l and Support Skirt 
! 
! Out o-f tolera.nce dimensions on Primary Inlet/Outlet Nozzles 
I and Support Skirt (#B RSG) 
1 I UT indications in the Alloy 600/690 butter of Divider Plate 
i Weld Groove 
I 

As built dimensions of #3A RSG (Overall Height) 

I As built dimension of #3A RSG 

As built dimension of #38 RSG 

Divider Plates for Unit 3 
-

Heat Treatment Chart for SG3 

Purchase Specification for Heat Transfer Tubing 

Rework of AVB Insertion for SONGS Unit 2 Replacement 
Steam Generator #A - Lower Portion 

Helium Leak Test for SONGS Unit 2 Replacement Steam 
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j Number · 
! 

3901'-SG-A- Generator #A- Lower Portion 
4000 (Order 
2563901 /2300) 

· TSN-5050 

h=s-N-5051 
1 

TSN-5053 

TSN-5054 

TSN-5055 

TSN-5072 

TSN-5073 

TSN-5074 

OOSF-No.4316 

4009-3ir01 

Control Document Status list For Alloy 690 SG Tubing 

Program of '!:>reproduction Qualification (PPQ) For Alloy 690 
SG Tubing 

Melting Procedure for Alloy 690 SG Tubing 

Identification and Traceability Procedure for Alloy 690 SG 
Tubing 

·-···-····-I Prohibited and Detrimental M~terial Control Procedure for 
i Alloy 690 SG Tubing 
I ·····--··········--·······--· 

Sampling Test·Specimen Procedure for Alloy €390 .SG Tubing 

Chemical Analysis Procedure for Alloy 690 SG Tubing 

Inclusion Test Procedure for Alloy 690 SG Tubing 

PPQ Test Results of Alloy 690 SG Tubirm for San Onofre 
I Nuclear Generating station Unit 2&3 

Moody International Ltd Inspection Report of Sumitomo Metal 
Industries 
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SEQUENCE OF EVENTS 

San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station, Unit 2 and 3-Steam Generators 

Date 

November 2001 

May 7, 2002 

July 2002 

November 7, 2003 

December 12, 2003 

December 21, 2003 

February 17, 2004 

February 27, 2004 

February 27, 2004 

July·28, 2004 

August 2, 2004 

September 13, 2004 

September 16, 2004 

September ~o. 2004 

September 30, 2004 

November 2004 

March 2, 2005 

March 17, 2005 

March 2005 

March 23, 2005 

Event Description 

Licensee forms a team to study the viability of replacing the 
steam generators 

Vendor benchmarking commences 

Bechtel replacement study complete 

Replacement steam generator specification complete 

Replacement steam generator specification sent to procur~ment 
office 

Replacement steam generator request for proposal issued 

Bechtel installation study report pompleted 

Steam generator replacement request filed with California Public 
Utility Commission 

Replacement steam generator bids recei11ed by SCE 

Replacement steam generator vendor selected 

Replacement steam generator bid evaluation review board start 

Replacement steam generator bid evaluation completed 

SCE Board of Directors approval for Mjtsubishi to design and 
manufacture steam generators 

Replacement steam generator contract signed · 

Fabrication of Unit 2 and Unit 3 steam generators commences at 
Mitsubishi 

SCE performs first full quality assurance audit of Mitsubishi 

Replacement steam generator installation specification sent to 
procurement office 

Mitsubishi/SCE anti-vibration bar design discussion 

SCE performs follow-up surveillance audit of Mitsubishi 

SCE places conditional qualification on Mitsubishi 
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September 21, 2005 

October 2005 -

December 15, 2005 

December 15, 2005 

February 2006 

March 10, 2006 

April 22, 2006 

May 1. 2006 

May 10, 2006 

, September 27, 2006 

September 27, 2006 

September 28, 2006 

September 29, 2006 

October 3, 2006 

October 3, 2006 

November 10, 2006 

March 12, 2007 

May 8, 2007 

'July 17, 2007 

September 13, 2006 

Final environmental impact report released to public 

SCE performs follow-up quality assurance audit of Mitsubishi 

California Public Utility Commission approval received 

Installation contract signed with Bechtel 

SCE performs follow-up quality assurance audit of Mitsubishi 

Edison International Company Board of Directors approval of 
steam generator replacement project 

SONGS Unit 2 refueling outage completed 

Replacement steam generator transportation specification issued 

SCE removes conditional qualification from Mitsubishi 

Sumitomo Metal Industries issues a non-conformance report on 
some tubing for non-conformance to specifications associ~ted 
with the final mill annealing process 

Mitsubishi issues stop work order to Sumitomo 

Mitsubishi issues corrective action request to Sumitomo based on 
the final mill annealing non-conformance report 

Mitsubishi visits Sumitomo to conduct root cause investigation 

Mitsubishi visits Sumitomo to confirm the adequacy of the 
corrective actions taken to address the root cause findings from 
the September 29, 2006 meeting 

Mitsubishi releases stop work order after confirming adequacy of 
Sumitomo's corrective actions 

Non-conformance report associated with final mill annealing" 
process is closed 

Corrective action request associated with the final mill annealing 
non-conformance report closed 

Mitsubishi performs followup audit at Sumitomo and issues 
corrective action request for two findings in the audit 

Sumitomo submits corrective actions taken for the findings of the 
May 8, 2007 audit; Mitsubishi closes corrective action request. 

Mitsubishi/SCg technical meeting regarding anti-vibration bars 
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April 2008 

April - June 2008 

July 4, 2008 

July 18, 2008 

July 18, 2008 

September and 
October 2008 

December 16, 2008 

February 14, 2009 

Early March 2009 

Middle March 2009 

March 18, 2009 

March - July 2009 

March - June 2009 

June 2009 

July 2009 

September 2009 -
April 2010 

March 29, 201 O 

April 5, 2010 

April 2010 

April 18, 2010 

Fabrication of Unit 2 steam. generators complete 

Mitsubishi performs primary and secondary side hydrostatic 
pressure tests of Unit 2 steam generators 

AREVA performs baseline pre-service eddy current examinations 
on steam generator 2E0-89 at Mitsubishi facilities in Kobe, Japan 

AREVA performs baseline pre-service eddy current examinations 
on steam generator 2E0-88 at Mitsubishi facilities in Kobe, Japan 

NRC Inspection Report 99901030/2008-201 was issued. An 
in$pection was completed at the Mitsubishi facility in Kobe, 
Japan. No violatlon or non-conformances were identified. 

Final inspection for Unit 2 steam generators is completed. 
Primary and secondary sides filled with nitrogen. 

Unit 2 steam generators shipped from Kobe, Japan 

Unit.2 steam generators arrive at SONGS 

Fabrication of Unit 3 steam geherators complete 

Primary and secondary hydrostatic pressure tests conducted on 
Unit 3 ~team generators 

Unit 3 divider plate weld failure discovered 

Root cause evaluation of the divider plate-to-tubesheet weld 
conducted by Mitsubishi 

Repair procedures developed for Unit 3 steam generators 

Repair work on Unit 3, steam generators commences 

AREVA performs final pre-service eddy current examinations on 
Unit 2 steam generators at SONGS 

Unit 2 performs a refueling outage and installs the replacement 
steam generators · 

Repair work to Unit 3 steam generator 3E0-89 complete 

Repair work to Unit 3 steam generator 3E0-88 complete 

Unit 2 recommences power operations 

Unit 3 steam generator 3E0-89 passes primary side hydrostatic 
press1,1re retest 
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April 24, 201 o 

June 2010 

August 2, 201 O 

October 4, 2010 

·October 2010 -
February 2011 

February 2011 

January 10, 2012 

January 31, 2012 

February 2, 2012 

February 12, 2012 

March 13, 2012 

March 14, 2012 · 

March 15, 2012 

March 16, 2012 

March 16-21, 2012 

March 15-21, 2012 

March 19 - 29, 2012 

March 23, 2012 

March 27, 2012 

Unit 3 steam generator 3E0-88 passes primary side hydrostatic 
pressure retest 

AREVA perfOrms baseline pre-service eddy current examinations 
on Unit 3 steam generators at Mitsubishi facilities in Kobe, Japan 

Unit 3 steam generators shipped 

Unit 3 steam generators arrive'at SONGS 

Unit 3 performs a refueling outage and installs the replacement 
steam generators 

Unit 3 recommences power operations 

Unit 2 refueling outage start 

Unit 3 tube leak; rapid shutdown commences 

Unit 3 reaches cold shutdown conditions 
J 

Unit 3 eddy current inspections commence on both steam 
generators 

In-situ pressure testing commences on tubes in steam generator 
3E0·88 of Unit 3 

In-situ pressure test failures on tubes located in Row 106 Column 
78, Row 102 Column 78; and Row 104 Column 78 of steam 
generator 3E0:-88 

In-situ pressure 'test failures on tubes located in Row 100 eolumn 
80, Row 107 Column 77, Row 1·01Column81, and Row 98 
Column 80 of steam generator 3E0-88 

In-situ pressure test failure on tube located in Row 99 Column 81 
of steam generator 3E0-88 

The 65 remaining tubes in steam generator 3E0-88 pass in'-situ 
pressure.testing ·· · 

The 56 identified tl1bes in steam generat9r 3E0-89 of Unit 3 are 
in~situ pressure tested and all tubes passed. · 

NRC Augmented Inspection Team performs inspection's at· 
SONGS 

NRC received a letter from SCE outlining their commitments for ) 
corrective actions prior to restart of both Unit 2 and Unit 3 

NRC isst,Jes a Confirmatory Action Letter to SCE 
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June 18, 2012 NRC conducts public Augmented Inspection Team exit meeting 
near SONGS 
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UNITED STATES 

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 
REGION IV 

1600 EAST LAMAR BL.VD 
ARLINGTON, TEXAS 76011-4511 

Mr. Peter Dietrich 
Senior Vice President and 

Chief Nuclear Officer 
Southern California Edison Company 
San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station 
P.O. Box 128 
San Clemente, CA 92674-0128 

July 18. 2012. 

SUBJECT: SAN ONOFRE NUCLEAR GENERA TING STATION - NRC AUGMENTED 
INSPECTION TEAM REPORT 05000361/2012007 and 05000362/2012007 

. Dear Mr. Dietrich: 

The U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) completed .an inspection at your San Onofre 
Nuclear Generating Station (SONGS}. The enclosed report documents the inspection results, 
which were discussed with you and other members of your staff during a public exit meeting on 
June 18, 2012. 

Yfli~ had li>een eperating for approximately one year follO'.ving replacement of the steam 
generators 'Nhen on January 31, 2012, control room operators received alarms, that indicated 
reactor coolant \\<as leaking into steam generator 3EO 88. The leak was unexpected, ans the 
eontrol room. operators responded in acGoFdance with tl1eir procedures to perform a rapie 
shutdo•.-:n, since the leak, although small, had increased enough in a short period of time to 
warrant the precautionary shutdown. The estimated leak rate 'At.as 15 gallons per day. The 
facility license allmvs full power oper-attEffi..wttf:l...a..steaay. leak rate of less than 150 ga.llons per 
~ 

The first indication of the leak 'Nas ftom the main condenser air ejector radiation monitors 
reaching their alarm set point. Tho radiation monitors continuously sample from a vent stack fer: 
tRe i;>urpose et rapidly identifying steam_ generator t1:1be lea~s. This i:.vas a direct release of 
radioactivR,, to the atmosphere, v:hicl:l is allowed by the facility license, up to limits in the 
regulations. The licensee reviewed tl:le amount of gaseous radioactivity released and estimated 
a-$;>se-o~proximately 0.0000452 mrem to a member of the public. The annual regulafy)ry 
limit to a member of the public is 100 mrem per year. During_ a radiation protection inspection 
the week of February 13, 2012, th.e team Fe'Ji&Ned-tfle:.ficensee dose estimates and did not 
identify any issues. 

Unit 3 control room operators performed a oontrolled shutdown of Unit 3 on January 31, 201-2, 
and' reached cold shutdov.m sonditions on February 2, 2012. The operators tl=!en prepared the 

.. 
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steam generators for tube inspections. which wer:e started on February 12. 2Q12. The first 
inspection confirmed tl:le location of the leak in steam generator 3EO 88. One tube was found 
111ith a small leak and no other tubes were lea~ 

+Re-tiBeASee-oompleted an exteASive-aflG-e-xpan~ur-r-ent-fnspestion-ef--:t 00 percent of 
the steam generator t1;1bes in both Unit a steam generators. Following pre established testing 
requirements, the licensee identified 129.rubes in Unit-a (56 tubes in steam generator 3EO 89 
and 73 tubes in steam generator 3EO 88) that required in situ pressure testing. This testing 
began on March 13, 2012, and was performed under ambient conditions. 

Of the 129 tubes tested, a total of 3 tubes falled in situ pressure testing, which included the 
original tube that was leaking. All of tl=\e failed tubes ecourred in steam gener:ator 3EO 88. 
+f::iree of the tubes fail<*l-at or eelaw a test pressure (3200 psi) equivalent to a design basis 
main steam line break differential pressure and temperature. The remaining five tubes failed 
near, but below the maximum differential test pressure of 5250 psig. This test pressure was 
equivalent to the mirumum burst press1;1re capacity required by the 1:>kmt-tecrtnical specifications. 

In accordance with Management D~NRC Incident Investigation Program." 
deterministic and conaitkmal risk criteria were useG-te.:-evalt.Jate the level o.f NRG response for 
this operational event. Tf:iis event met three deterministic criteria (involved a major deficiency in 
design having potential generic safety implications; led to a significant loss of integrity of the 
primary c-eolant pressure boundary; and, involved an emergeney or non emergency event or 
situation, related to the health and safety of the publis or on site personnel or protection of the 
environment, for which a 10 CFR 50.72 repert has been submitted that is e~pect~ to cause 
significant. heigAtened public or government concern) and the conditional large early release 

· probability for the event \Vas estimated to be in the overlap range for a special 
inspection/augmented inspection. Based on deterministie criteria being met and the risk 
assessment of this oendition, Region IV, in consultation '1.iith the Office of Nuclear Reaetor 
Regulation and Office of Nuclear Security and Incident Response, concluded that the NRG 
response should be an augmented team inspection. 

The Augmented Inspection Team (AIT) was established to review the causes, safety 
implications. and your staff's actions following an event that occurred on January 31, 2012, 
involving a reactor coolant leak identified in a Unit 3 steam generator and a subsequent 
identification that multiple steam generator tubes in Unit 3 had experience substantial and 
unusual wear. eight of which failed pressure testing. The SONGS Unit 3 steam generators were 
new and had been in operation for Jess than one operating cycle. At the time of the event. 
SONGS Unit 2 was shutdown in a refueling outage with steam generators that had been in 
service for one operating cycle. 

This augmented inspection was chartered, in paFt, to identifyreview the circumstances 
surrounding the tube degradation; review the licensee's actions following discovery of the 
conditions; evaluate the licensee's reviewdetermination of potentialthe causes of the unusual 
steam generator tube wear; review the steam generator modeling; and, assess the differences 
between Unit 2 and Unit 3 steam generators. The charter is publically available in AOAMS at 
ML12075A258available in ADAMS at ML 12075A258. It is not the responsibility of an AIT to 
determine comPliance with the NRG rules and regulations or to recommend enforcement 
actions. this will be done through subsequent NRG inspection or review. 
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Based on inspection, the The team concluded that;...f4t plant operators responded to the 
evemJanuarv 31. 2012, steam generator tube leak in accordance with procedures and in a 
manner that protected public health and safety~. Plant safety systems i.v-ef"e maintained and 
~"'8S~aAoe \11ith the plant design; and (3) the lass of steam generatGF tl:lee 
integrity was a serious saf.ety issue that must be resolved. The purpose of this inspection was 
to gather facts and identify issues requiring follmvup,and,worked as stich, no findings 
wereexpected during the event. · 

The NRC team identified~ ten items requiring additional follo\NUP review for regulatory 
action. These items are documented as :unresolved: items in the enClosed report. -The NRC 
will conduct subsequent inspections or reviews to determine what, if any, regulatory actions 
result from the "unresolved» items. 
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SONGS Unit 3 steam generators had experien·ced excessive vibration of tubes in the U-bend 
region of the steam generators to the extent that the tubes rubbed against each other (tube-to
tube interactions) causing excessive wear and loss of structural integrity. Your staff determined 
that the vibration was caused by the steam conditions iri the U-:bend region of the steam 
generators by a phenomenon called "fluid elastic instability.· The NRC inspection team 
concluded that the steam generators' design and configuration did not provide the necessary 
margin to prevent this phenomenon. 

Although the steam generator tube degradation from this phenomenon observed in Unit 2 steam 
generators was not as severe. the NRC team concluded that both units' steam generators were 
of similar design with similar thermal hydraulic conditions and configurations. Therefore, 
SONGS Unit 2 steam generators are also susceptible to this phenomenon. 

Accordingly, as documented in NRC Confirmatory Action Letter dated March 27, 2012, 
(ML 12087A323). you are required to submit in writing to NRC for review and acceptance, your 
actions and plans to prevent recurrence of loss of tube integrity before the resumption of power 
operations in both SONGS Units 2 and 3. · · · · 

In accordance with 1 O CFR 2.390 of the NRC's "Rules of Practice," a copy of this letter, its 
enclosure, and your response (if any) will be avaiiable electronically for public inspection in the 
NRG Public Document Room or from the Publicly Available Records (PARS) component of the 
NRC's document system (ADAMS). ADAMS is accessible from the NRC Web site at 
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/adams.html (the Public Electronic ~eading Room). 

Docket No:: .0500036250-361. 50-362 
License No: NPF-10, NPF-15 

Enclosure: 

Sincerely, 

Elmo E. Collins 
Regional Administrator 

L_lnspection Report 0500036112012007 and 0500036212012 0072012007 
w/. 
Attachment.;.(s): 
.1. Supplemental Information 

2. Sequence of Events 

+-·- • ... { Formc: 
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On January 31, 2012.March 19, 2012, an Augmented Inspection Team (AITI was dispatched to ---- Form< 

San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station {-SGNGS)to gather facts and understand the· 
circumstances surrounding the January 31, 2012 Unit 3 control room operators received an 
alarm that indicatea-a.primary-::to-secondary reactor eoalant leak frem--and failure of .eight 

· steam generator 3EO 88. Although the leak rate was small, it increased enough in a short 
1 period of time for the licensee to perform a rapid shutdmvn. The estimated leak rate was 75 

§a-liens per d;ay. The facility license allolf"6 full pe1t.:er operation 1l1ith a steady state leak Fate of 
less than 150 gallons per day. On F'.ebruary 2, 2012, Unit 3 reached cold shutdown conditions. 

On February 12, 2012, SouU:iern California Edison (SCe) commenced eddy current inspections 
of 100 peroent of the tubes in both Unit 3 steam generators. During these inspections, the 
licensee disco¥ered unexpected wear in both steam generators, including wear at retainer eaf.s 
($imilar to the wear found in bJnit 2 steam generators) and signmeant tube to-Wee-wear in the 
free span areas. The inspections identifies 56 tubes in steam generator 3EO 89 and 73 tubes In 
steam generator 3EO 88 that SGE performed in situ pressure testing on to determine if they met . 
#le- maintain structural integrity_ require_men~s inas required bv. planttechr:iical specifica.ti~n~ ..... _ ...... ··( Fomu 

· ·· .......... ( Formc: 

On February 16, 2012, NRG completed a Management Directive 8.3 Evaluatien for the steam 
generator tl;:lbe leak on .SONGS Vnit 3. The evaluation resulted in the recommendation of an 
event folio•h' up focused baseline inspeetion to review the licensee's response to the steam 
generator tube leak. The recommendation was based on the tube leak being from a n&Nly: 
installed steam generator and the infreqtlency ef the ~Vent in the industry. 

From Maroh 13 . 21, 2012, AREVA condueted in situ 19ressure testin§ ef the suspect tubes in 
both steam generators. Th~re viere a total of eight tube failures during testing, all jn steam 

· generator 3EO 88. These tubes failed to satisfy the tube integrity performance criteria. N. the 
time of the augmented team inspection, no staa~n or plugg-ifl§ of tubes had been 
performed in Unit :3 because the !io.ensee was still conducting a cause evaluation of the failed 
tubes. There were two members of the Augmented lnspoation Team on site duFiAg the week of 
Marc.h 12 that observed portions of the in situ pressure testiAg.13, 2012. The primary-to
secondary leak was the result of a single tube in Unit 3 steam generator 3E0-88 failing to 
maintain structural integrity. 

On March.14, 2012, NRG com~leted a Management Directive 8.3 tzvall::iation for the steam 
generator tube integrity on SONGS Unit 3. The evaluation F~sulted in the recommendation of 
an Augmented Inspection based on the risk associated with the tube failures identified during 
the in situ testing. 

On March 23, 2012, NRG received a letter from SGE outlin!ng their commitments for corrective 
actions priorto res.tart of Unit 2 and Unit 3. 

On March 27, 2012, the NRG issued a Confirmatory Action Letter to SCE, which outlined 
specific actions the licensee must c0fflf;)lete before restartiAg Units 2 or 3 that included 
iden_tifying the cause of the tube i.·.•ear; taking corrective actions to prevent loss of tube integrity; 
and performing a mid cycle outage to perform tube inspections. 

' . 



From March 19 29, 2012, the NRG Augmented Inspection Team perf-Ormed on site 
ffispeetioos-at SONGS. After the on site portion was complet~eam-6~W 
various documents and attended-a-n\:Jffiberof expert panels associated 11.1ith the cause 
evaluatiOF.IS, thermal/hydraulic modeling, and ldnit 2 operational assessment. The 
teamSpecifically the AIT was chartered to review the circumstances surrounding the tube 
degradation: review the licensee's actions following discovery of the conditions: evaluate the 
licensee's determination of the causes of the unusual steam generator tube wear: review the 
steam generator modeling; and, assess the differences between Unit 2 and Unit 3 steam 
generators. 

The team determined that plant operators responded to the event in a manner that protected 
public health and safety and all safety systems performed their functions to support the safe 
shutdown and cooldown of the plant. However. the loss of steam generator tube integrity is a 
serious safety issue that must be resolved prior to further power operation. 

\ 

ii 



The AIT identified ten unresolved items that warranted additional follow-up: (1) adequacy of the 
post trip/transient procedure; (2) evaluation and disposition of the Unit 3 loose parts mo.niter 
alarms; {3) design of retainer bar; (4) control of original design dimensions; (5) evaluation of and 
controls for divider plate repair; (6) atmospheric controls of Unit 3 steam generators during 
shipment; (7) no tube bundle support used during shipping; (8) evaluation and disposition of 
accelerometersaccelerometer readings during shipping; (9) adequacy of Mitsubishi's thermal
hydraulic model; and (10) change of methodologies associated with 10 CFR 50.59 review. 

The team determined: (1)plant operators responded to the event in accordance with 
procedures in a manner that protected pl:Jblic health and safety; (2) equipment responded in 
accordance with the plaRt-design; and (3) the Gattse-evaltlatioos fur the-ttlae-wear were 
appropriate. 

At the time of the leak on Unit 3 steam generater 3EO 88, Unit 2 had completed eddy oui:rem 
testing of all the tubes in both steam generators as part of their first refueling outage subsequent 
to the steam generators being replaced in 2009. The ~ddy current testing die identify si§lnificant 
h:.lbe 1Near around the upper retainer bar, \,\•ith one tube requiring in situ· pressure testing. 'Near 
indications 'NOH:H'aund at anti vibration bar.-5t1Worts, tube support plates and at a foreign objeet 
(that was remo>1ed).. Southern California Edison did dctefflline the cause of tube wear in Unit 2 
to be from vibration of the tubes against the retainer and anti vibration bars. Initially, no tube to 
tube iNear 't.<as identified. Because of the extensive tube to tube wear identified on Unit 3, SCE 
conducted additienal eddy current testing on 1375 tubes on each Unit 2 steam generator. This 

· testing v1as completed using a more sensitive probe in the .same area inhere tube to tube 1Near 
was identified QR Unit 3. The licensee identified that ?No tubes in Unit 2 exhibited tube ta tube 
wear similar to thew m generators. Initially, these findings-resulted-i-A 
a total of 94 plugged tubes, with 15 tubes stabilized in steam generator 2EO 89. For steam 
generator 2EO 88 this initially resulted in 98 plugged tubes, with 18 tubes stabilized. Additional 
plugging and stabilizing 'Nas completed for Unit 2 steam generaters to address the causes of 
ttlbe to tube wear identified. The corrective actions taken to address the causes af the tube ·to
tube ·.vear 1:.iill be iASfJected as part of the Confirmater:y-AGtkmc.better and documented in 
Inspection Report 05000361, 36212012009. 

Overall, the team Consistent. with existing NRC inspection processes, these unresolved issues 
will be inspected and dispositioned during follow-up inspection efforts to determine if there are 
any violations of regulatory requirements. 

The AIT inspedion concluded that;_ill, SCE was adequately pursuing the causes of the 
unexpected steam generator tube-:to-tube degradation. In an effort to identify the causes, SCE 
brought inretained a laf§esignificant number of outside industry experts, consultants, and steam 
generator manufacturers, including Westinghouse and AREVA to perform thermal-hydraulic and 
flow induced vibration modeling and analysis. Southern California Edison identified the most 
probable oauses of the tube to tuse wear as a ; (2) The combination of higher than 
predictedunpredicted, adverse thermalt hydraulic conditions and insufficient tube to anti 
Vibration .bar contact forces. In addition-, SCE concluded that the differences in 
manufacturin9/fabrication Gould contribute to the tube to tube •1.1ear seen in the Llnit 3 steam 
generators. 



The NRG team independently concluded that the cause of the in the upper tube bundle caused 
a phenomenon called "fluid-elastic. instability Vibration" which was primarily the higher than 
predicted thermal hydraulic conditions, along with insufficient contact forces (loss of anti 
vibration bar contribution to damping) in the Upper tube bundle.a significant contributor to the 
tube to tube wear resulting in the tube leak. The team believesconcluded that the differences in 
severity of the tube-to-tube wear between Unit 2 and Unit 3 may be related to the 
impro1t'edchanges to the manufacturing/fabrication of the tubes and other components which 
may have resulted in increased clearance between the anti-vibration bars ar:id the tubes,. 
Additional inspection will be required to re1Jie11.• and Closeout the unresohmd items. : (3) Due to 
modeling errors. the SONGS replacement generatarswere not designed with adequate thermal 
hydraulic margin to preclude the onset of fluid-elastic instability. Unless changes are made-to 
the operation or configuration of the steam generators, high fluid velocities and high void 
fractions in localized regions in the u-bend will continue to cause excessive tube wear and 
accelerated wear that could result in tube leakage and/or tube ruoture: (4) The thermal hydraulic 
phenomena contributing to the fluid-elastic instability is present in both Unit 2 and 3 steam 
generators:· (5) Based on the updated final safety analysis report description of the original . 
steam generators. the steam generators major design changes were appropriately reviewed in 
accordance with the 10 CFR 50.59 requirements. However. further review is required related to 
the change in methodology used for the steam generator stress analysis calculations. 

With regard to the radiological release as a result of the tube ieak, it was determined that the 
tube leak was detected by the condenser· steam jet air ejector radiation monitor as per design. 
In addition. the radiation monitor alarmed and alerted SONGS operators of the steam generator 
tube leak as required. The release resulted in an estimated 0.0000452 (4.52 E-5) mrem dose to 
the public. ·· · · 
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SUMMARY OF FINDINGS 

!RIR 05000361/2012007. 05000362/2012007, 03/15/2012 through 06/18/2012, San Onofre 
Nuclear Generating Station; Augmented Inspection Team. 

An Augmented Inspection Team was approved on March 16, 2012. Two inspectors on the team 
were onsite observing in-situ pressure testing the Week of March 12 .. The remaining inspectors 
were dispatched to the site on March 19, 2012, to assess the facts and circumstances 
surrounding the tube leak and unexpected wear of tubes in Unit 3 steam generators. The 
Augmented Inspection Team was established in accordance with NRC Management Directive 
8.3, "NRC Incident lnv.estigation Program," and implemented using Inspection Procedure 93800, 
''Augmented Inspection Team." The inspection was conducted by a team of inspectors from the 
NRC's Region IV arid Region II offices, the resident inspector from San Onofre Nuclear 
G~nerating Station, one engineer from the NRC Office of New Reactors, two engineers from the 
NRC Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation. and one engineer from the NRC Office of Research. 
The team identified 1 O issues that will require additional NRC inspection. These issues are 
tracked as unresolved items in this report. 

A NRG-Identified and Self-Revealing Findings 

None 

B. Licensee-Identified .Violations 

None 

Enclosure 



1.0 Description of Event (Charter Item 1) 

1.1 Sequence of Events 

In November 2001, SCE formed a team to study the viability of replacing the Unit 2 and 
Unit 3 original steam generators. The licensee performed an assessment of six steam 
generator vendors, which included vendor benchmarking, development of the 
replacement steam generator design specifications, a steam generator request for 
proposal, arid a steam generator bid evaluation. In September 2004, the licensee 
selected Mitsubishi Heavy Industries (Mitsubishi) as the manufacturer of the 
replacement steam generator. 

A general description and comparison of the Unit 2 and Unit 3 steam generators is 
included in Section 1.2 of this report. 

In September 2004, Mitsubishi commenced fabrication of Unit 2 steam 
generators 2E0-89 and 2E0-88, and completed fabrication in April 2008. 

At the time of the contract signing in September 2004, Mitsubishi had a quality 
assurance program in place that had been approved by the licensee, by taking credit for 
other utilities' reviews of Mitsubishi's quality assurance program. The licensee informed 
Mitsubishi that once enough fabrication was underway to support an evaluation, the 
licensee would perform an audit to confirm that their quality assurance program was 
operating properly. 

In November 2004, the licensee performed an audit of the Mitsubishi quality assurance 
program at their facilities in Kobe, Japan, and then followed up. with a surveillance 
inspection in March 2005. As a result of these two activities, the licensee informed 
Mitsubishi that additional oversight of Mitsubishi's design control activities was required. 
The licensee informed Mitsubishi that the additional oversight conditions would remain iri 
place until such time that Mitsubishi had demonstrated improved design control 
periormance, which would be verified by the licensee. After implementing the extra 
quality control steps, Mitsubishi submitted a letter to SCE stating that they were ready for 
the conditional qualification to be. lifted. The licensee periormed followup. audit? of 
Mitsubishi in October 2005 and February 2006, but still found enough instances of 
design control issues thafthe additional oversight requirements of the conditional 
qualification were not lifted. In May 2006, SCE was able to verify that Mitsubishi had 
demonstrated improved design control performance and therefore removed the 
conditional qualification of Mitsubishi. 

After faqrication of the Unit 2 steam generators was complete in April 2008, Mitsubishi 
performed hydrostatic pressure tests of the primary and secondary sides of the Unit 2 
steam generators. In July 2008, after completion of the hydrostatic pressure tests, 
AREVA performed the baseline eddy current pre-service examinations of the Unit 2 
steam generators at the Mitsubishi facilities ih Japan. The final inspections for the Unit 2 
steam generators were completed in September and October 2008, followed by filling 
the primary and secondary sides ofthe Unit 2 steam generators wi~h nitrogen. ·The 
Unit 2 steam gen~rators were shipped from the Mitsubishi facilities in December 2008 
and received on site at SONGS in February 2009. In July 2009, AREVA performed the 
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final eddy current pre-service examination on the Unit 2 steam generators at SONGS. 
The baseline and final eddy current pre-service examinations were performed in Japan 
and at SONGS, respectively, to assess whether any changes to the steam generator 
tubing had resulted from shipping, and no changes were identified. 

The Unit 2 steam generators were installed during a refueling outage, between 
September 2009 and April 2010. On April 13, 2010, Unit 2 returned to power operations. 
NRG engineering inspectors performed inspections in accordance with Inspection 
Procedure 50001, "Steam Generator Replacement Inspection," and Inspection 
Procedure 71111. 17, ~Evaluations of Changes, Tests, or Experiments and Permanent 
Plant Modifications." This included a review of selected portions of modifications 
associated with the replacement steam generators to determine if the chaf1ges were 
done in accordance with 10 CFR 50. 59. The results of the inspection of the replacement 
steam generators for Unit 2 are documented in NRG Inspection 
Report 0500036112009007. (ML 100630838) 

The fabrication of the. Unit 3 steam generators 3E0-89 and 3E0-88 was completed 
between September 2004 and April 2010. The design specifications of the Unit 2 and 
Unit 3 steam generators were the same when the contract between the licensee and 
Mitsubishi was signed; however, due to a fabrication issue, there was a modification to 
the divider plate-to-channel head weld requirements for the Unit 3 steam generators, 
and to the classification of the Unit 3 tubesheet material. The specifics of these 
modifications are discussed further in Section 1.2.a of this report. 

In March 2009, after initial fabrication of the Unit 3 steam generators was complete, 
Mitsubishi performed hydrostatic pressure tests of the primary and secondary sides of 
the Unit 3 steam generators. After completion of the hydrostatic pressure tests, a visual 
inspection of the steam generator reactor coolant side revealed cracks in the welds that 
join the divider plate to the channel head of both steam generators. 

Froi:n March through July of 2009, Mitsubishi performed a root cause evaluation, which 
showed that a change in the weld preparation process for the divider plate-to;..channel 
head weld had resulted in the cracking of the weld. A repair procedure was developed 
and repair work on the Unit 3 steam generators began in June 2009. The repairs to the 
Unit 3 steam generators were completed in late March (3E0-89) and early April (3E0-88) 
of 2010. In late April 2010, the Unit 3· steam generators passed the primary hydrostatic 
pressure re-tests. In June 2010, AREVA performed a final eddy current pre-se!'Vice 
examination of the steam generators at the Mitsubishi facilities in Japan, and this was 
used as the baseline pre-service examination for the Unit 3 steam generators. The 
steam generators were shipped from the Mitsubishi facilities in Japan in early August 
2010, and arrived at SONGS in early October 2010. / 

The Unit 3 steam generators were installed during a refueling outage, between October 
2010 and February 2011. On February 18, 2011, Unit 3 returned to power operations. 
NRG engineering inspectors performed inspections in accordance with Inspection 
Procedure 50001, "Steam Generator Replacement Inspection," and Inspection 
Procedure 71111.17, "Evaluations of Changes, Tests, or Experiments and Permanent 
Plant Modification$." This included a review of selected portions of modifications 
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associated with the replacement steam generators to determine if the changes were 
done in accordance With 10 CFR 50.59. The results of the inspection of the replacement 
steam generators for Unit 3 are documented in NRG Inspection 
Report 05000362/2010009. (ML 111300448) 

Unit 2 was shut down for a scheduled refueling outage on January 10, 2012. Steam 
generator tubing insp~ctions in steam generator 2E0-89 found unexpected wear caused 
by retainer bars on two tubes that required plugging in accordance with the technical 
specifications. Steam generator tubing inspections in steam generator 2E0-88 found 
wear on fo~r tubes that required plugging in accordance with the technical specifications. 
Anti-vibraJion bars caused the wear on two of the tubes and retainer bars caused the 
wear on the other two tubes. Because of the unexpected wear, the licensee 
preventatively plugged 94 tubes in steam generator 2E0-89 and 98 tubes ih steam 
generator 2E0'-88. Fifteen of the tubes in steam generator 2Eo.:a9 were stabilized prior 
to plugging, and 18 of the tubes in steam generator 2Eo..:aa were stabilized prior to 
plugging. Additional details of the inspections of the Unit 2 steam generators are 
-provided in section 1.4 of this report ' 

On January 31, 2012, Unit 3 control room operators received an alarm that indicated a 
primary-to:-secondary reactor coolant leak from steam generator 3E0-88. The alarm 
received was from the main condenser air ejector radiation monitors, which continuously 
samples from a vent line for the purpose of rapidly identifying steam generator tube 
leaks. Although the leak rate was small, it increased enough in a ~hart period of time for 
the licensee to perform a rapid shutdown. The estimated leak rate was· 75 gallons per 
day. The facility license allows full power operation with a steady state leak rate of less 
than 150gallons per day. On February 2, 2012, Unit3 reached cold shutdown 
conditions. The licensee reviewed the amount of gaseous radioactivity released and 
estimated 'a dose of approximately 0.0000452 mrem to a member of the public. The 
annual regulatory limit to a member of the public.is 100 mrem per year. This unplanned 
offsite release of radioactivity was reviewed by Region IV health physicist inspectors 
who confirmed SONGS' offsite dose estimate (see Section 10 for additional details). 

After shutdown, the licensee started preparations for performing inspections of Un1t 3 
steam generators 3E0·89 and 3E0-88. The steam generator tube inspections 
commenced on February 12, 2012, and confirmed the location of the leak in steam 
generator 3E0-88 as coming from the tube in Row 106 Column 78. No other tubes were 
found to be leaking. The licensee then performed eddy current inspections of i 00 
percent of the tubes in both Unit 3 steam generators. During these inspections, the 
licensee discovered unexpected wear in both steam generators, including wear at 
retainer bars (similar to the wear found in Unit 2 steam generators) and significant tube
to-tube wear in the freespan areas {u-bend area of the tubes). The inspections identified 
56 tubes in steam generator 3E0-89 and 73 tubes in steam generator 3E0-88 that SCE 
performed in:..situ- pressure testing on to determine if they met the structural integrity 
requirements in plant technical specifications. Additional details of the inspections of the 
Unit 3 steam generators are provided in section 1.5 of this report 

From March 13 - 21, 2012; AREVA conducted in-situ pressure testing of the suspect 
tubes in both steam generators. There· were a total of eight tube failures during testing, 
all in steam generator 3E0-88. -
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Tnese tubes failed to satisfy the tube integrity performance criteria in the technical 
specifications. Additional details of the in-situ pressure tests are provided in Section 1.6 
of this report. 

From March 19-29, 2012, the NRC augmented inspection team performed inspections 
onsite at SONGS. 

On March 27, 2012, the NRC issued a Confirmatory Action Letter to SCE, which outlined 
specific actions for each unit that the licensee must complete before restarting Unit 2 
and Unit 3. 

A more detailed sequence of events can be found in Attachment 2. 

1.2 System Descriptions 

a. Replacement Steam Generators 

The Unit 2 and Unit 3 replacement steam generators contain thermally treated 
Alloy 690 tubing in a u-bend configuration, with a nominal outside diameter of 0. 750 
inches and a nominal wall thickness of 0.043 inches. There are 9727 tubes within each 

· steam generator, which are arranged in 142 rows and 177 columns. The rows and 
columns are arranged in a nominal 1.000 inch triangular pitch (results in approximately 
0.25 inches of clearance between tubes). The first thirteen rows of tubes were thermally 
stress relieved after bending to reduce susceptibility to stress corrosion cracking. The 
tubes were hydraulically expanded to the full depth of the tubesheet, which has a 
nominal thickness of 28.19 inches. Seven tube support plates made of Type 405 
stainless $teel provide lateral support to the tubes. The tube support plates contain 
broached trefoil holes with chamfered lands. Support of the tubes in the upper bundle is 
provided by six sets of Type 405 stainless steel, V-shaped, anti-vibration bars. 

The original Model 3410 steam generators at Unit 2 and Unit 3 were manufactured by 
Combustion Engineering. Each steam generator had 9,350 mill:-arinealed, Alloy 600 
tubes, which were a combination of u-bend tubes and tubes with two 90 degree bends 
(also called square bends). The tubes had a nominal outside diameter of 0. 750 inches, 
and a nominal wall thickness of 0. 048 inches. The tubes were expanded through the full 
depth of the tubesheet using an explosive process, and lateral support was provided by 
a number of lattice-grid (i.e., eggcrate) carbon steel tube supports. Tube support in the 
upper bundle was provided by carbon steel diagonal bars (commonly called batwings) 
and vertical straps. The original steam generators contained a cylindrically shaped 
support structure beneath the center of the tubesheet (called the stay cylinder) that 
provided structural support to the large diameter tubesheet. 

Southern California Edison reviewed Information Notices, Generic Letters, Bulletins, and 
industry op~rational experience associated with steam generator issues when 
developing the design specifications for the replacement steam generators. Some of the 
changes are summarized below, for additional information see Section 6 of this report. 
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The design changes between the original and replacement steam generators noted 
above are commonly used in replacement steam generators today. The thermally 
treated Alloy 690 tubing provides increased resistance to stress corrosion cracking as 
compared to thermally treated Alloy 600 tubing. The use of type 405 stainless steel (in. 
lieu of carbon steel) for tube support plates eliminates the denting phenomenon 
associated with drilled carbon steel support plates. The use of broached trefoil holes 
(instead of drilled holes) in.tube support plates reduces the number of contact points with 
tubes and increases flow area between the tube and tube support plate, thereby 
reducing the potential for corrosion products to buildup between the tube and the tube· 
support plate. Combustion Engineering steam generators with the batwing design have 
typically suffered from wear on tubes (from the batwings) in the central stay cylinder 
region, due to higher cross flow velocities in this portion of the steam generators. In ah 
effort to eliminate this high flow region, the replacement steam generators were 
designed with a thicker tubesheet that was inherently more rigid, and thus did not require 
the central stay cylinder. By choosing a design with all u-bend tubes, ·the bat wing 
design was eliminated and a new anti-vibration bar assembly was used. The new anti
vibration bar assembly is a free floating design that is supported _by the tube bundle and 
is not attached to the tube bundle wrapper. 

b. Channel Head-to-Divider Plate Weld 

On March 18, 2009, after completion of the primary and secondary side hydrostatic 
pressure tests, a crack in the weld between the divider plate and the channel head ori 
Unit 3 steam generator 3E0-88 was: identified. Examination showed that the di~similar 
metal weld, between the Alloy 690 divider plate and the low alloy steel channel head, 
had separated. Specjfic~lly, the-failure occurred .between the channel heao and the 
Alloy 152 butter weld, which is the Weld filler wire equivalent of Alloy 690. Upon 
examination, a similar weld failure was found in steam generator 3E0-89 although the 
size of the failure was notas large. 

Mitsubishi performed a root cause evaluation and found that air carbon-arc gouging was 
used to remove the stainless steel cladding from the channel head, in preparation for 
making the divic:ier plate-to-channel head dissimilar metal weld. The air carbon-arc 
gouging had resulted in carbon deposits in the channel head that were not completely 
removed by grinding that was performed after the gouging operation. "r'he high carbon 
area increased the hardness of the channel head (due to carburization) and was t.he 
most probable cause of the failure between the channel head and the Alloy 152 butter 
weld. ·Mitsubishi also found that it was possible, but less probable, that the increased 
hardness of the channel head promoted hydrogen induced cracking in areas of the 
divider plate-to-channel head weld that had higher local stresses due to geometric 
configurations (i.e., at the corner of the divider plate). 

1.3 Resident Inspectors' Assessment of Steam Generator Tube Leak Event Response 

a. Inspection Scope 

On January 31, 2012, the. resident inspectors were on-site during the Unit 3 steam 
generator tube leak event. The resident inspectors observed the licensee's response to 
the steam generator tube leak from the control room; a.nd observed the rapid shutdown, 
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actions to cool the plant down, actions performed during recovery of plant systems, and 
other-operator actions. Additionally, the resident inspectors conducted a review of 
control room activities and eqt.,1ipment response to determine if the operating crew 
responded appropriately and if the plant systems responded as expected during the 
event. The resident inspectors conducted interviews with various on-shift personnel and 
reviewed the post trip report, which included control room logs, operator statements, and 
plant data trends to assess overall performance of the crew. The review also included 
procedure use and adequacy of the guidance used for event response, placing the plant 
in a safe and stable condition, establishing appropriate parameter limits for plant 
cooldown, and conducting the cooldown to cold shutdown conditions. With respect to 
operator awareness and.decision making, the resident inspectprs were specifically 
focused on the effectiveness of control board monitoring, technical decision making, and 
work practices of the operating crew. With respect to command and control, the resident 
inspectors focused on actions taken by the control room supervision in managing the 
operating crew's response to the event. 

b. ·Observations and Findings 

Ne-findinss v1ere identified. 

The team identified one unresolved item for which additional information is required to 
determine if performance deficiencies exist or if the issue constitutes a violation of NRG 
requirements. 

On January 31, 2012, at 3:05 p.m. (PST), main control room operators at Unit 3 received 
a ,secondary plant system radiation alarm associated with the air ejectors followed by a 
blowdown radiation monitor alarm. Operations personnel responded in accordance with 
Abnormal Operating Instruction 8023-13-14, "Reactor Coolant Leak," Revision 16, since 
the entry conditioris for a steam generator tube leak were satisfied. Operations 
personnel determined the leakage to be about 75 gallons per day, using a mass balance 
calculation (.06 gpm), from steam generator 3E0-88. This leak rate was below the 
Technical Specification 3.4.13, "RCS Operational Leakage," limit of 150 gallons per day 
for primary- to-secondary leakage 'through any one steam generator. 

At 4:10 p.m., operations personnel evaluated that the, primary-to-secondary leak rate 
exceeded 75 gallons per day on steam generator 3E0-88 and that the teak was 
increasing at greater than 30 gallons per day per hour, and consequently, initiated a 
rapid power reduction to be s 50 percent power in one hour and in Mode 3 within the 
next two hours per Abnormal Operating Instruction 5023-13-14. In accordance with 
Abnormal Operating Instruction 8023-13-14, when reactor power was less than 35 
percent. operations personnel tripped the reactor at 5:31 p,m. to enter Mode 3. 

Due to the manual reactor trip, operations personnel entered Emergency Operating 
Instruction 8023-12-1, "Standard Post Trip Actions," Revision 26, fo ensure the plant 
wa·s plac~d in a stable, safe condition, and that the plant was configured to respond to 
the continuing steam generator tube leak event. Operations personnel implemented the 
emergency operating instructions and isolated the affected steam generator at 6:00 p.m. 
A plant cooldown was conducted by using main steam bypass from steam generator 
3E0-89 to the main condenser. Mode 4 conditions were achieved at approximately 6 
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hours after isolation of the steam generator. Cooldown continued until Unit 3 was in 
Mode 5, cold shutdown. 

(1) Introduction: The team identified an unresolved item associated with Operations 
Procedure S0123-0-A8, "Trip/transient and Event Review," that required a formal 
review of operator actions and safety systems to determine if important systems 
responded as design. The formal review was not completed. 

Description: On March 19, 2012, the team requested to review the results of 
operations post trip/transient ~valuation of the January 31, Unit 3 tube leak event. 
Operations Procedure 80123-0-AS, "Trip/Transient and Event Review,•> Revision 8, 
required a detailed post trip review following unplanned reactor trips. However, a 
formal trip/transient and event review was not available because operations 
personnel determined the Unit 3 event was planned and therefore a formal review 
was not required. 

On March 27, 2012, Team met with operations· personnel to discuss items on a draft 
Unit 3 trip/transient evaluation provided to the team. The team also discussed with 
operations personnel the requi~ements in Operations Procedure S0123-0-A8, and 
concluded a basis for what was "planned" and "unplanned" was not defined. 
Operations personnel determined the Unit 3 reactor trip was a planned reactor trip 
because Abnormal Oper~ting Instruction 8023-13-14, "Heactor Coolant Leak.'' 
Revis-ion 16, Section 4. had· described actions for primary-to-secondary leakage. 
Specifically, this section stated, in part, under plant conditions of increasing steam 
generator tube leakage, operations personnel were required to perform a rapid 
power reduction to less than 35 percen~ power, ·then trip the reactor. 

The team discussed with operations personnel that definitions for unplanned events 
have·been established through industry standards to report on plant performance. 
These standards include NEI 99-02, "Regulatory Assessment Performance Indicator 
Guideline," Revision 6. Industry Guidance NEI 99-02 indicated that Unit 3 reactor 
trip should be.considered-unplanned since the reactor-trip was required by .an 
abnormal operating instruction and would count against the performance indicator for 
unplanned reactor trips. NRC Regulatory Issue Summary (RIS) 2000-08, "Voluntary 
Submission of Performance lndicatqr Data," Revision 1, allows industry to use 
NEI 99-02 to report performance indicator data. 

Additional review-and follow up will be required fo review the corrective action$ 
associated with the procedural guidance for an event review and then determine 
whether this issue represents a performance deficiency or constitutes a violation of 
NRC requirements. This issue is identified as URI 05000362/2012007-01, 
"Adequacy of the Trip/Transient and Event Review Procedure." 
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c. Conclusions 

The resident inspectors. concluded that abnormal and emergency operating instructions 
were performed consistent with expected standard and that operations personnel 
exhibited the fundamental operator competencies in. response to the Unit 3 steam 
generator tube leak. 

Specifically, the resident inspectors determined that the operating crew displayed a 
questioning attitude of changing plant parameters and took conservative actions. The 
operating crew identified important preliminary increasing trends of Unit 3 air ejectors 
radiation monitors and subsequent alarms in a timely manner for a tube leak in steam 
generator 3E0-88. Additionally, the resident inspectors determined that crew 
supervision exercised effective oversight of plant status, crew performance, and control 
room command and control. · 

The team identified one unresolved item associated with the adequacy of the 
trip/transient procedu're .. 

1.4 Description of Steam Generator Inspections at SONGS Unit 2 

On January 10, 2012, SONGS Unit 2 was shutdown for a refueling outage. Southern 
California Edison personnel conducted a scheduled steam generator inspection in 
accordance with Technical Specification 5.5.2.11, "Steam Generator (SG) Program." 
This was the first inspection of the Unit 2 steam generators since their repl_acement in 
.January 2010. The accumulated operating time on the replacement Unit 2 steam 
genera~ors was 1. 7 effective full power years. There was no reported primary-to-
seco~dary leakage at the time of shutdown. · 

The scope of the inspection included a 100 percent tube sample with an eddy ~urrent 
fest bobbin probe over the full tube length, followup rotating coil inspections at special 
interest locations, and a secondary side foreign object search and retrieval. Three types 
of flaw indications were found in the tube$: 

• Wear at the tube support plate and anti-vibration bar supports 

• Wear caused by a loose part 

• Wear at retainer bars 

With the exception of the wear indications found at tube retainer bar locations, the wear 
indications found are similar to those found at other replacement steam generators after 
one cycle of operation. A total of 2411 tubes were found with indications at the tube 
support plates and anti-vibration bar supports, the vast majority of which had a 
measured depth of less. than 20 percent of the tube wall thickness. Only two of these 
indications, located atthe anti-vibration bar supports, exceeded the Technical 
Specification 5.5.2.11.c repair limit of 35 percent of the tube wall thi_ckness. The two 
affected tubes plus two additional.tubes with 31 percent deep indications were stabilized 
and plugged. 
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Southern California Edison performed a reanalysis of the bobbin probe eddy current 
data collected during the Unit 2 inspection program. This reanalysis was performed after 
the finding of the long free-span indications in Unit 3, allowing insights gained during the 
Unit 3 inspections to be applied to the Unit 2 data. The scope of this reanalysis was a 
~box" of 1000 tubes in each Unit 2 steam generator which bounded the region of tubing 
affected by the instability clamage in Unit 3. This reanalysis. using the bobbin probe. 
confirmed the results of the original analysis and did not identify any tube-to..;tube wear. 

Two tubes were found with indications (less than 35 percent through wall) c~used by a 
small loose part on the secondary side. This loose part was removed from the steam 
generator. Metallurgical analysis indicated the loose part was a piece of weld metal, 
most likely introduced during steam generator manufacturing operations. The two 
affected tubes were left in service. 

Six tubes wer:~ found with indications at retainer bar intersections. The retainer bars are 
part of the support structure for the anti~vibration bars and are a unique feature of steam 
generators manufactured· by Mitsubishi. The measured indication depths ranged from 
28 to 90 percent of the tube wall thickness. Because of the short measured lengths of 
these flaws, only the 90 percent indication was in-situ pressure tested as part of 
condition monitoring. The c:iffected tube was successfully pressurized to 5300 psi with 
no leakage, confirming that the Technical Specification 5.5.2.11.b.1 structural integrity 
performance criterici were met. Mitsubishi attributed the cause of these indications to 
retainer bar vibration, the potential for which had not been evaluated during design (see 
Section 4 of this report for additional details). Fort Calhoun is the only other domestic 
~!ant 'NitA Mitsl:fbisf':ii steam generators. The retainer bars at Fort Calhoun are 
signifi.cantly stiffer than at SONGS. 

The six tubes with retainer bar indications have been plugged and stabilized. In 
addition, the remaining 182 tubes (total for both Unit 2 steam generators) that intersect 
the retainer bars were plugged as a preventive measure. Twenty four of _these .tubes 
were stabilized prior to plugging to ensure that all 188 plugged tub~ will not sever due 
to continued vibration of the retainer bar. The tubes that were stabilized are strategically 
located at each end and center of the retainer bars. 

Detailed plans for returning Unit 2 to service are still under development. Short-term 
plans relating to Unit 2 included conducting a full u-bend examination of 1375 tubes in 
both steam· generators using a rotating coil. The tube sample was intended to bound the 
region affected by free-span wear seen in Unit 3 by significant margin. The rotating coil 
provides a slightly more sensitive inspection for long free-span wear scars than the 
bobbin probe. These inspections were performed subsequent to the team's site visit and 
identified two tubes in Unit 2 st~am generator 2E0-89 with shallow free-span wear in the 
u-bend region. These indications both measured approximately 14 percent deep, and 
were located in the· same region of the bundle affect~ by free-span indieations.in the 
Unit 3 steam generators. · 
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The tube wear data for Unit 2 is shown below. 

SONGS Unit 2 S~eam Generators 

Wear Depths Summary 

.., ___ ..... ··( Formc 

..§~~-~!:fl _________ ---··-··------------······· ········-··-······-·····- -------· .. ··-···-···"-·····- .....•... ~.~-~--- ........ ---··---~-------- ····-··· "' •~+~H .. ~--- _.,' ._ .. , H• •" ,_ • ---~<> ........ -·------~·- .. ·• . 
Generator Anti- Tube Uc Bend Retainer Foreign Total Tubes with 
SG2E88 Vibration Support 

(Through- Bar Plate 
Freespan Bar Object Indications Indications 

Waif Wear) 

i ~50% 0 0 i 0 1 I 0 I 1 1 ---
I I 35 - 49% 2 0 0 1 0 3 3 l ------------

20-34% 86 0 0 0 I 21 86 1- 74 
! - I I 10-19% I 705 108 0 01 0 l 813 406 

I j I ol i 

TW< 10% 964 117 0 0 ; 1081 600 i ; ~ 

! 
i TOTAL ; 1757 22s I 0 2 21 1984 l 734* 

I 4St~am ... 
' Generator 

I SG2E89 

I 
(Through

Wall Wear) 

I ;::: 50% 

I 35-49% 

I 20- 34% 

I 10- 19% ! 
! TW< 10% l 

Anti
Vibration 

Bar 

0 

0 
78 

1014 

1499 

·rui:ie 
Support 

Plate 

OI 
0 

1 
85 i 
53 

U-Bend 
Freespan 

0 

0 

ol 

0 

Retainer Foreign 
Bar Object 

1 I o I 
1 I o 

0 0 
0 0 

Total 
Indications 

l 

1 ! 
1 I 

82 
1101 
1552 

67 \ 
496 [ 

768 

l TOTAL i 2591 139 2 5 0 2737 I 861* 

*This value is the number of tubes with wear indications of any depth and at any 
.location. Since many tubes have indications in more than one depth and location, the 
totaJ number of tubes is less than the total number of indications. 

1.5 Description of Steam Generator Inspections at SONGS Unit 3 

After shutdown, the licensee started preparations for performing inspections of Unit 3 
steam generators 3E0-89 .and 3E0•88. The steam generator tube inspections· 
commenc~d on February 12, 2012, and confirmed the location of the leak in steam 
generator 360-88 as coming frorn the tube in Row 106 Column 78. The leak was 
located 2 inches beyond anti-vibration support number 4 on the hot leg side .. It was 
found to be associated with a long (approximately 30 inches) free-span flaw indication. 
No other tubes were found to be leaking. 

The licensee then performed eddy current inspections of 100 percent of the tubes, full 
length, in both Unit 3 steam generators with a bobbin probe. The bobbin probe 
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examinations were supplemented by rotating coil examinations to confirm, characterize, 
and size the indications found by the bobbin probe. These examinations identified over 
160 tubes in each steam generator with long free-span indications similar to that found 
on the leaking tube. In each steam generator, the tubes containing the free-span 
indications were grouped together in a tightly packed zone near the center of the tube 
bundle. The free-span indications were located on the upper and/Or lower sides (i.e., the 
extrados and intrados) of the u-bend. Thus, a given free-span indication on the extrados 
of one tube tended to be matched by a similar indication on the intrados of the adjacent 
higher row tube located in the same tube column. This pattern provided early evidence 
to SCE personnel that the free-span indications were wearflaws due to tube-to~tube 
contact from motion of the U·bends within the plane of the u-bends. More than half of 
the free-span indications in each steam generator had maximum measured depths 
exceeding the 35 percent plugging limit in the technical specifications, and ranged to as 
much as 99 percent (for the non-leaking tubes). 

Over 460 tubes in each steam generator were found with wear indications at the tube 
s1,1pport plates. In general, tubes exhibiting the free-span wear indications tended to 
exhibit tube support plate indications with the highest depth measurements, typically with 
the deepest values at the seventh tube support plate and trending down at successively 
lower support levels. Approximately 170 tubes in each steam generator exhibited 
indications at the tube support plates that exceeded the 35 percent plugging limit, with 
maximum depths ranging to 70 percent. 

Approximately 800 tubes in steam generator 3E0-88 and 900 tubes in steam generator 
3E0-8l;l exhibited wear indications at the anti-vibration bar supports. Most of these 
measured less than 20 percent de~p. and only 2 indications exceeded the 35 percent 
plugging limit. For tube indications at anti-vibration bars in tubes not exhibiting free-span 
u-bend indications, the length of the wear indications was confined to within the width of 
the anti-vibration.bars. For tubes that exhibited free-span indications, many of these 
tubes had wear indications at the anti-vibration bars that extended outside the width of 
the anti-vibration bars which indicated in-plane movement of these tubes in the u-:bend 
area. 

Four tubes were found with indications at retainer bar intersections, with measured 
depths ranging from 28 to 46 percent At the· time of the team's preisence at the ~ite, 
planned corrective actions with respect to tubes adjacent to the retainer bar were similar · 
to those completed for Unit 2. The four tubes with retainer bar indications were plugged 
and stabilized. In addition, the remaining 184 tubes (total for both Unit 3 steam 
generators) that intersect the retajner bars were plugged as a preventive measure. 
Twenty four of these tubes were stabilized prior. The tubes that were stabilized are 
s,trategicafly located at each end and c~nter of the -retainer bars. 
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Tube wear data for Unit 3 is shown below. 

SONGS Unit 3 Steam Generators 
Wear Depths Summary I 

..$!~~m. ...... ·····------··--··-----·-····· ··········-ruil·e········ .. ···--t i.l6e~fo::--·· •••<O•OOOO•OOOUOOOUH> ,,, .. ~••••••••••H••nuu ••••>+··---··-------------- ............................ ,.. ~ 
Generator Anti-
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' 
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! 
I 
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I I 
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.. .. .§!~.~!!! ........ ---·--·.-•··-··~ .. -··--·---·· --•••••··o•••··••••·••••••••·•• ------·--------···'"·~-·' --·····----·----------- -·---·-----····--·-······ ......... h••••······~········ ••• ~ ...... ._. ................. t...' 

Generator Anti- Tube Tube-to-
Retainer Foreign Total Tubes with 

SG3E89 Vibration Support Tube 
(Through~ Bar Plate Wear 

Bar Object Indications Indications 

Wall Wear) 

2:! 50% 
I 

0 
j 

91 26 0. 0 117 

35-49% 0 252 102 I 
1 f 0 355 

I --··-

20-34% 45 I 487 215 0 0 747 
10 -19% 940 590 

: 
72 0 [ o! 1602 I i 

TW< 
I 1 

I 10% 2164 fi4 I 1 0 0 2259 
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I 3149 1514 416 1 0 5080 
i 

l ( 

' 

*This value is the number of tubes with wear indications of any depth and at any 
location. Since many tubes have indications in more than one depth ~nd location, the 
total number of tubes is less than the total number of indications. 

1.6 In-Situ Pressure Testing 

60 

128 
175 

450 

838 
887* 

Technical Specification 5.5.2.11.a for SONGS Units 2 and 3 requires that a condition 
monitoring assessment be performed during each outage that the steam generator tubes 
are inspected or plugged to confirm that the tube integrity performance criteria are being 
met. These performance criteria incluq~ specific requirements for tube structural 
integrity and accident induced leakage. The limiting structural criterion applicable to the 
SONGS Units 2 and 3 is the normal steady state pressure differential across ttle tubes 
times a safety factor of three. The.limiting accident induce<:f leakage criterion is 0.5 gpm 
per steam generator. 
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Typically, the requirement for performing condition monitoring is satisfied by analyzing 
eddy current flaw indications relative to screening criteria that are functions of measured 
flaw depth, length, and/or eddy current voltage response. These screening criteria are 
conservative relative to the performance criteria since they make allowance for eddy 
current measurement error, uncertainties with respect to voltage correlations with flaw 
depth and burst stref"1gth, and material property variability. When these screening 
criteria are exceeded, in-situ pressure tests may be performed for tubes not meeting the 
screening criteria to confirm that the performance criteria are met for these tubes. In-situ 
pressure test procedures at SONGS and the screening criteria for selecting tubes to be 
tested were in accordance with Electric.al Power Research Institute Report 1014983, 
"Steam Generator In-Situ Pressure Test Guidelines," Revision 3. 

At Unit 2, one tube with a measured 90 percent deep indication at a retainer bar location 
was determined to be outside the screening criteria and was in-situ pressure tested. For 
Unit 3, an optional strategy to the screening criteria approach was taken in accordance 
with the Steam Generator In-Situ Pressure Test Guidelines, Appendix A. The 
Appendix A approach is a statistically based Monte Carlo approach that samples the 
uncertainty distributions associated with each of the input parameters for calculating 
tube burst pressure. This methodology selects all tubes determined to have a 0.95 
probability or less of meeting the limiting structural integrity performance criterion. 
Application of this methodology led to selection of 129 tubes on Unit 3 for in-situ 
pressure testing 1 73 tubes in steam generator 3E0-88 and 56 tubes in steam generator 
3E0-89. 

The in-situ pressure tests were performed .under ambient conditions. Therefore the test 
pressures were adjusted upward from actual values under hot conditions to account for 
the increased yield and ultimate strength of the tube material under ambient conditions, 
The test pressures (with correction factors added) corresponding to normal operating 
conditions, main steam line break, and three times normal operating pressure differential 
were 1850 psi, 3200 psi, and 5300 psi, respectively. 

The test procedure involved pressurizing the subject tube at a rate not to exceed 200 
psi/sec to each test point. At each test point, pressure was held constant for two 
minutes if the tube was not ieaking. If the tube was leaking, pressure was held constant 
for five minutes before ramping to-the next test pressure. 

The tube with a 90 percent deep retainer bar indication in Unit 2 was successfully tested 
to 5300 psi with no leakage. This demonstrated that all performance criteria were met 
for this tube. For Unit 3, 136 of the 144 tubes were successfully tested to 5300 psi with 
no leakage, demonstrating that these tubes met the performance criteria. The remaining 
eight tubes "failed'' prior to reaching 5~00 psL Failure in this context means that leakage 
occurred in excess of the 4.5 gallons per minute pump capacity during the test, and test 
pressure could not be maintained. All eight tubes that failed were in steam generator' 
3E0-68. All tubes tested in steam generator 3E0-89 passed with no leakage. 

Table 1 summarizes the in-situ pressure test results for the eight tubes that falled the 
test. Three of the eight tubes failed at or below the test pressure corresponding- to main 
steam line break differential pressure. The tube that leaked causing shutdown of 
SONGS Unit 3 (row 106, column 78) exhibited the lowest failure pressure; 287 4 psi. 
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The three tubes that failed at or below main steam line break pressure failed to meet the 
accident leakage performance criteria as well as the structural integrity performance 
criteria. The other five tubes met the actident leakage criteria, but failed to meet the 
structural criteria. 

Prior to being tested to failure, the tube that leaked during operation. (raw 106, column 
78) exhibited a measured leak rate of 0.072 gallons per minute at a test pressure 
corresponding to normal operating conditions. This compares with a leak rate of 0.06 
gallons per minute measured by SCE operating staff for SONGS Unit 3 when they made 
the decision to shut the plant down. The reported operational leakage was evaluated 

. based on ambient conditions. Both the operational and test measurements are less than 
the applicable technical specification limit of 0.1 gallons per minute. 

Table 1-SONGS3 In-Situ Pressure Test Results 
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78 
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I 
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81 

I 

Leak Rate at 
Normal 
Operating 
Conditions 

(gpm) 

0.072 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

2.0 Probable Cause Evaluation {Charter Item 2} 

Leak Rate at 
Main Steam 
Line Break 

I 
·! 

{gpm) 
! 

>0.5 

l >0.5 

! .. 
l >0.5 
l 

>0.5 

>0.5 

>0.5 

>0.5 

>0~5 

Failure 
Pressure 

(psi) 

2874 

3268 

3180 

J 4732 i 

i 
5160 

4889 

5026 

While the team was on-site, both SCE and Mitsubishi were in the process of conducting 
cause evaluations for the tube faih:»:efailures an_d unexpected wear of steam generator 
'tubes in Unit 3. As part of both evaluations, actions were being taken to understand the 
differences between Unit 2 t;ind· 3 steam generators. The cause evaluations were not 
complete and were undergoing changes while the.Augmented Inspection Team was 
onsite; however, SCt did subsequently complete their cause evaluation priorto the 
tee1m's exit meeting. The teatn did a detailed review of the completed cause evaluation. 
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2.1 
1'-

SCE Cause Evaluation 

Inspection Scope 

The team conducted an overall and independent review of SCE's actions taken to 
understand the probable cause for the steam generator tube degradation. The team 
reviewed the updated final safety analysis report, technical specifications, design basis 
documents, original steam generator design, replacement steam generator design, 
purchase order specifications, design changes, manufacturing changes, 
nonconformance reports, supplier deviation reports, and interviewed personnel. The 
review included understanding the licensee's criteria for determining the cause, or if one 
could not be determined, the most probable cause . .,. 

b. Observations and Findings 

No findings were identified. 

The team participated in discussions with the licensee's cause analysis team and noted 
that the licensee employed various root cause evaluation techniques. These included a 
change analysis technique that compared design differences and a problem analysis 
technique relying on a systematic process that looked at the causal effects and risk 
assessments of possible causes. The team reviewed the licensee causal analysis 
summary that assigned a ranking of highly probable to unlikely. 

In the area of thermal hydraulic analysis the licensee contracted AREVA to verify the 
accuracy of Mitsubishi's thermal-hydraulic code (FIT Ill) used during the design of the 
replacement steam generators, by comparing it to ATHOS, a thermal-hydraulic code 
developed by the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI). In addition, SCE contracted 
Westinghouse to p~rform a completely independent analysis using a Westinghouse 
modified ATHOS thermal-hydraulic code. AREVA also performed independent flow 
induced vibration analyses. The licensee brought on board MPR associa.tes and 
numerous other technical experts, including a world renowned experi: in flow induced 
vibration, to assist in the cause assessment. The team observed that SCE preliminary 
causal analysis was generally consistent with that of Mitsubishi. Initially, the licensee 
reviewed the following cause contributors: · 

' 
Departure from original steam generator u-bend/anti-vibration bar configuration -
highly probable 

• Departure from original steam generator stay cylinder configuration - possible 
• Departure from original steam generator tube support plate configuration -

po~sible 
• Replacement steam generator anti-vibration bar structure too flexible - pos~ible 
• Additional 300 rotations of Unit 3 replacement steam generator due to divider 

plate repair work - possible 
Thermal-hydraulic and flow induced vibration models used in replacement steam 
generator design incorrectly predicted replacement steam generator tube bundle 
behavior:... possible · 

The team observed that the licensee performed a detailed analysis and attempted to 
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address all probable causes. The team observed that some of the conditions which 
were eliminated as potential contributors may need further evaluation. In particular. the 
team determined that the only major difference between Units 2 and 3 was the divider 
plate repair to both Unit 3 steam generators. This difference had been discounted by 
both SCE and Mitsubishi. The divider plate is further discussed in Section 12.0 of this 
report. 

~vi,,,,..,Q.Q,O~lY~L~ 

The completed SCE cause evaluation identified the mechanistic cause of the tube-to
tube wear as fluid-elastic instability caused by a combination of localized high 
steam/water velocity, high steam void fraction, and insufficient contact forces between 
the anti-vibration bars and tbe tubes. 

e-. G@AeftistoAS 

The team independently concluded that the combination of higher than predicted 
thermal hydraulic conditions and insufficient contact forces in the upper tube burn:l1e 
saused tl:ie fluid elastfo instability vibr-atiafl..:. 

2.2 Mitsubishi Cause Evaluation 

a. Inspection Scope 

The team conducted an overall and independent review of Mitsubishi's actions taken to 
understand the probableca4se of the steam generator tube degradation. While onsite, 
the inspection team was informed that Mitsubishi was performing a failure. analysis to 
characterize the mechanism causing the tube-to-tube wear condition in Unit 3. The 
team had periodic discussions with Mitsubishi .. personnel to _gather information ori the 
probable cause.s under consideration. The team reviewed information contained in the 
updated final safety analysis report, technical specifications, design basis documents, 
purchase order specifications, design changes, design drawings, manufacturing 
changes, no_nconformance reports, and supplier deviation. reports to understand the 
design and-fabrication of the replacement steam generators· and independently assess 
the information obtained from Mitsubishi's in-progress cause evaluation. 

b. Observations and Findings 

No findings were identified. . . 

.......... ·:f Form;: 
'---'-----

The team determined that Mitsubishi was performing a thorough ev~luation of the failure · 
mechanism leading to the tube-:to-tube wear in Unit 3. The team noted that Mitsubishi 
gathered factual information about the design, fabrication, and operation of the 
replacement steam generators in Unit 2 and Unit 3 to understandJhe differences 
between the_se components and· identify potential contributing causes. The team 
discussed the preliminary failure mechanism theory witn Mitsubishi personr;iel, who 
attributed the tube-to-tube:: ·wear to a combination of design, fabrication, .and operational 
factors .. 

Mitsubishi's. preliminary explanation of the failure mechanism started wit.h the. 
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combination of two factors: (1) a relatively small tube pitch to tube diameter ratio (P/D), 
and (2) high void fraction in the tube bundle area where the tube-to-tube wear was 
identified. The small pitch to diameter ratio was a fixed parameter in the replacement 
steam generators established by the nominal center-to-center distance between 
adjacent tubes (P) and the nominal outside diameter of the tubes (D). The high void 
fraction was identified from the results of Mitsubishi's thermal-hydraulic model for the 
secondary side of the replacement steam generators. Mitsubishi considered that the 
combination of these two factors may· have resulted in favorable conditions for in-plane 
tube vibration based, in part, on the results of recent studies in fluid-elastic instability. 

Additionally, Mitsubishi identified that the Unit 3 replacement steam generators had 
better dimensional controls during the fabrication process. This determination was 
based, in part, on the results of pre-service and in-service eddy current examinations, 
and fabrication data from Unit 2 and Unit 3 replacement steam generators. The 
correlation of dimensional controls with the failure mechanism was that improved 
dimensional controls for Unit 3 replacement steam generators resulted in less variability 
of as-built critical dimensions such as anti-vibration bar thickness, tube roundness, and 
gaps between tubes and anti-vibration bars. ~ 

The failure mechanism model also considered a fluid dynamic effect associated with the 
spreading of the tubes in the U-bend region during normal operating conditions. This 
effect was informally referred to as ''flowering," due to the characteristic shape in which 
the tube bundle spreads transverse to the plane of the u-bends at normal operating 
conditions. "Flowering" was described as the elastic deformation of the an.ti-vibration bar. 
structure and the tube bundle in the LI-bend region, as a result of thermal expansion and 
fluid dynamic pressure acting on the secondary side of the tubes (see figure below). 
The deformation caused by the "flowering" eff~ct was believed to result in multiple areas 
of no contact between the anti-vibration bars and the tubes, which minimized resistance 
to in.,.plane motion of the u-bend area of the tubes. 
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In-Plane Deformation 

Tube Bundle Shape at Cofd Condition 

Elastic Deformation 
{"Flowering" Effect) 

"'Tube Support/" 
Plate No. 7 

...-.~~ ...... 

'Out-of-Plane Deformation 

Mitsubishi considered that the collective contribution of the factors described above 
resulted in conditions in the U-bend that were highly susceptible to excessive tube 
vibration. The in-plane vibration of the tubes in the U-bend region allowed direct contact 
between free-span sections of the tubes, resulting in the unanticipated tube-tO-tube 
wear. 

At the conclusion of the onsite portion of this inspection, Mitsubishi was further 
evaluating the failure mechanism by conducting in-depth analyses of avallable data, to 
validate their failure mechanism theory. One of the analyses included analytical studies 
of the impact of anti-vibration bar gap size, free-span length, fluid-elastic vibration, and 
contact forces on tube wear depth. An expected outcome of this analysis was that 
contact forces and the number of inactive supports should be the biggest contributors to 
wear under fluid-elastic instability conditions. Additionally, Mitsubishi was conducting 
further analytical studies of the "flowering" effect by modeling multiple cases of elastic 
displacement of the tube bundle structure, taking into consideration thermal expansion 
and dynamic pressures. Concurrent with these analyses,. Mitsubishi was studying the 
effect of manufacturing dispersion on tube Wear. Specifically, Mitsubishi was modeling 
multiple cases of manufacturing variability to study the influence.of different d.imensional 
controls on gap and contact forces. Mitsubishi was using as·built data as well as 
manufacturing tolerances to statistically assess the impact of dimensional controls on 
the resulting gaps and contact forces in different areas of the tube bundie. Based on.the 
data reviewed by the team, the standard deviation of the tube ovality (G-value) 
decreased during each succe.ssive fabrication run of the steam generator _tubes (order of 
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tube fabrication -> U2E0-89, U2E0-88, U3E0-89, and U3E0-88). One of the expected 
outcomes of this analysis was that manufacturing variability in Unit 3, in combination with 
the "flowering" effect, would result in a reduction of contact forces in Unit 3 relative to 
those in Unit 2. During the on-site portion of this inspection, the results of these studies 
were not finalized and additional failure analysis tasks were scheduled to accurately 
characterize the failure mechanism and support the cause determination. 

c. Conclusions 

' At the time of the exit; Mitsubishi was still completing their independent cause analysis. 
As part of the Confirmatory Aotion Letter inspeotionThe team was unable to evaluate this 
aspect; however, the_ final Mitsubishi cause evaluation will be reviewed,. as part of the 
Confirmatory Action Letter inspection. No conclusions were reached with regard to the 
Mitsubishi cause evaluation at this time 

3.0 Operational Differences in Configuration and Operation between Unit 2 and 3 (Charter 
item 3) 

a. Inspection Scope 

The team reviewed Unit 2 and 3Cycle16 operational data records found in operator 
logs and the plant computer system. The team focused on differences in configuration 
and operation between Units 2 and 3. The team evaluated full power operational data 
between Unit 2 and Unit 3 steam generators after each were replaced. From this data 
the team compared key plant parameters and other indications such as temperature, 
flow, power, pressure, and vibration and loose parts monitoring alarms. The team 
reviewed operational differences between Units 2 and 3 in order to gain information and 
to assess if these differences could have had an impact on the observed differences in 
the steam generator tube wear between the units. 

b. Observations and Findings 

No findings were identified. 

The team identified one unresolved item for which additional information is required to 
determine if a performance deficiency exists or if the issue constitutes a violation of NRG 
requirements. The team also modeled the impact of operational differences on the 
predicted thermal-hydraulic response of the steam generators. 

(1) Introduction:, The team identified an unresolved item associated with the number of 
vali.q vibration and loose parts alarms observed in Unit 3 steam generators compared 
to Unit 2 steam generators, during steady state conditions. 

Description: During the review of operational differences between Unit 2 and 3 
steam generators the team identified a significant difference in number of valid 
vibration and loose parts monitoring system alarms. The vibration and' loose parts 
monitoring system was designed to provide continuous monitoring and conditioning 
of loose parts accelerometer signals. Two separate accelerometers were installed 
on each of the steam generators. The location of these instruments are on the 
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steam generators' lower supporting structures and provide acoustic information 
about loose parts impacts specifically on the reactor coolant or primary side of the 
steam generators. The vibration and loose parts monitoring system real time 
functions consist mainly of impact alarm validation of suspected loose part events. 
and recording acoustic data. Long term vibration monitoring and loose part event 
trending were done by engineering personnel using recorded data. 

Unit 3 returned to serV'ice in February 2011, and the resident inspectors noted a 
number of nuclear notifications associated with Unit 3 steam generators vibration 
and loose parts monitoring alarms. On January 20, 2012, prior to the Unit 3 tube 
leak, engineering personnel also identified this trend and documented in Nuclear 
Notification NN 201818719 this problem and assigned an action to do further 
evaluation. On February 3, 2012, engineering personnel sent two sets of alarm 
signatures to Westinghouse, which contained impact data on alarms for time periods 
of steady state operation (i.e., no major temperature changes). Westinghouse 
engineering personnel concluded that the acoustic signals picked up by the 
accelerometers were valid and similar in nature to acoustic signatures caused by 
thermal movement of a steam generator expected during changes in thermal 
conditions, such as plant startup or shutdown. However the data obtained and 
analyzed had been taken during steady state operations. The team noted that Unit 2 
steam generators did not receive the same number and type of alarms during a 
similar period of steady state operations. Engineering personnel also compared hot 
leg temperature changes linked to Unit 3 operations from February 18, 2011, to 
January 31, 2012, and confirmed about 30 valid alarms during this period were not 
associated with thermal transients. 

Additional review and follow up will be required of the vibration and loose parts 
monitoring system alarms, including evaiuation and disposition of Unit 3 alarms and 
then determine whether this issue represents a performance deficiency or constitutes 
a violation of NRC requirements. This issue is identified as 
URI 05000362/2012007-02, "Evaluation of Unit 3 Vibration and Loose Parts 
Monitoring System Alarms." 

. (2) Operational Differences: The team performed a number of .different thermal
hydraulic analysis of Units 2 and 3 steam generators. The output of the various 
analyses runs where then compared and reviewed to determine if those differences 
could have contributed to the significant change in steam generator tube wear. It 
was noted that Unit 3 ran with slightly higher primary temperatures, about 4·F higher 
than Unit 2. Other differences were noted in steam and feedWater flow out non$ of 
the differences were considered .sufficient to significantly affect thermal hydraulic 
.characteristics inside the steam generators, The different analy·ses included: 

• Lower bounding thermal hydrauiic analysis using the steam generator base 
design condition, where primary inlet temperature was 598.F, .and an upper 
bound case vvhere primary inlet temperature was 611 'Fas identifie.d in Mitsubishi 
Document L5-04GA021, Revision 3 

• Varying steam generator pressures from 833 to 942 psia 
• Steam mass flow rates from 7.59 to 7.62 Mlbm/hr 
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• Primary loop volumetric flow rate from 102,000 to 104,000 gpm, and 
• Recirculation ratio from 3.2 to 3.5. 

c. Conclusions 

The team identified· one unresolved item associated with SCE's evaluation of the Unit 3 
loose parts monitoring alarms. 

The result of the independent NRC thermal-hydraulic analysis indicated that differences 
in the actual operation between units and/or individual steam generators had an 
insignificant impact on the results and in fact, the team did nof identify any changes in 
steam velocities or void fractions that could attribute to the differences in tube wear 
between the units or steam generators. It should be noted that increases in primary 
temperature and steam generator pressures has the effect of reducing void fractions and 
peak steam velocities, which slightly decreases the conditions necessary for fluid elastic 
instability and fluid-induced vibration. 

4.0 Design and Manufacturing Differences (Charter Item #4) (Mitsubishi Charter Item 1) 

During the development of the charter, it was not known how SCE and Mitsubishi 
reviewed and approved design and manufacturing changes. During the inspection, it 
was identified that all design and manufacturing changes proposed by Mitsubishi 
required review and approval from a SCE representative. Based on this, it was 
determined that this area coufd be covered as one item. 

a. Inspection Scope 

The team interviewed licensee and Mitsubishi personnel involved in the design and 
fabrication of the replacement steam generators and reviewed information including 
nonconformance reports, design drawings, fabrication procedures, design changes, 
engineering evaluations, supplier deviation requests, and design specifications to 
identify conditions affecting quality that resulted in relev~nt design differences between 
the replacement steam generators. The team assessed whether these differences could 
be considered as contributing factors for the cause of the tube-to-tube wear issue in Unit 
3. The tea.m also reviewed Engineering. Change Packages 800071702 and 800071703 
for the Unit 2 and Unit 3 replacement steam generators, respectively, with emphasis on 
changes made to the design methodology described in the updated final safety analysis 
report for the original steam generators to verify that the evaluation was performed in 
accordance with licensee procedures and the provisions of 1 OCFR 50.59, "Changes, 
Tests, and Experiments," . . 

b. Observations and Findings 

No findings 1t1ere identified. 

The team identified two unresolved items for which additional information is required to 
determine if performance deficiencies exisi or if the issues constitute violations of NRC 
requirements. The team also identified several observations related to the design, 
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fabrication, and the engineering change package for the Unit 2 and Unit 3 replacement 
steam generators. 

(1) Introduction: The team identified an unresolved item associated with the design of 
the retainer bars in Unit 2 and Unit 3 replacement steam generators. 

Description: In February 2012, the licensee identified wear indioations in Unit 2 
replacement steam g~nerators at the tube locations ·in contact with the retainer bars 
(see figure below). Some of the indications showed excessive wear with a maximum 
degradation of 90 percent through wall. 

The team Identified that the design of the replacement steam generators did not 
expect any potential vibration concerns in the area of the tube bundle where the 
retainer bars were located. The basis for Mitsubishi's design philosophy relied on 
the following factors: 

• Based on the calculated natural frequency of the retainer bar, Mitsubishi 
considered that there would not be a resonant vibration condition relative to the 
flow conditions in the 1.ocation of retainer bars. 

• The vibration analysis of the tube bundle only considered out-of-plane vibration 
because in-plane vibration was m;>t expected to be an operational concern for the 
retainer bars. · 

• The outermost tubes were considered the least susceptible to flow-elastic 
instability;· therefore retainer bar locations were not included in the vibration 
analysis. . 

• Fluid-elastic instability was found not applicable to the retainer bar because this 
mechanism did not apply to a single tube in cross flow. 

• Vortex-induced vibration was found not applicable to the retainer bar because it 
was· considered a vibration mode applicable to a single cylinder in.uniform cross 
flow in a large area and the flow condition around the retainer bars was 
considered slug-froth two phase flow. 
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However, upon identification of retainer bar-to-tube wear in Unit 2 replace.ment 
steam generators, Mitsubishi performed an evaluation to identify the cause of 
excessive wear. The analysis considered three vibration mechanisms: fluid~elastic 
instability, vortex-"induced vibration, and turbulence-induced vibration (random 
vibration). The analysis for turbulence-induced vibration determined that random 
vibration was the possible cause of the retainer vibration, based on the peculiar flow 
around the retainer bar, combined with the rather low natural frequency of the 
retainer bar. The analysis used the two phase flow conditions· around the retainer 
bars and identified various modes of vibration at those flow conditions that could lead 
to retainer bar vibration .and consequently to tube wear. 

Additional review by the NRC is required following completion of the 
Jicensee'sMitsubishi's cause evaluation to determine whether this issue represents a 
performance deficiency or constitutes a violation of NRC requirements. This issue is 
identified as URI 05000362/2012007-03, "Evaluation of Retainer Bars Vibration 
during the Original Design of the Replacement Steam Generators." 

(2) Introduction: The team identified an unresolved item associated with the 
dimensional controls of critical dimensions throughout the fabrication of Unit 2 and 
Unit 3 replacement steam generators. 

Description: Based on the information gathered by the team on the differences in 
dimensional controls of critical parameters in Unit 2 and Unit 3 replacement steam 
generators, the team determined that Mitsubishi. did not consider the potential impact 
of improving dimensional controls for tube roundness and anti-vibration bars on the 
final tube bu11dle clearances at normal operating conditions. 

Additional review by the NRC is required following completion of tRe 
liconsee'sMitsubishi's cause evaluation to fully: assess how the dimensional controls 
contributed to the tube-to~tube wear in Unit 3 and then determine whether this issue 
represents a performance deficiency or constitutes a violation of NRC requirements. 
This issue is identified as URI 05000362/2012007-04, ''Evaluation of Changes in 
Dimensional Controls during the Fabrication of Unit 2 and Unit 3 Replacement Steam 
Generators." 

(3) Design Differences: The team did not identify any significant differences in the 
design requirements of Unit 2 and Unit 3 replacement steam generators. The 
"Conformed Specification for Design and Fabrication of the Replacement Steam 
Generators," also known as the design specification, contained identical technical 
requirements for Unit 2 and Unit 3 steam generators. All replacement steam 
generators were required to be designed, fabricated, and tested in accordance with 
the 1998 edition of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME} Boiler 
and Pressure Vessel Code, with the 2000 Addenda, industry standards, and NRC 
endorsed methods described in applicable regulatory guides. The licensee specified 
the same licensing requirements for all replacement steam generators. 

The design specification also contained provisions to address technical or quality 
deviations from the requirements of the purchase order or the design specifications, 
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including the disposition of "Repair" or "Accept as-istt conditions captured as non~ 
conformance reports in Mitsubishi's quality assurance program and changes to 
documents previously approved by the licensee. This proc~ss was referred to as 
"Supplier Deviation Request" and allowed the licensee to review and approve 
deviations from the approved design specifications. The team noted that changes 
affecting the specified design were submitted to SCE personnel for review and 
approval. 

The team noted that the design specification established identical provisions for the 
design of the replacement steam generator components including the vessel, 
upper/lower shell, transition cone, tubesheet, channel head, diviqer plate, tube 
supports, tubing, steam nozzle, feedwater nozzle, primary nozzles, steam flow 
limiting device, moisture separators/dryers, feedwater distribution system, blowdown 
and sluqge management, access/inspection ports, instrument/sampling taps, and 
loose part monitoring. 

The design specification also established identical requirements for the service life 
and service environmental conditions of the replacement steam generators. The 
licensee also specified identical design loading, structural, and seismic requirements 
for all replacement steam generators. The design specification contained identical 
requirements for design transients under normal, upset, emergency, faulted, and test 
conditions. 

Additionally, the performance requirements in the design specification were identical 
for each replacement steam generator, which included: 

• Water Level Stability 
• Circulation Ratio 
• Moisture Carryover 
• Steam Carryunder in the Downcomer Annulus 
• Reactor Coolant Flow Rate 
• Primary-To-Secondary Leakage 
• Slowdown Capacity 
• Thermal Rating 
• Heat Transfer Surface Area 
• Tube Plugging Margin· 
• Fouling Factor 
• Overall Heat Transfer Coefficient 
• Primary Side Dtasign and Operating Pressure/Temperatures 
• Secondary Side Design and Operating Pressures/Temperatures 
• Primary Side Design and Operating Flows 
• Secondary Side Design and Operating Flows 
• Tube Material and Dimensions 

The replacement steam generator design developed by Mitsubishi for SONGS Unit 2 
e1nd Unit 3 in accordance with the licensee's design specification was translated into 
the same set of design and fabrication drawings. The team noted that some as-built 
dimensions varied between Unit 2 and Unit 3 steam generators as a result of the 
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divider plate weld repairs in Unit 3 and other manufacturing processes. However, 
these dimensional changes did not represent significant deviations from the original 
design specifications. 

(4) Fabrication Differences: The team noted that the design specification contained the 
same general fc;1brication requirements for the Unit 2 and Unit 3 replacement steam 
generators. The design specification contained the methods required for fabrication, 
assembly, inspection, and testing of the replacement steam generators. The 
specification covered, in part, fabrication requirements for the channel head cladding, 
tube dimensions, tube wall thickness, tube bend radius, tube "ovality," tubesheet, 
tube-to-tubesheet joints, tube supports, tube bundle, machined gasketed surfaces, 
non-ASME steam generator internals, welding methods, post-weld heat treatment, 
and allowable welding materials. The specification also contained detailed 
requirements for inspections, tests, and examinations, which included examination 
methods and personnei qualification requirements. 

The design specification also required the use of "Supplier Deviation Requests" to 
address technical or quality deviations from the requirements of the Purchase Order 
or the design specifications, including the disposition of "Repair" or "Accept as.:.is" 
conditions identified during the fabrication process and changes to fabrication 
documents previously approved by the licensee. The team noted that fabrication 
issu~s affecting the specified design were submitted to SCE personnel for review 
and approval. 

Bi=ised on discussions with SCE and Mitsubishi personnel and the review of 
documentation about the fabrication history of Unit 2 and Unit 3 replacement steam 
generators, the team identified the differences listed below. At the conclusion of the 
onsite portion of this inspection, the differences between Unit 2 and Unit 3 steam 
generators as a result of the fabrication process were under consideration for the 
cause evaluation. 

• Steam Dryer Assembly - During the fabrication of Unit 2 steam generator 2E0-
89, Mitsubishi identified a nonconforming condition of the steam dryer assembly 
that included damaged locking plates of vane jacking devices, displaced bolts, 
and damaged vanes. The cause of this issue was determined to be inadequate 
evaluation and control of the design ffiwith regard to the capacity of the vane 
jacking devices to sustain all fabrication conditions. Specifically, the vane jacking 
devices failed to stay in the design position during multiple rotations of the steam 
generator assembly during fabrication. Mitsubishi corrected the condition, in 
·part, by replacing all vane jacking devices ;3rid damaged vanes with a new 
design, which was also used in the fabrication of the Unit 2 steam 
generator 2E0-88, and Unit 3 steam generators 3E0-89 and 3E0-88. 
Additionally, Mitsubishi modified the assembly sequence of the steam dryers. 
For Unit 2 steam generator .2E0-89, the steam dryer vanes were assembled in
situ while the steam dryers for Unit 2 steam generator 2E0-88 and Unit 3 steam 
generators 3E0-88 and 3E0-89 were preassembled before installation in their 
final position. 
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• Drilling of Tubesheet Holes - The tubesheet holes in Unit 2 and Unit 3 steam 
generators where the tubes are inserted for final assembly were made with 
different drill bits. The Unit 2 steam generator tubesheets were drilled with 
uncoated drill bits. The Unit 3 steam generator tubesheets were drilled with 
titanium-nitride coated drill bits, which improved the drill bit life and resolved 
tooling mark issues experienced in Unit 2. 

• Transition Wrapper Welding - The welding of the transition wrapper was 
performed in different order for each unit. For Unit 2 steam generators. the 
transition wrapper was welded after the tubes and anti-vibration bars were 
installed. In Unit 3 steam generators, the transition wrapper was welded before 
the installation of tubes and anti-vibration bars. 

• Cladding Removal Process for the Channel Head - The removal of the stainless 
steel clad weld from the interior surface of the channel head base metal in 
preparation for the divider plate weld (i.e. structural butter weld) was performed 
with different methods in Unit 2 and Unit 3 replacement steam generators. For 
Unit 2, Mitsubishi used a machining process to remove the cladding in both 
.steam generators. In Unit 3, Mitsubishi used an air carbon-arc gouging process. 
This method resulted in separation of the butter weld during hydrostatic testing. 
The root cause evaluation concluded that the air carbon-arc gouging process left 
carbon deposits on the base metal. Gouging was followed by grinding which was 
designed to remove the heat affected zone and expected to completely remove 
the carbon deposits. However; the grinding process left carbon deposits behind, 
which resulted in the localized areas of high carbon and high base metal 
hardness due to carburization. The repair of the Unit 3 divider plate welds is 
addressed in further details in Section 12. 0 of this report. 

• Helium Leak Test -As part of the fabrication process, Mitsubishi performed a 
Helium-Nitrogen leak test on the secondary side of the replacement steam 
generators to check for leaks on the tube-to-tubesheet welds. For all steam 
generators, this test was performed after completion of the tube-to-tubesheet 
weld, but prior to the ·penetrant examination of the tube-towtubesheet wefds and 
final tube expansion. The leak tests for Unit 2 steam generators were performed 
at a higher pressure than Unit 3 steam generators. Additional!Y. the Unit 2 tests 
were performed using a temporary welded cap on top of the steam generator 
shell to enclose the secondary side; while a temporary clamped cap was used in 
Unit 3 steam generators. All tests required the same holding time before starting 
the test and the same leak rate acceptance criteria. 

• Preliminary and ASME Section Ill Hydrostatic Tests - The number of hydrostatic 
tests performed in accordance with ASME Section Ill on the primary and 
secondary sides of the replacement steam generators varied between Units due 
to the results of the initial test in each steam generator. For each replacement 
steam generator, the hydrostatic tests were- performed first on the primary side 
and then on the secondary side. Both Unit 2 steam generators met the 
acceptance criteria in the first hydrostatic test. However, during the first 
hydrostatic test on the secondary side of Unit 3 stearn generator 3E0·89, 
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Mitsubishi identified leakage through a tube-to-tubesheet weld that exceeded the 
ASME Code acceptance criteria. After repairs were completed to address the 
leakage, the hydrostatic tests were re-performed. Following the second set of 
hydrostatic tests on Unit 3 steam _generator 3E0-89, cracking indications were 
identified in the divider plate-to-channel heaq weld. After repairs were completed 
to address the divider plate weld cracks, a third set of hydrostatic tests were . 
performed in Unit 3 steam generator 3E0-89. Since similar .cracking. indications 
of the divider plate weld were identified in Unit 3 steam generator 3E0-88, a 
second set of hydrostatic tests was performed in this steam generator after the 
divider plate weld was repaired. 

Additionally, prior to each ASME Section Ill hydrostatic test, Mitsubishi performed 
a preliminary hydrostatic test of the primary and secondary side of the steam 
generators at design pressure to check for leakage at the feed pump, pressure 
filling line, temporary gaskets, and temporary seals. Therefore, each · 
replacement steam generator received an equal number of preliminary and 
ASME Section Ill Hydrostatic Tests. The total numbers of hydrostatic tests for 
each steam generator are summarized below. 

~mber of Preliminary and ASME Sectio.n Ill Hydrostatic Tests 

j Steam Primary Secondary Results I 

i Generator Side Side 
l 

2E0-89 1 I 1 Acceptance criteri~_rriet i 
j 2Ed-88 ' 1 I 1 Acceptance criteria met } 

I 
1 Leakage detected in tube-to-

1 ' 1 
i l tubesheet weld 

3E0-89 ! 
1 I 1 Divider plate weld separation 

' ! weld identified 
I 

: 
I 1 1 Final - Acceptance criteria met 

I 
I 1 1 Divid~r plate- weld ~pa ration . 

3E0-88 ' weld identified 
i 1 ' 

1 I Final---Acceptance criteria met 

• Pre-Service Inspection -The design specification establish~d similar 
requirements for the pre-service eddy currentexamination of Unit 2 and Unit 3 
replacement·steam generators. The team noted that the eddy current 
examinations of Unit 2 and Unit 3 steam generators were performed with similar 
eddy current techniques, including essential variables. However, the 
circumstances in which the examinations were performed varied for each L,Jnit. 
For Unit 2, the pre-service examination was performed after the steam 
generators were delivered at the SONGS Jobsite. The steam generators were 
examined on the shipping saddles, where the position of the tube bundle was at 
45 degrees from the gravity neutral position. This position was dictated by the 
location ofthe steam generator lifting trunnions which were installed on the upper 
shell at 45 degree orientation from the steam generator centerline. For:U11it 3, 
the. pre-service eddy current examination was performed at the Mitsubishi Kobe 
facility while the steam generators were still on the fabrication rollers and in th~ 
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gravity neutral position (i.e. divider plate oriented horizontally). The decision to 
perform the Unit 3 pre-service examination at the Mitsubishi facility was dictated. 
by delivery schedule considerations resulting from the divider plate weld repairs. 

• Flow Limiter for Primary Inlet Nozzles - The replacement steam generators were 
designed with a flow limiter located in the primary inlet nozzle (see figure below) 
in order to make the reactor coolant system flow _similar to the flow rate of the 
original steam generator and not exceed the maximum allowable reactor coolant 
system flow rate. The licensee's evaluation for the engineering de$ign package 
determined that although the original steam generators had a number of plugged 
tubes, the reactor coolant system flow rate of the original steam generators was 
near the design reqL!iremerit. Because the replacement steam generators has 
377 more tubes than the original steam generators, and contained tubes with u~ 
bends versus "square bends", the pressure drop of the replacement steam 
generators with no plugged tubes would be much less than the original steam 
generators resulting in a higher flowrate. 

Flow limiter 

The flow limiter was designed to ensure the total "best estimate" reactor coolant 
flow rate with the replacement steam generators installed would not exceed 
106.5 percent of the design volumetric flow rate of 396,000 gallons per minute at 
a reactor coolant system cold leg temperature of Teo Id = 540.9°F. For Unit 2 
replacement steam generators, the flow limiter diameter to nozzle inner diameter 
rC1tiO was ·o.94 while the ratio for Unit 3 steam generators was 0;915 due to Unit 3 
reactor coolant pump replacement. The flow limiter dimensions resl!lfed from a 
scared model test performed by Mitsubishi and it was designed to be machined 
as part of the nozzle base metal. 

• Pitch Distance of Tube Support Plate Drilled Holes in Unit 2 SteartrGenerator 
2E0-89 - During fabrication of the tube support plates for Unit 2 steam generator 
2E0-89; quality control inspections identified unacceptable measurements of the 
pitch distance between drilled holes. Mitsubishi fabrication procedures required 
verification of the total center .. to-center distance between t~ri inline drilled holes 
at certain sar:nple points of the tube support plate. The dimensional verification 
checks identified a total of 200 measurements in lube support plate number 3 
and 10 measurements in tube support plate number 6 that did not meet the 
dimensional acceptance criteria established in "the fabrication procedures. 
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Mitsubishi evaluated this non-conformance condition and accepted the condition 
"as-is" with the SCE's approval. The technical justification for accepting the 
condition addressed four elements: (a) the impact of the condition on the ability 
to insert the tubes through the affected areas of the tube support plates, (b) 
resulting stress on the tubes after insertion, (c) impact of the condition on the 
tube to anti-vibration gap size, and (d) possible occurrence of tube scratch during 
inspection. Similar unacceptable measurements were not identified in Unit 2 
replacement steam generator 2E0-88 or Unit 3 replacement steam generators 
3E0-89 and 3E0-88. 

• Tube-to-Tube Clearance in Unit 2 steam generator 2E0-89 - Dµring fabrication of 
Unit 2 replacement steam generator 2E0-89, interference checks identified that 
the clearance between the tubes in Rows No. 28 and 30 in Column No. 22 was 
less than the minimum clearance of 0.13-inch specified in Mitsubishi's inspection 
procedure. The condition was accepted "as-is'' by Mitsubishi and SCE through 
the supplier deviation request process. The rn~in considerations of the technical 
evaluation included: (a) thermal expansion difference, (b) tube expansion due to 
operating pressures, (c) tube displacement due to out-of-plane flow induced 
vibration, and ( d) tube displacement due to seismic acceleration. The team 
noted that no tube-to-tube wear indications were identified in this area of the tube 
bundle. 

• Anti-Vibration Bar Spacing Issues in Unit 2 Steam Generator 2E0-89 - During 
fabrication of Unit 2 replacement steam generator 2E0-89, quality control 
inspections identified unacceptable gaps between tubes and the anti-vibration 
bars in the outside tube columns. The affected area was identified as welding 
zone-4. The apparent cause far the anti-vibration bar spacing issue was due to 
performing the welding of zone-4 while the steam generator was oriented 
horizontally with this welding zone oriented to the bottom of the bundle. In this 
configuration, the tube bundle experienced sagging at the time of welding due to 
gravity. After completion of welding zone 4, the steam generator assembly was 
rotated 180 degrees for additional assembly stepg, but the sagging in the 
opposite direction caused enlargement of the gaps in welding zone 4 and this 
enlargement remained approximately the same for all subsequent rotations. 
When zone-4 was rotated 180-degrees after welding, deflection or sagging of the 
tube retaining bars due to gravity slightly pulled the anti-vibration bars, increasing 
the gap between the tube and the anti-vibration bars in this zone. 

With the licensee's approval, Mitsubishi implemented various corrective actions 
to address the condition ·in the pending Unit 2 replacement steam generator 
2E0-88 and subsequently in Unit 3 steam generators which included: (a) use of 
smaller spacer blocks between tubes for the installation of anti-vibration bars, (b) 
re-define the welding zones to limit welding in the horizontal position, and (c) 
reduce rotations during welding of the other bundle zones. Mitsubishi performed 
rework activities in Unit 2 steam generator 2E0-89 to restore anti-Vibration bar 
spacing to design specifications. These activities resulted in better gap 
distribution. All the tube-to-anti-vibration bar gaps exceeding the initial 
dimensional criteria were further evaluated and accepted in accor(fance with 
Mitsubishi's gap size evaluation procedure. 
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• Rotations of Steam Generator Assembly for Anti-Vibration Bar Installation and 
Welding - The team noted that welding of anti-vibration bars structure required 
rotating the steam generators several times. As a result of the corrective actions 
generated to address the anti-vibration bar spacing issues in Unit 2 steam 
generator 2E0-89, the installation procedure was revised to reduce the number of 
rotations for anti-vibration t:>ar installation to attain better gap control. This 
procedure revision resulted in different number of rotations in each replacement 
steam generator. Steam generators Unit 2 E0-89, Unit 2 EQ:-88, Unit 3 E0-89, 
and Unit 3 E0-88 received 11.25, 4,.3.5, and 3.5 rotations, respectively, during 
installation of the anti-vibration bars structure. 

• Temporary Installation of Plastic Ties - In order to limit the displacement of anti
vibration bars during rotation of the steam generator assembly for welding of the 
anti-vibration bars structure, Mitsubish.i revised the installation procedure to 
install temporary plastic ties between the retaining bars and the tubes. This step 
of the anti-vibration bar assembly process was performed in a different sequence 
fot Unit 2 and Unit 3 steam generators. For Unit 2, the installation of plastic ties. 
occurred after welding the transition wrapper, the Helium leak test, and tube 
hydraulic expansion, but before welding the channel head to the tubesheet, the 
hydrostatic tests, and the pre-service inspection. In Unit 3, the installation of 
plastic ties was performed between welding the transition wrapper and the 
Helium leak test. 

• Dimensional Controls of Anti-Vibration Bar Structure -According to Mitsubishi's 
preliminary cause evaluation taking place at the time of this inspection, the 
controls of critical dimensions affecting the clearances between the tube and the 
anti-vibration bars were gradually improved throughout the fabrication of the Unit 
2 and Unit 3 steam generators. This improvement on dimensional controls was a 
consideration for the determination of the failure mechanism leading to tube-to
tube wear in Unit 3. 

The first dimensional control under consideration was the imprcwement of tube 
roundness in the section of the tubes that was bent to form the U-bend shape. 
During fabrication of Unit 2 steam generator 2E0-89, the supplier of tubular 
product for Mitsubishi (i.e. Sumitomo), experienced quality issues to meet the G
values established in the design specifications, resulting in a high number of tube 
rejections. The G-value was a measure of departure from roundness, or 
"ovality," after·the tubes were bent and it was controlled in order to control the 
gap between tubes and anti-vibration bars (see figure below). The G:.values 
were measured at different locations along the U-bend section of the tubes tor a 
selected number of tubes per row, as established in Mitsubishi's procedure. The 
acceptance criteria for G-value varied depending Qn the. row where the tubes 
were installed. The acceptance criteria also remained the same throughout the 
fabrication of Unit 2 and Unit 3 replacement steam generators. 
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Based on discussions with licensee personnel and documentation reviews, the 
team noted that Sumitomo implemented measures to improve the quality of the 
tube bending process which resulted in· less deviation of G-values and a 
reduction in the amount and variability of tubing "ovality.'' Based on the statistical 
analysis of G-value data collected during fabrication of the Unit 2 and Unit 3 
steam generators, Mitsubishi concluded that the ~-values standard deviation 
gradually decreased since the fabrication of the first steam generator. 

Another dimensional control under consideration was the variability of anti
vibration bar dimensions. Mitsubishi's fabrication procedures required inspection 
of various dimensions of the anti-vibration bars to, control the gap between the 
anti-vibration bars and the tubes. These dimensions were: thickness in the 
straight sections, twisting and flatness of the straight sections after bending, and 
thickness of the anti-vibration bar tip (i.e. nose) after bending. Among these 
dimensions, the twisting and flatness of the straight sections after bending were 
verified using a "Go or No-Gon approach based on the acceptance criteria in 
Mitsubishi's procedures but no specific measurements were required to be 
maintained by procedure. Additionally, the acceptance criteria for anti-vibration 
bar dimersions remained the same throughout the fabrication of Unit 2,and Unit 
3 replacement steam generators. Mitsubishi conducted a preliminary statistical 
analysis of the available dimensional data for anti-vibration bars and the team 
concurred that there were minor differences in the statistical distribution of these 
dimensions in Unit 2 and Unit 3 steam generators. 

Engineering Change Package (10 CFR 50.59): The team determined that the 
licensee's evaluation for changes in the updated final safety analysis report's design 
methodologies for the replacement steam generators was consistent with SONGS 
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procedures for the implementation of 10 CFR 50.59' requirements. The licensee's 
evaluation contained in Engineering Change Packages 800071702 and 800071703 
for the Unit 2 and Unit 3 replacement steam generators, respectively, determined 
that the replacement of the original steam generators did not affect the current 
licensing basis to the extent of needing prior approval from the NRC as required by 
10 CFR 50.59. 

In the 50.59 screening evaluation associated with th~ engineering change package 
for the Unit 2 and Unit 3 replacement steam generators, the licensee determined that 
the proposed activity did not adversely affect a design function, or the method of 
performing or con'trolling a design function described in the updated final safety 
analysis report. The licensee also determined that the steam generator replacement 
activity did not change a procedure in a_ manner that adversely affected how an 
updated final safety analysis report design function is performed or controlled. 
Additionally, the licensee determined that the steam generator replacement activity 
did not involve a test or experiment not described in the updated final safety analysis 
report. The licensee evaluated the following updated final safety analysis report 
design functions Jn the 50.59 screening: 

• Steam Generator Design Functions 
• Reactor Coolant System Structural Integrity 
• Emergency Core Cooling System Performance 
• Non-Loss of Coolant Accident Transients 
• Containment Pressure-Tern perature Analysis 
• Low Temperature Overpressure Protection. 
• Reactor Protection System, Engineered Safety Features Act~ation System, Core 

Operating Limit Supervisory Systemt and Core Protection Calculations 
• Nuclear $team Supply System Performance 
• Non-Safety Related Control Systems Performance 

However, the 50.59 screening evaluation identified three methods of analysis 
described in the updated fina! safety analysis report that were affected by the 
proposed steam generator replacement and required further evaluation against thE? 
criteria in 10 CFR 50.59. The affected methodologies are described below: 

• Seismic Analysis of Reactor Vessel Internals - The original analysis of SONGS 
Unit 2 and Unit 3 reactor vessel internals with the original steam generators was 
performed with the methodology described in Combustion Engineering Topical 
Report_CENPD-178, "Structural Analysis of Fue!Assemblies for Combined 
Seismic and Loss of Coolant Accident." Subsequent to the submittal of this 
report, Combustion Engineering revised the methodology by modifying modeling 
techniques, computer codes, testing methods, and acceptance criteria in 
response to changes in licensing requirements. Consequently, the original report 
was resubmitted to the NRC as CENPD-178-P, Revision 1-P, August 1981. This 
revision was approved by' the NRC in a Letter from H. Bernard to A Scherer, 
"Acceptance for Referring of Licensing Topical Report CENPD-178," dated 
August 6, 1982. The licensee used this revised methodblogy'for the replacement. 
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steam generators and considered it as a methodology approved by the NRC for 
the intended application. 

• Reactor Coolant System Structural Integrity - The structural analysis of the 
original steam generators used ANSYS software for the thermal and stress 
analyses while the replacemenf steam generators were analyzed using ABAQUS 
software: ANSYS was described in the updated final saf~ty analysis report as a 
large-scale, general~purpose, finite element program for linear and nonlinear 
structural and thermal analysis of the reactor coolant loop components. The 
licensee considered ABAQUS to be similar to ANSYS. The licensee compared 
both programs using thermal and stress, sample problems. The comparison 
demonstrated that the results varied from theoretical solutions by no more than 1 
percent, and ABAQUS and ANSYS results themselves were also within 1 
percent of each other. The variability of results was determined to be within the 
margin of error for the subject type of analysis. 

• Tube Wall Thinning Analysis - The original steam generator analysis used 
CEFLASH computer progrc;im for the main steam line break mass-energy 
blowdown analysis, whereas the replacement steam generator analysis used 
manual calculations to represent the main steam line break blowdown loads by 
applying the maximum possible tube differential pressure, which bounded the 
pressure calculated by CEFLASH. " 

For loss of coolant accident analysis, the original steam generator used STRUDL 
computer program to caiculat(9 displacement histories and then ANSYS computer 
program to calculate tube stresses. The tube stresses for the replacement steam 
generators were determinep using ANSYS computer program based on the 
blowdown forces. For the original steam generators the combination of loads 
analyzed was primary loop pipe break plus design basis earthquake and main 
steam line break plus design basis earthquake. For the replacement steam 
generators, the loss of coolant accident, design basis earthquake, and the main 
steam line break events were combined as one limiting event, which SCE 
considered to be a more conservative method of-evaluation-relative to the 
original steam generators. The licensee determined-that the results of the tube 
wall thinning analysis for the replacement steam generators were conservative or 
essentially the same and the methodology used did not represent a departure 
from a method of evaluation described in the updated final safety analysis report. 

Further discussion is contained in Section 13.0 of this report on the methodology 
tJsed by the licensee for the reactor coolant system, structural integrity and tube wall 
thinning analysis. 

The team noted that a key methodology for the design of the replacement steam 
generators was the thermai-hydraulic code used to model the flow conditions.in the 
steam generators. Mitsubishi's FIT-Ill thermal-hydraulic code was accepted by SCE 
for the design of the replacement steam generators. The team noted that the 
updated final safety analysis report did not describe the thermal..:hydraulic code 
used for the design of the original steam generators and therefore the use of the 
FIT-llt thermal-hydraulic code did not constitute a change in methodology or a 
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change in an element of a methodology described in the updated final safety 
analysis report. The updated final safety analysis report did describe the computer 
code CRIB as the code used to analyze overall steam generator performance. As 
described in the updated final safety analysis report, CRIB was used to establish 
the recirculation ratio and fluid mass inventories as a function of power level in the 
original steam generators. 

With regard to the major design changes between the original and replacement 
steam generators, the updated final safety analysis report did not specify how the 
original steam generators relied on special design features such as the stay 
cylinder, tubesheet, tube support plates, or the shape of the tubes to perform the 
intended safety functions. The description of the original steam generators was 
focused on the overall thermal performance characteristics and the applicable 
codes and standards used for fabrication. The updated final safety analysis report 
provided a brief description of the egg-crate tube support plate design and its 
function to prevent concentration of impurities in the tube-to-tube support plate gap, 
which could lead to tube degradation. The updated final safety analysis report also 
described degradatio·n issues of the egg-crate tube support plate design as a result 
of flow-accelerated corrosion and the corrective actions taken to mitigate this 
degradation mechanism. 

Regulatory Guide"·1.187, "Guidance for Implementation of 10 CFR 50;59, Changes, 
Tests, and Experiments," November 2000, allows the use of NEI 96-07, "Guidelines 
for 1·0 CFR 50.59 Implementation," Revision 1 for methods that are acceptable for 
complying with 10 CFR 50.59. Per NEI 96-07, changes affecting structures, 
systems, or components that are not explicitly described in the updated final safety 
analysis report can have the potential to adverseiy affect structure, system, or 
component design functions that are described and thus may require a 10 CFR 
50.59 evaluation. Consistent with this guidance, SCE's 50.59 screening evaluated 
the differences in subcomponents between the original steam generators and 
replacement steam generators as to whether the differences adversely affected the 
design function (reactor coolant pressure boundary) of the steam generators. The 
replacement steam generators were designed and fabricated in accordance with 
quality assurance requirements, and 10 CFR 50.59 does not require the licensee to 
presume deficiencies in the design or fabrication. 

c.. Conclusions 

The team identified t•No unresolved items. The unresolved item associated with the 
changes in dimensional control needs to be resolved prior to restart of Unit 3. 

The team determined that no signifi.cant differences existed.in the design requirements 
of Unit 2 and Unit 3 replacement steam generators .. 

_Based on the updated final safety analysis report description of the original steam 
generators, the team determined that the steam generators major design changes were 
r~viewed in accordance with the 10 CFR 50.59 reqt.iirements.-AA 

The team identified two unresolved items: 
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• Evaluation of Retainer Bar Vibration during the Original Design of the 
Replacement Steam Generators 

• Evaluation of changes in Dimensional Controls during the Fabrication of Unit 2 
and Unit 3 Replacement Steam Generators 

Additionally, an unresolved item related to a change in a method of evaluation used for 
the stress analysis calculations is discussed in Section 13 of the report. 

5.0 Quality Assurance/Quality Control {Charter Item 5) (Mitsubishi Charter Item 4) 

The team reviewed numerous documents from both SCE and Mitsubishi (including sub
contractors, such as Sumitomo) associated with the design, fabrication, and 
manufacturing of the steam generators for both units. The team reviewed SCE and 
Mitsubishi's quality assurance program, procedures and implementation-activities for the 
control of purchased material, equipment, and services; inspections; procurement 
document control; and corrective action and nonconformance activities. Specifically, the 
team reviewed a sample of Mitsubishi nonconformance reports, audit, survey, all 
SONGS condition action requests, audits, surveillances, stop work orders, and supplier 
deviation requests associated with the design and manufacturing of the steam 
generators. The team concluded that these portions of SCE and Mitsubishi's quality 
assurance program regarding its safety-related activities. were appropriately controlled 
and implemented. 

5.1 SONGS Quality Assurance/Quality Control 

a. Inspection Scope 

The team reviewed SCE''s implementation of their quality assurance program to 
determine if it complied with the requirements of 1 O CFR 50, Appendix B, "Quality 
Assurance Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants and Fuel Reprocessing Plants." The team 
reviewed SONGS implementing procedures, quality assurance manual, vendor audits, 
procurement specifications, corrective action requests, and numerous other documents, 
as well as interviewed a numb~r of quality assurance/control and engineering p~rsonnel· 
to determine the appropriateness of activities affecting quality conducted during 
fabrication, manufacturing and delivery of the replacement steam generators. 

b.. Observations and Findings 

No findin~s were identifie_d. 

(1) Policies and Procedures for Supplier Selection and Control 

The.team reviewed Quality Assurance Manual, Section 17.2.7, "Control of 
Purc::hased Material and Services," which defines the process used to ensure that 
purchased material, source material, and subcontracted services conform to 
applicable codes and standards. Section 17.2.7.2 of the quality assurance manual 
provided. measures for the approval and control of suppliers and describes the 
methods that SCE uses to conduct technical and quality assurance evaluations of 
pote·ntial suppliers. Specifically, SCE evaluated an audit performed by Dominion (DA 
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2002-92, "Dominion Audit of Mitsubishi Heavy Industries"). The evaluation was 
performed and documented in a.ccordance with SONGS polieies and implementing 
procedures that govern the control of purchased material, equipment, and services. 
The results of SCE Evaluation MHl-01-04, "Evaluation and Review of Contractor, 
Consultant, Utility or Licensee Audit Report," stated that Mitsubishi was conditionally 
qualified for the fabrication and design of the replacement stieam generators. An 
audit was performed by SCE when a sufficient quantity of work had been performed 
to demonstrate implementation of Mitsubishi's quality assurance program. Southern 
California Ec:iison-'s oversight of Mitsubishi also included verification of Mitsubishi's 
activities during fabrication, inspections, testing and shipment of the procured item. 
After approximately 14 months from the initial evaluation SCE removed the 
conditional qualification.based on resl,Jlts from Evaluation MHl-10SV-05, "Source 
Evaluation Report of MHI," dated February $, 2006, and MHl-3SV-06, uSource 
Verification Report of MHI," dated May 3 2006, and implementation and verification 
of specific corrective actions: Part of the SONGS oversight plan of Mitsubishi 
included the placement of SCEquality assurance/quality control personnel 
(residents) at the Mitsubish.i facility. Plan SGR-A10183, "Replacement Steam 
Generator Resident Oversight Plan,n described the roles and responsibilities of the 
resident management, engineering, and quality oversight implementation strategy for 
the replacement steam generators. This oversight plan was created to pr·ovide 
reasonable assurance thatthe design, licensing, fabrication, delivery, and 
acceptance of the SONGS replacement steam generators were performed in 
accordance with specified SCE, industry, regulatory, and Code requirements. The 
team noted that after the resident was placed at Mitsubishi, Source Verifications and 
Surveillances performed by SCE decreased. After the NRC team conducted several 
interviews With the SCE personnel responsible for oversight of Mitsubishi it was 
determined that the resident p~ovided adequate oversight of Mitsubishi's activities. 
Nuclear Oversight Division Praject Oversight Quarterly Reports were provided by 
SCE ·that demonstrated no decrease in SCE oversight of Mitsubishi. These 
responsibilities were shifted to the resident at Mitsubishi. During the review of the 
documentation generated by the resident the NRC team noted that the resident was 
performing these activities on behalf of SCE. 

(2} Purchase Order Review 

The team reviewed purchase order 6C294014 from Edison Material Supply LLC, 
issued September 28, 2004, for the design~ fabrication, and delivery of four 
replacement steam generators for SONGS Units 2 and 3. The procurement order 
stated that all- related work was to be petiormed in accordance with Specification 
5023-617-01, "Specifications for Design and Fabrication of RSG for Units 2 and 
Unit 3." Specification 8023-617-01 identified the codes, standards, regulations and 
other documents applicable to the design, fabrication, and delivery of the 
replacement steam generators. For example Specification S023-617-01 invoked 
American Society of Mechanical Engineer$ Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, 
American National Standards, American Society fqr Testing ari.d Materials 
Standards, and Electric Power Researdrlnstitute Technical Report 016743-V2R1, 
"Guidelines for PWR Steam Generator Tubing Specifications and Repair," among 
others. 
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(3) Supplier Audit and Surveillance Reports 

The team reviewed a sample of audits and surveillances performed on Mitsubishi to 
verify SCE's approval process of Mitsubishi and subcontracted services. The team 
noted that the audits and annual assessments reviewed were adequately 
doc;umented and provided evidence of Mitsubishi's· compliance with quality 
assurance requirements. The team also verified that audit reports supported the 
conclusions made by SCE. 

5.2 Mitsubishi Quality Assurance/Quality Control 

a. Inspection Scope 

The team reviewed Mitsubishi implementation of their quality assurance program to 
determine if it complied with the requirements of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, "Quality 
Assurance Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants and Fuel Reprocessing Plants." The 
team also reviewed a sample of reports from audits and surveys that Mitsubishi 
conducted of .various subcontractors, such as Sumitomo to determine the adequacy 
of oversight provided by Mitsubishi activities affecting quality and that contracted 
activities were implemented in accordance with the Mitsubishi-approved quality 
assurance program. In addition, the team reviewed Mitsubishi's Approved Suppliers 
Li~t to verify that vendors listed were qualified according to Mitsubishi's specifications 
and that the list was maintained current. 

b. Observations and Findings 

No findings were identified. 

(1) Policies and Procedures for Supplier Selection and Control 

The team reviewed Mit~ubishi Quality Assurance Manual, Section 4, "Procurement 
Control,.» of the which defines the process used to ensure that purchased material, 
source material, and subcontracted services conform to the applicable requirements 
of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers Code and to customer 
procurement documents. $ection 4.4 of the Quality Assurance Manual provided 
measures for the approval and control of suppliers and described the process that · 
Mitsubishi used to conduct surve~s or audits, as required. Additionally, Section 4.4 
_provided guidance for the preparation of purchase specifications and subcontract 
specifications, including- the imposition of regulatory requirements for the American 
Society of Mechanical Engineers Code, Section Ill products. 

The team rev_iewed Procedure BUH94-06 1 "Vendor.Evaluation Procedure," which 
provided guidance on the evaluation of the quality control capability of suppliers by 
performing surveys, audits and performance evaluations of the supplier quality 
assurance program. Procedure BUH94-06 provided a detailed description of the 
.entire process to be followed by auditors before, during and after a survey/audit was 
performed. 

No issues were identified. 
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(2) Supplier Audit and Surveillance Reports 

The team reviewed a sample of external audits and surveys to verify Mitsubishi's 
approval prpcess of Sumitomo Metal Industries, Limited, Steel Tube Works and 
Sumitomo Metal Industries, Limited, Pipe & Tube Company Wakayama Steel Works. 
The team noted that the audits and annual assessments reviewed were adequately 
documented and provided evidence of each company's compliance with quality 
assurance program requirements. The team also verified that audit checklists were 
prepared and completed for the audit and contained sufficient objective evidence to 
support the conclusions made by Mitsubishi. 

During the review, the team learned that as a consequence of nonconformance 
report UHNR-SON-RSG-06N005 related to inadequate lot control during final mill 
annealing of the tubing, Mitsubishi issued a stop work order to Sumitomo. As part of 
their process Mitsubishi visited Sumitomo to find the root cause of the 
nonconfonnance. After a review of Sumitomo's corrective action, Mitsubishi was 
able to confirm the adequacy of the corrective actions and preventive actions. 
Mitsubishi released Stop Work Order UHH-G06A097 imposed on Sumitomo. 

On May 8, 2007, Mitsubishi performed Special Audit UHQ-07N004, on Sumitomo, in 
order to confirm adequacy of activities based on Sumitomo Corrective Action Plan 
UHCP-07N004. During the audit Mitsubishi found two findings and made one 
recommendation. Both findings required corrective action from Sumitomo. The 
Mitsubishi audit indicated that Sumitomo was not able to perform adequate activities 
for manufacturing heat transfer tubing in accordance with Sumitomo's shop manual. 
The causes of the deficiencies identified during the audit were a result of Sumitomo's 
staff faiiing to follow the shop manual reqµirements. Because the two findings were 
related to the stop work order, Mitsubishi did not allow Sumitomo to start 
manufacturing activities until adequate implementation·of corrective actions were 
confirmed by Mitsubishi. On June 21, 2007, Mitsubishi verified Sumitomo 
implementation of the corrective actions. During this visit at Sumitomo, Mitsubishi 
verified the operations involving straight tube fabrication prior to tube bending 
operations were performed in accordance with Sumitomo's shop manual. Mitsubishi 
found that the same type of corrective actions taken by Sumitomo for straight tube 
fabrication operations applied to tube bending .operations. During the review of the 
implementation of the corrective actions Mitsubishi could not verify a~ceptability of 
Sumitomo tube fabrication operations for the tube bending process. Mitsubishi 
allowed Sumitomo to restart operation only for the straight tube fabrication. On July 
J3, 2007, Mitsubishi subsequently confirmed the adequacy of Sumitomo corrective 
actions on tube bending processes. Mitsubishi verified that the bending operations 
followed the requirement of the Sumitomo' shop manual. On July 17, 2007, 
Mitsubishi lifted the restrictions imposed on Sumitomo and they were allowed to 
restart operations. 

·No issues were identified. 

(3) Maintenance of the Approved Supplier List 
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The team reviewed Mitsubishi Quality Assurance Manual Section 4, "Procurement 
Control," which defined the controls for the maintenance, distribution, and update of 
Qualified Vendor List UES-20100006. ·According to Section 4, the Nuclear Plant 
Quality Assurance Section had the responsibility for preparing, approving, and 
distributing the qualified vendor list and any subsequent revisions. In addition, a 
review by the quality assurance engineer was required prior to final cjocument 
approval. Mitsubishi was informed of changes to their supplier's quality assurance 
manuals through procurement requirements imposed on the suppliers on their 
certificate of qualification as an approved vendor. If the vendor did not maintain their 
quality assuranc~ program, they were remove<;l from the qualified vendor list. Prior 
to issuing .a Quality Assurance Manual revision, approved vendors were required to 
send a copy to Mitsubishi for review and approval, after which Mitsubishi updated the 
qualified vendor list with the latest revision number and date. 

No issues were identified. 

5.3 Quality Assurance Conclusion 

The team concluded that the quality assurance program requirements for quality 
activities to support the replacement steam generator project were consistent with the 
requirements of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B. The team also concluded that SCE1s and 
Mitsubishi's quality assurance program requirements were appropriately translated into 
implementing procedures to support the replacement steam generator project. 

6.0 Implementation of Steam Generator Industry Information (Charter Item 6) (Mitsubishi 
Charter Item 3) 

a. Inspection Scope 

The team reviewed procurement documentation, Mitsubishi design documentation, and 
the 10 CFR 50.59 review package to assess SGE's and Mitsubishi's consideration and 
implementation (as appropriate) of operating experience as part of the steam generator 
replacement project, and in the steam generator tube inspections conducted during the 
current outages for SONGS Units 2 and 3. The team interviewed various personnel with 
respect to operating experience considerations relating to major design changes 
incorporated into the replacement steam generators. The team reviewed operating 
experience in NRC generic communications and worldwide plant operating experience 
that might potentially be relevant to conditions observed at SONGS. . 

b. Observations and Findings 

No findings were identified. 

The original steam generators installed throughout the domestic fleet of pressurized 
water reactors, including. SONGS, experienced widespread corrosion of the tubes and 
tube support plates, stress corrosion cracking of the tubes, and we~r at tl!be supports. 
These problems led to the replacement of nearly all of the original steam generators, in 
most cases well before the end of their design lifetime~ For SONGS, the design of the 
replacement steam generators included a number of design changes to ·correct life 
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limiting problems with the original steam generators, based in part on consideration of 
SONGS-specific and industry-wide operating experience~ This included use of more 
corrosion resistant materials for the tubing and tube support plates to mitigate corrosion 
and stress corrosion cracking issues experienced in the past The licensee's bid 
specification required that the stay cylinder feature of the original steam generators be 
eliminated to maximize the number of tubes that could be installed in the replacement 
steam generators and to mitigate past problems with tube wear at tube supports caused 
by relatively cool water and high flow velocities in the central part of the tube bundle. 
Mitsubishi employed a broached trefoil tube support plates instead of the egg crate 
supports in the original design. In addition to providing for better control of tube to 
support plate gaps and easier assembly, the broached tube support plates were 
intended to address past problems with the egg crate supports by providing less line of 
contac~ and faster flow between the tubes and support plates, reducing the potential for 
deposit buildup and corrosion. Mitsubishi selected a u-bend configuration for the upper 
part of the tube bundle instead of the square bend design of the original steam 
generators based on its experience that u-bends were easier to fabricate and support 
and were easier to inspect. 

The team's review of Mitsubishi design documentation for the anti-vibration bars 
indicates that Mitsubishi considered wear in the u-bend region as the most important 
issue affecting the anti-vibration bar design. Mitsubishi reviewed o~rating experience 
regarding wear in the u-ber:td region of replacement steam g~nerators and trended the 
experience data as a function of steam generator manufacturer, tube packing 
arrangements {tube pitch, square versus triangular arrays), and steam generator size. 
The SONGS steam generators are relatively large, and Mitsubishi acknowledged that 
this and the tight tube packing geometry could affect wear experience. Mitsubishi stated 
that the SONGS replacement steam generator' were designed to minimize these 
concerns by provi,ding more support points with shorter spans in the u-bend region along 
with effective zero gaps between the tubes and anti-vibration bars during steam 
generator operation. Mitsubishi manufacturing was designed on achieving very small 
uniform gaps between the tubes and anti-vibration bars during assembly. 

Engineering Change Package NECP 800071703 for the replacement steam generators 
evaluat~d industry operating experience as it related to the manufacture and operation 
of the replacement steam generators. Several of these experiences related to 
fabrication issues, lack of weld quality, materiai defects, loose parts. lack of cleanliness, 
and failure to fully expand tubes in the tubesheet. The licensee found most of these 
issues to be applicable to the replacement steam generators at SONGS, put that these 
kinds of issues would be adequately addressed by the supplier's (typically Mitsubishi) 
augmented quality assurance procedures and continuous quality oversight by the 
licensee. The licensee also cited augmented receipt inspections, in-process 
verifications, foreign material exclusion and control, and cleanliness inspections on the 
part of the supplier or the licensee, as applicable, as addressing these issues. 

The licensee add.ressed industry operating experiences relating to stress corrosion 
cracking of steam generator tubing by noting that the Alloy 690 thermally treated tubing 
in the replacement steam generators were expected to. be substantially more rE}sistant to 
stress corrosion cracking than the tubing alloys used in earlier model steam generators. 
The licensee also addressed experience at another unit which experienced tie rod and 
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consequential tube bow as a result of differential thermal expansion between the tubes 
and shroud and unexpected interference between some tube support plates. The stay 
rod (equivalent to tie rods at other unit) and shroud material for the replacement steam 
generators have been selected to have similar coefficients of thermal expansion which 
would preclude a similar problem. 

Steam Generator Degradation Assessment 51-9176667-001 {prepared by AREVA) 
supporting steam generator inspections during the current outages for Units 2 and 3 
evaluated .industry operating experience relating to steam generator in-service 
inspections. This included operating experience reports, including NRC Information 
Notice 2010-05, "Management Of Steam Generator Loose Parts And Automated Eddy 
Current Data Analysis," relating to eddy current test probe issues and data analysis 
errors. In response to these issues, SCE personnel stated that specific training was 
given to the data analysts at SONGS on the lessons learned from these experiences 
and where applicable, appropriate data was included in the SONGS site specific 
performance demonstration. The licensee also described additional measures that 
would be taken at SONGS to address these issues. The review also addressed 
operating experience reports dealing with unexpected tube support indications or lack 
thereof. In response, SCE stated that indicated anti-vibration bar locations by eddy 
current will be compared to the anti-vibration bar locations specified in the Mitsubishi 
design drawings. 

Steam Generator Degradation Assessment 51-9176667-001 also addressed numerous 
operating experience reports involving loose parts and foreign objects in steam 
generators, including several instances involving resultant damage to steam generator 
tubing. These reports included NRC Information Notices 2004-10, "Loose Parts in 
Steam Generators," 2004-16, "Tube Leakage Due. to a Fabrication Flaw in a 
Replacement Steam Generator," and 2004-17, "Loose Part Detection and Computerized 
Eddy Current Analysis in Steam Generators." Some of these reports dealt with eddy 
current probes, or pieces of probes, which were left behind as loose parts on the primary 
side. Most of the operating experience reports related to lose parts and foreign objects 
on the steam generator secondary side. In response, SCE approach for addressing this 
issue was through procedure changes and secondary side visual inspections which 
included the open tube lane, the entire peripheral annulus, and appropriate visual 
examination followup on eddy current indications of possible loose parts. The inspection 
with the exception of the loose parts component was performed, as scheduled, during 
the current refueling outage for SONGS Unit 2. The inspection for loose parts will be 
performed at the first scheduled inspection during the next refueling outage. The team 
noted that po8sible loose parts indications were not found during the 100 percent eddy 
current test inspection of the Unit 3 steam generators during the current outage. The 
team also noted that secondary side visual inspections were performed in the upper 
bundle area of the Unit 3 steam generators to evaluate the tube-to-retainer bar 
intersections and in a limited area above the 7th tube support plate. 

The N RC staff issued many generic communications relating to steam generator tube 
integrity issues since the 1980s. The team reviewed. these documents and determined 
that many of these related to the potential for stress corrosion cracking of the tubes 
which the staff found was not expected to be a concern for the thermally treated Alloy 
690 material in the SONGS replacement steam generators by virtue of its greatly 
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enhanced resistance· to stress corrosion cracking. Most of the others related to 
problems encountered with eddy current flaw detection and sizing, the occurrence and 
detection of loose parts/foreign objects, and monitoring of primary to secondary leakage. 

The team reviewed NRC generic communications not falling .into one of the above 
categories for potential relevance to SONGS Unit 2 and 3. One of these was NRC 
Information Notice 2004-16 concerning an operational leakage even~ at another plant 
due to damage caused by a packing screw during transport to the steam generator 
manufacturer. The licensee stated in its steam generator change package that this 
incident was precluded for SCE by prohibiting the use of screws and nails as fasteners 
for tubing shipping crates, The licensee also addressed NRC Information 
Notice 2007 37, "Buildup of Deposits in Steam Generator/' concerning fatigue of a low 
row u-bend at a foreign unit as a result of deposit build up and lack of support for the low 
row u-bend. Engineering Change Package NECP 800071703 specified that this type of 
incident was precluded in the replacement steam generators by virtue of anti-vibration 
bar supports extending to the low row u-bends. Steam Generator Degradation 
Assessment 51-9176667-001 documented that this type of problem reflected an 
advanced stage of deposit accumulation that was not anticipated for the foreseeable 
future in the SONGS replacement steam generators. 

c. Conclusions 

The team's review indicated that lessons learned from these NRC generic 
communication documents had generally been incorporated into industry guideline 
documents relating to steam generator inspections, mo·nitoring of primary-to-secondary 
leakage, and other guidelines documents prepared by the Electrical Power Research 
Institute. This information was incorporated Into SCE's design specifications, inspection 
and, leakage monitoring guidelines. 

7.0 Packing, Shipping, Handling, and Receipt Inspection (Charter Item 7) 

a. Inspection Scope 

The team interviewed licensee personnel involved with the packing, shipping, handling, 
and receipt inspection of the replacement steam generators. In addition, the team 
reviewed SCE receipt acceptance criteria to assess if critical attributes were 
appropriately specified and if the licensee had the ability to assess acceptability of 
meeting those acceptance criteria. The team reviewed evaluations associated with 
supplier deviation reports, nuclear notifications and changes to h~ndling specifications. 
With respect to replacement steam generators the team focused on differences in 
SONGS shipping, handling, and receipt acceptance between the Unit 2 and 3 steam 
generators from the manufacturing site in Japan to final installation on site. 

b. Observations and Findings 

No findings 1;.rere identified. 
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The team identified three unresolved items for which additional information is required to 
determine if performance deficiencies exist or if the issues constitute violations of NRC 
requirements. 

(1) Introduction: The team identified an unresolved item associated with Unit 3 steam 
generators not shipped in accordance with specification 8023-617-01, "Design and 
Fabrication of Replacement Steam Generators for Unit 2 and Unit 3," Revision 4, and 
requirements for handling, storage, and shipping. Specifically, ANSI N45.2-1977, 
"Quality Assurance Program Requirements for Nuclear Facilities," required a special 
protective environment for handling, storage, and shipping of the replacement steam 
generators. However, because of schedule changes, the Unit 3 protective 
environment which included maintaining a nitrogen pressure and a monitoring plan 
was altered significantly. 

Description: The team evaluated specifications associated with the shipping and 
handling of the Unit 2 and 3 replacement steam generators. Based on the 
information evaluated by the team, the steam generators procurement and shipping 
specifications required monitoring and maintenance of nitrogen atmosphere inside 
the replacement steam generators during shipment. Supplier Deviation Request 
SOR 10041870-09091 dated December 1, 2009, documents a request "not to control 
the positive pressure, the dew point of nitrogen, and the oxygen content on the 
primary and seco·ndary side of the Unit 3 replacement steam generators to 
accelerate delivery schedule." 

Specification 8023-617-01, Section 3.16.3, specifies the supplier shall be 
responsible for monitoring and maintaining nitrogen atmosphere inside the steam 
generators during their shipping from Mitsubishi to the California port discharge 
point. The team noted that Unit 3 steam generators did not require. monitoring or 
control of dew point, oxygen concentration, inside nitrogen pressure. The team 
could not identify if this was properly evaluated {Reference Section 5 of shipping and 
handling procedure 5023-617-1-M 1350). 

Additional review and follow up will be required to review the evaluations and 
corrective actions associated with the maintaining the Unit 3 replacement steam 
gen·erators protective envirooment during shipping and then determine whether this 
issue represents a performance deficiency or constitutes a violation of NRC 
requirements. This issue is identified as URI° 05000362/20120d7-05, "Shipping 
Requirements not in Accordance te Industry Standards." 

' 

(2) Introduction: The team identified an unresolved item associated with the shipping 
and handling specifications requiring methods of tube bundle support. The team 
could not determine if this requirement to provide a tube bundle support method was 
adequately evaluated by SCE. · 

Description: Based on the informatioh gathered by the team on shipping and 
handling specifications associated with the Unit 2 and 3 replacement steam 
generators. the team could not determine that Mitsubishi or SCE adequately 
considered the potential impact of not providing methods of tube bundle supports as 
required in Specification 5023-617-01. In response to the team questions regarding 
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tube bundle support methods, the team was provided with results from 
Procedure L5-04GA06fol, "Sagging Me.asurement Procedure," Revision 7. However 
the team noted the procedure is considered a non~quality affecting procedure and 
used for reference only. 

Additional review and follow up will be required to review the evaluations associated 
with the requirements to provide tube bundle support during shipping for the Unit 2 
and 3 steam generators and then determine whether this issue represents a 
performance deficiency or constitutes a violation of NRG requirements. This issue is 
identified as URI 05000362/2012007-06, "Shipping Requirements not in Accordance 

·to Design and Fabrication Specifications." 

(3} Introduction: The team identified an unresolved item associated with evaluation of 
excessive shipping induced fqrces of Unit 3 replacement steam generator 3E:-088, 

Description: Jhe team reviewed the SG shipping accelerometer data reports for both 
Unit 2 and Unit 3. In addition, the team also reviewed shipping and handling records 
and identified the following: 

• Different transoceanic shipping companies and ships were used (U2: Happy 
Ranger, U3: Enchanter) 

• During the discharge from the ship Unit 3 replacement steam generator 3E0•88 
(38) recorded simultaneous signals on the three attached accelerometers 

• Unit 3 steam generator 3E0-88 was the only steam generator to record 
simultaneous signals on the three attached accelerometers 

• Unit 3 steam generators received significantly more accelerometers hits 
compared to Unit 2 

Unit 3 replacement steam generator 3EQ.;88 accelerometers indicated up to a 1.23 g 
spike with a simultaneous recording on all three of the attached accelerometers. 
Mitsubishi provided an evaluation of the forces which showed loads were within 
allowable stress limits but-exceeded stress for an operating basis earthquake. The 
team was not able to determine if this was properly considered. 

Additional review by the NRG Is required to fully assess if the shipping forces 
contributed to the tube-to-tube wear in Unit 3 and then determine whether this issue 
represents a performance deficiency or constitutes a violation of NRG reqliir.ements. 
This issue is identified as URI 0500036212012007-07, ''Unit 3 Steam 
Ger:ierator3E0-88 Stresses Related to Handling." 

c. Conclusions 

The team identified three unresolved items related to the shipment of Unit 3 steam 
generators; however, the team did not identify any connection between these shipping 
changes :and the unexpected tube-to-tube wear. 

The unresolved items are : 
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• Shipping Requirements not in accordance with Industry Standards 
• Shipping Requirements not in accordance, with Design and Fabrication 

Specifications 
• Unit 3 Steam Generator 3E0-88 Stresses Related to handling 

8.0 Thermal-hydraulic and Flow Induced Vibration Modeling (Charter Item 8) 

a. Inspection Scope 

The team conducted and overall review of Mitsubishi thermal-hydraulic design 
documents and drawings used in the manufacture of the Units 2 and 3 steam 
generators. The team developed an independent A THOS model to run simu.lations for 
various operating conditions to assess thermal-hydraulic phenomena in the steam 
generators and assess differences in key parameters ba.sed on changing operating 
conditions. The objective of the modeling was to understand the interactions of the key 
parameters to compare ATHOS modeling results to the degradation trends found during 
the eddy current inspections. 
Tf:le team •Nas not able to perform any iA4eJ:)endent tl:lbe vibratien analysis because the 
NRG does not have the associated viar:ation softvJare programs. Hmuever, since tv.'o 
The team reviewed portions of the vibration modeling. Two key outputs of the thermal
hydraulic code are inputs to the vibration model, the ATHOS model results for fluid 
velocity and void fraction were 1,Jsed to predict increases or decreases in vibration forces 
and amplitude. 

b. Observations and Findings 

No findings \Nere i€lemified. 

The team identified one unresolved item for which additional information is required to 
determine if a performance deficiency exists or if the issue constitutes a violation of NRC 
requirements. 

(1) Introduction: The team identified an unresolved item associated with the adequacy 
of Mitsubishi's FIT-Ill thermal-hydraulic code. The FIT-111 code predicted non
conservative low velocity and low void fraction results which were used as inputs to 
the vibration code FIVATS. These non-conservative thermal-hydraulic results lead 
Mitsubishi to conclude that margins to instability were significantly larger than they 
actually were. · 

Description: Replacement steam generators were designed and manufactured in 
accordance with SONGS Design Specification S023-617-1and ASME Section Ill, 
"Rules for Construction of Nuclear Facility Components". The replacement steam 
generators had enhanced materials and maintenance. 

The tube bundle, comprised of 9727 u-tubes, is supported by a set of seven tube 
support plates which are maintained and spaced by a network of tie-rods. The ends 
of the u-tubes were welded onto the tube sheet lower face cladding and were full 
depth expanded in the tube sheet holes. The u-bends are supported by a set of 6 
anti-vibration bars, having a maximum of 12 contact points, in the center ·Of the 
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bundle. For shorter tubes near the periphery, a fewer number of anti-vibration bars 
are present. 

One of the major enhancements of the replacement steam generators was the use of 
Alloy-690 tubing versus Alloy-600 for corrosion resistance. Alloy-690 has lower heat 
conductivity so, to achieve the same power, the heat transfer surface area must be 
increased by at least 10 percent. This required more tubes to be used in the 
replacement steam generators. The increased number of tubes resulted in a more 
tightly compacted tube bundle and elimination of the stay cylinder. The increase in 
the number of tubes could lead to increases in primary reactor coolant flow through 
the steam generators. Orifices were installed inmachined as part of the steam 
gener;:itor inlet nozzles to ensure maximum allowed primary system flowrates were 
not exceeded. 

The tube layout indexing or incrementation used in these generators was smaller 
than other replacement steam generator designs. The tighter indexing results in 
smaller pitch/diameter ratio in critical regions of the tube bundle u .. bends. In addition, 
it was noted that the anti-vibration bar support structure is not connected to the 
wrapper for lateral or vertical support; instead the anti-vibration bar system structure 
is only supported vertically by resting on the tubes. 

Other operational and physical comparisons of the replacement steam generators 
and original steam generators were revi.ewed by the team and no significant 
differences were noted. 

Additional review by the NRC is required to fully assess the adequacy of Mitsubishi's 
FIT-I II thermal-hydraulic code and ·then cietermine whether this issue represents a 
performance deficiency or constitutes. a violation of N RC requirements. This issue is 
identified as URI 05000362/2012007-08, "Non-Conservative Thermal-Hydraulic 
Model Results." 

(2) Thermal-Hydraulic and Vibration Assessments 

The replacement steam generators thermal hydraulic operation and responses were 
based on the steam generator design geometric characteristics and operating 
parameters of the reactor coolant flow and temperature and the secondary feedwater 
.flow and temperature. Calculations were performed for 0 to 100 percent power, 
beginning-of-life and end-of-life conditions considering limiting tube plugging and 
fouling. The important actual operating parameters selected for use in the model 
were saturation pressure, circulation ratio, steam flowrate, tube and shell side 
pressure drops, water and steam inventories, and global heat transfer coefficient. 

Mitsubishi used the SSPC (Steady State Performance Calculation) code to compute 
these operational parameters, as.described in Mitsubishi Document L5-04GAS10, 
"Thermal and Hydraulic Parametric Calculations," Revision 5. The FIT-111 code was 
used to determine thermal-hydraulic fluid flow conditions, with the results described 
in Mitsubishi Document L5-04GA521, "3D Thermal and Hydrauiic Analysis," 
Revision 3. The FIVATS code was used to compute tube stability ratios that are 
used to predict tube vibration, with results described in Mitsubishi 
Document L5-04GA504 "Evaluation of Tube Vibration," Revision 3. In addition, the 
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ABAQUS code was used compute stress and natural vibration frequency, and a 
code called IVHET was used for tube wear analysis. The key design code for tube 
bundle design and vibration analysis is thermal-hydraulic code FIT-Ill since it 
computes the two key parameters (fluid velocity and density1

) that ar.e the primary 
contributors to the onset of fluid-elastic instability, which indicates the potential for 
excessive tube vibration. 

The Mitsubishi acceptance criterion for vibration was to avoid fluid-elastic instability 
of tube spans by keeping the calculated stability ratios less than 1. Mitsubishi used 
the approach given in the ASME code Section Ill, Division 1, Appendix N-1330, 
"Flow-Induced Vibration of Tubes and Tube Banks," to calculate stability ratios and 
they also avoided natural frequencies of the tubes similar to the reactor coolant 
pump dynamic frequencies. · 

Design specific flow induced vibration analysis was performed for select U-bend 
tubes exposed to the greatest vibration risk, generally those with longest 
unsupported length under most limiting operating condition (lowest steam pressure, 
end of life design conditions). The phenomenon of fluid-elastic instability of tubes is 
characterized by cross-flow velocity (for out-of-plane mode) and normal velocity (for 
in-plane mode) where the local velocities exceed a critical velocity value {given via 
Conners' Equation2

). The parameter of local velocity divided by critical velocity is 
referred to as stability ratio. The accuracy of calculating fluid-elastic instability is 
limited based on inputs that are best determined by design-specific mockup test 
data. Mitsubishi did not perform design-specific mockup tests. but used generally 
accepted test data, and other data based on Mitsubishi test rigs that were not 
specific to the SONGS replacement steam generator design. 

If operating velocities reach this ·critical value, vibration amplitudes can increase 
rapidly and fluid-elastic- instability forces can lead to rapid puisation and damaging of 
tubes. The U-bend region is most susceptible because (1) the local fluid has a 
higher void fraction, with high velocities; (2) the fluid flow is in a direction normal to 
the tube, and (3) the anti·vibration bars t;tre limited in their dampening capability 
along the plane of the tubes. Traditional design of anti-vibration bar systerns have 
not considered in-plane fluid forces since it was accepted that the rigidity and 
dampening strength of the tube in this direction was adequate to preclude it. This 
event at SONGS is the first US operating fleet experience of in-plane fluid·elastic 
instability1 sufficient to cause tube-to-tube contact and wear in the U-bend region, 

The team noted that Design Specification $023-617-1 did not address specific 
criteria for stability ratio and does not mention fluid-elastic instability. The team did 
find that the Mitsubishi calculated design values for stability ratios did not exceed 0.5. 
It is important to riote 1 that each steam generator manufacturer has different design 
values for maximum stability ratios; therefore there is no standard value. lhe 
s.maller that the design stability ratio is (has to be less than 1), the more margin to 
fluid-elastic instability. 

1 Void fractions and density are inversely proportional. 
2 Fluidelastic Vibration of Heat. Exchanger Tube Arrays, Joumal of Mechanical design - Volume l 00 - April 1978,. 
H.J. Connors, JR. 
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Mitsubishi computed the flow-induced vibration status of the steam generators in 
Document L5-04GA504, "Evaluation of Tube Vibration," Revision 3. The critical flow 
velocity, Uc, was obtained using the Connors' Equation based on output fluid 
velocities and densities from their FIT-111 thermal-hydraulic model. The critical flow 
velocity is then calculated based on damping ratio, tube mass, tube outside 
diameter, averaged local cross flow gap velocity, and fluid density per selected tube. 
The method is based on formulations given in the ASME code Section Ill, Division 1, 
Appendix N-1330, "Fluid Elastic Instability". The ratio of normal-to-tube cross flow 
gap velocity to this critical velocity defines the "stability ratio". 

Steam generator vendors must develop specific methods based on the thermal
hydraulic code selected and experimental data used to determine coefficients in the 
Conners' Equation for their particular steam generator design~ The experimental 
data used in determining the coefficients_ can be developed from in-house tests or 
taken from published industry data. Mitsubishi indicated that in their methodology 
two conservatisms were used in their bundle vibration analysis: (1) FIT-Ill gap 
velocities were averaged and multiplied by 1.5 and (2) one of 12 anti-vibration bars 
contacts were assumed to be inactive. The team noted that in Mitsubishi Document 
L5-04GA504, "Evaluation of Tube Vibration," Revision 3, the 1.5 multiplier was not 
an added conservatism but a requirement, needed to match test data results. 

The team developed an independent rnodel of the new steam generators using the 
ATHOS thermal hydraulic code3

. The calculations were intended to assess 
operating cycle differences between Units 2 and 3_ steam generators and review 
thermal hydraulic phenomena within the steam generators in order to investigate key 
parameters and causal factors for the excessive tube Wear rates. The NRG ATHOS 
calculations determined that the differences in primary inlet temperature and steam 
flow between the units were negligible. NRG ATHOS re5ults indicated high void 
fractions and high u-bend gap velocities existed in the bundle as compared to 
Mitsubishi FIT-Ill analyses used for design. 

Mitsubishi provided a comparison of their ATHOS model to their FIT-Ill model 
results. The Mitsubishi ATHOS model fluid velocities were approximately 3 times 
higher than the FIT-Ill model velocities with the 1.5 multiplier applied. Other 
independent code calculations, including an analysis by Westinghouse using their in
house modified version of ATHOS and an analysis by AREVA using their French 
code CAFCA4 showed similar thermal-hydraulic results (up to 4 times higher 
velocities than FIT-Ill) as those computed in the Mitsubishi ATHOS results and the 
NRC independent AT HOS calculations. Based on these comparisons, it was 
concluded that the FIT-Ill code and model results used for design were non
conservative even with the multiplier applied. 

Most of the experimental work in fluid-elastic instability has been carried out for two
phase flow, with an air-water medium. Accepted industry data, as presented by the 

3 
A THOS/SGAP Version 3. I: Analysis of the Thermal-Hydraulics of a Steam Generator, 2008 

4 R. Voilette, M. J. Pettigrew, N. W. Mureithi, ''Fluidelastic Instability of an Array of Tubes Preferentially Flexible 
in the Flow Direction Subjected to Two-Phase Cross Flow," Trans. ASME, Journal of Pressure Vessel Technology, 
128, l 48 (2006). 
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Mitsubishi, shows that in staggered arr~y bunqles (triangular pitch, pitch/diameter 
=1.33), the onset of tube instability for modern steam generators, such as SONGS 
steam generators, can start at tube gap velocities above 6 meter/sec (pending 
effectiveness of the dampening structure}4

. The NRC ATHOS model results 
indicated that there was a substantial localized region in the lower hot side of the u
bends where veloeities exceeded 6 m/sec. 

The NRC ATHOS calculations were compared to gap velocities computed both with 
the Mitsubishi ATHOS and the FIT-Ill models. Since tube R142C88 was the only 
one common for each of the analyses, it can be used as basis for comparison. The 
effective peak velocities were as follows: 

• NRC ATHOS - 5.2 m/sec 
• Mitsubishi ATHOS - 5.6 m/sec 
• Mitsubishi FIT-111-2.5 m/sec 

Both the NRC and Mitsubishi A THOS results were reasonably consistent and 
strongly suggested that high velocities coupled with high void fraction were primary 
causal factors in the tube fluid-elastic instability and the excessive wear patterns 
observed in the Unit 3 steam generators. 

The team reviewed the verification and validation of both the Mitsubishi FIT-Ill 
thermal-hydraulic and FIVATS tube vibration models as stated in Specification 
8023-617-1, Revision 4. The specification required Mitsubishi to design and build 
the steam generators in accordance with ASME NQA-1, PQuality Assurance 
Requirements for Nuclear Facility Applications," 1994, Subpart 2.7 "Computer 
Software" and Mitsubishi's quality assurance program. 

The team.reviewed Mitsubishi's verification and validation Report KAS-20050201, 
"FIT-Ill Code Validation Report," Revision 2. The report concluded the FIT-Ill code 
was valid for prediction of velocity and density behavior of two-phase flow under 
nominal conditions for the secondary side of PWR steam generators. 

The team reviewed Mitsubishi's verification and validati9n Report KAS-20040253, 
"FIVATS Code Validation and Qualificatioo Report," Revision 3. The FIVATS model 
was designed to calculate the stability ratios by using the flow velocity and density 
distributions from the FIT-Ill model. The FIVATS model primarily used the Conners' 
Equation, and validation was performed mainly by comparison to hand calculation: 
however, Mitsubishi used a mock-up test facility with a simple anti-vibration bar 
structure as part of their validation effort. The report concluded that adequate 
validation and qualification was performed to show compliance to software 
requirements and that the code could_ predict flow-induced vibration. 

The team requested additional information as part of the verification and validation of 
the FIT-Ill thermal-hydraulic model. Mitsubishi provided several additional reports. 
One of the reports showed benchmarking comparisons to a French test facility 
program called CLOTAIRE in 1986. Another report conducted in 2002, showed 
comparisons between FIT-Ill and ATHOS, and concluded that both codes had good 
correlation with the CLOTAIRE experimental data. Because of the limited 
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information provided, the team could not determine the validity of the benchmarking 
of FIT-Ill. 

Overall, the team determined that the validation and verification of the FIT~lll code 
did not present overwhelming evidence that this code has been adequately 
benchmarked. The team did not find any problems wi.th the validation of the FIVATS 
code. 

(3) NRC ATHOS Results 

Figure 1 

Figures 1 through 4 {different vi.ew angles of same results) show results, with low Thot 

and low steam pressure and present a 30 isometric encapsulation of steam qualities 
(red scale) at and above 0.9 (i.e., void fraction> 0.99) arid field veloCities at and 
above 6.0 m/sec (white scale). 

The ATHOS model results of high steam quality and steam velocity closely align with 
the area of concern {tube-to~tube wear) in the Unit 3 replacement steam generators. 
In Figure 5, the code predicted regions of high void fraction anc;l high steam velocities 
(vertically located z-axis cut at about 20 inches above the ih TSP) are superimposed 
with tube"'to-tube wear indications from Unit 3 steam generator 3E0-88. 

The tube-to-tube wear indications align with anti-vibration bar wear indicatiqn trends; 
however, the anti-vibration bar wear patterns appear to indicate a more square-like, 
essentially rectangular behavior that suggests-that there may also be a mechanical, 
fabrication, assembly, and/or materi~I contribution to the tube-to-tube wear 
degradation. 
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The ATHOS code predicted reqions·of high void fraction and high steam velocities are 
figure 5 superimposed·with tube-to-tube wear indications from Uriit 3 steam cieneratar 3E0-88 

s::E-SONGS 'Jnl!.3 • P.EPL 

The NRC analysis indic:;ltt?d a correlation with the tube-to-t~be wear based on a 
combination ofhigh void fraction and high steam velocities. It should be noted that 
the traditional forcing function, fluid velocity squared times density, does not show 
good agreement.with the tube-tp-tube wear patterns. This intjicated that the high 
quality steam fluid velocities and high void fraction may be sufficiently high to cause 
conditiorfs in the generators. conducive.for onset of flui~-elastic instability. 
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The above analyses apply equally to Units 2 and 3, so it does not explain why the 
accelerated fluid-elastic instability wear damage was significantly greater in Unit 3 
steam generators. The A THOS. thermal-hydraulic model predicts bulk fluid behavior 
based on first principals and empirical correlations and as a result it is not able to 
evaluate mechanical, fabrication, or structural material differences or other 
phenomena that may be unique to each steam generator. Therefore this analysis 
cannot account for these mechanical factors and differences which could very likely 
also be contributing to the tube degradation. 

c. Conclusion 

The team identified one unresolved item associated with the non-conservative FIT-Ill 
thermal-hydraulic 111odel results. 

Based on independent NRC thermal-hydraulic analysis, the teC1m concluded that the 
SONGS replacement steam generators were not designed with adequate margin to 
preclude the onset of fluid-elastic instability. Therefore unless changes are made to the 
operation or configuration of the steam generator$, high fluid velocities and high void 
fractions in localized regions in the u-bend will continue to cause excessive tube wear 
and accelerated wear that could result in tube leakage and/or tube rupture. Th.e 
deficiencies appear to be related to Mitsubishi's FIT-Ill thermal hydraulic code having 
predicted non-conservative low velocity results and low void fractions. The~e results 
teaaled Mitsubishi to conclude that margins to instability were significantly larger than 
they actually are. This assessment is based on eddy current data, NRC ATHQS 
analysis, Mitsubishi ATHOS analysis, and other thermal-.hydn~ulic analyses completed 
by Westinghouse and AREVA that all identified significantly higher fluid velocities and 
void fractions than FIT-Ill. 

Based on the cause evaluation and corrective a~tion plan, SCE determined that the best 
solution to prevent tube-to-tube wear was to conservatively plug and stabilize the 
affected areas. By taking the impacted tubes out-qt-service •. S9E determined that this 
should reduce the potential for iocalized fluid velocities reaching critical velocity. In 
addition, in order to ensure sufficient margin to preclude the onset of fluid-elastic 
instability, SCE determined that reactor power would also have to be reduced. At this 
time SOE is still developing additional corrective actions to prevent tube-to-tube wear. 
The actions have not been finalized and no determination has been made concerning 
the appropriate power level. The NRC has not made any conclusions on the proposed 
corrective actions. Once'the corrective a~ions have been finalized, they will be 
rei,,'ie¥ted and e\'alu::iteElinspected as part of the Confirmatory Action Letter followup 
inspection. 
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9.0 Risk Assessment (Charter Item 9) 

a. Inspection Scope 

The team reviewed the steam generator tube leak and failures of multiple steam 
generator tubes during in-situ pressure testing to support an assessment of the risk of 
the degraded steam generator tubes during various accident conditions, including a 
main steam line break accident. 

b. Observations and Findings 

No findings were identified. 

An NRC senior reactor analyst fs-e1:1rrently 'Norking wit~ SCE performed a preliminary 
risk assessment personnel to determine. The risk is composed of two parts: (1) a non.
consequential steam fine break that induces a steam generator tube rupture, specifically 
involving the degraded tubes: and (2) an elevated risk of a tube rupture as an initiating 
event 

Assuming that a steam line break would cause the degraded steam generator tubes to 
rupture during a "T/2'' exposure period of 6 months yielded a change in the large early 
release frequency of 4E-6/yr. However. SCE informed the NRG that a calculation is · 
under review that will likely indicate that the differential pressures generated by a steam 
line break would not be large enough to rupture the degraded tubes as long as operators 
successfully implemented their emergency procedures. If this is confirmed. the risk 
associated with tho loss of tube integrity for multiple tubessteam line breaks will be 
significantly reduced. 

Although in this case the degraded condition of the tubes was manifested as a small 
primary to secondary leak, it is possible that a full-blown rupture could have been the 
first indication. The baseline core damage frequency of a steam generator tube rupture, 
according to the SONGS SPAR model, is 4.26E-7/yr. Because of an unmitigated 
bypass of containment, the large early release frequency is also 4.26E-7/yr. Assuming 
conservatively that the steam generator tube rupture frequency would at least double. 
the increase in large early release frequency attributable to the degraded tubes would be 
approximately 2.13E-7 /yr {taking into account a 6-month exposure period}. 

ft should be noted, this is a preliminary assessment of the risk requiring additional 
information and inspection to ascertain whether a performance deficiency exists. This 
does not include or preclude regulatory or enforcement action by the NRC. 

10.0 Assess· Quality Assurance, Radiological Controls, and Safety Culture Components 
(Charter Item 10} 

a. Inspection Scope 

The team reviewed the event, operator actions, management decisions, steam 
generator eddy current examinations, in-situ pressure testing, and tube plugging and 
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stabilization a·ctivities to determine whether issues related to quality assurance, 
q;idiological controls, or safety culture existed. 

b. Observations and Findings 

No findings were identified. 

Region IV radiation protection inspectors reviewed the estimated offsite radiation 
exposure from the actual steam generator tube leak on Unit 3 steam generator 3E0-88 
that occurred on January 31, 2012, inpluding the potential.dose consequence to site 
workers and members of the public. The licensee determined that the Unit 3 steam 
generator tube leak resulted In a release of gaseous effiuents ir\to the public domain, 
and the primary radiohuclides released were. argon-41, xenon-133, and xenon·135 .. The 
release resulted in an estimated 0.0000452 (4.52 E-5) mrem dose to the public. 
Inspectors also reviewed design drawings and radiation monitor data, performed plants 
tours, and confirmed the licensee's use of the offsite dose calculation methodology. +Re 

c. Conclusions 

The Region IV radiation protection inspectors concluded that the Unit 3 steam generator 
tube leak was detected by the condenser steam jet air ejector radiation monitor 3RT-
7820 as· per design. In addition, the raciiation monitor 3RT .;7820 alarmed anp alerted 
SONGS operators of the steam generator tupe leak as required. 

c. Conalusions 

The radiation protection inspectors concluded that SCE appropriately accounted- for the 
unplanned release associated with the Unit 3 steam g~nerator tube leak~ 
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11.0 Operational impacts from Unit 3 to Unit 2 (Charter Item 11) 

a. Inspection Scope 

As follow-on of the previous sections, the team reviewed collections of the Mitsubishi 
documents and presentations, licensee documents and presentations, and NRC 
independent analysis and assessments to consider the operational impact on Unit 2 
based on analysis and data, including eddy current results, regarding the as-found 
condition of Unit 3. The team compared key observations and overall differences in 
operational parameters that are common to both units that could affect and possibly limit 
Unit 2 operation. The team focused on differences in fabrication, manufacturing, 
operation, and eddy current data results between Units 2 and 3 steam generators. 

b. Observations and Findings 

No findings were identified. 

Since generator physical dimensions and design are identical, the operational 
parameters are basically the same between the Unit 2 and 3 steam generators; 
therefore, the hydraulic forcing function that caused tube-to-tube wear and accelerated 
anti-vibration par and tube support plate wear should also be same. The initial 
inspections of the Unit 2 steam generators did not indicate significant wear except at the 
retainer bars (different mechanisrn caused this wear). However, subsequent follow up 
inspections in Unit 2 with a more sensitive probe confirmed the existence of minor tube
to-tube wear in two neighboring tubes but in one of the steam generators. The tube-to
tube wear that was found in Unit 2 was in a similar location as that found in both of the 
Unit 3 steam generators. 

The phenomenon of fluid-elastic instability is a function primarily of two criteria: the fluid 
velocity forces and the damping capability of the support structure (i.e., the tube support 
plates, the tubesheet, and the anti-vibration bars). Therefore, if it is determined that the 
thermal hydraulic forces in the bundle are the same, it can be concluded that the 
damping forces between the Unit 2 and Unit 3 replacement steam generators must be 
different. Mitsubishi performed several studies that indicated that gap contact forces in 
the anti-vibration bars were greater in Unit 2 than in Unit 3. However, with the exception 
of manufacturing data that shows slight differences, there is not currently a method 
available to measure the clearances between the anti-vibration bars and the.tubes; 
however, SCE is currently working with AREVA to develop a method to take these 
me·asurements. 

The tube damage found in Unit 3 is markedly more severe than Unit 2, especially 
considering that Unit 3 operated only about half the amount of time as Unit 2. This 
suggests that there is indeed a sizeable difference in the damping capability of the unit 
steam generators. 

There are generally two options to arrest localized damaging thermal hydraulic 
phenomena in steam generators. The first and preferred option is to plug tubes in the 
affected area. The collective plugging tends to relocate and reduce high fluid velocities 
and void fractions, and has on previous occ~sions in industry been successful. 
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However, if plugging selected tubes does not provide significant margins adequate to 
arrest the damage mechanism, thermal hydraulic conditions can be reduced through a 
reduction in power. Reducing power has several beneficial effects including (1) tends to 
increase steam pressure, (2) reduces high steam fluid velocities and high void fraction ,in 
the bundle, and (3} improves damping. Currently, SCE is still reviewing and developing 
additional corrective actions to preclude fluid-elastic instability. +he NRG has been 
observing some of the mockup testing being used to qualify additional repair acti.\.'ities. 

c. Conclusions 

Based on the review of actual operating data and independent thermal-hydraulic 
modeling analyses, the team determined that there were not a11yno major differences in 
the thermal hydraulic phenomena at normal full power op~tation: 

The NRC will review both physical and operational changes thatSCE completes as part 
of the Confirmatory Action Letter inspections~ 

12.0 Divider Plate Manufacturing and Weld lssues·(Mitsubishi Charter Item 2) 

a. Inspection Scope 

On March 18, 2009, Mitsubishi identified cracking indication!:! in the weld between the 
"divider plate and the channel head of Unit 3 repl<ilcement steam generator 3E0:..88 (see 
figure below), after completion of the ASME Section Ill hydrostatic test on the secondary 
side. The extent of condition investigation also id~ntified similar cracking indications in 
Unit 3 replacement steam generator 3E0-89.. As discussed in Section 4 of this report, 
the cause of the cracking was attributed to the air carbon-arc gouging process used to 
remove the clad weld from the channel head~ The team reviewed information 
associated with the repair of the cracking indic;ations to assess wh~ther the repair 
activities resulted in relevant differences in desig"h and fabrication that could be 
considered ·as contributing factors for the cause of the tube-to .. tube wear issue iii Unit 3. 
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b. Observations and Findings 

No findings '."!ere identified. 
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The team identified an unresolved item for which additional information is required to 
determine if a performance deficiency exists or ifthe issue constitutes violation of NRC 
requirements. The team also identified several observations related to the divider plate 
weld repairs in Unit 3 replacement steam generators. 

1) Introduction: The team identified an Unresolved Item associated with the adequacy 
of evaluation and controls for the divider plate weld repairs. 

Description: The cracking ofthe divider plate weld in botti Unit 3 replacement steam 
generators required extensive repairs affecting the channel head, divider plate, and 
tubesheet. Based on interviews with licensee personnel and the review of 
documentation for the repairs, the team determined that Mitsubishi did not perform a 
comprehensive evaluation to assess the impact of the divider plate repairs on the 
integrity of the tube bundle. The team determined that the areas.listed below were 
not consjdered or evaluated in sufficient depth to identify the potential.adverse 
effects of the planned weld repairs. 

• Additional Rotations - The repair activities for the Unit 3 steam generators 
required additional rotations of the steam generator assembly while these were 
oriented in the horizontal position. The repairs resulted in approximately 300 
additional rotations in each steam generator, Which could have affected the 
configuration of the tube bLmdle in terms of anti-vibration bar gaps or.distortion. 
The team identified .that Mitsubishi did not fully evaluate the impact of additional 
rotations on the configuration of the steam generators since rotation was 
considered a normal evolution in the fabrication process. 
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• Heat Input-The repair process included extensive heat-adding activities such as 
grinding, flame cutting, and post-weld heat treatment. While these activities were 
performed in accordance with the construction code of record and an approved 
repair plan, they could have resulted in thermal expansion and unintended 
distortion of steam generator components .. For example, the channel heads 
were removed using flame cutting and Mitsubishi's evaluation for the impact of 
this activity was limited to the base mat~rial area in the vicinity of the cut, i.e. the 
heat affected zone. Mitsubishi did not fully assess the impact this activity could 
have on the overall configuration of the steam generator in terms of thermal 
expansion ofthe tubesheet or distortion. 

• Dimensional Checks after Repair - The team identified that Mitsubishi did not 
perform dimensional verifications (e.g. clearances) of the tube bundle or other 
secondary side. dimensions after the repairs of the Unit 3 steam generators to 
confirm that critical dimensions were not affected by the repairs. 

Additional review by the NRC is required fallowing completion of the licensee's cause 
evaluation to fully assess how the repair activities affected the Unit 3 replacement 
steam generators and then determine whether this issue represents a performance 
deficiency or constitutes a violation of NRC requirements. This issue is identified as 
URI 05000362/2012007-09, "Evaluation of the Effects of Divider Plate Weld Repairs 
in Unit 3 Replacement Steam Generators." 

2) Repair Plan: The team noted thatMitsubishi developed a specific plan to conduct the 
repair 9f tne divider plate weld in both Unit 3 replacemel")t steam generators. The 
repair plan adequately described the major repair steps and the required 
implementing procedures. For some of the repair stages, the licensee developed 
new procedures to prescribe aetivities outside the normal fabrication sequence. The 
repair plan consisted of the following major steps: 

• Cutting off the divider plate from the tubesheet by grinding 

• Cutting off the channel head from the tubesheet by flame cutting 

• Cutting the divider plate from the channel head by grinding 

• Removal of the heat affected zone of Jhe channel head bowl edge due to' flame 
cutting 

• Application of weld buildup and post-:weld heat treatment on the channel head 
bowl edge 

• Application of low alloy steel buildup. and Alloy 690 butter on the bottom of the 

channel head for divider plate welding, including required post-weld heat 
treatment 

• Application of Alloy 690 buildup on the divider plate, including required post-weld 
heat treatment 

• Welding divider plate,to channel head 

• Welding the divider plate ta the tubesheet 

• Welding the channel head to the tubesheet 

• Primary side hydrostatic test 
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3) Differences between Replacement Steam Generators: The team identified the 
notable differences listed below between Unif 2 and Unit 3 replacement steam 
generators as a result.of the divider plate weld repair activities. 

• Material Class for the Tubesheets -·Th~ tubesheet material for both Unit 3 
replacement steam generators was reclassified to facilitate the additional post
weld heat treatment required for the repair of the divider plate welds. The 
tLibesheet manufacturer originally certified that the tubesheet mat~rial met the 
requirements of ASME specification SA-508/Grade 3/Class 2, with a post-weld 
heat treatment time of approxim{Jtely 15 hours. The repair activities in Unit 3 
required additional post-weld heat treatment, which was expected to affe~t the 
properties of the tubesheet material to the extent that the mechanical properties 
would not meet the requirements fqrSA-508/Grade 3/Class 2 material. 
Mitsubishi performed mechanical testing on a specimen fabricated from the 
archive samples that was exposed to 30 hours of post-weld heat treatment and 
the tests showed that thetubesheet materiaPs tensile strengtn did not meet the 
AsME specifications for SA--508/Grade 3/Class 2 material. Mitsubishi performed 
a rec.onciliation review to reclassify the material to SA-508/Grade 3/Class 1, 
which has a lowertensile strength. The reconciliation included an evaluation of 
resulting stresses on the tubeshee.t under design, upset, emergency, faulted, and 
test conditions using the material properties for SA-508/Class 1 material. The 
evaluation .resulted in acceptable stresses ba$ed on the stress limits imposed by 
the construction code of record. This issue was ev~h..aated' by Mitsubishi in th19 
non-conformance report process and Supplier Deviation Request 
SDR-0861004187Q.,09086was submitted to the licensee fer review and 
approval. The licensee approved the reclassification of the tubesheet material. 

• .Minimum Thickness of the Channel Head Base Metal - The channel heads of 
both Unit 3 steam generators were removed by flame cutting to facilitate the 
divider plate weld repairs. The removal ana final welding of the channel head 
resulted in a reduction of the minim um wall thickness of the channel head. base 
metaL The minimum base metal thickness was reduced by 1.18-inches. 
Mitsubishi evaluated this change in the "Design Report for the Channel Head 
Region." The r~duttion in minimum wall thickness was addressedthrough a 
reconciliation of stress ratios based on the stress limits imp0sed. by the 
constructi.on code of record. The analysis (jemonstrated the structurcil adequacy 
of the channel head, primary inlet noZ.zle, primary outlet nozzle, primary manway, 
support skirt, and the stud bolts of the primary rnanway. 

• Number of Bolts in the Divider Plate Patch Plates - The original design of the 
replacem~nt steam.generators included a·patch plate·held in pl~ce at the upper 
comers of the divider piate by three bolts. As a result of the divider plat~to;. 
tubesheet weld removal to support ttie repair activities, the Unit 3 divider plat~ 
patch plates were modified to be held by two bolts instead of the three bolts 
specified in the original design: Mitsubishi submitted this design changeto the 
licensee for review and approval. Licensee personnel approved th~ d~sign 
change as requested. 
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• Weld Buildup on Channel Head Surfaces - Since the repair of the divider plate 
welds in Unit 3 steam generators required cutting of the channel head, weld 
buildup had to be applied on the affected surfaces in order to restore the 
dimensions to design spedfications; Mitsubishi submitted this design change to 

. the licensee for review··and approval. Licensee personnel approved the design 
change as requested. 

• Post Weld Heat Treatment - The fubesheet-to-c.hannel head weld area 
experieneed a total oftwo post-weld heat treatments. Both Unit 3 replacement 
steam generators re.ceived an additional local post-weld heat treatment at 
approximately 1103° F for approximately 3.5 hrs. Mitsubishi submitted this 
fabrication process change to the licensee for review and approval. Licensee 
personnel approved the design change as requested. 

• Total of Rotations during Fabrication-The total number of rotiations on each 
steam generatorvaried as. a result of the hydrostatic test results and the repairs 
on the divider plate welds .. 

I Steam Initial I Additional Total 
! Gen~rator Rotations Rotations for Rotations 
; Divider· Plate 
I Repairs 

I Unit2 E0-89 
j' 520 
I 520 0 

i t 510 I 

Unit 2 E0-88 sto 0 I l 

Unit 3 E0-89 ·. 470 340 810 

760 
! 

Unit 3 E0-88 440 320 I 
c. Conclusions 

The team identified one unresolved iJem associated with the repair work done.on the 
Unit 3 divider plate. the team did not identify any connection between the repairs of the· 
divider plate and the unexpected tube-to-tube wear';';'.:. 

13,.0 Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation CNRR} Review of SONGS 50.59 Evaluation 

a: . lnsbection Scope 

The N.RR technical specialist reviewed all of the design changes associated. with the 
replacement steam generators to detennine whether the changes to the facility or 
p~ocedures, a~qescribed in the updated final safety· analysis report, had been.· reviewed 
and documented in accordance with 10 CFR 50.59' requirements. The technical 

·specialist reviewE;ld the various information uset;I py SCE to r~view'thechangeJs being 
rhade to the replacement steant generators,_ including calculations, analy:ses, design 
change documentation, proceduresi the Updated final safety analysis report, the 
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technical specifications, and plant drawings. The evaluation process used by the 
technical specialist included determining if the design changes to the replacement steam 
generators were a change to the facility or procedures as described in the updated final 
safety analysis report or a test or experiment not described in the updated final safety 
analysis report. The technical specialist also verified that safety issues related to the 
changes were resolved. The technical specialist compared the safety evaluations and 
supporting documents to the guidance and methods provided inNEI 96-07, "Guidelines 
for 10 CFR 50.59 Implementation," Revision 1, as endorsed by NRC Regulatory 
Guide 1.187, "Guidance for Implementation of 1 O CFR 50.59, Changes, Tests, and 
Experiments," to determine the adequacy of the 10 CFR 50.59 evaluations, 

' 

b. Observations and Findings 

No findings were identified 

The NRR technical .specialist identified one unresolved item for which additional 
information is required to determine if performance deficiencies exist or if the issues 
constitute violations of NRC requirements. 

(1) Introduction: The NRR technical specialist reviewed SCE's 10 CFR 50.59 evaluation 
contained in Engineering Change Packages 800071702 and 800071703 for the 
l)nit 2 and Unit 3 replacement steam generators, respectively, in which SCE 
determined that the impact of the replacement steam generators on the current 
licensing basis and any need for NRC approval as required by 10 CFR 50.59. 

(2) Description: The NRR technical specialist reviewed the SCE's 10 CFR 50.59 
evaluation against 1 O CFR 50.59(c){2)(viii) which requires that licensees obtain a 
license amendment pursuant to 1 O CFR 50.90 prior to implementing a proposed 
change if the change would result in a departure from a method of evaluation 
described in the final safety analysis report (as updated) used in establishing the 
design bases or in the safety analyses. Industry guidance NEl96-07, Revision 1. 
Section 3.10, "Methods of Evaluation," states, "Definition: Methods of evaluation 
means the calculational fr.amework used for evaluating behavior or response of the 
facility or structures, systems, and components." Regulation 10 CFR 50.59 a(2), 
states, "Departure from a method of evaluation described in the FSAR (as updated) 
used in establishing the design bases or in the safety analyses means (i) changing 
any of the elements of the method described in the FSAR (as updated) unless the 
results of the analysis are conservative or essentially the same; or (ii) changing from 
a method described in the FSAR to another method unless that method has been 
approved by NRC for the intended application." Regulation 10 CFR 50.59(d)(1) 
requires that the licensee maintain records of phanges in the racility 'that "includes a 
written evaluation which provides the bases for the determ'ination that the change, 
test, or experiment does n,ofrequite a license amendment.. .. " The technical 
specialist evaluated SCE's bases for determining that the changes would not result 
in the departure from the method of evaluation used in establishing the design bases 
or in the safety analyses. Specific;:ally, the technical specialist evaluated whether the 
changes involved: 
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(a) changing of any of the elements of the method described in the updated final 
safety analysis report, which consistent with 10 CFR 50.59 a(2)(i) would be 
justified by demonstrating that the results of the analysis are conservative or 
essentially the same; or 

(b) changing from a method described in the updated final safety analysis report to 
another method, which consistent with 10 CFR 50.59 a(2)(ii) would be justified by 
demonstrating that method has been approved by NRC for the intended 
application. 

The NRR technical specialist reviewed SCE's 10 CFR 50.59 evaluation and found 
two instances that failed to adequately address whether the change involved a 
departure of the method of evaluation described in the updated final safety analysis 
report. 

(a) Use of ABAQUS instead of ANSYS: Updated Final Safety Analysis Report 
Sections 3.9.1.2.2.1.11 and 3.9.1.2.2.2.3 were revised to reflect that the SONGS 
Unit 2 and 3 original steam generators stress analyses for reactor coolant system 
structural integrity utilized the ANSYS computer program, whereas the 
replacement steam generators analyses utilized the ABAQUS computer 
program. The SCE's 50.59 evaluation incorrectly.determined that using the 
ABAQUS instead bf ANSYS was a change to an element of the method 
described in the updated final safety analysis report did not constitute changing 
from a method described in the updated final safety analysis report to another 
method, and as such, did not mention whether ABAQUS has been approved by 
the NRC for this application. 

(b) Use of ANSYS instead of STRUDL and ANSYS: Updated Final Safety Analysis 
Report Section 5.4.2.3.1.3 was revised to reflect that the SONGS Unit 2 and 3 
evaluation of tube stress under loss of coolant accident conditions for the original 
steam generators consisted of a two-step process utilizing the STRUDL and 
ANSYS computer programs to calculate displacement histories anc:l tube 
stresses, respectively, while the corresponding replacement steam generC!tors 
analysis determined tube stresses from blowdown forces using only the ANSYS 
c9mputer program. While SCE's 50.59 evaluation correctly considered this a 
change from a method ·described in the FSAR to another method, the 50.59 
evaluation did not' mention whether the method has been approved by NRC for 
this application. 

This issue is identified as URI 05000362/2012007-10, "Evaluation of Departure of 
Method of Evaluation for 10 CFR 50.59 Processes." 

c. Conclusions 

The NRR technic;:al specialist identified one unresolved item associated with...§. change in 
the method of evaluation as described In the updated final safety analysis report. 
Additional review and followup will be required to review the departure of the method of 
evaluation used during the stress analysis calculations associated with the replacement 
steam generators. 
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14.0 Exit Meeting Summary 

On June 18, 2012, the NRC held a public meeting and presented the inspection results 
to Mr. P. Dietrfch, Senior Vice President and Chief Nuclear Officer, and other members 
of the ~taff, who acknowledged the findings. Proprietary information was provided to the 
team and all proprietary information was returned to SCE. 
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SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION 
KEY POINTS OF CONTACT 

Licensee Personnel 

P. Dietrich, Senior Vice President and Chief Nuclear Officer 
- R. Litzinger, President,_ SCE 

D. Bauder, Vice President and Station Manager 
T. Palmisano, Vice President of Engineering, Projects and Site Support 
T. McCool, Plant Manager 
T. Yackle, Assistant Plant Manager 
D. Yarbrough, Director, Operations 
R. Corbett, Director, Performance Improvement 
0. Flores, Director, Nuclear Oversight 
R. St. Onge,. Director, Nuclear Regulatory Affairs 
B. Winn, Director, Nuclear Financial Managem·ent 
E. Avella, Director, Project Management 
M. Coveney, Director, Nuclear Leadership 
M. Stevens, Technical Specialist, Nuclear Regulatory Affairs 
C. Cates, Manager, Nuclear Safety Culture and Site Recovery 
M. Malzahn, Engineer, Project Management 
C. Harberts, Manager, Steam Generator Replacement Project 
M. Mihalik, Senior Engineer, Project Management Organization 
R. McWey, Manager, Nuclear Oversight' 
M. Pawlaczyk, Technical Specialist, Nuclear Regulatory Affairs 
J. Peattie, Manager, Maintenance 
R. Treadway, Manager, Nuclear Regulatory Affairs 
B. Olech, Consulting Engineer, Edison 
J. Brabec, Project Manager, Steam Generator Recovery Program 
D. Calhoun, Senior Engineer, Design Engineering Organization, Edison 

Mitsubishi Personnel 

H. Kaguchi, Mitsubishi Heavy Industries, Director, Component Designing Department 
I. Otake, Mitsubishi Heavy Industries, Deputy Chief Engineer, Quality Assurance Department 
T. Tsuruta, Mitsubishi Heavy Industries, Engineer, Quality Assurance Department 
T. Inoue, Mitsubishi Heavy Industries, Deputy Director, Plant Designing Department 
H. Hirano, Mitsubishi Heavy lndustrie's, Project Manager, Overseas Project, Component 

Designing Department 
R. Bywater, Mitsubishi Nuclear Energy Systems, COLA Project Manager 
F. Gillespie, Mitsubishi Nuclear Energy Systems, Senior Vice President 
R. Godley, Mitsubishi Nuclear Energy Systems, Deputy General Manager,'Licensing Support 

Other Contractor Personnel 

R. Walker, MPR Consulta.nt 
M. Short, Consultant 
B. Marlow, AREVA, Vice President, Key Accounts 
M. Street, AREVA, Manager, Primary Component Projects and Warranty Support 
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M. Miller, AREVA Advisory Engineer 
S. Claunch, AREVA, Advisory Engineer 

NRG Personnel 
T. Blount, Deputy Division Director, Division of Reactor Safety 
R. Lantz, Branch Chief, Projects Branch D 
G. Warnick, Senior Resident Inspector 

LIST OF ITEMS OPENED, CLOSED AND DISCUSSED 

Opened 

05000362/2012007,.o1 

05000362/2012007'-02 

05000362/2012007-03 

05000362/2012007-04 

05000362/201 ~007-05 

05000362/2012007-06 

05000362/20-12007-07 

05000362/2012007-08 

05000362/2012007-09 

05000362/2012007-10 

Closed 

None 

URI Adequacy of the Trip/Transient and Event Review 
Procedure (Section 1) 

URI Evaluation of Unit 3 Vibration and Loose Parts Monitoring 
System.Alarms. (Section 3) 

URI Evaluation of Retainer Bars Vibration during the Original 
Design of the Replacement Stearn Generators (Section 4 

URI Evaluation of Changes in Dimensional Controls during the 
F.abrication of Unit 2 and Unit 3 Replacement Stearn 
Generators (Section 4) 

URI 

URI 

URI 

URI 

URI 

URI 

Shipping Requirements not in Accordance with Industry 
Standards {Section 7) 

Shipping Requirements not in Accordance with Design and 
Fabrication Specifications (Section 7) 

Unit 3 Steam Generator. 3Eo.:ss_stresses Related to 
Handling (Section 7) 

Non-Conservative Thermal-Hydraulic Model Results 
(Section 8) 

Evaluation of the Effects of Divider Plate Weld Repairs in 
Unit 3 Replacement Ste?lrn Generators (Section 12) 

Evaluation of Departure of Method of Evaluation for 
1 O CFR SQ.59 Processes (Section 13) 
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Discussed 

None 

LIST OF DOCUMENTS REVIEWED 

AUDITS/SELF-ASSESSMENTS/QUALITY CONTROL DRAWINGS 

SONGS DOCUMENTS 

I Number Title l Revision/Date ·-
June 16, 2006 MHl-1-06 Southern Cc;ilifornia Audit of Mitsubishi Heavy Industries I 

MHl-1-"09 Southern California Audit of Mitsubishi Heavy Industries I April 27, 2009 

MHl-2-04 Southern California Audit of Mitsubishi Heavy lndL1stries I Decemb~r 14, 
2004 

SCES-007-10 Procurement and Material Control Program .Audit I September 14, 
2010 

MHl-01-04 I Evaluation and Review of Contractor, Consultant, Utility or September 24,_ 
j Licensee Audit Report 2004 
l 

Status of Southern California Edison (SCE) Corrective March 23, 2007 
Action Request (CAR) Nos. S-1918 and S-1932 Closure 

Southern california Edison (SCE) Corrective Action Request I 1 
(CAR) No. S-1991, Supplier Stop Work Order (SSWO) No. 
SSW0-001-08 1 

I 
l RSG-SCE/MHl-06-2233 - Southern California Edison (SCE) I May 3, 2006 

. l 

I Corrective Action Request (CAR) No. S-1882 Closur~ ' l 
l 

I 
RSG-SCE/MHl-06-1916 .. Southern California Edison (SCE) February 22, 
Corrective Action Request, (CAR) No. S-1906 Closure 2006 

Southern California Edison (SCE) Audit No. MHl-1-06 and January 31, 2008 
Corrective Action Request (CAR) Nos. S-1915, S-1916, S-
1917, and S-1918 

I AR# Qualification Letter I September 24, 
l I 040901345 i 2004· 

I AR#05030145 Qualification Letter March 23, 2005 
18 
l 
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l Number Title Revision/Date 
; 

AR#06050013 I Qualification Letter May 10, 2006 
4 

i 6C294014 I Edison Material Supply Procurement Order for Mitsubishi September 28, 
l Heavy Industries 2004 
; 
i 
' 
i S023-617-01 Specifications for design and fabrication of RSG for Unit 2 4 
I and Unit 3 j 

' i 
I S023-617-02 Specifications for Baseline Pre-Service Examination on 1 

Tubing for RSG 
' I 
! S023-617-03 I Replacement Steam Generator Installation Unit 2 and 3 4 l ' i 

S023-617-04 I Specifications for the Transportation of Replacement Steam I 1 
Generators . I 

TL C001783 San Onof~e Topical Report Quality Assurance Manual l 64 I 
I 

~001782 San Onofre 2&3 FSAR Updated Quality Assurance Program 15 
Topical Report SCE-1 

SONGS Unit 2 & 3 Replacement Steam Generator QA/QC I 0 
Manufacturing Oversight Plan Japan Steel Works 

I 
SONGS Unit 2 & 3 Replacement Steam Generator. QA/QC I 1 

' 
Oversight Plan 

I 
SONGS Unit 2 & 3 Replacement Steam Generator Receipt 0 
Inspection Plan 

SGR-A10183 Replacem,ent Steam Generator Resident Oversight Plan I 
1 I 

I 
I 

SGR-A10159 San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station Unit 2 & 3 Steam 1 
Generator Replacement Project Plan 

MHl-1SV-05 1 Source Verification Report of MHl/Japan Steel Work March 15, 2005 I . 
MHl-1SV-06 Source Verification Report of MHl/Japan Steel Work I February 7. 2006 I 

i 

MHl-1SV-07 Source Verification Report of MHI I March 20, 2007 
' 

I MHl-1SV-08 I Source Verification Report of MHl/Japan Steel Work August 29, 2008 
f i 
I MHl-2SV-05 ! Source Verification Report of MHI April 1, 2005 
l ' 

MHl-2SV-06 I Source Verification Report of MHl/Japan Steel Work March 24, 2006 
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Number Title Revision/Date l 
MHI-2SV-07 Source Verification Report of MHI November 2, ' 

I 2007 

MHl-3SV-05 \ Source Verification Report of MHl/Japan Steel Work May 3, 2005 
I 

MHl•3SV-06 Source Verification Report of MHI May 3, 2006 I 
I 

MHl-4SV-05 Source Verification Report of MHl/Japan Steel Wor~ May4, 2005 

MHl-4SV-06 Source Verification Report of MHl/Japan Steel Work 
I 

May 23, 2006 

MHt-ssv:.os Source Verification Report of MHl/Japan Steel Work 
I 

June 10, 2005 

MHl-5SV-06 Source Verification Report of MHI September 26; 

I 
2006 

MHl-6SV-Q5 Source Verification Report of MHI July 1, 2005 I 
I 

MHl-6SV-06 Source Verification Report of MHI January 24, 2007 I 
I 

I 
MHl-7SV-05 , Source Verification Report of MHl/Japan Steel Work August12,2005 j 

I 
I 

MHl-7SV·06 I Source Verification Report of MHI January 16, 2007 

MHl-8SV-05 Source Verification Report ofMHI " March 26, 2007 

MHl-9SV-05 Source Verification Report of MHiiJapan Steel Work October 1.3, 2005 

MHl-10SV-05 I Source Evaluation RepO'rt·of MHI Februa,.Y 8, 2006 

MHl-11-SV-05 Source Verification Report of MHl/Japan Steel Work December 21, 
2005. 
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CALCULATIONS 

Number Revision 

S023-617-1-I . Desjgn Report of the Channel Head Region 6 
I C275 

I I 
I S023-617-1- 1 Design for RCS Flow Rate 1 
I C514 

8023-617-1- Retainer Bar Tube Wear Report 0 
M1562 

; 

DESIGN BASIS DOCUMENTS 

j Number Title Revision 
i 
j Specifica.tion for Design and Fabrication of RSGs for Unit 2 
I and Unit 3 

4 I so23-617-01 
I 

' ' 
S023-617-1- As-Built Reconciliation Report for Unit 3 2 I 

I M1492 

I LS-04GA428 Design of Anti-Vibration Bar 5 
I 
I 

i 

1 DBD-8023- I Design Basis for Steam 'Generator and Secondary Side 
I 365 I 
L___·~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

10 

DESIGN CHANGE NOTIFICATIONS/SUPPLIER DEVIATION REQUESTS 

I Number j Title I Revision 

· NECP I Engineering Change Package "Replacement Steam 0 
I aooo11103 

l 

I 
1 

Generators" 

I SDR-007 j Circulation Ratio for, RSG 0 
143366-05007 

SD,R-037 Tube-to-Tube Clearance in 2.A RSG I 0 I 

43366-06037 I 
SDR-047 Tool Markin 3A Tubesheet I 0 
43366-07047 

I 

SDR-050 Tool Mark in 38 Tubesheet 0 
43366-07050 

SDR-051 Unit 2A Lower Shell Assembly 0 

I 43366-07051 I 
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i Number Title Revision 

SDR-053 Unit 2B Lower Shell Assembly 0 
43366-07053 

i 
.-..q ••••• -. ... --····· .... -~-····--··--·-· 

SDR-059 Unit 38 Lower Shell Assembly 0 
43366-08059 

SDR-064 Axial Length of AVB 0 
43366-08064 I 
srnt-079 Statistical Size of Tube.;.to-AVB Gap 

I 

0 
43366-08079 

SDR-082 Divider Plate Repair of Unit 3 RSGs I 0 
43366-09082 i 
SDR•086 Specifications for Unit 3 RSG Tube Material 0 
10041870-
09086 

SDR-098 Overall Height of 3A RS.G 0 
1 0041'870- ! 

10098 

SDR-099 Perpendicularity and Parallelism of 3A RSG Key Bracket 0 
10041870-
10099 

SDR-100 Parallelism of 38 RSG Key Bracket 0 
10041870~ 
10100 

DRAWINGS 

i 

Number Title Revision 

$023-617-1- Design Drawing - Component and Outline Drawing 1 / 3 
5 0103 

, 

8023-617-1- I Design Drawin·g -'-Component and Outline Drawing 1 / 3 
2 D104 

I 8023-617-1-
I D1o6 

Design Drawing Tubesheet and Extension Ring 1 of 3 
12 

8023-617-1- I Design Drawing Tubesheet and Extension Ring 2 of 3 5. 
D107 

i 

8023.-617-.1- Design Drawing Tubesheet and Extension Ring 3 of 3 
8 0108 

' 
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~------r-----~----··-··-··~,,,,,,,,,., ___ _ 

I Number 

I S023-617-1-
D109 

8023-617-1-
0110 

: S023·617-1-
' I D111 
i 

I 

S023-617-1-
D112 

! $023-617-1-
l D113 

8023-6.17-1-
D113 

8023-617-1-
0114 

8023-,617-1-
0115 

8023-617-1-
0116 

8023-617-1-
D117 

8023-617-1-
D.118 

8023-617-1-
D159' 

5023-617-1-
0160 

l S023-617-1-
; 0161 

8023-617-1-
D162 

i 8023-617-1-
D210 

8023-617-1-
D211 

Title 

I
. Design Drawing Lower Shell, Middle Shell, Transition Cone 

and Upper Shell Stub 1 of 4 

I Design Drawing Lower Shell, Middle Shell, Transition Cone 
I and Upper Shell Stub 2 of 4 
! 

1

1 Design Drawing Lower Shell, Middle Shell, Transition Cone 
. and Upper Shell Stub 3 of 4· · 

I Design Drawing Lower Shell, Middle Shell, Transition Cone 

1 and Upper Shell Stub 4 of 4 ,. 

I Design Drawing Channe;-He~~ 1 of 4 
i 
I 

Design Dri;iwing Channel HeaQ 1 of 4 

I 
· i Design Drawing Channel Head 2 of 4 

I 
J Design Drawing Channel H~~d._3 of 4 
I 
I _,, 
i i Design Drawing Tube s·undle 1 of 3 
j 
! 
l 
! Design Drawing Tube Bundle 2 of 3 

I 
Design Drawing Tube Bundle 3 of 3 

--··--·-·-·-··~··· 

Design Drawing Upper Shell, Upper Head Ring and Upper 
Head Top 1 of 4 

Design Drawing Upper Shell, Upper Head Ring and Upper 
Head Top 2 of 4 

Design Drawirig Upper Shell, Upper Head Ring and Upper 
Head Top 3 of 4 

Design Drawing Upper Shell, Upper Head Ring and Upper 
Head Top 4 of 4 

Design Drawing of Moisture Separator Assembly 1 of6 

Design Drawing of Moisture Separator Assembly 2 of 6 

A1 -8.,. 

Revision 

5 

7 

4 

4 

9 

15 

13 

I 

5· 

1 

1 

3 i 
I 
! 

I 
7 ' ' i 

2 

4 

2 I 
I 
I 
I 

I 10 

i 

I I 10 
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·-~U-ij-··~--.. uu•om•-~••¥•-·-··-----•••••••• 

Number 
I 

Title Revision 
l 

Design Drawing of Moisture Separator Assembly 3 of 6 $023-617-1- 5 
0212 

S0.23.:617-1- Design Drawing Channel Head 4of4 4 
0274 

S023-617-1- I Design Drawing Tube Support Plate Assembly 1 of 3 3 
D294 

I 

$023-617-1- I Design Drawing Tube Support Plate Assembly 2 of 3 
4 

029!;5 I . 
8023-617-1- Design Drawing Tube Support Plate Assembly 3 of 3 

5 
I 0296 

-·----·-··-·· 
$023-617-1- Design Drawing - Critical Field Interface Dimension$ and 7 

I 0383 ! Major Tolerances 1 I 3 
i ' 

S023-617-1- Design Drawing Wrapper Assembly 1 of 5 
5 ! . I 0391 

8023.:617-1- Design Drawing Wrapper Assembly 2 of5 
0 

D392 

S023-617-1- d13sign Drawing Wrapper Assembly 3 of 5 2 
I D393 

I so23-s11-1- Design Drawing Wrapper Assembly 4 of 5 
2 I 

D394 

$023-617-1- · 1 Design Drawing Wrapper Assembly 5 of 5 3 
D395 

8023-617-1- Design Drawing .... Divider Plate1 t2 

I 
10 

I D494 

5023-617-1- Design Drawing- Divider Plate 2 / 2 
6 0495 

S023-617-1- Design Drawing Anti-Vibration Bar Assembly 1 of 9 4 I 
; 

D567 I 
I 

$02~-617-1- Design Drawing Anti-Vibration Bar Assembly 2 of 9 I 
2 

I 

D508 I 
8023-617-1- Design Drawing Anti-Vibration Bar Assembly 3 of 9 0 
D509 

.1 

5023-617-1- I Design Drawing Anti-Vibration Bar Assembly 4 of 9 0 D539 
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I Number 

I so23-a11-1-
I 0540 

rs-023-617-1-
10541 

I so23-e1?-1-
t D542 

·1 
i 8023-617-1-
1 D543 

I 8023-617-1-
~ 

D544 

j S023;.617-1"'" 
i D680 

8023-617-1-
01099 

8023-617-1-
D1100 

8023-617-1 ·-
'D1488 

L5-04FW111 

l L5-04FW112 
' ' I LS-04FW113 

I L5-04FW114 
! I L5-04FW115 

I Title 

I Design Drawing Anti-Vibration Bar Assembly 5 of 9 

I 
1 Design Drawing Anti-Vibration Bar-~ssembly 6 of 9 

I 
I 

I Design Drawing Anti-Vibration Bar Assembly 7 of 9 
l 
l 

I Design Drawing Anti-Vibration Bar Assembly 8 of 9 

I 
Design Drawing Anti-Vibration Bar Assembly 9 of 9 

Design Drawing - Tubing Expansion and Seal'Welding 

··--~·-----·~--------··--·-----------· 

Fabrication Drawing - General Shipping Arrangement [SON 
2E8,9; SON 2E882E0-88] 

Fabrication Drawing - General Shipping Arrangement [SON 
3E89; SON 3E88] . 

~ 

Fabrication Drawing -- Temporary Attachment For Channel 
Head and Tubesheet Welding (Unit 3} 

Detail ofAVB 1of5 (Center Narrow AVB) 

I Detail of AVB 2 of 5 (Center Wide AVB) 
.. "'"""'rn"m•.--•.m• .. •••••-·••• 

Detail of AVB 3 of 5 (Side Narrow AVB) 
-··· 

Detail of AVB 4 of5 (Side Wide AVB for Hat Side) 
------···-

Detail of AVB 5 of 5 (Side Wide AVB for Cold.Side) 

ENGINEERING REPORTS {ER) 

i 
i Number Title 

5023-617-1- Divider Plate Weld Joint Separation Root Cause Evaluation 
M1401 Report 

8023-617-1- Evaluation of Tube Vibration 
C157 

5023-617-1- Analytical Report of AVB Assembly 
0749 

A1 - 10 -

Revision 

2 

2 

8 

3 

1 

3 I 
! 

2 ' 
! 
' i 
I 
' ' 2 l 
' ! 

0 I 
! 

6 I 
2 

I 2. j 

2 

2 I 

Revision 

I 4 

3 

4 
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8023-617-1- Summary Design Report j 

M1265 

; 8023-617-1-
I M1231 

Performance Analysis Report 

8023-617-1- Analytical Report of Separator and Dryer Assemblies 
C682 

-----.....--

8023-617- Design Report of Tube 
01R3 

MHI DOCUMENTS 

Number 

UHQ-08N013 

UHQ-11N010 

UHQ-05N015 

I UHQ-08N014 

1 
UH0-11 so95 

I 
UHQ-05N019 

i BUH94-06 
! 
l BUH94-06 
j 

BUH94-06 

5ZDD94-06 

i UHW-68-
j 06A002 
I 

1

1 UHNR-SQN;. 
I RSG~06N005 I . 

Title 

I MHI Survey Report of Sumitomo Metal Industries, Limited. 
· Steel Tube Works 

I 

I 
I MHI Survey Report of Sumitomo Metal Industries, Limited. 
1 Steel Tube Works 

MHI Survey Report of Sumitomo Metal Industries, Limited. 

1 Pipe & Tube Works 
I 
I MHI Survey Report of Sumitomo Metal Industries, Limited. 
' Steel Tube Works 

MHI Survey Report of Sumitomo Metal Industries, Limited, 
Steel Tube Works 

j MHt Survey Report of Sumitoin.o Metal Industries. Limited. 
l Steel Tube Works 

I Quality Assurance Survey/Audit Procedure of Vendors 
I 
! Vendor Evaluation Procedure 
I 
I Vendor Evaluation Proced~re 

I Vendor Evalu~tion Procedure 
; 

'I MHI .Evaluation on Corr~ctiv~· ~ction Establjshed by 
I Sumitomo Metal Industries L1m1ted 

·--

i Nonconformance Report for Alloy 690 SG Tubing for SONGS 
I unit 2 
j 

A1 ., 11 -

8 

3 

7 

5 

Revision/Date 

0 

0 

1 

0 I 

I 
I 

f 0 

0 

6 

9 

13 

1 

0 
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l 
i Number 
!.-==::::::::: __ -l-------···----···-·---·· Titl:::e __________ +--..:R=ev=l=si=o=n/=D=a=te=-l 

UHQ-08N013 

I UHQ-07N004 
l 
1 I 

MHI Survey Report of Sumitomo Metal Industries, Limited, O 
Steel Tube Works 

MHI Audit Report of Sumitomo Metal lndustries, Limited. 
Steel Tube Woks 

1 

0. l UHCP-70N004 1-c-orrective Action Plan Followup Report 

! l ·~-----------~---------i I UEs-201 ooooa J oualifie<rvendor List 18 

53 j L5-04GB004 i Submittal Document Control List 

I i ·----"·------------------+------_.., I UGNR-SON2- I Nonconformance Report Channel head for Unit 2A 
1 

RSG-020 I 
i >--------'···········-···········-··········· 

UGNR-SON2- i Nonconformance Report Unacceptable local diameter change 
RSG-038 i of tube holes 

I 
iuGNR-SoNrfN"onconformance .. Report Unacceptable length of 1 o tube hole 
l RSG-052 i pitch of tube support plate #3 
I 

UGNR-SON2-
RSG-062 

Nonconformance Report Incorrect end caps of AVB 
2ASN154C and AVB 2ASN164C 

Februa·ry 2, 
2006 

June2, 2006 

September 11, 
2006 

December 1, I 
2ooa I 

1-----.,...--f---······----~-----------------1--------t 

UGNR-SON2- Nonconformance Report Unacceptable gaps between tubes March 24, 2007 I 
RSG-075 and AVBs 1 

I 
!----~~-~+-~~~~-~---~~-~----~-----;---~~~ 

UGNR-SON2-
RSG-091 

! UGNR-SON2-
! 
i RSG-096 
i 
I UGNR~SON3-
1 

! RSG-009 

Nonconformance Report Incorrect machining for steam flow September 4, 
limiting device 2007 

Nonconformance Report Unacceptable dimensions for steam October 23, 
flow limiting device of Unit 2A 2007 

Nonconformance Report Unacceptable local diameter change l 
of tube holes l 

I 
j UGNR-SON3-

RSG-024 
Non conformance Report Some gaps between tubes· and 
AVBs are larger than the criterion 

UGNR-SON3-
RSG-049 I . 

I UGNR-SON3-
I RSG-055 
I 
! UGNR-SON
j RSG-06N002 
I 

Nonconformance Report Out of tolerance on hand holes 
inside diameter 

Nqhconformance Report Divider plate metal repair butter/weld 
crack after post bake 

Nonconformance Report Feedwater nozzle for unit 2 ID: 
21721-101 
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I~ N=u~m::::::=be~r~:-:-'"::"-l---,-----------=Titl=e:__~---------1-~R=e=v=is=io=n=/D=a=te::::.__i 
UHQ-08N013 MHI Survey Report of Sumitomo Metal Industries, Limited. 0 

Steel Tube Works 
,___ _____ ,__ ________ ._ ........ -··-········-········----------+----------i 

UGS-LS-
050043 

UGS-L5-
050045 

891 U-N0001 I 

UES-69-
040038 

UHH-G06A97 

Anti-Vibration Bar Inspection Procedure (Individual Bar) 

Inspection Procedure for Tube and Anti-Vibration Bar 
Inspection 

. -···,.·-"·········-·-· 

Mitsubishi Heavy Industries Ltd Kobe Shipyard & Machinery 
Works Quality Assurance Manual (Nuclear) 

Mitsubishi Heavy Industries Ltd Kobe Shipyard & Machinery 
Works Quality Assurance Program Manual-(Project Addenda) 

Stop Work Order for FMA (Final Mill Annealing) on 
Manufacturing of Heat Transfer Tubing for SONGS RSG 

MISCELLANEOUS DOCUMENTS 

··--·-···-------.. ----
Number Title 

------·-·,--···-····--····-···~· 

AR ·Action Request: Qualification Letter 
060500134 

AR 040901345 Action Request: Qualification Letter 
I 

I AR 050301458 Action Request: Qualification Letter 
I 

I 
Setpomt Transmittal Urnt 2 and 3 Gas Monitors 

SONGS Unit 3 Chemistry/Operations Logs - SG Event 
Time line 

! Radiation Monitor 3RT-7870 Setpoints 
' ; 

Radiation Monitor 3RT-7818A Setpoints 

I 2G•030-3 I Condenser Air Ejector Co~tinuous Gas Post-Release Report 
I 

I 

S023-617-01 I Specification for Design and Fabrication of RSGs for Unit 2 
I and Unit 3 
I 

8023-617-02 Specification for Baseline Pre-Service Examination (PSE) on 
Tubing for Replacement Steam Generators 

1 

I 10 

I 
' 

I 39 i 
' I 

I I 
I 15 
I 
I 

0 

i I Revision/Date 
i I 

I-

! 

I 
i 
I I December 6, I 

2010 I 

I I 
January 31, i 

1 

2012 I 
May31, 2011 

May 31, 2011 

January 31, 
2012 

4 

1 
I 
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I Number Title · Revision/Date l 
I;\-; ---~--:.-~-~~~ted-F-in_a_l_S_a_fe-ty-A···-n-.a-,y-s-is_R_. e-p-o~rt~f-o_r S~a-n~o-· ._no_f_re_u_ni-ts_2_-+--_A_p.ril 2009. ·r [ ....... 
I 
l Sd23-617-1- Design Review Item List · 

9 
...... 

1 
...... l Fornti 

1~9 i 

DA2002-92 

V03-008 

99901030/200 
8-201 

99901384/200 
9-201 

SMl-AQA-9041 

NRC 
lnspectipn 
Report 
99901030/200 
8-201 

Dominion Audit of Mitsubishi Heavy Industries 

Omaha Public Power District Audit of Mitsubishi Heavy 
Industries 

Mitsubishi Heavy lndustrie5 (MHI), Kobe, Japan, inspection of 
selected portions of MHl's Qu~lity Assurance {QA) program, 
and 1 O CFR Part 21 program 

Sumitomo Metal Industries, Limited, Higashi-Mukojima 
Amagasaki, Japan, inspection of selected portions of 
Sumitomo's quality assurance (QA) program and 10 CFR Part 

1 
21 program I 

--····-·-· 

Reply to Notice ?f Nonconformance{99901 384/2009-201-01) 
! 

' 

Inspection of Selected Portions of MHl's Quality Assurance 
and 1 o CFR Part 21' Programs 

i 

June 9, 2002 

July 18, 2003 

July 18, 2008 

November 1·3. · 1 

2009 I 
I 
l 

0 

July 1 s, 2ooa 

MODIFICATIONS 

Number 

Engineering 
Change 
Package 
NECP 
8000717d2 

Engineering 
Change · 
Package 

'NECP. 
800071703 

I 
i 50.5$ Screening anci Evaluation for R~placement Steam I Generators - Uriit 2 

I 
I 50.59 Screening and ·Evaluation for Replacement Steam 
l Generators- Unit 3 · 

i 

I 

I 

I 
I 
l 

I 

July ~1. 200~ 

I July 31. 2009 

I 
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NUCLEAR NOTIFICATIONS 

1201907899 
~------~------'-----·-··--·······-·······-······-···-·· -'---------'----------' 

PROCEDURES 

I Number ! 
·-·····-··-· 

Title Revision 

I 80123-0DCM Offsite Dose Calculation Manual a 
··~·····-·-·····--···-··---.. ·--

80123-0-47 Notification and Reporting of Significant Events 18 

-~---

80123-111-5.9 Manual Effluent Gaseous Release Pe~mits, Setpoint 8 
Calculations, and Monitor Calibration Constant Evaluations ! 

I 
·--·-·-·-·····-··---

' 80123-Vlll-1 EPIP: Recognition and Classification of Emergencies 36 i 
' ; 

-J 
SD'-8023-310 System Description - Turbine Building Sampling System 9 l 

l 
' 

SD-8023-690 System Description - Steam Generator E088/089 18 
l 
l -····-·-· 

SD-8023-690 I system Description - Steam Generator Radiation Monitors 18 
I RE-6753 & RE-6759 
I 
I 

I SD-5023-690 I System Desc.rfption - Condenser Air Ejector Wide Range 18 i I Radiation Monitors RE-7870AJB & Low Range Radiation i 
I I Monitors RE-7818 

I I 
SB-SO-FB-006 I Divider Plate Weld Joint Repair Procedure 10 I 

I 

I . j 
j 

SB-SO-HT- Post Weld Heat Treatment Procedure 22 
1001 , 

S0123-XXXll- Supplier Deviation Requests (SDRs) 
5 2.27 

8023-617-1- I Design Drawing - Component and Outline Drawing 2/3 ! 2 D104 
I . 

8023-617-1- I General Shipment Arrangement SON-2A 4 D1099 

I Hydrostatic Test Proced~re I 

I S023·617-1-
3 I M1246 

I I 

8023-617-1- Post Weld Heat Treatment Procedure 
21 

_J M139 
I 
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S023-617-1-
M1395 

i S023-617-1-
I M1398 

S023-617-1-
M1461 

S023-617-1-
M616 

S023-617-1-
M733 

$023-617-1-
M735 

S023-617-1-
M819 

8023-617-1-
M820 

3023-617-1-
I M821 

80123-XV-50 

80123-Xll-
18.19 

S0123-Xll-
11.12 
I 
l 

Divider Plate WeldJoint Procedure 

I Divider Plate Weld Joint Repair Plan 

! 
Additional Post Weld Heat Treatment Procedure for Divider 
Plate Weld Joint Repair 

' 
j Tubesheet Drilling Procedure 

I 
Helium Leak Test Procedure of the Tube to TubesheefWelds 
(High Pressure) 

Helium Leak Test Procedure of the Tube to Tubesheet Welds 
(Low Pressure) 

' AVB Structure Assembly Procedure 

Tubing andAVB Installation Procedure 

) 

Anti-Vibration Bar Inspection Procedure (After Assembly) 

Corrective Action Program 

Nuclear Oversight Procedure Supplier Audits 

Nuclear Oversight Procedure Source Verification 

VENDOR DOCUMENTS 

Number Title, 

i 51-9176667- I Engineering Information Record, "SONGS 2C17& 3C17 
l 001 i Steam Generator Degradation Assessmenr 
l I 

I 
l I 

I UGNR-SON2- DI for Tube Support Plate Material 
i RSG-012 
I 

UGNR-SON2- I Discrepancy for tube thickness of TSP between Drawing and 
RSG-014 I Purchase Specification 

i 
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12 
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l 
i 

I 9 

I 
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I I 
I 
I 

3 

8 

6 

5 

25 
l 

10 

I 
5 

I I I 

Revision/Date 

1 

1 

0 
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Number Title Revision/Date 

UGNR-SON2- Unacceptable Indications by MT for wrapper support of Unit 2 

I 
1 

RSG-015 #A 
I I 

UGNR-SON2- Unacceptable Indications by MT for Anti rotation support of 0 
RSG-021 Unit 2 #A 

UGNR-SON2- Unacceptable MT indication for Anti-Rotation Supports I 0 
RSG-027 

I I 
\ I 

UGNR-SON2- Unacceptable lerigth of 10 tube hole pitch oftube support 1 I 
RSG-054 Plate#6 

UGNR-SON2- I Insufficient clearance between the tubes in Row No. 28 and 3 
RSG-058 · 30 in Column No. 22 

U.GNR-SON2- Insufficient clearance between the tubes in Row No 92 and 94 0 i 

I 
RSG-059 in Column No. 34 

UGNR-SON2- Unacceptable G.aps between Tubes and AVBs 7 
RSG-067 

UGNR-SON2- l Unacceptable gaps between Tubes arid AVBs I 1 
RSG-075 I ! 

L 

UGNR-SON2- I Incorrect Machining for Steam Flow Limiting Device 0 I 

RSG-091 l 
I 
' 

UGNR-SON2- Damaged Locking Plates of Vane Jacking Device 9 
RSG-103 

UGNR-SON2- As built dimension of #2A RSG 1 
RSG-109 

UGNR-SON2- As built dimension of #28 RSG 0 
RSG-112 

UGNR-SON3- Tubesheet 0 
RSG-001 I 

t 
UGNR-SON3- 1 Unacceptable local diameter change of Tube holes 2 
RSG-018 

UGNR·SON3- j S~m~ Gaps between Tubes and Ayss are larg~r than the 1 
RSG-024 crrtenon 

I 
UGNR-SON3- Some gaps between tubes and AVBs are larger than the 0 
RSG-030 criterion 
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Number Title I Revision/Date 
I 

I 
UGNR-$0N3-. Divider Plate Weld Crack 16 
RSG-051 

UGNR.:SON3- Divider Plate Weld Crack 19 
RSG-052 

UGNR-SON3- Extension ofTubesheet PWHT Duration 1 
RSG-057 . 
UGNR-SON3- Out of Tolerance dimensions .on Primary Inlet/Outlet Nozzles 1 
RSG-059 and Support Skirt 

UGNR-SON3- Out of tolerance dimensions ·on Primary Inlet/Outlet Nozzles 1 
RSG-062 and Support Skirt (#B RSG) 

UGNR-SON3- UT indicati.ons in the Alloy 600/690 butter of Divider Plate 0 
RSG-067 Weld Groove 

UGNR-SON3- As built dimensions of #3A RSG (Overall Heigtit) 0 
RSG-074 

... -

UGNR-SON3- As built dimension or #3A RSG 1 
RSG-075 ~ 

UGNR-SON3- As built dimension of #38 RSG 0 
RSG-076 

UHNR-SON3- I Divider Plates for Unit 3 0 
RSG-07N001 

I 
Heat ! Heat Treatment Chart for $G3 I April 4,. 2012 
Treatment l 

I 
Record 
40010SG-B-
900D-R1-68 

I 
$026-617-1~ i Purchase Specification for Heat Transfer Tubing 4 
M149 

Fabrication Rework qf AVB Insertion for SONGS Unit 2 Replacement 1 
Process Sheet Steam .Generator #A - Lower Portion · 
3901-SG-A~ 

·400E (Or<;ler 
2563901/G101) 
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Number Revision/Date 

Fabrication Helium Leak Test for SONGS Unit 2 Replacement Steam Q 
Process Sheet Generator #A - Lower Portion 
3901-SG-A-

I 400D (Order· .. 
2563901 /2300) I 
TSN-5050 Control Document Status list For Alloy 690 SG Tubing 2 

TSN..-5051 Program of Preproduction Qualification (PPQ) For Alloy 690 3 
SG Tubing 

I TSN-5053 
1. 

M$1ting Procedure for Alloy 690 SG Tubing· I 0 

TSN•5054 Identification and Traceability Proced.ure for Alloy 690 SG 

I 
2 

Tubing 
i 

TSN,.5055 Prohibited and Detrimental Material Control Procedure for 0 
Alloy 690 SG Tubing 

TSN-5072 Sampling Test Specimen Procedure for Alloy 690 SG Tubing 2 
: 

TSN-5073 Chemical Analysis Pr:ocedurefor Alloy 690 SG Tubing l 

TSN-.5074 Inclusion Test Prc>cedure fqr Alloy 690 SG Tubing June4, 2005 

l 005F-No.4316 f'.PO Test Results of:Alloy 690 SG"Tubing for San Onofre I 2. 
l Nuclear Generati.hg $tatjon Unit 2&3. ; 

r \ 

I 4009~3ir01 Moody International Ltd ln~pection Report of Sumitomo Metal September 28, 
Industries :2()()5 
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SEQUENCE OF EVENTS 

San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station, Unit 2 and 3 Steam Generators 

Date 

November 2001 

May 7, 2002 

July 2002 

November 7, 2003 

December 12, 2003 

December 21, 2003 

February 17, 2004 

February 27, 2004 

February 27, 2004 

July 28, 200~ 

August 2, 2004 

September 13, 2004 

September 16, 2004 

September 30, 2004 

September 30, 2004 

November 2004 

March 2, 2005 

March 17, 2005 

March2005 

March 23, 2005 

Event Description 

Licensee forms a team to study the viability of replacing the 
steam generators 

Vendor benchmarking commences 

· Bechtel replacement study complete 

Replacement steam generator specification complete 

Replacement steam generator specification sent to procurement 
office 

Replacement steam generator request for proposal issued 

Bechtel installation study report completed 

Steam generator replacement request filed with California Public 
Utility Commission 

Repla~ment steam generator bids received by SCE 

Replacement steam generator vendor selected 

Replacement steam-generator bid evaluation review board start 

Replacement steam generator bid evaluation completed 

SCE Board· of Directors approval for Mitsubishi· to design and 
mahufacture steam generators 

Replacement steam generator contract signed 

Fabrication of Unit 2 and Unit 3 steam generators commences at 
Mitsubishi 

SCE performs first full quality assurance audit ?f Mitsubishi 

Replacement steam generator installatiqn specification sent to 
proclirement office 

Mitsubishi/SCE anti-vibration bar design discussion 

SCE performs follow-.up surveillance audit of Mitsubishi 

SCE places conditional qualification on Mitsubishi 
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September 21, 2005 

October 2005 

December 15, 2005 

December 15, 2005 

February 2006 

March 10, 2006 

April 22, 2006 

May 1, 2006 

May 10, 2006 

September 27, 2006 

September 27, 2006 

September 28, 2006 

September 29, 2006 

October 3, 2006 

October 3, 2006 

November 10, 2006 

March 12, 2007 

May 8, 2007 

July 17, 2007 

September 13, 2006 

Final environmental impact report released to public 

SCE performs follow~up quality assurance audit of Mitsubishi 

California Public Utility Commission approval received 

Installation contract signed with Bechtel 

SCE performs follow-up quality assurance audit of Mitsubishi 

Edison International Company Board of Directors approval of 
steam generator replacement project 

SONGS Unit 2 refueling ou'tage completed 

Replacement steam generator transportation specification issued 

SCE removes conditional qualification from Mitsubishi 

Sumitomo Metal Industries issues a non-conformance report on 
som~ tubing for non-conformance to specifications assoCiated 
with the final mill annealing process 

Mitsubishi issues stop work order to Sumitomo 

Mitsubishi issues corrective action request to Sumitomo based on 
the final mill annealing non-conformance report · 

Mitsubishi visits Sumito~o to conduct root cause investigation 

Mitsubishi visits Sumitomo to confirm the adequacy of the 
corrective acti.ons taken to address the root cause findings from 
the September 29, 2006 meeting 

Mitsubishi releases stop wot~ order after confirming adequacy of 
Sumitomo's corrective- actions 

Non-conformance report associated With final mill annealing 
process is closed 

Correctiv~ action request associ_ated with the final mill annealing 
non~conformance report closed 

·Mitsubishi p·ertorms followup audit at Sumitomo and issues 
·corrective action request for tWo findings in the audit 

Sumitomo submits corrective actions taken for the findings of the 
May 8; 2007 audit; Mitsubishi closes .corrective-action request. 

Mitsubishi/SCE technical meeting regarding anti-vibration bars 
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April 2008 

April - June 2008 

July4, 2008 

July 1 s, 2ooa 

July 18, 2008 

·September and 
October 2008 

December 16, 2008 

February 14, 2009 

Early March 2009 

Middle March 2009 

March 18, 2009 

March - July 2009 

March - June 2009 

June2009 

July 2009 

September 2009 -
April 2010 

March.29, 2010 

April 5, 2010 

April 2010 

April 18, 2010 

Fabrication of Unit 2 steam generators complete 

Mitsubishi performs primary and secondary side hydrostatic 
pressure tests of Unit 2 steam generators 

AREVA performs baseline pre-service eddy current examinations 
on steam generator 2E0-89 at Mitsubishi facilities in Kobe, Japan 

AREVA performs baseline pre-service eddy current examinations 
on steam generator 2E0-88 at Mitsubishi facilities in Kobe, Japan 

NRC Inspection Report 99901030/2008-201 was issued. An 
inspection was completed at the Mitsubishi facility in Kobe, 
Japan. No violation or non-conformances were identified.,. 

Final inspection for Unit 2 steam generators is completed.,. 
Primary and secondary sides filled with nitrogen; 

Unit 2 steam generators shipped from Kobe, Japan 

Unit 2 steam generators arrive at SONGS 

Fabricatipn of Unit 3 steam generators complete 

Primary and secondary hydrostatic pressure tests conducted on 
Unit 3 steam generators 

Unit 3 divider plate weid failure discovered 

Root cause evaluation of the divider plate-to-tubesheet weld 
conducted by Mitsubishi 

Repair procedures develop~d for Unit 3 steam generators 

Repair work on Unit 3 steam generators commences 

AREVA performs final pre-service eddy current examinations on 
Unit 2 steam generators at SONGS 

Unit 2 performs a refueling outage and installs the replacement 
steam generators 

Repair wotk to Unit 3 steam generator 3E0-89 complete 

Repair work to Unit 3 steam generator 3E0-88 complete 

Unit 2 recommences power operations 

Unit 3 steam generator 3E0-89 passes primary side hydrostatic 
pressure retest 
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I 
I 

April 24, 2010 

June 2010 

August 2, 2010 

October 4, 2010 

October 2010 -
February 2011 

February 2011 

January 10, 2012 

January 31, 2012 

February 2, 2012 

February 12, 2012 

March 13, 2012 

March 14, 2012 

March 15, 2012 

March 16, 2012 

March 16-21, 2012 

March 15- 21, 2012 

March 19-29, 2012 

March 2~, 2012 

March 27, 2012 

June 18, 2012 

Unit 3 steam generator 3E0-88 passes primary· side hydrostatic 
pressure retest 

AREVA performs baseline pre-service eddy current examinations 
on Unit 3 steam generators at Mitsubishi facilities in Kobe, Japan 

Unit 3 steam generators shipped 

Unit 3 steam generators arrive at SONGS 

Unit 3 performs a refueling outage and installs the replacement 
steam generators 

Unit 3 recommences power ope~ations 

Unit 2 refueling outage start 

Unit 3 tube lea.k; rapid shutdown commences 

Unit 3 reaches cold shutdown conditions 

Unit 3 eddy current inspections commence on both steam 
generators 

In-situ pressure testing commences on tubes in steam generator 
3E0-88 of Unit 3 

In-situ pressure test failures on tubes located in Row 106 Colurnn 
78, Row 102 Column 78, and Row 104 Column. 78 of steam 
generator 3E0-88 

In-situ pressure test failures on tubes located in Row 100 Column 
80, Row 107 Column 77, Row 101 Column 81, and Row 98 
Column 80 of steam generator 3E0-88 

In-situ pressure test failure on tube located in Row 99 Column 81 
of steam generator 3E0-88 ' 

The 65 remaining tubes in steam generator 3E0-88 pass in-situ 
pressure testing 

. ' 

The 56 identified tubes in steam generator 3E0-89 of U'nit 3 are 
in-situ pressure tested and all tubes passed-

NRC Augmented Inspection Team performs inspections at 
SONGS 

NRC received a letter from SCE outlining their commitmentsJor 
corrective actions prior to restart of both Unit 2 and Unit 3 

NRC issues a Confirmatory Action Letter to SCE 

NRC conducts public Augmented Inspection Team exit meeting 
near SONGS 
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UNITED STATES 

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 
REGION IV 

1600 EAST LAMAR BLVD 
ARLINGTON, TEXAS 76011·4511 

Mr. Peter Dietrich 
Senior Vice President and 

Chief Nuclear Officer 
Southern California Edison Company 
San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station 
P.O. Box 128 
San Clemente, CA 92674-0128 

July 18. 2012 

SUBJECT: SAN ONOFRE NUCLEAR GENERATING STATION - NRC AUGMENTED 
INSPECTION TEAM REPORT 05000361/2012007 and 05000362/2012007 

Dear Mr. Dietrich: 

The U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) completed an inspection at your San Onofre 
Nuclear Generating Station (SONGS). The-enclosed report documents the inspection results .• 
which were discussed with you and other members of your staff during a public exit meeting .on 
June 18, 2012. 

Unit 3 had been of)erating for approximately one year follo>Ning replacement of the steem 
generators •t1hen on January 31, -2012, control room operators recei'led alarms, that indicated 
reactor ooolaAt 'Nas leakiRg..:fffiG..steam generator 3EO 88. -+he leak was unexpected, aRG-tl=!e 
control room operators FeSf*>Aded in accGFdance '.Vith their procedures to-perform a rapid 
shutdo'>vn, since the leak, although small, had increased enough in a short period of time to 
warrant the precautionary shutdowr;. The estimated leak rate 1.vas 75 gallons per day. +he 
facility license allo>:Ns full power operation with a steady leak rate of less than 150 gallons per 
~ 

The first indioation ofthe leak was from the main condenser air ejestor radiation monitors 
reaching their alarm set point. The radiation monitors continuously sample from a vent stack for 
the purpose of rapidly identifying steam generator tube leaks. This was a direct release of 
radioactivity to the atmospheFO. which is allo\ved by the facility license, up to limits in the 
regulations. The licensee rm:ie·Ned the amount of gaseous radioaofr.iity released and estimated 
a dose of approximately O.OOQG452 mrem to a member of the public. The ann~al regulatory 
limit to a ft1ember of the public is 100 mrem per year. During a radiation protection inspection 
the week of February 13, 2012, the team reviewed tl::\c lieenseo dose estimates an<:i €lid not 
identify any issues. 

tffiit--3-oontrol room operators peliormed a controlled shutdo1Nn of Unit 3 on Jam:1ary 31, 2012, 
and reaehed cold shutaew~ooGit~ens--oo February 2, 2012. · The operators then prepared the 
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steam generators for tube inspeoticms,. 'l.'hich were started on February 12, 2012_. The first 
inspection confirmee the location of the. leak in steam generator 3EO 88. One tube 1nas found 
with a small leak and no other tubes 11..ere leaking. 

+t:le licensee completed an extensive and expanded eddy current inspection of 100 percent of 
tt:le steam generator tul:>es in both Unit 3 steam generators. following pre established testing 
requirements, the licensee identified 129 tubes in Unit 3 (56 tubes in steam generator 360 89 
and 73 tubes in steam generator 3EO 88) that required in situ pressure testing. This testing 
began on March 13, 2012, and was performed under ambient conditions. · 

Of the 129 tubes tested, a total of 8 tubes failed in situ pressure testing, which included the 
original tuee that was leaking. All 6f the failed tubes occurred in steam generator 3EO 88. 
Three of the tubes failed at or pelow a test pressure (3200 psi) equivaleAt to a design basis 
main steam line break differential pressure and temperature. The remaining five tubes failed 
near, but below the maximum differential test pressure of 5250 psig. +his test pressure ¥.•as 
equivalent to the minimum burst pressure capacity required by the plant technical specifications. 

In accordance. with Management Directive 8.3, "NRG Incident Investigation Program," 
deterministic and conditional risk criteria were used to evaluate the level of NRG response for 
this operational event. This event met three deterministic criteria (involved a major deficiency in 
design having potential generic safety implications; led to a significant loss of integrity of the 
primary coolant pressure boundary; and, involved an emergency or non emergency event or 
situation, related to the health and safety of the public or on site personnel or protectiaA af tAe 
environment, ·for which a 10 GFR 50.72 report has been submitted that is expected to cause 
significant. heightened public or government soncerri) anc:I the conditional large early release 
probability for the event was estimated to be in the overlap range for a special 
inspection/augmented inspection. Based on deterministic criteria being met and the risk 
assessment of this condition, Region IV, in cons.ultation with the Office of Nuclear Reactor 
Regulation and Office_ of Nuclear Security and Incident Response, concluded that the NRG 
response should be an augmented team inspection. 

The Augmented Inspection Team (AIT) was.established to review the causes. safety 
implications; and your staff's actions following an event that occurred an.January 31. 2012. 
involving a reactor coolant leak identified in a Unit 3 steam generator and a subsequent 
identification that multiple steam generator tubes in Unit 3 had experience substantial and 
unusual wear. eight of which failed pressure testing, The SONGS Unit 3 steam generators were 
new and had been in operation. for less than one operating cycle. At the time of the event, 
SONGS Unit 2 was shutdown in a refueling outage with steam generators that had been in 
service for one operating cycle. 

This augmented inspection was chartered, In part, to identifyreview the circumstances 
surrounding the tube degradation; review the licensee's actions following discovery of the 
conditions; evaluate the licensee's reviewdetermination of potentialthe causes of the unusual 
steam generator tube wear; review the steam generator modeling; and, assess the differences 
between Unit 2 and Unit 3 steam generafors. The charter is publically ~vailable in AOP,MS at 
ML12075A258available in ADAMS at ML 12075A258. It is not the responsibility of an AIT to 
determine compliance with the NRC rules and regulations or to recommend enforcement 
actions. this Will be done through subsequent NRC inspection or review. 
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SaseG.~s~ootion, the-The team concluded that7flt_plant operators responded to the 
evemJanuary 31. 2012. steam generatortube leak in accordance with procedures and ih a 
manner that protected public health a.nd safety~. Plant safety systems were maiRtainea ana 
responded in accordance with the plant desigA;. and (3) tRe-1oss of steam genera~or tube 
integrity vros a serious safety issue that must be resoi~>'ed. The purpose of this insi;ieotion •1,;as 
to gather facts and identify issues requiring full!m\•up, Ei!Ad,worked as ~uch, no findings 
wereexpected during the event. 

The NRG team identified~ ten items requiring additional folloi.•sup review for regulatory 
action. These items are documented as :unresolved: items in the enclosed report. -The NRG 
will conduct ·subsequent inspections or reviews fo determine what. if an'y. regulatory actions 
result from the "unresolved" items. 
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SONGS Unit 3 steam generators had experienced excessive vibration of tubes in the U-bend 
reg ion' of the steam generators to the extent that the tubes rubbed against each other (tube-to
tube interactions) causing excessive wear and loss of structural integrity. Your staff determined 
that the vibration was caused by the steam conditions in the U-bend region of the steam 
aenerators by a phenomenon called ''fluid elastic instabillty." The NRC inspection team 
concluded that the steam generators' design and configuration did not provide the necessary 
margin to prevent this phenomenon. 

Although the steam generator tube degradation from this phenomenon obseived in Unit2 steam 
generators was not as severe. the NRG team concluded that both units' steam generators were 
of similar design with similar thermal hydraulic conditions and configurations. Therefore, 
SONGS Unit 2 steam generators are also susceptible to this phenomenon. 

Accordingly, as documented in NRG Confirmatory Action Letter dated March 27. 2012, 
(ML 12087A323). you are required to submit in writing to NRC for review and acceptance. your 
actions and plans to prevent recurrence of loss of tube integrity before the resumption of power 
operations in both SONGS Units 2 and 3. 

In accordance with 1 O GFR 2.390 of the NRG's "Rules of Practice," a copy of this letter, its 
enclosure, and your response (if any) will be available electronically for public inspection in the 
NRG Public Document Room or from the Publicly Available Records (PARS) component of the 
NRC's document system (ADAMS). ADAMS is accessible from the NRG Web site at 
http:/lwww.nrc.gov/reading-rrn/adams.html (the Public Ele~tronic Reading Room). 

Docket No.: 050003f3g50-361. 50-362 
License No: NPF-10, NPF-15 

Enclosure: 

Sincerely, 

Elmo E. Collins 
Regional Administrator 

Llnspeciion Report 05000361/2012007 and 05000362/2012 0072012007 
wJ. 
Attachment.;..{§t 
1:. Suppl~mental Information 

2. Sequence of Events 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

On Jan1-:Jary 31, 2G.+2,March 19, 2012. an Auamented Inspection Team (AIT) was dispatched to 
San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station (SONGS)to gather facts and understand the 
circLmistances surrounding the January 31. 2012 Unit 3 eonttol room operators ·received an 
alarm that indicated a primary-::to-secondary reactor ootHam-leak from-and failure of eight 
steam generator 360 88. Although the leak rate ·.vas small, it increased enough in a shoFt 
period of time for the licensee to perform a rapid shutdo·nn. The estimated leak rate was 75 
gallons per day. The facility license allows full pe1Ner operatien with a steady state leal\ rate of 
less than 150 gallon$ per day. On Jeebruary 2, 2012, Unit 3 reached cold shutdown conditions. 

On Fe{:)ruary 12, 2012, Southern California Edison (SGe} commenced eddy current inspections 
of 100 pereent of the tubes in both Unit 3 steam generators. Quring these inspections. tt:ie 
licensee discovered unexpected wear in both steam generators, inol1-:Jding wear at retainer bars 
(similar to the 1t1ear found in Unit 2 steam generators) and significant tube to tube vvear in the 
free span areas. The inspections identified 56 tubes in steam generator 3EO 89 and 73 tubes in 
steam generator 3EO 88 that SCE performed.in situ pressure testing oA4o determine-if they met 

. tfle-. maintain structural integrity requirements-.ffias required by plant technical specifications~ 

On February 16, 2012, NRG completed a Management Directive 8.3 Evaluation for the steam 
generator tube leak on SONGS Unit 3. The evaluation resulted in the recommendation of an 
·eventfollow up focused baseline inspection to re'Jiew the liaensee's response to the steam 
generatpr tube leak. The recommendation was based en the tube leak being from a newly 
installed steam generator and the infrequency of the event in the industry. 

From March 13 21, 2012, AREVA aonducted in situ pressure testing of the suspect tubes in 
both steam generators. Ther-e-were a total of eight tube failures during testing, all in steam 
generator 3EO 88. These tubes failed to satisfy the tube integrity performance oriteria. A-t the 
time of the augmented team inspection, no stabilization or ph,:1gging of tubes had been 
performed in Unit 3 because the licensee was still conducting a cause evaluation ofthe failed 
tubes. There ·:1ere tv;o members of the Augmented Inspection Team on site during the week of 
March .:t2 that observed portions· of the in situ-pressure-testing.13. 2012. The primary-to~ 
secondary leak was the result of a single tube in Unit 3 steam generator 3E0·88 failing to 
maintain structural integritv. 

On March 14, 2012, NRG completed a Management Directive 8.3 Evaluation for the steam 
~i:ator tube integrity on SONGS Unit 3. The evaluation resulted in the recornmendation'-9f 
an Augmented Inspection based on the risk associated v1ithlhe tube failures idMtifieci durifl§ 
the in situ testing. 

On MQrch 23, 2012, NRC received a-~er from 8GE outlining their commitments for corrective 
actions prior to restart of Unit 2 and Unit 3. 

On March 27, 2012, the NRG issued a Confirmatory Action Letter to SGE, V.'hich outlined 
specific actions the licensee must complete before restarting Units 2 or 3 that included 
identifying the cause of the tuee ¥1ear; taking corrective actions to prevent loss af tube integrity; 
and performing a mid cycle outage to perform tube inspections. 



From March 19 29, 2012, tf:le NRC Augmented Inspection Team performed on site 
iftsf:)eGtions at SGNGS. /\Jter the on site portion was completed, the team contim1ed 'to revie>.v 
various documents and attended a number of expert panels associated with the cause 
evaluations, tf:lermal/hydraulio modeling, and Unit 2 operational assessment. The 
teamSpecifically the AIT was chartered to review the circumstances surrounding the tube 
degradation; review the licensee's actions following discovery of the conditions; .evaluate the 
_licensee's· determination of the causes of the unusual steam generator tube wear; review the 
steam generator modeling; and, assess the differences between Unit 2 and Unit 3 steam 
generators. 

The team determined that plant operators responded to the event in a manner that protected 
public health and safety and all safety systems performed their functions to support the safe 
shutdown and cooldown of the plant. However. the loss of steam generator tube integrity is a 
serious safety issue that must be resolved prior to further power operation. 



The AJT identified ten unresolved items that warranted additional follow-up: (1) adequacy of the 
post trip/transient prncedure; (2) evaluation and disposition of the Unit 3 loose parts monitor · 
alarms; (3) design of retainer bar; (4) control of original design dimensions; (5) evaluation of and 
controls for divider plate repair; (6) atmospheric controls of Unit 3 steam generators during 
shipment; (7) no tube bundle support used during shipping; (8) evaluation and disposition of 
accelerometersaccelerometer readings durinQ shipping; (9) adequacy of Mitsubishi's thermal
hydraulic model; and (1.0) change ofmethodOlogies associated with 10 CFR 50.59 review. 

The team determined: (1) plant operators responded to the event in accordanc.e •1.•ith 
procedures in a manner that protected public health and safe!)!; (2) equipment responded in 
aeeerdanoe with the plant design; and (3) the cause evaluations for the tube wear i-:1ere 
appropriate. 

At--tRe-ttme-ef the leak on Unit 3 steam generator 360 88, Unit 2 had completed eddy current 
testing of all the tubes in bo.th steam generators as part of their first refueling outage subsequent 
to the steam generators being replaeed in 2009. The eddy current testing did identify significant 
tube wear around the upper retainer bar, 'Nith--One tube requiring in situ pressure testing. Wear 
indications •.vere found at anti »•ibfation bar supports, tube support plates and at a foreign object 
(that was removed). Southern California Edison did eletermine the oause of tube wear in Unit 2 
ta be from vibration of the tuli>es against tfle retainer and anti vibration bars. Initially, nG tube to 
tube 'A'Car 'Nas identified. Beoauso of the extensive tube to tube wear identified on Unit 3, SCE 
t:onducteEI additional eddy-eurrent testiRg on 1375 tubes on each IJnit 2 steam generator. This 
testing was completed using a more sensitive pFobe in-tl::ie same area where tube to tube wear 
was identified on Unit 3. The lioensee identified that t\\'-0 tubes in Unit 2 exhibited tube to tube 
wear similar to the •.vear identified in Unit 3 steam generators. Initially, these fiAdings r:esulted in 
a total of 94 plugged tubes, ·.vith 15 tubes stabilized in steam generator 2EO 89. For steam 
generator 2EO aa this initially resulted in 98 plugged tubes, V.'ith 18 tubes stabilized. Additional 
~ng and stabilizing \Nas completed {or Unit 2 steam generators to address the oauses of 
tube to tube •1t.10ar identified. Tho corrective actions taken to address the causes of the tube to 
tube wear 1i.'ill be inspected as part of the Confimiatory Action Letter and documented in 
Inspection Report 05000361, 362/2012009. 

Overall, the team Consistent with existing NRC inspection processes, these unresolved issues 
will be inspected and dispositioned during follow-up inspection efforts to determine if there are 
any violations of regulatory requirements. 

The AIT inspection concluded-that~ SCE was adequately pursuing the causes of the 
unexpected steam generator tube-to-tube degradation. In an effort to identify the causes, SCE 
brought inretained a -lafgesignificant number of outside industry experts, consultants, and steam 
generator manufacturers, including Westinghouse and AREVA to perform thermal-hydraulic and 
flow induced vibration modeling and analysis. Southern California Edison identified the Ffiest 
probable causes of the tube to tµbe wea~; (2) The combination of higher than 
predictedunpredicted, adverse thermalt_hydraulic conditions a'nd insufficient tube to anti 
vibration bar contact forces. In addition, SCE o.oncluded that tho differences in 
manufasturing/fabrioation could conti:iellte to tne tube to tube 11.rear seen in the Unit 3 steam 
generators. 



+!:le-NRG team independently concluded that the cause of the in the upper tube bundle caused 
a phenomenon called "fluid-elastic instability vibration" which was primarily tho higher than. 
predicted thermal hydraulic conditions, along with insufficient contact forees (loss of anti 
vibration bar contribution to damping) in the upper tl:fbe bundle.a significant contributor to the 
tube to tube wear resulting in the tube leak. The team believesconcluded that the differences in 
severity of the tube-to-tube wear between Unit 2 and Unit 3 may be related to the 
improvedchanges to the manufacturing/fabrication of the tubes and other components which 
may have resulted in increased clearance between the anti-vibration bars and the tubes7 
Additional inspection will be required to review and closeout the unresolved items. ; (3) Due to 
modeling errors. the SONGS replacement generators were not designed with adequate thermal 
hydraulic margin to preclude the onset of fluid-elastic instability. Unless changes are made to 
the operation or configuration of the steam generators. high fluid velocities and high void 
fractions in localized regions in the u-bend will continue to cause excessive tube wear and 
accelerated wear that could result in tube leakage and/or tube rupture; (4) The thermal hydraulic 
phenomena contributing to the fluid-elastlc instability is present in both Unit 2 and 3 .steam 
generators: (5) Based on the uodated final safety analysis report description of the original 
steam generators. the steam generators major design changes were appropriately reviewed in 
accordance with the 10 CFR 50.59 requirements. However. further review is required related to 
the change in methodology used for the steam generator stress analysis calculations. 

With regard to the radiological release as a result of the tube leak. it was determined that the 
tube leak was detected by the condenser steam jet air ejector radiation monitor as per design. 
In addition, the radiation monitor alarmed and alerted SONGS operators of the steam generator 
tube leak as required. The release resulted in an estimated 0.0000452 (4.52 E-5) mrem dose to 
the public. 

ii 
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SUMMARY OF FINDINGS 

tRIR 05000361/2012007, 05000362/2012007, 03/1.5/2012 through 06/18/2012, San Onofre 
Nuclear Generating Station; Augmented Inspection Team. 

An Augmented Inspection Team was approved on March 16, 2012. Two inspectors on the team 
were onsite observing in~situ pressure testing the week of March 12. The remaining inspectors 
were dispatched to the site on March 19, 2012, to assess the facts and circumstances 
surrounding the tube leak and unexpected wear of tubes in Unit 3 steam generators. The 
Augmented Inspection Team was established in accordance with NRC Management Directive 
8.3, "NRC Incident Investigation Program," and implemented using Inspection Procedure 93800, 
"Augmented Inspection Team." The inspection was conducted by a team of inspectors fro111 the 
NRC's Region IV and Region II offices, the resident inspector from San Onofre Nuclear 
Generating Station, one engineer from th~ NRC Office of New Reactors, two engineers from the 
NRC Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation, and one engineer from the NRC Offic~ of Research. 
The team identified 10 issues that will require additional NRG inspection. These issues are 
tracked as unresolved items in this report. 

A. NRG-Identified and Self-Revealing. Findings 

None 

B. Licensee-Identified Violations 

None 
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1.0 Description of Event (Charter Item 1) 

1.1 Sequence of Events 

In November 2001, SCE formed a team to study the viability of replacing the Unit 2 and 
Unit 3 original steam generators. The licensee performed an assessment of six steam 
generator vendors, which included vendor benchmarking, development of the 
replacement steam generator design specifications, a ste·am generator request for 
proposal, and a steam generator bid evaluation. In September 2004, the licensee 
selected Mitsubishi Heavy lndu.stries (Mitsubishi) as the manufacturer of the 
replacement steam generator. 

A general description and comparison of the Unit 2 and Unit 3 steam generators is 
included in Section 1.2 of this report. 

In September 2004, Mitsubishi commenced fabrication.of Unit 2 steam 
generators 2E0-89 and 2E0-88, and completed fabrication in April 2008. 

At the time of the contract signing in September 2004, Mitsubishi had a quality 
assurance program in place that had been approved by the licensee, by taking credit for 
other utilities' reviews of Mitsubishi's quality assurance program. The licensee informed 
Mitsubishi that once enough fabrication was underway to support an evaluation, the 
licensee would perform an audit to confirm that their quality assurance program was 
operating properly. 

In November 2004, the licensee performed an audit of the Mitsubishi quality assurance 
program at their facilities in Kobe, Japan, and then followed up with a surveillance 
inspection in March 2005. As a result of these fwo activities, the licensee informed 
Mitsubishi that additional oversight of Mitsubishi's design control activities was required. 
The licensee informed Mitsubishi that the additional oversight conditions would remain in 
place until such time that Mitsubishi had demonstrated improved design control 
performance, which would be verified by the licensee. After implementing the extra 
quality control steps, Mitsubishi submitted a "letter to SCE stating that they were ready for 
the conditional qualification to be lifted. The licensee performed followup audits of 
Mitsubishi in October 2005 and February 2006, but still found enough instances of 
design control issues that the additional oversight requirements of the conditional 
qualification were not lifted. In May 2006, SCE was able to verify that Mitsubishi had 
demonstrated improved design control performance and therefore removed the 
conditional qualification of Mit$ubishi. 

After fabrication of the Unit 2 steam generators was c9mplete in April 2008, Mitsubishi 
performed hydrostatic pressure tests of the primary and secondary sides of the Unit 2 
steam generators. In July 2008, after completion of the hydrostatic pressure tests, 
AREVA performed the baseline eddy current pre-service examinations of the Unit 2 
steam generators at the Mitsubishi facilities in Japan. The finai inspections for the Unit 2 
steam generators were completed in September and October 2008, followed by filling 
the primary and secondary sides of the Unit 2 steam generators with nitrogen. The 
Unit 2 steam generators were shipped from the Mitsubishi facilities in December 2008 
and received on site at SONGS in February 2009. In July 2009, AREVA performed the 
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final eddy current pre-service examination on the Unit 2 steam generators at SONGS_ 
The baseline and final eddy current pre-service examinations were performed in Japan 
and at SONGS, respectively, to assess whether any changes to the steam generator 
tubing had resulted from shipping, and no changes were identified. 

The Unit 2 steam generators were installed during a refueling outage, between 
September 2009 and April 2010. On April 13, 2010, Unit 2 returned to power operations. 
NRC engineering inspectors performed inspections in accordance with Inspection 
Procedure 50001, "Steam Generator Replacement Inspection," and Inspection 
Procedure 71111.17, "Evaluations of Changes, Tests, or Experiments and Permanent 
Plant Modifications." This included a review of selected portions of modifications 
associated with the replacement steam generators to determine if the changes were 
done in accordance with 10 CFR 50.59. The results of the inspection of the replacement 
steam generators for Unit 2 are documented in NRC Inspection 
Report 05000361/2009007. (ML 100630838} 

The fabrication of the Unit 3 steam generators 3E0-89 and 3E0-88 was completed 
between September 2004 and April 2010. The design specifications of the Unit 2 and 
Unit 3 steam generators were the same when the contraet between the licensee and 
Mitsubishi was signed; however, due to a fabrication issue, there was a modification to 
the divider plate-to-channel head weld requirements for the Unit 3 steam generators, 
and to the classification of.the Unit 3 tubesheet material. The specifics of these 
modifications are discussed further in Section 1.2.a of this report. 

In March 2009, after initial fabrication of the Unit 3 steam generators was complete, 
Mitsubishi performed hydrostatic pressure tests of the primary and secondary sides of 
the Unit 3 steam generators. After completion of the hy<;jrostatic pressure tests, a visual 
inspection of the steam generator reactor coolant side revealed cracks in the welds that 
join the divider plate to the channel head of both steam generators. 

From March through July of 2009, Mitsubishi performed a root cause evaluation, which 
showed that a change in the weld preparation process for the divider plate-to-channel 
head weld had resulted in the cracking of the weld. A repair procedure was developed 
and repair work on the Unit 3 steam generators began in June 2009. The repairs to the 
Unit 3 steam generators were completed in l;;tte March (3E0.:.8~1) and early April (3E0-88) 
of 2010. In late April 2010, the Unit 3 steam generators passed the primary hydrostatic 
pressure re-tests. In June 2010, AREVA performed a final eddy currentpre-service 
examination of the steam generators at the Mitsubi$hi facilities in Japan, and this was 
used as the baseline pre-service examination for the Unit 3 steam generators. The 
steam generators were shipped from the Mitsubishi facilities in Japan in early August 
2010, and arrived at SONGS in early October 2010. 

The Unit 3 steam generators were installed during a refueling outage, between October 
2010 and February. 2011. On February 18, 2011, Unit 3 returned to power operations. 
NRG engineering inspectors performed inspections in accordance With Inspection 
Procedure 50001, "Steam Generator Replacement Inspection," and Inspection 
Procedure 71111.17, "Evaluations of Changes, Tests, or Experiments and Permanent 
Plant Modifications." This included a review of selected portions of modifications 
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associated with the replacement steam generators to determine if the changes were 
done in accordance with 1 O CFR 50.59. Tht:;! results of the inspection of the replacement 
steam generators for Unit 3 are documented in NRC Inspection 
Report 05000362/2010009. (ML111300448) 

Unit 2 was shut down for a scheduled refueling outage on January 10, 2012. Steam 
generator tubing inspections in steam generator 2E0-89 found unexpected wear caused 
by retainer bars on two tubes that required plugging in accordance with the technical 
specifications. Steam generator tubing inspections in steam generator 2E0-88 found 
wear on four tl1bes that required plugging in accordance with the technical specifications. 
Anti-vibration bars caused the wear on two of the tubes and retainer bars caused the 
wear on the other two tubes. Because of the unexpected wear, the licensee 
preventatively plugged 94 tubes in steam generator 2E0-89 and 98 tubes in steam 
generator 2E0-88. Fifteen of the tubes in steam generator 2E0-89 were stabilized prior 
to plugging, and 18 of the tubes in steam generator 2E0-88 were stabilized prior to 
plugging. Additional details of the inspections of the Unit 2 steam generators are 
provided in section 1.4 of this report 

On January 31, 2012, Unit 3 control room operators received an alarm that indicated a 
primary-to-secondary reactor coolant leak from steam generator 3E0-88. The alarm 
received was from the main condenser air ejector radiation monitors, which continuously 
samples from a vent line for the purpose of rapidly identifying steam generator tube 
leaks. Although the leak rate was small, it increased enough in a short period of time for 
the licensee to perform a rapid shutdown. The estimated leak rate was 75 gallons per 
day. The facility license allows full power operation with a steady state leak rate of less 
than 150 gallons per day. On February 2, 2012, Unit 3 reached cold shutdown 
conditions. The licensee reviewed the amount of gaseous radioactivity released and 
estimated a dose of approximately 0.0000452 mrem to a member of the public. The 
annual regulatory limit to a member of the public is 100 mrem per year. This unplanned 
offsite release of radioactivity was reviewed by Region IV health physicist inspectors 
who confirmed SONGS' offsite dose estimate (see Section 10 for additional details). 

After shutdown, the licensee started preparations for performing inspections of Unit 3 
steam generators 3E0-89 and 3E0-88. The steam generator tube inspections 
commenced on Feqruary<l2, 2012, and confirmed the location of the leak in steam 
generator 3E0-88 as coming from the tube in Row 106 Column 78. No other tubes were 
found to be leaking. The licensee then performed eddy current inspections of 100 
percent of the tubes in both Unit 3 steam generators. During these inspections, the 
licensee discovered unexpected wear in both steam generators, including wear at 
retainer bars (similar to the wear found in Unit 2 steam generators) and significant tube
to-tube wear in the freespan areas (u-bend area of the tubes). The inspections identified 
56 tubes in steam generator 3E0-89 and 73 tubes in steam generator 3E0-88 that SCE 
performed in-situ pressure testing on to determine if they met the structural integrity 
requirements in plant technical specifications. Additional details of the inspections of the 
Unit 3 steam generators are provided in section 1.5 of this report 

From March 13 -21, 2012, AREVA conducted in-situ pressure testing of the suspect 
tubes in both steam generators. There were a total of eight tube failures during testing, 
all in steam generator 3E0-88. 
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These tubes failed to satisfy the tube integrity performance criteria in the technical 
specifications. Additional details of the in-situ pressure tests are provided in Section 1.6 
of this report. 

From March 19 - 29, 2012, _the NRC augmented inspection team performed inspections 
onsite at SONGS. · 

On March 27, 2012, the NRC issued a Confirmatory Action Letter to SCE, which outlined 
specific actions for each unit that the licensee must complete before restarting Unit 2 
and Unit 3. 

A more detailed sequence of events can be found in Attachment 2. 

1.2 System Descriptions 

a. Replacement Steam Generators 

The Unit 2 and Unit 3 replacement steam generators contain thermally treated 
Alloy 690 tubing in au-bend configuration, with a nominal outside diameter of 0.750 
inches and a nominal wall thickness of 0.043 inches. There are 9727 tubes within each 
steam generator, which are arranged in 142 rows and 177 columns. The rows and 
columns are arranged in a nominal 1.000 inch triangular pitch (results in approximately 
0.25 inches of clearance between tubes). The first thirteen rows of tubes were thermally 
stress relieved after bending to reduce susceptibility to stress corrosion cracking. The 
tubes were hydraulically expanded to the full depth of the tubesheet, which has a 
nominal thickness of 28. 19 inches. Seven tube support plates made of Type 405 
stainless steel provide lateral support to the tubes. The tube support plates contain 
broached trefoil holes with chamfered lands. Support of the tubes in the upper bundle is 
provided by six sets of Type 405 stainless steel, V-shaped, anti-vibration bars. 

The original Model 341 O steam generators at Unit 2 and Unit 3 were manufactured by 
Combustion Engineering. Each steam generator had 9,350 mill-annealed, Alloy 600 
tubes, which were a combination of u-bend tubes and tubes with two 90 degree bends 
(also called square bends). The tubes had a nominal outside diameter of 0 .. 750 inches, 
and a nominal wall thickness of 0.048 inches. The tubes were expanded through the full 
depth of the tubesheet using an explosive process, and lateral support was provided by 
a number of lattice-grid {i.e., eggcrate) carbon stee.1 tube supports. Tube support in the 
upper bundle was provided by carbon steel diagonal bars (commonly called batwings) 
and vertical straps. The original steam generators contained a cylindrically shaped 
support structure beneath the center of the tubesheet (called theste!Y cylinder) that 
provided structural support to the large diameter tubesheet. 

Southern California Edison reviewed Information Notices, Generic Letters, Bulletins, and 
industry operational experience associated with steam generator issues when 
developing the design specifications for the replacement steam generators, Some of the 
changes are summarized below, for additional information see Section 6 of this report. 
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The design changes between the original and replacement steam generators noted 
above are commonly used in replacement steam generators today. The thermally 
treated.Alloy 690 tubing provides increased resistance to stress corrosion cracking as 
compared to thermally treated Alloy 600 tubing. The use of type 405 stainless steel (in 
lieu of carbon steel) for tube support plates eliminates the denting phenomenon 
associated with drilled carbon steel support plates. The use of broached trefoil holes 
(instead of drilled holes) in tube support plates reduces the number of contact points with 
tubes and increases flow area between the tube and tube support plate, thereby 
reducing the potential for corrosion products to buildup between the tube and the tube 
support plate. Combustion Engineering steam generators with the batwing design have 
typically suffered from wear on tubes (from the batwings) in the central stay cylinder 
region, due to higher cross flow velocities in this portion of the steam generators. In an 
effort to eliminate this high flow region, the' replacement steam generators were 
designed with a thicker tubesheet that was inherently more rigid, and thus did not require 
the central stay cylinder. By choosing a design with all u-bend tubes, the bat wing 
design was eliminated and a new anti-vibration bar assembly was used. The new anti
vibration bar assembly is a free floating design that is supported by the tube buridle and 
is not attached to the tube bundle wrapper. 

b. Channel Head-to-Divider Plate Weld 

On March 1 a, 2009, after completion of the primary and secondary side hydrostatic 
pressure tests, a crack in the weld between the divider plate and the channel head on 
Unit 3 steam generator 3E0-88 was identified . Examination showed that the dissimilar 
metal weld, between the Alloy 690 divider plate and the low alloy steel channel head, 
had separated. Specifically, the failure occurred between the channel head and the 
Alloy 152 butter weld, which is the weld filler wire equivalent of Alloy 690. Upon 
examination, a similar weld failure was found in steam generator 3E0-89 although the 
size of the failure was not as large. 

Mitsubishi performed a root cause evaluation and found that air carbon-arc gouging was 
used to remove the stainless steel cladding frqm the channel head, in preparation for 
making the divider plate--t<rchannel head dissimilar metal weld. The air carbon-arc 
gouging had resulted iii carbon deposits in the channel head that were not completely 
removed by grinding that was performed after the gouging operation. The high carbon 
area increased the hardness of the channel head (due to carburization) and was the 
most probable cause of the failure between the channel head and the Alloy 152 butter 
weld. Mitsubishi also found that it was possible, but less probable, that the increased 
hardness of the channel head promoted hydrogen induced cracking in areas of the 
divider plate-to-channel head weld that had higher local stresses due to geometric 
configurations (i.e., at the corner of the divider plate). , 

1.3 Resident Inspectors' Assessment of Steam Generator Tube Leak Event Response 

a. Inspection Scope 

On January 31, 2012, the resident inspectors were on~site during the Unit 3 steam 
generator tube· leak ev~nt. The resident inspectors observed the liGensee' s response to 
the steam generator tube leak from the control room; and observed the· rapid shutdown, 
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actions to cool the plant down, actions performed during recovery of plant systems, and 
other operator actions. Additionally, the resident inspectors conducted a review of 
control room activities and equipment response to determine if the operating crew 
responded appropriately and if the plant systems responded as expected during the 
event. The resident inspectors conducted interviews with various on-shift personnel and 
reviewed the post trip report, which inclucled control room logs, operator statements, and 
plant data trends to assess overall performance of the crew. The review also included 
procedure use and adequacy of the guidance used for event response, placing the plant 
in a safe and stable condition, establishing appropriate parameter limits for plant 
cooldown, and conducting the cooldown to cold shutdown conditions. With respect to 
operator awareness and decision making, the resident inspectors were specifically 
focused on the effectiveness of control board monitoring, technical decision making, and 
work practices of the operating crew. With respect to command and control, the resident 
inspectors focused on actions taken by the control room supervision in managing the 
operating crew's response to the event. 

I 

b. Observations and Findings 

No findings 'Nero identified. 

The team identified one unresolved item for which additional information is required to 
determine if performance deficiencies exist or if the issue constitutes a violation of NRC 
requirements. 

On January 31, 2012, at3:05 p.m. (PST), main control room operators at Unit 3 received 
a secondary plant system radiation alarm associated with the air ejectors followed by a 
blowdown radiation monitor alarm. Operations personnel responded in accordance with 
Abnormal Operating Instruction 5023-13-14, "Reactor Coolant Leak," Revision 16, since 
the entry conditions for a steam generator tube leak were satisfied. Operations 
personnel determined the leakage to be about 75 gallons per day, using a mass balance 
calculation (.06 gpm), from steam generator 3E0-88. This leak rate was below the 
Technical Specification 3.4.13, "RCS Operational Leakage," limit of 150 gallons per day 
for primary- to .. secondary- leakage through any one steam generator. 

At 4:10 p.m., operations personneLevaluated that the primary-to-secondary leak rate 
exceeded 75 gallons per day on steam generator 3E0-88 and that the leal<-was 
increasing at greater than 30 gallons per day per hour, and consequently, initiated a 
rapid power reduction to be Si 50 percent power in one hour and in Mode 3 within the 

- next two hours per Abnormal Operating Instruction 8023-13-14. In accordance with 
Abnormal Operating Instruction S023-13-14, when reactor power was less than 35 
percent, operations personnel tripped the reactor at 5:31 p.m. to enter Mode 3. 

Due to the manual reactor trip, operations personnel entered Emergency Operating 
Instruction 8023-12-1, "Standard Post Trip Actions,n Revision 26, to ensure the plant 
was placed in a stable, safe condition, and that the plant was configured to respond to 
the continuing steam generator tube leak event Operations personnel implemented the 
emergency operating instructions and isolated the-affected steam generator at 6:00 p,m. 
A plant co<;>ldown was conducted by using m·ain steam bypass from steam generator 
3E0-89 to the. main condenser. Mode 4 conditions were achieved at approximately 6 
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hours after isolation of the steam generator. Cooldown continued until Unit 3 was in 
Mode 5. cold shutdown. 

(1) Introduction: The team identified an unresolved.item assoeiated with Operations 
Procedure S0123-0-A8, "Trip/Transient and Event Review," that required a formal 
review of operator actions and safety systems to determine if important systems 
responded as design. The formal review was not completed. 

Description: On March 19! 2012, the team requested to review the results of 
operations post trip/transient evaluation of the January 31, Unit 3 tube leak event. 
Operations Procedure 80123-0-AB, "Trip/Transient and Event Review,'' Revision 8, 
required a detailed post trip review following unplanned reactor trips. However, a 
formal trip/transient and event review was not available because operations 
personnel determined the Unit 3 event was planned and therefore a formal review 
was not required. 

On March 27, 2012, Team met with operations personnel to discuss items on a draft 
Unit 3 trip/transient evaluation provided to the team. The team also discussed with 
operations personnel the requirements in Operations Procedure S0123-Q;-A8, and 
concluded a basis for what was "planned" and "unplanned" was not defined. 
Operations personnel determined the Unit 3 reactor trip was a planned reactor trip 
because Abnormal Operating Instruction 8023-13-14, "Reactor Coolant Leak," 
Revision 16, Section 4, had described actions for primary-to-secondary leakage. 
Specifically, this section stated, in part, under plant conditions of increasing steam 
generator tube leakage, operations personnel were required to perform a rapid 
power reduction to less than 35 percent power, then trip the reactor. 

The team discussed with operations personnel that definitions for unplanned events 
have been established through industry standards to report on plant performance. 
These standards include NEI 99-02, "Regulatory Assessment Performance Indicator 
Guideline," Revision 6. Industry Guidance NEI 99-02 indicated that Unit 3 reactor 
trip should be considered unplanned since the reactor trip was required by an 
abnormal operating instruction and would count against the performance indicator for 
unplanned reactor trips. NRC Regulatory Issue Summary (RIS) 2000-08, "Voluntary 
Submission of Performance Indicator Data," Revision 1, allows. industry to use 
NEI 99:...02 to report performance indicator data. 

Additional review and follow up will be required to review the corrective actions 
assoeiated with the procedural guidance for an event review and then determine 
whether this issue represents a performance deficiency or constitutes a violation of 
N RC requirem~nts. This issue is identified as URI 0500036212012007-01, 
"Adequacy of the Trip/Transient and Event Review Procedure." 
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c. Conclusions 

The resident inspectors concluded that abnormal and emergency operating instructions 
were performed consistent with expected standard and that operations personnel 
exhibited the fundamental operator competencies in response to the Unit 3 steam 
generator tube leak. 

Specifically, the resident inspectors determined that the operating crew displayed a . 
questioning' attitude of changing plant parameters and took conservative actions. The 
operating crew id~ntified important preliminary increasing trends of Unit 3 air ejectors 
radiation monitors and subsequent alarms in a timely manner for a tube leak in steam 
generator 3E0~88. Additionally, the resident inspectors determined that crew 
supervision exercised effective oversight of plant status, crew performance, and control 
room command and control. 

The team identified one unresolved item associated with the adequacy of the 
trip/transient procedure. 

1.4 Description of Steam Generator Inspections at SONGS Unit 2 

On January 10, 2012, SONGS Unit 2 was shutdown for a refueling outage. Southern 
California Edison personnel conducted a scheduled steam generator inspection in 
accordance with Technical Specification 5.5.2.11, "Steam Generator (SG) Program." 
This was the first inspection of the Unit 2 steam generators since their replacement in 
January 2010. The accumulated operating time on the replacement Unit 2 steam 
generators was 1. 7 effective full power years. There was no reported primary-to
secondary leakage at the time of shutdown. 

The scope of the inspection included a 100 percent tube sample with an eddy current 
test bobbin probe over the full tube length, followup rotating coil inspections at special 
interest locations, and a secondqry side foreign object search and retrieval. Three types 
of flaw indications were found. in the tubes: · 

• Wear at the tube support plate and anti-vibration bar supports 

• Wear caused by a loose part 

• Wear at retainer bars 

With the ~xception of the wear indications found at tube retainer bar locati<ms, the wear 
indications found are simiiar to those found at other replacem~nt steam generators after 
one cycle of operation. A total of2411 tubes were found with indications at the tube 
support plates and anfr-vibration bar supports, the vast majority of which had a 
measured depth of less than 20 percent of the tube wall thickness. Only two of these 
indications, located at the anti-vibration bar supports, exceeded the Technical 
Specification 5.5.2.11.c repair limit of 35 percent of the tube wall thickness; The two 
affected tubes plus two additional tubes with 31 percent deep indications were stabilized 
and plugged. 
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Southern California Edison performed a reanalysis of the bobbin probe eddy current 
data collected during the Unit 2 inspection program. This reanalysis was performed after 
the finding of the long free-span indications in Unit 3, allowing insights gained during the 
Unit 3 inspections to be applied to the Unit 2 data. The scope of this reanalysis was a 
"box" of 1000 tubes in each Unit 2 steam generator which bounded the reg ion of tubing 
affected by the instability damage in Unit 3. This reanalysis. using the' bobbin probe, 
confirmed the results of the original analysis and did not identify any tube-to-tube wear. 

Two tubes were found with indications (less than 35 percent through wall) caused by a 
small loose part on the secondary/side. This loose part was removed from the steam 
generator. Metallurgical analysis indicated the loose part was a piece of weld metal, 
most likely introduced during steam generator manufacturing operations. The two 
affected tubes were left in service. 

Six tubes were found with indications at retainer bar intersections. The retainer bars are 
part of the support structure for the anti-vibration bars and are a unique feature of steam 
generators manufactured by Mitsubishi. The measured indication depths ranged from 
28 to 90 percent of the tube wall thickness. Because of the short measured lengths of 
these flaws, only the 90 percent indication was in-situ pressure tested as part of 
condition monitoring. The affected tube was successfully pressurized to 5300 psi with 
no leakage, confirming that the Technical Specification 5.5.2 .. 11.b.1 structural integrity 
performance criteria were met. Mitsubishi attributed the cause of these indications to 
retainer bar vibration; the potential for which had not been evaluated during design (see 
Section4 of this report for additional details). fort Calhoun is the only other domestic 
plant with Mitsubishi steam generators. The retainer bars at fort Calhoun.are 
significantly stiffer than at SONGS. 

The six tubes with retainer bar indications have been plugged and stabilized. In 
addition, the remaining 182 tubes (total for both Unit 2 steam generators) that intersect 
the retainer bars were plugged as a preventive measure. Twenty four of these tubes 
were stabilized prior to plugging to ensure that all 188 plugged tubes will not sever due 
to continued vibration of the retainer bar. The tubes that were stabilized are strategically 
located at each end and center of the retainer bars. 

Detailed plans for returning Unit 2 to service are still under development. Short-term 
plans relating to Unit 2 included conducting a full u-bend examination of 1375 tubes in 
both steam generators using a rotating coil. The tube sample was intended to bound the 
region affected by free-span wear seen in Unit 3 by significant margin. The rotating coil 
provides a slightly more sensitive inspection for long free-span wear scars than the 
bobbin probe. These inspections were performed subsequent to the team's site visit and 
identified two tubes in Unit 2 steam generator 2E0-89 with shallow free-span wear in the 
u-bend region. These indications both measured approximately 14 percent deep, and 
were located in the same region of the bundle affected by free-span indications in the 
Unit 3 steam generators. 
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The tube wear data for Unit 2 is shown below. 

Steam 
Generator Anti-
SG2E88 Vibration 

(Through- Bar 
Wall Wear) 

;::SO% o! 
35-49% 2 

SONGS Unit 2 Steam· Generators 

Wear Depths Summary 

Tube U-Bend Retainer Foreign 
Support Freespan Bar Object 

Plate 

01 ol 1 I 0 

ol 0 1 0 

Total Tubes with 
Indications Indications 

1 i 1 

3 3 

20-34% 86 ol 0 0 21 86 74 ! 
10 -19% I 705 10a I ... 

I 01 al 0 813 ! 406 l 
TW< 10% 964 117 0 0 0 1081 600 l 

I 21 TOTAL ~ I 1757 225 0 2 1984 734* 

Steam l 
Generator Anti· Tube 1 

SG2E89 Vibration ·support U-Bend Retainer Foreign Total Tubes with 

(Through- Bar Plate Freespan Bar Object Indications Indications 

Wall Wear) ! 

;;::_so% 0 0 oi 1 I 0 1 1 I 

35-49% i 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 
20-34% I 78 1 i " ol 3 0 82 67 

I 10 -19% 1014 I 85 2 oi ' Oj 1101 496 
I TW< 10% I 1499 53 ! ol 0 al 1552 768 
' ; i TOTAL 2591 139 ! 2 5[ 0 2137 861* 

*This value is the number of tubes with wear indications of any depth and at any 
location. Since many tubes have indications in more than one depth and location, the 
total number of tubes is less than the total number of indications. 

1.5 Description of Steam Generator Inspections at SONGS Unit 3 

After shutdown, the licensee started preparations for performing inspections of Unit 3 
steam generators 3E0-89 and 3E0-88. The steam generator tube inspections 
commenced on February 12, 2012, and. confirmed the location of the leak in steam 
generator 3E0-88 as coming from the tube in Row 106 Column 78. The leak was 
located 2 inches beyond anti~vibration support number 4 on the hot leg side. It was 
found to be associated with a long (approximately 30 inches) free-span flaw indication. 
No other tubes were found to be leaking. 

The licensee then performed eddy current inspections of 100 percent of the tubes, full 
length, in both Unit 3 steam generators .with a bobbin probe. The bobbin prob~. 
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examinations were supplemented by rotating coil examinations to confirm, characterize, 
and size the indications found by the bobbin probe. These examinations identified over 
160 tubes in each steam generator with long free-span indications similar to that found 
on the leaking tube. In each steam generator, the tubes containing the free-span 
indications were grouped together in a tightly packed zone near the center of the tube 
bundle. The free-span indications were located on the upper and/or lower sides (i.e., the 
extrados and intrados) of the u-bend. Thus, a given free-span indication on the extrados 
of one tube tended to be matched by a similar indication on the intrados of the adjacent 
higher row tube located in the same tube column. This pattern provided early evidence 
to SCE personnel that the free-span indications were wear flaws due to tube-to-tube 
contact from motion of the u-bends within the plane of the u-bends. More than half of 
the free-span indications in each steam generator had maximum measured depths 
exceeding the 35 percent plugging limit in the technical specifications; and ranged to as 
much as 99 percent (for the non-leaking tubes). 

Over 460 tubes in each steam generator were found with wear indications at the tube 
support plates. In general, tubes exhibiting the free-span wear indications tended to 
exhibit tube support plate indications with the highest depth measurements, typically with 
the deepest values at the seventh tube support plate and trending down at successively 
lower support levels. Approximately 170 tubes in each steam generator exhibited 
indications at the tube support plates that exceeded the 35 percent plugging limit, with 
maximum depths ranging to 70 percent. 

Approximately 800 tubes in steam generator 3E0-88 and 900 tubes in steam generator 
3E0-89 exhibited wear indications at the anti-vibration bar supports. Most of these 
measured less than 20 percent deep, and only 2 indications exceeded the 35 percent 
plugging limit. For tube indications at anti-vibration bars in tubes not exhibiting free-span 
u-bend indications, the length of the wear indications was confined to within the width of 
the anti-vibration bars. For tubes that exhibited free-span indications, many of these 
tubes had wear indications at the anti-vibration bars that extended outside the width of 
the anti-:Vibration bars which indicated in-plane movement of these tubes in. the u-bend 
area. 

Four tubes were found with indications at retainer bar intersections, with measured 
depths ranging from 28 to 46 percent. At the time of the team's presence at the site, 
planned corrective actions with respect to ·tubes adjacent fo the retainer bar were similar 
to those completed for Unit 2. The four tubes with retainer bar indications were plugged 
and stabilized. In addition, the remaining 184 tubes (total for both Unit 3 steam 
generators) that intersect the retainer bars were plugged as a preventive measure. 
Twenty four of these tubes were stabilized prior. The tubes that were stabilized are 
strategically located at each end and center of the retainer bars. 
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Tube wear data for Unit 3 is shown below. 

Steam 
Generator Anti-

SONGS Unit 3 Steam Generators 
Wear Depths Summary 

Tube Tube-to-
Retainer Foreign Total Tubes with 

SG3E88 Vibration Support Tube Bar Object Indications Indications I (Through~ Bar Plate Wear 
Wall Wear) 

! ~50% ' l 

0 117 i 481 0 0 165 74 

l~-49% 3[ 217 i I 

116 2: a· 338 119 -
797 l 20-34% 156 506 134 1 0 197 

10 - 19% I 13ao I 542 98 ! 0 0 2020 554 
TW< I I ! I 

10% ! 1s1a I ss i 11 I 0 0 1884 817 

TOTAL I ~~?rl 14371 401 I 3 0 5204 919* _._ ... 

Steam 
Generator Anti- Tube Tube-to-

Retainer Foreign Total Tube$with 
SG3E89 Vibration Support Tube 

(Through- Bar Plate Wear 
Bar Object Indications Indications 

Waif Wear) 

?; 50% 0 91 26 0 0 11.7 60 i 
35-49% 0 252 102 I 1 0 355 128 I 
20- 34% I 45 i 487 215 I oi 0 747 175 I . 

940 I 72 f 10-19% 590 0 0 1602 

~ TW< I 

' ! 
10% 2164 94 1 Oi 0 2259 838 ! 
TOTAL 3149 1514 416 ! 1 I 0 5080 

*This value is the number of tubes with wear indications of any depth and at any 
location. Since many tubes have indications in more than one depth and location; the 
total number of tubes is less than the total number of indications. 

1.6 In-Situ Pressure Testing 

887* 

Technical Specification 5.5.2.11.a for SONGS Units 2 and 3 requires that a condition 
monitoring assessment be performed during each outage that the steam generator tubes 
are inspected or plugged to confirm that the tube integrity performance criteria are being 
met. These performance criteria include specific requirements for tube structural 
integrity and accident induced leakage. The limiting structural criterion applicable to the 
SONGS Units 2 and 3 is the n·ormal steady state pressure differential across the tubes 
times a safety factor of three. The limiting accident induced leakage criterion is 0.5 gpm 
per steam generator. 
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Typically, the requirement for performing condition monitoring is satisfied by analyzing 
eddy current flaw indications relative to screening criteria that are functions of measured 
flaw depth, length, and/or eddy current voltage response. These screening criteria are 
conservative relative to the performance criteria since they make allowance for eddy 
current measurement error, uncertainties with respect to voltage correlations with flaw 
depth and burst strength, and material property variability. When these screening 
criteria are exceeded, in-situ pressure tests may be performed for tubes not meeting the 
screening criteria to confirm that the performance criteria are met for these tubes. In-situ 
pressure test procedures at SONGS and the screening criteria for selecting tubes to be 
tested were in accordance with Electrical Power Research Institute Report 1014983, 
"Steam Generator ln .. Situ Pressure Test Guidelines," Revision 3. 

At Unit 2, one tube with a measured 90 percent deep indication at a retainer bar location 
was determined to be outside the screening criteria and was in-situ pressure tested. For 
Unit 3, an optional strategy to the screening criteria approach was taken in accordance 
with the Steam Generator In-Situ Pressure Test Guidelines, Appendix A. The 
Appendix A approach is a statistically based Monte Carlo approach that samples the 
uncertainty distributions associated with each of the input parameters for calculating 
tube burst pressure. This methodology selects all tubes determined to have a 0.95 
probability or less of meeting the limiting structural integrity performance criterion. 
Application of this methodology led to selection of 129 tubes on Unit 3 for in-situ 
pressure testing, 73 tubes in steam generator 3E0-88 and 56 tubes in steam generator 
~E0-89. 

The in-situ pressure tests were performed under ambient conditions. Therefore the test 
pressures were adjusted upward from actual values under hot conditions to account for 
the increased yield and ultimate strength of the tube material under ambient conditions. 
The test pressures (with correction factors added} corresponding to normal operating 
conditions, main steam line break, and three times normal operating pressure differential 
were 1850 psi, 3200 psi, and 5300 psi, respectively. · 

The test procedure involved pressurizing the subject tube at a rate not to exceed 200 
psi/sec to each test point. At each test point, pressure was held constant for two 
minutes if the tube was not leaking. If the tube was leaking, pressure was held constant 
for five minutes before ramping to the next test pressure. 

The tube with a 90 percent deep retainer bar indication in Unit 2 was successfully tested 
to 5300 psi with no leakage. This demonstrated that all performance criteria were met 
for this tube. For Unit 3, 136 of the 144 tubes were successfully tested to 5300 psi with 
no leakage, demonstrating that these tubes met the performance criteria. The remaining 
eight tubes "failed" prior to reaching 5300 psi. Failure in this context means that leakage 
occurred in excess of the 4.5 gallons per minute pump capacity during the test, and test 
pressure could not be maintained. All eight tubes that failed were in steam generator 
3E0-88. All tubes tested in steam generator 3E0-89 pass~d with no leakage. 

Table 1 summ~rizes the in-sitlJ pressure test results for the eight tubes that failed the 
test. Three of the eight tubes failed at or below the test pressure corresponding to main 
steam line break differential pressure. The tube that leaked causing shutdown of 
SONGS Unit 3 (row 106, column 78) exhibited the lowest failure ·pressure, 2874 psi. 
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The three tubes that failed at or below main steam line break pressure failed to meet the 
acCldent leakage performance criteria as well as the structural integrity performance 
criteria. The other five tubes met the accident leakage criteria, but failed to meet the 
structural criteria. 

Prior to being tested to failure, the tube that leaked during operation (row 106, column 
78) exhibited a measured leak rate of 0.072 gallons per minute at a test pressure 
corresponding to normal operating conditions. This compares with a leak rate of 0.06 
gallons per minute measured by SCE operating staff for SONGS Unit 3 when they made 
the decision to shut the plant down. The reported operational·teakagewas evaluated 
based on ambient conditions. Both the opE;irational and test measurements are less than 
the applicable technical specification limit of 0.1 gallons per minute. 

Table 1 - SONGS 3 In-Situ Pressure Test Results 
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2. 0 Probable Cause Evalu~tion (Charter Item 2) 

I Leak Rate at 

I 
Main Steam 
Line Break 

I 
1 

(gpm) 

-··-· 
>0.5 

-

>0;5 

>0.5 

i 
>0.5 

I 
>0.5 
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>0.5 

>0.5 
., . .,.'", 

I Failure 
1 Pressure 
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I 2874 

3268 

I 
31,80 

I 4732 
i 
I 
l 
! . 

5160 
! 

! 
4889 

j 4886 

5026 

While the team was an-site, both SCE and Mitsubishi were .in the process of conducting 
cause evaluations for the tube fai.k:l.Fefailures and unexpected wear of steam generator 
tubes, in Unit 3. As part of both evaluations, actions were be.ing taken to understand the 
differences between Unit 2 and 3 steam. generators. The cause evaiuations were not 
complete and were undergoing changes while the Augmented lnspection'Team was 
onsite; however, SCE did subsequently complete their cause evaluation prior to the 
team's exit meeting. The team did a detailed review of the completed cause evaluation. 
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2.1 -SCE Cause Evaluation 

f 

a. Inspection Scope 

The team conducted an overall and independent review of SCE's actions taken to 
understand the probable cause for the steam generator tube degradation. The team 
reviewed the updated final safety analysis report, technical specifications, design basis 
documents, original steam generator design, replacement steam generator design, 
purchase order specifications, design changes, m;mufacturing changes, 
nonconformance reports, supplier deviation reports, and interviewed personnel. The 
review included understanding the licensee's criteria for determining the c~use, or if one 
could not be determined, the most probable cause. , -: 

b. Observations and Findings 

No findings were identifiE:d. 

The team participated in discussions with the licensee's cause analysis team and noted 
that the licensee employed various root cause evaluation techniques. These included a 
change analysis technique that compared design differences and a problem analysis 
technique relying on a systematic process that looked at the causal effects and risk 
assessments of possible causes. The team reviewed the licensee causal analysis 
summary that assigned a ranking of highly probable to unlikely. 

In the. area of thermal hydraulic analysis the licensee contracted AREVA to verify the 
accuracy of Mitsubishi's thermal-hydraulic code (FIT Ill) used during the design of the 
replacement steam generators, by comparing it t9 ATHOS, a thermal-hydr;3ulic code 
developed by the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI). In addition, SCE contracted 
Westinghouse to perform a completely independent analysis using a Westinghouse 
modified ATHOS thermal-hydraulic code. AREVA also performed independent flow 
induced vibration analyses. The licensee brought on board MPR associates and 
numerous other technical experts, including a world renowned expert in flow induced 
vibration, to assist in the cause assessment. The team observed that SCE preliminary 
causal analysis was generally consistent with that of Mitsubishi. Initially, the licensee 
reviewed the following cause contributors: 

• 

• 
• 

• 
• 

• 

Departure from original steam generator u-bend/anti-vibration bar configuration -
highly probable 
Departure from original steam generator stay cylinder configuration - possible 
Departure from original steam generator tube support plate configuration -
possible 
Replacement steam generator anfi.·vibration bar structure too flexible - possible 
Additional 300 rotations of Unit 3 replacement steam generator due to divider 
pfate repair work - possible 
Thermal-hydraulic and flow induced vibration models used in replacement steam 
generator design incorrectly predicted replacement steam generator tube bundle 
behavior - possible 

The team observed that the licensee performed a detailed analysis and attempted to 
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address all probable causes. The team observed that some of the conditions which 
were eliminated as potential contributors may need further evaluation. In particular, the 
team determined that the only major difference between Units 2 and 3 was the divider 
plate repair to both Unit 3 steam generators. This difference had been discounted by 
both SCE and Mitsubishi: The divider plate is further discussed in Section 12.0 of this 
report. 

~ ~QllCLLJston§ 

The completed SCE cause evaluation identified the mechanistic cause of the tube-to
tube wear as fluid-elastic instability caused by a combination of localized high 
steam/water velocity, high steam void fraction, and insufficient contact forces between 
the anti-vibration. bars and the tubes. 

The team independeAtly soncluded that the combination of higher than predicted 
thermal hydraulic conditions a·nd insufficient contact forces in the upper tube bundle 
caused the fluid elastic instability v4bration. 

2.2 Mitsubishi Cause Evaluation 

a. Inspection Scope 

The team conducted an overall and independent review of Mitsubishi's actions taken to 
understand the probable ca1..1se of the steam generator tube degradation. While onsite, 
the inspection team was informed that Mitsubishi was performing a failure analysis to 
characterize the mechanism causing the tube-to-tube wear condition in Unit 3. The' 
team had periodic discussions with Mitsubishi personnel to gather information on the 
probable causes under consideration. The team reviewed information contained in the 
updated final safety analysis report, technical specifications, design basis documents, 
purchase order specifications, design changes, design drawings, manufacturing 
changes. nonconformance reports, and supplier deviation reports to understand the 
design and fabrication of the replacement steam generators and independently assess 
the information obtained from Mitsubishi's in-progress cause evaluation. 

b. Observations and Findings 

No. findings were identified. 

The team determined that Mitsubishi was periorming a thorough evaluation of the failure 
mechanism leading to the tube-to-tube wear in Unit 3. The team noted that Mitsubishi 
gathered factual information about the design, fabrication, and operation of the 
replacement steam generators in Unit 2 and Unit 3 to understand the differences 
between these components and identify potential contributing causes. The team 
discussed the preliminary failure mechanism theory with Mitsubishi personnel, who 
attributed the tube-to-tube; wear to a combination of design, fabrication, and operational 
factors. 

Mitsubishi's preliminary explanation of the failure mechanism started with the 
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combination of two factors: (1) a relatively small tube pitch to tube diameter ratio (P/D), 
and (2) high void fraction in the tube bundle area where the tube-to,tube wear wa·s 
identified. The small pitch to diameter ratio was a fixed parameter in the replacement 
steam generators established by the nominal center-to-center distance between 
adjacent tubes (P) and the nominal outside diameter of the tubes (0). rhe high void 
fraction was identified from the results of Mitsubishi's thermal-hydraulic model for the 
secondary side of the replacement steam generators. Mitsubishi considered that the 
combination of these tWo factors may have resulted in favorable conditions for in-plane 
tube vibration based, in part, on the results of recent studies in fluid-elastic instability. 

Additionally, Mitsubishi identified that the Unit 3 replacement steam generators had 
better dimensional controls during the fabrication process. This determination was 
based, in part, on the results of pre-service and in-service eddy current examinations, 
and fabrication data from Unit 2 and Unit 3 replacement steam generators. The 
correlation of dimensional controls with the failure mechanism was that improved 
dimensional controls for Unit 3 replacement steam generators resulted in less variability 
of as-built critical dimensions such as anti-vibration bar thickness, tube roundness, and 

· I gaps between tubes and anti-vibration bars. • 

The failure mechanism model also considered a fluid dynamic effect associated with the 
spreading of the tubes in the U-bend region during normal operating conditions. fhis 
effect was informally referred to as "flowering," due to the characteristic shape in which 
the tube bundle spreads transverse to the plane of the u-bends at normal operating 
conditions. ''Flowering" was described as the elastic deformation of the anti-vibration ·bar 
structure and the tube bundle in the U-bend region, as a result of thermal expansion and 
fh,Jid dynamic pressure acting on the secondary side of the tubes (see fjgure below). , 
The deformation caused by the "flowering" effect was believed to result in multiple areas 
of no contact between the anti-vibration bars and the tubes, which minimized resistance 
to in-plane motion of the u-bend area of the tubes. 
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Tube Bundle Shape at Cold Condition 
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Plate No. 7 

In-Plane Deformation Out-of·Plane Deformation 

Mitsubishi considered that the collective contribution of the factors described above 
resulted in conditions in the U-bend that were highly susceptible to excessive tube 
vibration. The in-plane vibration of the tubes in the U-bend region allowed direct contact 
between free-span sections of the tubes, resulting in the unanticipated tube-to-tube 
wear. 

At the conclusion of the onsite portion of this inspection, Mitsubishi was further 
evaluating the failure mechanism by conducting in-depth analyses of available data to 
validate their failure mechanism theory. One of the analyses included analytical studies 
of the impact of anti-vibration bar gap size, free-span length, fluid-elastic vibration, and 
contactforces on tube wear depth. An expected outcome of this analysis was that 
contact forces and the number of inactive supports should be the biggest contributors to 
wear under fluid-elastic instability conditions. Additionally, Mitsubishi was conducting 
further analytical studies of the «flowering" effect by modeling multiple cases of elastic 
displacement of the tube bundle structure, taking into consideration thermal expansion 
and dynamic pressures. Concurrent with these analyses, Mitsubishi was studying the 
effect of manufacturing dispersion on tube wear. Specifically, Mitsubishi was modeling 
multiple cases of manufacturing variability to study the influence of different dimensional 
controls ori gap and contact forces. Mitsubishi was using as-built data as well as 
manufacturing tolerances to statistically assess the impact of dimensional controls on 
the resulting gaps and contact forces in different areas of the tube bundle. Based on the 
data reviewed by the team, the standard deviation of the tube ovality (G-value) 
decreased during each successive fabrication run of the steam generator tubes (order of 
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tube fabrication -> U2E0-89, U2E0-88, U3E0-89, and U3E0-88). One of the expected 
outcomes of this analysis was that manufacturing variability in Unit 3, in combination with 
the «flowering" effect, would result in a reduction of contact forces in Unit 3 relative to 
those in Unit 2. During the on-site portion of this inspection, the results of these studies 
were not finalized and additionalfailure analysis tasks were scheduled to accurately 
characterize the failure mechanism and support the cause determination. 

c. Conclusions 

At the time of the exit, Mitsubishi was still completing their independent cause analysis. 
As i;iart of the Confirmatory Action Letter inspection The team was unable to evaluate this 
aspect: however, the final Mitsubishi cause evaluation will be reviewed"'" as part of the 
Confirmatory Action Letter inspectipn. No conclusions were reached with regard to the 
Mitsubishi cause evaluation at this time 

3.0 Operational Differences in Configuratioriand Operation between Unit 2 and 3 (Charter 
item 3) 

a. Inspection Scope 

The team reviewed Unit 2 and 3 Cycle 16 operational data records found in operator 
logs and the plant computer system. The team focused on differences in configuration 
and operation between Units 2 and 3. The tea.m evaluated full power operational data 
between Unit 2 and Unit 3 steam generators after each were replaced. From this data 
the team compared key plant parameters and other indications such as temperature, 
flow, power, pressure, and vibration and loose parts monitoring alarms. The team 
reviewed operational .differences between Units 2 and 3 in order to gain information and 
to assess if these differences could have had an impaCt on the observed differences in 
the steam generator tube wear between the units. 

b. Observations and Findings 

No findings i..·vere identified. 

The team identified one unresolved item for which additional information is required to 
determine if a performance deficiency exists or if the issue constitutes a violation of NRC 
requirements. The team also modeled the impact of operational differences on the 
predicted thermal-hydraulic response of the steam generators. 

(1) Introduction: The team identified an unresolved item associated with the number of 
· v~lid vibration and loose parts alarms observed in Unit 3 steam generat9rs compared 

to Unit 2 steam generators, during steady state conditions, 

Description: During the review of operational differences between Unit 2 and 3 
steam generators the team identified a significant difference in number of valid 
vibration and loose parts monitoring system alarms. The vibration and loose parts 
monitoring system was designedto provide continuous monitoring and conditioning 
of loose parts accelerometer signals. Two separate accelerometers were installed 
on each of the steam generators_. The location of these instruments are on the 
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steam generators' lower supporting structures and provide acoustic information 
· about loose parts impacts specifically on the reactor coolant or primary side of the 
steam generators. The vibration and loose parts monitoring system real time 
functions consist mainly of impact alarm validation Of suspected loose part events 
and recording acoustic data. Long term vibration monitoring and loose part event 
trending were done by engineering personnel using recorded data. 

Unit 3 returned to service in February 2011, and the resident inspectors noted a 
number of nuclear notifications associated with Unit 3 steam genE;rators vibration 
and loose parts monitoring alarms. On January 20, 2012, prior to the Unit 3 tube 
leak, engineering personnel also identified this trend and documented in Nuclear 
Notification NN 201818719 this problem and assigned ari action to do further 
evaluation. On February 3, 2012, engineering personnel sent two sets of alarm 
signatures to Westinghouse, which contained impact data on alarms for time periods 
of steady state operation (i.e., no major temperature changes). Westinghouse 

. engineering personnel concluded that the acoustic signals picked up by the 
accelerometers were valid and similar in nature to acoustic signatures caused by 
thermal movement of a steam generator expected during changes in thermal 
conditions, such as plant startup or shutdown. However the data obtained and 
analyzed had been taken during steady state operations. The team noted that Unit 2 
steam generators did not receive the same number and type of alarms during a 
similar period of steady state operations. Engineering personnel also compared hot 
leg temperature changes linked to Unit 3 operations from February 18, 201' 1, to 
January 31, 2012, and confirmed about 30 valid alarms during this peri9d were not 
associated with thermal transients. 

Additional review and follow up will be required of the vibration and loose parts 
monitoring system alarms, including evaluation and disposition of Unit 3 alarms and 
then determine whether this issue represents a performance deficiency or constitutes 
a violation of NRC requirements. This issue is identified as 
URI 05000362/2012007-02, "Evaluation of Unit 3 Vibration and Loose Parts 
Monitoring System Alarms.'' 

(2) Operational Differences: The team performed a number of different thermal~ 
hydraulic analysis of Units 2 and 3 steam generators. The output of the various 
analyses runs where then ~om pared and reviewed to determine if those difference$ 
could have contributed to the significant change in steam generator tube wear. It 
was noted that Unit 3 ran with slightly higher primary temperatures, about 4·F higher 
than Unit 2. Other differences were noted in steam and feedwater fiow but none of 
the differences were considered sufficient to significantly affect thermal hydraulic 
characteristics inside the steam generators. The different analyses included: 

• Lower bounding thermal hydraulic analysis using the steam generator base 
design condition; where primary inlet temperature was 598'F, and an upper 
bound case where primary inlet temperature was 611 'Fas identified in Mitsubishi 
Document L5-04GA021, Revision 3 

• Varying steam generator pressures from 833 to 942 psia 
• Steam mass flow rates from 7.59 to 7.62 Mlbm/hr 
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• Primary loop volumetric flow rate from 102,000to104,000 gpm, and 
• Recirculation ratio from 3.2 to 3.5. 

c. Conclusions 

The team identified one unresolved item associated with SCE's evaluation of the Unit 3 
loose parts monitoring alarms. 

The result of the independent NRC thermal-hydraulic analysis indicated that differences 
in the actual operation between units and/or individual steam generators had an 
insignificant impact on the results and in fact, the team did not identify any changes in 
steam velocities or void fractions that could attribute to the differences in tube wear 
between the units or steam generators. It should be noted that increases in primary 
temperature and steam generator pressures has the effect of reducing void fractions and 
peak steam velocities, which slightly decreases the conditions necessary for fluid elastic 
instability and fluid-induced vibration. 

4.0 Design and Manufacturing Differences (Charter Item #4.) (Mitsubishi Charter Item 1) 

During the development of the charter, it was not known how SCE and Mitsubishi 
reviewed and approved design and manufacturing changes. During the inspection, it 
was identified that all design and manufacturing changes proposed by Mitsubishi 
required review and approval from a SCE representative. Based on this, it was 
determined that this area could be covered as one item. 

a. Inspection Scope 

The team interviewed licensee and Mitsubishi personnel involved in the design and 
fabrication of the repiacement steam. generators and reviewed information including. 
nonconformarice reports, design drawings, fabrication procedures, design changes, 
engineering evaluations, supplier deviation requests, and design specifications to 
identify conditions affecting quallty that resulted in relevant design differences between 
the replacement steam generators. The team assessed whether these differences could 
be considered as contributing factors for the cause of the tube-to-tube wear issue in Unit 
3. The team also revi~wed Engineering Change Packages 800071702 and 800071703 
for the Unit 2 and Unit 3. replacement steam generators, respeetively, with emphasis on 
changes made to the design methodology described in the updated final safety analysis 
report for the original steam generators to verify that the evaluation was performed in 
accordance with licensee.procedures and the .provisions of 1 OCFR 50.59, "Changes, 
Tests, and Experiments." 

b. Observations and Findings 

No fiRdings were identified. 

The team identified two unresolved items for which additiom:1I information is required to 
determine if performance deficiencies exist or if the issues constitute violations of NRC 
requirements. The team also identified several observations related to the design, 
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fabrication, and the engineering change package for the l)nit 2 and Unit 3 replacement 
steam generators. 

(1) Introduction: The team identified an unresolved item associated with the design of 
the retainer bars in Unit 2 and Unit 3 replacement steam generators. 

Description: In February 2012, the licensee identified wear indications in Unit 2 
replacement steam generators at the tube locations in contact with the retainer bars 
(see figure below). Some of the indications showed excessive wear with a maximum 
degradation of 90 percent t.hrough wall. 

The team identified that the design of the replacement steam generators did not 
expect any potential vibration concerns in the area of the tube bundle where the 
retainer bars were located. The basis for Mitsubishi's design philosophy relied on 
the following factors: 

• Based on the calculated natural frequency of the retainer bar, Mitsubishi 
considered that there would not be a resonant vibration condition relative to the 
flow conditions in the location of retainer bars. 

• The vibration analysis of the tube bundle only considered out-of-plane vibration 
because in-plane vibration was not expected to be an operational concern for the 
retainer bars. 

• The outermost tubes were considered the least susceptible to flow-elastic 
instability; therefore retainer bar locations were not included in the vibration 
analysis. 

• Fluid-elastic instability was found not applicable to the retainer bar because this 
mechanism did not apply to a single tube in cross flow. 

• Vortex-induced vibration was found not applicable to the retainer bar because it 
was considered a vibration mode applicable to a single cylinder in uniform cross 
flow in a large area and the flow condition around the retainer bars was 
considered slug-froth two phase flow. 
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However, upon identification of retainer bar-to-tube wear in Unit 2 replacement 
steam generators, Mitsubishi performed an evaluation to identify the cause of 
excessive wear. The analysis considered three vibration mechanisms: fluid-elastic 

· instability, vortex-induced vibration, and turbulence:-induced vibration (random 
vibration}. The analysis for turbulence-induced vibration determined that random 
vibration was the possible cause of the retainer vibration, based on the peculiar flow 
around the retainer bar, combined with the rather low natural frequency of the 
retainer bar. The analysis used the two phase flow condifions around the retainer 
bars and identified various modes of vibration at those flow conditions that could lead 
to retainer bar vibration and consequently to tube wear. 

Additional review by the NRC is required following completion of the 
liGensee'sMitsubishi's cause evaluation to determine whether this issue represents a 
performance deficiency or constitutes a violation of NRC requirements. This issue is 

·identified as URI 05000362/2012007-03, "Evaluation of Retainer Bars Vibration 
during the Original Design of the Replacement Steam Generators." 

(2) Introduction: The team identified an unresolved item associated with the 
dimensional controls· of critical dimensions throughout the fabrication of Unit 2 and 
Unit 3 replacement steam generators. 

Description: Based on the information gathered by the team on the differences in 
dimensional controls of critical parameters in Unit 2 and Unit 3 replacement steam 
generators, the team determined that Mitsubishi did not consider the potential impact 
of improving dimensional controls for tube roundness and anti-vibration bars on the 
final tube bundle clearances at normal operating conditions. 

Additional review by the NRC is required following completion of #le 
licensee'sMitsubishi's cause evaluation to fully assess how the dimensional controls 
contributed to the tube-to-tube wear in Unit 3 and then determine whether this issue 
represents a performance deficiency or constitutes a violation of NRC requirements. 
This issue is identified as URI 05000362/2012007-04, "Evaluation of Changes ih 
Dimensional C()ntrols during the Fabrication of Unit 2 and Unit 3 Replacement Steam 
Generators." 

(3) Design Differences: The team did not identify any significant differences in the 
design requirements of Unit 2 and Unit 3 replacement steam generators. The 
"Conformed Specification for Design and Fabrication of the Replacement Steam 
Generators," also known as the design specification, contained identical technical 
requirements for Unit 2 and Unit 3 steam generators. All, replacement steam 
generators were required to be designed, fabricated, and tested in accordance with 
the 1998 edition of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) Boiler 
and Pressure Vessel Code, with the 2000 Addenda, industry standards, and NRC 
endorsed metnods described in applicable regulatory guides. The licensee specified 
the .same licensing requirements for all replacement steam generators. 

The design specification also contairyed provisions to address technical or quality 
deviations from the requirements of the purchase order or the design specifications, 
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including the disposition of "Repair" or "Accept as-is" conditions captured as non
conformance reports in Mitsubishi's quality assurance program and changes to 
documents previously approved by the licensee. This process v.(as referred to as 
"Supplier Deviation Request" and allowed the licensee to review and approve 
deviations from the approved design specifications. The team noted that changes 
affecting the specified design were submitted to SCE personnel for review and 
approval. 

The team noted that the design specification established identical provisions for the 
design of the replacement steam generator components including the vessel, 
upper/lower shell, transition cone, tubesheet, channel head, divider plate, tube 
supports, tubing, steam nozzle, feedwater nozzle, primary nozzles, steam flow 
limiting device, moisture sepatators/d,Yers, feedwater distribution system, blowdown 
and sludge management, access/inspection ports, instrument/sampling taps, and 
loose part monitoring. 

The design specification also established identical requirements for the sef'Vice life 
and service environmental conditions of the replacement steam generators. The 
licensee also specified identical design loading, structural, and seismic requirements 
for all replacement steam generators. The design specification contained identical 
requirements for design transients under normal, upset, emergency, faulted, and test 
conditions. 

Additionally, the performance requirements in the design specification were identical 
for each replacement steam generator, which included: 

• Water Level Stability 
• Circulation Ratio 
• Moisture Carryover 
• Steam Carryunder in the Downcomer Annulus 
• Reactor Coolant Flow Rate 
• Primary-Ta-Secondary Leakage 
• Slowdown Capacity 
• Thermal Rating 
• Heat Transfer Surface Area 
• Tube Plugging Margin 
• Fouling Factor 
• Overall Heat. Transfer Coefficient 
• Primary Side Design and Operating Pressure/Temperatures 
• Secondary Side Design and Operating Pressures/Temperatures 
• Primary Side Design and Operating Flows 
• Secondary Side Design and Operating t=lows 
• Tube Material and Dimensions 

The replacement steam generator design developed by Mitsubishi for SONGS Unit 2 
and Unit 3 in accordance with the licensee's design specification was translated into 
the same set of. design and fabrication drawings. The team noted that some as-built 
dimensions varied between Unit 2 and Unit 3 steam generators as a result of the 
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divider plate weld repairs in Unit 3 and other manufacturing processes. However, 
these dimensional changes did not represent significant deviations from the original 
design specifications. 

(4} Fabrication Differences: The team noted that the design specification contained the 
same general fabrication requirements for the Unit 2 and Unit 3 replacement steam 
generators. The design specification contained the methods required for fabrication, 
assembly, inspection, and testing of the replacement steam generators. The 
specification covered, in part, fabrication requirements for the channel head cladding, 
tube dimensions, tube wall thickness, tube bend radius, tube "ovality,n tubesheet, 
tube-to-tubesheet joints, tube supports, tube bundle, machined gasketed surfaces, 
non-ASME steam generator internals, welding methods, post-weld heat treatment, 
and allowable welding materials. The specification also contained detailed 
requirements for inspections, tests, and examinations, which included examination 
methods and personnel qualification requirements. 

The design specification also required the use of «Supplier Deviation Requests" to 
address technical or quality devia~ions from the requirements of the Purchase Order 
or the design specifications, including the disposition of "Repair" or "Accept as~is" 
conditions identified during the fabrication process and changes to fabrication 
documents previously approved by the licensee. The team noteq that fabrication 
issues affecting the specified design were submitted to SCE personnel for review 
and approval. · 

Based on discussions with SCE and Mitsubishi personnel and the review of 
documentation about the fabrication history of Unit 2 and Unit 3 replacement steam 
generators, the teain identified'the differences li~ted below. At th~ conclusion of the 
onsite portion of this inspection, the differences between Unit 2 and Unit 3 steam 
generators as a result of the fabrieation process were under consideration for the 
cause evaluation. 

• Steam Dryer Assembly - During the fabrication of Unit 2 steam generator 2E0-
89, Mitsubishi identified a nonconforming condition of the steam dryer assembly 
that included damaged locking plates of vane jacking devices, displaced bolts, 
and _damaged vanes. The cause of this issue was determined to be inadequate 
evaluation and control of the design iRwith regard to the capacity of the vane 
jacking devices to sustain all fabrication conditions. Specifically, the vane jacl<lng 
devices failed to stay in the-design position during multipl~ rotations ()f the steam 
generator assembly quring fabrication. Mitsubishi corrected the condition, in 
part, by replacing all vane jacking devices and damaged vanes with a new 
design, which Weis also used in the fabrication of the Unit 2 steam 
generator 2E0-88, and Unit 3 steam generators 3E0-89 and 3E0-88. 
Additionally, Mitsubishi modified the assembly sequence.of the steam dryers. 
For Unit 2 steam generator 2E0-89, the steam dryer vanes were assembled in
situ while the steam .dryers for Unit 2 steam generat9r 2E0-88 and Unit 3 steam 
generators 3E0-88 and 3E0-89 were preassembled before installation in their 
final position. 
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• Drilling of Tubesheet Holes - The tubesheet holes in Unit 2 and Unit 3 steam 
generators where the tubes are inserted for final assembly were made with 
different drill bits. The Unit 2 steam generator tubesheets were drilled with 
uncoated drill bits. The Unit 3 steam generator tubesheets were drilled with 
titanium-nitride coated drill bits, which improved the drill bit life and resolved 
tooling mark issues experienced in Unit 2. 

• Transition Wrapper Welding - The welding of the transition wrapper was 
performed in different order for each unit. For Unit 2 steam generators, the 
transition wrapper was welded after the tubes and anti-vibration bars were 
installed. In Unit 3 steam generators, the transition wrapper was welded before 
the installation of tubes and anti•vibration bars. 

• Cladding Removal Process for the Channel Head - The removal of the stainless 
steel clad weld from the interior surface of the channel head base metal in 
preparation fot the divider plate weld (i.e. structural butter weld} was performed 
with different methods in Unit 2 and Unit 3 replacement steam generators. For 
Unit 2, Mitsubishi used a machining process to remove the cladding in both 
steam generators. In Unit 3, Mitsubishi used an air carbon-arc gouging process. 
This method resulted in separation of the butter weld during hydrostatic testing. 
The root cause evaluation concluded that the air carbon-arc gouging process left 
carbon deposits on the base metal. Gouging was followed by grinding which was 
designed to remove the heat affected zone and expected to completely remove 
the carbon deposits. However, the grinding process left. carbon deposits behind, 
which resulted in the localized areas of high carbon and high base metal 
hardness due to carburization. The repair of the Unit 3 divider plate welds is 
addressed in further details in Section 12.0 of this report. 

• Helium Leak Test~ As part of the fabrication process, Mitsubishi performed a 
Helium-Nitrogen leak test on the secondaty side of the replacement steam 
generators to check for leaks on the tube-to-tubesheet welds. For all steam 
generators, this test was performed after completion of the tube-to-tubesheet 
weld, but prior to the penetrant examination of the tube-to-tubesheet welds and 
final tube expansion. The leak tests for Unit 2 steam generators were performed 
at a higher pressure than Unit 3 steam generators. Additionally, the Unit 2 tests 
were performed using a temporary welded cap on top of the steam generator 
shell to enclose the secondary side, while a temporary clamped cap was used in 
Unit 3 steam generators. All tests required the same holding time before starting 
the test and the same leak rate acceptance criteria. 

• Preliminary and ASME Section Ill Hydrostatic Tests -The number of hydrostatic 
tests performed in accordance with ASME Section Ill on the primary and 
secondary sid~s of the replacement steam generators varied between Units due 
to the results of the initial test in each steam generator. For each replacement 
steam generator, the hydrostatic tests were performed first on the primary side 
and then on the secondary side. Both Unit 2 steam generators met the 
acceptance criteria in the first hydrostatic test. However, during the first 
hydrostatic test on the secondary side of Unit 3 steam generator 3E0-89, 
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Mitsubishi identified leakage through a tube-to-tubesheet weld that exceeded the 
ASME Code acceptance criteria. After repairs were completed to address the 
leakage, the hydrostatic tests were re-performed. Following the second set of 
hydrostatic tests on Unit 3 steam generator 3E0-.89, cracking indications were 
identified in the divider plate-to-channel head weld. After repairs were completed 
to address the divider plate weld cracks, a third set of hydrostatic tests were 
performed in Unit 3 steam generator 3E0-89. Since similar cracking indications 
of the divider plate weld were identified in Unit 3 steam generator 3E0-88, a 
second set of hydrostatic tests was performed in this steam generator after the 
divider plate weld was repaired. 

Additionally, prior to each ASME Section Ill hydrostatic test, Mitsubishi performed 
a preliminary hydrostatic test of the primary and secondary side.of the steam 
generators at design pressure to check for leakage at the feed pump, pressure 
filling line, temporary gaskets, and temporary seals. Therefore, each 
replacement steam generator received an equal number of preliminary and 
ASME Section Ill Hydrostatic Tests. The total numbers of hydrostatic tests for 
each steam generator are summarized below. 

I 
Number of Preliminary and ASME Section Ill Hydrostatic Tests 

I Steam ! Primary I Secondary I Results 
I Generator ! Side Side , 

2E0-89 I 1 1 Acceotance criteria met 
2E0-:88 1 1 fi.cce~tance criteria rnet 

i 

Leakage det~cted in tube-to-1 1 i 

L_ tubesheet weld 
3E0-89 ! ! Divider plate weld separation ! ! 1 l 1 

i ~ weld identified I 
1 ! 1 Final - Acc$Ptance criteria met 

1 
I 

1 
f Divider plate weld separation 

3E0·88 I i weld identified 
1 I 1 Fihal - Acceptance criteria met 

• Pre--Service Inspection - The design specification established similar 
requirements for the pre-service eddy current ex~mination of Unit 2 and Unit 3 
replacement steam generators. The team noted that the eddy current 
examinations of Unit 2 and Unit 3 steam generators were performed with similar 
eddy current techniques, including essential variables. However, the 
circumstances in which the examinations were performed varied for each Unit. 
For Unit 2, the pre·service examination was performed after the steam 
generators were delivered at the SONGS jobsite. The steam generators were 
examined on the shipping saddles,. where the position of the tube bundle was at 
45 degrees from the gravity neutral position. This position was dictated by the 
location of the steam generator lifting trunnions which were installOO. on the upper 
shell at 45 degree orientation from the steam generator centerline. For Unit 3, 
the pre-service eddy current examination was perforr:ned at the Mitsubishi Kobe 
facility while the steam generators were still on the fabrication rollers and inc the 
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gravity neutral position (i.e. divider plate oriented horizontally). The decision to 
perform the Unit 3 pre-service examination at the Mitsubishi facility was dictated 
by delivery schedule considerations resulting from the divider plate weld repairs. 

• Flow Limiter for Primary Inlet Nozzles - The replacement steam generators were 
designed with a flow limiter located in the primary inlet nozzle (see figure below) 
in order to make the reactor coolant system flow similar to the flow rate of the 
original steam generator and not exceed the maximum allowable reactor coolant 
system flow rate. The licensee's evaluation for the engineering design package 
determined that although the original steam generators had a number of plugged 
tubes, the reactor coolant system flow rate of the original steam generators was 
near the design requirement. Because the replacement steam generators has 
377 more tubes than the original steam generators, and contained tubes with u
bends versus "square bends", the pressure drop of the replacement steam 
generators with no plugged tubes would be much less than the original steam 
generators resulting in a higher flowrate. 

Flow Limiter 

The flow limiter was designed to ensure the total "best estimate" reat;:tor coolant 
flow rate with the replacement steam generators instailed would not exceed 
106.5 percent of the design volumetric flow rate of 396,000 gallons per minute at 
a reactor coolant,system cold leg temperature of Tcold = 540.9°F. For Unit 2 
replacement steam generators, the flow limiter diameter to nozzle Inner diameter 
ratio was 0.94 while the ratio for Unit 3 steam generators was 0.915 due to Unit 3 
reactor coolant pump replacement. The flow limiter dimensions resulted from a 
scaled model test performed by Mitsubishi and it was designed to be machined 
as part of the nozzle bas~ metal. 

• Pitch Distance of Tube Support Plate Drilled Holes in Unit 2 Steam Generator 
2E0-89- During fabrication of the tube support plates for Unit 2 steam generator 
2E0-89, quality control inspections identified unacceptable measur(;)ments of the 
pitch distance betwe~n drilled holes. Mitsubishi fabrication procedures required 
verification of the total center-to-center distance between ten inline drilled holes 
at certain sample points of the tube support plate. The dimensional verification 
checks identified a total of 200 measurements in tube support plate number 3' 
and 10 measurements in tube support plate number 6 that did.not m~t the 
dimensional acceptance criteria established in the fabrication procedures. 
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Mitsubishi evaluated this non-conformance condition and accepted the condition 
"as-is" with the SCE's approval. The technical justification for accepting the 
condition addressed four elements: (a) the impact of the condition on the ability 
to insert the tubes through the affected areas of the tube support plates, (b) 
resulting stress on the tubes after insertion, (c) impact of the condition on the 
tube to anti-vibration gap size, and (d) possible occurrence of tube scratch during 
inspection. Similar unacceptable measurements were not identified in Unit 2 
replacement steam generator 2E0-88 or Unit 3 replacement steam generators 
3E0-89 and 3E0-88. 

• Tube-to-Tube Clearance in Unit 2 steam generator 2E0-89- During fabrication of 
Unit 2 replacement steam generator 2E0-89, interference checks identified that 
the clearance between the tubes in Rows No. 28 and 30 in Column No. 22 was 
less than the minimum clearance of 0.13-inch specified in Mitsubishi's inspection 
procedure. The condition was accepted «as-is" by Mitsubishi and SCE through 
the supplier deviation request process. The main considerations of the technical 
evaluation included: (a) thermal expansion difference, (b) tube expansion due to 
operating pressures, (c) tube displacement due to out-of-plane flow induced 
vibration, and (d) tube displacement due to seismic acceleration. The team 
noted that no tube-to-tube wear indications were identified in this area of the tube 
bundle. 

· • Anti-Vibration Bar Spacing Issues in Unit 2 Steam Generator 2E0-89 - During 
fabrication of Unit 2 replacement steam generator 2E0-89, quality control 
inspections identified unacceptable-gaps between tubes and the anti-vibration 
bars in the outside tube columns. The affected area was identified as welding 
zone-4. The apparent cause for the anti-vibration bar spacing issue was due to 
performing the welding of zone-4 while the steam generator was oriented 
horizontally with this welding zone oriented to the bottom of the bundle. In this 
configuration, the tube bundle experienced sagging at the time of welding due to 
gravity. After completion of weiding zone 4, the steam generator assembly was 
rotated 180 degrees for additional assembly steps, but the sagging in the 
opposite direction caused enlargement of the gaps in welding zone 4 and this 
enlargement remained approximately the same for all subsequent rotations. 
When zone-4 was rotated 180-degrees after welding, deflection or sagging of the 
tube retaining bars due to gravity slightly pulled the anti-vibration bars, increasing 
the gap between the tube and the anti~vibration bars in this zone. 

With the licensee's approval, Mitsubishi implemented various corrective actions 
to address the condition in the pending Unit 2 replacement steam generator 
2E0-88 and subsequently in Unit 3 steam generators which included: (a} use of 
smaller spacer blocks between tubes for the installation of anti-vibration bars, (b) 
re-define the welding zones to limit welding in the horizontal position, and (c) 
reduce rotations during welding of the other bundle zones. Mitsubishi performed 
rework activities in Unit 2 steam generator 2E0-89 to restore anti-vibration bar 
spacing to design specifications.· These activities resulted in better gap 
distribution. All the tube-to-anti-vibration bar gaps exceeding the Initial 
dimensional criteria were further evaluated and accepted in accordance with 
Mitsubishi's gap size evaluation procedure. 
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• Rotations of Steam Generator Assembly for Anti-Vibration Bar Installation and 
Welding - The team noted that welding of anti-vibration bars structure required 
rotating the steam generators several times. As a result of the corrective actions 
generated to address the anti-vibration bar spacing issues in Unit 2 steam 
generator 2E0-89, the installation procedure was revised to reduce the num_ber of 
rotations for anti-vibration bar installation to attain better gap control. This 
procedure revision resulted in different number of rotations in each replacement 
steam generator. Steam generators Unit 2 E0~89, Unit 2 E0-88,.Unit 3 E0-89, 
and Unit 3 E0-88 received 11.25, 4, 3.5, and 3.5 rotations, respectively, during 
installation of the anti-vibration bars structure. 

• Temporary Installation of Plastic Ties - In order to limit the displacement of anti
vibration bars during rotation of the steam generator assembly for welding of the 
anti-vibration bars structure, Mitsubishi revised the installation procedure to 
install temporary plastic ties between the retaining bars and the tubes. This step 
of the anti-vibration bar assembly process was performed in a different sequence 
for Unit 2 and Unit 3 steam generators. For Unit 2, the installation· of plastic ties 
occurred after· welding the transition wrapper, the Helium leak test, and tube 
hydraulic expansion, but before welding the channel head to the tubesheet, the 
hydrostatic tests, and the pre-service inspection. In Unit 3, the installation of 
plastic ties was performed between welding the transition wrapper and the 
Helium leak test. 

• Dimensional Controls of Anti-Vibration Bar Structure - According to Mitsubishi's 
preliminary cause evaluation taking place at the time of this inspection, the 
controls of critical dimensions affecting the clearances between the tube and the 
anti-vibration bars were gradually improved throughout the fabrication of the Unit 
2 and Unit 3 steam generators. This improvement on dimensional controls was a 
consideration for the determination of the failure mechanism leading to tube-to
tube wear in Unit 3. 

The first dimensional .control under consideration was the improvement of tube 
roundness in the section of the tubes that was bent to form the U-bend shape. 
During fabrication of Unit 2 steam Qenerator 2E0-89, the supplier of tubular 
product for Mitsubishi (i.e. Sumitomo), experienced quality issues to meet the G
values established in the design specifications, resulting in a high number of tube 
rejections. The G-value was a measure of departure from roundness; or 
"ovality," after the tubes were bent and it was controlled in order to control the 
gap between tubes and anti-vibration bars (see figure below). The G-values 
were measured at different locations along the U-bend section of the tubes for a 
selected number of tubes per row, as established in Mitsubishi'.s procedure. The 
acceptance criteria for G-value varied depending on the row where the tubes 
were installed. The acceptance criteria also remained the same throughout the 
fabrication of Unit 2·and Unit 3 replacement steam generators. 
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Based on discussions with licensee personnel and documentation reviews, the 
team noted that Sumitomo ir;nplement.ed measures to improve. the quality of th$ 
tube bending process which resuited in less deviation of G-V<?lues and a 
reduction in the amount and variability of tubing "ovality." Based on the statistical 

·analysis of G-value data collected during fabrication of the Unif 2 and U.nit 3 
steam generators, Mitsubishi concluded that the G-values standard deviation 
gradually decreased since the fabrication of the first steam generator. 
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Another dimensional control under consideration was the variability of anti
vibration bar dimensions. Mitsubishi's fabrication procedures required inspection 
of various dimensions of the anti-vibration bars to control the g~p between the 
anti-vibration bars and the tubes. These dimensions were: thickness in the 
straight sections, twisting and flatness of the straight sections after bending, and 
thickness of the anti-vibration bar tip (i.e. nose) after bending. Among these 
dimensions, the twisting and flatness of the straight sections after bending were 
verified using a "Go or No-Go" approach based on the acceptance criteria in 
Mitsubishi's procedures but no specific measurements were required to be 
maintained by procedure. Additionally, the acceptance criteria for anti-vibration 
bar dimensions remained the same throughoufthe fabrication of Unit 2 and Unit 
3 replacement steam generators. Mitsubishi conducted a preliminary statistical 
analysis of the available dimensional data for anti-vibration bars and the team 
concurred that there were minor differences in the statistical distribution of these 
dimensions in Unit 2 and Unit 3 steam generators. 

Engineering Change Package (10 CFR 50.59): The team determined that the 
licensee's evaluation for changes in the updated final safety analysis report's design 
methodologies for the replacement steam generators was consistent with SONGS 
procedures for the implementation of 10 CFR 50.59 requi~ements. The licensee's 
evaluation contained in Engineering Change Packages 800071702 and 800071703 
for the Unit 2 and· Unit 3 replacement steam generators, respectively, determined 
that the replacement of the original steam generators did not affect the current / 
licensing basis to the extent of needing prior approval from the NRC as required by 
10 CFR 50.59. 

In the 50.59 screening evaluation associated with the engineering change package 
for the Unit 2 and Unit 3 replacement steam generators, the licensee determined that 
the proposed activity did not adversely affect a design function, or the method of 
performing or controlling a design function described in the updated final safety 
analysis report. The licensee also determined that the steam generator replacement 
activity did not change a procedure in a manner that adversely affected how an 
updated filial safety analysis report design function is performed or controlled. 
Additionally, the licensee determined that the steam generator replacement activity 
did not involve a test or experiment not described in the updated final safety analysis 
report. The licensee evaluated the following updated final safety analysis report 
design functions in the 50.59 screening: 

• Steam Generator Design Functions · 
• Reactor Coolant System Structural Integrity 
• Emergency Core Cooling System Performance 
• Non-Loss of Coolant Accident Transients 
• Containment Pressure-Temperature Analysis 
• Low Temperature Overpressure Protection 
• Reactor Protection System, Engineered Safety Features Actuation System, Core 

Operating Limit Supervisory System, and Core Protection Calculations 
• Nuclear Steam Supply System Performance 
• ·Non-Safety Related Control Systems Performance 
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However, the 50.59 screening evaluation identified three methods of analysis 
described in the updated final safety analysis report that were affected by the 
proposed steam generator replacement and required further evaluation against the 
criteria in' 1 O CFR 50.59. The affected methodologies are described below: 

• Seismic Analysis of Reactor Vessel Internals.- The original analysis of SONGS 
Unit 2 and Unit 3 reactor ves$el internals with the original steam generators was 
performed with the methodology described in Combustion Engineering Topical 
Report CENPD-178, "Structural Analysis of Fuel Assemblies for Combined 
Seismic and Loss of Coolant Accident." Subsequent to the submittal of this 
report, Combustion Engineering revised the methodology by modifying modeling 
techniques, computer codes, testing methods, and acceptance criteria in 
response to changes in licensing requirements. Consequently, the original report 
was resubmitted to the NRC as CENPD-178-P, Revision 1-P, August 1981. This 
revision was approved by the NRC in a Letter from H. Bernard to A. Scherer, 
''Acceptance for Referring of Licensing ropical Report CENPD-178," dated 
August 6, 1982. The licensee used this revised methodology for the replacement 
steam generators and considered it as a methodology approved by the NRC for 
the intended application. 

• Reactor Coolant System Structural Integrity- The struGtural analysis of the 
original steam generators used ANSYS software for the thermal and stress 
analyses while the replacement steam generators were analyzed using ABAQUS 
software. ANSYS was described in the updated final safety analysis report as a 
large-scale, general-purpose, finite element program for linear and nonlinear 
structural and thermal analysis of the reactor coolant loop components. The 
licensee considered ABAQUS to be similar to ANSYS. The licensee compared 
both programs using thermal and stress sample problems. The comparison 
demonstrated that the results varied from theoretical solutions by no more than 1 
percent, and ABAQUS and ANSYS results themselves were also within 1 
percent of each other. The variability of results was determined to be within the 
margin of error for the subject type of analysis. 

• Tube Wall Thinning Analysis - The original steam generator analysis used 
CEFLASH computer program for the main steam line break mass~energy 
blowdown analysis, whereas the replacement steam generator analysis used 
manual calculations to represent the main steam line break blowdown loads by 
applying the maximum possible tube differential pressure, which bounded the 
pressure calculated by CEFLASH. 

For loss of coolant accident analysis, the original steam generator use<:f STRUDL 
computer program to calculate displa99ment histories and then ANSYS computer 
program to calculate tube stresses. The tube stresses for the replacement steam 
generators were determined using ANSYS computer program based on the 
blowdown forces. For the original steam generators the combination of loads 
analyzed was primary loop pipe break plus design basis earthquake and main 
steam line break plus qesign basis earthquake. For the replacement steam 
generators, the Joss of coolant accident, design basis earthquake, and the main 
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steam line break events were combined as one limiting event, which SCE 
considered to be a more conservative method of evaluation relative to the 
original steam generators. The licensee determined that the results of the tube 
wall thinning analysis for the replacement steam generators were conservative or 
essentially the same and the methodology used did not represent a departure 
from a method of evaluation described in the updated final safety analysis report. 

Further discussion is contained in Section 13.0 of this report on the methodology 
used by the licensee for the reactor coolant system structural integrity and tube wall 
thinning analysis. 

The team noted that a key methodology for the design of the replacement steam 
generators was the thermal-hydraulic code used to model the flow conditions in the 
steam generators. Mitsubishi's FIT-Ill thermal-hydraulic code was accepted by SCE 
for the design of the replacement steam generators. The team noted that the 
updated final safety analysis report did not describe the thermal-hydraulic code 
used for the design of the original steam generators and therefore the use of the 
FIT-111 thermal-hydraulic code did not constitute a change in methodology or a 
change in an element of a methodology described in the updated final safety 
analysis report. The updated final safety analysis report did describe the computer 
code CRIB as the code used to analyze overall steam generator performance. As 
described in the updated final safety analysis report, CRIB was used to establish 
the recirculation ratio and fluid mass inventories as a function of power level in the 
original steam generators. 

With regard to the major design changes between the original and replacement 
steam generators, the updated final safety analysis report did hot specify how the 
original steam generators relied on special design features such as the stay 
cylinder, tubesheet, tube support plates, or the shape of the tubes to perform the 
intended safety functions. The description of the original steam generators was 
focused on the overall thermal performance characteristics and the applicable 
codes and standards' used for fabrication. The updated final safety analysis report 
provided a brief description of the egg-crate tube support plate design and its 
function to prevent concentration of impurities in the tube-to-tube support plate gap, 
which could lead to tube degradation. The updated final safety analysis report also 
described degradation issues of the egg-crate tube support plate design· as a result 
of flow-accelerated corrosion and the corrective actions taken to mitigate this 
degradation mechanism. 

Regulatory Guide 1.187, "Guidance for Implementation of 10 CFR 50.59, Changes, 
Tests, and Experiments," November 2000, allows the use of NEI 96-07, "Guidelines 
for 1 O Ci=R 50.59 Implementation," Revision 1 for methods that are acceptable for 
complying with 10 CFR 50.59. Per NEI 96-07, changes affecting structures, 
systems, or components that are not explicitly described in the updated final safety 
analysis report can have the potential to adversely affect structure, system, or 
component design functions that are described and thus may require a 10 CFR 
50.59 evaluation. Consistent with this guidance, SCE's 50.59 screening evaluated 
the differences in subcomponents between the original steam generators and 
replacement steam generators as to whether the differences adversely affected the 
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design function {reactor coolant pressure boundary) of the steam generators. The 
replacement steam generators were designed and fabricated in accordance with 
quality assurance requirements, and 10 CFR 50.59 does not require the licensee to 
presume deficiencies in the design or fabrication. 

c.. Conclusions 

The team identifieG t\.vo unresolved items. The unresolved item associated with the 
changes in dimensional control needs to be resolved prior to restart of Unit 3. 

The team determined that no significant differences existed in the design requirements 
of Unit 2 and Unit 3 replacement steam generators. 

_Based on the updated final safety analysis report description of the original steam 
generators, the team determined that the steam generators major design changes were 
reviewed in ·accordance with the 10 CFR 50.59 requirements.-AR 

The team identified two unresolved items: 
• Evaluation of Retainer Bar Vibration during the Original Design of the 

Replacement Steam Generators 
• Evaluation of changes in Dimensional Controls during the Fabrication of Unit 2 

and Unit 3 Replacement Steam Generators 

Additioriallv. an unresolved item related to a change in a method of evaluation used for 
the stress analysis calculations is discussed in Section 13 of the report. 

5.0 Quality Assurance/Quality Control (Charter Item 5) (Mitsubishi Charter Item 4) 

The team reviewed numerous documents from both SCE and Mitsubishi (including sub
contractors, such as Sumitomo) associated with the design, fabrication, and 
manufacturing of the steam generators for both units. The team reviewed SCE and 
Mitsubishi's quality assurance program, procedures and implementation activities for the 
control of purchased material, equipment, and services; inspections; procurement 
document control; and corrective action and nonconformance activities. SpecificaOy, the 
team reviewed a sample of Mitsubishi nonconformance reports, audit, survey, all 
SONGS condition action requests, audits, surveillances, stop work orders, and supplier 
deviation requests associated with the design and manufacturing of the steam 
generators. The team concluded that these portions of SCE and Mitsubishi's quality 
assurance program regarding its safety-related activities were appropriately controlled 
and implemented. 

5.1 SONGS Quality Assurance/Quality Control 

a. Inspection Scope 

The team reviewed SC E's implementation of their quality assurance program to 
determine if it complied with the requirements of 1 O CFR 50, Appendix B, "Quality 
Assurance Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants and Fuel Reprocessing Plants." The team 
reviewed SONGS implementing procedures, quality assurance manual, vendor audits, 
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procurement specifications, corrective action requests, and numerous other documents, 
as well as interviewed a number of quality assurance/control and engineering personnel 
to determine the appropriateness of activities affecting quality conducted during 
fabrication, manufacturing and delivery of the replacement steam generators. 

b. Observations and Findings 

No findings were identified. 

(1) Policies and Procedures for Supplier Selection a~d Control 

The team reviewed Quality Assurance Manual, Section 17.2.7, "Control of 
Purchased Material and Services," which defines the process used to ensure that 
purchased material, source material, and subcontracted services conform to 
applicable codes and standards. Section 17.2.7.2 of the quality assurance m~nual 
provided measures for the approval and control of suppliers and describes the 
methods that SCE uses to conduct technical and quality assurance evaluations of 
potential suppliers. Specifically, SCE evaluated an audit performed by Dominion (DA 
2002~92, "Dominion Audit of Mitsubishi Heavy lndustriesu). The evaluation was 
performed and documented in accordance with SONGS policies and implementing 
procedures that govern the control of purchased material. equipment, and services. 
The results of SCE Evaluation MH1:..01-04, "Evaluation and Review of Contractor, 
Consultant,. Utility or Licensee Audit Report," stated that Mitsubishi was conditionally 
qualified for the fabrication and design of the replacement steam generators. An 
audit was performed by SCE when a sufficient quantity of work had been performed 
to demonstrate implementation of Mitsubishi's quality assurance program. Southern 
California Edison-'s oversight of Mitsubishi also included verification of Mitsubishi's 
activities during fabrication, inspections, testing and shipment of the procured item. 
After approximately 14 months from the initial evaluation SCE removed the 
conditional qualification based on results from Evaluation MHl-10SV-05, "Source 
Evaluation Report of MHI," dated February 8, 2006, and MHl-3SV-06, "Source 
Verification Report of MHI," dated May 3 2006, and implementation and verification 
of specific corrective actions. Part of the SONGS oversight plan of Mitsubishi 
in~luded the placement of SCE quality assurance/quality control personnel 
(residents) at the Mitsubishi facility. Plan SGR·A10183, "Replacement Steam 
Generator Resident Oversight Plan," described the roles and responsibilities of the 
resident management, engineering, and quality oversight implementation strategy for 
the replacement steam generators. This oversight plan was created to provide 
reasonable assurance that the design, licensing, fabrication, delivery, and 
acceptance of the SONGS replacement steam generators were performed in 
accordance with specified SCE, industry, regulatory, and Code requirements. The 
team noted that after the resident was placed at Mitsubishi, Source Verifications and 
Surveillances performed by SCE decreased. After the·NRC team conducted several 
interviews with the SCE personnel responsible for oversight of Mitsubishi it was 
determined that the resident provided adequate oversight of Mitsubishi's activities. 
Nuclear Oversight Division Project Oversight Quarterly Reports were provided by 
SCE that demonstrated no decrease in SCE oversight of Mitsubishi. These 
responsibilities were shifted to the resident at Mitsubishi. During the review of the 
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documentation generated by the resident the NRC team noted that the resident was 
performing these activities on behalf of SCE. 

(2) Purchaser Order Review 

The team reviewed purchase order 6C294014 from Edison Material Supply LLC, 
issued September 28, 2004, for the design, fabrication, and delivery of four 
replacement steam generators for SONGS Units 2 and 3. The procurement order 
stated that all related work was to be performed in accordance with Specification 
S023-617-01, "Specifications for Design and Fabrication of RSG for Units 2 and 
Unit 3." Specification 8023-617-01 identified the codes, standards, regulations and 
other documents applicable to the design, fabrication, and delivery of the 
replacement steam generators. For example Specification 8023-617-01 invoked 
American Society of Mechanical Engineers Boiler arid Pressure Vessel Code, 
American National Standards, American Society far Testing and Materials 
Standards, and Electric Power Research, Institute Technical Report 016743~V2R1, 
"Guidelines for PWR Steam Generator Tubing Specifications and Repair," among 
others. 

(3) Supplier Audit and Surveillance Reports 

The te(3.m reviewed a sample of audits and surveillances performed on Mitsubishi to 
verify SCE's approval process of Mitsubishi and subcontracted services. The team 
noted that the audits and annual assessments reviewed were adequately 
documented and provided evidence of Mitsubishi's compliance with quality 
assurance requirements. The team also verified that audit reports supported the 
conclusions made by SCE. 

5.2 Mitsubishi Quality Assurance/Quality Control 

a. Inspection Scope 

The team reviewed Mitsubishi implementation of their quality assurance program to 
determine if it complied with the requirements of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, "Quality 
Assurance Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants and Fuel Reprocessing Plants." The 
team also reviewed a sample of reports from audits and surveys that Mitsubishi 
conducted of various subcontractors, such as Sumitomo to determine tlie adequacy 
of oversight provided qy Mitsubishi a~ivities affecting quality and that contracted 
activities were hnplementedJn accordance with the Mitsubishi-approved quality_ 
assurance program. In addition, the team reviewed Mitsubishi's Approved Suppliers 
List to verify that vendors listed were qualified according to Mitsubishi's specificationS 
and thaMhe list was maintained c,urrenf. 

b. Observations and Findings 

No findings were identified. 

(1) Policies. and Procedures for Supplier Selection and Control 
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The team reviewed Mitsubishi Quality Assurance Manual, Section 4, "Procurement 
Control," of the which defines the process used to ensure' that purchased material, 
source material, and subcontracted services conform to the applicable requirements 
of the Americ;;an Society of Mechanical. Engineers Code and to customer 
procurement documents_ Section 4.4 of the Quality Assurance Manual provided 
measures for the approval and control of suppliers and described the process that 
Mitsubishi used to conduct surveys or audits, as required. Additionally, Section 4.4 
provided guidance for the preparation of purchase specifications and subcontract 
specifications, including the imposition of regulatory requirements for the American 
Society of Mechanical Engineers Code, Section Ill products. 

The team reviewed Procedure BUH94~06, "Vendor Evaluation Procedure," which 
provided guidance on the evaluation of the quality control capability of suppliers by 
performing surveys, audits and performance evaluations of the supplier quality 
assurance program. Procedure BUH94-06 provided a detailed description of the 
entire process to be followed by auditors before, during and after a survey/audit was 
performed. 

No issues were identified. 

(2) Supplier Audit and SurVeillance Reports 

The team reviewed a sample of external audits and surveys to verify Mitsubishi's 
approval process of Sumitomo Metal Industries, Limited, Steel Tube Works and 
Sumitomo Metal Industries, Limited, Pipe & Tube Company Wakayama Steel Works. 
The team noted that the audits and annual assessments reviewed were adequately 
documented and provided evidence of each company's compliance with quality 
assurance program requirements. The team also verified that audit checklists were 
prepared and completed for the audit and contained sufficient objective evidence to 
support the conclusions made by Mitsubishi. 

During the review, the team learned that as a consequence of nonconformance 
report UHNR-SON-RSG-06N005 related to inadequate lot control during final mill 
annealing of the tubfng, Mitsubishi issued a stop work order to Sumitomo. As part of 
their process Mitsubishi visited Sumitomo to find the root cause of the 
nonconformance. After a review of Sumitomo's corrective action, Mitsubishi was 
able to confirm the adequacy of the corrective actions and preventive actions. 
Mitsubishi released Stop Work Order UHH-G06A097 imposed on Sumitomo. 

On May 8, 2007, Mitsubishi performed Special Audit UHQ-07N004, on Sumitomo, in 
order to confirm adequacy of activities based on Sumitomo Corrective Action Plan 
UHCP-07N004. During the audit Mitsubishi found two findings and made one 
recommendation. Both findings required corrective action from Sumitomo. The 
Mitsubishi audit indicated that Sumitomo was not able to perform adequate activities 
.for manufacturing heattransfer tubing in accordance with Sumitomo's shop manual. 
The causes of the deficiencies identified during the audit were a result of Sumitomo's 
staff failing to follow the shop manual requirements. Because the two findings were 
related to the stop work order, Mitsubishi did not allow Sumitomo to start 
manufacturing activities until adequate implementation of corrective actions were 
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confirmed by Mitsubishi. On June 21, 2007, Mitsubishi verified Sumitomo 
implementation of the corrective actions. During this visit at Sumitomo, Mitsubishi 
verified the operations involving straight tube fabrication prior to tube bending 
operations were performed in accordance with Sumitomo's shop manual. Mitsubishi 
found that the same type of corrective actions taken by Sumitomo for straight tube 
fabrication operations applied to tube bending operations. During the review of the 
implementation of the corrective actions Mitsubishi could not verify acceptability of 
Sumitomo tube fabrication operations for the tube bending process. Mitsubishi 
allowed Sumitomo to restart operation only for the straight tube fabrication. On July , 
_ 13, 2007, Mitsubishi subsequently confirmed the adequacy of Sumitomo corrective 
actions on tube bending processes. Mitsubishi verified that the bending operations 
foll9wed the requirement of the Sumitomo' shop manual. On July 17, 2007, 
Mitsubishi lifted the restrictions imposed on Sumitomo and they were allowed to 
restart operations. 

No issues were identified. 

(3) Maintenance of the Approved Supplier List 

The team. reviewed Mitsubishi Quality Assurance Manual Section 4, "Procurement 
Control, n which defined the controls for the maintenance, distribution, and update of 
Qualified Vendor List UES·20100006. According to Section 4, the Nuclear Plant 
Quality Assurance Section had the responsibility for preparing, approving, and 
distributing the qualified vendor list and any subsequent revisions. In addition, a 
review by the quality assurance engineer was required prior to final document 
approval. Mitsubishi was informed of changes to their supplier's quality assurance 
manuals through procurement requirements imposed on the suppliers on their 
certificate of qualification as an approved vendor. If the vendor did not maintain th~ir 
quality assurance program, they were removed from the qualified vendor list. Prior 
to issuing a Quality Assurance Manual revision, approved vendors were required to 
send a copy to Mitsubishi for review and approval, after which Mitsubishi updated the 
qualified vendor list with the latest revision number and date. 

No issues were identified. 

5.3 Quality Assurance Conclusion 

lhe team concluded that the quality assurance program requirements for quality 
activities.to support the replacement steam generator project were consistent with the 
requirements of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B. The team also concluded that SCE's and 
Mitsubishi's quality assurance program requirements were appropriately translated into 
implementing procedures to support the replacement steam generator project. 

6.0 Implementation of Steam Generator lndusti:y Information (Charter Item 6) (Mitsubishi 
Charter Item 3) 

a. Inspection Scope 
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The team reviewed procurement documentation, Mitsubishi design documentation, and 
the 10 CFR 50.59 review package to assess SCE's and Mitsubishi's consideration and 
implementation (as appropriate) of operating experience as part of the steam generator 
replacement project. and in the steam generator tube inspections conducted during the 
current outages for SONGS Units 2 and 3. The team interviewed various personnel with 
respect to operating experience considerations relating to major design changes 
incorporated into the replacement steam generators. The team reviewed operating 
experience in NRG generic communications and worldwide plant operating experience 
that might potentially be relevant to conditions observed at SONGS. 

b. Observations and Findings 

No findings were identified. 

The original steam generators installed throughout the domestic fleet of pressurized 
water reactors, including SONGS, experienced widespread corrosion of the tubes and 
tube support plates, stress corrosion cracking of the tubes, and wear at tube supports. 
These problems led to the replacement of nearly all of the original steam generators, in 
most cases well before the end of their design lifetime. For SONGS, the design of the 
replacement steam generators included a number of design changes to correct life 
limiting problems with the original steam generators, based in part on consideration of 
SONGS-specific and industry-wide operating experience. This included use of more 
corrosion resistant materials for the tubing and tube support plates to mitigate corrosion 
and stress corrosion cracki,ng issues experienced in the past. The licensee's bid 
specification required that the stay cylinder feature of the original steam generators be 
eliminated to maximize the number of tubes that could be installed in the replacement 
steam generators and to mitigate past problems with tube wear at tube supports caused 
by relatively cool water and high flow velocities in the central part of the tube bundle. 
Mitsubishi employed a broached trefoil tube support plates instead of the egg crate 
supports in the original design. In addition to providing for better control of tube to 
support plate gaps and easier assembly, the broached tube support plates were 
intended to address past problems with the egg crate supports by providing less line of 
contact and faster flow between the tubes and support plates, reducing the potential for 
deposit buildup and corrosion. Mitsubishi selected a u~bend configuration for the upper 
part of the tube bundle instead of the square bend design of the original steam 
generators based on its experience that u-bends were easier to fabricate and support 
and were easier to inspect. 

The team's review of Mitsubishi design documentation for the anti-vibration bars 
indicates that Mitsubishi considered wear in the u-bend region as the most important 
issue affecting the anti-vibration bar design. Mitsubishi reviewed operating experience 
regarding wear in the u-bend region of replacement steam generators and trended the 
experience data as a function of steam generator manufacturer', tube packing 
arrangements (tube pitch, square versus triangular arrays), and steam generator size. 
The SONGS steam generators are relatively large, and Mitsubishi acknowledged that 
this and the tight tube packing geometry could affect wear experience. Mitsubishi stated 
that the SONGS replacement steam generator were designed to minimize these 
concerns by providing more support points with shorter spans in the u-bend region along 
with effective zero gaps between the tubes and anti-vibration bars during steam 
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generator operation. Mitsubishi manufacturing was designed on achieving very small 
uniform gaps between the tubes and anti-vibration bars during assembly. 

Engineering Change Package NECP 800071703 for the replacement steam generators 
evaluated industry operating experience as it related to the manufacture and operation 
of the replacement steam generators. Several of these experiences related to 
fabrication issues, lack of weld quality, material defects, loose parts. lack of cleanliness, 
and failure to fully expand tubes in the tubesheet. The licensee found most of these 
issues to be applicable to the replacement steam generators at SONGS, but that these 
kinds of issues would be adequately addressed by the supplier's (typically Mitsubishi) 
augmented quality assurance procedures and continuous quality oversight by the 
licensee. The licensee also cited augmented receipt inspections, in-process 
verifications, foreign material exclusion and control, and cleanliness inspections on the 
part of the supplier or the licensee, as applicable, as addressing these issues. 

The licensee addressed industry operating experiences relating to stress corrosion 
cracking of steam generator tubing by noting that the Alloy 690 thermally treated tubing 
in the replacement steam generators were expected to be substantially more resistant to 
stress cor~osion cracking than the tubing alloys used in earlier model steam generators. 
The licensee also addressed experience at another unit which experienced tie rod and 
consequential tube bow as a result of differential thermal expansion between the tubes 
and shroud and unexpected interference between some tube support plates. The stay 
rod (equivalent to tie rods at other unit) and shroud material for the replacement steam 
generators have been selected to have similar coefficients of thermal expansion which 
would preclude a similar problem. 

Steam Generator Degradation Assessment 51-9176667-001 (prepared by AREVA) 
supporting steam generator inspections during the current outages for Units 2 and 3 
evaluated industry operating experience relating to steam generator in-service 
inspections. This included operating experience reports, including NRC Information 
Notice 2010-05. UManagernent Of Steam Generator Loose Parts And Automated Eddy 
Current Data Analysis," relating to eddy current test probe issues and data analysis 
errors. In response to these issues. SCE personnel stated that specific training was 
given to the data analysts at SONGS on the lessons learned from these experiences 
and where applicable, appropriate data was included in the SONGS site specific 
performal")ce demonstration. The licensee also described additional measures that 
would be taken at SONGS to address these issues. The review also addressed 
operating e"xpedence reports dealing with unexpected tube support indications or lack 
thereof. In response, SCE stated that indicated anti-vibration bar locations by eddy 
current will be compared fo the anti-vibration bar locations specified in the Mitsubishi 
design drawings. 

Steam Generator Degradation Assessment 51-9176667-001 also addressed numerous 
operating experience reports involving loose parts and foreign objects in steam 
generators, including several instances involving res.ultant damage to steam generator 
tubing. These reports included NRC Information Notices 2004-10, "Loose ·Parts in 
Steam Generators," 2004-16, "Tube Leakage Due to a Fabrication Flaw in a 
Replacement Steam Generator," and 2004-17, "Loose Part Detection and Computerized 
Eddy Current Analysis in Steam Generators." Some of these reports dealt with· eddy 
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current probes, or pieces of probes, which were left behind as loose parts on the primary 
side. Most of the operating experience reports related to lose parts and foreign objects 
on the steam generator secondary side. In response, SCE approach for addressing this 
issue was through procedure changes and secondary side visual inspections which 
included the open tube lane, the entire peripheral annulus, and appropriate visual 
examination followup on eddy current indications of possible loose parts. The inspection 
with the exception of the loose parts component was performed, as scheduled, during 
the current refueling outage for SONGS Unit 2. The inspection for loose parts will be 
performed at the first scheduled inspection during the next refueling outage. The team 
noted that possible loose parts indications were not found during the 100 percent eddy 
current test inspection of the Unit 3 steam generators during the current outage. The 
team also noted that secondary side visual inspections were performed in the upper 
bundle area of the Unit 3 steam generators to evaluate the tube-to-retainer bar 
intersections and in a limited area above the 7th tube support plate. 

The NRC staff issued many generic communications relating to steam generator tube 
integrity issues since the 1980s. The team reviewed these documents and determined 
that many of these related to the potential for stress corrosion cracking of the tubes 
which the staff found was not expected to be a concern for the thermally treated Alloy 
690 material in the SONGS replacement steam generators by virtue of its greatly 
enhanced resistance to stress corrosion cracking. Most of the others related to 
problems encountered with eddy current flaw detection and sizing, the occurrence and 
detection of loose parts/foreign objects, and monitoring of primary to secondary leakage. 

The team reviewed NRC generic communications riot falling into one of the above 
categories for potential relevance to SONGS Unit 2 and 3. ·One of these was NRC 
Information Notice 2004-16 concerning an operational leakage event at another plant 
due to damage caused by a packing screw during transport to the steam generator 
manufacturer. The licensee stated in its steam generator change package that this 
incident was precluded for SCE by prohibiting the use of screws and nails as fasteners 
for tubing shipping crates. The licensee also addressed NRC Information 
Notice 2007 37, "Buildup of Deposits in Steam Generator,'' concerning fatigue of a low 
row u-bend at a foreign unit as a result of deposit build up and lack of support for the low 
row u-bend. Engineering Change Packag.e NECP 800071703 specified that this type of 
incident was precluded in the replacement steam generators by virtue of anti-vibration 
bar supports extending to the low row u-bends. Steam Generator Degradation 
Assessment 51-9176667-001 documented that this type of problem reflected an 
advanced stage of deposit accumulation that was not anticipated for the foreseeable 
future in the SONGS replacement steam generators. 

c. Conclusions 

The team's review indicated that lessons learned from these NRC generic 
communication documents had generally been incorporated into industry guideline 
documents .relating to steam generator inspections, monitoring of primary~to-secondary 
leakage, and other guidelines documents prepared by the Electrical Power Research 
Institute. This information was incorporated into SCE's design specifications, inspection 
and, leakage monitoring guidelines. 
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7.0 Packing. Shipping, Handling. and Receipt Inspection (Charter Item 7) 

a. Inspection Scope 

The team interviewed licensee personnel involved with the packing, shipping, handling, 
and receipt inspection of the replacement steam generators. In addition, the team 
reviewed SCE receipt acceptance criteria to assess if critical attributes· were 
appropriately specified and if the licensee had the ability to assess acceptability of 
meeting those acceptance criteria. The team reviewed evaluations assoc::iated with 
supplier deviation reports, nuclear notifications and changes to handling specifications. 
With respect to replacement steam generators the team focused on differences in 
SONGS shipping. handling. and receipt acceptance between the Unit 2 and 3 steam 
generators from the manufacturing site in Japan to final installation on site. 

b. Observations and Findings 

No findings ·.ve~ 

The team identified three unresolved items for which additional information is required to 
determine if performance deficiencies exist or if the issue~ constitute violations of NRC 
requirements. 

(1) f ntroduction: The team identified an unresolved item associated with Unit 3 steam 
generators not shipped in accordance with specification 8023-617-01, "Design and 
Fabrication of Replacement Steam Generators for Unit 2 and Unit ~." Revision 4, and 
requirements for handling, storage, andshipping. Specifically, ANSf N45.2-1977, 
"Quality Assurance Program Requirements for Nuclear Facilities," required a special 
protective environment for handling, storage, and shipping of the replacement steam 
generators. However, because ofschedule changes. the Unit 3 protective 
environment which included maintaining a nitrogen pressure and a monitoring plan 
was altered significantly. 

Description; The team evaluated specifications associated with the shipping and 
handling of the Unit 2·and 3 replacement steam generators. Based on the 
information evaluated by the team, the steam generators procurement and shipping 
specifications required monitoring and maintenance of nitrogen atmosphere inside 
the replacement steam generators during shipment. Supplier Deviation Request 
SOR 10041870-09091 dated December 1, 2009, documents a request unot to control 
the positive pressure, the dew point of nitrogen, and the oxygen content 9n the 
primary and secondary side of the Unit 3 replacement steam generators to 
accelerate delivery schedule." 

Specification S023-617-01,. Section 3. t6.3, specifies the supplier shall be 
responsible for monitoring and maintaining nitrogen atmosphere inside the steam 
generators during their shipping from Mitsubishi to the California port discharge 
point. The team noted that Unit 3 steam generators did not require, monitoring or 
control of dew point, oxygen concentration. inside nitrogen pressure. The· team 
could nqt identify if this was properly evaluated (Reference Section 5 of shipping and 
handling procedure S023-617-1-M1350). 
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Additional review and follow up wlll be required to review the evaluations and 
corrective actions associated with the maintaining the Unit 3 replacement steam 
generators protective environment during shipping and then determine whether this 
issue represents a performance deficiency or constitutes a violation of NRG 
requirements. This issue is identified as URI 05000362/2012007-05, "Shipping 
Requirements not in Accordance to Industry Standards." 

(2) Introduction: The team identified an unresolved item associated with the shipping 
and handling specifications requiring methods of tube bundle support, The team 
could not determine if this requirement to provide a tube bundle support method was 
adequately evaluated by SCE. 

Description: Based on the information gathered by the team on shipping and 
handling specifications associated with the Unit 2 and 3 replacement steam 
generators, the team could not determine that Mitsubishi or SCE adequately 
considered the potential.impact of not providing methods of tube bundle supports as 
required in Specification 8023-617-01. In response to the team questions regarding 
tube bundle support methods, the team was provided with results from 
Procedure L5-04GA069, "Sagging Measurement Procedure," Revision 7. However 
the team noted the procedure is ·considered a non-quality affecting procedure and 
used for reference only. 

Additionai review and follow up will be required to review the evaluations associated 
with the requirements to. provide tube bundle support during shipping for the Unit 2 
and 3 steam generators 'and then determine whether this issue represents a 
performance deficiency or constitutes a violation of NRC requirements. This issue is 
identified as URI 05000362/2012007-06, "Shipping Requirements not in Accordance 
to Design and Fabrication Specifications." 

(3) Introduction: The team identified an unresolved item associated with evaluation of 
excessive shipping induced forces of Unit 3 replacement steam generator 3E-088. 

Description: The team reviewed the SG shipping accelerometer data reports for both 
Unit 2 and Unit 3. In addition, the team also reviewed shipping and handling records 
and identified the following: 

• Different transoceanic shipping companies and ships were used {U2: Happy 
Ranger, U3: Enchanter) 

• During the discharge from the ship Unit 3 replacement steam generator :3E0-88 
(38) recorded simultaneous signals on the three attached accelerometers 

• Unit 3 steam generator 3E0-88 was the only steam generator to record 

simultaneous signals on the three attached accelerometers 

• Unit 3 steam generators received significantly more accelerometers hits 

compared to Unit 2 
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Unit 3 replacement steam generator 3E0-88 accelerometers indicated up to a 1.23 g 
Spike with a simultaneous recording on all three of the attached accelerometers. 
Mitsubishi provided an evaluation of the forces which showed loads were within 
allowable stress limits but exceeded stress for an operating basis earthquake. The 
team was not able to determine if this was properly considered. 

Additional review by the NRC is required to fully assess if the shipping forces 
contributed to the tube-to-tube wear in Unit 3 and then determine whether this issue 
represents a performance deficiency or constitutes a violation of NRC requirements. 
This issue is identified as URI 05000362/2012007-07, "Unit 3 Steam 
Generator 3E0-88 Stresses Related to Handling." 

c. Conclusions 

The team identified three unresolved items related to the shipment of Unit 3 steam 
generators; however, the team did not identify any connection between these shipping 
changes and the unexpected tube-to-tube wear. 

The unresolved items are : 
• Shipping Requirements not in accordance with Industry Standards 
• Shipping Requirements not in accordance with Design and Fabrication 

Specifications 
• Unit 3 Steam Generator 3E0-88 Stresses Related to handling 

8.0 Thermal-hydraulic and Flow Induced Vibration Modeling (Charter Item 8) 

a. Inspection Scope 

The team conducted and overall review of Mitsubishi thermal-hydraulic design 
documents and drawings used in the manufacture of the Units 2 and 3 steam 
generators. The team developed an independent ATHOS model to run simulations for 
various operating conditions to assess thermal-hydraulic phenomena in the steam 

· generators and assess differences in key parameters based on changing operating 
conditions. The objective of the modeling was to understand the interactions of the key 
parameters to compare ATHOS modeling results to the degradation trends found during 
the eddy current inspections. 
'The team •..vas not able to perform any insepeAaent h:1be vibration analysis because tt:ie 
NRG-Gees--AGt have tho asseciated vibration se&-..aro pro!}fams. Hewe~'Br, since tv:G 
The team reviewed portions of the vibration modeling. Two key outputs of the thermal
hydraulic code are inputs to the vibration model, the ATHOS model results for fluid 
velocity and void fraction were used to predict increases or decreases in vibration forces 
and amplitude. 

b. Observations and Findings 

No findings ·.·.iere identified. 
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The team identified one unresolved item for which additional information is required to 
determine if a performance deficiency exists or if the issue constitutes a violation qf NRC 
:requirements. 

(1) Introduction: The team identified an unresolved item associated with the adequacy 
of Mitsubishi's FIT-Ill thermal-hydraulic code. The FIT-Ill code predicted non
conservative low velodty and low void fraction results which were used as inputs to 
the vibration code FIVATS. These non-conservative thermal-hydraulic results lead 
Mitsubishi to conclude that margins to instability were significantly larger than they 
actually were. 

Description: Replacement steam generators were designed and manufactured in 
accordance with SONGS Design Specification S023-617-1and ASME Section 111, 
"Rules for Construction of Nuclear Facility Components". The replacement steam 
generators had enhanced materials and maintenance. 

The tube bundle, comprised of 9727 u-tubes, is supported by a set of seven tube 
support plates which are maintained and spaced by a network of tie-rods. The ends 
of the u-tubes were welded onto the tube sheet lower face cladding and were full 
depth expanded in the tube sheet holes. The u-bends are supported by a set of 6 
anti-vibration bars, having a maximum of 12 contact points, in the center of the 
bundle. For shorter tubes near the periphery, a fewer number of anti-vibration bars 
are present. 

One of the major enhancements of the replacement steam generators was the use of 
Alloy-690 tubing versus Alloy-600 for corrosion .resistance. Alloy-690 has lower heat 
conductivity so, to achieve the same power, the heat transfer surface area must be 
increased by at least 10 percent. This required more tubes to be used in the 
replacement steam generators. The increased number of tubes resulted in a more 
tightly compacted tube bundle and elimination of the stay cylinder. The increase in 
the number of tubes could lead to increases in primary reactor coolant flow through 
the steam generators. Orifices were installed inmachined as part of the steam 
generator inlet nozzles to ensure maximum allowed primary system flowrates were 
not exceeded. 

The tube layout indexing or incrementation used in these generators was smaller 
than other replacement steam generator designs. The tighter indexing rest.lits in 
smaller pitch/diameter ratio in critical regions of the tube bundle Uwbends. In addition, 
it was noted thatthe anti-vibration bar support structure is not connected to the 
wrapper for lateral or vertic:al sµpport; instead the anti-vibration bar system structure 
is only supported vertically by resting on the tubes. 

Other operational and physical comparisons of the replacement steam generators 
and original steam generators were reviewed by the team and no significant 
differences were noted. 

Additional review by the NRC is required to fully assess the adequacy of Mitsubishi's 
FIT-Ill thermal-hydraulic code and then d~termine whether this issue represents·a 
performance deficiency or constitutes a violation of NRC requirements. This issue is 
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identified as URI 05000362/2012007-08, ''Non-Conservative Thermal-Hydraulic 
Model Results." 

(2) Thermal-Hydraulic and Vibration Assessments 

The replacement steam generators thermal hydrauiic operation and responses were 
based on the steam generator design geometric characteristics and operating 
parameters of the reactor coolant flow and temperature and the secondary feedwater 
flow and temperature. Calculations were performed fQr 0 to 100 percent power, 
beginning-of-life and end .. of-life conditions considering limiting tube plugging and 
fouling. The important actual operating parameters selected for use in the model 
were saturation' pressure, circulation ratio, steam flowrate, tube and shell side 
pressure drops, water and steam inventories, and global heat transfer coefficient. 

Mitsubishi used the SSPC (Steady State Performance Calculation) code to compute 
these operational parameters, as described in Mitsubishi Document L5-04GA51C, 
"Thermal and Hydraulic Parametric Calculations," Revision 5. The FIT-Ill code was 
used to determine thermal-hydraulic fluid flow conditions, with the results described 
in Mitsubishi Document L5-04GA521, 11 3D Thermal and Hydraulic Analysis," 
Revision 3. The FIVATS code was used to compute tube stability ratios that are 
used to predict tube vibration, with results described in Mitsubishi 
Document L5-04GA504 "Evaluation of Tube Vibration," Revision 3. In addition, the 
ABAQUS code was used compute stress and natural vibration frequency, and a 
code called IVHET was used for tube wear analysis. The key design code for tupe 
bundle design and vibration analysis is thermal-hydraulic code FIT-Ill since it 
computes the two key parameters (fluid velocity and density 1) that are the primary 
contribL1tors to the onset of fluid-elastic instability, which indicates the potential for 
excessive tube vibration. 

The Mitsubishi acceptance criterion for vibration was to avoid fluid-elastic instability 
of tube spans by keeping the calculated stability ratios less than 1. Mitsubishi used 
the approach given in the ASME code Section Ill, Division 1, Appendix N-1330, 
"Flow-Induced Vibration of Tubes and Tube Banks," to calculate stability ratios and 
they also avoided natural frequencies of the t~bes similar to the reactor coolant 
pump dynamic frequencies. 

Design specific flow induced vibration analysis was performed for select U-bend 
tubes exposed to the greatest vibration risk, generally those with longest 
unsupported length under most limiting operating condition (lowest steam pressure, 
end of life design conditions). The phenomenon of fluid-elastic instabiiity of tubes is 
characterized by cross-flow velocity (for but-of-plane mode) and normal velocity (for 
in-plane mode) where fhe local velocities exceed a critical velocity value {given via 
Conners' Equation2

). The parameter of local velocity pivided by critical velccity is 
referred to as stability ratio. The accuracy of calculating fluid-elastic instability is 
limited based on inputs that are best determined by design-specific mockup test 

1 Void fractions and qensity ate inversely proportional. · 
2 Fluidelastic Vibration of Heat Exchanger Tube Arrays, Journal of Mechani~al design,- Volume I 00 - April J 978, 
H . .J. Connors, JR. 
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data. Mitsubishi did not perform design-specific mockup tests, but used generally 
accepted test data, and other data based on Mitsubishi test rigs that were not 
specific to the SONGS replacement steam generator design. 

If operating velocities reach this critical value, vibration amplitudes can increase 
rapidly and fluid-elastic instability forces can lead to rapid pulsation and damaging of 
tubes. The U-bend region is most susceptible because (1) the local fluid has a 
higher void fraction, with high veloeities; (2) the fluid flow is in a direction normal to 
the·tube, and (3) the anti-vibration bars are limited in their dampening capability 
along the plane of the tubes. Traditional design of anti-vibration bar systems have 
not considered in-plane fluid forces since it was accepted that the rigidity and 
dampening strength of the tube in this direction was adequate to preclude it. This 
event at SONGS is the first US operating fleet experience of in-plane fluid-elastic 
instability, sufficient to cause tube-to-tube contact and wear in the U-bend region. 

The team noted that Design Specification 8023-617-1 did not address specific 
criteria for stability raUo and does not mention fluid-elastic instability. The team did 
find that the Mitsubishi calculated design values for stability ratios did not exceed 0.5. 
It is important to note, that each steam generator manufacturer has different design 
values for maximum stability ratios; therefore there is no standard value. The 
smaller that the design stability ratio is (has to be less than 1), the more margin to 
fluid-"elastic instability. 

Mitsubishi computed the flow-induced vibration status of the steam generators in 
Document L5-04GA504, "Evaluation of Tube Vibration," Revision 3. The critical flow 
velocity, Uc, was obtained using the Connors' Equation based on output fluid 
velocities and densities from their FIT-Ill thermal-hydraulic model. The critical flow 
velocity is then calculated based on damping ratio, tube mass, tube outside 
diameter, averaged local cross flow gap velocity, and fluid density per selected tube. 
The method is based on formulations given in the ASME code Section Ill, Division 1, , 
Appendix N-1330, "Fluid Elastic Instability". The ratio of normal-to-tube cross flow 
gap velocity to this critical velocity defines the ustability ratio". 

Steam generator vendors must develop specific methods based on the thermal
hydraulic code selected and experimental data used to determine coefficients in the 
Conners' Equation for their particular steam generator design. The experimental 
data used in determining the coefficients can be developed from in-house tests or 
taken from p1.,1blished industry data. Mitsubishi indicated that in their methodology 
two conservatisms were used in.their bundle vibration analysis: {1) FIT-Ill gap 
velocities were aven~ged and multiplied by 1.5 and (2) one of 12 anti-vibration bars 
contacts were assumed to be inactive. The team noted that in Mitsubishi Document 
L5-04GA504, "Evaluation of Tube Vibration," Revision 3, the 1.5 multiplier was not 
an added conservatism but a requirement, needed to match test data results. 

The team developed an independent model of the new steam generators using the 
ATHOS thermal hydraulic code3

. The calculations were intended to assess 

3 A THOS/SGAP Version 3.J: Analysis of the Thennal~Hydraulics of a Steam Generator, 2008 
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operating cycle differences between Units 2 and 3 steam generators and review 
thermal hydraulic phenomena within the steam generators in order to investigate key 
parameters and causal factors for the excessive tube wear rates. The NRC A THOS 
calculations determined that the differences in primary inlet temperature and steam 
flow between the units were negligible. NRC ATHOS results indicated high void 
fractions and high u-bend gap velocities existed irt the bundle as compared to 
Mitsubishi FlT-111 analyses used for design. 

Mitsubishi provided a comparison of their ATHOS model to their FIT-111 model 
results. The Mitsubishi ATHOS model fluid velocities were approximately 3 times 
higher than the FIT-Ill model velocities with the 1.5 multiplier applied. Other 
independent code calculations, including an analysis by Westinghouse using their. in
house modified version of ATHOS and an analysis by AREVA using their French 
code CAFCA4 showed similar thermal-hydraulic results (up to 4 times higher 
velocities than FIT-111) as those computed in the Mitsubishi ATHOS results and the 
NRC independent A THOS calculations. Based on these comparisons, it was 
concluded that the FIT-Ill code and model results used for design were non
consetvative even with the multiplier applied. 

Most of the experimental work in fluid-elastic instability has been carried out for two
phase flow, with an air-water medium. Accepted industry data, as presented by the 
Mitsubishi, shows that in staggered array bundles (triangular pitch, pitch/diameter 
=1 ;33), the onset of tube instability for modern steam generators, such as SONG$ 
steam generators, can start at tube gap velodties above 6 meter/sec (pending 
effectiveness of the dampening structure}4. The NRC ATHOS model results 
indicated that there was a substantial localized region in the lower hot side of the u
bends where velocities exceeded 6 m/sec. 

The NRC ATHOS calculations were compared to gap velocities computed both with 
the Mitsubishi ATHOS and the FIT-111 models. Since tube R142C88 was the only 
one common for each of the analyses, it can be used as basis for comparison. The 
effective peak velocities were as follows: 

• NRC ATHOS - 5.2 m/sec 
• Mitsubishi ATHOS -5.6 m/sec 
• Mitsubishi FIT-IH-2.5 m/sec 

Both the NRC and Mitsubishi ATHOS re.suits were reasonably consistent and 
strongly suggested that high velocities coupled with high void fraction were primary 
causal factors in the tube' fluid-elastic instability and the excessi\Je wear patterns 
observed in the Unit 3 steam generators. 

The team reviewed the verification and validation of both the Mitsubishi FIT-Ill 
thermal-hydraulic and FIVATS tube vibration models as stated in Spedfication 
8023-617-1, Revision 4. The specification required Mitsubishi to design and build 

4 R. Voilette, M. J. Pettigrew, N. W. Mureithi, "Fluidelastic [nstability of an Array of Tubes Preferenth11ly Flexible 
in the Flow Direction Subjected to Two-Phase Cross Flow," Trans. ASME, JournalofPr¢§sureVes~el Technology, 
128, 148 (2006). 
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the steam generators in accordance with ASME NQA-1, "Quality Assurance 
Requirements for Nuclear Facility Applications," 1994, Subpart 2.7 "Computer 
Software" and Mitsubishi's quality assurance program. 

The team reviewed Mitsubishi's verification and validation Report KAS-20050201, 
"FIT-Ill Code Validation Report," Revision 2. The report concluded the FIT-Ill code 
was valid for prediction of velocity and density behavior of two-phase·flow under 
nominal conditions for the secondary side of PWR steam generators. 

The team reviewed Mitsubishi's verification and validation Report KAS-20040253, 
"FIVATS Code Validation and Qualification Report," Revision 3. The FIVATS model 
was designed to calculate the stability ratios by using the flow velocity and density 
distributions from the FIT-Ill model. The FIVATS model primarily used the Conners' 
Equation, and validation was performed mainly by comparison to hand calculation; 
however, Mitsubishi used a mock·up test facility with a simple anti-vibration bar 
structure as part of their validation effort. The report concluded that adequate 
validation and qualification was performed to show compliance to software 
requirements and that the code could predict flow-induced vibration. 

The team requested additional information as part of the verification and validation of 
the FIT-Ill thermal-hydraulic model. Mitsubishi provided several additional reports. 
One of the reports showed benchmarking comparisons to a French test facility 
program called CLOT AIRE in 1986. Another report conducted in 2002, showed 
comparisons between FIT-Ill and ATHOS, and concluded that both codes had good 
correlation with the CLOTAIRE experimental data. Because of the limited 
information provided, the team could not determine the validity of the benchmarking . 
of FIT-Ill. 

Overall, the team determined that the validation and verification of the FIT-Ill code 
did not present overwhelming evidence that this code has been adequately 
benchmarked. The team did not find any problems. With the validation of the FIVATS 
code. 

(3) NRC ATHOS Results 

Figures 1 through 4 (different view angles of same results) show results, with low That 

and low steam pressure and present a 30 isometric encapsulation of steam qualities 
{red scale) at and above 0.9 (i.e., void fraction> 0.99) and field velocities at and 
above 6.0 m/sec (white scale). 

The AT HOS model results of high steam quality and steam velocity closely align with 
the area of concern.{tube-to-tube wear) in the Unit 3 replacement steam generators. 
In Figure 5, the code predicted regions of high void fraction and high steam velocities 
(vertically located z~axis cut at about 20 inches above the 7f1l TSP) are superimposed 
with tube-to-tube wear indications from Unit 3 steam generator 3E0.-88. 

The tube-to-tube wear indications align with anti-vibration bar wear indication trends; 
however, the anti-vibration bar wear patterns appear to indicate a more square-like, 
essentially rectangular behavior that suggests that there may also be a .mechanical, 
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fabrication, assembly, and/or material contribution to the tube-to-tube wear 
degradation. 

Figure 1 
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Figure 2 
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\ The ATHOS code'predicted regions of high void fraction and high steam velocities are 
Figure 5 superirnposed with tube-to-tube w~ar indications .frgni Unit3 steam generator 3E0-88 

sc: .. s:ot~~$ Unit$ - RE~L 
"-$ C} Dept!': _Sin 
Per Tube• 

The NRC analysis Indicated a correlation with the tube-to-tube wear based on a 
com.bination ·of hjgh void fraction and high st~am velocities,. It should b¢ not~d that 
the trac:iitiorial fqrcing function, fluld velocity sqµared times density, does.not show 
good agreement with the tube-to-tube ~ear patterns. This indicated thatthe high 
qµality 'steam fluid, v~locities al')q high void fraction may be, sufficiently high to cal:t$e 
conditions in the_ generators conducive for onset of fluici-elastic Instability. 
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The above analyses apply equally to Units 2 and 3, so it does not explain why the 
accelerated fluid-elastic instability wear damage was significantly greater in Unit 3 
steam generators. The ATHOS thermal-hydraulic model predicts bulk fluid behl::lvior 
based on first principals and empirical correlations and as a result it is not able to 
evaluate mechanical, fabrication, or structural material differences or other 
phenomena that may be unique to each steam generator. Therefore this analysis 
cannot account for these mechanical factors and differences which could very likely 
also be contributing to the tube degradation. 

c. Conclusion 

The team identified one unresolved item associated with the non-conservative FIT-111 
thermal-hydraulic model r~sults. 

Based on independent NRC thermal-hydraulic analysis, the team concluded that the 
SONGS replacement steam generators were not designed with adequate margin to 
preclude the onset of fluid-elastic instability. Therefore unless changes are made to the 
operation or configuration of the steam generators, high fluid velocities and high void 
fractions in localized regions in the U·bend will continue to cause excessive tube wear 
and accelerated wear that could result in tube leakage and/or tube rupture. The 
deficiencies appear to be related to Mitsubishi's FIT:.111 thermal hydraulic code having 
predicted non-conservative low velocity results and low Void fractions. These results 
leaaled Mitsubishi to conclude that margins to instability were significantly larger than 
they actually are. This assessment is based on eddy current data, NRC ATHOS 
analysis, Mitsubishi A THOS analysis; and other thermal-hydraulic analyses completed 
by Westinghouse and AREVA that all identified significantly higher fluid velocities and 
void fractions than FIT-Ill. 

Based on the cause evaluation and corrective action plan, SCE determined that the best 
solution to prevent tube-to-tube wear was to conservatively plug and stabilize the 
affected areas. By taking the impacted tubes out-of-service, SCE determined that this 
should reduce the potential for localized fluid velocities reaching critical velocity. In 
addition, in order to ensure sufficient margin to preclude the onset-offluid-elastlc 
instability, SCE determined that reactor power would also have to be reduced. At this 
time SCE is still developing additional corrective actions to prevent tube-to-tube wear. 
The actions have not been finalized and no determination ha~ been made concerning 
the appropriate power level. The NRC has not made any conclusions on the proposed 
corrective actions. Once the corre.ctive actions have been finalized,·they will be 
reviewed and e>i.•aluatedi(lspected as part of the Confirmatory Action Letter followup 
inspection. 
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9.0 Risk Assessment (Charter Item 9) 

a. Inspection Scope 

The team reviewed the steam generator tube leak and failures of multiple steam 
generator tubes during in-situ pressure testing. to support an assessment of the risk of 
the degraded steam generator tubes during various accident conditions, including a 
main steam line break accident. · 

b. Observations and Findings 

No findings were identified. 

An NRG senior reacfor analyst is eurrently working 'Nitt:i SGE performed a preliminary 
risk assessment personnel to determine. The risk is composed of two parts: (1) a non"'. 
consequential steam line break that induces a steam generator tube rupture. specifically 
involving the degraded tubes; and (2) an elevated risk of a tube rupture as an initiating 
~ent. · · 

Assuming that a steam line break would cause the degraded steam generator tubes to 
rupture during a 'T/2" exposure period of 6 months yielded a change in the large early 
release frequency of 4E-6/yr. However. SCE informed the NRC that a calculation is 
under review that will likely indicate that the differential gressures generated by a steam 
line break would not be large enough to rupture the degraded tubes as long as operators 
successfully implemented their emergency procedures. If this is confirmed, the risk 
associated with tho loss of tube integrity for multiple tubessteam line breaks will be 
significantly reduced. 

Although in this case the degraded condition of the tubes was manifested as a small 
Qrimarv to secondary leak, it is possible that a full-blown rupture could have been the 
·first indication. 'rhe baseline c0re damage frequency of a steam generator tube rupture, 
according to the SONGS SPAR model, is 4.26E-7/yr. Because of an unmitigated 
bypass of containment. the large early release frequency is also 4.26E-7/yr. Assuming 
conservatively that the steam generator tube rupture frequency would .at least double 1 

the increase in large early release freq uencv attributable to the degraded tubes would be 
approximately 2_ 13E-7 /yr (taking· into account a 6-month exposure period). 

It should be noted, this is a preliminary assessment of the risk requiring additional 
information and inspection to ascertain whether a performance deficiencv exists. This 
does not include or preclude regulatory or enforcement action by the NRC. 

10.0. Assess Quality Assurance, Radiological Controls. and Safety Culture Components 
(Charter Item 10) 

a. Inspection Scope 

The team reviewed the event, operator actions, management decisions, steam 
generator eddy current examinations, in-situ pressure testing, and tube pluggJng and 
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stabilization activities to determine whether issues related to quality assurance, 
radiological controls, or safety culture existed. 

b. Observations and Findings 

No findings were identified. 

Region IV ra.diation protection inspectors reviewed the estimated offsite radiation 
exposure from the actual steam generator tube leak on Unit 3 .steam generator 3E0-88 
that occurred on January 31, 2012, including the potential dose consequence to site 
workers and members of the public. The licensee determined that the Unit 3 steam 
generator tube leak resulted in a release of gaseous effluents into the public domain, 
and the primary.radionuclides released were argon-41, xenon-133, and xenon-135. The 
release resulted in an estimated 0;0000452 {4.o2 E-5) mrem dose to the public. 
Inspectors also reviewed desigh drawing$ and radiation monitor data, performed plants 
tours, and confirmed the licensee's use of the offsite dose calculation methodology. +he 

c. Conclusions 

The Region IV radiation protection inspectors concluded that the Unit 3 steam generator 
~ube leak was detected by the co_ndenser steam jet air ejector radiation.monitor 3RT-
7820 as per design. In addition, the radiation monitor 3RT-7820 alarmed and alerted 
SONGS operators of the steam gE;lnerator tube leak as required. 

c. ConclusioAs 

The radiation preteetieR inspector.:; concluded that SCE appropriately accounted for the 
unplanned release associated with the Unit 3 steam generator tube leak. 
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11.0 Operational impacts from Unit 3 to Unit 2 (Charter Item 11) 

a. Inspection Scope 

As follow-on of the previous sections, the team reviewed collections of the Mitsubishi 
documents and presentations, licensee documents and presentations, and NRG 
independent analysis and assessments to consider the operational impact on Unit 2 
based on analysis and data; including eddy current results, regarding the as-found 
condition of Unit 3. The team compared key observations and overall differences in 
operational parameters that are common to both units that could affect and possibly limit 
Unit 2 operation. The team focused on differences in fabrication, manufacturing, 
operation, and eddy current data results between Units 2 and 3 steam generators. 

b. Observations and Findings 

No findings were identified. 

Since generator physical dimensions and design are identical, the operational 
parameters are basically .the same between the Unit 2 and 3 steam generators; 
therefore, the hydraulic forcing function that caused tube-to-tube wear and accelerated 
anti-vibration bar and tube support plate wear should also be same. The initial 
inspections of the Unit 2 steam generators did not indicate significant wear except at the 
retain~r bars (different mechanism caus_ed this wear). However, subsequent follow up 
inspections in Unit 2 with a more s~nsitive probe confirmed the existence of minor tube
to-tube wear in two neighboring tubes but in one of the steam generators: The tube-to
tube wear that was found in Unit 2 was in a similar location as that found in both of the 
Unit 3 steam generators, 

The phenomenon of fluid-elastic instability is a function primarily of two criteria: the fluid 
velocity forces and the damping capability of the support structure (i.e., the tube support 
plates, the tubesheet. and the anti-vibration bars). Therefore, if it is determined that the 
thermal hydraulic forces in the bundle are the same, it can be concluded that the 
damping forces between the Unit 2 and Unit 3 replacement steam generators must be 
different. Mitsubishi performed several studies that indicated that gap contact forces in 
the anti-vibration bars were grE!ater in Unit 2 than in Unit 3. However, with the exception 
of manufacturing data that shows slight differences, there is. not currently a method 
available to measure the clearances between the anti~vibration bars and the tubes; 
however, SCE is currently working 'with AREVA to develop a method to take.these 
measurements. 

The tube damage found ·in Unit _3 is markecuy· more severe than Unit 2, especially 
considering that Unit 3 operated cmly about half the amount of time as Unit 2. This· 
suggests that there is indeed a sizeable difference in the damping capability of the unit 
steam generators. 

There are generally two options to arrest localized damaging thermal hydraulic 
phenomena in steam generators: The first and preferred option is to plug tubes in the 
affected area. The colleQtive plugging tends to relocate and reduce high fluid velqcities 
and void fractions, and' has on previous occasions in industry been successful. 
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However, if plugging seiected tubes does not provide significant margins adequate to 
arrest the damage mechanism, thermal hydraulic conditions can be reduced through a 
reduction in power. Reducing power has several beneficial effects including (1) tends to 
increase steam pressure, (2) reduees high stearn fluid velocities and high void fraction in 
the bundle, and (3) improves damping. Currently, SCE is still reviewing and deve.loping 
additional corrective actions to preclude fluid-elastic instability. The NRG has been 
observing some of the mockup testing being used to qualify additional repair aoti'Jities. 

c. Conclusions 

Based on the review of actual operating data and independent thermal-hydraulic 
modeling analyses, the team determined that there were not any.QQ major differences in 
the thermal hydraulic phenomena at normal full power operation. 

The NRG will review both physical and operational changes that SCE completes as part 
of the Confirmatory Action Letter inspections. 

12.0 Divider Plate Manufacturing and Weld Issues (Mitsubishi Charter Item 2) 

a. Inspection Scope 

On March 18, 2009, Mitsubishi identifi~q cracking indic~tions in the weld between the 
divider, plate and the channel head of Unit 3 replacement steam generator 3E0-88 (see 
figure below), after completion of the ASME Section Ill hydrostatic test on the secondary 
side. The extent of condition investigation also identified similar cracking indications in 
Unit 3 replacement steam generator 3E0-89. As discussed in Section 4 of this report, 
the cause of the cracking. was attributed to the air carbon~arc gouging process used to 
remove the clad weld from the channel head. The team reviewed inform~tion 
associated with the repair of the cracking indications to assess whether the repair 
activities resulted in relevant differences in design and fabrication that could be 
considered as contributing fact9rs for the cause of the tube-to-tube wear issue in Unit 3. 
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b. Observations and Findings 

No findings were identif'.ie&.. 
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The team identified an unresolyed item for \A'l'\ich·c:!ddititmal information is·r~quired to 
determine if a performance deficier:icy exists orifthe issue constitutes violation of NRC 
requirements. The team also identified several observatio·ns related to the. divider plate 
weld repairs in Unit 3 replacement steam generators. 

1) Introduction: The team identified an Unresolved Item associated with the adequacy 
of evaluation and controls for the divider plate weld repairs. 

Description: The cracking of the divider plate Weld in both Unit 3 replacernentsteani 
generators required e:xten.sive repairs affecting the channel he13d, divider plate, and 
tubesheet. Based on Interviews with licensee personnel and the review of 
documentation tor the repairs, the te~m determrned that Mitsuhishi did not perform a 
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comprehensive evaluation to assess the impact of the divider plate repairs on the 
integrity of the tube bundle. The team determined that the areas listed below were 
not considered or evaluated in sufficient depth to identify the potential adverse 
effects of the planned weld repairs. 

• Additional Rotations - The repair activities for the Unit 3 steam generators 
required additional rotations of the steam generator assembly while these were 
oriented in the horizontal position. The repairs resulted in approximately 300 
additional rotations in each steam generator, which could have affected the 
configuration of the tube bundle in terms of anti-vibration bar gaps or distortion. 
The team identified that Mitsubishi did not fully evaluate the impact of additional 
rotations on the configuration of the steam generators since rotation was 
considered a normal evolution in the fabrication process. 

• Heat Input- The repair process included extensive heat-adding activities such as 
grinding, flame cutting, and post-weld heat treatment. While these activities were 
performed in accordance with the construction code of record and an approved 
repair plan, they could have resulted in thermal expansion and unintended 
distortion of steam generator components. For example, the channel heads 
were removed using flame cutting and Mitsubishi's evaluation for the impact of 
this activity was limited to the base material area in the vicinity of the cut, i.e. the 
heat affected zone. Mitsubishi did not fully assess the impact this activity could 
have on the overall configuration of the steam generator in terms of thermal 
expansion of the tubesheet or distortion. 

• Dimensional Checks after Repair - The team identified that Mitsubishi did not 
perform dimensional verifications (e.g. clearances} of the tube bundle or other 
secondary side dimensions after the repairs of the Unit 3 steam generators to 
confirm that critical dimensions were not affected by the repairs. 

Additional review by the NRC is required following completion of the licensee's cause 
evaluation to fully assess how the repair activities affected the Unit 3 replacement 
steam generators and then determine whether this issue repres~nts a performance 
deficiency or constitutes a violation of NRC requirements. This issue is identified as 
URI 05000362/2012007-09, "Evaluation of the Effects of Divider Plate Weld Repairs 
in Unit 3 Replacement Steam Generators." 

2) Repair Plan: The team noted that Mitsubishi developed a specific plan to conduct the 
repair of the divider plate weld in both Unit 3 replacement steam generators. The 
repair plan adequately described the major repair steps and the required 
implementing procedures. For some of the repair stages, the licensee developed 
new procedures to prescribe a~ivities outside the normal fabrication sequence. The 
repair plan consisted of the following major steps: 

• Cutting off the divider plate from the tubesheet by grinding 

• Cutting off the channel head from the tubesheet by flame cutting 

• Cutting the divider plate from the channel head by grinding 
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• Removal of the heat affected zone of the channel head bowl edge due to flame 
cutting 

• Application of weld buildup and post-weld heat treatment on the channel head 
bowl edge 

• Application of low alloy steel buildup and Alloy 690 butter on the bottom of the 
channel head for divider plate welding, including required post-weld heat 
treatment 

• Application of Alloy 690 buildup on the divider' plate, including required post-weld 
heat treatment 

• Welding divider plate to channel head 

• Welding the divider plate to the tubesheet 

• Welding the channel head to the tubesheet 

• Primary side hydrostatic test 

3)' Differences between Replacement Steam Generators: The team identified the 
notable differences listed below between Unit 2 and Unit 3 replacement steam 
generators as'a result of the divider plate weld r~pair activities, 

• Material Class for the Tubesheets - The tubesheet material for both Unit 3 
replacement steam generators wa.s r'?classified to facilitate the additional post
weld heat treatment required for the repair of the divider plate welds. The 
tubesneet manufacturer originally certified that the tubesheet material met the 
requirements of ASME specification SA-508/Grade 3/Class 2, with a post-weld 
heat treatment time of approximately 15 hours. The repair activities in Unit 3 
required additional post-weld.heat treatment, which was expected to affect the 
properties of the tubesheet material to the extent that the mechanical properties 
would not meet the requirements for SA-508/Grade 3/Class 2 materiaL 
Mitsubishi performed mechanical testing· on a specimen fabricated from the 
archive samples that was exposed to 30 hours of post-weld heat treatment and 
the tests showed that the tubesheet material's tensile strength did not meet the 
ASME specifications for SA-508/Graqe 3/Class 2 material. Mitsubishi performed 
a reconciliation review to reclassify the matf:?rial to SA-5-08/Grade 3/Class 1, 
which has a lower tensile strength. The reconciliation included an evaluation of 
resulting stresses on the tubesheet under design, upset, emergency; faultedr and 
test conditions using the material properties for SA-50~/Class 1 material. The 
evaluatfon resulted in acceptable stresses based on the stress limits imposed by 
the construction code of record. This issue was evaluated by Mitsubishi in the 
non-conformance report process and Supplier Deviation Request 
SDR-08610041870-09086 was subniittect to the licensee for review and 
approval. The licensee approved the reclassification of the tubesheet material. 

• Minimum Thickness of the Channel Head Base Metal - The channel heads of 
both Unit 3 steam generators were removed by flame cutting to facilitate the 
divid~r plate weld repairs. The removal and final welding of the channel head 
resulted in a reduction of the minimum wall thickness of the "channel head base 
metal. The minimum base metal thickness was reduced by 1.18-inches. 
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Mitsubishi evaluated this change in the "Design Report for the Channel Head 
Region." The reductioninminimum wall thickness wa~ addressed through a 
reconciliation of stress ratios based on the stress limits imposed by the 
construction code of record. The analysis demonstrated the structural adequacy 
of the channel head, primary inlet nozzle, primary outlet nozzle, primary manway, 
support skirt, and the stud bolts of the primary manway. 

• Number of Bolts in the Divider Plate Patch Plates - The original design of the 
replacement steam generators included a patch plate held in place at the upper 
corners of the divicler plate by three bolts. As a result of the divider plate-to
tubesheet weld removal to support the repair activities, the Unit 3 divider plate 
patch plates were modified to be held by two bolts instead of the three bolts 
specified in the original design. Mitsubishi submitted this design change to the 
licensee for review and approval. Licensee personnel approved the design 
change as requested. 

• Weld Buildup on Channel Head Surfaces - Since the repair of the divider plate 
welds in Unit 3 steam generators required cutting of the channel head, weld 
buildup had to be applied on the affected surfaces in order to restore the. 
dimensions to design specifications. Mitsubishi submitted this design change to 
the licensee for revi~w and approval. Licensee personnel approved the design 
change as requested. 

• Post Weld Heat Treatment-The tubesheeMo-channel head weld area 
experienced a total of two post-weld heat treatments~ Both Unit 3 replacement 
steam generators received an additional local post-weld heat treatment at 
approximately 1103" F for approximately 3.5 hrs. Mitsubishi submitted this 
fabrication psocess change to the licensee for review and approval. Licensee 
personnel approved the design change as request~d. 

• Total of Rotations during Fabrication -The total number of rotations on each 
steam generator varied as a result of the hydrostatic test results and the repairs 
on the divider plate welds. 

c. Conclusions 
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The team identified one unresolved item associated with the repair work done on the 
Unit 3 divider plate. The team did not identify any connection between the repairs of the 
divider plate and the unexpected tube-to-tube weab.:. 

13.0 Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation (NRR> Review of SONGS 50.59 Evaluation 

a. Inspection Scoge 

The NRR technical specialist reviewed all of the design changes associated with the 
replacement steam generators to determine whether the changes to the facility or 
procedures, as described in the updated final safety analysis report, had been reviewed 
and documented in acc,;ordance with 10 CFR 50.59 requirements. The technical 
specialist reviewed the various information used by SOE to review the changes being 
made to the replacement steam generators, including calculations, analyses, design 
change documentation, procedures, the updated final safety analysis report, the 
technical specifications, and plant drawings. The evaluation process used by the 
technical specialist included determining if the design changes to the replacement steam 
generators were a change to the facility or procedures as described in the updated final 
safety analysis report or a test or experiment not described ln the updated flnal safety 
analysis report. The technical specialist also verified that safety issues related to the 
changes were resolved. The technical specialist compared the safety eval~ations and 
supporting documents to the guidance and methods provided in NEI 96~07, "Guidelines 
for 1 o CFR 50.59 Implementation," Revision 1, as endorsed by NRC Regulatory 
Guide 1.187, "Guidance for Implementation of 10 CFR 50.59, Changes, Tests; and 
Experiments," to determine the adequacy of the 10 CFR 50.59 evaluations, 

b. Observations and Findings 

No findings ·Nero identified 

The NRR technical specialist identified one unresolved item for which additional 
information is required to determine if performance deficiencies exist or if the issues 
constitute violations of NRC requirements. 

(1) Introduction: The NRR technical specialist reviewed SCE's 10 CFR 50:59 evah,.1ation 
contained in Engineering Change Packages 800071702 and 800071703 for the 
Unit 2 and Unit 3 replaceme.nt steam generators, respectively, in which SCE 
determined that the impact of the replacement steam generators on the current 
licensing basis and any need for NRC approval as required by 10 CFR 50.59. 

(2) Description: The NRR technical specialist reviewed.the SCE's 10 CFR 50.59 
evaluation against 10 CFR 50.59(c)(2)(viii) which requires that licensees obtain a 
license amendment pursuantto 10 CFR 50.90prior to implementing a proposed 
change if the change would result in a departure from a method of evaluation 
described in the final safety analysis report {as upciated) us.ed in establishing the 
design b<:!ses or in the safety analyses. Industry gui'dance NEI 96-07, Revision 1, 
Section 3.10, "Methods of Evaluation," states, "Definition: Methods of evaluation 
means the calculational framewe>rk used for evaluating behavior or: re.Spense Qf the 
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facility or structures, systems, and components." Regulation 10 CFR 50.59 a(2), 
states, "Departure from a method of evaluation described in the FSAR (as updated) 
used in establishing the design ba$es or in the safety analyses means (i) changing 
any of the elements of the method described in the FSAR (as updated) unless the 
results of the analysis are conservative or essentially the same; or (ii) changing from 
a method described in the FSAR to another method unless that method has been 
approved by NRC for the intended application." Regulation 10 CFR 50.59(d)(1) 
requires that the licensee maintain records of changes in the facility that "includes a. 
written evaluation which provides the bases for the determination that the change, 
test, or experiment does not require a license amendment. ... " The technical 
specialist evaluated SCE's bases for determining that the changes would. not result 
in the departure from the method of evaluation used in establishing the design bases 
or in the safety analyses. Specifically, the technical specialist evaluated whether the 
changes involved: 

{a) changing of any of the elements of the method described in the updated final 
safety analysis report, which consistent with 10 CFR 50.59 a(i)(i) would be 
justified by demonstrating that the results of the analysis are conservative· or 
essentially the same; or 

(b) changing from a method described in the updated final safety analysis report to 
another method, which consistent with 10 CFR 50.59 a(2)(ii) would be justified by 
demonstrating that method has been approved by NRC for the intended 
application. 

The NRR technical specialist reviewed SCE's 10 CFR 50.5.9 evaluation and found 
two instances that failed to adequately address whether the change involved a 
departure of the method of evaluation described in the updated final safety analysis 
report. 

(a) Use .of ABAQUS instead of AN SYS: Updated Final Safety Analysis Report 
Sections 3.9.1.2.2.1.11 and 3.9.1.2.2.2.3 were revised to reflect that the SONGS 
Unit 2 and 3 original steam generators stress analyses for reactor coolant system 
structural integrity utilized the ANSYS computer program, whereas the 
replacement steam generators analyses utilized the ABAQUS computer 
program. The SCE's 50.59 evaluation incorrectly determined that using the 
ABAQUS instead of ANSYS was a change to an element of the method 
qescribed in the updated final safety analysis report did not constitute changing 
from a method described in the updated final safety analysis report to another 
method, and as such, did not men~ion whether ABAQUS has been approved by 
the NRC for this application. 

(b) Use of ANSYS instead of STRUDL and ANSYS: Updated Final Safety Analysis 
Report Section 5.4.2.3.1.3 was revised to reflect that the SONGS Unit 2 and 3 
.evaluation of tube stress under loss of cool~mt accident conditions for the original 
steam generators consisted of a two-step process Utilizing the STRUDL and 
ANSYS computer programs to calculate displacement histories and tube 
stresses. respectively, While the corresponding replacement steam. generators 
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analysis determined tube stresses from blowdown forces using only the ANSYS 
computer program. While SCE'.s 50.59 evaluation correctly considered this a 
change from a method described in the FSAR to another method, the 50.59 
evaluation did not mention wh~ther the method has been approved by NRC for 
this application. 

This issue is identified a~ URI 05000362/2012007-10, "Evaluation of Depcirture of 
Method of Evaluation for 10 CFR 50.59 Processes." r 

c. Conclusions 

The NRR technical specialist identified one unresolved item associated with~ change in 
the method of ~valuation as described in the updated final safety analysis report. 
Additional review and followup will be required to review the departure of the method of 
evaluation used during the stress analysis calculations associated with the replacement 
steam generators. 

14;0 Exit Meeting Summary 

On June 18, 2012,_the NRC held a public meeting and presented the inspection results 
to Mr. P. Dietrich, Senior Vice President and Chief Nuclear Officer, and other memQers 
of the staff, who acknowledged the findings. Proprietary information was provided to the 
team and all proprietary information was returned to SCE. 
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SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION 
KEY POINTS OF CONTACT 

Licensee Personnel 

P. Dietrich, Senior Vice President and Chief Nuclear Officer 
R. Litzinger, President, SCE 
D. Bauder, Vice President and Station Manager 
T. Palmisano, Vice President of Engineering, Projects and Site Support 
T. McCool, Plant Manager 
T. Yackle, Assistant Plant Manager 
D. Yarbrough, Director, Operations 
R. Corbett, Director, Performance Improvement 
0. Flores, Director, Nuclear Oversight 
R. St. Onge, Director, Nuclear Regulatory Affairs 
6. Winn, Director, Nuclear Financial Management 
E. Avella, Director. Project Management 
M. Coveney, Director, Nuclear leadership 
M. Stevens, Technical Specialist, Nuclear Regulatory Affairs 
C. Cates, Manager, Nuclear Safety Culture and Site Recovery 
M. Malzahn, Engineer, Project Management 
C. Harberts; Manager, Steam Generator Replacement Project 
M. Mihalik, Senior Engineer, Project~Management Organization 
R. McWey, Manager, Nuclear Oversight 
M. Pawlaczyk, T echnieal Specialist, Nuclear Regulatory Affairs 
J. Peattie, Manager, Maintenance 
R. Treadway, Manager, Nuclear Regulatory Affairs 
B. Olech, Consulting Engineer, Edison 
J. Brabec, Proje~t Manager, Steam Generator Recovery Program 
D. Calhoun, Senior Engineer, Design Engineering Organization, Edison 

Mitsubishi Personnel 

H. Kaguchi, Mitsubishi Heavy Industries, Director, Component Designing Department 
I. Otakf?, Mitsubishi Heavy Industries, Deputy Chief Engineer, Quality Assurance Department 
T. Tsuruta, Mitsubishi Heavy Industries, Engineer, Quality Assurance Department 
T. Inoue, Mitsubishi Heavy Industries, Deputy Director, Plant Designing Department 
H. Hirano, Mitsubishi Heavy industries, Project Manager, dverseas Project, Component 

Designing Department · 
R. Bywater, Mitsubishi Nuclear Energy Systems, COLA Project Manager 
F. Gillespie, Mitsubishi Nuclear Energy Systems, Senior Vice President 
R. Godley, Mitsubishi Nuclear Energy Systems, Deputy General Manager, Licensing Support 

Other Contractor Personnel 

R. Walker, MPR Consultant 
M~ Short, Consultant 
B. Marlow, AREVA, Vice President, Key Accounts 
M. Street, AREVA, Manager, Primary Compon~nt Projects and Warranty Support 
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M. Miller, AREVA. Advisory Engineer 
S. Claunch, AREVA, Advisory Engineer 

NRC Personnel 
T. Blount, Deputy Divis.ion Director, Division of Reactor Safety 
R Lantz, Branch Chief, Projects Branch D 
G. Warnick, Senior Resident Inspector 

LIST OF. ITEMS OPENED~ CLOSED AND DISCUSSED 

Opened 

05000362/2012007-01 

05000362/2012007-02 

05000362/2012007-03 

05000362/2012007-04 

05000362/2012007-05 

05000362/2012007-06 

05000362/2012007-07 

05000362/2012007-08 

0500036Z/2012007-09 

05000362/2012007-10 

Closed 

None 

URI Adequacy of the Tripffransient and Event Review 
Procedure (Section 1) 

URI Evaluation of Unit 3 Vibration and Loose Parts Monitoring 
System Alarms (Section 3) 

URI Evaluation of Retainer Bars Vibration during the Original 
Design of the Replacement Steam Generators (Section 4 

URI Evaluation of Changes in Dimensional Controls during the 
Fabrication of Unit 2 and Unit 3 Replacement Steam 
Generators (Section 4) . 

URI 

URI 

l)RI 

URI 

URI 

URI 

Shipping Requirements not in Accordance,with Industry 
Stan'dards (Section 7) 

Shipping Requirements not in Accordance with Design and 
Fabrication Specifications (Section 7) 

Unit 3 Steam Generator 3E0•88 Stresses Related to 
Handling (Section 7} 

Non-Conservative. Thermal-Hydraulic Model Results 
(Section 8) 

.Evaluation of the Effects of Divider Plate Weld Repairs in 
Unit 3 Replacement Steam Generate~ (Section 12) 

Evaluation of Departure of Method of Evaluation for 
10 CFR50.59 Processes (Section 13) 
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Discussed 

None 

Ll$T' OF DOCUMENTS REVIEWED 

AUDITS/SELF-ASSESSMENTS/QUALITY CONTROL DRAWINGS 

SONGS DOCUMENTS 

~N:::u::m:::b:::e::r __ -1-I ___ . . ~ . 
MHl-1-06 i Southern California Audit of Mitsubishi Heavy Industries 

MHl 1 09 1 Southern Can nia Audit of M'ts bish· Heavy lndust ·es - - • 1 or I u I rl 

I 
MHl-2-04 Southern California Audit of Mitsubishi Heavy Industries 

I SCES-007;.10 
i 

Procurement and Material Control Program Audit 

MHl-01-04 Evaluation and Review of Contractor, Consultant1 Utility or 
Licensee Audit Report 

i Status of Southern California Edison (SCE) Corrective i 

i Action Request (CAR) Nos. S-1918 and S-1932 Closure 

i 
Southern California Edison (SCE) Corrective Action Request 
(CAR) No. S-1991, Supplier Stop Work Order (SSWO) No. 
$SW0-001-08 

! RSG-SCE/MHl-.06-2233 -Southern California Edison (SCE) ! 

I Corrective. Action Request (CAR) No. 8~1882 Closure. 

RSG•SCE/MHl-06-1916 -Southern California Edison (SCE) 
I Corrective Action Request, (CAR) No. S-1906 Closure 
i 

Southern California.Edison {SCE) Audit No. MHl-1-06 and 

I 
Corrective Action Request (CAR) Nos. S-1915, s~1916, S-
1917, and S-1918 

··-
AR# j Qualificatioh Letter 
040901345 i 

AR#05030145 Qualification Letter 
8 

·----~-
. ··-··--

A1 -3-

I 
I 
I 

l 
I 
I 

·Revision/Date 

June 16, 2006 

Apr'l 27 2009 I f 

December 14, 
2004 

September 14, 
2010 

September 24, 
2004 

March 23, 2007 

1 

May 3, 2006 

February 22, 
2006 

January 31, 2008 

September 24, 
2004 

March 23, 2005 
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! Number Title Revision/Date I ~R#0605_0_0_1_3-+-Q-ua-lif-ic_a_ti_o_n_L_e_tte_r _______ ------------~-l-,..:M:::. a=y=·-·-=1 o=.~2~0==0~6~ 

I 6C294014 I Edison Material Supply Procurement Order for Mitsubishi September 28, 
r i Heavy Industries 2004 

1 
8023-617-01 ; Specifications for design and fabrication of RSG for Unit 2 4 

: · I and Unit 3 
I I 

-~-~-+-~----,--~------~---~-:-:-------:---~----1 ! 8023-617-02 ! Specifications for Baseline Pre-Service Examination on 1 
J I Tubing for RSG 

I 8023-611-03 l Replacement Steam Generator Installation Unit 2 and 3 
' 1 

j 8023-617-04 I Sp.ecifications for the Transportation of Replacement Steam 
I Generators 

i TL C001783 
! 
i TL C001782 
I 

I 

j SGR-A 10183 

! SGR-A10159 

I MHl-1SV-05 

I MHl-1SV-06 

MHl-1SV·07 

MHl-1SV-08 

MHl-2SV-05 

I MHl-2SV-06 

! 

I San Onofre Topical Report Quality Assurance-Manual 
i 
I San Onofre 2&3 FSAR Updated Quality Assurance Program 
I Topical Report SCE-1 
! 

j SONGS Unit 2 & 3 Replacement Steam Generator QA/QC 
i Manufacturing Oversight Plan Japan Steel Works 
l 
i 

I SON~S Unit 2 & 3Replacement Steam Generator QA/QC 
1 Oversight Plari 
I 
I SONGS Unit.2 & 3 Replacement Steam Generator Receipt 
j Inspection Plan 
I 
l Replacement Steam Generator Resident Oversight Plan 
i 
! San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station Unit 2 & 3 Steam 
I Generator Replacement Project Plan 

I Source Verification Report of MHl/Japan Steel Work 
I 
I Source Verification Report of-MHl/Japan Steel Work 
i 
I 

j Source Verification Report of MHI 

I Source Verification Report of MHl/Japan Steel Work 
; 
' I Source Verification Report of MHI 
i 

Source Verification Report of MHl/Japari St~I Work 

A1 -4-

4 

1 

64 

15 

0 

1 

0 

1 

1 

March 15, 2005 
i 
I 

I 
February 7, 20061 
March 20, 2007 , 

r 

August29, 2008 l 
April 1, 2005 I 

I 
March 24, 2006 f 

i 
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i MHl-2SV-07 

I . 
I MHl-3SV-05 
L I MHl-3SV-06 
I 

MHl-4SV-05 

I MHl-4SV-06 

MHl-5SV-05 

~-·;-···· 

; MHl-SSV-06 
I . 
I 

MHl-6SV-05 

MHl-6SV-06 
! 
! MHl-7SV-05 
! 

MHl-7SV-06 

I MHl-SSV-05 

i Mi-il-9SV-05 

l MHl-1 OSV-05 
I 

I MHl-11SV-05 

I 

•'' 

-······ 

I Title 
j Source Verification Report of MHI 

l 
j 

I Source Verification Report of MHl/Ja~an Steel Work 

I Source Verification Report of MHI 
I 
l Source Verification Report of MHl/Japan Steel Work 
l 

Source Verification Report of MHl/Japan Steel Work 

Source Verification Report of MHl/Japan Steel Work 

j Source Verification .. Report of MHI 
i 

I 
i Source Verification Report of MHI 
i -

Source Verification Report of MHI 

Source Verification Report of MHl/Japan Steel Work 

"' 

, Source Verification Report of MHI 
I . I Source Verification Report of MHI 

i Source Verificatfon Report of MHl/Japan Steel Work 
l 
' 

Source Evaluation Report of MHI 

-- ---·-·---· 
Source Verification Report of MHl/Japan Steel Work 

···- -···----·--···--·--

A1 - 5-

I -Revision/Date 

November 2, 
2007 

May 3, 2005 

j May 3, 2006 

j May 4, 2005 

May 23, 2006 

June 10, 2005 

··-· 
September 26, 

2006 

! 
July 1, 2005 

I January 24, 2007 

August 12, 2005 

January 16, 2007 

March 26, 2007 

October 13, 2005 

February 8, 2006 

December 21, 
2005 

-··-·- -···········---
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CALCULATIONS 

l IN mb Ttl Revision u er 1e ! l 
$023-617-1- l Design Report of the Channel Head Region 6 I C275 

i 

S023-617-1- Design for RCS Flow Rate 1 
C514 

8023-617-1- I Retainer Bar Tube Wear Report 0 
I M1562 i 

............. - .. 

DESIGN BASIS DOCUMENTS 

1·-~umber 
·-.. - - ----~··- ······--

Title Revision 

8023-617-01 Speeification for Design and Fabricatio n of RSGs for Unit 2 4 
and Unit 3 

8023-617-1- As-Built Reconciliation Report for Unit 3 2 
M1492 

·········-··-··---· 

L5-04GA428 Design of Anti-Vibration Bar 5 
! DBD-S023- Design Basis for Steam Generator and 
j 365 . 
l 

-··---------+------~ 
Secondary Side 1 0 

.. _ -

DESIGN CHANGE NOTIFICATIONS/SUPPLIER DEVIATION REQUESTS 

I Number Title Revision· --- .......... -~-~···-···· 

NECP gngineering Change Package, "Replaeement Steam 0 
800071703 Generators;,. I 

SDR-007 Circulation Ratio for RSG (j 
43366-05007 

SDR-037 Tube-to-Tube Clearance in 2A RSG 0 
43366-06037 

SDR-047 Tool Mark in 3A Tubesheet 0 
4336,6-07047 

SDR-050 Tool Mark in 3B Tubesheet 0 
43366-07050 

SDR-051 J Unit 2A Lo~er ·Shell Assembly 0 
43366-07051 
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Number 

SDR-053 
43366-07053 

SDR-059 
43366-08059 

SDR-064 
43366-08064 

SDR-079 
43366-08079 

SDR-082 
! 43366-09082 
~ 

! SDR-086 
! 10041870-
I 09086 _ 

: SDR-098 
i 10041870-
110098 

SDR•099 
10041870-
10099 

I SDR-100 
10041870-

I 10100 
l 

DRAWINGS 

! 
1 Number 

8023-617-1-
0103 

8023-617-1-
D104 

8023-617-1--
0106 

8023-617-1-
0107 

S023-617-1-
D108 

Title 

I Unit 28 Lower Shell Assembly 
l 

I 
! 

Unit 38 Lower Shell Assembly 

Axial Length of AVB 

Statistical Size of Tube-to-AVB Gap 

Divider Plate Repair of Unit 3 RSGs 

I Specifications for Unit 3 RSG Tube Material 

I 
I Overall Height of 3A RSG 

I 

Perpendicularity and Parallelism of 3A RSG Key Bracket 

Parallelism of 38 RSG Key Bracket 

I Title 

Design Drawing - Component and Outline Drawing 1 I 3 

Design Drawing - Component and Outline Drawing 1 I 3 

i 
Design Drawing Tubesheet and Extension Ring 1 of 3 

j Design Drawing Tubesheet and Extension Ring 2 of 3 

l 
I I Design Drawing Tubesheet and Extension Ring 3 of 3 

l 
A1 - 7-

Revision 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

I 
0 

0 

I i 
I 

I i 

0 

Revision 

5 

I 2 

' i 
I 12 

5 

8 
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I Number Title Revision 

I so23,.s11 1 
i \ ' 
1 Design Drawing Lower Shell Middle Shell Transition Cone I D109 

- - ! I . 5 I 

i and Upper Shell Stub 1 of 4 I ! 

I S023~617-1- Design Drawing Lower Shell, Middle Shell, Transition Cone 
! 

I I 

I 7 I D110 and Upper Shell Stub 2 of 4 I ~ 1 

I so23-617-1- Design Drawing Lower Shell, Middle Shell, Transition Cone 4 l D111 and Upper Shell Stub 3 of 4 

I 5023-611-1- Design Drawing Lower Shell, Middle Shell, Trcinsition Cone I 
! D112 and Upper Shell Stub 4 of 4 I 4 i 

S023-617-1- Design Drawing Channel Head 1 of 4 
9 

0113 i 

' 5023-617-1- Design Drawing Channel Head 1 of 4 I 15 i D113 I 
802J:..617-1- besign Drawing Channel Head 2 of 4 I 

13 I D114 
; 

I 1Design Drawing Channel Head 3 of 4 
i ; 
i I so23-617-1-

I 5 I 0115 
I . 
! 

' I 
I ' i 8023-617-1- Design Drawing Tube Bundle 1 of 3 ! 

I D11a 
1 

' 

5023-617-1- Design Drawing Tube Bundle 2 of 3 
1 

D111 

8023-617-1- Design Drawing· Tube Bundle 3 of 3 I 
I 3 

D118 ! 

I . 
Design Drawing Upper Shell, Upper Head Ring and Upper i 5023-617-1-

7 I 

i 0159 Head Top 1 of 4 

l 5023-617-1-
I 

Design Drawing Upper Shell, Upper Head Ring and Upper ~ 
i 2 

i 0160 Head Top 2 of 4 i 
i 

$023-617-1- Design Drawing Upper Shell, Upper Head Ring and Upper I 4 D161 I Head Top 3 of 4 · 
j , I 1 $023-6.17-1- I Design Drawing Upper Shell, Upper Head Ring and Upper 

2 l I D162 Head Ta.p 4 of 4 

S023-617-1- f Design Drawing of Moisture Separator Assembly 1 of 6 
I 

I to D210 I . 

l 5023-617-1-
! ~ . . . 
! Design Drawing of Moisture Separator Assembly 2 of 6 

10 I D211 ! I 
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I 
! Number 
I 

i 

I S023-617-1-
I 

I D212 

I S023-617-1-
! D274 
I 

I 

i $023-617-1-
I D294 
l 
l 8023-617-1-
j D295 

I 8023-617-1-
, D296 

! $023-617-1-

1 D383 

I 8023-617-1-
1 D391 
! 

8023-617-1-
D392 

i 8023 .. 617-1-
1 D393 

i 8023-617-1-
! D394 
' I so23-611-1-
1 D395 
! 

I 
8023-617-1-
0494 

I so23-a11-1-
! 0495 
I ' 

i 8023-617-1-
I 0507 

8023-617-1-
0508 

8023-617-1-
0509 

' I so23-617-1-
'0539 
' 

Title 

Design Drawing of Moisture Separator Assembly 3 of 6 

Design Drawing Channel Head 4 of 4 

Design Drawing Tube Support Plate Assembly 1 of 3 

Design Drawing Tube Support Plate Assembly .2 of 3 

Design Drawing Tube Support Plate Assembly 3 of 3 

Design Drawing - Critical Field Interface Dimensions and 
Major Tolerances 1 I 3 

Design Drawing Wrapper Assembly 1 of 5 

Design Drawing Wrapper Assembly 2 of 5 

Design Drawing Wrapper Assembly 3 of 5 

I Design Drawing Wrapper Assembly 4 of 5 
i 
! 

I I Design Drawing Wrapper Assembly 5 of 5 

l 
! Design Drawing - Divider Plate112 

I . 
I Design Drawing- Divider Plate 2 / 2 

I 
' i Design Drawing Anti-Vibration Bar AsSembly 1 of 9 

Design Drawing Anti-Vibration Bar Assembly 2 of 9 

Design Drawing Anti-Vibration Bar Assembly 3 of 9 

I Design Drawing Ant~Vibration Bar Assembly 4 of 9 

A1 -·9-

Revision 

5 

4 
l 
' 

3 

I 

4 

5 

7 

5 

0 I 
l 

! 
2 

2 

3 

10 

6 

4 l 
I 

i 

2 

0 

0 
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i Number 

I so23-a11-1-
t D540 
I 
I 8023-617-1-
I D541 · 

8023-617-1-
D542 

8023-617-1-
D543 

8023-617-1-
I Ds44 

! 5023-617-1-I . 

I D6so 

I so23-e11-1-
1 01099 

l 8023-617-1-
1 D1100 

I S023-617-1-1 I D14aa 

j L5-04FW111 

i L5-04FW112 
I 

I L5-04FW113 

I L5-04FW114 
! 

I L5-04FW115 
I 

I Title. 

I Oesign Drawing Ant~Vibration Bar Assembly 5 of 9 

Design Drawing Anti-Vibration Bar Assembly 6 of 9 

I 

I Design Drawing Anti-Vibration Bar Assembly 7 of 9 I . . 
i 

I Design Drawin·g Anti-Vibrati6n Bar Assembly 8 of 9 

I 
1 
I Design Drawing Anti-Vibration Bar Assembly 9 of 9 
) 

· Design Drawing-Tubing Expansion and Seal Welding 

I Fabrication Drawing ~General Shipping Arrangement [SON 
2E89; SON 2E882E0-88] 

I 
Fabrication Drawing. -- General Shipping Arrangement [SON 
3E89; SON 3E88] 

I , 

l Fabrication Drawing -:-- Temporary Attachment For Channel 
! Head and Tubesheet Welding (Unit 3) 

I Detc:1il of AVB 1 of 5 (Center Narrow AVB) 

Det;ail of AVB 2 of 5 (Center Wide AVB) 

I Detail of AVB 3 of 5 (Side Narrow AVB) 

Detail of AVB 4 of 5 (Side Wide AVB for Hot S(de) 
i 
j Detail of AVB 5 of 5 ,(Side Wide AVB for Cold Side) 
I 

ENGINEERING REPORTS (ER) 

! Number I Title 

l 8023 617 1 . I Divide Pl t W Id J i t Separ f R · t C u Ev I af n - - - r ae e on a1on 00 a se au 10 
i M1401 

j 

J Report 

' $023-617-1- Evaluation of Tube Vibration 
C157 

8023.;617-1- Ana!Ytical Report of AVB Assembly 

! 
C749 

A1 - 10 -

Revision 

2 

I 
I 2 

8 I 
3 

I 
I 

1 ! 

I 
3 

2 

2 

0 

6 

2 

2 

2 

2 

Revis,ion 

4 

. 
I 

3 
t 

4 
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I S023-617-1-. 
I M1265 

I so23-e11-1-I M1231 

l S023-617-1-
l C682 

i·S023--617-
l 01R3 

I Summary Design Report 

I 
Performance Analysis Report 

j Analytical Report of Separator and Dryer Assemblies 

I 
.I Design Report of Tube 

MHI DOCUMENTS 

Number Title 

I UHQ-08N013 MHI Survey Report of Sumitomo Metal Industries, Limited. 
Steel Tube Works / 

' . 
I 

UHQ-11N010 MHI Survey Report of Sumitomo Metal Industries, Limited. 
Steel Tube Works 

I UHQ-05N015 MHI Survey Report of Sumitomo Metal Industries, Limited. 

I Pipe & Tube Works 

I UHQ-o8N014 ' MHI Survey Report of Sum.ifomo Metal Industries, Limited. 
Steel Tube Works 

! UHQ-11S005 I MHI Survey Report of Sumitomo Metal Industries, Limited. 
i 

Steel Tube Works 

UHQ-05N01'9 MHI Survey Report of Sumitomo Metal Industries, Limited. 
· Steel Tube Works 

BUH94-06 ] Quality Assurance Survey/Audit Procedure of Vendors 

BUH94-06 I Vendor Evaluation Procedure 
l 

BUH94:..os Vendor Evaluation Procedure 

5ZDD94-06 Ve.ndor Evaluation Procedure 

UHW-68- MHI Evaluation on Corrective Action Established by 
06A002 Sumitomo Metal Industries Limited 

UHNR-SON- ' Nonconformance Report for Alloy 690 SG Tubing for SONGS 
RSG-06N005 Unit 2 

A1 - 11 -

8 

3 

7 

5 

! Revision/Date 

0 
j 
! . 
! 

0 

1 l 

I 

0 ; 
! 

i 
i 

; 0 : 

0 

6 

9 

j 
13 i 

I 
---! 

1 I 
' 

0 

4 
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i 
! Number Title 

fUHQ-08N013 

l 
MHI Survey Report of Sumitomo Metal Industries, Limited. 

I Steel Tube Works 

UHQ-07N004 MHI Audit Report of Sumitomo Metal Industries, Limited. 
Steel Tube Woks 

l 
Revision/Date 

0 

1 

l 
! 1----------·----------··~-----·-·---'---------;' 

UHCP-70N004 I Corrective Action Plan Followup Re._po_rt ________ ...;..! ___ o __ --i 
UES-20100006 I Qualified Vendor List --- 18 

I -·-··-·-·-·-
L5-04GB004 " Submittal Document Control List 53 l 

! 
i 

UGNR-SON2- Nonconformance Report Channel head for Unit 2A February 2, 

l I RSG-020 l 2006 
I 
l I \--- I Nonconformance Report Unacceptable local diameter change I June 2, 2006 ~GNR-SON2-

RSG-038 ! of tube holes · I 
.UGNR-SON2- · Nonconformance Report Unacceptable length of 10 tube hole I September 11, 

I RSG-052 , pitch of tube support plate #3- ! 2006 
! 
j UGNR-SON2- I Nonconformance Report Incorrect end caps of AVB I December 1, I 

I 

'RSG-062 2ASN154C and AVB 2ASN164C ! 2006 
' 

UGNR-SON2- Nonconformance Report Unacceptable gaps between tubes I March 24, 2007 
.RSG-075 andAVBs I 

I UGNR-SON2- I Nonconformance Report Incorrect machining for steam flow 
I 

September 4, 
I RSG-091 I limiting device 2007 

l ! -I 

UGNR-SON2- I Nonconformance Report Unacceptable dimensions for steam r October 23, 
RSG-096 i flow limiting device of Unit 2A 2007 

~ 

UGNR-SON3- Nonconformance Report Unacceptable local diameter change May 10, 2007 ; 
l 

l RSG-.009 of tube holes I 
! I i 
! UGNR:-SON3- I Nonconformance Re ort Some a s between tubes and November 30 I 1 
l RSG-024 
I 

I . p g p 
AVBs are larger than the criterion 2007 ' I 

I 
I UGNR-SON3· I Nonconformance-R~port b1,.1t of tolerance on hand holes MarGh 2, 2009 ! . "· 
i RSG-049 l inside diameter 
i i 

I UGNR-SON3- Nonconformance Report Divider plate metal repair butter/weld • September 11, 
RSG-055 crack c;lfter post bake 2009 

i 

I UGNR~SON- Nonconformance Report Feedwater·nozzle fbr unit 2 ID: February 2, I RSG-06N002 21721-101 2006 
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I Number Title Revision/Date 

I UHil-OSN013 j MHI Survey Report of Sumitomo Metal Industries, Limited. 0 
Steel Tube Works . 

' I 
Anti-Vibration Bar Inspection Procedure (individual Bar) ' 1 UGS-LS-

l 1 i 050043 
I 

f 

UGS-L5- I Inspection Procedure for Tube and Anti-Vibration Bar 

I 
10 j 050045 I Inspection 

I -···· 

I B91U-N0001 i Mitsubishi Heavy Industries Ltd Kobe Shipyard & Machinery 39 -·1 

j Works Quality Assurance Manual (Nuclear) I I i I ·-··· - ! 
I UES-69- ! 15 I Mitsubishi Heavy Industries Ltd Kobe Shipyard & Machinery r 

040038 Works Quality Assurance Program Manual (Project Addenda) 
I ~ ··--··· -··-

I UHH~06A97 j Stop Work Order for FMA (Final Mill Annealing) on I 0 
i Manufacturing of Heat Transfer Tubing for SONGS RSG 

f ! } 
I 

MISCELLANEOUS DOCUMENTS 

~-----.----------------·---------·-----~ 

Number 

AR Action Request: Qualification Letter 
! 060500134 

I AR 040901345 [Action Request: Qualification Letter 

' AR 050301458 j Action Request: Qualification Letter 

i Setpoint Transmittal Unit 2 and 3-·G_a_s_M-on-it-ors 
I 

Revision/Date 

! 

· December 6, l ! 

2010 I 
I I 

-- l , ~· ------,-----+--------! 

I
. SONGS Unit 3 Chemistry/Operations logs = SG Event January 31, 
Timeline 2012 

I I 

I Radiation Monitor 3RT-7870 Setpoints May 31, 2011 

r-1------i-1-R-a~d-ia_ti_onMonitor 3RT-7a_fa_A_S-et_p_oi_ri_t~-----------+--May 31, 2011 l 

I 2G-03Q.-3 I Cond,.nser Air Ejector Continuous G~s Post-Release Report January 31, 
2012 

.__ 1so_2_3-_6_1_1-_0_1-r-s-p_e_c_if-ic_a_ti-on_fo_r.~D_e_s_ig_n_a_n_d_F_a_br-ic_a_ti_o_n_o_f _R_S_G_s_f.-or_u_n_i_t 2_-1ll __ ~4 . · ! and Unit 3 .. 

I 8023-617-02 Specification for Baseline Pre-Service Examination (PSE) on I 1 L._ .~---'~T_u_b_1n_g_. f_o._r_R_e_pl_a_ce_m_en_t_s_t_ea_m_G_e_n_e_ra_to_r_s _______ ·_.._I _____ __. 
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-----r-----------··--------------.---------, I Number Title Revision/Date 

l
'-·-----c---------- -------·······---····----!---------; 

Updated Final Safety Analysis Report for San Onofre Units 2 April 2009 
and 3 

lj" 8023-617-1- Design Review Item List 
9 

DA 2002-92 Dominion Audit of Mitsubishi Heavy Industries June 9, 2002 
f M29 

:-\ V-0-3--0-0_8_......,......----r-j 0-m-ah_a. Public Power District Audit of ·-M-it-su ...... b-is_h_i -H-ea_v_y~ __ ___,,__J_u-ly-1~8·-. -2-00-3--1 

l i Industries L __ _,_1 _________________ __,__ ___ --ll 
\ 99901030/200 I Mitsubishi Heavy Industries {MHI}, Kobe, Japan, inspection of July 18; 2008 1

1

1 

! 8-201 i selected portions of MHl's Quality Assurance (QA) program, 
I and 10 CFR Part 21 program . . 

99901384/200 Sumitomo Metal lndustrtes, ~irnited, Higashi-Mukojima November 13, I 
I 

9-201 Amagasaki, Japan, inspection of selected portions of 2009 

I 
i Sumitomo's quality assurance (QA) program and 10 CFR Part 
I 21 program 

;---------;--! --·· . ···---'----___ __, I SMl-AQ~-9041 l Reply to ~~tice of Nonconformance{99901 384/2009-201-01) l _' o __ ---l 

I
, NRC . Inspection of Selected Portions of MHl's Quality Assurance . II 

Inspection and 10 CFR Part 21 Programs 

1 
Report · 

July 18, 2008 

l 99901 030/200 
J 8-201 

MODIFICATIONS 

l ~ N_u_m_b_e_r _ -------------· 
Title [ Date i 

I 50.59 Screening and Evalu-a-tio_n_f_o~r-R-e-pl_a_ce_m_e_n_t_S_te_a_m---+-. -Ju_l_y. 3~ 1, 2019 
I Generators -.Unit 2 

Engineering 
Change 
Package 
NECP 
800071702 

! 

i Engineering 150.59 Screenln9 and 'Evaluation for Replacement Steam 
' Change · Gene·rators - Unit 3 

Package 
I NECP I 
I aooo11103 ! 
J 

A1 - 14 -
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NUCLEAR NOTIFICATIONS 

201907899 

PROCEDURES 

! Number 

I 80123-0DCM 

' ! 80123-0-47 
; 

] Offsite Dose Calculation Manual 
i 

_ __j 

Revision 

0 

18 j Notification and Reporting-of Significant Events 

--·--·- --------!---------; ! Manual Effluent Gaseous Release Permits, Setpoint 
L .. 
i 80123-111-5.9 

i 
i 80123-Vlll-1 
I 

i Calculations, and Monitor Calibration Constant Evaluations 
1 

I EPIP: Recognition and classification of Emergencies 
I 

8 

36 

l SD·S0_2_3_-3_1_0__._1_s_y_stem Descriptio~ -:-Turb-ine Building Sampling Syste~---+--- 9 I 

[ SD-5623-690 i System Descrtption - ?team Generator E0881089 18~ 

i SD-8023-690 ! System Description - Steam Generator R-ad-i-at-io_n_M_o_n-it-ors--i-------o-18 
1 I I RE-6753 & RE-6759 

l SD-8023-690 I System Description - Condenser Air Ejector Wide Range 
1 Radiation Monitors RE-7870A/8 & Low Range Radiation 

18 

I 
I I Monitors RE-7818 

SB-SO'-FB-006 I Divider Plate Weld Joint Repair Proced-ure 
-··-

10 

SB-SO-HT-
1001 

-· 
80123-XXXI I-
2.27 

$023-617-1-
0104 

8023-617-1-
01099 

$023-617-1· 
M1246 

S023-617-1-
M139 

l 

I Post Weld Heat Treatment Procedure 
.22 I I I . - - -··· 

I Supplier Deviation Requests (SDRs) l 5 I 

I I 
i I 
i Design Drawing - Component and Outline Drawing 2/3 

I I 
2 

l General Shipment Arrangement SON-2A ' 

I Hydrostatic Test Procedµre --~-·------+--:---.---; 
j Post Wel_d_H_e-at_T_r_e_a_t_m_e_n_t_ -Pr-o-ce_d_u-re ________ _._1---

2
-1-----! 
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I S023-617-1-
M1395 

l 
·1· S023-617-1-

M1398 
I 

I 
S023-617-1-
M1461 

1 

I Divider Plate Weld Joint Procedure 

I 
I Divider Plate Weld Joint Repair Plan 

I 
1

1 Additional Post Weld Heat Treatment Procedure for Divider 
, Plate Weld Joint Repair 
I 

I
. 8023-617-1- ·1· Tubesheet Drilling Procedure 

M616 
I I 
J f I 8023-617-1- ,. Helium Leak Test Procedure of the Tube to Tubesheet Welds 

9-1 
12 I 

0 

9 

5 
M733 , (High Pressure) 

I --~~--~--i------~-..:.i 
8023-617-1- Helium Leak Test Procedure of the Tube to Tubesheet Welds 

3 
j 

M735 (Low Pressure) ! 

I 
I 8023-617-1- AVB Structure Assembly Procedure j 

! M819 r --------------r--~-
8 

__ ___,I 
I 5023-617-1- I Tubing and AVB Installation Procedure 

6 
) 

.__! M_a_2o ___ li--. --··--· ··-·· · _ ·---+--···---~ 
J 8023-617-1- Anti-Vibration Bar Inspection Procedure (After Assembly) 

5 
· 

l M821 l 
I S0123~XV-50 " 

I I Corrective Action Program 25 
i 

I S0123-Xll- i Nuclear Oversight Procedure Supplier Audits 10 
18.19 i 

I l 

80123-Xll- / Nuclear Oversight Procedure Source Verification 5 
7.12 l 

I 

VENDOR DOCUMENTS 

I Number ! Title Revision/Date 
l 

I ·Engineering Information Record-, "SONGS 2C17 & 3C17 
l 

1 
i Steam Generator DegradatiQn Assessmenf' 

DI for Tube Support Plate Material 1 

I UGNR-S,ON2- 'I Discrepancy for tube thickne$$ of TSP between Drawing and I RSG-014 _ Purchase Specification 
0 
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,-----------------------------~--······---

! Number i.· Title Revision/Date I' 

! 
I UGNR-SON2- Ii Unacceptable Indications by MT for wrapper support of Unit 2 1----, 
I RSG-015 #A ' 

I UGNR-SON2- I! Unacceptab-le-1-nd-ic--a-ti-o-ns-by_M_T_f_or._A_n_t_i r-ot_a_ti-on_s_u_p_p_o_rt __ o_f ______ O __ _ 

I RSG-021 Unit 2 #A · 

I UGNR-SON2-. 
I RSG-027 

I 

Unacceptable MT indication for Anti-Rotation Supports 

j UGNR-SON2- I Unacceptable lengih tJf 10 tube hole pitch of tube support 
I RS~-054 Plate # 6 , 

! UGNR-SON2- Insufficient clearance between the tubes in Row No. 28 and 
·1· RSG-058 30 in Column No. 22 

I 
UGNR-SON2- Insufficient clearance between the tubes in Row No 92 and 94 I 
RSG-059 in Column No. 34 f 

Unacceptable Gaps between Tubes and AVBs j UGNR-SON2-l RSG-067 

1 UGNR~_S_O_N_2 __ ---+-! -U-n-ac_c_e_p-ta-b--le_g_a_p_s between Tubes and AVBs 

I RSG-075 I ' I 

! UGNR-SON2- ! Incorrect Machining for Steam Flow Limiting Device 
[ RSG-091 I 
I UGNR-SON2- j_' .Damaged Locking Plates of Vane Jacking Device 
' RSG-103 

I UGNR~SON2- As built dimension of #2A RSG 
! RSG-109 

l 
i UGNR-SON2- I As built dimension of #28 RSG 

'RSG-112 I 
l UGNR-s·o_N_3 __ --+-l -T-ub_e_s-he-et 

I RSG-001 I 
I UGNR-SON3" j Unacceptable local diameter change of TuOO holes 

"' 

UGNR-SON3-
RSG-030 
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1 

3 

0 

7 

1 

0 
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I Number 
l 

i UGNR-SON3'- i Divider Pfate Weld Crack 
' I RSG-051 I 
i UGNR-SON3- ] Divider Plate Weld Crack . 
I RSG-052 i 
' · 1 ' 

J UGNR-SON3- I Extension of Tubesheet PWHT Duration · 
! RSG-057 
1 

l UGNR-SON3-l RSG-059 

l UGNR-SQN3-I RSG-062 

I UGNR-SON3-
I RSG-067 
I .....,. 
: UGNR-SON3-
I RSG-074 
I 
i 

! UGNR-SON3-I RSG-075 
' 
i UGNR-SON3-
I RSG-076 

I ~~~~~~o~~-
l 
r-Heat 
l Treatment 
I Record 

I
' 40010SG-B-

900D-R1-68 · 

! Out of Tolerance dimensions on Primary lnletJOutlet Nozzles 
j and Support Skirt 

l Out of tolerance dimensions on Primary lnletJOutlet Nozzles l and Support Skirt (#B RSG) 

' 
i UT indications in the Alloy 600/690 butter of Divider Plate 
! Weld Groove 

. i 

As built dimensions of #3A RSG (Overall Height) 

\ I As built dimension of #3A RSG 

I 
I As built dimension of #38 RSG 

Divider Plates for Unit 3 

; Heat Treatment Chart for SG3 

I: $023-617·1- I Purchase Sp~mCation for HeatTransfer Tubing 
M149 

i ' 
Fabrication I Rework of AVB Insertion for SONGS Unit 2 Replacement 
Process Sheet i Steam Generator #A - Lower Portion 
3901-SG-A- I 
400E (Order 

1
1 

2563901/G101) 
I 

I 
A1 - 18 -

Revision/Date 

16 

19 

1 

1 

1 

0 

I 

[ 0 
I 
I 

1 

0 

I 

! 0 

I 
I 
I 

April 4, 2012 

4 

1 

I 
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I~ N~um~be-r~~~~T-i-tl-e~~~~~~~~~~~--~~~~~--~----,,.--R-ev-isi-on-/D_a_te~, 

l 

I Fabrication 
: Process Sheet 

1

1 
3901-SG-A-
4000 (Order 

r 256390112300) 

, TSN-5050 
I 
rsN-5051 

I 
' I TSN-5053 

TSN-5054 

I 
L. I TSN-5055 
I 

i I TSN-507,2 
I 

I TSN-5073 
1 

TSN-5074 

Helium Leak Test for SONGS Unit 2 Replacement Steam· 
Generator #A - Lower Portion 

I Control Document Status list For Alloy 690 SG Tubing 
I 
! Program of Preproduction Qualification (PPQ) For Alloy 690 
1 SG Tubing 
I 

Melting Procedure for Alloy 690 SG Tubing 

Identification and Traceability Procedure for Alloy 690 SG 
Tubing 

I Prohibited and Detrimental Material Control Procedure for 
J Alloy 690 SG Tubing 
I . . 
I Sampling Test Specimen. Procedure for Alloy 690 SG Tubing 
I 
I 

J Chemical Analysis Procedure for Alloy 690 SG Tubing 
i 

Inclusion Test Procedure for Alloy 690 SG Tubing 

1 OOSF-No.4316 PPQ Test Results of Alloy 690 SG Tubing for San Onofre I ! Nuclear Generating station Unit 2&3 

1 40·o··-9-3_i_ro-1·--!,-M-00d~. ·y I nternationai Ltd lnspectio·n--R-e-po_rt_· -of-Sumit9mo.Metal 
r - Industries 

A1-19-

- 0 

I 
2 

3 

0 

2 

0 

2 

1 

June 4, 2005 

i 2 

j September 28, 
I . 2oos 
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SEQUENCE OF EVENTS 

San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station, Unit 2 and 3 Steam Generators 

Date 

November 2001 

May 7, 2002 

July 2002 

November 7, 2003 

December 12, 2003 

December 21, 2003 

February 17, 2004 

February 27. 2004 

February 27, 2004 

July 28, 2004 

Atigust 2, 2004 
( 

September 13, 2004 

September 16, 2004 

September 30, 2004 

September 30, 2004 

November 2004 

March 2, 2005 

March 17, 2005 

March 2005, 

March 23, 2005 

Event Description 

Licensee forms a team to_ study the viability of replacing the 
steam generators 

Vendor benchmarking. commences 

Bechtel replacement study complete 

Replacement steam generator specification complete 

Replacement steam generator specification sent to procurement 
offiqe 

Replacement steam generator request for proposal issued 

Bechtel installation study report completed 

Steam generator replacement request filed with California Public 
Utility Commission 

Replacement steam generator bids received by SCE 

Replacement steam generator vendor selected 

Replacement steam generator bid evaluation review board start 

Replacement steam generatorbid evaluation completed 

SCE Board of Directors approval for Mitsubishi to design and 
manufacture steam generators 

Replacement steam generator contract signed 

Fabrication of Unit 2 and Unit 3 steam generators commences at 
Mitsubishi 

SCE performs first full quality assurance audit pf Mitsubishi 

Replacement steam generator installation specification sent to 
procurement office 

Mitsubishi/See· anti-vibration bar design discussion 

SCE performs follow-up surveillance audit of Mitsubishi 

SCE places condition al qualification on- Mitsubishi 
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September 21, 2005 

October 2005 

December 15, 2005 

December 15, 2005 

February 2006 

March 10, 2006 

April 22, 2006 

May 1, 2006 

May 10, 2006 

September 27, 2006 

September 27, 2006 

September 28, 2006 

September 29, 2006 

October 3, 2006 

October 3, 2006 

November 10, 2006 

March 12, 2007 

May$, 2007 

July 17, 2007 

September 13, 2006 

Final.environmental impact report released to public 

SCE performs follow-up quality assurance audit of Mitsubishi 

California Public Utility Commission approval received 

Installation contract signed with Bechtel 

SCE performs.follow-up quality assurance audit of Mitsubishi 

Eciisan International Company Board of Directors approval of 
steam ~enerator replacement project 

SONGS'Unit2 refueling outage completed 

Replacement steam generator transportation specification issued 

SCE removes conditional qualification from Mitsubishi 

Sumitomo Metal ln9ustries issues a non-co.nformance report on 
some tubing for non-c·onformance to specifications associated 
with the final mill annealing process 

Mitsubishi issues stop work .order to Sumitomo 

Mitsubi.shi issues corrective action request to Sumitomo based on 
the final. mill annealing non-conformance report 

Mitsubishi visits Sumitomo to conduct root cause investigation 

Mitsubishi visits Sumitomo to confirm the adequacy of the 
corrective actions taken to addresstlie root cause findings from 
the September 29, 2006 meeting 

Mitsubishi releases stop work order after confirming: adequacy of 
$.Umitomo's corrective actions 

Non:-conformance report associated with final mill .annealing 
process is closed 

Corrective action request associated with the final m.ill annealing 
non-conformance report closed 

Nlitsubistli performs followup audit at Sumitomo and ;ssl!~s 
co(rective action request for two findings in the audit 

Sumitomo submits corrective actions taken for the findings of the 
May 8, 2007 audit; Mitsubishi closes corrective action request 

Mitsubishi/SCE t~chnical meeting regarding anti-vibration bars 
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April 2008 

April - June 2008 

July 4, 2008 

July 18, 2008 

July 18, .2008 

September and 
October 2008 

December 16, 2008 

February 14, 2009 

Early March 2009 

Middle March 2009 

March 18, 2009 

March - July 2009 

March - June 2009 

June2009 

July2009 

September 2009 -
Aprn 20.10 

March 29, 2010 

April 5; 2010 

Aprll 2010 

April t8, 2010 

Fabrication of Unit 2 steam generators complete 

Mitsubishi petiorms primary and secondary side hydrost·auc 
pressure tests of .Unit 2 steam generators 

AREVA performs baseline pre-service eddy current examinati,ons 
on steam generator 2E0-89 at Mitsubishi facilities in Kobe, Japan 

AREVA performs ba~eline pre-service eddy current examinations 
on steam generator 2E0-88 at Mitsubishi facilities in Kobe, Japan 

NRC Inspection Report 99901030/2008-201 was issued. An 
inspection was completed at the Mitsubishi facility in Kobe, 
Japan. No violation .or non-conformances were identified7 

Final inspection for Unit 2 steam generators is completed,
Primary c:)nd secondary sides filled with nitrogen7 

Unit 2 steam generators shipped from Kobe, Japan 

Unit 2 steam-generators arrive at SONGS 

Fabrication of Unit 3 steam generators complete 

Primary and secondary hydrostatic pressure tests conducted on 
Unit3 steam generators 

Unit 3. divider plate weld failure discovered 

Root cause evaluation of the divider plate-to-tubesheet weld 
conducted by Mitsubistii 

Repair procedures developed for Unit 3 steam generators 

Repair work on Unit 3 steam generators commences 

AREVA performs final pre-service eddy current examinations on 
Unit 2 steam generators.at SONG_S 

.Unit 2 performs a refueling outage and installs the replacement 
steam generators 

Repair work to Onit 3 steam generator 3E0-89 complete 

Repair work to Unit 3 steam generator. 3E0~88 complete 
' 

LJnit 2 recommenc:;es power operations· 

Unit 3- steam gener~tor 3l;0-89. passes primary side hydrostatic 
pressure retest · 
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April 24, 2010 

June 2010 

August 2, 201 O 

October 4, 2010 

October 2010 -
February 2011 

February 2011 

January 1 o, 2012 

January 31, 2012 

February 2, 2012 

February 12, 2012 

March 13, '2012 

March 14, 2012 

March 15, 2012 

March 16, 2012 

March 16- 21, 2012 

March 15-21, 201·2 

March 19 - 29, 2012 

Marcfl 23, 2012 

March 27, 2012 

JUnE; 18, 2012 

\ 
Unit 3 steam generator 3E0-88 passes primary side hydrostatic 
pressure retest 

AREVA performs baseline pr&service eddy current examinations 
on Unit 3 steam generators at Mitsubishi facilities in Kobe, Japan 

Unit 3 steam generators shipped 

Unit 3 steam generators arrive at SONGS 

Unit 3 performs a refueling outage and installs the replacement 
steam generators 

Unit 3 recommences power operations 

Unit 2 refueling outage start 

Unit 3 tube leak; rapid shutdown commences 

Unit. 3 reaches cold shutdown conditions 

Unit 3 eddy current inspections commence on both steam 
generators 

In-situ pressure testing commences on tubes in steam generator 
3E0-88 of Unit 3 

In-situ pressure test.failures on tubes locC!ted in Row 106 Column 
78, Row 102 Column 1e, and Row 104 Column 78 of steam 
generator 3E0-88 

In-situ pressure test failures on tubes located in Row 100 Column 
80, Row 107 Column 77, Row 101 Column 81, and Row 98 
Column 80 of steam generator 3E0-88 

In-situ pressure tes.t failure on tube located in Row 99 Coh,.1mn 81 
of steam generator-3E0-88 

The 65 remaining tubes in steam generator 31::.0-88 pass in-situ 
pressure testing 

The 56 identified tubes in steam generator 3E0-89 of Unit 3 are 
in-situ pressure tested and all tubes passed,. 

NRC Augmented Inspection Team performs inspections at 
SONGS 

NRC received a letter from SCE 9Litlining their commitments for 
corrective actions prior to restart of both Unit 2 and Unit 3 

NRG issues a Confirmatory Action Letter to SCE 

NRC conducts public Augmented Inspection Team exit meeting 
J near SONGS 
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.. ·~·· ~ UNITED STATES 

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 
REGION IV 

1600 EAST LAl'AAR BLVD 
ARLINGTON, TEXAS 76011-4511 

Mr. Peter Dietrich 
Senior Vice President and 
Chief Nuclear Officer 

Southern California Edison Company 
San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station 
P.O. Box 128 
San Clemente, CA 92674-0128 

July 18. 2012 

SUBJECT: SAN ONOFRE NUCLEAR GENERATING STATION-NRG AUGMENTED 
INSPECTION TEAM REPORT 05000361/2012007 and 05000362/2012007 

Dear Mr. Dietrich: 

The U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRG) completed an inspection at your San Onofre 
Nuclear Generating Station (SONGS). The enclosed report documents the inspection resultS, 
which were discussed with you and other members of your staff during a public exit meeting on 
June 18, 2012,. 

Unit 3-fla<l-Seefi--e~roximately one year fGUewing replac~ 
generators when on January 31, 2012, control reem operators received alarms, that indicates 
reactor coolant was leaking into steam generator 3EO 88. The leak 1Nas unexpected, and the 
CGRtr'ol room operators responded in accordaoce with their proced1:1res to perf-Orm a rapid 
shutdown, since the leak, altholJgh small, had inereased enough iR a shart period of time to 
warrant the precautionary shutdovm. The estimated leak rate v:as 75 gallons per say. The 
facility license allows full power e(ileration with a steady le.ak rate of less than ~ 50 gallons per 
Qay.,. 

The first indication of the leak •1ms from the main condenser air ejector radiation monitors 
reaching their afa.Fm-s~nt. The radiation monitors continuo.usly sample from a vent .stack for 
Ute purpose of rapidly identifying steam generatoHtlbe leaks. This '.¥OS a direct release of 
r:adioactivity to the atmosphere, •Nhieh is allowed by the faciiity license, up to limits in the 
regulations. The licensee reviewed the amount of gaseous radioactivity relea.sed and estimlgited 
a d9se of approximately 0~0000452 mr:em to a member of the public. The annual regulatory 
lffi'iit to a member bf the public is 100 mrem per year. buring a radiation protection inspection 
~ek of February 13, 2012, the team reviei.ved the licensee dose estimates-aA44iG-Aet 
klentify any issues. 

Unit 3 contFel room operators performed a controlled shutdown of Unit 3 on January 31. 2012, 
and reached cold shutdovm conditions on.February 2, 2012. Thq operators then prepared the 
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steam g.enerators for tube inspections, whieA-were started on February 12, 2G12. 
inSf*?~e<:mfir-med-the-leeat~the-leak.ffi-steam--gooerawr-~~·Rr.-~'lEH~e-¥1FaS~:if\G 
•:.,iith a small leak and no other tubes v.'ere leaking. 

The licensee completed an extensive and expanded eddy surrent inspection of 100 percent of 
the steam generator tubes in both .Unit 3 steam generators. Following pre-established testing 
requirements, the licensee identified 129 tubes in Unit 3 (56 tubes in steam generator 3EO 89 
and 73 tubes in steam. g~erator 3EO 88) that Fequired in situ pressure testing. This testing 
began on March 13, 2012, and '.Vas performed under ambient conditiens. 

Of the 129 tubes tested, a total of 8 tubes failed in situ pressure testing, which includes tho 
original tube that was leaking. ,AJI· of the failed tubes occurred in steam generator 3EO 88. 
::f-hree-ef-tlie-tubes faile4-a~w-a-test-pi:es~~eflt to a design basis 
main steam line break differential pressure and temperature. The remaining five tubes failed 
near, bl::lt-GelG'i\1 the-fml*~fferential-test Jilressure of 525Q psig . .:r..J:iis test pressure. was 
equivalent to the minimum burst pressure capacity required by the plant teohnieal specifieations. 

In accordance with Management Direetive 8.3, "NRG Incident lm:estigation Program," 
eeterminlstic and conditional risk criteria were used ta evaluate the level of NRG response for 
this operational event. This event met three deterministic criteria (involved a major deficiency in 
design having f}GteAtial ·generic safety implications; led to a sigAifisant loss -Gf...ffitegfity-ef-tRe 
~imai:y-eeetan~SStlfe-bo~nvolved aR-emergency or non emm:goocy event or 
situation, related to the health and safety of the pwblic or on site personnel or protection of the 
environment, for which a 10 CFR 50.72 report has been submitted that is expected to cause 
significant. heightened public or government eoAcern) and the conditional large early release 
probability for the event \"las estimated to be in the overlap range for a special 
inspection/augmented inspection. Based o~tiG-€fiteria being met and the risk 
assessment of.this conditio~V, in consultation with the Office of Nuc~ 
Regulation and Office of Nuclear Security and Incident Resf:3onse, concluded that the NRG 
response should be an augmented team inspeotien. 

The Augmented Inspection Team (AIT) was established to review the causes. safety 
implications. and your staff's actions following an event that occurred on January 31, 2012. 
involving a reactor coolant leak identified in a Unit 3 steam generator and a subsequent 
identification that multiple steam generator tubes in Unit 3 had experience substantial and 
unusual wear. eight of which failed pressure testing. The SONGS Unit 3 steam generators were 
new and had been in operation for less than one operating cycle. At the time of the event. 
SONGS Unit 2 was shutdown in a refueling outage with steam generators that had been in 
service for one operating cycle. · · 

This a(.1gmented inspection was chartered, in part, te identifyreview the circul}1stances 
surrounding the tube degradation; review the licensee's actions following discovery of the 
conditions; evaluate the licensee's reviei,udetermination of peteAtialthe causes of the unusual 
steam generator tube wear; review the steam generator modeling; and, assess the differences 
between Uriit 2 and Unit 3 steam generators. _The charter is pul::ilically available in ADAMS at 
Mbi 2075A25Savailabie in ADAMS at ML 12075A258. It is not the responsibility of an AIT to 
determine compliance with the NRC rules and regulations or to recommend enforcement 
actions, this will be done through subsequent NRC inspection or review. 
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Based on inspection, the The team concluded that-:--{41 plant operators responded to the 
eVeffiJanuarv 31. 2012. steam generator tube leak in accordance with procedures and in a 
manner that protected public health and safetyT-t2t. Plant safety systems \A.'ere maintained and 
responded in acoorda11ee with the 13lant design; and (3) the loss of steam generator tube 
integrity \\1as a serious safety issue that must be resolved. +he purpose of this inspection ·...-as 
to gather facts and ide~~wtlf:JlaAG,worked. as slffil·\ ·no findifl§S 
weFeexpected during the event. 

The NRC team identified~ ten items requiring additional folloiNup review for regulatol't 
action. These items are documented as :unresolved: items in the enclosed report. ·:The NRG 
will conduct subsequent inspections or reviews to determine what. if any. reoulatory actions 
result from the "unresolved" items. · · · 

/ 
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SONGS Unit 3 steam generators had experienced excessive vibration of tubes in the U-bend 
region of the steam generators to the extent that the tubes rubbed against each other (tube-to
tube interactions) causing excessive wear and loss of structural integrity. Your staff determined 
that the vibration was caused by the steam conditions in the U-bend region of the steam 
generators by a phenomenon called "fluid elastic instability." The NRC inspedion team 
concluded that the steam generators' design and configuration did not provide the necessary 
margih to prevent this phenomenon. 

Although the steam generator tube degradation from this phenomenon observed in Unit 2 steam 
generators was not as severe, the NRC team concluded that both units' steam generators were 
of similar design with similar thermal hydraulic conditions and configurations. Therefore, 
SONGS Unit 2 st~am generators are also su~ceptible to this phenomenon. 

Accordingly, as documented in NRC Confirmatory Action Letter dated March 27. 2012, 
(ML 12087A323), you are required to submit in writing to NRC for review and acceptance. your 
actions and plans to prevent recurrence of loss of tube integrity before the resumption bf power 
operations in both SONGS Units 2 and 3: 

In accordance with 10 CFR 2.390 of the NRC's "Rules of Practice," a copy of this letter, its 
enclosure, and your response (if any) will be available ~lec:tronically for public inspection in the 
NRC Public Documt?nt Room or from the Publicly Available Records (PARS) component of the 
NRC's document system (ADAMS). ADAMS is accessible from the NRC Web site at 
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/adams.html (the Pu.blic Electronic Reading Room). 

· I Docket No.: 0500036250~361. 50-362 
License No: NPF-10 NPF-15 

Enclosure: 

Sincerely, 

Elmo E. Collins 
Regional Acfministrator 

Llnspection Report 0500036112012007 and 05000362/2012 0072012007 
w/. 
AttachmenHs): 
.L Supplemental Information 

2. Sequence of Events 
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Regional Administrator (Elmo.Collins@nrc.gov) 
Deputy Regional Administrator 

(Art. Howell@nrc.gov) 
DRP Director (Kriss.Kennedy@nrc.gov) 
DRP Deputy Director (Allen. Howe@nrc.gov) 
DRS Director (Tom.Blount@nrc.qo~) 
DRS Deputy Director (Patrick.Louden@nrc.gov) 
Senior Resident Inspector · 
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SONGS Administrative Assistant 
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Senior Project Engineer. DRP/D 
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RITS Coordinator (Marisa.Herrera@nrc.gov) 
Regional Counsel {Karla.Fuller@nrc.gov) · 
Congressional Affairs Officer 

(Jenny.Weil@nrc.gov) 
OEMail Resource 
RIV/ETA: OEDO (Michael.McCoppin@nrc.gov) 
DRS/TSB STA (Dale.Powers@nrc.gov) 
RSLO (Bill.Maier@nrc.g.ov) 
O/DIR, DORL (Louise.Lund@nrc.gov) 
PM (Randy.Hall@nrc.gov) 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

On Jara!aflf-3.:t,2G~March 19. 2012. an Augmented Inspection Team (AIT) was dispatched to 
San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station (SONGS)to gather facts and understand the 
circumstances surrounding the January 31, 2012 Unit 3 control room operators received an 
alarm that indicated a primary 

1
_Jo-secondary reaeter coolaAt leak fl:em..and failure of eight 

steam generator 3EO 88. Although the leak rate was small, it increased enough in a short 
periael of time for the licensee to perform a rapid shutdown. The estim.ated leak rate v.,ias 75 
gallons per day. 'the faGffit.y-tieeAse allo•Ns full pewer operation with a steady state leak rate of 
less than 150 gallons per day. On Feeruary 2, 2012, Unit 3 reached cold shutdo•.vn conditions. 

On February 12, 2012, Southern California EdisOA-{S~enced eddy current inspections 
ef 100 percent of the tubes in both Unit 3 steam generators. During these inspections, the 
licensee discovered unexpected •11ear in both steam generators, inoluding ¥.iear at retainer bars 
fsimilar te4Ae-wear-fel::lnd in Unit 2 steam generators) and significant tube to tube wear-ffHl:le 
free span areas. The inspections identified 56 tubes in steam generator 3EO 89 and 73 tubes in 
steam generator 3EO 88 that 8Ge performed in situ pressure testing on to determine if tf:ley met 
tl:le- maintain structural integrity f0€tldirements iRas required by plant technical specifications:-

GR~W.,-2012, NRG ~ement Directive 8.3 Evaluation for the steam 
generator tube leak on SONGS Unit 3. The evaluation resulted in the recommendation of an 
event follO'N up focused baseline inspection to review the licensee's response to the steam 
generator tube leak. The recommendation was based en the tube leak being'from a ne.vly: 
installed steam generator and the infrequency of tho eveRHA the industry. 

From March 13 21, 2012, AREVA eonduetea-ffi...situ pressure testin§-4-ffie...sttSf:}ect tubes in 
both steam generators. There were a total of eight tube failures d.uring testing, .all in steam 
generator 3EO 88. These tubes failed to satisfy the tube integrity performance criteria. At the 
time of the augmented team inspection, no stabilization er plugging of tubes had been 
performed In Unit 3 because tFie licensee 'Nas still conducting a cause evaluation of the faileEI 
tubes. There were t•No members of the Augmented Inspection Team on site during the week of 
March ~!:lat-ea.served portions of the in still-pressure testing.13, 2012. The primarv-t6-
secondarv leak was the result of a single tube in Unit 3 steam generator 3E0-88 failing to 
maintain structural integrity. 

GR-March 14, 2012, NRG completed a Management Directive 8.3 Evaluation for the steam 
gener:ator tube integrity on SONGS Uriit 3. The m:aluation resulted in the recommendatiM-Gf 
an A1:1gmented Inspection eased on the risk associated with the tube failures identified during 
the in situ testing. 

On March 23, 2012, NRG received a letter from SCE auttffiing their commitments for corrective 
actions prior to restart of Unit 2 and Unit 3. 

Gn March 27, 2012, the NRC issuod a Confirmatory Action better: to SCE, which outlined 
specific actions the licensee must complete before restarting Units 2 or 3 that included 
identifying U:ie eause of tbe tube wear; taking corrective actions to prevent loss of tube integrity; 
and performing a mid cycle outage to perform tube inspections. 



. \ 

From Marc11· 1g 29, 201·2. the NRG Augmented Inspection :ream performed en site 
inspections at SGNGS. After the on site portion vvas aampleted, the team continued to revie>.v 
vaFious documents and attended a number of expert panels associated with the cause 
evaluations, thermal/hydraulic modeling, and Unit 2 opei:ational assessment.. The 
teamSpecifically the AIT was chartered to review the circumstances surrounding the tube 
degradation; review the licensee's actions following discoverv of the conditions; evaluate the 
licensee's determination of the causes of the unusual steam generator tube wear: review the 
steam generator modeli~g; and. assess the differences between Unit 2 and Unit 3 steam 
generators. 

The team determined that plant operators responded to the event in a manner that protected 
public health and safety and all safety systems performed their functions to support the safe 
shutdown and cooldown of the plant. However. the loss of steam generator tube integrity is a 
serious safety issue that must be resolved. prior to further power operation. 
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The AIT identified ten unresolved items that warranted ac:lditional follow-up: (1) adequacy of the 
post trip/transient procedure; (2} evaluation and disposition of the Unit 3 loose parts monitor 
alarms; (3) design of retainer bar; (4) control of original design dimensions; (5) evaluation of and 
controls for divider plate repair; (6} atmospheric controls of Unit 3 steam generators during 
shipment; (7} no tube bundle support used during shipping; (8) evaluation and disposition of 
accelerometersaccelerometer readings during shipping; (9) adequacy of Mitsubishi's thermal
hydraulic model; and (10) change of methodologies associated with 1 O CFR 50.59 review. 

The team determined: (1) plant operators responded to the event in aceordance with 
procedures in a manner that protested public health and safety; (2) equipment responded in 
accordance V.'ith the plant design; and (3) the cause evaluations fur the tube 'Near ¥.'ere 
appropriate. · 

At tl::ie time of the leak on UAit a steam generator 3EO 88, Unit 2 had completed eddy ctlffent 
testing of a!l tho tubes in both steam generators as part of their first refueling outage subse~ 
te-tt:le steam generators bein§-feplaced in 2000.--Tue-eddy current testing did ideritify-signifieaffi 
~fle..upper-fetaffier~with one tube requifiAg-iA-Bitu-ftfSSSl2-Fe-testing. Wear 
indications \":ere found at anti vibration bar supports, tube support plates and at a foreign object 
(that 'A'as remo'!ed). Soutt:iern California Edison did dffiermine the cause of tube 'Near in Unit 2 
to be from •;ibration of the tubes against the retainer and anti vibration bars. Initially, no tube to 
tube ·.~Jear was identified. Because of the extensive tube to tube wear identified on Unit a, SGE 
conducted additional eddy current testing on 1375 tubes on each Unit 2 steam generator. This 
testffig-vJas eoffiftleted-tlsffi€)-a-me~ in the same area \.'/here tube to tube wear 
was identified on Unit 3. The licensee identified that ft.yo tubes in Unit 2 exhibited tube to tube 
waaF-similar to the wear identified in Unit 3 steam generators. lnitially;-tAese findings resulted in 
a total ef 94 plugged tubes, with 15 tubes stabilized in steam generator 2EO 89. For steam 
generator 2EO 88 this initially resulted in 98 plugged tubes, with 18 tubes stabilized. Additional 
f'Hugging and stabilizing was completed for Unit 2 steam generators to address U1e causes of 
tube to tube wear identified. The correGtive actions taken to address the causes of the tube to 
tube 1Near-•.vill be inspected as part of the Confirmatory Action Letter and documented in 
Inspection Report 05000361, 362/2012009,. 

Olt'erall, the team Consistent with existing NRC inspection processes. these unresolved issues 
will be inspected and dispositioned during follow-up inspection efforts to determine if there are 
any violations of regulatoiy requirements. 

The AIT inspection concluded thatJ..11 SCE was adequately pur$uing the causes ofthe 
unexpected steam generator tube-to-tube degradation. In an effortto identify the causes, .SCE 
~hHAretained a ~ar§esignificant number of outside industry experts. consultants, and steam 
generator manufacturers, including Westinghouse and AREVA to perform thermal-hydraulic and 
flow induced vibration modeling and analysis. Southern California Edison identified the most 
probable causes of the tube to tube wear as a ; (2} The combination of higher tt:lan 
predictedunpredicted, adverse thermall_hydraulic conditions and insufficient tube to anti 
vibration bar contact forces. In addition, SCE concluded that the differences in 
manufacturing/fabrication could contribute to tt:Je tube to tube 'Near seen iR the. Unit 3 steam 
generators. 



The NRG team independently concluded that the cause of tl1e in the upper tube bundle caused 
a phenomenon called "fluid-elastic instability-vibfatiGA" which was ~FimarUy the -Rigl-ler thaR 
predicted thermal hydraulic conditions, along witl::i insufficient eontact forces (loss of anti 
vibration bar contribldtion to damping) in the upper tube t,)undle.a significant contributor to the 
tube to tube wear resulting in the tube leak. The team believesconcluded that the differences in 
severity of the tube-to-tube wear between Unit 2 and Unit 3 may be related to the 
irnprovedchanges to the manufacturing/fabrication of the tubes and other components which 
may have resulted in increased clearance between the anti-vibration bars and the tubes':' 
Additional inspection will be required to revie·N and closeout the unresolved items. ; (3) Due to 
modeling errors, the SONGS replacement generators were not designed with adequate thermal 
hydraulic margin to preclude the onset of fluid-elastic instability. Unless changes are made to 

·the operation or configuration of the steam generators, high fluid velocities and high void 
fractions in localized regions in the u-bend will continue to cause excessive tube wear and 
accelerated wear that could result in tube leakage and/or tube rupture: (4} The thermal hydraulic 
phenomena contributing to the fluid-elastic instability is present in both Unit 2 and 3 steam 
generators; (5) Based on the updated final safety analysis report description of the original 
steam generators, the steam generators major design changes were appropriately reviewed in 
accordance with the 10 CFR 50.59 requirements. However, further review is required related to 
the change in methodology used for the steam generator stress analysis calculations. 

With regard to the radiological release as a result of the tube leak. it was determined that the 
tube leak was detected by the condenser steam jet air erector radiation monitor as per design" 
In addition, .the radiation monitor alarmed and alerted SONGS operators of the steam generator 
tube leak as required. The release resulted in an estimated 0.0000452 (4.52 E~5) mrem dose to 
the public. 
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SUMMARY OF FINDINGS 

lRI R 0500036112012007, 0500036212012007, 03/15/2012 through 06/18/2012, San Onofre 
Nuclear Generating Station; Augmented Inspection Team. 

An Augmented Inspection Team was <::1pprovec:l on March 16~ 2012. Two inspectors on the team 
were onsite observing in-situ. pressure testing the week of March 12. The remaining inspectors 
were dispatched to the site on March 19, 20121 to assess t.he facts arid circumstances 
surrounding the tube leak and unexpected wear of tubes in Unit 3 ~team generators. The 
Augmented Inspection Team was established in accordance with NRC Management Directive 
8.3, "NRG Incident Investigation Program," and Implemented using Inspection Procedure 93800, 
"Augmented Inspection Team." The inspection was conducted by a team of inspectors from the 
NRC's Region IV and Region II offices, the resident inspector from San Onofre Nuclear 
Generating Station, one engineer from the NRC Office of New Reactors, two engineers from the 
NRC Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation, and one engineer from the NRC Office of Research. 
The team identified 1 O issues that will require additional NRC inspection. These issues are 
tracked as unresolved items in this report. 

A NRC-ldentified and Self-Revealing Findings 

None 

B. Licensee-Identified Violations 

None 

-2- En Closure 



1.0 Description of Event (Charter Item 1) 

1.1 Sequence of Events 

In November 2001, SCE formed a team to study the viability of replacing the Unit 2 and 
Unit 3 original steam generators. The licensee performed an assessment of six steam 
generator vendors, which included vendor benchmarking, development of the 
replacement steam generator design specifications, a steam generator request for 
proposal, and a steam generator bid evaluation. In September 2004, the licensee 
selected Mitsubishi Heavy Industries (Mitsubishi} as the manufacturer of the 
replacement steam generator. 

A general description and comparison of the Unit 2 and Unit 3 steam generators is 
included in Sectipn 1.2 of this report. 

In September 2004, Mitsubishi commenced fabrication of Unit 2 steam 
generators 2E0-89 and 2E0-88, and, completed fabrication in April 2008. 

At the time of the contract signing in September2004, Mitsubishi had a quality 
assurance program in place that had been approved by the licensee, by taking credit for 
other utilities' reviews of Mitsubishi's quality assurance program. The licensee informed 
Mitsubishi that once enough fabrication was underway to support an evaluation, the 
licensee would perform an audit to confirm that their quality assurance program was 
operating properly. 

In November 2004, the licensee performed an audit of the Mitsubishi quality assurance 
program at their facilities in Kobe, Japan, and then followed up with a surveillance 
inspection in March 2005. As a result of these two activities, the licensee informed 
Mitsubishi that additional oversight of Mitsubishi's design control activities was required. 
The licensee informed Mitsubishi that the additional oversight conditions would remain in 
place until such time that Mitsubishi had demonstrated improved design control 
performance, which would be verified by the .licensee. After implementing the extra 
quality control steps, Mitsubishi submitted a letter to SCE stating that they were ready for · 
the conditional qualification to be lifted. The licensee performed followup audits of 
Mitsubishi in October 2005 and February 2006, but still found enough instances of 
design control issues that the additional oversight requirements of the conditional 
qualification were not lifted. In May 2006, SCE was able to verify that Mitsubishi had 
demonstrated improved design control performance and therefore removed the 

'
1 conditional qualification of Mitsubishi. 

After fabrication of the Unit 2 steam generators was complete in Apr:il 2008, Mitsubishi 
performed hydrostatic pressure tests of the primary and secondary sides of the Unit 2 
steam generators. In July 2008, after completion of the hydrostatic pressure tests, 
AREVA performed the baseline eddy current pre-service examinations of the Unit 2 
steam generators at the Mitsubishi facilities in Japan. The final inspections for the Unit 2 
steam generators were completed in September and October 2008, followed by filling 
the primary and secondary sides of the Unit 2 steam generators with nitrogen. The 
Unit 2 steam generators were shipped from the Mitsubishi facilities in December 2008 
and received on site at SONGS in February 2009. In July 2009, AREVA performed the 
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final eddy current pre~ser"Vice examination on .the Unit 2 steam generators at SONGS. 
The baseline and final eddy current pre-service examinations were performed in Japan 
and at SONGS, respectively, to assess whether any changes to the steam generator 
tubing had resulted from shipp,ng, and no changes were identified. 

The Unit 2 steam generators were installed during a refueling outage, between 
September 2009 and April 2010. On April 13, 2010, Unit 2 returned to power operations. 
NRC engineering inspectors performed inspections in accordance with Inspection 
Procedure 50001, "SteamGenerator Replpcement Inspection," and Inspection 
Procedure 71111. 17, ''Evaluations of Changes, Tests, or Expedments and Permanent 
Plant Modifications." This included a review of selected portions of modifications 
associated with the replacement steam generators to determine if the changes were 
done in accordance with 10 CFR 50.59. The results of the inspection of the replacement 
steam generators for Unit 2 are documented in NRC Inspection , , 
Report 05000361/2009007. (ML 100630838) 

The fabrication of the Unit 3 steam generators 3E0-89 and 3E0-88 was completed 
between September 2004 and April' 2010. The design specifications of the Unit 2 and 
Unit 3 steam generators were the same when the contract between the licensee and 
Mitsubishi was signed; however, due to a fabrication issue, there was a modification to 
the divider plate-to-channel head weld requirements for the Unit 3 steam generators, 
and to the classification of the Unit 3 tubesheet material. The specifics of these. 
modifications are discussed further in Section 1 . .2. a of this report. 

In March 2009, after initial fabrication of the Unit 3 steam generators was complete, 
Mitsubishi performed hydrostatic pressure tests of the primary and secondary sides of 
the Unit 3 steam generators. After completion of the hydrostatic pressure tests, a visual 
inspection of the steam generator reactor cqolant side revealed cracks in the welds that 
join the divider plate to the channel head of both steam generators. 

From March through July of 2009, Mitsubishi performed a root cause ev<;iluation, which 
showed that a change in the weld preparation process for the divider plate-to-channel 
head weld had resulted in the cracking of the weld. A repair procedure ·was developed 
and repair work on the Unit 3 steam generators began in June 2009. The repairs to the 

' Unit 3 steam generators were c;ompleted in late March (3E0-89) <;ind early April (3E0-88) 
of 2010. In late April 2010, the Unit 3 steamgene·rators passed the primary hydrostatic 
pressure re-tests. In June 2010, AREVA performed a final eddy current pre-service 
examination of the steam generators at the Mitsubishi facilities in Japan, and this was 
used as the baseline pre-service examination for the Unit 3 steam generators. The 
steam generators were shipped from the Mitsubishi facilities in Japan in early August 
2010, and arrived at SONGS in early October 2010. 

The Unit 3 steam generators were installed during a refueling outage, between October 
2010 and February 2011. On Fepruary 18, 2011, Unit 3 returned to power operations. 
NRC engineering inspectors performed inspections in accordance with Inspection 
Procedure 50001, "Steam Generator Replaeement Inspection," and Inspection 
Procedure 71111.17, "Evaluations of Changes, Tests, or Experiments and Permanent 
Plant Modifications. 0 This included a review of selected portions of modifications 
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associated with the replacement steam generators to determine if the changes were 
done in accordance with 10 CFR 50.59. The results of the inspection of the replacement 
steam generators for Unit 3 are documented in NRC Inspection 
Report 05000362/2010009. (ML 111300448) 

Unit 2 was shut down for a scheduled refueling outage on January 10, 2012. Steam 
generator tubing inspections in steam generator 2E0-89 found unexpected wear caused 
by retainer bars on two tubes that required plugging in accordance with the technical 
specifications. Steam generator tubing inspections in steam generator 2E0-88 found 
wear on four tubes that required plugging in accordance with the technical specifications. 
Anti-vibration bars caused the wear on twq of the tubes and retainer bars caused the 
wear on the other two tubes. Because of the unexpected wear, the licensee 
preventatively plugged 94 tubes in steam generator 2E0-89 and 98 tubes in steam 
generator 2E0-88. Fifteen of the tubes in steam generator 2E0-89 were stabilized prior 
to plugging, and 18 of the tubes in steam generator 2E0-88 were stabilized prior to 
plugging. Additional details of the inspections of the Uhit 2 steam generators are 
provided in section 1.4 of this report 

On January 31, 2012, Unit 3 control room operators received an alarm that indicated a 
primary-to-secondary reactor coolant leak from steam generator 3E0-88. The alarm 
received was from the main condenser air ejector radiation monitors, which continuously 
samples from a vent line for the purpose of rapidly identifying steam generator tube 
leaks. Although the leak rate was small, it increased enough in a short period of time for 
the licensee to perform a rapid shutdown. The estimated leak rate was 75 gallons per 
day. The facility license allows full power operation with a steady state leak rate of less 
than 150 gallons per day. On February 2, 2012, Unit 3 reached cold shutdown 
conditions. The licensee reviewed the amount of gaseous radioactivity released and 
estimated a dose of approximately 0.0000452 mrem to a member of the public. The 
annual regulatory limit to a member of the public is 100 mrem per year. This unplanned 
offsite release of radioactivity was reviewed by Region IV health physicist inspectors 
who confirmed SONGS' offsite dose estimate (see Section 10 for.addi.tional details). 

After shutdown, the licensee started preparations for performing inspections of Unit 3 
steam generators 3E0-89 and 3E0-88. The steam generator tubs inspections 
commenced on February 12, 2012, and confirmed the location of the leak in st~am 
generator 3E0-88 as coming from the tube in Row 106 Column 78. No other tubes were 
found to be leaking. The licensee then performed eddy current inspections of 100 
percent of the tubes in both Unit 3 steam generators. During these inspections, the 
licensee discovered unexpected wear in both steam generators, including wear at 
retainer bars (similar to the wear found in Unit 2 steam generators) and significant tube
to-tube. wear in the freespan areas (u-bend area of the tubes). The inspections identified 
56 tubes in steam generator 3E0*89 and 73 tubes in steam generator 3E0-88 that SCE 
performed in*situ pressure testing on to determine if they met the structural integrity 
requirements in plant technical specifications. Additional details of the inspections of the 
Unit 3 steam generators are provided in section 1.5 of this report 

From March 13-21, 2012, AREVA conducted in-situ pressure testing of the suspect 
tubes in both steam generators. There were a total of eight tube failures during testing, 
all in steam generator 3E0-88. · 
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These tubes failed to satisfy the tube integrity performance criteria in the technical 
specifications. Additional details of the in-situ pressure tests are provided in Section 1.6 
of this report. 

From March 19 - 29, 2012, the NRC augmented inspection team 
1
performed inspections 

onsite at SONGS. 

On March 27, 2012, the NRC issued a Confirmatory Action Letter to SCE, which outlined 
specific actions for each unit that the licensee must complete before restarting Unit 2 
and Unit 3. 

A more detailed sequence of events can be found in Attachment 2. 

1.2 System Descripti.ons 

a. Replacement Steam Generators 

The Unit 2 and Unit 3 replacement steam generators contain thermally treatE)d 
Alloy 690 tubing in a ti-bend configuration, with a nominal outside diameter of 0.750 
inches and a nominal wall thickness of 0.043 inches. There are 9727 tubes within each 
steam generator, which are arranged in 142 rows and 177 columns. The rows and 
columns are arranged in a nominal 1,000 inch triangular pitch {results in approximately 
0.25 inches of clearance between tubes). The first thirteen.rows of tubes were thermally 
stress relieved ~fter bending to reduce susceptibility to stress corrosion cracking. The 
tubes were hydraulically expanded to the full depth· of the tubesheet, which has a 
nominal thickness of 28.19 inches.. Seven tube support plates. made of Type 405 
stainless steel provide lateral support to the tubes. The tube support plates contain 
broached trefoil holes with chamfered lands. Support of the tubes in the upper bundle is 
provided by six sets of Type 405 stainless steel, V-shaped, anti-vibration bars. 

The original Model 3410 steam generators at Unit 2 and Unit 3 were manufactured by 
Combustion Engineering. Each steam generator had 9,350 mill-annealed, Alloy 600 
tubes, which were a combination of u-bend tubes and tubes with two 90 degree bends 
(also called square bends). The t\.jbes had a nominal outside diameter of 0. 750 inches, 
and a nominal wall thickness of 0.048 inches. The tubes were expanded through the full 
depth of the tubesheet using an explosive process, and lateral support was provided by 
a number of lattice-grid (i.e., eggcrate) carbon steel tube supports. Tube support in the 
upper bundle was provided by carbon steel diagonal bars (commonly called batwings) 
and vertical straps. The original steam generators contained a cylindrically shaped 
support structure beneath the center of the tubesheet (called the stay cylinder) that 
provided structural support to the large diameter tubesheet. 

Southern California Edison reviewed lnf9rmation Notices, Generic Letters, Bulletins, and 
industry operational experience associated with steam generator is.sues when 
developing the design speCifications for the replacement steam generators. Some of the 
changes are summarized below, for additional information see Section 6 of.this report: 
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The design changes between the original and replacement steam ·generators noted 
above are commonly used in replacement steam generators today. The thermally 
treated Alloy 690 tubing provide~ increased resistance to stress corrosion cracking as 
compared to thermally treated Alloy 600 tubing. The use of type 405 stainless steel (in 
lieu of carbon steel) for tube support plates eliminates the denting phenomenon 
associated with drilled carbon steel support plates. The use of broached trefoil holes 
(instead of drilled holes) in tube support plates reduces the number of contact points with 
tubes and increases flow area between the tube and tube support plate, thereby 
reducing the potential for corrosion products to buildup between the tube and the tube 
support plate. Combustion Engineering steam generators with the batwing design have 
typically suffered from wear on tubes (from the batwings) in the central stay cylinder 
region, due to higher cross flow velocities in this portion of the steam generators. In an 
effort to eliminate this high flow region, the replacement steam generators were 
designed with a thicker tubesheet that was inherently more rigid, and thus did not require 
the central stay cylinder. By choosing a design with all u-bend tubes, the bat wing 
design was eliminated and a new anti-vibration bar assembly was used. The new anti
vibration bar assembly is a free floating design that is supported· by the tube bundle and 
is not attached to the tube bundle wrapper. 

b. Channel Head-to-Divider Plate Weld 

\ 

On March 18, 2009, after completion of the primary and secondary side hydrostatic 
pressure tests, a crack in the weld between the divider plate and the channel head on 
Unit 3 steam generator 3E0-88 was identified . Examination showed that the dissimilar 
metal weld, between the Alloy 690 divider plate and the low alloy steel channel head, 
had separated.· Specifically, the .failure occurred between the channel head arid the 

·Alloy 1 S2 butter weld, which is the weld filler wire equivalent of Alloy 690. Upon 
examination,. a similar weld failure was found in steam generator 3E0·89 although the 
size of the failure was not as large. 

Mitsubishi performed a root cause evaluation and found that air carbon-arc gouging was 
used to remove the stainless steel cladding from the channel head, in preparation for 
making the divider plate-to-channel head dissimilar metal weld. The air carbon-arc 
gouging had resulted in carbon deposits in the channel head that were not completely 
removed by grinding that was performed after the gouging operation. The high carbon 
area increased the hardness of the channel head (due to carburization) and was the 
most probable cause of the failure between the channel head and the Alloy 152 butter 
weld. Mitsubishi also found that it was possible, but less probable, that the increased 
hardness of the channel head promoted hydrogen induced cracking in areas of the 
divider plate-to-channEal head weld that had higher local stresses due to geometric 
configurations (i.e., at the corner of the divider plate). 

1.3 Resident Inspectors' Assessment of Steam Generator Tube Leak Event Response 

a. Inspection Scope 

On January 31, 2012, the resident inspectors were on-site during the Unit 3 steam 
generator tube leak event. The resident inspectors observed the licensee's response to 
the steam generator tube leak from the control room; and observed the rapid shutdown, 
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actions to cool the plant down, actions performed during recovery of plant systems, and 
other operator actions. Additionally, the resident inspectors conducted a review qf 
control room activities and equipment response to determine if the operating crew 
responded appropriately and if the plant systems responded as expected during the 
event. The resident inspectors conducted interviews with various on-shift personnel and 
reviewed the post trip report, which included control room logs, operator statements, and 
plant data trends to assess overall performance of the crew. The review also included 
procedure use and adequacy of the guidance used for event response, placing the plant 
in a safe and stable condition, establishing appropriate parameter limits for plant 
cooidown, and conducting the cooldown to cold shutdown conditions. With respect to 
operator awareness and decision making, the resident inspectors were specifically 
focused on the effectiveness of control board monitoring, technical decision making, and 
work practices of the operating crew. With respect to command and control, the resident 
inspectors focused on actions taken by the control room supervision in managing the 
operating crew's response to the event. 

b. Observations and Findings 

The team identified one unresolved item for which additional information is required to 
determine if performance deficiencies exist or if the issue constitutes a violation of NRC 
requirements. 

On January 31, 2o·t2, at 3:05 p.m. (PST), main control room operators at Unit 3 received 
a secondary plant 'system radiation alarm associated with the air ejectors followed by a 
blowdown radiat{on monitor alarm. Operations personnel responded in accordance with 
Abnormal Operating Instruction 8023-13-14, "Reactor Coolant Leak," Revision 16, since 
the entry conditions for a steam generator tube leak were. satisfied. Operations 
personnel determined the ,leakage to be about 15 gallons per day, using a mass balance 
calculation (.06 gpm), from steam generator 3E0-88. This leak rate was below the 
Technical Speeification 3.4.13, URCS Operational Leakage," limit of 150 gallons per day 
for primary- to-secondary leakage through any one steam generator. 

At 4:10 p.m., operations personnel evaluated that the primary-to-secondary leak rate 
exceeded 75 gallons per day on steam generator 3E0-88 and that ttie leak was 
increasing at greater than 30 gallons per day per hour, and consequently, initiated a 
rapid power reduction to be s 50 percent power in one hour and in Mode 3 within the 
next two hours per Abnormal Operating Instruction 5023-13-14. In accordance with 
Abnormal Operating ln_struction 8023-13-14, when reactor power was less than 35 
percent, operations personnel tripped the reactor at 5:31 p.m. to enter Mode 3. 

Due to the manual reac;:tor trip, operaticms personnel entered Emergency Oper~ting 
Instruction 8023-12-1, "Standard Post Trip Actions," Revision 26, to ensure the plant 
wa~ placed in a stable, safe condition, and that the plant was configured to respond to 
the continuing steam generator tube leak event. Operations personnel implemented the 
emergency operating instructions and isolated the affected steam generator at 6:00 p;m. 
A plant oooldown ~as conducted by using main steam bypass from steam generator 
3E0-89 to the main condenser. Mode 4 conditions were achieved atapproximately 6 
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hours after isolation of the steam generator. Cooldown continued until Unit 3 was in 
Mode 5, cold shutdown. 

(1) Introduction: The team identified an unresolved item associated with Operations 
Procedure S0123-0-A8, "Tripffransient and Event Review," that required a formal 
review of operator actions and safety systems to determine if important systems 
responded as design. The formal review was not completed. 

Description: On March 19, 2012, the team requested to review the results of 
operations post trip/transient evaluation of the January 31, Unit 3 tube leak event. 
Operations Procedure $0123-0-AS, "Trip/Transient and Event Review," Revision 8, 
required a detailed post trip review following unplanned reactor trips. However, a 
formal trip/transient and event review was not available because operations 
personnel determined the Unit 3 event was planned and therefore a formal review 
was not required. 

On March 27, 2012, Team met with operations personnel to discuss items on a draft 
Unit 3 trip/transient evaluation provided to the team. The team also discussed with 
operations personnel the requirements in Operations Procedure S0123-0-A8, and 
concluded a basis for what was "planned" and "unplanned" was not defined. 
Operations personnel determined the Unit 3 reactor trip was a planned reactor trip 
because Abnormal Operating Instruction 8023-13-14, "Reactor Coolant Leak," 
R.evision 16, Section 4, had described actions for, primary-to-secondary leakage. 
Specifically, this section stated. in part, under plant conditions of increasing steam 
generator tube leakage. operations personnel were required to perform a rapid 
power reduction to less than 35 percent power, then trip the reactor. 

The team discussed with operations personnel that definitions for unplanned events 
have been established through industry standards to report on plant performance. 
These standards include NEI 99-02, "Regulatory Assessmt?nt Performance Indicator 
Guideline," Revision 6. Industry Guidance NEI 99-02 indicated that Unit 3 reactor 
trip should be considered unplanned since the reactor trip was required by an 
abnormal operating instruction and would count against the performance indicator for 
unplanned reactor trips. NRC Regulatory Issue Summary (RIS) 2000-08, "Voluntary 
Submission of Performance Indicator Data," Revision 1, allows industry to use 
NEI 99-02 to report performance indic.ator data. 

Additional review and follow up will be required to review the corrective actions 
associated with the procedural guidance for an event review and then determine 
whether this issue represents a performance cieficiency or constitutes a violation of 
NRC requirements. This issue is identified as URI 0500036212012007-01, 
"Adequacy of the Tripffransient and Event Review Proce~ure." 
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c. . ConC!usions 

The resident inspectors concluded that abnormal and emergency operating instructions 
were performed consistent with expected standard and.th.at operations personnel 
exhibited the fundamental operator competencies in response to the Unit 3 steam 
generator tube leak. 

Specifically, the resident inspectors determined that the operating crew displayed a 
questioning attitude of changing plant parameters and took conservative actions. The 
operating crew Identified important preliminary increasing trends of Unit 3 air ejectors 
radiation monitors and subsequent alarms in a timely manner for a tube leak in steam 
generator 3E0-88. Additionally, the resident inspectors determined that crew 
supervision exercised effective oversight of plant status, crew performance, and control 
room command and control. 

The team identified one unresolved item associated with the adequacy of the 
trip/transient procedure. 

1.4 Description of Steam Generator Inspections at SONGS Unit 2 

On January 10; 2012, SONGS Unit 2 was shutdown for a refueling outage. SoL1thern 
California Edison personnel conducted a scheduled steam generator inspection in 
accordance with Technical Specification 5.5 .. 2.11, "Steam Generator (SG) Program. 11 

This was the first inspection of the Unit 2 steam generators since their replacement in 
January 2010. The accumulated operating time on the replacement Unit 2 steam 
generators was 1. 7 effective full. power years. There was no reported primary-to
secondary leakage at the time of shutdown. 

The scope of the inspection included a 100 percent tube sample with an. eddy current 
test bobbin probe over the full tube length, followup rotating coil inspections at special 
interest locations, and a secondary side foreign objeCt search and retrieval. Three types 
of flaw indications were found in the tubes: 

• Wear at the tube support plate and anti-vibration bar supports 
• Wear caused by a loose part 

• Wear at retainer bars 

With the exception of the wear Indications found at tube retainer b~r locations, the wear 
indications found are similar to those found at other replacement steam generators after 
one cycle of operation. A total of 2411 tubes were found with indications at the tube 
support plates and anti-vibration bar supports, the vast majority of which had Cl · 
measured depth of less than 20 percent of the tube wall thickness. Only two of these 
indications, located at the anti-vibration bar supports, exceeded the Technical . 
Specification 5.5.2.11.c repair limit of 35 percent of the tube wall thi~kness. The two 
affected tubes plus two· additional tubes with 31 percent deep indications were stabilized 
and plugged. 
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Southern California Edison performed a reanalysis of the bobbin probe eddy current 
data collected during the Unit 2 inspection program. This reanalysis was performed after 
the finding of the long free-span indications in Unit 3, allowing insights gained during the 
Unit 3 inspections to be applied to the Unit 2 data. The scope of this reanalysis was a 
"box" of 1000 tubes in each Unit 2 steam generator which bounded the region of tubing 
affected by the instability damage in Unit 3. This reanalysis. using the bobbin probe, 
confirmed the results of the origin~! analysis and did not identify any tube-to-tube wear. 

Two tubes were found with indications (less than 35 percent through:wall) caused by a 
small loose part on the secondary side. This loose part was removed from the steam 
generator. Metallurgical analysis indicated the loose part was a piece of weld metal, 
most likely introduced during steam generator manufacturing operations. The two 
affected tubes were left in service. 

Six tut;>es were found with indications at retainer bar intersections. The retainer bars are 
part of the support structure for the anti-vibration bars and are a unique feature of steam 
generators manufactured by Mitsubishi. The measured indication depths ranged from 
28 to 90 percent of the tube wall thickness. Because of the short measured lengths of 
these fiaws, only the 90 percent indication was in-situ pressure tested as part of 
condition monitoring. The affected tube was successfully pressurized to 5300 psi with 
no leakage, confirming that the Technical Specification 5.5.2.11.b.1 structural integrity 
performance criteria were met. Mitsubishi attributed the cause of these indications to 
retainer bar vibration, the potential for which had not been evaluated during design (see 
Section 4 of this report for additional details). Fort Calhoun is the only other domestic 
plant with Mitsubishi steam generators. The retainer bars at Fort Calhaun 'are 
significantly stiffer than at SONGS. 

The six tubes with retainer bar indications have been plugged and stabilized. In 
addition, the remaining 182 tubes (total for both Unit 2 steam generators) that intersect 
the retainer bars were plugged as a preventive measure. Twenty four of these tubes 
were stabilized prior to plugging to ensure that all 188 plugged tubes will not sever due 
to continued vibration of th_e ret~iner bar. Tlie tubes that were stabilized are strategically 
located at each end and center of the retainer bars. 

Detailed plans for returning Unit 2 to service are still under development. Short-term 
plans relating to Unit 2 included conducting a full u-bend examination of 1375 tubes in 
both steam generators using a-rotating coil. The tube sample was intended to bound the 
region affected by free-span wear seen in Unit 3 by significant margin. The rotating coil 
provides a slightly more sensitive inspection for long free-span wear scars than the 
bobbin probe. These inspections were performed subsequent to the team's site visit and 
identifiE:d two· tubes in Unit 2 steam generator 2E0-89 with shallow free-span wear in the 
u-bend region. These indicatipns both measureci approximately 14 percent deep, and 
were located in the same region of the bundle affected by free-span indications in the 
Unit 3 steam generators. 
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The tube wear data for Unit 2 is shown below. 

Steam 

SONGS Unit 2 Steam Generators 

Wear Depths Summary 

Generator Anti- Tube U-Bend Retainer Foreign Total Tubes with 
SG2E88 Vibration Support 

(Through* Bar Plate Freespan Bar Objeqt Indications Indications 

Wall Wear) 

I 2:50% 0 
I 

O! Oi 1 0 1 1 

ol 
I 

31 35-49% 2 O[ 1 0 31 
' ----

20-34% 86 oi 0 0 2 86 ! 74 I 
i 

813 i 406 I 10 - 19% t 705 108 I 0 0 0 

lW< 10% 964 111 I 0 0 0 10a1 I 600 
i 

TOTAL 1757 225 l 0 2 21 1984 734* 
··-

Steam 
Generator Anti- Tube H·Bend Retainer Foreign TOtal Tubes with 
SG2E89 Vibration Support. 
(Through- Bar Plate Free span Bar Object lndicat_ions lndic;ations 

Wall Wear) 

~50% 
I 0 0 0 1" ol 1 I 1 ! 
' ol ol 1 I 35-49% I 0 1 0 1 

20-34% 78 I 1 0 3 ol 82 67 

i 1014 l I 

10-19% 85 2 0 Oi 1101 496 
TW< 10% i 14Q9 5;3 0 0 ol 1552 768 

I 

I TOTAL i 
i 2591 139 2 5 Oi 2737 861* 

*This value is the number of tubes with wear indications of any depth and at any 
location. Since many tubes have indications in more than one de·pth and location, the 
total number of tubes is less than the total number of i11dications. 

1.5 Description of Steam Generator Inspections af SONGS Unit 3 

After $hutdown, the licem~ee started preparations for p~rforming ir:ispection$ of Unit 3 
steam generators 3E0-89 and. 3E0-88. The steam generator tube inspections 
commenced on February 12, 2012, and confirmed the location of the leak in steam 
generator 3E0-88 as coming from the tube in Row 10(3 Column 78. The leak was 
lqcated 2 inches beyond anti-yibration support number 4 on the hot leg side. It was 
found to be associated with a long (approximately 30 inches) free-span flaw indication. 
No .other tubes were found to be leaking. 

The licensee then performed eddy current inspections of 100 percent of the tubes, fl.JU 
length, in both Unit 3 steam generators with a bobbin probe. The bobbin probe 
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examinations were supplemented by rotating coil examinations to confirm, characterize, 
and size the indications found by the bobbin probe. These examinations identified over 
160 tubes in each steam generator with long free-span indications similar to that found 
on the leaking tube. In each steam generator, the tubes containing the free-span 
indications were grouped together in a tightly packed zone near the center of the tube 
bundle. The free-span indications were located on the upper and/or lower sides (i.e., the 
extrados and intrados) of the u-bend. Thus, a given free-span indication on the extrados 
of one tube tended to be matched by a similar indication on the intrados of the adjacent 
higher raw tube located in the same tube column. This pattern provided early evidence 
to SCE personnel that the free-span indications were wear flaws due to tube-to-tube 
contact from motion of the u-bends within the plane of the u-bends. More than half of 
the free-span indications in each steam generator had maximum measured depths 
exceeding the 35 percent plugging limit in the technical specifications, and ranged to as 
much as 99 percent (for the non-leaking tubes). 

Over 460 tubes in each steam generator were fol:Jnd with wear indications at the tut?e 
support plates. In general, tubes exhibiting the free-span wear indications tended to 
exhibit tube support plate indications with the highest depth measurements, typically with 
the deepest values at the seventh tube support plate and trending down at successively 
lower support levels. Approximately 170 tubes in each steam generator exhibited 
indications at the tube support plates that exceeded the 35 percent plugging limit, with 
m<:iximum depths ranging to 70 percent. 

Approximately 800 tubes in steam generator 3E0-88 and 900 tubes in steam generator 
3E0-89 exhibited wear indications at the anti-vibration bar supports. Most of these 
measured less than 20 percent deep, and only 2 indications exceeded the 35 percent 
plugging limit For tube indications at anti-vibration bars in tubes not exhibiting free-span 
u-bend indications, the length of the wear' indications was confined to within the Width of 
the anti-vibration bars. For tubes that exhibited free-span indications, many of these 
tubes had wear indications at the anti-vibration bars that extended outside the width of 
the anti-vibration bars which indicated in-plane movement of these tubes in the u-bend 
area. 

Four tubes were found with indications at retainer bar intersections, with measured 
depths ranging from 28 to 46 percent. At the time of the team's presence at the site, 
planned corrective actions with respect to tubes adjacent to the retainer bar were similar 
to those completed for Unit 2. The four tubes with retainer bar indications were plugged 
and stabilized. In addition, the remaining 184 tubes (total for both Unit 3 steam 
generators) that intersect the retainer .bars were plugged as a preventive measure. 
Twenty four of these tubes were stabilized prior. The tubes that were stabilized are 
strategically located at each end and center of the retainer bars. 
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Tube wear data for Unit 3 is shown below. 

Steam 
Generator · Anti-
SG3E88 Vibration 

(Through- Bar 
Wall Wear) 

~50% ~ 0 ! 

~ ' 

i 35 -49% l 3 

J 20-34% 156 

I 10 -19% 1380 

SONGS Unit 3 Steam Generators 
Wear Depths Summary 

Tube Tube-to- Retainer 
Support Tube Bar Plate Wear 

117 l 48 oi 
217 116 i 2 

i 

506 134 l 1 

542 98 0 

Foreign Total Tubes with 
Object Indications Indications 

0 165 74 -
o! 338: 119 

oi 797 197 

0 2020 554 
I TW< 

8171 I 10% 1818 55 11 1 0 0 1884 

I TOTAL I 3357 I 1437 407 31 0 5204 I 9.1s· I ' 

Steam I Generator Anti- Tube Tube-to- Retainer Foreign Tot(ll Tubeswilh I SG3E89 Vibration Support Tube 
(Through- Bar Plate Wear Bar Object Indications Indications 

Wall Wear) : 

2! 50% ol 91 26 0 Qi 117 60 ! 
35 -49% l 0 252 102 I 1 0 355 l 128 
20-34% I 45 j 487.i 21s I o1 o' 747 175 

10 - 19°/o 
! 

I 940 590 72 0 0 1602 450 I 
TW< 

I 
l 

ol 10% 2164 94 I 1 0 2259 
I . I 

1 ! oi 5080 i TOTAL i 3149 1514 416 i I 

*This value is the number of tubes with wear indications of any <:Jepth and at any 
location. Since many tubes have indications in more than one depth and location, the 
total number of tubes is less than the total number of indica,tions. 

1.6 In-Situ Pressure Testing 

838 
887* 

Technical Specification 5.5.2.11.a for SONGS Units 2 and 3 requ,ires that a c.ondition 
monitoring assessment be performed during each outage that the steam generator tubes 
are inspected or plugged to confirm that the tube integrity performance criteria are being 
met. These performance criteria include specific requirements for tube structural · 
integrity and accident induced leakage. The limiting structural criterion applicable fo the 
SONGS Units 2 and 3 is the normal steady state pressure differential across the tubes 
times a safety factor of three. The limiting accident induced leakage criterion is 0.5 gpm 

· per steam generator. 
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Typically, the requirement for performing condition monitoring is satisfied by analyzing 
eddy current flaw indications relative to screening. criteria that are functions of measured 
flaw depth, length, and/or eddy current voltage response. These screening criteria are 
conservative relative to the performance criteria since they make allowance for eddy 
current measurement error, uncertainties with respect to voltage correlations with flaw 
depth and burst strength, and material property variability. When these screening 
criteria are exceeded, in-situ pressure tests may be performed for tubes not meeting the 
screening criteria to confirm that the performance criteria are met for these tubes. In-situ 
pressure test procedures at SONGS and the screening criteria for selecting tubes to be 
tested were in accordance with Electrical Power Research Institute Report 1014983, 
"Steam Generator In-Situ Pressure Test Guidelines," Revision 3. 

At Unit 2, one tube with a measured 90 percent deep indication at a retainer bar location 
was determined to be outside the screening criteria and was in-situ pressure tested. For 
Unit 3; an optional strategy to the screening criteria approach was taken in accordance 
with the Steam Generator In-Situ Pressure Test Guidelines, Appendix A The 
Appendix A approach is a statistically based Monte Carlo approach that samples the 
uncertainty distributions associated with each of the input parameters for calculating 
tube burst pressure. This methodology selects all tubes determined to have a 0.95 
probability or less of meeting the limiting structural integrity performance criterion. 
Application of this methodology led to selection of 129 tubes on Unit 3 for in-situ 
pressure testing, 73 tubes in steam generator 3E0-88 and 56 tubes in steam generator 
3E0-89. 

The in-situ pressure tests were performed under ambient conditions. Therefore the test 
pressures were adjusted upward from actual values under hot conditions to account for 
the increased yield and ultimate strength of the tube material under ambient conditions. 
The test pressures (with correction factors added) corresponding to normal operating 
conditions, main steam line break, and three times normal operating pressure differential 
were 1850 psi, 3200 psi, and 5300 psi, respectively. 

The test procedure involved pressurizing the subject tube at a rate not to exceed 200 
psi/sec to each test point. At each test point, pressure was held constant for two 
minutes if the tube was not leaking. If the tube was leaking, pressure was held constant 
for five minutes before ramping to the next test pressure. 

The tube with a 90 ·percent deep retainer bar indication in Unit 2 was successfully tested 
to 5300 psi with no leakage. This demonstrated that all performance criteria were met 
for this tube. For Unit 3, 136 of the 144 tubes were successfully tested to 5300 psi with 
no leakage, demonstrating that these tubes met the performance criteria. The remaining 
eight tubes-"failed" prior to reaching 5300 psi. Failure in this context means that leakage 
occurred in excess of the 4.5 gallons per minute pump capacity during the test, and test 
pre~sure could not be maintained. All eight tubes that failed were in steam generator 
3E0-88. All tubes tested in steam generator 3E0-89 passed with no leakage. 

Table 1 summarizes the in-situ pressure test results for the eight tubes that failed the 
test. Three of the eight tubes failed at or below the test pressure corresponding to main 
steam line break differential pressure. The.tube that leaked causing shutdown of 
SONGS Unit 3 (row 106, column 78) exhibited the lowest failure pressure., 287 4 psi. 
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The three tubes that failed at or below main steam line break pressure failed to meet the 
accident leakage performance criteria as well as the structural integrity performance 
criteria. The other five tubes met the accident leakage criteria, but failed to meet the 
structural criteria. 

Prior to being tested to failure, the tube that leaked during operation (row 106, column 
78) exhibited a measured leak rate of 0.072 gallons per minute at a test pressure 
corresponding to normal operating conditions. This compares with a leak rate of 0.06 

· gallons per minute measured by SCE operating staff for SONGS Unit 3 when they made 
the decision to shut the plant down. The reported operational leakage was evaluated 
based on ambient conditions. Both the ope.rational and test measurements are less than 
the applicable technical specification limit of 0. 1 gallons per minute. 

Table 1 - SONGS 3 In-Situ Pressure Test Results 

SG Row Column I Leak Rate at Leak Rate at Failure 
1 

Normal Main Steam Pressure 
Operating Line Break 
Conditions 

! 
(gpm) (gpm) (psi) 

I i 
88 106 781 0.072 >0.5 2874 

88 102 78 0 >0.5 ~ 3268 
l 
I 

88 104 78 0 >0.5 ~ 3180 
f 

88 100 80 0 >0.5 I 4732 

-----· 
88 107 77 0 >0.5 I, 5160 

I 
-
88 I 101 81 0 >0.5 4889 

I 
I 881 98 eo 0 

i 
>0.5 

I 4886 
l I l 

! 88 99 81 0 
I 

>0.5 I 5026 I 

I 
! 

2.0 Probable Cause Evaluation (Charter Item 2) 

While the team was on-site, both SCE and Mitsubishi were in the process of conducting 
cause evaluations for the tube faikwefailures and unexpected wear of steam generator 
tubes i.n Unit 3. As part of both evaluations, actions were being taken to understand the 
differences between Unit 2 and 3 steam generators, The cause evaluations were not 
complete and were undergoing changes while the Augmented Inspection Team was 
onsite; however, SCE did subsequently complete their cau$e evaluation prior to the 
team's exit meeting. The t~am did a detailed review of the complete<,i cause evaluation. 
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2.1 SCE Cause Evaluation 

a. Inspection Scope 

The team conducted an overall and independent review of SCE's actions taken to 
understand the probable cause for the steam generator tube degradation. The team 
reviewed.the updated final safety analysis report, technical specifications, design basis 
documents, original steam generator design, replacement steam generator design, 
purchase order specifications, design changes, manufacturing changes, 
nonconformance reports, supplier deviation reports, and interviewed personnel. The 
review included understanding the licensee's criteria for determining the cause, or if one 
could not be determined, the most probable cause . ., 

b. Observations and Findings 

No findings were identified. 

The team participated in discussions with the licensee's cause analysis team and noted 
that the licensee employed various root cause evaluation techniques. These included a 
change analysis technique that compared design differences and a problem analysis 
technique rely,ing on a systematic process that looked at the causal effects-and risk 
assessments of possible causes. The team revjewed the licensee causal analysis 
summary that assigned a ranking of highly probable to unlikely. 

In the area of thermal hydraµlic analysis the licensee contracted AREVA to verify the 
accuracy of Mitsubishi's thermal-hydrauiic code (FIT Ill) used during the design of the 
replacement steam generators, qy comparing it to ATHOS, a thermal-hydraulic code 
developed by the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI). In addition, SCE contracted 
Westingho1;1se to perform a completely indepemdent analysis using ?I Westinghouse 
modified ATHOS thermal-hydraulic code. AREVA also performed independent flow 
induced vibration analyses. The licensee brought on board MPR associates and 
numerous _other technical experts, -including a world renowned expert in flow induced 
vibration, to assist in the cause assessment. The team observed that SCE preliminary 
cau.sal analysis was generally consistent with that of Mitsubishi. Initially, the licensee 
reviewed the following cause .contributors: 

• 
• 

• 
• 

Departure from original steam generator u-berid/anti-vibration bar configuration -
highly probable 
Departure from original steam generator stay cylinder configuration - possible -
Departure from original steam generator tube support plate configuration -
possibl~ · 
Replacement steam generator anti-vibration bar structure too flexible - possible 
Additional 300 rotations of Unit 3 replacement steam generator due to divider 
plate repair work - possible 
fhermal-hydraulic ~nd flow induced vibration models used in replacement steam 
generator design incorrectly predicted replacement steam generator tube bundle 
behavior - possible 

The team observed that the licensee performed a detailed analysis and attempted to 
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address all probable Ct;'!Uses. The team observed that some of the conditions which 
were eliminated as potential contributors may need further evaluation. In particular, the 
team determined that the only major difference between Units 2 and 3 was the divider 
plate repair to both Unit 3 steam generators. This difference had been discounted by 
both SCE and Mitsubishi. The divider plate is further discussed in Section 12.0 of this 
report. 

The completed SCE cause evaluation identified the mechanistic cause of the tube-to
tube wear as fluid-elastic instability caused by a combination of localized high 
steam/water velocity, high steam void fraction, and insufficient contact forces between 
the anti-vibration bars and the tubes. 

The team independently concluded that the combination of higher than predicted 
thermal hydraulic conditions and insufficient contact forces in the upper tube bundle 
eaused the fluid elastic instability vibratieR-;-

2.2 Mitsubishi Cause Evaluation 

a. Inspection Scope 

The team conducted an overall and independent review of Mitsubishi's actions taken to 
understand the probable cause of the steam· generator tube degradation. While onsite, 
the inspection team was informed that Mitsubishi was performing a failure analysis to· 
characterize the mechanism causing the tube-to-tube wear condition in Unit 3. The 
team had periodic discussions with Mitsubishi personnel to gather information on the 
probable causes under consideration. The team revievved information contained in the 
updated final safety analysis report, techniGal specifications, design basis documents, 
purchase order specifications, design changes, design ,drawings,· manufacturing 
changes, nonconformance.reports, and supplier deviation reports to understand the 
design and fabrication of the replacement steam generators and independently assess 
the information obtained from Mitsubishi's in-progress cause evaluation. 

b. Observations and Findings 

No ·findings were identified. 

The team determined that Mitsubishi was performing a thorough evaluation of the failure 
mechanism leading to the tube-to-tube wear in Unit 3. The team noted that Mitsubishi 
gathered factual information about the design, fabrication, and operation of the 
replacement steam generators in Unit 2 and Unit 3 to understand the differences 
between these components and identify potential contributing causes. The team 
discussed the preliminary failure mechanism theory with Mitsubishi personnel, who 
attributed the tube-to-tube; wear to a combination of design, fabrication, and operational 
factors. 

Mitsubishi's preliminary explanation of the failure mechanism started with the 
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combination of two factors: (1) a relatively small tube pitch to tube diameter ratio (P/D), 
and (2) high void fraction in the tube bundle area where the tube-to-tube wear was 
identified. The small pitch to diameter ratio was a fixed parameter in the repiacement 
steam generators established by the nominal center-to-center distance between 
adjacent tubes (P) and the nominal outside diameter of the tubes (D). The high void 
fraction was identified from the results of Mitsubishi's thermal:..hydraulic model for the 
secondary side of the replacement steam generators. Mitsubishi considered that the 
combination of these two factors· may have resulted in favorable conditions for in-plane 
tube vibration based, in part, on the results of recent studies in fluid-elastic instability. 

Additionally, Mitsubishi identified that the Unit 3 replacement steam generato~s had 
better dimensional controls during the fabrication process. This determination was 
based, in part, on the results of pre-service and in-service eddy current examinations, 
and fabrication data from Unit 2 and Unit 3 replacement steam generators. The 
correlation of dimensional controls with the failure mechanism was that improved 
dimensional controls for Unit 3 replacement steam generators resulted in less variability 
of as-built critical dimensions such as anti-vibration bar thickness, tube roundness; and 
gaps between tubes and anti-vibration bars. .,. 

The failure mechanism model also considered a fluid dynamic effect associated with the 
spreading of the tubes in the U-bend region during normal operating conditions. This 
effect was informally referred to as "flowering," due to the characteristic shape in which 
the tube bundle spreads transverse to the plane of the u-bends at normal operating 

. co·nditions. "Flowering" was described ~s the elastic deformation of the anti-vibration bar 
structure and the tube bundle i.n the U-bend region, as a result of thermal expansion and 
fluid dynamic pressure acting on the secondary side of the tubes (see figure below). 
The deformation caused by the "flowering" effect was believed to result in multiple areas 
of no contact between. the anti-vibration bars and the tube$, which minimized resistan~e 
to in-plane motion of the u-bend area of the tubes. · · 
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Mitsubishi considered that the collective contribution of the factors described above 
resulted in conditions in the U-bend that were highly susceptible to excessive tube 
vibration. The in-plane vibration of the tubes in the U-bend region allowed direct contact 
between free-span sections of the tubes, resulting in the unanticipated tube-to-tube 
wear. 

At the conclusion of the onsite portion of.this inspection, Mitsubishi was further . 
evaluating the failure mechanism by conducting in-depth analyses of c:lVailable data to 
validate their failure mechanism theory. One ofthe analyses included analytical studies 
of the impact of anti-vibration bar gap size, free-span length, fluid-elastic vibration, and 
contact forces on tube wecir depth. An expected outcome of this analysis wa$ that 
contact forces and the number of inactive supports should be the biggest contributors to 
wear under fluid-elastic instability conditions. Additionally, Mitsubishi was conducting 
further analytical studies of the "flowering" effect by modeling multiple cases of elastic 
displacement of the tube bundle structure, taking into consideration thermal expansion 
and dynamic pressures. Concurrent with these analyses; Mitsubishi was studying the 
effect of manufacturing dispersion cm tube wear. Specifically, Mit~ubishi was modeling 
multiple cases of manufacturing variability to study the influence of different dimensional 
controls on g~p and contact forces. Mitsubishi was using as-built data as well as 
mani.Jfacturing toler~nces to sta,tistically assess the impact of dimensional controls on 
the resulting gaps and contact forces in different areas of the tube bundle. Based on the 
data reviewed by the team, the sta_ndard deviation of the tube ovality (G-value) 
decreased during each successive fabrication run of the steam generator tubes (order of 
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tube fabrication -> U2E0-89, U2E0-88, U3E0-89, and U3E0-88). One of the expected 
outcomes of this analysis was that manufacturing variability in Unit 3, in combination with 
the "flowering" effect, would result in a reduction of contact forces in Unit 3 relative to 
those in Unit 2. During the on-site portion of this inspection, the results of these studies 
were not finalized and additional failure analysis tasks were scheduled to accurately 
characterize the failure mechanism and support the cause determination. 

c. Conclusions 

At the time of the exit, Mitsubishi was still completing their independent cause analysis. 
As part of the Confirmatory Action Letter inspection The team was unable to evaluate this 
aspect; however, the final Mitsubishi cause evaluation will be reviewed:- as part of the 
Confirmatory Action Letter inspectioh. No conclusions were reached with regard to the 
Mitsubishi cause evaluation at this time · 

3.0 Operational Differences in Configuration and Operation between Unit 2 and 3 (Charter 
item 3) 

a. Inspection Scope 

The team reviewed Unit 2 and 3 Cycle 16 operational data records found in operator 
logs and the plant computer system. The team focused on differences in configuration 
and operation between Units 2 and 3. The team evaluated full power operational data 
between Unit 2 and Unit 3 steam generators after each were replaced. From this data 
the team compared key plant parameters and other indications such as temperature, 
flow, power, pressure, and vibration and loose parts monitoring alarms. The team 
reviewed operational differences between Units 2 and 3 in order to gain information and 
to assess if these differences could have had an impact on the observed differences in 
the steam generator tube wear between. the units. 

b. Observations and Findings 

No findings •1viere identified. 

The team identified one unresolved item for which additional information is required to 
determine if a performance deficiency exists or if the issue constitutes a violation of NRC 
requirements. The team also modeled the impact of optirational differences on the 
predicted thermal-hydraulic response ofthe steam generators. 

(1) Introduction: The team identified an unresolved ite·m associated with the number of 
valid vibration and loose parts alarms observed in Unit 3 steam generators compar~d 
to Unit 2 steam generators, during steady state conditions. 

Description: During the review of operational differences between Unit 2 and 3 
steam generators the team identified a significant difference in number of valid 
vibration and loose parts monitoring system alarms. The vibration and loose. parts 
monitoring system was designed to provide continuous monitoring and conditioning 
of loose parts accelerometer signals. Two separate accelerometers were installed 
on each of the steam generators. The location of these instruments are on the 
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steam generators' lower supporting structu(es and provide acoustic information 
about loose parts impacts specifically on the reactor coolant or primary side of the 
steam generators. The vibration and loose parts monitoring system real time 
functions consist mainly of impact alarm validation of suspected loose part events 
and recording acoustic data. Long term vibration monitoring and loose part event 
trending were done by engineering, personnel using recorded data. 

Unit 3 returned to service in February 2011, and the resident inspectors· noted a 
number of nuclear notifications associated with Unit 3 steam generators vibration 
and loose parts monitoring alarms. On January 20, 2012, prior to the Unit 3 tube 
leak, engineering personnel also identified this trend and documented in Nuclear 
Notification NN 201818719 this problem and assigned an action to do further 
evaluation. On February 3, 2012, engineering personnel sent two sets of alarm 
signatures to Westinghouse, which contained impact data on alarms for time periods 
of steady state operation (i.e., no major temperature changes). Westinghouse 
engineering personnel concluded that the acoustic signals picked up by the 
accelerometers were valid and similar in nature to acoustic signatures caused by 
thermal movement of a steam generator expected during changes in thermal 
conditions, such as plant startup or shutdown. However the data obtained and 
analyzed had been taken during steady state operations. The team noted that Unit 2 
steam generators did not receive the same number and type of alarms during a 
similar period of steady state operations-. Engineering per$onnel also compared hot 
leg temperature changes linked to Unit 3 operations from February 18, 2011, to 
January 31, 2012, and confirmed about 30 valid alarms during this period were not 
associated with thermal transients. 

Additional review and follow up will be required of the vibration and loose parts 
monitoring system alarms; including evaluation and disposition of Unit 3 alarms and 
then determine whether this issue represents a performance deficiency or constitutes 
a violation of NRC requirements. This issue is identified as 
URI 0500036212012007-02, "Evaluation of Unit 3 Vibration and Loose Parts 
Monitoring System Alarms." 

(2) Operational Differences: The team performed a number of different thermal-
. hydraulic analysis of Units 2 and 3 steam generators. The output of the varipus 
analys~s runs where then compared and reviewed to determine if those differences 
could have contributed to the significant change iii steam generator tube wear. It 
was noted that Unit 3 ran with slightly higher primary temperatures, about 4 "F higher 
-than Unit 2-. Other differences were noted in steam and feedwater flow but none of 
the differences were considered sufficient to significantly affect thermal hydraulic 
characteristics inside the steam generators. The different analyses included: 

• Lower bounding thermal hydraulic analysis using the steam generator base 
design condition, wher,e primary inlet temperature was 598°F, and an upper 
bounc:I case where primary inlet temperature was 611 "F as identified in Mitsubishi 
Document L5-04GA021, Revision 3 

• Varying steam generator pressures from 833 to 942 psia 
• Steam mass flow rat~s from 7.59 to 7.62 Mlbm/hr 
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• Primary loop volumetric flow rate from 102,000 to 104,000 gpm, and 
• Recirculation ratio from 3.2 to 3.5. 

c. Conclusions 

The team identified one unresolved item associated with SCE's evaluation of the Unit 3 
loose parts monitoring alarms. 

The result of the independent NRC thermal-hydraulic analysis indicated that differences 
in the actual operation between units and/or individual steam generators hc;1d an 
insignificant impact on the results and in fact, the team did not identify any changes in 
steam velocities or void fractions that could attribute to the differences in tube wear 
between the units or steam generators. It should be noted that increases in primary 
temperature and steam generator pressures has the effect of reducing void fractions and 
peak steam velocities, which slightly decreases the conditions necessary for fluid elastic 
instability and fluid-induced vibration. 

4.0 Design and Manufacturing Differences (Charter Item #4) (Mitsubishi Charter Item 1) 

During the development of the charter, ·it was riot known how SCE and Mitsubishi 
reviewed and approved design and manufacturing changes. During the insp~ction, it 
was identified that an design and manufacturing changes proposed by Mitsubishi 
required review a.nd approval from a SCE representative. Based oh this, it was 
determined that this area could be covered as one item. 

a. Inspection Scope 

The team inteiviewed licensee and Mitsubishi personnel involved in the design and 
fabrication of the replacement steam generators and reviewed information Including 
nonconformance reports, design drawings, fabrication procedures, design chariges, 
engineering evaluations, supplier deviation requests, and design specifications to 
identify conditions affecting quality that resulted in relevant design differences between 
the replacement steam generators. The team assessed whether these differences could 
be considered as contributing 'factqrs for the cause of the tube-to-tl,1be wear issue i.n Unit 
3. The team also reviewed Engineering Change Packages 800071702 and 800071703 
for the Unit 2 and Unit 3 replacement steam generators, respectively, with emphasis on 
changes made to the design methodology described in the updated final safety analysis 
report for the original steam generators to verify that the evaluation was performed in· 
accordance with licensee procedures and the provisions of 10CFR 50.59, ~changes. 
Tests, and Experiments." · 

b. Observations and Findings 

No findings 1Nere identified. 

The team identified two unresolved items for which additional information is required to 
determine if performance deficiencies exist or if the issu~s constitute violations of NRC 
requirements. The team also identified several observations related to the design, 
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fabrication, and the engineering change package for the Unit 2 and Unit 3 replacement 
steam generators. 

(1) Introduction: The team identified an unresolved item associated with the design of 
the retainer bars in Unit 2 and Unit 3 replacement steam generators. 

Description: In February 2012, the licensee identified wear indications in Unit 2 
replacement steam generators at the tube locations in contact with the retainer bars 
(see figure below). Some of the indicati9ns showed excessive wear with a maximum 
degradation of 90 percent through wall. 

. -

,,,,., ....................... ..., ... __ .......... ~ ... ~~~ ..................... ... 
' , 

The team identified that the design ofthe replacement steam generators did not 
expect any potential vibration concerns in the area of the tube bundle where the 
retainer bars were located. The basis for Mitsubishi's design philosophy relied on 
the following factors: 

• Based on the calculated natural frequenqy of the retainer bar, Mitsubishi 
considered that there would not be a resonant vibration condition relative to the 
flow conditions in the location of retainer bars. 

• The vibration analysis of the tube bundle only considered out .. of-plane vibration 
because in-plane vibration was not expected to be an operational concern for the 
retainer bars. 

• The outermost tubes were considered the least susceptible to flow-elastic 
instability; therefore retainer bar locations were not included in the vibration 
analysis. 

• Fluid.;elastic instability was found not applicable to the retainer bar because this 
mechanism did not apply to a single tube in cross flow. 

• Vortex-induced vibration was found not applicable to the retainer bar because it 
was considered a vibration mode applicable to a single cylinder in uniform cross 
flow in a large area and the flow condition around the retainer bars was 
considered slug-froth two phase flow. 
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However, upon identification of retainer bar-to-tube wear in Unit 2 replacement 
steam generators, Mitsubishi performed an evaluation to identify the cause of 
excessive wear. The analysis considered three vibration mechanisms: fluid-elastic 
instability, vortex-induced vibration, and turbulence-induced vibration (random 
vibration}. The analysis for turbulence .. induced vibration determined that random 
vibration was the possible cause of the retainer vibration, based on the peculiar flow 
around the retainer bar, combined with the rather low natural frequency of the 
retainer bar. The analysis used the two phase flow c~nditions around the retainer 
bars and identified various niodes of vibration at those flow conditions that could lead 
to retainer bar vibration and consequently to tube wear. 

· Additional review by the NRG is required following completion of the 
lfoensee'sMitsubishi's cause evaluation to determine whether this iss1,.1e represents a 
performance deficiency or constitutes a violation of NRG requirements. This issue is 
identified as URI 05000362/2012007-03, uEvaluation of Retainer Bars Vibration 
during the Original Design of.the Replacement Steam Generators. 11 

(2) Introduction: The team iden,tified an unresolved item associated with the 
dimensionai controls ot critical dimensions throughout the fabrication of Unit 2 and 
Unit 3 replacement steam generators. 

Description: Based on the information gathered by the team on the differences in 
dimensional controls of critical parameters in Unit 2 and Unit 3 replacement steam 
generators, the team determined that Mitsubishi did not consider the potential impact 
of improving dimensional controls for tube roundness and anti~vibration bars on the 
final tube bundle clearances at normal operating conditions. 

Additional review by the NRG is required following completion of Mitsubishi's cause 
evaluation to fully assess how the dimensional controls contributed to the tube-to
tube wear in Unit 3 and then determine whether this issue represents a performance 
deficiency or constitl.1tes a violation of NRG requirements. This issue is identified as 
URI 0500036212012007-04, "Evaluation of Changes in Dimensional Controls during 
the Fabrication of Unit 2 and Unit 3 Replacement Steam Generators." 

(3) Design Differences: The team did not identify any significant differences in the 
design requirements of Unit 2 and Unit 3 replacement steam generators. The 
"Conformed Specification for Design and Fabrication or the Replacement Steam 
Generators," also known as the design specification, contained identical technical 
requirements for Unit 2 and Unit 3 steam generators. All replacement steam 
generators were required to be designed, fabriccited, and tested in accordance with 
the 1998 edition of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) Boiler 
and Pressure Vessel Code, with the 2000 Addenda, industry standards, and NRG 
endorsed methods described in applicable regulatory guides. The licensee specified 
the same licensing requirements for all replacement steam generators. 

' The design spe,eification also contained provisions to address technical or quality 
deviations from the requirements of the purchase order or the design specifications, 
including the disposition of "Repair" or "Accept as-is" conditions captured as non-
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conformance reports in Mitsubishi's quality assurance program and changes to 
documents previously approved by the licensee. This process was referred to as 
"Supplier Deviation Request" and allowed the licensee to review and approve 
deviations from the approved design specifications. The team noted that changes 
affecting the specified design were submitted to SCE personnel for review and 
approval. 

The team noted that the design specification established identical provisions for the 
design of the replacement steam generator components including the vessel, 
upper/lower shell, transition cone, tubesheet, channel head, divider plate, tube 
supports, tubing, steam nozzle, feedwater nozzle, primary nozzles, steam flow 
limiting device, moisture separators/dryers, feedwater distribution system, blowdown 
and sludge management, access/inspection ports, instrument/sampling taps, and 
loose part monitoring. 

The design specification also established identical requirements for the service life 
and service environmental conditions of the replacement steam generators. The 
licensee also specified identical design loading, structural, and seismic requirements 
for all replacement steam generators. The design specification contained identical 
requirements for design transients under normal, upset, emergency, faulted, and test 
conditions. 

Additionally, the performance requirements in the design specification were identical 
for each replacement steam generator. which included: 

• Water Lever Stability 
• Circulation Ratio 
• Moisture Carryover 
• Stea.m Carryunder in the Downcomer Annull!S 
• Reactor Coolant Flow Rate 
• Primary-To-Secondary Leakage 
• Slowdown Capacity 
• Thermal Rating 
• Heat Transfer Surface Area 
• Tube Plugging Margin 
• Fouling Factor 
• Overall Heat Transfer Coefficient 
• Primary Side Design and Operi:.iting Pressureffemperatures 
• Secondary Side Design and Operating Pressuresrr emperatures 
• Primary Side Design and Operating Ffows 
• Secondary Side Design and Operating Flows 
• Tube Material and Dimensions 

The replacement steam generator design developed by Mitsubishi for SONGS Unit 2 
and Unit 3 in accordance with the licensee's design specification was translated into 
the same set of design and fabrication drawings. The team noted. that some as-built 
dimensions varied betwe~n Unit 2 and Unit 3 steam generators as a result of the 
divider plate weld repairs in Unit 3 and other manufacturing processes. However, 
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these dimensional changes did not represent significant deviations from the origint;il 
design specifications. 

(4) Fabrication Differences: The team noted that the design specification contained the 
same general fabrication requirements for the Unit 2 and Unit 3 replacement steam 
generators. The design specification contained the methods required for fabrication, 
assembly, -inspection, and testing of the replacement steam generators. The 
$pecification covered, in part, fabrication requirements for the channel head cladding, 
tube dimensions, tube wall thickness, tube bend radius, tube "ovality," tubesheet; 
tube-to-tubesheet joints, tube supports, tube bundle, machined gasketed surfaces, 
non-ASME _steam generator internals, welding methods, post-weld heat treatment, 
and allowable welding materials. The specification also contained detailed 
requirements for inspections, tests, and examinations, which included examination 
methods and personnel qualification requirements. 

The design specification also required the use of "Supplier Deviation Requests" to 
address technical or quality deviations from the requirements of the Purchase Order 
or the design specifications, including the disposition of "Repair" or "Accept as-is" 
conditions identified during the fabrication process and changes to fabrication 
documents previously approved by the licensee. The team noted that fabrication 
issues affecting the specified design were submitted to SCE personnel for review 
and approval. 

Based on discussions with SCE and Mitsubishi personnel and the review of 
documentation about the fabrication history of Unit 2 and Unit 3 repiacement steam 
generators, the team identified the differences listed below. At the conclusion of the 
onsite portion of this inspection, the differen~s between Unit 2 and Unit 3 steam 
generators as a result of the fabtication process were under consideration for the 
cause evaluation. 

• Steam Dryer Assembly - During the fabrication of Unit 2 steam generator 2E0-
89, Mitsub.ishi identified a nonconforming condition of the steam dryer assembly 
that included damaged locking plates of vane jacking devices, diSplaced bolts, 
and damaged vanes. The cause of this issue was determined to be inadequate 
evaluation and control of the, design ffiwith regard to the capacity of the vane 
jacking devices to sustain all fabrication conditions. Specifically, the vane jacl<ing 
devk:es failed to stay in the design position during multiple rotations of the 'steam 
generator assembly during fabrication. Mitsubishi corrected the condition, in 
part, by replacing all vane jacking devices and damaged vanes with a new 
design, which was also used in the fabrication of the Unit 2 steam 
gener~tor 2E0-88, and Unit 3 steam generator's 3E0-89 and 3E0-88. 
Additionally, Mitsubishi modified the assembly sequence of the steam d,ryers. 
For Unit-2 steam generator 2E0-89, the steam dryer vanes were assembled in
situ while the steam dryers for Unit 2 steam generator 2E0-88 and Unit 3 steam 
generators 3E0-88 and 3E0-89 were preassembled before installation in their 
final position. 

• Drilling of TubesheetHoles-The tubesheet holes in Unit 2 and Unit 3 steam 
g·enerators where the tubes are inserted for final assembly were made with 
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different drill bits. The Unit 2 steam generator tubesheets were drilled with 
uncoated drill bits. The Unit 3 steam generator tubesheets were .drilled with 
titanium-nitride coated drill bits, which improved the drill bit life and resolved 
tooling mark issues experienced in Unit 2. 

• Transition Wrapper Welding "'"The welding of the transition wrapper was 
performed in different order for each unit. For Unit 2 steam generators, the 
transition wrapper was welded after the tubes and anti-Vibration bars were 
installed. In Unit 3 steam generators, the transition wrapper was welded before 
the installation of tubes and anti-vibration bars. 

• Cladding Removal Process for the Channel Head - The removal of the stainless 
steel clad weld from the interior surface of the channel head base metal in 
preparation for the divider plate weld (i.e. structural butter weld) was performed 
with different methods in Unit 2 and Unit 3 replacement steam generators. For 
Unit 2, Mitsubishi used a machining process to remove the cladding in both 
steam generators. In Unit 3, Mitsubishi 4sed an air carbon-arc gouging process. 
This method resulted in separation of the butter weld during hydrostatic testing. 
The root cause evaluation concluded that the air carbon~arc gouging process left 
carbon deposits on the base metal. Gouging was followed by grinding which was 
designed to remove the heat affected zone and expected to completely remove 
the carbon deposits. However, the grinding process left carbon deposits behind, 
which resulted in the localized areas of high carbon and high base metal 
hardness due to carburization. The repair of the Unit 3 divider plate weids is 
addressed in further details in Section 12.0 of this report. 

• Helium Leak Test -As· part of the fabrication process, Mitsubishi performed a 
Helium-Nitrogen leak test on the secondary side of the replacement steam 
generators to check for leaks on the tube-to-tubesheet welds. For all steam 
generators, this test was performed after completion of the tube-to-tubesheet 
weld, but prior to the penetrant examination of the tube-to-tubesheet welds. and 
final tube expansion. The leak _tests for Unit 2 steam generators were performed 
at a higher pressure than Unit 3 steam generators. Additionally, the Unit 2 tests 
were performed using a temporary welded cap on top of the steam generator 
shell to enclose the secondary side, while a temporary clamped cap was used in 
Unit 3 steam generators. All test_s required the same holding time before starting 
the test and the same leak rate acceptance criteria. 

• Preliminary and ASME Section Ill Hydrostatic Tests -The number of hydrostatic 
tests performed in accordance with ASME Section Ill on the primary and 
secondary sides of the replacement steam generatars varied petween Units due 
to the results of the initial test in each steam generator. For each replacement 
steam generator, the hydrostatic tests were performed first on the primary side 
and then on the secondary side. Both Unit 2 steam generators met the 
acceptance criteria in the first hydrostatic test. However, during the first 
hydrostatic test on the secondary side of Unit 3 steam generator 3E0-89, 
Mitsubishi identified leakage through a tube-to-tubesheet weld that exceeded the 
ASME Code acceptance criteria. After repairs were completed to address the 
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leakage, the hydrostatic tests were re-performed. Following the second set of 
hydrostatic tests on Unit 3 steam generator 3E0-89, cracking indications were 
identified in the divider plate-to-channel head weld. After repairs were completed 
.to address the divider plate weld cracks, a third set of hydrostatic tests were 
performed in Unit 3 steam generator 3E0-89. Since similar cracking indications 
of the divider pl<:}te w~ld were identified in Unit 3 ~team generator 3E0-88, a 
second set of hydrostatic tests was performed in this· steam generator after the 
divider plate weld was repaired. 

Additionally, prior to each ASME Section Ill hydrostatic test, Mitsubishi performed 
a preliminary hydrostatic test of the primary and secondary side of the steam 
generators at design pressur.e to check for leakage at the feed pump, pressure 
filling line. temporary gaskets, and temporary seals. Therefore, each 
replacement steam generator received an equal number of preliminary and 
ASME Section Ill Hydrostatic Tests. The total numbers of hydrostatic tests for 
each steam generator are summarized below. 

Number of Preliminary and ASME Section Ill Hydrostatic Tests· 

! Steam i Primary Secondary Results 
Generator I Side Side 

2E0-89 I' 
I 1 1 Acceptance criteria met 

2E0,..88 1 1 . Acceptance criteria met 
i 

I 
Leakage detected in tube-to-1 1 1 

I tubesheet weld I 
i 

3E0-89 I 1 1 Divider plate weld separation I ! l weld identified I 

1 1 Final - Acceptance criteria met 
'" 

l 
1 1 Divider plate weld separation 

3E0-88 I weld identified I i 

' 
1 1 Final - Acceptance criteria met I 

• Pre-Service Inspection -'The design specification established similar 
requirements for the pre.-service eddy current examination of Unit 2 and Unit 3 
replacement steam generators. The team noted that the eddy current 
examinations of U,nit 2 and Unit 3 steam generators were performed With similar 
eddy current tei:hniques, including essential variables. However, the 
circumstances in which the examinations were performed varied·for each Unit. 
For Unit 2, the pre-service examination was performed after the steam 
generators were delivered at the SONGSjobsite. The steam generators were 
examined on the shipping saddles, where the position of the tube bundle was at 
45 degrees from the gravity neutral position. This position was dictated by the 
location of the steam generator lifting trunnions which were inst.ailed on the upper 
shell at 45 degree orientation from the steam generator centerline. For Unit 3, 
the pre-service eddy current examination was performed at the Mitsubishi Kobe 
facility· while the steam generators were still on the fabrication rollers and in the 
gravity neutral position (i.e. divider plate oriented horizontally). The decision to 
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perform the Unit 3 pre-service examination at the Mitsubishi facility was dictated 
by delivery schedule considerations resulting from the divider plate weld repairs. 

• Flow Limiter for Primary Inlet Nozzles - The replacement steam generators were 
designed with a flow limiter located in the primary inlet nozzle (see figure below) 
in order to make the reactor coolant system flow similar to the flow rate of the 
original steam generator and not exceed the maximum allowable reactor coolant 
system flow rate. The licensee's evaluation for the engineering design package 
determined thaf although the original steam generators had a number of plugged 
tubes, the reactor coolant system flow rate of the original steam generators was 
near the design requirement. Because the replacement steam generators.has 
377 more tubes than the original steam generators, and contained tubes with u
bends versus usquare bendsn, ~he pressure drop of the replacement steam 
generators with no plugged tubes would be much less than the original steam 
generators resulting in a higher flowrate. 

Flow Limiter 

The flow limiter was designed to ensure the total "best estimate" reactor coolant 
flow rate with the replacement steam generators installed would not exceed 
106.5 percent of the design volumetric flow rate of 396,000 gallons per minute at 
a reactor coolant system cold leg temperature of Tcold = 540.9°F. Fdr Unit 2 
replacement steam generators, the flow limiter diameter to nozzle inner diameter 
raUo was 0.94 while the ratio for Unit 3 steam generators was 0.915 due to. Unit 3 
reactor coolant pump replacement. The flow limiter dimensions resulted from a 
scaled model test performed by Mitsubishi and it was designed to be machined 
as part of the nozzle base metal. 

• Pitch Distance of Tube Support Plate Drilled Holes in Unit 2 Steam Generator 
2E0-89 - During fabrication of the tube support plates· for Unit 2 steam gener~tor 
2E0-89, quality control inspections identified unacceptable measurements of the 
pitch distance between drilled holes. Mitsubishi fabrication procedures required 
verification of the total center-to•center dist;:ince between ten in line driiled holes 
at certain sample points of the tube support plate. The dimensional verification 
checks identified a total of 200 measurements in tube support plate .number 3 
and 1 O measurements in tube support plate number 6 that did not meet the 
dimensional acceptance criteria established in the fabrication procedures. 
Mitsubishi evaluated this non-conformance condition and accepted the condition 
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"as-is" with the SCE's approval. The technical justification for accepting the 
condition addressed four elements: (a) the impact of the condition on the ability 
to insert the tubes through the affected areas of the tube support plates, (b) 
resulting stress on the tubes after insertion, (c) impact of the condition on the 
tube to anti-vibration gap size, and (d) possible occurrence of tube scratch during 
inspection. Similar unacceptable measurements were not identified in Unit 2 
replacement steam generator 2E0-88 or Unit 3 replacement steam generators 
3E0-89 and 3E0-88. 

• Tube-to-Tube Clearance in Unit 2 steam generator 2E0-89- During fabrication of 
Unit 2 replacement steam generator 2E0-89, interference checks identified that 
the clearance between the tubes in Rows No. 28 and 30 in Column No. 22 was 
less than the minimum clearance of 0.13-inch specified in Mitsubishi's inspection 
procedure. The condition was accepted "as-is" by Mitsubishi and SCE through 
the supplier deviation request proces·s. The main considerations of the technical 
evaluation included: (a) thermal expansion difference, (b) tube expansion due to 
operating pressures, (c) tube displa·cement due to out-of-plane flow induced 
vibration, and (d) tube displacement due to seismic acceleration. The team 
noted that no tube-to-tube wear indications were identified in this area of the tube 
bundle. 

• Anti-Vibration Bar Spacing Issues in Unit 2 Steam Generator 2EQ .. 89 -During 
fabrication of Unit 2 replacement steam generator 2E0-89, quality control 
inspections identified unacceptable gaps between tubes and the anti-vibration 
bars in the outside tube columns. The affected area was identified as welding 
zone-4. The apparent cause for the anti-vibration bar spacing issue was due to 
performing the welding of zorte-4 while the stec:im gerterator was oriented 
horizontally with this welding zone oriented to the bottom of the bundle. In this 
configuration, the tube bundle experienced sagging at the time of welding due to 
gravity. After completion of welding zone 4, the steam generator assembly was 
rotated 180 degrees for ~dditional assembly steps, but the sagging in the 
opposite direction caused enlargement of the gaps in welding zone 4 and this 
enlargement remained approximately-the sameHor all subsequent rotations. 
When zone-4 was rotated 180-degrees after welding, deflection or sagging of the 
tube retaining bars due to gravity slightly pulled the anti-vibration bars, increasing 
the gap between the tube and the anti-vibration bars in this zone. 

With the licensee's approval, Mitsubishi implemented various cbrrective actions 
to address the condition in the pending Unit 2 replacement steam generator 
2E0-88. and subsequently in Unit 3 steam generators which included: (a) use of 
smaller' spacer blocks between tubes for the installation of anti-vibration bars, (b) 
r~define the welding zones to limit welding in the horizontal position, and (c) 
reduce rotations during weldi11g of the other bundle zones. Mitsubishi performed 
rework activities in Unit 2 steam generator 2E0-8e to restore anti-vibration bar 
spacing to design specifications. These activities resulted in better gap 
distributipn. All the tube-to-anti-vibration bar gaps: exceeding the initial 
dimensional criteria were further evaluated and accepted in accordance with 
Mitsubishi's gap size evaluation procedure. 
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• Rotations of Steam Generator Assembly for Anti-Vibration Bar Installation and 
Welding - The team noted that welding of anti-vibration bars structure required 
rotating the steam generators several times. As a result of the corrective actions 
generated to address the anti-vibration bar spacing issues in Unit 2 steam 
generator 2E0-89, the installation procedure was revised to reduce the number of 
rotations for anti-vibration bar installation to attain better gap control. This 
procedure revision resulted in different number of rotations in each replacement 
steam generator. Steam generators Unit 2 E0-89, Unit 2 E0-88, Unit 3 E0-89, 
and Unit 3 E0-88 received 11.25, 4, 3.5, and 3.5 rotations, respectively, during 
installation of the anti-vibration bars structure. 

• Temporary Installation of Plastic Ties - In order to limit the displacement of anti
vibration bars during rotation of the steam generator assembly for welding of the 
anti-vibration bars structure, Mitsubishi revised the installation procedure to 
install temporary plastic ties between.the retaining bars and the tubes. This step 
of the anti-vibration bar assembly process was performed in a different sequence 
for Unit 2 and Unit 3 steam generators. For Unit 2, the installation of plastic ties 
occurred after welding the transition wrapper, the Helium leak test, and tube 
hydraulic expansion, but before welding the channel head 'to the tubesheet, the 
hydrostatic tests. and the pre-service inspection. In Unit 3, the installation of 
plastic ties was performed between welding the transition wrapper and the 
Helium leak test. 

• Dimensional Controls of Anti-Vibration Bar Structure -According to Mitsubishi's 
p'reliminary c;ause evaluation taking place at the time of this inspection, the 
controls of critical dimensions affecting the clearances between the tube and the 
anti-vibration bars were gradually improved throughout the fabrication of the Unit 
2 and Unit 3 steam generators. This improvement on dimensional controls was a 
consideration for the determination of the failure mechanism leading to tube-to
tube wear in Unit 3. 

The first dimensional control under consideration was the improvement of tube 
roundness ii') the-section of the tubes-that was bent to form the U-bend shape. 
During fabrication of Unit 2 steam generator 2E0-89, the supplier of tubular 
product for Mitsubishi (i.e. Sumitomo), experienced quality issues to meet the G
values established in the design specifications, resulting in a high number of tube 
rejections. The G-value was a measure of departure from roundness, or 
"ovality." after the tubes were bent and it was controlled in order to control the 
gap between tubes and anti-vibration bars {see figure below). The G-values 
were measured at different locations along the U-bend sectio.n of the tubes for a 
selected number of tubes per row, as established in Mitsubishi's procedure. The 
acceptance criteria for G-value varied depending on the row where the tubes 
were installed. The acceptance criteria also remained the same throughout the 
fabrication of Unit 2 and Unit 3 replacement steam generators. 
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Based on discussions. with licensee personnel and documentation reviews, the 
team noted that Sumitomo implemented measures to improve the quality of the 
tube bending process which resulted in less deviation of G-values and a 
reduction in the amount and variability of tubing "ovality." Based on the statistical 
analysis of G-value data collected during fabrication of the Unit 2 ancl. Unit 3 
steam generators, Mitsubishi concluded that the G-values standard deviation 
gradually decreased since the fabrication of the first steam generator. 

Another dimensional control under consideration was the variability of anti· 
vibration bar dimensions. Mitsubishi's fabrication procedures required inspection 
of various dimensions of the anti-vibration bars to control the gap between the 
anti-vibration bars a.nd the tubes. These dimensions were: thickness in the 
straight sections, twisting and flatness of the straight sections after bending, and 
thickness of the anti-vibration bar tip {Le. nose) after bending. Among these 
dimensions, the twisting and flatness of the straight sections after bending Were 
verified using a "Go or No-Go" approach based on the acceptance criteria in 
Mitsubishi's procedures but no specific measurements were required to be 
maintained by procedure. Additionally, the acceptance criteria for anti-vibration 
bar dimensions remained the same throughout the fabrication of Unit 2 and Unit 
3 replacement steam generators. Mitsubishi conducted a preliminary statistical 
analysis of the available dimensional data for anti-vibration bars and the team 
concurred that there were minor differences in the statistical distribution of these 
dimensions in Unit 2 and Unit 3 steam generators: 

Engineering Change Package (10 CFR 50.59): The team determined that the 
licensee's evaluation for changes in the updated final safety analysis report's design 
meth_odologies for the replacement steam generators was consistent with SONGS 
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proc:edures for the implementation of 1 O GFR 50.59 requirements. The licensee's 
evaluation contained in Engineering Change Packages 800071702 and 800071703 
for the Unit 2 and Unit 3 replacement steam generators, respectively, determined 
that the replacement of the original steam generators did not affect the current 
licensing basis to the extent of needing prior approval from the NRC as required by 
10 CFR 50.59. 

In the 50.59 screening evaluation associated with the engineering change package 
for the Unit 2 and Unit 3 replacement steam generators, the licensee determined that 
the proposed activity did not adversely affect a design function, or the method of 
performing or controlling a design function described in the updated final safety 
analysis report. The licensee also determined that the steam generator replacement 
activity did not change a procedure in a manner that adversely affected how an 
updated final safety analysis report design function is performed or controlled. 
Additionally, the licensee determined that the steam generator replacement activity 
did not involve a test or experiment not described in the updated final safety analysis 
report. The licensee evaluated the following updated ·final safety analysis report 
design functions in the 50.59· screening: 

• Steam Generator Design Functions 
• Reactor Coolant System Structural Integrity 
• Emergency Core Cooling System Performance 
• Non-Loss of Coolant Accident Transients 
• Containment Pressure-Temperature Analysis 
• Low Temperature Overpressure Protection 
• Reactor Protection System, Engineered Safety Features Actuation System, Core 

Operating Limit Supervisory System, and Core Protection Calculations 
• Nuclear Steam Supply System Performance 
• Non-Safety Related Control Systems Performance 

However, the 50.59 screening evaluation identified three methods of analysis 
described in the updated final safety analysis report that were affected by the 
proposed steam generator replacement and required further evaluation against the 
criteria in 10 CFR 50.59. The affected methOdologies are described below: 

• Seismic Analysis of Reactor Vessel Internals - The original analysis of SONGS 
Unit 2 and Unit 3 reactor vessel internals with the original steam generators was 
performed with the methodology described in Combustion Engineering Topical 
Report CENPD-178, "Structural Analysis of Fuel Assemblies for Combined. 
Seismic and Loss of Coolant Accident" Subsequent to the submittal of this 
report, Combustion Engineering revised the methodology by modifying modeling 
techniques, computer codes, testing methods, and acceptanee criteria in 
response to changes in licensing requirements. Consequently, the original report 
was resubmitted to the NRC as GENPD .. 178-P, Revision 1-P, August 1981. This 
revision was approved by the NRC in a Letter from H. Bernard to A. S.ctterer, 
"Acceptance for Referring of Licensing Topical Report CENPD-178," dated 
August 6, 1982. The licensee used this revised methodology for the replacement 
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steam generators and considered it as a methodology approved by the NRC for 
the intended application. 

• Reactor Coolant System Structural I ntegritv - The structural analysis of the 
original steam generators used ANSYS software for the thermal and stress 
analyses while the replacement steam generators were analyzed using ABAOUS 
software. ANSYS was described in the updated final safety analysis report as a 
large-scale, general-purpose, finite element program for linear and nonlinear 
structural and thermal analysis of the reactor coolant loop components. The 
licensee considered ABAQUS to be similar to ANSYS. The licensee compared 
both programs using thermal and stress sample problems. The comparison 
demonstrated that the results varied from theoretical solutions by no more than 1 
percent, and ABAQUS and ANSYS results themselves were also within 1 
percent of each other. The variability of results was determined to be within the 
margin of error for the subject type of analysis. 

• Tube Wall Thinning Analysis - The original steam generator analysis used 
CEFLASH computer program for the main steam line break mass-energy 
blowdown analysis, whereas the replacement steam generator analysis used 
manual calculations to represent the main steam line break blowdown loads by 
applying the maximum possible tube differential pressure, which bounded the 
pressure calculated by CEFLASH. 

For loss of coolant accident analysis, the original steam generator used STRUDL 
computer program to calculate displacement histories and then ANSYS computer 
program to calculate tube stresses. The tube stresses for the replacement steam 
generators were determined using ANSYS computer program based on the 
blowdown forces. For the original steam generators the combination of loads 
analyzed was primary loop pipe break plus design basis earthquake and main 
steam line break plus design basis earthquake. For the replacement steam 
generators, the loss of coolant accident, design basis earthquake, and the main 
steam line break events were combined as one limiting event, which SCE 
considered to be a more conservative method of evaluation relative to the 
original steam generators. The licensee determined that the results of the tube 
wall thinning analysis for the replacement steam generators were conservative or 
essentially the same and the methodology used did not repri:sent a departure 
from a method of evaluation described in the updated final safety analysis report. 

Further discussion is contained in Section 13.0 of this report on the methodology 
used by the licensee for the reactor coolant system struci:ural integrity and tube wall 
thinning analysis. 

The team noted that a key methodology for the design of the replacement steam 
generators was the thermal-hydraulic code used to model the flow conditions in the 
steam generators. Mitsubishi's FIT-Ill thermal-hydraulic code was accepted by SCE 
for the design of the replacement steam generators. The team noted that the 
updated final safety analysis report did not describe the thermal-hydraulic code 
used for the design of the original steam generators and therefore the use of the 
FIT-Ill thermal-hydraulic code did riot constitute a change in methodology or a 
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change in an element of a methodology described in the updated final safety 
analysis report. The updated final safety analysis report did describe the computer 
code CRIB as the code used to analyze overall steam generator performance. As 
described in the updated final safety analysis report, CRIB was used to establish 
the recirculation ratio and fluid mass inventories as a function of power level in the 
original steam generators. 

With regard to the major design changes between the original and replacement 
steam generators, the updated final safety analysis report did not specify how the 
original steam generators relied on special design features such as the stay 
cylinder, tubesheet, tube support plates, or the shape of the tubes to perform the 
intended safety functions. The description of the original steam.generators was 
focused on the overall thermal performance characteristics and the appli~able 
codes and standards used for fabrication. The updated final safety analysis report 
provided a brief description of the egg•crate tube support plate design and its 
function to prevent concentration of impurities in the tube-to-tube support plate gap, 
which could lead to tube degradation. The updated final safety (3nalysis report also 
described degradation issues of the egg-crate tube support plate design as a result 
of flow-accelerated corrosion and the corrective actions taken to mitigate this 
degradation mechanism. 

Regulatory Guide 1.187, "Guidance for Implementation of10 CFR 50.59, Changes, 
Tests, and Experiments," November 2000, allows the use of NEI 96-07, "Guidelines 
for 10 CFR 50.59 Implementation," Revision 1 for methods that are acceptable for 
complying with 10 CFR 50.59. Per NEI 96-07, changes affecting structures, 
systems, or components that are not explicitly described in the updated final safety 
analysis report can have the potential to adversely affect structure, system, or 
component design functions that are described and thus may require a 10 CFR 
50.59 evaluation. Consistent with this guidance, SCE's 50.59 screening evaluated 
the differences in subcomponents between the original steam generators and 
replacement steam generators as to whether the differences adversely affected the 
design function (reactor coolant pressure boundary) of the steam generators. The 
replacement steam generators were designed and fabricated in accordance with 
quality assurance requirements, and 10 CFR 50.59 does not require the licensee to 
presume deficiencies in the design or f~brication. 

c. Conclusions 

+F1e team identified tv.:o um'esolved items. 

The team determined that no significant differences existed in the design requirements 
of Unit 2 and Unit 3 replacement steam generators. 

_Based on the updated final safety analysis report description of the original steam 
generators, the team determined thatthe steam generators major design changes were 
reviewed in accordance with the 10 CFR 50.59 requirements.-AA 

The team identified two unresolved items: 
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• Evaluation of Retainer Bar Vibration during the Original Design of the 
Replacement Steam Generators 

• Evaluation of changes in Dimensional Controls during the Fabrication of Unit 2 
and Unit 3 Replacement Steam Generators 

Additionally, an unresolved item related to a change in a method, of evaluation used for 
the stress analysis calculations Is discussed in Section 13 of the report. 

5.0 Quality Assurance/Quality Control {Charter Item 5) (Mitsubishi Charter Item 4) 

The team reviewed numerous documents from both SCE and Mitsubishi (inc;luding sub-' 
contractors, such as Sumitomo) associated with the design, fabrication, and 
manufacturing of th13 st13am generators for both units. The team reviewed SCE and 
Mitsubishi's quality assurance program, procedures and implementation activities for the 
control of purchased material, equipment, and services; inspections; procurement 
document contrpl; and corrective action and nonconformance activities. Specifically, the 
team reviewed a sample of Mitsubishi nonconforrnance reports, audit, survey, all 
SONGS condition action requests, audits, surveillances, stop work orders; and supplier 
deviation requests associated with the design and manufacturing of the steam 
generators. The team concluded that these portions of SCE and Mitsubishi's quality 
assurance program regarding its safety-related activities were appropriately controlled 
and implemented. 

5.1 SONGS Quality Assurance/Quality Control 

a. Inspection Scope 

The team reviewed .SCE's implementation of their quality assurance program to 
determine if it co':tlplied with the requirements of 10 CFR 50, Appendlx-B, "Quality 
Assurance Crlteriafor Nuclear Power Plants and Fuel Reprocessing Plants." The team 
reviewed SONGS implementing procedures, quality assurance manual, vendor audits, 
procurement specifications, corrective action requests, and numerous other documents, 
as well as interviewed a number of quality assurance/control and engineering personnel 
to determine the appropriateness ofactivities affecting quality conducted during 
fabrication, manufacturing and delivery of the replacement steam generators. 

b. Observations and Findings 

No findings were identified. 

(1) Policies and Procedures for Supplier Selection and Control 

The team reviewed Quality Assurance Manual, Section 17.2. 7, "Control of 
Purchased Material and Services," which defines the process used to ensure that 
purchased material, source material, and subcontracted services conform to 
applicable codes and standards. Section 11.2.7·.2 of the quality assurance manual 
provided measures for the approval and control of supplier~ and describes the 
methods that SCE uses to conduct technical and quality assurance evaluations of 
potential suppliers. Specifically, SCE evaluated an audit performed by Dominion (DA 
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2002-92, "Dominion Audit of Mitsubishi Heavy Industries"). The evaluation was 
performed and documented in accordance with SONGS policies and implementing 
procedures that govern the control of purchased material', equipment, and services. 
The results of SCE Evaluation MHl-01-04, "Evaluation and Review of Contractor, 
Consultant, Utility or Licensee Audit Report," stated that Mitsubishi was conditionally 
qualified for the fabrication and design of the replacement steam generators. An 
audit was performed by SCE when a sufficient quantity of work had been performed 
to demonstrate implementation of Mitsubishi's quality assurance program. Southern 
California Edison-'s oversight of Mitsubishi also included verification of Mitsubishi's 
activities during fabrication, inspections, testing and shipment of the procured item. 
After approximately 14 months from the initial evalu,ation SCE removed the 
conditional qualification based on results from Evaluation MHl-10SV-05, "Source 
Evaluation Report of MHI," dated February 8, 2006, and MHl-3SV-06, "Source 
Verification Report of MHI," dated May 3 2006, and implementation and verification 
of specific corrective actions. Part of the SONGS oversight plan of Mitsubishi 
included the placement of SCE quality assurance/quality control personnel 
(residents) at the Mitsubishi facility. Plc;in SGR~A10183, "Replacement Steam 
Generator Resident Oversight Pli;in," described the roles and responsibilities of the 
resident management, engineering, and quality oversight implementation strategy for 
the replacement steam generators. This oversight plan was created to provide 

. reasonable assurance that the design, licensing, fabrication, delivery, and 
acceptance of the SONGS replacement steam generators were performed in 
accordance with specified; SCE, industry, regulatory, and Code requirements. The 
team noted that after the resident was placed at Mitsubishi, Source Verifications and 
Surveillances performed by SCE decreased. After the NRC team conducted several 
interviews with the SCE personnel responsible for oversight of Mitsubishi it was 
determined that the resident provided adequate oven:;ight of Mitsubishi's activities. 
Nuclear Oversight Division Project Oversight Quarterly Reports were provided by 
SCE that demonstrated no decrease in SCE oversight of Mitsubishi. These 
responsibilities were shifted to the resident at Mitsubishi. During th~ review of the 
documentation generated by the resident the NRC team noted that the resident was 
performing these activities on behalf of SCE. 

(2) Purchase Order Review 

The team reviewed· purchase order 6C294014 from Edison Material Supply LLC, 
issued September 28, 2004, for the design, fabrication, and delivery of four 
replacement steam generators for SONGS Units 2 and 3. The procurement order 
stated that all related work was to be performed in accordance with Specification 
S023-617..;Q1, "Specifications for Design and Fabrication of RSG for Units 2 and 
Unit 3." Specification S023-617-01 identified the codes, standards, regulations and 
other documents applicable to the design, fabrication, and delivery of the 
replacement steam generators. For example Specification 8023-617:..01 invoked 
American Society of Mechanical Engineers Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, 
American National Standards, American Society for Testing and Materials 
Standards, and Electric Power R~search Institute Technical Report 016743-V2R1, 
"Guidelines for PWR Steam Generator Tubing Specifications and Repair, n among 
others. 
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(3) Supplier Audit and Surveillance Reports 

The team reviewed a sample of audits and surveillances performed on Mitsubishi to 
verify SCE's approval process of Mitsubishi and subcontracted services. The team 
noted that the audits and annual assessments reviewed were adequately 
documented and provided evidence of Mitsubishi's compliance with quality 
assurance requirements. The team also verified that audit reports supported the 
conclusions made by SCE. 

5.2 Mitsubishi Quality Assurance/Quality Control 

a. Inspection Scope 

The team reviewed Mitsubishi implementation of their quality assurance program to 
determine if it complied with the requirements of 1 O CFR 50, Appendix B, "Quality 
Assurance Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants and Fuel Reprocessing Plants." The 
team also reviewed a sample of reports from audits and surveys that Mitsubishi 
conducted of various subcontractors, such as Sumitomo to determine the adequacy 
of oversight provided by Mitsubishi activities affecting quality and that contracted 
activities were implemented in accordance with the Mitsubishi-approved quality 
assurance program. In addition, the team reviewed Mitsubishi's Approved Suppliers 
List to verify that vendors listed were qualified according to Mitsubishi's specifications 
.and that the list was maintained current. 

b. Observations and Findings 

No findings were identified. · 

( 1) Policies and Procedures for Supplier Selection and Control 

The team reviewed Mit?ubishi Quality Assurance Manual, Section 4, "Procurement 
Control,'1 of the which defines the process used to ensure that purchased material, 
source material, and subcontracted services conform to the applicable requirements 
of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers Code and to customer 
procurement documents. Section 4.4 of the Quality Assurance Manual provided 
measures for the approval and control of suppliers and described the process that 
Mitsubishi used to conduct surveys or audits, as required. Additionally, Section 4.4 
provided guidance for the preparation of purchase specifications and.subcontract 
specifications, induding the imposition of regulatory requirements for the American 
Society of Mechanical Engineers Code, Section Ill products.· 

The team reviewed Procedure BUH94-06, "Vendor Evaluation Procedure," which 
provid_ed guidance on the evaluation of the quality control capability of suppliers by 
performing surveys, audits and performance evaluations of the supplier quality 
assurance program. Procedure BUH94 .. Q6 provided a detailed description of the 
entire process to be followed by auditors before, during and after a survey/audit was 
Performed. 

No issues were identified. 
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(2) Supplier Audit and Surveillance Reports 

The team reviewec:I a sample of external audits and surveys to verify Mitsubishi's 
approval process of Sumitomo Metal Industries, Limited, Steel Tube Works and 
Sumitomo Metal Industries, Limited, Pipe & Tube Company Wakayama Steel Works. 
The team noted that the audits and annual assessments reviewed were adequately 
documented and provided evidence of each company's compliance with quality 
assurance program requirements. The team also verified that audit checklists were 
prepared and completed for the audit and contained sufficient objective evidence to 
support the conclusions made by Mitsubishi. 

During the review, the team learned that as a consequence of nonconformance 
report UHNR-SON-RSG-06N005 related to inadequate lot control during final mill 
annealing of the tubing, Mitsubishi issued a stop work order to Sumitomo. As part of 
their process Mitsubishi visited Sumitomo to find the root cause of the 
nonconformance. After a review of Sumitomo's corrective action, Mitsubishi was 
able to confirm the adequacy of the corrective actions and preventive actions. 
Mitsubishi released Stop Work Order UHH~G06A097 imposed on Sumitomo. 

On May 8, 2007, Mitsubishi performed Special Audit UHQ-07N004, on Sumitomo, in 
order to confirm adequacy of activities based on Sumitomo Corrective Action Plan 
UHCP-07N004. During the audit Mitsubishi found two findings and made one 
recommendation. Both findings required corrective action from Sumitomo. The 
Mitsubishi audit indicated that Sumitomo was not able to perform adequate activities 
for manufacturing heat transfer tubing in accordance with Sumitomo's shop manual. 
The causes of the deficiencies identified during the audit were a result of Sumitomo's 
staff failing to follow the shop ma.nual requirements. Becal,Jse the two findings were 
related to the stop work order, Mitsubishi did not allow Sumitomo to start 
manufacturing activities until adequate implementation of corrective acti.ons were 
confirmed by Mitsubishi. On June 21, 2007, Mitsubishi verified Sumitomo 
implementation of the corrective actions. Dµring this visit at Sumitomo, Mitsubishi 
verified the operations involving straight tube fabrication prior to tube bending 
operations were performed in accordance with Sumitomo's shop manual. Mitsubishi 
found that the same type of corrective actions taken by Sumitomo for straight tube 
fabrication operations applied to tube bending operations. During the review of the 
implementation of the corrective actions Mitsubishi could not verify acceptability of 
Sumitomo tube fabrication operations for the tube bending process. Mitsubishi 
allowed Sumitomo to restart operation only for the straight tube fabrication. On July 
_13, 2007, Mitsubishi subsequently confirmed the adequacy of Sumitomo corrective 
actions on tube bending processes. Mitsubishi verified that the bending operations . 
followed the requirement of the Sumitomo' shop manual. On July 17, 2007, 
Mitsubishi lifted the restrictions imposed on Sumitomo and they were allowed to 
restart operations. 

No issues were identified. 

(3) Maintenance of the Approved Supplier List 
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The team reviewed Mitsubishi Quality Assurance Manual Section 4, "Procurement 
Control," which defined the controls for the maintenance, distribution, and update of 
Qualified Vendor List UES-20100006. According to Section 4, the Nuclear Plant 
Quality Assurance Section had the responsibility for preparing, approving, and 
distributing the qualified vendor list and any subsequent revisions. In addition, a 
review by the quality assurance engineer was required prior to final document 
approval. Mitsubishi was informed of changes to their supplier's quality assurance 
manuals through procurement requirements imposed on the suppliers on their 
certificate of qualification as an approved vendor. If the vendor did not maintain their 
quality assurance program, they were removed from the qualified vendor list. Prior 
to issuing a Quality Assurance Manual revision, approved vendors were required to 
send a copy to Mitsubishi for review and approval, after which Mitsubishi updated the 
qualified vendor list With the latest revision number and date. 

No issues were identified. 

5.3 Quality Assurance Conclusion 

The team concluded that the quality assurance program requirements for quality 
activities to support the replacement steam ge,,erator project were consistent With the 
requirements of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B. The team also concluded that SCE's and 
Mitsubishi's quality assurahce program requirements were appropriately translated into 
implementing procedures to support the replacement steam generator project. 

6.0 Implementation of Steam Generator Industry Information (Charter Item 6} (Mitsubishi 
Charter Item 3) 

a. Inspection Scope 

The team reviewed procurement documentation, Mitsubishi design documentation, and 
the 10 CFR 50.59 review package to assess SCE's and Mitsubishi's consideration and 
implementation (as appropriate} of operating experience as part of the steam generator 
replacement project, and in the steam generator tube inspections conducted-during the 
current outages for SONGS Units 2 and 3. The team interviewed various personnel with 
respect to operating experience considerations relating to major design changes 
incorporated into the replacement steam gen·erators. The team reviewed operating 
experience in NRC generic communications and worldwide plant operating experience 
that might potentially be relevant to conditions observed at SONGS. 

b. Observations and Findings 

No findings were identified. 

The original steam generators installed throughout the domestic fleet of pressurized 
water reactors, including SONGS, experienced widespread corrosion of the tubes and 
tube support plates, stress corrosion cracl<;ing of.the tubes, and wear at tube supports. 
These problems led to the replacement of nearly all of the original steam generators, in 
most cases well before the ehd qf their design lifetime. For SONGS, the design of the 
replacement st~am generators included a number of design changes to correct life 
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limiting problems with the original steam generators, based in part on consideration of 
SONGS-specific and industry-wide operating experience. This included use of more· · 
corrosion resistant materials for the tubing and tube support plates to mitigate corrosion 
and stress corrosion cracking issues experienced in the past. The licensee's bid 
specification required that the stay cylinder feature of the original steam generators be 
eliminated to maximize the number of tubes that could be installed in the replacement 
steam generators and to mitigate past problems with tube wear at tube supports caused 
by relatively cool water and high flow velocities in the central part of the tube bundle. 
Mitsubishi employed a broached trefoil tube support plates instead of the egg crate 
supports in the original design. In addition to providing for better control of tube to 
support plate gaps and easier assembly, the broached tube support plates were 
intended to address past problems with the egg crate supports by providing less line of 
contact and faster flow between the tubes and support plates, reducing the potential for 
deposit buildup and corrosion. Mitsubishi selected au-bend configuration for the upper 
part of the tube bundle instead of the square bend design of the original steam 
generators based on its experience that u-bends were easier to fabricate and supp0rt 
and were easier to inspect. 

The team's review of Mitsubishi design documentation for the anti-vibration bars . 
indicates that Mitsubishi considered wear in the u•bend region as the most important 
issue affec~ing the anti-vibration bar design. Mitsubishi reviewed operating experience 
regarding wear in the u-bend region of replacement steam generators and trended the 
experience data as a function of steam generatormanufacturer, tube packing 
arrangements (tube pitch, square versus triangular arrays), and steam generator size. 
The SONGS steam· generators are relatively large, and Mitsubishi acknowledged that 
this and the tight tube packing geometry could affect wear experience. Mitsubishi stated 
that the SONGS replacement steam generator were designed to minimize these 
concerns by providing more support points with shorter spans in the u-bend region along 
with effective zero gaps between the tubes and anti-vibration bars during steam 
generator operation. Mitsubishi manufacturing was designed on achieving very small 
uniform gaps betwe;3n the tubes and anti-vibration bars during assembly. 

Engineering Change Package NECP 800071703 for the replacement steam generators 
evaluated industry operating experience as it related to the manufacture and operation 
of the replacement steam generatprs. Several of these experiences related to 
fabrication issues, lack of weld quality, material defects1 loose parts, lack of cleanliness, 
and failure to fully expand tubes in the tubesheet. The licensee. found most of these 
issues to be applicable to the replacement steam generators at SONGS. but that these 
kinds of issues would be adequately addressed by the supplier's (typically Mitsubishi) 
augmented quality assurance procedures and continuous quality oversight by the 
licensee. The licensee also cited augmented receipt inspections, in-process 
verifications, foreign material exclusion and control, and cleanliness inspections on the 
part of the supplier or the licensee, as applicable, as addressing these issues. 

The licensee addressed industry operating experiences relating to stress corrosion 
cracking of steam generator tubing by noting that the Alloy 690 thermally treated tubing 
in the replacement steam generators were expected to be substantially more resistant to 
stress corrosion cracking than the tubing alloys used in earlier model steam generators. 
The licensee also addressed experience at another unit which experienced tie rod and 
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consequential tube bow as a result of differential thermal expansion between the tubes 
and shroud and unexpected interference between some tube support plates. The stay 
rod (equivalent to tie rods at other unit) and shroud material for the replacement steam 
generators have been selected to have similar coefficients of thermal expansion which 
would preclude a similar problem. 

Steam Generator Degradation Assessment 51-9176667-001 (prepared by AREVA) 
supporting steam generator inspections during the current outages for Units 2 and 3 
evaluated industry operating experience relating to steam generator in-service 
inspections. This included operating experience reports, including NRG Information 
Notice 2010·05, "Management Of Steam Generator Loose Parts And Automated Eddy 
Current Data Analysis," relating to eddy current test probe issues and data analysis 
errors. In response to these issues, SCE personnel stated that specific training was 
given to the data analysts at SONGS on the lesson~ learned from these experiences 
and where applicable, appropriate data was included in the SONGS site specific 
performance demonstration. The licensee also described additional measures that 
would be taken at SONGS to address these issues. The review also addressed 
operating experience reports dealing with unexpected tube support indications or lack 
thereof. In response, SCE stated that indicated anti-vibration bar locations by eddy 
current will be compared to the anti-vibration bar locations specified in the Mitsubishi 
design drawings. 

Steam Generator Degradation Assessment 51-9176667-001 also addressed numerous 
operating experience reports involving loose parts and foreign objects in steam 
generators, inclading several instances involving resultant damage to steam generator 
tubing. These reports included NRC Information Notices 2004-10, "Loose Parts in 
Steam Generators," 2004-16, "Tube Leakage Due to a Fabrication Flaw in a 
Replacement Steam Generator," and 2004-17, "Loose Part Detection and Computerized 
Eddy Current Analysis in Stearn Generators. n Some of these reports dealt with eddy 
current probes, or pieces of probes, which were left behind as loose parts on the primary 
side. Most of the operating experience reports related to lose parts and foreign objects 
on the steam generator secondary side. In response, SCE approach for addressing this 
issue was through procedure changes and secondary side visual inspections which 
included the open tube lane, the entire peripheral annulus, and appropriate visual 
examination followup on eddy current indications of possible loose parts; The inspection 
with the exception of the loose parts component was performed, as scheduled, during 
the current refueling outage for SONGS Unit 2. The inspection for loose parts will be 
performed at the first scheduled inspection during the next refueling outage. The team 
noted that possible loose parts indications were not found during the 100 percent eddy 
current test inspection of the Unit 3 steam generators during the current outage. The 
team also noted that secondary side visual inspections were performed in the upper 
bundle area of the Unit 3 steam generators to evaluate the tube·to-retainer bar 
intersections and in a limited area above the 7th tube support plate. 

The NRC staff issued many generic communications relating to steam generator tube 
integrity issues since the 1980s. The team reviewed these documents and determined 
that many of these related to the potential for stress corrosion cracking of the tubes 
which the staff found was not expected to be a concern for the thermally treateq Alloy 
690 material in the SONGS replacement steam generators by virtue of Its greatly 
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enhanced resistance to stress corrosion cracking. Most of the others related to 
problems encountered with eddy current flaw detection and sizing, the occurrence and 
detection of loose parts/foreign objects, and monitoring of primary to secondary leakage. 

The team reviewed NRC generic communications not falling into one of the above 
categories for potential relevance to SONGS Unit 2 and 3. One of these was NRC 
Information Notice 2004·16 concerning an operational leakage event at another plant 
due to damage caused by a packing screw during transport to the steam generator 
manufacturer. The licensee stated in its steam generator change package that this 
incident was precluded for SCE by prohibiting the use of screws and nails as fasteners 
for tubing shipping crates. The licensee also addressed NRC Information 
Notice 2007 37, "Buildup of Deposits in Steam Generator," concerning fatigue of a low 
row u-bend at a foreign unit as a result of deposit build up and lack of support for the low 
row u-bend. Engineering Change Package NECP 800071703 spe~ified that this type of 
incident was precluded in the replacement steam generators by virtue of anti-vibration 
bar supports extending to the low row u-bends. Steam Generator Degradation 
Assessment 51-9176667-001 documented that this type of problem reflected an 
advanced stage of deposit accumulation that was not anticipated for the foreseeable 
future in the SONGS replacement steam generat~rs. 

c. Conclusions 

The team's review indicated that lessons learned from these NRC generic 
communication documents had generally been incorpor~ted into industry guideline 
documents relating to steam generator inspections, monitoring of primary-to-secondary 
leakage, and other guidelines documents prepared by the Electrical Power Research 
Institute. This information was incorporated into SCE's design specifications, inspection 
and, leakage monitoring guidelines. 

7.0 Packing, Shipping, Handling. and Receipt Inspection (Charter Item 7) 

a. Inspection Scope 

The team interviewed licensee personnel involved with the packing, shipping, handling, 
and receipt inspection of the replacemenfsteam generators. In addition, the team 
reviewed SCE receipt acceptance criteria to assess if critical attributes were 
appropriately specified and if the licensee had the ability to assess acceptability of 
meeting those acceptance criteria. The team reviewed' evaluations associated with 
supplier deviation reports, nuclear notifications and changes to handling specifications. 
With respect to replacement steam generators the team focused on differences in 
SONGS shipping, handling, and receipt acceptance between the Unit 2 and 3 steam 
generators from the manufacturing site in Japan to final installation on site. 

b. Observations and Findings 

~ings .. -.>ere identified. 
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The team identified three unre!?olved items for which additional information is required to 
determine if performance deficiencies exist or if the issues constitute violations of NRC 
requirements. ' 

(1) Introduction: The team identified an unresolved item associated with Unit 3 steam 
generators not shipped in accordance with specification 8023-617-01, "Design and 
Fabrication of Replacement Stearn Generators for Unit 2 and Unit 3," Revision 4, and 
requirements for handling, storage, and shipping. Specifically, ANSI N45.2-1977, 
"Quality Assurance Program Requirements for Nuclear Facilities," required a special 
protective environment for handling, storage, and shipping of the replacement steam 
generators. However, because of schedule changes, the Unit 3 protective 
environment which included maintaining a nitrogen pressure and a monitoring plan 
was altered significantly. 

Description: The team evaluated specifications associated with the shipping and 
handling of the Unit 2 and 3 replacement steam generators. Based on the 
information evaluated by the team, the steam generators procurement and shipping 
specifications required monitoring and maintenance of nitrogen atmosphere inside 
the replacement steam generators during shipment. Supplier Deviation Request 
SOR 10041870-09091 dated December 1, 2009, documents a request "not to control 
the positive pressure, the dew point of nitrogen, and the oxygen content on the 
primary and secondary side of the Unit 3 replacement st~am generators to 
accelerate delivery schedule." 

Specification 8023-617-01, Section 3.16.3, specifies the supplier shall be 
responsible for monitoring and maintaining nitrogen atmosphere inside the steam 
generators during their shipping from Mitsubi!:!hi to the California port discharge 
point. The team noted that Unit 3 steam generators did not require, monitoring or 
control of dew point, oxygen concentration, inside nitrogen pressure. The team 
could not identify if this was properly evaluated (Reference Section 5 of shipping and 
handling procedure $023-617-1-M1350). 

Additional review and follow up will be required to review the evaluations and 
corrective actions associated with the maintaining the Unit 3 replacement steam 
generators protective environment during shipping and then determine whether this 
issue represents a performance deficiency or constitutes a violation of NRC · 
requirements. This issue is identified as URI 05000362/201.2007-05, "Shipping 
Requirements not in Accordance to Industry Standards." 

(2) Introduction: The team identified an unresolved item associated with the shipping 
and handling specifications requiring methods of tube bundle support. The team 
could not determine if this requirement to''provide a tube bundle support method was 
adequately evaluated by SCE. 

Description: Based on the information gathered by the team on shipping ·and 
handling specifications associated with the Unit 2 and 3 replacement steam 
generators, the team could not determine that Mitsubishi or SCE adequately 
considered the potential impact of not providing methods of tube bundle supports as 
required in Specification 8023-617-01. In response to the: team questions regarding 
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tube bundle support methods, the team was provided with results from 
Procedure L5-04GA069, "Sagging Measurement Procedure," Revision 7. However 
the team noted the procedure is considered a non-quality affecting procedure and 
used for reference only. 

Additional review and follow up will be required to review the evaluations associated 
with the requirements to provide tube bundle support during shipping for the Unit 2 
and 3 steam generators and then determine whether this issue represents a 
performance ,deficiency or constitutes a violation of NRC requirements. This issue is 
identified as URI 05000362/2012007-06. qShipping Requirements not in Accordance 
to Design and Fabrication Specifications." 

(3) Introduction: The team identified an unresolved item associated with evaluation of 
excessive shipping induced forces of Unit 3 replacement ste~m generator 3E-088. 

Description: The team reviewed the SG shipping accelerometer data reports for both 
Unit2 and Unit 3. In addition, the team also reviewed shipping and handling records 
and identified the following: 

• Different transoceanic shipping companies and ships were used (U2: Happy 

Ranger, U3: Enchanter) 

• During the discharge from the ship Unit 3 replacement steam generator 3E0-88 
(38) recorded simultaneous signals on the three attached accelerometers 

• Unit 3 steam generator 3E0-88 was the only steam generator to record 
$imultaneous signals on the three attached accelerometers 

• Unit 3 steam generators received significantly more accelerometers hits 
compared to Unit 2 

Unit 3 replacement steam generator 3E0-88 accelerometers indicated up to a 1.23 g 
spike with a simultaneous recording on all three of the attached accelerometers. 
Mitsubishi provided an evaluation of the forces which showed loads were within 
allowable stress limits but exceeded stress for an operating basis earthquake. The 
team was not able to determine if this was properly considered. 

Additional review by the NRC is required to fully assess if the shipping forces 
contributed to the tube-to-tube wear in Unit 3 and then ,determine whether this issue 
represents a performance deficiency or constitutes a violation of NRC requirements. 
This issue is identified as URI 05000362l2012007-d7, "Unit 3 Ste.am 
Generator 3E0-88 Stresses Related to Handling." 

c. Conclusions 

The team identified three unresolved items related to the shipment of Unit 3 steam 
generators; however, the team did not identify any connection between these shipping 
changes and the unexpected tube-to-tube wear. 

· The unresolved items are : 
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• Shipping Requirements not in accordance with Industry Standards 
• Shipping Requirements not in accordance with Design and Fabrication 

· Specifications 
• Unit 3 Steam Generator 3E0-88 Stresses Related to handling 

8.0 Thermal-hydraulic arid Flow Induced Vibration Modeling (Charter Item 8) 

a. Inspection Scope 

The team conducted and overall review of Mitsubishi thermal-hydraulic design 
documents and drawings used in the manufacture of the Units 2 and 3 steam 
generators. The team developed an independent ATHOS model to run- simulations for 
various operating conditions to assess thermal-hydraulic phenomena in the steam 
generators afld assess differences in key parameters based on changing operating 
conditions. The objective of the modeling was to understand the interactions of the key 
parameters to compare ATHOS modeling results to the degradation trends found during 
the eddy current inspections. 
~e team 'Nas not-able-t<;, perform any indepenEleRt tube vibration analysis because the 
NRG does not have the associated vibration soft\\!are programs. Howe•1er, sinoe t\vo 
The team reviewed portions of the vibration modeling. Two key outputs of the thermal
hydraulic; code are inputs to the vibration model, the ATHOS model results for fluid 
velocity and void fraction were used to predict increases or decreases in vibration forces 
and amplitude. 

b. Observations and Findings 

No findings v.iere identifieG.. 

The team identified one unresolved item for which. additional information is required to 
determine if a performance deficiency exists or if the.issue constitutes a violation of NRC 
requirements. 

( 1) Introduction: The team identified an unresolved i~em associated with the adequacy 
of Mitsubishi's FIT-Ill thermal-hydraulic code. The FIT-Ill code predicted non
conservative low velocity and low void fraction results which were used as inputs to 
the Vibration code FIVATS. These non-conservative thermal-hydraulic results lead 
Mitsubishi to conclude that margins to instability were signifiqantly larger than they 
actually were, 

Description: Replacement steam generators were designed and Jl1anufactured in 
accordance with SONGS Design Specification S023-817-1andASME Section lll, 
"Rules for Construction of Nuclear Facility Components". The replacement steam 
generators had enhanced materials and maintenance. 

The tube bundle, comprised of 9727 u-tubes, is supported by a set of seven tube 
support plates which are maintained and spaced by a, network of tie-rods. The ends 
of the u-tubes were welded onto the tube sheet lower face cladding and were full 
depth expanded in the tube sheet holes. The U'-bends are supported by a st;t of 6 
anti-vibration bars, having a maximum of 12 contact points, in the center of the 
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bundle. For shorter tubes near the periphery, a fewer number of anti.:.vibration bars 
are present.· 

One of the major enhancements of the replacement steam generators was the use of 
Alloy-690 tubing versus Alloy-600 for corrosion resistance. Alloy-690 has lower heat 
conductivity so, to achieve the same power, the heat transfer surface area must be 
increased by at least 10 percent. This required more tubes to be used in the 
replacement steam generators. The increased number of tubes resulted in a more 
tightly compacted tube bundle and elimination of the stay cylinder. The increase in 
the number of tubes could lead to increases in primary reactor coolant flow through 
the steam generators. Orifices were installed inmachined as part of the steam 
generator inlet nozzles to ensure maximum allowed primary system flowrates were 
not exceeded. 

The tube layout indexing or incrementation used in these generators was smaller 
than other replacement steam generator designs. The tjghter indexing results in 
smaller pitch/diameter ratio in critical regions of the tube bundle u-bends. In addition; 
it was noted that the anti-vibration bar support structure is not connected to the 
wrapper for lateral or vertical support; instead the anti-vibration bar system structure 
is only supported vertically by resting on the tubes. 

Other operational and physical comparisons of the replacementsteam generators 
and original steam generators were reviewed by the team and no significant 
differences were noted. 

Additional review by the NRC is required to fully assess the adequacy of Mitsubishi's 
FIT-Ill thermal-hydraulic code and then determine whether this issue represents a 
performance deficiency or constitutes,a violation of NRC requiremE:;nts. This Issue is 
identified as URI 05000362/2012007-08, "Non-Conservative Thermal~Hydraulic 
Model Result$.'' 

(2) Thermal-Hydraulic and Vibration Assessments 

The replacement steam generators thermal. hydraulic operation and responses were 
based on the steam generator design geometric characteri.stics and operating 
parameters of the reactor coolant flow and temperature and the secondary feedwater 
flow arid temperature. Calculations were performed for 0 to 100 percent power, 
beginning-of-life and end-of-life conditions considering limiting tube plugging and 
fouling. The important actual operating parameters 'selected for use in the model 
were saturation pressure, circulation ratio, steam flowrate, tube and shell side 

. pressure drops, water and steam inventories, and global heat transfer coefficient. 

Mitsubishi used the SSPC (Steady State Performance Calculation) code to compute 
these operational parameters, as described in Mitsubishi Document L5-04GAS 1 O; 
"Thermal and Hydraulic Parametric Calculations," Revision 5. The FIT-Ill code was 
used to determine thermal-hydraulic fluid flow conditions, with the results described 
in Mitsubishi Document L5-04GA521, "3D Thermal and Hydraulic Analysis," 
Revision 3. The FIVATS code was used to compute tube stability ratios that are 
used to predict tube vibration, with results described in Mitsubishi 
Document L5•04GA504 "Evaluation of Tube Vibration," Revision 3. In addition, the 
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ABAQUS code was used compute stress and natural vibration frequency, and a 
code called IVHET was used for tube wear analysis. The key design code for tube 
bundle design and vibration analysis is thermal-hydraulic code FIT-111 since it 
computes the two key parameters (fluid velocity and density 1) that are the primary 
contributors to the onset of fluid-elastic instability, which indicates the potential for 
excessive tube vibration. 

The Mitsubishi acceptance criterion for vibration was to avoid fluid-elastic instabili~y 
of tube spans by keeping the calculated stability ratios less than t. Mitsubishi used 
the approach given in the ASME code Section Ill, Division 1, Appendix N-1330, 
"Flow-Induced Vibration of Tubes and Tube Banks," to calculate stability ratios and 
they also avoided natural frequencies of the tubes similar to the reactor coolant 
pump dynamic frequencies. 

Design specific flow induced vibration analysis was performed for select U-bend 
tubes exposed to the greatest vibration risk, generally thqse with longest 
unsupported length under most limiting operating condition (lowest steam pressure, 
end of life design conditions). The phenomenon of fluid-elastic instability of tubes is 
characterized by cross-flow velocity (for out-of-plane mode) and normal velocity (for 
in-plane mode) where the local velocities exceed a critical velocity value (given via 
Conners' Equation2

). The parameter of local velocity divided by critical velocity is 
referred to as stability ratio. The accuracy of calculating fluid-elastic instability is 
limited based on inputs that are best determined by design-specific mockup test 
data. Mitsubishi did not perform design-specific mockup tests, but used generally 
accepted test data, and other data based on Mitsubishi test rigs that were not 
specific to the. SONGS replacement steam generator design. 

If operating velocities reach this critical value, vibration ampiitudes can increase 
rapidly and fluid-elastic instability forces can lead to rapid pulsation and damaging of 
t1,1bes. The U-bend region is most susceptible because (1) the local Huid has a 
higher void fraction, with high velocities; (2) the fluid flow is in a direction normal to 
the tube, and (3) the anti-vibration bars are limited in their dampening capability 
along the plane of the tubes. Traditional design of anti-vibration bar systems have 
not considered in-plane fluid forces since it was accepted that the rigidity and 
dampening strength of the tube in this direction was adequate to preclude it. This 
event at SONGS Is the first US operating fleet experience of in-plane fluid-elastic 
instability, sufficient to cause tub~to-tube contact and wear in the U-bend region. 

The team noted that Design Specification 8023-617-1 did not address specific 
criteria for stability ratio and does not mention fluid-elastic instability. The team did 
find that the Mitsubishi calculated design val1,1es for stability ratios did not exceed 0.5. 
It is important to note, that each steam generator manufacturer has different design 
values for maximum stability ratios; therefore there is no standard vatue. The 
smaller that the design stability ratio is (has to be less than 1 ), the more margin to 
fluid-elastic instability. 

1 Void fractions and density are inversely proportional. . 
2 Fluidelastic Vibration of Heat Exi:himger Tube Arrays, Journal of Mechanical design - Volume l 00 -April 1978, 
H.J. Connors, JR. 
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Mitsubishi computed the flow-induced vibration status of the steam generators in 
Document L5-04GA504, "Evaluation of Tube Vibration;'' Revision ·3. The critical flow 
velocity, Uc, was obtained using the Connors' Equation based on output fluid 
velocities and densities. from their FIT-Ill thermal-hydraulic model. The critical flow 
veloeity is then calculated based on damping ratio, tube mass, tube outside 
diameter, averaged local cross flow gap velocity, and fluid density per selected tube. 
The method is based on formulations given in the ASME code Section Ill, Division 1, 
Appendix N-1330, "Fluid Elastic Instability". The ratio of normal-to-tube cross flow 
gap velocity to this critical velocity defines· the "stability ratio". 

Steam generator vendors must develop specific methods based on the thermal
hydraulic code selected and experimental data used to determine coefficients in the 
Conners' Equation for their particular steam generator design. The experimental 
data used' in det~rmining the coefficients can be developed from in-house tests or 
taken from published industry data. Mitsubishi indicated that in their methodology 
two conservatisms were used in their bundle vibration analysis: (1) FIT-Ill gap 
velocities were averaged and multiplied by 1.5 and (2) one of 12 anti-vibration bars 
contacts were assumed to be inactive. The team noted that in Mitsubishi Document 
L5-04GA504, "Evaluation of Tube Vibration," Revision 3, the 1.5 multiplier was not 
an added conservatism but a requirement, needed to match test data results. 

The team developed an independent model of the new steam generators using the 
ATHOS thermal hydraulic code3

. The calculations were intended to assess 
operating cycle differences between Units 2 and 3 steam generators and review 
thermal hydraulic phenomena within the steam generators in order to investigate key 
parameters and causal factors for the excessive tube wear rates. The NRC ATHOS 
calculations determined that the differences in primary inlet temperature and steam 
flow between the units were negligible. NRG ATHOS results indicated high void 
fractions and high u-bend gap velocities existed in the bundle as compared to 
Mitsubishi FIT-Ill analyses used for design. 

Mitsubishi provided a comparison of their ATHOS model to their FIT-Ill model 
results. The Mitsubishi ATHOS model fluid velocities were approximately 3 times 
higher than the FIT-Ill model~velocities with the 1.5 multiplier applied. Other 
independent code calculations, including an analysis by Westinghouse using their in
house modified version of ATHOS and an analysis by AREVA using their French 
code CAFCA4 showed similar thermal-hydraulic results (up to 4 times higher 
velocities than FIT-Ill) as those computed in the Mitsubishi ATHOS results and the 
NRC independent ATHOS calculations. Based on these comparisons, it was 
concluded thafthe FIT-Iii code and model results used for design were non
conservative even with the multiplier applied. 

Most of the experimental work in fluid-elastic instability has been carried out for tWo
phase flow, with an air-water medium. Accepted industry data, as presented by the 

3 ATHOS/SGAP Version 3.1: Analysis of the Thermal-Hydraulics of a Steam Generator, 2008 
4 R. Voilette, M. J. Pettigrew, N. W. MureiLhi, "Fluidelastic Instability of an Array of Tubes Preferentially Flexible 
in the Flow Direction Subjected to Two-Phase Cross F\o\v," Trans. ASME, Journal of Pressure Vessel Technology, 
128, 148 (2006). 
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Mitsubishi, shows that in staggered array bundles (triangular pitch, pitch/diameter 
=1.33), the onset of tube instability for modern steam generators, such as SONGS 
steam generators, can start at tube gap velocities above 6 meter/sec (pending 
effectiveness of the dampening structure)4

• The NRC ATHOS model results 
indicated that there was a substantial localized region in the lower hot side of the u
bends where velocities exceeded 6 m/sec. 

The NRC ATHOS calcula~ions were compared to gap velocities computed both with 
the Mitsubishi ATHOS and the FIT-Ill models. Since· tube R142C88 was the only 
one common for each of the analyses, it can be used as basis for comparison. The 
effective peak velocities were as follows: 

• NRC ATHOS - 5.2 m/sec 
• Mitsubishi A THOS - 5.6 m/sec 
• Mitsubishi FIT-111-2.5 m/sec 

Both the NRC and Mitsubishi ATHOS results were reasonably consistent and 
strongly suggested that high velocities coupled with high void fraction were primary 
causal factors in the tube fluid-elastic instability and the excessive wear patterns 
observed in the Unit 3 steam generators. 

The team reviewed the verification and validation of both the Mitsubishi FIT-Ill 
thermal-hydraulic and FIVATS tube vibration models as stated in Specification 
5023-617-1, Revision 4. The specification required Mitsubishi to design and build 
the ~team generators in accordance with ASME NQA-1, "Quality Assurance 
Requirements for Nuclear-Facility Applications," 1994, Subpart 2.7 "Computer 
Software" and Mitsubishi's quality assurance program. 

The team reviewed Mitsubishi's verification and validation Report KAS-20050201, 
"FIT-Ill Gode Validation Report," Revision 2. The report concluded the FIT-111 code 
was valid for prediction of velocity and density behavior of two-phase flow under 
nominal conditions for the secondary side of PWR steam generators. 

T_he team reviewed Mitsubishi's verification and validation Report KAS-20040253, 
"FIVATS Code Validation and Qualification Report," Revision 3. The FIVATS model 
was designed to calculate the stability ratios by using the flow velocity and density 
distributions from the FIT-111 model. The FIVATS model primarily usetj the Conners' 
Equation, and validation was performed mainly by comparison to hand calculation; 
however, Mitsubishi used a mock-up test facility with a simple anti-vibration bar 
structure as part of their validation effort. The report concluded that adequate 
validation and qualification was performed to show compliance to softw.are 
req1,1irements and that the ~ope could predict flow-induced vibration. 

The team requested additional information as part of the verification and validation of 
the FIT-Ill thermal-hydraulic model. Mitsubishi provided several additional reports. 
One of the reports showed .benchmarking comparisons to a French test facility 
program called .CLOTAIRE in 1986. Another report conducted in 2002, showed 
comparisons between FIT-Ill and ATHOS, and concluded that both codes had good 
correlation with the CLOT AIRE experimental data. Because of the limited 
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information provided, the team could not determine the validity of the benchmarking 
of FIT-Ill. 

Overall, the team determined that the validation and verification of the FIT-Ill code 
did not present overwhelming evidence that this code has been adequately 
benchmarked. The team did not find any problems with the validation of the FIVA TS 
code. 

(3) NRC ATHOS Results 

Figure 1 

Figures 1 through 4 (different view angles of same results) show results, with low Thot 

and low steam pressure and present a 30 isometric encapsulation of steam qualities 
(red scale} at and above 0.9 (i.e., void fraction > 0.99) and field velocities at and 
above 6.0 m/sec (white scale). 

The ATHOS model results of high steam quality and steam velocity closely align with 
the area of concern (tube-to-tube wear) in the Unit 3 replacement steam generators. 
In Figure 5, the code predicted regions of high void fraction and high steam velocities 
(vertically located z-axis cut at about 20 inches above the Jlh TSP) are superimposed 
with tube-to-tube wear indications from Unit 3 steam generator 3E0-88. 

The tube-to-tube wear indications align with anti-vibration bar wear indication trends; 
however, the anti .. vibration. bar wear patterns appear to indicate a more square-like, · 
essentially rectangular behavior that suggests that there may also Qe a mechanical, 
fabrication, assembly, and/or material contribution to the tube-to-tube wear 
degradation. 
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Figure 2 
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The ATHOS code predicted regions of high void fraction and high stean:i velocities are 
Figure 5 superimposed with tube-to-tube wear indications from Unit 3 steam generator 3E0-88 

The·NRC analysis indicated a correlatioliwithth~_tube'-to-tube wear b~setf on~ 
combination of high void fraction and high steam velocities. It should be noted that 
the traditiohal forcing f1,mction, fluid velocity squared times density·, does not show 
good agreement with the tube-to-tube wear patterns. This indicated that the high 
quality steam fluid velocities and high void fraction m~y be.sufficiently high to cause 
conditions in the generators conducive for onset of fluid-elastic instability. · 
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The above analyses apply equally to Units 2 and 3, so it does not explain why the 
accelerated fluid-elastic instability wear damage was significantly greater in Unit 3 
steam generators. The ATHOS thermal-hydraulic model predict$ bulk fluid behavior 
based on first principals and empirical correlations and as a result it is not able to 
evaluate mechanical, fabrication, or structural material differences or other 
phenomena that may be unique to each steam generator. Therefore this analysis 
cannot account for these mechanical factors and differences which could very likely 
also be contributing to the tube degradation. 

c. Conclusion 

The team identified one unresolved item associated with the non-conservative FIT-Ill 
thermal-hydraulic model results. 

Based on independent NRC thermal-hydraulic analysis, the team concluded that the 
SONGS replacement steam generators were not designed with adequate margin to 
preclude the onset of fluid-elastic instability. Therefore unless changes are made to the 
operation or configuration of the steam generators, high fluid velocities and high void 
fractions in localized regions in the u-bend will continue to cause excessive tube wear 
and accelerated wear that could result in tube leakage and/or tube rupture. The 
deficiencies appear to be related to Mitsubishi's FIT-Ill thermal hydraulic code having 
predicted non-conservative low velocity results and low void fractions. These results 
Jeaaled Mitsubishi to conclude that margins to instability were significantly larger than 
they actually are. This assessment is based ·on eddy current data, NRC ATHOS 
analysis, Mitsubishi ATHOS analysis, and other thermal-hydraulic analyses completed 
by Westinghouse and AREVA that all identified significantly higher fluid velocities and 
void fractions than FIT-Ill. 

Based on the cause evaluation and corrective action plan, SCE determined that the best 
solution to prevent tube-to-tube wear was to conservatively plug and stabilize the 
affected areas. By taking the impacted tubes out-of-service, SCE determined that this 

· should reduce the potential for rocalized fluid velocities reaching critical velocity. In 
addition, in order to ensure sufficient margin to preclude the onset of fluid-elastic 
instability, SCE determined that reactor power would also have to .be reduced. At this 
time SCE is still developing additional corrective actions· to prevent tube-to-tube wear. 
The actions have not been finalized and no determination has been made. concerning 
the appropriate power level. The NRC has not made any conclusions on the proposed 
corrective actions. Once the corrective actions have been finalized, they will be 
reviewed and evaluateainspected as part of the Confirmatory Action Letter followup 
inspection. 
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9.0 Risk Assessment (Charter Item 9) 

a. Inspection Sco12e 

The team reviewed the steam generator tube leak and failures of multiple steam 
generator tubes during in-situ pressure testing to support an assessment of the risk of 
the degraded steam generator tubes during various accident conditions, including a 
main ~earn line break accident. 

b. Observations and Findings 

No findings were identified. 

An NRC senior reactor analyst performed a preliminary risk assessment, though 
additional information will be needed.to oompleto this analysis.:. The risk iscomposed of 
two parts: (1) c;.t non-consequential steam line break that induces a steam generator 
tube rupture, specifically involving the degraded tubes; and (2) an elevated risk of a tube 
rupture as an initiating event. 

Assuming that a steam line break would cause the degraded steam generator tubes to 
rupture during a "T/2" exposure period of 6 months yielded a change in the large early 
release frequency of 4E-6/yr. This v.1-0uld be cha~Gteri:i!ed as havin§ a "yellow" 
sigAifieance. HovJe\'er, the licenseeHowever, SCE informed the NRC that a calculation 
is under review that will likely indicate that the differential pressures generated by a 
steam line break_ would not be large enough to rupture the degraded tubes as long as 
operators successfully implemented their emergency proced1.:1res. lfthis is confirmed, the 
risk associated with steam line breaks will be significantly reduced. 

Although in this case the degraded condition of the tubes was manifested as a small 
primary to secondary leak, it is possible that a full-blown rupture could have been the 
first indication. The change iribaseline core damage frequency of a steam generator tube 
rupture, according to the San OnofreSONGS SPAR model, is 4.26E-7/yr. Because of an 
unmitigated bypa$S of containment, the change in large early release frequency is also 
4.2'6E-7/yr.-!Hs difficult to determine how much Assuming conservatively that the 
steam generator tube rupture frequency was changed by the degraded tubes,. but a · 
senseFVative estimate ·1.-ould be that it would at least doubled. IA this oasedouble, the 
ehafl§eincrease in large early release frequency attributable to the degraded tubes 
would be approximately 2.13E-7/yr (oonsiderir:igtaking into account a 6-month exposure 
period};-wfNe~ld be assigned a "white" signifieanca1 

!Ht-It should be noted, this is later determined that the degradationa preliminary 
assessment of the steam-geRer-atar tubes was the result of a licenseerisk requiring 
additional information and inspection to ascertain whether a performante defieiency,.tRe 
risk 'of this condition '.viii be assessed formally exists. This does not include or preclude 
regulatory or enforcement action by 1;1sing the significanee aetermin·ation processthe 
NRG~ 
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10.0 Assess Quality Assurance. Radiological Controls. and Safety Culture Components 
{Charter ltem10) 

a. Inspection Scope 

The team reviewed the event, operator actions, management decisions, steam 
generator eddy cu.rrent examinations, in-situ pressure testing, and tube plugging and 
stabilization activities to determine whether issues related to quality assurance, 
radiological controls, or safety culture existed. 

b. Observations and Findings 

No findings were identified. 

Region IV radiation protection inspectors reviewed the estimated offsite radiation 
exposure from the actual steam geaerator tube leak on Unit 3 steam generator 3E0~88 
that occurred on January 31, 2012, including the potential dose consequence to site 
workers and members of the public. The licensee determined that the Unit 3 steam 
generator tube leak resulted in a release of gaseous effluents into the public domain, 
and the primary radionuclides released were argon-41, xenon-133, and xenon-135. The 
release resulted in an estimated 0.0000452 (4.52 E-5) mrem dose to the public. 
Inspectors also reviewed ·design drawings and radiation monitor data, performed plants 
tours, and confirmed the licensee's use of the offsite dose calculation methodology .. +Re 

c. Conclusions 

The Region IV radiation protection inspectors concluded that the Unit 3 steam generator 
tube·feak was detected by the condenser steam jet air ejector radiation monitor 3RT-
7820 as per design. In addition, the radiation monitor 3RT-7820 alarmed and alerted 
SONGS operators of the steam generator tube leak as required. 

c. Conclusions 

The radiation protection inspectors concluded that SCE appropriately accounted for the 
unplanned release associated with the Unit 3 steam generator tube leak. 
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11.0 Operational impacts from Unit 3 to Unit 2 (Charter Item 11) 

a. Inspection Scope 

As follow-on of the previous sections, the team reviewed collections of the Mitsubishi 
documents and presentations, licensee documents and presentations, and NRG 
independent analysis and assessments to consider the operational impact on Unit 2 
based on analysis and data, including eddy current results, regarding the as-found 
condition of Unit 3. The team compared key observations and overall differences in 
operational parameters that are common to both units that could affect and possibly limit 
Unit 2 operation~ The team focused on differences in fabrication, manufacturing, 
operation, and eddy current data results between Units 2 and 3 steam generators. 

b. Observations and Findings 

No findings were identified. 

Since generator physical dimensions and design are identical, the operational 
parameters are basically the same between the Unit 2 and 3 steam generators; 
therefore, the hydraulic forcing function that caused tube-to-tube wear and accelerated 
anti-vibration bar and tube support plate wear should also be same. The initial 
inspections of the Unit 2 steam generators did not indicate significant wear except at the 
retainer bars (different mechanism caused this wear). However, subsequent follow up 
inspections in Unit 2 with a more sensitive probe confirmed the existence of minor tube
to-tube wear in two neighboring tubes but in one of the steam generators. The tube-to
tube wear that was found in Unit 2 was iri a similar location as that found in both of the 
Unit 3 steam generators. 

The phenomenon of fluid-elastic instability is a function primarily of two criteria: the fluid 
velocity forces and the d?!mping capability of the support structure (i.e., the tube support 
plates, the tubesheet1 and the anti-vibration bars). Therefore, if it is determined that the 
thermal hydraulic forces in the bundle are the same, it can be conduded that the 
damping forces between the Unit 2 and Unit 3 replacement steam generators must be 
different. Mitsubishi performed several studies that indicated that gap contact forces in 
the anti-vibrat.iori bars were greater in Unit 2 than in Unit 3. However, with the exception 
of manufacturing data that shows :;;;iight differences, there is not currently a method 
available to measure the ciearances between the anti-vibration bars and the tubes; 
however; SCE is currently working with AREVA to qevelop a method to take the~e 
measurements. 

The tube damage found in Unit 3 is m~rkedly more severe than Unit 2, especially 
considering that Unit 3 operated only about half the amount of time as Unit 2. This 
suggests that there is indeed a sizeable difference in the damping capability of the unit 
steam generators. 

There are generally two options to arrest localized damaging thermal hydraulic 
phenomena in steam generators. The first and preferred option is to plug tubes in the 
affected area. The collective plugging tends to relocate and reduce high fluid velocities 
and void fractions, and has on previous occasions in industry been successful. 
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However, if plugging selected tubes does not provide significant margins adequate to 
arrest the damage mechanism, thermal hydraulic conditions can be reduced through a 
reduction in power. Reducing power has several beneficial effects including (1) tends to 
increase steam pressure, (2) reduces high steam flt.Jid velocities and high void fraction in 
the bundle, and (3) improves damping. Currently, SCE is still reviewing and developing 
additional corrective actions to preclude fluid-elastic instability. The NRG has been 
observing some of the mockup testing being.used to qualify additional repair activities. 

c. Conclusion$ 

Based_ on the review of actual operating data and indepen,dent thermal-hydraulic 
modeling analyses, the team determined that there were not anyno major differences in 
the thermal hydraulic phenomena at normal full power operation. 

The NRC will review both physical and operational changes that SCE completes as part · 
of the Confirmatory Action Letter inspections. 

12.0 Divider Plate Manufacturing and Weld Issues (Mitsubishi Charter Item 2) 

a. Inspection Scope 

On March 18, 2009, Mitsubishi identified cracking indications in the weld between the 
divider plate and the channel head of Unit 3 replacement steam generator 3E0-88 (see 
figure below), after completion of the ASME Section Ill hydrostatic test on the secondary 
side. The extent of condition investigation-also identified similar cracking indications in 
Unit 3 replacement steam generator 3E0-89. As discussed in Section 4 of this report, 
the cause of the cracking was attributed to the air carbon-arc gouging process used to 
remove the clad weld from the channel head. The team reviewed information 
associated with the repair of the cracking indications to assess whether the repair 
activities resulted in relevant differences in design and fabrication that could be 
considered as contributirig factors for the cause of the tube-to-tube wear issue in Unit 3. 
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b. Observations and Findings 

No findings \vere identified. 

The team identified an unresolved item for which additional information is required to 
determine if a performance deficiency exists or if the issue constitutes violation of NRC 
requirements. The team also identified several observations related to the divider plate 
weld repairs in Unit 3 replacement steam generators. 

1} Introduction: The team identified an Unresoived Item associated with the adequacy 
of evaluation and controls for the divider plate weld repairs. 

Description: The cracking ofthe divider plate weld in both Unit 3 replacement steam 
generators required extensive repairs affecting the channel head, divider plate, and 
tubesheet. Based on interviews with li~nsee personnel ang the review of 
documentation for the repairs, the team determined that Mitsubishi did not perform a 
comprehensive evaluation to assess the impact of the divider plate repairs on the 
integrity of the tube bundle. The tl';:!am determined that the areas listed below were 
not considered or evaluated in sufficient depth to identify the potential adverse 
effects of the planned weld repairs. 

• Additional Rotations - The repair activities for the Unit 3 steam generators 
required additional rotations of the steam generator assembly while these were 
oriented in the horizontal position. The repairs resulted in approximately 300 
additional rotations in each steam generator, which could have affected the 
configuration of the tube bundle in t.erms of anti-vibration bar gaps or distortion. 
The team identified that Mitsubishi did notfully evalua~e t.he impact of additional 
rotations on the configuration of the steam generators since- rotation was 
considered a normal evolution in the .fabrication process. 
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• Heat Input - The repair process included extensive heat-adding activities such as 
grinding, flame cutting, and post-weld heat treatment. While tliese activities were 
performed in accordance with the construction code of record and an approved. 
repair plan, they could have resulted in thermal expansion and unintended 
distortion of steam generator components. For example, the channel heads 
were removed using flame cutting and Mitsubishi's evaluation for the impact of 
this activity was limited to the base material area in the vidnity of the cut, i.e. the 
heat affected zone. Mitsubishi did not fully assess the impact this activity could 
have on the overall configuration of the steam generator in terms of thermal 
expansion of the tubesheet or distortion. 

• Dimensional Checks after Repair - The team identified that Mitsubishi did not 
perform dimensional verifications (e.g. clearances) of the tube bundle or other 
secondary side dimensions after the repairs of the Unit 3 steam QE!nerators to 
confirm that critical dimensions were not affected by the repairs. 

Additional review by the NRC is required following completion of the licensee's cause 
evaluation to fully assess how the repair activities affected the Unit 3 replacement 
steam generators and then determine whether this issue represents a performance 
deficiency or constitutes a violation of NRC requirements. This issue is identified as 
URI 05000362/2012007-09, "Evaluation of the Effects of Divider Plate Weld Repairs 
in Unit 3 Replacement Steam Generators." 

2) Repair Plan: The team noted that Mitsubishi developed a specific plan to conduct the 
repair of the divider plate weld in both Unit 3 replacement steam generators. The 
repair plan adequately described the major repair steps and the required 
implementing procedures. For some of the repair stages, the licensee developed 
new procedures to prescribe activities outside the normal fabricatioi1 sequence. The 
H:1pair plan consisted of the following major steps: 

• Cutting off the divider plate from the tubesheet by grinding 

• Cutting off the channel tJead from the tubesheet by flame c:utting 

• Cutting the divider plate .from the chann~I head by grinding 

• Removal of the heat affected zone of the channel head bowl edge due to flame 
cutting 

• Application of weld buildup and post-weld heat treatment on the channel head 
bowl edge 

• Application of low alloy steel buildup and Alloy 690 butter on the bottom of the . 
channel head for divider plate welding, including required post-weld heat 
treatment 

• Application of Alloy 690 buildup on the divider plate, including required post-weld 
heat treatment 

• Welding divider plate to channel head 

• Welding the divider plate to the tubesheet 

• Welding the channel head to the tubesheet 

• Primary side hydrostatic test 
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3) Differences between Replacement Steam Generators: The team identified the 
notable differences listed below between Unit 2 and Unit 3 replacement steam 
generators as a result of the divider plate weld repair activities. 

• Material Class for the Tubesheets - The tubesheet material for both Unit 3 
replacement steam generators was reclassified to facilitate the additional post
weld heat treatment required for the repair of the divider plate welds. The 
tubesheet manufacturer originally certified that the tuqesheet material met the 
requirements of ASME specification SA-508/Grade 3/Class 2, with a post-w~ld 
heat treatment time of approximately 15 hours. The repair activities in Unit 3 
required additional post-weld heat treatment, which was expected to affect the 
properties of the tubesheet material to the extent that the mechanical properties 
would not meet the requirements for SA-508/Grade 3/Class 2 material. 
Mitsubishi performed mechanical testing on a specimen fabricated from the 
archive samples that was exposed to 30 hours of post-weld heat treatment and 
the tests showed that the tubesheet material's tensile strength did not meet the 
ASME specifications for SA-508/Grade 3/Class 2 material. Mitsubishi·performed 
a reconciliation review to reclassify the material to SA-508/Grade 3/Class 1, 
which has a lower tensile strength. The reconciliation included an evaluation of 
resulting stresses on t_he tu~esheet under design, upset, emergency, faulted, and 
test conditions using the material properties for SA-508/Class 1 material. The 
evaluation resulted in acceptable stresses based on the stress limits imposed by 
the construction code of record. This issue was evaluated by Mitsubishi in the· 
non-conformance report process and Supplier.Deviation Request 
SDR-08610041870-0~086 was submitted to the licensee for rt;:view' and 
approval. The licensee approved the reclassification of the tubesheet material. 

• . Minimum Thickness of the Channel Head Base Metal - The channel heads of 
both Unit 3 steam generators were removed by flame cutting to f~cilitate the 
divider plate weld repairs. The removal and final welding of the channel head 
resulted in a reduction of the minimum wall thickness of the channel head base 
metal. The minimum base metal thickness was reduced by 1.18-inches. 
Mitsubishi evaluated this change in the "Design Report for the Channel Head 
Region." The reduction in minimum wall thickness was addressed through a 
reconciliation of stress ratios based on the stress limits imposed by the 
construction code of record. The analysis demonstrated the structural adequacy 
of the channel head, primary inlet nozzle, primary outlet nozzle, primary manway, 
support skirt, and the stud bolts of the primary manway. 

• Number of Bolts in the Divider Plate Patch Plates - The original design of the 
replacement steam generators included· a patch plate held in place at the upper 
corners of the divider plate by three bolts. As a result of the divider pfate-to
tubesheet weld removal to support the repair activities, the Unit 3 divider plate 
patch plates were. modified to be held by two bolts.instead of the three bolts 
specified in the original design. Mitsubishi submitted this design change to the 
licensee for review and approval. Licensee personnel approved the design 
change as requested. 
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• Weld Buildup on Channel Head Surfaces - Since the repair of the divider plate 
welds in Unit 3 steam generators required cutting of the channel head, weld 
buildup had to be applied on the affected surfaces in order to re$tore the 
dimensions to design specifications. Mitsubishi submitted this design change to 
the licensee for review and approval. Licensee personnel approved the design 
change as requested. 

o Post Weld Heat Treatment - The tubesheet-to-channel head weld area 
experienced a total of two post-weld heat treatments. Both Unit 3 replacement 
steam generators received an additional local post-weld heat treatment at 
approximately 1103° F for approximately 3.5 hrs. Mitsubishi submitted this 
fabrication process change to the licensee for· review and approval. Licensee 
personnel approved the design change as requested. 

• Total of Rotations during Fabrication - The total number of rotations on each 
steam generator varied as a result of the hydrostatic test results and the repairs 
on the divider plate welds. 

c. Conclusions 

Steam 
Generator 

I Initial 
I Rotations 

I . 
i 

Unit 2 E0-89 j 520 

I Unit 2 EO-aa \ 510 
l ; 
I Unit 3 E0-89 I 470 
I : 

j Unit 3 E0-88 j 440 

Additional 
Rotations for 
Divider Plate 

Repairs 

0 

0 

340 

320 

Totalj 
1 

Rotations , 

I 
520 

I 
510 

810 

760 
i 

The team identified one unresolved item associated with the repair work done on the 
Unit 3 divider plate. The team did not identify any connection between the repairs of the 
divider plate and the unexpected tube-to-tube wear':":':. 

13.0 Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation <NRR) Review of SONGS 50.59 Evaluation 

a. Inspection Scope 

The NRR technical specialis~ reviewed all of the design changes associated" with the 
replacement steam generators to determine whether the changes to the facility or 
procedures, as described in the updated final safety analysis report, had been reviewed 
and documented in accordance with 10 CFR 50.59 requirements. The technical 
specialist reviewed the various information used by. SCE to review the changes being 
made to the replacement steam generators, including calculations, ~nalyses, design 
change documentation, procedures, the updated final safety analysis report, the 
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technical specifications, and plant drawings. The evaluation process used by the 
technical specialist included determining if the design changes to the replacement steam 
generators were a change to the facility or procedures as described in the updated final 
safety analysis report or a test or experiment not described in the updated final safety 
analysis report. The technical specialist also verified that safety issues related to the 
changes were resolved. The technical specialist compared the safety evaluations and 
supporting documents to the guidance and methods provided in NEI 96-07, "Guidelines 
for 10 CFR 50.59 Implementation," Revision 1, as endorsed by NRC Regulatory 
Guide 1.187, "Guidance for Implementation of 10 CFR 50.59, Changes, Tests, and 
Experiments," to determine the adequacy of the 10 CFR 50.59 evaluations. 

b. Observations and Findings 

No findings were identified 

The N RR technical specialist identified one unresolved item for which additional 
information is required to determine if performance deficiencies exist or if the issues 
constitute violations of NRG requirements. 

(1) Introduction: The NRR technical specialist reviewed SCE's 10 CFR 50.59 evaluation 
contained in Engineering Change Packages 800071702 and 800071703 for the 
Unit 2 and Unit 3 replacement steam generators, respectively, in which SCE 
determined that the impact of the replacement steam generators on the c.urrent 
licensing basis and any need for NRC approval as required by 10 CFR 50.59. 

(2) Description: The NRR technical specialist reviewed the SCE's 10 CFR 50.59 
evaluation against 10 CFR 50.59(c)(2)(viii) which requires that licensees obtain a 
license amendment pursuant to 10 CFR 50.90 prior to implementing a proposed 
change if the change would result in a departure from a method of evaluation 
described in the final safety analysis report (as updated) used in establishing the 
design bases or in the safety analyses. lndu$try guidance NEI 96-07, Revision 1, 
Section 3.10, "Methods of Evaluation," states, "Definition: Methods of evaluation 
means the calculational framework used for evaluating behavior or response of the 
facility or structures, systems, and components." Regulation ·10 CFR 50. 59 a(2), 
stati;?s, "Departure from a method of evaluation described in the FSAR (as updated) 
used in establishing the design bases or in the safety analyses means (i) changing 
any of the elements of the method described in the FSAR (as updated) unless the 
results of the analysis are conservative or essentially the same; or (ii) changing from 
a method described in the FSAR to another method unless that method has been 
approved by NRC for the intended application." Regulation 10 CFR 50.59(d)(1) 
requires that the licensee maintain records of changes in the facility that "includes a 
written evaluation which provides the bases for the determination that the change, 
test, or experiment does not require a license amendment. ... " The technical 
specialist evaluated SC E's bases for determining that the changes would not result 
in the departure from the method of ev<;iluation used in establishing the design bases 
or in the safety analyses. Specifically, the technical specialist evaluated whether the 
changes involved: · 
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(a) changing of any of the elements of the method described in the updated final 
safety analysis report, which consistent with 10 CFR 50.59 a(2)(i) would be 
justified by demonstrating that- the results of the analysis are conservative or 
essentially the same; or 

(b) changing from a method described in the updated final safety analysis report to 
another method, which consistent with 10 CFR50.59 a(2)(ii) would be justified by 
demonstrating that method has been approved by NRC for the intended 
application. 

The NRR technical specialist reviewed SCE's 10 CFR 50.59 evaluation and found 
two instances that failed to adequately address whether the change involved a 
departure of the method of evaluation described in the updated final safety analysis 
report. 

(a} Use of ABAQUS instead of ANSYS: Updated Final Safety Analysis Report 
Sections 3.9.1.2.2.1.11 and 3.9.1.2.2.2.3 were revised to reflect that the SONGS 
Unit 2 and 3 original steam generators stress analyses for reactor coolant system 
structural integrity utilized the ANSYS computer program, whereas the 
replacement steam generators analyses utilized the ABAQUS computer 
program. The SCE's 50.59 evaluation incorrectly determined that using the 
ABAQUS instead of ANSYS was a change to an element of the method 
described in the updated final safety analysis report did not constitute changing 
from a method described in the updated final safety analysis report to another 
method, and as such, did not mention whether ABAQUS has.been approved by 
the NRG for this application. 

(b) Use of ANSYS instead of STRUDL and ANSYS: Updated Final Safety Analysis 
Report Section 5.4.2.3.1.3 was revised to reflect that the SONGS Unit 2 and 3 
evaluation of tube stress under loss of coolant accident conditions for the original 
steam generators consisted of a two-step process utilizing the STRUDL and 
ANSYS computer programs to c13lculate displacement histories and tube 
stresses, respectively, while the corresponding replacement steam generators 
analysis determined tube stresses from blowdown forces using only the ANSYS 
computer program. While SCE's 50.59 evaluation correctly considered this a 
change from a method described In the FSAR to another method, the 50.59 
evaluation did not mention whetht?r the metflod has been approved by NRG for 
this application. 

This·issue is identified as URI 0500036212012007-10, "Evah,iation of Departure of 
Method of Evaluation for 10 CFR 50.59 Processes.·· 

c. Conclusions 

The NRR technical specialist identified one unresolved item associated with_g change in 
the method of evaluation as described in the updated final safety analysis report. 
Additional review and followup will be required to review the departure bf the method of 
evaluation used during the stress analysis calculations associated with the replacement 
steam generators. 
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14.0 Exit Meeting Summary 

On June 18, 2012, the NRC held a public meeting and presented the inspection results 
to Mr: P. Dietrich, Senior Vice President and Chief Nuclear Officer, and other members 
·of the staff, who· acknowledged the findings. Proprietary information was provided to the 
team and all proprietary informa.tion was returned to SCE. 
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SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION 
KEY POINTS OF CONTACT 

Licensee Personnel 

P. Dietrich, Senior Vice President and Chief Nuclear Officer 
R. Utzinger, President, SCE 
D. Bauder, Vice President and Station Manager 
T. Palmisano, Vice President of Engineering, Projects and Site Support 
T. McCool, Plant Manager 
T. Yackle, Assistant Plant Manager 
D. Yarbrough, Director, Operations 
R. Corbett, Director, Performance Improvement 
0. Flores, Director, Nuclear Oversight 
R. St. Onge, Director, Nuclear Regulatory Affairs 
B. Winn, Director, Nuclear Financial Management 
E. Avella, Director, Project Manage~ent 
M. Coveney, Director, Nuclear Leadership 
M. Stevens, Technical Specialist, Nuclear Regulatory Affairs 
C. Cates, Manager, Nuclear Safety Culture and Site Recovery 
M. Malzahn, Engineer, Project Management 
C. Harberts, Manager, Steam Generator Replacement Project 
M. Mihalik, Senior Engineer, Project Management Organization 
R. McWey, Manager, Nuclear Oversight 
M. Pawlaczyk, Technical Specialist, Nuclear Regulatory Affairs 
J. Peattie, Manager, Maintenance 
R. Treadway, M~nager, Nuclear Regulatory Affairs 
B. Olech, Consulting Engineer, Edison 
J. Brabec, Project Manager, Steam Generator Recovery Program 
D. Calhoun, Senior Engineer, Desigh Engineering Organization, Edison 

Mitsubishi Personnel 

H. Kaguchi, Mitsubishi Heavy Industries, Director, Component Designing Department 
I. Otake, Mitsubishi Heavy Industries, Deputy Chief Engineer, Quality Assurance Department 
T. Tsuruta, Mitsubishi Heavy Industries, Engineer, Quality Assurance Department 
T. Inoue; Mitsubishi Heavy Industries, Deputy Director, Plant Designing Department 
H. Hirano, .Mitsubishi Heavy Industries, Project Manager, Overseas Project, Component 

Designing Department 
R. Bywater, Mitsubishi Nuclear Energy Systems, COLA Project Manager 
F. Gillespie, Mitsubishi Nuclear Energy Systems, Senior Vice President 
R. Godley, Mitsubishi Nuclear"Energy Systems, Deputy General Manager, Licensing Support 

Other Contractor Personnel 

R. Walker, MPR Consultant 
M. Short, Consultant 
B. Marlow, AREVA, Vice President, Key Accounts 

· M. Street, AREVA, Manager, -Primf3ry Component Projects and Warranty Support 
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M. Millf:?r, AREVA, Advisory Engineer 
S. Claunch, AREVA, Advisory Engineer 

NRC Personnel 
T. Blount. Deputy Division Director, Division of Reactor Safety 
R Lantz. Branch Chief, Projects Branch D 
G._ Warnick, Senior Resident Inspector 

LIST OF ITEMS OPENED, CLOSED AND DISCUSSED 

Opened 

05000362/2012007-01 

0500036212012007-02 

05000362/2012007-03 

0500036212012007-04 

. 05000362/2012007~05 

0500036212012007-06 

05000362/2012007~07 

05000362/2012007-08 

05000362/2012007-09 

05000362/2012007-10 

Closed 

None 

URI Adequacy of the Trip/Transient and Event Review 
Procedure (Section 1) · 

URI Evaluation of Unit 3 Vibration and Loose Parts Monitoring 
System Alarms (Section 3) 

URI Evaluation of Retainer Bars Vibration during the Original 
Design of the Replacement Steam Generators (Section 4 

URI Evaluation of Changes in Dimensional Controls during the 
Fabrication of Unit 2 and Unit 3 Repiacement Steam 
Generator$ (Sectio_n 4) 

URI 

URI 

URI 

URI 

URI 

URI 

Shipping Requirements not in Accordance with Industry 
Standards {Section 7} · 

Shipping Requirements not in Accordance with Design and 
Fabrication Specifications (Section 7) 

Unit 3 Steam Generator 3E0~88 Stresses Related to 
Handling (Section 7) 

Non-Conservative Thermal-Hydraulic Model Results 
(Section e) 

Evaluation of the Effects of Divider Piate Weld Repairs in 
Unit 3 Replacement Steam Generators (Section 12) 

EvallJation Qf Depcirture of Method of Evaluation for 
10 CFR50.59 Processes (Section 13) 
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Discussed 

None 

LIST OF DOCUMENTS REVIEWED 

AUDITS/SELF-ASSESSMENTS/QUALITY CONTROL DRAWINGS 

SONGS DOCUMENTS 

i-:l N=u:::m=:b=:e:::r:___...._+l_. ~ .. I Revision/Date I 
I MHl-1-06-~_,\_s_o_u_th_e_rn_c_al_if_om_ia_A_u_d_it_o_f-M_its_u_b_is_h_i H_e_a_vy_._1n_d_u_s_tr_ie_s_--,.i,l_J_u_n_e_1_6_. _20_0-6---;I 

, MHl-1-09 I Southern California Audit of Mitsubishi Heavy Industries I April 27, 2009 I 
rMHl-2-04 I-Southern California Audit of Mitsubishi HE.a\1)1 Industries . IL December 14,--i 
I 2004 I 
t I l 

SCES-007-10 I Procurement and Material Control Program Audit I September 14, 

j I 2010 
f, 

MHl-01-04 I E_valuation an? Review of Contractor. Consultant, Utility or 
I 

Septem.ber 24, 
! Licensee Audit Report 2004 
i I 

I Status of Southern California Edison (SCE) Corrective March 23, 2007 

I 1 Action Request (CAR) Nos. S-1918 and S-1932 Closure 

' : I Southern California Edison (SCE) Corrective Action Request 1 
. (CAR) No. S-1991, Supplier Stop Work Order (SSWO) No . 

i 
. SSW0-001-08 

i ' 

I I RSG-SCE/MHl-06·2233 - Southern California Edison (SCE} May 3, 2006 

I . Corrective Action Request (CAR) No. S-1882 Closure 
I 
I RSG-SCE/MHl-06-1916 - Southern California Edison (SCE) 

I 
Feb~ary 22, 

' 
. Corrective Action Request, (CAR) No. S-1906 Closure i 2006 
I i 

Southern California Edison (SCE) Audit No. MHl-1-06 and I January 31, 2008 
.. Corrective Action Request (CAR) Nos. S-1915, S-1916, S-
1917, and S-1918 ' 

AR# Qualification Letter September 24, 
040901345 2004 

· AR#05030145 Qualification Letter March 23, 2005 
8 
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! Number 

AR#06050013 
14 
l 
f 6C294014 

l 

Qualification Letter 

j Edison Material Supply Procurement Order for Mitsubishi 
, Heavy Industries 
I 
I 

I 8023-617-01 j Specifications for design and fabrication of RSG for Unit 2 
.\ . j and Unit 3 .. 

I 8023-617-02 · 1 Specifications for Baseline Pre-Service Examination on 
I j Tubi_ng for RSG . 

1 

! 8023-617-03 ' Replacement Steam Generator Installation Unit 2 and 3 · 1 

S023-617-04 . Specifications for the Transportation of Replacement Steam I Generators , 
J i 

i TL C001783 San Onofre Topical Report Quality Assurance Manual I 
i I 

TL C001782 San Onofre 2&3 FSAR Updated Quality Assurance Program 
Topical Report SCE-1 

SONGS Unit 2 & 3 Replacement Steam Generator QA/QC l 
ManufaGturing Oversight Plan Japan Steel Works ! 

! SONGS Unit 2 & 3 Re lacement Steam Generator QA/QC p 
" i Oversight Plan 

i l 
I SONGS Unit 2 & 3 Replacement Steam Generator Receipt 
\ Inspection Plan · . . l 

SGR-A10183 l Replacement Steam Generator Resident Oversight Plan 

I SGR-A10159 San Onofre Nucleaf°Generating Station Unit 2 & 3 Steam 
Generator Replacement Project Pltan 1 

r 

I MHl-1SV-05 , Source Verification Report of MHl/Japan Steel Work 

Revision/Date 

May 10, 2006 

September 28, 
2004 

4 

1 

4 

1 

64 

15 

I 

0 

~ 1 

0 
I 
I 
i 

1 l 

I 
1 I 

I 

i 
March 15; 2005 

MHl-1SV-06 Source Verification Report of MHl/Japan Steel Work I February 7, 2006 
I 
I MHl-1SV-07 Source Verifi~ation Report of MHI 

I 
March 20, 2007 I 

I 
MHl-1SV-08 Source Verification Report of MHl/Japan Steel Work I A~gust 29, 2008 

I MHl-2SV-05 Source Verification Report of MHI I April 1,. 2005 
I l 
I MHl-2SV-06 Source Verification Report of MHl/Japan Steel Work March, 24, 2006 
I 
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I Number 

[ 
MHl-2SV-07 

] MHl-SSV-05 
I 

j MHl-3SV-06 

MHl-4SV-05 

""-r\_4 H l-4SV-06 

I MHl-5SV-05 
! 

MHl-6SV-06 

Title 

! Source Verification Report of MHl/Japan Steel Work 

Source Verification Report of MHI 

l Source Verification Report of MHl/Japan Steel Work 
I 
! Source Verification Report of MHl/Japan Steel Work 
I 

· 1 Source Verification Report of MHl/Japan Steel Work 

Source Verification Report of MHI 

I Soµrce Verification Report of MHI 
I 
1 Source Verification Report of MHI 
I . . 

i-M_H_1-_1s_v_-_o_s_....._j Source Verification Report of MHl/Japan Steel Work 

I MHl-7SV-06 !.Source Verification Report ofMHI 

[ MHl-8SV-05 ! Source Verification Report of MHI 

MHl-9SV-05 ! Source Verification Report of MHl/Japan Steel Work 

MHl-10SV-05 ! Source Evaluation Report of MHI 
t 

MHl-11 sv.:.05 I Source Verification Report of MHJ/Japan Steel Work 

I 
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CALCULATIONS 

I Number Title Revision 
I I so23-617-1- I Design Report of the Channel Head Region 6 
, C275 
i l 
! 5023-617-1- Design for RCS Flow Rate 1 
I C514 
! 

I 5023-611-1- Retainer Bar Tube Wear Report 0 I -
! M1562 

\ 

DESIGN BASIS DOCUMENTS 

I Number I 
I 

Title Revision 
I 

I i 8023-617-01 I Specification for Design and Fabrication of RSGs for Unit 2 4 
I 1 and Unit 3 I 
! 
i 8023-617-1- As-Built Reconciliation Report for Unit 3 

I 
2 

I M1492 

I L5-04GA428 Design of Anti-Vibration Bar ( 5 
I DBD-S023- Design Basis for $team Generator and Secondary Side 10. 
1365 

1 

_DESIGN CHANGE NOTIFICATIONS/SUPPLIER DEVIATION REQUESTS 

j Number Title Revision 

I NECP Engineering Change Package, "Replacement Steam 0 
' I 800071703 Generators" 
) SDR-007 , Circulation Ratio for RSG 0 
i 43366-05007 

1-SDR-037 Tub~to-Tube Clearance in 2A RSG 0 
! 43366-06037 
I 

' I SDR-041 Tool Mark in 3A Tubesheet 0 
I 43366-07047 
I I SDR-050 Tool Mark in 38 Tubesheet 0 
; 43366-07050 
I I I SDR-051 Unit 2A Lower Shell Assembly 0 
43366~07051 

! 
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' I Number 
; 

I SDR-053 
! 43366-07053 
! I SDR-059 
i 43366-08059 

! SDR-064 
6 I 43366-080 4 

I :~~~~~079 
' I SDR-082 
' 43366-09082 
j 

I SDR-086 
110041870-
I 09086 
I 
j SDR-098 
110041870-

10098 

I SDR-099 
110041870-
1 10099 
i 

! SDR-100 
10041870-

j 10100 

DRAWINGS 

I I Number 

I so23-a11-1-
! 0103 
i 

. 8023-617-1-
D104 

8023-617-1-, 
0106 

5023-617-1~ 

l 0107 

8023-617-1-
0108 

' 

I Title 
I Unit 28 Lower Shell Assembly 
! 

i 
! Unit 38 lower Shell Assembly 

! .Axial Length of AVB 

Statistical Size of Tube-to-A VB Gap 

Divider Plate Repair of Unit 3 RSGs 

Specifications for Unit 3 RSG Tube Material 

· Overall Height of 3A RSG 

1 I Perpendicularity and Parallelism of3A RSG Key Bracket 

Parallelism of 38 RSG Key Bracket 

j 

I Title 
Design Drawing -Component and Outline Drawing 1 / 3 

Design Drawing - Component and Outline Drawing 1 I 3 

I 
I Design Drawing Tubesheet and Extension Ring 1 of 3 
i 

I Design Drawing Tubesheet and Exte.nsion Ring 2 of 3 

i 

r Design Drawing Tubesheet and Extension R·ing 3 of 3 
I 
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I 
l 
l 
! 
I 

I 
! 

Revision 
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i 
0 

0 
l 

i 

0 I 
0 

0 

t 

0 

I 
I 

0 

0 
I 

I 
Revision 

5 

2 

12 

5 

8 
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I Number 
1 

Title Revision 

I $023-617-1- JI Design Drawing Lower Shell, Middle Sheli, Transition Cone 
I D109 and Upper Shell Stub 1 of 4 

I $023-617-1- i Design Drawing Lower Shell, Middle Shell, Transition Cone 
I D110 and Upper Shell Stub 2 of 4 

5 

7 

I 8023-617·1- i Design Drawing Lower Shell; Middle Shell, Transition Cone ) 
J 0111 I and Upper Shell Stub 3 of 4 . I 4 

I 8023-617-1- I Design Drawing Lower Shell, Middle Shell, Transition Cone 1

1

. 

J D112 and Upper Shell Stub 4 of 4. 
4 

I 8023-617-1- i' Design Drawing Channe. I Head 1of4 I 
l 0113 l 9 

I 8023-617-1- i Design Drawing Channel Head 1 of 4 ! 
1 D113 1 I 
l L 
1 8023-617-1- I Design Drawing Channel Head 2 of 4 ! 

15 

13 
0114 I i 

l ' 
8023-617-1- Design Drawing Channel Head 3 of 4 

5 I 0115 
' 
I I 

Design Drawing Tube Bundle 1 of 3 I 
i 8023-617'-1- I 

1 I 011a 
' 

I I Design Drawing Tube Bundle 2 of 3 l 8023-617-1- I 1 0117 i 
i ! 

I 5023-a11.:1-
I I I Design Drawing Tube Bundle 3 of 3 I 3 I 011a 

J 

I I 
I so2s-s11-1- Design Drawing Upper Shell, Upper Head Ring and Upper 

! 

I 7 l D159 Head Top 1 of 4 

8023-617-1- 1 Design Drawing Upper Shell, Upper Head Ring and Upper I 
2 ' 0160 j Head Top 2 of 4 I 

( 
I I 

I $023-617-1- Design Drawing Upper Shell, Upper Head Ring and Upper 

I 
I 

I D161 Head Top 3 of 4 4 

S023'."617-1- 1 Design Drawing Upper Shell, Upper Head Ring and Upper 
! 

D162 I Head Top 4 of 4 I 2 

! Design Drawing of Moisture Separator Assembly 1 of 6 
' 8023-617-1-

1.0 D210 ' 

$023-617-1- Design Drawing of Moisture Separator Assembly 2 of 6 
10 I i D211 
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I 
Number 

S023-617-1-
: 0212 

I so23-a11-1-
10274 
I 

8023-617-1-
0294 

8023-617-1-
0295 

8023-617-1-
1 D296 

jl 8023~617-1-
, D383 
i 

8023-617-1-
D391 

i S023-617--1-
l D392 

i 
i 8023-617-1-
1 D393 
f-

8023-617-1-
D394 

1 8023-617-1-
! D395 

I so23-611-1-
I D494 
j l 8023-617~1-

0495 

( 8023-617-1-
: D507 

8023-617-1-
D508 

i 5023-617-1-
0509 

8023-617-1-
0539 

, .. 

Title Revision 
I 
1 Design Drawing of Moisture Separator Assembly 3 of 6 

5 

Design Drawing Channel Head 4 of 4 
4 

3 I Design Drawing Tube Support Plate Assembly 1 of 3 
I 

l 
! Design Drawing Tube Support Plate Assembly 2 of 3 
I 4 

5 
l i Design Drawing Tube Support Plate Assembly 3 of 3 

I 
I 
I 

7 

' 5 
Design Drawing Wrapper Assembly 1 of 5 

0 

2 
I Design Drawing Wrapper Assembly 3 of 5 

I ___ · ~~~~~--~ 
! Design Drawing Wrapper Assembly 4 of 5 i 

I 2 ' 

i I 
. ! l 
I Design Drawing Wrapper Assembly 5 of 5 

3 
' 

Design Drawing - Divider Plate1 12 
10 1 

i 
Design Drawing - Divider Plate 2 I 2 

l 
j 

6 
I 

Design Drawing Anti-Vibration Bar Assembly 1 of 9 
4 

I 

Design Drawing Anti-Vibration Bar Assembly 2 of 9 
2 

I 
I 

Design Drawing Anti-Vibration Bar Assembly 3 of 9 
l 

I 0 

I Design Drawing Anti-Vibration Bar Assembly 4 of 9 I 0 
I ! 
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Number Title Revision 

$023...017-1- I Design Drawing Anti-Vibration Bar Assembly 5 of 9 I 2 
\ D540 
' 
$023-617-1- Design Drawing Anti-Vibration Bar Assembly 6 of 9 2 i 
D541 

l 

l 8023-617-1- I Design Drawing Ant~Vil)ratlon Bar Assembly 7 ill 9 8 ! D542 

l $023-617-1-
J I Design Drawing Anti-Vibration Bar Assembly 8 of 9 

I 3 I D543 

I so23.s11-1" I Design Drawing Anti-Vibration Bar Assembly 9 of 9 I 1 l D544 i I . i 

i S023-617-1-
I D6ao 

Design Drawing - Tubing Expansion and Seal Welding l 3 

-I 8023-617-1- Fabrication Drawing - General Shipping Arrangement [SON 
2 

01099 2E89; SON 2E882E0-88] 
j ' I so23-e11-1- F;:ibrication Drawing - General Shipping Arrangement [SON 

I 2 ( 

D1100 3E89; SON 3E88] 
.. i 

S023-617-1- Fabrication Drawing.-TemporaryAttachment For Channel 0 
i D1488 Head and Tubesheet Welding (Unit 3) 
! 
j 

\ Detail of AVB 1 of5 (C~nter·Narrow AVB) I I L5~04FW111 6 

I L5-04FW112 Detail of AVB 2 of 5 {Center Wide AVB) I 2 I 

1-L5-04FW113 I Detail of AVB 3 of 5 (Side Narrow AVB) I 2 
I ' 
I I L5-04FW114 Detail of AVB 4 of 5 (Side Wide AVB for Hot Side) ! 2 

I L5-04FW115 [ Detail of AVB 5 of 5 (Side Wide AVB for Cold Side) 2 

ENGINEERING REPORTS (ER) 

' I Number I Title ! Revision 

! S023-617,.1- Divider Plate Weld Joint Separation Root Cause Evaluation 4 
! M1401 Report 

I so23-617-1- Evaluation of Tube Vibration 3 
i C157 
' 
) S023-617-1- Analytical Report of AVB Assembly 4 
I C749 

" 
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8023-617-1- Summary Design Report 
l M1265 

8023-617-1-
1 M1231 
! 
! 8023-617-1-
1 C682 

'~023-617-
! 01R3 

Performance Analysis Report 

I Analytical Report of Separator and Dryer Assemblies 

! 

Design Report of Tube 

MHI DOCUMENTS 

! Number I Title 
' I UHQ-08N013 / M.HI Survey Report of Sumitomo Metal Industries, Limited. 

I 1 
Steel Tube Works 

i 

UHQ-11N010 I MHI Survey Report of Sumitomo Metal Industries, Ui:nited. 
Steel Tube Works ' . . 

! 
UHQ-05N015 j M_HI Survey Report of Sumitomo Metal Industries, Limited. 

, Pipe & Tube Works 

I UHQ-08N014 MHI Survey Report of Sumitomo Metal Industries, Limited. 
Steel Tube Works 

UHQ-11S005 . MHI Survey Report of Sumitomo Metal Industries, Limited. 

l 
J Steel Tube Works 
I I UHQ-05N019 MHI Survey Report of Sumitomo Metal Industries, Limited. 

Steel Tube Works 
I l 

BUH94-06 Quality Assurance Survey/Audit Procedure of Vendors 

BUH94-06 , Vendor Evaluation Procedure 
I 

) BUH94-06 I Vendor Evaluation Procedure 
I I 
\ 5ZDD94-06 ! Vendor Evaluation Procedure 

f 
UHW-68- MHI Evaluation on Corrective Action Established by 
06A002 Sumitomo Metal Industries Limited 

UHNR-SON- Nonconformance Report for Alloy 690 SG Tubing for SONGS 
I RSG-06N005 I Unit 2 
I 
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8 

3 

7 

I . 5 

i 

Revision/Date 

0 

1 

I 
0 

1 

0 

0 

l 
0 

l 
6 

I 9 

13 

1 

0 

1 
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1 I I Number Title 
I 

Revision/Date 

I UHQ-08N013 MHI Survey Report of Sumitomo Metal Industries, Limited. 0 
Steel Tube Works I 

l 

I UHQ-07N004 I MHI Audit Report of Sumitomo Metal Industries, Limited. 1 

I Steel Tube Woks . 
I 

[ UHCP-70N004 1 Correctiv~ Action Plan Followup Report 0 

I UES-20100006 
' I 
I L5-04GB004 
I 
I 

· UGNR-SON2-
·I RSG 020 -
l 
j I UGNR~SON2-
I RSG-038 
l 

UGNR-SON2-
RSG-052 

I UGNR-SON2-
RSG-'062 

I I UGNR-SON2-
RSG-.075 

i I UGNR-SON2-
! RSG-091 

UGNR-SON2-
RSG-096 

I . I UGNR-SON3-
! RSG·009 

UGNR-SON3-
RSG-Q24 

UGNR-SON3-
RSG-049 

UGNR-SON3-
RSG.-055 

Qualified Vendor List 

Submittal Document Control List 

Nonconformance Report Channel head for Unit 2A 

I Nonconformance Report Unacceptable local diameter change 
' of tube holes 

Noni::onformance Report Unaccepta[>le length of 10 tube hole 
pitch of tube support plate #3 

Nonconformance Report Incorrect end caps of A VB 
I 2ASN154C and AVB 2ASN164C 
I . 

Nonconformance Report Unacceptable gaps between tubes 
andAVBs 

Nonconformance Report Incorrect machining for steam flow 
limiting device 

r 

Nonconformance Report Unacceptable dimensions for steam 
, flow limiting device of Unit 2A 

I 

Nonconformance Report Unacceptable local diamet~r change 
of tube holes 

Nonconformance Report Some gaps between tubes and 
AVBs are lar~er than the criterion 

Nonconformance Report Out of tolerance on hand holes 
inside diameter 

I 
' 

I 
I 
I 
' I 
I 
' 

I 
I 

! 

18 \ 

53 

February 2, 
2006 

June 2, 2006 

September 11, 
2006 

December 1. 
2006 

. March 24, 2007 

September 4, 
2007 

October 23, 
2007 

May 10, 2007 

November 30, 
2007 

March 2, 2009 

Nonconformance R~port Divider plate metal repair butter/weh:l . September 11, 
crack after post bake 2009 

I 
I 

I 
I 

! 

I 
I 
I 
I 

~ 

; ·~---~··~---~~~~~-! 

I. UGNR-SON- l. Nonconforniance Report Feedwater nozzle for unit 2 ID: 
I RSG-06N002 I 21721-101 . 
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Number 

UH0-08N013 

UGS-L5-
I Q5QQ43 
I 
I UGS-LS-
I 050045 

B91U-N0001 

UES-69-
! 040038 I 

i 

Title 

MHI Survey Report of Sumitomo Metal Industries, Limited. 
. Steel Tube Works 
I 
! Anti-Vibration Bar Inspection Procedure (Individual Bar) 

Inspection Procedure for Tube and Anti-Vibration Bar 
Inspection 

I Mitsubishi Heavy Industries Ltd Kobe Shipyard & Machinery 
Works Quality Assurance Manual (Nuclear} 

Mitsubishi Heavy Industries Ltd Kobe Shipyard & Machinery 
! Works Quality Assurance Program Manual (Project Addenda) 
I 

UHH-G06A97 I Stop Work Order for FMA (Final Mill Annealing) on 
! Manufacturing of Heat Transfer Tubing for SONGS RSG 
i 

MISCELLANEOUS DOCUMENTS 

I Number Title 

!AR I Action Request: Qualification Letter I oaosoo134 I 
! 

! AR 040901345 I Action Request: Qualification Letter 
I ! 

i AR 050301458 I Action Request: Qualification Letter 

I 
I I Setpoint Trans·mittal Unit 2 and 3 Gas Monitors 
! 

I 
SONGS Unit 3 Chemistry10perations Logs - SG Event 

I 
Timeline 

I Radiation Monitor 3RT:. 7870 Setpoints 

[ Radiation Monitor 3RT-7818A Setpoints 

i 

I 
! 

i 
I 

2G-030-3 I Condenser Air Ejector Continuous Gas Post-Release Report I 
l 8023-617-01 

I I 8023-617-02 

Specification for Desig'n and Fabrication of RSGs for Unit 2 
and Unit 3 

Specification for Baseline Pre-Service Examination (PSE) on 
Tubing for Replacement Steam Generators 
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Revision/Date 

0 

1 

10 

39 

15 

0 

Revision/Date 

December 6, 
2010 

January 31, 
2012 

May 31, 2011 

May 31, 2011 

January 31, 
2012 

4 
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Number 

L I Updated Final Safety Analysis Report for San Onofre Units 2 
and 3 I! 

I 
i 
i 

1 · $023-617-1- Design Review Item List 
M29 

-
DA 2002-92 Dominion Audi\ of Mitsubishi Heavy Industries 

V03-008 Omaha Public Power Distriet Audit of Mitsubishi Heavy 
Industries 

999010301200 Mitsubishi Heavy Industries (MHI), Kobe, Japan, inspection of 
8-201 selected portions of MHl's Quality Assurance (QA) program, 

I 
· and 10 CFR Part 21 program 

' 99901384/200 Sumitomo Metal Industries, Limited, Higashi-Mukojima 
9-201 Amagasaki, Japan, inspection of selected portions of 

Sumitomo's quality assurance (QA) program and 10 CFR Part 
, 21 program 
! ' • . ' 

l SMl-AQA-9041 1-Reply to Notice of Nonconformance(99901 384/2009-201-01) 

' 
NRC 

I 

Inspection of Selected Pqrtiori~ of MHl's Quality Assurance 
and 10 CFR Part 21 Programs 

MODIFICATIONS 

! Number 

' I 
Engineering I 50.59 Screening and Evaluation for Replacement Steam 
Change I Generators- Unit,2 
Package 
NECP 
800071702 

Engineering 50._59 Screening and Evaluation for Replacement Steam 
Change Generators - Unit 3 
Package 
NECP 
800071703 

.1 l 
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Revision/Date 

April 2009 

9 

I 
June 9, 2002 l 

l July 18-, 2003 I 
\ I 

July 1 s, 2ooa 

I 

November ·13, 
2009 

0 

July 18, 2008 

i 
July 31, 2009 

l . 
July 31, 2009 

! 
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NUCLEAR NOTIFICATION$ 

1201"907899 

PROCEDURES 

Number Title 

1 S0123-0DCM Offsite Dose Calculation Manual 

I $0123'0-47 Notification and Reporting of Significant Events 
I l so 123-111-5.9 

I 
I Manual Effluent Gaseous Release Permits, Setpoint 

.. Calculations, and Monitor Calibration Constant Evaluations 

I S0123-Vl!l-1 

' I SD-8023-310 

i SD-8023-690 
! 

SD-S023-690 

SD-8023-690 

EPIP: Recognition and Classification of Emergencies 

.. 
j System Description -Turbine Bu,1ld1ng Samphng System 

System Description - Steam Generator E088/089 

I 
System Description- Steam Generator Radiation Monitor$ 

1 
RE-6753 & RE-6759 , 

! 

System Description - Condenser Air Ejector Wide Range 
Radiation Monitors RE-7870A/B & Low Range RadiC3tiOn 
Monitors RE-7818 

! SB-SO-FB-006 : Divider Plate Weld Joint Repair Procedure 

I 
f 
i 

Revision 

0 

18 

8 

36 

9 

18 

18 

18 

10 

I 
I 

j 

I ~~~~~~-~~~~~~~~~----: 

SB-SO"'.HT- I Post Weld Heat Treatment Procedure 
1001 

~
0123-XXX.ll
_27 

8023-617-1-
10104 
i 

! $023'-617-1-
i D10S9 

S023-617-1-
M1246 

j Supplier Deviatio-n Requests (SDRs) 
j 
j 

Design Drawing • Component and Outline Drawing 2/3 

General Shipment Arrangement SON-2A 

I Hydrostatic Test Procedure 
! 

22 

5 

2 

4 

3 

I 
>-·------+---~-------------------'--------1 

1 8023-617-1- Post Weld Heat Treatment Procedure 

I M139 ,,, __ __,_ _____ -------· 

21 
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l 8023-617-1-
1 M1395 

Divider Plate Weld Joint Procedure 

Divider Plate Weld Joint Repair Plan 

I
. S.023-.617-1-

M1398 

;---..,.------!----- ----·---······ ···----+-------; 

I
' S023-617-1- Additional Post Weld Heat Treatment Procedure for Divider 
. M1461 I Plate Weld Joint Repair 

I S023-617-1- 1· TubesheetDrilling Procedure 

I M616 
\------~--f'~-~-:-=--::---:-······-···-·--·------· 

! 8023-617-1- i Helium Leak Test Procedure of the Tube to Tubesheet Welds 
I M733 I (High Pressure) 

i 8023-617-1-
i M735 

i-;023-617-1-
1 Ma19 

I Helium Leak Test Procedure of the Tube to Tubesheet Welds 
I (Low Pressure) 
l 
I AVB Structure Assembly Procedure 

I 

M820 ' 

· 

1

! so23-.-6_1_7--1---f--I T_,_u-b-in_g_,_a-·n_d_A_V_B-=-lnstallation Procedure 

i 

I S0123-Xll- \ Nuclear Oversight Procedure Supplier Audits 
; 1a~1s I 
~23-Xll- I Nuclear OverS.ight Pr~ceclure Source Verification 

VENDOR DOCUMENTS 

I Number 
i 

I 51-9176667-

1001 
Engineering Information Record, "SONGS 2C17 & 3C17 
Steam Generator Degradation Assessment" 

DI for Tube Support Plate Material I UGNR-SON2-
! RSG-012 

k-,--. --,..---- - ·-----,-------
\ UGNR-SON2- Discrepancy for tube thickness of TSP between Drawing and 
I RSG-014 Purchase Specification · 

AL-16-

Revision/Date 

1 

1 

0 
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Number .Tifu2 Revision/Date 

UGNR-SON2- Unacceptable Indications by MT for wrapper support of Unit 2 1 
RSG-015 #A 

UGNR-SON2-
RSG-021 

UGNR-SON2-
RSG--027 

Unacceptable Indications by MT for Anti rotation support of 
Unit2 #A 

0 

UGNR-SON2-
i RSG-054 

1 

Unacceptable MT indication for Anti-Rotation Supports ~-o-· ----i 
Unacceptable length·of 10 tube hole pitch oftube support I 
Plate#6 I 

! ! 

' UGNR-SON2- Insufficient clearance between the tubes in Row No. 28 and , - 3 ' 
RSG-058 30 in Column No. 22 ·~ 
UGNR-SON2~fficient clearanc~ between the tubes in Row No 92 and 94 

1

; O 
RSG-059 . I i~-Column No. 34 

i 
UGNR-SON2- II Unacceptable Gaps between Tubes and AVBs 
RSG-067 

UGNR-SQN2- I Unacceptabie gaps between Tubesan-d AVBs 
RSG-075 

j UGNR-SON2- i Incorrect Machining for Steam Flow Limiting Device 

I RSG-091 I 
I UGNR-SON2- ! Damaged Locking Plates of Vane Jacking Device 
[ RSG-103 ' 

I 
I UGNR-SON2- I As built dimension of #2A RSG 
l RSG-109 ' 

I· 
! UGNR-SON2- As built dimension of #28 RSG l . 
: RSG-112 

j UGNR-SON3- I Tubesheet 
RSG-001 

I UGNR-SON3- Un'acceptable local diam~ter change of Tube holes 
I RSG-018 

; ... 

I UGNR-SON3-
I RSG-024 

' Some Ga s between Tubes and AVBs are lar er than the I p g 

I 
UGNR-SON3-
RSG-030 

criterion 

I Some gaps between tubes and AVBs are larger than the 
1 criterion 
I 

A1 -17-

7 

1 

0 

j 

9 

1 

0 

I 
1 

0 

I 
2 l 
1 I 

0 
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Number 'Title , Revision/Date 

UGNR-SON3- Divider Plate Weld Crack 16 

I 1 RSG-051 
1 ', I 
I UGNR-SON3- Divider Plate Weld Crack 19 
I RSG-052 

I UGNR-SON3-
I RSG-057 

·Extension of Tubesheet PWHT Duration 1 

UGNR-SON3- ' Out of Tolerance dimensions on Primary Inlet/Outlet Nozzles 1 
RSG-059 and Support Skirt 

I I UGNR-SON3- I Out of tolerance d1mens1ons on Primary Inlet/Outlet Nozzles 1 
I RSG-062 l and Support Skirt (#8 RSG) 

I I . 
; . 

i UGNR~SON3- j UT indications in the Alloy 600/690 butter of Divider Plate 

I 
0 

I RSG-067 j Weld Qroove 

UGNR-SON3- i As built dimensions of #3A RSG (Overall Height) 

I 
0 

RSG-074 i 
I ! 

' 
! UGNR-SON3- As built dimension of #3A RSG r 1 
I RSG-075 

i 
~ 

I 
UGNR-SON3- As built dimension of #3B RSG ! 0 
RSG-076 I i 

I i 
i UHNR-SON3- Divider Plates for Unit 3 I 0 I RSG-07N001 

I --
I Heat Heat Treatm~nt Chart for SG3 April 4, 2012 
I Tr~atment 

Record 
! 40010SG-B-
· 900D-R1-68 

I 
' 8023-617-1- Purchase Specification for Heat Transfer Tubing ! 4 
l M149 ' I 

! 
' 

Fabrication Rework of AVB Insertion for SONGS Unit 2 Replacement 

I 
1 

Process Sheet Steam Generator #A - Lower Portion 
3901-SG~A-

. 400E (Order 
! 

I 25~3901/G101) I I J 
I 

I J I 
I 
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Number Title 

Fabrication 
Process Sheet 
3901-SG-A-
4000 (Order 

i 2563901/2300) 
I 

1 
Helium Leak Test for SONGS Unit 2 Replacement Steam 

j Generator #A - Lower Portion 

I Revision/Date J 

0 

1-j T_s_N_-_s_o5_0 __ --+l _c_o_nt_ro_1~0-· o_~umen~ Status lisi Fo~ Alloy-~90 SG Tubin: __ ___.1-----2----1 

TSN-5051 Program of Preproduction Qualification (PPQ) For Alloy 690 
SG Tubing 

! ~~N-5053 

i TSN-5054 

j Melting Procedure for Alloy S90 SG Tubrng 
' 

I
' Identification and Traceability Procedure for Alloy 690 SG 
Tubing 

i 

; TSN-5055 l Prohibited and Detrimental Material Control Procedure for 
! Alloy 690 SG Tubing 

j TSN-5_0_7_2_---;l-sanipling Test Specimen Procedure for Alloy 690 SG Tubing 
I i 
I TSN-5073 I Chemical Analysis Procedure for Alloy 690 SG Tubing 

; TSN-5074 Inclusion Test Procedure for Alloy 690 SG Tubing 
i 

3 

0 

2 

0 

2 

1 

June 4, 2005 

2 1 005F-No.4316 . PPQ Test Results of Alloy 690 SG Tubing for San Onofre 

L __ . ____ _,J_N_u_c_1e_a_r_G_e __ ne_r_a_un_g_s_ta~t-io_n_u~n-it_2_&_3_~--------+----~----< 
I 4009-3ir01 I Moody International Ltd Inspection Report of Sumitomo Metal 

_I -------~I l_n_du_s_tri._es _____ ·--- _____ _ 

/ 
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SEQUENCE OF EVENTS 

San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station, Unit 2 and 3 Steam Generators 

bate 

November 2001 

May 7, 2002 

July 2002 

November 7, 2003 

December 12, 2003 · 

December 21, 2003 

February 17, 2004 

February 27, 2004 

February 27, 2004 

July 28, 2004 

August2,2004 

September 13, 2004 

September ·16, 2004 

September 30, 2004 

Sept19mber 30, 2004 

November 2004 

March 2, 2005 

March ·11. 2005 

March 2005 

March 23, 2005 

Event Description 

Licensee forms a team to study the viability of replacing the 
steam generators 

Vendor benchmarking commences 

Bechtel replacement study complete 

Replacement steam generator specification complete 

Replaceme.nt steam gen~rator specification sent to procurement 
office 

Replacement steam generator request for proposal issued 

Bechtel installation study report completed 

Steam generator replacement request filed with California Public 
Utility Commission 

Replacement steam generator bids_ received by SCE 

Replacement steam generator vendor selected 

Replacement steam generator bid evaluation review board start 

Replacement steam generator bid e_valuation completed 

SCE Board of Directors approval for Mitsubishi to design .and 
manufa.cture steam generators 

Replacement steam generator contract signed 

Fabrication of Unit 2 and Unit 3 steam generators commences at 
Mitsubishi 

see performs first full.quality assurance audit Of Mitsubishi 

Replacement s~eam generator installation specification sent to 
procurement office 

Mitsubishi/SCE anti-vibration bar design discussion 

SCE performs follow-up surveillance audit of Mitsubis.hi. 

SCE places conditional qualification on Mitsubi~lii 
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September 21, 2005 

October 2005 

December 15, 2005 

December 15, 2005 

February 2006 

March 10, 2006 

April 22, 2006 

May 1, 2006 

May 10, 2006 

September 27, 2006 

September 27, 2006 

September 28, 2006 

September 29, 2006 

October 3, 2006 

October 3, 2006 

November 10; 2006 

March 12, 2007 

May 8, 2007 

July 17, 2007 

September 13, 2006 

Final environmental impact report released to public 

SCE performs follow~up quality assurance audit of Mitsubishi 

c.alifornia Public Utility Commission approval received 

Installation contract signed with Bechtel 

SCE performs follow-up quality assurance audit of Mitsubishi ,-, 

Edison International Company Board of Directors approval of 
steam generator replacement project · 

SONGS Unit 2 refueling outage completed 

Replacement steam generator transportation specification issued 

SCE removes conditional qualification from Mitsubishi 

Sumitomo Metal Industries issues a non ... conformance report on 
some tubing for non-conformance to specifications associated 
with the final mill annealing process 

Mitsubishi issues stop work order to Sumitomo 

Mitsubishi issues corrective action request to Sumitomo based on 
the·final mill annealing non-conformance report 

Mitsubishi visits Sumitomo to conduct root cause investigation 

Mitsubishi visits Sumitomo to confirm the adequacy of the 
corrective actions taken to address the root cause findings from 
the September 29, 2006 meeting 

Mitsubishi releases stop work order after confirming adequacy of 
Sumitomo's corrective actions 

Non-conformance report associated with final mill annealing 
process is closed 

Corrective action request associated with the final mill annealing 
non'-conformance report closed 

Mitsubishi performs followup audit at Sumitomo and issues 
corrective action request for two findings in the audit 

Sumitomo submits corrective actions taken for the findings of the 
May 8; 2007 audit; Mitsubishi closes corrective action request. 

Mitsubishi/SCE technical meeting regarding anti-vibration bars 
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April 2008 

April - June 2008 

July 4, 2008· 

July 18, 2.008 

July 18, 2008 

September and 
October 2008 

December 16, 2008 

February 14, 2009 

Early March 2009 

Middle March 2009 

March 18, 2009 

March - July 2009 

March - June 2009 

June 2009 

July 2009 

September 2009 -
April 2010 

March 29, 201 O 

April 5, 2010 

April 2010 

April 18, 2010 

Fabrication of Unit 2 steam generators complete 

Mitsubishi performs primary and secondary side hydrostatic 
pressure tests of Unit 2 steam generators 

AREVA performs baseline pre~service eddy current examinations 
on steam generator 2E0-89 at Mitsubishi facilities in Kobe, Japan 

AREVA performs baseline pre-service eddy current examinations 
on steam generator 2E0-88 ·at Mitsubishi facilities in Kobe, Japan 

NRC Inspection Report 99901030/2008-201 was issued. An 
inspection was completed at the Mitsubishi facility in Kobe, 
Japan. No violation or non-conformances were identified~ 

Final inspection for Unit 2 steam generator.s is completed.,. 
Primary and secondary sides filled with nitrogen.,, 

Unit 2 steam generators shipped from Kobe, Japan 

Unit 2 steam generators arrive at SONGS 

Fabrication of Unit 3 steam generators complete 

Primary and secondary hydrostatic pressure tests conducted on 
Unit 3 steam generators · 

Unit 3 divider piate weld failure discovered 

Root cause evaluation of the divider plate-to-tubesheetweld 
conducted by Mitsubishi 

Repair procedures developed for Unit 3 steam generators 

Repair work on Unit 3 $team generators commences 

AREVA performs final pre-service eddy current examinations on 
Unit 2 steam generators at SONGS 

Unit 2 performs a refueling outage and installs the replacem·ent 
steam gener~tors 

Repair workto Unit3 steam gE;!nerator 3E0-89 cQmplete 

Repair work to Unit 3 steam generator 3E0-88 complete 

Unit 2 recommences power operation~ 

Unit 3 steam generator 3E0-89 passes primary sic:fe hydro$tatic 
pres$ure retest 
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I 

April 24, 2010 

June 2010 

August 2, 2010 

October 4, 2010 

October 201 b -
February 2011 

February 2011 

January 10, 2012 

January 31, 2012 

February 2, 2012 

February 12, 2012 

March 13, 2012 

March 14, 2012 

March 15, 2012 

March 16, 2012 

March 16-21, 2012 

March 15 - 21, .2012 

March 19-29, 2012 

March 23, 2012 

March 27, 2012 

.June 18, 2012 

Unit 3 steam generator 3E0-88 passes primary side hydrostatic 
pressure retest ' 

AREVA performs baseline pre-service eddy current examinations 
on Unit 3 steam generators at Mitsubishi facilities in Kobe, Japan 

Unit 3 steam generators shipped 

Unit 3 steam generators arrive at SONGS 

Unit 3 performs a refueling outage and installs the replacement 
steam generators . 

Unit 3 recommences power operations 

Unit 2 refueling outage start 

Unit 3 tube leak; rapid shutdown commences 

Unit 3 reaches cold shutdown conditions 

Unit 3 eddy current inspections commence on both steam 
generators 

In-situ pressure testing commences on tubes in steam generator 
3E0-88 of Unit 3 · 

In-situ pressure test failures on tubes located in Row 106 Column 
78, Row 102 Column 78, and Row 104 Column 78 of steam 
generator 3E0-88 

In-situ pressure test failures on tubes located in Row 100 Column 
80, Row 107 Column 77, Row 101 Column 81, and Row 98 
Column 80 of steam generator 3E0-88 

In-situ pressure test failure on tube located in Row 99 Column 81 
of steam generator 3E0-88 

The 65 remaining tubes in steam generator 3E0-88 pass in-situ 
pressure testing 

The 56 identified tubes in steam generator 3E0-89 of Unit 3 are 
in-situ pressure tested and all tubes passed~ 

NRC Augmented Inspection Teain performs inspections at 
SONGS 

NRC received a letter from SCE outlining their commitments for 
corrective actions prior to restart of both Unit 2 and Unit 3 

NRC issues a Confirmatory Action Letter to SCE 

NRC conducts public Augmented Inspection Team exit meeting 
near SONGS 
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••• <>:.. UNITED STATES 

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 
REGION IV 

Mr. Peter Dietrich 
Senior Vice President and 

Chief Nuclear Officer 
Southern California Edison Company 
San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station 
P.O. Box 128 
San Clemente, CA 92674-0128 

1600 EAST LAMAR BLVD 
ARLINGTON, TEXAS 76011-451.1 

SUBJECT: SAN ONOFRE NUCLEAR GENERATING STATION-NRG AUGMENTED 
INSPECTION TEAM REPORT 05000362/2012007 

Dear Mr. Dietrich: 

The U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) completed an inspection at your San Onofre 
Nuclear Generating Station (SONGS). The enclosed report documents the inspection results, 
which were discussed with you and other members of your staff during a public exit meeting on 
June 18, 2012. 

Unit 3 had been operating for approximately one year following replacement of the steam 
generators when on January 31, 2012, control room operators received alarms, that indicated 
reactor coolant was leaking into steam generator 3E0-88. The leak was unexpected, and the 
control room operators responded in acGQrdance with their procedures to perform a rapid 
shutdown, since the leak, although small, had increased enough in a short period of time to 
warrant the precautionary shutdown. The estimated leak rate was 75 gallons per day. The 
facility license allows full power operation with a steady leak rate of less than 150 gallons per 
day. 

The first indication of the leak was from the main condenser air ejector radiation monitors 
reaching their alarm set point. The radiation monitors continuously sampie from a vent stack for 
the purpose-of rapidly identifying steam generator tube leaks. This was a direct release of 
radioactivity to the atmosphere, which is allowed by the facility license, up to limits in the 
regulations. The licensee reviewed the amount of gaseous radioactivity released and estimated 
a dose of approximately 0.0000452 mrem to a member ofthe public. The annual regulatory 
li.mit to a memper of the public is 100 mrem per y~ar. During a radiation protection inspection 
the week of February 13, 2012, the team reviewed the licensee dose estimates and did not 
identify any issues. 

Unit 3 control room operators performed a controlled shutdown of Unit 3 on January 31, 2012, 
and reached cold shutdown conditions on February 2, 2012. The operators then prepared the 
stearn generators for tube inspections, which were started on February 12, 2012. The first 
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inspection confirmed the location of the leak in steam generator 3E0-88. One tube was found 
with a small leak and no other tubes were leaking. 

The licensee completed an extensive and expanded eddy current inspection of 100 percent of 
the steam generator tubes in both Unit 3 steam generators. Following pre-established testing 
requirements, the licensee identified 129 tubes in Unit 3 (56 tubes in steam generator 3E0-89 
and 73 tubes in steam generator 3E0-88) that required in-situ pressure testing. This testing 
began on March 13, 2012, and was performed under ambient conditions. 

Of the 129 tubes tested, a total of 8 tubes failed in-situ pressure testing, which included the 
original tube that was leaking. All of the failed tubes occurred in steam generator 3E0-88. 
Three of the tubes failed at or below a test pressure (3200 psi) equivalent to a design basis 
main steam line break differential pressure and temperature. The remaining five tubes failed 
near, but below the maximum differential test pressure of 5250 psig. This test pressure was 
equivalent to the minimum burst pressure capacity required by the plant technical specifications. 

In accordance with Management Directive 8.3, "NRC Incident Investigation Program," 
deterministic and conditional risk criteria were used to evaluate the level of NRC response for 
this operational event.. This event met three deterministic criteria (involved a major deficiency in 
design having potential generic.safety implications; led to a significant loss of integrity of the 
primary coolant pressure boundary; and, involved an emergency or non-emergency event or 
situation, related to the he~lth and safety of the public or on-site personnel or protection of the 
environment, for which a 1 O CFR 50. 72 report has been submitted that is expected to cause 
significant. heightened public or government concern) and the conditional large early release 
probability for the event was estimated to be in the overlap range for a special 
inspection/augmented inspection. Based on deterministic criteria being met and the risk 
assessment of this condition, Region IV, in consultation with the Office of Nuclear Reactor 
Regulation and Office of Nuclear Security and Incident Response, concluded that the NRC 
response should be an augmented team inspection. 

This augmented inspeciion was chartered, in part, to identify the circumstances surrounding the 
tube degradation; review the licensee's actions-following discovery of the conditions; evaluate 
the licensee's review of potential causes of the unusual steam generator tube wear; review the 
steam generator modeling; and, assess the differences between Unit 2. and Unit 3 steam 
generators. The charter is publically available in ADAMS at ML12075A258. 

Based on inspection, the team concluded that: (1) plant operators responded to the event in 
accordance with procedures in a manner that protected public health and safety; (2) safety 
systems were maintained and responded in accordance with the plant design; and (3) the loss 
of steam generator tube integrity was a serious safety issue that must be resolved. The 
purpose of this inspection was to gather facts and identify issues requiring followup, and, as 
such, no findings were identified. Ten items requiring additional followup are documented as 
unresolved items in the enclosed report 
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In accordance with 1 O CFR 2.390 of the NRC's "Rules of Practice," a copy of this letter, its 
enclosure, and your response (if any) will be available electronically for public inspection in the 
NRC Public Document Room or from the Publicly Available Records (PARS) component of the 
NRC's document system (ADAMS). ADAMS is accessible from the NRC Web site at 
http://www.nrc,gov/readino-rm/adams.html (the Public Electronic Reading Room). 

Docket No.: 05000362 
License No: NPF-15 

Sincerely, 

Elmo E. Collins 
Regional Administrator 

Enclosure: Inspection Report 05000362/2012-007 
w/Attachment: Supplemental Information 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

On January 31, 2012, San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station (SONGS) Unit 3 control room 
operators received an alarm that indicated a primary-to..:secondary reactor coolant leak from 
steam generator 3EQ..,88. Although the leak rate was small, it increased enough in a short 
period of time for the licensee to perform a rapid shutdown. The estimated leak rate was 75 
gallons per day. The facility license allows full power operation with a steady state leak rate of 
less than 150 gallons per day. On February 2, 2012, Unit 3 reached cold shutdown conditions. 

On February 12, 2012, Southern California Edison (SCE) commenced eddy current inspections 
of 100 percent of the tubes in both Unit 3 steam generators. During these inspeqtions, the 
licensee discovered unexpected wear in both steam generators, including wear at retainer bars 
(similar to the wear found in Unit 2 steam generators) and significant tube-to-tube wear in the 
free-span areas. The inspections identified 56 tubes in steam generator 3E0-89 and 73 tubes in 
steam generator 3E0-88 that SCE performed in-situ pressure testing on to determine if they met 
the structural integrity requirements fn plant technicai specifications. 

On February 16, 2012, NRC completed a Management Directive 8 .. 3 Evaluation for the steam 
generator tube leak on SONGS Unit 3. The evaluation resulted in the recommendation of an 
event follow-up focused baseline inspection to review the licensee's response to the steam 
generator tube leak. The recommendation was based on the tube leak being from a newly 
installed steam generator and the infrequency of the event in the industry. 

From March 13....., 21, 2012, AREVA conducted in-situ pressure testing of the suspect tubes in 
both steam generators. There were a total of eight tube failures during testing, all in steam 
generator 3E0-88. These tubes failed to satisfy the tube integrity performance criteria. At the 
time of the augmented team inspection, no stabilization or plugging of tubes had been 
performed in Unit 3 becaus~ the .licensee was still conducting a cause evaluation of the failed 
tubes. There WtfJre two members of.the Augmented Inspection Team on-•site during the week of 
March 12 that observed portions of the in-situ pressure testing: 

On March 14, 2012, NRC completed a Management Directive 8.3 Evaluation for the steam 
generator tube integrity on SONGS Unit 3. The evaluation resulted in the recommendation of 
an Augmented Inspection based on the risk associated with the tube failures identified during 
the in-situ testing. · 

On March 23, 2012, NRC received a letter from SCE outlining their commitments for corrective 
actions prior to restart of Unit 2 and Unit 3. 

On March 27, 2012. the NRC issued a Confirmatory Action Letter to SCE, which .outlined 
specific actions the licensee must complete before restarting Units 2 or 3 that included 
iden~ifying the cause of the tube wear; taking corrective actions to prevent loss of tube integrity; 
and performing a mid-cycle outage to perform tube inspections. 

From March 19-29, 2012, the NRC Augmented.Inspection Team performed on-site 
inspections at SONGS. After the on-site portion was completed, the team continued to review 
various documents and attended a number of expert panels assoGiated with the cause 



evaluations, thermal/hydraulic modeling, and Unit 2 operational assessment. The team 
identified ten unresolved items that warranted additional follow-up: {1) adequacy of the post 
trip/transient procedure; (2) evaluation and disposition of the Unit 3 loose parts monitor alarms; 
(3) design of retainer bar; (4) control of original design dimensions; (5) evaluation of and 
controls for divider plate repair; (6) atmospheric controls of Unit 3 steam generators during 
shipment; (7) no tube bundle support used during shipping; (8) evaluation and disposition of 
accelerometers; (9) adequacy of Mitsubishi's thermal-hydraulic model; and (10) change of 
methodologies associated with 10 CFR 50.59 review. 

The team determined: (1) plant operators responded to the event in accordance with 
procedures in a manner that protected public health and safety; (2) equipment responded in 
accordance with the_ plant design; and (3) the cause evaluations for the tube wear were 
appropriate. 

At the time of the leak on Unit 3 steam generator 3E0-88, Unit 2 had completed eddy current 
testing of all the tubes in both steam generators as part of their first refueling outage subsequent 
to the steam generators being replaced in 2009. The eddy current testing did identify significant 
tube wear around the upper retainer bar, with one tube requiring in-situ pressure testing. Wear 
indications were found at anti-vibration bar supports, tube support plates and at a foreign object 
(that was removed). Southern California Edison did determine the cause of tube wear in Unit 2 
to be from vibration of the tubes against the retainer and anti-vibration bars. Initially, no tube-to
tube wear was identified. Because of the extensive tube-to-tube wear identified on Unit 3, SCE 
conducted additional eddy current testing on 1375 tubes on each Unit 2 steam generator. This 
testing was completed using a more sensitive probe in the same area where tube-to-tube wear 
was identified on Unit 3. The licensee identified that two t1Jbes in Unit 2 exhibited tube-to-tube 
wear l:)imilar to the wear identified in Unit 3 steam generators. Initially, these findings resulted in 
a total of 94 plugged tubes, with 15 tubes stabilized in steam generator 2E0-89. For steam 
generator 2E0-88 this initially resulted in 98 plugged tubes, with 18 tubes stabilized. Additional 
plugging and stabilizing was completed for Unit 2 steam generators to address the causes of 
tube-to-tube wear identified. The corrective actions taken to address the causes of the tube-to
tube wear will be inspected as part of the Confirmatory Action Letter and documented in 
Inspection Report 05000361, 362/2012009. 

Overall, the· team concluded that SCE was pursuing the causes of the unexpected steam 
generator tube-to-tube degradation. In an effort to identify the causes, SCE brought in a large 
number of outside Industry experts, consultants, and steam generator manufacturers, including 
Westinghouse and AREVA to perform thermal-hydraulic and flow induced vibration modeling 
and analysis. Southern California Edison identified the most probable causes of the_ tube-to
tube wear as a combination of higher than predicted thermal/hydraulic conditions and 
insufficient tube-to-anti-vibration bar contact forces. In addition, SCE concluded that the 
differences in manufacturing/fabrication could contribute to the tube-to-tube wear seen in the 
Unit 3 steam generators. · 

The NRC team independently concluded that the cause of the fluid-elastic instability vibration 
was primarily the higher than predicted thermal-hydraulic conditions, along with insufficient 
contact forces (loss of anti-vibration bar contribution to damping) in the upper tube bundle. The 
team believes that the differences in severity of the tube-to-tube wear between Unit 2 and Unit 3 



may be related to the improved manufacturing/fabrication of the tubes and other components 
which may have resulted in increased clearance between the anti-vibration bars and the tubes. 
Additional inspection will be required to review and closeout the unresolved items. 
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SUMMARY OF FINDINGS 

IR 05000362/2012007, 03/15/2012 through 06/18/2012, San Onofre Nuclear Generating 
Station; Augmented Inspection Team. 

An Augmented Inspection Team was approved on March 16, 2012. Two inspectors on the team 
were onsite observing in-situ pressure testing the week of March 12. The remaining inspectors 
were dispatched to the site on March 19, 2012, to assess the facts and circumstances 
surrounding the tube leak and unexpected wear of tubes in Unit 3 steam generators. The 
Augmented Inspection Team was established in accordance with NRC Management Directive 
8.3, "NRC Incident Investigation Program,~ and implemented using Inspection Procedure 9~800, 
"Augmented Inspection Team." The inspection was conducted by a team of inspectors from the 
NRC's Region IV and Region II offices, the resident inspector from San Onofre Nuclear 
Generating Station, one engineer from the NRC Office of New Reactors,· two engineers from the 
NRC Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation, and one engineer from the NRC Office of Research. 
The team identified 10 issues that will require additional NRC inspection. These issues are 
tracked as unresolved items in this report. · 

A. NRG-Identified and Self-Revealing Findings 

None 

B .. Licensee-Identified' Violations 

None 
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1.0 Description of Event (Charter Item 1) 

1.1 Sequence of Events 

In November 2001, SCE formed a team to study the viability of replacing the Unit 2 and 
Unit 3 original steam generators. The licensee performed an assessment of six steam 
generator vendors, which included vendor benchmarking, development of the 
replacement steam generator design specifications, a steam generator request for 
proposal, and a steam generator bid evaluation. In September 2004, the licensee 
selected Mitsubishi Heavy Industries (Mitsubishi) as the manufacturer of the 
replacement steam generator. 

A general description and comparison of the Unit 2 and Unit 3 steam generators is 
included in Section 1.2 of this report. 

In September 2004, Mitsubishi commenced fabrication of Unit 2 steam 
generators 2E0-89 and 2E0-88, and completed fabrication in April 2008. 

At the time of the contract signing in September 2004, Mitsubishi had a quality 
assurance program in place that had been approved by the licensee, by taking credit for 
other utilities' reviews of Mitsubishi's quality assurance program. The licensee informed 
Mitsubishi that once enough fabrication was underway to support an evaluation, the 
licensee would perform an audit to confirm that their quality assurance program was 
operating properly. 

In November 2004, the licensee performed an audit of the Mitsubishi quality assurance 
program at their facilities in Kobe, Japan, and then followed up with a surveillance 
inspection in March 2005. As a result of these two activities, the licensee informed 
Mitsubishi that additional oversight of Mitsubishi's design control activities was required. 
The licensee informed Mitsubishi that the additional oversight conditions would remain in 
place until such time that Mitsubishi had demonstrated improved design control 
performanc;e, which would be verified by the li.censee. After implementing the extra 
quality control steps, Mitsubishi submitted a letter to $CE stating that they were ready for 
the conditional qualification to be lifted. The licensee performed folloWLip audits of 
Mit~ubishi in October 2005 and February 2006, but still found enough instances of 
design control issues that the additional oversight requirements of the conditional 
qualification were not lifted. In May 2006, SCE was able to verify that Mitsubishi had 
demon'strated improved design control performance and therefore removed the 
conditional qualification of Mitsubishi. 

After fabrication of the·Unit 2 steam generators was complete in April 2008, Mitsubishi 
performed. hydrostatic pressure tests of the primary and secondary sides of the Unit 2 
steam generators. In July 2008, after completion of the hydrostatic pressure tests, 
AR8/ A performed the baseline eddy current pre-service examinations of the Unit 2 
steam generators at the Mitsµbishi facilities in Japan. The final inspections for the Unit 2 
steam generators were completed: in September ahd October 2008, followed by filling 
the primary arid secondary sides of the Unit 2 steam generators with nitrogen._ The 
Unit 2 steam generators were shipped from the. Mitsubishi facilities in December 2008 
and received on site at SONGS ih February 2009. In July 2009, AREVA performed the 
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final eddy current pre-service examination on the Unit 2 steam generators at SONGS. 
The baseline and final eddy current pre-service examinations were performed in Japan 
and at SONGS, respectively, to assess whether any changes to the steam generator 
tubing had resulted from shipping, and no changes were identified. 

The Unit 2 steam generators were installed during a refueling outage, between 
September 2009 and April 2010. On April 13, 2010, Unit 2 returned to power operations. 
NRG engineering inspectors performed inspections in accordance with Inspection 
Procedure 50001, "Steam Generator Replacement Inspection," and Inspection 
Procedure 71111.17, "Evaluations of Changes, Tests, or Experiments and Permanent 
Plant Modifications." This included a review of selected portions of modifications 
associated with the replacement steam generators to determine if the changes were 
done in accordance with 10 .CFR 50.59. The results of the inspection of the replacement 
steam generators for Unit 2 are documented in NRG Inspection 
Report 05000361/2009007. (Ml 100630838} 

The fabrication of the Unit 3 steam generators 3E0-89 and 3E0-88 was completed 
between September 2004 and April 2010. The design specifications of the Unit 2 and 
Unit 3 steam generators were the same when the contract between the licensee and 
Mitsubishi was signed; however, due to a fabrication issue, there was a modification to 
the divider plate-to-channel head weld requirements for the Unit 3 steam generators, 
and to the classification of the Unit 3 tubesheet material. The specifics of these 
modifications are discussed further in Section 1.2.a of this report. 

In March 2009, after initial fabrication of the Unit 3 steam generators was complete, 
Mitsubishi performed hydrostatic pressure tests of the primary and secondary sides of 
the Unit 3 steam generators. After completion of the hydrostatic pressure tests, a visual 
i'nspection of the steam generator reactor coolant side revealed cracks in the welds that 
join the divider plate to the channel head of both steam generators. 

From March through July of 2009, Mitsubishi performed a root cause evaluation, which 
showed that a change in the weld preparation process for the divider plate-to-channel 
head weld had resulted in the cracking of the weld. A repair procedure was developed 
and repair work on the Unit 3 steam generators began in June 2009. The repairs to the 
Unit 3 steam generators were complett3d in late March (3E0-89) and early April (3E0-88) 
of 2010. In fate April 2010, the Unit 3 steam generators passed the primary hydrostatic 
pressure re-tests. In June 2010, AREVA performed a final eddy current pre-ser:vice 
examination of the steam generators at the Mitsubishi facilities in Japan. and this was 
used as the baseline pre-service examination for the Unit 3 steam generators, The 
steam generators were shipped from the Mitsubishi facilities in Japan in early August 
2010, and arrived at SONGS in early October 2010. 

The Unit 3 steam generators were installed during a refueling outage, between October 
201 O and February 2011. On February 18, 2011, Unit 3 returned to power operations. 
NRC engineering inspectors performed inspections in accordance with Inspection 
Procedure 50001, "Steam Generator Replacement Inspection," and Inspection 
Procedure 71111.17, "Evaluations of Changes, Tests, or Experiments and Permanent 
Plant Modifications." This included a review of selected portions of modifications 
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associated with the replacement steam generators to determine if the changes were 
done in accordance with 1 O CFR 50.59. The results of the inspection of the replacement 
steam generators for Unit 3 are documented in NRC Inspection 
Report 05000362/2010009, (ML 111300448) 

Unit 2 was shut down for a scheduled refueling outage on January 10, 2012. Steam 
generator tubing inspections in steam generator 2E0-89 found unexpected wear caused 
by retainer bars on two tubes that required plugging in accordance with the technical 
specifications. Steam generator tubing inspections in steam generator 2E0-88 fo1,.1nd 
wear on four tubes that required plugging in accordance with the technical specifications. 
Anti-vibration bars caused the wear on two of the tubes and retainer bars caused the 
wear on the other two tubes. Because of the unexpected wear, the licensee 
preventatively plugged 94 tubes in steam generator 2E0-89 and 98 tubes in steam 
generator 2E0-88. Fifteen of the tubes in steam generator 2E0-89 were stabilized prior 
to plugging, and 18 of the tubes in steam generator 2E0-88 were stabilized prior to 
plugging. Additional details of the inspections of the Unit 2 steam generators are 
provided in section 1.4 of this report 

On January 31, 2012, Unit 3 control room operators received an alarm that indicated a 
· primary-to-seconda!'Y reactor coolant leak from steam generator 3E0-88. The alarm 

received was fr.om the main condenser air ejector radiation monitors, which continuou~ly 
samples from a vent line for the purpose of rapidly identifying steam generator tube 
leaks. Although the leak rate was small, it increased enough in a short period of time for 
the licensee to perform a rapid shutdown. The estimated leak rate was 75 gallons per 
day. The facility license allows full power operation with a steady state leak rate of less 
than 150 gallons per day. On February 2, 2012, Unit 3 reached cold shutdown 
conditions. The licensee reviewed the amount of gaseous radioactivity released and 
estimated a dose of approximately 0.0000452 mrem to a member of the public. The 
annual regulatory limit to a member of the public is 100 mrem per year. This unplanned 
offsite release of radioactivity was reviewed by Region IV health physicist inspectors 
who confirmed SONGS' offsite dose estimate (see Section 10 for additional details). 

After shutdown,-the licensee started preparations for performing inspections of Unit 3 
steam generators 3E0-89 and 3E0-88. The steam generator tube inspections 
commenced on February 12, 2012, and confirmed the location of the leak in steam 
generator 3E0-88 as coming from the tube in Row 106 Column 78, No other tubes were 
found to be leaking. The licensee then performed eddy current inspections of 100 
percent of t!le tubes in both Unit 3 steam generators. During these inspections, the 
licensee discovered unexpected wear in both st~am generators, including wear at 
retainer bars (similar to the wear found in Unit 2 steam generators) and significant tube
to-tube wear in the freespan areas (u-bend area of the tubes}. The inspections identified 
56 tubes in steam generator 3E0-89 and 73 tubes in steam generator 3E0-88 that SCE 
performed inMsitu pressure testing on to determine if they met the structural integrity 
requirements in plant technical specifications. Additional details of the inspections of the 
Unit 3 steam generators are provided in section 1.5 of this report 

From March 13-21, 2012, AREVA conducted inMsitu pressure testing of the suspect 
tubes in both steam gen~rators. There were a total of eight tube failures during testing, 
all in steam generator 3E0-88. These tubes failed to satisfy the tube integrity 
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performance criteria in the technical specifications. Additional details of the in-situ 
pressure tests are provided in Section 1.6 of this report. 

From March 19-29, 2012, the NRC augmented inspection team performed inspections 
onsite at SONGS. 

On March 27, 2012, the NRC issued a Confirmatory Action Letter to SCE, which outlined 
specific actions for each unit that the licensee must complete before restarting Unit 2 
and Unit 3. 

A more detailed sequence of events can be found in Attachment 2. 

1.2 System Descriptions 

a. Replacement Steam Generators 

The Unit 2 and Unit 3 replacement steam generators contain thermally treated 
Alloy 690 tubing in au-bend configuration, with a nominal outside diameter of 0.750 
inches and a nominal wall thickness of 0.043 inches. There are 9727 tubes within each 
steam generator, which are arranged in 142 rows and 177 columns. The rows and 

· columns are arranged in a nominal 1.000 inch triangular pitch (results in approximately 
0.25 inches of clearance between tubes). The first thirteen rows of tubes were thermally 
stress relieved after bending to reduc.e susceptibility to stress corrosion cracking. The 
tubes were hydraulically expanded to the full depth of the tubesheet, whicfl has a 
nominal thickness of 28.19. inches. Seven tube support plates made of Type 405 
stainless steel provide lateral support to the tubes. The tube support plates contain 
broached trefoil holes with chamfered lands. Support of the tubes in the upper bundle is 
provided by six sets ofType 405 stainless steel, V~shaped, anti-vibration bars. 

The original Model 3410 steam generators at Unit 2 and Unit 3 were manufactured by 
Combustion Engineering. Each steam generator had 9,350 mill-annealed, Alloy 600 
tubes, which were a combination of u-bend tubes and tubes with two 90 degree bends 
(also-callectsquare bends). The tubes had a nominal outside_ diameter of 0.750 inches, 
and. a nominal wall thickness of Q,048 inches. The tubes were expanded through the .full 
depth of the tubesheet using an explosive process, and lateral support was provided by 
a number of lattice-grid (i.e., eggcrate) carbon steel tube supports. Tube support in the 
upper bundle was provided by carbon steel diagonal bars (commonly called batwings) 
and vertical straps. The original steam generators contained a cylindrically shaped 

-support structure-beneath the center of the tubesheet (called the stay cylinder) that 
provided structural support to the large diameter tubesheet 

Southern California Edison reviewed Information Notices, Generic Letters, Bulletins, and 
industry operational experience associated with steam generator issues when 
develo'ping the design specifications for the replacement steam generators. Some of the 
changes are summarized below, for additional information see Section 6 of this report. 

The design changes between the original and replacement steam generators noted 
above are·commonly used in replacement steam generators today. Tht:i thermally 
treated Alioy 690 tubing provides increased resistance to stress corrosion cracking as 
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compared to thermally treated Alloy 600 tubing. The use of type 405 stainless steel (in 
lieu of carbon steel} for tube support plates eliminates the denting phenomenon 
associated with drilled carbon steel support plates. The use of broached trefoil holes 
(instead of drilled holes) in tube support plates reduces the number of contact. points with 
tubes and increases flow area between the tube and tube support plate, thereby 
reducing the potential for corrosion products to buildup between the tube and the tube 
support plate. Combustion Engineering steam generators with the batwing design have 
typically suffered from wear on tubes (from the batwings) in the central stay cylinder 
region; due to higher cross flow velocities in this portion of the steam generators. In an 
effort to eliminate this high flow region, the replacement steam generators were 
designed with a thicker tubesheet that was inherently more rigid, and thus did not require 
the central stay cylinder. By choosing a design with all u-bend tubes, the bat Wing 
design was eliminated and a new anti-vibration bar assembly was used. The new anti
vibration bar assembly is a free floatirig design that is supported by the tube bundle and 
is not attached to the tube bundle wrapper. 

b. Channel Head-to-Divider Plate Weld 

On March 18, 2009, after completion of the primary and secondary side hydrostatic 
pressure tests, a crack in the weld between the divider plate and the channel head on 
Unit 3 steam generator 3E0-88 was identified . Examination showed that the dissimilar 
metal weld, between the Alloy 690 divider plate and the low alloy steel channel head, 
had separated. Specifically, the failure o.ccurred between the channel head and the 
Alloy 152 butter weld, which is the weld filler wire equivalent of Alloy 690. Upon 
examination, a similar weld failure was found in steam generator 3E0-89 although the 
size of the failure was not as large. 

Mitsubishi performed a root cause evaluation and found that air carbon-ar~ gouging was 
used to remove the stainless steel cladding from the channel head, in preparation for 
making the divider plate-to-channel head dissimilar metal weld. The air carbon-arc 
gouging had resulted in carbon deposits in the channel head that were not completely 
removed by grinding that was performed after the gouging operation. The high carbon 
area increased the hqrdness of the channel head (due to carburization) and was the 
most probable cause of the failure between the channel head and the Alloy 152 butter 
weld. Mitsubishi also found that it was possible, but less probable, that the increased 
hardness of the channel head promoted hydrogen induced cracking in areas of the 
divider plate-to-channel head· weld that had higher local stresses due to geometric 
configurations (i.e., at the corner of the divider plate}. 

1.3 Resident Inspectors' Assessment of Stearn Generator Tube Leak Event Response 

a. Inspection Scope 

On January 31, 2012, the resident inspectors were on-site cfuring the Unit 3 ste~m 
generator tube leak event. The resident inspectors observed the licensee's response to 
the steam generator tube leak from the control room; and observed the rapid shutdown, 
actions to cool the plant down, actions performed during recovery of plant ~ystems, and 
other operator actions. Additionally, the resident inspectors conducted a review of 
control room activities and equipment response to determine if the operati119 crew 
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responded appropriately and if the plant systems responded as expected during the 
event. The resident inspectors conducted interviews with various on-shift personnel and 
reviewed the post trip report; which included control room logs, operator statements, and 
plant data trends to assess overall performance of the crew. The review also included 
procedure use and adequacy of the guidance used for event response, placing the plant 
in a safe and stable condition, establishing appropriate parameter limits for plant 
cooldown, and conducting the cooldown to cold shutdown conditions. With respect to 
operator awareness and decision making, the resident inspectors were specifically 
focused on the effectiveness of control board monitoring, technical decision making, and 
work practices Of the operating crew. With respect to command and control, the resident 
inspectors focused on actions taken by the control room supervision in managing the 
operating crew's response to the event. 

b. Observations and Findings 

No findings were identified. 

The team identified one unresolved item for which additional information is required to 
determine if performance deficiencies exist or if the issue constitutes a violation of NRC 
requirem~nts. 

On January 31, 2012, at 3:05 p.m. (PST), main control room operators at Unit 3 received 
a secondary plant sy~tem radiation alarm associated with the air ejectors followed by a 
blowdown radiation monitor alarm. Operations personnel responded in. accordance with 
Abnormal Operating Instruction 8023-13-14, "Reactor Coolant Leak," Revision 16, since 
the entry conditions_ for a steam generator tube leak were satisfied. Operations 
personnel determined the leakage to be about 75 gallons per day, using a mass balance 
calculation (.06 gpm), from steam generator 3E0-88. This leak rate was below the 
Technical Specification 3.4.13, "RCS Operational Leakage," limit of 150 gallons per day 
for primary- to..,secondary leakage through any one steam generator. 

At 4: 10 p.m., operations personnel evaluated that the primary-to-secondary leak rate 
exceeded 75 gallons per day on steam generator 3E0~88 and that the leak was 
increasing at greater than 30 gallons per day per hour, and consequently, initiated a 
rapid power reduction to be !i 50 percent power in one hour and in Mode 3 within the 
next two hours per Abnormal Operating Instruction 5023-13-14. In accordance with 
Abnormal Operating Instruction 5023-13-14, when reactor power was less than 35 
percent, operations personnel tripped the reactor at 5:31 p.m. to enter Mode 3. 

Due to the manual reactor trip, operations personnel entered Emergency Operating 
Instruction 8023-12-1, "Standard Post Trip Actions," Revision 26, to ensure the plant 
was placed in a stable, safe condition, and that the plant was configured to respond to 
the continuing steam generator tube leak event. Operations personnel implemented the 
emergency operating in$tructions and isolated the affected steam generator at 6:00 p.m. 
A plant cooldowri was conducted by using main steam bypass from steam generator 
3E0-89 to the main condenser. Mode 4 conditions were achieved at approximately 6 
hours after isolation of the steam generator. Cooldown continued until Unit 3 was in 
Mode 5, cold shutdown. 
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(1) Introduction:. The team identified an unresolved item associated with Operations 
Procedure S0123-0-A8, "Trip/Transient and Event Review," that required a formal 
review of operator actions and safety systems to determine if important systems 
responded as design. The formal review was not completed. 

Description: On March 19, 2012, the team requested to review the results of 
operations post trip/tran~ient evaluation of the January 31, Unit 3 tube leak event. 
Operations Procedure S0123-0-A8, '1Trip1Transient and Event Review," Revision 8, 
required a detailed post trip review following unplanned reactor trips. However, a 
formal trip/transient and event review was not available because operations 
personnel determined the Unit 3 event was planned and therefore a formal review 
was not required. 

On March 27, 2012, Team met with operations personnel to discuss items on a draft 
Unit 3 trip/transient evaluation provided to the team. The team also discussed with 
operations personnel the requirements in Operations Procedure S0123-Q..A8, and 
concluded a basis for what was "planned" and "unplanned" was not defined. 
Operations personnel determined the Unit 3 reactor trip was a planned reactor trip 
because Abnormal Operating Instruction S023-13-14, "Reactor Coolant Leak," 
Revision 16, Section 4, had described actions for primary-to-secondary leakage. 
Specifically, this section stated, in part, under plant conditions of increasing stearn 
generator tube leakage, operations personnel were required to perform a rapid 
power reduction to less than 35 percent power, then trip the reactor. 

The tearn discussed With operations personnel that definitions for unplanned events 
have be~n established through industry standards to report on plant performance. 
These standards include NEI 99-02, "Regulatory Assessment Performance Indicator 
Guideline," Revision 6. Industry Guidance NEI 99-02 indicated that Unit 3 reactor 
trip should be considered unplanned since the reactor trip was required by an 
abnormal operating instruction and would count against the performance indicator far 
unplanned reactor trips. NRC Regulatory Issue Summary (RIS) 2000-08, "Voluntary 
Submission of Performance fndicator Data," Revision 1, allows industry to use 

· NEI 99-02to report performance indicator data. 

Additional review and foll()w up will be required to review the corrective actions 
associated with the procedural guidance for an event review and then determine 
whether this issue represents a performance deficiency or constitutes a violation of 
NRC requirements. This issue is identified as URI 05000362/2012007-01, 
"Adequacy of the Trip/Transient and Event Review Procedure." 
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c. Conclusions 

The resident inspectors concluded that abnormal and emergency operating instructions 
were performed consistent With expected standard and that operations personnel 
exhibited the fundamental operator competencies in response to the Unit 3 steam 
generator tube leak. 

Specifically, the resident inspectors determined that the operating crew displayed a 
questioning attitude of changing ptant parameters and took conservative actions. The 
operating crew identified important preliminary increasing trends of Unit 3 air ejectors 
radiation monitors and subsequent alarms in a timely manner for a tube leak in steam 
generator 3E0-88. Additionally, the resident inspectors determined that crew 
supervision exercised effective oversight of plant status, crew performance, and control 
room command and control. 

The team identified one unresolved item associated with the adequacy of the 
trip/transient procedure. 

1.4 Description of Steam Generator Inspections at SONGS Unit 2 

On January 10, 2012, SONGS Unit 2 was shutdown for a refueling outage. Southern 
California Edison personnel conducted a scheduled steam generator inspection in 
accordance with Technical Specification 5.5.2.11, "Steam Generator (SG) Program." 
This was the first inspection of the Unit 2 steam generators since their replacement in 
January 2010. The accumulated operating time on the replacement Unit 2 steam 
generators was 1. 7 effective full power years. There was no reported primary-to
secondary leakage at the time of shutdown. 

The scope of the inspection ineluded a 100 percent tube sample with an eddy current 
test bobbin probe over the full tube length, followup rotating coil inspections at special 
interest locations, and a secondary side foreign object search and retrieval. Three types 
of flaw indications were found in the tubes: 

/ 

• Wear at the tube support plate and anti~vibration bar supports 

• Wear caused by a loose part 

• Wear at retainer bars 

With the exception of the wear indications found at tube retainer bar locations, the wear 
indications found are similar to those found at other replacement steam generators after 
one cycle of operation. A total of 2411 tubes were found with indications at the tube 
support plates and anti-vibration bar supports, the vast majority of which had a 
measured depth of less than 20 percent of the tube wall thickness. Only two of these 
indications, located at the anti-vibration bar supportis, exceeded the.Technical 
Specification 5.5.2.11.c repair limit of 35 percent of the tube wall thickness .. The two 
affected tubes plus two additional tubes with 31 percent deep indications were stabilized 
and plugged. 
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Southern California Edison performed a reanalysis of the bobbin probe eddy current 
data collected during the Unit 2 inspection program. This reanalysis was performed after 
the finding of the long free-span indications in Unit 3, allowing insights gained during the 
Unit 3 inspections to be applied to the Unit 2 data. The scope of this reanalysis was a 
"box" of 1000 tubes in each Unit 2 steam generator which bounded the region of tubing 
affected by the instability damage in Unit 3. This reanalysis confirmed the results of the 
original analysis and did notidentify any tube-to-tube wear. 

Two tubes were found with indications (less than 35 percent through wall) caused by a 
small loose part on the secondary side. This loose part was removed from the steam 
generator. Metallurgical analysis indicated the loose part was a piece of weld metal, 
most likely introduced during steam generator manufacturing operations. The two 
affected tubes were left in service. 

Six tubes were found with indications at retainer bar intersections. The retainer bars are 
part of the .support structure for the anti-vibration bars and are a unique feature of steam 
generators manufactured by Mitsubishi. The measured indication depths ranged from 
28 to 90 percent of the tube wall thickness. Because of the short measured lengths of 
these flaws, only the 90 percent indication was in~situ pressure tested as part of 
condition monitoring. The affected tube was suc;:cessfully pressurizeq to 5300 psi with 
no leakage, confirming that the Technical Specification 5.5.2.11.b.1 structural integrity 
performance criteria were met. Mitsubishi attributed the cause of these indications to 
retainer bar vibration, the potential for which had not been evaluated during design (see 
Section 4 of this report for additional details). Fort Calhoun is the only other domestic 
plant with Mitsubishi steam generators. lhe retainer bars at Fort Calhoun are 
significantly stiffer than at SONGS. 

The six tubes with retainer bar indications have been plugged and stabilized. In 
addition, the remaining 182 tubes (total for both Unit 2 steam generators) that intersect 
the retainer bars were plugged as a preventive measure. Twenty four of these tubes 
were stabilized prior to plugging to ensure that all 188 plugged tubes will not sever due 
to continued vibration of the retainer bar. The tubes that were stabilized are strategically 
located at each end and center of the retainer bars. 

Detailed plans for returning Unit 2 to service are· still under development. Short-term 
plans relating to Unit 2 included conducting a full u-bend examination of 1375 tubes in 
both steam generators using a rotating coil. The. tube sample was intended to bound the 
region affected by free~span wear seen in Unit 3 by significant margin. The rotating coil 
proviqes a slightly more sensitive inspection for long free-span wear scars than the 
bobbin probe. These inspections were performed subsequentto the team's site visit and 
identified two tubes in Unit 2 steam generator 2E0-89 with shallow free-spa,n wear in the 
u-bend region. These indications both measured approximately 14 percent deep, and 
were located in the same region of the bundle affected by free-span indications in the 
Unit 3 steam generators. 
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The tube wear data for Unit 2 is shown below. 

Steam 
Generator Anti-
SG2E88 Vibration 
(Through- Bar 

: Wall Wear} 

SONGS Unit 2 Steam Generators 

Wear Depths Summary 

Tube 
U-Bend Retainer Foreign 

Support 
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l I -
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!TOTAL --+---·_-17_5_.I-;_:.__1-__ 2_2_5 __ ,_i _==~~o-. :1 =-~===2==! =====2:1=====1=9-8_4=:1 =====-7_3=4=* 
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I Wall Wear) 
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! 20-~% I 
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1 I s! ol 
.. 

78 I 0 82 67 
; 10 -19% 1014 l ol I 

85 I 2 0 1101 I 496 
I TW~ 10% 1499 t 
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' 

TOTAL _259il_ 139 I 2 5! 0 2737 I 861* ...... 

*This value is the number of tubes with wear indications of any depth and at any 
location. Since many tubes have indications in more than one depth and location, the 
total number of tubes is less than the total number of indications. 

1.5 Description of Steam Generator Inspections at SONGS Unit 3 

After shutdown. the licensee started preparations for peiforming inspections of Unit 3 
steam generators 3_E0-89 and 3E0-88. The steam generator tube inspections 
commenced on February 12, 2012, and confirmed the loc(;!tion of the leak in steam 
generator 3E0-88 as coming from the tube in Row 106 Column 78. The leak was 
located 2 inches beyond anti-vibration support number 4 on the hot leg side. It was 
found to be associated with a long (approximately 30 inches) free-span flaw indication. 
No other tubes were"found to be leaking. 

The licensee then performed eddy current inspections of 100 percent of the tubes, full 
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length, in both Unit 3 steam generators with a bobbin probe. The bobbin probe 
examJnations were supplemented by rotating coil examinations to confirm, characterize, 
and size the indications found by the bobbin probe. These examinations identified over 
160 tubes in each steam generator with Jong free-span indications similar to that found 
on the leaking tube. In each steam gen~rator, the tubes containing the free-span 
indications were grouped together in a tightly packed zone near the center of the tube 
bundle. The free-span indications were located on the upper and/or lower sides (i.e., the 
extrados and intrados) of the u-bend. Thus, a given free-span indication on the extrados 
of one tube tended to be matched by a similar indication on the intrados of the adjacent 
higher row tube located ih the same tube column. This pattern provided early evidence 
to SCE personnel that the free-span indications were wear flaws due to tube-to-tube 
contact from motion of the u-bends within the piane of the u-bends. More than half of 
the free-span indications in each steam generator had maximum measured depths 
exceeding the 35 percent plugging limit in the technical specifications, and ranged to as 
much as 99 percent (for the non-leakin9 tubes). 

Over 460 tubes in each steam generator were found with wear indications at the tube 
support plates. In general, tubes exhibiting the free-span wear indications tended to 
exhibit tube support plate indications with the highest depth measurements, typically with 
the deepest values at the seventh tube support plate and trending down at succe$sively 
lower support levels. Approximately 170 tubes in each steam generator exhibited 
indications at the tube support plates that exceeded the 35 percent plugging limit, with 
maximum depths ranging to 70 percent. 

Approximately 800 tubes in steam generator 3E0-88 and_ 900 tubes i_n steam generator 
3E0~89 exhibited wear indications at the anti-vibration bar supports. Most of these 
measured less than 20 percent deep, and only 2 indications exceeded the 35 percent -
plugging limit. For tube indications at anti-vibration bars in tubes not exhibiting free-span 
u-bend indications, the length of the wear indications was confined to within the width of 
the anti-vibration bars. For tubes that exhibited free-span indications, many of these 
tubes had wear indications at the anti-vibration bars that extended outside the width of 
the anti~vibration bars which indicated in-plane movemeht of these tubes in the u-bend 
area. 

Four tubes were found with indications_ at retainer bar intersections, with measured 
depths ranging from 28 to 46 percent. At the time of the team's presence at the site, 
planned corrective actions with respect to tubes adjacent to the retainer bar were similar 
to those completed for Unit 2. The four tubes with retainer bar indications were plugged 
and stabilized. In addition, the remaining 184 tubes (total for both Unit 3 steam 
generators) that intersect the retainer bars were plugged as a preventive measure. 
Twenty four of these tubes were stabilized prior. The tubes that were stabilized are 
strategically located at each 'end and center of tbe retainer bars. · 
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Tube wear data for Unit 3 is shown below. 

Steam 
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*This value is the number of tubes with wear indications of any depth and at any 
location. Since many tubes have indications in more than one depth and location, the 
total nl)mber of tubes is less than tbe total number of indications. 

1.6 lh-Situ Pressure Testing 

Technical Specification 5.5.2.11.~ for SONGS Units 2 and 3 requires that a condition 
monitoring assessment be performed during each outage that the steam generator tubes 
are inspected or plugged to confirm that the tube integrity performance criteria are being 
met. These performance criteria include specific requirements for tube structural 
integrity and accident induced leakage. The limiting structural criterion applicable to·the 
SONGS l.Jnits 2 arid 3 is the normal steady state pressure differential across the tubes 
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times a safety factor of three. The limiting accident induced leakage criterion is 0.5 gpm 
per steam generator. 

Typically, the requirement for performing condition monitoring is satisfied by analyzing 
eddy current flaw indications relative to screening criteria that are functions of measured 
flaw depth, length. and/or eddy current voltage response. These screening criteria are 
conservative relative to the performance criteria since they make allowance for eddy 
current measurement error, uncertainties with respect to voltage correlations with flaw 
depth and burst strength, and material property variability. When these screening 
criteria are exceeded, in-situ pressure tests may be performed for tubes not meeting the 
screening c;riteria to confirm that the performance criteria are met for these tubes. In-situ 
pressure test procedures at SONGS and the screening criteria for selecting tubes to be 
tested were in accordance with Electrical Power Research Institute Report 1014983, 
"Steam Generator In-Situ Pressure Test Guidelines," Revision 3. 

At Unit 2, one tube with a measured 90 percent deep indication at a retainer bar location 
was determined to be outside the ·screening criteria and was in-situ pressure tested. For 
Unit 3, an optional strategy to the screening criteria approach was taken in accordance 
with the Steam Generator In-Situ Pressure Test Guidelines, Appendix A The 
Appendix A approach is a statistically based Monte Carlo approach that samples the 
uncertainty distributions a~ociated with each of the input parameters for calculating 
tube burst pressure. This methodology selects all tubes determined to have a 0.95 
probability or less of meeting the limiting structural integrity performance criterion. 
Application of this methodology led to selection of 129 tubes on .Unit. 3 for in-situ 
pressure testing, 73 tubes in steam generator 3E0-88 and 56 tubes in steam generator 
3E0-89. 

The in-situ pressure tests were performed under ambient conditions. Therefore the te~t 
pressures were adjusted upward from actual values under hot conditions to account for 
the increased yield and ultimate strength of the tube material under ambient conditions. 
The test pressures (with correction factors added) corresponding to normal operating 
conditions, main steam line break, and three times normal operating pressure differential 
were 1850 psi, 3200 psi, and 5300 psi, respectively. 

The test procedure involved pressurizing the subject tube at a rate not to exceed 200 
psi/sec to each test point. At each test point, pressure was held constant for two 
minutes if the tube was not ieaking. If the tub.e was leaking, pressure 'I.Vas held constant 
for five minutes before ramping to the next test pressure. 

The tube with a 90 percent deep retainer bar indication in Unit 2 was successfully tested 
to 5300 psi with no leakage. This demonstrated that all performance criteria were met 
for this tube. For Unit 3, 136 of the 144 tubes were successfully tested to 5300 psi with 
no leakage, demonstrating that these tubes met the performance criteria. The remaining 
eight tubes "failed" prior to· reaching 5300 psi. Failure in this context means that leakage 
9ccurred in excess of the 4.5 gallons per minute pump capacity during the test, and test 
pressure could not be maintained. AJI eight tubes that failed were in steam generator 
3E0-88. All tubes te~ted in steam generator 3E0-89 passed with no leakage. 

Tal;>le 1 summarize$ the in,..situ pressure test results for the eight tubes that failed the 
test. Three of the eight tubes failed at or below the test pressure corresponding to main 
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steam line break differential pressure. The tube that leaked causing shutdown of 
SONGS l.Jnit 3 (row 106, column 78) exhibited the lowest failure pressure, 2874 psi. 
The three tubes that falled at or below main steam line break pressure failed to meet the 
accident leakage performance criteria as well as the structural integrity performance 
criteria. The other five tubes. met the accident leakage criteria, but failed to meet the 
structural criteria. 

Prior to being tested to failure, the tube that leaked during operation (row 106, column 
78) exhibited a measured leak rate of 0.072 gallons per minute at a test pressure 
corr<?sponding to normal operating conditions. This compares with a leak rate of 0.06 
gallons per minute measured by SCE operating staff for SONGS Unit 3 when they made 
the decision to shut the plant down. The reported operational leakage was evaluated 
based-on amb.ient conditions. Both the operational and test measurements are less than 
the appficable technical spedfication limit of 0.1 gallons per minute. · 

.Table 1 - SONGS 3 In-Situ Pressure Test Results 
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2 . .0 Probable Cause Evaluation (Charter Item 2) 

While the team was on-s.ite, both SCE and Mitsubishi were in the process of conducting 
cause evaluations for the tube failure and unexpec~ed wear of steam generator tubes in 
Unit 3. As part of both evaluations, actions were being taken to understand the 
differences between Unit 2 and 3 steam generators. The cause evaluations were not 
complete and were undergoing· changes while the Augmented Inspection team was 
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onsite; however, SCE did subsequently complete their cause evaluation prior to the 
team's exit meeting. The team did a detailed review of the completed cause evaluation. 

Enclosure 



2.1 SCE Cause Evaluation 

a. Inspection Scope 

Tht:! team conducted an overall and independent review of SC E's actions taken to 
understand the probable cause for the steam generator tube degradation. The team 
reviewed the updated final safety analysis report, technical specifications, design basis 
documents, original steam generator design, replacement steam generator design, 
purchase order specifications, design chang.es, manufacturing changes, 
nonconformance reports, supplier deviation reports, and interviewed personnel. The 
review included understanding the licensee's criteria for determining the cause, or if one 
could not be determined, the most probable cause. 

b. Observations and Findings 

No findings were identified. 

The team participated in discussions with the licensee's cause analysis team and noted 
that the licensee employed various root cause evaluation techniques. These included a 
change analysis technique that compared design differ~nces and a problem analysis 
technique relying on a systematic process that looked at the causal effects and risk 
assessments of possible causes. The team reviewed the licensee causal analysis 
summary that assigned a ranking of highly probable to unlikely. 

In the area of thermal hydraulic ~nalysis the licensee contracted AREVA to verify the 
accuracy of Mitsubishi's thermal-hydraulic code (FIT Ill) used during the design of the 
replacement steam generators, by comparing it to ATHOS, a thermal-hydraulic code 
developed by the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI). In addition, SCE contracted 
Westinghouse to perform a completely independent analysis using a Westinghouse 
modified ATHOS thermal-hydraulic code. AREVA also performed independent flow 
induced vibration analyses. The licensee brought on board MPR associates and 
numerous other technical experts, including a world renowned expert in flow induced 
vibration, to assist in the cause assessment. The team observed that SCE preliminary 
causal analysis was generally consi~terit with that of Mitsubishi. Initially, the licensee 
reviewed the following cause contributors: 

Departure from original steam generator u-bend/anti-vibration bar configuration -
highly probable 

• Departure from original steam generator stay cylinder configuration - possible 
• Departure from original steam generator tube support plate configuration -

possible 
Replacement steam generator anti-vibration bar structure too flexible - possible 

• Additional 300 rotations of Unit 3 replacement steam generator due to divider 
plate repair work - possible 

• Thermal-hydraulic and flow induced vibration models used in replacement steam 
generator design incorrectly predicted replacement steam generator tube bundle 
behavior - possible 

The team observed that the licensee performed a detailed analysis and attempted to 
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address all probable causes. The team observed that some of the conditions which 
were eliminated as potential contributors may need further evaluation. In particular, the 
team determined that the only major difference between Units 2 and 3 was the divider 
plate repair to both Unit 3 steam generators. This difference had been discounted by 
both SCE and Mitsubishi. The divider plate is further discussed in Section 12.0 of this 
report. 

The completed SCE cause evaluation identified the mechanistic cause of the tube-to
tube wear as fluid-elastic instability caused by a combination of localized high 
steam/water velocity, high steam void fraction, and insufficient contact forces between 
the anti-vibration bars and the tubes. · 

c. Conclusions 

The team independently concluded that the combination of higher than predicted 
thermal-hydraulic conditions and insufficient contact forces in the upper tube bundle 
caused the fluid-elastic instability vibration. 

2.2 Mitsubishi Cause Evaluation 

a. Inspection Scope 

The team conducted an overall and independent review of Mitsubishi's actions taken to 
understand the probable cause of the steam generator tube degradation. While onsite, 
the inspection team was informed that Mitsubishi was pefforming a failure analysis to · 
characterize the mechanism caµS;ing the tube-to-tube wear condition in Unit 3. The 
team had periodic discussions with Mitsubishi personnel to gather information on the 
probable causes under consideration. The team reviewed information contained in the 
updated final safety analysis report, technical specifications, design basis documents, 
purchase order specifications, design changes, design drawings, manufacturing 
changes, nonconformance reports, and supplier deviation reports to understand the 
design and fabrication of the replacement steam generators and independently assess 
the information obtained from Mitsubishi's in:·progress cause evaluation. 

b. Observations and Findings 

No findings were identified. 

The team determined that Mitsubishi was performing a thorough evaluation of the failure 
mechanism leading to the tube-to-tube wear ii'.! Unit 3. The team noted that Mitsubishi 
gathered factual information about the design, fabrication, and operation of the 
replacement steam generators in Unit 2 and Unit3 to understand the differences 
between these components and identify potential contributing causes. The team 
discussed the preliminary failure mechanism theory with Mitsubishi personnel, who 
attributed the tube-to-tube; wear to a combination of design~ fabrication, and operational 
factors. 

Mitsubishi's preliminary explanation of the failure mechanism started With the 
combination of two factors: ( 1) a relatively small tube pitch to tube diameter ratio (P/D). 
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and (2) high void fraction in the tube bundle area where the tube-to-tube wear was 
identified. The small pitch to diameter ratio was a fixed parameter in the replacement 
st~am generators established by the nominal center-t9-~nter distance between 
adjacent tubes (P) and the nominal outside diameter of the tubes (D). The high void 
fraction was identified from the results of Mitsubishi's thermal-hydraulic model for the 
secondary side of the replacement steam generators. Mitsubishi considered that the 
combination of these two factors may have resulted in favorable conditions for in-plane 
tube vibration based, in part, on the results of recent studies in fluid-elastic instability. 

Additionally, Mitsubishi identified thatthe Unit 3 replacement steam generators had 
better dimensional controls during the fabrication process. This determination was 
based, in part, on the results of pre-service and in-service eddy current examinations, 
and fabrication data from Unit 2 and Unit 3 replacement steam generators. The 
correlation of dimensional controls with the failure mechanism was that.improved 
dimensional controls 'for Unit 3 replacement steam generators resulted in less variability 
of as-built critical dimensions such as anti-vibration bar thickness, tube roundness, and 
gaps between tubes and anti-.vibration. bar$. . 

The failure mechanism model also considered a fluid dynamic effect associated with·the 
spreading ofthe tubes in the U-bend region during normal operating conditions. This 
effect was informaliy referred to as "flowering," due to the characteristic shape in which 
the tube bundle spreads transverse to the plane ofthe u .. bends at normal operating 
condi.tions. "Flowering" was described as the elastic deformation of ·the anti-vibration bar 
structure and the tube bundle in the U-bend region, as a result of thermal· expansion and 
fluid dynamic pressure acting on the secondary side of th~ tubes (see figure b~low). 
The deformation caused by the "flowering" effect was believed to result in multiple areas 
of no contact between the anti-vibration bars and the tubes, which minimized resistance 
to in-plane motion of the u-bend area of the tubes. 
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Mitsubishi considered that the collective contribution of the factors described above 
resulted in conditions in the U-bend that were highly susceptible to excessive tube 
vibration. The in-plane vibration of the tubes in the U-bend region allowed direct contact 
between free-span sections of the tubes, rC?sulting in the unanticipated tube-fo-tube 
wear. 

At the conclusion of the onsite portion of this inspection, Mitsubishi was further 
evaluating the failure mechanism by conducting in-depth analyses of available data to 
validate their failure mechanism theory. One of the analyses included analytical studies 
of the impact of anti-vibration bar gap size, free-span length, fluid-elastic vibration, and 
contact forces on tube wear depth. An expected outcome of' this analysis was that 
contact forces and the number .of inactive supports should be the biggest contributors to 
wear under fluid-e_lastic instability conditions. Additionally, Mitsubishi was conducting 
further analytical studies of the nflowering" effect by modeling multiple cases of elastic 
displacement of the tube bundle structure, taking into consideration thermal expansion 
and dynamic pressures. Concurrent with these analyses, Mitsubishi was studying the 
effect of manufacturing dispersion ori tube wear. Specifically, Mitsubishi was modeling 
multiple cases of manufacturing variability to study the influence of different dimensional 
controls on gap and contact forces. Mitsubishi was using as-built data as well as 

1 

manufacturing tolerances to statistically assess the impact of dimensional controls on 
the resulting gaps and contact forces in different areas.of the tube bundle. Based on the 
data reviewed by the tearn, the standard ·deviation of the tube ovality (G"'.value) 
decreased during each successive fabrication run of the steam generator tubes (order of 
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tube fabrication -> U2E0-89, U2E0-88, U3E0-89, and U3E0-88). One of the expected 
outcomes of this analysis was that manufacturing variability in Unit 3, in combination with 
the "flowering" effect, would result in a reduction of contact forces in Unit 3 relative to 
those in Unit 2. During the on-site portion of this inspection, the results of these studies 
were not finalized and additional failure analysis tasks were scheduled to accurately 
characterize the failure mechanism and support the cause determination. 

c. Conclusions 

At the time of the exit, Mitsubishi was still completing their independent cause analysis. 
As part of the Confirmatory Action Letter inspection, the final Mitsubishi cause evaluation 
will be reviewed. 

3.0 Operational Differences in Configuration and Operatic~ between Unit 2 and 3 (Charter 
item 3) 

a. Inspection Scope 

The team reviewed Unit 2 and 3 Cycle 16 operational data records found in operator 
logs and the plant computer system. The team focused on differences in configuration. 
and operation between Units 2 and 3. The team evaluated full power operational data 
between Unit 2 and Unit 3 steam generators after each were replaced. From this data 
the team compared key plant parameters and other iriqications such as temperature, 
flow, power, pressure, and vibration and loose parts monitoring alarms. The team 
reviewed operational differences between Units 2 and 3 in order to gain ·information and 
to assess if these differences could have had an impact on the observed differences in 
the steam generator tube wear between the units. 

b. Observations and Findings 

No findings were identified. 

The team identified one unresolved item for which additional information is required to 
determine if a performance deficiency exists or if the issue constitutes a violation of NRC 
requirements. The team also modeled the impact of.operational differences on the 
predicted thermal-hydraulic response of the steam generators. 

(1) Introduction: The team identified an unresolved item associated with the number of 
valid vibration and loose parts alarms observed in Unit 3 steam gene~ators compared 
to Unit 2 steam generators, during steady state conditions. 

· Description: During the review of operational differences between Unit 2 and 3 
steam generators the team identified a significant difference in number of valid 
vibration and loose parts monitoring system alarms. The vibration and loose parts 
monitoring system was designed to provide continuous monitoring and conditioning 
of loose parts accelerometer signals. Two separate accelerometers were installed 
on each of the steam generators. The location of these instruments are on the 
steam generators' lower supporting structures and provide acoustic information 
about loose parts impacts specifically on the reactor coolant or primary side of the 
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steam generators. The vibration and loose parts monitoring system real time 
functions consist mainly of impact alarm valiqation of suspected loose part events 
and recording acoustic data. Long term vibration monitoring and loose part event 
trending were done by engineering personnel using recorded data. 

Unit 3 returned to service in February 2011, and the resident inspectors noted a 
number of nuclear notifications associated with Unit 3 steam generators vibration 
and loose parts monitoring alarms. On January 20, 2012, prior to the Unit 3 tube 
leak, engineering personnel also identified this trend and documented in Nuclear 
Notification NN 201818719 this problem and assigned an action to do further 
evaluation. On February 3, 2012, engineering personnel sent two sets of alarm 
signatures to Westinghouse, which contained impact data on alarms for tim·e periods 
of steady state operation (i.e., no major temperature changes). Westinghouse 
engineering personnel concluded that the acoustic signals picked up by the 
accelerometers were valid and similar in nature to acoustic signatures caused by 
thermal movement of a steam generator expected during changes in thermal 
conditions, such as plant startup or shutdown. However the data obtained and 
analyzed had been taken during steady state operations. The team noted that Unit 2 
steam generators did not receive the same number and type of alarms during a 
similar period of steady state operations. Engineering personnel also compared hot 
leg temperature changes linked to Unit 3 operations from February 18, 2011, to 
January 31, 2012, and confirmed about 30 valid alarms during this period were not 
associated with thermal transients. 

Additional review and follow up will pe required of the vibration and loose parts 
monitoring system alarms. including evaluation and disposition of Unit 3 alarms and 
then determine whether this issue represent$ a performance deficiency or constitutes 
a violation of NRC requirements. This issue is identified as 
URI 05000362/2012007-02, ILEvaluation of Unit 3 Vibration and Loose Parts 
Monitoring System Alarms." 

(2) Operational Differences: The team performed a number of different thermal
hydrat..ilic analysis of Units 2 and 3 steam generators. The output of the various 
analyses runs where then compared and reviewed to determine if those differences 
could have contributed to the significant change in steam generator tube wear. It 
was noted that Unit 3 ran with slightly higher primary temperatures, about 4°F.higher 
than_Unit2. Other differences were noted in steam and feedwater flow but none of 
the differences were considered sufficient to significantly affect thermal hydraulic 
characteristics inside the steam generators. The different analyses included: 

• Lower bounding thermal hydraulic analysis using the steam generator base 
design condition, Where primary inlet temperature was 59a·F, and an upper 
bound case where primary inlet temperature was 61 t"F as identifi~d in Mitsubishi 
Document L5-04GA021, Revision 3 

• Vc:trying steam generator pressures from 833to 942 psia 
• Steam mass flow rates from 7.59 to 7.62 Mlbm/hr · 
• Primary loop volumetric flow rate from 102,000 to 104, 000 gpm, anq 
• Recirculation ratio from 3.2 to 3.5. 
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c. Conclusions 

The team identified one unresolved item associated with SC Eis evaluation of the Unit 3 
loose parts monitoring alarms. 

The result of the independent NRC thermal~hydraulic analysis indicated that differences 
in the actual operation between units and/or individual steam generators had an 
insignificant impact on the results and in fact, the team did not identify any changes in 
steam velocities or void fractions that could attribute to the differences in tube wear 
between the units or steam generators. It should be noted that increases in primary 
temperature and steam generator pressures has the effect of reducing void fractions and 
peak steam velocities, which slightly decreases the conditions necessary for fluid ela.stic 
instability and fluid-induced vibration. 

4.0 Design and Manufacturing Differences (Charter Item #4) (Mitsubishi Charter Item 1) 

During the development of the charter, it was not known how SCE and Mitsubishi 
reviewed and approved design and manufacturing changes. During the inspection, it 
was identified that all design and manufacturing changes proposed by Mitsubishi 
required .review and approval frorn a SCE representative. Based on this, it was 
determined that this area could be covered as one item. · 

a. Inspection Scope 

The team interviewed licensee and Mitsubishi personnel involved ih the design and 
fabrication of the replacement steam generators and reviewed information including 
nonconformance reports, design drawings, fabrication procedures, design changes, 
engineering evaluations, supplier deviation requests, and design specifications to 
identify conditions affecting ·quality that resulted in relevant design differences between 
the replacement steam generators. The team assessed whether these differences could 
be considered as contributing factors for the cause of the tube-to-tube wear issue in Unit 
3. The team also reviewed Engineering Change Packages 800071702 and 800071703 
for the Unit 2 and Unit 3 replacement steam generators, respectively, with emphasis on 
changes made to the design methodology .described in the updated final safety analysis 
report for the original steam generators to verify that the evaluation was performed in 
accordance with licensee procedures and the provisions of 1 OCFR 50.59, "Changes, 
Tests, and Experiments." 

b. Observations and Findings 

No findings were identified. 

The teani identified two unresolved items for which additionai information is required to 
determine if performance deficiencies exist or if the issues constitute violations of NRC 
requirements. The team also identified several observations related to the design, 
fabrication, and the engineering change package for the Unit 2 and Unit 3 replacement 
steam generators. 
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{1) Introduction: The team identified an unresolved item associated with the design of 
the retainer bars in Unit 2 and Unit 3 replacement steam generators. 

Description: In February 2012, the licensee identified wear indications in Unit 2 
replacement steam generators at the tube locations in contact With the retainer bars 
(see figure below). Some of the indications showed excessive wear with a maximum 
degradation of 90 percent through wall. 

The team identified that the design of the replacement steam generators did not 
expect any potential vibration concerns in the area of the tube bundle where the 
retainer bars were located. The basis for Mitsubishi's design philosophy relied on 
the following factors: 

• Based on the calculated natural frequency of the retainer bar, Mitsubishi 
considered that ttiere would not be a resonant vibration condition relative to the 
flow conditions in the location of retainer bars. 

• ·The vibration analysis of the tube bundle only considered out-of-plane vibration 
because in-plane vibration was not expected to be an operational concern for the 
retainer bars. 

• The outermost tubes were considered the least susceptible to flow-elastic 
instability; therefore retainer bar locaticms were not included in the vibration 
analysis. 

• Flµid-elastic instability was found not applicable to the retainer bar because this 
mechani.sm did not apply to a single·tube in cross flow. 

• Vortex-induced vibration was found not applicable to the retainer bar because it 
was considered a vibration mode applicable to a single _cylinder in uniform cross 
flow in a large area and the flow condition around the retainer bars was 
considered slug-froth two phase flow. 

However, upon identification of retainer bar-to-tube wear in Unit 2 replacement 
steam generators, Mitsubishi performed an evaluation to identify the cause of 
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excessive wear. The analysis considered three vibration mechanisms: fluid"'.elastic 
instability, vortex-induced vibration, and turbulence-induced vibration (random 
vibration). The analysis for turbulence .. induced vibration determined that random 
vibration was the possible cause of the retainer vibration, based on the peculiar flow 
around the retainer bar, combined with the rather low natural frequency of the 
retainer bar. The analysis used the two phase flow conditions around the retainer 
bars and identified various modes of vibration at those flow conditions that could lead 
to retainer bar vibration and consequently to tube wear. 

Additional review by the NRC is required following completion of the licensee's cause 
evaluation to determine whether this issue represents a performance deficiency or 
constitutes a violation of NRC requirements. This issue is identified as URI 
05000362/2012007-03, "Evaluation of Retainer Bars Vibration during the Original 
Design of the Replacement Steam Generators." 

(2) Introduction: The team identified an unresolved item associated with the 
dimensional controls of critical dimensions throughout the fabrication of Unit 2 and 
Unit 3 replacement steam generators. · 

Description: Based on the information gathered by the team on the differences in 
dimensional controls of critical parameters in Unit 2 and Unit 3 replacement steam 
generators, the team determined that Mitsubishi did not consider the potential impact 
of improving dimensional controls for tube roundness and anti-vibration bars on the 
final tube bun.die clearances at normal operating conditions. 

Additional review by the NRC is required following completion of Mitsubishi's cause 
evaluation to fully assess how the dimensional controls contributed to the tube-to
tube wear in Unit 3 and then determine whether this issue represents a performance 
deficiency or constitutes a violation of NRC requirements. This issue is identified as 
URI 0500036212012007-04, "Evaluation of Changes in Dimensional Controls during 
the Fabrication of Unit 2 and Unit 3 Replacement Steam Generators." 

(3) Design Differences: The team did not identify any significant differences in the 
design requirements of Unit 2 and Unit 3 replacement steam generators. The 
"Conformeq Specification for Design and Fabrication of the Replacement Steam 
Generators," also known as the design specification, contained identical technical 
requirements for Unit 2 and Unit 3 steam generators. All replacement steam 
generators were required to be designed, fabricated, and tested in accordance with 
the 1998 edition of the American Society of Mechan_ical Engineers (ASME) Boiler 
and Pressure Vessel Code, with the 2000 Addenda, industry standards, and NRC 
endorsed methods described in applicable regulatory guides. The licensee specified 
the same licensing requirements for all replacement steam generators. 

The design specification also contained provisions to address technical or quality 
deviations from the requirements of the purchase order or the design specifications, 
Including the disposition of "Repair" or "Accept as-is" conditions captured as non
conformance reports in Mitsubishi's quality assurance program and changes to 
documents previously approved by the licensee. This process was referred to as 
11Supplier Deviation Request" and allowed the licensee to review and approve 
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deviations from the approved tjesign specifications. The team noted that changes 
affecting the specified design were submitted to SCE personnel for review and 
approval. 

The team noted that the design specification established identical provisions for the 
design of the replacement steam generator components including the vessel, 
upper/lower shell, transition .cone, tubesheet, channel head, divider plate, tube 
supports, tubing, steam nozzle, feedwater nozzle, primary nozzles, steam flow 
limiting devicej moisture separators/dryers, feedwater distribution system, blowdown 
and sludge management, access/inspection ports. instrume.nt/sampling taps, and · 
loose part monitoring. 

The design specification also established identical requirements for the service life 
and service environmental conditions of the replacement steam generators. The 
licensee also specified identical design loading, structural, and seismic requirements 
for all replacement steam generators. The design specification contained identical 
requirements for design transients under normal, upset, emergen·cy, faulted, ancJ test 
conditions. 

Additionally, the performance requirements in the design specification were identical 
for each replacement steam generator, which i.ncluded: 

• Water Level Stability 
• Circulation Ratio 
• Moisture Carryover 
• Steam Carryunder in the Downcomer Annulus 
• Reactor Coolant Flow Rate 
• Primary-To-Secondary Leakage 
• Slowdown Capacity 
• Thermal Rating 
• Heat Transfer Surface.Area 
• Tube Plugging Margin 
• Fouling Factor · 
• Gverall Heat Transfer Coefficient 
• Primary Slde Design and Operating PressureITem·peratures 
• Secondary Side Design and Operating Pressures/Temperatures 
• Primary Side Design and Operating Flows 
• Secondary Side Design and Operating Flows 
• Tube Material and Dimensions 

The replacement steam generator design developed by Mitsubishi for SONGS Unit 2 
and Unit 3 in accordance with the licensee's design specification was translated into 
the same set of design and fabrication drawings. The team noted that some as-built 
dimensions varied between Uhit 2 and Unit 3 steam generators as a result of the 
9ivider plate weld repairs in Unit 3 and ()ther ·manufacturing processes. However, 
these dimensional changes did not represent significant deviations from the original 
design specifications, 
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(4) Fabrication Differences: The team noted that the design specification contained the 
same general fabrication requirements for the Unit 2 and Unit 3 replacement steam 
generators. The design specification contained the methods required for fabrication, 
assembly, inspection, and testing of the replacement steam generators. The 
specification covered, in part. fabrication requirements forthe channel head cladding, 
tube dimensions, tube wall thickness, tube bend radius, tube uovality," tubesheet, 
tube-to-tubesheet joints, tube supports, tube bundle, machined gasketed surfaces. 
non-ASME stearn generator internals, welding methods, post-weld heat treatment, 
and allowable welding materials. The specification also contained detailed 
requirements for inspections, tests, and examinations, which included examination 
methods and personnel qualification requirements. 

The design specification also required the use of "Supplier Deviation Requests" to 
address technical or quality deviations from the requirements of the Purchase Order 
or the design specifications, including the disposition of "Repair" -0r "Accept as-is" 
conditions identified during the fabrication process and changes to fabrication 
documents previously approved by the licensee. The team noted that fabrication 
issues affecting the specified design were submitted to SCE personnel for review 
and approval. 

Based on discussions with SCE and Mitsubishi personnel and the review of 
documentation about the fabrication history of Unit 2 and Unit 3 replacement steam 
generators, the team identified the differences listed below, At the conclL1sion of the 
onsite portion of this im;pection, the differences betWeen Unit 2 and Unit 3 steam 
generators as a result of the fabrication process were under consideration for the 
cause evaiuation. 

,• Steam Dryer Assembly - During the fabrication of Unit 2 steam generator 2E0-
89, Mitsubishi identified a nonconforming condition of the steam dryer assembly 
that included damaged locking plates of vane jacking devices, displaced bolts, 
and damaged vanes. Th~ cause of this issue was determined to be inadequate 
evaluation and control of the design in regard the capacity of the vane jacking 
devices to sustain all fabrication conditions. Specifically, the vane jacking 
device.s failed to stay in the design position during multiple rotations of the steam 
generator assembly during fabrication. Mitsubishi corrected the condition, in 
part, by replacing all vane jacking devices and damaged vanes with a new 
design, which was also used in the fabrication of the Unit 2 steam 
generator 2E0-88, and Unit 3 steam generators 3E0-89 and 3E0-88. 
Additionally, Mitsubishi modified the assembly sequence of the steam dryers. 
For Unit 2 steam generator 2E0-89, the steam dryer vanes were assembled in
situ while the steam dryersJor Unit 2 steam generator 2E0-88 and Unit 3 steam 
generators 3E0-88 and 3E0-89 were preassembled before installation in their 
final position. 

• Drilling of Tubesheet Holes - The tubesheet holes in Unit 2 and Unit 3 steam 
generators where the tubes are inserted for final assembly were made with 
different drill t;>its. The Unit 2 steam generator tubesheets were drilled with 
uncoated drill bits. The Unit 3 steam generator tubesheets were drilled with 
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titanium-nitride coated drill bits, which improved the drill bit life and resolved 
tooling mark issues experienced in Unit 2. 

• Transition Wrapper Welding - The welding of the transition wrapper was 
performed in different order for each unit. For Unit 2 steam generators, the 
transition wrapper was welded after the tubes and anti-vibration bars were 
installed. In Unit 3 steam generators, the transition wrapper was welded before 
the installation of tubes and anti-vibration bars. 

• Cladding Removal Process for the Channel Head - The removal of the stainless 
steel clad weld from the interior surface of the channel head base metal in 
preparation for the divider plate weld (i.e. structural butter weld) was performed 
with different methods in Unit 2 and Unit 3 replacement steam generators. For 
Unit 2. Mitsubishi used a machining process to remove the Cladding in both 
steam generators. In Unit 3, Mitsubishi used an air carbon-arc gouging process. 
This method resulted in separation of the butter weld during hydrostatic testing. 
The root cause evaluation concluded that the air carbon-arc gouging process left 
carbon deposits on the base metal. Gouging was followed by grinding which was 
designed to remo:ve the heat affected zone and expected to completely remove 
the carbon deposits. However, the grinding process left carbon deposits behind, 
which resulted in the localized areas of high carbon and high base metal 
hardness due to carburization. The repair of the Unit 3 divider plate welds is 
addressed in further details in Section 12. o, of this report. 

• Helium Leak Test-As part of the fabrication process, Mitsubishi performed a 
Helium-Nitrogen leak test on the secondary side of the replacement steam 
generators to check for leaks on the tube-fo-tubesheet welds. For all steam 
generators, this test was performed after completion of the tube-to-tubesh~et 
weld, bL1t prior to the penetrant examination of the tube-to-tubesheet welds and 
final tube expansion. The leak tests for Unit 2 steam generators were performed 
at a higher pressure than Unit 3 steam generators. Additionally, the Unit 2 tests 
were performed using a temporary welded cap on top of the steam gen~rator 
shell to enclose the secondary side, while a temporary clamped cap was used in 
Unit 3 steam generators .. All tests required the same holding time before starting 
the test and the same leak rate acceptance criteria. , 

• Preliminary and ASME Section Ill Hydrostatic Tests - The number of hydrostatic 
tests performed in accordance with ASME Section Ill on the primary and 
secondary sides of the replacement steam generators varied between Units due 
to the results of the initial test in each s~eam generator. For each replacement 
steam generator. the hydrostatic tests were performed first on the primary side 
·and then on the secondary side. Both Unit 2 steam generators met the 
acceptance criteria in the first hydrostatic test. However, during the first 
hydrostatic·teston the secondary side of Unit3 steam generator 3E0-89, 
Mitsubishi identified leakage through a tube-to-tubesheet weld that exceeded the 
ASMt; Code acceptance criteria. After repairs were completed to address the 
leakage, the hydrostatic tests were re-perform~d. Follqwing the second set of 
hydrostatic tests on Unit 3 steam generator 31::0-891 .cracking indications were 
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identified in the divider plate-to-channel head weld. After repairs were completed 
to address the divider plate weld cracks, a third set of hydrostatic tests were 
performed in Unit 3 steam generator 3E0-89. Since similar cracking indications 
of the divider plate weld were identified ·in Unit 3 steam generator 3E0-88, a 
second set of hydrostatic tests was performed in this steam generator after the 
divider plate weld was repaired. 

Additionally, prior to each ASME Section Ill hydrostatic test, Mitsubishi performed 
a preliminary hydrostatic test of the primary and secondary side of the steam 
generators at design pressure to check for leakage at the feed pump, pressure 
filling line, temporary gaskets, and temporary seals. Therefore, each 
replacement steam generator received an equal number of preliminary and 
ASME Section Ill Hydrostatic Tests. The total numbers of hydrostatic tests for 
each steam generator are summarized below. 

Number of Preliminary and ASME Section Ill Hydrostatic Tests 

I Steam I Primary Secondary Results 
1 Generator; Side Side 

I 2E0-89 1 1 Ac9~_e!ance criteria m~t 
2E0-88 1 1 Acee tance criteria met 

j 
~ Leakage detected in tube-to-

1 1 I I tubesheet weld ; 

3E0-89 I Divider plate weld separation I 1 1 

t=1 weld identified 
1 Final - AcceQtance criteria met 

I 1 1 
Divider plate weld separation 

3E0-88 I weld identified I i 
' ' 1 1 l Final -. Acce~tance criteria met I i. 

• Pre-Service Inspection - The design specification established similar 
requirements for the pre-service eddy current examination of Unit 2 and Unit 3 
replacement steam generators. The team noted that the eddy current 
examinations of Unit 2 and Unit 3 steam generators were performed with similar 
eddy current techniques, including essential variables. However, the 
circumstances in which the examinations were performed varied for each Unit. 
For Unit 2, the pre-service examination was performed aft~r the steam 
generators were delivered at the SONGS jobsite. The steam generators were 
examined on the shipping saddles, where the position of the tube bundle was at 
45 degrees from the gravity neutral position. This position was dictated by the 
location of the steam generator lifting trunnions which were installed on the upper 
shell at 45 degree orientation from the steam generator centerline, For Unit 3, 
the pre-service eddy current examination was performed at the Mitsubishi Kobe 
facility while the steam generators were still on the fabrication rollers and in the 
gravity neutral position (i.e. divider plate oriented horizontally}. The decision to 
perform the Unit 3 pre-service examination at the Mitsubishi facility was dictated 
by delivery schedule considerations resulting from the divider plate weld repairs. 
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• Flow Limiter fot Primary Inlet Nozzles - The replacement steam generators were 
designed with a flow limiter located in the primary inlet nozzle (see figure below) 
in order to make the reactor coolant system flow similar to the flow rate of the 
original steam generator and not exceed the maximum allowable reactor co.olant 
system flow rate. The licensee's evaluation for the engineering· design package 
determined that although the original steam generators had a number of plugged 
tubes, the reactor coolant system flow rate of the original steam generators was 
near the design rE:quirement. Because the replacement steam generators has 
377 more tubes than the original steam generators, and contained tubes with u
bends versus "square bends~·, the pressure drop of the replacement steam 
generators with no plugged tubes would be much less than the original steam 
generators resulting in a higher flowrate. 

Flow Limiter 

The flow ·limiter was designed to ensure the total "best estimate" reactor coolant 
flow rate with the replacement steam generators installed would not exceed 
106.5 percent of the design volumetric flow rate of 396,.000 gallons per minute at 
a reactor coolant system cold leg temperature of Tcold = 540.9°F. For Unit 2 
replacement steam generators, the flow limiter diameter to nozzle inlier diameter 
ratio was 0.94 while the ratio for Unit 3 steam generators was 0.915 due to Unit 3 
reactor coolant pump replacement. The flow limiter dimensions resulted from a 
scaled model test performed by Mitsubishi and it was designed to be machined 
as part of the nozzle base metal. 

) 

• Pitch Distance of Tube Support-Plate Drilled Holes in Unit 2 Steam Generator 
2E0-89 - During fabrication of the tube support plates for Unit 2 steam generator 
2E0-89, quality control inspections identified unacceptable measurements of the 
pitcti distance between drilled hoies. Mitsubishi.fabrication procedures required 
verification. of the total center-to-center distance between ten inline _drilled holes 
at certain sample points of the tube support pl~te. The dimensional verification 
checks identified a total of 200 measurements in tube support plate number 3 
and 1 O measurements in tube support plate number 6 that did not meet the 
dimensional acceptance criteria established in the fabrication procedures. 
Mitsubishi evaluated this non'"conforniance condition and accepted the condition 
"as-is" with the SCE's approval. The technical justification for accepting the 
condition addressed four elements: (a) the impact of tf:le condition on the ability 
to insert the tubes through the affected areas of the tube support pl~es 1 (b) · 
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resulting stress on the tubes after insertion, (c} impact of the condition on the 
tube to anti-vibration gap size, and (d) possible occurrence of tube scratch during 
inspection. Similar unacceptable measurements were not identified in Unit 2 
replacement steam generator 2E0-88 or Unit 3 replacement steam generators 
3E0-89 and 3E0-88. 

• Tube-to-Tube Clearance in Unit 2 steam generator 2E0-89 - During fabrication of 
Unit 2 replacement steam generator 2E0-89, interference checks identified that 
~he clearance between the tubes in Rows No. 28 and 30 in Column No. 22 was 
less than the minimum clearance of 0.13-inch specified in Mitsubishi's inspection 
procedure. The condition was accepted "as-is" by Mitsubishi and SCE through 
the supplier deviation request process. The main considerations of the technical 
evaluation included: (a) thermal expansion difference, (b) tube expansion due to 
operating pressures, (c) tube displacement due to out-of-plane flow induced 
vibration, and (d) tube displacement due to seismic acceleration. The team 
noted that no tube-to-tube wear indications were identified in this area of the tube 
bundle. 

• Anti-Vibration Bar Spacing Issues in Unit 2 Stearn Generator 2E0-89 - During 
fabrication of Unit 2 replacement steam generator 2E0-89, quality control 
inspections identified unacceptable gaps between tubes and the anti-vibration 
bars in the outside tube columns. The affected area was identified as welding 
zone-4. The apparent cause for the anti-vibration bar spacing issue was due to 
performing the welding of zone-4 while the steam generator was oriented 
horizontally with this welding zone oriented to the bottom of the bundle. In this 
configuration, the tube bundle experienced sagging at the time of welding due to 
gravity. After completion of welding zone 4, the steam generator assembly was 
rotated 180 degrees for additional assembly steps, but the sagging in the 
opposite direction caused enlargement of the gaps in welding zone 4 and this 
enlargement remained approximately the same for all subsequent rotations. 
When zone-4 was rotated 180-degrees after welding, deflection or sagging of the 
tube retaining bars due to gravity slightly pulled the anti-vibration bars, increasing 
the gap between the tube and the anti-vibration bars in this zone. 

With the licensee's approval, Mitsubishi implemented various corrective actions 
to address the condition in the pending Unit 2 replacement steam generator 
2E0-88 and subsequently in Unit 3 steam generators which included: (a) use of 
smaller spacer blocks between tubes for the installation of anti-vibration bars, {b) 
re-define the welding zones to iimit welding in the horizontal position, and (c) 
reduce rotations during welding of the other bundle zones. Mitsubishi performed 
rework activities in Unit 2 steam generator 2E0-89 to restore anti-vibration bar 
spacing to design specifications. These activities resulted in better gap 
distribution. All the tube-to-anti-vibration bar gaps exceeding the initial 
dimensional criteria were further evaluated and accepted in accordance with 
Mitsubishi's gap size evaluation procedure. 

• Rotations of Steam Generator Assembly for Anti-Vibration Bar Installation and 
Welding - The team noted that welding of anti-vibration bars structure required 
rotating the steam generators several times. As a result of the corrective actions 
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generated to address the anti-vibration bar spacing issues in Unit 2 steam 
Q,enerator 2E0-89, the installation procedure was revised to reduce the number of 
rotations for anti-vibration bar installation to attain better gap control. This 
procedure revision resulted in different number of rotations in each replacement 
steam generator. Steam generators Unit 2 E0-89, Unit 2 E0-88, Unit 3 E0-89, 
and Unit 3 E0-88 received 11.25, 4, 3.5, and 3.5 rotations, respectively, during 
installation of the anti'."vibration bars structure. 

• Temporary Installation of Plastic Ties -In order to limit the displ~cement of anti
vibration bars during rotation of the steam generator assembly for welding of the 
antF-vibration bars structure, Mitsubishi revised the installation procedure to 
install temporary plastic ties between the retaining bars and· the tubes. This step 
of.the anti-vibration bar assembly process was performed in a different sequence 

\ 

for Unit 2 and Unit 3 steam generators. For Unit 2, the installation of plastic ties 
occurred after welding the transition wrapper, the Helium leak test, and tube 
hydraulic expansion, but before welding the channel head to the tubesheet, the 
hydrostatic tests, ~nd the pre~service inspection; In Unit 3, the installation of 
plastic ties was performed between welding the transition wrapper and· the 
Helium leak test. 

• Dimensional Controls of Anti-Vibration Bar Structure -According to Mitsubishi's 
preliminary cause evaluation taking place at the time of this inspection, the 
controls of critical dimensions affecting the Clearances between the tµbe and the 
anti-vibration bars· were gradually improved throughout the fabrication of the. Unit 
2 and Unit 3 steam generators. This improvement on dimensional controls was a 
consideration for the determination of the failure mechani~m leading to tube-to
tube wear in Unit 3. 

The first dimensional control under consideration was the improvement of tube 
roundness in the section of the tubes that was bent to form the U-bend shape. 
During fabrication of Unit 2 steam generator 2E0 .. 89, the supplier of tubular 
product for Mitsubishi {i.e. Sumitomo), experienced quality issues to meet the G
values established in the design specifications, resulting in a high number of tube 
rejections. The G-value was a measure of departure from roundness, or 
uova[ity," after the tubes were bent and it was controlled in order to control the 
gap between tubes and anti-vibration bars (see figure oelow). The G-values 
were measured at different locations along the U-bend section of the tubes for a 
selected number of tubes per row, as established in Mitsubishi's procedure. The 
acceptance criteria for G-value varied depending on the row where the tubes 
were installed. The acceptance criteria also rem'ained the. same throughoufthe 
fabrication of Unit 2 and Unit 3 replac~ment steam generators. 
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Based on discussions with licensee personnel and documentation review~. the 
team noted that Sumitomo implemented measures to improve the quality of the 
tube bending process which resulted in less deviation of G-values arid a 
reduction in the amount and variability of tubing "ovality." Based on the statistical 
analysis of G-value data collected during fabrication of the Unit 2 and Unit 3 
steam generators, Mitsubishi concluded that the G-values standard deviation 
gradually decreased since. the fabrication of the first steam generator. 

Another dimensional control under consideration was the variability of anti
vibration bar dimensions. Mitsubishi's fabrication procedures required inspection 
of various dimensions of the anti-vibration bars to control. the gap between the 
anti-vibration bars and the tubes. These dimensions were: thickness in the 
straight sections, twisting and flatness of the straight sections after bending, and 
thickness of the anti-vibration bar tip (i.e. nose) after bending. Among these 
dimensions, the twisting and flatness of the straight sections after bending were 
verified using a "Go or No-Go" approach based on the acceptance criteria in 
Mitsubishi's procedures but no specific measurements were required to be 
maintained by procedure. Additionally, the acceptance criteria for anti-vibration 
bar dimensions remained the same througnout the fabrication of Unit 2 and Unit 
3 replaeement steam generators. Mitsubishi conducted a preliminary statistical 
analysis of the available dimensional data for anti-vibration bars and the team 
concurred that there were minor differences in the statistical distribution of these 
dimensions in Unit 2 and Unit 3 steam generators. 

Engineering Change Package (10 CFR 50.59}: The team determined that the 
licensee's evaluation for changes in the updated final safety analysis report's design 
methodologies for the replacement steam generators was consistent with SONGS 
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procedures for the implementation of 10 CFR 50.59 requirements. The licensee's 
evaluation contained in Engineering Change Packages 800071702 and 800071703 
for the Unit 2 and Unit 3 replacement steam generators, respectively, determined 
that the replacement of the original steam generators did not affect the current 
licensing basis to the extent of needing prior approval from the NRC as required by 
10 CFR 50.59. 

In the 50.59 screening evaluation associated with the engineering change package 
for the Unit 2 and Unit 3 replacement steam generators, the licensee determined 'that 
the proposed activity did not adversely affect a design function, or the method of 
performing or controlling a design function described in the updated final safety 
analysis report. The licensee also determined that the steam generator replacement 
activity did not change a procedure in a manner that adven~ely affected how an 
updated final safety analysis report design function is performed or controlled. 
Additionally, the licensee determined that the steam generator replacement activity 
did not involve a test or experiment not described in the updated final safety analysis 
report. The licensee evaluated the following updated final safety analysis report 
design functions in the 50.59 screening: 

• Steam Generator Design Functions 
• Reactor Coolant System Structural Integrity 
• Emergency Core Cooling System Performance 
• Non-Loss of Coolant Accident Transients 
• Containment Pressure-Temperature Analysis 
• Low Temperature Overpressure Protection 
• Reactor Protection System, Engineered Safety Features Actuation System, Core 

Operating Limit Supervisory System, and Core Protection Calculations 
• Nuclear Steam Supply System Performance 
• Non-Safety Related Control Systems Performance 

However, the 50.59 screening evaluation identified three methods of analysis 
described in the updated final safety analysis report that were affected by the 
proposed steam generator replacement and required further evaluation against the 
criteria in 1 O CFR 50.59. The affected methodologies are described below: 

• Seismic Analysis of Reactor Vessel Internals - The qriginal analysis of SONGS 
Unit 2 and Unit 3 reactor vessel internals with the original steam generators was 
performed with the methodology described in Combustion Engineering Topical 
Report CENPD-178, "Structural Analysis of Fuel Assemblies for Combin.ed 
Seismic and Loss of Coolant. Accident." Subsequent to the submittal of this 
report Combustion Engineering revised the methodology by modifying modeling 
techniques, computer codes, testing methods, ahd acceptance criteria in 
response to,charige~ in licensing requirements. Consequently, the original report 
was resubmitted to the NRC as CENPD-178-P, Revision 1-P, August 1981. This 
revision was approved by the NRC in a Letter from H. Bernard to A Scherer, 
"Acceptanc;e for Referring of Licensing Topical Report CENPD-178," dated 
August 6, 1982. The licensee. used.-this revised methodology for the repiacement 
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steam generators and considered it as a methodology approved by the NRC for 
the intended application. 

• Reactor Coolant System Structural Integrity - The structural analysis of the 
original steam generators used ANSYS software for the thermal and stress 
analyses while the replacement steam generators were analyzed using ABAQUS 
software. ANSYS was described in the updated final safety analysis report as a 
large-scale, general·purpose, finite element program for linear and nonlinear 
structural and thermal analysis of the reactor coolant loop components. The 
licensee considered ABAQUS to be similar to ANSYS. The licensee compared 
both programs using thermal and stress sample problems. The comparison 
demonstrated that the results varied from theoretical solutions by no more than 1 
percent, and ABAQUS and ANSYS results themselves were also within 1 
percent of each other. The variability of results was determined to be within the 
margin of error for the subject type of analysis. 

• Tube Wall Thinning Analysis - The original steam generator analysis used 
CE FLASH computer program for the main steam line break mass·energy 
blowdown analysis, whereas the r~placement steam generator analysis used 

• manual calculations to represent the main steam line break blowdown loads by 
applying the maximum possible tube differential pressure, which bounded the 
pressure calculated by CEFLASH. 

For loss of coolant accident analysis, the original steam generator used STRUDL 
computer program to calculate displacement histories and then ANSYS computer 
program Jo calculate tube stresses. The tu be stresses for the replacement steam 
generators were d~termined using ANSYS computer program based on the 
blowdown forces. For the original steam generators the combination of loads 
analyzed was primary loop pipe break plus design basis earthquake and main 
steam line break plus d~sign basis earthquake. For the replacement steam 
generators, the loss of coolant accident, design basis earthquake, and the main 
steam line break events were combined as one limiting event, which SCE 
considered to be a more conservative method of evaluation relative to the · 
original steam generators. The iicensee determined that the results of the tube 
wall thinning analysis for the replacement steam generators were conservative or 
essentially the same and the methodology used did not represent a departure 
from a method of evaluation described in the updated final safety analysis report. 

Further discussion is contained in Section 13.0 of this report on the methodology 
used by the licensee for the reactor coolant system structural integrity and tube wall 
thinning analysis. 

The team noted that a key methodology for the design of the replacement steam 
generators was the thermal-hydraulic code used to model the flow conditions in the 
steam generators. Mitsubishi's FIT-Ill thermal-hydraulic code was accepted by SCE 
for the design of the replacement steam generators. The team npted that the 
updated final safety analysis report did not describe the thermal-hydraulic code 
used for the design of the original steam generators and therefore the use of the 
FIT-Ill thermal-hydraulic code did not constitute a change in methodology or a 
change in an element of a methodology described in the updated final safety 
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analysis report. The updated final safety analysis report did describe the computer 
code CRIB as the code used to analyze overall steam generator performance. As 
described in the updated final safety analysis report, CRIB was used to establish 
the recirculation ratio and fluid mass inventories as a function of power level in the 
original steam generators. 

With regard to the major design changes between the original and replacement 
steam generators, the updated final safety analysis report did not specify how the 
original steam generators relied on special design features such as the stay 
cylinder, tubesheet, tube support plates, or the shape of the tubes to perform the 
intended safety functions. The description of the original steam generators was 
focused on the overall thermal performance characteristics and the applicable 
codes and standards used for fabrication. The updated final safety analysis report 
provided a brief description of the egg-crate tube support plate design and its 
function to prevent concentration of impurities in the tube-to-tube support plate gap, 
which could lead to tube degradation. The updated final safety analysis report also 
described degradation issues of the egg-crate tube support plate design as a result 
of flow-accelerated corrosion and the corrective actions taken to mitigate this 
degradation mechanism. 

Regulatory Guide 1.187, ''Guidance for Implementation of 10 CFR 50.59, Changes, 
Tests, and Experiments," November 2000, allows the use of NEI 96-07, "Guidelines 
for 10 CFR 50.59 Implementation," Revision 1 for methods that are acceptable for 
<:;omplying with 10 CFR 50.59. Per NEI 96-07, changes affecting str'uctures, 
systems, or components that are not explicitly described in the updated final safety 
analysis report can have the ·potential to adversely affect structure, system, or 
component design functions that are described and thus may require a 10 CFR 
50.59 ·evaluation. Consistent with this guidance, SCE's 50.59 screening evaluated 
the differences in subcomponents between the original steam generators and. 
replacement steam generators as to whether the differences adversely affected the 
design function (reactor coolant pressure boundary) of the steam generators. The 
replacement steam generators were designed and fabricated in accord~nce with 
quality assurance requirements, and 10 CFR 50.59 does not require the licensee to 
presume deficiencies .in the design or fabrication. 

c. Conclusions 

The team identified two unresolved items. 

The team determined that no significant differences existed in the design requirements 
of Unit 2 and Unit 3 replacement steam generators. 

Based on the updated final safety analysis report description of the original steam 
generators, the team determined that the steam generators major des~gn changes were 
reviewed in accordance with the 1 O CFR 50. 59 re·quirements. An unresolved item 
related to a change in a method of evaluation used.for the stress analysis calculations is 
discussed in Section 13 of the report. 
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5.0 Quality Assurance/Quality Control (Charter Item 5) (Mitsubishi Charter Item 4) 

The team reviewed numerous documents from both SCE and Mitsubishi (including sub
contractors, such as Sumitomo) associated with the design, fabrication, and 
manufacturing of the steam generators for both units. The team reviewed SCE and 
Mitsubishi's quality assurance program, procedures and implementation activities for the 
control of purchased material, equipment, and services; inspections; procurement 
document control; and corrective action and nonconformance activities. Specifically, the 
team reviewed a sample of Mitsubishi nonconformance reports, audit1 survey, all 
SONGS condition action requests, audits, surveillances, stop work orders, and supplier 
deviation requests associated with the design and manufacturing of the steam 
generators. The team concluded that these portions of SCE and Mitsubishi's quality 
assurance program regarding its safety-related activities were appropriately controlled 
and implemented. ·· 

5.1 SONGS QualityAssurance/Quality Control 

a. Inspection Scope 

The team reviewed SCE's implementation of their quality assurance program to 
determine if it complied with the requirements of 10 CFR 50, Appendix 8, "Quality 
Assurance Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants and Fuel Reprocessing Plants." The team 
reviewed SONGS implementing procedures, quality assurance manual, vendor audits, 
procurement specifications, corrective action reque~ts, arid numerous other documents, 
as well as interviewed a number of quality assurance/control and engineering personnel 
to determine the appropriateness of activities affecting quality conducted during 
fabrication, manufacturing and delivery of the replacement steam generators. 

b. Observations and Findings 

No findings were identified. 

(1) Policies and Procedures for Supplier Selection and Control 

The team reviewed Quality.Assurance Manual, Section 17.2.7, ''Cpntrol of 
Purchased Material and Services," which defines the process used to ensure that 
purchased material, source material, and subcontracted services conform to 
applicable codes and standards. Section 17.2.7.2 of the quality assurance manual 
provided measures for the approval and control of suppliers and describes the 
methods that SCE uses to conduct technical and quality assurance evaluations of 
potential suppliers. Specifically, SCE evaluated an audit performed by Dominion (DA 
2002-92, "Dominion Audit of Mitsubishi Heavy Industries"). The evaluation was 
performed and documented in accordance ~ith $0NGS policies and implementing 
procedures that govern the control of purchased material, equipment, and services. 
The results of SCE Evaluation MHl-01-04, "Evaluation and Review of Contractor, 
Consultant, Utility or Licensee Audit Report," stated that Mitsubishi was conditionally 
qualified for the fabrication and design of the replacement steam generators. An 
audit was performed by SCE when a sufficient quantity of work h~d been performed 
to demonstrate implementation of Mitsubishi's quality assurance program. Southern 
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California Edison-'s oversight of Mitsubishi also included verification of Mitsubishi's 
activities during fabrication, inspections, testing and shipment of the procured item. 
After approximately 14 months from the initial evaluation SCE removed the 
conditional qualification based on results from Evaluation MHl-10SV-05, "Source 
Evaluation Report of MHI," dated February 8, 2006, and MHl-3SV-06, "Source 
Verification Report of MHI," dated May 3 2006, and implementation and verification 
of specific corrective actions. Part ofthe SONGS oversight plan of Mitsubishi 
included the placement of SCE quality assurance/quality control personnel 
(residents) at the Mitsubishi facility. Plan SGR-A10183, "Replacement Steam 
Generator Resident Oversight Plan," described the roles and responsibilities of the 
resident management, engineering, and quality oversight implementation strategy for 
the replacement steam generators. This oversight plan was created to provide 
reasonable assurance that the design, licensing, fabrication, delivery, and 
acceptance of the SONGS replacement steam generators were performed in 
accordance with specified SCE, industry, regulatory, and Code requirements. The 
team noted that after the resid~nt was placed at Mitsubishi, Source Verifications and 
Surveillances performed by SCE decreased. After the NRC team conducted several 
interviews with the SCE personnel responsible for oversight of Mitsubishi it was 
determined that the resident provided adequate oversight of Mitsubishi's activities. 
Nuclear Oversight Division Project Oversight Quarterly Reports were provided by 
SCE that demonstrated no decrease in SCE oversight of Mitsubishi. These 
responsibilities were shifted to the resident at Mitsubishi. During the review of the 
do.cumentation generated by the resident the NRG team noted that the resident was 
performing these activities on behalf of SCE. 

(2) Purchase Order Review 

The team reviewed purchai;>e order 6C294014 from Edison Material Supply LLC, 
issued September 28, 2004, for the design, fabrication, and.delivery of four 
replacement steam generators for SONGS Units 2 and 3. The procurement ·order 
stated that all related work was to be performed in accordance with Specification 
8023-617-01, "Specifications for Design and Fabrication of RSG for Units 2 and 
Unif3." Specification 8023-617-01 identified the codes, standards, regulations and 
other documents applicable to the design, fabrication, and delivery ofthe 
replacement steam generators. For example Specification 5023-617-01 invoked 
American Society of Mechanical Engineers Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, 
American National Standards, American Society for Testing and Materials 
Standards, and Electric Power Research Institute Technical Report 016743-V2R1, 
"Guidelines for PWR Steam Generator Tubing Specifications and Repair," among 
others. 

(3) Supplier Audit and Surveillance Reports 

The team reviewed a sample of audits and surveiilances performed on Mitsubishi to 
verify SC E's approval process of Mitsubishi and subcontracted services. The team 
noted that the audits and annual assessments reviewed were adequately 
documented and provided evidence of Mitsubishi's compliance with quality 
assurance requirements. The team also verified that audit reports supported the 
conclusions made by SCE. 
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5.2 Mitsubishi Quality Assurance/Quality Control 

a. Inspection Scope 

The team reviewed Mitsubishi implementation of tl)eir quality assurance program to 
determine if it complied with the requirements of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, "Quality 
Assurance Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants and Fuel Reprocessing Plants." The 
team also reviewed a sample of rep9rts from audits and surveys that Mitsubishi 
conducted of various subcontractors, such as Sumitomo to determine the adequacy 
of oversight provided by Mitsubishi activities affecting quality and that contracted 
activities were implemented in accordance with the Mitsubishi-approved quality 
assurance program. In addition, the team reviewed Mitsubishi's Approved Suppliers 
List to verify that vendors listed were qualified according to Mitsubishi's specifications 
and that the list was maintained current. 

' 
b. Observations and Findings 

No findings were identified. 

(1) Policies and Procedures for Supplier Selection and Control 

The team reviewed Mitsubishi Quality Assurance Manual, Section 4, "Procurement 
Control," of the which defines the process used to ensure that purchased material, 
source material, and subcontracted services conform to the applicable requirements 
of the American Society of Mechanic.al Engineers Code and to customer 
procurement documents. Section 4.4 of the Quality Assurance Manual provided 
measures for the approval an<;i control of suppliers and described the. process that 
Mitsubishi used to conduct surveys or audits, as required. Additionally, Section 4.4 
provided guidance for the preparation of purchase specifications and subcontract 
specifications, including the imposition of regulatory requirements for the American 
Society of Mechanical Engineers Code, Section Ill products. 

The tearn reviewed Procedure BUH94:..06, ''Vendor Evaluation Procedure," which 
provided guidance on the evaluation of the quality control capability of suppliers by 
performing surveys, audits and performance ~valuations of the supplier quality 
assurance program. Procedure BUH94-06 provided a detailed description of the 
entire process to be followed by auditors before, during and after a survey/audit was 
peiformed. 

No issues were identified. 

(2) Supplier Audit and Surveillance Reports 

The team reviewed a s~mple of external audits and surveys to verify Mitsubishi's 
approval process of Sumitomo Metal Industries, Limited, Steel Tube Works and 
Sumitomo Metal Industries, Limited, Pipe & Tube Company Wakayama Steel Works. 
The team noted that the audits and annual assessments reviewed were adequately 
documented and provided evidence of each company's compliance with quality 
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assurance program requirements. The team also verified that audit checklists were 
prepared and complete<;! for the audit and contained sufficient objective evidence to 
support the conclusions made by Mitsubishi. 

During the review, the team learned that as a consequence of nonconformance 
report UHNR-SON-RSG-06N005 related to inadequate lot control during final mill 
annealing of the tubing, Mitsubishi issued a stop work order to Sumitomo. As part of 
their process Mitsubishi visited Sumitomo to find the root cause of the 
nonconformance. After a review of Sumitomo's corrective action, Mitsubishi was 
able to confirm the adequacy of the corrective actions and preventive actions. 
Mitsubishi released Stop Work Order UHH-G06A097 imposed on Sumitomo. 

On May 8, 2007, Mitsubishi performed Special Audit UHQ-07N004, on Sumitomo, in 
order to confirm adequacy of activities based on Sumitomo Corrective Action Plan 
UHCP-07N004. During the audit Mitsubishi found two findings and made one 
recommendation. Both findings required corrective action from Sumitomo. The 
Mitsubishi audit indicated that Sumitomo was not able to perform adequate activities 
for manufacturing heat transfer tubing in accordance with Sumitomo's shop manual. 
The causes of the deficiencies identified during the audit were a result of Sumitomo's 
staff failing to follow the shop manual requirements. Because the two findings were 
related to the stop work order, Mitsubishi did not allow Sumitomo to start 
manufacturing activities until adequate implementation of corrective actions were 
confirmed by Mitsubishi. On June 21, 2007, Mitsubishi verified Sumitomo 
implementation of the corrective actions. During this visit at Sumitomo, Mitsubishi 
verified the operations involving straight tube fabrication prior to tube bending 
operations were performed in accordance with Sumitomo's shop manual. Mitsubishi 
found that the same type of corrective actions taken by Sumitomo for straight tube 
fabrication operations applied to tube bending operations. During the review of the 
implementation of the corrective actions Mitsubishi could nqt verify acceptability of 
Sumitomo tube fabrication operations for the tube bending process. Mitsubishi 
allowed Sumitomo to restart operation only for the straight tube fabrication. On July 
13, 2007, Mitsubishi subsequently confirmed the adequacy of Sumitomo corrective 
actions on tube bending processes. Mitsubishi verified that the bending operations 
followed the requirement of the Sumitomo' shop manual. On July 17, 2007, 
Mitsubishi lifted the restrictions imposed on Sumitomo and they were allowed to 
restart operations'. 

No issues were identified. 

(3) Maintenance.of the Approved Supplier List 

The team reviewed Mitsubishi Quality Assurance Manual Section 4, "Procurement 
Control," which defined the controls for the maintenance, distribution, and update of 
Qualified Vendor List UEs~20100006. According to Section 4, the Nuclear Plant 
Quality Assurance Section had the responsibility for preparing, approving, and 
distributing the qualified vendor list and any subsequent revisions. In addition, a 
review by the quality assurance engineer was required prior to final document 
approval. Mitsubishi was informed of changes to their supplier's quality assurance 
manuals through procurement requirements imposed on the suppliers on their 
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certificate of qualification as an approved vendor. If the vendor did not maintain their 
quality assurance program, they were removed from t.he qualified vendor list. Prior 
to issuing a Quality Assurance Manual revision, approved vendors were required to 
send a copy to Mitsubishi for review and approval, after which Mitsubishi updated the 
qualified vendor list with the latest revision number and date. 

No issues were identified. 

5.3 Quality Assurance Conclusion 

The team concluded that the quality assurance program requirements for quality 
activities to support the replacement steam generator project were consistent with the 
requirements of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B. The team also concluded that SCE's and 
Mitsubishi's quality assurance program requirements were appropri21tely translated into 
implementing procedures to support the replacement steam generator project. 

6.0 Implementation of Steam Generator Industry Information (Charter Item 6) {Mitsubishi 
Charter Item 3) 

a. Inspection Scope 
' 

The team reviewed procurement documentation, Mitsubishi design documentation, and 
the 10 CFR 50.59 review package to assess SCE's and Mitsubishi's consideration and 
implementation (as appropriate) of operating experience as part of the steam generator 
replacement project, and in the steam generator tube inspections conducted during the 
current outages for SONGS Units 2 and 3. The team interviewed various personnel with 
respect to operating experience considerations relating to major design changes 
incorporated into the replacement steam generators. The team reviewed operating 
experience in NRC generic communications and worldwide plant operating experience 
that might potentially be relevant to conditions observed at SONGS. 

b. Observations and Findings 

No findings were identified. 

The original steam generators installed throughout the domestic fleet of pressurized 
water reactors, including SONGS, experienced widespread corrosion of the tubes and 
tube support plates, stress corrosion cracking of the tubes, and wear at tube supports. 
These problems led to the replacement of nearly all of the original steam generators, in 
most cases well before the end of their design lifetime. For SONGS, the design of the 
replacement steam generators included a number of design changes to correct life 
limiting problems with the original steam generators, based in part on considerati.on of 
SONGS-specific and industry-wide operating experience. This included use of more 
corrosion resistant materials for the tubing and tube support plates to mitigate corrosion 
and stress corrosion cracking issues experienced in the past. The licen~ee's bid 
specification required that the stay cylinder feature of the original steam generators be 
eliminated to maximize the number of tubes that could be installed in the repJacement 
steam generators and to mitigate past problems with tube wear at tube supports caused 
by relatively cool water and high flow velocities in the central part of the tube bundle. 
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Mitsubishi employed a broached trefoil tube support plates instead of the egg crate 
supports in the original design. In addition to providing for better control of tube to 
support plate gaps and easier assembly, the broached tube support plates were 
intended to address past problems with the egg crate supports by providing less line of 
contact and faster flow between the tubes and support plates, reducing the potential for 
deposit buildup and corrosion. Mitsubishi selected a u-bend configuration for the upper 
part of the tube bundle instead of the square bend design of the original steam 
generators based on its experience that u-bends were easier to fabricate and support 
and were easier to inspect. 

The team's review of Mitsubishi design documentation for the anti-vibration bars 
indicates that Mitsubishi considered wear in the u-bend region as the most important 
issue affecting the anti-vibration bar design. Mitsubishi reviewed operating experience 
regarding wear in the u-bend region of replacement steam generators and trended the 
experience data as a function of steam generator manufacturer, tube packing 
arrangements {tube pitch, square versus triangular arrays), and steam gen~rator size. 
The SONGS steam generators are relatively large, and Mitsubishi acknowledged that 
this and the tight tube packing geometry could affect wear experience. Mitsubishi stated 
that the SONGS replaceme11t steam generator were designed to minimize tt:tese 
concerns by providing more support points with shorter spans in the u-bend region along 
with effective zero gaps between the tubes and anti-vibration bars during steam 
g~nerator operation. Mitsubishi manufacturing was designed on achieving very small 
uniform gaps between the tubes and anti-vibration bars during assembly. 

Engineering Change Package NECP 800071703 for the replacement steam generators 
evaluated industry operating experience as it related to the manufacture and operation 
of the replacement steam generators. Several of these experiences related to 
fabrication issues, lack of weld quality, material defects, loose parts, lack of cleanliness, 
and failure to fully expand tubes in the tubesheet. The licensee found most of these 
issues to be applicable to the replacement steam generators at SONGS, but that these 
kinds of issues would be adequately addressed by the supplier's (typically Mitsubishi) 
augmented quality assurance procedures and continuous quality oversight by the 
licensee. The licensee also cited augmented receipt inspections, in-process 
verifications, foreign material exclusion and control, and cleanliness inspections on the 
part of the supplier or the licensee, as applicable, as addressing these issues. 

The licensee addressed industry operating experiences relating to stress corrosion 
cracking of $team generator'tubing by noting that. the Alloy 690 thermally treat~ tubing 
in the replacement steam generators were expected to be substantially more resistant to 
stress corrosion cracking than the tubing alloys used in earlier model steam generators. 
The licensee also addressed experience at another unit which experienced tie rod and 
consequential tube bow as a resl!lt of differential thermal expansion between the tubes 
and shroud and unexpected interference between some tube support plates. The stay 
rod (equivalent to tie rods at other unit) and shroud material for the replacement steam 
generators have been selected to have similar coefficients of thermal expansion which 
would preclude a similar problem. 

Steam Generator Degradation Assessment 51-9176667-001 (prepared by AREVA} 
supporting steam generator inspections during the current outages for Un.its 2 and 3 
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evaluated industry operating experience (elating to steam generator in-service 
inspections. This included operating experience reports, including NRC Information 
Notice 2010-05, "Management Of Steam Generator Loose Parts And Automated Eddy 
Current Data Analysis," relating to eddy current test probe issues and data analysis 
errors. In response to these issues, SCE personnel stated that specific training was 
given to the data analysts at SONGS on the lessons learned from these experiences 
and where applicable, appropriate data was included in the SONGS site specific 
performance demonstration. The licensee also described additional measures that 
would be taken at SONGS to address these issues. The review also. addressed 
operating experience reports dealing with unexpected tube support indications or lack 
thereof. In response, SCE stated that indicated anti-vibration bar locations by eddy 
current will be compared to the anti-vibration bar locations $pecified in the Mitsubishi 
design drawings. 

Steam Generator Degradation Assessment 51-9176667-001 also addressed numerous 
operating experience reports involving loose parts and foreign objects in steam 
generators, including several instances involving resultant damage to steam generator 
tubing. These reports included NRC Information Notices 2004-10, "Loose Parts in 
Steam Generators," 2004-16, "Tube Leakage Due to a Fabrication Flaw in a 
Replacement Steam Generator," and 2004-17, "Loose Part Detection and Computerized 
Eddy Current Analysis in Steam Generators." Some of these reports dealt with eddy 
current probes, or pieces of probes, which were left behind as loose parts on the primary 
side. Most of the operating experience reports related to lose parts and foreign objects 
on the st'3am generator secondary side. In response, SCE approach for addressing this 
issue was through procedure changes and secondary side visual inspections which 
included the open tube lane, the entire peripheral annulus, and appropriate visual 
examination followup on eddy current indications of possible loose parts. The inspection 
with the exception of the loose parts component was performed, as scheduled, during 
the current r<?fueling outage for SONGS Unit 2. The inspection for loose parts will be 
performed at the first scheduled inspection during the next refueling o~tage. The team 
noted that possible loose parts Indications were not found during the 100 percent eddy 
current test inspection of the Unit 3 steam generators during the current outage. The 
team also notE;!d that secondary side visual inspections were performed in the upper 
bundle area of the Unit 3 steam generators to evaluate the tube-to-retainer bar 
intersections and in a limited area above the 7th tube support plate. 

The NRC staff issued many generic communications relating to steam generator tube 
integrity issues since the 19·aos. The team reviewed these documents and determined 
that many of these related to the potential for stress ·corrosion cracking of the tubes 
which the staff found was not expected to be a concern for the thermally treated Alloy 
690 material in the SONGS replacement steam generators by virtue of its greatly 
enhanced resistance to stress corrosion cracking. Most of the others related to 
problems encountered with eddy current flaw detection and sizing, the occurrence and 
detection of loose parts/foreign objects, and monitoring of primary to secondary leakage. 

The team reviewed NRC generic communications not falling into one of the above 
categories for potential relevance to SONGS Unit 2 and 3. One of these was NRC 
Information Notice 2004-16' concerning an operational leakage event at another plant 
due to damage caused by a packing screw 9uring transport to the steam generator 
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manufacturer. The licensee stated in its steam generator change package that this 
incident was precluded for SCE by prohibiting the use of screws and nails as fasteners 
for tubing shipping crates. The licensee also addressed NRC Information 
Notice 2007 37, "Buildup of Deposits in Steam Generator," concerning fatigue of a low 
row u-bend at a foreign unit as a result of deposit build up and lack of support for the low 
row u-bend. Engineering Change Package NECP 800071703 specified that this type of 
incident was precluded in the replacement steam generators by virtue of anti-vibration 
bar supports extending to the low row u-bends. Steam Generator Degradatipn 
Assessment 51-9176667-001 documented that this type of problem reflected an 
advanced stage of deposit accumulation that was not anticipated for the foreseeable 
future in the SONGS replacemenf steam generators. 

c. Conclusions 

The 'team's review indicated that lessons learned from these NRC generic 
communication documents had generally been incorporated into industry guideline 
documents relating to steam .generator inspections, monitoring of primary:..to-secondary 
leakage, and other guidelines documents prepared by the Electrical Power Research 
Institute. This information was incorporated into SCE's design specifications, inspection 
and, leakage monitoring guidelines. 

7.0 Packing, Shipping. Handling.. and Receipt Inspection (Charter Item 7) 

a. Inspection Scope 

The team interviewed licensee personnel involved with the packing, shipping, handling, 
and receipt inspection of the replacemeht steam generators. In addition, the team 
reviewed SCE receipt acceptance criteria to assess if critical attributes were 
appropri!!ltely specified and if the licensee had the ability to assess acceptability of 
meeting those acceptance criteria. The team reviewed evaluations associated with 
supplier deviation reports, nuclear notifications and changes to handling specifications. 
With respect ta replacement steam generators the team focused on differences in 
SONGS shipping, handling, and receipt acceptance between the Unit 2 and 3 steam 
generators from the manufacturing site in Japan to final installation on site. 

b. Observations and Findings 

No findings were identified. 

The team identified three unresolved items for which additional information is required to 
determine if performance deficiencies exist or if the issues constitute violation,s of NRC 
requirements. · 

(1) Introduction: The team identified an unresolved item associated with Unit 3 steam 
generators not shipped in accordance with specification 8023-617-01 i "Design and 
Fabrication of Replacement Steam Generators for Unit 2 and Unit 3," Revision 4, and 
requirements for handling, stQfage, and'shipping. Specifically; ANSI N45.2-1977, 
"Quality Assurance Program Requirements for Nuclear Facilities," required a special 
protective environment for handling, storage, and shipping of the replacement steam 
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generators. However, because of schedule changes, the Unit 3 protective 
environment which included maintaining a nitrogen pressure and a monitoring plan 
was altered significantly. 

Description: The team evaluated specifications associated with the shipping and 
handling of the Unit 2 and 3 replacement steam generators. Based on the 
information evaluated by the team, the steam generators procurement and shipping 
specifications required monitoring and maintenance of nitrogen atmosphere inside 
the replacement steam generators during shipment. Supplier Deviation Request 
SQR 10041870-09091 dated December 1, 2009, documents a request "not to control 
the positive pressure, the dew point of nitrogen, and the oxygen content on the 

. primary and secondary side of the Unit 3 replacement steam generators to 
accelerate delivery schedule." 

Specification 8023-617-01, Section 3.16.3, specifies the supplier shall be 
responsible for monitoring and maintaining nitrogen atmosphere inside the steam 
generators during their shipping from Mitsubishi to the California port discharge 
point. The team noted that Unit 3 steam generators did not require, monitoring or 
control of dew point, oxygen concentration, inside nitrogen pressure. The team 
could not identify if this was property evaluated (Reference Section 5 of shipping and 
handling procedure S023-617-1-M1350}. 

Additional review and follow up will be required to review the evaluations and 
corrective actions associated with the maintaining the Unit 3 replacement steam 
generators protective environment during shipping and then determine whether this 
issue represents a performance deficiency or constitutes a violation of NRG 
requirements. This issue is identified as URI 05000362/2012007-05, "Shipping 
Requirements not in Accordance to Industry Standards." 

(2) Introduction: The team identified an unresolved item associated with the shipping 
and handling specifications requiring methods of tube bundle support. The team 
could not determine if this requirement ta provide a tube bundle support method was 
adequately evaluated by SCE. 

Description: Based on the informatioh gathered by the team on shipping and 
handling specifications associated with the Unit 2 and 3 replacement steam 
generators, the team could not determine that Mitsubishi or SCE adequateiy 
considered the potential imp?ict of not providing methods of tube bundle supports as 
required in Specification 8023-617-01. In response to the team questions regarding 
tube bundle support methods, the team was provided with results from 
Procedure L5-04GA069, "Sagging Measurement Procedure," Revision 7. However 
the team noted the procedure is considered a non-quality affecting procedure and 
used for reference only. 

Additional review and follow up will be required to .review the eval.uations associated 
with the requirements to provide tube bundle support during shipping for the Unit 2 
and 3 steam generators and then determine whether this issue represents a 
performance deficiEmcy or constitutes a violation of NRG requirements. This issue is 
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identified as URI 05000362/2012007-06, "Shipping Requirements not in Accordance 
to Design and Fabrication Specifications." 

· (3) Introduction: The team identified an unresolved item associated with evaluation of 
excessive shipping induced forces of Unit 3 replacement steam generator 3E~088. 

Description: The team reviewed the SG shipping accelerometer data reports for both 
Unit 2 and Unit 3. In addition, the team also reviewed shipping and handling records 
and identified the following: 

• Different transoceanic shipping companies and ships were used (U2: Happy 
Ranger,. U3: Enchanter) 

• During the discharge from the ship Unit 3 replacement steam generator 3E0-88 
(38) recorded simultaneous signals on the three attached accelerometers 

• Unit 3 steam generator 3E0-88 was the only steam generator to record 
simultaneous signals on the three attached accelerometers 

• Unit 3 steam generators received significantly more accelerometers liits 

compared to Unit 2 

Unit 3 replacement steam generator 3E0-88 accelerometers indicated up to a 1.23 g 
spike with a simultaneous recording on all three of .the attached accelerometers. 
Mitsubishi provided an evaluation of the forces which showed loads were within 
allowable stress limits but exceeded stress for an operating basis earthquake. The 
team was riot able to determine if this was properly·considered. 

Additional review by the NRC is required to fully assess if the shipping forces 
contributed to the tube-to-tube wear in Unit 3 and then determine whether this issue 
represents a performance deficiency or constitutes a violation of NRC requirements. 
This issue is identified as URI 05000362/2012007-07, ';Unit 3 Steam 
Generator 3E0~88 Stresses Related to Handling." 

c. Conclusions 

The team identified three unresolved items related to the shipment of Unit 3 steam 
generators; however, the team did not identify any connection between these shipping 
changes and the unexpected tube,..to-tube wear. 

8.0 Thermal-hydraulic and Flow Induced Vibration Modeling (Charter Item 8) 

a. Inspection Scope 

The team conducted and overall review of Mitsubishi thermal-hydraulic design 
documents and drawings used i.n the manufacture of the Units 2 and 3 steam 
generators. The team developed an independent ATHOS model to run simulations for 
various operating conditions to assess thermal-hydraulic phenomena in the steam 
generators and assess differences in key parameters based on changing operating 
conditions. The objective of the modeling was to understand the interactions of the key 
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parameters to compare A THOS modeling results to the degradation trends found during 
the eddy current inspections. 
The team was not able to perform any independent tube vibration analysis because the 
NRC does not have the associated vibration software programs. However. since two 
key outputs of the thermal-hydraulic code are inputs to the vibration model, the ATHOS 
model results for fluid velocity and void fraction were used to predict increases or 
decreases in vibration forces and amplitude. 

b. Observations and Findings 

No findings were identified. 

The team identified one unresolved item for which additional information is required to 
determine if a performance deficiency exists or if the issue constitutes a violation of NRC 
requirements. 

(1) Introduction: The.team identified an unresolved item associated with the adequacy 
of Mitsubishi's FIT-Ill thermal-hydraulic code. The FIT-Ill code predicted non
conservative low velocity and low void fraction results which were used as inputs to 
the vibration code FIVATS. These non-conservative thermal-hydraulic results lead 
Mitsubishi to conclude that margins to instability were significantly larger than they 
actually were. 

Description: Replacement steam generators were designed and manufactured in 
accordance with SONGS Design Specification S023-617-1and ASME Section Ill, 
"Rules for Construction of Nuclear Facility Components". The repla'cement steam 
generators had enhanced materials and maintenance. 

The tube bundle, comprised of 9727 u-tubes, is supported by a set of seven tube 
support plates which are maintained and spaced by a network of tie-rods. The ends 
of the u-tubes were welded onto the tube sheet lower face cladding and were full 
depth expanded in the tube sheet holes. The u-bends are supported by a set of 6 
anti-vibration bars, having a maximum of 12 contact points, in the. center of the 
bundle. For shorter tubes near the periphery, a fewer number of anti-vibration bars 
are present. 

One of the major enhancements of the replacement steam generators was the use of 
Alloy-690 tubing versus Alloy-600 for corrosion resistance. Alloy-690 has lower heat 
conductivity so, to achieve the same power, the heat transfer surface area must be 
increased by at least 10 percent. This required more tubes to be used in the 
replacement steam generators. The increased number of tube$ resulted in a more 
tightly compacted tube bundle and elimination of the stay cylinder. The increase in 
the number of tubes could lead to increases in primary reactor coolant flow through 
the steam generators. Orifices were installed in the steam generator inlet nozzles to 
ensure maximum allowed primary system flowrates were not exceeded. 

The tube layout indexing or incrementation µsed in these generators was smaller 
than other replacement steam generator designs. The tighter indexing results in 
smaller pitch/diameter ratio in critical regions of the tube bundle u-bends. In addition, 
it was noted that the anti-vibration bar support structure is not connected to the 
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wrapper for lateral or vertical support; instead the anti-vibration bar system structure 
is only supported vertically by resting on the tubes. 

Other operational and physical comparisons of the replacement steam generators 
and original steam generators were reviewed by the team and no significant 
differences were noted. 

Additional review by the NRC is required to fully assess the adequacy of Mitsubishi's 
FIT-Ill thermal-hydraulic code and then determine whether this issue represents a 
performance deficiency or constitutes a violation of NRC requirements. This issue is 
identified as URI 05000362/2012007-08, "Non-Conservative Thermal-Hydraulic 
Model Results." 

(2) Thermal-Hydraulic and Vibration Assessments 

The replacement steam generators thermal hydraulic operation and responses were 
based on the steam generator design geometric characteristics and operating 
parameters of the reactor coolant flow and temperature and the secondary feedwater 
flow and temperature. Calculations were performed for 0 to 100 percent power, 
beginning-of-life and end-of-life conditions considering limiting tube plugging and 
fouling. The important actual operating parameters selected for use in the model 
were saturation pressure, circulation ratio, steam flowrate, tube and shell side 
pr~ssure drops, water and steam inventories, and global heat transfer coefficient. 

Mitsubishi used the SSPC (Steady State Performance Calculation) code to compute 
these operational parameters, as described in Mitsubishi Document L5-04GA510, 
"Thermal and Hydraulic Parametric Calculations," Revision 5. The FIT,.111 code was 
used to determine thermal-hydraulic fluid flow conditions, with the results described 
in Mitsubishi Document L5-04GA521, "30 Thermal and Hydraulic Analysis," 
Revision 3. The FIVATS code was used to compute tube stability ratios that are 
used to predict tube vibration, with results described in Mitsubishi 
Document L5-04GA504 "Evaluation of Tube Vibration," Revision 3. In addition, the 
ABAQUS code was used compute stress and natural vibration frequency, and a 
code called IVHET was used for tube wear analysis. The key design code for tube 
bundle design and vibration analysis is thermal-hydraulic code FIT-Ill since it 
computes the two key parameters (fluid velocity and density1

) that are the primary 
contributors to the onset of fluid-elastic instability, which indicates the potential for 
excessive tube vibration. 

The Mitsubishi acceptance criterion for vibration was to avoid fluid-elastic instability 
of tube spans by keeping the calculated stability ratios less than 1. Mitsubishi used 
the approach given in the ASME code Section Ill, Division 1, Appendix N-1330, 
"Flow-Induced Vibration of Tubes and Tube Bank$.'' to calculate stability ratios and 
they also avoided natural frequencies of the tubes similar to the reactor coolant 
pump dynamic frequencies. 

i Void fractions and density are inversely proportional. 
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Design specific flow induced vibration analysis was performed for select U-bend 
tubes exposed to the greatest vibration risk, generally those with longest 
unsupported length under most limiting operating condition (lowest steam pressure, 
end of life design conditions). The phenomenon of fluid-elastic instability of tubes is 
characterized by cross-flow velocity (for out-of-plane mode} and normal velocity (for 
in-plane mode) where the local velocities exceed a critical velocity value (given via 
Conners' Equation2

). The parameter of local velocity divided by critical velocity is 
referred to as stability ratio. The accuracy of calculating fluid-elastic instability is 
limited based on inputs that are best determined by design-specific mockup test 
data. Mitsubishi did not perform design-specific mockup tests, but used generally 
accepted test data, and other data based on Mitsubishi test rigs that were not 
specific to the SONGS replacement steam generator design. 

If operating velocities reach this critical value, vibration amplitudes can increase 
rapidly and fluid-elastic instability forces can lead to rapid pulsation and damaging of 
tubes. The U-bend region is most susceptible because (1) the local fluid has a 
higher void fraction, with high velocities; (2) the fluid flow is in a direction normal to 
the tube, and (3) the anti-vibration bars are limited in their dampening capability 
along the plane of the tubes. Traditional design of anti-vibration bar systems have 
not considered in-plane fluid forces since it was accepted that the rigidity and 
dampening strength of the tube in this direction was adequate to preclude it. This 
event at SONGS is the first US operating fleet experience of in-plane fluid-elastic 
instability, sufficient to cause tube-to-tube contact and wear in the U-bend region. 

The team noted that Design Specification S023-617-1 did not address specific 
criteria for stability ratio and does not mention fluid-elastic instability. The team did 
find that the Mitsubishi calculated design values for stability ratios did not exceed 0.5. 
It is important to note, that each steam generator manufacturer has different design 
values for maximum stability ratios; therefore there is no standard value. The 
smaller that the design stability ratio is (has to be less than 1 ), the more margin to 
fluid-elastic instability. 

Mitsubishi computed the flow-Induced vibration status of the steam generators in 
Document L5-o4GA504, "Evaluation of Tube Vibration," Revision 3. The critical flow 
velocity, Uc, was obtained using the Connors' Equation based on output fluid 
velocities and densities from their FIT-Ill thermal-hydraulic model. The critical flow 
velocity is then calculated based on damping ratio, tube mass, tube outside 
diameter, averaged local cross flow gap velocity, and fluid density per selected tube. 
The method is based on formulations given in the ASME code Section Ill, Division 1, 
Appendix N-1330, "Fluid Elastic Instability". The ratio of normal-to-tube cross flow 
gap velocity to this critical velocity defines the "stability ratio". 

Steam generator vendors must develop specific methods based on the thermal
hydraulic code selected and experimental data used to determine coefficients in the 
Conners' Equation for their particular steam generator design. The experimental 
data used in determining the coefficients can be developed from in-house tests or 

2 Fluidelastic Vibration of Heat Exchanger Tube Arrays, J oumal of Mechanical design - Volume I 00 -April 1978, 
H.J. Connors, JR. 
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taken from published industry data. Mitsubishi indicated that in their methodology 
two conservatisms were used in their bundle vibration analysis: (1) FIT·lll gap 
velocities were averaged and multiplied by 1.5 and (2) one of 12 anti-vibration bars 
contacts were assumed to be inactive. The team noted that in Mitsubishi Document 
L5-04GA504, "Evaluation of Tube Vibration," Revision 3, the 1.5 multiplier was not 
an added conservatism but a requirement, needed to match test data results. 

The team developed an independent model of the new steam generators using the 
ATHOS thermal hydraulic code3

• The calculations were intended to assess . 
operating cycle differences between Units 2 and 3 steam generators and review 
thermal hydraulic phenomena within the steam generators in order to investigate key 
parameters and causal factors for the excessive tube wear rates. The NRC ATHOS · 
calculations determined that the differences in primary inlet temperature and steam 
flow between the units were negligible. NRC ATHOS.results indicated high void 
fractions and high u-bend gap velocities existed in the bundle as compared to 
Mitsubishi FIT-Ill analyses used for design. 

Mitsubishi provided a comparison of their ATHOS model to their FIT-Ill model 
results. The Mitsubishi ATHOS model fluid velocities were approximately 3 times 
higher than the FIT-Ill model velocities with the 1.5 multiplier applied. Other 
independent code calculations. including an analysis by Westinghouse using 'their in
house modified version of ATHOS and an analysis by AREVA using their French 
code CAFCA4 showed similar thermal-hydraL:11ic results (up to 4 times higher 
velocities than FIT-Ill) as those computed in the Mitsubishi ATHOS results and the 
NRC independentATHOS·calculations. B.ased on these comparisons, it was 
concluded that the FIT-I II coc;le and model results used for design were non
conservative even with the multiplier applied. 

Most of the experimental work in fluid-elastic instability has been carried out for two
phase flow, with an air-water medium. Accepted industry data, as presented by the 
Mitsubishi, shows that in staggered array bundles {triangular pitch, pitch/diameter 
=1 :33). the onset of tube instability for modern steam generators, such as SONGS 
steam generators, can $tart at tube gap velocities above .6 meter/sec (pending 
effectiveness of the dampening structure )4. The NRC A TH OS model results 
indicated that there was a substantial localized region in the lower hot side of the u
bends where velocities exceeded 6 m/sec. 

The NRG ATHO.S calculations were compared to gap velocities computed both with 
the Mitsubishi ATHOS and the FIT-Ill models. Since tube R142C88 was the only 
one common for each of the analyses, it can be used as basis for comparison. The 
effective peak velocities were as follows: 

• NRC ATHOS - 5.2 m/sec 
• Mitsubishi ATHOS-5.6 m/sec 

3 ATHOS/SGAP Version 3.1: Analysis of the 'fhermal-Hydraulics of a Steam Generator, 2008 
'
1 R. Voilette, M. J. Pettigrew, N. W. Mureithi, "Fluidelastic Instability of an Array of Tubes Preferentially Flexible 
in tile Flow Direction Subjected to Two-Phase Cross Flow," Trans. ASME, Journal of Pressure Vessel Technology, 
128, 148 (2006). . 
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• Mitsubishi FIT-Ill - 2.5 m/sec 

Both the NRC and Mitsubishi ATHOS results were reasonably consistent and 
strongly suggested that high velocities coupled with high void fraction were primary 
causal factors in the tube fluid-elastic instability and the excessive wear patterns 
observed in the Unit 3 steam generators. 

The team reviewed the verification and validation of both the Mitsubishi FIT-111 
thermal-hydraulic and FIVA TS tube vibration models as stated in Specification 
8023-617-1, Revision 4. The specification required Mitsubishi to design and build 
the steam generators in accordance with ASME NQA-1, "Quality Assurance 
Requirements for Nuclear Facility Applications," 1994, Subpart 2.7 ''Computer 
Software" and Mitsubishi's quality assurance program. 

The team reviewed Mitsubishi's verification and validation Report KAS-20050201, 
"FIT-Ill Code Validation Report," Revision 2. The report concluded the FIT-Ill code 
was valid for prediction of velocity and density behavior of two-phase flow under 
nominal conditions for the secondary side of PWR steam generators. 

The team reviewed Mitsubishi's verification and validation Report KAS-20040253, 
"FIVATS Code Validation and Qualification Report/' Revision 3. The FIVATS model 
was designed to calculate the stability ratios by using the trow velocity anq density 
distributions from the FIT-Ill model. The FIVATS model primarily used the Conners' 
Equation, and validation was performed mainly by comparison to hand calc~lation; 
however, Mitsubishi used a mock-up test facility with a simple anti-vibration bar 
structure as part of their validation effort. The report concluded that adequate 
validation and qualification was performed to show compliance to software 
requirements and that the code could predict flow-induced vibration. 

The team requested additional information as part of the verification and validation of 
the FIT-Ill thermai-hydraulic model. Mitsubishi provided several additional reports. 
One of the reports showed benchmarking comparisons to a French test facility 
program called. CLOTAIRE in 1986. Another report conducted in 2002, showed 
comparisons between FIT·lll and ATHOS, and concluded that both codes had good 
correlation with the CLOT AIRE experimental data. Because of the limited 
information provided, the team could not determine the validity of the benchmarking 
of FIT~l.ll. 

Overall, the team determined that the validation and verification of the FIT-Ill code 
did not present overwhelming evidence that this code has been adequately 
benchmarked. The team did not find any problems with the validation of the FIVATS 
code. 

(3) NRC ATHOS. Results 

Figures 1 through 4 (different view angles of same results) show results, wi~h low T not 

and low steam pressure and present a 30 isometric encapsulation of steam qualities 
(red scale) at and above O.~ (Le., void fraction> 0.99) and field velocities at and 
above 6.0 m/sec (white scale). 
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Figure 1 

Case 1 

The A THOS model results of high steam .quality and steam velocity closely align with 
the area of concern {tube-to.;tube wear) in the Unit 3 replacement steam generators. 
In Figure 5, the code predicted regions of high void fraction and high steam velocities 
(vertically located z-axis cut at about 20 inches above the t·I) TSP) are superimposed 
with tube-to .. tube wear indications from Unit 3 steam generator 3E0-88. 

The tube-to-tube wear indications align with anti-vibration bar. wear indication trends; 
however, the anti-vibration bar wear patterns appear to indicate a more square-like, 
essentially rectangular behavior that suggests that there may also be a mechanical, 
fabrication, assembly, and/or material contribution to the tube-to-tube wear 
degradation. 
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Figure 4 
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Figure 5 

The NRC analysis indicated a correlation with the tube-to-tube wear based on a 
combination of high void .fraction and high steam velocities. ft should be noted that 
the traditional forcing function, fluid velocity squared times dem~ity, does not show 
good agreement with the tube .. to~tube wear patterns. This indicated that the high 
quality $team fluid velocities ar:id high void fraction may be sufficiently high to ca1.1se 
C(,>nditions in the generator~ conducive for onset of fluid-elastic. instability. · 
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The above analyses apply equally to Units 2 and 3, so it does not explain why the 
accelerated fluid-elastic instability wear damage was significantly greater in Unit 3 
steam generators. The ATHOS thermal-hydraulic model predicts bulk fluid behavior 
based on first principals and empirical correlations and as a result it is not able to 
evaluate mechanical, fabrication, or structural material differences or other 
phenomena that may be unique to each steam generator. Therefore this analysis 
cannot account for these mechanical factors and differences which could very likely 
also be contributing to the tube degradation. 

c. Conclusion. 

The team identified one unresolved item associated with the non-conservative FIT-Ill 
thermal-hydraulic model results. 

Based on independent NRC thermal-hydraulic analysis, the team concluded that the 
SONGS replacement steam generators were not designed with adequate margin to 
preclude the onset of fluid-elastic instability. Therefore unless changes are made to the 
operation or configuration of the steam generators, high fluid velocities and high void 
fractions in localized regions in the u-bend will continue to cause excessive tube wear 
and accelerated wear that could result in tube leakage and/or tube rupture. The 
deficiencies appear to be related to Mitsubishi's FIT-Ill thermal hydraulic code having 
predicted non-coi:iservative low velocity results and low void fractions. These results 
lead Mitsubishi to conclude that margins to instability were significantly larger than they 
actually are. This assessment is based on eddy current data, NRC A THOS analysts, 
Mitsubishi ATHOS analysis, and other thermal-hydraulic analyses completed by 
Westinghouse and AREVA that all identified significantly higher fluid velocities and void 
fractions than FIT-Ill. 

Based on the cause evaluation and corrective action plan, SCE determined that the best 
solution to prevent tube•to-tube wear was to cons~rvatively plug and stabilize the 
affected areas. By taking the impacted tubes out-of-service, SCE determined that this 
should reduce the.potential for localized fluid velocities reaching critical velocity. In 
addition, in order to ensure sufficient margin to preclude the onset of fluid-elastic 
instability, SCE determined that reactor power would also have to be reduced. At this 
time SCE is still developing additional corrective actions to prevent tube-to-tube wear. 
The actions have not been finaiized and rio determination has been made concerning 
the appropriate power level. The NRC has not made any cqnclusions on the proposed 
corrective actions. Once the corrective actions have been finalized, they will be · 
reviewed and evaluated as part of the Confirmatory Action Letter followup inspection. 
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9.0 Risk Assessment (Charter Item 9) 

a. Inspection Scope 

The team reviewed the steam generator tube ieak and failures of multiple steam 
generator tubes during in-situ pressure testing to support an assessment of the risk of 
the degraded steam generator tubes during various accident conditions, including a 
main steam line break accident. 

b. Observations and Findings 

No findings were identified. 

An NRG senior reactor analyst performed a preliminary risk assessment, though 
additional information will be needed to complete this analysis. The risk is composed of 
two parts: (1) a non-consequential steam line break that induces a steam generator 
tube rupture, specifically involving the degraded tubes; and {2) an elevated risk.of a tube 
rupture as an initiating event. 

Assuming that a steam line break would cause the degraded steam generator tubes to 
rupture during a ~r /2" exposure period of 6 months yielded a change in the large early 
release frequency of 4E-6/yr. This would be characterized as having a "yellow" 
significance. However, the licensee informed the NRC that a calculation is under review 

, that will likely indicate that the differential pressures generated by a steam line break 
would not be large enough to rupture the degraded tubes as long as operators 
successfully implemented their emergency procedures. If this is confirmed, the risk 
associated with steam line breaks will be significantly reduced. 

Although in this case the degraded condition of the tubes was manifested as a small 
primarY to secondary leak, it Is possible that a full~blown rupture could have been the 
first indication. The change in core damage frequency of a steam generator tube rupture, 
according to the San Onofre SPAR model, is 4.26E~7/yr. Because of an unmitigated 
bypass of containment, the change in large early release frequency is also 4.26E-7/yr. It 
is difficult to determine how much the steam generator tube rupture frequency was 
changed by the degraded tubes, but a conservative estimate would be that it at least 
doubled. In this case, the change in large early release frequency would be 2.13E-7/yr 
{considering a 6-month exposure period), which would be assigned a "white" 
significance. · 

If it is l~ter determined that the degradation of the steam generator tubes was-the result 
of a licensee performance deficiency, the risk of this condition will be assessed formally 
by using the significance determination process. 

10.0 Assess Quality Assurance, Radiological Controls. and Safety Culture Components 
(Charter Item 10) 

a. Inspection Scoge 
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The team reviewed the event, operator actions, management decisions, steam 
generator eddy current examinations, in-situ pressure testing, and tube plugging and 
stabilization activities to determine whether issues related to quality assurance, 
radiological controls, or safety culture existed. 

b. Observations and Findings 

No findings were identified. 

Region IV radiation protection inspectors reviewed the estimated offsite radiation 
exposure from the actual steam generator tube leak on Unit 3 steam genera.tor 3E0-88 
that occurred on January 31, 2012, including the potential dose consequence to site 
workers and members of the public. The licensee determined that the Unit 3 steam 
generator tube leak resulted in a release of gaseous effluents into the public domain, 
and the primary radionuclides released were argon-41, xenon-133, and xenon-135. The 
release resulted in an estimated 0.0000452 (4.52 E-5) mrem dose to the public. 
Inspectors also reviewed design drawings and radiation monitor data, performed plants 
tours, and confirmed the licensee's use of the offsite dose calculation methodology. The 
inspectors concluded that the Unit 3 steam generator tube leak was detected by the 
condenser steam jet air ejector radiation monitor 3RT-7820 as per design. In addition, 
the radiation monitor 3RT-7820 alarmed and alerted SONGS operators of the steam 
generator tube leak as required. 

c. Conclusions 

The Jadiation protection inspectors concluded that SCE appropriately accounted for the 
unplanned release associated with the Unit 3 steam generator tube leak. 
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11.0 Operational impacts from Unit 3 to Unit 2 (Charter Item 11) 

a. Inspection Scope 

As follow-on of the previous sections, the team reviewed collections of the Mitsubishi 
documents and presentations, licensee documents and presentations, and NRC 
independent analysis and assessments to consider the operational impact on Unit 2 
based on analysis and data, including eddy current results, regarding the as-found 
condition of Unit 3. The team compared key observations and overall differences in 
operational parameters that are common to both units that could affect and possibly limit 
Unit 2 operation. The team focused on differences in fabrication, manufacturing, 
operation, and eddy current data results between Units 2 and 3 steam generators. 

b. Observations and Findings 

No findings were identified. 

Since generator physical dimensions and design are identical, the operational 
parameters are basically the same between the Unit 2 and 3 steam generators; 
therefore, the hydraulic forcing function that caused tube-to-tube wear and accelerated 
anti-vibration bar and tube support plate wear should also be same. The initial 
inspections of the Unit 2 steam generators did not indicate significant wear except at the 
retainer bars (different mechanism caused this wear). However, subsequent follow up 
inspections in Unit 2 with a more sensitive probe confirmed the existence of minor tube
to-tube wear in two neighboring tubes but in one of the steam generators. The tube-to
tube wear that was found in Unit 2 was in a similar location as .that found iri both of the 
Unit 3 steam generators. 

The phenomenon of fluid-elastic instability is a function primarily of two criteria: the fluid 
velocity forces and the damping capability of the support structure {i.e., the tube support 
plates, the tubesheet, and the anti-vibration bars). Therefore, if it is determined that the 
thermal hydraulic forces in the bundle are the sarne, it can be concluded that the 
damping forces between the Unit 2 and Unit 3 replacement steam generators must be 
different. Mitsubishi performed several studies that indicated that gap contact forces in 
the anti-vibration bars were greater in Unit 2 than in Unit 3. However, with the exception 
of manufacturing data that shows slight differences, there is not currently a method 
available to measure the clearances between the anti-vibration bars and the tubes; 
however, SCE is currently working with AREVA to develop a method to take these 
measurements. 

The tube damage found in Unit 3 is markedly more severe than Unit 2, especially 
considering that Unit 3 operated only about half the amount of time as Unit 2. This 
suggests that there is indeed a sizeable difference in the damping capability of the unit 
steam generators. 

There are generally two options to arrest localized damaging th~rmal hydraulic 
phenomena in steam generators. The first and preferred option is to plug tubes in the 
affected area. The collective plugging tends to relocate and reduce high fluid velocities 
and void fractions, and has on previous occasions in industry been successful. 
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However, if plugging selected tubes does not provide significant margins adequate to 
arrest the damage mechanism, thermal hydraulic conditions can be reduced through· a 
reduction in power. Reducing power has several beneficial effects including (1) tends to 
increase steam pressure, (2) reduces high steam fluid velocities and high void fraction in 
the bundle, and (3) improves damping. Currently, SCE is still reviewing and developing 
additional corrective actions to preclude fluid-e.lastic instabili~y. The NRG has been 
observing some of the mockup testing being used to qualify additional repair activities. 

c. Conclusions 

Based on the review of actual operating data and independent thermal-hydraulic 
modeling analyses, the team determined that there were not any major differences in the 
thermal hydraulic phenomena at normal full power operation. 

The NRG will review both physical and operational changes that SGE completes as pan 
of the Confirmatory Action Letter inspections. 

12.0 Divider Plate Manufacturing and Weld Issues (Mitsubishi Charterlfem2) 

a. Inspection Scope 

On March 18, 2009; Mitsubishi identified cracking indications in the weld between the 
divider plate and the channel head of Unit 3 replacement steam generator 3E0-88 (see 
figure below), after completion of the ASME Section Ill hydrostatic test on the secondary 
side. The extent of condition investigation also identified similar cracking indications in 
Unit 3 replacement steam generator 3E0-89. As discussed in Sectio114 of this report, 
the cause of the cracking was attributed to the air carbon-arc g'ouging process used fo 
remove the clad weld from the channel head. The team reviewed information 
associated with the repair of the cracking indications to assess whether the repair 

· activities resulted in relevant differences in design and fabrication that could be 
considered as contributing factors for the cause of the tube-to-tube wear issue in Unit 3. 
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b. Observations and Findings 

No findings were identified. 

The team identified an unresolved item for which additional information is required to 
determine if a performance deficiency exists or if the issue constitutes violation of NRC 
requirements'. The team also identified several observations related to the divider plate 
weld repairs in Unit 3 replacement steam generators. 

1) Introduction: The team identified an Unresolved Item associated with the adequacy 
of evaluation and controls for the divider plate weld repairs. 

Description: The cracking of the divider plate weld in both Unit 3 replacement steam 
generators required extensive repairs affecting the channel head, divider plate, and 
tubesheet. Based on interviews with licensee personnel and the review' of 
documentation for the repairs, the team determined that Mitsubishi did not perform a 
comprehensive evaluation to assess the impact of the divider plate repairs on the 
integrity of the tube bundle. The team determined that the areas listed below were 
not considered or evaluated in sufficient depth to identify the potential adverse 
effects of the planned weld repairs. 

• Additional Rotations - The repair activities for the Unit 3 steam generators 
required additional rotations of the steam generator assembly while these were 
oriented in the horizontal position. The repairs resulted in approximately 300 
additional rotation$ in each steam generator, which could have affected the 
configuration of the tube bundle in terms of anti-vibration bar gaps or distortion. 
The team identified.that Mitsubishi did not fully evaluate the impact of additional 
rotations on the corifiguration of the steam generators since rotation was 
considered a normal evolution in the fabrication process. 
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• Heat Input - The repair process included extensive heat·adding activities such as 
grinding, flame cutting, and post·weld heat treatment. While these activities were 
performed in accordance with the construction code of record and an approved 
repair plan, they could have resulted in thermal expansion and unintended 
distortion of steam generator components. For example, the channel heads 
were removed using flame cutting and Mitsubishi's evaluation for the impact of 
this activity was limited to the base material area in the vicinity of the cut, i.e. the 
heat affected zone. Mitsubishi did not fully assess the impact this activity could 
have on the overall configuration of the steam generator ih terms of thermal 
expansion of the tubesheet or distortion. 

• Dimensional Checks after Repair - The team identified that Mitsubishi did not 
perform dimensional verifications (e.g. clearances) of the tube bundle or other 
secondary side dimensions after the repairs of the Unit 3 steam generators to 
confirm that critical dimensions were not affected by the repairs. 

Additional review by the NRC is required following completion of the licensee's cause 
evaluation to fully assess how the repair activities affected the Unit 3 replacement 
steam generators and then determine whether this issue represents a performance 
deficiency. or constitutes a violation of NRC requirements. This issue is identified as 
URI 05000362/2012007-09·, "Evaluation of the Effects of Divider Plate Weld Repairs 
in ~nit 3 Replacement Steam Generators." 

2) Repair Plan: The team noted that Mitsubishi developed a specific plan to conduct the 
repair of the divider plate weld in both Unit 3 replacement steam generators. The 
repair plan adequately described the major repair steps and the required 
implementing procedures. For some of the repair stages, the licensee developed 
new procedures to pr:escribe activities outside the normal fabrication sequence. The 
repair plan consisted of the following major steps: 

• Cutting off the divider plate from the tubesheet by grinding 

• Cutting off the channel head from the tubesheet by flame cutting 

• Cutting the divider plate from the channel head by grinding 

• Removal of the heat affected zone of the channel head bowl edge due to flame 
cutting 

• Application of weld buildup and post-weld heat treatment on the channel head 
bowl edge 

• Application of low alloy steel buildup and Alloy 690 butter on the bottom of the 
channel head for divider plate welding, including required ppst-weld heat 
treatment 

• Application of Alloy 690 buildup on the divider plate, including required post-weld 
heat treatment 

• Welding divider plate to channel head 

• Welding the divider plate to the tubesheet 
• Welding the channel head to tbe tubesheet 

• Primary side hydrostatic test 
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3) Differences between Replacement Steam Generators: The team identified the 
notable differences listed below between Unit 2 and Unit 3 replacement steam 
generators as a result of the div.icier plate weld repair activities. 

• Material Class for the Tubesheets..,. The tubesheet material for both Unit 3 
replacement steam generators was reclassified to facilitate the additional post
weld heat treatment required for the repair of the divider plate welds. The 
tubesheet manufacturer originally certified that the tubesheet material met the 
requirements of ASME specification SA-50e/Grade 3/Class 2, with a post-weld 
heat treatment time of approximately 15 hours. The repair activities in Unit 3 
required additional post-weld heat treatment, which was expected to affect the 
properties of the tubesheet material to the extent that the mechanical properties 
would not meet the requirements for SA-508/Grade 3/Class 2 material. 
Mitsubishi performed mechanical testing on a specimen fabricated from the 
archive samples that was exposed to 30 hours of post-weld heat treatment and 
the tests showed that the tubesheet material's tensile strength did not meet the 
ASME specifications for SA-508/Grade 3/Class 2 material. Mitsubishi performed 
a reconciliation review to reclassify the material to SA-5081Grade 3/Class 1, 
which has a lower tensile strength. The reconciliation included an evaluation of 
resulting stresses on the tubesheet under design, upset, emergency, faulted, and 
test conditions using the material properties for SA-508/Class 1 material. The 
evaluation resulted in acceptable stresses based on the stress limits imposed by 
the construction code of record. This issue was evaluated by Mitsubishi in the 
non-conformance report process and Supplier Deviation Request 
SDR-08610041870-09086 was submitted to the licensee for review and 
approval. The licensee approved the reclassification of the tubesheet material. 

• Minimum Thickness of the Channel Head Base Metal - The channel heads of 
both Unit 3 steam generators were removed by flame cutting to facilitate the 
divider plate weld repairs. The .removal and final welding of the channel head 
resulted in a reduction of the minimum wall thickness of the channel head base 
metal. The minimum base metal thickness was reduced by 1.18-inches. 
Mitsubishi evaluated this change in the "Design Report for the Channel Head 
Region." The reduction in minimum wall thickness was addressed through a 
reconciliation of stress ratios based on the stress limits imposed by the 
construction code of record. The analysis demonstrated the structural adequacy 
of the channel head, primary inlet nozzle, primary outlet nozzle, primary manway, 
support skirt, and the stud bolts of the primary manway. 

• Number of Bolts in the Divider Plate Patch Plates - The original design of the 
replacement steam generators included a patch plate held in place at the upper 
corners of the divider plate by three bolts. As a result of the divider plate-to
tubesheet weld removal to support the repair a·ctivities, the Unit 3 divider plate 
patch plates were modified to be held by two bolts instead of the three bolts 
specified in the original design. Mitsubishi submitted this design change to the 
licensee for review and approval. Licensee personnel approved the design 
change as requested. · 
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c. 

• Weld Buildup on Channel Head Surfaces - Since the repair of the divider plate 
welds in Unit 3 steam generators required cutting of the channel head, weld 
buildup had to be applied on the affected surfaces in order to restore the 
dimensions to design specifications .• Mitsubishi submitted this design change to 
the licensee for review and approval. Licensee personnel approved the design 
change as requested. 

• Post Weld Heat Treatment - The tubesheet-to-channel head weld area 
experienced a total of two post-weld heat treatments. Both Unit 3 replacement 
steam generators received an additional local post-weld heat treatment at 
approximately 1103° F for approximately 3.5 hrs. Mitsubishi submitted this 
fabrication process change to the licensee for review and approval. Licensee 
personnel approved the design change as requested. 

• Total of Rotations during Fabrication - The total number of rotations on each 
steam generator varied as a result of the hydrostatic test results and the repairs 
on the divider plate welds. 

r-=·steam Initial I Additional Total 
I Generator Rotations I Rotations for Rotations 

i Divider Plate 
I I Re(!airs 

' I l I i 520 - I [ Unit 2 EO 89 520 0 

Unit 2 E0-88 510 0 510 

Unit 3 E0-89 470 340 810 
! -

l Unit 3 E0-88 440 320 __ I 760 
L___ 

Conclusions 

The team identified one unresolved item associated with the repair work done an the 
Unit 3 divider plate. The team did not identify any connection between the repairs of the 

divider plate and the unexpected tube-to-tube wear .. 

13.0 Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation (NRR) Review of SONGS 50.59 Evaluation 

a. Inspection Scope 

The NRR technical specialist reviewed au of the design changes associated with the 
replacement steam generators to determine whether the ch;;inges to the facility or 
procedures, as described in the· updated final safety analysis report, had been reviewed. 
and documented in accordance with 10 CFR 50.59 requirements. The technical 
specialist reviewed the various informatiori used by SCE to review the changes being 
made to the replacement steam generators, including calculations, analys~s, design 
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change documentation, procedures, the updated final safety analysis report, the 
technical specifications, and plant drawings. The evaluation process used by the 
technical specialist included determining if the design changes to the replacement steam 
generators were a change to the facility or procedures as described in the updated final 
safety analysis report or a test or experiment not described in the updated final safety 
analysis report. The technical specialist also verified that safety issues related to the 
changes were resolved. The technical specialist compared the safety evaluations and 
supporting documents to the guidance and methods provided in NEI 96-07, "Guidelines 
for 10 CFR 50.59 Implementation," Revision "I. as endorsed by NRC Regulatory 
Guide 1.187, "Guidance for Implementation of 10 CFR 50.59, Changes, Tests, and 
Experiments," to determine the adequacy of the 10 CFR 50.59 evaluations. 

b. Observations and Findings 

No findings were identified 

The NRR technical specialist identified one unresolved item for which additional 
information is required to determine if performance deficiencies exist or if the issues 
constitute violations of NRC reqoirements. 

(1) Introduction: The NRR technical specialist reviewed SCE's 10 CFR 50.59 evaluation 
contained in Engineering Change Packages 800071702 and 800071703 for the 
Unit 2 and Unit 3 replacement steam generators, respectively., in which SCE 
determined that the impact of the replacement steam generators on the current 
licensing basis and any need for NRC approval as required by 10 CFR 50.59. 

;(2} Description: The NRR technical specialist reviewed the SCE's 10 CFR 50.59 
evaluation against 10 CFR 50.59(c){2)(viii) which requires that licensees obtain a 
license amendment pursuant to 1 O CFR 50. 90 prior to implementing a proposed 
change if the change would result in a departure from a method of evaluation 
described in the final safety analysis report (as updated) used in establishing the 
design bases or in the safety analyses. Industry guidance NEI 96-07, Revision 1, 
Section 3.10, "Methods of Evaluation," states, "Definition: Methods of evaluation 
means the calculational framework used for evaluating behavior or response of the 
facility or structures, systems, and components." Regulation 10 CFR 50.59 a{2), 
states, "Departure from a method of evaluation described in the FSAR (as updated) 
used in establishing the design bases or in the safety analyses means (i) changing 
any of the elements of the method described in the FSAR (as updated) unless the 
results of the analysis are conservative or essentially the same; or (ii) changing from 
a method described in the FSAR to another method unless that method ha.s been 
approved by NRC for the intended application." Regulation 10 CFR 50.59(d)(1) 
requires that the licensee maintain records of changes in the facility that "includes a 
written evaluation which provides the bases for the determination that the change, 
test, or experiment does not require a license amendment. ... " The technica.1 
specialist evaluated SCE's bases for determining that the changes would not result 
in. the departure from the method of evaluation used in establishing the design bases 
or in the safety analyses. Specifically, the technical specialist evaluated whether the 
changes involved: 
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(a) changing of any of the elements of the method described in the updated final 
safety analysis report, which consistent with 10 CFR 50.59 a{2}(i) would be 
justified by demonstrating that the results of the analysis are conservative or 
essentially the same; or 

(b) changing from a method described in the updated final safety analysis report to 
another method, which consistent with 10 CFR 50.59 a(2}(ii} would be justified by 
demonstrating that method has been approved by NRC for the intended 

. application. 

The NRR technical specialist reviewed SCE's 1 O CFR 50.59 evaluation and found 
two instances that failed to adequately address whether the change involved a 
departure of the method of evaluation described in the updated final safety analysis 
report. 

(a) Use of ABAQUS instead of ANSYS: Updated Final Safety Analysis Report 
Sections 3.9.1.2.2.1.11 and 3.9.1.2.2.2.3 were revised to reflect that the SONGS 
Unit 2 and 3 original steam generators stress.analyses for r~actor coolant system 
structural integrity utilized the ANSYS computer program, whereas the 
replacement steam generators analyses utilized the ABAQUS computer 
program. The SCE's 50.59 evaluation incorrectly determined that using the 
ABAQUS instead of ANSYS was a change to an element of the method 
described in the updated final safety analysis report did not constitute changing 
from a method described in the updated final safety analysis report to another 
method. and as such, did not mention whether ABAQUS has been approved by 
the NRC for this application. 

(b) Use of ANSYS instead of STRUDL and ANSYS: Updated Final Safety Analysis 
Report Section 5.4.2.3.1.3 was revised to refle~t that the SONGS Unit 2 and 3 
evaluation of tube stress under loss of coolant accident conditions for the original 
steam generators consisted of a two"'.step process utilizing the STRUDL and 
ANSYS computer programs to calculate displacement histories and tube 
stresses, respectively, while the corresponding replacement steam generators 
analysis determined tube stresses from blowdown forces using only the ANSYS 
computer progr~m. While SCE's 50.59 evaluation correctly considered this a 
change from a method described in the FSAR to another method, the 50.59 
evaluation did not-mention whether the method has been approved by NRC for 
this application. 

This issue is identified as URI 05000362/2012007~10, "Evaluation ·of Departure of 
Method of Evaluation for 10 CFR 50.59 Processes." 

c. Conclusions 

The NRR technical specialist identified on~ unresolved item associated with change in 
the method of evaluation as described in the updated final safety analysis report. 
Additional review and followup will be required to review tht? departure of the method of 
evaluation used during. the stress analysis calculations associated with the replacement 
steam generators. 
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14.0 Exit Meeting Summary 

On June 18, 2012, the NRC held a public meeting and 'presented the inspection results 
to Mr. P. Dietrich, Senior Vice President and Chief Nuclear Officer, and other members 
of the staff, who acknowledged the findings. Proprietary information was provided to the 
team and all proprietary informqtion was returned to SCE. 
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SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION 
KEY POINTS OF CONTACT 

Licensee Personnel 

P. Dietrich, Senior Vice President and Chief Nuclear Officer 
R. Litzinger, President, SCE 
D, Bauder, Vice President and Station Manager 
T. Palmisano, Vice President of Engineering, Projects arid Site Support 
T. McCool, Plant Manager 
T. Yackle, AssistantPlant Manager 
D. Yarbrough, Director, Operations 
R. Corbett, Director, Performance Improvement 
0. Flores, Director, Nuclear Oversight 
R. St. Onge, Director, Nuclear Regulatory Affairs 
8. Winn, Director, Nuclear Financial Management 
E. Avella, Director, Project Management 
M. Coveney, Director, Nuclear Leadership 
M. Stevens, Technical Specialist, Nuclear Regulatory Affairs 
C. Cates, Manager; Nuclear Safety Culture and Site Recovery 
M. Malzahn, Engineer, Project Management 
C. Harberts, Manager, Steam Generator Replacement Project 
M. Mihalik, Senior Engineer, Project Management Organization 
R. McWey, Manager, Nuclear Oversight 
M. Pawlaczyk, Technical Specialist, Nuclear Regulatory Affairs 
J. Peattie, Manager, Maintenance 
R. Treadway, Manager, Nuclear Regulatory Affairs. 
B. Olech, Consulting Engineer, Edison 
J. Brabec, Project Manager, Steam Generator Recovery Program 
D. Calhoun, Senior Engineer, Design Engineering Organization, Edison 

Mitsubishi Personnel· 

H .. Kagucni, Mitsubishi Heavy Industries, Director, Component Designing b~partment 
L Otake, Mitsubishi Heavy Industries, Deputy Chief Engineer, Quality Assurance Department 
T: Tsuruta, Mitsubishi Heavy Industries, Engineer, Quality As$urance Department 
T. Inoue, Mitsubishi Heavy Industries, Deputy Director, Plant Designing Department 
H. Hirano, Mitsubishi Heavy Industries, Project Manager. Overseas Project, Component 

Designing Department 
R. Bywater, Mitsubishi Nuclear Energy Systems, COLA Project Manage,ir 
F. Gillespie, Mitsubishi Nuclear Energy Systems, Senior·Vice President 
R. Godley, Mitsubishi Nuclear Energy'Systems, Deputy General Manager, Licensing Support 

Other ContractorPersonnel 

R. Walker, MPR Consultant 
M. Short, Consultant 
8. Marlow, AREVA, Vice President; Key Accounts 
M. Street, AREVA, Manager, Primary Component Projects and Warranty Support 
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M, Miller, AREVA, Advisory Engineer 
S. Claunch, AREVA, Advisory Engineer 

NRC Personnel 
T. Blount, Deputy Division Director, Division of Reactor Safety 
R. Lantz, Branch Chief, Projects Branch D 
G. Warnick, Senior Resident Inspector 

LIST OF ITEMS OPENED. CLOSED AND DISCUSSED 

Opened 

05000362/2012007-01 

05000362/2012007-02 

05000362/2012007-03 

05000362/2012007:.04 

05000362/2012007-05 

05000362/2012007-06 

05000362/2012007-07 

05000362/2012007-08 

0500036212012007-09 

05000362/2012007-10 

Closed 

None 

URI Adequacy of the Trip/Transient and Event Review 
Procedure (Section 1) 

LIRI Evaluation of Unit 3 Vibration and Loose Parts Monitoring 
System Alarms (Section 3) 

URI Evaluation of Retainer Bars Vibration during the Original 
Design of the Replacement Steam Generators (Section 4 

URI Evaluation of Changes in Dimensional Controls during the 
Fabrication of Unit 2 and Unit 3 Replacement Steam 
Generators (Section 4) 

URI 

URI 

URI 

URI 

URI 

URI 

Shipping Requirements not in Accordance with Industry 
Standards (Section 7) 

Shipping Requirements not in Accordance with Design and 
Fabrication Specifications (Section 7) 

Unit 3 Steam Generator 3E0-88 Stresses Related to 
Handling (Section 7) 

Non-Conservative Thermal-Hydraulic Model Results 
(Section 8) 

. Evaluation of the Effects of Divider Plate Weld Repairs in 
Unit 3 Replacement Steam Generators {Section 12) 

Evaluation of Departure of Method of Evaluation for 
10 CFR 50.59 Processes (Section 13) 
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Discussed 

None 
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j MHl-2SV~06 Sol!rce Verification Report of MHl/Japan Steel Work March 24, 2006 
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1-· 

J Number Title Revision/Date 

---------~--; 

June. 10, 2005 

I ~M_H_l--6s_v_-_o_6_~(_s_o_u_rce_v_e_ri_fic_a_ti_o_n_R_e_p_ort_-_of __ M_H_'~-----~---;1-J-anua~24,2007 I 
~-Hl-7SV-05 l Source Verification Report of MHl/Japan Steel Work i August 12, 2005 I 

I MHl:7sV-06 J Source Verification Report of MHI ! January 16, 20071 

jMHi=BSV-=-os l Source Verification Report of MHI 

~05 j S~urce VerificatiOn Report of MH-1/-Ja-p-an Steel Work 

· MH1-10sv-os · source Evaluation Report of MHI ···----

I March 26, 2007 
! 
j October 13, 2005 
~L _______ ____ 
I Februa~ 8, 2006 

!---~----------------------,--- -----;---- ··---------! 

MHl-11SV;.Q5 Sot,Jrce Verification Report of MHl/Japan Steel Work 

A1 - 5-

Decemper 21, I 
----~ 2005 ,_J 
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CALCULATIONS 

I Number . 1 Title . I 5023-617-1- I Design Report of the Channel Head Region 
C275 I 

l S023-617---1--_,l_D_e_s-ignfor RCS Flow Rate 

I C514 I 
I so23-s11-1-

Revision 

6 

I M1562 
\ Retainer Bar Tube Wear Report. 

1 

0 
I 

DESIGN BASIS DOCUMENTS 

~~~=u=m~b=~=--~--11~·-~-~~.~--~~T=it=le:__ __ _.._,.~-----.~l-~R=ev~ion I 
I 5023-617-01 I ~~~'t!~on for Design and Fabrication of RSGs for Unit 2 I 4 · I 

[ $023-617-1- I As-Built Reconciliation Report for Unit 3 . · 2 
! M1492 I 
I L5-04GA428· Design of Anti;.Vibration Bar I 5 ; • ~---'---~~-'--l-"'m-------------

,_
1 D_B_D_-_s_o_2_3 ___ ~'-D_e_s_ig_n_B_a_s_is_fo_r_s_~_a_m_G_e_n_er_a_to-·r_a_nd_s_ec_o_n_d_a_~_s_id_e_~~'l•_~_t_o _ _J' 
I 365 ! r 
I 

DESIGN CHANGE NOTIFICATIONS/SUPPLIER DEVIATION REQUESTS 

I Number 
r---
i ~~0~1703 
1 

Engineering Change Package; "Replacement Steam 
Generators" 

1 SDR-007 Circulation Ratio for RSG 
143366-05007 

Revision 

0 

0 

;-' -------i-----------------~·---··--···--+----:------i 
l SDR-037 Tube-to-Tube Clearance in 2A RSG 
! 43366-06037 
! 

0 

I SDR-050 Tool Mark in 38 Tubesheet 
i 43366 ... 07050 

I 
o---j 

: 

l SDR-047 'Tool Mark in 3A Tubesheet 
l 43366-07047 
l 

0 

j SDR-051 Unit 2A Lower Shell Assembly 0 

~366·07051 _ __._ __ ·---·--
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Revision 
0 

I Numbe;m ] -Title 

~0::...:5-3--· ,
1

.Unit 2B L.···o· wer s. hell Assembl-y -
i 43366-07053 -
isoR-059 I Unit 38 Lower Shell Assembly -----------.1----0----i 

I 4336e-oaoss 
SDR-064 Axial Length of AVB 0 

j 43366-~~-o_e_4_,__ _________________ ------;--...,...---::----4 

SDR-079 Statistical Size of Tube-to-AVB Gap O 
43366-08079 

SDR-0$2 I Divider Plate Repair of -Unit 3 RSGs 
43366-09082 ! 

SDR-086 I Specific-ations for Unit3 RSG Tube Material 
1

1

' 10041870· I 
09086 l 

I SDR-09_8 __ ,,_I 0-verall Height of 3A RSG 

I 10041870- 1 

1

1aoga I 
I SDR-099 \ Perpendicularity and Parallelism.of 3A RSG Key Bracket 
! 10041870- i 

10099 

I SDR-100 
10041870-
10100 

DRAWINGS 

Number 

8023-617-1-
010~ 

8023-617-1-
D104 

8023-617-1-
D106 

---

8023-617-1-
0107 

8023-617-1-
D108 

8023-617-1-

. Parallelism of 38 RSG Key Bracket 

I 

I _ ~itle 
! Design Drawing - Component and Outline Drawing 1 I 3 
! 
; 

' i Design Drawing -Corpponent and Outline Drawing 1/3 

I -
l Design Drawing Tubesheet and Extension Ring 1 of 3 

I 
Design Drawing Tubesheet and Extension Ring 2 of 3 

i 

j Design Drawing Tub~sheet and Extension Ring 3 of 3 
' i 

j mesign Drawing Lower Shell-.- Middle Shell, Tr~nsition Cone 

A1-7-

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

I Revision I 
t 

5 

I 2 

12 

5 

8 

5 
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Number 

j D109 

I so23-611-1-
I D110 

! 8023-617-1-
1 D111 
; 

I so2a-611-1-
I D112 

I 8023-617-1-
I D113 

I $023-617-1-
I 

I D113 
! 

I 8023-617-1-
i D114 
' 
! $023-617-1-
l D115 

S023-617-1-
D116 

! 8023-617-1-
I 

I D117 
! 
! 8023-617-1-
i D118 

8023-617-1-
D159 

I 
i Title 
i and Upper Shell Stub 1 of 4. 
i 
! Design Drawing Lower Shell, Middle Shell, TrC)nsition Cone 
/and Upper Shell Stub 2 of 4 
' 
! Design Drawing Lower Shell, Middle Shell, Transition Cone 
i and Upper Shell Stub 3 of 4 

Design Drawing Lower Shell, Middle Shell, Transition Cone 
and Upper Shell Stub 4 of 4 

Design Drawing Channel Head 1 of 4 

Design Drawing Channel Head 1 of 4 

i 
! Design Drawing Channel Head 2 of 4 

I 
~ 

! Design Drawing Channel Head 3 of 4 
l 
l 

Design Drawing Tube Bundle 1 of 3 

, Design Drawing Tube Bundle 2 of 3 
I 

Design Drawing Tube Bundle 3 of 3 

Design Drawing Upper Shell, Upper Head Ring and Upper 
Head Top 1 of 4 

i I ·. . 
1 8023-617-1- Design Drawing Upper Shell, Upper Head Ring and Upper 
I D160 Head Top 2 of 4 

$023-617-1- Design Drawing Upper Shell, Upper Head Ring and Upper 
D161 Head Top 3 of 4 

i 8023-617-1- J Design Drawing Upper Shell, Upper Head Ring and Upper 
~1_6_2 ____ 1 H_e_a_d_T_o_p_4_o_f_4_ 

I 8023-617-1- I Design Drawing of Moisture Separator Assembly 1 of 6 
. D210 

$023-617-1-
1 D211 

8023-617-1-

i Design Drawing of Moisture Separator Assembly 2 of 6 
! 
' 

I Design Drawing of Moisture Separator Assembly 3 of 6 

A1-8-

Revision 

7 

4 

I J 

I I ·4 

9 I 
! 
' ' 

I 
15 

l 
l 
i 

f 
' ' 

l 
13 

1 
l 
~ 

' ! 

5 

1 

I 
l 1 
i 
i 

I 3 

7 
! 

i I 
2 

4 

2 

10 

10 

5 
c,. 
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I Number Title I Revision I I 

I 0212 I 
! 

S023-617-1- Design Drawing Channel Head 4 of 4 ' 1 4 
0274 I 

I 

Design ·orawing Tube Support Plate Assembly 1 of 3 
I 

S023-617-1-

l 3 
D294 

I so23-617-1- Design Drawing Tube Support Plat~ Assembly 2 of 3 
4 I I D295 I ,.., ; 

8023-617-1- Design Drawing Tube Support Plate Assembly 3 of 3 
5 

D296 

8023-617-1- I Design Drawing - Critical Field Interface Dimensions and 7 I D383 Major Tolerances 1 I 3 I 
5023-617-1- Design Drawing Wrapper Assembly 1 of 5 

I 
I 

5 I 
D391 ! 

' ' 
1. Design Drawing Wrapper Assembly 2 of 5 

I . 
' 8023-617-1-

0 D392 

8023-617-1- Design Drawing Wrapper Assembly 3 of 5 I 
2 D393 

8023-617-1- I Design Drawing Wrapper Assembly 4 of 5 2 
D394 

i 
i 8023-617-1-

1 D395 
I Design Drawing Wrapper Assembly 5 of 5 
l 3 

' 8023-617-1- I Design Drawing - Divider Plate1 I 2 
10 I 0494 I I t 

l 
I 8023-617-1- Design Drawing - Divider Plate 2 I 2 

! 6 I I D495 
i 

I so23-s11-1- Design Drawing Anti-Vibration Bar Assembly 1 of 9 I 4 I 
1 oso1 I ! 

I so23-s11-1- Design Drawing Anti-Vibration Bar Assembly 2 of 9 I i 
1 2 I ! D508 I I ' 

1,8023-617-1- ! Design Drawing Anti-Vibration Bar Assembly 3 of 9 
0 I ! D509 i 

I so23-a11-1-
! 
/ Design ·~:awing Anti-Vibration Bar Assembly 4 .of 9 0 ! 0539 

' 

I so23-s17-1- besign Drawing Anti-Vibration Bar Assembly 5 of 9 
2 I , . 

l 0540 
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! Number 

I S023-617-1-
D541 

' 5023-617-1-
0542 

! 
I Title 

l Design Drawing Anti-Vibration Bar Assembly 6 of 9 

l Design Drawing Anti-Vibration Bar Assembly 7 of 9 

S023-617-1- I Design Drawing Anti-Vibration Bar Assembly 8 of 9 
I 0543 ! 
' I 

8023-617-1- I Design Drawing AntiNibration Bar Assembly 9 of 9 
0544 l 

I so23-a11-1- [ Design Drawing - Tubing Expansion and Seal Welding 
I 0680 ' I 
I I 
! S023-617-1- · Fabrication Drawing - General Shipping Arrangement [SON 
t 01099 2E89; SON 2E882E0-88) 
I I so23-s11-1- Fabrication Drawing - General Shipping Arrangement [SON 
! D1100 ! 3E89; SON 3E88] 
I 
I $023-617-1- i Fabrication Drawing -Temporary Attachment For Chann~I 

01488 : Head and Tubesheet Weldin Unit3 g ( ) 

1 
L5-04FW111 Detail of AVB 1 of 5 (Center Narrow AVB) 

L5-04FW112 j Detail of AVB 2 of 5 (Center Wide AVB) 

[ L5-04FW113 J Detail of AVB 3 of 5 (Side Narrow AVB) 

L5-04FW114 J Detail of AVB 4 of 5 (Side Wide AVB for Hot Side) 

I L5-04FW11? I Detail of AVB 5 of 5 {Side Wide AVB for Cold Side) 

ENGINEERING REPORTS {ER) 

I Number 1 Title 
I 

S023-61T-1- ! Divider Plate Weld Joint Separation Root Cause Evaluation 
M1401 

I . . 
j Report 

8023-617-1- \ Evaluation of Tube Vibration 
I C157 

8023-617-1- ! Analytical Report of AVB Assembly 
C749 

I 
1 

I 8023-617-1- I Summary Design Report 
M1265 I . 

A1 - 10 -

I 

Revision 

2 

8 

3 

i 

' I 1 

3 : 

2 

I 
2 

I 0 
i 

6 

2 

2 

2 

2 

I Revision 

4 

3 

I 
4 

8 

I 
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r S023-617-1-l M1231 

\
' 
1 

S023-617-1-
1 C682 
I . I so23-s11-
! 01R3 
i 

Performance Analysis Report 

1 Analytical Report of Separator and Dryer Assemblies 
I 

I Design Report of Tube 

MHI DOCUMENTS 

Number 

I .UHQ-08N013 

UHQ·11N010 

I 

MHI Survey Report of Sumitomo Metal Industries, Limited. 
Steel Tube Works 

MHI Survey Report of Sumitomo Metal Industries, Limited. 
Steel Tube Works 

UHQ-05N015 . MHI Survey Report of Sumitomo Metal industries, Limited. 
! Pipe & Tube Works 

I ' 

I UHQ:.08N014 MHI Survey Report of Sumitomo Metal Industries, Limited. 
Steel Tube Works 

I I MHI Survey Report of Sumitomo Metal Industries, Limited. I UHQ-11SOOS 
I J Steel Tube Works . . . I . 
I UHQ-05N019 I MHI Survey Report of Sumitomo Meta! Industries, Limitea. 

i Steel Tube Works 
I I I BUH94-06 ! Quality Assurance Survey/Audit Procedure of Vendors 

I.vendor Ev~luati.on Procedure , 1 aUH94-06 
I i 

' 
BUH94-06 · j Vendor Evaluation Procedure 

5ZDD94-,Q6 Vendor Evaluation Procedure 

UHW-68- MHI Evaluation on Corrective Action Established by 
, 06A002 i Sumitomo.Metal Industries 1-imited 

i . 

' i 
l 
I 
I 
I 

r 
I 
~ 

I 
! 

I 
I 
I 

3 

7 

5 

. - I 

Revision/Date I 
I 

0 

0 

1 

0 

0 

0 

6 

9 

13 

1 

0 

UHNR-SON- Nonconformance Report for Alloy 690 SG Tubing for SONGS I 
RSG-06N005 , Unit2 

j UHQ-07N004 MHI Audit Report of Sumitomo Metal Industries, Limited. 1 
Steel Tube Woks ' ' 
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r 
l Number 

UHQ-08N013 MHI Survey Report of Sumitomo Metal Industries, Limited. 
, Steel Tube Works 

I UHCP-70N004 , Corrective Action Plan Follo~up Report 

[ UES-20100006 ! Qualified Vendor List 

r l5-04GB004 I Submittal Document Control List 

I UGNR-SON2- Nonconformance Report Channel head for Unit 2A 

I . 

I RSG-020 
i I UGNR-SON2-
: RSG-038 
i 
I UGNR-SON2-
' RSG-052 
' 

Nonconformante Report Unacceptable local diameter change 
of tube holes 

Nonconformance Report Unacceptable length of 1 O tube hole ! 
pitch of tube support plate #3 ·1 

Revision/Date 

0 

0 

18 

53 

February 2, 
2006 

June 2. 2006 

September 11 , 
2006 

I UGNR-SON2-
! RSG-062 
! 

Nonconformance Report Incorrect end caps of AVB 
2A$N154C and AVB 2ASN164C 

I Nonconformance Report Unacceptable gaps between tubes 

l December 1, 
. 2006 I 

I UGNR-SON2-I RSG-075 
I 

UGNR-SON2-
RSG-091 

UGNR-SON2~ 

RSG-096 

I and AVBs 

I Nonconformance Report Incorrect machining for steam flow 
: limiting device 
i 

Nonconformance Report Unacceptable dimensions for steam 
flow limiting device of Unit 2A 

I March 24, 2007 I 

l September 4, 
. 2007 
! 

' Oct~g~; 23, 

I ! 
UGNR-SON3- \ Nonconformance Report Unacceptable local diameter change I May 10, 2007 I 

t RSG-009 1 of tube holes , . 
i I 

1 

UGNR-SON3- I Nonconformance Report Some gaps between tubes and November 30, I RSG-024 ! AVBs are larger than the criterion 2007 
I . 

I 

! ; 

UGNR-SON3- Nonconformance Report Out of tolerance on hand holes I March 2. 2009 
RSG-049 inside diameter 

i 
' i 

UGNR-SON3:- Nonconformance Report Divider plate metal repair butter/weld I September 11, 
RSG-055 crack after post bake ! 2009 

! 
UGNR-SON- Nonconformance Report Feedwater nozzle for unit 2 ID: February 2, 
RSG-06N002 21721-101 2006 

I 
UGS-L5- Anti-Vibration Bar Inspection Procedure (Individual Bar) 

I 
1 

050043 

' 
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l ~ ~~~~~-,--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-,--~~~~·-----; 
i Number Title Revision/Date 
l 

. UHQ-08N013 I MHI Survey Report of Sumitomo Metal Industries, Limited. O 
· , Steel Tube Works 

1 
i 

I UGS-L5- Inspection Procedure for Tube and Anti-Vibration Bar 
. 050045 Inspection 
i 
l I 891 U-N0001 Mitsubishi Heavy Industries Ltd Kobe Shipyard & Machinery 

; Works Quality Assurance Manual (Nuclear) 
l I I UES-69· I Mitsubishi Heavy Industries Ltd Kobe Shipyard & Machinery 

t 040038 I Works Quality Assurance Program Manual {Project Addenda) 
I 

I UHH-G06A97 I Stop Work Order for FMA (Final Mill Annealing) on 

I Manufacturing of Heat Transfer Tubing for SONGS RSG 
! I . 

MISCELLANEOUS DOCUMENTS 

I Number I 
AR · J Action Request Qualification Letter 

'1 060500134 ' 
I 

I AR 040901345 ~ Action Request: Qualification Letter 

!AR 050301458 : Action Request: Qualification Letter 

I 
I 
I 
! 

I zG-030-3 
I 
[ 

8023-617-01 

$023-617-02 

! 

. Setpoint Transmittal Unit 2 and 3 Gas Monitors 

SONGS Unit 3 Chemistry/Operations Logs - SG Event 
. Timeline 
l 
j Radiation Mcmitor 3RT-7870 Setpoints 
l I Radiation Monitor 3RT-7818A Setpoints 

! 

I Condenser Air Ejector Continuous Gas Post-Release Report 

I 
j Specification for Design and Fabrication of .RSGs for Unit 2 
, and Unit 3 
1 

j Spe~ification for Baseline Pre.-Service Examination (PSE) on 

1 Tubrng for Replacement Steam Generators 
' I Updated Final Safety Analysis Report for San Onofre Units 2 

j and 3 . 

A1 -13-

10 

i 
39 

15 

I 

0 

[ Revision/Date 

December 6, . 
2010 

January 31, 
2012 

May 31, 2011 

' May 31, 2011 

Jc,inuary 31, 
2012 

4 

1 

April 2009 

i 
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I Number l j - I I I Design Review Item List I 
-· I so23-a11-1- 9 , M29 I l j 

Titre Revision/Date 

! DA 2002-92 r Dominion Audit of Mitsubishi Heavy Industries I June 9, 2002 
t i 

~ V03-008 Omaha Public Power District Audit of Mitsubishi Heavy July 18, 2003 
Industries 

! 
199901030/200 Mitsubishi Heavy Industries (MHl),-Kobe, Japan, inspection of , July 18, 2008 

8-201 selected portions of MHPs Quality Assurance (QA) program, 
( 

1 and 10-CFR Part 21 program t 
I I 
·-

99901384/200 Sumitomo Metal Industries, Limited, Higashi-Mukojima November 13, 
9-201 Amagasaki, Japan, inspection of selected portions of 2009 

Sumitomo's quality assurance (QA) program and 10 CFR Part 
21 program 

! SMl.-AQA-9041 Reply to Notice of Nonconformance(99901 384/2009-201-01) 0 
I 

NRC 
Inspection 
Report 
99901030/200 
8-201 

Inspection of Selected Portions of MHl's Quality Assurance 
and 10 CFR Part 21 Programs 

MODIFICATIONS 

/Number 

' 
Engineering 50.59 $creening and Evaluation for Replacement Steam 
Change Generators - Unit 2 
Package 
NECP 
800071702 I 

' 
Engineering 50.59 Screening and Evaluation for Replacement Steam 
Change Generators - Unit 3 
Package 
NECP 
800071703 

A 1 • 14 • 

July 18, 2008 

i 

July 31, 2009 

I 
I 

July 31, 2009 

! 
i 
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NUCLEAR NOTIFICATlONS 

[201907899 

PROCEDURES 

I Number Title Revision 
l f'-s·-0-12_3 ___ 0_D_C_M_l_O_ff_s-it_e_D_o_se_C_a_lc-ul-a-tio_n_M-an_u_a_I ___ ~------+- 0 
I i 

i 

I so123-0-47 ! Notification and Reporting of Significant Events 
! . 
I 

so 123-111-5. 9 j Manual Effluent Gaseous Release Permits, Setpoint 

I 
I Calculations, and Monitor Calibration Constant Evaluations 

l SO 123-Vlll-1 ·I EPIP: Recognition and Classification of Emergencies . 

j System Description - Turbine Building Sampling System I SD-8023-310 

I SD-S023-690 I System Description - Steam Generator E088/089 

I 

SD-S023-690 System Description - Steam Generator Radiation Monitors 
RE-6753 & RE-6759 

SD-8023-690 I System.Description - Condenser Air Ejector Wide Range 
Radiation Monitors RE• 7870A/B & Low Range Radiation 

l Monitors RE-7818 
j 

I SB-S.0-FB-006 Divider Plate Weld Joint Repair Procedure 

I SB-SO-HT- -- Post Weld Heat Treatment Procedure 
I 1001 

S0123-XXXll- Supplier Deviation Requests (SDRs) 
2.27 

I 

8023-617-1- Design Drawing - Component and Outline Drawing 2/3 
D104 

i ! ; 

$023-617-1- General Shipment Arrangement SON-2A 
D1099 

8023-617-1- Hydrostatic Test Procedure 
M1246 

' 

8023-617-1- 1· Post Weld Heat Treatment Procedure 
M139 1 

l 
! 18 

8 

36 l 
9 I 

' .... 

18 

18 

18 

1 
I 10 I 

22 

~ 
! 

2 

4 
I 

3 

21 
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$023-617-1-
, M1395 
l 

S023-617-1-l M1398 

I so23--s11-1-
1 M1461 I 

I 
I so23-a11-1-
I M616 

! 8023-617-1-
I 

i M733 
1 

I so23-s11-1-
I M735 
i 

$023-617-1-
M819 

I 8023-617-1-
l M820 
! 

i $023-617-1-
1 

I M821 
! 
' 

Divider Plate Weld Joint Procedure 

Divider Plate Weld Joint Repair Plan 

I Additional Post Weld Heat Treatment Procedure for Divider 
1 Plate Weld Joint Repair 
I 
I Tubesheet Drilling Procedure 
I 
I 
j 
i 

Helium Leak Test Procedure of the Tube to Tubesheet Welds 
(High Pressure} 

Helium Leak Test Procedure of the Tube to Tubesheet Welds 
(Low Pressure) 

AVB Structure Assembly Procedure 

I I Tubing and AVB Installation Procedure 
I 

i I Anti-Vibration Bar Inspection Procedure (After Assembly) 

i 
i $0123-XV-50 t Corrective Action Program 
~ 
80123-Xll-
18.19 

S0123-Xll
, 7.12 

Nuclear Oversight Procedure Supplier Audits 

I Nuclear Oversight Procedure Source Verification 

I 

VENDOR DOCUMENTS 

Number I Title 
! 

51-9176667- I Engineering Information Record, 'SONGS 2C17 & 3C17 
001 Steam Generator Degrad~tion Assessment" 

I UGNR-SON2- j DI for Tube Support Plate Material 
RSG-012 

i 
UGNR-SON2- Discrepancy for tube thickness of TSP between Drawing and 
RSG-014 I Purchase Specification 

i 

A1 - 16 -

9 

12 . 

0 
! ' 
' 

9 

1- 5 
I 
; 

I 
l 3 
I 
i 
' 
I 8 

l 
' 

6 

5 

25 

10 

5 

Revision/Date 
i 

I 1 

1 

0 
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Number ! Title 
! 

UGNR-SON2~ i Unacceptable Indications by MT for wrapper support of Unit 2 I 
RSG-015 I #A 

UGNR-SON2- l Unacceptable Indications by MT for Anti rotation support of 
RSG.:.021 i Unit 2#A 

l 
UGNR-SON2- I Unacceptable MT indication for Anti-Rotation Supports 
RSG-027 I . 
UGNR-SON2- I Unacceptable length of 10 tube hole pitch of tube support 
RSG-054 Plate# 6 

UGNR-SON2- Insufficient clearance between the tubes in Row No. 28 and 
RSG-058 , 30 in Column No; 22 

' 
' 

UGNR-SON2- ! Insufficient clearance between the tubes in Row No 92 and 94 ' 
s -R G 059 

UGNR-SON2-
RSG-067 

1 ·n Col umn No 3 . 4 

Unacceptable Gaps between Tubes and AVBs 

UGNR-SON2- I Unacceptable gaps betwe~n Tubes and AVBs 
RSG-075 I 
UGNR-SON2• I Incorrect Machining for Steam Flow Limiting Device 
RSG-091 

UGNR-SON2- Damaged Locking Plates of Vane Jacking Device 
RSG-103 

UGNR-SON2- I As built dimension of #2A RSG 
RSG-109 

! 
UGNR-SON2- I As built dimension of #2B. RSG 

! 

! RSG-112 I 
j UGNR-SON3- I Tubesheet 
i RSG-001 

I I 
! UGNR-SON3- r Unacceptable local diameter change of Tube holes I RSG-018 I . 

NR-SON3- Some Gaps between Tubes and AVBs are larger than the I RSG-024 criterion 
i 
! UGNR-SON3- Some gaps between· tubes and AVBs are larger than the 
I RSG-030 criterion 
! 

A1 - 17 -

i 

~ 

I 
l 

Revision/Date 

1 

0 l 
1 

I 
0 l 

1 

i 
1 ! 

! 
' l 

3 

I 
0 I 
7 

1 

I 
0 ' 

I 
I 

I 
9 I 

I 
1 

I 
0 

I 
0 ' 

2 

1 

0 
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! Number I Title Revision/Date 
! 

UGNR-SON3- Divider Plate Weld Crack 16 
RSG-.051 

191 ' UGNR-SON3- Divider Plate Weld Crack 
I 

RSG-052 

1 UGNR-SON3- i Extension of Tubesheet PWHT Duration 
i RSG-057 ; . 

1 

! Out of Tolerance dimensions on Primary Inlet/Outlet Nozzles 1 'I UGNR-SON3-
RSG-059 

I 

UGNR SON3 - -

j and Support Skirt 

·~~~~I -·~~~~ 
1 Out of tolerance dimensions on Primary Inlet/Outlet Nozzles 1 

I RSG-062 ·and Support Skirt (#B RSG) I I . 
I ! UGNR-SON3- Ui indications in the Alloy 600/690 butter of Divider Plate 0 

I RSG-067 Weld Groove i 
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SEQUENCE OF EVENTS 

San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station, Unit 2 and 3 Steam Generators 

Date 

November 2001 

May 7, 2002 

July 2002 

November 7, 2003 

December 12, 2003 

December 21, 2003 

February 17, 2004 

February 27, 2004 

February 27, 2004 

July 28,' 2004 

August 2, 2004 · 

September 13, 2004 

September 16, 2004 

September 30, 2004 

September 30, 2004 

November 2004 

March 2, 2005 

March 17, 2005 

March 2005 

March 23, 2005 

Event Description 

Licensee forms a team to study the viability of replacing the 
steam generators 

Vendor benchmarking commences 

Bechtel replacement study complete 

Replacement steam generator specification complete 

Replacement steam generator specification sent to procurement 
office 

Replacement steam generator request for proposal issued 

Bechtel installation study report completed 

Steam generator replacement request filed with California Public 
Utility Commission 

Replacement steam generator bids received by SCE 

Replacement steam generator vendor selected 

Replacement steam generator bid evaluation review board start 

Replacement steam generator bid evaluation completed 

SCE Board of Directors approval for Mitsubishi to design and 
manufacture steam generators 

Replacement steam generator contract signed 

Fabrication of Unit 2 and Unit 3 steam generators commences at 
Mitsubishi 

SCE performs first full quality assurance audit of Mitsubishi 

Replacement steam generator installation specification sent to 
procurement office 

Mitsubishi/SCE anti-vibration bar design discussion 

SCE performs follow-up surveillance audit of Mitsubishi 

SCE places conditional qualification on Mitsubishi 
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September 21, 2005 

October 2005 

December 15, 2005 

December 15, 2005 

February 2006 

March 10, 2006 

April 22, 2006 

May 1, 2006 

May 10, 2006 

September 27, 2006 

September 27, 2006 

September 28, 2006 

September 29, 2006 

October 3, 2006 

October 3, 2006 

November 10, 2006 

March 12, 2007 

May 8, 2007 

July 17, 2007 

September 13, 2006 

Final environmental impact report released to public 

SCE performs follow-up quality assurance audit of Mitsubishi 

California Public Utility Commission approval received 

Installation contract signed with Bechtel 

SCE performs follow-up quality assurance audit of Mitsubishi 

Edison International Company Board of Directors approval of 
steam generator replacement project 

SONGS Unit 2 refueling outage completed 

Replacement steam generator transportation specification issued 

SCE removes conditional qualification from Mitsubishi 

Sumitomo Metal Industries issues a non-conformance report on 
some tubing for non-conformance to specifications associated 
with the final mill annealing process 

Mitsubishi issues stop work order to ·sumitomo 

Mitsubishi issues corrective action request to Sumitomo based on 
the final mill annealing non-•conformance report 

Mitsubishi visits Sumitomo to conduct root cause investigation 

Mitsubishi visits Sumitomo to confirm the adequacy of the 
corrective actions taken to address the root cause findings from 
the September 29, 2006 meeting 

Mitsubishi releases stop work order after confirming adequacy of 
Sumitomo's corrective actions 

Non-conformance report associated with final mill annealing 
proce~s is cloi:;ed 

Corrective action request associated with the final mill annealing 
non-conformance report closed 

Mitsubishi performs followup audit at Sumitomo and issues 
corrective action request for two findings in the audit 

Sumitomo submits corrective actions taken for the findings of the 
May ~' 2007 audit; Mitsubishi closes corrective action request. 

Mitsubishi/SCE technical meeting. regarding anti-vibration bars 
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April 2008 

April - June 2008 

.July 4, 2008 

July 18, 2008 

July 18, 2008 

September and 
October 2008 

December 16, 2008 

February 14, 2009 

Early March 2009 

Middle March 2009 

March 18, 2009 

March - July 2009 

March - June 2009 

June 2009 

July 2009 

September 2009 -
April 2010 

March 29, 201 O 

April 5, 2010 

April 2010 

April 18, 2010 

Fabrication of Unit 2 steam generators complete 

Mitsubishi performs primary and secondary side hydrostatic 
pressure tests of Unit 2 steam generators 

AREVA performs baseline pre-service eddy current examinations 
on steam generator 260-89 at Mitsubishi facilities in Kobe, Japan 

AREVA performs baseline pre-service eddy current examinations 
on steam gener~or 2E0-88 at Mitsubishi facilities in Kobe, Japan 

NRC Inspection Report 9990103d/2008-201 was issued. An 
inspection was completed at the Mitsubishi facility in Kobe, 
Japan. No violation or non-conformances were identified. 

Final inspection for Unit 2 steam generators is completed. 
Primary and secondary sides filled with nitrogen. 

Unit 2 steam generators shipped from Kobe, Japan 

Unit 2 steam generators arrive at SONGS 

Fabrication of Unit 3 steam generators complete 

Primary and secondary hydrostatic pressure tests conducted on 
Unit 3 steam generators 

Unit 3 divider plate weld failure discovered 

Root cause evaluation of the divider piate-to-tubesheet weld 
conducted by Mitsubishi 

Repair procedures developed for Unit 3 steam generators 

Repair work on Unit 3 steam generators commences \ 

AREVA perfqrms final pre-service eddy current examinations on 
Unit 2 steam generators at SONGS 

Unit 2 performs a refueling outage and installs the replacement 
steam generators 

Repair work to Uriit 3 steam generator 3E0-89 complete 

Repair work to Unit 3 steam generator 3E0-88 complete 

Unit 2 recommences power operations 

Uni't 3 steam generator 3E0-89 passes primary side hydrostatic 
pressure retest 
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April 24, 2010 

June 2010 

August 2, 2010 

October 4, 2010 

October 2010-
February 2011 

February 2011 

January 10, 2012 

January 31, 2012 

February 2, 2012 

February 12, 2012 

March 13, 2012 

March 14, 201'2 

March 15, 2012 

March 16, 2012 

March 16-21, 2012 

March 15-21, 2012 

March 19- 29, 2012 

March 23; 2012 

March 27; 20.12 

Unit 3 steam generator 3EQ ... 88 passes primary side hydrostatic 
pressure retest 

AREVA performs baseline pre-service eddy current examinations 
on Unit 3 steam generators at Mitsubishi fe1cilities in Kobe, Japan 

Unit 3 steam generators shipped 

Unit 3 steam generators arrive at SONGS 

Unit 3 performs a refueling outage and installs the replacement 
steam generators 

Unit 3 recommences power operations 

Unit 2 refueling outage start 

Unit 3 tube leak; rapid shutdown commences 

Unit 3 reaches cold shutdown conditions 

. Unit 3 eddy current inspections commence on both steam 
generators 

In-situ pressure testing commences on tubes in steam generator 
3E0-88 of Unit 3 

In-situ pressure test failures on tubes located in Row 106 Column 
78, Row 102 Column 78, and Row 104 Column 78 of steam 
generator 3E0-88 

In-situ pressure test failures on tubes located in Row 100 Column 
80, Row 107 Column 77, Row 101 Column 81, and Row98 
Column 80 of steam generator 3E0-88 

In-situ pressure test failure on tube located.in Row 99 Column 81 
of steam generator 3E0-88 

The 65 remaining tubes in steam generator 3E0-88 pass in-situ 
pressure testing 

The 56 identified tubes in· steam generator 3E0-89 of Unit 3 are 
in-situ pressure tested and all tubes passed. 

NRC Augmented Inspection Team performs inspections at 
SONGS 

NRC received a letter from SCE outlining their commitments for 
·correc~ive actions prior to restart of both Unit 2 and Unit 3 

NRC i~sues a Confirmatory Action Letter to SCE 
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June 18, 2012 NRC conducts public Augmented Inspection Team exit meeting 
near SONGS 
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UNITED STATES 

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

Mr. P~ter Dietrich 
Senior Vice President and 
Chief Nuclear Officer 

Southern California Edison Company 
San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station 
P.O. Box 128 
San Clemente, CA 92674-0128 

REGION IV 
1600 EAST LAMAR BLVD . 

ARLINGTON, TEXAs 76011·4511 

SUBJECT:. SAN ONOFRE NUCLEAR GENERATING STATION - NRC AUGMENTED 
INSPECTION TEAM REPORT 05000362/2012007 

Dear Mr. Dietrich: 

The U .. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) completed an inspection at your San Onofre 
Nuclear Generating Station (SONGS). The enclosed report documents the inspection results, 
which were discussed with you and other members of your staff during a public exit meeting on 

. June 18, 2012. 

Unit 3 had been operating for approximately one yearlollowing replacement of the: steam 
generatorswhen on January 31, 2012, control room operators received alarms, that indicated 
reactor coolant was leaking into steam generator 3E0-88. The leak was unexpected, and the 
control room operators responded in accordance with their procedures to perform a rapid . 
shutdown. since the leak, although small, had increased enol..!gh in a short period of time to 
wcirrant the precautionary shutdown. The estimated leak rate w~s 75 gallons per day. The 
facility license allows full power operation with a steady leak rate of less than 150 gallons per 
day. 

The first indication of the leak was from the main condenser air ejector radiation monitors 
reaching their alarm set point. The rqdiation monitors continuously sample from a vent stack for 
the purpose of rapidly identifying steam generator tube leaks. This was a direct release of 
radioactivity to the atmosphere, which is allowed by the facility license: up to limits in the 
regulations. The licensee reviewed the amount of gaseous radioactivity released and estimated 
a dose· of approximately 0.0000452 mrem to a member of the public. The annual reg'ulatory 
limit to a, meJTll;>er of the public is 100 mrem per year. During a radiation protection inspection 
the week of February 13, 2012, the team reviewed the licensee dose estimates and did not 
identify any issues. 

Unit 3 control room operators perfofmed a controlled shutdown of Unit 3 on January 31, 2012, 
anq reached cold. shutdown conditions on February 2, 2012. Th~ operators then prepared the 
steam generators for tube inspections, which were started on February 12, 2012~ The first 
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inspection confirmed the location of the leak in steam generator 3E0-88. One tube was found 
with a small leak and no other tubes were leaking. 

The licensee completed an extensive and expanded eddy current inspection of 100 percent of 
the steam generator tubes in both Unit 3 steam generators. Following pre-established testing 
requirements, the licensee identified 129 tubes in Unit 3 (56 tubes in steam generator 3E0-89 
and 73 tubes in steam generator 3E0~88) that required in-situ pressure testing. This testing 
began on March 13, 2012, and was performed under ambient conditions. 

Of the 129 fubes tested, a total of 8 tubes failed in-situ pressure testing, which included the 
original tube that was leaking. All of the failed tubes occurred in steam generator 3E0-88. 
Three of the tubes failed at or below a test pressure (3200 psi) equivalent to a design basis 
main steam line break differential pressure and temperature. The remaining five tubes failed 
near, but below the maximum differential test pressure of 5250 psig. This test pressure was 
equivalent to the minimum burst pressure capacity required by the plant technical specifications. 

In accordance with Management Directive 8.3, "NRC Incident Investigation Program," 
deterministic and conditional risk criteria were used to evaluate the level of NRC response for 
this operational event. This event met three deterministic criteria (involved a major deficiency in 
design having potential generic safety implications; led to a significant loss of integrity of the 
primary coolant pressure boundary; and, involved an emergency or non-emergency event or 
situation, related to the health and safety of the public or on-site personnel or protection of the 
environment, for which a 10 CFR 50.72 report has been submitted that is expected to cause 
significant, heightened public or government concern) and the conditional large early release 
probability for the event was estimated to be in the overlap range for a special 
inspection/augmented inspection. Based on deterministic criteria being met and the risk 
assessment of this condition, Region IV, in consult;:ition with the Office of Nuclear Reactor 
R~gulation and Office of Nuclear Security and Incident Response, concluded that the NRG 
response should be an a4gmented team inspection. 

This augmented inspection was chartered, in part, to identify the circumstances surrounding the 
tube degradation; review the licensee's actions following discovery of the conditions; evaluate 
the licensee's review of potential causes of the L1nusual steam generator tube wear; review the 
steam generator modeling; and, assess the differences between Unit 2 and Unit 3 steam 
generators. The charter is publically available in ADAMS at ML 12075A258. 

Based on inspection, the team concluded that: (1) plant operators responded to the event in 
accordance With procedures in a manner that protected public health and safety; (2) safety 
systems were maintained and responded in accordance with the plant design; and (3) the loss 
of steam generator tube integrity was a serious safety issue that must be resolved. The 
purpose of this inspection was to gather facts and identify issues requiring followup, and, as 
such, no findings were identified. Ten items requiring additional followup are documented as 
unresolved items in the enclosed report. 
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In accordance with 1 O CFR 2.390 of the NRC's "Rules of Practice," a copy· of this letter, its 
enclosure, and your response {if any} will be available electronically for public inspection in the 
NRC Public Document Room or from the Publicly Available Records (PARS) component of the 
NRC's document system (ADAMS). ADAMS is accessible from the NRC Web site at 
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/adams.html (the Public Electronic Reading Room). 

Docket No.: 05000362 
License No: NPF-15 

Sincerely, 

Elmo E. Collins 
Regional Administrator 

Enclosure: Inspection Report 05000362/2Q12-00.7 
w/Attachment: Supplemental Information 

I 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

On January 31, 2012, San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station (SONGS) Unit 3 control room 
operators received an alarm that indicated a primary.-to~secondary reactor coolant leak from 
steam generator 3~0~88. Although the leak rate was small, it increased enough in a short 
period of time for the licen_see to perform a rapid shutdown. The estimated leak rate was 75 
gallons per day. The facility license allows full power operation with a steady state leak rate of 
less than 150 gallons per day. On February 2, 2012, Unit 3 reached cold shutdown conditions. 

On February 12, 2012, Southern California Edison (SCE) commenced eddy current inspections 
of 100 percent of the tubes in both Unit 3 steam generators. During these inspections, the 
li<:ensee discovered unexpected wear in both steam generators, including wear at retainer bars 
(similar to the wear found in Unit 2 steam generators) and significant tube-to-tube wear in the 
free-span areas. The inspections identified 56 tubes in steam generator 3E0-89 and 73 tubes in 
steam generator 3E0-88 that SCE performed in-situ pressure testing on to determine if they met 
the structural integrity requirements in plant technical specifications. 

On February 16, 2012, NRG completed a Management Directive 8.3 Evaluation for the steam 
generator tube leak on SONGS Unit 3. The evaluation resulted in the recommendation of an 
event follow-up focused baseline inspection to review th.e licensee's response to the steam 
generator tube leak. The recommendation was based on the tube leak being from a newly 
installed steam generator and the infrequency of the event in the industry. 

From March 13 - 21, 2012, AREVA conducted in-situ pressure testing of the suspect tubes· in 
both steam generators. There were a total of eight tube failures during testing, all in steam 
generator 3E0-88. These tubes failed to satisfy the tube integrity performance criteria. At the 
time of the augmented team inspection, no stabilization or plugging of tubes had been 
performed in Unit 3 because the licensee was .still conducting a cause evaluation of the failed 
tubes. There were two members of the Augmented Inspection Team on-site during the week of 
March 12 that observed portions of the in~situ pressure testing. 

On March 14, 2012, NRG completed a Management Directive 8.3 Evaluation for the steam 
generator tube integrity on SONGS Unit 3. The evaluation resulted in the recommendation of 
an Augmented Inspection based on the risk associated with the tube failures identified during 
the in-situ testing. · 

On March 23, 2012, NRC received a letter from SCE outlining their commitments for corrective 
actions prior to restart of Unit 2 and Unit 3. 

On March 27, 2012, the NRC issued a Confirmatory Action Letter to SCE, which outlined 
specific actions the licensee must complete before restarting Units 2 or 3 that inCluded 
identifying the cause of the tube wear; taking corrective actions to prevent loss of tube integrity; 
and performing a mid-cycle outage to perform tube inspections. 

From March 19- 29, 2012, the NRC Augmented Inspection Team performed on-site 
inspections at SONGS. After the on·site portion was completed, the team continued to review 
various documents and attended a number of expert panels associated with the cause 



evaluations, thermal/hydraulic modeling, and Unit 2 operational assessment. The team 
identified ten unresolved items that warranted additional follow~up: (1) adequacy of the post 
trip/transient procedure; (2) evaluation and disposition of the Unit 3 loose parts monitor alarms; 
(3) design of retainer bar; (4) control of original design dimensions; (5) evaluation of and 
controls for divider plate repair; (6) atmospheric controls of Unit 3 steam generators during 
shipment; (7) no tube bundle support used during shipping; (8) evaluation and disposition of 
accelerometers; (9) adequacy of Mitsubishi's thermal-hydraulic model; and (10) change of 
methodologies associated with 10 CFR 50.59 review. 

The team determined: (1) plant operators responded to the event in accordance with 
procedures in a manner that protected public health and safety; (2) equipment responded in 
accordance with the plant design; and (3) the cause evaluations for the tube wear were 
appropriate. 

At the time of the leak on Unit 3 steam generator 3E0-88, Unit 2 had completed eddy current 
testing of all the tubes in both steam generators as part of their first refueling outage subsequent 
to the steam generators being replaced in 2009. The eddy current testing did identify significant 
tube wear around the upper retainer bar, with one tube requiring in-situ pressure testing. Wear 
indications were found at anti-vibration bar supports, tube support plates and at a foreign object 
(that was removed). Southern California Edison did determine the cause of tube wear in Unit 2 
to be from vibration of the tubes against the retainer and anti-vibration bars. Initially, no tube-to
tube wear was identified. Because of the extensive tube-t~tube wear identified on Unit 3, SCE 
conducted additional eddy current testing on 1375 tubes qn each Unit 2 steam generator. This 
testing was completed using a more sen$itive probe in the same area where tube-to-tube wear 
was identified on Unit 3. The licensee identified that two tubes in Unit 2 exhibited tube-t~tube 
wear similar to the wear identified in Unit 3 steam generators. Initially, these findings resulted in 
a total 9f 94 plugged tubes, with 15 tubes stabilized in steam generator 2E0-89. For steam 
generator 2E0-88 this initially resulted in 98 plugged tubes, with 18 tubes stabilized. Additional 
plugging and stabilizing was completed for Unit 2 steam generators to address the causes of 
tub~to-tube wear identified. The corrective actions taken to address the causes of the tube-to
tube wear will be inspected as part of the Confirmatory Action Letter and documented in 
Inspection Report 05000361, 362/2012009. 

Overall, the team concluded that SCE was pursuing the causes of the unexpected steam 
generator tube-to-tube degradation. In an effort to identify the causes, SCE brought in a large 
number of outside industry experts, consultants, and steam generator manufacturers, including 
Westinghouse and AREVA to perform thermal-hydraulic and flow induced vibration modeling 
and analysis. Southern California Edison identified the most probable causes of the tube-to
tube wear as a combination of higher than predicted thermal/hydraulic conditions and 
insufficient tube-to-anti-vibration bar contact forces. In addition, SCE concluded that the 
differences in manufacturing/fabrication could contribute to the tube-t~tube wear seen in the 
Unit 3 steam generators. 

The NRC team independently concluded that the cause of the fluid-elastic instability vibration 
was primarily the higher than predicted thermal-hydraulic conditions, along with insufficient 
contact forces (loss of anti-vibration bar contribution to damping) in the upper tube .bundle. The 
team believes that the differences in severity of the tube-to-tube wear between Unit 2 and Unit 3 



may be related to the improved manufacturing/fabrication of the tubes and other components· 
which may havE! resulted in increased clearance between the anti-vibration bars and the tubes. 
Additional inspection will be required to review and closeout the unresolved items. 

ii 
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SUMMARY OF FINDINGS 

IR 05000362/2012007, 03/1512012 through 06/18/2012, San Onofre Nuclear Generating 
Station; Augmented Inspection Team. 

An Augmented Inspection Team was approved on March 16, 2012. Two inspectors on the team 
were onsite observing in-situ pressure testing the week of March 12_. The remaining inspectors 
were dispatched to the site on March 19, 2012,-to assess the facts and circumstances 
surrounding the tube leak and unexpected wear of tubes in Unit 3 steam generators. The 
Augmented Inspection Team was established in accordance with NRC Management Directive 
8.3, "NRC Incident investigation Program," and implemented using Inspection Procedure 93800, 
"Augmented lhspection Team." The inspection was conducted by a team of inspectors from the 
NRC's Region IV and Region II offices, the resident inspector from San Onofre Nuclear 
Generating Station, one engineer from the NRC Office of New Reactors, two engineers from the 
NRC Office of Nudear Reactor Regulation, and one engineer from the NRC Office of Research. 
The team identified 1 O issues that will require additional NRC inspection. These issues are 
tracked as. unresolved items in this report. 

A. NRC-ldentifled and Self-Revealing Findings 

None 

B.. Licensee-Identified Violations 

None 
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1.0 Description of Event (Charter Item 1) 

1.1 Sequence of Events 

In November 2001, SCE formed a team to study the viability of replacing the Unit 2 and 
Unit 3 original steam generators. The licensee performed an assessment of six steam 
generator vendors, which included vendor benchmarking, development of the 
replacement steam generator design specifications, a steam generator request for 
proposal, anq a steam generator bid evaruation. In September 2004, th~ licensee 
selected Mitsubishi Heavy Industries (Mitsubishi) as the manufacturer of the 
replacement steam generator. 

A general description and comparison of the Unit 2 and Unit 3 steam generators is 
in~luded in Section 1.2 of this report. 

In September 2004, Mitsubishi commenced fabrication of Unit 2 steam 
generators 2E0-89 and 2E0-88, and completed fabrication in April 2008. 

At the time of the contract signing in September 2004; Mitsubishi had a quality 
assurance program in place that had been approved by the licensee, by taking credit for 
other utilities' reviews of Mitsubishi's quality assurance program. The licensee informed 
Mitsubishi that once enough fabrication was underway to support an evaluation, the 
licensee would perform 13n audit to cdnfirm that their quality assurance program was 
operating properly. 

In November 2004, the licensee performed an audit of the Mitsubishi quality assurance 
program at their facilities in Kobe, Japan, and then followed up with a surveillance 
inspection in March 2005. As a result of these two activities, the licensee informed 
Mitsubishi that additional oversight of Mitsubishi's design.control activities was required. 
The licensee informed Mitsubishi that the additional oversight conditions would remain in 
place until such time that Mitsubishi had demonstrated improved design control 
performance, which would be verified by the licensee. After implementing the. extra 
quality control steps, Mitsubishi submitted a letter to SCE stating that they were ready for 
the conditional qualification to be lifted. The licensee performed followup audits of 
Mitsubishi in October 2005 and February 2006, but still found enough instances of 
design control issues that the additional oversight requirements of the conditional 
qualification were not lifted. In May.2006, SCE was able to verify that Mitsubishi had 
demonstrated improved design control performance and therefore removed the 
conditional qualification of Mitsubishi. 

After fabrication of the Unit 2 steam generators was complete in April 2008, Mitsubishi 
performed hydrostatic pressure tests of the primary and secondary sides of the Unit 4 
steam generators. In July 2008, after completion of the. hydrostatic pressure tests, 
AREVA performed the baseline eddy current pre-service examinations of the Unit 2 
steam generators at the Mitsubishi facilities in Japan. The final inspections for the Unit 2 
steam generators were completed in September and October 2008, followed by filling 
lhe primary and secondary sides of the Un.it 2 steam generators with nitrogen. The 
Unit 2 steam generators were shipped from the Mitsubishi facilities in December 2008 
and received on site at SONGS In February 2009. In July 2009, AREVA performed the · 
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ffnal eddy current pre-service examination on the Unit 2 steam generators at SONGS. 
The baseline and final eddy current pre-service examinations were performed in Japan 
and at SONGS, respectively, to assess whether any changes to the steam generator 
tubing had resulted from shipping, and no changes were identified. 

The Unit 2 steam generators were installed during a refueling outage, between 
September 2009 and April 2010. On April 13, 2010, Unit 2 returned to power operations. 
NRC engineering inspectors performed inspections in accordance with Inspection 
Procedure 50001, «Steam Generator Replacement Inspection," and Inspection 
Procedure 71111.17, "Evaluations of Changes, Tests, or Experiments and Permanent 
Plant Modifications." This included a review of selected portions of modifications 
associated with the replacement steam generators fo determine if the changes were 
done in accordance with 10 CFR 50.59. The results of the inspection of the replacement 
~team generators for Unit 2 are documented in NRC Inspection 
Report 05000361/2009007. (ML 100630838) 

The fabrication of the Unit 3 steam generators 3E0-89 and 3E0-88 was completed 
between September 2004 and April 2010. The design specifications of the Unit 2 and 
Unit 3 steam generators were the same when the contract between the licensee and 
Mitsubishi was signed; however, due to a fabrication issue, there was a modification to 
the divider plate·to-channel head weld requirements for the Unit 3 steam generators, 
and to the classification of the Unit 3 tubesheet material. The specifics of these 
modifications are discussed further in Section 1.2.a of this report. 

In March 2009, after initial fabrication of the Unit 3 steam generators was complete, 
Mitsubishi performed hydrostatic pressure tests of the primary and secondary sides of 
the Unit 3 steam generators. After completion of the hydrostatic pressure tests, a visual 
inspection of the steam generator reactor coolant side revealed cracks in the welds that 
join the divider plate to the channel head of both steam generators. 

From March through July of 2009, Mitsubishi perf9rmed a root cause evaluation, which 
showed that a change in the weld preparation process for the divider plate-to-channel 
head weld had resulted in the cracking of the-weld. A repair procedure was developed 
and repair work on the Unit 3 steam generators began in June 2009. The repairs to the 
Unit 3 steam generators were completed in late March (3E0-89) and early April (3E0-88) 
of 2010. In late April 2010, the Unit 3 steam generators passed the primary hydrostatic 
pressure re-tests. In June 2010, AREVA performed a final eddy current pre-seivice 
examination of the steam generators· at the Mitsubishi facilities in Japan, and this was 
used as the baseline pre~service examination for the Unit 3 steam generators. The 
steam generators were shipped from the Mitsubishi facilities in Japan in early August 
2010, and arrived at SONGS in early October 2010. · 

The Unit 3 steam generators were installed during a refueling outage, between October 
2010 and February 2011. On February 18, 2011, Unit 3 returned to power operations. 
NRG engineering inspector~ performed inspections in accordance with Inspection 
Procedure 50001, "Steam Generator Replacement Inspection," and Inspection 
Procedure 71111.17, "Evaluations of Changes, Tests, or Experiments and Permanent 
Plant Modifications." This included a review of selected portions of modifications 
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associated with the replacement steam generators to determine if the changes were 
done in accordance with 1 O CFR 50.59. The results of the inspection of the replacement 
steam generators for Unit 3 are documented in NRC Inspection 
Report 05000362/2010009. (ML 111300448) 

Unit 2 was shut down for a scheduled refueling outage on January 10, 2012. Steam 
generator tubing inspections in steam generator 2E0-89 found unexpected wear caused 
by retainer bars on two tubes that required plugging in accordance with the technical 
specifications. Steam generator tubing inspections in steam generator 2E0-88 found 
wear on four tubes that required plugging in accordance with the technical specifications. 
Anti-vibration bars caused the wear on two of the tubes and retainer bars caused the 
wear on the other two tubes. Because of the unexpected wear. the licen~ee 
preventatively plugged 94 tubes in steam generator 2E0-89 and 98 tubes in steam 
generator 2E0-88. Fifteen of the tubes in steam generator 2E0-89 were stabilized prior 
to plugging, and 18 of the tubes in steam generator 2E0-88 were stabilized prior to 
plugging. Additional details of the inspections of the Unit 2 steam generators are 

. provided in section 1.4 of this report 

On January 31, 2012, Unit 3 control room operators received an alarm that indicated a 
primary-to-secondary reactor coolant leak from steam generator 3E0-88. The alarm 
received was from the main condenser air ejector radiation monitors, which continuously 
S::imples from a vent line for the purpose of rapidly identifying steam generator tube 
leaks. Although the leak rate was small, it increased enough in a short period of time for 
the licensee to perform a rapid shutdown. The estimated leak rate was 75 gallons per 
day. The facility license allows full power operation with a steady state leak rate of less 
than 150 gallons per day. On February 2, 2012, Unit 3 reached cold shutdown 
conditions. The licensee reviewed the amount of gaseous radioactivity released and 
estimated a dose of approximately 0.0000452 mrem to a member of the public. The 
annual regulatory limit to a member of the public is 100 mrem per year. This unplanned 
offsite release of radioactivity was reviewed by Region IV health physicist inspectors 
who confirmed SONGS' offsite dose estimate (see Section 10 f9r additional details). 

After shutdown, the licensee started preparations for performing inspections of Unit 3 
steam generators 3E0-89 and 3E0-88. The steam generator tube inspections 
commenced on February 12, 2012, and confirmed the location of the leak in steam 
generator 3E0-88 as coming from the tube in Row 106 Column 78. No other tubes were 
found to be leaking. The licensee then performed eddy current inspections of 100 
percent of the tubes in both Unit 3 steam generators. During these inspections, the 
licensee discovered unexpected wear in both steam generators, including wear at 
retainer bars (similar to the wear found in Unit 2 steam generators) and significant tube
to-tube wear in the freespan areas (u-bend area of the tubes). The inspections identified 
56 tubes in steam generator 3E0-89 and 73 tubes in steam generator 3E0-88 that SCE 
performed in-situ pressure testing on to determine if they· met the structural integrity 
requirements in plant.technical specifications. Additional details of the inspections of the 
Unit3 steam generators are provided in section 1.5 of this report 

From March 13 -21, 2012, AREVA conducted in-situ pressure testing of the suspect 
tubes in both steam generators. There were a total of eight tube failures during testing, 
all in steam ge'nerator 3E0-88. These tubes failed to satisfy the tube integrity 
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performance criteria in the technical sp~cifications. Additional details of the in-situ 
pressure tests are provided in Section 1.6 of this report. 

From March 19- 29, 2012, the NRC augm@nted inspection team performed inspections 
onsite at SONGS. 

On March 27, 2012, the NRC issued a Confirmatory Action Letter to SCE, which outlined 
specific actions for each unit that the licensee must complete before restarting Unit 2 
and Unit 3. 

A more detailed sequence of events can be found in Attachment 2. 

1.2 System Descriptions 

a. Replacement Steam Generators 

The Unit 2 and Unit 3 replacement steam generators contain thermally treated 
Alloy 690 tubing in a u-bend configuration, with a nominal outside diameter of 0. 750 
inches and a nominal wall thickness of 0.043 inches. There are 9727 tubes within each 
steam generator, which are arranged in 142 rows and 177 columns. The rows and 
columns are arranged in a nominal 1.000 inch triangular pitch (results in approximately 
0.25 inches of clearance between tubes). The first thirteen rows of tubes were thermally 
stress relieved after bending to reduce susceptibility to stress corrosion cracking. The 
tubes were hydraulically expanded to the full depth of the tubesheet, which has a 
nominal thickness of 28.19 inches. Seven tube support plates made of Type 405 
stainless steel provide lateral support to the tubes. The tube support plates contain 
broached trefoil holes with chamfered lands. Support of the tubes in the upper bundle is 
provided by six sets of Type 405 stainless steel, V-shaped, anti-vibration b~:irs. 

The original Model 3410 steam generators at Unit 2 and Unit 3 were manufactured by 
Combustion Engineering. Each steam generator had 9,350 mill-annealed, Alloy 600 
tubes,.which were a combination of U·bend tubes and tubes with two 90 degree bends 
(also called square bends). The tubes had a nominal Oljtside diameter of 0.750 inches,. 
and a nominal wall thickness of 0.048 inches. The tubes were expanded through the full 
depth of the tubesheet using an explosive process, and lateral support was provided by 
a number of lattice-grid (i.e., eggcrate) carbon steel tube supports. Tube support in the 
upper bundle was provided by carbon steel diagonal.bars (commonly called batwings) 
and vertical straps. The original steam generators contained a cylindrically shaped 
support structure beneath the center of the tubesheet (called the stay cylinder) that 
provided structural support to the large diameter tubesheet. 

Southern California Edison reviewed Information Notices, Generic Letters, Bulletlns, and 
industry operational experience associated with steam generator issues when 
developing the design specifications for the replacement steam generators. Some of the 
changes are summarized below, for additional information see Section 6 of this report. 

The design changes between the original and replacement steam generators noted 
above are commonly used in replacement steam generators today. The thermally 
treated Alloy 6.90 tubing provides increased resistance to stress corrosion cracking as 
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compar~d to thermally treated Alloy 600 tubing. The use of type 40~ stainless steel (in 
lieu of carbon steel) for tube support plates eliminates the denting phenomenon 
associated with drilled carbon steel support plates.. The use of broached trefoil holes 
(instead of drilled holes) in tube support plates reduces the number of contact points with 
tubes and increases flow area between the tube ·and tube support plate, thereby 
reducing the potential for corrosion products to buildup between the tube and the tube 
support plate. Combustion· Engineering steam generators with the batwing design have 
typically suffered .from wear on tubes (from the batwings)· in the central stay cylinder 
region, due to higher cross flow velocities in this portion of the steam generators. In an 
effort to eliminate this high flow region, the replacement steam generators were 
designed with a thicker tubesheet that was inherently more rigid, and thus did not require 
the central stay cylinder. By choosing a design with all u-bend tubes, the bat wing 
design was eliminated and a new anti-vibration bar assembly was used. The new anti
vibration bar assembly is a free floating design that is supported by the tube bundle and 
is not attach~ to the tube bundle wrapper. 

b. Channel Head-to-Divider Plate Weld 

On March 18, 2009, after completion of.the primary and secondary side hydrostatic 
pressure tests, a crack in the weld between the divider plate and the channel head on 
Unit 3 steam generator 3E0-88 was identified . Examination showed that the dissimilar 
metal wela, between the Alloy 690 divider pf ate and the low alloy steel channel head, 
had separated. Specifically, the failure occurred between the channel head and the 
Alloy 152 butter weld, which is the weld filler wire equivalent of Alloy 690. Upon 
examination, a similar weld failure was found in steam generator 3E0..89 although the 
size of the failure was not as large. 

Mitsubishi performed a root cause evaluation and found that air-carbon-arc gouging was 
used to remove the stainless steel cladding from the channel head, in preparation for 
making the divider plate-to-channel head dissimilar metal weld. The-air carbon-arc 
gouging had resulted in carbon deposits in the channel head that were not completely 
removed by grinding that was performed after the gouging operation. The high carbon 
area increased the hardness of the channel head (due to carburization) and was the 
most probable cause of the failure between the channel head and the Alloy 152 butter 
weld. Mitsubishi also found that it was possible, but fess probable, that the increased 
hardness of the channel head promoted hydrogen .induced cracking in areas of the 
divider plate-to-channel head weld that had higher local stress.es due to geometric 
configurations (i.e., at the corner of the divider plate). 

1.3 Resident Inspectors' Assessment of Steam Generator Tube Leak Event Response 

a. Inspection Scope 

On January 3~, 2012, the resident inspectors were on-site during the Unit 3 steam 
generator tube leak event The resident inspectors observed the licensee's response to 
the steam generator tube leak from therc.ontrol room; and observed the rapid shutdown, 
actions to cool the plant down, actions performed during recovery of plant systems, and 
other operator actions. Additionally, the resident inspectors conducted a review of_ 
control room activities and equipment response to determine if the operating crew 
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responded appropriately and if the plant systems responded as expected during the 
event. The resident inspectors conducted interviews with various on-shift personnel and 
reviewed the post trip report, which included control room logs, operator statements, and 
pl13nt data trends to assess overall performance of the crew. The review also included 
procedure use and adequacy of _the guidance used for event response, placing the plant 
in a safe and stable condition, establishing appropriate parameter limits for plant 
cooldown, and conducting the cooldown to cold shutdown conditions. With respect to 
operator awareness and decision making, the resident inspectors were specifically 
focused on the effectiveness of control board monitoring, technical decision making, and 
work practices of the operating crew. With respect to command and control, the resident 
inspectors focused on actions taken by the control room supervision in managing the 
op~rating crew's response to the event. 

b. Observations and Findings 

No findings wer.e identified. 

The team identified one unresolved item for which additional information is required to 
determine if performance deficiencies exist or if the issue constitutes a violation of NRC 
requirements, 

On January 31, 2012, at 3:05 p.m. (PST), main control room operators at Unit 3 received 
a secondary plant system radiation alarm associated with the air ejectors followed by a 
blowdoWn radiation monitor alarm. Operations personnel responded in accordance with 
Abnormal Operating Instruction 8023-13-14, "Reactor Coolant Leak," Revision 16, since 
the entry conditions for a steam generator tube leak were satisfied. Operations 
personnel determined the leakage to be about 75 gallons per day, using a mass balance 
calculation (.06 gpm), from steam generator 3E0-88. This leak rate was below the 
Technical Specification 3.4.13, "RCS Operational Leakage," limit of 150 gallons per day 
.for primary- to-secondary leakage through any one steam generator. 

At 4: 10 p.m., operations personnel evaluated that the primary-to-secondary leak rate 
exceeded 75 gallons per day on steam generator 3E0-88 and that the leak was 
increasing at greater than 30 gallons per day per hour, and consequently, initiated a 
rapid power reduction to be s 50 percent power in one hour and in Mode 3 within the 
next two hours per Abnormal Operating Instruction 8023-13-14. In accordance witb 
Abnormal Operating Instruction 8023-13-14, when reactor power was less than 35 
percent, operations personnel tripped the reactor at 5:31 p.m. to enter Mode 3. 

Due to the manual reactor trip, operations personnel entered Emergency Operating 
Instruction $023--12-1, "Standard Post Trip Actions," Revision 26, to ensure the plant 
was placed in a stable, safe condition, and that the plant was configured to respond to 
the continuing steam generator tube leak event. Operations personnel implemented the 
emergency operating instructions and isolated the affected steam generator at 6:00 p.m. 
A plant cooldown was conducted by using main steam bypass from steam generator 
3E0~89 to the main condenser. Mode 4 conditions were achieved at approximately 6 
hours after isolation of the steam generator. Cooldown continued until Unit 3 was in 
Mode 5, cold shutdown. 
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(1) Introduction: The team identified an unresolved item associated with Operations 
Procedure S0123-0-A8, "Trip/Transient and Event Review," that required a formal 
review of operator actions and safety systems to determine if important systems 
responded as design. The formal review was not completed. 

Description: On March 19, 2012, the team requested to review the results of 
operations post trip/transient evaluation of the January 31, Unit 3 tube leak event. 
Operations Procedure S0123-0-A8, "Trip/Transient and Event Review," Revision 8, 
required a detailed post trip review following unplanned reac:tor trips. However, a 
formal trip/transient and event review was not available because operations 
personnel determined the Unit 3 event was planned and therefore a formal review 
was not required. 

On March 27, 2012, Team met with operations personnel to discuss items on a draft 
Unit 3 trip/transient evaluation provided to the team. The team also discussed with 
operations personnel the requirements in Operations Procedure S0123-0-A8, and 
concluded a basis for what was 11planned" and "unplanned" was not defined. 
Operations personnel determined the Unit 3 reactor trip was a planned reactor trip 
because Abnormal Operating Instruction 8023-13-14, "Reactor Coolant Leak;'' 
Revision 16, Section 4, had described actions for primary-to-secondary leakage. 
Specifically, this section stated, in part, under plant conditions of increasing steam 
generator tube leakage, operations personnel were required to perform a rapid 
power reduction to less than 35 percent power, then trip the reaCtor. 

The team discussed with operations personnel that definitions for unplanned events 
have been established through industry standards to report on plant performance. 
These standards include NEI 99-02, "Regulatory'Assessment Performance Indicator 
Guideline," Revision 6. Industry Guidance NEI 99-02 indicated that Unit 3 reactor 
trip should be considered unplanned since the reactor trip was required by an 
abnormal operating instruction and would count against the performance indicator for 
unplanned reactor trips. NRC Regulatory Issue Summary (RIS) 2000-08, "Voluntary 
Submission of Performance Indicator Data," Revision.1, allows industry to use 
NE! 99-02 to report performance indicator data. 

Additional review and follow up will be required to revi~w th¢ corrective actions 
associated with the procedural guidance for an event review and then determine 
whether this issue represents a performance deficiency or constitutes a violation of 
NRC requirements. This issue is identified as URI 05000362/2012007-01, 
"Adequacy of the Trip/Transient and Event _Review Procedure." 
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c. Conclusions 
\' 

The resident inspectors concluded that abnormal and emergency operating instructions 
were performed consistent with expected standard and that operations personnel 
exhibited the fundamental operator competencies in response to the Unit 3 steam 
generator tube leak. 

Specifically, the resident inspectors determined that the operating crew displayed a 
questioning attitude of changing plant parameters and took conservative actions. The 
operating crew identified important preliminary increasing trends of Unit 3 air ejectors 
radiation monitors and subsequent alarms in a timely manner for a tube leak in steam 
generator 3E0•88. Additionally, the resident inspectors determined that crew 
supervision exercised effective oversight of plant status, crew performance, and control 
room command and control. 

The team identified one unresolved item associated with the adequacy of the 
trip/transient procedure. 

1.4 Description of Steam Generator Inspections at SONGS Unit 2 

On January 10, 2012. SONGS Unit 2was shutdown fora refueling outage. Southern 
California Edison personnel conducted a scheduled steam generator ihspection in 
accordance with Technical Specification 5.5.2.11, "Steam Generator (SG) Program." 
This was the first inspection of the Unit 2 steam generators since their replacement in 
January 2010. The accumulated operating time on the replacement Unit 2 steam 
generators was 1.7 effective full power years. There was no reported primary-to
secondary leakage at the time of shutdown. 

The scope of the inspection included a 100 percent tube sample with an eddy current 
test bobbin probe over the full tube length, followup rotating coil inspections at special 
interest locations, and a secondary side foreign object search and retrieval. Three types 
of flaw indications were found in the tubes: 

• Wear at the tube support plate and anti-vibrati9n bar supports 

• Wear caused by a loose part 

• Wear at retainer bars 

With the exception of the wear indications found at tube ret<;1iner bar locations. the wear 
indications found are similar to those found at other replacement steam generators after 
one cycle of operation. A total of 2411 tubes were found with indications at the tube 
support plates and anti-vibration bar supports, the vast majority of which had a 
measured depth of less than 20 percent of the tube wall thickness. Only two of these 
indications, located at the anti-vibration bar supports, exceeded the Technical 
Specification 5.5.2.11.c repair limit of 35 percent of the tube wall thickness. The two 
affected tubes plus two additional tubes with 31 percent deep indications were stabilized 
and plugged. 
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Southern California Edison performed a reanalysis of the bobbin probe eddy current 
data collected during the Unit 2 inspection program. This reanalysis was performed after 
the finding of the long free-span indications in Unit 3, allowing insights gained during the 
Unit 3 inspections to be applied to the Unit 2 data, The scope of this reanalysis was a 
"box" of 1000 tubes in each Unit 2 steam generator which bounded the region of tubing 
affected by the instability damage in Unit 3. This reanalysis confirmed the results of the 
original analysis and did not identify any tube-to-tube wear. 

Two tubes were found with indications (less than 35 percent through wall) caused by a 
small loose part on the secondary side. This loose part was removed. from the steam 
generator. Metallurgical analysis indicated the loose part was a piece of weld metal, 
most likely introduced during steam generator manufacturing operations. The two 
affected tubes were left in service. 

Six tubes were found with indications at retainer bar intersections. lhe retainer bars are 
part of the support structure for the anti-vibration bars and are a unique feature of steam 
generators manufactured by Mitsubishi. The measured indication depths ranged from 
28 to 90 percent of the tube wall thickness. Because of the short measured lengths of 

, these flaws, only the 90 percent indication was in-situ pressure tested as part of 
condition moniforing. The affected tube was successfully pressurized to 5300 psi with 
no leakage. confirming that the Technical Specification 5.5.2.11.b.1 structural integrity 
performance criteria were met. Mitsubishi attributed the cause of these indications to 
retainer bar vibration, the potential for which had not been evah..iatea during design (see 
Section 4 of this report for additional details). Fort Calhoun is the only other domestic 
plant with Mitsubishi steam generators. The retainer bars at Fort Calhoun are 
significantly stiffer than at SONGS. 

The six tubes with retainer bar indications have been plugged and stabilized. In 
addition, the remaining 182 tubes (total for both Unit 2 steam gen·erators) that intersect 
the retainer bars were plugged as a preventive measure. Twenty four of these tubes 
were stabilized prior to plugging to ensure that all 188 plugged tubes will not sever due 
to continued vibration of the retainer bar. The tubes that were stabilized are strategically 
located at each encJ and center of the retainer bars. 

Detailed plans for returning Unit 2 to service are still under development. Short-term 
plans relating to Unit 2 included conducting a full u-bend examination of 1375 tubes in 
both steam generators using a rotating coil. The tube sample was intended to bound the 
region affected by free-span wear seen in Unit 3 by significant margin. The rotating coil 
provides a slightly more sensitive inspection for long free-span wear s~ars than the 
bobbin probe. These inspections were performed subsequent to the team's site visit and 
identified two tubes in Unit 2 steam generator 2E0-89 with shallow free-span wear in the 
u•bend region. These indications both measured approximately 14 percent deep, and 
were located in the same region ofthe bundle affected by free"'.span indications in the 
Unit 3 steam generators. 
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The tube wear data for Unit 2 is shown below. 

Steam 

SONGS Unit 2 Steam Generators 

Wear Depths Summary · 

; 
I 

Generator Anti- Tube 
U-Bend Retainer Foreign Total Tubes with ) 

SG2E88 Vibration Support 
I (Through- Bar Plate Freespan Bar Object Indications Indications 

Wall Wear) i 

;:: 50% l ol al 0 1 
I 

01 1 1 

35-49% 2 ol 
! oi 1 ol 3 3 

20- 34% 86 
! 

0 0 0 2 86 74 i ' 

10- Hl% l 705 108 I oi 0 al 813 406 I 1 
I l 

lW< 10% 964 117 0 0 a 1081 600 

ol ; 2 l ! 

TOTAL 1757 225 i 2 1984 734* i 

Steam 
Generator Anti~ Tube U-Bend Retainer Foreign Total Tubes with 
SG2E89 Vibration Support 

(Through- Bar Plate 
Freespan Bar Object Indications Indications 

I Wall Wear) 
I ol 1 i ~50% 0 0 0 1 1 

' 
1 I 1 I 35 ~49% a 0 0 1 0 

20-34% 78 1 ol 
. ! 3! a 82 67 i 

10 - 19% I 1014 85 21 0 O! 1101 496 / I 

lW< 10% 1499 ! 53 a o! a 1552 7(~8 I 
139 I 2i s! ' ss1* I TOTAL 2591 Oj 2737 

*This value is the number of tubes with wear indications of any depth and at any 
location. Since many tubes have indications in more than one depth and location, the 
total number of tubes is less than the total number of indications. 

1.5 Description of Steam Generator Inspections at SONGS Unit 3 

After shutdown, the licensee started preparations _for performing inspections of Unit 3 
steam generators 3E0-89 and 3E0-88. The steam generator tube inspections 
commenced on February 12, 2012, and confirmed the location of the leak in steam 
generator 3E0-88 as coming from the tube in Row 1'06 Column 78. The leak was 
located 2 inches beyond anti-vibration support number 4 on the hot leg side. It was 
found to be associated with a long (approximately 30 inches) free-span flaw indication. 
No other tubes were found to be leaking. 

The licensee then performed eddy current inspections of 100 percent of the tubes, full 
length, in both Unit 3 steam generators with a bobbin probe. The bobbin probe 
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examinations were supplemented by rotating coil examinations to confirm, characterize, 
and size the indications found by the bobbin probe. These examinations identified over 
160 tubes in each steam generator with long free-span indications similar to that found 
on the leaking tube. In each steam generator, the tubes containing the free-span 
indications were grouped together in a tightly packed zone near the center of .the tube 
bundle. The free--span indications were. located on the upper and/or lower sides (i.e., the 
extrados and intrados) of the u-berid. Thus, a given free•span indication on the extrados 
of one tube tended to be matched by a similar indication on the intrados of the adjacent 
higher row tube located in the same tube column. This pattern provided early evidence 
to $CE personnel that the free-span indications were wear flaws d.ue to· tube-to-tube 
contact from motion of the u-bends within.the plane of the u•bends. More than half of 
the free-span indications in each steam generator had maximum measured depths 
exceeding the 35 percent plugging limit in the technical specifications, and ranged to as 
much as 99 percent (for the non-leaking tubes). 

Over 460 tubes in each steam generator were found with wear indications at the tube 
support plates. In general, tubes exhibiting the free-span wear indications tended to 
exhibit tube support plate indications with the highest depth measurements, typically with 
the deepest values at the seventh tube support plate and trending down at successively 
lower support levels. Approximately 170 tubes in each steam generator exhibited 
indications at the tube support plates that exceeded the 35 percent plugging limit, with 
maximum depths ranging to 70 percent. 

Approximately 800 tubes in steam generator 3E0-88 and 900 tubes in steam generator 
3E0-89 exhibited wear indications at the anti-vibration bar supports. Most of these 
measu.red less than 20 percent deep, and only 2 indications exceeded the 35 percent 
plugging limit. For tube indications at anti-vibration bars in tubes not exhibiting free-span 
u-bend indications, the length of the wear indications was confined to within the width of 
the anti-vibration bars. For tubes that exhibited free-span indications, many of these 
tubes had wear indications at the anti-vibration bars that extended outside the width of 
the anti-vibration bars which indicated in-plane movement of these tubes in the u-bend 
area. 

Four tubes were found with indications at retainer bar intersections, with measured 
depths ranging from 28 toA6 percent. At the time of the tearri's presence at the site, 
planned corrective actions with respect to tubes adjacent to the retainer bar were similar 
to those completed for Unit 2. The four tubes with retainer bar indications were plugged 
and stabilized. In addition,_ the remaining 184 tubes (total for both Unit 3 steam 
generators) that intersect the retainer bars were plugged as a preventive measure. 
Twenty four of these tubes were stabiiized prior. The tubes that were stabilized are 
strategically locafed at each end anq center of the retainer bars. · 
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Tube wear data for Unit 3 is shown below. 
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*This value is the number of tubes with wear indications of any depth and at any 
location. Since many tubes have indications in more than one depth and location, the 
total number of tubes is less than the total number of ihdications. 

· t.6 In-Situ Pressure Testin9 

Technical Specification 5.5.2.11.a for SONGS Units 2 and 3 requires that a condition . 
monitoring assessment be performed during each outage that the steam generator tubes 
are inspected or plugged to confirm that the tube integrity performance criteria are being 
met. These performance crit'eria include specific requirements for tube structur?tl. 
integrity and accident induced leakage. The limiting structural criterion applicable to the 
SONGS Units.2 and 3 is the ·normal steady state pressure differential across the tubes 
tim~s a safety.factor of three. The· limiting accident induced leakage criterion is. 0.5 gpm 
per steam generator. 
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Typically, the requirement for performing condition monitoring is satisfied by analyzing 
eddy current flaw indications relative to screening criteria that are functions of measured 
flaw depth, length, and/or eddy current voltage response. These screening criteria are 
conservative relative to the performance criteria since they make allowance for eddy 
current measurement error, uncertainties with respect to voltage correlations with flaw 
depth.and burst strength, and material property variability. When these screening 
criteria are exceeded, in-situ pressure tests may be performed for tubes not meeting the 
screening criteria to confirm that the performance criteria are met for these tubes. lri-sittJ 
pressure test pro.cedures at SONGS and the screening criteria for selecting tubes to be 
tested were in accordance with Eleclrical Power Research Institute Report 1014983, 
"Steam Generator Jn-Situ Pressure Test Guidelines," Revision 3. 

At Unit 2, one tube with a measured 90 percent deep indication at a retainer.bar location 
was determined to be outsida the' screening criteria and was in-situ pressure tested. For 
Unit 3, an optional strategy to the screening criteria approach was taken in accordance 
with the Steam Generator In-Situ Pressure Test Guidelines, Appendix A The 
Appendix A appro<1qh is a statistically based Monte Carlo approach that samples the 
uncertainty distributions associated with each of the input parameters for calcl!l?ting 
tube burst pressure. This methodology selects all tubes determined to have a 0.95 
probability or less of meeting the limiting structural integrity performance criterion. 
Application of this methodology led to selection of 129 tubes on Unit 3 for in-situ 
pressure testing, 73 tubes in steam generator 3E0-88 and 56 tubes in steam generator 
3E0-8~. 

The in-situ pressure teSts were perfqrmed under ambient conditions .. Therefore the test 
pressures were adjusted upward from actual values under hot conditions to account for 
the increased yield and ultimate strength ofthe tube material under ambient conditions. 
The test pressures (with correction 'factors added) corresponding to normal. operating 
conditions, main steam line break, and three times normal operating pressure differential 
were 1850 psi, 3200 psi, and 5300 psi, respectively. 

The test proc~ure involved pressurizing the subject tube at a rate not to .exceed 200 
psi/sec to each test point. At each test point, pressure was held constant for two 
minutes if the tube was not leaking. If the tube was leaking, pressure was heild constant 
for five minutes before ramping to the next test pressure. · · · 

The tube with a 90 percent deep r~tainer bar indication in Unit2 was successfully tested 
to 5300 psi with no leakage. This demonstrated that all performance criteria were met 
for this tube. For Unit 3, 136 of the 144 tubes were successfully tested to S300 psi with 
no leakage, demonstrating that the$e tubes met the performance criteria. The re.rnaining 
eight tubes "failed~ prior to :reaching 5300 psi. Failure in this context means that leakage 
occurred in excess of the 4.5 gallons per minute pump capacity during the test, and test 
pressure could not be maintained. All eight tubes that failed were in steam generator 
3E0-88. All tubes tested in steam generator 3E0-89 passed with no .leakage. 

!able 1 summarizes the in-situ pressure test results for the eight tubes that failed the 
test. Three of the eight tubes failed at or b.elow the test pressure correspom:f!ng to·maili 
steam line break differential pressure. The tube that leaked causing shutdown of 
SONGS Unit 3 (row 106, column 78) exhibited the lowest failure pressure, 2.874 psi. 
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The three tubes that failed at or below main steam line break pressure failed to meet the 
accident leakage performance criteria as well as the structural integrity performance 
criteria. The other five tubes met the accident leakage criteria, but failed to meet the 
structuraL criteria. 

Prior to being tested to failure, the tube that leaked during oper,ation (row 106, column 
78) exhibited a measured leak rate of 0.072 gallons per minute at a test pressure 
corresponding to normal operating conditions. This compares with a leak rate of 0.06 
gallons per minute measured by SCE operating staff for SONGS Unit 3 when they made 
the decision to shut the plant down. The reported operational leakage was evaluated 
based on ambient conditions. Both the operational and test measurements are less than 
the applicable technical specification limit of 0.1 gallons per minute. 

Table 1 - SONGS 3 In-Situ Pressure Test Results 
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2.0 Probable Cause Evaluation (Charter Item 2) 

While the team was on..:site, both SCE and Mitsubishi were in the process of conducting 
cause evaluations for the tube failures and une~pected wear of steam generator tubes in 
Unit 3. As part of both evaluations, actions were being taken to understand the 
differences between Unit 2 and 3 steam generators. The cause evaluations were not 
complete and were undergoing changes while the Augmented Inspection Team was 
onsite; however, SCE did subsequently complete their cause evalt1ation prior to the 
team's exit meeting. The team did a detailed review of the completed cause evaluation. 
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2.1 SCE Cause Evaluation 

a. Inspection Scape 

The team conducted an overall and independent review of SCE's actions taken to 
understand the probable cause for the steam generator tube degradation. The team 
reviewed the updated final safety anafy~is report, te~hnical specifications, design basis 
documents, original steam generator design, replacement steam generator design, 
purchase order specifications, design changes, manufacturing changes, 
nonconformance reports. supplier deviation reports, and interviewed personnel. The 
review included understanding the licensee's criteria for determining the cause, or if one 
could not be determined, the most probable cause. 

b. Observations and Findings 

No findings were identified. 

The team participated in discussions with the licensee's cause analysis team and noted 
that the licensee employed various root cause evaluation techniques. These included a 
change analysis technique that compared design differences and a problem analysis 
technique relying on a systematic process that looked at the causal effects and risk 
assessments of possible ca1,Jses. The team reviewed the licensee causal analysis 
summary that assigned a ranking of highly probable to unlikely. 

In the area of thermal hydraulic analysis the licensee contracted AREVA to verify the 
accuracy of Mitsubishi's thermal-hydraulic code (FIT Ill) used during the design of the 
replacement steam generators, by comparing it to ATHOS, a thermal-hydraulic code 
developed by the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI). In addition, SCE contracted 
Westinghouse to perform a completely independent analysis using a Westinghouse 
modified ATHOS thermal-hydraulic code. ARF:.VA also performed independent flow 

· induced vibration analyses. The licensee brought on board MPR associates and 
numerous other technical experts, including a world renowned expert in flow induced 
vibration, to assist in the cause assessment. The team observed that SCE preliminary 
causal analysis was generally consistent with that of Mitsubishi. Initially, the lic~nsee 
reviewed the following cause contributors: · 

• 

• 
• 

• 
• 

• 

Departure from original steam generator u-bend/anti-vibration bar configuration -
highly probable 
Departure from original steam generator stay cylinder configuration - possible 
Departure from original ste~m generator tube .support plate configuration -
possible 
Replacement steam generator anti-vibration bar structure too flexible - possible 
Additional 300 roteitions of Unit 3 replacement steam generator due to divider 
plate repair work -.possible . 
Thermal-hydraulic and flow induced vibration models used in replacement steam 
generator design incorrectly predicted replacement steam generator tube bundle 
behavior - possible 
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The team observed that the licensee performed a detailed analysis and attempted to 
address all probable causes. The team observed that some of the conditions which 
were eliminated as potential contributors may need further evaluation. In parti~ular, the 
team determined that the only major difference between Units 2 and 3 was the divider 
plate repair to both Unit 3 steam generators. This difference had been discounted by 
both SCE and Mitsubishi. The divider plate is further discussed in Section 12.0 of this 
report. 

The completed SCE cause evaluation identified the mechanistic cause of the tube~to'
tube'Wear as fluid-elastic instability caused by a combination of localized high 
steam/water velocity, high steam void fraction, and insufficient contact forces between 
the anti-vibration bars and the tubes; 

c. Conclusions 

The team independently concluded that the combination of higher than predicted 
thermal-hydraulic conditions and insufficient contact forces in the upper tubf? bundle 
caused the fluid-elastic instability vibration. 

2.2 Mitsubishi Cause Evaluation 

a. Inspection Scope 

The team conducted an oveca!I and independent review of Mitsubishi's actions taken to 
understand the probable cause of the steam generator tube degradation. While onsite, 
the inspection team was informed that Mitsubishi was performing a failure analysis to 
characterize the mechanism causing the tube-to .. tube wear condition in Unit 3. The 
team had periodic discussions with Mitsubishi personnel to gather information on the 
probable causes under consideration. The team reviewed information c.ontained ln the 
updated final safety analysis report, technical specifications, design basis documents1 

p·urchase order spebificatiens, design changes, design drawings, manufacturing 
changes, nonconforman9e reports, and supplier deviation reports to understand the 
design and fabrication ofthe replacement steam generators and independently assess 
the information obtained from Mitsubishi's in-pre>gress cause evaluation. 

b. Observations and Findings 

No findings were identified. 

The team deterirline.d that Mitsubishi was performing a thorough evaluation of the fallure 
mechanism leading to the tube-to-tube wear in Unit 3. The team noted that Mitsubishi 
gathered factual information about the c:lesign, fabrication, and operation ofthe 
replacement steam generators in Unit 2 and Unif3 to understand the differences 
between these components and identify potential contributing causes. The team 
discussed the pre.liminary failure mech~nism theory with Mitsubishi personnel, who 
attributed the tube-to-tube; wear to a combination of design, fabrication, and operational 
factors. 

Mitsubishi's preliminary explanatiQn of the failure mechanism started with the 
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combination of two factors: (1) a relatively small tube pitch to tube diameter ratio (P/D), 
and (2) high void fraction in the tube bundle-area where the tube-to-tube wear was 
identified. The small pitch to diameter ratio was ·a fixed parameter in the replacement 
steam generators established by the nominal center-to-center distance between 
adjacent tubes (P) and the nominal outside diameter of the tubes (D), The high void 
fraction was identified from the results of Mitsubishi's thermal-hydraulic model for the 
secondary side of the replacement steam generators. Mitsubishi considered that the 
c::ombination of these two factors may have resulted in favorable conditions for in-plane 
tube vibration based, in part, on the results of recent studies in fluid-elastic instapility. 

Additionally, Mitsubishi identified that the Unit 3 replacementsteam genera.tors had 
better dimensional controls during the fabrication process. This determination was 
based, in part, on the results of pre-seivice and in-seivice eddy current examinations, 
and fabrication data from Unit 2 and Unit 3 replacement steam generators. The 
correlation of dimensional controls with the failure mechanism was that improved 
dimensional controls for Unit 3 replacement steam generators resulted in less variability 
of as-built critical dimensions such as anti-vibration bar thickness, tube roundness, and 
gaps between tubes and anti"'.vibration bars. . 

The failure mechanism model also considered a fluid dynamic effect associated with .the 
spreading of the tubes in the U-bend region during normal operating conditions. TIJis 
effect was informally referred to as "flowering," due to the characteristic shape in which 
the tube bundle spreadstransverse to the prane of the u-bends at normal operating 
conditions. "Flowerir:ig'"was described as the elastic deformation of the anti-vibration bar 
structure and the tube bundle in the U-bend regii;>n, as a result of thermal expansion and 
fluid dynamic pressure aGting on the secondary side of the tu~es (see figure below). 
The deformation caused.by the "flowering" effect was believed to result in multiple areas 
of no contact between the .anti-vibration bars and the tubes; which minimized resistance 
to in-plane motion of tile 1,1,.bend area of th~ tubt::S. . . . , . 
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Mitsubishi considered that the collective contribution of the factors described above 
resulted in conditions in the U-bend that were highly susceptible to excessive tube 
vibration. The in-plane vibration of the tubes in the U-bend region allowed direct contact 
between free-span sections of the tubes, resulting in the unanticipated tube-to-tube 
wear. 

At the conclusion of the onsite portion of this inspection, Mitsubishi was further 
evaluating the failure mechanism by conducting in-depth analyses of available data to 
validate their failure mechanism theory. One of the analyses included analytical studies 
of the impact of anti-vibration bar gap size, free-span length, fluid-elastic vibration, and 
contactforces oh tube wear depth. An expected outcome of this analysis was that 
contact forces and· the number of inactive supports should be the biggest contributors to 
wear under fluid-elastic. instability conditions. Additionally, Mitsubishi was conducting 
further analytical studies of the "flowering" effect by modeling multiple cases of elastic 
displacement of the tube bundle structure, taking into consideration thermal expansion 
and dynamic pressures. Concurrent with these analyses, Mitsubishi was studying the 
effect of manufacturing dispersion on tube wear. Specifically, Mitsubishi was modeling 
multiple cases of manufacturing variability to study the influence of different dimensional 
controls on gap and contact forces. Mitsubishi was using as-built data as well as 
manufacturing tolerances to statistically assess the impact of dimensional controls on 
the resulting gaps and contact forces in different areas of the tube bundle. Based on the 
data reviewed by the team, the standard deviation of the tube ovality (G-value) 
decreased during each successive fabrication run of the steam generator tubes (order of 
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tube fabrication -> U2E0-89, U2E0-88, U3E0-89, and U3E0-88). One of the expe_cted 
outcomes of this analysis was that manufacturing variability in Unit 3, in combination with 
the "flowering" effect, would result in a reduction of contact forces in Unit 3 relative to 
those in Unit 2. During the on-site portion of this inspection, the results of these studies 
were not finalized and additional failure analysis tasks were scheduled to accurately 
characterize the failure mechanism and support the cause determination. 

c. Conclusions 

At the time of the exit, Mitsubishi was still completing their independent cause analysis. 
As part of the Confirmatory Action Letter inspection, the final Mitsubishi cause evaluation 
will be reviewed. 

3.0 Operational Differences in Configuration and Operation between Unit 2 and 3 {Charter 
item 3) 

a. Inspection Scope 

The team reviewed Unit 2 and 3 Cycle 16 operational data records found in operator 
logs and the plant computer system. The team focused on differe_nces in configuration 
and operation between Units 2 and 3. The team evaluated full power operational data 
between Unit 2 and Unit 3 steam generators after each were replaced. From this data 
the team compared key plant parameters and other indications such as temperature, 
flow, power, pressure, and vibration and loose parts monitoring alarms. The team . 
reviewed operational differences between Units 2 and 3 in qrder to gain information and 
to assess if these differences could have had an impact on the observed differences in 
the steam generator tube wear between the units. 

b. Observations and Findings 

No findings were identified. 

The team identified one unresolved item for which additional information is required to 
determine if a performance deficiency exists or if the issue constitutes a violation of NRC 
requirements. The team also modeled the impact of operational differences on the 
predicted thermal ... hydraulic response of the steam generators. 

(1) Introduction: The team identified an unresolved item associated with the number of 
valid yibration and loose parts alarms observed in Unit 3 steam generators compared 
to Unit 2 steam generators, during steady state conditions. 

Description: During the review of operational differences between Unit 2 arid 3 
steam generators the team identified a significant difference in number of valid 
vibration and loose parts monitoring system alarms. The vibration and loose parts 
monitoring system was designed to provide continuous monitoring and conditioning 
of loose parts accelerometer signals. Two separate accelerometers were installed 
on each of the steam generators. The location of these instruments are·on the 
steam generators' lower supporting structures and provide acoustic information 
about loose parts Impacts specifically on the reactor coolant or primary side_ of the 
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steam generators. The vibration and loose parts monitoring system real time 
functions consist mainly of impact alarm validation of suspected loose part events 
and recording acoustic data. Long term vibration monitoring and loose part event 
trending were done by engineering personnel using recorded data. 

Unit 3 returned to service in February 2011, and the resident inspectors noted a 
number of nuclear notifications associated with Unit 3 steam generators vibration 
and loose parts monitoring alarms. On January 20, 2012, prior to the Unit 3 tube 
leak, engineering personnel also identified this trend and documented in Nuclear 
Notification NN 201818719 this problem and assigned an action to do further 
evaluation. On February 3, 2012, engineering personnel sent two sets of alarm 
signatures to Westinghouse, which contained impact data on alarms for time periods 
of steady state operation (i.e., no major temperature changes). Westinghouse 
engineering personnel concluded that the acoustic signals picked up by the 
accelerometers were valid and similar in nature to acoustic signatures caused by 
thermal movement of a steam generator expected during changes in thermal 
conditions, such as plant startup or shutdown. However the data obtained and 
analyzed had been taken during steady state operations. The team noted that Unit 2 
steam generators did riot receive the same number and type of alarms duririg a 
similar period of steady state operations. Engineering personnel also compared hot 
leg temperature changes linked to Unit 3 operations from February 18, 2011, to 
January 31, 2012, and confirmed about 30 valid alarms during this period were not 
associated with thermal transients. 

Additional review and follow up will be required of the vibration and loose parts 
monitoring system alarms, including evaluation and disposition of Unit 3 alarms and 
then determine whether this issue represents a performance deficiency or constitutes 
a violation of NRC requirements. This issue is identified as 
URI 05000362/2012007-02, "Evaluation of Unit 3 Vibration and Loose Parts 
Monitoring System Alarms." 

(2) Operational Differences: The team performed a number of different thermal
hydraulic analysis of Units 2 and 3 steam generators. The output of the various 
analyses runs where then compared arid reviewed to determine if those differences 
could have contributed to the significant change ih steam generator tube wear. It 
was noted that Unit 3 ran with slightly higher primary temperatures, about 4'F higher 
than Unit 2. Other differences were rioted in steam and feedwater flow but none of 
the differences were considered sufficient to significantly affect thermal hydraulic 
characteristics inside the steam generators. The different analyses included: 

• Lower bounding thermal hydraulic analysis using the steam generator base 
design condition, where primary inlet temperature was 598'F, and an upper 

. bound case where primary inlet temperature was 611 "F as identified in Mitsubishi 
Document L5-04GA021, Revision 3 

• Varying steam generator pressures from 833 to 942 psia 
• Steam mass flow rates from 7.59 to 7.62 Mlbmlhr 
• Primary loop volumetric flow rate from 102,000 to 104,000 gpm, and 
• Recirculation ratio from 3.2 to 3.5. 
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c. Conclusions 

The team identified one unresolved item associated with SCE's evaluation of the Unit 3 
loose parts monitoring alarms. 

The result of the independent NRC thermal-hydraulic analysis indicated that differences 
in the actual operation between units and/or individual steam generators had an 
insignificant impact on the results and in fact,. the team did not identify any changes in 
steam velocities or void fractions that could attribute to the differences in tube wear · 
between the units or steam generators. It should be noted that increases in primary 
temperature and steam generator pressures has the effect of reducing void fractions and 
peak steam velocities, which slightly decreases the conditions necessary for fluid elastic 
instability and fluid-induced vibration. 

4,0 Design and Manufacturing Differences (Charter Item #4) (Mitsubishi Charter Item 1) 

During the development of the charter, it was not known how SCE and Mitsubishi 
reviewed and approved design and manufacturing changes. During the inspection, it 
was identified that all design and manufacturing changes proposed by Mitsubishi 
required review and approval from a SCE representative. Based on this, it was 
determined that this area could be covered as one item. 

a. Inspection Scope 

The team interviewed licensee and Mitsubishi personnel involved. in the design and 
fabrication of the replacement steam generators and reviewed inf9rmation including 
nonconformance reports, design drawings, fabrication procedures, design changes, 
engineering evaluations, supplier deviation requests, and design specifications to 
identify conditions affecting quality that resulted in relevant design differences between 
the replacement steam generators. The team assessed whether these differences could 
be considered as contributing factors for the cause of the tube-to-tube wear issue in Unit 
3. The team also reviewed Engineering Change Packages 800071702 and 800071703 
for the Unit 2. and Unit 3 replacement steam generators, respectively, with emphasis on 
changes made to the design methodology described in the updated final safety analysis 
report for the original steS1m generators to verify that the evaluation was performed in 
accordance w(th licensee procedures and the provisions of 1 OCFR 50.59, "Changes, 
Tests, and Experiments." 

b. Observations and Findings 

No findings were identified. 

The team identified two unresolved items for which additional information is required to 
determine if performance deficiencies exist or if the issues constitute violations of NRC 
requirements. The team also identified several observations related to the design, 
fabrication, and the engineering change package for the Unit 2 and Unit 3 replacement 
steam generators. 
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(1) Introduction: The team identified an unresolved item a5sociated with the design of 
the retainer bars in Unit 2 and Unit 3 replacement s_team generators. 

Description: In February 2012, the licensee identifieq wear indications in Unit 2 
replacement steam generators at the tube locations in contact with the retainer bars 
(see figure below). Some of the indications showed excessive wear with a maximum 
degradation of 90 percent through wall. 
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The team identified that the design of the replacement steam generators did not 

expect any potential vibration concerns in the area of the tube bundle where the 

retainer bars were located. The basis for Mitsubishi's design philosophy relied on 

the following factors: 

• Sased on the calculated natural frequency of the retainer bar1 Mitsubishi 
considered that there would not be a resonant vibration condition relative to the 
flow conditions in th.e location of retainer bars. 

• The vibration analysis of the tube bundle only considered out-of-plane vibration 
because in-plane vibration was not expected to be an operational concern for the 
retainer bars. 

• The outermost tubes were considered the least susceptible to flow-elastic 
instability; therefore ·retainer bar locations were not included in the vibration 
analysis. 

• Fluid-elastic instability was found not applicable to the retainer bar because this 
mechanism did not apply to a single tube in cross flow. 

• Vortex-induced vibration was found not applicable to the retainer bar because It 
was considered. a vibration mode applicable to a single cylinder in uniform cross 
flow in a large area and the flow condition around the retainer bars was 
considered slug-froth two phase flow. 

However, upon identification of retainer bar-to-tube wear in Unit 2 replacement 
steam generators, Mitsubishi performed an evaluation to identify the cause of 
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excessive wear. The analysis considered three vibration mechanisms: fluid-elastic 
instability, vortex-induced vibration, and turbulence-induced vibration {random 
vibration). The analysis for turbulence-induced vibration determined that random 
vibrationwas the possible cause of the retainer vibration, based on the peculiar flow 
around the retainer bar, combined with the rather low natural frequency of the 
retainer bar. The analysis used the two phase flow conditions around the retainer 
bars and identified various modes of vibration at those flow conditions that could lead 
to retainer bar vibration and consequently to tube wear. 

Additional review by the NRC is required following completion of the licensee's cause 
evaluation to determine whether this issue represents a performance deficiency or 
constitutes a violation of NRC requirements. This issue is identifiE?d as URI 
05000362/2012007-03; "Evaluation of Retainer Bars Vibration during the Original 
Design of the Replacement Steam Generators." 

(2) Introduction: The team identified an unresolved item associated with the 
dimensional controls of critical dimensions throughout the fabrication of Unit 2 and 
Unit 3 replacement steam generators. 

Description: Based on the information gathered by the team on the differences in 
dimensional controls of critical parameters in Unit 2 and Unit 3 replacement steam 
generators, the team determined that Mitsubishi did not consider the potential impact 
of improving dimensional controls for tube roundness and anti-vibration bars on the 
final tube bundle clearances at normal operating conditions. 

Additional review by the NRC is required following completion of Mitsubishi's cause 
evaluation to fully assess how the dimensional controls contributed to the tube-to
tube wear in Unit 3 and then determine whether this issue represents a periormance 
deficiency or constitutes a violation of NRC requireme11ts. This issue is identified as 
URI 05000362/2012007-04, "Evaluation of Changes in Dimensional Controls during 
the Fabrication of Unit 2 and Unit 3 Replacement Steam Generators." 

(3) Design Differences: TheJeam did-not identify any significant differences in the 
design requirements of Unit 2 and Unit 3 replacement steam generators. The 
~conformed Specification for Design and Fabrication of the Replacement Steam 
Generators,." also known as the design specification, contained identical technical 
requirements for Unit 2 and Unit 3 steam generators. All replacement steam 
generators were required to be designed, fabricated; and tested in accordance With 
the 1998 edition of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers {ASME) Boiler 
and Pressure Vessel Code, with the 2000 Adder:ida, industry standards, and NRG 
endorsed methods described in applicable regulatory guides, The licensee specified 
the same licensing requirements for all replacement steam generators. 

The design specification also contained provisions to address technical or quality 
deviations from the requirements of the purchase order or the design specifications, 
including the disposition of "Repair" or "Accep~ 1:1s-i$11 conditions C;aptured as non
conformance reports in Mitsubishi's quality assurance program and changes to 
documents previously approved by the licensee. This process was reft;irred to as 
"Supplier Deviation Request~ and allowed the licensee to review and approve 
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deviations from the approved design specifications. The team noted that changes 
affecting the specified design were submitted to SCE personnel for review and 
approval. 

The team noted that the design specification established identical provisions for the 
design of the replacement steam generafor components including the vessel, 
upper/lower shell, transition cone, tubesheet, channel head, divider plate, tube 
supports, tubing, steam nozzle, feedwater nozzle, primary nozzles, steam flow 
limiting device, moisture separators/dryers, feedwater distribution system, blowdown 
and sludg'e management, access/inspection ports, instrumentlsampling·t;:ips, and 
loose part monitoring. 

The design specification also established identical requirements for the service life 
and service environmental conditions of the replacement steam generators. The 
licensee also specified identical design loading, structural, and seismic requirements 
for all replacement steam generators. The design specification contained identical 
requirements for design transients under normal, upset, emergency, faulted, and test 
conditions: 

Additionally, the performance requirements in the design specification were identical 
for each replacement steam generator, which included: 

• Water Level Stability 
• Circulation Ratio 
• Moisture Carryover 
• Steam Carryunder in the Downcomer Annulus 
• Reactor Coolant Flow Rate 
• Primary-To-Secondary Leakage 
• Slowdown Capacity 
• Thermal Rating 
• Heat Transfer Surface Area 
• Tube Plugging Margin 
• Fouling Factor 
• Overall Heat Transfer Coefficient 
• Primary Side Design and Operating Pressure/Temperatures 
• Secondary Side Design and Operating Pressures/Temperatures 
• Primary Side Design and Qperating Flows 
• Secondary Side Design and Operating Flows 
• Tube Material and Dimensions 

The replacement steam generator design developed by Mitsubishi for SONGS Unit 2 
and· Unit 3 in accordance with the licensee's design specification was translated into 
the same set of design and fabrication drawings. The team noted that some as-built 
dimensions varied between Unit 2 and Unit 3 steam, generators as a result of the 
divider plate weld repairs in Unit 3 and other manufacturing proc~sses. However, 
these dimensional changes did not represent significant deviations from the original 
design specifications. · 
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(4) Fabrication Differences: The team not~d that the design specification contained the 
same general fabrication requirements for the Unit 2 and Unit 3 replacement steam 
generators. The design specification contained the methods required for fabrication, 
assembly, inspection, and testing of the replacement steam generators. The 
specification covered, in part, fabrication requirements for the channel head cladding, 
tube dimensions, tube wall thickness, tube bend radius, tube aovality," tubesheet, 
tube-to-tubesheet joints, tube supports, tube bundle, machined gasketed surfaces, 
non-AS ME steam generator internals, welding methods, post-weld heat treatment, 
and allowable welding materials. The specification also contained detailed 
requirements for inspections, tests, and examinations, which included examination 
methods and personnel qualification requirements. 

The design specification also required the use of "Supplier Deviation Requests" to 
address techniGal or quality deviations from the requirements of the Purchase Order 
or the design specifications, including the disposition of "Repair" or "Accept as-is" 
conditions identified during the fabrication process and changes to fabrication 
documents previously approved by the licensee. The team noted that fabrication 
issues affecting the specified design were submitted to SCE personnel for review 
and approval. 

Based on discussions with SCE and Mitsubishi personnel and. the review of 
documentation about the fabrication history of Unit 2 and Unit 3 replacement steam 
generators, the team identified the differences listed below. At the conclusion of the 
onsite portion of this inspection, the differences between Unit 2 and Unit 3 steam 
generators as a result of the fabrication process were under consideration for the 
cause evaluation. 

• Steam Drver Assembl'l - During the fabrication of Unit 2 steam generator 2E0-
89, Mitsubishi identified a nonconforming condition of the steam dryer assembly 
that included damaged locking plates of vane jacking devices, displaced bolts. 
and damaged vanes. The cause of this issue was determined to be inadequate 
evaluation and control of the design in reg.ard the capacity of the vane jacking 
devices to sustain all fabrication conditions. Specifically, the vane jacking 
devices failed fo stay in the design position during multiple rotations of the steam 
generator assembly during fabrication. Mitsubishi corrected the condition, in 
part, by replacing all vane jacking devices and damaged vanes with a new 
design, which was also used in the fabrication of the Unit 2 steam 
generator 2E0-88, and Unit 3 steam generators 3E0-89 and 3E0-88. 
Additionally! Mitsubishi modified the assembly sequence of the. steam dryers. 
For Unit 2 steam generator 2E0-89, the steam dryer vanes were assembled in
situ while the steam dryers for Unit2 steam generator 2E0-88 and Unit 3 steam 
generators 3E0-88 and 3E0-89 were preassembled before installation in their 
final position. 

• Drilling of Tubesheet Holes -The tubesheet holes in Unit 2 and Unit 3 steam 
generators where the tubes are inserted for final assembly were made with 
different drill bits: The Unit 2 steam generator tubesheets were drilled with 
uncoated drill .bits. The Unit 3 steam generator tubesheets were drilled with 
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titanium-nitride coated drill bits, which improved the drill bit life and resolved 
tooling mark issues experienced in Unit 2. 

• Transition Wrapper Welding - The welding of the transition wrapper was 
performed in different order for each unit. For Unit 2 steam generators, the 
transition wrapper was welded after the tubes and anti-vibration bars were 
installed. In Unit 3 steam generators, the transition wrapper was welded before 
the installation of tubes and anti-vibration bars. 

• Cladding Removal Process for the Channel Head - The removal of the stainless 
steel clad weld from the interior surface of the channel head base metal in 
preparation for the divider plate weld (i.e. structural butter weld) was performed 
with different methods in Unit 2 and Unit 3 replacement steam generator$. For 
Unit 2, Mitsubishi used a machining process to remove the cladding in both 
steam generators. In Unit 3, Mitsubishi used an air carbon-arc gouging process. 
This method resulted in separation of the butter weld during hydrostatic testing. 
The root cause evaluation concluded that the air carbon-arc gouging process left 
carbon deposits on the base metal. Gouging was followed by grinding which was 
designed to remove the heat affected zone and expected to completely remove 
the carbon deposits. However, the grinding process left carbon deposits behind, 
which resulted in the localized areas of high carbon and high base metal 
hardness due to carburization. The repair of the Unit 3 divider plate welds is 
addressed in further details in Section 12.0 of this report. 

• Helium Leak Test - As part of the fabrication process, Mitsubishi performed a 
Helium-Nitrogen leak test on the secondary side of the replacement steam 
generators to check for leaks on the tube-to-tubesheet welds. For all steam 
generators, this test was performed after completion of the tube-to-tubesheet 
weld, but prior to the penetrant examination of the tube-to-tubesheet welds and 
final tube expansion. The leak tests for Unit 2 steam generators were performed 
at a higher pressure than Unit 3 steam generators. Additionally, the Unit 2 tests 
were performed using a temporary welded cap on top of the steam generator 
shell to enclose the secondary side, while a temporary clamped cap was used in 
Unit 3 steam generators. All tests required the same holding time before starting 
the test and the same leak rate acceptance criteria. 

• Preliminary and ASME SeCtion Ill Hydrostatic Tests--The m_1mber of hydrostatic 
tests performed in accordance with ASME Section Ill on the primary and 
secondary sides of the replacement steam generators varied between Units due 
to the results of the initial test in each steam generator. For each replacement 
steam generator, the hydrostatic tests were performed first on the primary side 
and then on the secondary side. Both Unit 2 steam generators met the 
acceptance criteria in the first hydrostatic test. However, during the first 
hydrostatic test on the secondary side of Unit 3 steam generator 3E0-89, 
Mitsubishi identified leakage through a tube-to-tubesheet weld that exceeded the 
ASME Code acceptance criteria. After repairs were completed to address the 
leakage, the hydrostatic tests were re-performed. Following the second set of 
hydrostatic tests on· Unit 3 steam generator 3E0-89, cracking indications were 
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identified in the divider plate-to-channel head weld. After repairs were completed 
to address the divider plate Weld cracks, a third set of hydrostatic tests were 
performed in Unit 3 steam generator .3E0-89. Since similar cracking indications 
of the divider plate weld were identified in Unit 3 steam generator 3E0-88, a 
second set of hydrostatic tests was performed in this steam generator after the 
divider plate weld was repaired. 

Additionally, prior to each ASME Section Ill hydrostatic test, Mitsubishi performed 
a preliminary hydrostatic test of the primary and secondary side of the steam 
generators at design pressure to check for leakage at the feed pump, pressure 
filling line, temporary gaskets, and temporary seals. Therefore, each 
replacement steam generator received an equal number of preliminary and 
ASME Section Ill Hydrostatic Tests. The total numbers of hydrostatic tests for 
each steam generator are summarized below. 

----
! Number of Preliminary and ASME Section Ill Hydrostatic Tests 
I 

·-· 

Steam Primary Secondary Results i 

Generator Side Side I 
2E0-89 1 1 i Acceptance criteria met 
2E0-88 1 1 ! Acceptance criteria met 

1 1 ! Leakage detected in tube-to-
I tubesheet weld 

3E0-89 
1 I 1 I 

Divider plate weld separation 
weld identified 

1 1 i Final - Acceptance criteria met I 

1 1 I Divider plate weld separation 
I 3E0-88 ! weld identified 

1 1 l Final - Acc~Qtance criteria met I ' 

• Pre-Service Inspection - The design specification established similar 
requirements for the pre-service eddy current examination of Unit 2 and Unit 3 
replacement steam generators. The team noted that the eddy current 
examinations of Unit 2 and Unit 3 steam generators were performed With similar 
eddy current techniques, including essential variables. However, the 
circumstances in which the examinations were performed varied for each Unit. 
For Unit 2, the pre-service examination was performed after the steam 
generators were delivered at the SONGS jobsite. The steam generators were 
examined on the shipping saddles, where the position of the tube bundle was at 
45 degrees from the gravity neutral position. This position was dictated by the 
location of the steam generator lifting trunnions which were installed on the upper 
shell at 45 degree orientation from the steam generator centerline. For Unit 3, 
the pre-service eddy current examination was pertorined at the Mitsubishi Kobe 
facility while the steam generators were still on the fabrication rollers and in the 
gravity neutral position (i.e. d.ivider plate oriented horizontally). The decision to 
perform the Unit 3 pre-service examination at the Mitsubishi fa~ility was dictated 
by delivery schedule considerations resulting from the divider plate weld repairs. 
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• Flow Limiter for Primary Inlet Nozzles - The replacement steam generators were 
designed with a flow limiter located in the primary inlet nozzle (see figure below) 
in order to make the reactor coolant system flow similar to the flow rate of the 
original steam generator and not exceed the maximum allowable reactor coolant 
system flow rate. The licensee's evaluation for the engineering design package 
determined that although the original steam generators had a number of plugged 
tubes, the reactor coolant system flow rate of the original steam generators was 
near the design requirement. Because the replacement steam generators has 
377 more tubes than the original steam generators, and contained tubes with u
bends versus "square bends", the pressure drop of the replacement steam 
generators with no plugged tubes would be much less than the original steam 
generators resulting in a higher flowrate. 

,.· 

Flow Limiter 

The flow limiter was designed to ensure the total "best estimate" reactor coolant 
flow rate with the replacement steam generators installed would not exceed 
106.5 percent of the design volumetric flow rate of 396,000 gallons per minute at 
a reactor coolant system cold leg temperature of Tcold == 540.9°F. For Unit 2 
replacement steam generators, the flow limiter diameter to nozzle inner diameter 
ratio was 0.94 while the ratio for Unit 3 steam generators was 0.915 due to Unit 3 
reactor coolant pump replacement. The flow limiter dimensions resulted from a 
scaled model test performed by Mitsubishi and it was designed to be machined 
as part of the nozzle base metal. 

• Pitch Distance of Tube Support Plate Drilled Holes in Unit 2 Steam Generator 
2E0-89 - During fabrication of the tube support plates for Unit 2 steam generator 
2E0-89, quality control inspections identified unacceptable measurements of the 
pitch distance between drilled holes. Mitsubishi fabrication procedures required 
verification of the total center-to-center distance Qetween ten inline drilled holes 
at certain sample points of the tube support plate, The dimensional verification 
checks identified a total of 200 mee)surements in tube support plate number 3 
and 1 O measurements in tube support plate number 6 that did not meet the 
dimensional acceptance criteria established in the fabrication procedures. 
Mitsubishi evaluated this non-conformance condition and accepted the condition 
"as-is" with the SCE's approval. The technical justification for accepting the 
condition addressed four elements: (a) the impact of the condition on the ability 
to insert the tubes through the affected areas of the tube support piates, (b) 
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resulting stress on the tubes after insertion, (c) impact of the condition on the 
tube to anti-vibration gap size, and (d) possible occurrence oOube scratch during 
inspection. Similar unacceptable measurements were not identified in Unit 2 
replacement steam generator 2E0-88 or Unit 3 replacement steam generators 
3E0-89 and 3E0-88. 

• Tube-to-Tube Clearance in Unit 2 steam generator 2E0-89- During fabrication of 
Unit 2 replacement steam generator 2E0-89, interference checks identified that 
the clearance between the tubes in Rows No. 28 and 30 in Column No. 22 was 
less than the minimum clearance of 0.13-inch specified in Mitsubishi's inspection 
procedure. The condition was accepted "as.,-is" by Mitsubishi and SCE through 
the supplier deviation request process. The main considerations of the technical 
evaluation included: {a) thermal expansion difference, (b) tube expansion due to 
operating pressures, (c) tube displacement due to out-of-plane flow induced 
vibration,· and ( d) tube displacement due to seismic acceleration. The team 
noted that no tube-to-tube wear indications wer~ identified in this area of the .tube 
bundle. 

• Anti-Vibration Bar Spacing Issues in Unit 2 Steam Generator 2E0-89 - During 
fabrication of Unit 2 replacement steam generator 2E0-89, quality control 
inspections identified unacceptable gaps between tubes and the anti-vibration 
bars in the outside tube columns. The affected area was identified as welding 
zone-4. The apparent cause for the anti-vibration bar spacing issue was due to 
performing the welding of zone-4 while the steam generator was oriented 
horizontally with this welding zone oriented to the bottom of the bundle. In this 
configuration, the tube. bundle experienced sagging at the time of welding due to 
gravity. After completion of welding zone 4, the steam generator assembly was 
rotated 180 degrees for additional assembly st~ps, but the sagging in the 
opposite direction caused enlargement of the gaps in welding zone 4 and this 
enlargement remained approximately the same for all subsequentrotc:itions. 
When zone-4 was rotated 180-degrees after welding, deflection or sagging of the 
tube retaining bars due to gravity slightly pulled the anti-vibration bars, increasing 
the gap between the tub~ and the anti·vibration bars in this zone. 

With the licensee's approval, Mitsubishi implemented various corrective actions 
to address the condition in the pending Unit.2 replacement steam generator 
2E0·88 and subsequently in Unit 3 steam generators which included: (a) use of 
smaller spacer blocks between tubes for the installation of anti-vibration pars, (b) 
re-define the weiding zones to limit welding in the horizontal position, and (c} 
reduce rotations during welding of the other bundle zones. Mitsubishi performed 
rework activities in Unit 2 steam generator 2E0-89 to restore anti-vibration bar 
spacing to design specifications. These activities resulted in better gap 
distribution. All the tube-to-anti-vipration bar gaps exceeding the initial 
dimensional criteria were further evaluated and accepted in accordance with 
Mitsubishi's gap size evaluation procedure. 

• Rotations of Steam Generator Assembly for Anti~Vibration. Bar Installation and 
Welding - The team noted that welding of anti-vibration bars structure required 
rotating the steam generators several times. As a result of the corrective actions 
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generated to address the anti-vibration bar spacing issues in Unit 2 steam 
generator 2E0-89, the installation procedure was revised to reduce the number of 
rotations for anti-vibration bar installation to attain better gap control. This 
procedure revision resulted in different number of rotations in each replacement 
steam generator . .Steam generators Unit 2 E0-89, Unit 2 E0-88, Unit 3 E0-89, 
and Unit 3 E0-88 received 11.25, 4, 3.5, and 3.5 rotations, respectively, during 
installation of the ar)ti-vibration b13rs structure. 

• Temporary Installation of Plastic Ties - In order to limit the displacement of anti
vibration bars during rotation of the steam generator assembly for welding of the 
anti-vibration bars structure, Mitsubishi revised the installation procedure to 
install temporary plastic ties between the retaining bars and the tubes. This step 
of the anti-vibration bar assembly process was performed in a different sequence 
for Unit 2 and Unit 3 steam generators. For Unit 2, the installation of plastic ties 
occurred after welding the transition wrapper, the Helium leak test. and tube 
hydraulic expansion, but before welding the channel head to the tubesheet, the 
hydrostatic tests, and the pre-service inspection. In Unit 3, the installation of 
plastic ties was performed between welding the transition wrapper and the 
Helium leak test. 

• Dimensional Controls of Anti-Vibration Bar Structure-According to Mitsubishi's 
preliminary cause evaluation taking place at the time of this inspection, the 
controls of critical dimensions affecting the clearances ~tween the tube and the 
anti-vibration bars were gradually improved throughout the fabrication of the Unit 
2 and· Unit 3 steam generators. This Improvement on dimensional controls was a 
consideration for the determination of the failure mechanism leading to tube-to
tube wear in Unit 3. 

The first dimensional .control under consideration was the improvement of tube 
roundness in the section of the tubes that was bent to form the U-bend shape. 
During fabrication of Unit 2 steam generator 2E0-89, the supplier of tubular 
product for Mitsubishi (i.e. Sumitomo), experienced quality issues to meet the G
values established in the design specifications, resulting in a high number of tube 
rejections. The G-value was a measure of departure from roundness, or 
"ovality," after the tubes were.bent and it was cqntrolled in orde.r to control the 
gap between tubes and anti-vibration bars (see figure below). The G-values 
were measured at different locations alon~ the U-bend section of the tubes for a 
selected number of tubes per row, as established in Mitsubishi's procedure. The 
acceptance criteria for G-value varied depending on the row where the tubes 
were installed. The acceptance criteria .also remained the same throughout the 
fabri~tion of Unit 2 and Unit 3 replacement steam generators. 
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Based on discussions with licensee personnel and do<;:umentation reviews, the 
team noted that Sumitomo implemented measures to improve the' quality of the 
tube bending proc:ess which resulted ih less deviation of G-values and a 
reduction in the amount and variability of tubing "ovality;" Based on the statistical 
analysis of G-value data collected .during fabrication of the Unit 2 and Unit 3 
steam generators, Mit;subishi concluded that the G-values standard deviation 
gradually decreased since the fabrication of the first steam gener?tor. 

Another dimensional control under consil;feration was the variability of anti
vibration. bar dimensions. Mitsubishi's fabrication procedures required inspection 
of various dimensions of the anti-vibration bars to control the gap between the 
anti-vibration bars and the tubes. These dimensions were: thickness in the 
straight sections, twisting an.d flatness of the straight sections after bending, and 
thickness- of the anti-vibration bar tip (i.e. nose) after bending. Among these 
dimensions, the twisting and flatness of the straight sections after bending were 
verified using a "Go or No-Go" approach based on the acceptance criteria in 
Mitsubishi's procedures but no specific measurements were required to be 
maintained by procedure. Additionally, the acceptance criteria for anti-vibration 
bar dimensions remained the same throughout the fabrication of Unit 2 and Unit 
3 repla~ement steam generator§>. Mitsubishi conducted a preliminary statistical 
analysis of the available dimensional data for anti-vibration bars and the team 
concurred that there were minor differences in the statistic(;!! distribution of these 
dimensions in Unit 2 and Unit 3 steam generators. 

Engineering Change Package (10 CFR 50.59): The team determined that the 
licensee's evalua~ion for changes in the updated final safety analysis report's design 
methodologies for the replacement steam generators was consistent With SONGS , 
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procedures for the implementation of 10 CFR 50.59 requirements. The licensee's 
evaluation contained in Engineering Change Packages 800071702 and 800071703 
for the Unit 2 and Unit 3 replacement steam generators, respectively, determined 
that the replacement of the original steam generators did not affect the current 
licensing basis to the extent of needing prior approval from the NRC as required by 
10 CFR 50.59. 

In the 50.59 screening evaluation associated with the engineering change package 
for the Unit 2 and Unit 3 replacement steam generators, the licensee determined that 
the proposed activity did not adversely affect a design function, or the method of 
performing or controlling a design function.desGribed in the updated final safety 
analysis report. The licensee also determined that the steam generator replacement 
activity did.not change a procedure in a manner that adversely affected how an 
updated final safety analysis report design function is performed or controlled. 
Additionally, the licensee determined that the steam generator replacement activity 
did not involve a test or experiment not described in the updated final safety analysis 
report. The licensee evaluated the following upda.ted final safety analysis report 
design functions in the 50.59 screening: 

• Stearn Generator Design Functions 
• Reactor Coolant System Structural Integrity 
• Emergency Core Cooling System Performance 
• Non-Loss of Coolant Accident Transients 
• Containment Pressure-Temperature Analysis 
• Low T emperatute Overpressure Protection 
• Reactor Protection System, Engineered Safety Features Actuation System, Core 

Operating Limit Supervisory System, and Core Protection Calculations 
• Nuclear Steam Supply System Performance 
• Non-Safety Related Control Systems Performance 

However, the 50.59 screening evaluation identified three methods of analysis 
described in the updated final safety analysis report that were affected by the 
proposed steam generator replacement and required further evaluation against the 
criteria in 10 CFR 50.59. The affected methodologies are described below: 

• Seismic Analysis of Reactor Vessel Internals.-. The original analysis of SONGS 
Unit 2 and Unit 3 reactor vessel internals with the original steam generators was 
performed with th.e methodology described in Combustion Engineering Topical 
Report CENPD-178, "Structural Analysis of Fuel Assemblies for Combined 
Seismic and Loss of Coolant Accident. ff Subsequent to the submittal of this 
report, Combustion Engineering revised the methodology by modifying modeling 
techniques, c<;>mputer codes, testing methods, and acceptance criteria in 
response to changes in licensing requirements. Consequently, the original report 
was resubmitted to the NRC as CENPD-178-P, Revision 1-P, August 1981. This 
revision was approved by the NRC in a Letter from H. Bernard to A Scherer, 
"Acceptance for Referring of Licensing Topical Report CENPD-178," dated 
August 6, 1982. The licensee used this revised methodology for the replacement 
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steam generators and considered it as a methodology approved by the NRC for 
the intended application. 

• Reactor Coolant System Structural Integrity - The structural analysis of the 
original steam generators used ANSYS software for the thermal and stress 
analyses while the replacement steam generators were analyzed using ABAQUS 
software. ANSYS was described in the updated final safety analysis report as a 
large-scale, general-purpose, finite element program for linear and nonlinear 
structural and thermal analysis of the reactor coolant loop components. The 
licensee considered ABAQUS to be similar to ANSYS. The licensee compared 
both programs using thermal and stress sample problems. The comparison 
demonstrated that the results varied from theoretical solutions by no more than 1 
percent, and ABAQUS and ANSYS results themselves were also within 1 
percent of each other. The variability of results was determined to be within the 
margin of error for the subject type of analysis. 

• Tube Wall Thinning Analysis...;,, The original steam generator analysis used 
CEFLASH computer program for the main steam line break mass-energy 
blowdown analysis, whereas the replacement steam generator analysis used 
manual calculations to represent the main steam line break blowdown loads by 
applying the maximum possible tube differential pressure, which bounded the 
pressure calculated by CEFLASH. 

For loss of coolant accident analysis, the original steam generator used STRUDL 
computer program to calculate displacement histories and then ANSYS computer 
program to calculate tube stresses. The tube stresses for the replacement steam 
generators were determined using ANSYS computer program based on the 
bloWdown forces. For the original steam generators the combination of loads 
analyzed was primary loop pipe break plus design basis earthquake and main 
steam line break plus design basis earthquake. For the replacement steam 
generators, the loss of coolant accident, design basis earthquake, and the main 
steam line break events were combined as one limiting event, which SCE 
considered to be a more conservative method of evaluation relative to the 
original steam generators. The licensee determined that the results of the tube 
wall thinning analysis for the replacement steam generators were conservative or 
essentially the same and the methodology used did not represent a departure 
from a method of evaluation described in the updated final safety analysis report. 

Further discussion is contained in Section 13.0 of this report on the methodology 
used by the licensee for the reactor coolant system structural integrity and tube wall 
thinning analysis .. 

The team noted that a key methodology for the design of the replacement steam 
generators was the thermal-hydraulic code used to model the flow conditions in the 
steam generators. Mitsubishi's FIT-Ill thermal-hydraulic code was accepted by SCE 
for the design of the replacement steam generators. The team noted that the 
updated final safety analysis report did not describe the thermal·hydrauUc code 
used for the design of the original steam generators and therefore the use of the 
FIT-Ill thermal-hydraulic code did not constitute a change in methodology or a 
change in an element of a methodology described in the updated final safety 
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analysis report. The updated final safety analysis report did describe the computer 
code CRIB as the code used to analyze overall steam generator performance. As 
described in the updated final safety analysis report, CRIB was used to establish 
the recirculation ratio and fluid mass inventories as a function of power· 1evel in the 
original steam generators. 

With regard to the major design changes between the original and replacement 
steam generators, the updated final safety analysis report did not specify how the 
original steam generators relied on special design features such as the stay 
cylinder, tubesheet, tube support plates, or the shape of the tubes to perform the 
intended safety functions. The description of the original steam generators was 
focused on the overall thermal performance characteristics and the applicable 
codes and standards used for fabrication. The updated final safety analysis report 
provided a brief description of the egg-crate tube support plate design and its 
function to prevent concentration of impurities in the tube-to-tube support plate gap, 
which could lead to tube degradation. The updated final safety analysis report also 
described degradation issues of the egg-crate tube support plate design as a result 
of flow-accelerated corrosion and the corrective actions taken to mitigate this 
degradation mechanism. 

Regulatory Guide 1.187, "Guidance for Implementation of 1 O CFR 50.59, Changes. 
Tests, and Experiments," November 2000, allows the use of NEl 96-07, "Guidelines 
for10 CFR 50.59 Implementation," Revision 1 for methods that are acceptable for 
complying with 10 CFR 50.59. Per NEl 96-07, changes affecting structures, 
systems, or components that afe not explicitly described in the updated final safety 
analysis report can have the potential to adversely affect structure, system, or 
component design functions that are described and thus may require a 10 CFR 
50.59 evaluation. Consistent with this guidance, SCE's 50.59 screening evaiuated 
the differences in subcomponents between the original steam generators and 
replacement steam generators as to whether the differences adversely affected the 
design function {reactor coolant pressure boundary) of the steam generators. The 
replacement steam generators were designed and fabricated in accordance with 
quality assurance requirements, and 10 CFR 50.59 does not require the licensee to 
presume deficiencies in the design or fabrication. 

c. Conclusions c 

The team identified two unresolved items. 

The team determined that no significant differences existed in the design requirements 
of Unit 2 and Unit 3 replacement steam generators. 

Based on the updated final safety analysis report description of the original steam 
generators, the team determined that the steam generators major d_esign changes were 
reviewed in accordance with the 10 CFR 50.59 requirements. An unresolved item 
related to a change in a method of evaluation used for the stress analysis calculations is 
discussed in Section 13 of the report. 
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5.0 Quality Assurance/Quality Control {Charter Item 5) (Mitsubishi Charter Item 4) 

The team reviewed numerous documents from both SCE and Mitsubishi (including sub~ 
contractors, such as Sumitomo} associated with the design, fabrication, and 
manufacturing of the steam generators for both units. The team reviewed SCE and 
Mitsubishi's quality assurance program, procedures and implementation activities for the 
control of purchased material, equipment, and services; inspections; procurement 
document control; and corrective action and nonconformance activities. Specifically, the 
team reviewed a sample of Mitsubishi nonconformance reports, audit, survey, all 
SONGS condition action requests, audits, surveillances, stop work orders, and supplier 
deviation requests associated with the design and manufacturing of the steam 
generators. The team concluded that these portions of SCE and Mits.ubishi's quality 
assurance program regarding its safety-related activities were appropriately controlled 
and implemented. 

5.1 SONGS Quality Assurance/Quality Control 

a. Inspection Scope 

The team revie\Ned SCE's implementation of their quality assurance program to 
determine if it complied with the requirements of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, "Quality 

, Assurance Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants and Fuel Reprocessing Plants." The team 
reviewed SONGS implementing procedures, quality assurance manual, vendor audits, 
procurement specifications, corrective action requests, and numerous other documents, 
as well as interviewed a number of quality assurance/control and engineering personnel 
to determine the appropriateness of activities affecting quality conducted during 
fabrication, manufacturing and delivery of the replacement steam generators. 

b. Observations and Findings 

No findings were identified. 

(1) Policies and Procedures for Supplier Selection and Control 

The team reviewed Quality Assurance Manual, $ection 17.2.7, "Control of 
Purchased Material arid Services," which defines the process used to ensure that 
purchased material, source material; and subcontracted services conform to 
applicable codes and standards. Section 17.2.7.2 of the quality assuranct;i manual 
provided measures for the approval and cantroi of suppliers and describes the 
methods that SCE uses to conduct technical and quality assurance evaluations of 
potential suppliers. Specifically, SCE evaluated an audit performed by Oqminion (DA 
2002-92, "Dominion Audit of Mitsubishi Heavy Industries") .. the evaluation was 
performed and documented in accordance with SONGS policies and implementing 
procedures that gov~rn the control of purchased material, equip'ment, and services. 
The results of SCE Evaluation MHl-01-04, "Evaluation and Review ofContractor, 
Consultant, Utility or Licensee Audit Report," stated- that Mitsubishi was conditionally 
qualified for the fabrication and design of the replacement steam generators. An 
audit was performed by SCE when a sufficient quantity of work had been performed 
to demonstrate implementation of Mitsubishi's quality assurance program. Southern 
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California Edison-'s oversight of Mitsubishi also included verification of Mitsubishi's 
activities during fabrication, inspections, testing and shipment of the procured item. 
After approximately 14 months from the initial evaluation SCE removed the 
conditional qualification based on results from Evaluation MHl-10SV-05, "Source 
Evaluation Report of MHI," dated February 8, 2006, and MHl-3SV-06, "Source 
Verification Report of MHI," dated May 3 2006, and implementation and verification 
of specific corrective actions. Part of the SONGS oversight plan of Mitsubishi 
included the placement of SCE quality assurance/quality control personnel 
(residents) at the Mitsubishi facility. Plan SGR-A10183, "Replacement Steam 
Generator Resident Oversight Plan," described the roles and responsibilities of the 
resident management, engineering, and quality oversight implementation strategy for 
the replacement steam generators. This oversight plan was created to provide 
reasonable assurance that the design, licensing, fabrication, delivery, and 
acceptance of the SONGS replacement steam generators were performed in 
accordance with specified SCE, industry, regulatory, and Code requirements. The 
team noted that after the resident was placed at Mitsubishi, Source Verifications and 
Surveillances performed by SCE decrea_sed. After the NRC team conducted several 
interviews with the SCE personnel responsible for oversight of Mitsubishi it was 
determined that the resident provided adequate oversight of Mitsubishi's activities. 
Nuclear Oversight Division Project Oversight Quarterly Reports were provided by 
SCE that demonstrated no decrease in SCE oversight of Mitsubishi. These 
responsibilities were shifted to the resident at Mitsubishi. During the review of the 
documentation generated by the resident the NRC team noted that the resident was 
performing these activities on behalf of SCE. 

(2) Purchase Order Review 

The team reviewed purchase order 6C294014 from Edison Material Supply LLC, 
issued September 28, 2004, for the design, fabrication, and delivery of four 
replacement steam generators for SONGS Units 2 and 3. The procurement order 
stated that all related work was to be performed in accordance with Specification 
S023-617-01, "Specifications for Design and Fabrication of RSG for Units 2 arid 
Unit 3." Specification 5023-617-01 identiffed the codes, standards, regulations and 
other documents applicable to the design, fabrication, and delivery of the 
replacement steam generators. For example Specification 8023-617-01 invoked 
American Soci.ety of Mechanical Engineers Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, 
American National Standards, American Society for Testing and Materials 
Standards, and Electric Power Research Institute Technical Report 016743-V2R1, 
"Guidelines for PWR Steam Generator Tubing Specifications and Repair,» among 
others. 

{3) Supplier Audit and Surveillance Reports 

The team reviewed a sample of audits and surveillances performed on Mitsubishi to 
verify SCE's approval process of Mitsubishi and stibcontracted services. The team 
noted that the audits and annual assessments reviewed were adequately 
documented and provided evidence of Mitsubishi's compliance with quality 
assurance requirements. The team also verified that audit reports supported the 
conclusions made by SCE. 
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5.2 Mitsubishi Quality Assurance/Quality Control 

a. Inspection Scope 

The team reviewed Mitsubishi implementation of their quality assurance program to 
determine if it complied with the requirements of 10 CFR 50, Appendix 8, "Quality 
Assurance Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants and Fuel Reprocessing Plants." The . 
team also reviewed a sample of reports from audits and surveys that Mitsubishi 
conqucted of various subcontractors, such as Sumitomo to determine the adequacy 
of oversight provided by Mitsubishi activities affecting quality and that contracted 
activities were implemented in accordance with the Mitsubishi-approved quality 
assurance program. In addition, the team reviewed Mitsubishi's Approved Suppliers 
List to verify that vendors listed were qualified according to Mitsubishi's specifications 
and that the list was maintained current. 

b. Observations and Findirigs 

No findings were identified. 

(1) Policies and Procedures for Supplier Selection and Control 

The te'am reviewed Mitsubishi Quality Assurance Manual, Section 4, uProcurement 
Control," of the which defines the process used to ensure that purchased material, 
source material, and subcontracteq services conform to the applicable requirements 
of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers Code and to customer 
procurement documents. Section 4.4 of the Quality Assurance Manuaf provided 
measures for the approval and control of suppliers and described the process that 
Mitsubishi 1,Jsed to conduct surveys or audits, as required. Additionally, Section 4.4 
provided guidance for the preparation of purchase specifications and subcontract. 
specifications, including the imposition of regulatory requirements for the American 
Society of Mechanical Engineers Code, Section Ill products. 

The team reviewed Procedure SUH94-06, "Vendor Evaluation Procedure," which 
provided guidance on the evaluation of the quality control capability of suppliers by· 
performing surveys, audits and performance evaluations of the supplier quality 
assurance program. Procedure BUH94M06 provided a detailed description of the 
entire process to be followed by auditors before, during and after a survey/audit was 
performed. 

No issues were identified. 

(2) Supplier Audit and Surveillance Reports 

The team reviewed a sample of external audits and surveys to verify Mitsubi~hi's 
approval process of ·Sumitomo Metal Industries, Limitec:t, Steel Tube Works and 
Sumitomo Metal Industries; Limited, Pipe & Tube Company Wakayama Steel Works. 
The team. noted that th~ audits an~ annual assessments reviewed were adequately 
documented and provided evidence of each company's compliance with quality 
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assurance program requirements. The team also verified that audit checklists were 
prepared and completed for the audit and contained sufficient objective evidence to 
support the conclusions made by Mitsubishi. 

During the review, the team learned that as a consequence of nonconformance 
report UHNR-SON-RSG-06N005 related to inadequate lot control during final mill 
annealing of the tubing, Mitsubishi issued a stop work order to Sumitomo. As part of 
their process Mitsubishi visited Sumitomo to find the root cause of 'the 
nonconformance. After a review of Sumitomo's corrective action, Mitsubishi was 
able to confirm the adequacy of the corrective actions and preventive actions. 
Mitsubishi released Stop Work Order UHH-G06A097 imposed oli Sumitomo. 

On May 8, 2007, Mitsubishi performed Special Audit UHQ-07N004, on Sumitomo, in 
order to confirm adequacy of activities based on Sumitomo Corrective Action Plan 
UHCP-07N004. During the audit Mitsubishi found two findings and made one 
recommendation. Both findings required corrective action from Sumitomo. The 
Mitsubishi audit indicated that Sumitomo was not able to perform adequate activities 
for manufacturing heat transfer tubing in accordance with Sumitomo's shop manual. 
The causes of the deficiencies identified during the audit were a result of Sumitomo's 
staff failing to follow the shop manual requirements. Because the two findings were 
related to the stop work order, Mitsubishi did not allow Sumitomo to start 
manufacturing activities until adequate implementation of corrective actions were 
confirmed by Mitsubishi. On June 21, 2007, Mitsubishi verified Sumitomo 
implementation of the corrective actions. During this visit at Sumitomo, Mitsubishi 
verified the operations involving straight tube fabrication prior to tube bending 
operations were performed in accordance with Sumitomo's shop manual. Mitsubishi 
found that the same type of corrective actions taken by Sumitomo for straight tube 
fabrication operations applied to tube bending operations. During the review of the 
implementation of the corrective actions Mitsubishi could not verify acceptability of 
Sumitomo tube fabrication operations for the tube bending proce_ss. Mitsubishi 
allowed Sumitomo to restart operation only for the straight tube fabrication. On July 
131 2007, Mitsubishi subsequently confirmed the adequacy of Sumitomo corrective 
actions on tube bending processes. Mitsubishi verified that the bending operations 
followed the requirement of the Sumitomo' shop manual. On July 11, 2007, 
Mitsubishi lifted the restrictions imposed on Sumitomo and they were allowed to 
restart operations. 

No issues were identified. 

(3) Maintenance of. the Approved Supplier List 

The team reviewed Mitsubishi Quality Assurance Manual Section 4, "Procurement 
Control," which defined the controls for the maintenance, distribution, and update of 
Qualified Vendor List UEs..:20100006. According to Section 4, the Nuclear Plant 
Quality Assurance Section had the responsibility for preparing, approving, and 
distributing the qualified vendor list and any subsequent revisions. In addition, a 
review by the quality assurance engineer was required prior to final document 
approval. Mitsubishi was informed of changes to their supplier's quality assurance 
manuals through procurement requirements imposed on the suppliers on their 
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certificate of qualification as an approved vendor. If the vendor did not maintain their 
quality assurance program, they were removed from the qualified vendor list. Prior 
to issuing a Quality Assurance Manual revision, approved vendors were required to 
send a copy to Mitsubishi for review and approval, after which Mitsubishi updated the 
qualified vendor list with the latest revision number and date. 

No issues were identified. 

5.3 Quality Assurance Conclusion 

The team concluded that the quality assurance program requirements for quality 
activities to support the replacement steam generator project were consistent with.the 
requirements of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B. The team also concluded that SCE's and 
Mitsubishi's quality assurance program requirements were appropriately translated into 
implementing procedures to support the replacement steam generator project. 

6.0 Implementation of Steam Generator Industry Information (Charter Item 6) (Mitsubishi 
Charter Item 3) 

a. Inspection Scope 

The team reviewed procurement documentation, Mitsubishi design documentation, and 
the 10 CFR 50.59 review package to assess SCE's and Mitsubishi's consideration and 
implementation {as appropriate) of operating experience as part of the steam generator 
replacement project, and in the steam generator tube inspections conducted during the 
current outages for SONGS Units 2 and 3. The team interviewed various personnel with 
respect to operating experience considerations relating to major design changes 
incorporated into the replacement steam generators. The team reviewed operating 
experience in NRC generic cqmmunications and worldwide plant operating experience 
that' might potentially be relevant to conditions observed at SONGS. 

b. Observations and Findings 

No findings were identified. 

The original steam generators installed throughout the domestic fleet of pressurized 
water reactors, including SONGS, experienced widespread corrosion of the tubes and 
tube support plates, stress corrosion cracking of the tubes, and wear at tube supports. 
These problems led to the replacement of nearly all of the original steam generators, in 
most cases well before the end of their design lifetime. For SONGS, the design of the 
replacement steam generators included a number of design changes to correct life 
limiting problems with the original steam generators, based in part on consideration of 
SONGS-specific and industry-wide operating experience. This included use of more 
corrosion resistant materials for the tubing and tube support plates to mitigate corrosion 
and stress corrosion cracking issu.es experienced in the past. The licensee's bid 
specification required that the stay cylinder feature of the odginal steam generators be 
eliminated to maximize the number of tubes that could be installed iii the replacement 
steam generators and to mitigate past problems with tube wear at tube supports caused 
by relatively cool water and high flow velocities .in the central part of the tube bundle. 
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Mitsubishi employed a broached trefojl tube support plates instead of the egg crate 
supports in the original design. In addition to providing for better control of tube to 
support plate gaps and e,asier assembly, the broached tube support plates were · 
intended to address past problems with the egg crate supports by providing less line of 
contact and faster flow between the tubes and support plates, reducing the potential for 
deposit buildup and corrosion. Mitsubjshi selected a u-bend configuration for the upper 
part of the tube bundle instead of the square bend design of the original steam 
generators based on its experience that U*bends were easier to fabricate and support 
and were easier to inspect. 

The team's review of Mitsubish_i design documentation for the anti-vibration bars 
indicates that Mitsubishi considered wear in the u-bend region as the most important 
issue affecting the anti-vibration bar design. Mitsubishi reviewed operating experience 
regarding wear in the u-bend region of replacement steam generators and trended the 
experience data as a function of steam generator manufacturer, tube packing 
arrangements (tube pitch, square versus triangular arrays), and steam generator size. 
The SONGS steam generators are relatively large, an9 Mitsubishi acknowledged that 
this and the tight tube packing geometry could affect wear experience. Mitsubishi stated 
that the SONGS replacement steam generator were designed to minimize these 
concerns by providing more support points with shorter spans in the u-bend region along 
with effective zero gaps between the tubes and anti-vibration bars during steam 
generator operation. Mitsubishi manufacturing was designed on achieving very srnalf 
uniform gaps between the tubes and anti-vibration bars during assembly. 

Engineering Change Package NECP 800071703 for the replacement steam generators 
evaluated industry operating experience as it related to the manufacture and operation 
of the replacement steam generators. Several of t.hese experiences related to 
fabrication issues, lack of weld quality, material defects, loose parts, lack of cleanliness, 
and failure to fully expand tubes in the tubesheet. The licensee found most of these 
issues to be applicable to the replacement steam generators at SONGS, but that these 
kinds of issues would be adequately addressed by the supplier's {typically Mitsubishi) 
augmented quality assurance procedures and continuous quality oversight by the 
licensee. The licensee also cited augmented receipt inspections, in-process 
verifications, foreign material exclusion and control, and cleanliness inspections on the 
part of the supplier or the licensee, as applicable, as addressing these issues. 

The licensee addressed industry operating experiences relating to stress corrosion 
cracking of steam generator tubing by noting that the Alloy 690 thermally treated tubing 
ih the replacement steam generators were expected. to be substantially more resistant to 
stress corrosion cracking than the tubing alloys used in earlier model steam generators. 
The licensee also addressed experience at another unit which experienced tie rod and 
consequential tube bow as a result of differential thermal expansion between the tubes 
and shroud and unexpected interference between some tube support plates. The stay 
rod (equivalent to tie rods at other unit) and shroud material for the replacement steam 
generators have been.selected to h~ve similar coefficients of thermal expansion which 
would preclude a similar problem. 

Steam Generator Degradation Assessm.ent 51-9176667-001 (prepared by AREVA} 
supporting steam generator inspections during the current outages for Units 2 and 3 
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evaluated industry operating experience relating to steam generator in-service 
inspections. This included operating experience reports, including NRC Information 
Notice 2010~05, "Management Of Steam Generator Loose Parts And Automated Eddy 
Current Data Analysi$," relating to eddy current test probe issues and data analysis 
errors. In response to these issues, SCE personnel stated that specific training was 
given to the data analysts at SONGS on the lessons learned from these experiences 
and where applicable, appropriate data was included in the SONGS site specific 
performance demonstration. The licensee also described additional measures that 
would be taken at SONGS to address these issues. The review also addressed 
operating experience reports dealing with unexpected tube support indications or lack 
thereof. In response, SCE stated that indicated anti-vibration bar locations by eddy 
current will be compared to the anti-vibraticm bar locations specified in the Mitsubishi 
design drawings. 

Steam Generator Degradation Assessment 51-9176667-001 also addressed numerous 
operating experience reports involving loose parts and foreign objects in steam 
generators, including several instances involving resultant damage to steam generator 
tubing. These reports included NRC Information Notices 2004-10, "Loose Parts in 
Steam Generators," 2004-16, "Tube Leakage Due to a Fabrication Flaw in a 
Replacement Steam Generator," and 2004-17, "Loose Part Detection and Computerized 
Eddy Current Analysis in Ste.am Generators." Some of these reports dealt with eddy 
current probes, or pieces of probes, which were left behind as loose parts on the primary 
side. Most of the operating experience reports related to lose parts and foreign objects 
on the steam generator secondary side. In response, SCE approach for addressing this 
issue was through procedure changes and secondary side visual inspections which 
included the open tube lane, the entire peripheral annulus, and appropriate visual 
examination followup on eddy current indications of possible loose parts. The inspection 
with the exception ofthe loose parts component was performed, as scheduled, during 
the current refueling outage for SONGS Unit 2. The inspection for loose parts will be 
performed at the first scheduled inspection during the next refueling outage. The team 
noted that possible loose parts indications were not found during the 100 percent eddy 
current test inspection of the Unit 3 steam generators during the current outage~ The 
team also noted that secondary side visual inspections were performed in the upper 
bundle area of the Unit 3 steam generators to evaluate the tube.:.to-retainer bar 
intersections and in a limited area above the 7th tube support plate. · 

The NRC staff issued many generic communications relating to steam generator tube 
integrity issues since the 1980s. The team reviewed these documents and determined 
that many of these related to the potential for stress corrosion cracking of the tubes 
which the staff found was not expected to be a concern for the thermally treated Alloy 
690 material in the SONGS replacement steam generators by virtue of its greatly 
enhanced resistance to stress corrosion cracking. Most of the others related to 
problems, encountered with eddy current flaw detection and sizing, the occurrence and 
detection of loose parts/foreign objects, and monitoring of primary to secondary leakage. 

The team reviewed NRC generic communications not falling into one of the above 
categories for potential relevance to SONGS Unit 2 and 3. One of these was NRC 
Information Notice 2004~16 concerning an operational leakage event at another plant 
dut:;1 fo damage caused by a packing screw during transport to the steam generator 
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manufacturer. The licensee stated in its steam generator change package that this 
incident wa~ precluded for SCE by prohibiting the use of screws and nails as fasteners 
for tubing shipping crates. The licensee also addressed NRC Information 
Notice 2007 37, "Buildup of Deposits in Steam Generator." concerning fatigue of a low 
row u-bend at a foreign unit as a result of deposit build up and lack of support for· the low 
row u-bend. Engineering Change Package NECP 800071703 specified that this type of 
incident was precluded in the replacement steam generators by virtue of anti::-vibration 
bar supports extending to the low row u-bends. Steam Generator Degradation 
Assessment 51-9176667-001 documented that this type of problem reflected an 
advanced stage of deposit accumulation that was not anticipated for the foreseeable 
future in the SONGS replacement steam generators. · 

c. Conclusions · 

The team's review indicated that lessons learned from these NRG generic 
communication documents had generally been incorporated into industry guideline 
do9uments relating to steam generator inspections, monitoring of primary-to-secondary 
leakage; and other guidelines documents prepared by the Electrical Power Research 
Institute. This information was incorporated into SCE's design specifications, inspection 
and, leakage monitoring guidelii:les. 

7.0 Packing. Shipping, Handling, and Receipt Inspection (Charter Item 7) 

a. Inspection Scope 

The team interviewed licensee personnel involved with the packing, shipping, handling, 
and receipt inspection of the replacement steam generators. In addition, the team 
reviewed SCE receipt acceptance criteria to assess if critical attributes were 
appropriately specified and if the licensee had the ability to assess acceptability of 
meeting those acceptance criteria. The team reviewed evaluations associated with 
~upplier deviation reports, nuclear notifications and changes to handling specifications. 
With respect to replacement steam generators the team focused on differences in 
SONGS shipping, handling, and receipt acceptance between the Unit 2 and 3 steam 
generators from the manufacturing site in Japan to final installation on site. 

b. Observations and Findings 

No f!hdings were identified. 

The team identified three unresolved items for which additional information is required to 
determine if perfo_rmance deficiencies exist or if the issues constitute violations of NRC 
req uiremen.ts. 

(1) Introduction: The team identified an unresolved item associated with Unit 3 steam 
generat9rs not shipped in accordance with specification 8023-617·01, "Design and 
Fabrication of Replacement Steam Generators for Unit 2 and Unit 3," Revision 4, and 
requirements for handling, storage, and shipping. Specifically, ANSI N45.2-1977, 
"Quality Assurance Program Requirements for Nuclear Facilities," required a special 
protective environment for handling, storage, and shipping of the. replacement steam 
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generators. However, because of schedule changes, the Unit 3 protective 
environment which included maintaining a nitrogen pressure and a monitoring plan 
was altered ·significantly. · 

Description: The team evaluated specifications associated with the shipping and 
handling of the Unit 2 and 3 replacement steam generators., Based on the 
information evaluated by the team, the steam generators procurement and shipping 
specifications required monitoring and maintenance of nitrogen atmosphere inside 
the replacement steam generators during shipment. Supplier Deviation Request 
SDR 10041870-09091 dated December 1, 2009, documents a request "not to control 
the positive pressure, the dew point of nitrogen, and the oxygen content on the 
primary and secondary side of the Unit 3 replacement steam generators to 
accelerate delivery schedule." . 

Specification S023·617-01, Section 3.16.3, specifies the supplier shall be 
responsible for monitoring and maintaining nitrogen atmosphere inside the steam 
generators during their shipping from Mitsubishi to the California port discharge 
point. The team noted that Unit 3 steam generators did not require, monitoring or 
control of dew point, oxygen concentration, inside nitrogen pressure. The team 
could not identify if this was properly evaluated (Reference Section 5 of shipping and 
handling procedure S023-617-1-Mt350). 

Additional review and follow up will be required to review the evaluations and 
corrective actions assoc.iated with the maintaining the Unit 3 replacement steam 
generators protective environment during shipping and then determine whether this 
issue represents a performance deficiency or constitutes a violation of NRC 
requirements. This issue is identified as URI 05000362/2012007-05, "Shipping 
Requirements not in Accordance to Industry Standards." 

(2) Introduction: The team identified an unresolved item associated with the shipping 
and handling specifications requiring methods of tube bundle support. The team 
could not determine if this requirement to provide a tube buhdle support method was 
adequately evalua.ted by SCE. · 

Description: Based on the information gathered by the team on shipping and 
handling specifications associated with the Unit 2 and 3 replacement steam 
generators, the team could not determine that Mitsubi$hi or SCE adequately 
considered the potential impact of not providing methods of tube bundle supports as 
required in Specification 8023-617-01. In response to the team questions regarding 
tube bundl~ support methods1 the team was provided with results from 
Procedure LS-04GA069, "Sagging Measurement Procedure," Revision 7. However 
the team noted the pr:ocedure is considered a non-quality affecting procedure and 
used for reference only. 

Additional review and follow up will be required to review the-evaluations associated 
with the requirements to provide tube bundle support during shipping for the Unit 2 
and 3 steam generators and then determine whether this issue represents a 
performance deficiency or constitutes a violation of NRC requirements. This issue is 
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identified as URI 0500036212012007-06, "Shipping Requirements not in Accordance 
to Design and Fabrication Specifications." ,, 

(3) Introduction: The team identified an unresolved item associated with evaluation of 
excessive shipping induced forces of Unit 3 replacement steam generator 3E-088. 

Description: The team reviewed the SG shipping accelerometer data reports for both 
Unit 2 and Unit 3. In addition, the team also reviewed shipping and handling records 
and identified the following: 

• Different transoceanic shipping companies and ships were used (U2: Happy 

Ranger, U3: Enchanter) 

• During the discharge from the ship Unit 3 replacement steam generator 3E0-88 
(38) recorded simultaneous signals on the three attached accelerometers 

• Unit 3 steam generator 3E0-88 was the only steam generator to record 
simultaneous signals on the three attached accelerometers 

• Unit 3 steam generators received significantly more accelerometers hits 
compared to Unit 2 

Unit 3 replacement steam generator 3E0-88 accelerometers indicated up to a 1.23 g 
spike with a simultaneous recording on all three of the attached accelerometers. 
Mitsubishi provided an evaluation of the forces which showed loads were within 
allowable stress limits but exceeded stress for an operating basis earthquake. The 
team was not able to determine if this was properly considered. 

Additional review by the NRC is required to fully assess if the shipping forces 
contributed to the tube-to-tube wear in Unit 3 and then determine whether this issue 
represents a performance deficiency or constitutes a violation of NRC requirements. 
This issue is identified as URI 0500036212012007-07, "Unit 3 Steam 
Generator 3E0-88 Stresses Related to Handling.H 

c. Conclusions 

The team identified three unresolved items related to the shipment of Unit 3 steam 
generators; however, the team did not identify any connection betweE9n these shipping 
changes and the unexpected tube-to-tube wear. 

8.0 Thermal-hydraulic and Flow Induced Vibration Modeling (Charter Item 8) 

a. Inspection Scope 

The team conducted and overall review of Mitsubishi thermal-hydraulic design 
documents and drawings used in the manufacture of the Uri its 2 and 3 steam 
generators. The team developed an independent ATHOS model to run simulations for 
various operating conditions to assess thermal-hydraulic phenomena in the steam 
generators and assess differences in key parameters based on changing operating 
conditions. The objective of the modeling was to understand the interactions of the key 
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parameters to compare ATHOS modeling results to the degradation trends found during 
the eddy current inspections. 

The team reviewed portions of the vibration modeling. Two key outputs of the thermal
hydraulic code are inputs to the vibration model, the ATHOS model results for fluid 
velocity and void fraction were used to predict increases or decreases in vibration forces 
and amplitude. 

b. Observations and Findings 

No findings were identified. 

The team identified one unresolved item for which additional information is required to 
determine if a performance deficiency exists or if the issue constitutes a violation of NRC 
requirements. 

(1) Introduction: The team identified an unresolved item associated with the adequacy 
of Mitsubishi's FIT-Ill thermal-hydraulic code. The FIT-Ill code predicted non
conservative low velocity and low void fraction results which were used as inputs to 
the vibration code FIVATS. These non-conservative thermal;..hydraulic results lead 
Mitsubishi to conclude that margins to instability were significantly larger than they 
actually were. 

Description: Replacement steam generators were designed and manufactured in 
accordance with SONGS Design Specification S023-617~1and ASME Section Ill, 
"Rules for Construction of Nuclear Facility Components". The replacement steam 
generators had enhanced materials and maintenance. 

The tube bundle, comprised of 9727 u-tubes, is supported by a set of seven tube 
support plates which are maintained and spaced by a network of tie-rods. The ends 
of the u-tubes were welded onto the tube sheet iower face cladding and were full 
depth expanded in the tube sheet holes. The u-bends are supported by a set of 6 
anti-vibration bars, having a maximum of 12 contact points, in the center of the 
bundle. For shorter tubes near the periphery, afewer number of anti-vibration bars 
are present. · 

One of the major enhancements of the replacement steam generators was the use of 
Alloy-690 tubing versus Alloy-600 for corrosion resistance. Alloy-690 has lower heat 
conductivity so, to achieve the same power, the heat transfer surface area must be 
increased by at least 10 percent. This required more tubes to be U!~ed in the 
replacement steam generators. The increased number of tubes resulted in a more 
tightly compacted tube bundle and elimination of the stay cylinder. The increase in 
the number .of tubes could lead to increases in primary reactor coolant flow through 
the steam generators. Orifices were installed in the steam generator inlet nozzles to 
ensure maximum allowed primary system flowrates were not exceeded. 

The tube layout indexing or incrementation used in these generators was smaller 
than other replacement steam generator designs. The tighter indexing results in 
smaller pitch/diameter ratio in critical regions of the tube bundle u-bends. In addition, 
it was noted that the anti-vibration bar support structure is not connected to the 
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wrapper for lateral or vertical support; instead the anti-vibration bar system structure 
is only supported vertically by resting on the tubes. 

Other operational and physical comparisons of the replacement steam generators 
and original steam generators were reviewed by the team and no significant 
differences were noted. 

Additional review by the NRC is required to fully assess the adequacy of Mitsubishi's 
FIT-Ill thermal-hydraulic code and then determine whether this issue represents a 
performance deficiency or constitutes a violation of NRC requirements. This issue is 
identified as URI 05000362/2012007-08, "Non-Conservative Thermal-Hydraulic 
Model Results." 

(2) Thermal-Hydraulic and Vibration Assessments 

The replacement steam generators thermal hydraulic operation and responses were 
based on the steam generator design geometric characteristics and operating 
parameters of the reactor coolant flow and temperature and the secondary feedwater 
flow and temperature. Calculations were performed for Oto 100 percent power, 
beginning-of-life and end-of-life conditions considering limiting tube plugging and 
fouling. The important actual operating parameters selected for use, in the model 
were saturation pressure, circulation ratio, steam flowrate, tube and shell side 
pressure drops, water and steam inventories, and_ global heat transfer coefficient. 

Mitsubishi used the SSPC (Steady State Performance Calculation) code to compute 
these operational parameters, as described, in Mitsubishi Document L5-04GA510, 
"Thermal and Hydraulic Parametric Calculatlons," Revision 5. The FIT-Ill code was 
used to determine thermal-hydraulic fluid flow conditions, with the results described 
in Mitsubishi Document L5-04GA521, "3D Thermal and Hydraulic Analysis," 
Revision 3. The FIVATS code was used to compute tube stability ratios that are 
used to predict tube vibration, with results described in Mitsubishi 
Document L5·04GA504 "Evaluation of Tube Vibration," Revision 3. In addition, the 
ABAQUS code was used compute stress and natural vibration frequency, and a 
code called IVHET was used for tube wear analysis. The key design code for tube 
bundle design and vibration analysis is thermal-hydraulic code FfT-111 since it 
computes the two key parameters (fluid velocity and density1

) that are the primary 
contributors to the onset of fluid-elastic instability, which indicates the potential for 
excessive tube vibration. 

The Mitsubishi acceptance criterion for vibration was to avoid fluid-elastic instability 
of tube spans by keeping the calculated stability ratios less than 1. Mitsubishi used 
the approach given in the ASME code Section Ill, Division 1, Appendix N-1330, 
"Flow-Induced Vibration of Tubes and Tube Banks," to calculate stability ratios and 
they also avoided natural frequencies of the tubes similar to the reactor coolant 
pump dynamic frequencies. 

1 Void fractions and density are inversely proportional. 
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Design speCific flow induced vibration analysis was performed for select U-bend 
tubes exposed to the greatest vibration risk, generally those with longest 
unsupported length under most limiting operating condition (lowest steam pressure, 
end of life design conditions). The phenomenon of fluid-elastic instability of tubes is 
characterized by cross-flow velocity (for out-of-plane mode) and norn;ial velocity (for 
in-plane mode) where the local velocities exceed a critical velocity value (given via 
Conners' Equation2

). The p~rameter of local velocity divided by critical velocity is 
referred to as stabflity ratio, The accuracy of calculating fluid-elastic instability is 
limited based on inputs that are best determined by design-specific rnockup test 
data. Mitsubishi did not perform design-specific rnockup tests, but used generally 
accepted test data, and other data based on Mitsubishi test rigs that were not 
specific to the SONGS replacement steam generator design. 

If operating velocities reach this critical value, vibration amplitudes can increase 
rapidly and fluid-elastic instability forces can lead to rapid pulsation and damaging of 
tubes. The U-bend region is most susceptible because (1) the local fluid has a 
higher void fraction, with high velocities; (2) the fluid flow is in a directiQn normal to 
the tube, and (3) the anti-vibration bars are limited in their dampening capability 
along the plane of the tubes. Traditional design of anti-vibration bar systems have 
not considered in-plane fluid forces since it was accepted that lhe rigidity and 
dampening strength of the tube in this direction was adequate to preclude it. This 
event at SONGS is the first US operating fleet experience of in-plane fluid-elastic 
instability, sufficient to cause tube-to-tube contact and wear in the U-bend region. 

The team noted that Design Specification 8023-617-1 did not address specific 
criteria for stability ratio and does not mention fluid-elastic instability. The team did 
find that the Mitsubishi calculated design values for stability ratios did not exceed 0.5. 
It is important to note, that each steam generator manufacturer has'different design 
values for maximum stability ratios; therefore there is no standard value. The 
smaller that the design stability ratio is {has to be less than 1}, the more margin to 
fluid-elastic instability. 

Mitsubishi computed the flow-induced vibration status of the steam generators in 
Document L5-04GA504, ''Evaluation of Tube Vibration," Revision 3. The critical flow 
velocity, Uc, was obtained using the Connors' Equation based on output fluid 
velocities and densities from their FIT-Ill thermal-hydraulic model. The critical flow 
velocity is then calculated based on damping ratio, tube mass, tube outside 
diameter, averaged local cross, flow gap velocity, and fluid density per selected tube. 
The method is based on formulations given in the ASME code Section 111, Division 1, 
Appendix N-1330, "Fluid Elastic Instability". The ratio of normal~to-tube cross flow 
gap velocity to this critical velocity defines the "stability ratio". 

Steam generator vendors must develop specific methods based on the thermal
hydraulic code selected and experimental data used to determine coefficients in the 
Conners' Equation for their particular steam generator design. The experimental 
data used in determining the coefficients can ·be developed from in-house tests or 

2 
Fluidelastie Vibration of Heat Exchanger Tube Arrays, Journal of Mechanical design -Volume 100-April 1978, 

H.J. Connors, JR. 
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taken from published industry data. Mitsubishi indicated that in their methodology 
two conservatisms were used in their bundle vibration analysis: (1) FIT-111 gap 
velocities were averaged and multiplied by 1.5 and (2) one of 12 anti-vibration bars 
contacts were assumed to be inactive. The team noted that in Mitsubishi Document 
L5-04GA504, "Evaluation o{ Tube Vibration," Revision 3, the 1.5 multiplier was not 
an added conservatism buf a requirement, needed to match test data results. 

The team developed an independent model of the l)ew steam generators using the 
ATHOS thermal hydraulic code3

. The calculations were intended to assess 
operating cycle differences between Units 2 and 3 steam generators and review 
thermal hydraulic phenomena within the steam generators in order to investigate key 
parameters and causal. factors for the excessive tub~ wear rates. The NRC A THOS 
calculations determined that the differences in primary inlet temperature and steam 
flow between the units were negligible. NRC ATHOS results indicated high void 
fractions and high u-bend gap velocities existed in the bundle as compared to 
Mitsubishi FIT-Ill analyses used.for design. 

Mitsubishi provided a c~mparison of their ATHOS model to their FIT-Ill model 
results. The Mitsubishi ATHOS model fluid velocities were approximately 3 times 
higher than the FIT-Ill model velocities with the 1.5 multiplier applied. Other 
independent code calculations, including an analysis by Westinghouse using their in
house modified version of ATHOS and an analysis by AREVA using th_eir Frerich 
code CAFCA4 showed similar thermal-hydraulic results (up to 4 times higher 
velocities than FIT-Ill) as those computed in the Mitsubishi ATHOS results and the 
NRC independent ATHOS calculations. Based on these comparisons, it was 
concluded that the FIT-Ill code and model.results used for design were non
conservative even with the multiplier applied. 

Most Qf the experimental work in fluid-elastic instability has been carried out for two
phase flow, with an air-water medium. Accepted industry dat.a, as presented by the 
Mitsubishi, shows that in staggered array bundles (triangular pitch, pitch/diameter 
:;:::1.33), the onset of tube instability for modern stearn generators, such as SONGS 
steam generators, can start at tube gap velocities above 6 meter/sec (pending 
effectiveness of the dampening structure )4. The NRC A THOS model results 
indicated that there was a substantial localized region in the lower hot side of the u
bends where· velocities exceeded 6 m/sec. 

The NRC ATHOS.calculations were compared to gap velocities computed both with 
the Mitsubishi ATHOS and the FIT~lll models. Since tube R142C88 was the only 
one common for each of the analyses, it can be used as basis for comparison. The 
effective peak velocities were as follows: 

• NRC ATHOS - 5.2 m/sec 
• Mitsubishi ATHOS - 5.6 m/sec 

3 A THOS/SGAP Version 3.1: Analysi~ of the Thennal-Hydraulics of a Steam Generator, 2008 · 
4 R. Vollette, M. J. Pettigrew, N. W. Mureithi, "Fluidelastic Instability ofan Array of Tubes Preferentially Flexible 
in the Flow Direction Subjected to Two,.;Phase Cross Flow," Trans. ASME, Journal of Pressure Vessel Technology; 
128, 148 (2006). 
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• Mitsubishi FIT-111-2.5 m/sec 

Both the NRC and Mitsubishi ATHOS results were reasonably consistent and 
strongly suggested that high velocities coupled with high void fraction were primary 
causal factors in the tube fluid-elastic instability and the excessive wear patterns 
observed in the Unit 3 steam generators. 

The team reviewed the verification and validation Of both the Mitsubishi FIT-Ill 
thermal-hydraulic and FIVATS tube vibration models as stated in Specification 
8023-617-1, Revision 4. The specification required Mitsubishi to design and build 
the steam generators in accordance with ASME NQA-1, "Quality Assurance 
Requirements for Nuclear Facility Applications," 1994, Subpart 2. 7 "Computer 
Software" and Mitsubishi's quality assurance program. 

The team reviewed Mitsubishi's verification and validation Report KAS-20050201, 
"FIT-Ill Code Validation Report," Revision 2. The report concluded the FIT-Ill code 
was valid for prediction of velocity and density behavior of two-phase flow under 
nominal conditions for the secondary side of PWR steam generators. 

The team reviewed Mitsubishi's verification and validation Report KAS-20040253, 
"FIVATS Code Validation and Qualification Report," Revision 3. The FIVATS model 
was designed to calculate the stability ratios by using the flow velocity and density 

; distributions from the FIT-1!1 model. The FIVATS model primarily used the Conners' 
Equation, and validation was performed mainly by comparison to hand calculation; 
however. Mitsubishi used a mock-up test facility with a simple anti-vibration bar 
structure as part of their validation effort. The report conch,ided that <;idequate 
validation and qualification was perf~rmed to show compliance to software 
requirements and that the code could predict flow-induced vibration. 

The team requested additional information as part of the verification and validation of 
the FIT-Ill thermal-hydraulic model. Mitsubishi provided several additional reports. 
One of the reports showed. benchmarking comparisons to a French test facility 
program called CLOTAIRE in 1986. Another report conducted in 2002, showed 
comparisons between FIT-lfl and ATHOS, and concluded that both codes had good 
correlation with the CLOT Al RE experimental data. Because of the limited 
information provided, the tearn could nQt determine the validity of the benchmarking 
of FIT-111. . 

Overall, the team determined that the validation and verification of the FIT-111 code 
did not present overwhelming evidenee that this code has been adequately· 
benchmarked. The team did not find any problems With the validation of the FIVATS 
code. 

(3) NRGATHOS Results 

Figures 1through4 (different view angles of same results) show results, with low That 

and low steam pressure and present a 30 isometric encapsulatio,n of steam qualities 
(red scale) at and above 0.9 (i.~ .. void fraction> 0.99) and fiefd velocities at and 
above 6.0 m/sec (white scale}. 
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Figure 1 

Case 1 

The ATHOS model results of high steam quality and steam velocity closely align with 
the area of concern (tube-to-tube wear) in the Unit 3 replacement steam generators. 
In Figure 5, the code predicted regions of high void fraction and high steam velocities 
(vertically located z-axi$ cut at about 20 inches above the 7th TSP) are superimposed 
with tub~to-tube wear indications from Uni·t 3 steam generator 3E0-88. · 

The tube-to-tube wear indications align with anti-vibration bar wear indication trends; 
however, the anti-vibration bar wear patterns appear to indicate a more square-like, 
essentially rectangular behavior that suggests that there may also be a mechanical, 
fabrication, assembly, and/or material contribution to the tube-to-tube wear 
degradation. 
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Figure 2 

Case l 
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Figure 4 

Case 1 ·. 
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Figure 5 
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The NRC analysis indicated a correlation With the tube-to .. tube wear based on a 
combination of high void fraction and high stec:1rn velocities'. It should be noted that 
the traditional forcing function, fluid'velocity squared times density, does not show 
good agreement with the tube-to-tube wear pattern$. This indicated that the high 
quaii_ty st~am fluiq velocities: arid high void fraction may Qe suffiCiently .high to cause 
conditions·in the generators conducive for onset of fluid-elastic instability. 
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The above analyses apply equally to Units 2 and 3, so it does not explain why the 
accelerated fluid-elastic instability wear damage was significantly greater in Unit 3 
steam generators. The A THOS thermal-hydraulic model predicts bulk fluid behavior 
based on first principals and empirical correlations and as a result it is not able to 
evaluate mechanical, fabrication, or structural material differences or other 
phenomena that may be unique to each steam generator. Therefore this analysis 
cannot account for these mechanical factors and differences which could very likely 
also be contributing to the tube degradation. 

c. Conclusion 

The team identified one unresolved item associated with the non·conservative FIT-Ill 
thermal-hydraulic mode! results~ 

Based on independent NRC thermal-hydraulic analysis> the team concluded that the 
SONGS replacement steam generators were not designed with adequate margin to 
preclude the onset of fluid-elastic instability. Therefore unless changes are made to the 
operation or configuration of the steam generators, high fluid velocities and high void 
fractions in localized regions in the U·bend will continue to cause excessive tube wear 
and accelerated wear that could result in tube. leakage and/or tube rupture. The 
deficiencies appear to be related to Mitsubishi's FIT-Ill thermal hydraulic code having 
predicted non-conservative low velocity results and low void fractions. These results 
lead Mitsubishi to conclude that margins to instability were significantly larger than they 
actually are. This assessment is based on eddy current data, NRG ATHOS analysis, 
Mitsubishi A THOS analysis, and other thermal-hydraulic analyses completed by 
Westinghouse and AREVA that all identified significantly higher fluid velocities and void 
fractions than FIT-HI. 

Based on the cause evaluation and corrective action plan, SCE determined that the best 
solution to prevent tube-:to~tube wear was to conservatively plug and stabilize the 
affected areas. By taking the impacted tubes out-of-service, SCE determined that this 
should reduce the potential for localized fluid velocities reaching critical velocity. In 
addition, in order to ensure sufficient margin to preclude the onset of fluid-elastic 
instability, SCE determined that reactor power would also have to be reduced. At this 
time SCE is still developing additional corrective actions to prevent tube-to-tube wear. 
The actions have not been finalized and no determination has been made concerning 
the appropriate power level. The NRC has not made any conclusions_ on the proposed 
corrective actions. Once the corrective actions have been finalized, they will be 
inspected as part of the Confirmatory Action Letter followup inspection. 

9. 0 Risk Assessment (Charter Item 9) 

a. lhsbection Scope 

The team reviewed the steam generator tube leak and failures of multiple steam 
generator tubes during in-situ pressure ~esting to support an assessment of the risk of 
the d~graded steam generator tubes d~ring various accldent conditions, including a 
main steam line break accident. 
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b. Observations and Findings 

No findings were identified. 

An NRG senior reactor analyst performed a preliminary risk assessment. The risk is 
composed of two parts: (1) a non-consequential steam line break that induces a steam 
generator tube rupture, specifically involving the degraded tubes; and (2} an elevated 
risk of a·tube rupture as an initiating event. 

Assuming that a steam line break would cause the degraded steam generator tubes to 
rupture during a "T/2" exposure period of 6 months yielded a change in the large early 
release frequency of 4E-6/yr. This would be characterized as having a "Yellow" 
(substantial safety) significance. However, SCE informed the NRC that a calculation is 
under review that will likely incjicate that the differential pressures generated by a steam 
line break would not be large enough to rupture the d~graded tubes as long as operators 
successfully implemented their emergency procedures. lfthis is confirmed, the risk 
associated with steam lirie breaks will be significantly reduced. 

Although in this case the degraded condition of the tube~ was manifested as a small 
primary to secondary leak, it is possible that a full-blown rupture could have been the 
first indication. The change· in core damage frequency of a steam generator tube rupture, 
according to the SONGS SPAR model, is 4.26E-1/yr. Because of an unmitigated 
bypass of containment, the change in large early release frequency is also 4.26E-7/yr. 
Conservatively, the estimated steam generator tube rupture frequency change would 
double. The change in large early release frequency would be approximately 2.13E-7/yr 
{cqnsidering a 6-month exposure period}, which would be assigned a "White" (low to 
,moderate safety) significance. 

10.0 Assess Quality Assurance. Radiological Controls, and Safety Culture Components 
(Charter Item 10} 

a. Inspection Scope 

The team reviewed the event; operator actions, management decisions, steam 
generatdr eddy current examinations, in-situ pressure testing, and tube plugging and 
stabilization activities to determine whether issues related to quality assurance, 
radiological controls, or safety culture existed. 

b. Observations and Findings 

No findings were identified. 

Region IV radiation protection inspectors reviewed the estimated offsite radiation 
exposure from the actual steam generator tube leak on Unit 3 steam generator 3E0-88 
that occurred on January 31, 2012, including the potential dose consequence to site 
workers and members of the public. The licensee determined that the Unit 3 steam 
generator tube leak resulted in a release of gaseous effluents into the public domain, 
and the primary radionuclides released were argon-41, xenon-133, anq xenon-135. The 
release resulted in an estimated 0.0000452 (4.52 E-5) mrem dose to the public. 
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Inspectors also reviewed design drawings and radiation monitor data, performed plants 
tours, and confirmed the licensee's use of the offsite dose calculation methodology. The 
inspectors concluded that the Unit 3 steam generator tube leak was detected by the 
condenser steam jet air ejector radiation monitor 3RT~7820 as per design. In addition, 
the radiation monitor 3RT-7820 alarmed and alerted SONGS operators of the steam 
generator tube leak as required. 

c. Conclusions 

The radiation protection inspectors concluded that SCE appropriately accounted for the 
unplanned release associated with the Unit 3 steam generator tube leak. 

11.0 Operational impacts from Unit 3 to Unit 2 (Charter Item 11) 

a. Inspection Scope 

As follow-on of the previous sections, the team reviewed collections or the Mitsubishi 
documents and presentations, licensee documents and presentations, and NRG 
independent analysis, and assessments to consider the operational impact on Unit 2 
based on analysis and data, including eddy current results, regarding the as-found 
condition of Unit 3. The team compared key observations and overall differences in 
operational parameters that are common to both units that could affect and possibly limit 
Unit 2 operation. The team focused on differences in fabrication, manufacturing, 
operation, and eddy current data results between Units 2 and 3 steam generators. 

b. Observations and Findings 

No findings were identified. 

Since generator physical dimensions and design are identical, the operational 
parameters are basically the same between the Unit 2 and 3 steam generators; 
therefore, the hydraulic forcing function that caused tube-to-tube wear and accelerated 
anti-vibration bar and tube support plate wear should also be same. The initial 
inspections of the Unit 2 steam generators did not indicate significant wear except at the 
retainer bars (different mechanism caused this wear). However, subsequent follow up 
'inspections in Unit 2 with a more sensitive probe confirmed the existence of minor tube
to-tube wear in two neighboring tubes but in one of the steam generators. The tube-to
tube wear that was found in Unit 2 was in a similar location as that found in both of the 
Unit 3 steam generators. 

The phenomenon of fluid-elastic instability is a function primarily of two criteria: the fluid 
velocity fortes and the damping capability of the support structure (i.e., the tube support 
plates, the tubesheet, and the anti.:.vibration bars). Therefore, if it is determined that the 
thermal hydraulic forces in the bundle are the same, it can be concluded that the 
damping forces between the Unit 2 and Unit 3 replacement steam generators must be 
different. Mitsubishi performed several studies that indicated that gap contact forces in 
the anti-vibration bars were greater in Unit 2 than in Unit 3. However, with the exception 
of manufacturing data that shows slight differences, there is not currently a method 

· available to measure the clearances between the anti;.vibration bars and the tubes; 
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however, SCE is currently working with AREVA to develop a method to take these 
measurements. 

The tube damage found in Unit 3 is markedly more severe than Unit 2, especially 
considering that Unit 3 operated only about half the amount of time as Unit 2. This 
suggests that there is indeed a sizeable difference in the damping capability of the unit 
steam generators. 

There are generally two options to arrest localized.damaging thermal hydraulic 
phenomena in steam generators. The first and preterred option is to plug tubes in the 
affected area. The collective plugging tends to relocate and reduce high fluid velocities 
and void fractions, and has on previous occasions in industry been successful. 
However, if plugging selected tubes does not provide significant margins adequate to 
arrest the damage mechanism, thermal hydraulic conditions can be reduced through a 
reduction in power. Reducing power has several beneficial effects including (1) tends to 
increase steam pressure; (2) reduces high steam fluid velocities and high void fraction in 
the bundle, and (3) improves damping. Currently, SCE is still reviewing and developing 
additional corrective actions to preclude fluid-elastic instability. The NRC has been 
observing some of the mockup testing being used to qualify additional repair activities. 

c. Conclusions 

Based on the review of actual operating data and independent thermal-hydraulic 
modeling analyses, the team determined that there were not any major differences in the 
thermal hydraulic phenomena at normal full power operation. 

The NRC will review both physical and operational changes that SCE completes as part 
of the Confirmatory Action Letter inspections. 

12.0 Divider Plate Manufacturing and Weld Issues (Mitsubishi Charter Item 2} 

a. Inspection Scope 

On March 18, 2009, Mitsubishi identified cracking indications in the weld between the 
divider plate and the channel head of Unit 3 replacement Steam generator 3E0-88 (see 
figure bel9w}, after completion of the ASME Section Ill hydrostatic test on the secondary 
side. The extent of condition investigation also identified similar cracking indications in 
Unit 3 replacement steam generator 3E0-89. As discussed in Section 4 of this report, 
the cause of the cracking was attributed to the air carbon-arc gouging process used to. 
remove the clad weld from the channel head. The team reviewed information 
associated with the repair of the cracking indicatian·s to assess whether the repair 
activities resultec! in relevant differences in design and fabrication that could be 
considered as contributing factors for the cause of the tube-to-tube wear issue in Unit 3. 
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b. Observations and Findings 

No findings were identified. 

The team identified an unresolved item for which additional information .is required to 
determine if a performance deficiency exists or if the issue constitutes viola.tion of NRC 
requirements. The team also identified several observations reiated to the divider plate 
weld repairs in Unit. 3 replacement steam generators. 

1) Introduction: The team identified an Unresolved Item associated with the adequacy 
of evaluation and controls for the divider plate weld repairs. 

Description: The cracking of the divider plate weld in both Unit 3 replacement steam 
generators required extensive repairs affecting the channel head, divider plate, and 
tubesheet. Based on interviews with licensee personnel and the review ·of 
documentation for the repairs, the team determined that Mitsubishi did not perform a 
comprehensive evaluation to assess the impact Of the divider plate repairs on the 
integrity Of the tube bundle. The team determined that the areas listed below were 
not considered or evaluated in sufficient depth to identify the potential adverse 
effects of the planned weld repairs. 

• Additional Rotations - The repair activities for the Unit 3 steam generators 
required additional rotations of the steam generator assembly while these were 
oriented in the horizontal position. The repairs resulted in approximately 300 
additional rotations in each steam generator, which could have affected the 
configuration of the tube bundle in terms ·of anti-vibration bar gaps or distortion. 
The team identified that Mitsubishi did not fully evaluate the impact of additional 
rotations on the configuration of the steam generators since rotation was 
considered a normal evolution in the fabrication process. 
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• Heat Input - The repair process included extensive heat-adding activities such as 
grinding, flame cutting, and post-weld heat treatment. While these activities were 
performed in accordance with the construction code of record and an approved 
repair plan, they could have resulted in thermal expansion and unintended 
distortion of steam generator components. For example, the channel heads 
were removed using flame cutting and Mitsubishi's evaluation for the impact of 
this activity was limited to the base material area in the, vicinity of the cut, i.e. the 
heat affected zone. Mitsubishi did not fully assess the impact this activity cou.ld 
have on the overall configuration of the steam generator in terms of thermal 
expansion of the tubesheet or distortion. · 

• Dimensional Checks after Repair - The team identified that Mitsubishi did not 
perform dimensional verifications (e.g. clearances) of the tube bundle or other 
secondary side dimensions after the repairs of the Unit 3 steam generators to 
confirm that critical dimensions were not affected by the repairs. 

Additional review by the NRC is required following completion of the licensee's cause 
evaluation to fully assess how the repair activities affected the Unit 3 replacement 
steam generators and then determine whether this issue represents a performance 
deficiency or constitutes a violation of NRC requirements. This i~sue is identified as 
URI 05000362/2012007-09, "Evaluation of the Effects of Divider Plate Weld Repairs 
in Unit 3 Replacement Steam Generators." 

2) Repair Plan: The team noted that Mitsubishi developed a specific plan to conduct the 
repair of the divider plate weld in both Unit 3 replacement steam generators. The 
repair plan adequately described the major repair steps and the required 
implementing procedures. For some of the repair stages, the licen·see developed 
new procedures to prescribe activities outside the normal fabrication sequence. The 
repair plan consisted of the following major steps: 

• Cutting off the divider plate from the tubesheet by grinding 

• Cutting off the channel head from the tubesheet by flame cutting 
• Cutting the divider plate from the channel head by grinding 

• Removal of the heat affected zone of the channel head bowl edge due to flame 
cutting 

• Application of weld buildup and post-weld heat treatment on the channel head 
bowl edge 

• Application of low alloy steel buildup and Alloy 690 butter on the bottom of the 
channel head for divider plate welding, including required post-weld heat 
treatment 

• Application of Alloy 690 buildup on the divider plate, including requited post-weld 
heat treatment 

• Welding divider plate to channel head 
• Welding the divider plate to the tubesheet 
• Welding the channel head to the tubesheet 
• Primary side hydrostatic test 
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3) Differences between Replacement Steam Generators: The team identified the 
notable differences listed below between Unit 2 and Unit 3 replacement steam 
generators as a result of the divider plate weld repair activities. 

• Material Class for the Tubesheets - The tubesheet material for both Unit 3 
replacement steam generators was reclassified to facilitate the additional post
weld heat treatment required for the repair of the qivider plate welds. The 
tubesheet manufacturer originally certified that the tubesheet material met the 
requirements of ASME specificaUon SA-508/Grade 3/Class 2, with a post-weld 
heat treatment time of approximately 15 hours. The repair activities in Unit 3 
required additional post-weld heat treatment, which was expected to affect the 
properties of the tubesheet material to the extent that the mechanical properties 
would not meet the requirements for SA-508/Grade 3/Class 2 material. 
Mitsubishi performed mechanical testing on a specimen fabricated from the 
archive samples that was exposed to 30 hours of post-weld heat treatment. and 
the tests showed thc:it the tubesheet material's tensile strength did not meet the 
ASME specifications for SA-508/Grade 3/Class 2 material. Mitsubishi performed 
a reconciliation review to reclassify the material to SA-508/Grade 3/Class 1, 
which has a lower tensile strength. The reconciliation included an evaluation of 
resulting stresses on the tubesheet under design, upset, emergency, faulted, and 
test conditions using the material properties for SA-508/Class 1 material. The 
evaluation resulted in acceptable stresses based on the stress limits imposed by 
the construction code of record. This issue was evaluated by Mitsubishi in the 
non·conformance report process and Supplier Deviation Request 
SDR-08610041870-09086 was submitted to the licensee for review and 
approval. The licensee approved the reclassification of the tubesheet material. 

• Minimum Thickness of the Channel Head Base Metal - The channel heads of 
both Unit 3 steam generators were removed by flame cutting to facilitate the 
dividet plate weld repairs. The removal and final welding of the channel head 
resulted in a reduction of the minimum wall thickness of the channel head base 
metal. The minimum base metal thickness was reduced by 1.18-inches. 
Mitsubishi evaluated this change in the "Design Report for the Channel Head 
Region." The reduction in minimum wall thickness was addressed through a 
reconciliation -of stress ratios based on the stres.s limits imposed by the 
construction code of record. The analysis demonstrated the structural adequacy 
of the channel head, primary inlet nozzle, primary outlet nozzle, primary manway, 
support skirt, and the stud bolts of the primary manway. 

• Number of Baits in the Divider Plate Patch Plates - The original design of the 
replacement steam generators included a patch plate he.Id in place at the upper 
comers of the divider plate by three bolts. As a result of the divider plate-to
tubesheet weld removal to support the repair activities, the Unit 3 divider plate 
patch plates were modified to be held by two bolts instead of the three bolts 
specified in the original design. Mitsubishi submitted this design change to the 
licensee for review and approval. Licensee personnel approved the design 
change-as requested. 
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• Weld Buildup on Channel Head Surfaces - Since the repair of the divider plate 
welds in Unit 3 steam generators required cutting of the channel head, weld 
buildup had to be applied on the affected surfaces in order to restore the 
dimensions to design specifications. Mitsubishi submitted this design change to 
the licensee for review and approval. Licensee personnel approved the design 
change as requested. · 

• Post Weld Heat Treatment - The tubesheeMo~channel head weld area 
experienced a total of two post-weld heat treatments. Both Unit 3 replacement 
steam generators received an additional local post-weld heat treatment at 
approximately 1103" F for approximately 3.5 hrs. Mitsubishi submitted this 
fabrication process change to the licensee for review and approval. Licensee 
personnel approved the design change as requested. 

• Total of Rotations during Fabrication - The total number of rotations on each 
steam generator varied as a result of the hydrostatic test results and the repairs 
on the divider plate welds. 

~ Steam Initial Additional I Total ! i Generator Rotations .Rotations for Rotations ! 
t 
! Divider Plate 
i Repairs I 1 '------' 

I Unit 2 E0 .. 89 I 520 0 I 520 
i 

i 

I 
~ 

I 
510 i Unit 2 E0-88 510 I 0 

~-

' 
810 ! 

I Unit 3 E0-89 470 340 I I i ; 

I i 760. I 

Unit 3 E0-88 440 320 ! I ' I r ___ . I -

c. Conclusions 

The team identified one unresolved item associated with the repair work done on the 
Unit 3 divider plate. The team did not identify any connec:tion between the repairs of the 

divider plate and the unexpected tube-to-tupe wear. 

13.0 Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation (NRR> Review of SONGS 50.59 Evaluation 

a. Inspection Scope 

The NRR technical specialist reviewed all of the design changes associated with the 
replacement steam generators to determine whether the changes to the facility or 
procedures, as described in the updated final safety analysis report, had been reviewed 
and documented in accordance with 10 CFR 50.59 requirements: The technical 
specialist reviewed the various information used. by SCE to review the changes being 
made to the replacement steam generators, including calculations, analyses, design 
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change documentation, procedures, the updated final safety analysis report, the 
technical specifications, and plant drawings. The evaluation process used by the 
technical specialist included determining if the design changes to the replacement steam 
generators were a change to the facility or procedures as described in the updated final 
safety analysis report or a test or experiment not described in the updated final safety 
analysis report. The technical specialist also verified that safety issues related to the 
changes were resolved. The technical specialist compared the safety evaluations and 
supporting documents to the guidance and methods provided in NEI 96,.07, "Guidelines 
for 10 CFR 50.59 Implementation," Revision 1, as endorsed by NRC Regulatory 
Guide 1.187, "Guidance for Implementation of 10 CFR 50.59, Changes, Tests, and 
Experiments," to determine the adequacy of the 10 CFR 50.59 evaluations. 

b. Observations and Findings 

No findings were identified 

The NRR technical specialist identified one unresolved item for which additional 
information is required to determine if performance deficiencies exist or if the issues 
constitute violations of NRC requirements. 

(1) Introduction: The NRR technical specialist reviewed SCE's 10 CFR 50.59 evaluation 
contained in Engineering Change Packages 800071702 and 800071703 for the 
Unit 2 and Unit 3 replacement steam generators, respectively, in which SCE 
determined that the impact of the replacement steam generators on the current 
licensing basis and any need for NRC approval as required by to CFR 50.59. 

(2) Description: The NRR technical specialist reviewed the SCE's 10 CFR 50.59 
evaluation against 10 CFR 50.59(c)(2)(viii) which requires that licensees obtain a 
license amendment pursuant to 10 CFR 50.90 prior to implementing a proposed 
change if the change would result in a departure from a method of evaluation 
described in the final safety analysis report (as updated) used in establishing the 
design bases or in the safety analyses. Industry guidance NEI 96-07, Revision 1, 
Section 3.10, "Methods of Evaluation," states, "Definition: Methods of evaluation 
means the calculational framework used for evaluating behavior or response of the 
facility or structures, systems, and components." Regulation 10 CFR 50.59 a(2), 
states, "Departure from a method of evaluation described in the FSAR (as updated) 
used in establishing the design bases or in the safety analyses means (i} changing 
any of the elements of the method described in the FSAR (as updated) unless the 
results of the analysis are conservative or essentially the same; or (ii) changing from 
a method described in the FSAR to another method unless that method has been 
approved by NRC for the intended application." Regulation 10 CFR 50.59(d}{1) 
reqµires that the licensee maintain records of changes in the faqility that "includes a 
written evaluation which provides the bases for the determination that the change, 
test, or experiment does not require a license amendment.. .. " The technical 
specialist evaluated SCE's bases for determining that the changes would not result 
in the departure from the method of evaluation used in establishing the design bases 
or in the safety analyses. Specifically, the technical specialist evaluated whether the 
changes involved: 
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(a) changing of any of the elements of the method described in the updated final 
safety analysis report, which consistent with 10 CFR 50.59 a(2}(i) would be 
justified by demonstrating that the results of the analysis are conservative or 
essentially the same; or 

(b) changing from a method described in the updated final safety analysis report to 
another method, which consistent with 10 CFR 50.59 a(2)(ii} would be ju$tified by 
demonstrating that method has been approved by NRG for the intended 
application. 

The NRR technical specialist reviewed SCE's 10 CFR 50.59 evaluation and found 
two instances that failed to adequately address whether the change involved a 
departure of the method of evaluation described in the updated final safety analysis 
report. 

(a) Use of ABAQUS instead of ANSYS: Updated Final Safety Analysis R,eport 
Sections 3.9.1.2.2.1.11 and 3.9.1.2.2.2.3 were revised to reflect that the SONGS 
Unit 2 and 3 original steam generators stress analyses for reactor coolant system 
structural integrity utilized the ANSYS computer program, whereas the 
replacement steam generators analyses utilized the ABAQUS computer 
program. The SC E's 50.59 evaluation incorrectly determined that using the 
ABAQUS instead of ANSYS was a change to ~11 element of the method 
described in the updated final safety analysis report did not constitute changing 
from a method described in the updated final safety analysis report to another 
method, and as such, did not mention whether ABAQUS has been approved by 
the NRC for this application. 

(b) Use of ANSYS instead of STRUDL and ANSYS: Updated Final Safety Analysis 
Report Section 5.4.2.3.1.3 was revised to reflect that the SONGS Unit 2 and 3 
evaluation of tube stress under loss of coolant accident conditions for the original 
steam generators consisted of a two-step process utilizing the STRUDL and 
ANSYS computer programs to calculate displacement histories and tube 
stresses, respectively, while the corresponaing replacement steam gener;;ttors 
analysis determined tube stresses from blowdown forces using only the ANSYS 
computer program. While SCE's S0.59 evaluation correctly considered this a 
change from a method described in the FSAR to another method, the 50.59 
evaluation did not mention whether the method has been approved by NRC for 
this application. 

This issue is identified as URI 0500036212012007-10, "Evaluation of Departure of 
Method.of Evaluation for 10 CFR 50.59 Processes." 

c. Conclusions 

The NRR technical specialist identified one unresoived item associated with change in 
the method of evaluation as described in the updated final safety analysis report. 
Additional review and followup will be required to review the departure of the method of 
evaluation used during the stress analysis calculations associated with the replacement 
steam generators. 
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14.0 Exit Meeting Summary 

On June 18, 2012, the NRC held a public meeting and presented the inspection results 
to Mr. P. Dietrich, Senior Vice President and Chief Nuclear Officer, and other members 
of the staff, who acknowledged the findings. Proprietary information was provided to the 
team and all proprietary information was returned to SCE. 

. . ~ -, 
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System Alarms (Section 3) 

URI Evaluation of Retainer Bars Vibration during the Original 
Design of the Replacement Steam Generators (Section 4 
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None 
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AUDITS/SELF-ASSESSMENTS/QUALITY CONTROL DRAWINGS 

SONGS DOCUMENTS 

j ' I Number 

I MHl-1-06 

MHl-1-09 

MHl-2-04 

I SCES~007-10 
! 

I MHl-01-04 ' 

I 
I 

! 
! 

I 
I 
I 

Title 

Southern· California Audit of Mitsubishi Heavy Industries 

Southern California Aµdit of Mitsubishi Heavy Industries 

I Southern California Audit of Mitsubishi Heavy Industries 
l I 

l I 
l i 

Procurement and Material Control Program Audit ! 

I 
' 1 
l 

Evaluation and ~eview of Contractor, Consultant, Utility or 
Licensee Audit Report 

Status of Southern California Edison (SCE) Corrective 
Action Request (CAR) Nos. S-1918' and S-1932 Closure 

~ . ! 

I 
Southern Cahforrna Edison (SCE) Corrective Action Request : 
(CAR) No. S-1991, Supplier Stop Work Order (SSWO) No. I 

I SSW0-001-08 I 
l ! 

I RSG-SCE/MHl-06•2233 - Southern California Edison (SCE) 

1 Corrective Action Request (CAR) No. S-1882 Closure 
! 
1 

RSG-SCE/MHl-06-1916 - Southern California Edison (SCE) 
Corrective Action Request, (CAR) No. S:-1906 Clos.ure 

Revision/Date 

Jtme 16, 2006 

April 27 1 2009 

December 14, 
2004 

September 14, 
2010 

September 24, 
2004 

March 23; _2007 

1 

May 3, 2006 

February 22, 
2006 

i Southern California Edison (SCE} Audit No. MHl-1-06 and I January 31, 2008 
I Corrective Action ReqtJest (CAR) Nos. S· 1915, S-1916, S-

I 11917, c:ind S-1918 
i 

IAR# Qualification Letter September 24, 
l 040901345 2004 
I 
l 

I AR#05030145 Qualification Letter March 23, 2005 

18 
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Number Title Revision/Date 

AR#06050013 I Qualification Letter May 10, 2006 
4 

60294014 Edison Material Supply Procurement Order for MitsL1bishi September 28, 
Heavy Industries 2004 

$023-617-01 Specifications for design and fabrication of RSG for Unit 2 4 
and Unit 3 

S023-617 -02 Specifications for Baseline Pre-Service Examination on 1 
Tubing for RSG 

8023-617-03 Replacement Steam Generator Installation Unit 2 and 3 I 4 

I S023•617•04 I Specifications for the Transportation of Replacement Steam I 1 
I Generators 

I TL 0001783 San Onofre Topical Report Quality Assurance Manual 64 
j. 

! TL 0001782 San Onofre 2&3 FSAR Updated Quality Assurance Program 15 

i 
Topical Report SOE-1 

I 
SONGS Unit 2 & 3 Replacement Steam Generator QAJQO 0 I 
Manufacturing Oversight Plan Japan Steel Works 

SONGS Unit 2 & 3 Replacement Steam Generator QAJQO 1 
Oversight Plan 

i SONGS Unit 2 & 3 Replacement Steam Generator Receipt 0 

I Inspection Plan 
i 

SGR-A10183 Replacement Steam Generator Resident Oversight Plan 1 
I 

I SGR-A10159 San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station Unit 2 & 3 Steam 1 

I Generator Replacement Project Plan 

I MHi-1SV-05 Source Verificc;ition Report of MHl/Japan Steel Work 
I 

March 15, 2005 
i ' 

I 
MHl-1SV-06 Source Verification Report of MHl/Japan Steel Work February 7; 2006 

MHl-1SV-07 Source Verification Report of MHI I March 20, 2007 I 

I 
MHl-1SV-08 ! Source Verification Report of MHl/Japan Steel Work August 29, 2008 

I 
MHl-2SV-05 Source Verification Report of MHI April 1 , 2005 

MHl-2SV-06 Source Verification Report of MHl/Japan Steel Work March 24, 2006 
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l 

2006 I 
I 
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i ~ 
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: I 
I i 
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i . 

March 26, 2~07 I 
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Feb~uary 8, 2006 i 

l 
December 21, . 

1

1 

2005 
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1 

Oesign Rep. o_rtof the Channel Head Region 
C275 . 

8023-617-1- j Design for RCS Flow Rate 
C514 

S023-617-1- Retainer Bar Tube Wear Report 
M1562 

DESIGN BASIS DOCUMENTS 

Number 
,· 

j 8023-617-01 I . 

I I S023-617-1-
M1492 

L5-04GA428 

, DBD~S023-
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Title 

I Specification for Design and Fabrication of RSGsfor Unit2 
I and Unit3 . 
1 

As-BtJilt Reconciliation Report for Unit 3 

I Design of Anti-Yibration Bar 

I Design Basis for Ste~m Generator and S~condary Side 
i ' 

DESIGN CHANGE NOTIFICATIONS/SUPPLIER DEVIATION REQUESTS 

~ ! Number 

l NECP 
i 800071703 

I SDR-007 
i 43366-05001 I . 
I 

I SDR-037 
i 43366:.06037 
' 
i SDR.,047 
I 433e0-01041 

I SDR-050 
i 43366-07050 

! SDR-051 
143366'-07051 

Title 

Engineering Change Package, "Replacement Steam 
Generators" ' 

Circulation Ratio for RSG 

Tube-to-Tube Clearance in 2A RSG 

Tool Mark in 3A Tubesheet 

Tool Mark in 38 Tubesheet 

Unit '2A Lower Shell Assembly 
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Revision 

6 

1 

0 

Revision 

4 

2 

5 

10 

Revision 

0 

0 

.0 

0 

0 
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I SOR-053 l Unit 28 Lower Shell Assembly I 0 
! 43366-07053 l 

~SDR:.059 Uriit 38 Lower Shell Assembly , . 
i 43366 .. 08059 

i SDR-064 
143366-08064 

! SDR-079 
\ 43366-08079 

SDR-082 
43366-09082 

i 

rsDR-086 
110041870-
! 09086 
[ 

I SDR-098 
; 10041870-
l 10098 
' ! SDR-099 

1

10041870- ' 
I 10099 

SDR-100 
10041870-
10100 

DRAWINGS 

Axial Length of AVB 

l Statistical Size of Tube-to-A VB Gap 

I 
Divider Plate Repair of Unit 3 RSGs 

Specifications for Unit 3 RSG Tube Material 

Overall Height of 3A RSG 

I Perpendicularity and Parallelism of 3A RSG· Key Bracket 

I 
Parallelism of 38 RSG Key Bracket 

I Number Title 
1 8023-617-1- Design Drawing -Component and Outline Drawing 1 / 3 
I 01os 
iS023-617-1-

1 
Design Drawing-Component and Outline Drawing 1/3 

I D104 I 
I l I ... 
i 8023-617-1- Design Drawing Tubesheet and Extension Ring 1 of 3 
l D106 

5023-617-1- Design Drawing Tubesheet and Extension Ring 2 of 3 
0107 

i I Design Drawing Tubesheet and Extension Ring 3 of 3 i S023-617-1-
I D1oa 

I . 
i 
J 

I S0~3-617·1- Design Drawing Lower Shell, Middle Shell, Transition Cone . 
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I 

I 
i 
l 

I 
! 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

Revision 
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.2 
I 

' ! 

12 l' 

5 

' 
8 I 

I 
5 ·I 
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I Number Title Revision 
I ' i 0109 I and Upper Shell Stub 1 of 4 ! 

I so23-s11-1- Design Drawing Lower Shell, Middle Shell, Transition Cone 
7 0110 and Upper Shell Stub 2 of 4 

! . 

I 
I 

8023-617-1- ! Design Drawing Lower Shell, Middle Shell, Transition Cone 
4 I 

D111 I and Upper Shell Stub 3 of 4 
! 

8023-617-1- Design Drawing Lower Shell, Middle Shell, Transition Cone 

I 4 D112 and Upper Shell Stub 4 of 4 

8023-617-1- Design Drawing Channel Head 1 of 4 i i I g I D113 

8023-617-1- Design Drawing Channel Head 1 of 4 
15 

0113 

8023-617-1- Design Drawing Channel Head 2 of 4 I 13 
D114 I 

; 

S023-617-1- ! Design Drawing Channel H~ad 3 of 4 
5 

I D115 

I Design Drawing Tube Bundle 1 of 3 
' ! 

. S023-6f7-1-
' i D116 
i 

I

. 8023-617·1· 

. D117 . 

I S023-617-1-
I D11a 

8023-617-1-
! D159 
I 

! 
I 8023-617-1-
10160 
i 
i 8023-617-1-
10161 

I Design Drawing Tube Bundle 2 ol 3 

t 

Design Drawing Tube Bundle 3 of 3 

Design Drawing Upper Shell, Upper Head Ring and Upper 
Head Top 1 of 4 

Design Drawing Upper Shell, Upper Head Ring and Upper 
Head Top 2 of 4 

j 
i 1 

1 

3 

7 

2 

I Design Drawing Upper Shell, Upper Head Ring and Upper 
4 

I 
i Head Top 3 of 4 , 

;~;;-a11+ I ~=~~ ~P7~7~ Upper Shell, Upper Head Ring and Upper 2 I · 
~~~~~---ii~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~+--~~~~--{! 

8023-617-1- I Design Drawing of Moisture Separator Assembly 1 of 6 10 I 
D210 

1 8023-617-1- I Design Drawing of Moisture Separator Assembly 2 of 6 
1 D211 

1 

' 10 

$023-617-1- Design Drawing of Moisture Separator Assembly 3 of 6 5 
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D212 ! 

~~-o-27-2:---6-17---1-~~l-D_e_s-ig_n_D-ra_w_i_n_g_C_h_an_n_e_l_H_e_ad~4-o-f 4~~~~~~~~--i,----~~4-~ 
' 

$023-617-1-
D294 

j Design Drawing Tube Support Plate Assembly 1 of 3 3 
---l 

5023-617-1- Design Drawing Tube Support Plate Assembly 2 of 3 4 
I D295 ' 

S023-617-1- i Design Drawing Tube Support Plate Assembly 3 of 3 5 I 0296 I 
I S023-617-1- Design Drawing - Critical Field Interface Dimensions and 7 I 0383 Major Tolerances 1 I 3 

S023-617-1- Design Drawing Wrapper Assembly 1 of 5 

I 5 
0391 

$023-617~1- Design Drawing Wrapper Assembly 2 of 5 
I I I 

0 I 
; I D392 

$023-6.17-1- Design Drawing Wrapper Assembly 3 of 5 2 
0393 

8023-617-1- Design Drawing Wrapper Assembly 4 of 5 2 
D394 

8023-617-1- Design Drawing Wrapper Assembly 5 of 5 3 
D395 

S023-617-1-
0494 

Design Drawing - Divider Plate1 I 2 10 

802$-617.,1- Design Drawing - Divider Plate 2 / 2 
6 0495 

S023-61t-1- Design Drawing Anti-Vibration Bar Assembly 1 of9 
0507 4 

i 

$023-61,7-1- Design Drawing Anti-Vibration Bar Assembly 2 of 9 2 0508 

S023-617-1- Design Drawing A.nti-Vlbration Bar Assembly 3 of 9 I 
! 0 D509 I 

8023-617-1- Design Orawin9 Anti-Vibration Bar Assem~ly 4 of 9 
.0 D539 

S023-617·1~ Design Drawing Anti-Vibration Bar Assembly 5 of 9 
2 0540 
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I Number Title 
' I 8023-617-1- Design Drawing Anti-Vibration Bar Assembly 6 of 9 
'D541 . 
I -

Design Drawing Anti-Vibration Bar Assembly 7 of 9 I S023-617-1-
l D542 
i 
i 8023-617-1- Design Drawing Anti-Vibration Bar Assembly 8 of 9 
I Ds43 
• 
I 

. -

Design Drawing Anti-Vibration Bar Assembly 9 of 9 i 8023-617-1-
I D544 . 

1 8023-617·1-
I 

Design Drawing - Tubing Expansion and Seal Welding 
i D680 i ' 
i 8023-617-1- J Fabrication Drawing - General Ship-ping Arrangement [SON I D1099 · f 2E89; SON 2E882E0-88} 

: 

l ~?;50617-1- I Fabrication Drawing - General Shipping Arrangement [SON 
I 3E89; SON 3E88] 

I 8023-617-1- l Fabrication Drawing -Temporary Attachment For Channel 
i i D1488 I Head and Tubesheet Welding (Unit 3) 

i L5-04FW111 I Detail of AVB 1 of.5 (Center Narrow AVB) 
! 
I L5-04FW112 I Detail of AVB 2 of 5 (Center Wide AVB)_ 

L5-04FW113 I Detail ofAVB 3 of 5 (Side Narrow AVB) 

I L5-04F\IV114 I Detail of AVB 4 of 5 (Side Wide AVB for Hot Side) 

I L5-04FW115 I Detail of AVB 5 of 5 (Side Wide AVB for Cold Side) 

ENGINEERING REPORTS {ER) 

Number Title 

8023-617-1- I Divider Plate Weld Joint Separation Root Cause Evaluation 
M1401 I Report 

8023-617-1-l Ii Evaluation of Tube Vibration 
C157 

8023-617-1- 1 Analytical Report of AVB. Assembly 
C749 

8023-617-1- Summary Design Report 
M1265 

A1 - 10 • 

1 
Revision l 

2 

I 
8 

I 

3 I 
I 

I 
1 I 

r 
3 

I 

2. 
! 

r 

2 

I 0 

6 I 
2 l 
2 

! 
2 

I 

2 

I Revision 

i 4 

I 
.3 

I 
4 

' 

I 
8 
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I 8023-617-1-
, M1231 
! 

;I S023-617-1-
C682 

S023-617-
01R3 

j Performance Analysis Report 

· 1 Analytical Report of Separator and Dryer Assemblies 

I Design Report of Tube 

MHI DOCUMENTS 

Number Title 

UHQ-08NQ13 I MHI Survey Report of Sumitomo Metal Industries, Limited. 

3 

7 

5 

Revision/Date 

0 

~ i Steel Tube Work.s 

. UHQ-11N010. ' MHI Survey Report of Sumitomo Metal Industries, Limited. 0 I 
Steel Tube Works I 

·~! ~-'-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~,! 
I UHQ-05N015 I MHI Survey Report of Sumitomo Metal Industries, limited. 1 

! Pipe & Tube Works 
I I 

' I I UHQ-08N014 MHI Survey Report of Sumitomo Metal lndustri~s. Limited. i 0 l 

1 Steel Tube Works ' I i i I l 

I UHQ-118005 I MHI Survey Report of Sumitomo Metal Industries, Limited. 
! 

0 
i ! Steel Tube Works 

I 
UHQ-05N019 · MHI Survey .Report of Sumitomo Metal Industries, Limited. 0 

I Steel Tube Works 

I BUH94-06 Quality Assurance Survey/Audit Procedure of Vendors 6 
i i 
I BUH94-06 Vendor Evaluation Procedure 9 I 

BUH94-06 Vendor Evaluation Procedure 13 ! 

I 
5ZDD94-06 Vendor Evaluation Procedure 

i 
·1 I i 

I UHW-68- MHI Evaluatiori on Corrective Action Established by I 0 

I I 06A002 Sumitomo Metal Industries Limited 

UHNR-SON- Nonconformance Report for Alloy 690 SG Tubing for SONGS 
RSG-06N005 Unit2 I 
UHQ-07N004 MHI Audit Report of Sumitomo Metal Industries, Limited. 1 

I Steel Tube Woks 
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I I Number I UHQ-08N013 

Title 

MHI Survey Report of Sumitomo Metal Industries, Limited. 
Steel Tube Works 

Revision/Date I 
0 

J;--~~~~-+~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.f---~~~~---1 I UHCP-70N004 / Corrective Action Plan Followup Report 0 I 
i 

18 ; 
~ ---1~---,--~~~~~~~~~~~~~I~-~~---; ! UES-20100006 [ Qualified Vendor List I 

53 ! L5-04GB004 I Submittal Document Control List I 
~UGNR-SON2- Nonconformance Report Channel head for Unit 2A I 
I RSG-020 
l I UGNR-SON2-
I RSG-038 

I UGNR-SON2-
i RSG-052 

. UGNR-SON2-
I RSG-062 

I UGNR-SON2-
i RSG-075 
i 
! UGNR-SON2-
) RSG-091 
i 
I UGNR-SON2-
1 RSG-096 
I I UGNR-SON3-
, RSG-009 
', 
l 

UGNR-SON3-
t RSG-024 

February 2, 
2006 

i Nonconformance Report Unacceptable local diameter change I June 2, 2006 
r of tube holes ' 

Nonconformance Report Unacceptable length of 10 tube. hole 
pitch of tube support plate #3 

Nonconformance Report Incorrect end caps of AVP, 
I 2ASN154C and AVB 2ASN164C 

I Nonconformance Report Unacceptable gaps between tubes 

l andAVBs 
i 

Nonconformance Report Incorrect machining for steam flow 
limiting device 

Nonconformance Report Unacceptable dimensions for steam 
flow limiting device of Unit 2A 

September 11, 
2006 

December 1, j 
i 2006 

I March 24, 2001 I , I 

! 
September 4, 

2007 

·October 23, 

I 2007 
l 

' Nonconformance Report Unacceptable local diameter change j May 10, 2007 
of tube holes 

, Nonconformance Report Some gaps between tubes and 
, A VBs are larger than the criterion 

j 

November 30, 
2007 

I ~~~~~-1-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-l-~~~~~-i 
riJGNR-SON3-
! RSG-049 
i - • 

UGNR-SON3-
RSG-055 

! UGNR-SON-, 
I RSG-06N002 
I 

UGS-LS
! 050043 

Nonconformance Report Out of tolerance on hand holes 
Inside diameter 

Nonconformance Report Divider plate metal repair butter/weld 
crack after post bake 

Nonconformance Report Feedwater nozzle for unit 2 ID: 
21721-101 

Anti-Vibration Bar Inspection Procedure (Individual Bar} 

A1 -12-

March 2, 2009 

September 11, 
2009 

February 2, 
2006 

1 
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Number 

UHQ-08N013 

\ 
I 
' UGS-L5-

050045 

B91U-N0001 

i UES-69-
i 040038 

UHH-G06A97 

Title 

MHI Survey Report of Sumitomo Metal Industries, Limited. 
Steel Tube Works 

Inspection Procedure for Tube and Anti-Vibration Bar 
lhspection 

I Mitsubishi Heavy Industries Ltd Kobe Shipyard & Machinery 
. Works Quality Assurance Manual (Nuclear) 

l Mitsubishi Heavy Industries Ltd Kobe Shipyard & Machinery 
' Works Quality Assurance Program Manual (Project Addenda) 

Stop Work Order for FMA (Final Mill Annealing) on 
Manufacturing of Heat Transfer Tubing for SONGS RSG 

MISCELLANEOUS DOCUMENTS 

i Number 

IAR 
I Action Request: Qualification Letter 
! 060500134 

i AR 040901345 Action Request· Qualification Letter 
I 
i AR 050301458 
! 

I 
l 

1 

2G..;Q30-3 

8023-617-01 

! 8023-617-02 

I . 

I 

Action Request: Qualification Let:ter 

Setpoiht Transmittal Unit 2 and 3 Gas Monitors 

SONGS Unit 3 Chemistry/Operations Logs ...: SG Event 
Timeline 

Radiation Monitor 3RT-7870 Setpoints 

Radiation Monitor 3RT-7818A Setpoints 

Condenser Air Ejector Continuous Gas Past-Release Report 

Specification for Design and Fabrication of RSGs for Unit 2 
and Unit 3 

. Specification far Baseline Pre-Service Examination (PSE) on 
1 

Tubing for Replacement Steam Generators 

Updated Final Safety Analysis Report for San Onofre Units 2 
land 3 

A1 • 13 • 

Revision/Date 
-

0 

10 

39 

I ~ 

15 

0 

Revision/Date 

I 1 
! 

December 6, 

I 2010 

I January 31, 

I ! 2012 
; 

May 31, 2011 I 
! May 31, 2011 I 1 

I 
January 31, I 2012 

I 4 I ! 
I 
I 

1 · ! 
i 1 

April 2009 
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,., 

Number l 
5023-617-1- I Design Review Item List 
M29 I 
DA 2002-92 Dominion Audit of Mitsubishi Heavy Industries 

V03-008 Omaha Public Power District Audit of Mitsubishi Heavy 
1 Industries 

99901030/200 Mitsubishi Heavy Industries (MHI), Kobe, Japan, inspection of 
8-201 selected portions of MHl's Quality Assurance (QA) program, 

\ and 10 CFR Part 21 program 
I 

99901384/200 Sumitomo Metal Industries, limited, Higashi-Mukojima 
9-201 Amagasaki, Japan, inspection of selected portions of 

'· 

1 

S. umitomo's quality .assurance (QA.) program an.d 1 O CFR Part 
1 . 21 program 

I SMl-AQA-9041 ' Reply to Notice of Nonconformance(99901 384/2009-201-01) i 
NRC 
Inspection 
Report 
99901030/200 l.i 

8-201 
~ 

Inspection of Selected Portions of MHl's Quality Assurance 
and 1 O CFR Part 21 Prqgrams 

MODIFICATIONS 

I Number 
f Title 

I 

~nglneering 50.59 Screening and Evaluation for Replac~mentSteam 
hange Generators - Unit 2 
ackage 

NECP ' 

1800071702 

Engineering 50.59 Screening and Evaluation for Replacement Steam 
Change Generators - Unit 3 
Package 
NECP 

I 800071703 
I 
I 
I 

A1-14~ 

I 

Revision/Date 

9 

June 9, 2002 

July 18, 2003 

July 18, 2008 

November 13, 
2009 

Q 

July 1a. 2ooa 

Date 

July 31, 2009 

Joly 31, 2009 

~ 
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NUCLEAR NOTIFICATIONS 

! 201907899 
L 

PROCEDURES 

~N_u_m-.,-be_r~--,-~-:-:~-::---:--:---:--:--,----:--:--T-it._1e~~~~~~-~----;~-R-e-=v0i§!Qrr I 
S0123-0DCM Offsite Dose Calculation Manual ---i 

I S0123-0-47 Notification and Reporting of Significant Events 

I 
SO. 123-111-5.9 Manual Effluent Gaseous Release Permits, Setpoint 

Calculations, and Monitor Calibration Constant Evaluations 
: 

18 I 
8 

80123;..Vlll-1 EPIP: Recognition and Classification ofEmergencies 36 I 
,_s_o_-_s~o_2 __ 3_.,3_1_o_~s_y_st_e_m_o_e_s_c_rip_t_io_n_-_r_u_rb_in_e_B_u_i_1d_in_g_s_a~m-p_li_ng_s_ys_te_m __ ---; ___ e_· __ J 
SD-8023-690 System Description - Steam Generator E088/089 18 

I SD-$023-690 

I 
' SB-SO-FB-006 

I SB-SO·HT
J 1001 
I 
! SO 123-XXXll-
I 2.21 

f 8023-617-1-
l 0104 

8023-617-1-
01099 

.8023-617-1-
! M1246 

$023-617;..1-
M139 

! 

System Description '"'" Steam Generator Radiation Monitors 
RE-6753 & RE-6759 

System Description -. Condenser Aii' Ejector Wide Range 
Radiation Monitors RE-7870AIB & Low Range Radiation 
Monitors RE-7818 

Divider Plate Weld Joint Repair Procedµre 

Post Weld Heat Treatment Procedure 

Supplier Deviation Requests (SDRs) 

Design Drawing - Component and Outline Drawing 213 

General $hipment Arrangement SON-2A 

Hydrostatic Test Procedure 

Post Weld Heat Treatment Procedure 

A1 - 15 -

18 

18 

10 

22 

I 
I 

5 

! 2 

4 

3 

21 
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[ 8023-617-1-
! M1395 

I 8023-617-1-
i M1398 
I 
I 8023-617.,1• 
I M1461 
j 

i 5023 617 1 . - - -
I M616 
i 
l 8023-617-1-
i M733 
I 
i 
J S023-617-1-
' l M735 

' 8023-617-1-
I M819 

I so23-a11-1-
I M820 

I $023-617-1-
M821 

! 
S01'23-XV.;5Q 

I 50123-Xll-
18.19 

l 
! S0123-Xll-

l 7.12 

Divider Plate Weld Joint Procedure 

I Divider Plate Weld Joint Repair Plan 

l. Additional Post Weld Heat Treatment Procedure for Divider 
, Plate Weld Joint Repair . 
I 
1 Tubesheet Drilling Procedure 

I 
I Helium Leak Test Procedure of the Tube to Tubesheet Welds 
l (High Pressure) , 
j 

Helium Leak Test Procedure of the Tube to Tubesheet Welds 
(Low Pressure) 

. AVB Structure Assembly Procedure 

I 
' l Tubing and AVB Installation Procedure 

I Anti-Vibration Bar Inspection Procedure (After Assembly) 

I 
! Corrective Action Program 

I Nuclear Oversight Proeedure Supplier Audits 
' 
i 
! 

1 Nuclear Oversight Procedure Source Verification 
i 
' i 

VENDOR DOCUMENTS 

I Number ! Title 
t I 51-9176667- Engineering Information Record, "SONGS 2C17 & 3C17 
001 Stearn Generator Degradation Assessment" 

UGNR-SdN2- DI for Tube Support. Plate Material 
RSG-012 

I UGNR-SON2M Discrepancy for tube. thickness of TSP between Drawing and 
RSG-014 Purchase s · ecification p 

A1 - 16 -

9 

12 

I 0 

9 
I 
I 

' 
5 

l 
3 

! a ' 

6 ' 

5 I 
I 
l 

' 
25 

__j 
I 
I 

10 

I 
I 5 

I 

Revision/Date 

l 
1 

1 

0 
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!·Number Title 
I I UGNR-SON2· Unacceptable Indications by MT for wrapper support of Unit 2 

-
RSG-015 #A 

I 
I 
I 

I UGNR-SON2-
----·- ... 

Unacceptable Indications by MT for Anti rotation support of 
RSG-021 Unit2#A 

I ·--· .. I UGNR-SON2- Unacceptable MT indication for Anti-Rotation Supports 
. RSG-027 
\ l I UGNR-SON2- I Unacceptable. length of 1 o tube hole pitch of tube support -
i RSG-054 I Plate# 6 I UGNR·SONT-f 1nsufficient cleai-ance between ihe tubes in Row No. 28 and - j 

RSG-058 l 30 in Column No. 22 : 

I UGNR-SON2- \·insufficient ciearance bei;,,een the tubeS in ROw No 92 and 941 
! RSG-059 ! in Column No. 34 
! 1 I ! UGNR-SON2- Unacceptable Gaps between Tubes and AVBs I RSG-067 
I ! 
I ' 

UGNR-SON2- I Unacceptable gaps between Tubes and AVBs 
. RSG-075 

~ I I UGNR-SON2- I Incorrect. Machining for Steam Flow Limiting Oevice 
, RSG-091 

I Damaged Locking Plates of Vane Jacking Device UGNR-SON2-

I RSG-103 
i -r ,...UGNR~SON2:-1· As bui"lt dimension of #2A RSG 

RSG-109 

UGNR-SON2-
. RSG-112 
I 

I. UGNR-SON3-
RSG-001 

~-SON3-
I R~G~1s 
~SON3-I RsG~o24 
t UGNR-SON3-
I RSG-030 

I 
I As built dimension of #28 RSG 

I Tubesheet 

I 
Unacceptable local diameter change of Tube holes 

I Some Gaps between TubE;:is and AVBs are larger than the 
, criterion 
! 

-,I Some.gaps.between tubes and AVBs are larger than-the 
criterion 

A1 - 17 -

I 
I 

Revision/Date I 
I 

1 

0 

0 

1 

3 

0 

7 

1 

0 

9 
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! Number 
! 

Title 

, Divider Plate Weld Crack 
I 

UGNR-SON3-
1 RSG-052 

1 

Divider Plate Weld Crack 

UGNR-SON3- I Extension of Tubesheet PWHT Duration 
RSG-057 ! 

UGNR-SON3-
RSG-059 

. Out of Tolerance dimensions on Primary Inlet/Outlet Nozzles 
! and Support Skirt 

I l 
I UGNR-SON3- I Out of tolerance dimensions on Primary Inlet/Outlet Nozzles 
! RSG-062 j and Support Skirt {#8 RSG) 
I ; 
' ' I UGNR-SON3- I UT indications in the Alloy 600/690 butter of Divider Plate 

RSG-067 Weld Groove 
! . l 
I UGNR-SON3- As built dimensions of #3A RSG {Overall Height) 
I RSG-074 
I i UGNR-SON3- I As built dimension of #3A RSG 
1 RSG-075 
; ! 
j t 

I UGNR-SON3- As built dimension of #38 RSG 
I RSG-076 
I I UHNR-SON3- Divider Plates for Unit 3 
, RSG-07N001 
i 
I 

Heat Heat Treatment Chart for SG3 
Treatment 
Record 
40010SG-B-
900D-R1-68 

I 

8023-617-1- I Purchase Specification for Heat Transfer Tubing 
M149 

Fabrication 
Process Sheet 
3901-SG-A-
400E (Order 
2563901/G101 

I ) 
' 
I Fabrication 
[ Process Sheet 

Rework of AVB Insertion for SONGS Unit 2 Replacement 
Steam Generator #A - Lower Portion 

Helium Leak Test for SONGS Unit 2 Replacement Steam 

A1 ~ 18-

Revision/Date 

16 

19 

1 

1 

I 
1 

0 

I 
0 

.. 
I 1 

! 
0 

' i 
I 

I 
0 

April 4, 2012 

! 

I 
4 

1 

0 
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[ Number l Title 

1
/ 3901-S. G-A- j Generator#A- L.ower Portion 
4000 (Order 

l 2563901/2300) l . 
l TSN-5050 I Control Document Status list For Alloy 690 SG Tubing 

1 TSN-5051 

I 
~ 

! TSN-5053 

TSN-5054 

TSN-5055 

i TSN-5072 
~ 
I ! TSN-5073 
! 

I TSN-5074 
I i OOSF-No.4316 

I 
4009-3ir01 

Program of Preproduction Qualification (PPQ) For Alloy 690 l SG Tubing 

Melting Procedure for Alloy 690 SG Tubing 

I Identification and Traceability Procedure for Alloy 690 SG 
l Tubing 

Prohibited and Detrimental Material Control Procedure for 
Alloy 690 SG Tubing 

l Sampling Test Specimen Procedure for Alloy 690 SG Tubing 
I 
J Chemical Analysis Procedure for Alloy 690 SG Tubing 

1 Inclusion Test Procedure for Alloy 690 SG Tubing 

I PPQ Test Results of Alloy 690 SG Tubing for San Onofre 
' Nuclear Generating station Unit 2&3 

'I. Moody lnternation?il ltd Inspection Report of Sumitomo Metal 
. Industries 

A1 - 19-

Revision/Date 
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"' 

SEQUENCE OF EVENTS 

San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station, Unit 2 and 3 Steam Generators 

Date 

November 2001 

May 7, 2002 

Jufy 2002 

November 7, 2003 

December 12, 2003 

December 21, 2003 

February 17, 2004 

February 27. 2004 

February 27, 2004 

July 28, 2004 

August2, 2004 

September 13, 2004 

September 16, 2004 

September 30, 2004 

September 30, 2004 

November 2004 

March 2, 2005 

March 17, 2005 

March 2005 

March 23> 2005 

Event Description 

Licensee forms a team to study the viability of replacing the 
steam generators 

Vendor benchmarking commences 

Bechtel replacement study complete 

Replacement steam generator specification complete 

Replacement steam generator specification sent to procurement 
office 

Replacement steam generator request for proposal issued 

Bechtel installation study report completed 

Steam generator replacement request filed with California Public 
Utility Commission 

Replacement steam generator bids received by SCE 

Replacement steam generator vendor selected 

Replacement steam generator bid evaluation review board start 

Replacement steam generator bid evaluation completed 

SCE 89ard of Directors approval for Mitsubishi to design and 
manufacture steam generators 

Replacement steam generator contract signed 

Fabrication of Unit 2 and Unit 3 steam generators commences at 
Mitsubishi · 

SCE performs first full quality assurance audit of Mitsubishi 

Replacement steam genera_tor ir:-istallation specification sent to 
procurement office 

Mitsubishi/SCE anti-vibration bar design discussion. 

SCE performs follow~up surveillance audit of Mitsubishi 

SCE places conditional qualification on Mitsubishi 

Attachment 2 



September 21, 2005 

October 2005 

December 15, 2005 

December 15, 2005 

February 2006 

March 10, 2006 

April 22, 2006 

May 1, 2006 

May 10, 2006 

September 27, 2006 

September 27, 2006 

September 28, 2006 

September 29, 2006 

October 3, 2006 

October 3, 2006 

November 10, 2006 

March 12, 2007 

May 8, 2007 

July 17, 2007 

Septem6er 13, 2006 

Final environmental impact report released to public 

SCE performs follow-up quality assurance audit of Mitsubishi 

California Public Utility Commission approval received 

Installation contract signed with Bechtel 

SCE performs follow-up quality assurance audit of Mitsubishi 

Edison International Company Board of Directors approval of 
steam generator replacement project 

SONGS Unit 2 refueling outage completed 

Replacement steam generator transportation specification issued 

SCE removes conditional' qualification from Mitsubishi 

Sumitomo Metal Industries issues a non-conformance report on 
some tubing for non-conformance to specifications associated 
with the final mill annealing process 

Mitsubishi issues stop work order to Sumitomo 

Mitsubishi issues corrective action reque$t to Sumitomo based on 
the finai mill annealing non-conformance report 

Mitsubishi visits Sumitomo to conduct rqot cause investigation 

Mitsubishi vi.sits Sumitomo to confirm the adequacy of the 
corrective actions taken to address the root cause findings from 
the September 29, 2006 meeting 

Mitsubishi releases stop work order after confirming adequacy of 
Sumitomo's corrective actions 

Non-conformance report associated with final mill annealing 
proces·s is closed · 

Corrective action· request associated with the final mill annealing 
non-conformance report closed 

Mitsubishi performs followup audit at Sumitomo and issues 
corrective action request for two findings in the audit 

Sumitomo submits corrective actrons taken for thE? findings of the 
May 8, 2007 audit; Mitsubishi closes corrective actic>n request. 

Mitsubishi/SCE technical meeting regarding anti-vibration bc:irs 
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April 2008 

April - June 2008 

July 4, 2008 

July 18, 2008 

July 18, 2008 

September and 
October 2008 

December 16, 2008 

February 14, 2009 

Early March 2009 

Middle March 2009 

March 18, 2009 

March - July 2009 

March - June 2009 

June 2009 

July 2009 

September 2009 -
April 2010 

March 29, 201 O 

Aprif 5, 2010 

April 2010 

April 18, 2010 

Fabrication of Unit 2 steam generators complete 

Mitsubishi performs primary and secondary side hydrostatic 
pressure tests of Unit 2 steam generators 

AREVA performs baseline pre-service eddy current examinations 
on steam generator 2E0-89 at Mitsubishi facilities in Kobe, Japan 

AREVA performs baseline pre-service eddy current examinations 
on steam generator 2E0-88 at Mitsubishi facilities in Kobe, Japan 

NRC Inspection Report 99901030/2008-201 was issued. An 
inspection was completed at the Mitsubishi facility in Kobe, 
Japan. No violation or non-conformances were identified. 

Final inspection for Unit 2 steam generators is completed. 
Primary and secondary sides filled with nitrogen. 

Unit 2 steam generators shipped from Kobe, J<;ipan 

Unit 2 steam generators arrive at SONGS 

Fabrication of. Unit 3 steam generators complete 

Primary and secondary hydrostatic pressure tests conducted on 
Unit 3 steam generators 

Unit 3 divider plate weld failure discovered 

Root cause evaluation of the divider plate-to-tubesheet weld 
conducted by Mitsubishi 

Repair procedures developed for Unit 3 steam generators 

Repair work on Unit 3 steam ·generators commences 

AREVA performs final pre--service eddy current examinations on 
Unit 2 steam generators at SONGS 

·Unit 2 performs a refueling outage and installs the replacement 
steam generators 

Repair work to Unit 3 steam generator 3E0-89 complete 

Repair work to Unit 3 steam generator 3E0-88 complete 

Unit 2 recommences power operations 

Unit 3 steam generator 3E0-89 passes primary side hydrostati<:: 
pressure retest 
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April 24, 2010 

June 2010 

August 2, 2010 

October 4, 2010 

October 2010 -
February 2011 

February 2011 

January 10, 2012 

January 31, 2012 

February 2, 2012 

February 12, 2012 

Match 13, 2012 

March 14, 2012 

March 15, 2012 

Match 16, 2.012 

March 16-21. 2012 

March 15 ~ 21, 2012 

March 19-29, 2012 

March 23, 2012 

March 27, 2012 

Unit 3 steam generator 3E0-88 passes primary side hydrostatic 
pressure retest 

AREVA,performs baseline pre-service eddy current examinations 
on Unit 3 steam generators at Mitsubishi facilities in Kobe, Japan 

Unit 3 steam generators shipped 

Unit 3 steam generators arrive at SONGS 

· Unit 3 performs a refueling outage and installs the replacement 
steam .generators 

Unit 3 recommences power ope~ations 

Unit 2 refueling outage start 

Unit 3 tube leak; rapid shutdown commences 

Unit 3 reaches cold shutdown conditions 

Unit 3 eddy current inspections commence on both steam 
generators 

In-situ pressure testing commences on tub~s in steam generator 
3E0-88 of Unit 3 

ln-sitt,1 pressure test failures on tubes located in Row 106 Column 
78, Row 102 Column 78, and Row 104 Column ta of steam 
generator 3E0-88 

In-situ pressure test failures on tubes located in Row 100 Cqlumn 
80, Row 107 Column 77, Row 101 Column 81, and Row 98 
Column 80 of steam generator 3E0-88 

In-situ pressure test failure on tube located in Row 99 Column 81 
of steam generator 3E0-88 

The 65 remaining tubes in steam generator 3E0-88 pass in-situ 
pressure testing 

The se identified tubes in steam generator 3E0-89 of Unit 3 are 
in-situ pressure tested and all tubes passed. 

NRG Augmented Inspection Team performs inspections at 
SONGS 

NRC received a letter from SCE outlining their commitments for 
corrective actions prior to restart of both Unit 2 and Unit 3 

NRC issues a Confirmatory Action Letter to SCE 

A2 -4- Attachment 2 



June 18, 2012 NRC conducts public Augmented Inspection Team exit meeting 
near SONGS 
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UNITED STATES 

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 
REGION IV 

1600 EAST LAMAR BLVD 
ARLINGTON, TEXAS 76011·4511 

Mr. Peter Dietrich 
Senior Vice President and 

Chief Nuclear Officer 
Southern California Edison Company 
San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station 
P.O. Box 128 
San Clemente, CA 92674·0128 

July 18. 2012 

SUBJECT: SAN ONOFRE NUCLEAR GENERATING STATION- NRC AUGMENTED 
INSPECTION TEAM REPORT 05000361/2012007 and 05000362/2012007 

Dear Mr. Dietrich: 

The U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) completed an inspection at your San Onofre 
Nuclear Generating Station {SONGS}. The enclosed report documents the inspection results, 
which were discussed with you and other members of your staff during a public exit meeting on 
June 18, 2012. 

Unit 3 had been operating for approximately one year 'following replaoement of the steam · 
generators 'Nhen on January a 1, 2012, control room operatore received alarms, that indicated 
reaator coolant 11+<.as leaking into steam generator 3EO 88. The leak was unexpected, and the 
control room operators responaed in accoreianoe '.\lith their procedures to perform a rapiEi 
~hutdown. since the lea.k, although-small; had increased enough in a sho1t13eriod of time to 
warrant the preca1:1tionary shutdown. Tho-estimated leak rate 'Nas 75 gallons per day. The 
facility license allows full po11:er operation with a steady leak rate of less than 150 gallons per 
Gay-:-

. ·The first indication of the leak i.u.as from the t:rrain condenser air ejector radiation monitors 
reaching their alarm set point. The radiation monitors continuously sample from a vent stack for 
the purpose of rapidly identifying steam generator tube leaks. This was a direst release of 
radioactivity to the atmosphere, which is allowed by the facility license, up to limits in the 
regulations. The lioensee revie·Ned the amount of gaseous radioactivity released and estimated 
a dose of approximately 0.0000452 mrem to a member of the public. The annual regulator)' 
limit to a member of the_ public is 100 rnrem per year. During a radiqtion protection inspection 
the week of~bFl:li?I)' 13, 2012, the te~m ~vie•Ned the licensee doseestimates anddid not 
identify any issues. 

Unit 3control room operators performed a controll~dshutdo~·m of Unit 3 pn Janual)' 31, 2012, 
and reached sold shutdO'Nn conditions on February 2, 2012. The operators then prepared the 
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steam generators for tube inspections, ·.vhioh 'Nero started on February 12, 2012. +he first 
inspection confirmed the location of the leak in steam generator 3EO 88. One tube was found 
with a small leak and no other tubes were leaking. 

The licensee completed an e~nsive and expanded eddy current inspection of 100 peroent of 
the steam generator tubes in both Unit 3 s4;eam generators. Following pre es4;ablished testing 
requirements, the liaensee identified 129 tubes in Unit a (56 tubes in steam generator <lEG- 89 
and 73.tubes in steam generator 3EQ 88) that required in situ pressure testing. This testing 
began on March 13, 2012, and 'NaS performed under ambient conditions. 

Of the 129 tubes tested. a total of 8 tubes.failed in situ pressure testing, ¥1tlich included the 
original tube that was leaking. All of the failed tubes oGourred in steam generator 3EO 88. 
Three of the tubes failed at or below a test press1:1re (3200 psi) equivalent ta a design aasis 
main steam line bi:eak duterential pressure and temperature. The remaining five tubes failed 
near, but bolo\\' the maximum differential test pressure of 5250 psig. This test pressure was 
equivalent to th1r3 minimum burst pressure capacity requii:ed by the plant technical specifications. 

In accordance with Management Directive 8.a, "NRG Incident Investigation Program," 
deterministic and conditional risk criteria \¥ere used to evaluate the level of NRG response-for 
this operational event. This e11ent rnet three deterministic criteria (involved a major defielency in 
design having potential generic safety implications; led to a significant loss of integrity of the 
primary coolant pressure boundary; and, involved ari emergency or noh emergency event or 
sitt:.mtion, related to the health and safety of the public or on site personnel or protection of the 
environment, for '11hich a 10 GFR 50.72 report has been submitted that is expected to cause 
signifioant, heightened public or go'.rernment concern) and the conditional large early r-elease 
probability for the event was estimated to be in the overlap range for a speoial 
inspection/augmented inspection. Based on deterministio criteria being met and the risk 
assessment of this condition, Region IV, in consultation '!Ath the Office of Nuclear Reactor 
Regulation and Office of Nuclear Security and Incident Response, concluded that the NRG 
i:esponse should be an augmented team inspection. 

The Augmented Inspection Team (AIT) was established to review the causes. safety 
implications, and your staff's actions following an event that occurred on January 31. 2012. 
involving a reactor coolant leak identified in a Unit 3 steam generator and a subsequent 
identification that multiple steam generator tubes in Unit 3 had experience substantial and 
unusual wear. eight of which failed pressure testing. The SONGS Unit 3 steam gecnerators were 
new and had been in operation for less than one operating cycle. At the time of the event. 
SONGS Unit 2 was shutdown in a refueling outage with steam generators that had been in 
service for one operating cycle. 

This augmented inspection was chartered, in part, to iden.tifyreview the circumstances 
surrounding the tube degradation; review ttw licensee's actions following discovery of the 
conditions; evaluate the licensee's reviewdetermination of potentialthe causes of the unusual 
steam generator tube wear; review the ste~m generator modeling; and, assess the differences 
between Unit 2 and Unit 3 steam generators. The charter is publically available in ADAMS at 
ML12075A258available in ADAMS at ML 12075A258. It is not the responsibility of an AIT to 
determine compliance with the NRC rules and regulations or to recommend enforcement 
actions; this will be done through subsequent NRC inspection or review, · 

J 
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Based on inspection, the The team concluded that.;-f4 plant operators responded to the 
eveAt.Januarv 311 2012, steam generator tube leak in accordance with pro.cedures and in a 
manner that protected public health and safety~. Plant safety systems were maintained and 
responded in accordanoe with the plant design; and (3) the less of steam generator tuee 
integrity was a serio~s safety issue thatmust be resol11ed. The purpose of this ins~eotion 1Nas 
to gather foots and identify issues requiring 'follO'Nup, and, worked as such, no ¥indings 
weFeexpected during the event. 

The NRC team identified--TeR ten items requiring additional followup review for regulatory 
action. These items are documented as :unresolved: items in the enclosed report. -The NRC 
will conduct subsequent inspections or reviews to determine what, if any, regulatory actions 
result from the "unresolved" items. 
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SONGS Unit 3 steam generators had experienced excessive vibration of tubes in the U-bend 
region of the steam generators to the extent that the tubes rubbed against each other (tube-to
tube interactions) causing excessive wear and loss of structural integrity. Your staff determined 
that the vibration was caused by the steam conditions in the U-bend region of the steam · 
generators-by a phenomenon called "fluid elastic instability.» The NRC inspection team 
concluded that the steam generators' design and configuration did not provide the necessary 
margin to prevent this phenomenon. 

Although the steam generator tube degradation from this phenomenon observed in Unit 2 steam 
generators was not as severe. the NRC team concluded that both units' steam generators were 
of similar design with similar thermal hydraulic conditions and configurations. Therefore. 
SONGS Unit 2 steam generators are also susceptible to this phenomenon. ·· 

Accordingly, as documented in NRC Confirmatory Action Letter dated March 27, 2012, 
(ML 12087A323), you are required to submit in writing to NRCfor review and acceptance. your 
actions and plans to prevent recurrence of loss of tube integrity before the resumption of power 
operations in both SONGS Units 2 and 3. · 

In accordance with .10 CFR 2.390 of the NRC's "Rules of Practice," a copy of this fetter, its 
enclosure, and yol.Jr response (if any) will be available electronically for public inspection in the 
NRC Public Document Room or from the Publicly Available Records (PARS) cqmponent of the 
NRC's document system (ADAMS). ADAMS is accessible from the NRC Web site at 
http://www.nrc.gov/readinq:-rm/adams.html (the Public Electronic Reading Room). 

I Docket No.: 050Q036250"361. 50-362 
License No: NPF-10, NPF-15 · 

Enclosure: 

Sincerely, 

Elmo .E. Collins 
Regional Administrator 

LJnspectiori Report 05000361/2012007 and 05000362/2012 0072012007 
wl-
Attachment;.fil 
1,_ Supplemental Information 

2. Sequence of Events 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

On January 31, 2012,March 19, 2012. an Augmented Inspection Team (AIT) was dispatched to 
San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station (SONGS)to gather facts and understand the 
circumstances surrounding the January 31, 2012 Unit 3 oontrol room operators reoei\'ed an 
alarm that inaicated a primary-::to-secondary reactor coolant leak ffem..-and failure of eight 
steam generator 3EO 88. Although the leak rate was small, it increased enough in a short 
period of time for the licensee to perform a rapid shutdown. The estimated leak rate was 75 
gallons per day. The facility license allows full pO\vef operation w-ith a steady state leak rate of 
less than 150 gallons per day. On F-Obruary 2, 2012, Unit 3 reached cold shutdown conditions. 

On February 12, 2012, Southern California Edison (SCE) commenced eddy current inspections 
of 100 percent of the tubes iA both UAit 3 steam generators. During these inspections. the 
licensee discovered unexpected 11t1ear in be.th steam generators, including 11.iear at retainer bars 
(similar to the wear found in Unit 2 steam generators) and significant tube to-tuee v1ear in the 
free span areas. The inspections identified 56 tubes in steam generator 3EO 89 and 73 tubes in 
steam generator 3EO 88 that SCE performed in situ pressure testing on to determine if they met 
#le- maintain structural integrity requirements inas required by plant technical specifications.,. 

On February 16, 2012, NRG completed a Management Directive 8.3 E'laluation for the steam 
generator tube leak on SONGS Unit 3. The evaluation resulted in the recommendation of an 
event follow up fficused baseline inspection to review the licensee's response to tho steam 
generator tube leak. The recommendation 'Nas based on the tube leak being from a newly 
installed steam generator and the infrequency of the event in the industry 

From March 1 a 21, 2012, ,A,REVA conducted in situ pressure testing of the suspect tubes in 
both steam generators. There 'Nero a ta.tal of eight tube failures during testing, all in steam 
generator 3EO 88. These tubes failed to satisfy the tuee integrity performanoe criteria. At the 
time of the augmented team inspection, no stabilization or plugging of t1;1bes had been 
performed in Unit 3 because the licensee 'Nas still conducting a cause e•1all-:lation of the failee 
tubes. TheF€ ·.•.·ere ti.vo members of the Augmented Inspection Team on site during the week of 
March 12 that observed portions of the in situ pressure testing.13, 2012. The primary"to
seconda[Y leak was the result of a single tube in Unit 3 steam generator 3E0~88 failing to 
maintain structural integrity. · 

On Maroh 14, 2012, NRG sompleted a Management Directive 8.3 Evaluation for the steam 
generator tube integrity on SONGS Unit 3. The evaluation resulted in the recommendation of 
an Augmented Inspection based on the risk associated •.vith the tube failures identified during 
the in situ testing. 

On March 23, 2012, NRC reoeived a letter from SCE! outlining their sommitments for oorreotive 
actions prior to restart of Unit 2 and Unit 3. 

On March 27, 2012, the NRG issued a Confirmatory Action Le'tter to SCE, which outlined 
specific actions the licensee must complete before restarting Units 2 or 3 that included 
identifying the cause of the tube 'Near; taking corrective actions to prevent loss of tube integrity; 
and performing a mid cycle outage to perform tube inspections. 



From March 19 29, 2012, the NRG Augmented Inspection Team performed on site 
inspections at SONGS. After the on site portion 1Nas completed, the team sontinued to re•1iew 
various documents and :;Jttended a number of eMpert panels associated with the cause 
evaluations, thermal/hydraulic modeling, and Unit 2 operational assessment. The 
teamSpecifically the AIT was chartered to review the circumstances surrounding the tube 
degradation; review th_e licensee's actions following discovery of the conditions: evaluate the 
licensee's determination of the causes of the unusual steam generator tube wear; review the 
steam generator modeling; and. assess the differences between Unit 2 and Unit 3 steam 
generators. 

The team determined that plant operators responded to the event in a manner that protected 
public health and safety and all safety svstems performed their functions to support the safe 
shutdown and cooldown of.the plant. However. the loss of steam generator tube integrity is a 
serious safety issue that must be resolved prior to further power operation. 

ii 



The AIT identified ten unresolved items that warranted additional follow-up: (1) adequacy of the 
post trip/transient procedure; (2) evaluation and disposition of the Unit 3 loose parts monitor 
alarms; (3) design of retainer bar; (4) control of original design dimensions; (5) evaluation of and 
controls for divider plate repair; (6) atmospheric controls of Unit 3 steam generators during 
shipment; (7) no tube bundle support used during shipping; (8) evaluation and disposition of 
accelerometersaccelerometer readings during shipping; (9) adequacy of Mitsubishi's thermal
hydraulic model; and (10) change of methodologie$ associated with 10 CFR 50.59 review. 

The team determined: (1) plant operators responded to the e•.iont in aooordanoe 1Nith 
procedures in a manner that protected publis health and safety; (2) equipment responded in 
acoordanoe with the plant design; and (3) the cause evaluations for the tube wear >Nere 
appropriate. 

At the time of the leak on Unit 3 steam generator 3EO 88, Unit 2 had completed eddy current 
testing of all the tubes in both steam generators as part of their first refueling outage subsequent 
to the steam generators being replaced in 2009. The eddy current testing did identify significant 
tt:ibe 'Near around the l:lpper retainer bar, vt'ith one tube requiring in situ pressure testing. VVear 
indioations 11.iere found at anti vibration bar supports, tube support plates and at a foreign object 
(that •.vas removed). Southern Calif.ornia Edison did determine the cause of tube -.• .. ear in Unit 2 
to be from vibration of the tubes against the retainer and anti vibration bars. Initially, no tube to 
tube 'Near 'h'as ideAtified. Because of the extensive tube to ttibe wear identified on Unit 3, SCE 
conducted additional eddy current testing on 1375 tubes on eaoh Unit 2 steam generator. This 
testing was completed using a more sensitive probe in the same area where tube to tube wear 
11ms identified on Unit ~- The licensee identified that two tubes in Unit 2 e*hibited tube to tube 
wear similar to the 'Near identified in Unit a steam generators. Initially, these findings resulted in 
a total of 94 plugged tubes, with 15 tubes stabilized in steam generator 2EO 89. For steam 
generator 2EO BB this initially resulted in_Q8 plugged tubes, with 18 tubes stabilized. Additional 
plugging and stabilizing was completed for Unit 2 steam generators to address the oauses of 
tube to tube wear identified. Tho oorrectii1e actions taken to address the causes of the tube to 
tube wear v:ill be inspeGted as part of the Confirmatory Action better and documented in 
Inspection Report 05000361, 362/2012009. 

Overall, the team Consistent with existing NRC inspection processes. these unresolved issues 
will be inspected and dispositioned during follow-up inspection efforts to determine if there are 
any violations of regulatorv requirements. 

The AIT inspection concluded that~ SCE was adequately pursuing the causes of the 
unexpected steam generator tube-to-tub~ degradation. In an effort to identify the causes, SCE 
brought inretained a tafgesignificant number of outside industry experts, cpnsultants, and steam 
generator manufacturers, including Westinghouse and AREVA to perform thermal-hydraulic and 
flow induced vibration modeling and analysis. Southern Califo_rnia Edison identified the most 
probable causes of the tube to tube wear as a ; (2) The combination of higher than 
predictedunpredicted. adverse thermalt_hydraulic conditions and insufficient tube to anti 
vibration bar contact forces. In· addition, SCE concluded that the differences in 
manufaaturing!fabrication could contribute to the tube to tube wear seen in the Unit a steam 
generators. 



The NRG team independently coRoluded that the cause of the in the upper tube bundle caused 
. a phenomenon called "fluid-elastic instability ·1ibFOtion" which was primarily the higher than 
predicted thermal hydraulio conditions, along with insuffisieAt: coAt:act f.oroes (loss of anti 
vibratien bar contribution to damping) in the upper tube bundl&:a significant contributor to the 
tube to tube wear resulting in the tube leak. The team believesconcluded that the differences in 
severity of the tube-to-tube wear between Unit 2 and Unit 3 may be related to the 
improvedchanges to the·man'ufacturing/fabricatiori of the tubes and other components which 
may, have resulted in increased clearance between the anti-vibration bars and the tubes';" 
Additional inspection 'Nill be required to review and oleseout the unresolved items. ; (3) Due to 
modeling errors. the SONGS replacement generators were not designed with adequate thermal 
hydraulic margin to preclude the onset of fluid-elastic instability. Unless changes are made to 
the operation or configuration of the steam generators, high fluid.velocities and high void 
fractions in localized regions in the u-bend will continue to cause excessive tube wear and 
·accelerated wear that could result in tube leakage and/or tube rupture: (4) The thermal hydraulic 
phenomena contributing to the fluid-elastic instability is present in both Unit 2 and 3 steam 
generators: {5) Based on the updated final safety anal'lsis report description of the original 
steam generators. the steam generators major design changes were appropriately reviewed in 
accordance with the 10 CFR 50.59 reguirements. However. further review is reguired related to 
the change in methodology used for the steam generator stress analysis calculations. 

· With regard to the radiological release as a result of the tube reak. it was determined that the 
tube leak was detected by the condenser steam jet air ejector radiation monitor as ger design. 
In addition. the radiation monitor alarmed and alerted SbNGS operators of the steam generator 
tube .leak as required. The release resulted in an estimated 0.0000452 (4.52 E-5) mrem dose to 
the public. 

ii 
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SUMMARY OF FINDINGS 

+RIR 0500036112012007, 05000362/2012007, 03/15/2012 through 06/18/2012, San Onofre 
Nuclear Generating Station; Augmented Inspection Team. 

An Augmented Inspection Team was approved on March 16, 2012. Two inspectors on the team 
were onsite observing in~situ pressure testing the week of March 12. The remaining inspectors 
were dispatched to the site on March 19, 2012, to assess the facts and circumstances 
surrounding the tube leak and unexpected wear of tubes in Unit 3 steam generators. The 
Augmented Inspection Team was established in accordance with NRC Management Directive 
8.3, "NRC Incident Investigation Program,~ and implemented using Inspection Procedure 93800, 
"Augmented Inspection Team." The inspection was conducted by a team of insper;torsfrom the 
NRC's Region IV and Region II offices, the resident inspector from San Onofre Nuclear 
Generating Statlon 1 one engineer from the NRC Office of New Reactors, two engineers from the 
NRC Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation, and one engineer from the NRC Office of Research. 
Th~team identified 10 issues that will require additional NRC inspection. These issues are 
tracked as unresolved items in this report. 

A. NRC-ldentified and Self-Revealing Findings 

None 

B. Licensee~ldentified Violations 

None 

Enclosure 



1.0 Description of Event <Charter Item 1) 

1.1 Sequence of Events 

In November 2001, SCE formed a team to study the viability of replacing the Unit 2 and 
Unit 3 original steam generators. The licensee performed an assessment of six steam 
generator vendors; which included vendor benchmarking, development of the 
replacement steam generator design specifications, a steam generator request for 
proposal, and a steam generator bid evaluation. In September 2004, the licensee 
selected Mitsubishi Heavy Industries (Mitsubishi) as the manufacturer of the 
replacement steam· generatoL 

A general description and comparison of the Unit 2 and Unit 3 steam generators is 
included in Section 1.2 of this report. 

In September 2004, Mitsubishi commenced fabrication· of Unit 2 steam 
generators 2E0-89 and 2E0-88, and completed fabrication in April 2008. 

At the time of the contract signing in September 2004, Mitsubishi had a quality 
assurance program in place that had been approved by the licensee, by taking credit for 
other utilities' reviews of Mitsubishi's quality assurance program. The licensee informed 
Mitsubishi that once enough fabrication was underway to support an eval1,1ation, the 
licensee would perform an audit to confirm that their quality assurance program was 
operating properly. 

In November 2004, the licensee performed an audit of the Mitsubishi quality assurance 
program at their facilities in Kobe, Japan, and then followed up with a surveillance 
inspection in March 2005. As a result of these two activities, the licensee informed 
Mitsubishi that additional oversight of Mitsubishi's design control activities was required. 
The licensee informed Mitsubishi that the additional oversight conditions would remain in 
place until such time that Mitsubishi had demonstrated improved design control 
performance, which would be verified. by the licensee. After implementing the extra 
quality control steps, Mitsubishi submitted a letter to SCE stating that they were ready for 
the conditional qu~lification to be lifted. The lice.nsee performed followup audits of 
Mitsubishi in October 2005 and February 2006, but still found enough instances of 
design control issues that the additional oversight requirements of the conditional 
qualification were not lifted. In May 2006, SCE was able to verify that Mitsubishi had 
demonstrated improved design control performance and therefore removed the 
conditional qualification of Mitsubishi. 

\ . 
After fabrication of the Unit 2 steam generators was complete ih April 2008, Mitsubishi 
performed hydrostatic pressure tests of the primary and secondary sides of the Unit 2 
steam generators. In July 2008, after completion of the hydrostatic pressure.tests, 
AREVA performed the baseline eddy current pre-service examinations of the Unit 2 
steam generators at the Mitsubishi facilities in Japan. The final inspections for the Unit 2 
steam generators were completed in September and October 2008, followed by filling 
the .Primary and secondary sides of the Unit 2 steam generators with nitrogen. The 
Unit 2 steam generators were shipped from the Mitsubishi facilities in Oecember 2008 
and received on site at SONGS in February 2.009. In July 2009, AREVA performed the 
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final eddy current pre.:..service examination on the Unit 2 steam generators at SONGS. 
The baseline and final eddy current pre-service examinations were performed in Japan 
and at SONGS, respectively, to assess whether any changes to the steam generator 
tubing had resulted from shipping, and no changes were identified. 

The Unit 2 steam generators were installed during a refueling outage, between 
September 2009 and April 201 O . .On April 13; 20101 Unit 2 returned to power op~rations. 
NRC engineering inspectors performed inspections in accordance with Inspection 
Procedure 50001, "Steam Generator Replacement Inspection," and Inspection 
Procedure 71111.17, "Evaluations of Changes, Tests, or Experiments and Permanent 
Plant Modifications." This included a review of selected portions of modifications 
associated with the replacement steam generators to determine if the changes were 
done in.accordance with 10 CFR 50.59.· The results of the inspection of the replacement 
steam generators for Unit 2 are documente~ in NRC Inspection 
Report 05000361/2009007. (ML100630838) 

The fabrication of the Unit 3 steam generators 3E0-89 and 3E0-88 was completed 
between September 2004 and April 2010. The design specifications of the Unit 2 and 
Unit 3 steam generators were the same when the contract between the licensee and 
Mits~bishi was signed; however, due to a fabrication issue, there was a modification to 
the divider plate-to-channel head weld requir~ments for the Unit 3 steam generators, 
and to the classification of the Unit 3 tubesheet material. The specifics of these 
modificc:ttions are discussed further in Section 1.2.a of this report. 

In March 2009, after initial fabrication of the Unit3 steam generators was complete, 
Mitsubishi performed hydrostatic pressure tests of the primary and secondary sides of 
the Unit 3 steam generators. After completion of the hydrostatic pressure tests, a visual 
inspection of the steam generator reactor coolant side revealed cracks in the welds that 
join the divider plate to the channel head of both steam generators: 

From March through July of 2009, Mitsubishi performed a root cause evaluation, which 
showed that a change in the weid preparation process for the divider plate-to-channel 
head weld had resulted in the cracking of the weld, A repair procedure was developed 
and repair work on the Unit 3 steam generators began in June 200,9. The repairs to the 
Uni~ 3 steam generators were completed i11 late March (3E0-89} and early April (3E0•88) 
of 2010. In late April 2010, the Unit 3 steam generators passed the primary hydrostatic 
pressure re-tests. In June 2010, AREVA performed a final eddy current pre-service 
examination of the steam generators at the Mitsubishi facilities in Japan, and this was 
used as the baseline pre-service examination for the Unit 3 steam gen~rators. The 
steam generators were shipped from the Mitsubishi facilities in Japan in early August 
2010, and arrived at SONGS in early0ctober2010. 

The Unit 3 steam generators were installed during a refueling outage, between October 
2010 and February 2011. On February 18, 2011, Unit 3 returned.to power operations. 
NRC engineering inspectors performed inspections in accordance with Inspection 
Pro.cedure 50001, ''Steam Generator Replacement Inspection," and Inspection 
Procedure 71111.17, "Evaluations of Changes, Tests, or Experiments and Permanent 
Plant Modifications." This .included a review of selected portions of modifications 
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associated with the replacement steam generators to determine if the changes were 
done in accordance with 10 CFR 50.59. The results of the inspection of the replacement 
steam generators for Unit 3 are documented in NRC Inspection 
Report 0500036212010009. (ML 111300448) 

Unit 2 was shut down for a scheduled refueling outage on January 10, 2012. Steam 
generator tubing inspections in steam generator 2E0-89 found unexpected wear caused 
by retainer bars on two tubes that required plugging in accordance with the technical 
specifications. Steam generator tubing inspections in steam generator 2E0-88 found 
wear on four tubes that required plugging in accordance with the technical specifications. 
Anti-vibration bars caused the wear on tWo of the tubes and retainer bars caused the 
wear on the other two tubes. Because of the unexpected wear, the licensee 
preventatively plugged 94 tubes in steam generator 2E0-89 and 98-tubes in steam 
generator 2E0-88. Fifteen of the tubes in steam generator 2E0-89 were stabilized prior 
to plugging, and 18 of the tubes in steam generator 2E0-88 were stabilized prior to 
plugging. Additional details of the inspections of the Unit 2 steam generators are 
provided in section 1.4 of this report 

On January 31, 2012, Unit 3 control room operators received an alarm that indicated a 
pri!'l1ary-to~secondary reactor coolant leak from steam generator 3E0-88. The alarm 
received was from the main condenser air ejector radiation monitors, which continuously 
samples from a vent line for the purpose of rapidly identifying steam generator tube 
leaks. Although the leak rate was small, it increased enough in a short period of time for 
the licensee to perform a rapid shutdown. The estimated leak rate was 75 gallons per 
day. The facility license allows full power operation with a steady state leak rate of less 
than 150 gallons per day. On February 2, 2012, Unit 3 reached cold shutdown 
conditions. The licensee reviewed the amount of gaseous radioactivity released and 
estimated a dose of approximately 0.0000452 mrem to a member of the public. The 
annual regulatory limit to a member of the public is 100 mrem per year. This unplanned 
offsite release of radioactivity was reviewed by Region IV health physicist inspectors 
who confirmed SONGS' offsite do.se estimate (see Section 10 for additional details). 

After ·shutdown, the licensee started preparations for performing inspections of Unit 3 
steam generators 3E0-89 and 3E0-88. The steam generator tube inspections 
commenced on February 12, 2012, and confirmed the location of the leak in steam 
gen~rator 3E0-88 as coming from the tube in Row 106 Column 78. No other tubes were 
found to be leaking. The licensee then performed eddy current inspections of 100 
per~ent of the tubes in_ both Unit 3 steam generators. During these inspections, the 
licensee discovered unexpected wear in both steam generators, including wear at 
retainer bars (similar to the wear found in Unit 2 st~am generators) and significant tube
to-tube wear in the freespan areas (u-bend area of the tubes). The inspections identified 
56 tubes in steam generator 3E0-89 and 73 tubes in steam generator 3E0-88 that SCE 
performed in-situ pressure testing on to determine if they mef the structural integrity 
requirements in plant technical specifications. Additional details of the inspections ofthe 
Unit 3 steam generators are provided in section 1.5 of this report 

From March 13-21, 2012, AREVA conducted in-situ pressure testing of the SU$pect 
tubes in both steam generators. There were a total of eight tube failures during testing, 
all in steam generator 3E0-88. 
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These tubes failed to satisfy the tube integrity performance criteria in the technical 
specifications. Additional details of the in-situ pressure tests are provided in Section 1.6 
of this report. 

From March 19 - 29, 2012, the NRC augmented inspection team performed inspections 
onsite at SONGS. 

On March 27, 2012, the NRC issued a Confirmatory Action Letter to SCE, which outlined 
specific actions for each unit that the licensee must complete before restarting Unit 2 
and Unit 3. 

A more detailed sequence of events c13n be found in Attachment 2. 

1. 2 System Descriptions 

a. Replacement Steam Generators 

The Unit 2 and Unit 3 replacement steam generators contain thermally treated 
Alloy 690 tubing in au-bend configuration, with a nominal outside diameter of 0.750 
inches and a nominal wall thickness of 0.043 inches. There are 9727 tubes within each 
steam generator, which are arranged in 142 rows and 177 columns. The rows and 
columns are arranged in a nominal 1.000 inch triangular pitch (results in approximately 
0.25 inches of clearance between tubes). The first thirteen rows of tubes were therm~lly 
stress relieved after bending to reduce susceptibility to stress corrosion cracking. The 
tubes were hydraulically expanded to the full depth of the tubesheet, which has a 
nominal thickness of 28.19 inches. Seven tube support plates made of Type 405 
stainless steel provide lateral support to the tubes. The tube s,upport plates contain 
broached trefoil holes with chamfered lands. Support of the tubes in the upper bundle is 
provided by six sets of Type 405 stainless steel, V-shaped, anti-vibration bars. 

The original Model 3410 steam generators at Unit 2 and Unit 3 were manufactured by 
Combustion Engineering. Each steam generator had 9,350 mill-annealed, Alloy 600 
tubes, which were a combination of u-bend tubes and tubes with two 90 degree bends 
(also called square bends). The tubes had a nominal outside diameter of 0.750 inches, 
and a nominal wall thickness of 0.048 inches. The tubes were expanded through the full 
depth of the tubesheet using an' explo$ive process, and lateral support was provided by 
a, number of lattice·grid (i.e., eggcrate) carbon steel tube supports. Tube support in the 
upper bundle was provided by carbon steel diagonal bars (.commonly called batwings) 
and vertical straps. The original steam generators contained a cylindrically shaped 
support structure beneath the center of the tubesheet (called the stay cylinder) that 
provided structural suppqrt to the large diameter tubesheet. 

Southern California Edison reviewed Information Notices, Generic Letters, Bulletin$, and 
industry operational experience associated with steam gen~rator issues when 
developing the design specifications for the replacement steam generators. Some of the 
changes are summarized below, for additional information see Section 6 of this report 
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The design changes between the original and replacement steam generators noted 
above are commonly used in replacement steam generators today. The thermally 
treated Alloy 690 tubing provides increased resistance to stress corrosion cracking as 
compared to thermally treated Alloy 600 tubing. The use of type 405 stainless steel (in 
lieu of carbon steel) for tube support plates eliminates the denting phenomenon 
associated with drilled carbon steel support plates. The use of broached trefoil holes 
(instead of drilled holes) in tube support plates reduces the number of contact points with 
tubes and increases flow area between the tube and tube support plate, thereby 
reducing the potential for corrosion products to buildup between the tube and the tube 
support plate. Combustion Engineering steam generators withthe batwing design.have 
typically suffered from wear on tubes {from the batwings) in the central stay cylinder 
region, due to higher cross flow velocities in this portion of the steam generators. In an 
effort to eliminate this high flow region, the replacement steam generators were 
designed with a thicker tubesheet that was inherently more rigid, and thus did not require 
the central stay cylinder. By choosing a design with all u-bend tubes, the bat wing 
design was eliminatec,f and a new anti-vibration bar assembly was used. The new anti
vibration bar assembly is a free floating design that is supported by the tube bundle and 
is not attached to the tube bundle wrapper. 

b. Channel Head-to-Divider Plate Weld 

On March 18, 2009, after completion of the primary and secondary side hydrostatic 
pressure tests, a crack in the weld between the divider plate and the channel head on 
Unit 3 steam generator 3E0-88 was identified . Examination showed that the dissimilar 
metal weld, between the Alloy 690 divider plate and the low alloy steel channel head, 
had separated. Specifically, the failure occurred between the channel head and the 
Alloy 152 butter weld, which is the weld fiiler wire equivalent of Alloy 690. Upon 
examination, a similarweld failure was found in steam generator 3E0-89 although the 
size. of the failure was not as large. 

Mitsubishi performed a root cause evaluation and found that air carbon-arc gouging was 
used to remove the stainless steel cladding from the channel head, in preparation for 
making the divider plate-to-channel head dissimilar metal weld. The air carbon•arc 
gouging had resulted in carbon deposits in the channel head that were not completely 
removed by grinding that was performed after the gouging operation. The high carbon 
area increa$ed the hardness of the channel head (due to carburization) and was the 
most probable cause of the failure between the channel head and the Alloy 152 butter 
weld. Mitsubishi also found that it was possible, but less probable, that the increased 
hardness of the channel head promoted hydrogen induced cracking in areas of the 
divider plate-to-channel head weld that had higher local stresses due to geometric 
configurations (i.e., at the corner of the divider plate). 

1.3 Resident Inspectors' Assessment of Steam Generator Tube Leak Event Response 

a. Inspection Scope 

On January 31, 2012, the resident inspectors were on-site during the Unit 3 steam 
generator tube leak event. The resident inspectors_ observed the licensee's response to 
the steam generator tube leak from the control room; and observed the rapid shutdown, 
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actions to cool the plant down, actions performed during recovery of plant systems, and 
other operator actions. Additionally, the resident inspectors conducted a review of 
control room activities and equipment response to determine if the operating crew 
responded appropriately and. if the plant systems re~ponded as expected during the 
event. The resident inspectors conducted interviews with various on-shift personnel and 
reviewed the post trip report, which included control room fogs, operator statements, and 
plant data trends to assess overall performance of the crew. The review also included 
procedure use and adequacy of the guidance used for event response, placing the plant 
in a safe and stable condition, establishing appropriate parameter limits for plant 
cooldown, and conducting the cooldown to cold shutdown conditions. With respect to 
operator awareness and decision making, the resident inspectors were specifically 
focused on the effectiveness of control board monitoring, technical decision making, and 
work practices of the operating crew. With respect to command and control, the resident 
inspectors focused on actions taken by the control room supervision in managing the 
operating crew's response to the event. 

b. Observations and Findings 

No findings were identified. 

The team identified one unresolved item for which additional information is required to 
determine if performance deficiencies exist or if the issue constitutes a violation of NRC 
requirements. 

On January 3.1, 2012, at 3:05 p.m. (PST), main control room operators at Unit 3 received 
a secondary plant system radiation alarm associated with the air ejectors followed by a 
blowdown radiation monitor alarm. Operations personnel responded in accordance with 
Abnormal Operating Instruction 8023-13-14, "Reactor Coolant Leak," Revision 16, since 
the entry conditions for a steam generator tube leak were ·satisfied. Operations 
personnel determined the leakage to be about 75 gallons per day, using a mass balance 
calculation (.06 gpm), from s,team generator 3E0-88. This leak rate was below the 
Technical Specification 3.4.13, "RCS Operational Leakage," limit of 150 gallons per day 
for primary- to-secondary leakage through any one steam generator. 

At 4:10 p.m., operations personnel evaluated that the primary-ta..secondary leak rate 
exceeded 75 gallons per day on steam generator 3E0-88 and that the leak was 

. increasing at greater than 30 gallons per day per hour, and consequently, initiated a 
rapid power reduction tO be s 50 percent power in one hour and in Mode 3 within the 
next two hours per Abnormal Operating Instruction 8023-13-14. In accordance with 
Abnormal Operating Instruction S023-13-14, when reactor power was less than 35 
percent, operations personnel tripped the reactor at 5:31 p.m. to enter Mode.3; 

Due to the manual reactor trip, operations personnel entered Emergency Operating 
Instruction 8023-12-1, "Standard Posf Trip Actions," Revision 26, fo ensure the plant 
was placed _in a staple, safe condition, and that the plant was configured to respond to 
the continuing steam generator tube leak event. Operations personnel implemented the 
emergency operating instructions and isolated the affected steam generator at 6:00 p.m. 
A plant cooldown was conducted by using main steam bypass from steam generafor 
3E0-89 to the main condensi:;r. Mode .4 conditions were achieved at approximately 6 
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hours after isolation of the steam generator. Cootdown continued until Unit ~ was in 
Mode 5, cold shutdown. 

(1) Introduction: The team identified an unresolved item associated with Operations 
Procedure 80123-0-AB. "Tripffoansient and Event Review,'' that required a formal 
review of operator actions and safety systems to determine if important systems 
responded as design. The formal review was not completed. 

Description: On March 19, 2012, the team requested to review the results of 
operations post trip/transient evaluation of the January 31, Unit 3 tube leak event. 
Operations Procedure 50123-0-AB, "Tripfrransient and Event Review.n Revision 8, 
required a detailed post trip review following unplanned reactor trips. However, a 
formal trip/transient and event review was not available because operations 
personnel determined the Unit 3 event was planned and therefore a formal review 
was not required. 

On March 27, 2012, Team met with operations personnel to discuss items on a draft 
Unit 3 trip/transient evaluation provided to the team. The team also discussed with 
operations personnel the requirements in Operations Procedure 80123-0..AB, and 
concluded a basis for what was "planned" and "unplanned" was not defined. 
Operations personnel determined the Unit 3 reactor trip was a planned reactor trip 
because Abnormal Operating Instruction 5023-13-14, "Reactor Cool.ant Leak,;1 

Revision 16, Seotion 4, had described actions for primary·to--secondary leakage. 
Specifically, this section stated, in part, under plant conditions. of increasing steam 
generator tube leakage, operations personnel were required to perform a rapid 
power reduction to less than 35 percent power, then trip the reactor. 

The team discussed with operations personnel that definitions for unplanned events 
have been established through industry standards to report on plant performance. 
ihese standards inclµde NEI 99-02, "Regulatory Assessment Performance Indicator 
Guideline," Revision 6. Industry Guidance NEI 99-02 indicated that Unit 3 reactor 
trip should be considered unplanned since the reactor trip Was required by an 
abnormal operating instruction and would count against the performance indicator for 
unplanned reactor trips. NRC Regulatory Issue Summary (RIS) 2000-08, "Voluntary 
Submission of Performance Indicator Data," Revision 1, allows industry to use 
NEI 99-02 to report pe(formance indicator data. 

Additional review and follow up will be required to review the corrective actions 
associated with the procedural guidance for an event review and then determine 
whetner this issue represents a performance deficiency or constitutes a vioJation of 
NRC requirements. This iss\,le is identified as URI 05000362/2012007-01, 
"Adequacy of the Tripfrransient and E~ent.Review Procedure." 
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c. Conclusions 

The resident inspectors concluded that abnormal and emergency operating instructions 
were performed consistent with expected standard and that operations personnel 
exhibited the fundamental operator competencies in response to the Unit 3 steam 
generator tube leak. · 

Specifically, the resident inspectors determined that the operating crew displayed a 
questioning attitude of changing plant parameters and took conservative actions. The 
operating crew identified important preliminary increasing trends of Unit 3 air ejectors 
radiation monitors and subsequent alarms ina timely manner for a tube leak in steam 
generator 3E0~88. Additionally, the resident inspectors determined that crew 
supervision exercised effective oversight of plant status, crew performance, and control 
room command and control. 

The team identified one unresolved item associated with the adequacy of the 
trip/transient procedure. 

1.4 Description of Steam Generator Inspections at SONGS Unit 2 

On January 10, 2012, SONGS Unit 2 was shutdown for a refueling outage. Southern 
California Edison personnel conducted a scheduled steam generator inspection in 
accordance with Technical Specification 5. 5.2.11, "Steam Generator (SG) Program." 
This was the first inspection of the Unit 2 steam ge.nerators since their replacement in 
January 201 o. The accumulated operating time on the replacement Unit 2 steam 
generators was 1. 7 effective full power years. There was no reported primary-to~ 
secondary leakage at the time of shutdown. 

The scope of the inspection included a 100 percent tube sample with an eddy current 
test bobbin probe over the full tube length, followup rotating coil inspections at special 
interest locations, and a secondary side foreign object search and retrieval. Three types 
of flaw indications were found in the tubes: 

• Wear at the tube $Upport plate and anti~vlbration bgr supports 
• Wear caused by a loose part 
• Wear at retainer bars 

With the exception of the wear indications found at tube retainer bar locations, the wear 
indications found are similar to those found at other replacement steam generators after 
one cycle of operation. A total of 241 t tubes were found with indications at the tube 
support plates and anti-vibration bar supports, the vast majority of which had a 
measured depth of less than 20 percent of the tube wall thickness. Only two of these 
indications, located at the anti-vibration bar supports, exceeded the Technical 
Specification 5.5.2.11.c repair limit, of 35 percent of the tube wall thickness. The two 
affected tubes plus two additional.tubes with 31 percent deep indications were stabilized 
and plugged. 
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Southern California Edison performed a reanalysi~ of the bobbin probe eddy current 
data collected during the Unit 2 inspection program. This reanalysis was performed after 
the finding of the long free-span indications in Unit 3, allowing insights gained during the 
Unit 3 inspections to be applied to the Unit 2 data. The scope of this reanalysis was a 
"box" of 1000 tubes in each Unit 2 steam generator which bounded the region of tubing 
affected by the instability damage in Unit 3. This reanalysis. using the bobbin probe. 
confirmed the results of the original analysis and did not identify any tube-to-tube wear. 

Two tubes were found with indications (less than 35 percent through wall) caused by a 
small loose part on the secondary side. This loose part was removed from the steam 
generator. · Metallurgical analysis indicated the loose part was a piece of weld metal, 
most likely introduced during steam generator manufacturing operations. The two 
affected tubes were left in service. 

Six tubes were found with indications at retainer bar intersections. The retainer bars are 
part of the support structure for the anti-vibration bars and are a unique feature of steam 
generators manufactured by Mitsubishi. The measured indication depths ranged from 
28 to 90 percent of the tube wall thickness. Because of the short measured lengths of 
these flaws. only the 90 percent indication was in-situ pressure tested as part of 
condition monitoring. The affected tube was successfully pressurized to 5300 psi with 
no leakage, confirming that the TechnicGll Specification 5.5.2.11.b.1 structural integrity 
performance criteria were met. Mitsubishi attributed the cause of these indications to 
retainer bar vibration, the potential for which had not been evaluated during design (see 
Section 4 of this report for additional details). Fort Calhoun is the only other domestic 
plant with Mitsubishi steam generators. The retainer bars at Fart Calhoun are 
significantly stiffer than at SONGS. 

The six tubes with retainer bar indications have been plugged 'and stabilized. In 
addition, the remaining 182 tubes (total for both Unit 2 steam generators) that intersect 
the retainer bars were plugged as a preventive measure. Twenty four of these tubes 
were stabilized prior to plugging to ensure that all 188 plugged tubes will n.ot sever due 
to continued vibration of the retainer bar. The tubes that were stabilized are strategically 
located at each end and center of the retainer bars. 

Detailed plans for returning Unit 2 to service are still under development. Short-term 
plans relating to Unit 2 included conducting a full u-bend examinaflori of 1.375 tubes in 
both steam generators using a rotating coil. The tube sample was intended to bound the 
region affected by free-span wear seen in Unit 3 by significant margin. The rotating coil 
provides a slightly more sensitive inspection for long free-span wear scars than the 
bobbin probe. These inspections were performed subsequent to the team's site visit and 
identified two tubes in Unit 2 steam generator ZE0-89 with shallow free-span wear in the 
u-bend region. These indications both measured approximately 14 percent deep, and 
were located in the same region of the bundle affected by free-span indic~tions in the 
Unit 3 steam generators. 
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The tube wear data for Unit 2 is shown below .. 

Steam 

SONGS Unit 2 Steam Generators 
Wear Depths Summary 

Generator Anti- Tube 
U-Ben!i Retainer Foreign Total Tubes with 

SG2E88 Vibration Support 
{Through- Bar Plate 

Freespan Bar Object Indications Indications 

Wall Wear) 
j 

1 0 1 11 I o::so% 0 0 0 

35-49% 2 I o! 0 1 0 3 3! 
20-34% 86 0 0 0 2 86 74 \ 

10-19% 705 108 0 0 0 813 4061 

TW< 10% 964 117 0 0 0 1081 600 
TOTAL 1757 225 0 2 2 1984 734* 

Steam 
Generator Anti- Tube 

U-Bend . Retainer Foreign Total Tubes with 
SG2E89 Vibration Support 
(Through- Bar Pl~te 

Freespan Bar Object Indications Indications 

Wall Wear) 

~50% 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 I 
35-49% 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 l 
20-34% 78 1 0 3 0 82 67 
10-19% 1014 85 2 0 01. 1101 496 
TW< 10% 1499 53. 0 0 0 1552 768 

! TOTAL 2591 139 , 2 5 0 2737 861* 

*This value is the number of tubes with wear indications of any depth and at any 
location. Since many tubes have indicatiqns in more than one depth and location, the 
total number_ of tubes is fess than the total number of indication$. 

1.5 Description of Steam Generator Inspections at SONGS Unit 3 

After shutdown, the licens.ee started preparatipns for performing inspections of Unit 3 
steam generators 3E0-89 and 3E0-88. The steam generator tube inspections 
commenced on February 12, 2012 .. and confirmed the location of the leak in steam 
generator 3E0-88 as coming from the tube in Row 10(? Column 78. The, leak was 
loca~eg 2 inches beyond anti-vibration support number 4 on the hot leg side. It was 
found to be associated With a long {approximately 30 inches) free-span flaw indication. 
No other tubes were found to be leaking. 

The I icensee then performed eddy current inspections of 100 percent of the tubes, full 
length, in both Unit 3 steam generators with a bobbin probe. The bobbin probe 
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examinations were supplemented by rotating coil examinations to confirm, characterize, 
and size the indications found by the bobbin probe. These examinations identified over 
160 tubes in each steam generator with long free-span indications similar to that found 
on the leaking tube. In each steam generator, the tubes containing the free-span 
indications were grouped together in a tightly packed zone near the center of the tube 
bundle. The free-span indications were located on the upper and/or lower sides (i.e., the 
extrados and intrados) of the u-bend. Thus, a given free-span indication on the extrados 
of one tube tended to be matched by a similar indication on the iritrados of the adjacent 
higher row tube located in the sarr\e tube column. This pattern provided early evid.ence 
to SCE personnel that the free-span indications were wear flaws due to tube-to-tube 
contact from motion of the u-bends within the plane of the u-bends. More than half of 
the free-span indications in each steam generator had maximum measured depths 
exceeding the 35 percent plugging limit in the technical specifications, and ranged to as 
much as 99 percent (for the non-leaking tubes). 

Over 460 tubes in each ste.am generator were found with wear indications at the tube 
support plates. In genera!, tubes exhibiting the free.span wear indications tended to. 
exhibit tube support plate indications with the nighest depth measurements, typically with 
the deepest values at the seventh tube support plate and trending down at successively 
lower support levels. Approximately 170 tubes in each steam generator exhibited 
indications at the tu~e support plates that exceeded the 35 percent plugging limit, with 
maximum depths ranging to 70 percent. 

\ 

Approximately 800 tubes in steam generator 3E0-88 and 900 tubes in steam generator 
3E0-89 exhibited wearindications at the anti-vibration bar supports. Most of these 
measured less than 20 percent deep, and only 2 indications exceeded the 35 percent 
plugging limit. For tube indications at anti-vibration bars in tubes not exhibiting free .. span 
u·bend indications, the length of the wear indications was confined to within the width of 
the anti-vibration bars. For tubes that exhibited free~span indications, many of these 
tubes had wear indications at the anti-vibration bars that extended outside the width of 
the anti-vibration bars which indicated in-plane movement of these tubes in the u~bend 
area. 

Four tubes were found with indications at retainer bar intersections, with measured 
depths ranging from 28 to 46 percent. At the time of the team's presence at the site, 
planned corrective actions with respect to tubes adjacent to the retainer bar were similar 
to those completed for Unit 2. The four tubes with retainer bar indications were plugged 
and stabilized. In addition, the remaining 184.tubes (total for both Unit 3 steam 
generators) that intersect the retainer bars were plugged as a preventive measure. 
Twenty four of these tubes were stabilized prior. The tubes that were stabilized are 

· strategically located at each ehd and center of the retainer bars. 
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Tube wear data for Unit 3 is shown below. 

Steam 
Generator Anti-
SG3E88 Vibration 

(Through- Bar 
Wall Wear) 

SONGS Unit 3 Steam Generators 
Wear Depths Summary 

Tube Tube-to- Retainer 
Support Tube Bar 

Plate Wear 

Foreign Total Tubes with 
Object Indications Indications 

1~50% 0 117 48 0 0 165 
I 74 l 
I 

35-49% 3 217. 116 2 0 338 119 l 

I 20-34% I 156 506 134 1 0 797 197 

10-19% 1380 542 98 0 0 2020 554 
TW< 
10% 1618 ! 55 11 0 0 1884 817 

TbTAL 3357 1437 407 3 0 5204 919* 

Steam 
Generator Anti- Tube Tube-to- Retainer Foreign Total Tubes with SG3ES9 Vibration Support Tube Bar Object Indications Indications (Through- Bar Plate Wear 
Wall Wear) 

a: 50% 0 91 26 a 0 117 60 
35-49% 0 252 I 102 1 0 355 128 

j 20-34% 45 487 215 0 0 741 175 
10-19% 940 590 72 0 0 1602 450 
TW< 
10% 2164 94 1 a 0 2259 838 I 

TOTAL 3149 1514 416 1 0 5080 . 887* 

*This value is the number of tubes with wear indications of any depth and at any 
location. Since many tubes have indications in more than one depth and location, the 
total number of tubes is less than the total number of indications. 

1.6 In-Situ Pressure Testing 

Technical Specification 5.5.2.11.a for SONGS Units 2 and 3 requires that a condition 
monitoring assessment be performed during each outage that the steam generator tubel) 
are inspected or plugged to confirm that the tube integrity performance criteria are being 
met. These performance criteria include specific requirements for tube structyral 
integrity and accident induced leakage. The limiting structural criterion applicable to the 
SONGS Units 2 and 3 is the normal steady state pressure differential. across the tubes 
times a safety factor of three. The limiting accident induced leakage criterion is 0.5 gpm 
per steam generator. 
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Typically, the requirement for performing condition monitoring is satisfied by analyzing 
eddy current flaw indications relative to screening criteria that ~re functions of measured 
flaw depth, length, and/or eddy current voltage response. These screening criteria are 
conservative relative to the performanc~ criteria since they make allowance for eddy 
current measurement error, uncertainties with respect to voltage correlations with flaw 
depth and burst strength, and material property variability. When these screening 
criteria are exceeded, in-situ pressure tests may be performed for tubes not meeting the 
screening criteria to confirm that the performance criteria are met for these tubes. In-situ 
pressure test procedures at SONGS and the screening criteria for selecting tubes to be 
tested were in accordance with Electrical Power Research Institute Report 1014983, 
"Steam Generator In-Situ Pressure Test Guidelines/' Revision 3. 

At Unit 2, one tube with a measured 90 percent deep indication at a retainer bar location 
was determined to be outside the screening criteria and was in-situ pressure tested. For 
Unit 3, an optional strategy to the screening criteria approach was taken in accordance 
with the Steam Generator In-Situ Pressure Test Guidelines, Appendix A. The 
Appendix A approach is a statistically based Monte Carlo approach that samples the 
uncertainty distributions associated with each of the input parameters for calculating 
tube burst pressure. This methodology selects all tubes determined to have a 0.95 
probability or less of meeting the limiting structural integrity performance criterion. 
Application of this methodology led to selection of 129 tubes on Unit 3 for in-situ 
pressure testii;tg, 73 tubes in steam generator 3E0-88 and 56 tubes in steam generator 
3.E0-89. 

The in-situ pressure tests were performed under ambient conditions. Therefore the test 
pressures were adjusted upward from actual values under hot conditions to account for 
the increased yield and ultimate strength of the tube material under ambient conditions. 
The test pressures (with correction factors added) corresponding to normal operating 
conditions, main steam line break, and three times normal operating pressure differential 
were 1~850 p$i, 3200 psi, and 5300 psi, respectively. 

The test procedure involved pressurizing the subject tube at a rate not to exceed 200 
psi/sec to each.test point. At eachJestpoint, pressure was held constant for two 
minutes if the tube was not leaking. If the tube was leaking, pressure was held constant 
for five minutes before ramping to the next test pressure. 

The tube with a 90 percent deep retainer bar indication in Unit 2 was successfully tested 
to 5300 psi with no leakage. This demonstrated that all performance criteria were met 
for this tube. For Unit 3, 136 of the 144 tubes were successfully tested to 5300 psi with 
no leakage, demonstrating that these tubes met the performance criteria. The remaining 
eight tubes "failed" prior to reaching 5300 psi. Failure in this context means that leakage 
occurred in excess of the 4.5 gallons.per·minute pump capacity during the test, and test 
pressure could not b~ maintained. All eight tubes that failed were in steam generator 
3E0-88. All tubes tested in steam generator 3E0-89 passed with no leakage. 

Table 1 summarizes the in-situ pressure test results for the eight tu!Jes that failed the 
test. Three of the eight tubes failed at or below the test pressure corresponding to main 
steam 1.ine break differential pressure. The tube that leaked causing shutdown of 
SONGS Unit 3 (row 106, column 78} exhibited the lowest failure pressure, 2874 psi. 
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The three tubes that failed at or below main steam line break pressure failed to meet the 
accident leakage performance criteria as well as the structural integrity performance 
criteria. The other five tubes met the accident leakage criteria, but failed to meet the 
structural criteria. 

Prior to being tested to failure, the tube that leaked during operation.(row 106, column 
78) exhibited a measured leak rate of 0.072 gallons per minute at a test pressure 
corresponding to normal operating conditions. This compares with.a leak rate of 0.06 
gallons per minute measured by SCE operating staff for SONGS Unit 3 when they made 
the decision to shut the plant down. The reported operational leakage was evaluated 
based on ambient conditions. Both the operational and test measureme,nts are less than 
the applicable technical specification limit of 0.1 gallons per minute. 

Table 1 - SONGS 3 In-Situ Pressure Test Results 

SG Row Column Leak R~te at Leak Rate at F?ailure 
Normal Main Steam Pressure 
Operating Line Break 
Conditions 

(gpm) (gpm). (psi) 

88 106 78 0.072 >0.5 2874 

88 102 78 0 >0.5 3268 

88 104 78 0 >0.5 3180 

88 100 80 0 >0.5 4732 
.. 

88 107 77 0 >0.5 5160 

88 101 81 0 >0.5 4889 

88 98 80 0 >0.5 4886 

88 99 81 0 >0.5 5026 
l 

2.0 Probable Cause Evaluation (Charter Item 2l 

While the team was on-site, both SCE and Mitsubishi were in the process of conducting 
cause evaluations for the tube failures and unexpected wear of steam generator tubes in 
Unit 3. As part of both evaluations, actions were being taken to understand the 
differences between Unit 2 C?nd 3 steam generators. The cause evaluations were not 
complete and were undergoing changes while the Augmented Inspection Team was 
onsite; however! SCE d.id subsequently complete their cause evaluation prior to the. 
team's exit meeting_ The team did a detailed review of the completed cause evaluation. 
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2.1 SCE Cause Evaluation 

a. Inspection Scope 

The team conducted an overall and independent review of SCE's actions taken to 
understand the probable cause for the steam generator tube degradation. The team 
reviewed the updated final safety analysis report, technical specifications, design basis 
documents, original steam generator design,' replacement steam generator design, 
purchase order specifications, design changes, manufacturing changes, , 
nonconformance reports, supplier deviation reports, and interviewed personnel. The 
review included understanding the licensee's criteria for determining the cause, or if one 
could not be determined, the most probable cause. "!' 

b. Observations and Findings 

No findings were identified. 

The team participated in discussions with the licensee's cause analysis team and noted 
that the licensee employed various root cause evaluation techniques. These included a 
change analysis technique that compared design differences and a problem analysis 
technique relying on a systematic process that looked at the causal effects and risk 
assessments of possible causes. The team reviewed the licensee causal analysis 
summary that assigned a ranking of highly probable to unlikely. 

In the area of thermal hyd,raulic analysis the licensee contracted AREVA to verify the 
accuracy of Mitsubishi's thermal-hydraulic code {FIT Ill) used during the design of the 
replacement steam generators, by comparing it to ATHOS, a thermal-hydraulic code 
developed by the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI). In addition, SCE contracted 
Westinghouse to perform a completely independent analysis using a Westinghouse 
modified ATHOS thermal-hydraulic code. AREVA also performed independent flow 
induced vibration analyses. The licensee brought on board MPR associates and 
numerous other technical experts, including a world renowned expert in flow induced 
vibrationt to assist in the cause assessment. The team observed that SCE preliminary 
causal analysis was generally consistent with that of Mitsubishi. Initially, the licensee 
reviewed the following cause contributors: 

• 

• 
• 

• 
• 

• 

Departwe from original steam generator u-bend/anti-vibration, bar configuration -
highly probable 
Departure from original steam generator stay cylinder configuration - possible 
Departure from original steam generator tube support plate configuration -
possible 
Replacement steam generator anti-vibration bar structure too flexible - possible 
Additional 300 rotations of Unit 3 replacement steam generator due to divider 
plate repair work - possible 
Thermal-hydraulic and flow induced vibration models used in replacement steam 
generator design incorrectly predicted replacement steam generator tube bundle 
behavior - possible 
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The team observed that the licensee performed a detailed analysis and attempted to 
address all probable causes. The team observed that some of the conditions which 
were eliminated as potential contributors may need further evaluation. In particular, the 
team determined that the only major difference between Units 2 and 3 was the divider 
plate repair to both Unit 3 steam generators. This difference had been discounted by 
both SCE and Mitsubishi. The divider plate is further discussed in Section 12.0 of this 
report. 

c. Conclusions 

The completed SCE cause evaluation identified the mechanistic cause of the tube-to
tube wear as fluid-elastic instability caused by a combination of localized high 
steam/water velocity, high steam void fraction, and insufficient contact forces between 
the anti-vibration bars and the tubes. 

::Vhe team independently aonsluded that the combinatien of higheF .than predictea 
thermal hydraulic coAditions and insufficient contaGt forces in the upper tube bundle 
caused the fluid elastic instability vibration. 

2.2 Mitsubishi Cause Evaluation 

a. Inspection Scope 

The team conducted an overall and independent review of Mitsubishi's actions taken to 
understand the probable cause of the steam generator tube degradation. While onsite, 
the inspection team was informed that Mitsubishi was performing a failure analysis to 
characterize the mechanism causing the tube-to-tube wear condition in Unit 3. The 
team had periodic discussions with Mitsubishi personnel to gather information on the 
probable causes under consideration. The team reviewed information contained in the 
updated final safety analysis report, technical specifications1 design basis documents, 
purchase order specifications, design changes, design drawings, manufacturing 
changes, nonconformance reports. and supplier deviation reports to understand the 
design and fabrication of the replacement steam generators and independently assess 
the information obtained from Mitsubishi's in-progress cause evaluation. 

b. Observations and Findings 

No findings were identified. 

The team determined that Mitsubishi was performing a thorough evaluation of the failure 
mechanism leading to the tube~to-tube wear in Unit 3. The team noted that Mitsl!bishi 
gathered factual information about the design, fabrication, and operation of the 
replacement steam generators in Unit 2 and Unit 3 to understand the differences 
between these components and identify potential contributing causes. The team 
discussed the preliminary failure mechanism theory with Mitsubishi personnel, who 
attributed the tube-to-tube; wear to a combihation of design, fabrication, and operational 
factors. 
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Mitsubishi's preliminary explanation of the failure mechanism started with the 
combination of two factors: (1) a relatively small tube pitch to tube diameter ratio (PIO}, 
and (2} high void fraction in the tube bundle area where the tube-t<i-tube wear was 
identified. The small pitch to diameter ratio was a fixed parameter in the replacement 
steam generators established by the nominal center;.to-center distance between 
adjacent tubes (P) and the nominal outside diameter of the tubes (0). The high void 
fraction was identified from the results of Mitsubishi's thermal-hydraulic model for the 
secondary side of the replacement steam generators. Mitsubishi considered that the 
combination of these two factors may have resulted in favorable conditions for in-plane 
tube vibration base.;:i, in part. on the results of recent studies in fluid-elastic instability. 

Additionally, Mitsubishi identified that the Unit 3 replacement steam generators had 
better dimensional controls during the fabrication process. This determination was 
based, in part, on the results of pre-service and in-service eddy current examinations, 
and fab'rication data from Unit 2 and Unit 3 replacement steam generators. The 
correlation of dimensional controls with the failure mechanism was that improved 
dimensional controls for Unit 3 replacement steam generators resulted in less variability 
of as-built critical dimensions such as anti-vibration bar thickness, tube roundness, and 
gaps between tubes and anti-vibration bars. " 

The· failure mechanism model also considered a.fluid dynamic effect associated with the 
spreading ofthe tubes in the U~bend region during normal operating conditions. This 
effect was informally referred to as 1'flowering," due to the characteristic shape in which 
the tube bundle spreads transverse to the plane of the u-bends at normal operating 
conditions. "Flowering" was described as the elastic deformation of the anti-vibration bar 
structure and the tube bundle in the U-bend. regioh, as a result of thermal expansion and 
fluid dynamic press tire acting on the secondary ·side of the tubes (see figure below). 
The deformation caused by the "flowering" effect was believed to result in multiple areas 
of no contact. between the anti-vibration bars and the tubes, which minimized resistance 
to in-plane motion of the u-bend area, of the tubes. 
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Out-of·Plane Detcmnation 

Description of"Flowering" Effect (ConcE:"ptua_I Drawing - For Illustration Purposes 
. Only) -

Mitsubishi·consic!ered that the collective contribution-of the factors described_ above 
resulted in conditions in the U~b.end that were highly sus~eptible to excessive tube 
vibration. The in-plane vibration of the tubes in the U-bend region allowed direct contact_ 
be~een free.span sections of the tubes, resulting in the unanticipated tube-to-tube 
wear. 

At the conclusion of the onsite portion of this inspection, Mitsubist)i was f1.,1rther 
evaluating the. failure 01echanism by condu9ling in-depth analyses of available d~U.do 
VE:Jlidate their failurer mechanism theory, One of. the analyses included analytical studies . 
of the impact of anti-vibration bar gap size, free-span length, fluid-elastic vibration, and1 

contaq forces ·on tube. wear depth. An expected outcome·of this ~na!ysis was that 
contact forces and the number of ina~ive supports .should b.e the biggest contributors to 
wear under fluid-elastic instability conditions._ Additionally, Mitsubishi was conducting. 
further analytical studies of the '!flowering" effect by modeling· multiple cases of elastic 
di$placernent of the tube bundle structure, ta~ing into consideration thermal expansion 
and dynamic pressures. Conc!Jrrenf~ith these analys~~. Mitsubishi was studying the 
~ffect of manuf~cturlng dispersion on tube wear. Specifically, Mitsubishi was modeling 
multiple cases of manufacturing variability to study the Influence of-different dimensional 
cqntrols on gap anct ~c>ritact forceS,~ Mitsubishi. was- using as-built d~ta as_ well as 
·manuf aetunng tolerances to s'atlstic_ally assess ttie impact of dimensional controls_ on 
the resulting gaps and c0ntact forces in different areas of the tube bundle. Based on the 
data reviewed by the ~earn, the· stand~rd 9~viation of the t~be ov~lity (G-value) . 
decr~aseq .during each successive fabric.ation run. of the stea_m generator tubes (order of 
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tube fabrication -> U2E0-89, U2E0-88, U3E0-89, and U3E0-88}. One of the expected 
outcomes of this analysis was that manufacturing variability in Unit 3, in combination with 
the Qflowering" effect, would result in a reduction of contact forces in Unit 3 relative to 
those in Unit2. During the on-site portion of this inspection, the results of these studies 
were not finalized and additional failure analysis tasks were scheduled to accurately 
characterize the failure mechanism and support the cause determination. 

c. Conclusions 

At the time of the exit, Mitsubishi was still completing their independent cause analysis. 
As part of the Confirmatory Action Letter inspeotionThe team was unable to evaluate this 
aspect; however, the final Mitsubishi cause evaluation will be reviewed':" as part of the 
Confirmatory Action Letter inspection. No conclusions were reached with regard to the 
Mitsubishi cause evaluation at this time 

3.0 Operational Differences in Configuration and Operation between Unit 2 and 3 {Charter 
item 3) 

a. Inspection Scope 

The team reviewed Unit 2 and 3 Cycle 16 operational data records found in operator 
logs and the plant computer system. The team focused on differences in configuration 
and operation between Units 2 and 3. The team evaluated full power operational data 
between Unit 2 and Unit 3 steam generators after each were replaced. From this data 
the team compared key plant parameters and other indications such as temperature, 
flow, power, pressure, and vibration and loose parts monitoring alarms. The team 
reviewed operational differences betWeen Units 2 and 3 in order to gain information and 
to assess if these differences could have had an impact on the observed differences in 
the steam generator tube wear between the units. 

b. Observations and Findings 

Ne findings were identified. 

The team identified one unresolved it~m for which additional information is required to 
determine if a performance deficiency exists or if the issue constitutes a violation of NRC 
requirements. The team also modeled the impact of operational differences on the 
predicted thermal-hydraulic response of the steam generators. , 

(1) Introduction: The team identified an unresolved item associated with the number of 
valid vibration and loose parts alarms observed in Unit 3 steam generators ·compared 
to Unit 2 steam generators, durinQ steady state conditions. 

Description: During the review of operational differences between. Unit 2 and 3 
steam generators the team identifi~d a significant difference in number of valid 
vibration and loose parts monitoring system alarms. The vibration and loose parts 
monitoring system was designed to provide continuous monitoring and conditioning 
of loose parts accelerometer signals. Two separate accelerometers were installed 
on each of the steam generators. The location of these instruments are on the 
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steam generators' lower supporting structures and provide acoustic information 
about loose parts impacts specifically on the reactor coolant or primary side of the 
steam generators. The vibration and loose parts monitoring system real time 
functions consist mainly of impact alarm validation of suspected loose part events 
and recording acoustic data. Long term vibration monitoring and loose part event 
trending were done by engineering personnel using recorded data. 

Unit 3 returned to service in February 2011, and the resident inspectors noted a 
number of nuclear notifications associated with Unit 3 steam generators vi.bration 
and loose parts monitoring alarms. On January 20 .. 2012, prior to the Unit 3 tube 
leak, engineering personnel also identified this trend and documented in Nuclear 
Notification NN 201818719 this problem and assigned an action to do further 
evaluation. On February 3, 2012, engineering personnel sent two sets of alarm 
signatures to Westinghouse, which contained impact data on alarms for time periods 
of steady state operation (i.e., no major'temperature changes). Westinghouse 
engineering personnel concluded that the acoustic signals picked up· by the 
accelerometers were Valid and similar in nature to acoustic signatures caused by 
thermal movement of a steam generator expected during changes in thermal 
conditions, such as plant startup or shutdown. However the data obtained and 
analyzed had been taken during steady state operations. The team noted that Unit 2 
steam generators did not receive the same number and type of alarms during a 
similar period of steady state operations. Engineering personnel also compared hot 
leg temperature changes linked to Unit 3 operations from February 18, 2011, to 
January 31, 2012, and confirmed about 30 valid alarms during this period were not 
associated with thermal transients. 

Additional review and follow up will be required of the vibration and loose parts 
monitoring system alarms, including evaluation and disposition of Unit 3 alarms and 
then determine whether this issue represents a performance deficiency or constitutes 
a violation of NRG reqL1irements. This issue is identified as 
URI 05000362/2012007-02, "Evaluation of Unit 3 Vibration and Loose Parts 
Monitoring System Alarms." 

(2) Operational Differences: The team performed a number of different thermal
hydraulic analysis of Units 2 and 3 steam generators. The output of the various 
analyses runs Where then compared and reviewed to deterrnine if those diff~rences 
could have contributed to the significant change in steam generator tube wear. It 
was noted that Unit 3 ran with slightly higher primary temperatures, about 4.F higher 
than Unit 2. Other differences were noted in steam and feedwater flow but none of 
the differences were considered sufficient to significantly affect thermal hydraulic 
characteristics inside the steam generators. The different analyses included: 

• Lower bounding thermal hydraulic analysis using the steam generator base 
design condition, where primary inlet temperature was 598"F, and an upper 
bound case where primary inlet temperature was 611°F as ·identified in Mitsubishi 
Document L5-04GA021, Revision 3 

• Varying steam generator pressures from 833 to 942 psia 
• Steam mass flow rates from 7.59 to 7.62 Mlbm/hr 
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• Primary loop volumetric flow rate from 102,000 to 104,000 gpm, and 
• Recirculation ratio from 3.2 to 3.5. 

c. Conclusions 

The team identified one unresolved item associated with SCE's evaluation of the Unit 3 
loose parts monitoring alarms. 

The result of the independent NRC thermal-hydraulic analysis indicated that differences 
in the actual operation between units and/or individual steam generators had an 
insignificant impact on the results and in fact, the team did not identify any changes in 
steam velocities or void fractions that could attribute to the differences in tube wear 
between the units or steam generators. It should be noted that increases in primary 
temperature and steam generator pressures has the effect of reducing void fractions and 

. peak steam velocities, which slightly decreases the conditions necessary for ffujd elastic 
instability anc:;J fluid-induced vibration. 

4.0 Design and Manufacturing Differences {Charter Item #4) (Mitsubishi Charter Item 1) 

During the development of the charter, it was not known how SCE and Mitsubishi 
reviewed and approved design and manufacturing changes. During the inspection, it 
was identified that all design and manufacturing changes proposed by Mitsubishi 
required review and approval from a SCE representative. Based on this, it was 
determined that this are.a could be covered as one item. 

a. Inspection Scope 

The team interviewed licensee and Mitsubishi personnel involved in the design and 
fabrication of the replacement steam generators and reviewed information including 
nonconformance reports, design drawings, fabrication procedures, design changes, 
engineering evaluations, supplier deviation requests, and design specifications to 
identify conditions affecting quality that resulted in relevant design differences between 
the replacement steam generators, The team assessed whether .these differences could 
be considered as contributing factors for the cause of the tube-to-tube wear issue in Unit 
3. The team also reviewed Engineering Change Packages 800071702 and 800071703 
for the Unit 2 and Unit 3 replacement steam generators, respective!y, with emphasis on 
changes made to the design methodology described in the updated final safety analysis 
report for the qriginal steam generators to verify that the evaluation was performed in 
accordance with licensee procedures and the provisions of 10CFR 50.59, "Changes, 
Tests, and Experiments." 

b .. Observations and Findings 

No findings were identified. 

The team identified two unresolved items for whic.h additional information is required to 
determine if performance deficiencies exist or if the issues constitute violations of NRC 
requirements. The team also identified several observations related to the design, 
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fabrication, and the engineering change package for the Unit 2 and Unit 3 replacement 
steam generators. 

(1) Introduction: The team identified an unresolved item associated with the design of 
the retainer bars In Unit 2 and Unit 3 replacement steam generators. 

Description: In February 2012, the licensee identified wear indications in Unit 2 
replacement steam generators at the tube locations in contact with the retainer bars 
{see figure below). Some of the indications showed excessive wear with a maximum 
degradation of 90 percent through wall. 

-.. 

-· -

Retaining 

Retai11er 

Retainer Bar Design and Locatio_n of Affected Tubes (For Illustration Purposes 
. Only) . 

The team identified that the design of the replacement steam g1anerators did not 
expect any potential vibration_ concerns in the area of the tube bundle where the 
retainer bars were located. The basis for Mitsubishi's design philosophy relied on 

the following factors: 

• Based on the calculated natural frequency of the retainer bar, Mitsubishi 
considered that there would not be a resonant vibratio'n condition relative to the 
flow conditions in the location of retainer b~rs. 

• The vibration analysis of the tube bundle only considered out-of-plane vibration 
because in-plane vibration was not expected to be an· ope~tional concern for the 
retainer bars. 

• The outermost tubes were considered the least susceptible to flow-elastic 
instability; therefore retainer bar locations were not included in the vibration 
a~alysis. -

• Fluid-elastic instability was found not applicable to the retainer bar because this 
mechanism did not apply to a single tube in.cross flow. 

• Vortex-induced vibration was found not applicable to the retainer bar because it 
was considered a vibration mode applicable to a single cylinder in uniform cross 
flow in a larg,e area and the flow GOndition around the retainer bars was 
considered slug-froth twp phase flow. 
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However, upon identification of retainer bar-to-tube wear in Unit 2 replacement 
steam generators. Mitsubishi performed an evaluation to identify the cause of 
excessive wear. The analysis considered three vibration mechanisms: fluid-elastic 
instability, vortex-induced vibration, and turbulence-induced vibration (random 
vibration). The analysis for turbulence-induced vibration determined that random 
vibration was the possible cause of the retainer vibration, based on the peculiar flow 
around the retainer bar, combined with the rather low natur;;:1l frequency of the 
retainer bar. The analysis used the two phase flow conditions around the retainer 
bars and identified various modes of vibration at those flow conditions that could lead 
to retainer bar vibration and consequently to tube wear. 

Additional review by the NRC is required following completion of the 
licensee'sMitsubishi's cause evaluation to determine whether this issue represents a 
performance deficiency or constitutes a violation of NRC requirements. This issue is 
identified as URI 05000362/2012007-03, "Evaluation of Retainer Bar$ Vibration 
during the Original Design of the Repiacement Steam Generators." 

(2) Introduction: The team identified an unresolved item associated with the 
dimensional controls of critical dimensions throughout the fabrication of Unit 2 and 
Uriit 3 replacement steam generators. 

Description: Based on the information gathered by the team on the differences in 
dimensional controls of critical parameters in Unit 2 and Unit 3 replacement steam 
generators. the team determined that Mitsubishi did not consider the potential impact 
of improving dimensional controls for tube roundness and anti-vibration bars on the 
final tube bundle clearances at normal operating conditions. 

Additional review by the NRC is required following completion of Mitsubishi's cause 
evaluation to fully assess how the dimensional contr.ols contributed to the tube•to
tube wear in Unit 3 and then determine whether this issue represents a performance 
deficienc.y or constitutes a violation of NRC requirements. This issue is identified as 
URI 05000362/2012007-04, "Evaluation of Changes in Dimensional Controls during 
the Fabrication of Unit 2 and Unit 3 Replacement Steam Generators." 

(3) Design Differences: The team did not identify any significant differences in the 
design requirements of Unft 2 and Unit 3 replacement steam generators. ·The 
"Conformed Specification for Design and Fabrication of the Replacement Steam 
Generators," also known as the design specification, contained identical technical 
requirements for Unit 2 and Unit 3 steam generators. All replacement steam 
generators were required to be designed, fabricated, and tested in accordance with 
the 1998 edition of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) Boiler 
and Pressure Vessel Code, with the 2000 Addenda, industry standards, and NRC 
endorsed methods described in applicable regulatory guides. The licensee specified 
the same licensing requirements for all replacement steam generators. 

The design specification also contaihed provisions to address technical or quality 
deviations from the requirements of the purchase order or the design specifications,. 
including the disposition of "Repair" or "Accept as-is" conditions captured as non-
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conformance reports in Mitsubishi's quality assurance program and changes to 
documents previously approved by the licensee. This process was referred to as 
"Supplier Deviation Request" and allowed the licensee to review and approve 
deviations from the approved design specifications. The team noted that changes 
affecting the specified design were submitted to SCE personnel for review and 
approval. 

The team noted that the design specification established identical provisions for the 
design of the replacement steam generator components including the vessel, 
upper/lower shell, transition cone, tubesheet, channel head, divider plate, tube 
supports, tubing, steam nozzle, feedwater nozzle, primary nozzles, steam flow 
limiting device, moisture separators/dryers, feedwater distribution system, blowdown 
and sludge management, access/inspection ports, instrument/sampling taps, and 
loose part monitoring. 

The design specification also established identical requirements for the service life 
and service environmental conditions of the replacement steam generators. The 
licensee also specified identical design loading, structural, and seismic requirements 
for all replacement steam generators. The design specification contained identical 
requirements for design transients under normal, upset, emergency, faulted, and test 
conditions. 

I 
Additionally, the performance requirements in the design specification were identical 
for each replacement steam generator. which included: 

• Water Level Stability 
• Circulation Ratio 
• Moisture Carryover 
• Steam Carryunder in the Downcomer Annulus 
• Reactor Coolant Flow Rate 
• Primary-To-Second,ary Leakage 
• Slowdown Capacity 
• Thermal Rating 
• Heat Transfer Surface Area 
• Tube Plugging Margin 
• Fouling Factor 
• Overall Heat Transfer Coefficient 
• Primary Side Design and Operating Pressureffemperatures 
• Secondary Side Design and Operating Pressuresffemperatures 
• Primary Side Design and Operating Flows 
• Secondary Side Design and Operating Flows 
• Tube Material and Dimensions 

The replacement steam generator design developed by Mitsubishi for SONGS Unit 2 
and Unit 3 in accordance with the licensee's design specification was translated into 
the same set of design and fabrication drawings. The team noted that some as-built 
dimensions varied between Unit 2 and Unit 3 steam generators as a result of the 
divider plate weld repairs in Unit 3 and other manufacturing processes. However, 
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these dimensional changes did not represent significant deviations from the original 
design specifications. 

(4) Fabrication Differences: The team noted that the design specification contained the 
same general fabrication requirements for the Unit 2 and Unit 3 replacement steam 
generators. The design specification contained the methods required for fabrication, 
assembly, inspection, and testing of the replacement steam generators. The 
specification covered, in part, fabrication requirements for the channel head cladding, 
tube dimensions, tube wall thickness, tube bend radius, tube "ovafity," tubesheet, 
tube-to-tubesheet joints, tube supports, tube bundle, machined gasketed surfaces, 
non-AS ME steam generator internais, welding methods, post-weld heat treatment, 
and allowable welding materials. The specification also contained detailed 
requirements for inspections, tests, and examinations, which included examination 
methods and personnel qualification requirements. 

The design specification also required the use of "Supplier Deviation Requests" to 
address technical or quality deviations from the requirements of the Purchase Order 
or the design specifications, including the disposition of "Repair' or "Accept as-is" 
conditions identified during the fabrication process and changes to fabrication 
documents previously .approved by the licensee. The team noted that fabrication 
issues affecting the spl:)Cified design were submitted to SCE personnel for review 
and approval. 

Based on discussions with S.CE and Mitsubishi personnel and the review of 
documentation about the fabrication history of Unit 2 and Unit 3 replacement steam 
generators, the team identified the differences listed below. At the conclusion of the 
onsite portion of this inspection, the qifferences between Unit 2 and Unit 3 steam 
generators as a result of the fabrication process were under consideration for the 
cause evaluation. 

• Steam Dryer Assembly - During the fabrication of Unit 2 steam generator 2E0-
89, Mitsubishi identified a nonconforming condition of the steam dryer assembly 
that included damaged locking plates of vane jacking devices, displaced bolts, 
and damaged vanes. The cause of this issue was determined to be inadequate 
evaluation and control of the design iflwith regard to the capacity of the vane 
jacking devices to sustain all fabrication conditions. Specifically, the vane jacking 
devices failed to stay in the design position during multiple rotations of the steam 
generator assembly during fabrication. Mitsubishi corrected the condition, in 
part, by replacing all vane jacking devices and damaged vanes with a new 
design, which was also used in the fabrication of the Unit 2 steam 
generator 2E0-88, and Unit 3 stearn generators 3E0--89 and 3E0-88. 
Additionally, Mitsubishi modified the assembly sequence of the steam dryers. 
For Unit 2 steam generator 2E0-89, the steam dryer vanes· were assembled in
situ while the steam dryers for Unit 2 steam generator 2E0-88 and Unit 3 steam 
generators 3E0 .. 88 and 3E0-89 were.preassembled before installation in their 
final position. 

• Drilling of Tubesheet Holes - The tubesheet holes in Unit 2 and Unit 3 steam 
generators where the tubes are inserted for final assembly were made with 
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different drill bits. The Unit 2 steam generator tubesheets were drilled with 
uncoated drill bits. The Unit 3 steam generator tubesh~ets were drilled with 
titanium-nitride coated drill bits, which improved the drill bit life and resolved 
tooling mark issues experienced in Unit 2. 

• Transition Wrapper Welding - The welding of the transition wrapper was 
performed in different order for each unit. For Unit 2 steam generators, the 
transition wrapper was welded after the tubes and anti-vibration bars were 
installed. In Unit 3 steam generators, the transition wrapper was welded before 
the installation of tubes and anti-vibration bars. 

• Cladding Removal Process for the Channel Head - The removal of the stainless 
steel clad weld from the interior surf~ce of the channel head base metal in 
preparation for the divider plate weld (i.e. structural butter weld) was performed 
with diff~rent methods in Unit 2 and Unit 3 replacement steam generators. For 
Unit 2, Mitsubishi used a machining process to remove the cladding in both 
steam generators. In Unit 3, Mitsubishi used an air carbon-arc gouging process. 
This method resulted in separation of the butter weld during' hydrostatic testing. 
The root cause evaluation concluded that the air carbon-arc gouging process left 
carbon deposits on the base metal. Gouging was followed by grinding which was 
designed to remove the heat affected zone and expected to completely remove 
the carbon deposits. However, the grinding process left carbon deposits behind, 
which resulted in the localized areas of high carbon and high base metal 
hardness due to carburization. The repair of the Unit 3 divider plate welds is 
addressed in further details in Section 12.0 of this report. 

• Helium Leak lest-As part of the fabrication process, Mitsubishi performed a 
Helium-Nitrogen leak test on the secondary side of the replacement steam 
generators to check for leaks on the· tube-to-tubesheet welds. For all steam 
generators, this test was performed after completion of the tube-to-tubesheet 
weld, but prior to the penetrant examination of the tube-to-tubes.heet welds and 
final tube expansion. The leak tests for Unit 2 steam generators were performed 
at a higher pressure than Unit 3 steam generators. Additionally, the Unit 2 tests 
were performed using a temporary welded cap on top of the steam generator 
.shell to enclose the secondary side, whil.e a temporary clamped cap was used in 
Unit 3 steam generators. All tests required the same holding time before starting 
the test and the same leak rate acceptance criteria. 

• Preliminary and ASME Section Ill Hydrostatic Tests - The number of hyclrostatic 
tests perfor.rned in accordance with ASME Section Ill on the primary and 
secondary sides of the replacement steam generators varied between Units due 
to the results of the initial test in each steam generator. For each replacement 
steam generator, the hydros~atic tests were performed first on the primary side 
and then on the secondary side. Both Unit 2 steam generators met the 
acceptance criteria in the first hydrostatic test. However, during the first 
hydrostatic test on the secondacy side of Unit 3 steam generator 3E0-89, 
Mitsubishi identified leakage through a tube-to-tubesheet weld that exceeded the 
ASME Code acceptance criteria. After repairs were completed to address the 
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leakage, the hydrostatic tests were re-performed. Following the second set of 
hydrostatic tests on Unit 3 steam generator 3E0-89, cracking indications were 
identified in the divider plate-to-channel head. weld. After repairs were completed 
to address the divider plate weld cracks, a third set of hydrostatic tests were 
performed in Unit 3 steam generator 3E0-89. Since similar cracking im;Jications 
of the divider plate weld were identified in Unit 3 steam generator 3E0-88, a 
second set of hydrostatic tests was performed in this steam generator after the 
divider plate weld was repaired. 

Additionally, prior to. each ASME Section 111 hydrostatic test, Mitsubishi performed 
a preliminary hydrostatic test of the primary and secondary side of the steam 
generators at design pressure to check for leakage at the feed pump, pressure 
filling line, temporary gaskets, and temporary seals. Therefore, each 
replacement steam generator received an equal number of preliminary and 
ASME Section Ill Hydrostatic Tests. The total numbers of hydrostatic tests for 
each steam generator are summarized below. 

Number of Preliminary and ASME Section Ill Hydrostatic Tests 
l 

Steam· Primary Secondary Results 
Generator Side Side 

2E0-89 1 1 - Acceptance criteria met 
2E0-88 1 1 Acceptance criteria met 

1 1 leakage detected in tube-to-
tubesheet weld 

3E0-89 
1 1 Divider plate weld separation 

weld identified 
1 1 Final - Acceotance criteria met l 

1 I 1 Divider plate weld separation 
3E0-88 weld identified 

1 1 Final - Acceptance criteria met 

• Pre-Service Inspection - The design specification established similar 
requirements for the pre-service eddy current examination of Unit 2 and Unit 3 
replacement steam generators. The team noted that the eddy current 
ex~minations of Unit 2 and Unit 3 steam generators were performed with similar 
eddy current techniques, including essential variables. However, the 
circumstances in which the examinations were performed varied for each Unit. 
For Unit 2, the pre-service examination was performed after the steam 
generators were delivered at the SONGSjobsite. The steam generators were 
examined oh the shipping saddles, where the position of the tube bundle was at 
45 degrees from the gravity neutral position. This position was dictated by the 
location of the steam generator lifting trunnions which were installed on the upper 
shell at 45 degree orientation from the steam generator centerline. For Unit 3, 
the pre-service eddy current examination was performed at the Mitsubishi Kobe 
facility while the steam generators were still on ~he fabricatior:i rollers and in the 
gravity neutral position (Le. <:iivider. plate oriented horizontally). The decision to 
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perform the Unit 3 pre-service examination at the Mitsubishi facility was dictated 
by delivery schedule· considerations resulting from the divider plate weld repairs. 

• Flow Limiter for Primarv Inlet Nozzles - The replacement steam generators were 
designed with a flow limiter located in the primary i'nlet nozzle (see figure beloW) 
in order to make the reactor coolant system flow· similar to the flow rate of the 
original steam generator and not exceed the maximum allowable reactor coolant 
system flow rate. The licensee's evaluation for the engineering design package 
determined that although the original steam generators had a number of plugged 
tubes, the reactor coolant system flow rate of the original steani generators was 
near the design requirement. Because the replacement steam generator$ has 
377 more tubes than the original steam generators, and contained tubes with u
bends versus "square bends", the pressure drop ofthe replacement steam 
generators with no plugged tubes would be much less than the original steam 
generators resulting in a higher flowrate. 

Flow Limiter 

Replacement Steam Generator Primary Inlet Nozzle (For Illustration Purposes Only) 

The flow limiter was designed to ensure the total "best estimate" reactor coolant 
flow rate with the repl~cement steam generators installed would not exceed 
106.5 percent of the design volumetric flow rate of 396,000 gallons per niinute at 
a reactor coolant system cold leg temperature of Tcold = 540.9°F. For Unit 2 
replacement steam generators, ~he flow limiter diameter to nozzle inner diameter 
ratio was 0.94 while the ratio for Unit 3 steam generators was 0.915 due to Unit 3 
reactor coolant pump replacement. The flow limiter dimensions resulted from a 
scaled model test performed by Mitsubishi and it was designed to be machined 
as part of the nozzle base metal. 

• Pitch Distance of Tube Support Plate Drilled Holes in Unit 2 Steam Generator 
2E0-89 - During fabrication of the tube SlJpport plates for Unit 2 steam generator 
2E0-89, quality control inspections identified unacceptable measurements of the 
pitch distance between drilled holes. Mitsubishi fabrication procedures required 
verification of the total center-to-center distance between ten inline drilled holes 
at certain sample points of the tube support plate. The dimensional verification 
checks identified a total of 200 measurements in tube support plate number 3 
and 10 measurements in tube suppqrt plate number 6 that did not meetthe 
dimensional acceptance criteria established in the fabrication procedure,s. 
Mitsubishi evaiuated this non-conformance condition and accepted the condition 
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"as-is" with the SCE's approval. The technical justification for accepting the 
condition addressed four elements: (a) the impact of the condition on the ability 
to insert the tubes through the affected areas of the tube support plates, (b) 
resulting stress on the tubes after insertion, (c} impact of the condition on the 
tube to anti-vibration gap size, and (d) possible occurrence of tube scratch during 
inspection. Similar unacceptable measurements were not identified in Unit 2 
replacement steam generator 2E0-"88 or Unit 3 replacement steam generators 
3E0-89 and 3E0-88. 

• Tube-to-Tube Clearance in Unit 2 steam generator 2E0-89 - During fabrication of 
Unit 2 replacement steam generator 2E0-89, interference checks identified that 
the clearance between the tubes in Rows No. 28 and 30 in Column No. 22 was 
less than the minimum clearance of 0.13-inch specified in Mitsubishi's inspection 
procedure. The condition was accepted uas-is" by Mitsubishi and SCE through 
the supplier deviation request process. The main considerations of the technical 
evaluation included: (a) thermal expansion difference, (b) tube expansion due to 
operating pressures, (c) tube displacement due to out-of-plane flow induced 
vibration, and (d) tube displacement due to seismic acceleration. The team 
noted that no tube-to-tube wear inctications were identified in this area of the tube 
bundle. 

• Anti-Vibration Bar Spacing Issues in Unit 2 Steam Generator 2E0-89-:- During 
fabrication of Unit 2 replacement steam generator 2E0-89, quality control 
inspections i(jentified unacceptable gaps between tubes and the anti-vibration 
bars in the outside tube columns. The affected area was identified as welding 
zone-4. The apparent cause for the anti-vibration bar spacing issue was due to 
performing the welding of zone-4while the steam generator was oriented 
horizontally with this welding zone oriented to the bottom of the bundle. In this 
configuration, the tube bundle experienced sagging at the time of welding due to 
gravity. After completion of welding zone ~h the steam generator assemf;)ly was 
rotated 180 degrees for additional assembly steps, but the sagging in the 
opposite direction caused enlargement of the gaps in welding zone 4 and this 
enlargement remained approximately the same for all subsequent rotations. 
When zone-4 was rotated 180-degrees after welding, deflection or sagging of the 
tube retaining bars due to gravity slightly pulled the anti-vibration bars, increasing 
the gap between the tube and the anti-vibration bars in this zone. 

With the licensee's approval, Mitsubishi implemented various corrective actions 
to address the condition in the pending Unit 2 replacement steam generator 
2E0-88 and subsequently in Unit 3 steam generators which included: (a) use of 
smaller spacer blocks between tubes for the installation of anti-vibration bars, (b) 
re-define the welding zones to limit welding In the horizontal position, and (c) 
reduce rotations during.welding of the other bµndle zones. Mitsubishi performed 
rework activities in Unit 2 steam generator 2E0-89 to restore anti-vibration bar 
spacing to design specifications. These activities resulted in better gap 
distribution. All the tube-to-anti-vibration bar gaps exceeding the initial 
dimensional criteria were further evaluated and accepted in accordance with 
Mitsubishi's gap size evaluation procedure. 
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• Rotations of Steam Generator Assembly for Anti-Vibration Bar Installation and 
Welding - The team noted that welding of anti-vibration bars structure required 
rotating the steam generators several times. As a result of the corrective actions 
generated to address the anti-vibration bar spacing issues in Unit 2 steam 
generator 2E0-89, the installation procedure was revised to reduce the number of 
rotations for anti-vibration bar ·installation to attain better gap control. This 
procedure revision resulted in different nµmber of rotations in each replacement 
steam generator. Steam generators Unit 2 E0-89, Unit 2 E0-88, Unit 3 E0-89, 
and Unit 3 E0-88 received 11.25, 4, 3. 5, and 3.5 rotations, respectively, during 
installation of the anti-vibration bars structure. 

• Temporary Installation of Plastic Ties - In order to limit the displacement of anti
vibration bars during rotation of the.steam generator assembly for welding of the 
anti-vibration bars structure. Mitsubishi revised the installation procedure to 
install temporary plastic ties between the retaining bars and the tubes. This step 
of the anti-vibration bar assembly process was performed in a different sequence 
for Unit 2 and Unit 3 steam generators. For Unit 2, the installation of plastic ties 
occurred after welding the transition wrapper, the Helium leak test, and tube 
hydraulic expansion, but before welding the channel head to the tubesheet, the 
hydrostatic tests, and the pre-service inspection. in Unit 3, the installation of 
plastic ties was performed between welding the transition wrapper and the 
Helium leak test. 

• Dimensional Controls of Anti~Vibration Bar Structure. -According to Mitsubishi's 
preliminary cause evaluation taking place at the time of this inspection, the 
controls of critical dimensions affecting the clearances between the tube and the 
anti-vibration bars were gradually improved throughout the fabrication of the Unit 
2 and Unit 3 steam generators. This improvement on dimensional controls was a 
consideration for the determination of the failure mechanism leading to tube-to
tube wear in Unit 3. 

The first dimensional control under consideration was the improvement of tube 
roundness in the section of the tubes that was bent to form the U-bend shape. 
During fabrication of Unit 2 steam generator 2E0•89, the supplier of tubular 
product for Mitsubishi (i.e. Sumitomo), experienced quality issues to meet the G
values established in the design specifications, resulting in a high number of tube 
rejections. The G-value was a measure of departure from roundness, or 
"ovality, » after the tubes were bent and it was controlled in order to control the 
gap between tubes and anti-vibration bars (see figure below). The G-values 
were measured at different locations along the U-bend section of the tubes for a 
selected number of tubes per row, as established in Mitsubishi's prQcedure. The 
acceptance criteria for G-value varied depending on the row where the tubes 
were installed. The acceptance criteria also remained the same throughout the 
fabrication of Unit 2 and Unit 3 replacement steam generators. 
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Based on discussions with licensee personnel and documentation reviews, the 
team noted that Sumitomo implemented measures to improve the quality ofthe 
tube bending process which resulted in less deviation of G-valu.es and a 
reduction in the amount ~nd varicibility of tubing "ovality." Based on the statistical 
analysis of G-value data collected during fabrication of.the Unit 2·and Unit 3 
steam generators, Mitsubishi concluded that the G~values standard deviation 
gradually decrea&ed sine~ the fabrication of the first steam generator, 
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Another dimensional control under consideration was the variability of anti
vibration bar dimensions. Mitsubishi's fabrication procedures required inspection 
of various dimensions of the anti-vibration bars to control the gap between the 
anti-vibration bars and the tubes. These dimensions were: thickness in the 
straight sections, twisting and flatness of the straight sections after bending, and 
thickness of the anti-vibration bar tip (i.e. nose) after bending. Among these 
dimensions, the twisting and flatness of the straight sections after bending were 
verified using a "Go or No-Go" approach based on the acceptance criteria in 
Mitsubishi's procedures but no specific:; measurements were required to be 
maintained by procedure. Additionally, the acceptance criteria for anti-vibration 
bar dimensions remained the same throughout the fabrication of Unit 2 and Unit 
3 replacement steam generators. Mitsubishi conducted a preliminary statistical 
analysis of the available dimensional data for anti-vibration bars and the team 
concurred that there were minor differences in the statistical distribution of these 
dimensions in Unit 2 and Unit 3 steam generators. 

Engineering Change Package (10 CFR 50.59): The team determined that the 
licensee's evaluation for changes in the updated final safety analysis report's design 
methodologies for .the replacement steam generators was consistent with SONGS 
procedures for the implementation of 10 CFR 50.59 requirements. The licensee's 
evaluation contained in Engineering Change Packages 800071702 and 800071703 
for the Unit 2 and Unit 3 replacement steam generators, respectively, determined 
that the replacement of the original steam generators did not affect the current 
licensing basis to the extent of needing prior approval from the NRC as required by 
10 CFR 50.59. . 

In the 50.59 screening evaluation associated with the engineering change package 
for the Unit 2 and Unit 3 replacement steam generators, the licensee determined that 
the proposed activity did not adversely affect a d~sign function, or the method of 
performing or controlling a design function described in the updated final safety 
analysis report. The licensee also determined that the steam generator replacement 
activity did not change a procedure in a manner that adversely affected how an 
updated final safety analysis report design function is performed or controlled. 
Additionally I the licensee determined that the steam generator replacement activity 
did not involve a test or experiment not described in the updated final safety analysis 
report. The licensee evaluated the foil owing updated final safety analysis report 
design functions in the 50.59 screening: 

• Steam Generator Design Functions 
• Reactor Coolant System Structural Integrity 
• Emergency Core Cooling System Performance 
~ Non-Loss of Coolant Accident Transients 
• Containment Pressure-Temperature Analysis 
• Low Temperature Overpressure Protection 
• Reactor Protection System, Engineered Safety Features Actuation System, Core 

Operating Limit Supervisory System, and Core Protection Calculations 
• Nuclear Steam Supply System Performance 
• Non-Safety Related Control Systems Performance 
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However, the 50.59 screening evaluation identified three methods C>f analysis 
described in the updated final safety analysis report that were affected by the 
proposed steam generator replacement and required further evaluation against the 
criteria in 1 O CFR 50.59. The affected methodologies are described below: 

• Seismic Analysis of Reactor Vessel Internals - The original analysis of SONGS 
Unit 2 and Unit 3 reactor vessel internals with the original steam generators was 
performed with the methodology described in Combustion Engineering Topical 
Report CENPD~178, "Structural Analysis of Fuel Assemblies for Combined 
Seismic and Loss of Coolant Accident." Subsequent to the submittal of this 
report, Combustion ~ngineering revised the methodology by modifying modeling 
techniques, computer codes, testing methods, and acceptance criteria in 
response to changes in licensing requirements. Consequently, the original report 
was resubmitted to the NRC as CENPD-178-P, Revision 1-P, August 1981. This 
revision was approved· by the NRC in a_Letterfrom H. Bernard to A. Scherer, 
"Acceptance for Referring of Licensing Topical Report CENPD-1781" dated 
August 6, 1982. The licensee used this revised methodology for the replacement 
steam generators and considered it as a methodology approved by the NRC for 
the intended application. 

• Reactor Coolant System Structural lntegritv..:... The structural analysis of the 
original steam generators used ANSYS software for the thermal and stress 
analyses while the replacement steam generators were analyzed using ABAQUS 
software. ANSYS was described in the updated final safety analysis report as a 
large~scale, general-purpose, finite element program for linear and nonlinear 
structural and thermal analysis of the reactor coolant loop components. The 
licensee considered ABAQUS to be similar to ANSYS. The licensee compared 
both programs using thermal and stress sample problems. The comparison 
demonstrated that the results varied from theoretical solutions by no more than 1 
percent, and ABAQUS and ANSYS results themselves were also within 1 
percent of each other. The variability of results was determined to be within the 
margin of error for the subject type of analysis. 

• Tube Wall Thinning Analysis -The original steam generator analysis used 
CEFLASH computer program for the main steam line break mass~nergy 
blowdown analysis, whereas the replacement steam generator analysis used 
manual calculations to represent the main steam line break blowdown loads by 
applying the maximum possible tube differential pressure, which bounded the 
pressure calculated by'CEFLASH. 

For loss of coolant accident analysis, the original steam generator used STRUDL 
computer program to calculate displacement hi~tories and then ANSYS computer 
program to calculate tube stresses. The tube stresses for the replacement steam 
generators were determined using ANSYS computer program based on the 
blowdown forces. For the original steam generators the combination of loads 
analyzed was primary loop pipe break plus design basis earthquake and main 
steam line break plus design basis earthquake. Forthe replacement steam 
generators, the loss of coolant accident, design ba$is earthquake, and the main 
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steam line break events were combined as one limiting event, which SCE 
considered to be a more conservative method of evaluation relative to the 
original steam generators. The licensee determined that the results of the tube 
wall thinning analysis for the replacement steam generators were conservative or 
essentially the same and the methodology used did not represent a departure 
from a method of evaluation described in the updated final safety analysis report. 

Further discussion is contained in Section 13.0 of this report on the methodology 
used by the licensee for the reactor coolant system structural integrity and tube wall 
thinning analysis. 

The team noted that a key methodology for the design of the replacement steam 
generators was the thermal~hydraulic code used to model the flow conditions in the 
steam generators. Mitsubishi's FIT-Ill thermal-hydraulic code was accepted by SCE 
for the design of the replacement steam generators. The team noted that the 
updated final safety analysis report did not describe the thermal .. hydraulic code 
used for the design of the original steam generators and therefore the use of the 
FIT-Ill thermal~hydraulic code did not constitute a change in methodology or a 
change in an element of a methodology described in the updated final safety 
analysis report. The updated final safety analysis report did describe the computer 
code CRIB as the code used to analyze overall steam generator performance. As 
described in the updated final safety analysis report, CRIB was used to establish 
the recirculation ratio and fluid mass inventories as a function of power level in the 
original steam generators. 

With regard to the major design changes between the original and .replacement 
steam generators, the updated final safety analysis report did not specify how the 
original steam generators relied on special design features such as the stay 
cylinder, tubesheet, tube support plates, or the shape of the tubes to perform the 
intended safety functions. The description of the original steam generators was 
focused on the overall thermal performance characteristics and the applicable 
codes and standards used for fabrication. The updated final safety analysis report 
provided a brief description of the egg-crate tube support plate design and its 
function to prevent concentration of impurities in the tube-to-tube support plate gap, 
which could lead to tube degradation. The updated final safety analysis report also 
described degradation issues of the egg-crate tube support plate design as a result 
of ftow-accelerat~d corrosion and the corrective actions taken to mitigate this 
degradation mechanism. 

Regulatory Guide 1.187, "Guidance for Implementation of 10 CFR 50.59, Ct)anges, 
Tests; and Experiments," November 2000, allows the use of NEI 96-07, "Guidelines 
for 10 CFR 50.59 Implementation,'' Revision 1 for methods that are acceptable for 
complying with 10 CFR 50.59. Per NE! 96-07, changes affecting structures, 
systems, or components that ate not explicitly described in the updated final safety 
analysis report can have the potential to adversely affect structure, system, or 
component design functions that are described and thus may require a 1 O CFR 
50.59 evaluation. Consistent with this guidance, SCE's 50.59 screening evaluated 
the differences in subcomponents between the original steam generators and 
replacem~nt steam generators as to whether the differences adversely affected the 
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design function (reactor coolant pressure boundary) of the steam generators. The 
replacement steam generators were designed and fabricated in accordance with 
quality assurance requirements, and 1 O CFR 50.59 does not require the licensee to 
presume deficiencies in the design or fabrication. 

c. Conclusions 

The team identified t\\'O unresolved items. 

The team determined that no significant differences existed in the design requirements 
of Unit 2 and Unit 3 replacement steam generators. 

_Based on the updated final safety analysis report description of the original steam 
generators, the team determined that the steam generators major design changes were 
reviewed in accordance With the 1 O CFR 50.59 requirements.-Afl 

The team identified two unresolved items: 
• Evaluation of Retainer Bar Vibration during the Original Design of the 

Replacement Steam Generators 
• Evaluation of changes in· Dimensional Controls during the Fabrication of Unit 2 

and Unit 3 Replacement Steam Generators · 

Additionally, an unresolved item related to a change in a method of evaluation used for 
the stress analysis calculations is discussed in Section 13 of the report. 

5.0 Quality Assurance/Quality Control {Charter Item 5) (Mitsubishi Charter Item 4) 

The team reviewed numerous documents from both SCE and Mitsubishi (including sub
contractors, such as Sumitomo) associated with the design, fabrication, and 
manufacturing of the steam generators for both units. The team reviewed SCE and 
Mitsubishi's quality assurance program, procedures and implementation activities for the 
control of purchased material, equipment, and services; inspections; procurement 
document control; and corrective action and nonconformance activities. Specifically, the 
team reviewed a sample of Mitsubishi nonconformance reports, audit, survey, all 
SONGS condition action requests, audits, surveillances, stop work orders, and supplier 
deviation requests associated with the design and manufacturing of the steam 
generators. The team concluded that these portions of SCE and Mitsubishi's quality 
assurance program regarding its safety-related activities were appropriately controlled 
and implemented. 

5.1 SONGS Quality Assurance/Quality Control 

a. Inspection Scope 

The team reviewed SCE's implementation of their quality assurance program to 
determine if it complied with the requirements of 1 O CFR 50, Appendix B, "Quality 
Assurance Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants and Fuel Reprocessing Plants." The te~m 
reviewed SONGS implementing procedures, quality assurance manual, vendor audits, 
procurement specifications, corrective action requests, and numerous other documents; 
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as well as interviewed a number of quality assurance/control and engineering personnel 
to determine the appropriateness of activities affecting quality conducted during 
fabrication, manufacturing and delivery of the replacement steam generators. 

b. Observations and Findings 

No findings were identified. 

(1) Policies and Procedures for Supplier Selection and Control 

The team reviewed Quality Assurance Manual, Section 17.2.7, "Control of 
Purchased Material and Services," which defines the process used to ensure that 
purchased material, source material, and subcontracted services conform to 
applicable codes and standards. Section 17.2.7.2 of the quality assurance manual 
provided measures for ttie approval and control of suppliers and describes the 
methods that SCE uses to conduct technical and quality assurance evaluations of 
potential suppliers. Specifically, SCE evaluated an audit performed by Dominion (DA 
2002-92, "Dominion Audit of Mitsubishi Heavy Industries"). The evaluation was 
performed and documented in accordance with SONGS policies and implementing 
procedures that govern the control of purchased material, equipment, and services. 
The results of SCE Evaluation MHl-01-04, µEvaluation and Review of Contractor, 
Consultant, Utility or Licensee Audit Report," stated that Mitsubishi was conditionally 
qualified for the fabrication and design of the replacement steam generators. An 
audit was performed by SCE when a sufficient quantity of work had been performed 
to demonstrate implementation of Mitsubishi's quality assurance program. Southern 
California Edison-'s oversight of Mitsubishi also included verification of Mitsubishi's 
activities during fabrication, inspections, te~ting and shipment of the procured item. 
After approximately 14 months from the initial evaluation SCE removed the 
conditional qualification based on results from Evaluation MHl-1 OSV-05, "Source 
Evaluation Report of MHI," dated February 8, 2006, and MHl-3SV-06, "Source 
Verification Report of MHI," dated May 3 2006, and implementation and verification 
of specific.corrective actions. Part of the SONGS oversight plan of Mitsubishi 
included the placement of SCE quality assurance/quality control personnel 

. (residents) at the Mitsubishi facility. Plan SGR-A10183, "Replacement Steam 
Generator Resident Oversight Plan," described the roles and responsibilities of the 
resident management, engineering, and quality oversight implementation strategy for 
the replacement steam generators. This oversight plan was created to provide 
reasonable assurance that the design, licensing, fabrication, delivery, and 
acceptance of the SONGS replacement steam generators were performed in 
accordance with specified SCE. industry, regulatory, and Code requirements. The 
team noted that after the resident was placed at Mitsubishi, Source Verifications and 
Surveillances performed by SCE decrease,d. ·After the NRC team co.nducted several 
interviews with the SCE J)ersonnel r~sponsible for oversight of Mitsubishi it was 
determined that ~he resident provided adequate oversight of Mitsubishi's activities. 
Nuclear Oversight Division Project Oversight Quarterly Reports were provided by 
sci:: that demonstrated no.decrease in SCE oversight of Mitsubishi. These 
responsibilities were shifted to the resident at Mitsubishi. During the review of the 
documentation generated by the resident the NRC team noted that the resident was 
performing these activities on behalf of SCE. 
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(2) Purchase Order Review 

The team reviewed purchase order 6C294014 from Edison Material Supply LLC 1 

issued September 28, 2004, for the design, fabrication, and delivery of four 
replacement steam generators for SONGS Units 2 and 3. The procurement order 
stated that all related work was to be performed in accordance with Specification 
$023-617-01, "Specifications for Design and Fabrication of RSG for Units 2 and 
Unit 3." Specification 8023-617-01 identified the codes, standards, regulations and 
other documents applicable to the design, fabrication, and delivery of the 
replacement steam generators. For example Specification 8023-617-01 invoked 
American Society of Mechanical Engineers Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, 
American National Standards, American Society for Testing and Materials 
Standards, and Electric Power Research Institute Technical Report 016743-V2R1, 
"Guidelines for PWR Steam Generator Tubing Specifications and Repair," among" 
others. 

(3) Subplier Audit and Surveillance Reports 

The team reviewed a sample of audits and surveillances performed on Mitsubishi to 
verify SCE's approval process of Mitsubishi and subcontracted services. The team 
noted that the audits and annual assessments reviewed were adequately 
documented and provided evidence of Mitsubishi's compliance with quality 
assurance requirements. The team also verified that audit reports supported the 
conclusions made by SCE. 

5.2 Mitsubishi Quality Assurance/Quality Control 

a. Inspection Scope 

The team reviewed Mitsubishi implementation of their quality assurance program to 
determine if it complied with the requirements of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, "Quality 
Assurance Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants and Fuel Reprocessing Plants." The 
team also reviewed a sample of reports from audits and surveys that Mitsubishi 
conducted of various subcontractors, such as Sumitomo to determine"the adequacy 
of oversight provided by Mitsubishi activities affecting quality and that contracted 
activities were implemented in accordance with the Mitsubishi-approved quality 
assurance. program. In addition, the team reviewed Mitsubishi's Approved Suppliers 
Ust to verify that vendors listed were qualified according to Mitsubishi's specifications 
and that the list was maintained current. 

b. Observa.tions and Findings 

No findings were identified. 

( 1) Policies and Procedures for Supplier Selection and Control 

The team reviewed Mitsubishi Quality Assurance Manual, Section 4, "Procurement 
Control," of the which defines the process used to ensure that purchased material, 
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source material, and subcontracted services conform to the applicable requirements 
of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers Code and to customer 
procurement documents. Section 4.4 of the Quality Assurance Manual provided 
measures for the approval and control of suppliers and described the process that 
Mitsubishi used to conduct surveys or audits, as required. Additionally, Section 4.4 
provided guidance for the preparation of purchase specifications and subcontract 
specifications, including the imposition of re9ulatory requirements for the American 
Society of Mechanical Engineers Code, Section Ill products. 

The team reviewed Procedure BUH94-06, "Vendor Evaluation Procedure," which 
provided guidance on the evaluation of the quality control capability of suppliers by 
performing surveys, audits and performance evaluations of the supplier quality 
assurance program. Procedure BUH94-06 provided a detailed description of the 
entire process to be followed by auditors before, during and after a 'survey/audit was 
performed. 

No issues were identified. 

(2) Supplier Audit and Surveillance Reports 

The team reviewed a sample of external audits and. surveys to verify Mitsubishi's 
approval process of Sumitomo Metal Industries, Limited, Steel Tube Works and 
Sumitomo Metal Industries, Limited, Pipe & Tube Company Wakayama Steel Works. 
The team noted that the audits and annual assessments reviewed were adequately 
documented and provided evidence of each company's compliance with quality 
assurance program requirements. The team also verified that audit checklists were 
prepared and completed for the audit and contained sufficient objective evidence to 
support the conclusions made by Mitsubishi. 

During the review, the team learned that as a consequence of nonconformance 
report UHNR-SON-RSG-06N005 related to inadequate lot control during final mill 
annealing of the tubing, Mitsubishi issued a stopwork order to Sumitomo. As part of 
their process Mitsubishi visited .Sumitomo to find the- root cause of the . 
nonconformance. After a review of Sumitomo's corrective action, Mitsubishi was 
able to confirm the. adequacy of the corrective actions and preventive actions. 
Mitsubishi released Stop Work Order UHH·G06A097 imposed on Sumitomo. 

On May. 8, 2007, Mitsubishi performed Special Audit UHQ~07N004, on Sumitomo, in 
order to confirm adequacy of activities based on Sumitomo Corrective Action Plan 
UHCP-07N004. During the audit Mitsubishi found two findings,and made one 
recommendation. Both findings required corrective action from Sl.lmitomo. The 
Mitsubishi audit indicated that Sumitomo was not able to perform adequate activities 
for manufacturing heat transfer tubing in accordance With Sumitomo's shop manual. 
The causes of the deficiencies identified during the audit were a result of Si.Jmitomo's 
staff failing to follow the shop manual requirements. Because the two findings were 
related to the stop work order, Mitsubishi did not allow Sumitomo to start 
manufacturing activities until adequate implementation of corrective actions were 
confirmed by Mitsubishi. On June 21, 2007, Mitsubishi verified Sumitomo 
implementation of the corrective actions. During this visit at SL!niitomo, Mitsubishi 
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verified the operations involving straight tube fabrication prior to tube bending 
operations were performed in accordance with Sumitomo's shop manual. Mitsubishi 
found that the same type of corrective actions taken by Sumitomo for straight tube 
fabrication operations applied to tube bending operations. During the review of the 
implementation of the corrective actions Mitsubishi could not verify acceptability of 
Sumitomo tube fabrication operations for the tube bending process. Mitsubishi 
allowed Sumitomo to restart operation only for the straight tube fabrication. On July 
_ 13, 2007, Mitsubishi subsequently confirmed the adequacy of Sumitomo corrective 
actions on tube bending processes. Mitsubishi verified that the bending operations 
followed the requirement of the Sumitomo' shop manual. On July 17, 2007, 
Mitsubishi lifted the restrictions imposed on Sumitomo and they were allowed to 
restart operations. 

No issues were identified. 

(3) Maintenance of the Approved Supplier List 

The team reviewed Mitsubishi Quality Assurance Manual Section 4, "Procurement 
Control," which defined the controls for the maintenance, distribution, and update of 
Qualified Vendor List UES-20100006. According to Section 4, the Nuclear Plant 
Quality Assurance Section had the responsibility for preparing, approving, and 
distributing the qualified vendor list and any subsequent revisions. In addition, a 
review by the quality assurance engineer was required prior to final document 
approval. Mitsubishi was informed of changes to their supplier's quality assurance 
manuals through procurement requirements imposed on the suppliers on their 
certificate of qualification as an approved vendor. If the vendor did not maintain their 
quality assurance program, they were removed from the qualified vendor list. Prior 
to issuing a Quality Assurance Manual revision, approved vendors were required to 
send a copy to Mitsubishi for review and approval, after which Mitsubishi updated the 
qualified vendor list with the latest revision number and date; 

No issues were identified. 

5. 3 Quality Assurance Conclusion 

The team concluded that the quality assurance program requirements for quality 
activities to support the. replacement steam generator project were consistent with the 
requirements of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B. The team also concluded that SCE's and 
Mitsubishi's quality assurance program requirements were appropriately translated into 
implementing procedures to support the replacement steam generator project. 

6.0 Implementation of Steam Generator Industry Information (Charter Item 6} {Mitsubishi 
Charter Item 3) · 

a. Inspection Scope 

The team reviewed procurement documentation, Mitsubishi design documentation, and 
the 10 CFR 50.59 review package to assess SCE's and MitsubisM's consideration arid 
implementation (as appropriate) of operating experience as part of the steam generator 
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replacement project, and in the steam generator tube inspections conducted during the 
current outages for SONGS Units 2 and 3. The team interviewed various personnel with 
respect to operating experience considerations relating to major design changes 
incorporated into the replacement steam generators. The team revieweq operating 
experience in NRC generic communications and worldwide plant operating experience 
that might potentially be relevant to conditions observed at SONGS. 

b. Observations and Findings 

No findings were identified. 

The original steam generators installed throughout the domestic fleet of pressurized 
water reactors, including SONGS, experienced Widespread corrosion of the tubes and 
tube support plates, stress corrosion cracking of the tubes, and wear at tube supports. 
These problems led to the replacement of nearly all of the original steam generators, in 
most cases well before the e·nd of their design lifetime. For SONGS, the design of the 
replacement steam generators included a number of design changes to correct life 
limiting problems with the original steam generators, based in part on consideration of 
SONGS-specific and industry-wide operating experience. This included use of more 
corrosion resistant materials for the tubing and tube support plates to mitigate corrosion 
and stress corrosion cracking issues experienced in the past. The licensee's bid 
specification required that the stay cylinder feature of the original steam generators be 
eliminated to maximize the number Of tubes that could be installed in the replacement 
steam generators and to mitigate past problems with tube wear at tube supports caused 
by relatively cool water and high flow velocities in the central part ()f the tube bundle. 
Mitsubishi employed a broached trefoil tube support plates instead of the egg crate 
supports in the original design. In addition to providing for better control of tube to 
support plate gaps and easier assembly, the broached tube support plates were 
intended to address past problems with the egg crate supports by providing less line of 
contact and faster flow between the tubes and support plates, reducing the potential for 
deposit buildup and corrosion. Mitsubishi selected a u-bend c;:onfiguration for the upper 
part of the tube bundle instead of the square bend design of the original steam 
generators based on its experience that u-bends were easier to fabricate and support 
and were easier to inspect 

The team's review of Mitsubishi design documentation for the anti-vibration bars 
indicates that Mitsubishi considered wear in the u-bend region as the most important 
issue affecting the anti-vibration bar design. Mits(Jbishi reviewed operating experience 
regarding wear in the u-bend region of replacement steam generators and trended the 
experience data as a function of steam generator manufacturer, tube packing 
arrangements (tube pitch, square versus triangular arrays). and steam generator size. 
The SONGS steam generators are relatively large, and Mitsubishi acknowle<;tged that 
this and the tight tube packing geometry could affect wear experience. Mitsubishi stated 
that the SONGS replacement steam generator were designed to minimize these 
concerns by providing more support points with shorter spans in the u-bend region along 
with effective zero gaps between tt)e tubes and anti-vibration bars during steam 
generator operation. Mitsubishi manufacturing was designed on achieving very small 
uniform gaps between the tubes and anti-vibration bars during assembly. 
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Engineering Change Package NECP 800071703 for the replacement steam generators 
evaluated industry operating experience as it related to the manufacture and operation 
of the replacement steam generators. Several of these experiences related to 
fabrication issues, lack of weld quality, material defects, loose parts, lack of cleanliness, 
and failure to fully expand tubes in the tubesheet. The licensee found most of these 
issues to be applicable to the replacement steam generators at SONGS, but that these 
kinds of-issues would be adequately addressed by the supplier's (typically Mitsubishi) 
augmented quality assurance procedures and continuous quality oversight by the 
licensee. The licensee also cited augmented receipt inspections, In-process 
verifications, foreign material exclusion and control, and cleanliness inspections on the 
part of the supplier or the licensee, as applicable, as addressing these issues. 

The licensee addressed industry operating experiences relating to stress corrosion 
cracking of steam generator tubing by noting that the Alloy 690 thermally treated tubing 
in the replacement steam generators were expected to be substantially more resistant to 
stress corrosion cracking than the tubing alloys used in earlier model steam generators. 
The licensee also addressed experience at another unit which experienced tie rod and 
consequential tube bow as a result of differential thermal expansion between the tubes 
and shroud and unexpected interference between some tube support plates. The stay 
rod (equivalent to tie rods at other unit) and shroud material for the replacement steam 
generators have been selected to have similar coefficients of thermal expansion which 
would preclude a similar problem. 

Steam Generator Degradation Assessment 51~9176667~001 (prepared by AREVA} 
supporting steam generator inspections during the current outages for Units 2 and 3 
evaluated industry operating experience relating to steam generator in-service 
inspections. This included operating experience reports, including NRC Information 
Notice 2010-05, "Management Of Steam Generator Loose Parts And Automated Eddy 
Current Data Analysis," relating to eddy current test probe issues and data analysis 
errors. In response to these issues, SCE personnel stated that specific training was 
given to the data analysts at SONGS on the lessons learned from these experiences 
and where applicable, appropriate data was included in the SONGS site specific 
performance demonstration. The licensee also described additional measures that 
would be taken at SONGS to addres$ these issues. The review also addressed 
operating experience reports dealing with unexpected tube support indications or lack 
thereof. In response, SCE stated that indicated anti-vibration bar locations by eddy 
current will be compared to the anti-vibration bar locations specified in the Mitsubishi 
design drawings. 

Steam Generator Degradation Assessment 51..,9176667-001 also addressed numerous 
operating experience reports involving loose parts and foreign objects in steam 
generators, including several instances involving resultant damage to steam generator 
tubing. These reports included NRC Information Notices 2004-1.0, "Loose Parts in 
Steam Generators," 2004-16, "Tube Leakage Due to a Fabrication Flaw in a 
Replacement Steam Generator," and 2004-17, "Loose Part Detection and Computerized 
Eddy Current Analysis in Steam G.enerators." Some of these reports dealt with eddy 
current probes, or pieces of probes, which were left behind as loose parts on the primary 
side. Most of the operating experience reports related to lose parts and foreign objects 
on the steam generator secondary side. In response, SCE approach for addressing this 
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issue was through procedure changes and secondary side visual inspections which 
included the open tube lane, the entire peripheral annulus, and appropriate visual 
examination followup on eddy current indications of possible loose parts. The inspection 
with the exception of the loose parts component was performed, as scheduled, during 
the current- refueling outage for SONGS Unit 2. The inspection for loose parts will be 
performed at the first scheduled inspection during the next refueling outage. The team 
noted that possible loose parts indications were not found during the 100 percent eddy 
current test inspection of the Unit 3 steam generators during the current outage. The 
team also noted that secondary side visual inspections were performed in the upper 
bundle area of the Unit 3 steam generators to evaluate the tube-to-retainer bar 
intersections and in a limited area above the 7th tube support plate. 

The NRC staff issued many generic communications relating to steam generator tube 
integrity issues since the 1980s. The team reviewed these documents ;;ind determined 
that many of these related to the potential for stress corrosion cracking of the tubes 
which the staff found was not expected to be a concern for the thermally treated Alloy 
690 material in the SONGS replacement steam generators by v!rtue of its greatly 
enhanced resistance to stress corrosion cracking. Most of the others related to 
problems encountered with eddy current flaw detection and sizing, the occurrence and 
detection of loose. parts/foreign objects, and monitoring of primary to secondary leakage. 

The team reviewed NRG generic communications not falling into one of the above 
categories for potential relevance to SONGS Unit 2 and 3. One of these was NRC 

· Information Notice 2004-16 concerning an operational leakage event at another plant 
due to damage caused by a packing screw during transport to the steam ge11erator 
manufacturer. The licensee stated in its steam g~nerator change package that this 
incicjent was precluded for SCE by prohibiting the use of screws and nails as fasteners 
for tubing shipping crates. The licensee also addressed NRC Information 
Notice 2007 37, "Buildup of Deposits in Steam Generator,". concerning fatigue of a low 
row u-bend at a foreign unit as a result of deposit build up and lack of support for the low 
row u-bend. Engineering Change Package NECP·800071703'.specified that this type of 
incident was precluded in the replacement steam generators by virtue of anti-vibration 
bar supports extending to the !ow row u-bends. Steam Generator Degradation 
Assessment 51-9176667-001 documented that this type of problem reflected an 
advanced stage of deposit accl]mulation that was not anticipated for the foreseeable 
future in the SONGS replacement steam generators. 

c. Conclusions 

The team's review indicated that lessons learned from these NRC generic 
communication documents had generally been incorporated into indus~ry guideline 
documents relating to steam generator inspections, monitoring of primary~to-secoridary 
leakage, and other guidelines documents prepare!.:! by the Electrical Power Research 
Institute. This information was incorporated into SCE's design specifications, inspection 
and, leakage monitoring guidelines. 

7.0 Packing, Shipping, Handling, and Receipt Inspection (Charter Item 7) 

a. Inspection Scope 
' \ 
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The team interviewed licensee personnel involved with the packing, shipping, handling, 
and receipt inspection of the replacement steam generators. In addition, the team 
reviewed SCE receipt acceptance criteria to assess if .critical attributes were 
appropriately specified and if the licensee had the ability to assess acceptability of 
meeting those acceptance criteria. The team reviewed evaluations associated with 
supplier deviation reports, nuclear notifications and changes to handling specifications. 
With respect to replacement steam generators the team focused on differences in 
SONGS shipping, handling, and receipt acceptance between the Unit 2 and 3 steam 
generators from the manufacturing site in Japan to final installation on site. 

b. Observations and Findings 

Ne findings were id~ntified. 

The team identified three unresolved items for which additional information is required to 
determine if performance deficiencies exist or if the issues constitute violations of NRC 
requirements. 

(1) Introduction: The team identified an unresolved item associated with Unit 3 steam 
generators notshipped in accordance with specification S023-617-01, "Design and 
Fabrication of Replacement Steam Generators for Unit 2 and Unit 3," Revision 4, and 
requirements for handling, storage, and shipping. Specifically, ANSI N45.2-1977, 
"Quality Assurance Program Requirements for Nuclear Facilities/' required a special 
protective environment for handling, storage. and shipping of the replacement steam 
generators. However, because of schedule changes, the Unit 3 protective 
environment which included maintaining a nitrogen pressure and a monitoring plan 
was altered significantly. · 

Description: The team evaluated specifications associate.d with the shipping and 
handling of the Unit 2 and 3 replacement steam generators. Based on the 
information evaluated by the team, the steam generators procurement and shipping 
specifications required monitori11g and maintenance of nitrogen atmosphere inside 
the replacement steam generators during shipment. Supplier Deviation Request 
SDR 10041870-09091 dated December 1, 2009, documents a request '1not to control 
the positive pressure, the dew point of nitrogen, ahd the oxygen content on the 
primary and secondary side of the Unit 3 replacement steam generators to 
accelerate delivery schedule." 

Specification 8023,617-01, Section 3.16.3, specifies the sypplier shall be 
responsible for monitoring and maintaining nitrogen atmosphere inside the steam 
generators during their shipping from Mitsubis_hi to the California port discharge 
point. The team noted that Unit 3 steam generators did not require, monitoring or 
control of dew point, oxygen concentration, inside nitrogen pressure. The team 
could not identify if this was property evaluated (Reference SectioJ') 5 of shipping and 
handling procedure S023-617-1-M1350). 

Additional review and follow up will be required to review the evaluations and 
corrective actions associated with the maintaining the Unit 3 replacement steam 
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generators protective environment during shipping and then determine whether this 
issue represents a performance deficiency or constitutes a violaticm of NRC 
requirements. This issue is identified as URI 05000362/2012007-05, "Shipping 
Requirements not in Accordance to Industry Standards." 

(2) f ntroduction: The team identified an unresolved item associated with the shipping 
and handling specifications requiring methods of tube bundle support. The team 
could not determine if this requirement to provide a tube bundle support method was 
adequately evaluated by SCE. 

Description: Based on the information gathered by the team on shipping and 
handling specifications associated with the Unit 2 and 3 replacement steam 
generators, the team could not determine that Mitsubishi or SCE adequately 
considered the potential impact of not providing methods of tube bundle supports as 
required in Specification 8023-617-01. In response to the team questions regarding 
tube bundle support methods, the team was provided with results from 
Procedure L5-04GA069, ''Sagging Measurement Procedure," Revision 7. However 
the team noted the procedure is considered a non-quality affecting procedure and 
used for reference only. 

Additional review and follow up will be required to review the evaluations associated 
with the requirements to provide tube bundle support during shipping for the Unit 2 
and 3 steam generators and then determine whether this issue represents a 
performance deficiency or constitutes a Violation of NRC requirements. This issue is 
identified as URi 05000362/2012007-06, "Shipping Requirements not in Accordance 
to Design and Fabrication Specifications." · 

(3) Introduction: The team· identified an unresolved item associated with evaluation of 
excessive shipping induced forces of Unit 3 replacement steam generator 3E-088. 

Description: The team reviewed the SG shipping accelerometer data reports for both 
Unit 2 and Unit 3. In addition, the team also reviewed shipping and handling records 
and identified the following: 

• Different transoceanic shipping companies and ships were used (U2: Happy 
Ranger, U3: Enchanter) 

• During the discharge from the ship Unit 3 replacement steam generator 3E0-88 
(38) re.corded simultaneous .signals on the three attached accelerometers 

• Unit 3 steam generator 3E0-88 was the only steam generator to record 
simultaneous signals oh the three attached accelerometers 

• Unit 3 steam generators received significantly more accelerometers hits 
compared to Unit 2 

Unit 3 replacement steam generator 3E0-88 accelerometers indicated up to a 1.23 g 
spike with a simultaneous recording on all three of the attached accelerometers. 
Mitsubishi provided an evaluation of the forces which showed loads were within 
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allowable stress limits but exceeded stress for an operating basis earthquake. The 
team was not able to determine if this was properly considered. 

Additional review by the NRC is required to fully assess if the shipping forces 
contributed to the tube-to-tube wear in Unit 3 and then determine whether this issue 
represents a performance deficiency or constitutes a violation of NRC requirements. 
This issue is identified as URI 0500036212012007-07, "Unit 3 Steam 
Generator 3E0-88 Stresses Related to Handling." 

c. Conclusions 

The team identified three unresolved items related to the shipment of Unit 3 steam 
generators; however, the team did not identify any connection between these shipping 
changes and the unexpected tube-to-tube wear. 

The unresolved items are : 
• Shipping Requirements not in accordance with Industry Standards 
• Shipping Requirements not.in accordance with Design and Fabrication 

Specifications 
• Unit 3 Steam Generator 3E0-88 Stresses Related to handling 

8.0 Thermal-hydraulic and Flow Induced Vibration Modeling (Charter Item 8) 

a. Inspection Scope 

The team conducted and overall review of Mitsubishi thermal-hydraulic design 
documents and drawings used in the manufacture of the Units 2 and 3 steam 
generators. The team developed an independent ATHOS model to run simulations for 
various operating conditions to assess thermal-:hydraulic phenomena in the steam 
.generators and assess differences in key parameters based on changing operating 
conditions, The objective of. the modeling was to understand the interactions of the key 
parameters to compare ATHOS modeling results to the degradation trends found during 
the eddy current inspections. 

The team reviewed portions of the vibration modeling. Two key outputs of the thermal
hydraulic code are inputs to the vibration model, the ATHOS model results for fluid · 
velocity and void fraction were used to predict increases or decreases in vibration forces 
and amplitude. 

b. Observations and Findings 

No findings •t.iere identified. 

The team identified one unresolved item for which additional information is required to 
determine if a performance deficiency exists or if the issue con$titutes a violation of NRC 
requirements. 

(1) Introduction: The team identified an unresolved item associated with the :;idequacy 
of Mitsubishi's FIT-Ill therm~l-hydraulic code. The FIT-Ill code predicted non• 
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conservative low velocity and low void fraction results which were used as inputs fo 
the vibration code FIVATS. These non-conservative thermal-hydraulic results lead 
Mitsubishi to conclude that margins to instability were significantly larger than they 
actually were. 

Description: Replacement steam generators were designed and manufactured in 
accordance with SONGS Design Specification S023-617-1and ASME Section Ill, 
"Rules for Construction of Nuclear Facility Components". The replacement steam 
generators had enhanced materials and maintenance. 

The tube bundle, comprised of 9727 u-tubes, is supported by a set of seven tube 
support plates which a.re maintained and spaced by a network of tie-rods. The ends 
of the u-tubes were welded onto the tube sheet lower face cladding and were full 
depth expanded in the tube sheet holes .. The u-bends are supported by a set of 6 
anti-vibration bars, having a maximum of 12 contact points, in the center of the 
bundle. For shorter tubes near the periphery, a fewer number of ~hti-vibration bars 
are present. 

One of the major enhancements of the replacement steam generators· was the use of 
Alloy~690 tubing versus Alloy-600 for corrosion resistance. Alloy-690 has lower heat 
conductivity so, to achieve the same power, the heat transfer surface area must be 
increased by at least 1-0 percent. This required more tubes to be used in the 
replacement steam generators. The increased number of tubes resulted in a more 
tightly compacted tube bundle and elimination of the stay cylinder. The increase in 
·the number of tubes could lead to increases in primary reactor coolant flow through 
the steam generators. Orifices were installed inmachined as part of-the steam 
generator inlet nozzles to ensure maximum allowed primary system flowrates were 
nof exceeded. 

The tube layout indexing or incrementation used in these generators was smaller 
than other replacement steam generator designs. The tig_hter indexing results in 
smaller pitclJ/diameter ratio in critical regions of the tubEf bundle u-bends. In addition, 
it was noted that the anti-vibration bar: support structure_ is not cQnnected to the 
wrapper for lateral or vertical support; instead the anti-vibration bar system structure 
is only supported vertically by resting on the tubes. 

Other operational and physical comparisons of the replacement steam generators 
and original ~team generators were reviewe(i by the team and no significant 
differences-were noted. 

Additio.nal review by the NRC is required to fully assess the adequacy of Mitsubishi's 
FIT-Ill thermal-hydraulic code and then determine whether this issue represents a 
performance deficiency or constitutes a violation of NRC requirements. This issue is 
identified as URI 05000362/2012007-08, "Non--Conservative Thermal-Hydraulic 
Model Results." 

(2) Thermal-Hydraulic and Vibration Assessments . 

The replacement steam generators thermal hydraulic operation and responses were 
based on the steam generator design geometric characteristics and operating 
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parameters of the reactor coolant flow and temperature and the secondary feedwater 
flow and temperature. Calculations were performed for O to 100 percent power, 
beginning-of-life and end.:of-life conditions considering limiting tube plugging and 
fouling. The important actual operating parameters selected for use in the model 
were saturation pressure, circulation ratio, steam flowrate, tube and shell side 
pressure drops, water and steam inventories, and global heat transfer coefficient. 

Mitsubishi used the SSPC (Steady State Performance Calculation) code to compute 
these operational parameters, as described in Mitsubishi Document L5-04GA510, 
"Thermal and Hydraulic Parametric Calculations," Revision 5. The FIT-Ill code was 
used to determine thermal-hydraulic fluid flow conditions, with the results described 
in Mitsubishi Document L5-04GA521, "3D Thermal and Hydraulic Analysis/ 
Revision 3. The FIVATS code was used to compute tube stability ratios that are 
used to predict tube vibration, with results described in Mitsubishi 
Document L5-04GA504 "Evaluation of Tube Vibration," Revision 3. In addition, the 
ABAQUS code was used compute stress and natural vibration frequency, and a 
code cafled IVHET was used for tube wear analysis. The key design code for tube 
bundle design and vibration analysis is thermal-hydraulic code FIT-Ill since it 
computes the two key parameters (fluid velocity and density1

) that are the primary 
contributors to the onset of fluid-elastic instability, which indicates the potential for 
excessive tube vibration: 

The Mitsubishi acceptance criterion for vibration was to avoid fluid-elastic instability 
of tube spans by keeping the calculated stability ratios less than 1 .. Mitsubishi used 
the approach given in the ASME code Section Ill, Division 1, Appendix N .. 1330, 
"Flow-Induced Vibration of Tubes and Tube Banks," to calculate stability ratios and 
they also avoided natural frequencies of the tubes similar to the reactor coolant 
pump dynamic frequencies. 

Design specific flow induced vibration analysis was performed for select U-bend 
tubes exposed·to the greatest vibration risk, generally those with longest 
unsupported length under most l!miting operating condition (lowest steam pressure, 
end of fife design conditions). The phenomenon of fluid-elastic instability of tubes is 
characterized by cross:..flow velocity {for out-of-plane mode) and normal velocity (for 
in-plane mode) where the local velocities exceed a critical velocity value (given via 
Conners' Equation2

). The parameter of local veloci'y divided by critical velocity is 
referred to as stability ratio. The accuracy of calculating fluid-elastic instability is 
limited based on inputs that are best determined by design-specific mockup test 
data. Mitsubishi did n_ot perform design-specific mockup tests, but used generally 
accepted test data, and other data based on Mitsubishi test rigs that were not 
specific to the SONGS replacement steam generator design. 

If operating velocities reach this critical value, vibration amplitudes can increase 
rapidly and fluid-elastic instabil,ity forces can lead to rapid pulsation and damaging of 
tubes. The U-bend region is most susceptible because ( 1) the local fluid has a 

1 Void fractions and dem~ity are inversely proportional. · 
2 Fluidelastic Vibration of Heat Exchanger Tube Arrays, Journal of Mechanical design - Vo.lume 100- April 1978, 
H.J. Connors, JR. 
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higher void fraction, with high velocities; (2) the fluid flow is in a direction normal to 
the tube. and (3) the anti-vibration bars are limited in their dampening capability 
along the plane of the tubes. Traditional design of anti-vibration bar systems have 
not considered in-plane fluid forces since it was accepted that the rigidity and 
dampening strength of the tube in this direction was adequate ,to preclude it. This 
event at SONGS is the first US operating fleet experience of in-plane fluid-elastic 
instability, sufficient to cause tube-to-tube contact and wear in the U-bend region. 

The team noted that Design Specification 8023-617-1 did not address specific 
·criteria for stability ratio and .does not mention ·fluid-elastic instability. The team did 
find that the Mitsubishi calculated design values for stability ratios did not exceed 0.5. 
It is important to note, that each steam generator manufacturer has different design 
values for maximum stability ratios; therefore there is no standard value. The 
smaller that the design stability ratio is (has· to be less than 1). the more margin to 
fluid~elastic instability. 

Mitsubishi computed the flow-induced vibration status of the steam generators in 
Document L5-04GA504, ''Evaluation of Tube Vibration," Revis.ion 3. The critical flow 
velocity, Uc, was obtained using the Connors' Equation based on output fluid 
velocities and densities from their FIT-II I thermal-hydraulic model. The critical flow 
velocity is then calculated based on damping. ratio, tube mass, tube outside 
diameter, averaged local cross flow gap velocity, and fluid density per selected tube. 
The method is based on formulations given in the ASME code Section Ill, Division 1, 
Appendix N-1330, "Fluid Elastic Instability". The ratio of normal-to-tube cross flow 
gap velocity to this critical velocity defines the "stability ratio". 

Steam generator vendors must develop spe.cific methods based on the thermal
hydraulic code selected and experimental data used to determine coefficients in the 
Conners' Equation for their particular steam generator del?ign. The experimental 
data used in determining the coefficients can be developed from in-house tests or 
taken from published industry data. Mitsubishi indicated that in their methodology 
two conservatisms were used in their bundle vibration analysis: (1) FIT ..,111 gap 
velocities were averaged and multiplied by 1.5 and (2) one of 12 anti-vibration bars 
contacts were assumed to be inactive. The team noted that in Mitsubishi Document 
L5-04GA504, «Evaluation of Tube Vibration," Revision 3, the 1.5 multiplier was not 
an added conservatism but a requirement, needed to match test data results. 

The team developed an independent model of the new steam generators using the 
e-,THOS thermal hydraulic code3

. The calculations were intended to assess 
operating cycle differences between Units 2 and 3 steam generators and review 
thermal hydraulic phenomena witl'lin the steam generators in order to investigate key 
parameters and causal factors for the excessive tube wear rates. The NRC A THOS 
calculations determined that the differences in primary inlet temperature and steam 
flow between the units were negligible. NRC ATHOS results indicated high void 

3 ATHOS/SGAP Version 3.1: Analysis of the Thermal-Hydraulics of a Steam Generator, 2008 
.4 R. Voilette, M. J. Pettigrew, N. W. Mureithi, "Fluidelastic Instability of an Array of Tubes Preferentially Flexible 
in the Flow Direction Subjected to Two-Phase Cross Flow," Trans. ASME, Journal of Pressure Vessei Technology, 
128, 'J 48 (2006). 
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fractions and high u-bend gap velocities existed in the bundle as compared to 
Mitsubishi FIT-111 analyses used for design. 

Mitsubishi provided a comparison of their ATHOS model to their FIT-Ill model 
results. The Mitsubishi ATHOS model fluid velocities were approximately 3 times 
higher than the FIT-Ill model velocities with the 1.5 multiplier applied. Other 
independent code .calculations,. including an analysis by Westinghouse using their in
house modified version of ATHOS and an analysis by AREVA using their French 
code GAFCA4 showed similar thermal-hydraulic results (up to 4 times higher 
velocities than FIT-Ill) as those computed in the Mitsubishi ATHOS results and the -
NRC independent ATHOS calculations. Based on these comparisons, it was 
concluded that the FIT-Ill code and model results used for design were non
conservative even with the multiplier applied. 

Most of the experimental work in fluid-elastic instability has been carried out for two
phase flow, with an air-water medium. Accepted industry data, as presented by the 
Mitsubishi, shows that in staggered array bundles (triangular pitch, pitch/diameter 
=1.33), the onset of tube instability for modern steam generators, such as SONGS 
steam generators, can start at tube gap velocities above 6 meter/sec (pending 
effectiveness of the dampening struct(Jre)4

. The NRG ATHOS model results 
indicated that there was a substantial localized region in the lower hot side of the u
bends where velocities exceeded 6 m/sec. 

The NRG ATHOS calculations were compared to gap velocities computed both with 
the Mitsubishi ATHOS and the FIT-Ill models. Since tube R142C88 was the only 
one common for each of the analyses, it can be used as basis for comparison. The 
effective peak velocities were as follows: 

• NRC ATHOS - 5.2 m/sec / 
• Mitsubishi ATHOS - 5.6 m/sec 
• Mitsubishi FIT-Ill - 2.5 m/sec 

Both the NRC and Mitsubishi ATHOS results were reasonably consistent and 
strongly suggested that high velocities coupled with high void fraction were primary 
causal factors in the tube fluid'-elastic instability and the excessive wear patterns 
observed in the Unit 3 steam generators. 

The team revi~wed the verification and validation of both the Mitsubishi FIT-Ill 
thermal-hydraulic and FIVATS tube vibration models as stated in Specification 
5023-617·1, Revision 4. The specification required Mitsubishi to design and build 
the steam generators in accordance With ASME NQA-1, "Quality Assurance 
Requirements for Nuclear Facility Applications," 1994, Subpart 2.7 "Computer 
Software'' and Mitsubishi's quality a$surance program. 

The team reviewed Mitsubishi's verification and validation Report KAS-20050201, 
"FIT-Ill Code Validation Report,D Revision 2. The report concluded the.FIT-Ill code 
Was valid for prediction pf velocity and density behavior of two-phase flow under 
nominal conditions for the secondary side of PWR steam generators. 
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The team reviewed Mitsubishi's verification and validation Report KAS-20040253, 
"FIVATS Code Validation and Qualification Report," Revision 3. The FIVATS model 
was designed to calculate the stability ratios by using the flow velocity and density 
distributions from the FIT-Ill model. The FIVATS model primarily used the Conners' 
Equation, and validation was performed mainly by comparison to hand calculation; 
however, Mitsubishi u.sed a mock-up test facility with a simple anti-vibration bar 
structure as part of their validation effort. The report concluded that adequate 
validation and qualification was performed to show compliance to software 
requirements and that the cod~ could predict flow-induced vibration. 

The .team requested additional information as part of the verification and validation of 
the FIT-Ill thermal-hydraulic model. Mitsl!bishi provided several additional reports. 
One of the reports &howed benchmarking comparisons to a French test facility 
program called CLOTAIRE in 1986. Another report conducted in 4002, showed 
comparisons between FIT-Ill and ATHOS, and concluded that both codes had good 
correlation with the CLOTAIRE experimental data. Because of the limited 
information provided, the team could not determine the validity of the benchmarking 
of FIT-Ill. 

Overall, the team determined that the validation and verification of the FIT-Ill code 
did r:iot present overwhelming evidence that this code has been adequately 
benchmarked. The team did not find any problems with the validation of the FIVATS 
code. 

(3) NRC ATHOS Results 

Figure 1 

Figures 1through4 (different view angles of same results) show results, with low That 

and low steam pressure and present a 30 isometric encapsulation of steam qualities 
(red scale) at and above 0.9 (i.e., void fraction > 0.99) and field velocities at and 
above 6.0 m/sec (white scale). 

The ATHOS model results of high steam q1.1ality and ~team velocity closely align with 
the area of concern (tupe-to;..tube wear) in the Unit 3 replacement steam generators. 
In Figure 5, the code predicted regions of high void fraction and high steam velocities 
(vertlcally located z-axis cut at about 20 inches above the 7'h TSP) are superimposed 
with tLibe-to-tube wear indications from Unit 3 steam.generator 3E0-88. 

The tube-to-tube wear indications align with anti-vibratic:>n bar wear indication trends; 
however, the anti-vibration bar wear patterns appear to indicate a more square-like, 
essentially rectangular behavior that suggests that there r:nay also be a mechanical, 
fabrication, assembly, and/or material contribution to the tube-to-tube wear 
de·gradation. 
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Figure 2 
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The ATHQS code predicted regions of high void fraction and high steam velocities are 
Figure 5 superimposed. with tube-to-tube wear indications from Unit 3 steam generator 3E0-88 

The NRC analysis indicated a correlation with the tube-to-tube wear based on a 
combination of high void fraction and high steam velocities. It should be noted that 
the traditional forcing functioh 1 fluid velocity squared times density, does not show 
good agreement with the tube-to-tube wear patterns. This indicated that the high 
quality steam fluid velocities and high void fraction may be sufficiently high to cause 
conditions in the generators conducive for onset of fluid-elastic instability. 
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The above analyses apply equally to Units 2 and 3, so it does not explain why the 
accelerated fluid-elastic instability wear damage was significantly greater in Unit 3 
steam generators .. The A TH OS thermal-hydraulic model predicts bl.ilk fluid behavior 
based on first principals and empirical correlations and as a result it is not able to 
evaluate mechanical, fabrication, or structural material differences or other 
phenomena that may be unique to each steam generator. Therefore this analysis 
cannot account for these mechanical factors and differences which could very likely 
also be contributing to the tube degradation. 

c. Conclusion 

The team identified one unresolved item associated w!th the non-conservative FIT-Ill 
thermal-hydraulic model results. 

Based on independent NRC thermal~hydraulic analysis, the team concluded that the 
SONGS replacement steam generators were not designed with adequate margin to 
preclude the onset of fluid-elastic instability. Therefore unless changes are made to the 
operation or configuration of the steam generators, high fluid velocities and high void 
fractions in localized regions in the u-bend will continue to cause excessive tube wear 
and accelerated wear that.could ,result in tube leakage and/or tube rupture. The 
deficiencies appear to be related to Mitsubishi's FIT-Ill thermal hydraulic code having 
predicted non-conservative low velocity results and low void fractions. These results 
leatfled Mitsubishi to conclude that margins to instability were significantly larger thao 
they actually are. This assessment is based on eddy current data, NRC A THO$ 
analysis, Mitsubishi ATHOS analysis, and other thermal-hydraulic analyses completed 
by Westinghouse and AREVA that all identified significantly higher fluid velocities and 
void fractions than FIT-Ill. 

Based on the cause evaluation and corrective, action plan, SCE determined that the best 
solution to prevent tube-to-tube wear was to conservatively plug and stabilize the 
affected areas. By taking ,the impacted tubes out-of-service, SCE determined that this 
should r~duce the potential for localized fluid velocities reaching critical velocity. In 
addition, in order to ensure sufficient margin to preclude the onset of fluid-elastic 
instability. SCE determined that reactor power would also have to be reduced. At this 
time SCE is still developing additional corrective actions to prevent tube-to-tube wear. 
The actions have not been finalized and no determination has been made concerning 
the appropriate power level. The NRC has not made any conclusions on the proposed 
corrective actions. Once the corrective actions have been finalized, they will be 
inspected as part of the Confirmatory Action Letter followup inspection. 

9.0 Risk Assessment {Charter Item 9) 

a. lnsoection Scope 

The team reviewed the steam generator tube leak and failures of multiple steam 
generator tubes during in .. situ pressure testing to support an assessment of the risk of 
the degraded steam generator tubes during various accident conditions, including a 
mai.n steam line break accident. 
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b. Observations and Findings 

No findings were identified. 

An NRC senior reactor analyst performed a preliminary risk assessment. The risk is 
composed of two parts: (1) a non-consequential steam line break that induces a steam 
generator tube rupture, specifically involving the degraded tubes; and (2) an elevated 
risk of a tube rupture as an initiating event. 

Assuming that a steam line break would cause the degraded steam generator tubes to 
rupture during a "T/2" expo~mre period of 6 months yielded a change in the large early 
release frequency of 4E-6/yr. +his ·.v-0uld be chaFaGterized as ha\'fAQ a "Yellow" 
(substantial safety) significance. However, SCE informed the NRC that a calculation is 
under review that will likely indicate that the differential pressures generated by a steam 
line break would not be large enough to rupture the degraded tubes as long as operat9rs 
successfully implemented their emergency procedures. If this is confirmed, the risk 
associated with steam line breaks will be significantly reduced. 

Although in this case the degraded condition of the tubes was manifested as a small 
primary to secondary leak, it is possible that a full-blown rupture could have been the 
first indication. The ohange inbaseline core damage frequency of a steam generator tube 
rupture, according to the SONGS SPAR model, is 4.26E-7/yr. Because of an 
unmitigated bypass of containment, the ahange in large early release frequency is also 
4.26E-7/yr. Censervatively, Assuming conservatively.that the estimated steam 
generator tube rupture frequency would at least double. The change, the increase in 
large early release frequency attributable to the degraded tubes would be approximately 
2.13E-7/yr (consideringtaking into account a 6~month exposure period), which 'lK>uld be 
assigned a "\/Vhite" (low to moderate safety) signfficance.1. 

It should be noted, this is a preliminary assessment of the risk requiring additional 
information and inspection to ascertain whether a performance deficiency exists. This 
does not include or preclude regulatory or enforcement action by the NRC. 

10.0 Assess Quality Assurance. Radiological Controls. and Safety Culture Components 
(Charter Item 1 Q) 

a. Inspection Scope 

The team reviewed the event. operator actions, management decisions, steam 
generator eddy current examinations, in-situ pressure testing, and tube plugging and 
stabilization activities to determine whether issues related to quality assurance, 
radiological controls, or safety culture e~isted. 

b. Observations and Findings 

No findings were identified. 

Region IV radiation protection inspectors reviewed the estimated offsite radiation 
exposure from the actual steam generator tube leak on Unit 3 steam generator 3E0-88 
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that occurred on January 31, 2012, including the potential dose consequence to site 
workers and members of the public. The licensee determined that the Unit 3 steam 
generator tube leak resulted in a release of gaseous effluents into the public domain, 
and the primary radionuclides released were argon-41, xenon-133, and xenon-135. The 
release resulted in an estimated 0.0000452 (4.52 E-5) mrem dose to the public. 
Inspectors also reviewed design drawings and radiation monitor data, performed plants 
tours, and confirmed the licensee's use of the offsite dose calculation methodology. +Re 

c. Conclusions 

The Region IV radiation protection inspectors concluded that the Unit 3 ste~m generator 
tube leak was detected by the condenser steam jet air ejector radiation monitor 3RT-
7820 as per design. In addition, the radiation monitor 3RT-7820 alarmed and alerted 
SONGS operators of the steam generator tube fepk as required. 

o. Conclusions 

The radiatioh protectioR inspectors concluded that SCE appropriately accounted for the 
unplanned release associated with the Unit 3 steam generator tube leak. 

11.0 Operational impacts from Unit 3 to Unit 2 (Charter Item 11) 

a. Inspection Scope 

As follow-on of the previous sections, the team reviewed collections of the Mitsubishi 
documents and presentations. licensee documents and presentations, and NRG 
independent analysis and assessments to consider the operational impact o,n Unit 2 
based on analysis and data, including eddy current results, regarding the as-found 
condition of Unit 3. The team compared key observations and overall differences ih 
operational parameters that are common to both units that could affect and possibly limit 
Unit 2 operation. The team focused on differences in fabrication, manufacturing, 
operation, and eddy current data results between Units 2 and 3 steam generators. 

b. Observations and Findings 

No findings were identified. 

Since generator physical dilllensions and design are identical, the operational . 
parameters are basically the same between the Unit 2 and 3 steam gener:ators; 
therefore, the hydraulic forcing function that caused tube-to-tube wear and accelerated 
anti-vibration bar and tube support plate wear should also be same. The initial 
inspections of the Unit 2 steam generators did not indicate significant wear except at the 
retainer bars (different mechanism caus~d this wear). However, subsequent follow up 
inspections in Unit 2 with a more sensitive probe confirmed the existence of minor tube
to-tube wear in two neighboring tubes but in orie of the steam generators. The tube-to
tube wear that was found in Unit 2 was in a similar location as that found in both of the 
Unit 3 steam generators. 
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The phenomenon of fluid-elastic instability is a function primarily of two criteria: the fluid 
velocity forces and the damping capability of the support structure (i.e., the tube support 
plates, the tubesheet, and the anti-vibration bars). Therefore, if it is determined that the 
thermal hydraulic forces in the bundle are the same, it can be concluded that the 
damping forces between the Unit 2 and Unit 3 replacement steam generators must be 
different. Mitsubishi performed several studies that indicated that gap contact forces in 
the anti-vibration bars were greater in Unit 2 than in Unit 3. However, with the exception 
of manufacturing data that shows slight differences, there is not currently a method 
available to measure the clearances between the anti-vibration bars and the tubes; 
.however, SCE is currently working with AREVA to develop a method to take these 
measurements. 

The tube damage found in Unit 3 is markedly more severe than Unit 2, especially 
considering that Unit 3 operated only about half the amount of time as Unit 2. This 
suggests that there is indeed a sizeable difference in the damping capability of the unit 
steam generators. -

There are generally two options to arrest localized dam~ging thermal hydraulic 
phenomena in steam generators. The first and preferred option is to plug tubes in the 
affected area. The collective plugging tends to relocate and reduce high fiuid velocities 
and void fractions, and has on previous occasions in industry been successful. 
However, if plugging selected tubes does not provide significant margins adequate to 
arrest the damage mechanism, thermal hydraulic conditions can be reduced through a 
reduction in power. Reducing power has several beneficial effects including (1) tends to 
increase steam pressure, (2) reduces high steam fluid velocities and high void fraction in 
the bundle, and (3) improves damping. Currently, SCE is still reviewing and developing 
additional corrective actions to preclude fluid~elastic instability. TJ:te NRG has been 
observing some of the mookup testing being used to qualify additional repair activities. 

c. Conclusions 

Based on the review of actual operating data and independent thermal-hydraulic 
modeling analyses, the team determined that there were Flat anyno major differences in 
the thermal hydraulic phenomena at normal full power operation. 

The NRC will review both physical and operational changes that SCE completes as part 
of the Confirmatory Action Letter Inspections. 

12.0 Divider Plate Manufacturing and Weld Issues {Mitsubishi Charter Item 2) 

a. Inspection Scope 

On March 18, 2009, Mitsubishi identified cracking indications in the weld between the 
divider plate and the channel head of Unit 3 .replacement steam generator 3E0-88 (see 
figure below), after completion of the ASME Section Ill hydrostatic test on the secondary 
side. The extent of condition investigation also identified similar cracking indications in 
Unit 3 replacement steam generator 3E0-89. As discussed in Section 4 of this report. 
the cause of the cracking was attributed to the air carbon-arc gouging process used to 
remove the clad weld from the channel head. The team reviewed information 
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associated with the repair of the cracking indications to assess whether the repair 
activities resulted in relevant differences in design and fabrication that could be 
considered as contributing factors for the cause of the tube-to-tube wear issue in Unit 3. 
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Location of Divider Plate 'Weld Repairs in Unit 3 Steam Generators (For Illustration 
Purposes Only) 

b. · Observations and· Findings 

No. findings were identified . 
.._ _________________ ~ _______________ -· .. ______ ·- __ • __ : __________ .• ____ .. __ .. ~ _ •. _____ . __ . :.· .. - •. - .Form; 

The team identified an unresolved item for which additional information is required to '',. Red 
determine ifa performance deficiency exists or if the Issue constitutes violation of NRC ' Form; 

requirements. The team also identified several observations related to the divider plate 
weld repairs in Unit 3 replacement steam generators. 

1) Introduction: The team identified an Unresolved Item associated with the adequ~cy 
of evaluation and controls. for the divider plate weld repairs. 
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Description: The cracking of the divider plate weld in both Unit 3 replacement steam 
· generators required extensive repairs affecting the channel head, divider plate, and 

tubesheet. Based on interviews with licensee personnel and the review of 
documentation for the repairs, the team determined that Mitsubishi did not perform a 
comprehensive evaluation to assess the impact of the divider plate repairs on the 
integrity of the tube bundle. The team determined that the areas listed below were 
not considered or evaluated in sufficient depth to !dentify the potential adverse 
effects of the planned weld repairs. 

• Additional Rotations - The repair activities for the Unit 3 steam generators 
required additional rotations of the steam generator assembly while these were 
oriented in the horizontal position. The repairs resulted in approximately 300 
additional rotations in each steam generator, which could have affected the 
configuration of the tube bundle in terms of anti-vibration bar gaps or distortion. 
The team identified that Mitsubishi did not fully evaluate the impact of additional 
rotations on the configuration of the steam generators since rotation was 
considered a normal evolution in the fabrication process. 

• Heat Input - The repair process included extensive heat-adding activities such as 
grinding, flame cutting, and post-weld heat treatment. While these activities were 
performed in accordance with the construction code of record and an approved 
repair plan, they could have resulted in thermal expansion and unintended 
distortion of steam generator components. For example, the channel heads 
were removed using flame cutting and Mitsubishi's evaluation for the impact of 
this activity was limited to the base material area in the vicinity of the cut, i.e. the 
heat affected zone. Mitsubishi did not fully assess the impact this activity could 
have on the overall configuration of the steam generator in terms of thermal 
expansion of the tubesheet or distortion. 

• Dimensional Checks after Repair - The team identified that Mitsubishi did not 
perform dimensional verifications (e.g. clearances) of the tube bundle or other 
secondary side dimensions after tlie repairs of the Unit 3 steam generators to 
confirm that critical-dimensions were-not-affected-by-the repairs. 

Additional review by the-NRC is required following completion of the licensee's cause 
evaluation to fully asse&s how the repair activities affected the Unit 3 replacement 
stearri generators and then determine whether this issue represents a performance 
deficiency or constitutes a violation of NRC requirements. This issue is identified as 
URI 05000362/2012007-09, "Evaluation of the Effects of Divider Plate Weld Repairs 
in Unit 3 Replacement Steam Generators. n 

2) Repair Plan: The team noted that Mitsubishi developed a·specific plan to conduct the 
repair of the divider plate weld in both Unit 3 replacement steam generators. The 
repair plan adequately described the major repair steps and the required 
implementing procedures. For some of the repair stages, the licensee developed 
new procedures to prescribe activities outside the normal fabricatton sequence. The 
repair plan consisted of the rollowing major steps: 
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• Cutting off the divider plate from the tubesheet by grinding 
• Cutting off the channel head from the tubesheet by flame cutting 
• Cutting the divider plate from the channel head by grinding 
• Removal of the heat affected zone of the channel head bowl edge due to flarne 

cutting 
• Application of weld buildup and post-weld heat treatment on the cflanhel head 

bowl edge 
• Application of low alloy steel buildup and Alloy 690 butter on the bottom of the 

channel head for divider plate welding, including required post-weld heat 
treatment 

• Application of Alloy 690 buildup on the divider plate, including required post-weld 
heat treatment 

• Welding divider plate to channel head 
• Welding the divider plat(;;! to the tubesheet 
• Welding the channel head to the tubesheet 
• Primary side hydrostatic test 

3) Differences between Replacement Steam Generators: The team identified the 
notable differences listed below between Unit 2 and Unit 3 replacement steam 
generators as a result of the divider plate weld repair activities. 

• Material Class for the Tubesheets .... The tubesheet material for both Unit 3 
replacement steam generators was reclassified to facilitate the additional post
weld heat treatment required for the repair of the divider plate welds. The 
tubesheet manufacturer originally certified that the tubesheet material met the 
requirements of ASME specification SA-508/Grade 3/Class 2, with a post-weld 
heat treatment time of approximately 15 hours. The repair activities in Unit 3 
required additional post-weld heat treatment, which was expected to affect the 
properties of the tubesheet material to the extent that the mechanical properties 
would not meet the requirements for SA-508/Grade 3/Class, 2 material. 
Mitsubishi performed mechanical testing on a specimen fabricated from the 
archive samples that was exposed to 30 hours of post-weld heat treatment and 
the tests Showed that the tubesheet material's tensile strength did tiot meet the 
ASME specifications for SA-508/Grade 3/Class 2 material. Mitsubishi performed 
a reconciliation review to reclassify the material to SA-508/Grade 3/ Class 1, 
which has a lower tensile strength. The reconciliation included an evaluation of 
resulting stresses on the tubesheet under design, upset, emergency, faulted, and 
test conditions using the material properties for SA-508/Class 1 material. The 
evaluation resulted in acceptable stresses based on.the stress limits imposed by 
the construction code of record. This issue was evaluated by Mitsubishi in the 
non-conformance report process and Supplier Deviation Request 
SDR-08610041870-09086 was submitted to the licensee for review and 
approval. The licensee approved the reclassification of the tubesheet material. 
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• Minimum Thickness of the Channef Head Base Metal - The channel heads of 
both Unit 3 steam generators were removed by flame cutting to facilitate the 
divider plate weld repairs. The removal and final welding of the channel head 
resulted in a reduction of the minimum wall thickness of the channel head base 
metal. The minimum base metal thickness was reduced by 1.18-inches. 
Mitsubishi evaluated this change in the "Design Report for the Channel Head 
Region." The reduction in minimum wall thickness was addressed through a 
reconciliation of stress ratios based on the stress limits imposed by the 
construction code of record. The analysis demonstrated the structural adequacy 
of the channel head, primary inlet nozzle, primary outlet nozzle; primary manway, 
support skirt, and the stud bolts of the primary manway. 

• Number of Bolts in the Divider Plate Patch Plates ..,... The original design of the 
replacement steam generators included a patch plate held in place at the upper 
corners of the divider plate by three bolts. As a result of the divider plate-to
tubesheet weld removal to support the repair activities, the Unit 3 divider plate 

. patch plates were· modified to be held by two bolts instead of the three bolts 
specified in the original design. Mitsubishi submitted this design change to the 
licensee for review and approval. Licensee personnel approved the design 
change as requested. 

• Weld Buildup on Channel Head Surfaces - Since the repair of the divider plate 
welds in Unit 3 steam generators required cutting of the channel liead, weld 
buildup had to be applied on the affected surfaces in order to restore the 
dimensions to design specifications. Mitsubishi submitted this design change to 
the licensee for review and approval. Licensee personnel approved the design 
change as requested. 

• Post Weld Heat treatment - The tlibesheet-to-channel head weld area 
experienced a total of two post-weld heat treatments. Both Unit 3 replacement 
steam generators received an additional local post-weld heat treatment at 
approximately 1103° F for approximately 3.5 hrs. Mitsubishi submitted this 
fabrication process change to the licensee for review and approval. Licensee 
personnel approved the design change as requested. 

• Total of Rotations during Fabrication - The total number of rotations on each 
steam generator varied as a result of the hydrostatic test results and the repairs 
on the divider plate welds. 

Steam Initial Additional Total 
Generator Rotations Rotations for Rotations 

Divider Plate 
Repairs I 

I 520 Unit 2 E0-89 520 0 

Unit 2 E0-88 510 0 510 
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Steam Initial Additional Total 
Generator Rotations Rotations for Rotations 

I Divider Plate 
Repairs 

Unit 3 E0-89 470 340 810 

Unit 3 E0-88 440 320 760 

c. Conclusions 

The team identified one unresolved item associated with the repair work done on the 
Unit 3 divider plate. The team did not identify any connection between the repairs of the 
divider plate and the unexpected tube-to-tube wear. 

13.0 Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation (NRR) Review of SONGS 50,59 Eva'iuation 

a. Inspection Scoi;;ie 

The NRR technical specialist reviewed all of the design changes associated with the 
replacement steam generators to determine whether the changes to the facility or 
procedures, as described in the updated final safety analysis report, had been reviewed 
and documented, in accordance with 10 CFR 50.59 requirements. The technical 
specialist reviewed the various info(mation used by SCE to review the changes being 
made to the replacement steam generators, including calculatiohs, analyses, design 
change documentation, procedures, the updated final safety analysis r~port, the 
technical specifications, and plant drawings. The evaluation process used by the 
technical specialist included determining if the design changes to the replacement steam 
generators were a change to the facility or procedures as described in the updated final 
safety analysis report or a test or experiment not described in the updated final safety 
analysis report. The technical specialist also verified that safety issues related to the 
changes were resolved. The technical specialist compared the safety evaluations and 
supporting documents to the guidance and methods provided in NEI 96~07, "Guidelines · 
for 10 CFR 50.59 Implementation," Revision 1, as endorsed by NRC Regulatory 
Guide 1.187, "Guidance for Implementation of 10 CFR 50.59, Changes, Tests, and 
Experiments/ to determine the adequacy of the 10 CFR 50.59 evaluations. 

b. Observations and Findings 

Na .findings \•vere identified 

The NRR technical specialist identified one unresolved item for which additional 
information is required to determine if performance deficiencies exist or if the issues 
constitute violations of NRC requirements. 

{1) Introduction: The NRR technical specialist reviewed SCE's 1 O CFR 50.59 evaluation 
contained in Engineering Change Packages 800071702 and 800071703 for the 
Unit 2 and Unit 3 replacement steam generators, re'spectively, In which SCE 
determined that the impact of the replacement steam generators on the current 
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licensing basis and any need for NRC approval as required by 10 CFR 50.59. 

(2) Description: The NRR technical specialist reviewed the SCE's 10 CFR 50.59 
evaluation against 10 CFR 50.59(c)(2)(viii) which requires that licensees obtain a 
license amendment pursuant to 10 CFR 50.90 prior to implementing a proposed 
change if the change would result in a departure from a method of evaluation 
described in the final safety analysis report (as updated) used in establishing the 
design bases or in the safety analyses. Industry guidance NEI 96-07, Revision 1, 
Section 3.10, "Methods of Evaluation," states, "Definition: Methods of evaluation 
means the calculational framework used for evaluating behavior or response of the 
facility or structures, systems, and components.» Regulation 10 CFR 50.59 a(2), 
states, "Departure from a method of evaluation described in the FSAR (as updated) 
used in. establishing the design bases or in the safety analyses means (i) changing 
any of the elements of the method described in the FSAR (as updated) unless the 
results of the analysis are conservative or essentially the same; or (ii) changing from 
a method described in the FSAR to another method unless that method has been 
approved by NRC for the intended application." Regulation 10 CFR 50.59(d)(1) 
requires that the licensee maintain records of changes in the facility that "includes a 
written evaluation which provides the bases for the determination that the change, 
test, or experi.ment does not require a license amendment. ... " The technical 
specialist evaluated SCE's bases for determining that.the changes would not result 
in the departure from the method of evaluation used in establishing the design bases 
or in the safety analyses. Specifically, the technical specialist evaluated whether the 
changes involved: 

(a) changing of any of the elements of the method described in the updated final 
· safety analysis report, which consistent with 10 CFR 50.59 a(2)(i) would be 

justified by demonstrating that the results of the analysis are conservative or 
essentially the same; or 

(b) changing from a method described in the updated final safety analysis report to 
another method, which consistent with 10 CFR 50.59 a(2}(ii) would be justified by 
demonstrating that method has been approved by NRC for the intended · 
application. 

The NRR technical specialist reviewed SCE'.s 10 CFR 50.59 evaluation and found 
two instances that failed to adequately address whether the change involved a 
departure of the m_ethod of evaluation described in the updated final safety analysis 
report. 

(a) Use of ABAQUS instead of ANSYS: Updated Final Safety Analysis Report 
Sections 3. 9.1.2.2.1.11 and 3.9.1.2.2.2.3 were revised to reflect that the SONGS 
Unit 2 and 3 original steam generators stress analyses for reactor coolant system 
structural integrity utilized the ANSYS computer program, whereas the 
replacement steam generators analyses utilized the ABAQUS computer 
program. The SCE's 50.59 evaluation incorrectly determined that using the 
ABAQUS instead ofANSYS was a change to an element of the method 
described i.n the updated final safety analysis report did not constitute changing 
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from a method described in the updated final safety analysis report to another 
method, and as such, did not mention whether ABAQUS has been approved by 
the NRC for this application. 

(b) Use of ANSYS instead of STRUDL and ANSYS: Updated Final Safety Analysis 
Report Section 5.4.2.3.1.3 was revised to reflect that the SONGS Unit 2 and 3 
evaluation of tube stress under loss of coolant accident conditions for the original 
steam generators consisted of a two-step process utilizing the STRUDL and 
ANSYS computer programs to calculate displacement histories and tube 
stresses1 respectively, while the corresponding replacement steam generators 
analysi.s determined tube stresses from blowdown forces using only the ANSYS 
computer program. While SCE's 50.59 evaluation correctly considered thi$ a 
change from a method described ln the FSAR to another method, the 50.59 
evaluation did not mention whether the method has been approved by NRC for 
this application. 

This issue is identified as URI 05000362/2012007-10, "Evaluation of Departure of 
Method of Evaluation for 10 CFR 50.59 Processes." 

c. Conclusions 

The NRR technical specialist identified one unresolved item associated with.£! change in 
the method of evaluation· as· described in the updated final safety analysis report. 
Additional review and followup will be required to review the departure of the method of 
evaluation used during the stress analysis calculations associated with the repfacement 
steam generators. 

14.0 Exit Meeting Summary 

On June 18, 2012, the NRC held a public meeting and presented the inspection results 
to Mr. P. Dietrich, Senior Vice President and Chief Nuclear Officer, and other members 
of the staff, who acknowledged the findings. Proprietary information was provided to the 
team and all proprietary information was returned to SCE 
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Number Ii!!§ Revision/Date 

I ~R#06050013 
~ 

Qualification Letter May 101 2006 

6C294014 Edison Material Supply Procurement Order for Mitsubishi September 28, 
Heavy Industries 2004 

8023-617-01 Specifications for design and fabrication of RSG for Onit 2 4 
and Unit 3 

$023-617-02 Specifications for Baseline Pre-Servic~ Examination on 1 
Tubing for RSG 

$023-617-03 Replacement Steam Generator Installation Unit 2 and 3 4 
l 

8023-617-04 Specifications for the Transportation of Replacement Steam 1 
Generators 

I 
TL C001783 San Onofre Topical Report Quality Assurance Manual 64 

j TL C001782 San Onofre 2&3 FSAR Updated Quality Assurance Program 15 
Topical Report SCE-1 · 

i 

t 

SONGS Unit 2 & 3 Replacement Steam Generator QA/QC 0 
Manufacturing Oversight Plan Japan Steel Works 

I 
SONGS Unit 2 & 3 Replacement Steam Generator QA/QC 1 
Oversight Plan 

SONGS Unit 2 & 3 Replacement Steam Generator Receipt 0 

I Inspection Plan 

SGR-A10183 ; Replacement Steam Generator Resident Oversight Plan 1 
l 

SGR-A10159 San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station Unit 2 & 3 Steam 1 
Generator Replacement Project Plan 

MHl-1SV-05 Source Verification Report of MHl/Japan Steel Work March 15, 2005 · I 

I 
[ MHl-1SV-06 Source Verification Report of MHl/Japan Steel Work February 7, 2006 \ 

' 

MHl-'1SV-07 Source Verification Report of MHI March 20, 2007 I 

I . ! 
, MHl-1SV-08 Source Verification Report of MHl/Japan Steel Work August 29, 2008 I 
f 

I 
I 
I 

MH1~2SV-05 Source Verification Report of MHI April 1, 2005 

I MHl-2SV-06 Source Verification Report of MHl/Japan Steel Work I March 24, 2006 
I ! 
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Number Title Revision/Date 

MHl-2SV-07 Source Verification Report of MHI November2, 
2007 

MHl-3SV-05 Source Verification Report of MHl/Japan Steel Work May 3, 2005 

MHl-3SV-06 Source Verification Report of MHI May 3, 2006 
I 

MHl-4SV-05 Source Verification Report of MHl/Japan Steel Work - May4, 2005 l 

MHl-4SV-06 Source Verification Report of MHl/Japan Steel Work May 23, 2006 

1 MHl-SSV-05 
I 

So1;1rce Verification Report of MHl/Japan Steel Work June 1 o, 2005 

MHl-5SV..,Q6 Source Verificc;ition Report of MHI September 26, 
2006 j 

! 
MHl-6SV-05 Source Verification Report of MHI July 1, 2005 I 

I 
MHl-6SV-06 So\,Jrce Verification Report of MHI January 24, 20.07 

I 
MHl-7SV-05 Sour~e Verification Report of MHl/~apan Steel Work August 12, 2005 

MHl-7SV-06 Source Verification Report of MHI January 16, 2007 . 
j 

MHl-8SV-05 Source Verification Report of MHI March 26, 2007 I 
, i 

MHl-9SV-05 Source Verification Report of MHl/Japan Steel Work October 13, 2005 I . I 
; 

MHl-10SV-05 Source Evaluation Report of MHI February 8, 2006 ! 
I 

MHl-11 SV-05. Source Verification Report of MHl/Japan Steel Work December 21, I 2005 
I 
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CA LC ULA TIONS 

Number Title Revision 

8023-617-1- Design Report of the Channel Head Region 6 
I C275 

l 8023-617-1- Design for RCS Flow Rate 1 
C514 

' 
8023-617-1- Retainer Bar Tube Wear Report 0 
M1562 

DESIGN BASIS DOCUMENTS 

Number Title Revision 

8023-617-01 Specification for Design and Fabrication of RSGs for Unit 2 4 
and Unit 3 

8023-617-1- As-Built Reconciliation Report for Unit 3 I 2 
M1492 

I 

' 
I 

L5-04GA428 Design of Anti-Vibration Bar 5 I 
' 

DBD--8023- Design Basis for Steam Generator and.Secondary Side 10 

I 365 

DESIGN CHANGE NOTIFICATIONS/SUPPLIER DEVIATION REQUESTS 

Number Title I Revision I 
NECP Engineering Change Package, "Replacement Steam 0 
800071703 Generators" 

SDR-007 Circulation Ratio for RSG 0 J 

43366-05007 
I I 

SDR-037 Tube-to-Tube Clearance in 2A RSG 0 I 43366-06037 
j 

SDR-047 Tool Mark in 3A Tubesheet 0 
43366-07047 

1 
SDR-050 Tool Mark in 38 Tubesheet 0 

' 43366-070~0 

SDR-051 Unit 2A Lower Shell Assembly 0 
43366-07051 l 
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Number Title Revision 

, ·soR-053 Unit 28 Lower Shell Assembly 0 
I 4336e-01os3 ' I I 

SDR-059 \ Unit 3B Lower Shell Assembly 0 I 
43366-08059 I 

I SDR-064 I 4~366-08064 Axial Length of AVB 0 

I SDR-079 Statistical Size of Tube-to-AVB Gap 0 
I 43366-08079 I ' 

SDR-082 Divider Plate Repair of Unit 3 RSGs 0 
43366-09082 

SOR-'086 . Specifications for Unit 3 RSG Tube Material 0 
10041870- l 
09086 ! 
SDR-098 Overall HeiQht of 3A RSG 0 
10041870-
10098 

SDR-099 Perpendicularity and Parallelism of 3A RSG Key Bracket 0 
10041870-
10099 

SDR-100 Parallelism of 38 R SG Key Bracket 0 
10041870-
10100 

DRAWINGS 

Number Title 
I 

Revision 

$023-617-1-
! 0103 

Design Drawing - Component and Outline Drawing 1 I 3 5 

8023-617-1- Desi9n Drawing - Component and Outline Drawing 1 I 3 2 
D104 

5023-617-1- Design Drawing Tubesheet and Extension Ring 1 of 3 12 0106 

8023-617-1'- Design Drawing Tubesheet and Ext~nsion Ring 2 of 3 5 0107 

8023-617-1- Design Drawing Tubesheet and Extension Ring 3 of 3 
8 I 

D108 I 
I 
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Number Title Revision 

i ~~;:-617-1- Design Drawing Lower Shell, Middle Shell, Transition Cone 5 
and Upper Shell Stub 1 of 4 

8023-617-1- Design Drawing Lower Shell, Middl.e Shell, Transition Cone 7 I D110 and Upper Shell Stub 2 of 4 

8023-617-1- Design Drawing Lower Shell, Middle Shell, Transition Cone 4 
0111 and Upper Shell Stub 3 of 4 

8023-617-1- Design Drawing Lower Shell, Middle Shell, Transition Cone 4 I 0112 ! and Upper Shell Stub 4 of 4 
. 

I I 

S023.;617-1- Design Drawing Channel Head 1 of 4 9 I D113 
$023-617-1-. Design Drawing Channel Head 1 of 4 15 
D113 

8023-617-1- Design Drawing Channel Head 2 of 4 
13 

D114 

8023-617-1- Design Drawing Channel Head 3 of 4 
5 

D115 

' ! so23-617-1- Design Drawing Tube Bundle 1 of 3 
1 i D116 I 

8023-617-1- Design Drawing Tube Bundle 2 of 3 
1 

D117 

I ' 

8023-617-1- Design Drawing Tube Bundle 3 of 3 
3 

D118 

8023-617-1- Design Drawing Upper Shell, Upper Head Ring and Upper 
7 

D159 Head Top 1 of 4 

8023-617-1- Design Drawing Upper Shell, Upper Head Ring and Upper 
2 I 01so Head Top 2 of 4 

$023-617-1- I Design Drawing Upper Shell, Upper Head Ring a.nd Upper 4 0161 Head Top 3 of 4 

8023-617-1- Design Drawing Upper Shell, Upper Head Ring and Upper 
2 0162 Heaq Top 4 of 4 

. 8023,-617-1- Design Drawing of Moisture Separator Assembly 1 of 6 
, 

i D210 10 

8023-617-1- Design Drawing of Moisture Separator Assembly 2 of 6 
10 D211 
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Number Ill!§ Revision 

$023-617-1- Design Drawing of Moisture Separator Assembly 3 of 6 5 I . 

I D212 

l $023-617-1- Design Drawing Channel Head 4 of 4 4 
! D274 
' 

8023-617-1- Design Drawing Tube Support Plate Assembly 1 of 3 3 I 0294 i 
$023-617:..1- Design Drawing Tube Support Plate Assembly 2 of 3 I 
D295 ' 

4 I 

$023-617-1..; Design Drawing Tube Support Plate Assembly 3 of 3 5 0296 
$023-617-1- Design Drawing - Critical Field Interface Dimensions and 

7 I D3?3 Major Tolerances 1 / .3 

$023-617-1- Design Drawing Wrapper Assembly 1 of 5. 
5 D391 

$023-617-1- Design Drawing Wrapper Assembly 2 of 5 
0 D392 ,, 

$023-617-1- Design Drawing Wrapper Assembly 3 of 5 I 2 D3~3 

$023-617-1- Design Drawing Wrapper Assembly 4 of 5 
2 0394 

8023-617-1- Design Drawing Wrapper Assembly 5 of 5 
3 D395 

8023-617-1- Design Drawing - Divider Plate1/2 

I 10 0494 

8023-617-1- Design Drawing - Divider Plate 2 I 2 

i 6 0495 

$023-617-1- Design Drawing Anti-Vibration Bar Assembly 1 of 9 
! 

4 0507 

8023-617-1- Design Drawing Anti-Vibration Bar Assembly 2 of 9 
2 D508 

8023-617-1-
D509 

Design Drawing Anti-Vibration Bar Assembly 3 of 9 
0 

8023-617-1- Design Drawing Anti-Vibration Bar Assembly 4 of 9 
0 I Ds'39 
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Number Title Revision 

5023-617-1- Design Drawing Anti-Vibration Bar Assembly 5 of 9 2 
D540 

S023-617-1- Design Drawing Anti-Vibration Bar Assembly 6 of 9 2 
D541 . 
S023-617-1- Design Drawing Anti-Vibration Bar Assembly 7 of 9 8 
0542 

8023-617-1- Design Drawing Anti-Vibration Bar Assembly 8 of 9 3 
D543 

$023-617-1- Design Drawing Anti-Vibration Bar Assembly 9 of 9 1 ' 
0544 ! 

' 
S023-617-1- Oesign Drawing - Tubing Expansion and Seal Welding 3 
D680 

S023-617-1- Fabrication Drawing-General Shipping Arrangement [$ON 2 
D1099 2E89; SON 2E882E0-88J 

8023-617-1- Fabrication Drawing -General Shipping Arrangement [SON 2 
D1100 3E89; SON 3ES8] 

S023-617-1- Fabrication Drawing - Temporary Attachment For Channel 0 
01488 Head and Tubesheet Welding (Unit 3) I 

L5-04FW111 Detail of AVB 1of5 (Center Narrow AVB) 6 

L5-04FW112 Detail of AVB 2 of 5 (Center Wide AVB) 2 

1 L5-04FW113 Detail of AVB 3 of 5 (Side Narrow AVB) 2 

L5-04FW114 Detail of AVB 4 of 5 (Side Wide AVB for Hot Side) 2 
i I L5-04FW115 Detail of AVB 5 of 5 (Side Wide AVB for Cold Side) 2 

ENGINEERING REPORTS (ER) 

i 

Number Title Revision i 

' 

8023-617-1- I Divider Plate Weld Joint Separation Root Cause Evaluation 4 
I M1401 1R~~ - . 

' $023-617-1- I Evaluation of Tube Vibration 
' 

3 
i C157 : 

8023-617-1- Analytical Report of AVB Assembly 4 
C749 
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' 
5023-617-1- Summary Design Report 8 
M1265 

S023-617-1- Performance Analysis Report 3 
M1231 

8023-617-1- Analytical Report of Separator and Dryer Assemblies 7 
, C682 
! 

S023-617- Design Report of Tube 5 
01R3 

MHI DOCUMENTS 

Number Title Revision/Date 

UHQ-08N013 MHI Survey Report of Sumitomo Metal Industries, Limited. 0 
Steel Tube Works 

, 

UHQ-11N010 MHI Survey Report of Sumitomo Melal Industries, Limited. 0 
Steel Tube Works 

UHQ-05N015 MHI Survey Report of Sumitomo Metal Industries, Limited. 1 
Pipe & Tube Works 

UHQ-08N014 MHI Survey Report of Sumitomo Metal Industries; Limited. 0 
Steel Tube Works 

UHQ-11S005 MHI Survey Report of Sumitomo Metal Industries, Limited. 0 
Steel Tube' Works 

UHQ-05N019 MHI Survey Report of Sumitomo Metal Industries, Limited. 0 
Steel Tube Works 

BUH94-06 Quality Assurance Survey/Audit Procedure of Venclors 6 

I BUH94-06 Vendor Evaluation Procedure 9 

BUH94-06 Vendor Evaluation Procedure 13 

5ZDD94-06 Vendor Evaluation Procedure 1 

UHW-68- MHI Evaluation on Corrective Action Established by 0 
06A002 Sumitomo Metal Industries Limited 

UHNR-SON- Nonconformance ReJ:>ort for Alloy 690 SG Tubing for SONGS ~ 
RSG-06N005 · Unit2 
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Number Title Revision/Date 
UHQ-08N013 i MHI Survey Report of Sumitomo Metal Industries, Limited. 0 

I 
Steel Tube Works 

I UHQ-07N004 MHI Audit Report of Sumitomo Metal Industries, Limited. 1 
1 Steel Tube Woks I . 

l ~ 

I UHCP-70N004 · Corrective Action Plan Followup Report 0 
' i 

UES-20100006 Qualified Vendor List 18 

! L5-04GB004 
1 

Submittal Document Control List 53 
l 

UGNR-SON2- Nonconformance Report Channel head for Unit 2A February 2, 
RSG-020 2006 

I UGNR-SON2- Nonconformance Report Unacceptable local diameter change June 2, 2006 
RSG-038 of tube holes I 

UGNR-SON2- Nonconformance Report Unacceptable length of 1 O tube hole September 11, 
RSG-052 pitch of tube support plate #3 2006 

UGNR-SON2- Nonconformance Report Incorrect end caps of AVB December 1, 
i RSG-062 2ASN154C and AVB 2ASN164C 2006 
i 

. 

UGNR-SON2-
1 

Nonconformance Report Unacceptable gaps between tubes March 24, 2007 
RSG-075 andAVBs 

UGNR-SON2- Nonconform~nce Report Incorrect machining for steam flow September 4, 
I RSG-091 limiting device 2007 

I UGNR-SON2- Nonconformance Report Unacceptable dimensions for steam October 23, 
I RSG-096 flow limiting device of Unit 2.A . 2007 
I 

I UGNR-SON3-
RSG-009 

Nonconformance Report Unacceptable local diameter change 
of tube holes 

May 10, 2007 

UGNR-SON3- Nonconformance Report Some gaps between tubes and November 30, 
I RSG-024 AVBs are larger than the criterion 2007 I ' l 
UGNR-SON3- Nonconformance Report Out of tolerance on hand holes March 2.- 2009 
RSG-049 inside diameter 

i UGNR-SON3- NonconfOrmance Report Divider plate metal repair butter/weld September 11, 
i RSG-055 crack after post bake , 2009 
l 

UGNR~SON- Nonconformance Report Feedwater nozzle for unit 2 ID: February 2, 
RSG.;Q6N002 21721-101 2006 

: 
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I 
! Number Title 
; 

l UHQ-08N013 MHI Survey Report of Sumitomo Metal Industries. Limited. 
Steel Tube Works 

UGS-LS- Anti-Vibration Bar Inspection Procedure (Individual Bar) 
050043 

UGS-L5- Inspection Procedure for Tube and Anti-Vibration Bar 
050045 Inspection 

B91U-N0001 Mitsubishi Heavy Industries Ltd Kobe Shipyard & Machinery 
Works Quality Assurance Manual (Nuclear) 

UES-69- Mitsubishi Heavy Industries Ltd Kobe Shipyard & Machinery 
040038 . Works Quality Assurance Program Manual (Project Addenda) 

· uHH-G06A97 Stop Work Order for FMA (Final Mill Annealing) on 
Manufacturing of Heat Transfer Tubing for SONGS RSG 

\ 

MISCELLANEOUS DOCUMENTS 

I Number Title 

!AR Action Request: Qualification Letter 
l 060500134 
! 

AR 040901345 Action Request: Qualification Letter 

I AR 050301458 Action Request: Qualification Letter 

Setpoint Transmittal Unit 2 and 3 Gas Monitors 

' 

SONGS Unit 3 Chemistry/Operations Logs - SG Event 
Time line 

Radiation Monitor 3RT-7870 Setpoints 

Radiation Monitor 3RT-7818A Setpoints 

2G-030-3 Condenser Air Ejector Continuous Gas Post-Release Report 
I 

8023-617-01 Specification for Design and Fabrication of RSGs for Unit 2 
and Unit 3 

$023-617-02 Specification for Baseline Pre-Service Examination (PSE) on 
Tubing for Replacement Steam Generators 
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Number Title Revision/Date 

Updated Final Safety Analysis Report for San Onofre Units 2 April 2009 ·- - . 
and 3 

8023-617-1- Design Review Item List ·~· -
M29 

9 

DA 2002-92 Dominion Audit of Mitsubishi Heavy Industries June 9, 2002 · 

V03-008 Omaha Public Power District Audit of Mitsubishi Heavy July 18, 2003 
Industries 

99901030/200 Mitsubishi Heavy Industries (MHI), Kobe, Japan, inspection of July 18, 2008 
8-201 selected portions of MHl's Quality Assurance (QA) program, 

and 10 CFR Part 21 program 

99901384/200 Sumitomo Metal Industries, Limited, Higashi-Mukojima November 13, 
19-201 Amagasaki, Japan, inspection of selected portions of 2009 

I 
Sumitomo's quality assurance (QA) program and 1 O CFR Part 

I 21 program 
I 

SMl-AQA-9041 Reply to Notice of Nonconformance(99901 384/2009-201-01) 0 

NRC Inspection of Selected Portions of MHl's Quality Assurance July 18, 2008 
i Inspection and 1 0 CFR Part 21 Programs 
! Report l 

' 
199901030/200 

8-201 I 

I 

MODIFICATIONS 

Number Title Date 

Engineering 50.59 Screening and Evaluation for Replacement Steam July 31, 2009 
Change Generators - Unit 2 
Package 
NECP 
800071702 

Engineering 50.59 Screening and Evaluation for Replacement Steam July 31, 2009 
Change Generators - Unit 3 
Package 
NECP 
800071703 
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NUCLEAR NOTIFICATIONS 

L.....l 2_0_1_e_o1_s_9_9___,__._ _____ __, _____ __.. _________ ...._! _____ __. 

PROCEDURES 
-I Number Title Revision 

I 80123-00CM Offsite Dose Calculation Manual .0 
l 

! 80123-0-47 Notification and Reporting of Significant Events 18 
j ' 

I so123-m-s.9 Manual Effluent Gaseous Release Permits, Setpoint 
l 

8 

l Calculations, and Monitor Calibration Constant Evaluations i 
j 

I S0123-Vlll-1 
l 

EPIP: Recognition and Classification of Emergencies 36 

i SD-8023-310 I System Description - Turbine Building Sampling System 9 
! I . 
SD-S023~690 I System Description - Steam Generator E088/089 18 

SD-8023-690 System Description - Steam Generator Radiation Monitors 18 
RE-6753 & RE-6759 

SD-8023-690 System Description - Condenser Air Ejector Wide Range 18 
.Radiation Monitors RE-7870A/B & Low Range Radiation 

I Monitors RE-7818 

SB-SO-FB-006 Divider Plate Weld Joint Repair Procedure 10 

SB-$0-HT- Post Weld Heat Treatment Procedure 
22 r 1001 

SO 123-XXXll- Supplier Deviatfon Requests (SDRs) 
5 i 2.27 

I 
! 5023-617-1- Design Drawing - Component and Outline Drawing 2/3 

2 0104 

8023-617-1- General Shipment Arrangement SON-2A 
4 '01099 

! I 502$-617-1" Hydrostatic Test Procedur~ 
3 M1246 I 

so23.:e11-1- Post Weld Heat Treatment Procedure 
21 M139 -
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8023-617-1- I Divider Plate Weld Joint Procedure 9 
M1395 

I 
8023-617-1-
M1398 

Divider Plate Weld Joint Repair Plan 12 

8023-617-1- Additional Post Weld Heat Treatment Procedure for Divider 0 
M1461 Plate Weld Joint Repair 

8023-617-1- Tubesheet Drilling Procedure 9 
M616 

$023-617-1- Helium Leak Test Procedure of the Tube to Tubesheet Welds 5 
M733 (High Pressure) 

8023-617-t- Helium Leak Test Procedure of the Tube to Tubesheet Welds 3 
M735 (Low Pressure) 

8023-617-1- AVB Structure Assembly Procedure 8 
M819 

5023-617-1- Tubing and AVB Installation Procedure 6 
M820 

$023-617-1- Anti-Vibration Bar Inspection Procedure (After Assembly) 
5 

M821 

S0123-XV-50 Corrective Action Program 25 

S0123-Xll- Nuclear Oversight Procedure Supplier Audits 10 
18.19 

S0123-Xll- Nuclear Oversjght Procedure Source Verification 5 
7.12 

VENDOR DOCUMENTS 

Number Title Revision/Date 

51-9176667- Engineering Information Record, "SONGS 2C1.7 & 3C17 1 
I 001 Steam Generator Degradation Assessment" 

I UGNR-SQN2- DI for Tube Support Plate Material 1 
I RSG.;012 

UGNR-SON2- Discrepancy for tube thickness of TSP between Drawing and 0 
RSG-014 Purchase. Specification 
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Number Title Revision/Date 

UGNR-SON2- Unacceptable Indications by MT for wrapper support of Unit 2 1 
RSG-015 #A 

I UGNR-SON2- Unacceptable Indications by MT for Anti rotation support of Q 

l RSG-021 Unit 2 #A 

UGNR-SON2- Unacceptable MT indication for Anti-Rotation Supports 0 
RSG-027 ·I 

I 

I UGNR-SON2- Unacceptable length of 1 O tube hole pitch of tube support I 1 
RSG-054 Plate#6 

UGNR-SON2- Insufficient clearance between the tubes in Row No. 28 and 3 
RSG-058 30 in Column No. 22 I 
UGNR-SON2- Insufficient clearance between the tubes in Row No 92 and 94 0 J~ 

RSG-059 in Column No. 34 I 
I 

UGNR-SON2- Unacceptable Gaps between Tubes and AVBs 7 f 
RSG-067 I 

I 

UGNR-SON2- I Unacceptable gaps between Tubes and AVBs 1 
RSG-075 I . 
UGNR-SON2- Incorrect Machining for Steam Flow Limiting Device 0 
RSG-091 

UGNR-SON2- Damagec;:I Locking Plates of Vane Jacking Device 9 
RSG-103 

UGNR-SON2- As built dimension of #2A RSG 1 
RSG:..109 

UGNR-SON2- As built dimension of #28 RSG 0 
RSG-112 

UGNR-SON3- Tubesheet 0 
RSG-00.1 

UGNR-SON3- Unacceptable local diameter change of Tube holes 2 
RSG-018 

UGNR-SON3- Some Gaps between Tubes and AVBs are larger than the 1 
RSG-024 criterion 

UGNR-SON3- Some gaps between tubes and AVBs are larger than the 0 
RSG-030 criterion 
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Number Title Revision/Date j 

UGNR-SON3- Divider Plate Weld Crack 16 ! 
! 

R$G-051 
1 

UGNR-SON3- Divider Plate Weld Crack ·19 

RSG-052 I 
UGNR-SON3- Extension of Tubesheet PWHT Duration 1 

; RSG-057 i ' 
! 

UGNR-SON3- Out of Tolerance dimensions on Primary Inlet/Outlet Nozzles 1 
RSG-059 and Support Skirt 

UGNR-SON3- Out of tolerance dimensions on Primary Inlet/Outlet Nozzles 1 
RSG-062 and Support Skirt (#8 RSG) 

UGNR-SON3· UT indications in. the Alloy 600/690 butter of Divider Plate 0 
RSG-067 Weld Groove 

l 
UGNR-SON3- As built dimensions of #3A RSG (Overall Height) 0 
RSG-074 

UGNR-SON3- As built dimension of#3A RSG 1 
RSG-075 I 
UGNR-SON3- As built dimension of #38 RSG 0 
RSG-076 

i 
UHNR-SON3- Divider Plates for Unit 3 0 
RSG-07N001 

Heat Heat Treatment Chart for SG3 April 4, 2012 
Treatment 
Record 
40010SG-B-

. 900D-R1-68 

8023-617-1- Purchase Specification for Heat Transfer Tubing 4 
M149 

Fabrication Rework of AVB Insertion for SONGS Unit 2 Replacement 1 
Process Sheet Steam Generator #A - Lower Portion 
3901-SG-A-
400E ,.(Qr~~[ __ . --------------------------------------------·-· ------- ---- .. ---------1 2563901/G101) 

I 
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Number Title Revision/Date 

Fabrication Helium Leak Test for SONGS Unit 2 Replacement Steam 0 
Process Sheet Generator #A ~ Lower Portion 
3901-SG-A-
400D (Order 
2563901/2300) 

' ; 

TSN-5050 Control Document Status list For Alloy 690 SG rubing 2 

TSN-5051 Program of Preproduction Qualification (PPQ) For Alloy 690 3 
SG Tubing 

TSN-5053 Melting Procedure for Alloy 690 SG Tubing 0 

TSN-5054 Identification and Traceability Procedure for Alloy 690 SG 2 
Tubing 

I TSN-5055 Prohibited and Detrimental Material Control Procedure for 0 
I Alloy 690 SG Tubing I 
I 

TSN-5072 Sampling Test Specimen Procedurt;l for Alloy 690 SG Tubing 2 

TSN-5073 Chemical Analysis Procedure for Alloy 690 SG Tubing 1 

TSN~5074 Inclusion Test Procedure for Alloy 690 SG Tubing ·· June 4, 2005 

OOSF-No.4316 PPQ Test Results of Alloy 690 SG Tut:>ing for San Onofre 2 
Nuclear Generating station Unit 2&3 

4009-3ir01 Moody International Ltd Inspection Report of Sumitomo Metal September 28, 
Industries 2005 
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SEQUENCE OF EVENTS 

San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station, Unit 2 and 3 Steam Generators 

Date 

November 2001 

May 7, 2002 

July 2002 

November 7. 2003 

December 12, 2003 

December 21, 2003 

February 17, 2004 

February 27, 2004. 

February ?7, 2004 

July 28, 2004 

August 2, 2004 

September 13, 2004 

September 16, 2004 

September 30, 2004 

September 30, 2004 

November 2004 

March 2, 2005 

March 17, 2005 

March 2005 

March 23, 2005 

Event Description 

Licensee forms a team to study the viability of replacing the 
steam generators 

Vendor benchmarking commences 

Bechtel replacement study complete 

Replacement steam generator specification complete 

Replacement steam generator specification sent to procurement 
office 

Replacement steam generator request for proposal issued 

Bechtel installation study report completed 

Steam generator replacement request fil,ed with California Public 
Utility Commission 

Replacement steam generator bids received by SCE 

Replacement steam generator vendor selected 

Replacement steam generator bid evaluation review board start 

Replacement steam generator bid evaluation completed 

SCE Board of Directors approval for Mitsubishi to design and 
manufacture steam generators 

Replacement steam generator contract signed 

Fabrication of Unit 2 and Unit 3 steam generators commences at 
Mitsubishi 

SCE performs first full quality assurance audit of Mitsubishi 

Replacement steam generator installation specification sent to 
procurement office · 

Mitsubishi/SCE anti-vibration bar design discussion 

SCE performs follow-up surveillance audit of Mitsubishi 

SCE places conditional qualification on Mitsubishi 
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September 21, 2005 

October 2005 

December 15, 2005 

December 15, 2005 

February 2006 

March 10, 2006 

April 22, 2006 

May 1, 2006 

May 10, 2006 

September 27, 2006 

September 27, 2006 

September 281 2006 

September 29, 2006 

October 3, 2006 

October 3, 2006 

November 10, 2006 

March 12, 2007 

May 8, 2007 

July 17, 2007 

September 13, 2006 

Final environmental impact report released to public 

SCE performs follow-up quality assurance audit of Mitsubishi 

California Public Utility Commission approval received 

Installation contract signed with Bechtel 

SCE performs follow-up quality assurance audit of Mitsubishi 

Edison International Company Board of Directors approval of 
steam generator replacement project 

SONGS Unit 2 refueling outage completed 

Replacement steam generator transportation specification issued 

SCE removes conditional qualification from Mitsubishi 

Sumitomo Metal Industries issues a non-conformance report on 
some tubing for non-conformance to specifications associated 
with the final mill annealing process 

Mitsubishi issues stop work order to Sumitomo 

Mitsubishi issues corrective action request to Sumitomo based on 
the final mill annealing non-conformance report 

Mitsubishi visits Sumitomo to conduct root cause investigation 

Mitsubishi visits Surriitorno to confirm the adequacy of the 
corrective actions taken to address the root cause· findings from 
the September 29, 2006 meeting 

Mitsubishi releases stop work order after confirming adequacy of 
Sumitomo's corrective actions 

Non-conformance report associated with final mill annealing 
process is closed · 

Corrective action request associated with the final mill annealing 
non-conformance report closed 

Mitsubishi performs followup audit at Sumitomo and issues 
corrective action request for two findings in the audit 

Sumitomo submits corrective actions taken for the findings of the 
May 8, 2007 audit; Mitsubishi closes corrective action request. 

Mitsubishi/SCE technical meeting regarding anti-vibration bars 
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April 2008 

April - June 2008 

July 4, 2008 

July 18, 2008 

July 18, 2008 

September and 
October 2008 

December 16, 2008 

February 14, 2009 

Early March 2009 

Middle March 2009 

March 18, 2009 

March - July 2009 

March - June 2009 

June 2009 

July 2009 

September 2009 -
April 2010 

March 29, 201 O 

April 5, 2010 

April 2010 

April 18, 2010 

Fabrication of Unit 2 steam generators complete 

Mitsubishi ·performs primary and secondary side hydrostatic 
pressure tests of Unit 2 steam generators 

AREVA performs baseline pre.;service eddy current ex~minations 
on steam generator 2E0-89 at Mitsubishi facilities in Kobe, Japan 

AREVA performs baseline pre-service eddy current examinations 
on steam generator 2E0-88 at Mitsubishi facilities in Kobe, Japan 

NRC Inspection Report 99901030/2008-201 was issued. An 
inspection was completed at the Mitsubishi facility in Kobe, 
Japan. No violation or non-conformances were identified.,. 

Final inspection for Unit 2 steam generators is completed: 
Primary and secondary sides filled with nitrogen.,. 

Unit 2 steam generators shipped from Kobe, Japan 

Unit 2 steam generators arrive at SONGS 

Fabrication of Unit 3 steam generators complete 

Primary and secondary hydrostatic pressure tests conducted on 
Unit 3 steam Qenerators 

Unit 3 divider plate weld failure discovered 

Root cause evaluation of the divider plate-to-tubesheet weld 
conducted by Mitsubishi 

Repair procedures developed for Unit 3 steam generators 

Repair work oh Unit 3 steam generators commences 

AREVA performs final pre::.servit:e eddy current examinations on 
Unit 2 steam generators at SONGS 

Unit 2 performs a refueling outage and installs the replacement 
steam generators 

Repair work to Unit 3 steam generator 3E0-89 co~plete 

Repair work to Unit 3 steam ~enerator 3E0-88 complete 

Unit 2 recommences power operations 

Unit 3 steam. generator 3E0-89 passes primary side hydrostatic· 
pressure retest 
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April 24, 2010 

June 2010 

August2,2010 

October 4, 201 O 

October 201 O -
February 2011 

February 2011 

January 10, 2012 

January 31, 2012 

February 2, 2012 

February 12, 2012 

March 13, 2012; 

March 14, 2012 

March 15, 2012 

March 16, 2012 

March 16- 21, 2012 

March 15- 21, 2012 

March 1~ -29, 2012 

March 23, 2012 

March 27, 2012 

June 18, 2012 · 

Unit 3 steam generator 3E0-88 passes primary side hydrostatic 
pressure retest 

AREVA performs baseline pre-service eddy current examinations -.- - - -{Form• 
on Unit 3 steam generators at Mitsubishi facilities in Kobe, Japan 

Unit 3 steam generators shipped 

Unit 3 steam generators arrive at SONGS 

Unit 3 performs a refueling outage and installs the replacement 
steam generators 

Unit 3 recommences power operations 

Unit 2 refueling outage start 

Unit 3 tube· leak; rapid shutdown commences 

Unit 3 reaches cold srutdown conditions 

.. - · - {Form: 

Unit 3 eddy current inspections commence on both steam ... -i Form; 
. generators 

In-situ pressure testing commences on tubes in steam generator ,._ · · ·{Form• 
3E0-88 of Unit 3 · 

ln-situ pressure test failures on tubes located in Row 106 Column .. - - -- -i Form• 
78, Row 102 Column 78, and Row 104 Column 78 of steam 
generator 3E0-88 

In-situ pressure test failures on tubes located in Row 100 Column ,.._ - - -{Form; 
80, Row 107 Column 77, Row 101 Column 81, and Row 98 
Column 80 of steam generator 3E0-88 . 

In-situ pressure test failure on tube located in Row 99 Column 81 
of steam generator 3E0-88 

The 65 remaining tubes in steam generator 3E0-88 pass in-situ 
pressure testing 

The 56 identified tubes in steam generator 3E0-89 of Unit 3 are 
in-situ pressure tested and all tube.s passed.,. 

NRC Augmented Inspection Team performs inspections at 
SONGS 

NRC received a letter from SCE outlining their commitments for 
corrective actions prior to restart of both Unit 2 and Unit 3 

NRG issues a Confirmatory Action Letter to SCE 

NRC conducts public Augmented Inspection Team exit meeting 
near SONGS 
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UNITED STATES t\~"I\ NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

;::. ~~' ,_ ..;; . . /~ 
' !! ~ 

~ "'" ';- ·"( ~ -"!. 

Mr. Peter Dietrich 
Senior Vice President and 

Chief Nuclear Officer 
Southern California Edison Company 
San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station 
P.O. Box 128 
San Clemente, CA 92674~0128 

REGION IV 
1600 EAST LAMAR BLVD 

ARLINGTON, TEXAS 76011-4511 

SUBJECT: SAN ONOFRE NUCLEAR GENERATING STATION - NRG AUGMENTED 
INSPECTION TEAM REPORT 05000362/2012007 

Dear Mr. Dietrich: 

The U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRG) completed an inspection at your San Onofre 
Nuclear Generating Station (SONGS}. The enclosed report documents the inspection results, 
wliich were discussed with you and other members of your staff during a public exit meeting on 
June 18, 2012. , 

Unit 3 had been operating for approximately one year following replacement of the steam 
generators when on January 31, 2012, control room operators received al~rms, that indicated 
reactor coolant was leaking into steam generator 3E0-88. The leak was unexpected, and the 
control room operators responded in ;;1ccordance with their procedures to perform a rapid 
shutdown, since the lecik. although small, had increased enough in a short period of time to 
warrant the precautionary shutdown. The estimated leak rate was 75 gallons per day. The 
facility license allows full power operatidn with a steady leak rate of less than 150 gallons per 
day. 

The first indication of the leak was from the rnain condenser air ejector radiation mQnitors 
reaching their alarm set point. The radiation monitors continuously sample from a vent stack for 
the purpose of rapidly identifying steam generator tube leaks. This was a direct release of 
radioactivity to the atm·osphere, which is allowed by the facility license, up to limits in the 
regulations. The licensee reviewed the amount of gaseous radioactivity released and estimated 
a dose of approximately 0.0000452 mrem to a. member of the public. The annual regulatory 
limit to a member of the public is 100 mrem per year. Duriog a radiation protection inspection 
the week of February 13, 2012, the team reviewed the licensee dose estimates ~nd did not 
identify any issues. 

Unit 3 control room operators performed a controlled shutdqwn of Unit 3 on January 31, 2012, 
.and reached cold shutdown conditions on February 2, 2012. The operators then prepared the 
steam generators for tube inspections, which·were started on February 12, 2012. The first 
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inspection confirmed the location of the leak in steam generator 3E0-88. One tube was found 
with a small leak and no other tubes were leaking. 

The licensee completed an extensive and expanded eddy current inspection of 100 percent of 
the steam generator tubes in both Unit 3 steam generators. Following pre-established testing 
requirements, the licensee identified 129 tubes in Unit 3 (56 tubes in steam generator 3E0-89 
and 73 tubes in steam generator 3E0-88) that required in-situ pressure testing. This testing 
began on March 13, 2012, and was performed under ambient conditions. 

Of the 129 tubes tested, a total of 8 tubes failed in .. situ pressure testing, which included the 
original tube that was leaking. All of the failed tubes occurred in steam generator 3E0-88. 
Three of the tubes failed at or below a test pressure (3200 psi) equivalent to a design basis 
main steam line break differential pressure and temperature. The remaining five tubes failed 
near, but below the maximum differential test pressure of 5250 psig. This test pressure was 
equivalent to the minimum burst pressure capacity required by the plant technical specifications. 

In accordance with Management Directive 8.3, "NRC Incident Investigation Program," 
deterministic and conditional risk criteria were used to evaluate the level of NRC response for 
this operational event. This event met three deterministic criteria (involved a major deficiency in 
design having potential generic safety implications; led to a significant loss of integrity of the 
primary coolant pressure boundary; and, involved an emergency or non-emergency event·or 
situation, related to the health and safety of the public or on-site personnel or protection of the 
environment, for which a 10 CFR 50. 72 report has been submitted that is expected to cause 
significant, heightened public or government conct:rn) anp the conditional large early release 
probability for the event was estimated to be ih the overlap range for a special 
inspection/augmented inspection. Based on deterministic criteria being met and the risk 
assessment ofthis condition, Region IV, in consultation with the Office of Nuclear Reactor 
Regulation and Office of Nuclear Security and Incident Response, concluded that the NRC 
response should be an augmented team inspection. 

This augmented inspection was chartered, in part, to identify the circumstances surrounding the 
tube degradation; review the licensee's actions following discovery of the conditions; evaluate 
the licensee's review of potential causes of the unusual steam gen~rator tube wear; review the 
steam generator modeling; and, assess the differences b~tween Unit 2 and Unit 3 steam 
generators. The charter is publically available in ADAMS at ML 12075A258. 

Based on inspection, the team concluded that: (1) plant operators responded to the event in 
accordance with procedures in a manner that protected public health and safety; (2) ·safety 
systems were maintained and responded in accordance with the plant design; and (3) the loss 
of steam generator tube integrity was a serious safety issue that must be resolved. The 
purpose of this inspection was to gather facts and identify issues requiring followup, and, as 
such, no findings were identified. Ten items requiring additional followup are documented as 
unresolved items in the enclosed report. 
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In accordance with 10 CFR 2.390 of the NRC's "Rules of Practice," a copy of this letter, its 
enclosure, and your response (if any) will be available electronically for public inspection in the 
NRC Public Document Room or.from the Publicly Available ~ecords (P.ARS) component of the 
NRC's document system (ADAMS). ADAMS is accessible from the NRC Web site at 
http://www.nrc.gov/reading·rm/adams.html (the Public Electronic Reading Room). 

Docket No.: 05000362 
License No: NPF-15 

Sincerely, 

Elmo E. Collins 
Regional Administrator 

Enclosure: lnspeqtion Report 05000362/2012-007 
w/Attachment: Supplemental Information 
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cc w/ encl: Electronic Distribution 

DISTRIBUTION: 
Regional Administrator (Elmo.Collins@nrc.gov) 
Deputy Regional Administrator 

(Art.Howell@nrc.gov) 
DRP Director (Kriss.Kennedy@nrc.gov) 
DRP Deputy Director (Allen.Howe@nrc.gov) 
DRS Director (Tom.Blount@nrc.gov) 
DRS Deputy Director (Pafrick.Louden@nrc.gov) 
Senior Resident Inspector 

(Greg.Warnick@nrc.gov) 
Resident Inspector (John.Reynoso@nrc.gov) 
SONGS Administrative Assistant 

(Heather.Hutchinson@nrc.gov) 
Branch Chief, DRS/PSB2 

(Greg.Werner@nrc.gov) 
Branch Chief, DRP/D (Ryan.Lantz@nrc.gov) 
Senior Project Engineer, DRPJD 

(Nick.Taylor@nrc.gov) 
Project Engineer, DRP/D (David.You@nrc.gov) 
Project Engineer, DRP/D (Brian.Parks@nrc.gov) 
Public Affairs Officer (Victor.Dricks@nrc.gov) 
Public Affairs Officer (lara.Uselding@nrc.gov) 
Branch Chief, DRS/TSB.(Ray.Keller@nrc.gov) 
RITS Coordinator (Marisa.Herrera@nrc.gov) 

Regional Counsel (Karra.Fuller@nrc.gov) 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

On January 31, 2012, San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station (SONGS) Unit 3 control room 
operators received an alarm that indicated a primary~to-secondary reactor coolant leak from 
steam generator 3E0·88. Although the leak rate was small, it increased enough In a short 
period of time for the licensee to perform a. rapid shutdown. The estimated leak rc;ite was 75 
gallons per day. The facility license allows full power operation with a steady state leak rate of 
less than 150 gallons per day. On February 2, 2012, Unit 3 reached cold shutdown conditions. 

On February 12, 2012, Southern California Edison (SCE) commenced eddy current inspections 
of 100 percent of the tubes in both Unit 3 steam generators. During these inspections, the 
licensee discovered unexpected wear in both steam generators, including wear at retainer bars 
(similar to the wear found in Unit 2 steam generators) and significant tube-to-tube wear in the 
free-span areas. The inspections identified 56 tubes in steam generator 3E0-89 and 73 tubes in 
steam generator 3E0 ... 88 that SCE performed in-•situ pressure testing on to determine if they met 
the structural integrity requirements in plant technical specifications. 

On February 16, 2012, NRG completed a Manag.ement Directive 8.3 Evaluation for the steam 
generator tube leak on SONGS Unit 3. The evaluation resulted in the recommendation of an 
event follow-up focused baseline inspection· to review the licensee's response to the steam 
generator tube leak. The recommendation was based on the tube leak being. from a newly 
installed steam generator and the infrequency of the event in the industry. 

From March 13 -21, 2012, AREVA conducted in-situ pressure testing of the.suspect tubes in 
both steam generators. There were a total of eight tube failures during testing, all in steam 
generator 3E0-88. These tubes failed to satisfy the tube integritY performance criteria~ At the 
time of the augmented team inspection, no stabilization or plugging of tubes had been 
performed in Unit 3 because the licensee was still conducting a cause evaluation of the failed 
tubes. There were two members of the Augmented Inspection Team on-site during the week of 
M~rch 12 that observed portions of the in-situ pressure testing. 

On March 14, 2012, NRC completed a Management Directive 8.3 Evaluation for the steam 
generator tube integrity on SONGS Unit 3. The evaluation resulted in the recommendation of 
an Augmented Inspection-based on the. risk associated with the tube failures identified during 
the in-situ testing. 

On March 23, 2012, NRC received a letter from SCE outlining their commitments for corrective . 
actions prior to restart of Unit 2 and Unit 3. 

On Mar.ch 27, 2012, the NRC issued a Confirmatory Action Letter to SCE, which outlined 
specific actions the licensee m1:1st complete before restarting Units 2 or 3 that included 
identifying the cause of the tube wear; taking corrective actions to prevent loss of tube integrity; 
and performing a mid-cycle outage to perform tube inspections. · 

From March 19-: 29, 2012, the NRG Augmented Inspection Team performed on-site 
inspections at SONGS. After the on-site portion was completed, the team continued to review 
various documents and attended a number of expert panels assodated with the cause 



evaluations, thermal/hydraulic modeling, and Unit 2 operational assessment. The team 
identified ten unresolved items that warranted additional follow-up: ( 1) adequacy of the post 
trip/transient procedure; (2) evaluation and disposition of the Unit 3 loose parts monitor alarms; 
(3) design of retainer bar; (4) control of original design dimensions; (5) evaluation of and 
controls for divider plate repair; (6) atmospheric controls of Unit 3 steam generators during 
shipment; (7) no tube bundle support used during shipping; (8) evaluation and disposition of 
accelerometers; (9) adequacy of Mitsubishi's thermal~hydraulic model; and (10) change of 
methodologies associated with 10 CFR 50.59 review. 

The team determined: (1) plant operators responded to the event in accordance with 
procedures in a manner that protected public health and safety; (2) equipment responded in 
accordance with the plant design; and (3) the cause evaluations for the tube wear were 
appropriate. 

At the time of the leak on Unit 3 steam generator 3E0-88, Unit 2 had completed eddy current 
testing of all the tubes in both steam generators as part of their. first refueling outage subsequent 
to the steam generators being replaced in 2009. The eddy current testing did identify significant 
tube Wear around the upper retainer bar, with one tube requiring in-situ pressure testing. Wear 
indications were found at anti-vibration bar supports, tube support plates and at a foreign object 
(that was removed). Southern California Edison did determine the cause of tube wear in Unit 2 
to be from Vibration of the tubes against the retainer and anti-vibration bars. Initially, no tube-to·
tubewear was identified. Because of the extensive tube-to'-tube wear identified on Unit 3, SCE 
conducted additional eddy current testing on 1375 tubes on each Unit 2 steam generator. This 
testing was completed using a more sensitive probe in the same area where tube-to-tube wear 
was identified on Unit 3. The licensee identified that two tubes in Unit 2 exhibited tube-to-tube 
wear similar to the wear identified in Unit 3 steam generators. Initially, these findings resulted in 
a total of 94 plugged tubes, with 15 tubes stabilized in steam generator 2E0-89. For steam 
generator 2E0-88 this initially resulted in 98 plugged tubes, with 18 tubes stabilized. Additional 
plugging and stabilizing was completed for Unit 2 steam generators to address the causes of 
tube-to-tube wear identified. The corrective actions taken to address the causes of the tube-to• 
tube wear will be inspected as part of the Confirmatory Action Letter and documented in 
Inspection Report-05000361, 362/2012009. 

Overall, the team concluded that SCE was pursuing the causes of the unexpected steam 
generator tube-to-tube degradation. In an effort to identify the causes; SCE brqught in a large 
number of outside industry experts, consultants, and steam generator manufacturers, including 
Westinghouse and AREVA to perform thermal-hydraulic and flow induced vibration modeling· 
and analysis. Southern California Edison identified the most probable causes of the tube-to· 
tube wear as a combination of higher than predicted thermal/hydraulic conditions and 
insufficient tube-to-anti-vibration bar contact forces. In addition, SCE concluded that the 
differences in manufacturing/fabrication could contribute to the tube-to-t~be wear seen in the 
Unit 3 steam generators. · 

The NRC teani independently concluded that the cause of the fluid-elastic instability vibration. 
was primarily the higher than predicted thermal-hydraulic conditions, along with insufficient 
contact forces (loss of anti-vibration bar contribution to damping) in the upper tube bundle. The 
team believes that the differences in severity of the tube-to-tube wear between Unit 2 and Unit 3 



may be related to the improved manufacturing/fabrication of the tubes and other components 
which may have resulted in increased clearance between the anti-vibration bars and the tubes. 
Additional inspection will be required to review and closeout the unresolved items. 

ii 
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SUMMARY OF FINDINGS 

IR 05000362/20120071 03/15/2012 through 06/18/2012, San Onofre Nuclear Generating 
Station; Augmented Inspection Team. 

An Augmented Inspection Team was approved on March 16, 2012. Two inspectors oh the team 
were onsite observing in-situ pressure testing the week of March 12. The remaining inspectors 
were dispatched to the site on March 19, 2012, to assess the facts and circumstances 
surrounding the tube leak and unexpected wear of tubes in Unit 3 steam generators. The 
Augmented Inspection Team ·was established in accordance with NRC Management Directive 
8.3, "NRC Incident Investigation Program," and Implemented using Inspection Procedure 93800, 
"Augmented Inspection Team." The inspection was conducted by a team of inspectors from the 
NRC's Region IV and Region II offices, the resident inspector from San Onofre Nuclear 
Generating Station, one engineer from the NRC Office of New Reactors, two engineers from the 
NRG Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation, and one engineer from the NRC Office of Research. 
The team identified 10 issfues· that will require additipnal NRC inspection .. These issues are 
tracked as unresolved items in this report. 

A NRC-lderitified and Self-Revealing Findings 

None 

B. Licensee-Identified Violations 

None 
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1.0 Description of Event (Charter Item 1} 

1.1 Sequence of E-vents 

In November 2001, SCE formed a team to study the viability of replacing the Unit 2 and 
Unit 3 original steam generators. The licensee performed an assessment of six steam 
generator vendors, which included vendor benchmarking, development of the 
replacement steam generator design specifications, a steam generator request for 
proposal, and a steam generator bid evaluation. In September 2004, the licensee 
selected Mitsubishi Heavy Industries (Mitsubishi) as the manufacturer of the 
replacement steam generator. 

A general description and Gomparison of the Unit 2 and Unit 3 steam generators is 
included in Section 1.2 of this report. 

In September 2004, Mitsubishi commenced fabrication of Unit 2 steam 
generators 2E0-89 and 2E0-88, and com pf eted fabrication in April 2008. 

At the time of the contract signing in September 2004, Mitsubishi had a quality 
assurance program in place that had been approved by the licensee, by taking credit for 
other utilities' reviews of Mitsubishi's quality assurance program. The licensee informed 
Mitsubishi that once enough fabrication was underway to support an evaluation, the 
licensee would perform an audit to confirm that their quality assurance program was 
operating properly. 

In November 2004, the licensee performed an audit of the Mitsubishi quality assurance 
program at their facilities in Kobe, Japan, and then followed up with a surveillance 
inspection in March 2005. As a result of these two activities, the licensee informed 
Mitsubishi that additional oversight of Mitsubishi's design control activities was required. 
The licensee intornied Mitsubishi that the additional oversight c<:mditions would remain in 
place until such time that Mitsubishi. had demonstrated improved design control 
performance, which Would be verified by the licensee. After implementing the extra 
quality control steps, Mitsubi.shi submitted a letter to SCE stating that they were ready for 
the conditional qualification to be lifted. The licensee performed followup audits of 
Mitsubishi in October 2005 and February 2006, but still found enough instances of 
design control issues that the aqditional oversight requirements of the conditional 
qualification were not lifted. In May 2·006, SCE was able to verify that Mitsubishi had 
demonstrated improved design control performance and therefore removed the 
conditional qualification of Mitsubishi. 

After fabrication of the Unit 2 steam generators was complete in April 2008, Mitsubishi 
performed hydrostatic pressure tests of the primary and secondaf"Y ·sides of the Unit 2 
steam generators. In July 2008, after completion of the hydros~atic pressure tests, 
AREVA performed the baseline eddy current pre-service examinations of the Unit 2 
steam generators at the Mitsubishi facilities in Japan. The final inspections for the Unit 2 
steam generators were completed in September and October 2008 1 followed by filling 
the primary and secondcary sides of the Unit 2 steam generators with nitrogen. The 
Unit 2 steam generators were shipped from the Mitsubishi facilities in Dect?mber 2008 
and received on site at SONGS in February 2009. In July 2009, AREVA performed the 
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final eddy current pre-service examination on the Unit 2 steam generators at SONGS. 
The baseline and final eddy current pre-service examinations were performed in Japan 
and at SONGS, respectively, to assess whether any changes to the steam generator 
tubing had resulted from shipping, and no changes were identified. 

The Unit 2 steam generators were installed during a refueling outage, between 
September 2009 and April 2010. On April 13, 2010, Unit 2 returned to power operations. 
NRC engineering inspectors performed inspections in accordance with Inspection 
Procedure 50001, "Steam Generator Replacement Inspection," and Inspection 
Procedure 71111.17, "Evaluations of Changes, Tests, or Experiments and Perrnanent 
Plant Modifications." This included a review of selected portions of modifications 
associated with the replacement steam generators to determine if the changes were 
done in accordance with 10 CFR 50.59. The results of the inspection of the replacement 
steam generators for Unit 2 are documented in NRG Inspection 
Report 05000361/2009007. (Ml 100630838) 

The fabrication of the Unit 3 steam generators 3E0-89 and 3E0-88 was completed 
between September 2004 and April 2010. The design specifications of the Unit 2 and 
Unit 3 steam generators were the same when the contract between the licensee and 
Mitsubishi was signed; however, due to a fabrication issue, there was a modification to 
the divider plate-to-channel head weld requirements for the Unit 3 steam generators, 
and to the classification of the Unit 3 tubesheet material. The specifics of these 
modifications are discussed further in Section 1.2.a of this report. 

In March 2009, after initial fabrication of the Unit 3 steam generators was complete1 

Mitsubishi performed hydrostatic pressure tests of the primary and secondary sides of 
the Unit 3 steam generators. After completion of the hydrostatic pressure tests, a visual 
inspection of the steam generator reactor coolant side revealed cracks in the welds that 
join the divider plate to the channel head of both steam generators. 

From March through July of 2009, Mitsubishi performed a root cause evaluation. which 
showed that a change in the weld preparation process for the divider plat&-to-channel 
head weld had resulted in the cracking of the weld. A repair procedure was developed 
and repair work on the Unit 3 steam generators began in June 2009. The repairs to the 
Unit 3 steam generators were completed in late March (3E0-89) and early April (3E0-88) 
of 201 O. In late April 2010, the Unit 3 steam generators passed the primary hydrostatic 
pressure re-tests. In June 2010, AREVA performed a final eddy current pre-service 
examination of the steam generators at the Mitsubishi facilities in Japan, and this was 
used as the baseline pre-service examination for'the Unit 3 steam generators. The 
steam generators were shipped from the Mitsubishi facilities in Japan in early Aug4st 
2010, and arrived at SONGS in early October 2010. 

I 

The Unit 3 steam generators were installed during a refueling outage, between October 
2010 and February 2011. On February 18, 2011, Unit 3 returned to power operations. 
NRG engineering inspectors performed inspections in accordance with Inspection 
Procedure 50001, "Steam Generator Replacement Inspection," and Inspection 
Procedure 71111.17, "Evaluations of Changes, Tests, or Experiments and Permanent 
Plant Modifications." This induded a review of selected portions of modifications 
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associated with the replacement steam generators to determine if the changes were 
done in accordance with 10 CFR 50.59. The results of the inspection of the replacement 
steam generators for Unit 3 are documented in NRG Inspection 
Report 0500036212010009. (Ml 111300448) 

Unit 2 was shut down for a scheduled refueling outage on January 1 O~ 2012. Stearn 
generator tubing inspections in steam generator 2E0-89 found unexpected wear caused 
by retainer bars on two tubes that required plugging in accordance with the technical 
specifications. Steam generator tubing inspections in steam generator 2E0-88 found 
wear on four tubes that required plugging in accordance with the technical specifications. 
Anti-vibration bars caused the wear on two of the tubes and retainer bars caused the 
wear on the other two tubes. Because of the unexpected wear, the licensee 
preventatively plugged 94 tubes in steam generator 2E0-89 and 98 tubes in steam 
generator 2E0-88. Fifteen of the tubes in steam generator 2E0-89 were stabilized prior 
to plugging, arid 18 of the tubes in steam generator 2E0-88 were stabilized prior to 
plugging. Additional details of the inspections of the Unit 2 steam generators are 
provided in section 1.4 of this report 

On January 31, 2012, Unit 3 control room operators received an alarm that indicat~d a 
primary-to-secondary reactor coolant leak from steam generator 3E0-88. The alarm 
received was from the main condenser air ejector radiation monitors, which continuously 

- samples from a vent line for the purpose of rapidly identifying steam generator tube 
leaks. Although the leak rate was small, it increased enough in a short period of time for 
the licensee to perform a rapid shutdown. The estimated leak rate was 75 gallons per 
day. The facility license allows full power operation with a steady state leak rate of less 
than 150 gallons per day. On February 2, 2012, Unit 3 reached cold shutdown 
conditions. The licensee reviewed the amount of gaseous radioactivity released and 
estimated a dose of approximately 0.0000452 mrem to a member of the public. The 
annual regulatory limit to a member of the public is 100 mrem per year. This unplanned 
offsite release of radioactivity was reviewed by Region IV health physicist inspectors 
who confirmed SONGS' offsite dose estimate (see Section 10 for additional details). 

After shutdown, the licensee started preparations for performing inspections of Unit 3 
steam generators 3E0~89 and 3E0-88. The steam generator tube inspections 
commenced on February 12, 2012, and confirmed the location of the leak in.steam 
generator 3E0-8S as coming from the tube in Row 106 Column 78. No other tubes were 
found to be leaking. The licensee then performed eddy current inspections of 100 
percent of the tubes in both Unit 3 steam generators. During these inspections, the 
licensee discovered unexpected wear in both steam generators, including wear at 
retainer bars (similar to the wear found in Unit 2 steam generators) and significant tube
to4ube wear in the freespan areas (u-bend area of the tubes). The inspections identified 
56 tubes in steam generator 3E0-89 and 73 tubes in steam generator 3E0-88 that SCE 
performed in-situ pressure testing on to determine if they met the structural integrity 
requirements in plant technical specifications. Additional details of the inspections of the 
Unit 3 steam generators are provided in section 1.5 of this report 

From March 13-21, 2012, AREVA conducted in-situ pressure testing of the suspect 
tubes in both steam generators. Thete were a total of eight tube failures during testing, 
all in steam generator 3E0-88. These tubes failed to satisfy the tube integrity 
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performance criteria in the technical specifications. Additional details of the in-situ 
pressure tests are provided in Section 1.6 of this report. 

From March 19-29, 2012, the NRC augmented inspection team performed inspections 
onsite at .SONGS. 

On March 27, 2012, the NRC issued a Confirmatory Action Letter to SCE, which outlined 
specific actions for each unit that the licensee must complete before restarting Unit 2 
and Unit 3. 

A more detailed sequence of events can be found in Attachment 2. 

1.2 System Descriptions 

a. Replacement Steam Generators 

The Unit 2 and Unit 3 replacement steam generators contain thermally treated 
Alloy 690 tubing in a u-bend configuration, with a nominal outside diameter of 0. 750 
inches and a nominal wall thickness of 0.043 inches. There are 9727 tubes within each 
steam generator, which are arranged in 142 rows and 177 columns. The rows and 

· columns are arranged in a nominal 1.000 inch triangular pitch (results in approximately 
0.25 inches of clearance between tubes). The first thirteen rows of tubes were thermally 
stress relieved after bending to reduce susceptibility to stress corrosion cracking. The 
tubes were hydraulically expanded to the full depth of the tubesheet, which has a 
nominal thickness of 28.19 inches. Seven tube support plates made of Type 405 
stainless steel provide lateral support to the tubes. The tube support plates contain 
broached trefoil holes with chamfered lands. Support ofthe tubes in the upper bundle is 
provided by six sets of Type 405 stainless steel, V-shaped, anti-vibration bars. 

The·original Model 3410 steam generators at Unit 2 and Unit 3 were manufactured by 
Compustion Engineering. Each steam generator had 9,350 mill-annealed, Alloy 600 
tubes, which were a combinat.ion of u-bend tubes and tubes with two 90 degree bends 
(also called square bends). The tubes had a nominal outside diameter of 0.750 inches. 
and a nominal wall thickness of 0.048 inches. The tubes were expanded through the full 
depth of th~ tubesheet using an explosive process, and lateral support was provided by 
a number of lattice-grid (i.e., eggcrate) carbon steel tube supports. Tube support in the 
upper bundle was provided by carbon steel diagonal bars (commonly called batwings) 
and vertical straps. The original steam generators contained a cylindrically shaped 
support structure beneath the center of the tubesheet (called the stay cylinder} that 
provided structural support to the large diameter tubesheet. 

Southern California Edison reviewed Information Notices, Generic Letters, Bulletins, and 
industry operational experience associated with steam generator issues when 
developing the design specifications for the replacement steam generators. Some of the 
changes are sumrnarize<;I below, for additional information see Section ·e of this report. 

The design changes between the original and replacement steam generators noted 
above are commonly used in replacement steam generators today. The thermally 
treated Alloy 690 tubing provides increased resistance to stress corrosion cracking as 
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compared to thermally treated Alf oy 600 tubing. The use of type 405 stainle$s steel (in 
lieu of carbon steel) for tube support plates eliminates the denting phenomenon 
associated with drilled carbon steel support plates. The use of broached trefoil holes 
(instead of drilled holes) in tube support plates reduces the number of contact points with 
tubes and increases flow area between the tube and tube support plate, thereby 
reducing· the potential for corrosion products to b~ildup between the tube and the tube 
support plate. Combustion Engineering steam generators with the batwing design have 
typically suffered from wear on tubes (from the batwings) in the central stay cylinder 
region, due to higher cross flow velodties in this portion of the steam generators. In an 
effort to eliminate this high flow region, the replacement steam generators were 
designed with a thicker tubesheet that was inherently more rigid, and thus did not require 
the central stay cylinder. By choosing a design with all u-bend tubes, the bat wing 
design was eliminated and a new anti-vibration bar assembly was used. The new anti
vibration bar assembly is a free floating design that is supported by the tube bundle and 
is not attached to the tube bundle wrapper. 

b. Channel Head-to-Divider Plate Weld 

On March 18, 2009, after completion of the primary and secondary side hydrostatic 
pressure tests, a crack in the weld between the divider plate and the channel head on 
Unit 3 steam generator 3E0-88 was identified . Examination showed that the dissimilar 
metal weld, between the Alloy 690 divider plate and the low alloy steel channel head, 
had separated. ·Specifically, the failure occurred between the channel head and the 
Alloy 152 butter weld, which is the weld filler wire equivalent of Alloy 690. Upon 
examination, a similar weld failure was found in steam generator 3E0-89 although the 
size of the failure was not as large. 

Mitsubishi performed a root cause evaluation and found that air carbon-arc gouging was 
used to remove.the stainless steel cladding from the channel head, in preparation for 
making the divider plate-to-channel head dissimilar metal weld. The.air carbon-arc 
gouging had re$ulted in carbon deposits in the channel head that were not completely 
removed by'grinding that was performed after the gouging operation. The high ·carbon 
area increased the hardness of the channel head (due to carburization) and was the 
most probable cause of the failure between the channel head and the Alloy 152 butter 
weld. Mitsubishi also found that it was possible; but less probable, that the increased. 
hardness of the channel head promoted hydrogen ihduced cracking in areas of the 
divider plate-to-channel head weld that had higher local stresses due to geometric 
configurations (i.e., at the corner of the divider plate). 

1.3 Resident Inspectors' Assessment of Steam Generator Tube Leak Event Response 

a. . Inspection Scope 

On January 31, 2012, the resident inspectors were on-site during the Unit 3 steam 
generator tube leak event. The resident inspectors observed the licenseE!'S response to 
the steam generator tube leak from the control room; ~nd observed the rapid $hutdown, 
actions to cool the plant down, actions performed during recovery of plant systems, and 
other operator actions. Additionally, the resident inspectors conducted a review of 
control room activities and equipment response to determine if the operating crew 
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responded appropriately and if the plant systems responded as expected during the 
event. The resident inspectors conducted interviews with various on~shift personnel and 
reviewed the post trip report, which included control room logs, operator statements, and 
plant data trends to c:issess overall performance of the crew. The review also included 
procedure use and adequacy of the guidance used for event response, placing the plant 
in a safe and stable condition, establishing appropriate parameter limits for plant 
cooldown, and conducting the cooldown to cold shutdown conditions. With respect to 
operator awareness and decision making, the resident inspectors were specifically 
focused on the effectiveness of control board monitoring, technical decision making, and 
work practices of the operating crew. With respect to command and control, the resident 
inspectors focused ori actions taken by the con'trol room supervision in managing the 
operating crew's response to the event. 

b. Observations and Findings 

No findings were identified. 

The team identified one unresolved item for which additional information is required to 
determine if performance deficiencies exist or if the issue constitutes a violation of NRC 
requirements. 

On January 31, 2012, at 3:05 p.m. (PST), main control room operators at Unit 3 received 
a secondary plant system radiation alarm associated with the air ejectors followed by a 
blowdown radiation monitor alarm. Operations personnel responded in accordance with 
Abnormal Operating Instruction 8023-13-14, "Reactor Cqolant Leak," Revision 16, since 
the entry conditions for a steam generator tube leak were satisfied. Operations 
personnel determined the leakage to be about 75 gallons per day, using a mass balance 
calculation (.06 gpm), from steam generator 3E0-88. This leak rate was below the 
Technical Specification 3.4.13, ''RCS Operational Leakage," limit of 150 gallons per day 
for primary- to-secondary leakage thrc:>ugh any one steam generator. 

At 4: 10 p.m., operations personnel evaluated that the primary-to-secondary leak rate 
exceeded 75 gallons per day on steam generator 3E0-88 and that the leak was 
increasing at greater than 30 gallons per day per hour, and consequently, initiated a 
rapid power reduction to bes 50 percent power in one hour and in Mode 3 within the 
next two hours per Abnormal Operating Instruction 5023-13-14. In accordance with 
Abnormal Operating Instruction 5023-13-14, when reactor power was less than35 
percent, operations personnel tripped the reactor at 5:31 p.m. to enter Mode 3. 

Due to the manual reactor trip, operations personnel entered Emergency Operating 
Instruction 5023-12-1, ustandard Post Trip Actions," Revision 26, to ensure the plant 
was placed in a stable, safe condition, and that the plant was configured to respond to 
the continuing steam generator tube leak event. Operations personnel implemented the 
emergency operating instructions and isolated the affected steam generator at 6:00 p.m. 
A plant cooldown was conducted by using main steam bypass from steam generator 
3E0-89 to the main condenser.. Mode· 4 conditions wer~ achieved at approximately 6 
hours. after isolation of the steam generator. Cooldown continued until Unit 3 was in 
Mode 5, cold shutdown. 
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(1) Introduction: The team identified an unresolved item associated with Operations 
·Procedure S0123-0~A8, "Trip/Transient and Event Review," that required a formal 
review of operator actions and safety systems to determine if important systems 
responded as design. The formal review was not completed. 

Description: On March 19, 2012, the team requested to review the results of 
operations post trip/transient evaluation of the January 31, Unit 3 tube leak event. 
Operations Procedure S0123-.0-A8, "Tripfrransient and Event Review," Revision 8, 
required a detailed post trip review following unplanned reactor trips. However, a 
formal trip/transient and event review was not available because operations 
personnel determined the Unit 3 event wa~ planned and therefore a formal review 
was not required. 

On March 27, 2012, Team met with operations personnel to discuss items on a draft 
Unit 3 trip/transient evaluation provided to the team. The team also discussed with 
operations personnel the requirements in Operations Procedure S0123-0-A8, and 
concluded a basis for what was "planned" and "unplanned" was not defined. 
Operations personnel determined the Unit 3 reactor trip was a planned reactortrip 
because Abnormal Operating Instruction 8023-13-14, "Reactor Coolant Leak," 
Revision 16, Section 4, had describeq actions for primary-to-secondary leakage. 
Specifically, this section stated, in part, under plant conditions of increasing steam 
generator tube leakage, operations personnel were required to perform a rapid 
power reduction to less than 35 percent power. then trip the reactor. 

The team discussed with operations personnel that definitiohs for unplanned events 
have beer,. established through industry standards to report on plant performance. 
These standards include NEI 99-02, "Regulatory Assessment Performance Indicator 
Guideline," Revision 6. Industry Guidance NEI 99-02 indicated that Unit 3 reactor 
trip should be considered unplanned since the reactor trip was required by an 
abnormal operating instruction ~nd would count against the performance indicator for 
unplanned reactor trips. NRC Regulatory Issue Summary (RIS) 2000-08, "Voluntary 
Submission of Performance Indicator Data,u-Revision 1, allows industryto use 
NEI 99-02 to report performance indicator data. 

Additional review and foll<;>w up will be required to review the corrective actions 
associated with the procedural guidance for an event revi~w and then determine 
whether this issue represents a performance deficiency or constitutes a violation of 
NRC requirements. This issue is identified as URI 05000362/2012007-01, 
"Adequacy of the Hip/Transient and Event Review Procedure." 
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c. Conclusions 

The resident inspectors concluded that abnorm~l .and emergency operating instructions 
were performed consistent with expected standard and that operations personnel 
exhibited the fundamental operator competencies in response to the Unit 3 steam 
generator tube leak. · 

Specifically, the resident inspectors determined that the operating crew displayed a 
questioning attitude of changing plant parameters and took conservative actions. The 
operating crew identified important preliminary increasing trends of Unit 3 air ejectors 
radiation monitors and subsequent alarms in a timely manner for a tube leak in steam 
generator 3EQ-88. Additionally, the resident inspectors determined that crew 
supervision exercised effective oversight of plant status, crew performance, and control 
room command and control. 

The team identified one unre$olved item associated with the adequacy of the 
trip/transient procedure. 

1.4 Description of Steam Generator Inspections at SONGS Unit 2 

On January 10, 2012, SONGS Unit 2 was shutdown for a refueling outage. Southern 
California Edison personnel conducted a scheduled steam generator inspection in 
accordance with Technical Specification 5.5.2.11, "Steam Gener<;1tor (SG) Program." 
This was the first inspection of the Unit 2 steam generators since their replacement in 
Januaf'Y 2010. The accumulated operating time on the replacement Unit 2 steam 
generators was 1. 7 effective full power years. There was no reported primary-to
secondary leakage at the time of shutdown. 

The scope of the inspection included a 100 percent tube sample with an eddy current 
test bobbin probe over the full tube length, followup rotating coil inspections at ,special 
interest locations, and a secondary side foreign object search and retrieval. Three types 
of flaw indications were found in the tubes: · 

• Wear at the tube support plate and anti-vibration bar supports 

• Wear caused by a lqose part 

• Wear at retainer bars 

With the exception of the wear indications found at tube retainer bar locations, the wear 
indications found are similar to those found at other replacement steam generators after 
one cycle of operation. A total of 2411 tubes were found with indications at the tube 
support plates and anti-vibration bar supports, the vast majority of which had a 
measured depth of less than 20 percent of the tube wall thickness. Only two of these 
indications, located at the anti-vibration bar supports, exceeded the Technical 
Specification 5.5.2.11.c repair limit of 35 percent of the tube wall thickness. The two 
affected tubes plus two additional tubes with 31 percent deep indications were stabilized 
and plugged. 
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Southern California Edison performed a reanalysis of the bobbin probe eddy current 
data collected during the Unit 2 inspection p·rogram. This reanalysis was performed after 
the finding of the long free-span indications in Unit 3, allowing insights gained during the 
Unit 3 inspecti.ons to be applied to the Unit 2 data. The scope of this reanalysis was a 
"box" of 1000 tubes in each Unit 2 steam generator which bounded the region of tubing 
affected b/the instability damage in Unit 3. This reanalysis confirmed the results of the 
original analysis .and did not Identify any tu.be-to-tube wear. 

Two tubes were fpund with indications (less than 35 percent through wall) caused by a 
small loose part on the secondary side. This loose part was removed from the steam 
generator. Metallurgical analysis indicated the loose part was a piece of weld metal, 
most likely introduced during steam generator manufacturing operations. The two 
affected tubes were left in service. 

Six tubes were found with indications at retainer bar intersections. The retainer bars are 
part of the support structure for the anti-vibration bars and are a unique feature of steam 
generators manufactured by Mitsubishi. The measured indication depths ranged from 
28 to 90 percent of the tube wall thickness. Because of the short measured lengths of 
these flaws, only the 90 percent indication was in-situ pressure tested as part of 
condition monitoring. The affected tube was successfully pressurized to 5300 psi with 
no leakage, confirming that the Technical Specification 5.5.2.11.b.1 structural integrity 
performance criteria were met. Mitsubishi attributed the cause of these indications to 
retainer bar vibration, the potential for which h~d not been evaluated during design (see 
Section. 4 of this report for additional details). Fort Calhoun is the only 0th.er domestic 
plant with Mitsubishi steam generators. The retainer bars at Fort Calhoun are 
significantly stiffer than at SONGS. 

The six tubes with retainer bar indications qave been plugged and stabilized. In 
addition, the remaining 182 tubes (total for both Unit 2 steam generators) that intersect 
the retainer bars were plugged as a preventive measure. Twenty four of these tubes 
were stabilized prior to plugging to ensure that all 188 plugged tubes will not sever due 
to continued vibration of the retainer bar. The tubes that were stabilized are strategically 
located at each end and center of the retainer bc::irs. 

Detailed plans for returning Unit 2 to service are still under development. Short-term 
plans relating to Unit 2 included conducting a full u-bend examination of 137~ tubes in 
both steam generators using a rotating coil. The tube sample was intended to bound the 
region affected by free-span ~ear seen in Unit 3 by significant margin. The rotating coil 
provides a slightly more sensitive inspection for long free-span wear scars than the 
bobbin probe. These inspections were perlormed subsequent to the team's site visit and 
i.dentifi~d two tubes in Unit 2 steam generator 2E0-89 with shallow free-span wear in the 
u-bend region. These indications both measured approximate1y·14 percent deep, and 
were located in the same region of the bundle affected by free-span indications in the 
Unit 3 steam generators. 
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The tube wear data for Unit 2 is shown below. 
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*This value is the number of tubes with wear indications of any depth and at any 
location. Since many tubes have indications in more than one depth and location, the 
total number of tubes is less than the total number of indications. 

1.5 Description of Steam Generator Inspections at SONGS' Unit 3 

After shutdown. the licensee started preparations for performing inspections of Unit 3 
steam generators 3E0-89 and 3E0-88. The steam generator tube inspections 
commenced on February 12, 2012, and confirmed the location of the leak in steam 
generator 3E0-88 as coming from the tube in Row 106 Column 78. The leak was 
located 2 inches beyond anti-vibration support number 4 on the hot leg side. It was 
found to be associated with a long (apptoximat~ly 30 inches) free-span flaw indication. 
No other tubes were found to be leaking. 

The licensee then performed eddy current inspections of 1 00 percent of the tubes, full 
length, in both Unit 3 steam generators with a bobbin probe. The bobbin probe 
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examinations were supplemented by rotating coil examinations to confirm, characterize, 
and size the indications found by the bobpin probe. These examinations identified over 
160 tubes in each steam generator with long free-span indications similar to that found 
on the leaking tube. In each steam generator, the tubes containing the free-span 
indicatic)'ns were grouped together in a tightly packed zone near the. center of the tube 
bundle. The free-span indications were located on the upper and/or lower sides (i.e., the 
extrados and intrados) of the u-bend. Thus, a given free-span indication on the extrados 
of one tube tended to be matched by a similar indication on the intrados of the adjacent 
higher row tube located in the same tube column. Thi$ pattern provided early evidence 
to SCE personnel that the free-span indications were wear flaws due to tube-to-tube 
contact from motion of the u-bends within the plane of the u-bends. More than half of 
the free-span indications in each steam generator had maximum measured depths 
exceeding the 35 percent plugging limit in the technical specifications, and range<:J to 8$ 

much as 99 percent (for the non-leaking tubes). 

Over 460 tubes in each steam generator were found with wear indications at the tube 
support plates. In general, tubes exhibiting the free-span wear indications tended to 
exhibit tube support plate indications with the highest depth measurements, typically with 
the deepest values at the seventh tube support plate and trending down at successively 
lower support levels. Approximately 170 tubes in each steam generator exhibited 
indications at the tube support plates that exceede_d the 35 percent plugging limit, with 
maximum depths ranging to 70 percent. 

Approximately 800 tubes in steam generator 3E0-88 and 900 tubes in steam generator 
3EQ..89 exhibited wear indications at the anti-vibration bar supports. Most of these 
measured less than 20 percent deep, and only 2 indications exceeded the 35 percent 
plugging limit. For tube indications at anti-vibration bars in tubes hot exhibiting free-span 
u,.bend indicatfons, the length of the wear indications was confined to within the width of 
the anti-vibration bars. For tubes that exhibited free-span indications, many of these 
tubes had wear indications at the anti-vibration bars that extended outside th!3 width of 
the anti-vibration bars which indicated in-plane movement of these tubes in the u-bend 
area. 

Four tubes were found with indications at retainer bar intersections, with measured 
depths ranging from 28 to 46 percent. At the time of the team's presence at the site, 
planned corrective actions with respect to tubes acijacent to the retainer bar ·were similar 
to those completed for Unit 2. The four tubes with retainer bar indications were plugged 
and stabilized. In addition, the remaining 184 tubes (total for both Unit 3 steam 
generators) that intersect the retainer bar$ were plugged as a preventive measure. 
Twenty four of these tubes were $tabilized prior. The tubes that were sta~ilized are 
strategically located at each end and center of the retainer bars. 
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Tube wear data for Unit 3 is shown below. 
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*This value is the number of tubes with wear indications of any depth and at any 
location. Since many tubes have indications in more than one depth and location~ the 
total number of tubes is less than the total number of indications. 

1.6 In-Situ Pressure Testing 

Technical Specification 5.5.2.11.a for SONGS Units 2 and 3 requires that a condition 
monitoring assessment be performed during each outage that the steam generator tubes 
are inspected or plugged to confirm that the tube integrity performance criteria are being 
met. Th.ese performance criteria include specific requirements for tube structural 
integrity and accident induced leakage. The limiting structural criterion applicable to the 
SONGS Units 2 and 3 is the normal steady state pressure differential across the tubes 
times a safety factor of three. The limiting accident induced leakage criterion is 0.5 gpm 
per steam generator. 
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Typically, the requirement for performing condition monitoring is satisfied by analyzing · 
eddy current flaw indications relative to screening criteria that are functions of measured 
flaw depth, length, and/or eddy current voltage response. These screening criteria are 
conservative relative to the performance criteria since they make allowance for eddy 
current measurement error, uncertainties with respect to voltage correlations with flaw 
depth and burst strength, and material property variability. When these screening 
criteria are exceeded, in-situ pressure tests may be pelformed for tubes not meeting the 
screening criteria to confirm that the performance criteria are met for these tubes. In-situ 
pressure test procedures at SONGS and the screening criteria for selecting tubes to be 
tested were in accordance with Electrical Power Research Institute Report 1014983, 
"Steam Generator In-Situ Pressure Test Guidelines/ Revision 3. 

At Unit 2, one tube with a measured 90 percent deep indication at a retainer bar location 
was determined to be outside the screening criteria and was in-situ pressure tested. For 
Unit 3, an optional strategy to the screening criteria approach was taken in accordance 
with the Steam Generator In-Situ Pressure Test Guidelines, Appendix A. The 
Appendix A approach is a statistically based Monte Carlo approach that samples the 
uncertainty distributions associated with each of the input parameters for calculating 
tube burst pressure. This methodology selects all tubes determined to have a 0.95 
probability or less of meeting the limiting structural integrity performance criterion. 
Application of this methodology led to selection of 129 tubes on Unit 3 for in-situ 
pressure testing, 73 tubes in steam generator 3E0-88 and 56 tubes in steam generator 
3E0-89. 

The in-situ pressure tests were performed under ambient conditions. Therefore the test 
pressures were adjusted upward from actual values under hot conditions to account for 
the increased yield and ultimate strength of the tube material under .ambient conditions. 
The test pressures (with correction factors added) corresponding to normal operating 
conditions, main steam line break, and three times normal operating pressure differential 
were 1850 psi, 3200 psi, and 5300 psi, respectively. 

The test procedure involved pressurizing the subject tube at a rate not to exceed 200 
psi/sec to each test point. At each test point. pressure was held constant for two 
minutes if the tube was not leaking. If the tube was leaking, pressure was held constant 
for five minutes before ramping to the next test pressure. 

The tube with a 90 percent deep retainer bar indication in Unit 2 was successfully tested 
to 5300 psi with no leakage. This demonstrated that ail performance criteria were met 
for this tube. For Unit 3, 136 of the 144 tubes were successfully tested to 5~00 psi with 
no leakage, demonstrating that these tubes met the pelformance criter.ia. The remaining 
eight tubes "failed" prior to reaching 5300 psi. Failure in this context means that leakage 
occurred in excess of the 4.5 gallons per minute pump capacity during the test, and test 
pressure could not be maintained. All eight tubes that failed were in steam generator 
3EOw88. All tubes tested in steam generator 3E0-89 passed with no leakage. 

Table 1 summarizes the in-situ pressure test results for the eight tubes that failed tf1e 
test. Three of the eight tubes failed at or below the test pressure corresponding to main 
steam line break differential pressure. The tube that leaked causing shutdown of 
SONGS Unit 3(row106, column 78) exhibited the lowest failljre pressure, 2874 psi. 
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The three tubes that failed at or below main steam line break pressure failed to meet the 
accident leakage performance criteria as well as the structural integrity performfimce 
criteria. The other five tubes met the accident leakage criteria, but failed to meet the 
structural criteria. 

Prior to being tested to failure, the tube that leaked during operation(row 106, column 
78) exhibited a measured leak rate of 0.072 gallons per minute at a test pressure 
corresponding to normal operating conditions. This compares with a leak rate of 0.06 
gallons per minute measured by SCE operating staff for SONGS Unit 3 when they made 
the decision to shut the pfant down. The reported operational leakage was evaluated 
based on ambient conditions. Both the operational and test measurements are less than 
the applicable technical specification limit of 0.1 gallons per minute. 

Table 1 - SONGS 3 In-Situ Pressure Test Results 
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2.0 Probable Cause Evaluation (Charter Item 2} 

While the team was on-site, both SCE and Mitsubishi were in the process of conducting 
cause evaluations for the tube failures and unexpected wear of steam generator tubes in 
Unit 3. As part of both evaluations, actions were being taken to understand the 
differences between Unit 2 and 3 steam generators. The cause evaluations were not 
complete and were undergoing changes while the Augmented Inspection Team was 
onsite; however, SCE did subsequently complete their cause evaluation prior to the 
team's exit meeting. The team did a detailed review of the completed cause evaluation. 
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2.1 SCE Cause Evaluation 

a. Inspection Scope 

The team conducted an overall and indepenqent review of SCE's actions taken to 
understand the probable cause for the steam generator tube degradation. The team 
reviewed the updated final safety analysis report, technical specifications, design basis 
documents, original steam generator design, replacement steam generator design, 
purchase order specifications. design changes, manufacturing changes, 
nonconformance reports, supplier deviation reports. and interviewed personnel. The · 
review included understanding the licensee's criteria for determining the cause, or if one 
could not be determined, the most probable cause. 

b~ Observations and Findings 

No findings were identified. 

The team participated in discussions with the licensee's cause analysis team and noted 
that the licensee employed various root cause evaluation techniques. These included a 
change analysis technique that compared design differences and a problem analysis 
technique relying on a systematic process that loo~ed at the causal effects and risk 
assessments of possible causes. The team reviewed the licensee causal analysis 
summary that assigned a ranking of highly probable to unlikely. 

in the area of thermal hydraulic analysis the licensee contracted AREVA to verify the 
accuracy of Mitsubishi's thermal-hydraulic code (FIT Ill) used during. the design of the 
replacement steam generators, by comparing it to ATHOS, a thermal-hydraulic code 
developed by the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI). In addition, SCE contracted 
Westinghouse to perform a completely independent analysis using a Westinghouse 
modified ATHOS thermal-hydraulic code. AREVA also performed independent flow 
induced vibration analyses. The licensee brought on board MPR associates and 
numerous other technical experts. including a world renowned expert in flow induced 
vibration, to assist in the cause assessment. The team observed that SCE preliminary 
causal analysis was generally consistent with that of Mitsubishi. Initially, the licensee 
reviewed the following cause contributors: · 

• 
• 

• 
• 

• 

Departure from original steam generator u-bend/anti-vibration bar configuration -
highly probable 
Departure from original steam generator stay cylinder configuration - possible 
Departure from original steam generator tube support plate configuration -
possible 
Replacement steam generator anti-vibration bar structure too flexible - po~sible 
Additional 300 rotations of Unit 3 replacement steam generator due to divider 
plate repair work - possible 
Thermal-:-hydraulic and flow ind1,1ced vibration models used In replacement steam 
generator design incorrectly predicted replacement steam generator tube bundle 
behavior-possible 
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The team observed that the licensee performed a detaited analysis and attempted to 
address all probable causes. The team observed that some of the conditions which 
were eliminated as potential contributors may need further ~valuation. In particular, the 
team determined that the only major difference between Units 2 and 3 was the divider 
plate repair to both Unit 3 steam generators. This difference had been discounted by 
both SCE and Mitsubishi. The divider plate is further discussed in Section 12.0 of this 
report. 

The completed SCE cause evaluation identified the mechanistic cause of the tube-to
tube wear as fluid-elastic instability caused by a combination of localized high 
steam/water velocity, high steam void fraction, arid insufficient contact forces between 
the anti-vibration bars and the tubes. 

c. Conclusions 

The team independently concluded that the combination of higher than predicted 
thermal-hydraulic conditions and insufficient contact forces in the upper tube bundle 
caused· the fluid-elastic instability vibration. 

2.2 Mitsubishi Cause Evaluation 

a. Inspection Scope 

The team conducted an overall and independent review of Mitsubishi's actions taken to 
understand the probable cause of the steam generator tube degradation. While onsite; 
the inspection team was informed that Mitsubishi was performing a failure analysis to 
characterize the mechanism causing the tube-to-tube wear condition in Unit 3. The 
team had periodic discussions with Mitsubishi personnel to gather information on the 
probable causes under consideration. The team reviewed information contained in the 
updated final safety analysis report, techni~al specifications, design basis documents, 
purchase order specifications, design changes, design drawings, manufacturing 
changes, nonconformance reports, and supplier deviation reports to understand the 
design and fabrication of the replacement steam generators and independently assess 
the information obtained from Mitsubishi's in-progress cause evaluation. 

b. Observations and Findings 

No findings were identified. 

The team determined that Mitsubishi was performing a thorough evaluation of the failure 
mechanism .leading to the tube-to-tube wear in Unit :l The team noted that Mitsubishi 
gathered factual information about the design, fabrication, and operation of the 
replacement steam generators in Unit 2 and Unit 3 to understand the differences 
between these components and identify potential contributing causes. The team 
discussed the preliminary failure mec_hanism theory with Mitsubishi personnel, who 
attributed the tube-to-tube; wear to a combination of design, fabrication, and operational 
factors. 

Mitsubishi's preliminary explanation of the failure mechanism started with the 
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combination of two factors: (1) a relatively small tube pitch to tube diameter ratio (PIO), 
and (2) high void fraction in the tube bundle area where the tube-to-tube wear was 
identified. The small pitch to diameter ratio was a fixed parameter in the replacement 
steam generators established by the nominal center-to~center distance between 
adjacent tubes (P} and the nominal outside diameter of the tubes (D). The high void 
fraction was id~ntified from the results of Mitsubishi's thermal-hydraulic model for the 
secondary side of the replacement steam generators. Mitsubishi considered that the 
combination of these two factors may have resulted in favorable conditions for in-plane 
tube vibration based, in part, on the results of recent studies in fluid-elastic instability. 

Additionally, Mitsubishi identified that the Unit 3 replacement steam generators had 
better dimensional controls during the fabrication process. This determination was 
based, in part, on the results of pre-service and in-service eddy current examinations, 
·and fabrication data from Unit 2 and Unit 3 replacement steam generators. The 
correlation of dimensional controls with the failure mechanism was that improved 
dimensional controls for Unit 3 replacement steam generators resulted in less variability 
of as-built critical dimensions such as anti-vibration bar thickness, tube roundness, and 
gaps between tubes and anti-vibration bars. . · · 

The failure mechanism model alsp ·considered a fluid dynamic effect associated with the 
spreading of the tubes in the U~bend region during normal operating conditions. This 
effect was informally referred to as "flowering," due to the characteristic shape in which 
the tube bundle spreads transverse to the plane of the u-bends at normal operating 
conditions. ''Flowering" was described as the elastic deformation of the anti-vibration bar 
structure and the tube bundle in the U-bend region; as a result of thermal expansion and 
fluid dynamic press·ure acting on the secondary side of the tubes (see figure below). 
The deformation caused by 'th~ "flowering" effect was believed to result in ·multiple areas 
of no contact between the anti-vibration bars and the tubes, which minimized resistance 
to in-plane motion of the u~bend area of the ·tubes. 
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Mitsubishi considered that the collective contribution of the fa~ors described above 
resulted in conditions in the U-bend that were highly susceptible to excessive tube 
vibration. The in-plane vibration of the tubes in the U-bend region allowed direct contact 
between free-span sections of the tubes, resulting in the unanticipated tube-to-tube 
wear. 

At the conclusion of the onsite portion of this inspection, Mitsubishi was further 
evaluating the failure mechanism by conducting in-depth analyses of available data to 
validate their failure mechanism theory. One of the analyses included analytical studies 
of the impact Qf anti-vibration bar gap size1 free-span length, fluid-elastic .vibration, and 
contact forces on tube wear depth. An expected outcome of this analysis was that 
contact forces and the number of inactive supports should be the biggest contributors to 
wear under fluid-elastic instability conditions. Additionally, Mitsubishi was conducting 
further analytical studies of the "flowering" effect by modeling multiple cases of elastic 
displacement of the tµbe bundle structure, taking .into consideration thermal expansion 
and dynamic pressures. Concurrent with these analyses, Mitsubishi was studying the 
effect of manufacturing dispersion on tube wear. Specifically, Mitsubishi was modeling 
multiple cases of manufacturing variability to study the influence .of different dimensional 
controls on gap and contact forces. Mitsubishi was using as-built data as well as 
manufactµring tolerances to statistically assess the impact of dimensional controls on 
the resulting gaps and contact forces In different areas of the tube bundle. Based on the 
data reviewed by the team, the standard deviation of the tube ovality (G-value) 
decreased during each successive fabrication run of th~ steam generator tubes (order of 
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tube fabrication -> U2E0-89, U2E0-88, U3E0-89, and U3E0-88). One of the expected 
outcomes of this analysis was that manufacturing variability in Unit 3, in combination with 
the "flowering" effect, would result in a reduction of contact forces in Unit 3 relative to 
those in Unit 2. During the on-site portion of this inspection, the results of these studies 
were not finalized and additional failure analysis tc:isks W$re scheduled to accurately 
characterize the failure mechanism and support the cause determination. 

c. Conclusions 

At the time of the exit, Mitsubishi was still completing their independent cause anaiysis. 
As part of the Confirmatory Action Letter inspection, the final Mitsubishi cause evaluation 
will be reviewed. 

3.0 Operational Differences in Configuration and Operation between Unit 2 and 3 (Charter 
item 3) · 

a. Inspection Scope 

The team reviewed Unit 2 and 3 Cycle 16 operational data records found in operator 
logs and the plant computer system. The team focused on differences in configuration 
and operation between Units 2 and 3. The team evaluated full power operational data 
between Unit 2 and Unit 3 steam generators after each were replaced. From this data 
the team compared key plant parameters and other indications such as temperature, 
flow, power, pressure, and vibration and loose parts monitoring alarms. The team 
reviewed operational differences between Units 2 and 3 in order to gain information and 
to assess if these differences could have had an impact on the observed differences in 
the steam generator tube wear between the units. 

b. Observations and Findings 

No findings were identified. 

The team identified one unresolved item for which additional information is required to 
determine if a performance deficiency exists or if the issue constitutes a violation of NRC 
requirements. The team also modeled the impact of operational differences on the 
predicted thermal-hydraulic response of the steam generators. 

(1) Introduction: The team identified an unresolved item associated with the number of 
valid vibration and loose parts alarms observed in Unit 3 steam generators compared 
to Unit 2 steam generators, during steady state conditions. 

Pescription: During the review of operational differences between Unit 2 and 3 
steam generators the team identified a significant.difference in number of valid 
vibration and loose parts monitoring system alarms. The vibration and loose parts 
monitoring system was designed to provide continuous monitoring and conditioning 
of loose parts accelerometer signals. Two separate accelerometers were installed 
on each of the steam generators. The location of these instruments are on the 
steam generators' lower supporting structures and provide a~oustic information 
about loose parts impacts specifically on the reactor coolant or primary side of the 
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steam generators. The vibration and loose parts monitoring system real time 
functions consist mainly of impact alarm validation of suspected loose part events 
and recording acoustic data. Long term vibration monitoring and loose part event 
trending were done by engineering personnel using recorded data. 

Unit 3 returned to service in February 2011, and the resident inspectors noted a 
number of nuclear notifications associated with Unit 3 steam generators vibration 
and loose parts monitoring alarms. On January 20, 2012, prior to the Unit 3 tube 
leak, engineering personnel also identified this trend and documented in Nucle~r 
Notification NN 201818719 this problem and assigned an action to do further 
evaluation. On February 3, 2012, engineering personnel sent two sets of alarm 
signatures to Westinghouse, which contained impact data on alarms for time periods 
of steady state operation (i.e., no major temperature changes). Westinghouse 
engineering personnel conc.luded that the acoustic signals picked up by the 
accelerometers were valid and similar in nature to acoustic signatures caused by 
thermal movement of a steam generator expected during changes in thermal 
conditions, such as plant startup or shutdown. However the data obtained and 
analyzed had been taken during steady state operations. The team noted that Unit 2 
stea111 generators did not receive the same number and type of alarms during a 
similar period of steady state operations. Engineering personnel also compared hot 
leg temperature changes linked to Unit 3 operations from February 18, 2011, to 
January 3·1, 2012, and confirmed about 30 valid alarms during this period were not 
associated with thermal transients. 

Additional review and follow up will be required of the vibration and loose parts 
monitoring system alarms,' including evaluation and disposition of Unit 3 alarms and 
then determine whether this issue represents a performance deficiency or constitutes 
a violat.ion of NRG requirements. This issue is identified as 
URI 05000362120·12007-02, "Evaluation of Unit3 Vibration and Loose Parts 
Monitoring System Alarms." 

(2) Qperational Differences: The team performed a number of different thermal-· 
hydraulic analysis of Units 2 and 3 steam generators. The output of the various 
analyses runs where then compared and reviewed to determine if those differences 
could have contributed to the significant change in steam generator tube wear. It 
was noted that Unit 3 ran with slightly higher primary temperatures, about 4'F higher 
than Unit 2. Other differences were noted in steam and feedwater flow but none of 
the differences were considered sufficient to significantly affect thermal hydraulic 
characteristics inside the steam generators. The different analyses included: 

• Lower bounding thermal hydraulic analysis using the steam generator base 
design condition, where primary inlet temperature was 598'F, and an upper 
bound case where primary inlet temperature was 611 "Fas identified in Mitsubishi 
Document L5-04GA021, Revision 3 

• Varying steam generator pressures from 833 to 942 psia 
• Steam mass flow rates from 7.59 to 7.62 Mlbm/hr 
• Primary loop volumetric flow rate from 102,000 to 104,000 gpm, and 
• Recirculation ratio from 3.2 to 3.5. 
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c. Conclusions 

The team identified one unresolved item associated with SCE's evaluation of the Unit 3 
loose parts monitoring alarms. · 

The result of the !ndependent NRC thermal-hydraulic analysis indicated that differ~nces 
in the actual operation betwe.en units and/or individual steam generators had an 
insignificant impact on the results and in fact, the team did not identify any changes in 
steam velocities or void fractions that could attribute to the differences in tube wear 
between the units or stear:n generators. It should be noted that increases in primary 
temperature and steam generator pressures has the effect of reducing void fractions and 
peak steam velocities, which slightly decreases the conditions necessary for fluid ela~tic 
instability and fluid-induced vibration. 

4.0 Design and Manufacturing Differences (Charter Item #4) (Mitsubishi Charter Item 1) 

During the development of the charter, it was not known how SCE and Mitsubishi 
reviewed and approved design and manufacturing changes. During the inspection, it 
was identified that all design and manufacturing changes proposed by Mitsubishi 
required review and approval from a SCE representative. Based on this, it was 
determined that this area could be covered as one item. 

a. Inspection Scoge 

The team interviewed licensee and Mitsubishi personnel involved in the design and 
fabrication of the replacement steam generators and reviewed information intluding 
nonconformance reports, design drawings, fabrication procedures, design changes, 
engineering evaluations, supplier deviation requests, and design specifications to 
identify conditions affecting quality that resulted in relevant design differences between 
the replacement steam generators. The team assessed whether these differences could 
be considered as contributing factors for the cause of the tube-toAtube wear issue in Unit 
3. The team also reviewed Engineering Change Packages 800071702 and 800071703 
for the Unit 2 and Unit 3 replacement steam generators, respectively, with emphasis on 
changes made to the design methodology described in the updated final safety analysis 
report for the original steam generators to verify that the evaluation was performed in 
accordance with licensee procedures and the provisions of 1 OCFR 50.59, "Changes, 
Tests, and Experiments." · 

b. Observations and Findings 

No findings were identified. 

The team identified two unresolved items for which additional information is required to 
determine if performance deficiencies exist or if the issues constitute violations of NRC 
requirements. The t.eam also identified several observations related to the design, 
fabrication, and the engineering change package for the Unit 2 and Unit 3 replacement 
steam generators. 
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(1) Introduction: The team identified an unresolved item associated with the design of 
the retainer bars in Unit 2 and Unit 3 replacement steam generators. 

Description: In February 2012, the licensee identified we~r indications in Unit 2 
replacement steam generators at the tube locations in contact with the retainer bars 
(see figure below). Some of the indications showed excessive wear with a maximum 
degradation of 90 percent through wall. 

i~$r.,.;i_~!~·r B-~·~!' ~~;':>:lg:-~ -~ ... td ! .... VC: . .i.~ti;;Jn ·t;~f: r~i~~ .... ct-~{:~ r::Jb~"$ ;F <jf i~]~£-~:.t:::~rh_1!·'i, ~~litf::)\;;_~·:?; 
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The team identified that the qesign of the replacement steam generators did not 
expect any potential vibration concerns in the area of the tube bundle where the 
retainer bars were located. The basis for Mitsubishi's design philosophy relied on 
the following factors: 

• Based on the calculated natural frequency of the retainer bar, Mitsubishi 
considered that there would not be a resonant vibration condition relative to the 
flow conditions in the location of retainer bars. 

• The vibration analysis of the tub~ bundle only considered out-of-plane vibration 
because in-plane vibration was nQt expected to be an operational concern for the 
retainer bars. 

• The outermost tubes were considered the least susceptible to flow-elastic 
instability; therefore retainer bar locations were not included in the vibration 
analysis. 

• Fluid-elastic instability was found not applicable to the retainer bar because this 
mechanism did not apply to a single tube in cross flow. 

• Vortex-induced vibration was found not applicable to the retainer bar because it 
was considered a vibration mode applicable to a single cylinder in uniform cross 
flow in a large area and the flow condition around the retainer bars was 
considered stug-froth two phase flow. 

However, upon identification of retainer bar·to""tube wear in Unit 2 replacement 
steam generators, Mitsubishi performed an evaluation to identify the cause of 
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excessive wear. ihe an:;itysis considered three vibration mechanisms: fluid-elastic 
instability, vortex-induced vibration, and turbulence-induced vibration (random 
vibration). The analysis for turbulence-induced vibration determined that random 
vibration was the possible cause of the retainer vibration, based on the peculiar flow 
around the retainer bar. combined with the rather low natural frequency of the 
retainer bar. The analysis used the two phase flow conditions around the retainer 
bars and identifie(j various modes of vibration at those flow conditions that could lead 
to retainer bar vibration and consequently to tube wear. 

Additional review by the NRC is required following completion of the licensee's cause 
evaluation to determine whether this issue represents a performance deficiency or 
constitutes a violation of NRC requirements. This issue is identified as URI 
05000362/2012007-03, "Evaluation of Retainer Bars Vibration during the Original 
Design of the Replacement Steam Generators." 

(2) Introduction: The team identified an unresolved item associated with the 
dimensional controls of critical dimensions throughout the fabrication of Unit 2 and 
Unit 3 replacement steam generators. · 

Description: Based on the information gathered by the team on the differences in 
dimensional controls of critical parameters in Unit 2 and Unit 3 replacement steam 
generators, the team determined that Mitsubishi did not consider the potential impact 
of improving dimensional controls for tube roundness and anti-vibration bars on the 
final tube bundle clearances at normal operating conditions. 

Additional review by the NRC is required following completion of Mitsubishi's cause 
evaluation to fU!ly assess how the dimensional controls contributed to the tube--to
tube wear in Unit 3 and then determine whether this issue represents a performance 
deficiency or constitutes a violation of NRC requirements. This issue is identified as 
URI 05000362/2012007-04, «Evaluation of Changes in Dimen$ional Controls during 
the Faprication of Unit 2 and Unit 3 Replacement Steam Generators." 

(3) Design Differences: The team did not identify any significant differences in the 
design requirements of Unit 2· arid Uni.t 3 replacement steam generators. The 
"Conformed Specification for D.esigh and Fabrication of the Replacement Steam 
Generators," also known as the design specification, contained identical technical 
requirements for Unit 2 and Unit 3 steam generators. All r.eplacement steam 
generators were required to be designed, fabricated, and 'tested in accordance with 
the 1998 edition of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) Boiler 
and Pressure Vessel Code, wi,th the 2000 Addenda, industry standards, and NRC 
endorsed methods described in applicable regulatory guides. The licensee specified 
the same licensing requirements for all replacement steam generators. · 

The design specification also contained provisions to address technical or quality 
deviations from the requirements of the purchas~ order or the design specifications, 
including· the disposition of "Repair" or "Accept as-is" conditions captured as non· 
conformance reports in Mitsubishi's quality assurance program and changes to 
documents previously approved by the licensee. This process was referred to as 
"Supplier Deviation Request" and allowed the licensee to .review and approve 
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deviations from the approved design specifications. The team noted that changes 
affecting the specified design were submitted to SCE personnel for review and 
approval. 

. . ' 

The team noted that the design specification established identical provisions for the 
design of the replacement steam generator components including the vessel, 
upper/lower shell, transition cone, tubesheet, channel head, divider plate, tuae 
supports, tubing, steam nozzle, feedwater nozzle, primary nozzles, steam flow 
limiting device, moisture separators/dryers, feedwaterdis(ribution system, blowdown 
and sludge management, access/inspection ports, instrument/sampling taps. and 
loose part monitoring. 

The design specification also established identical requirements for the service life 
and service environmental conditions of the replacement steam generators. The 
licensee also specified identical design loading, structural, and seismic requirements 
for all replacement steam generators. The design specification contained identical 
requirements for design transients under normal. upset, emergency, faulted, and test 
conditions. 

Additionally, the performance requirements in the design specification were identical 
for each replacement steam generator, which included: 

• Water Level Stability 
• Circulation Ratio 
• Moisture Carryover 
• Steam Carryunder in the Downcomer Annulus 
• Reactor Coolant Flow Rate 
• Primary-To-Secondary Leakage 
• Slowdown Capa~ity 
• Thermal Rating 
• Heat Transfer Surface Area 
• Tube Plugging Margin 
• Fouling Factor 
• Overall Heat Transfer Coefficient 
• Primary Side Design and Operating Pressurefremperatures 
• Secondary Side Design and Operating Pressures/remperatures 
• Primary Side Design and Operating Flows 
• Secondary Side Design and Operating Flows 
• lube Material and Dimensions 

The replacement steam generator design developed by Mitsubishi for SONGS Unit 2 
and Unit 3 in accordance with the licensee's design specification was translated into 
the same set of design and fabrication drawings. The team noted that some as-built 
dimensions va·ried between Unit 2 and Unit 3 steam generators as a result of the 
divider plate weld repairs in Unit 3 and other manufacturing processes. However; 
these dimensional changes did not represent significant deviations from the original 
design specifications. · 
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(4) Fabrication Differences: The team noted that the design specification contained the 
same general fabrication requirements for the Unit 2 and Unit 3 replacement steam 
generators. The design_specification contained the methods required for fabri~tion, 
assembly, inspection, and testing of the replacement steam generators. The . 
specification covered, in part, fabrication requirements for the channel head cladding, 
tube dimensions, tube wall thickness, tube bend radius, tube "ovaHty," tubesheet, 
tube-to-tubesheet joints, tube supports, tube bundle, machined gasketed surfaces, 
non-ASME steam generator internals, welding methods, post-weld heat treatment, 
and allowable welding materials. The specification also contained detailed 
requirem~nts for inspections, tests, and examinations, which included examination 
methods and personnel qualification requirements. 

The design specification also required the use of "Supplier Deviation Requests" to 
address technical or quality deviations from the requirements of the Purchase Order 
or the design specifications, including the disposition of "Repair" or "Accept as-is" 
conditions identified during the fabrication process and changes to fabrication 
documents previously approved by the licensee. The team noted that fabrication 
issues affecting the specified design were submitted to SCE personnel for review 
and approval. 

Based on discussions with SCE and Mitsubishi personnel and the review of 
documentation about the fabrication history of Unit 2 and Unit 3 replacement steam 
g.enerators, the team identified the differences listed .below. At the conclusion of the 
onsite portion of this inspection, the differences between Unit 2 and Unit 3 steam 
generators as a result of the fabrication process were under consideration for the 
cause evaluation. 

• Steam Dryer Assembly - During the fabrication of Unit 2 steam generator 2E0-
89, Mitsubishi identified a nonconforming condition of the steam dryer assembly 
that-included damaged locking plates of vane jacking devices, displaced bolts, 
and damaged vanes. The cause of this issue was det~rmined to be inadequate 
evaluation and control of the design in regard the capacity of the vane jacking 
devices to sustain all fabrication conditions. Specifically, the vane Jacking 
devices failed to stay in the design position during multiple rotations of the steam 
generator assembly during fabrication. Mitsubishi corrected the condition, in 
part, by replacing all vane jacking devices and damaged vanes with a new 
design, which was also used in the fabrication of the Unit.2 steam 
generator 2E0-88, and Unit 3 steam generators 3E0-89 and 3E0-88. 
Additionally, Mitsubishi modified the assembly sequence of the steam dryers. 
For Unit 2 steam generator 2E0-89, the steam dryer vanes were assembled in
situ while the steam dryers for Unit 2 steam generator 2E0-88 and Unit 3 steam 
generators 3E0-88 and 3E0-89 were preassembled before installation i_n their 
final position. 

• Drilling of Tubesheet Holes - The tubesheet holes in Unit 2 arid Unit 3 steam 
generators where the tubes are inserted for final assembly were made with 
different dr!ll bits. The Unit 2 steam generator tubesheets were drilled with 
uncoated drill bits. The Unit 3 steam generator tubesheetswere drilled with 
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titanium-nitride coated drill bits, which improved the drill bit life and resolved 
tooling mark issues experienced in Unit 2. 

• Transition Wrapper Welding ~The welding of the transition wrapper was 
performed in different order for each unit. For Unit 2 steam generators, the 
transition wrapper was wefded after the tubes and anti-vibration bars were 
installed. In Unit 3 steam generators, the transition wrapper was welded before 
the installation of tubes and anti-vibration bars. 

• Cladding Removal Process for the Channel Head - The removal of the stainless 
steel clad weld from the interior surface of the channel head base metal in 
preparation for the divider plate weld (i.e. structural butter weld) was performed 
with different methods in Unit 2 and Unit 3 replacement steam generators. For 
Unit 2, Mitsubishi used a machining process to remove the cladding in both 
steam generators. In Unit 3, Mitsubishi used an air carbon,.arc gouging process. 
This method resulted in separation of the butter weld during hydrostatic testing. 
The root cause evaluation concluded that the air carbon-arc gouging process left 
carbon deposits on the base metal. Gouging was followed by grinding which was 
designed to remove the heat affected zone and expected to completely remove 
the carbon deposits. However, the grinding process left carbon deposits behind, 
which resulted in the localized areas of high carbon and high base metal 
hardness due to carburization. The repair of the Unit 3 divider plate welds is 
addressed in further details in Section 12. 0 of this report. 

• Helium Leak Test - As part of the fabrication process, Mitsubishi performed a 
Helium-Nitrogen leak test on the secondary side of the replacement steam 
generators to check for teaks on the tube-to-tubesheet welds. For all steam 
generators, this test was performed after completion of the tube-to-tubesheet 
weld, but prior to the penetrant examination of the tube-to-tubesheet welds and 
final tube expansion. The leak tests for Unit 2 steam generators were performed 
at a higher pressure than Unit 3 steam generators. Additionally, the Unit 2 tests 
were performed using a temporary welded cap on top of the steam generator 
shell to .enclose the secondary side, while a temporary clamped cap was used in 
Unit 3 steam generators. All tests required the same holding time before starting 
the test and the same leak rate acceptance criteria. 

• Preliminary and ASME Section Ill Hydrostatic Tests - The number of hydrostatic 
tests performed ·in accordance with ASME Section Ill on the primary and 
secondary sides of the replacement steam generators varied between Units due 
to the results of the initial test in each steam generator. For each replacement 
steam generator, the hydrostatic tests were performed first on the primary side 
and then on the secondary side. Both Unit 2 steam generators niet the 
acceptance criteria in the fi~st hydrostatic test. However, during the first 
hydrostatic test on the secondary side of Unit 3 steam generator 3E0-89, 
Mitsubishi identified leakage through a tube-to-tubesheet weld that exceeded the 
ASME Code acceptance criteria. After repairs were completed to address the 
leakage, the hydrostatic tests were re-performed. Following the second set of 
hydrostatic tests on Unit 3 steam generator 3E0-89, cracking indications were 
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identified in the divider plate-to-channel head weld. After repairs were completed 
to address the divider plate weld cracks, a third set of hydrostatic tests were 
performed in Unit 3 steam generator 3E0-89. Since similar cracking indications 
of the divider plate weld were identified in Unit 3 steam generator 3E0-88, a 
second set of hydrostatic tests was performed in .this steam generator after the 
divider plate weld was repaired. 

Additionally, prior to each ASME Section Ill hydrostatic test, Mitsubishi performed 
a preliminary hydrostatic test of the primary and secondary side of the steam 
generators at design pressure to check for leakage at the feed pump, pressure 
filling line, temporary gaskets, and temporary seals. Therefore, each 
replacement steam generator received an equal number of preliminary and 
ASME Section Ill Hydrostatic Tests. The total numbers of hydrostatic tests for 
each steam generator are summarized below. 

[- e. ::be~::n~::::n::: Section Ill H:::::tic TeslS-
erator Side _J Side 

1 2EQ.-89 _ . __ 1 __ ·-···-~=-~-=-----1-.. --i----A-cc_;e_p_t-an--~-e-c-r-ite-_ r-i·a-m-~-t=-=-=1· 
2E0-88 ' __ 1 __ , ! 1 ---+- Ac.ceptance criteria met i' 

1 
I 

1 
I Leakage detected in tube-to-

! tubesheet weld 
3E0-89, 

1 I 1 Divider plate weld separation j 
weld identified .1 

1 1 Final - Acee tance criteria met 

1 
Divider plate weld separation 

3E0-88 ···~-1--·--;.------+ weld identified 
··-·-~ __ _J ___ .1 1 __ _..L Final --A~~~tance_~_i:_iteria met i 

• Pre-Service Inspection - The design specification established similar 
requirements for the pre-service eddy current examination of Unit 2 and Unit 3 
replacement steam generators. The team noted that the eddy current 
examinations of Unit 2 and Unit 3 steam generators were performed with similar 
eddy current techniques, including essential variables. However. the 
circumstances in which the examinations were performed varied for each Unit. 
For Unit 2, the pre-service examination was performed after the steam 
generators were delivered at the SONGS jobsite. The steam generators were 
examined on the shipping saddles, where the position of the tube bundle was at 
45 degrees from the gravity neutral position. This position was dictated by the 
location of the steam generator lifting trunnions which were installed on the upper 
shell at 45 degree orientation from the steam generator centerline. For Unit 3, 
the pre-service eddy current examination was performed at the Mitsubishi Kobe 
facility while the steam generators were still on the fabrication rollers and in the 
gravity neutral position (i.e. divider plate.oriented horizontally). The decision to . 
perform the Unit 3 pre-service examination at the Mitsubishi facility was dictated 
by delivery schedule considerations resulting from the divider plate weld repairs. 
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• Flow limiter for Primary Inlet Nozzles - The replacement steam generators were 
designed with a flow limiter located in the primary inlet nozzle (see figure below) 
in order to make the reactor coolant system flow similar to the flow rate of the 
original steam generator and not exceed the maximum allowable reactor coolant 
system flow rate. The licensee's evaluation for the engineering design package 
determined that although the original steam generators had a number of plugged 
tubes, the reactor coolant system flow rate of the original steam generators was 
near the design requirement. Because the replacement steam generators has 
377 more tubes than the original steam generators, and contained tubes with u
bends versus "square bends", the pressure drop of the replacement steam 
generators with no plugged tubes would be much less than the original steam 
generators resulting in a higher flowrate. 

Flow Limiter 

The flow limiter was designed to ensure the total "best estimate» reactor coolant 
flow rate with the replacement steam generators installed would not exceed 
106.5 percent of the design volumetric flow rate of 396,000 gallons per minute at 
a reactor coolant system cold leg temperature of Tcold = 540.9°F. For Unit 2 
replacement steam generators, the flow limiter diameter to nozzle inner diameter 
ratio was 0.94while the ratio for Unit 3 steam generators was 0.915 due to Unit 3 
reactor coolant pump replacement. The flow limiter dimensions resulted from a 
scaled model test performed by Mitsubishi and it was designed to b.e machined 
as part of the nozzle base metal. 

• Pitch Distance of Tube Support Plate Drilled Holes in Unit 2 Steam Generator 
2E0-89 - During fabrication of the tube support plates for Unit 2 steam generator 
2E0-89, quality control inspections identified unacceptable measurements of the 
pitch distance between drilled holes. Mitsubishi fabrication procedures required 
verification of the total center-to-center distance between ten inline drilled holes 
at certain sample points of the tube support plate. The dimensional verification 
checks identified a total of 200 measurements in tube support plate number 3 
and 10 measurements in tube support plate number 6 that did not meet the 
dimensional acceptance criteria established in the fabrication procedures. 
Mitsubishi evaluated this non-conformance condition and accepted the condition 
''as-is" with the SCE's approval. The technical justification for accepting the 
condition addressed four elements: (a) the impact of the condition on the ability 
to insert the tubes through the affected areas of the tube support plates, (b) 
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resulting stress on the tubes after insertion, (c) impact of the condition on the 
tube to anti-vibration gap size, and (d) possible occurrence of tube'} scratch during 
inspection. Similar unacceptable measurements were not identified in Unit 2 
replacement steam generator 2E0-88 or Unit 3 replacement steam generators 
3E0-89 and 3E0-88. 

• Tube-to-Tube Clearance in Unit 2 steam generator 2E0-89 - During fabrication of 
Unit 2 replacement steam generator 2E0-89, interference checks identified that 
the clearance between the tubes in Rows No. 28 and 30 in Column No. 22 was 
less than the minimum clearance of 0.13-inch specified in Mitsubishi's inspection 
procedure, The condition was accepted."as-is" by Mitsubishi and SCE through 
the supplier deviation request process. The main considerations of the technical 
evaluation included: {a) thermal expansion difference, (b) tube expansion due to 
operating pressures, (c) tube displacement due to out~of-plane flow ind1,1ced 
vibration, and {d) tube displacement due to seismic acceleration. The team 
noted that no tube-to-tube wear indications were identified in this area of the tube 
bundle. 

• AntiNibration Bar Spacing Issues in Unit 2 Steam Generator 2E0-89 - During 
fabrication of Unit 2 replacement steam generator 2E0-89, quality control 
inspections identified unacceptable gaps between tubes and the anti-vibration 
bars in the outside tube columns. The affected area was identified as welding 
zone~4. The apparent cause for the anti-vibration bar spacing issue was due to 
performing the welding of zone-4 while the steam generator was oriented 
horizontally with this welding zone oriented to the bottom of the bundle. In this 
configuration, the tube bundle experienced sagging at the time of welding due to 
gravity. After completion of welding zone 4, the steam generator assembly was 
rotat,ed 180 degrees for additional assembly steps, but the sagging in the 
opposite direction caused enlargement of the gaps jn welding zone 4·and this 
enlargement remained approximately the same for all subsequent rotations. 
When zone-4 was rotated 180-degrees after welding, deflection or sagging of the 
tube retaining bars due to gravity slightly pulled the anti-vibration bars, increasing 
the gap between the tube and the anti-vibration bars in this zone. 

With the licensee's approval, Mitsubishi implemented various corrective actions 
to address the condition in the pending Unit 2 replacement steam generator 
2E0-88 and subsequently in Unit 3 steam generators which included: (a) use of 
smaller spaqer blocks between tubes for the installation of anti-vibration bars, (b) 
re-define the welding zones to limit welding in the horizontal position, and {c) 
reduce rotations during welding of the other bundle zones; Mitsubishi performed 
rework activities in Unit 2 steam generator 2E0-89 to restore anti-vibration bar 
spacing to design specifications. These activities resulted in better gap 
distribution. All the tube-to-anti-vibration bar gaps exceeding the initial 
dimensional criteria were further evaluated and accepted in accordance with 
Mitsubishi's gap size evaluation procedure. 

• Rotations of Steam Generator Assembly for Anti-Vibration Bar Installation and 
Welding - The team noted that welding of anti-vibration bars structure required 
rotating the steam generators several times. As a result of the corrective actions 
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generated to address the anti-vibration bar spacing issues in Unit 2 steam 
generator 2E0-89, the installation procedure was revised to reduce the number of 
rotations for anti-vibration bar installation to attain better gap control. This 
procedure revision resulted in different number of rotations in each replacement 
steam generator. Steam generators Unit 2 E0-89, Unit 2 E0-88, Unit 3 E0-89, 
and Unit 3 E0-88 received 11.25, 4, 3.5, and 3.5 rotations, respectively, during 
installation of the anti-vibration bars structure. 

• Temporary Installation of Plastic Ties - In order to limit the displacement of anti
vibration bars during rotation of the steam generator assembly for welding of the 
anti.:vibration bars structure, Mitsubishi. revised the installation procedure to 
install temporary plastic ties between the retaining bars and ~he tubes. This step 
of the anti-vibration bar assembly process was performed in a different sequence 
for Unit 2 and Unit 3 steam g~erators. For Unit 2, the installation of plastic ties 
occurred after welding the transition wrapper, the Helium leak test, and tube 
hydraulic expansion, but before welding the channel head to the tubesheet, the 
hydrostatic tests, and the pre-service inspection. In Unit 3, the instarlation of 
plastic ties was performed between welding the transition wrapper and the 
Helium leak test. 

• Dimensional Controls of Anti-Vibration Bar Structure -According to Mitsubishi's 
preliminary cause evaluation taking place at the time of this inspection, the 
.controls qf critical dimensions affecting the clearances between the tube and the 
anti..:vibration bars were gradually improved throughout the fabrication of the Unit 
2 and Unit 3 steam generators. This. improvement on dimen"sional controls was a 
consideration for the determination of the failure mechanism leading to tube-to
tube wear in Unit 3. 

The first dimensional control under consideration was the improvement of tube 
roundness in the section of the tubes that was bent to form the Li-bend shape. 
During fabrication of Unit 2 steam generator 2E0-89, the supplier of tubular 
product for Mitsubishi (i.e. Sumitomo), experienced quality issues to meet the G
values established in the design specifications, resulting in a high number of tube 
rejections. The G-value was a measure of departure from roundness, or 
"ovality,;' after the tubes were bent and it was controlled in order to control the 
gap between tubes and anti-vibration bars (see figure below). The G-values 
were measured at different locations along the LI-bend section of the tubes for a 
selected number of tubes per row, as established in Mitsubishi's procedur~. The 
acceptance criterici for G-value varied depending on the row where the tuQes 
were installed. The acceptance criteria also remained the same throughout the 
fabrication of Unit 2 and Unit 3 replacement steam generators. 
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Bas~d on discussion~ with licensee personnel and documentation reviews, the 
team noted that Sumitomo implemented measures to improve the quality of the 
tube bending process which resulted in less deviation of G-values and ·a 
reduction in the· amount and variability of tubing "ovality." Based on the statistical 
analysis of G-value data collected during fabrication of the Unit 2 and Unit 3 
steam generators, Mitsubishi concluded that the G-values standard deviation 
gradually decr~ased since tne fabrication oUhe first steam generator. 

Another dimensional control .under consideration was the variability of anti
vibration bar dimensions. Mitsubishi's fabrication procedures required inspection 
of various dimensions of the anti-vibration bars to control the gap between the 
anti;..vibration bars and the tubes. These dimensions were: thickness in the 
straight sections, twisting and flatn~ss of the straight sections after bending, and 
thickness of the anti-vibration bar tip (Le. m>se) after bending. Among these 
dimensions, the twisting and flatness of the straight sections after bending Were 
verified using a "Go or No-Go" approach based on the acceptance i;;riteria in 
Mitsubishi's procedures but no specific 111easurements were required to be 
maintained by procedure. Additionally, the acceptance criteria for anti-vibration 
bar dimensions remained the same throughout the fabrication of Unit 2 and Unit 
3 repl~cement steam generators. Mitsubishi conducted a preliminary statistical 
analysis of the available dimensional data for anti~vibration bars and the team. 
concurred that there were minor differences in the statistical distribution of these 
dimen$ions in Unit 2 and Unit 3 steam generators. 

Engineering Change Package {1 O CFR 50.59): The team determined that the 
licensee;s evaluation for changes in the updated final safety analysis report's design 
methodologies for the replacement steam generators was consistent with SONGS 
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procedures for the implementation of 10 CFR 50.59 requirements. The licensee's 
evaluation contained in Engineering Chaflge Packages 800071702 and 800071703 
for the Unit 2 and Unit 3 replacement steam generators, respectively, determined 
that the replacement of the original steam generators did not affect the current 
licensing basis to the extent of needing pri9r approval from the NRC as required by 
10 CFR 50.59. 

!n the 50.59 screening evaluation associated with the engineering change package 
for the Unit 2 and Unit 3 replacement steam generators, the licensee determined that 
the proposed activity did not adversely affect a design function, or the method of 
performing or controlling a design fundion described in the updated final safety 
analysis report. The licensee also determined that the steam generator replacement 
activity did not change a procedure in a manner that adversely affected how an 
updated final safety analysis report design function is performed or controlled. 
Add it ion ally, the licensee determined that the steam generator replacement activity 
did not involve a test or .experiment not described in the updated final safety analysis 
report. The licensee· evaluated the following updated final safety analysis report 
design functions in the 50.59 screening: 

• Steam Generator Design Functions 
• Reactor Coolant System Structural Integrity 
• . Emergency Core Cooling System Performance 
• Non-Loss of Coolant Accident Transients 
• Containment Pressure-Temperature Analysis 
• Low Temperature Overpressure Protection 
• Reactor Protection System, Engineered Safety Features Actuation System, Core 

Operating Limit Supervisory System, and Core Protection Calculations 
• Nuclear Steam Supply System Performance 
• Non-Safety Related Control Systems Performance 

However, the 50.59 screening evaluation identified three methods of analysis 
described in the updated final safety analysis report that were affected by the 
proposed steam generator replacement and required further evaluation against the 
criteria in 10 CFR 50.59. The affected methodologies are described below: 

• Seismic Analysis of Reactor Vessel Internals - The original analysis of SONGS 
Unit 2 and Unit 3 reactor vessel internals with the original steam generators was 

· performed.with the methodology described in Combustion Engineering Topical 
Report CENPD-178, "Structural Analysis of Fuel Assemblies for Combined 
Seismic and Loss of Coolant Accident." Subsequent to the submittal of this 
report, Combustion Engineering revi$ed the methodology by modifying modeling 
techniques, computer codes, testing methods, and acceptance criteria in 
response to changes in licensing requirements. Consequently, the original report 
was resubmitted to the NRC as CENPD-178-P, Revision 1.;.P, August 1981. This 
revision was approved by the NRC in a Letter from H. Bernard to A. Scherer, 
"Acceptance for Referring of Licensing Topical Report CENPD-178," dated 
August 6, 1982. The Hcens~ used this revised methodology for the replacement 
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steam generators and considered it as a methodology approved by the NRC for 
the intended application. 

• Reactor Coolant System Structural Integrity - The structural analysis of the 
original steam generators used ANSYS software for the thermal and stress 
analyses while the replacement steam generators were analyzed using ABAQUS 
software. ANSYS was described in the· updated final safety analysis report as a 
large-scale, general-purpose, finite element program for linear and nonlinear 
structural and thermal analysis of the reactor coolant loop components. The 
licensee considered ABAQUS to be similar to ANSYS. The licensee compared 
both programs using thermal and stress sample problems. The comparison 
demonstrated that the results varied from theoretical solutions by no more than 1 
percent, and ABAQUS and ANSYS results themselves were also within 1 
percent of each other. The variability of results was determined to be within the 
margin of error for the subject type of analysis. 

• Tube Wall Thinning Analysis - The original steam generator analysis used 
CEFLASH computer program for the main steam line break mass~energy 
blowdown analysis, whereas the replacement steam generator analysis used 
manual calculations to repres·ent the main steam line break blowdown loads by 
applying the maximum possible tube differential pressure, which bounded the 
pressure calculated by CEFLASH. 

For loss of coolant accident analysis, the original steam generator used STRUDL 
computer program to calculate displacement histories and then ANSYS computer 
program to calculate tube stresses. The tube stresses for the replacement steam 
generators were determined using ANSYS computer program based on the 
blowdown forces. For the original steam generators the combination of loads 
analyzed was primary loop pipe break plus design basis earthquake and main 
steam line break plus design basis earthquake. For the replacement steam 
generators, the loss of coolant accident, design basis earthquake, and the main 
steam line break events were combined as one limiting event, which SCE 
considered to be a more conse~ative method of evaluation relative to the 
original steam generators. The licensee determined that the results of the tube 
wall thinning analysis for the replacement steam generators were conservative or 
essentially the same and the methodology used did not represent a departure 
from a method of evaluation described in the updated final safety analysis report. 

Further discussion is-contained-in Section 13.0 of this report on the methodology 
used by the licensee for the reactor coolant system structural integrity and tube wall 
thinning analysis. 

The team noted that a key methodology for the design of the replacement steam 
generators was the thermal-hydraulic code used to model the flow conditions in the 
steam generators. Mitsubishi's FIT-Ill thermal-hydraulic code was accepted by SCE 
for the design of the replacement steam generators. The team noted that the 
updated final safety analysis report did not de$cribe the thermal-hydraulic code 
used for the design of the original steam generators and therefore the use of the 
.FIT~lll thermal-hydraulic code did not constitute a change in methodology or a 
change in an element of a methodology describec:f in the updated final safety 
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analysis report. The updated final safety analysis report did describe the computer 
c:;ode CRIB as the code used to analyze overall steam generator performance. As 
described in the updated final safety analysis report, CRIB was used to establish 
the recirculation ratio and fluid mass inventories as a function of power level in the 
original steam generators. 

With regard to the major design changes between the original and replacement 
steam generators, the updated final safety analysis report did not specify, how the 
original steam generators relied on special design features such as the stay 
cylinder, tubesheet, tube support plates, or the shape of the tubes to perform the 
intended safety functions. The description of the original steam generators was 
focused on the overall thermal performance characteristics and the applicable 
codes and standards used for fabrication. The updated final safety ahalysis report 
provided a brief description of the egg-crate tube support plate design and its 
function to prevent concentration of impurities in the tube-to-tube support plate gap, 
which could lead to tube degradation. The.updated final safety analysis report also 
described degradation issues of the egg-crate tube support plate design as a result 
of flow.;.accelerated corrosion and the corrective actions taken to mitigate this 
degradation mechanism. 

Regulatory Guide 1.187, "Guidance for Implementation of 1 o CFR 50.59, Changes, 
Tests, and Experiments,~ November 2000, allows the use of NE! 96-07, "Guidelines 
for- 10 CFR 50,59 Implementation," Revision 1 for methods that are acceptable for 
complying with 10 CPR 50.59. Per NEI 96-07, changes affecting structures, 
systems, or components that are not explicitly described in the updated finai safety 
analysis report can have the potential to adversely affect structure, system, or 
component design functions that are described and thus may require a 1 O CFR 
50.59 evaluation. Consistent with this guidance, SCE's 50.59 screening evaluated 
the differences in subcomponents between the original steam generators and 
replacement steam generators as to whether the differences adversely affected the 
design function {reC1clor coolant pressure boundary) of the steam generators. The 
replacement steam generators were designed and fabricated in accordance with 
quality assurance requirements; and 10 CFR 50.59 does not require the licensee to 
presume deficiencies in the design or fabrication. 

c. Conclusions 

The team identified two unresolved items. 

The team determined that no significant differences existed in the design requirements 
of Unit 2 and Unit 3 replacement steam generators. 

Based on the updated final safety analysis report description of the original steam 
generators, th~ team determined that ·the steam generators major design changes were 
reviewed in accordance with the 10 CFR 50.59 requirements. An unresolved item 
related to a change in a method of evaluation used for the stress analysis calculations is 
discussed in Section 13 of the report. 
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5.0 

5.1 

Quality Assurance/Quality Control (Charter Item 5) (Mitsubishi Charter Item 4) 

The team reviewed numerous documents from both SCE and Mitsubishi (including sub~ 
contractors, such as Sumitomo) associated with the design, fabrication, and 
manufacturing of the steam generators for both units. The team ·reviewed SCE and 
Mitsubishi's quality assurance program, procedures and implementation activities for the 
contrdl of purchased material, equipment, and services; inspections; procurement 
document control; and corrective action and nonconformance activities. Specifically, the 
team reviewed a sample of Mitsubishi nonconformance reports, audit, survey, all 
SONGS condition action requests, audits, surveillances, stop work orders,· and supplier 
deviation requests associated with the design and manufacturing of the steam 
generators. The team concluded that these portions of SCE and Mitsubishi's quality 
assurance program regarding its safety-related activities were appropriately controlled 
and implemented. 

SONGS Quality Assurance/Quality Control 

a. Inspection Scope 

The team reviewed SCE's implementation of their quality assurance program to 
determine if it complied with the requirements of 1 O CFR 50, Appendix B, "Quality 
Assurance Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants and Fuel Reprocessing Plants." The team 
reviewed SONGS implementing procedures, quality assurance manual, vendor audits, 
procurement specifications, corrective action requests, and numerous other documents, 
as well as interviewed a number of quality assurance/control and engineering personnel 
to determine the appropriateness of activities affecting quality conducted during 
fabrication, manufacturing arid delivery of the replacement steam generators. 

b. Observations and Findings 

No findings were identified. 

( 1) Policies and Procedures for Supplier Selection and Control 

The team reviewed Quality Assurance Manual, Section 17.2.7, "Control of 
Purchased Materiafand Services," which defines the process used to ensure that 
purct:iased material, source material, and subcontracted services conform to 
applicable codes and standards. Section 17.2.7.2 of the quality assurance manual 
provided measures for the approval and control of suppliers and describes the 
methods that SCE uses to conduct technical and quality assurance evaluations of 
potEtntial suppliers. Specifically, SCE evaluated an audit performed by Dominion (DA 
2002'."92, "Dominion Audit of M_itsubishi Heavy Industries"). The evaluation was 
performed and documented in accordance with SONGS policies and implementing 
procedures that govern the control of purchased material, equipment, and services. 
The results of SCE Evaluation MHl-01-04, "Evaluation and Review of Contractor, 
Consultant, Utility or Licensee Audi~ Report," stated, that Mitsubishi was ~onditionally 
qualified .for the fabrication and design of the replacement steam generators. An 
audit was performed by SCE when a sufficient quantity of work had been performed 
to demon.strate implementation of Mitsubishi's quality assurance program. Southerh 
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California Edison-'s oversight of Mitsubishi also included verification of Mitsubishi's 
activities during fabrication, inspections, testing and shipment of the procured item. 
After appro.?<imately 14 months from the initial evaluation SCE removed the 
conditional qualification based on results from Evaluation MHl-10SV-05, "Source 
Evaluation Report of MHI," dated February 8, 2006, and MHl-3SV-06, "Source 

. Verification Rep9rt of MHI," dated May 3 2006, and implementation and verification 
of specific corrective actions. Part of the SONGS oversight plan of Mitsubishi 
included the placement of SCE quality assurance/quality control personnel 
(residents) at the Mitsu.bishi facility .. Plan SGR-A10183, "Replacement Steam 
Generator Resident Oversight Plan," described the roles and responsibilities of the 
resident management, engineering, and quality oversight implementation strategy for 
the replacement steam generators. This oversight plan was created to provide 
reasonable assurance that the design, licensing, fabrication, delivery. and 
acceptance of the SONGS replacement steam g'enerators were performed in 
accordance with specified SCE, industry, regulatory, and Code requirements. The 
team noted that after the resident was placed at Mit~ubishi, Source Verifications and 
Surveillances performec.! by SCE decreased. After the NRC team conducted several 
interviews with the SCE personnel responsible for oversight of Mitsubishi it was 
determined that the resident provided adequate oversight of Mitsubishi's activities. 
Nuclear Oversight Division Project Oversight Quarterly Reports were provided by 
SCE that demonstrated no decrease in SCE oversight of Mitsubishi. These 
responsibilities were shifted to the resident at Mitsubishi. During the review of the 
documentation generated by the resident the NRC team noted that the resident was 
performing these activities on behalf of SCE. 

(2) Purchase Order Review 

The team reviewed purchase order 6C294014 from Edison Material Supply LLC, 
issued September 28, 2004, for the design, fabrication, and delivery of four 
replacement steam generators for SONGS Units 2 and 3. The procurement order 
stated that all related work was to be performed in accordance with Specification 
8023-617-01, "Specifications for Design and Fabrication of RSG for Units 2 and 
Unit 3." Specification 5023-617-01 identified the codes, standards, regulations and 
other documents applicable to the design, fabrication, and delivery of tht? 
replacement steam generatqrs. For example Specification 8023-617-01 invoked 
American Society of Mechanical .Engineers Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code. 
American National Standards, American Society for Testing and Materials 
Standards, and Electric Power Research Institute Technical Report 016743-V2R1, 
"Guidelines for PWR Steam Generator Tubing Specifications and Repair," among 
others. 

(3) Supplier Audit and Surveillance Reports 

The team reviewed a sample of audits and surveillances performed on Mitsubishi to 
verify SCE's approval process of Mitsubishi arid subcontracted services. The team 
noted that the. audits and annual assessments reviewed were adequately 
documented and provided evidence of Mitsubishi's compliance with quality 
assurance requirements. The team also verified that audit reports supported the 
conclusions made by SCE. 
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5.2 Mitsubishi Quality Assurance/Quality Control 

a. Inspection Scope 

The team reviewed Mitsubishi implementation of their quality assurance program to 
determine if it complied with the requirements of 10 CFR 50; Appendix 8 1 "Quality 
Assurance Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants and Fuel Reprocessing Plants." The 
team also reviewed a sample of reports from audits and surveys that Mitsubishi 
conducted of various subcontractors, such as Sumitomo to determine the adequacy 
of oversight provided by Mitsubishi activities affecting quality and that contracted 
activities were implemented in accordance with the Mitsubishi-approved quality 
assurance program. In addition, the team reviewed Mitsubishi's Approved Suppliers 
List to verify that vendors listed were qualified according to Mitsubishi's specifications 
and that the list was maintained current. 

b, Observations and Findings 

No findings were identified. 

(1) Policies and Procedures for Supplier Selection and Control 

The team reviewed Mitsubishi Quality Assurance Manual, Section 4, "Procurement 
Control," of the which defines the. process Used to ensure that purch~sed material, 
sourc~ material, and subcontracted services conform. to the applicable requirements 
of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers Code and to customer 
procurement documents, Section 4.4 of the Quality Assurance Manual provided 
measures for the approval and control of suppliers and described the process that 
Mitsubishi used to conduct surveys or audits, as required. Additionally, Section 4.4 
provided guidance for the preparation of purchase specifications and subcontract 
specifications, including the imposition of regulatory requirements for the American 
Society of Mechanical Engineers Code, Section Ill products. 

The team reviewed Pro~edure BUH94-06, "Vendor Evaluation Procedure," which 
provided guidance on the ev~luation of the quality control capability of supP,liers by 
performing surveys, audits and performance evaluations of the supplier quality 
assurance program. Procedure BUH94-06 provided a detailed description of the 
entire process to befollowed by auditors before, during' and after a survey/audit was 
performed. 

No issues were identified. 

(2) Supplier Audit and Surveillance Reports 

The team reviewed a sample of external audits and surveys to verify Mitsubishi's 
approval process of Sumitomo Metal Industries, Limited, Steel Tube Works and 
Sumitomo Metal Industries; Limited, Pipe & Tube Company Wakayama Steel Works. 
The team noted that the audits and annual assessments reviewed were adequately 
documented and provided evrdence of each company's compliance· with qualify 
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assurance program requirements. The team also verified that audit checklists were 
prepared and completed for the audit and contained sufficient objective evidence to 
support the conclusions made by Mitsubishi. 

During the review, the team learned that as a consequence of nonconformance 
report UHNR-SON-RSG-06N005 related to inadequate lot control during final mill 
annealing of the tubing, Mitsubishi issued a stop work order to Sumitomo. As part of 
their process Mitsubishi visited Sumitomo to find the root cause of the 
nonconformance. After a review of Sumitomo's corrective action, Mitsubishi was 
able to confirm the adequacy of the corrective actions and preventive actions. 
Mitsubishi released Stop Work Order UHH-G06A097 imposed on Sumitomo. 

On May 8, 2007, Mitsubishi performed Special Audit UHQ-07N004, on Sumitomo, in 
order to confirm adequacy of activities based on Sumitomo Corrective Action Plan 
UHCP-07N004. During the audit Mitsubishi found two findings and made one 
recommendation. Both findings required corrective action from Sumitomo. The 
Mitsu9ishi audit indicated that Sumitomo was not able to perform adequate activities 
for manufacturing heat transfer tubing in accordance with Sumitomo's shop manual. 
The causes of the deficiencies identified during the audit were a result of Sumitomo's 
staff failing to follow the shop manual requirements. Because the two findings were 
related to the stop work order, Mitsubishi did not allow Sumitomo to start 
manufacturing activities until adequate implementation of corrective actions were 
confirmed by Mitsubishi. On June 21, 2007, Mitsubishi verified Sumitomo 
implementation of the corrective actions. During this visit at Sumitomo, Mitsubishi 
verified the operations involving straight tube fabrication prior to tube bending 
operations were performed in accordance with Sumitomo's shop manual. Mitsubishi 
found that the same type of corrective actions taken by Sumitomo for straight tube 
fabrication operations applied to tube bending operations. During the review of the 
implementation of the corrective actions Mitsubishi could not verify acceptability of 
Sumitomo tube fabrication operations for the tube bending process. Mitsubishi 
allowed Sumitomo to restart operation only for the straight tube fabrication. On July 
13, 2007, Mitsubishi subsequently confirmed the adequacy of Sumitomo corrective 
actions on tube bending processes. Mitsubishi verified that the bending operations 
followed the requirement of the Sumitomo' shop manual. On July 17, 2007, 
Mitsubishi lifted the restrictions impo~ed on Sumitomo and they were allowed to 
restart operations. 

No issues were identified. 

(3) Maintenance of the Approved Supplier List 

The team reviewed Mitsubishi Quality Assurance Manual Section 4, "Procurement 
Control," which defined the controls for the maintenance, distribution, and update of 
Qualified Vendor List UES-20100006. According to Section 4, the Nuclear Plant 
Quality Assurance Section had the responsibility for preparing, approving, and 
distributing the qualified vendor list and any subsequent revisions. In addition, a 
review by the quality assurance engineer was required prior to final document 
approval. Mitsubishi was informed of changes to their supplier's quality assurance 
manuals through procurement requirements imposed on the suppliers on their 

\ 
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certificate of qualification as an approved vendor. If the vendor did not maintain their 
quality assurance program, they were removed from the qualified vendor list. Prior 
to issuing a Quality Assurance Manual revision, approved vendors were required to 
send a copy to Mitsubishi for review and approval, after which Mitsubishi updated the 
qualified vendor list with the latest revision number and date. · 

No issues were identified. 

5.3 Quality Assurance Conclusion 

The team concluded that the quality assurance program requirements for quality 
activities to support the replacement steam generator project were consistent with the 
requirements of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B. The team also concluded that SCE's and 
Mitsubishi's quality assurance program requirements were appropriately translated into 
implementing procedures to support the replacement steam generator project. 

6.0 Implementation of Steam Generator Industry Information {Charter Item 6) (Mitsubishi 
Charter Item 3) 

a. Inspection Scope 

The team reviewed procurement documentation, Mitsubishi design documentation, and 
the 10 CFR 50.59 review package to assess SCE's and Mitsubishi's consideration and 
implementation (as appropriate) of operating ex~rience as part of the steam generator 
replacement project, and in the steam generator tube inspections conducted during the 
current outages for SONGS Units 2 and 3. The team interviewed various personnel with 
respect to operating experience considerations relating to major design changes 
incorporated into the replacement steam generators. The team reviewed operating 
experience in NRC generic communications and worldwide plant operating experience 
that might potentially be relevant to conditions observed at SONGS. 

b. Observations and Findings 

No finding:s were identified. 

The original s;team generators installed throughout the domestic fleet of pressurized 
water reactors, including SONGS, experienced widespread corrosion of the tubes and 
tube support plates, stress corrosion cracking of the tubes, and wear at tube supports. 
These problems led to the replacement of n·early all of the original steam generators, in 
most cases well before the end of their design lifetime. For SONGS, the design of the 
replacement steam generators included a number of design changes to correct life 
limiting problems with the original steam generators, based in part on consideration of 
SONGS-specific and industry-wide operating experience. This included use of more 
corrosion resistant materials for the tubing and tube support plates to mitigate corrosion 
and stress corrosion cracking issues,experienced in the past. The licensee's bid 
specification required that the stay cylinder feature of the original. steam generators be 
eliminated to maximize the number of tubes that could be installed in the replacement 
steam generators and to mitigate past problems with tube wear at tube supports caused 
by relatively cool water and high flow velocities in the central part of the tube bundle. 
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Mitsubishi employed a broached trefoil tube support plates instead of the egg crate 
supports in the original design. In addition to providing for better control of tube to 
support plate gaps and easier assembly, the broached tube support plates were 
intended to address past problems with the egg crate supports by providing less line of 
contact and faster flow between the tubes and support plates, reducing the potential for 
deposit buildup and corrosion. Mitsubishi selected au-bend configuration for the upper 
part of the tube bundle instead of the square bend design of the original steam 
generators based on its experience that u-bend::; were easier to fabricate and support 
and were easier to inspect. 

The team's review of Mitsubishi design documentation for the anti-vibration bars 
indicates that Mitsubishi considered wear in the u-bend region as the most important 
issue affecting the anti-vibration bar design. Mitsubishi reviewed operating experience 
regarding wear in the u-bend region of replacement steam generators and trended the 
experience data as a function of steam generator manufacturer, tube packing 
arrangements (tube pitch, square versus triangular arrays), and steam generator size. 
The SONGS steam generators are relatively large, and Mitsubishi acknowledged that . 
this and the tight tube packing geometry could affect wear experience. Mitsubishi stated 
that the SONGS replacement steam generator were designed to minimize these 
concerns by providing more support points with shorter spans in the u-bend region along 
with effective zero gaps between the tubes and anti-vibration bars during steam 
generator operation. Mitsu.bishi manufacturing was designed on achieving very small 
uniform gaps between the tubes and anti-vibration bars during assembly. 

Engineering Change Package NECP 800071703 for the replacement steam generators 
evaluated indu$try operating experience as it related to the manufacture and operation 
of the replacement steam generators. Several of these experiences related to 
fabrication issues, lack of weld quality, material defects, looi:?e parts, lack of cleanliness, 
and failure to fully expand tubes in the tubesheet. The licensee found most of these 
, issues to be applicable to the replacement steam generators at SONGS, but that these 
kinds of issues would be adequately addressed by the supplier's (typically Mitsubishi) 
augmented quality assurance procedures and continuous quallty oversight by the 
licensee. The licensee also cited augmented receipt inspections, in-process 
verifications, foreign material exclusion and control, and cleanliness inspections on the 
part of the supplier or the licensee, as applicable, as addressing these issues. 

The licensee addressed industry operating experiences relating to stress corrosion 
cracking of steam generator tubing by noting that the Alloy 690 thermally treated tubing 
in the replacement steam generators were expected to be substaRtially more resistant to 
stress corrosion cracking than the tubing alloys used in earlier model steam generators. 
The licensee. also addressed experience at another unit which experienced tie rod and 
consequential tube bow as a result of diff~rential thermal expansion between the tubes 
and shroud and unexpected interference between some tube support plates. The stay 
rod (equivalent to tie rods at other unit) and shroud material for the replacement steam 
generators have been selected to have similar coefficients of thermal expansion which 
would preclude a similar problem. 

Steam Generator Degradation Assessment 51-9176667-001 (prepared by AREVA) 
supporting steam generator inspections during the current outages for Units 2 and 3 
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evaluated industry operating experience relating to steam generator 'in"service 
inspections. This included operating experience reports, including NRC Information 
Notice 2010"05, "Management Of Steam Generator Loose Parts And Automated Eddy 
Current Data Analysis," relating to eddy current test probe issues and data analysis 
errors. In response to these issues, SCE personnel stated that specific training was 
given to the data analysts at SONGS on the lessons learned from these experiences 
and where applicable, appropriate data was included in the SONGS site specific 
performance demonstration. T~e licensee also described additional measure~ that 
would be taken at SONGS to address these issues. The review also addressed 
operating experience reports dealing with unexpected tube support indications or lack 
thereof. In response, SCE stated that indicated anti-vibration bar locations by eddy 
current will be compared to the anti-vibration bar locations specified in the Mitsubishi 
design drawings. 

Steam Generator Degradation Assessment 51-9176667-001 also addressed numerous 
operating experience reports involving loose parts and foreign objects in steam 
generators, including several instances involving resultant damage to steam generator 
tubing. These reports included NRC Information Notices 2004-10, "Loose Parts in 
Steam Generators," 2004-16, "Tube Leakage Due to a Fabrication Flaw in a 
Repl_acement Steam Generator," and 2004"17, "Loose Part Detection and Computerized 
Eddy Curre,nt Analysis in Steam Generators." Some of these reports dealt with eddy 
current probes, or pieces of probes, which were left behind as loose parts on the primary 
side. Most of the operating experience reports related to lose parts and foreign objects 
on the steam generator secondary side. In response, SCE approach for addressing this 
issue was thro~gh procedure changes and secondary side visual inspections which 
included the open tube lane, the entire peripheral annulus, and appropriate visual 
examination followup on eddy current indications of possible loose parts. The inspection 
with the exception of the loose parts component was performed, as scheduled, during 
the current refueling outage for SONGS Unit 2. The inspection for loose parts will be 
performed at the first scheduled inspection during the next refueling outage. The team 
noted that possible loose parts indications were not found during the 100 percent eddy 
current test inspection of the Unit 3 steam generators during the current outage. The 
team also noted that secondary side visual inspections were performed in the upper 
bundle area of the Unit 3 steam generators to evaluate the tube-to-retainer bar 
intersections and in a limited area above the 7th tube support plate. 

The NRC staff issued many generic communications relating to steam generator tube 
integrity i$SUes since the 1980s. The team reviewed these documents and determined 
that many of these related to the potential for stress corrosion cracking of the tubes 
which the staff found was not expected to be a concern for the thermally treated Alloy 
690 material in the SONGS replacement steam generators by virtue of its greatly 
enhanc~d resistance to stress corrosion cracking. Most of the others related to 
problems encountered with eddy current flaw detection and sizing, the occurrence and 
detection of loose parts/foreign objects, and monitoring of primary to secondary leakage. 

' ' 

The team reviewed NRC generic communication·s not falling into one of the above_ 
categories for potential relevance to SONGS Unit 2 and 3. One of these was NRC 
Information Notice 2004-16 concerning an operational leakage event at another plant 
due to damage caused by a packing screw during transport to the steam generator 
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manufacturer. The licensee stated in its steam generator change package that this 
incident was precluded for SCE by prohibiting the use of screws and nails as fasteners 
for tubing shipping crates. The licensee afso addressed NRC Information 
Notice 2007 37, "Buildup of Deposits in Steam Generator," concerning fatigue of a low 
row u-bend at a foreign unit as a result of deposit build up and lack of support for the low 
row u-bend. Engineering Change Package NECP ~00071703 specified that this type of 
incident was precluded in the replacement steam generators by virtue of anti-vibration 
bar supports extending to the low row u-bends. Steam Generator Degradation 
Assessment 51-9176667-001 documented that this type of problem reflected an 
advanced stage of deposit accumulation that was not anticipated for the foreseeable 
future in the SONGS replacement steam generators. 

c. Conclusions 

The team's review indicated that lessons learned from these NRC generic 
comm1.:1nication documents had generally been incorporated into industry guideline 
documents relating to steam generator inspections, monitoring of primary-to-secondary 
leakage, and other guidelines documents prepared by the Electrical Power Research 
Institute. This information was incorporated into SCE's design specifications, inspection 
and, leakage monitoring guidelines. 

7.0 Packing, Shipping, Handling1 and Receipt Inspection (Charter Item 7) 

a. Inspection Scope 

The team interviewed licensee personnel involved with the packing, shipping, handling, 
and receipt inspection of the replacement steam generators. In addition, the team 
reviewed SCE receipt acceptance criteria to assess if critical attributes were 
appropriately specified and if the lic~nsee had the ability to assess acceptability of 
meeting those acceptance criteria. The team reviewed evaluations associated with 
supplier deviation reports, nuclear notifications and changes to handling specifications. 
With respect to replacement steam generators the team focused on differences in 
SONGS shipping, handling, and receipt acceptance between the Unit 2 and 3 steam 
generators from the manufacturing site in Japan to final installation on site. 

b. Observations and Findings 

No findings were identified. 

The team identified three unresolved items for which additional information is required to 
determine if performance deficiencies exist or if the issues constitute violations of NRC 
requirements. 

(1) Introduction: The team identified an unresolved item associated with Unit 3 steam 
generators not shipped in accordance with specification 5023-617-01, "Design and 
Fabrication of Replacement Steam Generators for Unit 2 and Unit 3," Revision 4, and 
requirements for handling, storage, and shipping. Specifically, ANSI N4S.2-1~77, 
''Quality Assurance Program Requirements for Nuclear Facilities,"° required a special 
protective envfronment for handling, storage1 and shipping of the replacement steam 
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generators. However, because of schedule changes, the Unit 3 protective 
environment which included maintaining a nitrogen pressure and a monitoring plan 
was altered significantly. 

Description: The team evaluated specifications associated with the shipping and 
handling of the Unit 2 and 3 replacement steam generators. Based on the 
information evaluated by the team, the steam generators procurement and sliipping 
specifications required monitoring and maintenance of nitrogen atmosphere inside 
the replacement steam generators during shipment. Supplier Deviation Request 
SOR 10041870-09091 dated December 1, 2009, documents a request "not to control 
the positive pressure, the dew point of nitrogen, and the oxygen content on the 
primary and secondary side of the Unit 3 replacement steam generators to 
accelerate delivery schedule." 

Specification 5023-617-01, Section 3.16.3, specifies the supplier shall be 
responsible for monitoring and maintaining nitrogen atmosphere inside the steam 
generators during their shipping from Mitsubishi to the California port discharge 
point. The team noted that Unit 3 stE)!am generators did not require, monitoring or 
control of dew point, oxygen concentration, inside nitrogen pressure. The team 
.could not identify if this was properly evaluated (Reference Section 5 of shipping and 
haJ1dling procedure S023-617-1-M 1350). 

Additional review and follow up will be required to review the evaluations and 
corrective actions associated with the maintaining the Unit 3 replacement steam 
generators protective environment during shipping and then determine whether this 
issue represents a performance deficiency or constitutes a violation of NRC 
requirements. This issue i~ ide11tified as URI 05000362/2012007-05, "Shipping 
Requirements nQt ·in Accordance to Industry Standards." 

(2) Introduction: The team identified an unresolved item associated with the shipping 
and handling specificatiol'.'ls requiring methods of tube bundle support. The team 
could not determine if this requirement to provide a tube bundle support method was 
adequately evaluated by SCE. 

Description: Based on the information gathered by the team on shipping and 
handling specifications associated with the Unit 2 and 3 replacement stearn 
generators, the team could not determine that Mitsubishi or SCE adequately 
considered the potential ir:npact of no.t providing methods of tube bundle supports as 
required in Specification 5023 ... 617-01. In response to the team questions regarding 
tube bundle support methods, the team was provided with results from 
Procedure L5-04GA069, "Sagging Measurement Procedure," Revision 7. However 
the team noted the procedure is considered a non~quality affecting procedure and 
Lised for reference only. 

Additional review and follow up will be required to review the evaluations assoc rated 
with the requirements to provide tube bundle support during shipping for the .Unit 2 
and 3 steam generators and then determine whether this issue represents a 
performance deficiency or constitutes a violation of NRC requirements. This issue is 
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identified as URI 0500036212012007 -06, "Shipping Requirements not In Accordance 
to Design and Fabrication Specifications." 

(3) Introduction: The team identified an unresolved item associated with evaluation of 
excessive shipping induced forces of Unit 3 replacement steam generator 3E-088. 

Description: The team reviewed the SG shipping accelerometer data reports for both 
Unit 2 and Unit 3. In addition, the team also reviewed shipping and handling records 
and identified the following: 

• Different transoceanic shipping companies and ships were used (U2: Happy 

Ranger, U3: Enchanter) 

• During, the discharge from the ship Unit 3 replacement steam generator 3E0-88 

(38) recorded simultaneous signals on the three attached a~cel.erome.ters 

• Unit 3 steam generator 3E0-88 was the only steam generator to record 
simult.aneous signals on the three attached accelerometers 

• Unit 3 steam generators received significantly more accelerometers hits 
compared to Unit 2 

Unit 3 replacement steam generator 3E0-88 accelerometers indicated up to a 1.23 g 
spike with ~ simultaneous recording on all three of the attached accelerometers. 
Mitsubishi provided an evaluation of the forces which showed loads were within 
allowable stress limits but exceeded stress for an operating basis earthquake. The 
team was not able to determine if this was properly considered. 

\ 

Additional review by the NRC is required to fully assess if the shipping forces 
contributed to the tube-to-tube wear in Unit 3 and then determine whether this issue 
represents a performance deficiency or constitutes a violation ofNRC requirements. 
This issue is identified as URI 05000362/2012007-0(, "Unit 3 Steam · 
Generator 3E0-88 Stresses Related to Handling," 

c. Conclusions 

The team identified three unresolved items related to the shipment of Unit 3 steam 
generators; however, the team did not identify any connection between these shipping 
changes and the unexpected tube-to4ube wear. 

8.0 Thermal-hydraulic and .Flow Induced Vibration Modeling (Charter Item 8) 

a. Inspection Scope 

The team conducted and overall review of Mitsubishi thermal-hydraulic design 
documents and drawings used in the manufacture of the Units 2 and 3 steam 
generators. The team developed an independent A THOS model to run simulations for 
various operating conditions to assess thermal-hydraulic phenomena in the steam 
generators and assess differences in key parameters based on changing operating 
conditions. lhe objective of the modeling was to understand the interactions of the key 
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parameters to compare ATHOS modeling results to the degradation trends found during 
the eddy current inspections. 

The team reviewed portions of the vibration modeling. Two key outputs of the thermal
hydrau!ic code are inputs to the vibration model, the A THOS model results for fluid 
velocity and void fraction were used to predict increases or decreases in vibration forces 
and amplitude. 

b. Observations and Findings 

No findings were identified. 

The team identified one unresolved item for which additional information is required to 
determine if a performance deficiency exists or if the issue constitutes a violation of NRC 
requirements. 

(1) Introduction: The team identified an unresolved item associated with the adequacy 
of Mitsubishi's FIT-Ill thermal-hydraulic code. The FIT-Ill code predicted non
conservative low velocity and low void fraction results which were used as inputs to 
the vibration code FIVA TS. These non-conservative thermal-hydraulic results lead 
Mitsubishi to conclude that margins to instability were significantly larger than they 
actually were. 

Description: Replacement steam generators were designed and manufactured in 
accordance with SONGS Design Specification S023-617-1and ASME Section Ill, 
"Rules for Construction of NuC!ear Facility Components". Th~ replacement steam 
generators had enhanced materials and maintenance. · 

The tube bundle, comprised of 9727 u-tubes, is supported by a set of seven tube 
support plates which are maintained and spaced by a network of tie-rods. The ends 
of the u~tubes were welded onto the tube sheet lower face cladding and were full 
depth expanded in the tube sheet holes. The u-bends are supported by a set of 6 
anti-vibr~tion bars. having a maximum of 12 contact points, in the center of the 
bundle. For shorter tubes near the periphery, a fewer number of anti-vibration bars 
are present. 

One of the major enhancements of the replacement steam generators was the use of 
Alloy-690 tubing versus Alloy-600 for corrosi9n resistance. Alloy-690 has lower heat 
conductivity so, to achieve the same power, the heat transfer surface area must be 
increased by at least 10. percent. This required more tubes to be used in the 
replacemant steam generators. The increased number of tubes resulted in a more 
tightly compacted tube bundle and elimination pf the stay cylinder. The increase in 
the number of tubes could lead to increases in primary reactor coolant flow through 

· the steam generators. Orifices were installed in the steam generator inlet nozzles to 
ensure maximum allowed .Primary system flowrates were not exceeded. 

The tube layout indexing or incrementation used in these generators was smaller 
than other replacement steam generator designs. The tighter indexing results in 
smaller pitch/diameter ratio in critical regions of the tube bundle u~bends. In addition, 
it was noted that the anti-vibration bar support structure is not connected to the 
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wrapper for lateral or vertical support; instead the anti-vibration bar system structure 
is only supported vertically by resting on the tubes. 

Other operational and physical comparisons of the replacement steam generators 
and original steam generators were reviewed by the team and no significant 
differences were noted. 

Additional review by the NRC is required to fully assess the adequacy of Mitsubishi's 
FIT-Ill thermal-hydraulic code and then determine whether this issue represents a 
performance deficiency or constitutes a violation of NRC requirements. This issue is 
identified as URI 05000362/2012007-08. "Non-Conservative Thermal-Hydraulic 
Model Results." 

(2) Thermal-Hydraulic and Vibration Assessments 

The replacement steam generators thermal hydraulic operation and responses were 
based on the steam generator design geometric characteristics and operating 
parameters of the reactor coolant flow and temperature and the secondary feedwater 
flow and temperature. Calculations were performed for 0 to 100 percent power, 
beginning-of-life and end-of-life condit.ions considering limiting tube plugging and 
fouling. The important actual operating parameters selected for use in the model 
were saturation pressure, circulation ratio, steam flowrate, tube and shell side 
pressure drops, water and steam inventories, and global heat transfer coefficient. 

Mitsubishi used the SSPC (Steady State Performance Calculation) code tq compute 
these operational parameters, as described in Mitsubishi Document L5·04GA510, 
"Thermal and Hydraulic Parametric Calculations," Revision 5. The FIT-Ill code was, 
used to determine thermal-hydraulic fluid flow conditions, with the results described 
in Mitsubishi Document L5-04GA521, "3D Thermal and Hydraulic Analysis," 
Revision 3. The FIVATS code was used to compute tube :stability ratios that are 
used to predict tube vibration. with results described in Mitsubishi . 
Document L5-04GA504 "Evaluation of Tube Vibration/' Revision 3. In addition, the 
ABAQUS code was used compute stress and natural vibration frequency, and a 
code called IVHET was used for tube wear analysis. The key design code for tube 
bundle design and vibration analysis is thermal-hydraulic code FIT-Ill since it 
computes the two key parameters (fluid velocity and density 1) that are the primary 
contriQutors to the onset of fluid-elastic instability, which inoicates the potential for 
excessive tube vibration. 

The Mitsubishi acceptance criterion for vibration was to avoid fluid-elastic instabillty 
of tube spans by keeping the calculated stability ratios less than 1. Mitsubishi used 
the approach given in the ASME code Section Ill, Division 1, Appendix N~133b, 
"Flow-Induced Vibration of Tubes and tube Banks," to calculate stability ratios and 
they also avoided natural frequencies of the tubes similar to the reactor coolant 
pump dynamic frequencies. 

1
· Void fractions and density are inversely proportional. 
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Design specific flow induced vibration analysis was performed for select U-bend 
tubes exposed to the greatest vibration risk! generally those with longest 
unsupported length under most limiting operating condition (lowest steam pressure, 
end of life design conditions). The phenomenon of fluid-elastic instability of tubes is 
characterized by cross-flow velocity (for out-of-plane mode) and normal velocity {for 
in~plane mode) where the local velocities exceed a critical velocity value (given via 
Conners' Equation2

). The parameter of local velocity divided by critical velocity is 
referred to as stability ratio. The accuracy of calculating fluid-elastic instability is 
limited based on inputs that are best determined by design-specific mockup test 
data. Mitsubishi did not perform design-specific mockup tests, but used generally 
accepted test data. and other data based on Mitsubishi test rigs that were not 
specific to the SONGS replacement steam generator design. 

If operating velocities reach this critical value, vibration amplitudes can increase 
rapidly and fluid-elastic instability forces can le-ad to rapid pulsation and damaging of 
tubes. The U-bend region is most susceptible because (1) the local fluid has a 
higher void fraction, with high velocities; (2) the fluid flow is in a direction normarto 
the tube, and (3fthe anti-vibration bars are limited in their dampening capability 
along the plane of the tubes. Traditional design of anti-vibration bar systems have 
not considered in-plane fluid forces since it was accepted that the rigidity and 
dampening strength of the tube in this direction was adequate to preclude it. This 
event at SONGS is the first US operating fleet experience of in-plane fluid-elastic 
instability, sufficient to cause tube-to-tube contact and wear in the U-bend region. 

The team noted that Design Specific_ation 8023-617-1 did not addr~ss specific 
criteria for stability ratio and does not mention fluid-elastic instability. The team did 
find that the Mitsubishi calculated design values for stability ratios did not exceed 0.5. 
It is important to note, that each steam generator manufacturer has different design 
values for maximum stability ratios; therefore there is no standard value. The 
smaller that the design stability ratio is (has to be less than 1), the more margin to 
fluid-elastic instability. 

Mitsubishi computed the flow-induced vibration status of the steam generators in 
Document L5-04GA504, "Evaluation of Tube Vibration," Revision 3. The critical flow 
velocity, Uc, was obtained using the Connors' Equation based on output fluid 
velocities and densities from their FIT-Ill thermal-hydraulic model. The critical flow 
velocity is then calculated based on damping ratio, tube mass, tube outside 
diameter, averaged local cross flow gap velocity, and fluid density per selected tube. 
The method is based on formulations given in the ASME code Section Ill, Division t, 
Appendix N-1330, "Fluid Elastic Instability". The ratio of normal-to-tube cross flow 
gap velocity to this critical velocity defines the "stability ratio". 

Steam generator vendors must develop specific methods based on the thermal
hydraulic code selected and experimental data used to determine coefficients in the 
Conners' Equation for their particular steam generator design. The experimental 
data used in determining the coefficients can be developed from in-hou$e tests or 

2 Fluidelastic Vibration of Heat Exchanger Tube Arrays, Journal of Mechanical design - Volume I 00 -A pd I 1978, 
H.J. Connors, iR. 
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taken from published industry data. Mitsubishi indicated that in their methodology 
two conservatisms were use9 in their bundle vibration analysis: (1) FIT~lll gap 
velocities were averaged and multiplied by 1.5 and (2) one of· 12 anti-vibration bars 
contacts were assumed to be inactive. The team noted that in Mitsubishi Document . 
L5-04GA504, "Evaluation of TubeVibration," Revision 3, the 1.5 multiplier was not 
an added conservatism but a requirement, needed to match test data results. 

The team developed an independent model of the new steam generators using the 
ATHOS thermal hydraulic code3

. The calculations were intended to assess 
operating cycle differences between Units 2 and 3 steam generators and review 
thermal hydraulic phenomena within the steam generators in order to investigate key 
parameters and causal factors for the excessive tube wear rates. The NRC A THOS 
calculations d~termined thafthe differences in primary inlet temperature and steam 
flow between the units were negligible. NRC ATHOS results indicated high void 
fractions and high u-bend gap velocities existed in the bundle as compared to 
Mitsubishi FIT-Ill analyses used for design. 

Mitsubishi provided a comparison of their ATHOS model to their FIT-111 model 
results. The Mitsubishi A THOS model fluid velocities were approximately 3 times 
higher than the FlT-111 model velocities with the 1.5 multiplier applied. Other 
independent code calculations. including an analysis by Westinghouse using their in
house modified version of ATHOS and an analysis by AREVA using their French 
code CAFCA4 showc,7d similar th~rmal-hydraulic results. (up to 4 times higher 
velocities than FIT-111) as those computed in the Mitsubishi A THOS results and the 
NRC independent ATHOS calculations. Based on these comparisons, it was 
concluded that the FIT-Ill code and model results used for design were non
conservative even with the multiplier applied. 

Most of the experimental work in fluid-elastic instability has been carried out for two
phase flow, with an air.:.water medium. Accepted industry data, as presented by the 
Mitsubishi, shows that in staggered array bundles (triangular pitch.· pitch/diameter 
=1.33), the onset of tube instability for modern steam generators, such as SONGS 
steam generators. can startaUube gap velocities above 6 meter/sec (pending 
effectiveness of the dampening structure)4

• The NRC ATHOS model results 
indicated that th~re was a substantial localized region in the lower hot side of tl:le u-
bends where velocities exceeded 6 m/sec. · 

The NRC AlHOS calculations were compared to gap velocities computed both with 
the Mitsubishi-ATHOS and the FIT-lit models. Since tube R142C88 was the only· 
one· commpn for each of the analyses, it can be used as basis for comparison. The 
effective peak velocities were as follows: 

• NRC ATHOS - 5.2 m/sec 
• Mitsubishi ATHOS - 5.6 m/sec 

3 ATHOS/SGAP Version 3.l: Analysis of the Thermal-Hydraulics ofa Steam Generator, 2008 
4 R. Voilette, M. J. Pettigrew; N. W, Mureithi, "'Fluidelastic Instability of an Array ofTul:Jes Preferentia)Jy Flexible 
in the Flow Pirectioli Subjected to Two-Phase Cross Flow," Trans. ASME, Journal of Pressure Vessel Technology, 
128, 148 (2006). 
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• Mitsubishi FIT-111- 2.5 m/sec 

Both the NRC and Mitsubishi ATHOS results were reasonably consistent and 
strongly suggested that high velocities coupled With high void fraction were primary 
causal factors i.n the tube fluid-elastic instability and the excessive wear patterns 
obseived in the Unit 3 steam generators. 

The team reviewed the verification and validation of both the Mitsubishi FIT-Ill 
thermal-hydraulic and FIVATS tube vibration models as stated in Specification 
S023-617-1, Revision 4. The specification required Mitsubishi to design and build 
the steam generators in accordance with ASME NQA-1, "Quality Assurance 
Requirements for Nuclear Facility Applications," 1994, Sµbpart 2.7 "Computer 
Software" and Mitsubishi's quality assurance program. 

The team reviewed Mitsubishi's verification and validation Report KAS-20050201, 
''FIT-111 Code Validation Report," Revision 2. The report concluded the FIT-Ill code 
was valid for prediction of velocity and density behavior of two-phase flow under 
nominal conditions for the secondary side of PWR steam generators. 

The team reviewed Mitsubishi's verification and validation Report KAS-20040253, 
"FIVATS Code Validation and Qualification Report," Revision 3. The FIVATS model 
was designed to calculate the stability ratios by using the flow velocity and density 
distributions from the FIT-Ill model. The FIVATS model primarily used the Conners' 
Equation, and validation was performed mainly by comparison to hand calculation; 
however, Mitsubishi used a niock-up test facility with a simple anti-vibration bar 
structure as part of their validation effort. The report concluded that adequate 
validation and qualification was performed to show compliance to software 
requirements and that the code could predict flow-induced vibration. 

The team requested additional information as part of the verification and validation of 
the FIT-Ill thermal-hydraulic model. Mitsubishi provided several additional reports. 
One of the reports showed benchmarking comparisons to a French test facility 
program called CLOTAIRE in 1986. Another report conducted in 2002, showed 
comparisons between Fll-111 and ATHOS, and concluded that both codes had good 
correlation with the CLOTAIRE experimental data. Because of the limited 
information provided, the team could not determine the validity of the benchmarking 
of FIT-Ill. 

Overall, the team det~rmined that the validation and verification of the FIT-Ill code 
did not present oveiwhelming evidence that this code has been adequately 
benchmarked. The team did not find any problems with the validation of the FIVATS 
code. 

(3) NRC A THOS Results 

Figures 1 through 4 (different view angles of same results) show results, with low T hQf 

and low steam pressure and present a 30 isometric encapsulation of steam qualities 
(red scale) at and above 0.9 (i.e., void fraction> 0.99) and field velocities at and 
above 6.0 m/sec (white scale). 
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Figure 1 

The ATHOS model results of high steam quality and steam velocity closely align with 
the area-of concern (tube-to-tube wear) in the Unit 3 replacement steam generators. 
In Figure 5, the code predicted regions of high void fraction and high steam velocities 
(vertically located z-axis cut at about 20 inches above the ?'h TSP) are superimposed 
with tube-to-tube wear indications from Unit 3 steam generator 3E0-88. 

The tube-to-tube wear indications align with anti-vibration bar wear indication trends; 
however, the anti-vibration bar wear patterns appear to indicate a more square-like, 
essentially rectangular behavior that suggests that there may also be.a mechanical, 
fabrication, assembly, and/or material contribution to the tLibe-to-tubewear 
degradation. 
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Figure 4 
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Figure 5 

SC!~SONGS Unit 3 .. REPL 
~$ :; / Oeptn S·;i· 
?'<rTube• 

The .NRC analysis indicated a correlation wi1h the tube-to,-tube wear based on a 
combination of high void fraction ~nd high _steam velocities. It should be noted that 
the traditlonaf forcing function, fluid velocity squared times·density, does not show 
go_od agreement with the tube-:to-tubewear patterns~ This indicated that the high 
quality steam fluid velocities and high void fraction may be.sUfficiently high to cause 
conditions in the generators conducive for onset of fluid-elastic instability. 
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The above analyses apply equally to Units 2 and 3, so it does not explain why the 
accelerated fluid-elastic instability wear damage was significantly greater in Unit 3 
steam generators. The A THOS thermal-hydraulic model predicts bulk fluid behavior 
based on first principals and empirical correlations and as a result it is not able to 
evaluate mechanical, fabrication, or structural material differences or other 
phenomena that may be unique to each steam generator. Therefore this analysis 
cannot account for these mechanical factors and differences which could very likely 
also be contributing to the tube degradation. 

c. Conclusion 

The team identified one unresolved item associated with the-non-conservative FIT-Ill 
thermal-hydraulic model results. 

Based on independent NRC thermal-hydraulic analysis, the team concluded that the 
SONGS replacement steam generators were not designed with adequate margin to 
preclude the onset of fluid-elastic instability. Therefore unless changes are made to the 
operation or configuration of the steam generators, high fluid velocities and high void 
fractions in localized regions in the u-bend will continue to cause excessive tube wear 
and accelerated wear that _could result in tube leakage and/or tube rupture. The 
deficiencies appear to be related to Mitsubishi's FIT-111 thermal hydraulic code having 
predicted non-conservative low velocity results and low void fractions. These results 
lead Mitsubishi to conclude that margins to instability were significantly larger than they 
~ctually are. This assessment is based on eddy current data, NRC ATHOS analysis, 
Mitsubishi A THOS analysis, and other thermal-hydraulic analyses completed by 
Westinghouse and AREVA that all identified significantly higher fluid velocities and void 
fractions than FIT -111. 

Based on the cause evll\luation and corrective action plan, SCE determined that the best 
solution to prevent tube-to-tube wear was to conservatively plug and stabilize the 
affected areas. By taking the impacted tubes out-of-service, SCE determined that thi.s 
should reduce the pot~ntial for localized fluid velocities reaching critical velocity. In 
addition, in order to ensure sufficient margin to preclude the onset of fluid-elastic 
instability, SCE determined that reactor power would also have to be reduced. At this 
time SCE is still developing additional corrective actions to prevent tube-to-tube wear. 
The actions have not been finalized and no determination has been made concerning 
the appropriate power level. The NRC has not made any conclusions on the proposed 
corrective actions. Once the corrective actions have been fin~lized, they will be 
inspected as part of the Confirmatory Action Letter followup inspection. 

9.0 Risk.Assessment (Charter Item 9) 

a. Inspection Scope 

The team reviewed the steam generator tube leak and failures of multiple steam 
generator tubes during in-situ pressure testing to support an assessment of the risk of 
the degraded steam generator tubes during various accident conditions, including a 

· main steam line break accident. 
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b. Observations and Findings 

No findings were identified. 

An NRC senior reac~or analyst performed a preliminary risk assessment. The risk is 
composed of two parts: (1} a non-consequential steam line break that induces a steam 
generator tube rupture, specifically involving the degraded tubes; and (2) an elevated 
risk of a tube rupture as an initiating event. 

Assuming that·a steam line break would cause the degraded steam generator tubes to 
rupture during a "T /2n exposure period of 6 months yielded a change in the large early 
release frequency of 4E-6/yr. This would be characterized as having a "Yellow" 
(substantial safety) significance. However, SCE informed the NRC that a calculation is 
under review that will likely indicate that the differential pressures generated by a steam 
line break would not be large enough to rupture the degraded tubes as long as operatots 
successfully implemented their emergency procedures. If this is confirmed, the risk 
associated with steam line breaks will be significantly reduced. 

Although in this case the degraded condition of the tubes was manifested as a small 
primary to secondary leak, it is possible that a full-blown rupture could have been the 
first indication. The change in core damage frequency of a steam generator tube rupture, 
according to the SONGS SPAR model, is 4.26E~7/yr. Because of an unmitigated 
bypass of containment, the change in large early release frequency is also 4.26E-7/yr. 
Conservatively, the estimated steam generator tube rupture frequency would double. 
The change in large early release frequency wouid be approximately 2.13E-('/yr 
(considering a 6-month exposure period), which would be assigned a "White" (low to 
moderate safety) significance. 

10.0 Assess Quality Assurance. Radiological Controls. and Safety Culture Components 
{Charter Item 10) 

a. Inspection Scope 

The team reviewed the event, operator actions, management decisions, steam 
generator eddy current examinations, in-situ pressure testing, and tube plugging and 
stabilization activities to determine whether issues related to quality assurance, 
radiological controls, or safety culture existed. 

b. Observations and Findings' 

No findings were identified . 

. Region IVradiation protection inspectors reviewed the estimated offsite radiation 
exposure from the actual steam generator tube leak on Unit 3 steam generator 3E0-88 
that occurred on January 31 , 2012, including the potential dose consequence to site 
workers and members of the public. The licensee determined that the Unit 3 steam . 
generator tube leak resulted in a release of gaseous effluents into the public domain, 
and the primary radionuclides released were argon-41, xenon•133, and xenon-135. The 
release resulted in an estimated d.0000452 (4.52 E-5) mrem dose to the public. 
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Inspectors also reviewed design drawings and radiation monitor data, performed plants 
tours, and confirmed the licensee's use of the offsite dose calculation methodology. The 
inspectors concluded that the Unit 3 steam generator tube leak was detected by the 
condenser steam jet air ejector radiation monitor 3RT-7820 as per design. In addition, 
the radiation monitor 3RT-7820 alarmed and alerted SONGS operators of the steam 
generator tube leak as required. 

c. Conclusions 

The radiation protection inspectors concluded that SCE appropriately accounted for the 
unplanned release associated with the Unit 3 steam generator tube leak. 

11.0 Operational impacts from Unit 3 to Unit 2 (Charter Item 11) 

a. Inspection ScoQe 

As follow-on of the previous sections, the team reviewed collections of the Mitsubishi 
documents and presentations, licensee documents and presentations, and NRG 
independent analysis and assessments to consider the operational impact on Unit 2 
based on analysis and data, including eddy current results, regarding the as-found 
condition of Unit 3. The team compared key observations and overall differences in 
operational parameters that are common to both units that could affect and possibly limit 
Unit 2 operation. The team focused on differences in fabrication, manufacturing, 
operation, and eddy current data results between Units 2 and3 steam generators. 

b. Observations and Findings 

No findings were identified. 

Since generator physical dimensions and design are identical, the operational 
parameters are basically the same between the Unit 2 and 3 steam generators; 
therefore, the hydraulic forcing function that caused tube-to-tube wear and accelerated 
anti-vibration bar and tube sup-port plate wear should also be same. The initial 
inspections of the Unit 2 steam .generators did not indicate significant wear except at the 
retainer bars (different mechanism caused this wear). However, subsequent follow up 
inspections in Unit 2 with a more sensitive probe confirmed the existence of minor tube
to-tube wear in two neighboring tubes but in orte of the steam generators. The tube-to
tube wear that was found in Unit 2 was in a similar location as that found in both of the 
Unit 3 steam generators. 

The phenomenon offluid-elastic instability is a function primarily of two criteria: the fluid
velocity forces and the damping capability of the support structure {i.e., the tube support 
plates, the tubeshE!et, and the anti-vibration bars). Therefore, if it is determined that the 
thermal hydraulic forces in the bundle are the same, it can be concluded that the 
damping forces between the Unit 2 and Unit 3 replacement steam generators must be 
different. Mitsubishi performed several studies that indicated that gap contact forces in 
the anti-vibration bars were greater in Unit 2 than in Unit 3. However, with the exception 
of manufacturing data that shows slight differences, there is not currently a method 
available to measure the clearances between the anti-vibration bars and the tubes; 
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however, SCE is currently working with AREVA to develop a method to take these 
measurements. 

The tube damage found in Unit 3 is markedly more severe than Unit 2, especially 
considering that Unit 3 operated only about half the amount of time as Unit 2. This 
suggests that there is indeed a sizeable difference in the damping capability of the unit 
steam generators. 

There are generally two options to arrest localized damaging thermal hydraulic 
phenomena in steam generators. The first ar:id preferred option is to plug tubes in the 
affected area. The collective plugging tends to relocate and reduce high fluid velocities 
and void fractions, and has on previous occasions in industry been successful. 
However, if plugging selected tubes does not provide significant margins adequate to 
arrest the damage mechanism, thermal hydraulic conditions can be reduced through a 
reduction in power. Reducing power has several beneficial effects including (1) tends to 
increase steam pressure, (2) reduces high steam fluid veiocities and high void fraction in 
the bundle, and (3) improves damping. Currently, SCE is still reviewing and developing 
additional corrective actions to preclude fluid-elastic instability. The NRC has been 
observing some of the mockup testing being used to qualify additionat repair activities. 

c. Conclusions 

Based on the review of actual operating data and independent thermal-hydraulic 
modeling analyses, the team determined that there were not any maj_or differences in the 
thermal hydraulic phenomena at normal full power operation. 

The NRC will review both physical and operational changes that SCE completes as part 
of the Confirmatory Action Letter inspections. 

12.0 Divider Plate Manufacturing and Weld Issues (Mitsubishi Charter Item 2) 

a. Inspection Scope 

On March 18, 2009, Mitsubishi identified cracking indications in the weld between the 
divider plate .and the channel head of Unit 3 replacement steam g·enerator 3E0-88 (see 
figure below), after completion of the ASME Se.ction Ill hydrostatic test on the secondary 
side. The extent of condition investigation also identified similar cracking indications in 
Unit 3 replacement steam generator 3E0:..89. As discussed in Section 4 of this report, 
the cause of the cracking was attributed to the air carbon-arc gouging process used to 
remove the clad weld from the channel head. The team reviewed information 
associated with the repair of the cracking indications to assess whether the·repair 
activities resulted in relevant differences in design and fabrication that could be 
considered as contributing factors for the cause of the tube-to-tube wear issue in Unit 3. 
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b. Observations and Findings 

No findings were identified. 

The team identified an unresolved item for which additional information is required to 
determine if a performance deficiency exists or if the issue constitutes violation of NRG 
requ.iremehts: The team also identified several observations related to the divider plate 
weld repairs in Unit 3 replacement steam generators. 

1) Introduction: The team identified an Unresolved Item as.sociated with the adequacy 
of evaluation and controls for the divider plate weld repairs. 

Description: The cracking of t!ie divider plate weld in both Unit 3 replacement ste~m 
generators required extensive repairs affecting the channel head, divider plate; and 
tubesheet. Based on interviews with licensee personnel and the review of 
documentation for the repairs, the team determined that Mitsubishi did not perform a 
comprehensive evaluation to assess the impact of the divider plate repairs on the 
integrity of the tube bundle. The team determined that the areas listed below were 
not considered or evaluated in sufficient depth to identify the potential adverse 
effects of the planned weld repairs. 

• Additional Rotations - The repair activities for the Unit 3 steam generators 
required additional rotations of the steam generator assembly while t_hese were 
oriented in the horizontal position. The repairs resulted in approximately 300 
additional rotations in each steam generator, which could have affected the 
configuration of the tube bundle in terms of anti-vibrati.on bar gaps or distortion. 
The team identified that Mitsubishi did not fully evaluate the impact of additional. 
rotations on the configuration of the steam generators since rotation was 
considered a normal evolution in the f<~brication process. 
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• Heat Input-The repair process included extensive heat-adding activities such as 
grinding, flame cutting, and post-weld heat treatment. While these activities were 
.performed in accordance with the construction code of record and an approved 
repair plan, they could have resulted in thermal expansion and unintended 
distortion of steam generator components. For example, the channel heads 
were removed using flame cutting and Mitsubishi's evaluation for the impact of 
this activity was limited to the base material area in the vicinity of the cut, i.e. the 
heat affected zone. Mitsubishi did not fully assess the impact this activity could 
have on the overall configuration of the steam generator in terms· of thermal 
expansion of the tubesheet or distortion. 

• Dimensional Checks after Repair - The team identified that Mitsubishi did not 
perform dimensional verifications (e.g. cle~rances) of the tube bundle or other 
secondary side dimensions after the repairs of the Unit 3 steam generators to 
confirm that critical dimensions were not affected by the repairs. 

Additional review by the NRC is required following completion of the licensee's cause 
evaluation to fully assess how the repair activities affected the Unit 3 replacement 
steam generators and then determine whether this issue represents a performance 
deficiency or constitutes a violation of NRC requirements. This issue is identified as 
URI 05000362/2012007-09, "t;valuation of the Effects ·Of Divider Plate Weld Repairs 
in Unit 3 ReplacementSteam Generators.'' 

2) Repair Plan: The team noted that Mitsubishi developed a specific plan to conduct the 
repair of the divider plate weld in both Unit 3 replacement steam generators. The 
repair plan adequately· described. the major repair steps and the required 
implementing procedures. For some of the repair stages, the licensee developed 
new procedures to prescribe activities outside the normal· fabrication sequence. The 
repair plan consisted of the following major steps: · · 

• Cutting off the divider plate from the tubesheet by grinding 

' Cutting off the channel head from the tubesheet by flame ·cutting 

• Cutting the divider plate from the channel head by grinding 

• Removal of the heat affected zone of.the channel head bowl edge due to flame 
· cutting 

• Application of weld buildup and post-weld heat treatment on the channel head 
bowl edge 

• Application of low alloy steel buildup and Alloy 690 butter on the bottom of the 
channel head for divider plate welding, including required post .. weld heat 
treatment 

• Application of Alloy 690 buildup on the divider plate, including req1,1ired post-weld 
heat treatment 

• Welding divider plate to channel head 

• Welding the divider plate to the tubesheet 

• Welding the channel head to the tubesheet 

• Primary side hydrostatic test 
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3) Differences between Replacement Steam Generators: The team identified the 
notable differences listed below between Unit 2 arid Unit 3 replacement steam 
generators as a result of the divider plate weld repair activities. 

• Material Class for the Tubesheets - The tubesheet material for both Unit 3 
replacement steam generators was reclassified to facilitate the additional post
weld heat treatment required for the repair of the divider plate welds. The 
tubesheet manufacturer originally certified that the tubesheet mate~ial met the 
requirements of ASME specification SA-508/Grade 3/Class 2, with a post-weld 
heat treatment time of approximately 15 hours. The repair activities in Unit 3 
required additional post-weld heat treatment, which was expected to affect the 
properties of the tubesheet material to the extent that the mechanical properties 
would not meet the requirements for SA-508/Grade 3/Class 2 material. 
Mitsubishi performed mechanical testing on a specimen fabricated from the 
archive samples that was exposed to 30 hours of post-weld heat treatment and 
the tests showed that the tubesheet material's tensile strength did not meet the 
ASME specifications for SA-508/Grade 3/Class 2 material. Mitsubishi performed 
a reconciliation review to reclassify the material to SA-508/Grade 3/Class 1, 
which has a lower tensile strength. The reconciliation included an evaluation of 
resulting stresses on the tubesheet under design, upset, emergency, faulted, and 
test conditions using the material properties for SA-508/Class 1 material. The 
evaluation resulted in acceptable stresses based on the stress limits imposed by 
the construction code of record. This issue was evaluated by Mitsubishi in the 
non-conformance report process and Supplier Deviation Request 
SDR-08610041870-09086 was submitted to the licensee for review and 
approval. The licensee approved the reclassification ofthe tubesheet material. 

• Minimum Thickness of the Channel Head Base Metal - The channel heads of 
both Unit 3 steam generators were removed by flame cutting to facilitate the 
divider plate weld repairs. The removal and final welding of the channel head 
resulted in a reduction of the minimum wall thickness of the channel head base 
metal. The minimum base metal thickness was reduced by 1.18-inches. 
Mitsubishi evaluated this change in the "Design Report for the Channel Head 
Region." ,The reduction in minimum wall thickness was addressed through a 
reconciliation of stress ratios based on the stress limits imposed by the 
construction code of record. The analysis demonstrated the structural adequacy 
of the channef head, primary inlet nozzle, primary outlet nozzle, primary manway, 
support skirt, and the stud bolts of the primary manway. 

• Number of Bolts in the Divider Plate Patch Plates - The original design of the 
replacement steam generators included a patch plate held in place at the upper 
corners of the divider plate by three bolts. As a result of the divider plate-to
tubesheet weld removal to support the repair activities, the Unit 3 divider plate 
patch plates were modified to be held by two bolts instead of the three bolts 
specified in the original design. Mitsubishi submitted this design change to the 
licensee for review and approval. Licensee personnel approved the design 
change as requested. 
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• Weld Buildup on Channel Head Surfaces - Since the repair of the divider plate 
welds in Unit 3 steam generators required cutting of the channel head, weld 
buildup had to be applied on the affected surfaces in order to restore the 
dimensions to design specifications. Mitsubishi submitted this design change to 
the licensee for review and approval. Licensee personnel approved the design 
change a$ requested. 

• Post Weld Heat Treatment-The tubesheet-to-channel head weld area 
experienced a total of two post-Weld heat treatments. Both Unit 3 replacement 
steam generators received an additional local post-weld heat treatment at 
approximately 1103° F for approximately 3.5 hrs. Mitsubishi submitted this 
fabrication process change to the licensee for review and approval. Licensee 
personnel approved the design change as requested. 

• Total of Rotations during Fabrication -The total number of rotations on each 
steam generator varied as a result of the hydrostatic test results ~nd the repairs 
ori the divider plate welds. 

I 
·steam Initial Additional Total 

Generator Rotations Rotations for Rotations 
Divider Plate 

! Repairs I 
Unit 2E0-89 520 0 520 l 

I Unit 2 E0"'88 510 r 0 510 
l l ' 

Unit 3 E0-89 I 470 
-I 

340 810 
i 

I Unit 3 E0-88 I 440 I 320 l 760 
i . l i 

c. Conclusions 

The team identified one unresolved item a!;;soclated with the repair work done on the 
Unit 3 divider plate. The team did not identify any connection between the repairs ofthe . . 

divider plate and the unexpected tube-to-tube wear. 

13.0 Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation <NRR) Review of SONGS 50.59 Evaluation 

a. Inspection Scope 

The NRR technical specialist reviewed all of the design changes as$ociated with the 
replacement steam generators to determine whether the changes to the facility or 
procedures, as described in the updated final safety analysis report, had been reviewed 
and documented in accordance with 10 CFR 50.59 requirements. The techhical 
specialist reviewed the various information used by SOE to review the changes being 
made to the replacement steam generators, inducting calcula~ions, analyses, design 
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change doc·umentation, procedures, the updated final safety analysis report, the 
technical specifications, and plant drawings. The evaluation process used by the 
technical specialist included determining if the design changes to the replacement steam 
generators were a change to the facility or procedures as described in the updated final 
safety analysis report or a test or experiment not described in the updated final safety 
analysis report. The technical specialist also verified that safety issues related to the 
changes were resolved. The technical specialist compared the safety evaluations and 
supporting documents to the guidance and methods provided in NEI 96-07, "Guidelines 
for 10 CFR 50.59 Implementation,'' Revision 1, as endorsed by NRC R·egulatory 
Guide 1.187, "Guidance for Implementation of 10 CFR 50.59, Changes, Tests, and 
Experiments;'' to qetermine the adequacy ·of the 1 O CFR 50. 59 evaluations. 

b. Observations and Findings 

No findings were identified 

The NRR technical specialist identified one unresolved item for which additional 
information is required to determine if performance deficiencies exist' or if the issues 
constitute violations of NRC requirements. 

(1) Introduction: The NRR technical specialist reviewed SCE's 1 O CFR 50.59 evaluation 
contained in Engin~ring Change Packages 800071702 and 800071703 for the 
Unit 2 and Unit 3 replacement steam generators, respectively, in which SCE 
determined that the impact of the replacement steam generators on the current 
licensing basis and any need for NRC approval as required by 10 CFR 50.Q9. 

(2) Description: The NRR technical specialist reviewed the SCE's 10 CFR 50.59 
evaluation against 10 CFR 50.59(c)(2)(viii) which requires that licensees obtain a 
license amendment pursuant to 10 CFR 50.90 prior to implementing a proposed 
change if the change would result in a departure from a method of evaluation 
described in the final safety analysis report (as updated) used in establishing the
design bases or in the safety analyses. Industry guidance NEI 96-07, Revision 1, 
Section 3.10, "Methods of Evaluation," states, "Definition: Methods of evaluation 
means the calculational framework used for evaluating behavior or response of the 
facility or structures, systems, and components." Regulation 10 CFR 50.59 a(.2}, 
states, "Departure from a method of evaluation described in the FSAR (as updated) 
used in establishing the design bases or in the safety analyses means (i) changing 
any of the elements of the method described in the FSAR (as updated) unless the 
results of the analysis are conservative or essentially the same; or (ii) changing from 
a method described in the FSAR to another method unless that method has been 
approved by NRG forthe intended application." Regulation 10 CFR 50.59(d)(1) 
reqyires that the licensee maintain records of changes in the facility that "includes a 
written evaluation which provides the bases for the determination that the change, 
test, or experiment does not require a license amendment.. .. " The technical 
specialist evaluated SCE's bases for determining that the changes would not result 
in the departure from the method of evaluation used in establishing the design bases 
or in the safety analyses. Specifically, the technical specialist evaluated whether the 
changes involved: 
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(a) changing of any of the elements of the method described in the updated final 
safety analysis report, which consistent with 10 CFR 50.59 a(2)(i) would be 
justified by demonstrating that the results of the analysis are conservative or 
essentially the same; or 

(b) changing from a method described in the updated final safety analysis report to 
another method, which consistent with 10 CFR 50.59 a(2}(ii) would be justified by 
demonstrating that method has been approved by NRC for the intended 
application. 

The NRR technical. specialist 'reviewed' SCE's 10 CFR 50.59 evaluation and found 
two instances that failed to adequately address whether the change involved a 
departure of the method of evaluation described in the updated final safety analysis 
report. 

(a) Use of ABACUS instead of ANSYS: Updated Final Safety Analysis Report 
Sections 3.9.1.2.2.1.11 and 3.9.1.2.2.2.3 were revised to reflect that the SONGS 
Unit 2 and 3 original steam generators stress analyses.for reactor coolant· system 

· structural integrity utilized the ANSYS computer program, whereas the 
replacement steam generators analyses utilized the ABAQUS computer 
program. The SCE's 50.59 evaluation incorrectly determined that using the 
ABAQUS instead of ANSYS was a change to an element of the method 
described in the updated final safety analysis report did not constitute changing 
from a method described in the updated final SC:lfety analysis report to another · 
method, and as such, did not mention wh~ther ABAQUS has been approved by 
the NRC for this application. 

(b) Use ofANSYS instead of STRUDL and ANSYS: Updated Final Safety Analysis 
Report Section 5.4.2.3.1.3 was revised to reflect that the SONGS Unit 2 and 3 
evaluation oftube stress under loss of coolant accident conditions for the original 
steam generators consisted of a two-step process utilizing the STRUDL and 
ANSYS computer programs to calculate displacement histories and tube 
stresses, respectively, while the corresponding replacement steam generators 
analysis determined tube stresses from blowdown forces using only the ANSYS 
computer program. While SCE's 50.59 evaluation correctly considered this a 
change from a method described in the FSAR to another method, the 50.59 
evaluation did not mention whether th~ method has been approved by NRC for 
this application. · 

This issue is identifie.d as URI 05000362/2012007-10, uevaluation of Dep~rture of 
Method of Evaluation for 10 CFR 50.59 Processes." 

c. Conclusions · 

The NRR technical specialist identified one unresolved item associated with change in 
the method of evaluation as described in the updated final safety analysis report. 
Additional review and followup wili be required to review the departure of the method of 
evaluation used during the stress i::inalysis calculations associated with the replacement 
steam generators. 
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14.0 Exit Meeting Summary 

On June 18, 2012, the NRC held a public' meeting and presented the inspection results 
to Mr. P. Dietrich, Senior Vice President and Chief Nuclear Officer, and other members 
of the staff, who acknowledged the findings. Proprietary information was provided to the 
team arid all proprietary information was returned to SCE. 
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AUDITS/SELF-ASSESSMENTS/QUALITY CONTROL DRAWINGS 

SONGS DOCUMENTS 

Number Revision/Date 
--~-------------·---·---~·---·----<-------< 

MHl-1-06 Southern California Audit ofMitsubishi Heavy Industries June 16, 2006 
l 

April 27, 2009 I MH1-t-0e--1· Southern California Auditofiv1itsubishi Heavy Industries 

I MHl-2-04 I Southern Callf<lrnia Audit of Mltsub!Shi Heavy lndustrtes 
.... ~ ~-

December 14, 

\ 
2004 

f scEs-001-1 o I Procurement arid Material Control Program Auffif isepteniber 14, 
I. 2010 
I I I 

· MHl-01-Q.if · i Evaluation and Review ofCorifractor, Consultant, Utility or September 24, 
Licensee Audit Report 2004 

4Status ofsouthern California Edison (SCE) Corrective 
i 

March 23, 2007 

I Action Request (CAR) Nos. S-1918 andS-1932 Closure 
l ; 

Southern California Edison (SCE) Corrective Action Request 1 
(CAR) No. S-1991, Supplier Stop Work-Order (SSWO) No. 
SSW0-001-08 

·--···-···--··· -----·--·--·-¥-•• 

I 
RSG-SCE/MHl-06-2233 - Southern California Edison (SCE) May 3, 2006 
Corrective Action Request (CAR) No. S-1882 Closure I 

I RSG-SCEIMH1~06-1°916- Southern California Edison (SCE) February 22, 

t Corrective Action Request, (CAR) No. S-1906 Closure 2006 

.South19rn California Edis.on (SCE) Audit No. MHl-1-06 and ji January .31, 20081 
Corrective Action Request (CAR) Nos. S-1915, S-1916, .s-· 

1 
1917, and S-1918 . j i 

tA_R_#----!1Q·ualification Letter -··----.. ··-·--.. --, _Septe
2
m
00

b
4
er 24, l L 04090134~ 

·1 AR#05030145 j Qualification Letter ··--.. ----... - ... ----- ll._ Marc~ 23, 20©5 

18 
-----~-.~-·-... -.. .. ....... -..... ------·---· 
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Number Title ----··--·--·-·-------T- Revision/Date l 
i-::~:::R:::#:::0:::6::0:.....50~0-1-::3-l--::Q-u-a-:-lif=-ic·-a-,-tio_n_le-tt-e_r __ __:::::==----- I May 10, 2006 I 

-· . . 

6C294014 Edison Material Supply Procurement Order for Mitsubishi 
Heavy Industries 

September 281 

.2004 

~ 8023-617-01 1
1

. Specific~tjons for design and-fabrication of RSG-for Unit'2 ______ 4 _____ _ 

\ and Uni~ 3 

1,

1 

S023-617-02 .I Specification$ for Baseline Pre-Service Examination on rl . --· 1 
Tubing for RSG 

rso-23-617-03 I Replacement Steam Generator Installation Unit 2 and 3 -t------4---
~ 8023-617-0~ . Specifications for the Transportation of Replacement Steam~--1----
1 Generators l 
l TL coo17a3 I San Onofre Topical Report Quality Assurance Manual""--+ 64 
I ; 

F (f01782-· · 1. San Onofre 2&3 FSAR Updated Quality Assurance Program 
Topical Report SCE-1 

·1 

15 

1-~--- I SONGS Unif2 & 3 Replacement Steam Generator QAfQC O -1 
I j Manufacturing Oversight Plan Japan Steel Works ! , ! 

1

1 I SON. G$ Unit 2 & ~ Replacement Steam Generator QA/Qc-i-----1 --i, 
I , Oversight Plan I 

I 
I 1 , 

. 

SONGS Unit 2 & 3 Replacement Steam Generator ReceiptT- O ~ 
Inspection Plan 

l SGR-A 10183 j Replacement Steam Generator Re$ident Oversight Plan - I ___ 1 ___ _ l SGR-A 10159 I San-Onorr.i Nuclear Generating Statiori Unit -2 & 3 StE.ain - ---1-, --1 
Generator Replacement Project Plan : 

MHl-IBV-'65 I Source Verification Report of MHl/Japan Steel Wo~ March 15, 2005 j 
MHl-1SV-06 I Source Verification Report of M~~Japa~~~~~I Wor~- -F~~ruary 7, 2006 

MHl-1 SV~07 Source Verification Report. of MHI March 20, 2007 

·--- --------- ·--·-- i - .. ·---l 
MHl-1SV-08 Source Verification Report of MHl/Japan Steel Work I August-29. 2008 

MH1-2sv-os · source veriftcatlOr1R.0POrtorMHi-. __ .. __ ·--j.prir 1, 200s-l 

MHl-2SV~rCeVeritication Report of MHl/Japan Steel Work j March 24, 2006 I 
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r Number 

\ MHl-2SV-07 
r 

Source Verification Report of MHI 
i RevisiQl1/Da!e I 

I
. November 2, 

' 2007 i 

I MHl-3sv=os J Source Verification Report of M.Hl/Japan Steel Worl<-.-,.... May 3, 2005 ! 
Pv1Hl-3SV-06 \ Source Verification Report of MHI - ·1· ·May 3, 2006\ 

I MHl-4SV-05 I Source Verification Report of MHl/Japan Steel Work 

j MHl-4SV-06 i Source Verification Report of MHl/Japan Steel Work 

May 4, 2005 

May 23, 2006 

June 10, 2005 I MHl-5SV-05 j Source Verification Report of MHl/Japan Steel Work 

MHl-~V~6 J'soo~e.~.~~~n~~-rt-cl_M_H_._l ___________ S_e_p_~_m_b_e_r_2_6_,_ 
2006 

MHJ-6SV-05 I Source Verification Report of MHI I July 1, 2005 

,_M_H-l-6_S_V~-'"""oe---+-: -so_u_r-ce_V_e_n-.fi-ca-tio_n_R-ep-ort_o_f MHI I January 24, 2001 I 
._M_H_1-_1s_v_-~~.--i-s_o_u:.~e_v_e_ri~~~~-tio_n_R_e_p_ort_· _of_M_Hl/Jap~_n_s_te~~-W--o=r-~~--~-,._.I ~A_u_9Usti2,2oo_~ 

MHl-7SV-06 Source Verification Report of MHI I January 16, 2007 I 
MHl-8SV-05 Source Verification Report of MHI 

i 

~-9SV-05 I Source Verification Rep_ort of ~Hl/J~_an Steel Work 

/-MR1-1osv-os Source Evaluation Report of MHI 

t:_H1:11 ~V-05 - ,· sourCe Verifi~ion Report of MHl/Japan Steel~---

•'' A1-5-

March 26, 2007 J 
I 

·-October 13, 20051 

February 8, 2006 l 

Decem~br21, .. 
2005 

J ___ _ 
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CALCULATIONS 

-·-T-- -1 
Number · l Title l Rev

6
ision I' 

$023-617-1- · . Design Report ofihe Channel Head Region 
C275 

8023-617-1= 1· Design for RCS FlowRate ··---~-----·---1--1 
C514 . I 

$023-617-1- I Retainer Bar Tube Wear Report o -1. 
M1562 

,,._, ____ ·-------·-'-·------' 
DESIGN BASIS DOCUMENTS 

r-
Titfe I 'Number 

$023-617-01 'Specification for Design and Fabrication of RSGs for Un~ 
and Unit 3 . 1 

I 8023-617-1- I As-Built Reconciliation Report for Unit 3 ! 2 
I M1492 -+-
~4·-G--A-4_2_8 __ _.._D_e_s_ig._n_o_f_A_nti--V-i-br-a-ti-on-B-ar--~-----------"--· : --· -5-. ---, 

IOBD=-so23- Design Basis for Steam Generatpr and Secondary Side --1----10 I 
I 36s I , 

DESIGN CHANGE NOTIFICATIONS/SUPPLIER DEVIATION REQUESTS 

f Number 
·-- ·---·--·-

1-Title Revision -
~CP Engineering Change Package, "Replacement Steam 0 
'800071703 j Ge~e~~tors" 

------'-- ~~-~ 

SDR-007 I Circulation Ratio for RSG 0 
43366-05007 

~ .._SDR-037 
' -I Tube-to-Tube ClearanCe in 2A RSG 

43366-06037 
i 

Tool Mark in 3A Tubesheet 
-----·-- -

SD.R-047 0 I 43366-07047 
·-··----. 

SDR-050 Tool Mark in· 38 Tubesheet 0 
4336.6-07050 

1 SDR-051 I Unit 2A Lower Shell Assembly 0 
43366-07051 . . 

1 

.....__,_·--·---·. I 
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r Number_ I ~--=-.. ~---·-·~--~--·=------i--=::::::::::::::::::: I SDR-053 . I Unit 28 Lower Shell Assembly Rev~lo=ln - . 

I 433ee.-a1oss I ~----------~----+---~0-._ . 
-059 ·I Unit 38 Lower Shell Assembly 

j 43366~08059 I 

0 I I SDR-064 I Axial Length of AVB 
i 43366-08064 l 

0 I SDR-079 .. I Statistic~! Size of Tube-to-AVB GaP -.---~. 
! 43366-08079 -I SDR-082 1 Divider Plate Repair of u-11-it_3_R_S_G_s·-----~-----1t------,o----l 
l 43366-o.9_o_a_2-----ii-----·---- . 

1

. 

l. SDR-086 Specifications for Unit 3 RSG TLJbe Material 
I 10041870- I 
I 09086 I I 

0 

SDR-098 Overall Height of 3A RSG 
10041870,. 

t 10098 I 
f--~----t----~------~-~--~-~~~~.~--·~+---~---i 

SDR-099 · I Perpendicularity and Parallelism of 3A RSG Key Bracket O 
10041870-
10099 

SDR-100 
10041870-

i 10100 

DRAWINGS 

Number 

$023-617-1-
0103 

5023~617-1-
0104 

8023-617-1-
0106 

$023-617-1-
0107 

S023;.617-1-
0108 

'------

Parall,.lism of 3B RSG Key Bracket 0 1 
_____ _J~ 

I Title 

Design Drawing - Component and Outline Drawing. 1 / 

-, 
Revision I 
-~·~. 

3 5 

I Design Drawing - Component and Outline Drawing 1 i 3 2 
I ··-·-· ·-·--·-

Design Drawing· Tubesheet and Extension Ring 1 of 3 
12 

Design Drawing Tubesheet and Extension Ring 2 of 3 
5 

.. 

Design Qrawihg Tubesheet and Extension Ring· 3 of 3 
8 I 

l --·-----l $023-617-1- I Design,Drawin~ Lower Shell, Middle Shell, Tra,~sition_C?one _J __ ,_._s~ _ __, 
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I Number 
. 0109 l 
i 

I so23-617-1-
! 0110 . 

18023-617-1-
i 0111 

I 5023.a11-1-
j 0112 . 

I 8023-617-1-
D113 

: 

8023-617-1-
D113 

[ S023-617-1-
D114 

S023-617-1-
D11p 

I I 8023-611-1-
! 0116 

8023-617-1-
0117 

1~023-617-1-
i 0118 

I so23-e11-1-
I 01s9 
' I 8023-617-1-
'0160 

$023-617-1-
D161 

1 so23-61-7-1-
I 01a2 

I sa23-617·1-
D210 

Title Revision 

dU Sh II St b 1 f 4 ·an pper e u 0 i I 

Design Drawing Lower Shell, Middle Shell, Transition Cone I 7 ! 
and Upper Shell Stub 2 of 4 

I 
I 

Design Drawing Lower Shell, Middle Shell, Transition Cone 
4 

and Upper Shell Stub 3 of 4 ; 

I Design Drawing Lower Shell, Middle Shell, Transition Cone 
, and Upper Shell Stub 4 of 4 . I 4 

I Desig-n Drawing Channel Head 1 of 4 I 9 
l I I Design Drawing Channel Head 1 of 4 I 15 
I 

i 

I Design Drawing Channel Head 2 of 4 13 
i ·--~~~~~~~~~~~~~-i-~~~~~---l 
I Design Drawing Channel Head 3 of 4 

5 
·' 
I Design Drawing Tube Bundle 1 of 3 1 

I 

I Design Drawing Tube Bundle 2 of 3 
1 

l 
l --I Design Drawing Tube Bundle 3 of 3 3 I I .. 
l 

~ I Design Drawing Upper Shell, Upper Head Ring and .Upper 
7 Head Top 1of4 1 

Design Drawing Upper Shell, Upper Head Ring and Upper 
2 Head Top 2 of 4 

Desfgn Drawing Upper Shell, _Upper Head Ring and Upper 
I 4 

Head Top 3 of 4 I 

Design Drawing Upper Shell, Upper Head Ring and Up:J 
I 

2 .! Head Top 4 of 4 
- -···- ..... . . 

Design Drawing of Moisture Separator Assembly 1 of 6 I 
10 

! 

~
8023-617-1- Design Drawing of Moisture Separator Assembly 2 of s I 
0211 I 

..._s_0_2_3_-6_1_7_-1_-_ _,_j ~.esign Drawing of Moisture Separator Assembly 3 of a ___ _.· _· ____ s_=J 
10 
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Lj N:::u:::m::b::e::r __ _j_l --· -··---~----=T=itl:::e __ _,,__ _______ _J __ _:::R:::ev::is=i=on::_--1~ 
D212 

5023-617-1- I Design Drawing Channel Head 4 of 4 4 
I 0274 l 

5023-617-1- Design Drawing Tube Support Plate Assembly 1 of 3 3 
0294 : I ·--· --~· 

! 8023-617-1- Design Drawing Tube Support Plate Assembly 2 of 3 4 
i 0295 

l S023-617-1- , Design Drawing Tube Support Plate Assembly 3 of 3 5 
i D296 I . . . . ... 

8023-617-1- I Design Drawing - Critical Field Interface Dimensions and 7 
D383 Major Tolerances 1/3 I ' 
$023-617-1- Design Drawing Wrapper Assembly 1 of 5 

I 
5 

0391 

5023-617-1- I Design Drawing Wrapper Assembly 2 of 5 0 0·392 
t 

I -
5023-61.7-1- Design Drawing Wrapper Assembly 3 of S 2 
D393 

-· ---- .. I 
0394 

17-1- I Design Draw111g Wrapper Assembly 4 of 5 2 

5023,.617"'1- Design Drawing Wrapp.er Assembly 5 of 5 
D395 3 

5023;..617-1-
1 

Design Drawing-Divider Plate1/2 
D494 ! 

10 
I . ' ! 

I 8023;,.617-1- · Design Drawing - Divider Plate 2 i 2 
6 0495 ! 

8023-617 -1- / Design Drawin"g Anti-Vlbrcation Bar Ass~mbly 1 of 9 4 j 0507 I 

5023-617-1- I Design Drawing Anti-Vibration Bar Assembly 2 of 9 

: 
i 
I 

I 

2 D5Q8 I 

8023-617-1- l Design D~awing Anti-Vibration Bar Assembly 3 of 9 0 0509 
-~ 

I 5023-617-1- Design Drawing Anti-Vibration Bar Assembly 4 of 9 
0 0539 

,, 5023-617-1- I Design Drawing Anti-Vibration aar Assembly 5 of 9 2 
l 0540 

,_J 
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f Number Title I Revision l 
' 

l 

I Design Drawing Anti-Vibration Bar Assembly 6 of 9 I ! 'S023-617-1- 2 ! . 

i D541 I ' ! 
I . i 

I Design Drawing Anti-Vibration Bar Assembly 7 of 9 ' 8023-617-1- 8 
\ Ds42 

I S023-617-1- I Design Drawing Anti-Vibr~tion Bar Assembly 8 of 9 
3 

; D543 i f 

I S02~~617-1· j Design Drawing Anti-Vibration Bar Assembly 9 of 9 
1 I 

! 0544 I 

I 
l 

I so23-e11-1- l Design Drawing - Tubing Expansion and Seal Welding 3 
i 0680 I ' 
! I S023-617-1- j Fabrication Drawing-General Shipping Arrangement [SON 

2 
01099 . 2E89· SON 2E882E0-88 ' 

' I ] 1 
8023-617-1- · Fabrication Drawing - General Shipping Arrangement (SON 

· 01100 3E89· SON 3E88] 2 

I so23-s11-1-

I 

f I Fabrtcation Drawing ~Temporary Attachment For Channel 0 
1014aa Head and Tubesheet Welding (Unit 3) 

L5-04FW111 I Detail of AVB 1 of 5 (Center Narrow AVB) 6 

LS-04FW112 ! Detail of AVB 2 of 5 (Center Wide AVB) 2 I 
I ; 
l -LS 04FW113 Detall of AVB 3 of 5 (Srde Narrow AVB) 2 

L5-04FW114 Detail of AVB 4 of 5 (Side Wide AVB for Hot Side) 2 
·~-~-~--;---.~~---i 

I L5-04FW115 I Detail of AVB 5 of 5 (Side Wide AVB for Cold Side) ___ "'"'--'-___ 2 __ __, 

ENGINEERING REPORTS (ER) 

I Number l Title Revision 

S023-617-1- j Divider Plate Weld Joint Separation' Root Cause Evaluation 
M1401 · Report 

4 

8023-617~1- Evaluation ofTube Vibration 3 
C157 

I so23-:..a_1_7--1---~.rA_n_a-1yt-i-ca_1_R_e_pa_rt_of_A_V_B_A_s_s_embly 
i C749 

4 

5023-617-1- Summary Design Report 
l M1265 
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l 9023-617-1- I Perforniance Analysis Report 
i M1231 

I 5023-617-1- !j._Analytical Report of Separator and Dryer Assemblies 
! C682 
i--~--------;· l 8023-617- J Design Report of Tube 
I 01R3 I 

MHI DOCUMENTS 

\Number \ Title 

f°l.JHQ-08N013 MHI Survey Report of Sumitomo Metal Industries, Limited. 
St~el Tube Works 

I i I UHQ-11N010 ~HI Survey Report of Sumitomo Metal Indus.tries, Limited. 
Steel Tube Works r UHQ-05N015 I MHI Survey Report of Sumitomo Metal Industries, limited. 

. Pipe & Tube Works 
l . 

UHQ~08N014 MHI Survey Report of Sumitomo Metal Industries, Limited. 
Steel Tube· Works 

UHQ-11SOQ5 MHI Survey Report of Sumitomo Metal Industries, Limited. 
Steel Tube Works 

I 

UHQ-05N019 I MHI Survey Report of Sumitomo Metal Industries, limited. 
. Steel Tube Works l . . . . . 

BUH94-06 l Quality Assurance Survey/Audit Procedure of Vendors 

BUH94-06 I Vendor Evaluation Procedure 

BUHQ4-06 Vendor Evaluation Procedure 

5ZDD94-06 , Vendor Evaluation Procedure 
I 

UHW-68- MHI Evaluation on Corrective Action Estabiished by 
06A002 Sumitomo Metal Industries !..imited 

UHNR·SON- Nonconformance Report for Alloy 690 $G Tubing for SONGS 
RSG·06N005 Unit2 

I UHQ-07N004 MHI Audit Report of Sumitomo Metal Industries, Li.mited. 
Steel Tube Woks 

I 
i 

A1-11-

3 

I 7 

5 

! Revision/Date 
--· 

0 

0 

1 

0 

: 

0 

0 

6 

i 9 

I --i 13 

1 

0 

1 

.. 
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I Number Title 

I 
UHQ-08Nd13 MHI Survey Report of Sumitomo Metal Industries, Limited. 

Steel Tube Works · 

I UHCP-70N004 Corrective Action Plan Followup Report 

I UE:S-20100006 1 Qualified Vendor List 

j L5-04G8004 ) Submittal Document Control List 

I UGNR-SON2- I Nonconformance Report Channel head for Unit 2A 
, RSG-020 , 

I UGNR-SON2-
I RSG-038 
l 
I 

f UGNR-SON2-
I RSG-052 

I UGNR-SON2-
t RSG-062 

UGNR-SON2-
I RSG-075 

UGNR-SON2-
R$G-091 

I 

Nonconformance Report Unacceptable local diameter change 
of tube holes 

I. Nonconformance Report Unacceptable length of 1 O tube hole 
; pitch·of tube support plate #3 · 
I I Nonconformance Report Incorrect end caps of AVB 
[ 2ASN154C and AVB 2ASN164C 
l 
! Nonconformance Report Unacceptable gaps between tubes 
l and.AVBs 

I 
Nonconformance Report Incorrect machining for ~team flow 
limiting device 

UGNR-SON2- I Nonc~n!'?rmanc~ Report _Unacceptable dimensions for steam 
RSG-096 i flow hm1tlng devrce of Umt 2A 

I 

! 

UGNR·SON3-
RSG~009 

r UC3NR-SON3~ 
I RSG-024 

~-SONS. 
, R G-049 

UGNR-SON3-
RSG-055 

i 
,.._. 
UGNR-SON-
RSG-06N002 

Nonconformance Report Unacceptaple loGal diameter change 
i of tube holes 

Nonconformance Report Some gaps between tubes and 
AVBs are larger than the criterion 

Nonconformance Report Out of tolerance on hand holes 
inside diameter 

Nonconformance Report Divider plate metal repair butter/weld 
crack after post bake 

I Nonconformance Report Feedwater nozzle for unit 2 ID: · 
! 21721--101 ' 
I 
i ... 

November 30, 
2007 

March 2, 2009 

! 

September 11, 
2009, 

I 

February 2, 
2006 

i .. I 

._~_;_o_~_-;_s_-__ _,_l_A_n_,,_t1--V-1b_r_a-tro_n_B_a_r_ln_s_p __ e_ct_10_n_P-ro_c_e_d_u-re_(_ln_d_1v-1d_u_a_I B_a_r_). ---'..I ____ 1 __ ___.;; 
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l Number i I e Revision/Date 
i l UHQ-08N013 ! MHI Survey Report of Sumitomo Metal Industries, Limited. 0 
t Steel Tube Works · 

I j 

t 

Ttl 

I UGS-L5- ) Inspection Procedure for Tube and Anti-Vibration Bar 10 
'050045 . Inspection I . ' 
I 891 U-N0001 Mitsubishi He.ayy Industries Ltd Kobe Shipyard & Machinery 39 
; , Works Quality Assurance Manual (Nuclear) 

l l 
UES-69-. I Mitsubishi Heavy Industries Ltd Kobe Shipyard & Machinery I 15 I I 040038 Works Qualit Assurance Pro ram Manual Pro·ect Addenda 

I 
y g ( ) . 

I 
0 I Stop Work Order for FMA (Final Mill Annealing) on 

I Manufacturing of Heat Transfer Tubing for SONGS RSG I 
I 

MISCELLANEOUS DOCUMENTS 

rNumber Title I Revision/Date 
t 

AR Action Request:. Qualification Letter 
·1 I oeosoo134 

--I AR 040901345 Action Request: Qualification Letter I 

I 
AR 05030145a I Action Request: Qualification Letter I 

Setpoint Transmittal Unit 2 and 3 Gas Monitors December6, 
2010 

i 

I I SONGS Unit 3 Chemistry/Operations Logs - SG Event January ~1. 
I Timeline 2012 

I I I 

I Radiation Monitor 3RT-7870 .setpoints May 31, 2011 
' 

I [ I 
Radiation Monitor 3RT-78.18A Setpoint~ May 31, 2011 

i 
i 

j 2G-030-3 Condenser Air E;jector Continuous Gas Post-Release Report I January 31, 
l 2012 I ' I so23-611-01 I Specification for Design and Fabrication of RSGs for Unit 2 4· I 
' arid Unit 3 

r S02~:-617~02 I Specification for Bas~line Pre~Service Examination (PSE) on 
1 

I 
, Tubing for Replacement Steam Generators 

. 1. . .. . . 
---·-

I I I Updated Final Safety Analysis Report for San Onofre Units 2 
April 2009 and 3 

I I l 
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I Number Title Revision/Date 
I 

I -
! 

8023-6.17-1- Design Review Item List 9 
M29 I 

' ~ 

i DA 2002-92 !Dominion Audit of Mitsubishi Heavy Industries June 9, 2002 
I I . ; l V03-008 ! Omaha Public Power District Audit of Mitsubishi Heavy July 18, 2003 

i Industries 
' I 

I 999010301200 Mitsubishi Heavy Industries (MHI), Kobe, Japan, inspection of July 18, 2008 

1 s-201 selected portions of MHl's Quality Assurance (QA) program, 
, and 10 CFR Part 21 program I 

t i 
99901384/200 Sumitomo Metal Industries, Limited, Higashi-Mukojima November 13, 
9-201 Amagasaki, Japan, inspection of selected portions of 2009 

Sumitomo's quality assurance (QA} program and 10 CFR Part 
~ 21 program 

' 

[ SMl-AQA-9041 i, Reply to Notice of Nonconformance(99901 38412009-201-01) 0 

NRC Inspection of Selected Portions of MHl's Quality Assurance July 18, 2008 
Inspection and 10 CFR Part 21 Programs 
Report 
99901030/200 
8-201 " 

MODIFICATIONS 

I Number I Title I Date 
I I ' I Engineering 50.59 Scre~ning and Evaluation for Repiacement Steam July 31, 2009 

Change Generators - Unit 2 
Package 
NECP 

' 800071702 
! I ! 

Engineering 50.59 Screening and Evaluation for Replacement Steam July 31, 200S 
Change Generatqrs -- Unit 3 
Package 
NECP 
800071703 

I l 
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NUCLEAR NOTIFICATIONS 

! 201907899 

PROCEDURES 

[Number 
I 

! 80123-0DCM 
I 
i 

I 80123-0-47 
' i l 80123-111-5.9 

I 
1 80123-Vlll-1 
L_ . 
! SD-S023-310 
I 
i SD-8023-690 

! Title 
I 
I Offsite Dose Calculation Manual 
j 

I Notification and Reporting of Significant Events 

Manual Effluent Gaseous Release Permits, Setpoint 
Calculations, and Monitor Calibration Constant Evaluations 

I 
I EPIP: Reco nition and Classification of Erner· encies g g 

1 
System Description " Turbine Building Sampling System 

I 
, System Description - Steam Generator E088/089 

I SD-S023-690 , System Description -- Steam Generator Radiation Mo'nitors I ; RE-6753 & RE-6759 

SD-802.3-690 1 System Description - Condenser Air Ejector Wide Range 
I Radiation Monitors RE-7870A/B & Low Range Radiation 
! Monitors RE-7818 
' ! 

I SB-SO-FS.006 Divider Plate Weld Joint Repair Procedure, 
I I SB-SO-HT- Post Weld Heat Treatment Procedure 
' 1001 . \ 
j I S0123-XXXll- Supplier Deviation Requests (SDRs) 
2.27 -

I I 5023-617-1- Design Drawing - Component and Outline Drawing 2/3 
0104 

I I 8023-617-1~ General Shipment Arrangement SON-2A 
01099 

i I 8023-617-1- Hydrostatic Test Procedure 
M1246 

I 
I 

$023-617-1- I Post Weld Heat Treatment Procedure 
M139 

I 

A1 - 15 -

Revision I 
0 

! 18 

8 

36 

9 

18 

18 

18 

I 10 
l 

I 22 

I 5 

I 

2 

4 

3 

I 

I 
21 

' 
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\ 
\ 

I S023-617-1- Divider Plate Weld Joint Procedure 
M1395 

I I 8023-617-1- I Divider Plate Weld Joint Repair Plan 
M1398 I 

i I 

I 5023-617-1- Additional Post Weld Heat Treatment Procedure for Divider 
M1461 Plate Weld Joint Repair 

I 
5023-617-1- Tubesheet Drilling Procedure 
M616 

I 
8023-617-1- j Helium Leak Test Procedure of the Tube to Tubesheet Welds 
M733 (High Pressure) . 

I 

j .Helium Leak Test Procedure of the Tube to Tubesheet Welds I 8023-617-1-

1 
M735 I (Low Pressure) 

" 

8023-617-1- AVB Structure Assembly Procedure 
M819 

j I 8023-611-1- Tubing and AVB Installation Procedure 
I M820 . 
i 

8023-617-1- Anti-Vibration Bar Inspection Procedure (After Assembly) 
M821 

I S0123-Xv-5o
1
-corrective Action Program 

I 

I S0123-Xll- Nuclear Oversight Procedure Supplier Audits 
I 18,19 
L I S0123-Xlf- I Nuclear Oversight Procedure Source Verification 

7.12 I i 

VENDOR DOCUMENTS 

f Number lrme 
~ 

I 
I 

151-9176667- Engineering Information Record, "SONGS 2C17 & 3C17 
001 . , Steam Generator Degradation Assessment'' 

I ' 
I 

UGNR-SON2- . DI for Tube Support Plate Material 
RSG-012 

UGNR-SON2- Discrepancy for tube thickness of TSP between Drawing and 
RSG-014 Purchase Specification 

I ' '· 

··' A1·16-

9 

12 
i 

, 

0 
I 

I I 

I 9 I 
I 

I 
5 

I 3 

i 

I 8 

I 

6 ! 
5 

! 

I 25 

10 

5 

I 
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I 1 

I 
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I 
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Number 

I UGNR-SON2-
. RSG-015 

1 Unacceptable Indications by MT for wrapper support of Unit 2 

l#A 
~GNR-SON2- Unacceptable Indications by MT for Anti rotation supi>ort Of 

RSG-021 1 Unit 2 #A 
. j ', I ' 

UGNR-SON2- I Unacceptable MT indication for Anti-Rotation Supports 
I RSG-027 l 

I UGNR-SON2- I Unacceptable length of 10 tube hole pitch of tube support 
1 RSG-054 Plate # 6 
I . . 
I UGNR-SON2- Insufficient Clearance betWeen the tubes in Row No. 28 and 
! RSG-058 30 in Column Na. 22 

·-
UGNR-SON2- Insufficient clearance between the tubes in Row No 92 and 94 

i RSG-059 in Column No. 34 

UGNR-SON2- Unacceptable Gaps between Tubes and AVBs 

I - 1 RSG 067 

UGNR-SON2- Unacceptable gaps betwe~n Tubes and AVBs 
· RSG-075 
I I I UGNR.:.soN2- 1. Incorrect Machining for Steam Flow Limiting Device. 
I RSG-091 
l i 
I UGNR-SON2,. I Damaged Locking Plates of Vane Jacking Device . 

RSG-103 
' I 

UGNR-SON2- I As· built dimension of #2A RSG 
RSG-109 

' I 
UGNR-SON2- I As built dimension of #28 RSG 

I RSG-112 I 
f 

I UGNR-SON3· Tubesheet ' 

RSG-001 

I UGNR-SON3-
! 

Unacceptable local diameter chang~ of Tube holes 
RSG-018 

! 
UGNR-SON3- I Some Gaps between Tubes an<! A VBs are larger than the 
RSG-024 criterion 

UGNR-SON3- Some gaps between tubes and AVBs are. larger than the 
RSG-030 criterion 

' 
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Revision/Date 
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I 
0 I 
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! 
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l 1 
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I 3 

' i 
0 
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Number Title Revision/Date · 

UGNR-SON3- Divider Plate Weld Crack 16 
RSG-051 

UGNR-SON3- Divider Plate Weld Crack 19 
RSG-052 I 

I I 
UGNR-SON3- I Extension of Tubesheet PWHT Duration 1 

1 
RSG-057 I i 

UGNR-SON3- Out of Tolerance dimensions on Primary Inlet/Outlet Nozzles 1 
RSG-059 and Support Skirt 

UGNR-SON3- I Out of tolerance dimensions on Primary Inlet/Outlet Nozzles 1 
RSG-062 1 and Support Skirt (#8 RSG) 

' ! 
. UGNR-SON3- UT indications in the Alloy 600/$90 butter of Divider Plate 0 
I RSG-067 1 Weld Groove 

I UGNR-SON3- I As built dimensions of #3A RSG (Overall Height) 0 
1 RSG-074 ! 

UGNR-SON3- j As built dimension of#3A RSG ! 1 
l RSG-075 ! 

UGNR-SON3- As built dimension of #38 RSG 0 
RSG-076 

~ UHNR-SON3- Divider Plates for Unit 3 0 
RSG-07N001 

I ! 

Heat Heat Treatmemt Chart for SG3 April 4; 2012 
Treatment 
Record 
40010SG-B-

I 900D-R1-68 ' 
\ I $023~617-1- ! Purchase Specification for Heat Transfer Tubing 4 

M149 
i I 

Fabrication Rework of AVB Insertion for SONG.S Unit 2 Replacement 1 
Process Sheet Steam Generator .#A - Lower Portion 
3901-SG-A-
400E(Order 
2563901/G101 
) 

..... 
Fabrication Helium Leak Test for SONGS Unit 2 Replacement Steam 0 
Process Sheet 
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I Number [ Title 
I 

13901-SG-A- Generator #A- Lower Portion 
I 4000 (Order 
j 2563901/2300) l 
I TSN-5050 I Control Document Status list For Alloy 690 SG Tubing 
\ I 
i . I 

I TSN-5053 Melting Procedure for Alloy 690 SG Tubing I . 
I TSN-5054 !'"'.identification and TraceabilitY Procedure for Alloy 690 SG 

. Tubing 

Revision/Date 1 

TSN-5055 Prohibited and Detrimental Material Control Procedure for 

l~~~~~--A_1_io_y_e_9_o_s_G_T_u_b_in_g_·~~~~~~~~~~~~~-1-~~~~~~ 
I TSN-5072 I Samp'.ing Test S~ecime_n Procedure for Alloy 690 S.G Tubing 

I TSN-5073 Chemical Analysis Procedure for Alloy 690 SG Tµbmg 

I TSN-5074 Inclusion Test Procedure for Alloy 690 SG Tubing 
i I oosF-No.4316 PPQ Test Results of Alloy 690 SG Tubing for San Onofre 

, Nuclear Generating station Unit 2&3 · 

4009-3ir01 Moody International Ltd Inspection Report of Sumitomo Metal 
Industries · 
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SEQUENCE OF EVENTS 

San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station, Unit 2 and 3 Steam Generators 

Date 

November 2001 

May 7, 2002 

July 2002 

November 7, 2003 

December 12, 2003 

December 2'1, 2003 

February 17, 2004 

February 27, 2004 

February 27, 2004 

July 28, 2004 

August 2, 2004 

September 13, 2004 

September 16, 2004 

September 30, 2004 

September 30, 2004 

November 2004 

March 2, 2005 

March 17, 2005 

March 2005 

March 23, 2005 

Event Des·cription 

Licensee forms a team to study the viability of replacing the 
steam generators 

Vendor benchmarking commences 

Bechtel replacement study complete 

Replacement steam generator specification- complete 

Replacement steam generator specification sent to procurement 
office 

Replacement steam generator request for proposal issued 

Bechtel installation study report completed 

Steam generator replacement request filed with California Public 
Utility Commission 

Replacen:ient steam generator bids received by SCE 

Replacement steam generator vendor selected 

Replacement steam generator bid evaluati<m review board start 

· Replacement steam generator bid evaluation completed 

SCE Board of Directors approval for Mitsubishi to design and 
manufacture steam generators 

Replacement steam generator contract signed 

Fabrication of Unit 2 and Unit 3 steam generators commences at 
Mitsubishi 

SCE performs first full quality assurance audit of Mitsubishi 

Replacement steam generator installation specification sent to 
procurement office 

Mitsubishi/SCE anti-vibration bar design discussion 

SCE performs follow-up surveillance audit of Mitsubishi 

SCE places conditional qualification on Mitsubishi 
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September 21, 2005 

October 2005 

December 15, 2005 

December 15, 2005 

February 2006 

March 10, 2006 

April 22, 2006 

May t, 2006 

May 10, 2006 

September 27, 2006 

September 27, 2006 

September 28, ·2006 

September 29, 2006 

October 3, 2006 

October 3, 2006 

November 10, .2006 

March 12, 2007 

May 8, 2007 

July 17, 2007 

September 13, 2006 

Final environmental impact report releaseq to public 

SCE petiorms follow-up quality assurance audit of Mitsubishi 

California Public Utility Commission approval ·received 

Installation contract signed with Bechtel 

SCE performs follow-up quality assurance audit of Mitsubishi 

Edison International Company Board of Directors approval of 
steam generator replacement project 

SONGS Unit 2 refueling outage completed 

Replacement- steam generator transportation specification issued 

SCE removes conditional qualification from Mitsubishi 

Sumitomo Metal Industries issues a non-conformance report on 
some tubing for non-conformance to specifications associated 
with the final mill annealing process 

Mitsubishi issues stop work order to Sumitomo 

Mitsubishi issues corrective action request to Sumitomo based on 
the final mill annealing non-confori;nance report 

Mitsubishi visits Sumitomo to conduct root cause investigation 

Mitslib\shi visits Sumitomo to confirm the adequacy of the 
corrective actions taken to address the root cause findings from 
the September 29, 2006 meeting 

Mitsubishi releases stop work order after confirming adequacy of 
Sumitomo's corrective actions 

Nan-conformance report associated .with final mill annealing 
process is closed 

Corrective action request associated with the final mill annealing 
non-conformance report closed 

Mitsubishi performs followup audit at Sumitomo and issues 
corrective action request for two findings in the audit 

Sumitomo submits corrective actions taken for the findings of the 
May 8, 2007 audit; Mitsubishi closes corrective action request. 

Mitsubishi/SCE technical meeting regarding anti-vibration bars 
' I 
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April 2008 

April - June 2008 

July 4, 2008 

July 18, 2008 

July 18, 2008 

September and 
October 2008 

December 16, 2008 

February 14, 2009 

Early March 2009 

Middle March 2009 

March 18, 2009 

March - July 2009 

March -June 2009 

June 2009 

July 2009 

September 2009 -
April 2010 

March 29, 2010 

April 5, 2010 

April 2010 

April 181 2010 

Fabrication of Unit 2 steam generators complete 

Mitsubishi performs primary and secondary side hydrostatic 
pressure tests of Unit 2 steam generators 

AREVA performs baseline pre-service eddy current examinations 
on steam generator 2E0-89 at Mitsubishi facilities in Kobe, Japan 

AREVA performs baseline pre-service eddy current ex?minations 
on stt?am generator 2E0-88 at Mitsubishi facilities in Kobe, Japan 

NRC Inspection Report 99901030/2008-201 was issued. An 
inspection was completed at the Mitsubishi facility in Kobe, 
Japan. No violation or non-conformances were identified. 

Final inspection for Unit 2 steam generators is completed. 
Primary and secondary sides filled with nitrogen. 

Unit 2 steam generators shipped from Kobe, Japan 

Unit 2 steam generators arrive at SONGS 

Fabrication of Unit 3 steam generators· complete 

Primary and secondary hydrostatic pressure tests eonducted on 
Unit 3 steam generators 

Unit 3 divider plate weld failure discovered 

Root cause evaluation of the divider plate-to-tubesheet weld 
conducted by Mitsubishi 

Repair procedures developed fer Unit 3 steam generators 

Repair work on Unit 3 steam generators commences 

AREVA performs final pre-service eddy current examinations on 
Unit 2 steam generators at SONGS 

Unit 2 performs a refueling outage and installs the replacement 
! 

steam generators . 

Repair work to Unit 3 steam generator 3E0-89 complete 

Repair work to Unit 3 steam generator 31:;0-88 complete 

Unit 2 recommences power operations 

Unit 3 steam generator 3E0-69 passes primary side hydrostatic 
pressure retest 
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April 24, 2010 

June2010 

August 2, 2010 

October 4, 2010 

October 2010-
February 2011 

February 2011 

January 10, 2012 

January 31, 2012 

February 2, 2012 

February 12, 2012 

March 13, 2012 

March 14; 2012 

March 15, 2012 

March 16, 2012 

March 16-21, 2012 

March 15-21,2012 

March 19- 29, 2012· 

March 23, 2012 

March 27, 2012 

Unit 3 steam generator 3E0-88 passes primary side hydrostatic 
pressure retest 

-
AREVA performs baseline pre-service eddy current examinations 
.on Unit 3 steam generators at Mitsubishi facilities in Kobe, Japan 

Unit 3 steam generators shipped 

Unit 3 steam generators arrive at SONGS 

Unit 3 performs a refueling outage and installs the replacement 
steam generators 

Unit 3 recommences power operations 

Unit 2 refueling outage start 

Unit 3 tube leak; rapid shutdown commences 

Unit 3 reaches cold shutdown conditions 

Unit 3 eddy current inspections commence on both steam 
gener~tors 

In-situ pressure testing commences on tubes in steam generator 
3EQ-88 of Unit 3 

In-situ pressure test failures on tubes located in Row 106 Column 
78, Row 102 Column 78, and Row 104 Column 78 of steam 
generator 3E0-88 

In-situ pressure test failures on tubes locat~d in Row 100 Column 
80, Row 107 Column 77, Row 101Column81, and Row 98 
Column 80 of steam gen~rator 3E0-88 

In-situ pressure test failure on tube located in Row 99 Column 81 
of steam generator 3E0-88 

The 65 remaining tubes in steam generator 3Ed-88 pass in-situ 
pressure testing 

The 56 identified tubes in steam generator 3E0-89 of Unit 3 are 
in-situ pressure tested and all tubes pas~ed. 

NRC Augmented Inspection Team performs inspections at 
SONGS · 

NRC received a letter from SCE outlining their commitments for 
corrective actions prior to restart of both Unit 2 and Unit 3 

NRC issues a Confirmatory Action tetter·to SCE 
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June 18, 2012 NRC conducts public Augmented Inspection Team exit meeting 
near SONGS 
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UNITED STATES 

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 
REGION IV 

1600 EAST lAMA.R BLVD 
ARLINGTON, TEXAS 76011-4S11 

Mr. Peter Dietrich 
Senior Vice President and 

Chief Nuclear Officer 
Southern California Edison Company 
San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station 
P.O. Box 128 
San Clemente, CA 92674-0128 

July 1 a. 2012 

SUBJECT: SAN ONOFRE NUCLEAR GENERA TING STATION - NRC AUGMENTED 
INSPECTION TEAM ~EPORT 05000361/2012007 and 05000362/2012007 

Dear Mr. Dietrich: 

The U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) completed an inspection at your San Onofre 
Nuclear Generating Station (SONGS). The enclosed report documents the inspection results, 
which were piscussed with you ahd other members of your staff during a public exit meeting on 
June 18, 2012. 

Unit 3 had been operating for approximately ene year following replacement of the steam 
generators 'Nhen on January 31, 2012, control room operators recei\1ed alarms, that inaicated 
reactor coolant was leakiAg into steam g_enerator 360 88. The leak was unexpected, and tAe 
control room operaters responded in acoorsance 'N:ith their procedures to perform a rapid. 
shutdown, sine~ the leak, although small, had increased enough in a short period of time to 
warrant the precautionary shutdovm. The estimated leak.rate was 75 gallons per day. The 
facility license allows full power operation \'¥ith a steady leak rate ofless than 150 gallons per 
Gay. 

The first indication of the leak v.ias from the main condenser air ejector radiation monitors 
~ng their alarm set point. The radiation monitors continuously sample from a vent stack for 
~e- of rapidly identifying steam generator tube-leaks. This •;ms a· direct release of 
radioactivity to the atmosphere, which is allewed by the facility license,. up to limits in the 
regulations. +he licensee revie>Ned the amoun~ of gaseeus radioactivity released and estlmateia 
a dose of approximately O.Q0004_a2 mrem to a member of the public. The annual regulatory 
limit to a member of the publiC is 100 mrem per year. During a radiation protection inspection 
the v.ieek of February 13, 2012, the team rE;!viewed the licensee dose estimates and did not 
identify any issues. 

Unit 3 control room operators performed a controlled shutdown of Unit 3 on Jam1ary 31, 2012, 
aAd-Fea~-oold-s~ewn conditions on February 2, 2012. The operators then prepared:-tRe 
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steam geRerators for tube iAspections, 'Nhich 1.vere started on Fel:lruary 12, 2012. The first 
iAspeotiori-ooraifme4.the-J.ooat~am-geAerat-GF-J€0-88. GRe-ttfbe-was~d 
with a smaU~eak and no other tubes ·.vere leaking. 

The licensee completed an extensive and e*pandea eddy current inspeetien ef 100-percent of 
the steam generator tubes in both Unit J steam generators. Follo•1ting pre established testing 
~~ensee identified 129 t1:1bes in Unit 3 (56 tubes in steam generator 3EO 89 
and 73 tubes in steam generator 3EO 88) that required iA situ pressure testing. This testing 
segan on Marsh 13, 2012, and was petformed under ambient oenditions. 

Gf the 129 tubes tested, a total of 8 tuiaes failed in situ pressure testir:ig, which included the 
original tube that '!.'BS leaking. All of the failed tubes occurred in steam generator 3EO 88. 
Three of the tubes failed at or belo\'V a test pressure (32QO psi) equivalent to a design basis 
main steam line break differential pressure and temperat1::1re. +he remaining five tubes failed 
near. but below the maximum differential test pressure of 5250 psig. +ffis-test-p-Fe~was 
equivalent to the minimum burst pressure capacity required by the plant technical specifications. 

m aceordanoe witt:i Management Directi~cident Investigation Program,: 
deterministic and conditional risk criteria 'Nero used to evaluate the level of NRG response fGF 
this operational event. This eveAt met three deterministic criteria (involv~d a major deficiency in 
design having potential generic safety implications; led to a significant loss of integrity of the 
primary coolant pressure bounaary; and, invelved an emergeney or non emergency event or 
sittiation, related to the health and safety of the puelio or on site personnel or protection of the 
envirenment, for which a 10 GFR 50.72 report has been submitted that ·is expected tO ca1:Jse 
significant, heightened public or government concern) and the conditional large early release 
f*Gbability for the event was estimated to be in the overlap range for a special 
inspestion/augmemed inspectioR. Based on deterministic criteria beiAg-met-and the risk 
assessment of this condition, Region IV, in consultation •11itl:i the Office of Nuclear Reactor 
Regulation and Office of Nuclear Security and Incident Response, concluded that tl:~e MRC 
response should be an augmenteo team inspection. 

The Augmented Inspection Team {AIT) was established to review the causes, safety 
implications. and your staff's actions following an event that occurred on January 31, 2012, 
involving a reactor coolant leak i9entified in a Unit 3 steam generator and a subsequent 
identification that multigle steam generator tubes in Unit 3 had ex12erience substantial and 
unusual wear, eight of which failed oressure testing. The SONGS Unit 3 st§am generators were 
new and had been in operation for less than one operating cycle. At the time of the event, 
SONGS Unit 2 was shutdown in a refueling outage with steam generators that had been in 
service for o"ne operating cycle. · · 

This augmented inspection was chartered, in part, to identifyreview the circumstances 
surrounding the tube degradation; review the licensee's actions following discovery of the 
conditions; evaluate the licensee's feviewdetermination of f*>~tialthe causes of the unusual 
steam generator tube wear; review the steam generator modeling; and, assess the differences 
between Unit 2 and Unit 3 steam generators. The charter is publically available iA ADAMS at 
ML12075«\25E3available in ADAMS at ML 12075A258. It is not the responsibility of an AIT to 
determine comQliance with the NRC rules and regulations or to re6ommend enforcement 
actionsJ,his will be done throug.b subsequent NRC insr;;iection or review. 
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Based on inspection, the The team conch.~ded thatHB plant operators responded to the 
EWeRt:Januarv 31. 20121 steam generator tube leak in accordance with procedures and in a 
manner that protected public health and safetyM21.. Plant safety systems were maintained and 
re~n accordaRGe ·.vith tf\e plant se~d (3) the loss of stet;lm-§eRer-atertaae 
integrity was a serious safety issue that must be resolved. The purpose of this inspection 1Nas 
to gatt:leF facts and identify issues requiring follo-.,;'up, ana,worked as such, no findin§s 
W-efeexpected during the event ·· 

The NRC team identified~ ten items requiring additional followup review for regulatory 
action. These items are documented as :unresolved: items in the enclosed report. -The NRC 
will conduct subsequent inspections or reviews to determine what. if any, regulatory actions 
result from the "unresolved" items. 
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SONGS Unit 3 steam generators had experienced excessive vibration of tubes in the U-bend 
region of the steam generators to the extent that the tubes rubbed against each other (tube-to-

. tube interactions) causing excessive wear and loss of structural integricy. Your staff determined 
that the vibration was caused by the steam conditions in the U-bend<regiori of the steam 
generators by a phenomenon called "fluid elastic instability." The NRC inspection team 
concluded that the steam generators' design and configuration did not 12rovide the necessary 
margin to prevent this ohenomenon. 

Although the steam generator tube degradatfon from this ghenomenon observed in Unit 2 steam 
generators was not as severe. the NRC team concluded that both units' steam generators were 
of similar design with similar thermal hydraulic conditions and corifiourations. Therefore .. 
SONGS Unit 2 steam generators are also susceptible to this phenomenon. 

Accordingly, as documented in NRC Confirmatory Action Letter dated March 27. 2012, 
(ML 12087A323), you are required to submit in writing to NRC for review and acceptance, your 
actions and plans fo prevent recurrence of loss of tube integrity before the resumption of power 
ogerations in both SONGS Units 2 and 3_. 

In accordance with 10 CFR 2.390 of the NRC's "Rules of Practice," a copy of this letter, its 
enclosure, and your response (if any) will be available electronically for public inspection in the 
NRC Public Document Room or from the Publicly Available Records (PARS) component of the 
NRC's document system (ADAMS}. ADAMS is accessible from the N.RC Web site at 
http://WW\iv.nrc.gov/reading-rm/adams.html (the Public Electronic Reading Room). 

Docket No.: 05000362:50-361, 50-362 
License No: NPF-10. NPF·15 

Enclosure: 

Sincerely, 

Elmo E. Collins 
Regional Administrator 

.L_lnspection Report 0500036112012007 and 05000362/2012 0072012007 
w/- . . 
Attachment~(s): 

1.:. Supplemental Information 

2. Sequence of Events 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

On JaRuary 31, 2012,March 19. 2012, an Augmented Inspection Team {Aff} was dispatched to 
San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station ~SONGS)to gather facts and understand the 
circumstances surrounding the January 31, 2012 Unit 3 control room operators received an 
alarm that indicated a primary-=to-secondary reactor coolant leak ffem-and failure of eight 
steam generator 3e-0--8&:-Although the leak rate was small, it increased enough in a short 
period of time for the licensee to perform a rapid sh1:Jtdown. The eStimated leak rate •.vas 75 
gallons per day. The facility license allows full power operation with a steady state leak rate -ef 
less than 150 gallons per day, On February 2, 2012, Unit 3 reached cold ehutdo'l.m conditien&-

GR-~A:Jary 12, 2012, Southern California Edison (SCE) commenced eddy current insf)eotioR-s 
of 10019ercent of the tubes in eoth Unit 3 steam geneFators. During these inspections, the 
licensee discovered unexpected V.'€ar in both steam generators, including 1.»<ear at retainer bars 
~similar to the wear found in Unit 2 steam generators) and signmsan~to tube wear~ 
free span areas. The inspections identified 56 tubes in steam generator 3EO 89 and 73 tubes-ffi 
steam generator 3EO 88 that-SCE performed in situ pressure testing on to determine if they met 
tAe- maintain structural integrity fefluirements inas requited b'i plant technical specifications'" 

On February 16, 20=!2, NRG comi;>leted a Management rnreotive 8.3 Evaluation for the ste~m 
genei:ator tube leak on SONGS l:Jnit 3. The evaluation resulted in the recommendation of an 
event follow up focused baseline inspection to review the licensee's response to the steam 
generator tube leak .. The-reGommendation 1.vas based. on the tube leak being from a rie1Nly 
installed steam generator and the infrequency of the event in the industry. 

From March 13 21, 2012, AREVA oanausted in situ pressure testing of the suspect rul3e6-ffi 
both steam generators. There 1,•.rere a total of eight tuee failures during testing, all in steam 
geneFator 3EO 88. These tubes failed ts satisfy the tube integrity performance criteria. At the 
time of the augmented team inst:iectiBR, no stab{lization or plugging of tubes had been 
performed in Unit 3 because the licensee was still conducting a cause evaluation of the failed 
tubes. There were two members of the Augmented Inspection Toam on site during the week of 
March 12 that ot?served portions of the iR situ pressure test~ 13. 2012. The primary-to-
secondary leak was the result of a single tube in·Unit 3 steam generator 3E0-88 falling to 
maintain structural integrity. 

On March 14, 2012, NRG completed a Management Directive ·a.d Evaluation for the steam 
generator tube integrity oo-SQNGS Unit 3. +Ra-evaluation resulted in the recsmmendation Gf. 
~ted lfls13eGtion based on the risk associated •nith the tl:ibe failures identified duriAg 
the in situ testing. 

QR-Mafel:l.--23, 2012, NRG received a letter from SCE O\;ltlining their commitments fur corrective 
actions prior to restart of Unit 2 and Unit 3. 

On March 27, 2012, the NRG issued a Confirmatory Action letter to SCE, 'Nhioh outlined 
specific actions the licensee must complete before restarting Units 2 or 3 that included 
identifying the aause of the tuse v.<ear; taking correstive actiGAs-to prevent loss of tube integrity;. 
and performing a mid cycle outage to perform tube inspections. 



From March 19 29, 2012, the NRG Augmented Inspection Team performed on site 
inspections at SGNGS. AfteFtf:le..GA-siteportion was completed, the team continued to Fevie>N 
various documents and attended a number of expert-panels as.soeiated with the cause 
evaluations, thermal/hydraulic modeling, and Unit 2 operational assessment. The 
teamSpecifically the AIT was chartered to review the circumstances surrounding the tube 
degradation; review the licensee;s actions following discovery of the conditions: evaluate the 
licensee's determination of the. causes of the unusual steam generator tube wear: review the 
steam generator modeling; and, assess the differences between Unit 2 and Unit 3 steam 
generators. · · 

The team determined that .plant operators responded to the event in a manner that protected 
public health.and safety and all safety systems performed their functions to support the safe 
.shutdown and cooldown of the plant However, the loss of steam generator tube integrity is a 
serious Mfet\j issue that must be resolved prior to further power operation. · 
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The AIT identified ten unresolved items that warranted additional follow~up: (1) adequacy of the 
post trip/transient procedure; (2) evaluation and disposition of the Unit 3.loose parts monitor 
alarms; (3) design of retainer bar; (4) control of original design dimensions; (5) evaluation of and 
controls for divider plate repair; (6) atmospheric controls of Unit 3 steam generators during 
shipment; (7) no tube bundle support used during shipping; (8} evaluation and disposition of 
accelerometersaccelerometer readings during shipping; (9) adequacy of Mitsubishi's thermal
hydraulic model; and (10) change of methodologies associated with 10 CFR 50.59 review. 

The team determined: t~) plant operators responeed to the event in accordance with 
procedures in a manner that proteGted p1:1blie health and safety; (2) eMment responded in 
accordance with the f')fant design; and (3) the cause evah:1ations for the tube 11.'ear i.vere 
af)propriate. 

At the time of the leak--tHHJnit 3 steam geAerator 3EO 88, Unit 2 had completed eddy current 
testing of all the tubes in both steam generators as part of ti=leir first refueling outage subsequent 
to the steam generatoFs being replaced in &009. The eddy current testing did identify signffieaflt 
tuae wear ar~retainer bar,with-eAe-Wbe-Fe€fu!riAg-ff:!-sftu pressure testing. Weaf 
indications 'A'ere found at anti vibration bar supports, tube support plates and at-a-fufeign-objeot 
(.that~Southern California EdisoR- did determine the oause of-t~be wear=-!i=HJR~ 
to be from vibration of the tubes agai~nd anti vibration bars. Initially, no tube to 
tube \\'ear •uas identified. Because of'. the extensive tube ts tube '.-.'ear identified on Ynit 3, 8CE 
oonducted additional eddy current testing on 1375 tubes on each Unit 2 steam generator. +:l::!is 
tastmg v.ias completed using a more sensitive probe in the same area where tube t~e wBar 

· was identified on Unit 3. The licensee identified that two tubes in Unit 2 exhibited tube to tube 
V.1€ar similar to the 'Near identified in Unit 3 steam generators. Initially, these findings resulted in 
a total of 94 plugged tubes, \Nith 15 tubes stabilized in steam generator 2EO 89. For steam 
generator 2EO 88 this initially resulted in 98 plugged tubes, with-48 tubes stabilized. Additional 
plugging and stabilizing was completed for Unit 2 steam 9eAefat.GF&-to adsress tl:le causes of 
tube to tube \+.<ear identified. The oorreoti'le actions taken to address the causes of the tube to 
tube wear will be inspected as part Gf the Confirmatory Action LetteF an€1 documented in 
lns(3ection RepoR 05000361; 362/2012009. 

Overall, the team Consistent with existing NRC insgection processes. these unresolved issues 
will be inspected and dispositioned during follow-up inspection efforts to determine if there are 
any violations of regulatory requirements. 

The AIT inspection concluded that;_ffi SCE was adequately pursuing the causes of the 
unexpected steam generator tube-to-tube degradation. In an effort to identify the causes, SCE 
brought inretained a taf§esignificant number of outside industry experts, consultants. and steam 
generator manufacturers, including We~inghouse and AREVA to perform thermal-hydraulic and 
flow induced vibration modeling and analysis. Southern California Edison identified the most 
probable causes af the tube ta-twee weaF as a : (2) The combination of higher than 
predictedunpredicted, adverse thermal,l_hydraulic conditions and insufficient tube to anti 
vibration bar contact forces. In addition, SCE conol~ded t~at the differences in 
manufacturing/fabrication eould. contribute to the tube to tube 'A'ear seen in the Unjt 3 steam 
generators. 
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:fhe NRG team independently concluded that the cause of the in the upper tube bundle caused 
a phenomenon called "fluid-elastic instability vibratioA" which was r:»Fimariiy the higher than -
predicted thermal hy4Fatllic conditions, along with iAsuffioient contact foroes (loss of anti 
vibration bar contribution to damping) in the upper tube bundle.a significant contributor to the 
tube to tube wear resulting in the tube leak. The team l;ielievesconcluded that the differences in 
severity of the tube-to-tube wear between Unit 2 and Unit 3 may be related to the 

, improvedchanges to the manufacturing/fabrication of the tubes and other components which 
may have resulted in increased clearance between the anti-vibration bars and the tube&
Additienal inspection 'Nill be required ta review and closeout the unresolved items. ; (3) Due to 
modeling errors. the SONGS replacement generators were not designed with adequate thermal 
hydraulic margin to preclude the onset of fluid-elastic instability .. Unless changes are made to 
the ogeration or configuration of the steam generators, high fluid velocities and high void 
fractions in localized regions in the u-bend will continue to cause excessive tube wear and 
accelerated wear that could result in tube leakage and/or tube rupture; (4) The thermal hydraulic 
Rhenornena contributing to the fluid-elastic instability is present in both Unit 2 and 3 steam 
generators; {5) Based on the updated final safety analysis report description of the original 
steam generators. the steam generators major design changes were appropriately reviewed in 
accordance with the 10 CFR 50.59 requirements. However. further review is required related fo 

, the change in methodotogv used for the steam generator stress analysis calculations. 

With regard to the radiological release as a result of the tube leak, it was determined that the 
tube leak was detected· by the condenser steam iet air eiector radiation monitor as per design. 
Iii addition. the radiation monitor alarmed and alerted SONGS operators of the steam generator 
tube leak as required. The release resulted in an estimated 0.0000452 (4.52 E-5) mrem dose to 
the oublic: 
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SUMMARY OF FINDINGS 

-lRIR 05000361/2012007, 05000362/2012007. 03/15/2012 through 06/1812012, San Onofre 
Nuclear Generating Station; Augmented Inspection Team. 

An Augmented Inspection Team was appr9ved cin March 1,6, 2012. Two inspectors on the team 
were onsite observing in-situ pressure testing the week of March 12. The remaining inspectors 
were dispatched to the site on March 19, ~012, to assess the facts and circumstances 
surrounding the tube leak and unexpected wear of tubes in Unit 3 steam generators. The 
A~gmented Inspection Team was established in accordance with NRC Management Directive 
8.3, "NRC Incident Investigation Program," and implemented using Inspection Procedure 93800, 
"Augmented Inspection Team." The inspection was conducted by a team of inspectors from the 
NRC's Region IV and Region II offices, the resident inspector from San Onofre Nuclear 
Generating Station, one engineer from· the NRC Office of New Reactors, two engineers from the 
NRC Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation, and one engineer from the NRC Office of Research. 
The team identified 10 issues that will require additional NRC inspection. These issues are 
tracked as unresolved items in this report. 

A. NRC-ldentified and Self-Revealing Findings 

None 

B. Ucensee~ldentified Violations 

None 
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1.0 Description of Event (Charter Item 1) 

1. 1 Sequence of Events 

In November 2001, SCE formed a team to study the viability of replacing the Unit 2 and · 
Unit 3 original steam generators. The licensee performed an assessment of six steam 
generator vendors, which included vendor benchmarking, development of the 
replacement steam generator design specifications, a steam generator request for 
proposal, and a steam generator bid evaluation. In September 2004, the licensee 
selected Mitsubishi Heavy Industries (Mitsubishi) as the manufacturer of the 
replacement steam generator. 

A general description and comparison of the Unit 2 and Unit 3 steam generators is 
included in Section 1.2 of this report. 

In September 2004, Mitsubishi commenced fabrication of Unit 2 steam 
generators 2E0•89 and 2E0-88, and completed fabrication in April 2008. 

At the time of the contract signing in September 2004, Mitsubishi had a quality 
assurance program in place that had been approved by the licensee, by taking credit for 
other utilities' reviews of Mitsubishi's quality assurance program. The licensee informed 
Mitsubishi that once enough fabrication was underway to support an evaluation, the 
licensee would perform an audit to confirm that their quality assurance program was 
operating properly. 

In November 2004, the licensee performed an audit of the Mitsubishi quality assurance 
program at tt)eir facilities in Kobe, Japan, and then followed up with a surveillance 
inspection in March 2005. As a result of these two activities,. the licensee informed 
Mitsubishi that additional oversight of Mitsubishi's design control activities was required. 
The licensee informed Mitsubishi that the additional oversight conditions would remain in 
place until such time that Mitsubishi had demonstrated improved design control 
performance, which would be verified by the licensee. After implementing the extra 
quality control steps, Mitsubishi submitted a letter to SCE stating that they were ready for 
the conditional qualification to be lifted. The licensee performed followup audits of 
Mitsubishi in October 2005 and February 2006, but still found enough instances of 
design control issues that the additional oversight requirements of the conditional 
qualification were not lifted. In May 2006, SCE was able to verify that Mitsubishi had 
demon~trated improved design control performance and therefore removed the 
conditional qualification of Mitsubishi.. 

After fabrication of the Unit 2 steam generators was complete in April 2008, Mitsut?ishi 
performed hydrostatic pressure tests of the primary and secondary sides of the Unit 2 
steam generators. In July 2008, after completion of the hydrostatic pressure tests, 
AREVA performed the baseline eddy current pre-service examinations of the Unit 2 
steam generators at the Mitsubishi facilities in Japan. The final inspections for the Unit 2 
steam generators were completed in September and October 2008, followed by filling 
the primary and secondary sides of the Unit 2 steam generators with nitrogen. The 
Unit 2 steam generators were shipped from the Mitsubishi facilities in December 2008 
and received on site at SONGS in February 2009. In July 2009, AREVA performed the 
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final eddy current pre-service examination on the Unit 2 steam generators at SONGS. 
The baseline and final eddy current pre-service examinations were performed in Jc:ipan 
and at SONGS, respectively, to assess whether any changes to the steam generator 
tubing had resulted from shipping, and no changes were identified. 

The Unit 2 steam generators were instalied during a refueling outage, between 
September 2009 and April 2010. On April 13, 2010, Unit 2 returned to power operations. 
NRC engineering inspectors performed inspections in accord~nce with lm:>pection 
Procedure 50001, usteam Generator Replacement Inspection," and Inspection 
Procedure 71111.17, "Evaluations of Changes, Tests, or Experiments and Permanent 
Plant Modifications." This in~luded a review of selected portions of modifications 
associated with the replacement steam generators to determine if the changes were 
done in accordance with 10 CFR 50.59. The results of the inspection of the replacement 
steam generators for Unit 2 are documented in NRC Inspection 
Report 05000361/2009007. (ML100630838} 

The fabrication of the Unit 3 steam generators 3E0-89 and 3E0-88 was completed 
between September 2004 and April 2010. The design specifications of the Unit 2 and 
Unit 3 steam generators were the same when the contract between the licensee and 
Mitsubishi was signed; however, due to a fabrication issue, there was a modification to 
the divider plate-to-channel head weld requirements for the Unit 3 steam generators, 
and to the classification of the Unit 3 tubesheet material. The specifics of these 
modifications are discussed further in Section 1.2·.a of this report. 

In March 2009, after initial fabrication of the Unit 3 steam generators was complete, 
Mi~subishi performed hydrostatic pressure tests of the primary and secondary sides of 
the Unit 3 steam generators. After completion of the hydrostatic pressure tests, a vis~al 
inspection of the steam generator reactor coolant side revealed cracks in the welds that 
join the divider plate to the channel head of both steam generators. 

From March thro~gh July of 2009, Mitsubishi performed a root cause evaluation, which 
showed that a change in the weld preparation process for the divider plate-to-channel 
head weld had resulted in the cracking of the weld. A repair procedure was developed 
and repair work on the Unit 3 steam generators began in June 2009. The repairs to the 
Unit 3 steam generators were completed in late March (3E0-89) and early April (3E0-88) 
of 2010, In late April 2010, the Unit 3 steam generators passed the primary hydrostatic 
pressure re-tests. In June 2010, AREVA performed a final· eddy current pre-service 
examination of the steam generators at the Mitsubishi facilities in Japan, and this was 
used as the baseline pre-service examination for the U11it 3 steam generators. The 
steam generators were shipped from the Mitsubishi facilities in Japan in early August 
2010, and arrived at SONGS in early October 2010~ 

The Unit 3 steam generators were installed during a refueling outage,. between October 
2010 and February 2011. On February 18, 2011, Unit 3 returned to power operations. 
NRC engineering inspectors performed inspections in accordance with Inspection 
Procedure 50001, "Steam Generator Replacement Inspection," and Inspection 
Procedure 71111.17, "Evaluations of Changes, Tests, or Experiments and Permanent 
Plant Modifications." This included a review of selected portions of modifications 
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associated with the replacement steam generators to determine if the changes were 
done in accordance with 10 CFR 50.59. The results of the inspection of the replacement 
steam generators for Unit 3 are documented in NRC Inspection 
Report 05000362/2010009. (ML 111300448) · 

Unit 2 was shut down for a scheduled refueling outage on January 10, 2012. Steam, 
generator tubing inspections in steam generator 2E0~89 found unexpected wear caused 
by retainer bars on two tubes that required plugging in accordance with the technical 
specifications. Steam generator tubing inspections in $team generator 2E0-88 found 
wear on four tubes that required plugging, in accordance with the technical specifications. 
Anti-vibration bars caused the wear on two of the tubes and retainer bars caused the 
wear on the other two tubes. Because of the unexpected wear, the licensee 
preventatively plugged 94 tubes in steam generator 2E0-89 and 98 tubes in steam 
generator 2E0-88. Fifteen of the tubes in steam generator 2E0-89 were stabilized prior 
to plugging, and 18 of the tubes in steam generator 2E0-88 were stabilized prior to 
plugging. Additional. details of the inspections of the Unit 2 steam generators are 
provided in section 1.4 of this report 

On January 31, 2012, Unit 3 control room operators received an alarm that indicated a 
primary-to-secondary reactor coolant leak from steam generator 3E0-88. The alarm 
receive.d was from the main condenser air ejector radiation monitors, which continuously 
samples from a vent line for the purpose of rapidly identifying steam generator tube 
leaks. Although the leak rate was small, it increased enough in a short period of time for 
the licensee to perform a rapid shutdown. The estimated leak rate was 75 gallons per 
day. The facility license allows full power operation with a steady state leak rate of less 
than 150 gallons per day. On February 2, 2012, Unit 3 reached cold shutdown 
conditions. The licensee reviewed the amount of gaseous radioactivity released and 
estimated a dose of approximately 0.0000452 mrem to a member of the public. The 
annual regulatory limit to a member of the public is 100 mrem per year. This unplanned 
offsite reli;ase of radioactivity was reviewed by Region IV health physicist inspectors 
who confirmed SONGS' offsite dose estimate (see Section 10 for additional details). 

After shutdown, the licensee started preparations for performing inspections of Unit 3 
steam generators 3E0-89 and 3E0-88. The steam generator tube inspections 
commenced on February 12, 2012, and confirmed the location of the leak in steam 
generator 3E0-88 as coming from the tube in Row 106 Column 78. No other tubes were 
found to be leaking. The licensee then performed eddy current inspections of 1.00 
percent of the tubes in both Unit 3 steam generators. During these inspections, the 
licensee discovered unexpected wear in both steam generators, including wear at 
retainer bars (similar to the wear found in Unit 2 steam generators} and significant tube
to-tube wear in the freespan areas (u-beno area of the tubes). The inspections i<;fentified 
56 tubes in steam generator 3E0-89 and 73 tubes in steam generator 3E0-88 that SCE 
performed in-situ pressure testing on to determine if they met the structural integrity 
requirements in plant technical specifi~tions . .Additional details of the inspections of the 
Unit 3 steam generators are provided in section 1.5 of this report 

From March 13 -21, 2012, AREVA conducted in-situ pressure testing of the suspect 
tubes in both steam generators. There were a total of eight tube failures during testing, 
all in steam generator 3E0-88. 
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These tubes failed to satisfy the tube integrity performanc~ criteria in the technical 
specifications. Additional details of the in-situ pressure tests are provided in Section 1. 6 
of this report. 

From March 19 -29, 2012, the NRG augmented inspection team performed inspections. 
onsite at SONGS. · · 

On March 27, 2012, the NRG issued a Confirmatory Action Letter to SCE, which outlined 
specific actions for each unit that the licensee must complete before rest~rting Unit 2 
and Unit 3. 

A more detailed sequence of events can be found in Attachment 2. 

1.2 System Descriptions 

a. Replacement Steam Generators 

The Unit 2 and Li.nit 3 replacement steam generators contain thermally treated 
Alloy 690 tubing in a u-bend configuration, with a nominal outside diameter of O. 750 
inches and a nominal wall thickness of 0.043 inches. There are 9727 tubes within each 
steam generator, which are arranged in 142 rows and 177 columns. The rows and 
columns are arranged in a nominal 1.000 inch triangular pitch (results in approximateiy 
0.25 inches of clearance between tubes). The first thirteen rows of tubes were thermally 
stress relieved after bending to reduce su.sceptibility to stress corrosion cracking. The 
tubes were hydraulically expanded to the full depth of the tubesheet, which has a 

· nominal thickness of 28.19 inches. Seven tube support plates made of Type 405 
stainless steel provide lateral support to the tubes. The tube support plates contain 
broached trefoil holes with chamfered lands. Support of the tubes in the upper bundle is 
provided by six sets of Type 405 stainless steel, V-shaped, anti-vibration bars. 

The original Model 341 O steam generators at Unit 2 and Unit 3 were manufactured by 
Combustion Engineering. Each steam generator had 9,350 mill-annealed, Alloy 600 
tubes, which were ~ ~ombination of u-bend tubes and tubes with two 90 degree bends 
(also called square bends). The tubes- had a nominal outside diameter of 0..750 inches, 
and a nominal wall thickness of 0.048 inches. The tubes were-expanded through the full 
depth of the tubesheet using an explo$ive process; and lateral support was provided by 
a number of lattice-grid (i.e., eggcrate) carbon steel tube supports. Tube support in the 
upper bundle was· provided by carbon steel diagonal bars (commonly caJled batwings) 
and vertical straps. The original steam generators contained a cylindrically shaped 
support stru~ure beneath the center of the tupesheet (called the stay cylinder) that 
provided structural ·support to the large diameter tubesheet. 

Southern California _Edison reviewed Information Notices, Generic Letters, Bulletins, and 
industry operational experience .associated with steam generator issues when 
developing the design specifications for the. replacement steam generators. Some of the 
changes are summarized below, for additional information see Section 6 of this report. 
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The design changes between the original and replacement steam generators noted 
above are commonly used in replacement steam generators today. The thermally 
treated Alloy 690 tubing provides indreased resistance to stress corrosion cracking as 
compared to thermally treated Alloy 600 tubing. The use of type 405 stainless steel (in 
lieu of carbon steel) for tube support plates eliminates the denting phenomenon 
associated with drilled carbon steel support plates. The use of broached trefoil holes 
(instead of drilled holes) in tube support plates reduces the number of contact points with 
tubes and increases flow area between the tube and tube support plate, thereby 
reducing the potential for corrosion products to buildup between the tube and the tube 
support plate. Combustion Engineering steam generators with the batwing design have 
typically !5Uffered from wear on tubes (from the batwings) in the central stay cylinder 
region, due to higher cross flow velocities in this portion of the steam generators. In an 
effort to eliminate this high flow region, the replacement steam generators were 
designE;?d with ~ thicker tubesheet that was inherently more rigid, and thus did not require 
the central stay cylinder. By choosing a design with all u-bend tubes, the bat wing 
design was eliminated and a new anti-vibration bar assembly was used. The new anti
vibration bar assembly is a free floating design that is supported by the tube bundle and 
is not attached to the tube bundle wrapper. 

b. Channel Head-to-Divider Plate Weld_ 

On March 18, 2009, after completion of the primary and secondary side hydrostatic 
pressure. tests, a crack in the weld between the. divider plate and the channel head on 
Unit 3 steam generator 3E0-88 was identified . Examination showed that the dissimilar 
mE?tal weld, between the Alloy 690 divider plate and the low alloy steel channel head, 
had separated. Specifically. the failure oc<::urred between the channel head and the 
Alloy 152 butter weld, which is the weld filler wire equivalent of Alloy 690. Upon 
examination, a similar weld failure was found in steam generator 3E0-89 although the 
size of thE7 failure was not as large. 

Mitsubishi performed a root cause evaluation and found that air carbon-arc gouging was 
used to remove the stainless steel cladding from the channel head, in preparation for 
making the divider plate-to-channel head dissimilar metal weld. The air carbon-arc 
gol.lging had resulted in, carbon deposits in the channel head that were not completely 
removed by grinding that was performed after the gouging operation. The high carbon 
area increased the hardness of the channel head (due to carburization) and was the 
most probable cause of the failure between the channel head and the Alloy 152 butter 
weld. Mitsubishi also found that it was possible, but less probable, that the increased 
hardness of the channel head promoted hydrogen induced cracking in areas of the 
divider plate-to-channel head weld that had higher local stresses due to geometric 
configurations (i.e., at the corner of the divider plate). 

1.3 Resident Inspectors' Assessment of Steam Generator Tube Leak Event Response 

a. Inspection Scope 

On January 31, 2012, the resident inspectors were on-site during the Unit 3 steam 
generator tube leak event. The resident inspectors observed the licensee's response to 
the steam generator tube leak from the control room; and observed the rapid shutdown, 
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actions to cool the plant down, actions performed during recovery of plant systems, and 
other operator actions. Additionally, the resident inspectors conducted a review of 
control room activities and equipment response to determine if the operating crew 
responded appropriately and if the plant systems responded as expected during the 
event. The resident inspectors conducted interviews with various on-shift personnel and 
reviewed the post trip report, which included control room logs, operator statements, and 
plant data trends to assess overall performance of the· crew. The review also included 
procedure use and adequacy of the guidance used.for event response, placing the plant 
in a safe and stable condition, establishing appropriate parameter limits for plant 
cooldown, and conducting the cooldown to cold shutdown conditions. With respect to 
operator awareness and decision making, the resident inspectors were specifically 
focused on the effectiveness of control board monitoring, technical decision making, and 
work practices of the operating crew. With respect to command and control, the resident 
inspectors focused on actions taken by the control room supervision in managing the 
operating <::rew's response to the event. 

b. Observations and Findings 

No findiAgs W€re identified. 

The team identified one unresolved. item for which additional information is required to 
determine if performance deficiencies exist or if the issue constitutes a violation of NRC 
requirements. 

On January 31, 2012, at 3:05 p.m. (PST), main control room operators at Unit 3 received 
a secondary plant system radiation alarm associated with the air ejectors, followed by a 
blowdown radiation monitor alarm. Operations personnel responded in accordance with 
Abnormal Operating Instruction 8023-13-14, uReactor Coolant Leak," Revision 16, since 
the entry conditions for a steam generator tube leak were satisfied. Operations 
personnel determined the leakage to be about 75 gallons per day, using a mass 'balance 
calculation {.06 gpm), from steam generator 3E0-88. This leak rate was below the 
Technical Specification 3.4.13, "RCS Operational Leakage," limit of 150 gallons per day 
.for primary- to-secondary leakage through any one steam generator. · 

At 4:10 p.m., operations personnel evaluated that the primary-to-secondary leak rate 
exceeded 75 gallons per day on steam g13n~rator 3E0-88 and that the leak was 
increasing at greater than 30 gallons per day per hour, and consequently, initiated a 
rapid power reduction to be s 50 percent power in one hour and in Mode 3 within the 
next two hours per Abnormal Operating Instruction 8023-13-14. In accordance with 
Abnormal Operating Instruction $023-13-14, when reacfor power was less than .35 
percent, operations .personnel tripped the reactor at 5:31 p.m. to enter Mode 3. 

D1.>e to the manual reactor trip, operations personnel entered Emergency Operating 
Instruction 5023-12-1, "Standard Post Trip Actions," Revision 26, to ensure the plant 
was placed in a stable, $afe condition, and that the plant was configured to respond to 
the continuing steam generator tube leak event. Operations personnel implemented the 
emergency operating instructions and isolated the affected steam generator at 6~00 p.m. 
A plant cooldown vvas conducte.d by using main steam bypass froni steam generator 
3E0-89 to the main condenser. Mode 4 conditions were achieved at approximately 6 
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hours after isolation of the steam generator. Cooldown continued until Unit 3 was in 
Mode 5, coltj shutdown. 

(1) Introduction: The team identified an unresolved item associated with Operations 
Procedure SO 123-0-AB, "Trip/Transient and Event Review," that required a formal 
review of operator actions and safety systems to determine if important systems 
responded as design. The formal review was not completed. 

Description: On March 19, 2012, the team requested to review the results of 
operations post trip/transient evaluation of the January 31, Unit 3 tube leak event. 
Operations Procedure S0123-0-A8, "Trip/Transient and Event Review," Revision.8, 
required a detailed post trip review following unplanned reactor trips. However, a 
formal trip/transient and event review was not available because operations 
personnel determined the Unit 3 event was planned and therefore a formal review 
W;9S not required. 

On March 27, 2012, Team met with operations personnel to discuss Items on a draft 
Unit 3 trip/transient evaluation provided to the team. The team also discussed with 
operations personnel the requirements in Operations Procedure S0123-0-A8, and 
concluded a basis for what was "planned" and "unplanned" was not defined. 
Operations personnel determined the Unit 3 reactor trip was a planned reactor trip 
because Abnormal Operating lnstrU<~tion 8023-13-14, "Reactor Coolant Leak," 
Revision 16, Section 4, had described actions for-primary-to-secondary leakage. 
Specifically, thi$ section stated, in part, under plant conditions of increasing steam 
generator tube leakage, operations personnel were required to perform a rapid 
power reduction to less than 35 percent power, then trip the reactor. 

The team discussed with operations personnel that definitions for unplanned events 
have ·been established through industry standards to report on plant performance. 
These standards include NEf 99'-02, "Regulatory Assessment Performance Indicator 
Guideline," Revision 6. Industry Guidance NEI 99-02 indicated that Unit 3 reactor 
trip should be considered unplanned since the reactor trip was required by an 
abnormal operating instruction and would count against the performance indicator for 
unplanned reactor trips. NRC Regulatory Issue Summary (RlS) 2000-08, "Voluntary 
Submission of Performance Indicator Data," Revision 1, allows industry to use 
NEI 99-02 to report performance indicator data. 

Additional review and follow up will be required to review the corrective actions 
associated with the procedural guidance for an event review and then determine 
Whether this issue represents a performance deficiency or constitutes a violation Of 
NRC requirements. This issue is iqentified as URI 05000362/2012007-01, 
"Adequacy of the Trip/Transient and Event Review Procedure." 
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c. Conclusions 

The resident inspectors concluded that abnormal and emergency operating instructions 
were performed consistent with expected standard and that operations personnel 
exhibited the fundamental ope~ator competencies in resp_onse to the Unit 3 steam 
generator tube leak. 

Specifically; the resident inspectors determined that the operating crew displayed a 
questioning attitude of changing plant parameters and took conservative actions. The 
operating crew identified important preliminary increasing trends of Unit 3 air ejectors 
radiation monitors and subsequent alarms in a timely manner for a tube leak in ste~m 
generator 3E0-88. Additionally, the resident inspectors determined that crew 
supervision exercised effective oversight of plant status, crew performance, arid control 
room command and control. 

The te(lm identified one unresolved item associated with the ~dequacy of the 
trip/transient procedure. 

1.4 Description of Steam Generator Inspections atSONGS Unit 2 

On January 10, 2012; SONGS Unit 2 was shutdown for a refueling outage. Southern 
California Edison personnel conducted a scheduled steam generator inspection' in 
accordance with Technical Specification 5.5.2. 11, "Steam Generator (SG) Program." 
This was the first inspection of the Unit 2 steam generators since their replacement in 
January 201 o. The accumulated operating time on the replacement Unit 2 steam 
generators was 1.7 effectivefull power years. There was no reported primary-to
secondary leakage at the time of shutdown. 

The scope of the inspection included a 100 percent tube sar:nple with an eddy current 
test bobbin probe over the full tube length, followup rotating coil inspections at special 
interest locations, and a secondary side foreign object search and retrieval. Three types 
of flaw indications were found in the tubes: · 

• Wear at the tube support plate and anti-vibration bar supports 
• Wear caused by-a loose part 
• Wear at retainer bars 

With the exception of the wear indications found at tube retainer bar locations, the wear 
indications found are similar ta those found at other replacement steam generators after 
one cycle of operation. A total of 2411 tubes were found With indications at the tube 
support plates and anti-vibration bar supports, the vast majority of which had a 
measured depth of less than 20 percent of the tube wall thickness. Only two ofthese 
indications, located at the anti-vibration bar supports, exceeded the Technical 
Specification 5.5.2.11,c repair limit of 35 percent of the tube wall thickness. The two 
affected tubes plus two additional tubes with 31 percent deep indications were stabilized 
and plugged. 
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Southern California Edison performed a reanalysis of the bobbin probe eddy current 
data collected during the Unit 2 inspection program. This reanalysis was performed after 
the finding of the long free-span indications in Unit 3, allowing insights gained during the 
Unit 3 inspections to be applied to the Unit 2 data. The scope of this reanalysis was a 
"box" of 1000 tubes in each Unit 2 steam generator which bounded the region of tubing 
affected by the instability damage in Unit 3. This reanalysis, using the bobbin probe, 
confirmed the results of the original analysis and did not identify any tube-to~tube wear. 

Two tubes were found with indications (less than 35 percent through wall) caused by a 
small loose part on the secondary side. This loose part was removed from the steam 
generator. Metallurgical analysis indicated the loose part was a piece of weld metal, 
most llkely introduced during steam generator manufacturing operations. The two 
affected tubes were left in service. 

Six tubes were found with indications at retainer bar intersections. The retainer bars are 
part of the support structure for the anti-vibration bars and are a unique feature of steam 
generators manufactured by Mitsubishi. The measured indication depths ranged from 
28 to 90 percent of the tube wall thickness. Because of the short measured lengths of 
these flaws, only the 90 percent indication was in-situ pressure tested as part of 
condition monitoring. The affected tube was successfully pressurized to 5300 psi with 
no leakage, confirming that the Technical Specification 5. 5.2.11. b.1 structural integrity 
performance criteria were met. Mitsubishi attributed the cause of these indications to 
retainer bar vibration, the potential for which had not been evaluated during design (see 
Section 4 of this report for additional details). Fort Calhoun is the only other domestic 
plant with Mitsubishi steam generators. The retainer bars at F'ert Calhoun are 
signifioantly stiffer than at SONGS. · 
I 

The six tubes with retainer bar indications have been plugged and stabilized. In 
addition, the remaining 182 tubes (total for both Unit 2 steam generators) that intersect 
the retainer bars were plugged as a preventive measure. Twenty four of these tubes 
were stabilized prior to plugging to ensure that all 188 plugged tubes will not sever due 
to continued vibration of the retainer bar. The tubes that were stabilized are strategically 
located at each end and center of the retainer bars. 

Detailed plans for returning Unit 2 to service are still under development. Short-term 
plans relating to Unit 2 included conducting a full u-bend examination of 1375 tubes in 
both steam generators using a rotating coif. The tube sample was intended to bound the 
region affected by free-span wear seen in .Unit 3 by significant margin. The rotating coil 
provides a slightly more sensitive inspection for long free--span wear scars than the 
bobbin probe. These inspections were performed subsequent to the team's site visit and 
identified two tubes in Unit 2 steam generator 2E0-89 with shal.low free-span wear in the 
u-bend region. These indications both measured approximately 14 percent deep, and 
were located in the same region of the bundle affected by free-span indications in the 
Unit 3 steam generators; · 
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The tube wear data for Unit 2 is shown below. 
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*This value is the number of tubes with wear indications of anY depth and at any 
location. Since many tubes have indications in more than one depth and locc;!tion, the 
total number of tubes is less than the total number of indications. 

1.5 Description of Steam Generator Inspections at SONGS Unit 3 

After shutdown, the licensee started preparations for performing inspections of Unit 3 
steam generators 3E0-89 and 3E0-88. The steam generator tube inspections 
commenced on February 12, 2012, and confirmed the location of the leak in steam 
generator 3E0-88 as coming from the tube in Row 106 Column 78. The leak was 
located 2 inches beyond anti-vibration support number 4 on the hot leg side. It was 
found to be associated with a long (apprqximately 30 inches) free-span flaw indication. 
No other tubes were found to be leaking. 

The licensee then performed eddy current inspections of 100 percent of the tubes, full 
length, in both Unit 3 steam generators with a bobbin probe. The bobbin probe 
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examinations were supplemented by rotating coil examinations to confirm, characterize, 
and size the indications found by the bobbin probe. These examinations identified over 
160 tubes in each steam generator with long free-span indle<itions similar to that found 
on the leaking tube. lh each steam generator, the tubes containing the free-span 
indications were grouped together iri a tightly packed zone near the center·of the tube . . 
bundle.. The free-span indications were located on the upper and/or lower sides (i.e., the 
extrados and intrados) of the u~bend. Thus, a given free-span indication on the extrados 
of one tube tended to be matched by a similar indication on the intrados of the adjacent 
higher row tube located in the same tube column. This pattern provided early evidence 
to SGE personnel that the free-span indications were wear flaws due to tube-to-tube 
contact from motion of the u-bends within the plane of the u-bends. More than half of 
the free-span indications in each steam generator.had maximum measured depths 
exceeding the 35 percent plugging limit in the technical specifications, and ranged to as 
much as 99 percent (for the non-leaking tubes). 

Over 460 tubes in each steam generator were found with wear indications at the tube 
support plates. In general, tubes exhibiting th~ free-span wear indications tended to 
exhibit tube support plate indications with the highest depth measurements, typically with 
the deepest values at the seventh tube support plate and trending down at successively 
lqwer support levels. Approximately 170 tubes in each steam generator exhibited 
indications at the tube support plates that exceeded the 35 percent plugging limit, with 
maximum depths ranging to 70 percent. 

Approximately 800 tubes in steam generator 3E0-88 and 900 tubes in steam generator 
3E0-89 exhibited wear indications at the anti-vibration bar supports, ·Most of these 
measured less than 20 percent deep, and only 2 indications exceeded the 35 percent 
plugging limit. For tube indications at anti-vibration bars in tubes not exhibiting free-span 
u-bend indications, the length of the wear indications was confined to within the width of 
the anti-vibration bars. For tubes that exhibited free-span indications, many of these 
tubes had wear indications at the anti-vibration bars that extended outside the width of 
the anti-vibration bars which indicated in-plane movement of these tubes in the u-bend 
area. 

Four tubes were found with indications at retainer bar intersections, with measured 
depths ranging from 28 to 46 percent. At the time of the team's presence at the site, 
planned corrective actions wrth respect to tubes adjacent to the retainer bar were similar 
to those completed for Unit 2. The four tubes with retainer bar indications were plugged 
and stabilized. In addition, the remaining 184 tubes (total for both l.Jnit 3 steam 
generators) that intersect the retainer bars were plugged as a preventive measure. 
Twenty four of these tubes were stabilized prior. The tubes that were stabilized are 
strategically located at each end and center of the retainer bars. 
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Tube wear data for Unit 3 is shown below. 
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*This value is the number of tubes with wear indications of any depth and at any 
location. Since many tubes have indications in more than one depth and location, the 
total number of tubes is less than the total number of indications. 

1.6 In-Situ Pressure Testing· 

Technical Specification 5.5.2.11.a for SONGS Units 2 and 3 requires that a condition 
monitoring assessment be performed during each outage that the steam generator tubes 
are inspected or plugged to confirm that the tube integrity performance criteria are being 
met. These performance criteria include specific requirements for tube structural 
integrity and accident induced leakage. The limiting structural criterion applicable to the 
SONGS Units 2 and 3 is the normal steady state pressure differential across the tubes 
times a safety factor of three. The limiting accident induced leakage criterion is 0.5 gpm 
per steam generator. 
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Typically, the requirement for performing condition monitoring is satisfied by analyzing 
eddy current flaw indications relative to screening criteria that are functions of mea$ured 
flaw depth, length, and/or eddy current voltage response. These screening criteria are 
conservative relative to the performance criteria since they make allowance for eddy 
current measurement error, uncertainties with respect to voltage correlations with flaw 
depth and burst strength, and material property variability. When these screening 
criteria are exceeded, in~situ pressure tests may be performed for tubes not meeting the 
screening criteria to confirm that the performance criteria are met for these tubes. ln-sitl.l 
pressure test procedures at SONGS and the screening criteria for selecting tubes to be 
tested were in accordance with Electrical Power Research Institute Report 1014983, 
"Steam Generator In-Situ Pressure Test Guidelines;" Revision 3. 

At Unit 2, one tube with a measured 90 percent deep indication at a retainer bar location 
was determined to be outside the screening criteria and was in-situ pressure tested. For 
Unit 3, an optional strategy to the screening criteria approach was taken in accordance 
with the Steam Generator In-Situ Pressure Test Guidelines, Appendix A The 
Appendix A approach is a statistically based Monte Carlo approach that samples the 
uncertainty distributions associated with each of the input parameters for calculating 
tube burst pressure. This methodology selects all tubes determined to have a 0.95 
probability or less of meeting the limiting structural integrity performance criterion. 
Application of this methodology led to selection of 129 tubes on Unit3 for in-situ 
pressure testing, 73 tubes in steam generator 3E0~88 and 56 tubes in steam generator 
3E0-89. 

The in-situ pressure tests were performed under ambient conditions. Therefore the test 
pressures were adjusted upward from actual values under hot conditions to account for 
the increased yield and ultimate strength of the tube material under ambient conditions. 
The test pressures (with correction factors added) corresponding to normal operating 
conditions, main ste~m line break, and three times normal operating pressure differential 
were 1850 psi, 3200 psi, and 5300 psi, respectively. 

The test procedure involved pressurizing the subject tube at a rate not to exceed 200 
psi/sec to each test point. At each test point, pressure was held constant for two 
minutes if the tube was not leaking. If t~e tube was leaking, pressure was held constant 
for five minutes before ramping to the next test pressure. 

The tube with a 90 percent deep retainer bar indication in Unit 2 was successfully tested 
to 5300 psi with no leakage. This demonstrated that all performance criteria were met 
for this tube. For Unit 3, 136 of the 144 tubes were successfully tested to 5300 psi with 
no leakage, demonstrating that these tubes met the performance criteria. The remainihg 
eight tubes "failed" prior to reaching 5300 psi. Failure in this context means that leakage 
occurred in excess of the 4.5 gallons per minute pump capacity during the test, and test 
pressure could not be maintained. All eight tubes that failed were in steam generator 
3Eo:...aa. All tubes tested in steam generator 3E0·89 passed with no leakage. 

Table 1. summarizes the in-situ pressure test results for the eight tubes that failed the 
test. Three of the eight tubes failed at or below the test pressure corresponding to main· 
steam line break differential pressure. The tube that leaked causing shutdown of 
SONGS Unit 3 (row 106, column 78) exhibited the lowest failure pressure, 2874 psi. 
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The three tubes that failed at or below main steam line break pressure failed to meet the 
accident leakage performance criteria as well as the structural integrity performance 
criteria. The other five tubes met the accident leakage criteria, but failed to meet the 
structural criteria. 

Prior to being tested to failure, the tube that leaked· during operation {row 106, column 
78) exhibited a measured leak rate of 0.072 gallons per minute at a test pressure 
corresponding to normal operating conditions. This compares with a leak rate of 0.06 
gallons per minute measured by SCE operating staff for SONGS Unit 3 when they made 
the decision to shut the plant down. The reported operational leakage was evaluated 
based on ambient conditions. Both the operational and test measurements are less than. 
the applicable technical specification limit of 0.1 gallons per minute. 

Table 1 ...... SONGS 3 In-Situ Pressure Test Results 
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2.0 Probable Q.ause Evaluation (Charter Item 2) 

While the team was on-site, both SCE and Mitsubishi were in the process of conducting 
cause evaluations for the tube failures and unexpected wear of steam generator tubes in 
Unit 3. As part of both evaluations, actic;>ns were being taken to understand the 
differences between Unit 2 and 3 steam generators. The cause evaluations were not 
complet~ and were undergoing changes while the Augmented Inspection Team was 
onsite; however, SCE did subsequently complete their cause evaluation prior to the 
team's exit meeting. The team did a detailed review of the completed cause evaluation. 
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2.1 SCE Cause Evaluation 

a. lnsoection Scope 

The team conducted an overall and independent review of SCE's actions taken to 
understand the probable cause for the steam generator tube degradation. The team 
reviewed the updated final safety analysis report, technical specifications, design basis 
documents, original steam generator design, replacement steam generator design, 

. purchase order specifications, design changes, manufacturing changes, 
nonconformance reports, supplier deviation reports, and interviewed personnel. The 
review included understanding the licensee's criteria for determining the cause, or if one 
could not be determined, the most probable cause. -;o 

b. Observations and Findings 

No findings were identified. 

The team participated in discussions with the licensee's cause analysis team and noted 
that the licensee employed various root cause evaluation techniques. These included a 
change analysis technique that compared design differences and a problem analysis 
technique relying on a systematic process that looked at the causal effects and risk 
assessments of possible causes. The team reviewed the licensee causal analysis 
summary that assigned a ranking of highly probable to unlikely. 

In the area of thermal hydraulic analysis the licensee contracted.AREVA to verify the 
accuracy of Mitsubishi's thermal-hydraulic code (FIT Ill) used during the design of the 
replacement steam generators, by comparing it to ATHOS, a.thermal-hydraulic code 
developed by the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI). In addition, SCE contracted 
Wi;istirighouse to perform a completely independent analysis using a Westinghouse 
modified ATHOS thermal-hydraulic code. AREVA also performed independent.flow 
induced vibration analyses. The licensee bro~ght on board MPR ass.ociates and 
numerous other technical experts, including a world renowned expert in flow induced 
vibration. to assist in the cause assessment. The team observed that SCE preliminary 
causal analysis was generally consistent with that of Mitsubishi: Initially, the licensee 
reviewed the following cause contributors: 

• Departure from original steam generator u-bend/anti-vibration bar configuration -
highly probable · 

• Departure from original steam generator stay cylinder configuration - possible 
• Departure from original steam generator tube support plate configuration -

possible 
• Replacement steam generator anti-vibration bar structure too flexible - possible 
• Additional 300 rotations of Unit 3 replacement steam generator due to divider 

plate repair work - possible 
• Thermal-hydraulic and flow induced vibration models used in replacement steam 

generator design incorrectly predicted replacement steam generator tube bundle 
behavior - possible 
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The team observed that the licensee performed a detailed analysis and attempted to 
address all probable causes. The team observed that some of the conditions which 
were eliminated as potential contributors may need further evaluation. In particular, the 
team determined that the only major difference between Units 2 and 3 was the divider 
plate repair to both Unit 3 steam generators. This difference had been discounted by 
both SCE and Mitsubishi. The divider plate is further discussed in Section 12. 0 of this 
report.· 

The completed SCE cause evaluation identified the mechanistic cause of the tube-to
tube wear as fluid-elastic instability caused by a combination of localized high 
steam/water velocity, high steam void fraction, and insufficient contact forces between 
the anti-vibration bars and the tubes. 

The team independently concluded that the combination of higher than predicted 
thermal-hydraulic conditions and insufficient contact forces in the upper tube bundle 
caused tt:le fh::1id elastic instability vibration. This vibration caused the tube to tt1be 11.1ear 
and subsequent tube leak. 

2.2 Mitsubishi Cause Evaluation 

•'' 

a. Inspection Scope 

The team conducted an overall and independent review of Mitsubishi's actions taken to 
understand the probable cause of the steam generator tube degradation. While onsite, 
the inspection team was informed that Mitsubishi was p~rforming a failure analysis to 
characterize the mechanism causing the tube-to-tube wear condition in Unit 3. The 
team had periodic discussions with Mitsubishi personnel to gather information on the 
probable causes under consideration. The team reviewed information contained in the 
updated final safety analysis report, technical specifications, design basis documents, 
purchase order specifications, design changes, design drawings, manufacturing 
changes1 nonconformance reports, and supplier deviation reports to understand the 
design and fabrication of the replacement steam generators and independently assess 
the information obtained from Mitsubishi'.s in-progress cause evaluation. 

b. Observations and Findings 

No findings were identified. 

The team determined that Mitsubishi was performing a thorough evaluation of the failure 
mechanism leading to the tube-to-tube wear in Unit 3. The team noted that Mitsubishi 
gathered factual information about the qesign, fabrication, and operation of the 
replacement steam generators in Unit 2 and Unit 3 to understand the differences 
between these components and identify potential contributing causes. The team 
discussed the preliminary failure mechanism theory with Mitsubishi personnel, who 
attributed the tube-to-tube; wear to a combination of design, fabrication, and operational 
factors. 
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Mitsubishi's preliminary explanation of the failure mechanism started with the 
combination of two factors: (1) a relatively small tube pitch to tube diameter ratio (P/D), 
and (2) high voi_d fraction in the tube bundle area where the tube-to-tube wear was 
identified. The small pitch to diameter ratio was a fixed parameter in the replacement 
steam generators established by the nominal center-to·center distance between 
adjacent tubes (P) and the nominal outside diameter of the tubes (D}. The high void 
fraction was identified from the results of Mitsubishi's thermal;...hydraulic model for the 
secondary side ofthe replacement steam generators. Mitsubishi considered that the 
combination of these two factors may have resulted in favorable conditions for in-plane 
tube vibration based, .in part, on the results of recent studies in fluid-elastic instability. 

Additionally, Mitsubi:?hi identified that the Unit 3 replacement steam generators had 
better dimensional controls during the fabrication process. This determination was 
based, in part, on the results of pre-service and in-service eddy current examinations, 
and fabrication data from Unit2 and Unit 3 replacement steam generators. The 
correlation of dimensional controls with the failure mechanism was that improved 
dimensional controls for Unit 3 replacement steam gen,erators resulted in less variability 
of as-built critical dimensions such as anti-vibration bar thickness. tube roundness, and 
gaps between tubes and anti~vibration bars. -: 

Tne failure mechanism model also considered a fluid dynamic effect associated with the 
spreading of the tubes in the U-bend region during normal operating conditions. This 
effect was informally referred to as "flowering," due to,the characteristic shape in which 
the tube bundle spreads transverse to the plane of the u-bends at normal operating 
conditions. "Flowering" was describe.d as the elastic deformation of the anti-vibration bar 
structure and the tube bundle in the U-bend region, as a result of thermal expansion and 
fluid dynamic pressure acting on, the secondary side of the tubes (see figure below}. 
The deformation caused by the "flowering'' effect was btalieved to result ln multiple areas 
of no contact between the anti-vibration bars and the tubes, which minimized resistance 
to in-pf ane motion of the u-bend ~rea of the tubes. 
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ln·Plane Deformation 
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out-of~Plane Oeformatlon 

Mitsubishi considered that the collective contribution of the factors described above 
resulted in conditions in the U-bend that were highly susceptible to excessive tube 
vibration. The in-plane vibration of the tubes in the U-be.nd region allowed direct contact 
between free-span sections of the tubes, resulting in the unanticipated tube-to-tube 
wear. 

At the conelusion of the onsite portion of this inspection, Mitsubishi was further 
evaluating the failure mechanism by' conducting in-depth analyses of available dafal to 
validate their failure mechanism theory. One of the analyses included analytical studies 
of the impact of anti:...vibration bar gap size, free-span length, fluid-elastic vibration, and 
contact forces on tube wear depth, An expec.ted outcome of this analysis was that 
contact forces. and the number of inactive supports should be the biggest contributors to 
wear under fluid-elastic instability conditions. Additionally, Mitsubishi was conducting 
further analytical studies of the "flowering" effect by modeling multiple cases of elastic 
displacement of the tube bu'ndle- structure, taking into consideration thermal expansion 
and dynamic pressures. Concurrent with these analyses, Mitsubishi was studying the 
effect of manufacturing dispersion on tube wear. Specifically, Mitsubishi was modeling 
multiple cases of manufacturing variability to study the influence of different dimensional 
controls on gap and contact forces. Mitsubishi was using as-built data as well as 
manufacturing tolerances to statistically assess the impact of dimensional controls on 
the resulting gaps and contact forces in different areas of the tube bundle. Based on the 
data reviewed by the team, the standard deviation of the tube ovality (G-value) 
decreased during each successive fabrication run of the steam generator tubes (order of 
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tube fabrication-> U2E0-89, U2E0-88, U3E0~89, and U3E0-88). One of the expected 
outcomes of this analysis was that manufacturing variability in Unit 3, in combination with 
the qflowering" effect, would result in a reduction of contact forces in Unit 3 relative fo 
those in Unit 2. During the on-site portion of this inspection, the results of these studies 
were not finalized and additional failure analysis tasks were scheduled to accurately 
characterize the failure mechanism and support the cause determination. 

c. Conclusions 

At the time of the exit, Mitsubishi was still completing their independent cause analysis. 
As part of the Gonfirmatory Action Letter inspection The team was unable to evaluate this 
aspect; however, the final Mitsubishi cause evaluation will be reviewed:· as part ofthe 
Confirmatory Action Letter inspection. No conclusions were reached with regard to the 
Mitsubishi cause evaluation at this time 

3.0 Operational Differences in Configuration and Operation between Unit 2 and 3 (Charter 
~~ . . . 

a. Inspection Scoge 

The team reviewed Unit 2 and 3 Cycle 16 operational data records found in operator 
logs and the plant computer system. The team focused on differences in configuration 
anq operation between Units 2 and 3. The team evaluated full power operational data 
between Unit 2 and Unit 3 steam generators after each were replaced. From this data 
the team compared key plant parameters and other indications such as temperature, 
flow, power, pressure, and vibration and loose parts monitoring alarms. The team 
reviewed operational differences between Units 2 and 3 in order to gain information and 
to assess if these differences could have had an impact on the observed differences in 
the steam generator tube wear between the units. 

b. Observations and Findings 

No findings were identified. 

The team identified one unresolved item for which additional information is required to 
determine if a performance deficiency exist$ or if the issue constitutes a violation of NRC 
requirements. The team also modeled the impact of operational differences on the 
predicted thermal-hydraulic response of the steam generators. 

(1) Introduction: The team identified an unresolved item associated with the number of 
valid vibration arid loose parts alarms observed in Unit 3 steam generators compared 
to Unit 2 steam generators, during steady state conditions. 

Description: During the review of operational differences between Unit 2 and 3 
steam generators the team identified a significant difference in number of valid 
vibration and loose parts monitoring system alarms. The vibration and loose parts 
monitoring system was designed to provide continuous monitoring and conditioning 
of loose parts accelerometer signals. Two separate accelerometers were installed 
on each of the ·steam generators. The location of these instruments are on the 
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steam generators' lower supporting structures and provide acoustic information 
about loose parts impacts specifically on the reactor coolant or primary side of the 
steam generators. The vibration and loose parts monitoring system real time 
functions consist mainly of impact alarm validation of suspected loose part events 
and recording acoustic data. Long terni vibration monitoring and loose part event 
trending were done by engineering personnel using recorded data. 

Unit 3 returned to service in February 2011, and the resident inspectors noted a 
number of nuclear notifications associated with Unit 3 steam generators vibration 
and loose parts monitoring alarms. On January 20, 2012, pri9r to the Unit 3 tube 
leak, engineering personnel also identified this trend and documented in Nuclear 
Notification NN 201818719 this problem and assigned an action to do further 
evaluation. On February 3, 2012, engineering personnel sent two sets of alarm 
signatures to Westinghouse, which contained impact data on alarms for time periods 
of steady state operation {i.e., no major temperature changes). Westinghouse 
engineering personnel concluded that the acoustic signals picked up by the 
accelerometers were valid and similar in nature to acoustic signatures caused by 
thermal movement of a steam generator expected during changes in thermal 
conditions, such as plant startup or shutdown. However the data obtained and 
analyzed had been taken during steady state operations. The team noted that Unit 2 
steam generators did not receive the same number and type of alarms during a 
similar period of steady state operations. Engineering personnel also compared hot 
leg temperature changes linked to Unit 3 operations from February 18, 2011, to 
January 31, 2012. and c_onfirmed about 30 valid alarms during this period were not 
associated with thermal transients. 

Additional review and follow up will be required of the vibration and loose parts 
monitoring system alarms, including evaluation and disposition of Unit 3 alarms and 
then determine whether this issue represents a performancE;l deficiency or constitutes 
a violation of NRC requirements. This issue is identified as 
URI 05000362/2012007-02, "Evaluation of Uriit 3 Vibration and Loose Parts 
Monitoring System Alarms." 

(2) Operational Differences: The team performed a number of different thermal
hydraulic analysi$ of Units 2 and 3 steam generators. The.output of the various 
analyses runs where .then compared and reviewed to determine If those differences 
could nave contributed to the significant change in steam generator tube wear. It 
was noted that Unit 3 ran with slightly higher primary temperatures, about 4·p higher 
than Unit 2. Other differences were noted in steam and feedwater flow but none of 
the differences were considered sufficient to significantly affect thermal hydraulic 
characteristics inside the steam generators. The different analyses included: 

• Lqwer bounding thermal hydraulic analysis using the steam generator base 
design condition, where primary inlet temperature was 598°F, and an upper 
bound case where primary inlet temperature was 611 'F as identified in Mitsubishi 
Document L5-04GA021, Revision 3 

• Varying steam generator pressures from 833 to 942 psia 
• Steam mass flow rates from 7.59 to 7.62 Mlbm/hr 
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• Primary loop volumetric flow rate from 102,000 to 104,000 gpm, and 
• Recirculation ratio from 3.2 to 3.5. 

c. Conclusions 

The team identified one unresolved item associated with SCE's evaluation of the Unit 3 
loose parts monitoring alarms. 

The result of the independent NRC thermal-hydraulic analysis indicated that differences 
in the actual operation between units and/or individual steam generators had an 
insignificant impact on the results and in fact, the team did not identify any changes in 
steam velocities or void fractions that could attribute to the differences in tube wear 
between the units or steam generators. It should be noted that increases in primary 
temperature and steam generator pressures has the effect of reducing void fractions and 
peak steam velocities, which slightly decreases the conditions necessary for fluid elastic 
instability and fluid-induced vibration. 

4.0 Design and Manufacturing Differences (Charter Item #4) (Mitsubishi Charter Item 1) 

During the development of the charter, it was not known how SCE and Mitsubishi 
reviewed and approved design and manufacturing changes. During the inspection, it 
was identified that all design and manufacturing changes proposed by Mitsubishi 
required review and approval from a SCE representative. Based on this, it was 
determined that this area could be covered as one item. 

a. Inspection Scope 

The team interviewed licensee and Mitsubishi personnel involved in the design and 
fabrication of the replacement steam generators and reviewed information including 
nonconformance reports, design drawings, fabrication procedures, design changes, 
engineering evaluations, supplier deviation requests, and design specifications to 
identify conditions affecting quality that resulted in relevant design differences between 
the replacement steam generators. The team assessed whether these differences could 
be considered as contributing factors for the cause of the tube-to-tube wear issue in Unit 
3. The team also reviewed Engineering Change Packages 800071702 and 800071703 
for the Unit 2 and Unit 3 replacement steam generators, respectively, with emphasis on 
changes made to the design methodology described in the updated final safety analysis 
report for the original steam generators to verify that the evaluation was performed in 
accordance with licensee procedures and tne provisions of 10CFR s'o.59,."Changes, 
Tests, and Experiments." 

b. Observations and Findings 

No findings 'lt'ere identified. 

The team identified two unresolved items for which additional information is required to 
determine if performance deficiencies exist or if the issues constitute violations of NRC 
requirements. The team also identified several observations related to the design, 
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fabrication, and the engineering change package for the Unit 2 and Unit 3 replacement 
steam generators. 

(1) Introduction: The team identified an unresolved item associated with the design of 
the retainer bars in Unit 2 and Unit 3 replacement steam generators. 

Description: In February 2012, the licensee identified wear indications in Unit 2 
replacement steam generators at the tube locations in contact with the retainer bars 
(see figure below). Some of the indications showed excessive wear with a maximum 
degradation of 90 percent through wall. 

The team ·identified that the design of the replacement .steam generators did not 

expect any potential vibration concerns in the area of the tube bundle where the 
retainer bars were located. The basis for Mitsubi~hi's design philosophy relied on 
the following factors: 

• Based on the calculated natural frequency of the retainer bar, Mitsubishi 
considered that there would not be a resonant vibration condition relative to the 
flow conditions in the location of retainer bars. 

• The vibration analysis of the tube bundle only considered out-of-plane vibration 
because in-plane vibration was not expected to be an operational concern for the 
retainer bars. 

• The outermost tubes were considered the least susceptible to flow-elastic 
instability; therefore retainer bar locations were not included In the vibration 
analysis, 

• Fluid-elastic instability was found not applicable to the retainer bar because this 
mechanism did not apply to a. single tube in cross flow. 

• 'vortex-induced vibration was found not applicable to the retainer bar because it 
was considered a vibration mode applicable to a single cylinder in uniform cross 
flow in a large area and the flow condition around the retainer bars was 
considered slug-froth two phase flow. 
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However, upon identification of retainer bar-to-tube wear in Unit 2 replacement 
steam generators, Mitsubishi performed an evaluation to identify the cause of 
excessive wear. The analysis considered three vibration mechanisms: fluid-elastic 
instability, vortex-induced vibration, and turbulence-induced vibration (random 
vibration). The analysis for turbulence~induced vibration determined that random 
vibration was the possible cctuse of the retainer vibration, based on the peculiar flow 
around the retainer bar, combined with the rather low natural frequency of the 
retainer bar. The analysis used the two phase flow conditions around the retainer 
bars and identified various modes of vibration at those flow conditions that could lead 
to retainer bar vibration and consequently to tube wear. 

Additional review by the NRC is required following completion of the 
liccnsee'sMitsubish1's cause evaluation to determine whether this issue represents a 
performance deficiency or constitutes a violation of NRC requirements. This issue is 
.identified as URI .05000362/2012007-03, "Evaluation of Retainer Bars Vibration 
during the Original Design of the Replacement Steam Generators." 

(2) Introduction: The team identified an unresolved item associated with the 
dimensional controls of critical dimensions throughout the fabrication of Unit 2 and 
Unit 3 replacement steam generator$. 

Description: Based on the information gathered.by the team on the differences in 
dimensional controls of criticaf parameters in Unit 2 and Unit 3 replacement steam 
generators, the team determined that Mitsubishi did not consider the potential impact 
of improving dimensional controls for tube roundness and anti-vibration bars on the 
final tube bundle clearances at normal operating conditions. 

Additional review by the NRC is required following completion of Mitsubishi's cause 
evaluation to fully assess how the dimensional controls contributed to the tube-to-

.tube wear in Unit 3 and then determine whether this issue represents a performance 
deficiency or constitutes a violation of NRC requirements. This issue is identified as 
URI 05000362/2012007-04, uEvaluation of Changes in Dimensional Controls during 
the Fabrication of Unit f! and Unit 3 Replacement Steam Generators." 

(3) Design Differences: The team did not identify any significant differences in the 
design requirements of Unit 2 and Unit 3 replacement steam generators. The 
"Conformed Specification for Design and Fabrication of the Replacement Steam 
Generators," also known as the design specification, contained identical technical 
requirements for Unit 2 and Unit 3 ~team generators. All replacement sh:lam 
generators were required to be designed, fabricated, and tested in accordance With 
the 1998 edition of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) Boiler 
and Pressure Vessel Code, with the 2000 Addenda, industry standards, and NRC 
endorsed methods described in applicable regulatory guides. The licensee specified 
the same licensing requirements for all replacement steam generators. 

The design specification also contained provisions to address technical or quality 
deviations from the requirements of the purchase order or the design specifications, 
including the disposition of "Repairn or "Accept as-is" conditions captured as non-
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conformance reports in Mitsubishi's quality assurance program and cha_nges to 
documents previously approved by the licensee. This process was referred to as 
"Supplier Deviation Request" and allowed the licensee to review and approve 
deviations from the approved design specifications. The team noted that changes 
affecting the specified design were submitted to SCE personnel for review and 
approval. 

T_he team noted that the design specification established identical provisions for the 
design of th~ replacement steam generator components including the vessel, 
upper/lower shell, transition cone, tubesheet. channel head, divider plate, tube 
supports. tubing, steam nozzle, feedwater nozzle, primary nozzles, steam flow 
li!11iting device, moisture separators/dryers, feedwater distribution system, blowdown 
and sludge management, access/inspection ports, instrument/sampling taps, and 
loose part monitoring. 

The design specification also established identical requirements for the service life 
and. service environmental conditions of the replacement steam generators. The 
licensee also specified identical design loading, structural, and seismic requirements 
for all replacement steam generators. The design specification contained identical 
requirements for design transients under normal, upset, emergency, faulted, and test 
conditions. 

Additionally, the performance requirements in the design specification were identical 
for each replacement steam generator, which included: 

• Water Level Stability 
• Circulation Ratio 
• Moisture Carryover 
• Steam Carryunder in the Downcomer Annulus 
• Reactor Coolant Flow Rate 
• Primary-Ta-Secondary Leakage 
• Slowdown Capacity 
• Thermal Rating 
• Heat Transfer-Surface Area 
• Tube Plugging Margin 
• Fouling Factor 
• Overall Heat Transfer Coefficient 
• Primary Side Design and Operating PressutefTemperatures 
• Secondary Side Design and Operating PressuresiT emperatures 
• Primary Side Design and Operating Flows 
• Secondary Side Design and Operating Flows 
• Tube Material and Dimensions 

The replacement steam generator design developed by Mitsubishi for SONGS Unit 2 
and Unit 3 in accordance with the licensee's design specification was translated into 
the same set of design and fabrication drawings. The team noted that some as-built 
dimensions varied between Unit 2 and Unit 3 steam generators as a result of the 
divider plate weld repairs in Unit 3 and other manufacturing processes. However, 
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these dimensional changes did not represent significant deviations from the original 
design specifications. 

(4) Fabrication Differences: The team noted that the design specification contained the 
same general fabrication requirements for the Unit 2 and Unit 3 replacement steam 
generators. The design specification contained the methods required for fabrication 1 

assembly, inspection, and testing of the replacement steam generators. The 
specification covered, in part, fabrication requirements for the channel head cladding, 
tube dimensions, tube wall thickness, tube bend radius, tube "ovality," tubesheet, 
tube-to-tubesheet joints, tube supports, tube bundle, machined gasketed surfaces, 
non-ASME steam generator internals, weldjng methods, post-Weld heat treatment, 
and allowable welding materials. The specification also contained detailed 
requirements for inspections, tests, and examinations, which included examination 
methods and personnel qualification requirements. 

The design specification also required the use of usupplier Deviation Requests" to 
address technical or quality deviations from the requirements of the Purchase Order 

. or the design specifications, including the disposition of "Repair" or "Accept as-is" 
conditions identified during the fabrication process and changes to fabrication 
documents previously approved by the licensee. The team noted that fabrication 
issues affecting the specified design were submitted to SCE personnel for review 
and approval. 

Based on discussions with SCE and Mitsubishi personnel and the review of 
documentation about the fabrication history of Unit 2 and Unit 3 replacement steam 
generators, the team identified the differences listed below. At the conclusion of the 
onsite portion of this inspection, the differences between Unit 2 and Unit 3 steam 
generators as a result of the fabrication process were under consideration for the 
cause evaluation. 

·• Steam Dryer Assembly- During the fabrication of Unit 2 steam generator 2E0--
89, Mitsubishi identified.a nonconforming condition of the steam dryer assembly 
that included damaged locking plates of vane jacking devices, displaced bolts, 
and damaged vanes~ The cause of this issue was determined to be inadequate 
evaluation and control of the design iRwith regard to the capacity of the vane 
jacking devices to sustain all fabrication conditions. Specifically, the vane jacking 
devices failed to stay in the design position during multiple rotations of the steam 
generator assembly during fabrication. Mitsubishi corrected the condition, in 
part, by replacing all vane j~cking devices and damaged vanes with a new 
design; which was also used in the fabrication of the Unit 2 steam 
generator 2E0-88, and Unit 3 steam generators 3E0-89 and 3E0-88. 
Additionally, Mitsubishi modified the assembly sequence of the steam dryers. 
For Unit 2 steam generator 2E0-89, the steam dryer vanes were assembled in
situ while the steam dryers for Unit 2 steam generator 2E0-88 and Unit 3 steam 
generators 3E0-88 and 3E0-89 were preassembled before installation in their 
final position. 

• Drilling of Tubesheet Holes - The tubesheet holes in Unit 2 and Unit 3 steam 
generators where the tubes are inserted for final assembly were made with 
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different drill bits. The Unit 2. steam generator tubesheets were drilled with 
uncoated drill bits. The Unit 3 steam generator tubesheets were drilled with 
titanium-nitride coated drill·bits, which improved the drill bit life and resolved 
tooling mark issues experienced in Unit 2. 

• Transition Wrapper Welding - The welding of the tr;:insition wrapper was 
performed in different order for each unit. For Unit 2 steam generators, the 
transition wrapper was welded after the tubes and anti-vibration bars were 
installed. In Unit 3 steam generators, the transition wrapper was welded before 
the installation of tubes and anti-vibration bars. · 

• Cladding Removal Process for the Channel Head - The removal of the stainless 
steel clad weld from the interior surface of the channel head base metal in 
preparation for tne divider plate weld (i.e. structural butter weld) was performed 
with different methods in Unit 2 and Unit 3 replacement steam generators. For 
Unit 2, Mitsubishi used a machining process to remove the cladding in both 
steam generators. In Unit 3, Mitsubishi used an air carbon-arc gouging process. 
This method resulted in separation of the butter weld during hydrostatic testing. 
The root cause evaluation concluded that the air carbon-arc gouging process left 
carbon deposits on the base metal. Gouging was followed by grinding which was 
designed to remove the heat affected zone and expected to completely remove 
the carbon deposits, However, the grinding process left carbon deposits behind, 
which resulted in the localized areas of high carbon and high base metal 
hardness due to carburization. The repair of the Unit 3 divider .plate welds is 
addressed in further details in Section 12.0 of this report. 

• Helium Leak Test - As part ·of the fabrication process, Mitsubishi performed a 
Helium-Nitrogen leak test on the secondary side of the replacement steam 
generators to check for leaks on the tube-to-tube.sheet welds. For all steam 
generators, this test was performed after completion of the tube-to-tubesheet 
weld, but prior to the penetrant examination of the tube-to-tube.sheet welds and 
final tube expcinsion. The leak tests for Unit 2 steam generators were performed 
at a higher pressure than Unit 3 steam generators. Additionally, the Unit 2 tests 
were performed using a temporary welded cap on top of the steam generator 
shell to enclose the secondary side, while a temporary clamped cap was used in 
Unit 3 steam generators. AU tests required the same holding time before starting 
the test and the same leak rate ~cceptance criteria. 

• Preliminary and ASME Section Ill Hydrostatic Tests -The number of hydrostatic 
tests performed in accordance with ASME Section Ill on the primary and 
secondary sides of the replacement steam generators varied between Units due 
to the results ofthe initial test in each steam generator. For each replacement 
steam generator, the hydrostatic tests were pertormed first on the primary side 
and then on the secondary side. Both Unit 2 steam generators met the 
acceptance criteria in the first hydrostatic test. However, during the first 
hydrostatic test on the i?econdary side of Unit 3 steam generator 3E0-89, 
Mitsubishi identified leakage through a tube:..to-tubesheet weld that exceeded the 
ASME Code acceptance criteria. After repairs were completed to address the 
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leakage, the hydrostatic tests were re-performed. Following the second set of 
hydrostatic tests on Unit 3 steam generator 3E0-89, cracking indications were 
identified in the divider plate-to-channel head weld. After repairs were completed 
to address the divider plate weld cracks, a third set of hydrostatic tests were 
performed in Unit 3 steam generator 3E0-89. Since similar cracking indications 
of the divider plate weld were identified in Unit 3 steam generator 3E0-88, a 
second set of hydrostatic tests was performed in this steam generator after the 
divider plate weld was repaired. 

Additionally, prior to each ASME Section Ill hydrostatic test, Mitsubishi performed 
a preliminary hydrostatic test of the primary and secondary side of the steam 
generators at design pressure to check for leakage at the feed pump, pressure 
filling line, temporary gaskets, and temporary seals. Therefore, each 
replacement steam generator received an equal number of preliminary and 
ASME Section 11.1 Hydrostatic Tests. The total numbers of hydrostatic tests for 
each steam generator are summarized below. 

• Pre-Service Inspection - The design specification established similar 
requirements for the pre-service eddy current examination of Unit 2 and Unit 3 
replacement steam generators. The team noted that the eddy current 
examinations of Unit 2 and Unit 3 steam generators were performed with similar 
eddy current techniques, including essential variables. However, the v 

circumstances in which the examinations were performed varied for each Unit. 
For Unit 2, the pre•service examination was performed after the steam 
generators were delivered at the SQNGS jobsite. The steam generators were 
examined on the shipping saddles, where the position of the tube bundle was at 
45 degrees from the gravity neutral position. This position was dictated by the 
location of the steam g~nerator lifting trunnions which were installed on the upper 
shell at 45 degree orientation from the steam generator centerline. For Unit 3, 
the pre-service eddy current examination was performed at the Mitsubishi Kobe 
facility while the steam )generators were still on the fabrication rollers and in the 
gravity neutral position (i.e. divider plate oriented horizontally). The decision to 
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perform the Unit 3 pre-service examination at the Mitsubishi facility was dictated 
by delivery schedule considerations resulting from the divider plate weld repairs. 

• Flow Limiter for Primary Inlet Nozzles - The replacement steam generators were 
designed with a flow limiter located in the primary inlet nozzle (see figure below) 
in order to make the reactor coolant system flow similar to the flow rate of the 
original steam generatorand not exceed the maximum allowable reactor coolant 
system flow rate. The licensee's evaluation for the engineering design package 
determined that although the original steam generators had a number of plugged 
tubes, the reactor coolant system flow rate of the original steam generators was 
near the design requirement. Because the replacement steam generators has 
377 more tubes than the original steam generators, and contained tubes with u
bends versus "square bends"' the pressure drop of the replacemEint steam 
generators with no plugged tubes would be much less than the original steam 
generators resulting in a higher flowrate. 

Flow Limiter 

The flow limiter was designed to ensure the total "best estimate" reactor coolant 
flow rate with th.e replacement steam generators installed would not exceed 
106.5 .percent of the design volumetric flow rate of 396,000 gallons per minute at 
a reactor coolant system cold leg temperature of Tcdld = 540.9°F. For Unit 2 
repiacement stea_m generators, the flow limiter diameter to nozzle inner diameter 
ratio was 0.94 while the ratio for Unit 3 steam generators was 0.915 due to Unit 3 
reactor coolant pump replacement. The flow limiter dimensions resulted from a 
scaled model test performed by Mitsubishi and it was designed to be machined 
as part of the nozzle base metal. 

• Pitch Distance of Tube Support Plate Drilled Holes in Unit 2 Steam Generator 
2E0-89 - During fabrication of the tube support plates for Unit 2 steam generator 
2E0-89; quality control inspections identified unacceptable measurements of the 
pitch distance between drilled holes. Mitsubishi fabrication procedures required 
verification of the total center-to-cen~er distance between ten inline drilled holes 
at certain sample points of the tube support plate. The dimensional verification 
checks identified a total of 200 measurements in tube support plate number 3 
and 1 O measurements in tube support plate number 6 that did not meet the 
dimensional acceptance criteria established in the fabrication procedures. 
Mitsubishi evaluated this non-conformance condition and accepted the condition 
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"as-is" with the SCE's approval. The technical justification for accepting the 
condition addressed four elements: (a) the impact of the condition on the ability 
to insert the tubes through the affected areas of the tube support plates, (b) 

1 resulting stress on the tubes after insertion, (c) impact of the condition on the 
tube to anti-vibration gap size, and (d) possible occurrence of tube scratch during 
inspection. Similar unacceptable measurements were not identified in Unit 2 
replacement steam generator 2E0-88 or Unit 3 replacement steam generators 
3E0-89 and 3E0-88. ' 

• Tube-to-Tube Clearance in Unit 2 steam generator 2E0-89 - During fabrication of 
Unit 2 replacement steam generator 2E0-89, interfer~nce checks identified that 
th~ clearance between the tubes in Rows No. 28 and 30 in Column No. 22 was 
less than the-minimum clearance of 0.13-inch specified in Mitsubishi's inspection 
procedure. The condition was accepted ''as-is» by Mitsubishi and SCE through 
the supplier deviation request process. The main consideratiohs of the technical 
evaluation included: (a) thermal expansion difference, (b) tube expansion due to 
operating pressures, (c) tube displacement due to out-of-plane flow induced 
vibration; and (d) tube displacement due to seismic acceleration. The team 
noted that no tube-to-tube wear indications were identified in this area of the tube 
bundle. 

• Anti-Vibration Bar Spacing Issues in Unit 2 Steam Generator 2E0-89 -During 
fabrication of Unit 2 replacement steam generator 2E0-89, quality control 
inspections identified unacceptable gaps between tubes and the anti-vibration 
bars in the outside tube columns. The affected area was identified as welding 
zone-4. The apparent cause forthe anti-vibration bar spacing issue was due to 
performing the welding of zone-4 while the steam generator was oriented 
horizontally with this welding zone oriented to the bottom of the bundle. In this 
configuration, the tube bundle experienced sagging at the time of welding due to 
gravity. After completion of welding zone 4, the steam generator assembly was 
rotated 180 degrees for additional assembly steps, qut the S<;Jgging in the 
opposite direction caused enlargement of the gaps in.welding zone 4 and this 
enlargement remained approximately the same for all subsequent rotations. 
When zone-4 was rotated 180-degrees after welding, deflection or sagging of the 
tube retaining bars due to gravity slightly pulled the anti-vibration bars, increasing 
the gap between the tube and the anti*vibration bars iri this zone. 

With the licensee's approval, Mitsubishi implemented various corrective actions 
to address the condition in the pending Unit 2 replacement steam generator 
2E0-88 and subsequently in Unit 3 steam generators which included: (a) use of 
smaller spacer blocks between tubes for the installation of anti-vibration bars, (b) 
re-define the welding zones to limit welding in the horizontal position, and ( c) 
recluce rotations during welding of the other bundle zones. Mitsubishi performed 
rework activities in Unit 2 steam generator 2E0-89 to restore anti-vibration bar 
spacing to design specifications. These ~ctivities resulted in better gap 
distribution. All the tube .. to-anti-vibration bar gaps exceeding the initial 
dimensional criteria were further evaluated and accepted in accordance with 
Mitsubishi's gap size evaluation procedure. 
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• Rotations of Steam Generator Assembly for Anti-Vibration Bar Installation and 
Welding - The team noted that welding of anti-vibration bars structure required 
rotating the steam generators several times. As a result of the corrective actions 
generated to address the anti-vibration bar spacing issues in Unit 2 steam 
generator 2E0-89, the installation procedure was revised to reduce the number of 
rotations for anti-vibration bar installation to attain better gap control. This 
procedure revision resulted in different number of rotations in each replacement 
steam generator. Steam generators l)nit 2 E0-89, Unit 2 E0-88, Unit 3 E0-89, 
and Unit 3 E0-88 ·received 11.25, 4, 3.5, and 3.5 rotations, respectively, during 
installation of the anti-vibration bars structure. 

• Temporary Installation of Plastic Ties - In order to limit the displacement of anti
vibration bars during rotation of the steam generator assembly for welding of the 
anti-vibration bars structure, Mitsubishi revised the installation procedure to 
install temporary plastic ties between the retaining bars and the tubes. This step 
of the anti-vibration bar assembly process was performed in a different sequence 
for Unit 2 and Unit 3 steam generators. For Unit 2, the installation of plastic ties 
cc.curred after welding the transition wrapper, the Helium leak test, and tube 
hydraulic expansion, but before welding the channel head to the tubesheet, the 
hydrostatic tests, and the pre-service inspection. In Unit 3, the installation of 
plastic ties was performed between welding the transition wrapper and the 
Helium leak test. 

• Dimensional Controls of Anti-Vibration Bar Structure -According to Mitsubishi's 
preliminary cause evaluation taking place at the time of this inspection, the 
controls of critical dimensions affecting. the clearances between the tube and the 
anti-vibration bars were gradually improved throughout the fabrication of the Unit 
2 and Unit 3 steam generators. This improvement on dimensional controls was a 
consideration for the determination of the failure mechanism leading to tube-to
tube wear in Unit 3. 

The first dimensional control under consideration was the improvement of tube 
roundness in the section of the tubes that was bent to form the U-bend shape. 
During fabrication of Unit 2 steam generator 2E0-89, the supplier oftubular 
product for Mitsubishi (i.e. Sumitomo), experienced quality issues to meet the G
values established in the design specifications, resulting In a high number of tube 
rejections. The G-value was a measure of departure from roundness, or 
"ovality," after the tubes were bent and it was controlled in order to control the. 
gap between tubes and anti-vibration bars (see figure below). The G-values 
were measured at different locations along the U-bend section of the tubes for a 
selected number of tubes per row, as established in Mitsubishi's procedure. The 
acceptance criteria for G-value varied depending on the row where the tubes 
were installed. The acceptance criteria also remained the same throughout the 
fabrication of Unit 2 and Unit 3 replacement steam generators. 
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Based on discussions with licensee personnel and documentation reviews. the 
team noted that Sumitomo implemented measures to improve the quality of the 
tube bending process which resulted in less deviation of G-values and a 
reduction in the amount and variability of tubing "ovality." Based on the statistical 
analysis of G-value data collected during fabrication of the Unit 2 and Unit 3 
steam generators, Mitsubishi concluded that the G-values standard deviation 
gradually decreased since the fabrication of the first steam generator. 

Another dimensional control under consideration was the variability of anti· 
vibration bar dimensions. Mitsubishi's fabric~tion procedures required inspection 
of various dimensions of the anti-vibration bars to control the gap between the 
anti-vibration bars and the tubes. These dimensions were: thickness in the 
straight sections, twisting and flatness of the straight sections after bending, and 
thickness of the anti-vibration bar tip (i.e. nose) after bending. Among .these 
dimensions, the twisting and flatness of the straight sections after bending were 
verified using a "Go or No-Go" approach based on the acceptance criteria in 
Mitsubishi's procedures but no specific measurements were required to be 
maintained by procedure. Additionally, the acceptance criteria for anti-vibration 
bar dimensions remained the same throughout the fabrication of Unit 2 and Unit 
3 replacement steam generators. Mitsubishi conducted a preliminary statistical 
analysis of the available dimensional data for anti-vibration bars and the team 
concurred that there were minor differences in the statistical distribution of these 
dimensions in Unit 2 and Unit 3 steam generators. 

Engineering Change Package (10 CFR 50.59); The team determined that the 
licensee's evaluation for changes in the updated final safety analysis report's design 
methodologies for the replacement steam generators was consistent with SONGS 
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procedures for the implementation of 10 CFR 50.59 requirements. The licensee's 
evaluation contained in Engineering Change Packages 800071702 and 800071703 
for the Unit 2 and Unit 3 replacement steam generators, respectively, determined 
that the replacement of the original steam generators dicl not affect the current 
licensing basis to the extent of needing prior approval from the NRC as required by 
10 CFR 50.59. 

In the 50.59 screening evaluation a$sociated with the engineering change package 
for the Unit 2 and Unit 3 replacement steam generators, the licensee determined that 
the proposed activity did not adversely affect a design function, or the method'of 
performing or controlling a design function described in the updated final safety 
analysis report. The licensee also determined that the f?team generator replacement 
activity did not change a procedure in a manner that adversely affected how an 
updated final safety analysis report design function is performed or controlled. 
Additionally, the licensee determined that the steam generator replacement activity 
did not involve a test or experiment not described in the updated final safety analysis 
report. The licensee evaluated the following updated final safety analysis report 
design functions in the 50.59 screening: 

• Steam Generator Design Functions 
• Reactor Coolant System Structural Integrity 
• Emergency Core Cooling System Performance 
• Non-Loss of Coolant Accident Transients 
• Containment Pressure-Temperature Analysis 
• Low Temperature Overpressure Protection 
• Reactor _Protection System, Engineered Safety Features Actuation System, Core 

Operating Limit Supeivisory System, and Core Protection Calculations 
• Nuclear Steam Supply System Performance 
• Non-Safety Related Control Systems Performance 

However, the 50.59 screening evaluation identified three methods of analysis 
described in the updated final safety analysis report that were affected by the 
proposed steam generator replacement and required further evaluation against the 
criteria in 1 O CFR 50.59. The affected methodologies are described below: 

• Seismic Analysis of Reactor Vessel Internals - The original analysis of SONGS 
Unit 2 and Unit 3 reactor vessel internals with the original steam generators was 
performed with the methodology described in Combustion Engineering Topical 
Report CENPD-178, "Structural Analysis of Fuel Assemblies for Combined 
Seismic and Loss of Coolant Accident." Subs~uent to the submittal of this 
report, Combustion Engineering revised the methodology by modifying modeling 
techniques, computer codes, testing methods, and acceptance criteria in 
response to changes in licensing requirements. Consequently, the original report 
was resubmitted to the NRC as CENPD-178-P, Revision 1-P, August 1~81. This 
revision was approved by the NRC in a Letter from H. Bernard to A. Scherer, 
"Acceptance for Referring of Licensing Topical Report CENPD-178," dated 
August 6, 1982. The licensee used this revised methodology for the replacement 
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steam generators and considered it as a methodology approved by the NRC for 
the intended application. 

• Reactor Coolant System Structural Integrity - The structural analysis of the 
original steam generators used ANSYS software for the thermal and stress 
analyses while the replacement steam generators were analyzed using ABAQUS 
software. ANSYS was described in the updated final safety analysis report as a 
large-scale, general-purpose, finite element program for linear and nonlinear 
structural and thermal analysis of the reactor coolant loop components. The 
licensee considered ABAQUS to be similar to ANSYS. The licensee compared 
both programs using thermal and stress sample problems. The comparison 
demonstrated that the results varied from theoretical solutions by no more than 1 
percent, and ABAQUS and ANSYS results themselves were also within 1 
percent of each other. The variability of results was determined to be within the 
margin of error for the subject type of analysis. 

• Tube Wall Thinning Analysis - The original steam generator analysis used 
CEFLASH computer program for the main steam line break mass-energy 
blowdown analysis, whereas the replacement steam generator analysis used 
manual calculations to represent the main steam line break blowdown loads by 
applying the maximum possible tube differential pressure, which bounded the 
pressure calculated by CEFLASH. 

For loss of coolant accident analysis, the original steam generator used STRUDL 
computer program to calculate displacement histories and then ANSYS computer 
program to calculate tube stresses. The tube stresses for the replacement steam 
generators were determined using ANSYS computer program based on the 
blowdown forces. For the original steam generators the combination of loads 
analyzed was primary loop pipe break plus design basis earthquake and main 
steam line break plus design basis earthquake. For the replacement steam 
generators, the loss of coolant accident, design basis earthquake, and the main 
steam line break events were combined as one limiting event, which SCE 
considered to be a more conservative method of evalu·auon relative to the 
original steam generators. The licensee determined that the results of the tube 
wall thinning analysis for the replacement steam generators were conservative or 
essentially the same and the methodology used did not represent a departure 
from a method of evaluation described in the updated final safety analysis report. 

Further discussion is contained in Section 13.0 of this report on the methodology 
used by the licensee for the reactor coolant system structural integrity and tube wall 
thinning analysis. 

The team noted that a key methodology for the design of the replacement steam 
generators was the thermal-hydraulic code used to model the flow conditions in the 
steam generators. MJtsubishi's FIT-Ill thermal-hydraulic code was accepted by·SCE 
for the design of the replacement steam generators. The team noted that the 
updated final safety analysis report did not describe the thermal-hydraulic code 
used for the design of the original steam generators and therefore the use of the 
FIT-Ill thermal-hydraulic code did not constitute a change in methodology or a 
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change in an element of a methodology described in the updated final safety 
analysis report. The updated final safety analysis report did describe the computer 
code CRIB as the code used to analyze overall steam generator performance. As 
described in the updated final safety analysis report, CRIB was used to establish 
the recircul~tion ratio and fluid mass inventories as a function of power level in the 
original steam generators. 

With regard to the major design changes between the original and replacement 
steam generators, the updated final safety analysis report did not specify how the 
original steam generators relied on special design features such as the stay 
cylinder, tubesheet, tube support plates, or the shape of the tubes to perform the. 
intended safety functions. The description of the original steam generators was 
focused on the overall thermal performance characteristics and the applicable 
codes and standards used for_ fabrication. The updated final safety analysis report 
provided a brief description of the egg-crate tube support plate design and its 
function to prevent concentration of impurities in the tube-to-tube support plate gap, 
which could lead to tube degradation. The updated final safety analysis report also 
described degradation issues of the egg-crate tube support plate design as· a result 
of flow-accelerated corrosion and the corrective actions taken to mitigate this 
degradation mechanism. 

Regulatory Guide 1.187, "Guidance for Implementation of 10 CFR 50.59, Changes, 
Tests, and Experiments," November 2000, allows the use of NEI 96-07, "Guidelines 
for 10 CFR 50.59 Implementation," Revision 1 for methods that are acceptable for 
complying with 10 CFR 50.59. Per NEI 96-07, changes affecting structures, 
systems, or components that are not explicitly described in the updated final safety 
analysis report can have the potential to adversely affect structure, system, or 
component design functions that are described and thus may require a 1 O CFR 
50.59 evaluation. Consistent with this guidance, SCE's 50.59 screening evaluated 
the differences in subcomponents between the original steam generators and· 
replacement steam generators as to whether the differences adversely affected the 
design function (reactor coolant pressure boundary) ofthe steam generators. The 
replacement steam generators were designed and fabricated in accordance with 
quality as·surance requirements, and 10 CFR 50.59 does not require the licensee to 
presume deficiencies in the design or fabrication. 

c. Conclusions 

The team identified two unresolved item&.-

The team determined that no significant differences existed in the design requirements 
of Unit 2 and Unit 3 replacement steam generators. 

_Based on the updated final safety analysis report description of the original steam 
generators, the team determined that the steam generators m~or design changes were 
reviewed in accordance with the 10 CFR 50.59 requirements.--Aft 

The team identified two unresolved items: 
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• Evaluation of Retainer Bar Vibration during the Original Design of the 
Replacement Steam Generators 

• Evaluation of changes in Dimensional Controls during the Fabrication of Unit 2 
and Unit 3 Replacement Steam Generators 

Additionally. an unresolved item related to a change in a method of evaluation used for 
the stress analysis calculations is discussed in Section 13 of the report. 

5.0 Quality Assurance/Quality Control (Charter Item 5) (Mitsubishi Charter Item 4) 

The team reviewed numerous documents from both SCE and Mitsubishi (including sub
contractors, such as Sumitomo) associated with the design, fabrication, and 
manufacturing of the steam generators for both units. The team reviewed SCE and 
Mitsubishi's quality assurance program, procedures and implementation activities for the 
control of purchased material, equipment, and services; inspections; procurement 
document control; and corrective action and nonconformance activities. Specifically, the 
team reviewed a sample of Mitsubishi nonconformance reports, audit, survey, all 
SONGS condition action requests, audits, surveillances, stop work orders, and supplier 
deviation requests associated with the design and manufacturing of the steam 
generators. The team concluded that these portions of SCE and Mitsubishi's quality 
assurance program regarding its safety-related activities were appropriately controlled 
and implemented. · 

5.1 SONGS Quality Assurance/Quality Control 

a. Inspection Scope 

The team reviewed SC E's implementation of their quality assurance program to 
determine if it complied with the requirements of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, "Quality 
Assurance Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants and Fuel Reprocessing Plants." The team 
reviewed SONGS implementing procedures, quality assurance manual; vendor audits, 
procurement specifications, corrective action requests, and numerous other documents, 
as well as interviewed a number of quality assurance/control and engineeri,ng personnel 
to determine the appropriateness of activities affecting quality conducted during 
fabrication, manufactur:ing and delivery of the replacement steam generators. 

b. Observations and Findings 

No findings were identified. 

(1) Policies and Procedures for Supplier Selection and Control 

The team reviewed Quality Assurance Manual, Section 17.2.7, "Control of 
Purchased Material and Services," which defines the process used to ensure that 
purchased material, source material, and subcontracted services conform to 
applicable codes and standards. s·ection 17.2.7.2 of the quality assurance manual 
provided measures for the approval and control of suppliers and describes the 
methods that SCE uses to conduct technical and quality assurance evaluations of 
potential suppliers. ·specifically, SCE evaluated an audit performed by Dominion (DA 
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2002-92, "Dominion Audit of Mitsubishi Heavy Industries"). The evaluation was 
performed and documented in accordance with SONGS policies and implementing 
procedures that govern the control of purchased material, equipment, and services. 
The results ofSCE Evaluation MHl-01-04, "Evaluation and Review of Contractor, 
Consultant, Utility or Licensee Audit Report," statedJhat Mitsubishi was conditionally 
qualified for the fabricatjon and design of the replacement steam generators. An 
audit was performed by SCE when a sufficient quantity of work had been performed 
to demonstrate implementation of Mitsubishi's qu<;ility assurance program. Southern 
California Edison~'s oversight of Mitsubishi also included verification of Mitsubishi's 
activities during fabrication, inspections, testing and shipment of the procured item. 
After approximately 14 months from the initial evaluation SCE removed the 
conditional qualification based on results from Evaluation MHl~10SV-05, "Source 
Evaluation Report of MHI.~ dated February 8, 2006, and MHl-3SV-06, "Source 
Verification Report of MHI," dated May 3 2006, and implementation and verification 
of specific corrective actions. Part of the SONGS oversight plan of Mitsubishi 
included the placement of SCE quality assurance/quality control personnel 
(residents).at the Mitsubishi facility. Plan $GR-A10183, "Replacement Steam 
Generator Resident Oversight Plan," described the roles and responsibilities of the 
resident management, engineering, and quality oversight implementation strategy for 
the replacement steam generators. This oversight plan was created to provide 
reasonable assurance that the design, licensing, fabrication, delivery, and 
acceptance of the SONGS repl~cement steam generators were performed in 
accordance with specified SCE, industry, regulatory, and Code requirements. The 
team noted that after the resident was placed at Mitsubishi, Source Verifications and 
Surveillances performed by SCE decreased. After the NRC team conducted several 
interviews with the SCE personnel responsible for oversight of Mitsubishi it was 
determined that the resident provided adequate oversight of Mitsubishi's activities. 
Nuclear Oversight Division Project Oversight Quarterly Reports were provided by 
SCE that demonstrated no decrease in $CE oversight of Mitsubishi. These 
responsibilities were shifted to the resident at Mitsubishi. During the review of the 
documentation generated by the resident the NRC team noted that the resident was 
performing these activities on behaif of SCE. 

(2) Purchase Order Review 

The team reviewed purchase order 6C294014 from Edison Material Supply LLC, 
issued September 28, 2004, for the desigq, fabrication, and delivery of four 
replacement steam generators for SONGS Units 2 and 3. The procurem€!nt order 

-statecUhat all related work was to be performed in accordance with Specification 
8023-617~01, "Specifications for Design and Fabrication of RSG for Units 2 and 
Unit 3." Specification 8023-617-01 identified the codes, standards, regulations and 
other documents applicable to the design, fabrication, and delivery of the 
replacement steam generators. For example Specification S023•617-01 invoked 
American Society of Mechanical Engineers Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, 
American National S~ndarqs, American Society for Testing and Materials . 
Standards, and Electric Power Research Institute Technical Report 016743-V2R1, 
"Guidelines for PWR Steam Generator Tubi11g Specifications and Repair," among 
others. 
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(3) Supplier Audit and Surveillance Reports 

The team reviewed a sample of audits and surveillances performed on Mitsubishi to 
verify SCE's approval process of Mitsubishi and subcontracted services. The team 
noted that the audits and annual assessments reviewed were adequately 
documented and provided evidence of Mitsubishi's compliance with quality 
assurance requirements. The team also verlfted that audit reports· supported the 
conclusions made by SCE. 

5.2 Mitsubishi Quality Assurance/Quality Control 

a. Inspection Scope 

The team reviewed Mitsubishi implementation of their quality assurance program to 
determine if it compiled with the requirements of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, "Quality 
Assurance Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants.and Fuel Reprocessing Plants." The 
team also reviewed a sample of reports from audits and surveys that Mitsubishi 
conducted of various subcontractors, such as Sumitomo to determine the adequacy 
of oversight prqvided by Mitsubishi ;:!Ctivities affecting quality and that contracted 
activities were implemented in accordance with the Mitsubishi-approved quality 
assurance program. In addition, .the team reviewed Mitsubishi's Approved Suppliers 
List to verify that vendors listed were qualified according to Mitsubishi's specifications 
and that the list was maintained current 

b. Observations and Findings 

No findings were identified. 

(1) Policies and Procedures for Supplier Selection and Control 

ThE! team reviewed Mitsubishi Quality Assurance Manual, Section 4, "Procurement 
Control/' of the which defines the process used to ensure that purchased material, 
source material, and subcontracted services conform to the applicable requirements 
of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers Code and to customer 
procurement documents. Section 4.4 of the Quality Assurance Manual provided 
measures for the approval and control of suppliers and described the process that 
Mitsubishi used to conduct surveys or audits, as required. Additionally, Section 4.4 
provided guidance for the prep~ration of purchase specifications and subcontract 
specifications, including the imposition of regulatory requirements for the American 
Society of Mechanical Engineers Code, Section Ill products. 

The team reviewed Procedure BUH94-06, "Vendor E:valuation Procedure;" which 
provided guidance on the evaluation ofthe quality control capability of suppliers by 
performing surveys, audits and performance evaluations of the supplier quality 
assurance program. Procedure BUH94-06 provided a detailed description of the 
entire process to be followed by auditors before, during and after a survey/audit was 
performed. 

No issues were identified. 
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(2) Supplier Audit and Surveillance Reports 

The team reviewed a sample of external audits and surveys to verify Mitsubishi's 
approval process of Sumitomo Metal Industries, Limited, Steel Tube Works and 
Sumitomo Metal Industries, Limited, Pipe & Tube Company Wakayama Steel Works. 
The team noted that the audits and annual assessments reviewed were adequately 
documented and provided evidence of each company's compliance with quality 
assurance program requirements. The team also verified that audit checklists were 
prepared and completed for the audit and contained suffieient objective evidence to 
support the conclusions made by Mitsubishi. 

During the review, the team learned that as a consequence of nonconformance 
report UHNR-SON-RSG-06N005 related.to inadequate lot control during final mill 
annealing of the tubing, Mitsubishi issued a stop work order to Sumitomo~ As part of 
their process Mitsubishi visited Sumitomo to find the root cause of the 
nonconformance. After a review of Sumitomo's corrective action, Mitsubishi was 
able to confirm the adequacy of the corrective actions and preventive actions. 
Mitsubishi released Stop Work Order UHH,.G06A097 imposed on Sumitomo. 

On May 8, 2007, Mitsubishi performed Speeial Audit UHQ-07N004, on Sumitomo, in 
order to confirm adequacy of activities based on Sumitomo Corrective Action Plan 
UHCP-07N004. During the audit Mitsubishi found two findings and made one 
recommendation. Both findings required corrective action from Sumitomo. The 
Mitsubishi audit indicated that Sumitomo was not able to perform adequate activities 
for manufacturing heat transfer tubing in accordance with Sumitomq's shop manual. 
The causes of the deficiencies identified during the audit were a result ofSumitomo's 
staff failing to follow the shop manual requirements. Because the two findings were 
related to the stop work order, ry1itsubishi did not allow Sumitomo to start 
manufacturing activities until adequate implementation of corrective actions were 
confirmed by Mitsubishi. On June 21, 2007, Mitsubishi verified Sumitomo 
implementation of the corrective actions. During this visit at Sumitomo, Mitsubishi 
verified the operations involving straight tube fabrication prior to tube bending 
operations were performed in accordance with Sumitomo's shop manual. Mitsubishi 
found that the same type of corrective actions taken by Sumitomo for straight tube 
fabrication operations applied to tube bending operations. During the review of the 
implementation of the corrective actions Mitsubishi could not verify acceptability of 
Sumitomo tube fabrication operations for tbe tube bending process. Mitsubishi 
allowed Sumitomo to restart operation only for the straight tube fabrication. On July 
_13, 2007, Mitsubishi subsequently confirmed the adequacy of Sumitomo corrective 
actions on tube bending processes. Mitsubishi verified that the bending operations 
followed the requirement of the Sumitomo' shop manual. On July 17, 2007, 
Mitsubishi lifted the restrictions imposed on Sumitomo and they were allowed to 
restart operations. 

No Issues were identified. 

( 3) . Maintenance. of the Approved Supplier List 
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The team reviewed Mitsubishi Quality Assurance Manual Sectiqn 4, "Procurement 
Control; H which defined the controls for the maintenance, distribution, and update of 
Qualified Vendor Ust UES-20100006. According to Section 4, the Nuclear Plant 
Quality Assurance Section had the responsibility for preparing, approving, and 
distributing the qualified vendor list and any subsequent revisions. In addition, a 
review by the quality assurance engineer was required prior to final document 
approval. Mitsubishi was informed of changes to their supplier's quality assuranc~ 
manuals through procurement requirements imposed on the suppliers on their 
certificate of qualification as an approved vendor. If the vendor did not maintain their 
quality assurance program, they were removed from the qualified vendor list. Prior 
to issuing a Quality Assurance Manual revision, approved vendors were required to 
send a copy to Mitsubishi for review and approval, after which Mitsubishi updated the 
qualified vendor list with the latest revision number and date. 

No issues were identified. 

5.3 Quality Assurance Conclusion 

The team concluded that the quality assurance program requirements for quality 
activities to support the replacement steam generator project were consistent with the 
requirements of 1 O CFR Part 50, Appendix B. The team also concluded that SCE's and 
Mitsubishi's quality assurance program requirements were appropriately translated into 
implementing procedures to support the replacement steam generator project. 

6.0 Implementation of Steam Generator Industry Information (Charter Item 6} (Mitsubishi 
Charter Item 3) 

a. Inspection Scope 

The team reviewed procurement documentation, Mitsubishi design documentation, and 
the 10 CFR 50.59 review package to assess SCE's and Mitsubishi's consideration and 
implementati~n (as appropriate) of operating experience as part of the steam generator 
replacement project, and in the steam generator tube inspections conducted during the 
current outages for SONGS Units 2 and 3. The team interviewed various personnel with 
respect to operating experience considerations relating to major design changes 
inco.rporated into the replacement steam generators. The team reviewed operating 
experience in NRC generic communications and worldwide plant operating experience 
that might potentially be relevant to conditions observed at SONGS. 

b. Observations and Findings, 

No findings were identified. 

The original steam generators installed throughout the domestic fleet of pressurized 
water reactors, including SONGS, experienced widespread corrosion of the tubes and 
tube support plates, stress cqrrosion cracking of the tubes, and wear at tube supports. 
These problems led to the replacement of nearly all of the original steam generators, in 
most cases well before the end of their design lifetime. For SONGS, the des.ign of the 
replacement steam generators included a number of design changes to correct life 
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limiting problems with the original steam generators, based in part on consideration of 
SONGS-specific and industry-wide operating experience. This included use of more 
corrosion resistant materials for the tubing and tube support plates to mitigate corrosion 
and stress corrosion cracking issues experienced in the past. The licensee's bid 
specification required that the stay cylinder feature of the original steam generators be 
eliminated to maximize the number of tubes that could be installed in the replacement 
steam generators and to mitigate past problems with tube wear at tube supports caused 
by relatively cool w~ter and high flow velocities in the central part of the tube bundle. 
Mitsubishi employed a broached trefoil tube support plates instead of the egg crate 
support$ in the original design. In addition to providing for better control of tube to 
support plate gaps and easier assembly, the broached tube support plates were 
intended to address past problems with the egg crate supports; by providing less line of 
contact and f~ster flow between the tubes and support plates, reducing the potential for 
deposit buildup and corrosion. Mitsubishi selected a u-bend configuration for the upper 
part of the tube bundle instead of the square bend design of the original steam 
generator$ based on its experi~nce that u-bends were easier to fabricate ·and support 
and were easier to inspect. 

The team's review of Mitsubi$hi design documentation for the anti-vibration bars 
indicates that Mitsubishi considered wear in the u-bend region as the most important 
Issue affecting the anU-vibration bar design. Mitsubishi reviewed operating experience 
regarding wear in the u-bend region of replacement steam generafors and trended the 
experience data as a function of steam generator manufacturer, tube packing 
arrangements (tube pitch, square versus triangular arrays), and steam generator size. 
The SONGS steam generators are relatively large, and Mitsubishi acknowledged that 
this and the tight tube packing geometry could affect wear experience. Mitsubishi stated 
that the SONGS replacement ste.am generator were designed to minimize these 
conc~rns by providing more support points with shorter spans in the u-bend region along 
with effective zero gaps between the tubes and anti-vibration bar$ during steam 
generator operation. Mitsubishi manufacturing was designed on achieving very small 
uniform gaps between the tubes and anti-vibration bars during a5Sembly. 

Engineering Change Package NECP 80007170~ for the-replacement steam generators 
_evaluated industry operating experience as it related to the manufacture and operation 
of the replacement-steam generators. Several of these experiences related to 
fabrication issues, lack of weld quality, material defects, loose parts, lack of cleanliness, 
and failure to fully expand tubes in the tubesheet. The licensee found most of these 
issue$ to be applicable to the replacement steam generators at SONGS, but that these. 
kinds of issues would be adequately addressed by the supplier's (typically Mitsubishi) 
augmented quality assurance procedures and continuous quality oversight by the 
licensee. The licensee ,also citeq augmented receipt inspection$, in-process 
verifications; foreign material exclusion and control, and cleanliness inspections on the 
part of the 5Upplier or the licensee, as applicable, as addressing these issues. 

The licensee addressed industry operating experiences relating to stress corrosion 
cracking of steam generator tubing by noting that the Alloy 690 thermally treated tubing 
irtthe replacement steah"! generators were expected to be substantially more resistant to 
stress corrosion cracking than the tubing alloys used in earlier model steam generators. 
The licensee· also addresseq experience at another unit which experienced tie rod and 
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consequential tube bow as a result of differential thermal expansion between the tubes 
and shroud and unexpected interference betweer:i some tube support plates. The stay 
rod (equivalent to tie rods at other unit) and shroud material for the replacement steam 
generators have been selected to have similar coefficients of thermal expansion which 
would preclude a similar problem. 

Steam Generator Degradation Assessment 51-9176667-001 (prepared by AREVA) 
supporting steam generator inspections during the current outages for Units 2 and 3 
evaluated industry operating experience relating to steam generator in-service 
inspections; This included operating experience reports, including NRC Information 
Notice 2010·05, "Management Of Steam Generator Loose Parts And Automated Eddy 
Current Data Analysis," relating to eddy current test probe issues and data analysis 
errors. In response to these issues, SCE personnel stated that specific training was 
given to the data analysts at SONGS on the lessons learned from these experiences 
and where applicable, appropriate data was included in the SONGS site specific 
performance demonstration. The licensee also described additional 'measures that 
would be taken at SONGS to address these issues. The review also addressed 
operating experience reports dealing with unexpected tube support indications or lack 
thereof. In response, SCE stated that indicated anti-vibration bar locations by eddy 
current will be compared to the anti-vibration bar locations specified in the Mitsubishi 
design drawings. 

Steam Gel)erator Degradation Assessment 51~9176667-001 also addressed numerous 
operating experience reports involving loose parts and foreign objects in steam 
generators, including several instances involving resultant damage to steam generator 
tubing. These reports included NRC Information Noti~es 2004-10, "Loose Parts in 
Steam Generators," 2004-16, "Tube Leakage Due to a Fabrication Flaw in a 
Replacement Steam Generator," and 2004-17, "Loose Part Detection and Computerized 
Eddy Current Analysis in Steam Generators." Some of these reports dealt with eddy 
current probes, or pieces of probes, which were left behind as loose parts on the primary 
side. Most of the operating experience reports related to lose parts and foreign objects 
ori the steam generator secondary side. In response, SCE approach for addressing this 
issue was through procedure changes and secondary side visual inspections which 
included the open tube lane, the entire peripheral annulus, and appropriate visual 
examination followup on eddy current indications of possible loose parts. The inspection 
with the exception of the loose parts component was performed, as scheduled, during 
the current refueling outage for SONGS Unit 2. The inspection for loose parts will be · 
performed at the first scheduled inspection during the next refueling outage. The team 
noted that possible loose parts indications were not found during the 100 percent eddy 
current test inspection of the Unit 3 steam generators during the current outage. The · 
team also noted that secondary side visual inspections were performed in the upper 
bundle area of the Unit 3 steam generators to evaluate the tube-to-retainer bar 
intersections and in a limited area above the 7th tube support plate. 

The NRC staff issued many generic communications relating to steam generator tube 
integrity issues since the 1980s. The team reviewed these documents and determined 
that many of these related to the potential for stre?s corrosion cracking of the tubes 
which the staff found was not expected to be a concern for the thermally treated Alloy 
690 material in the SONGS replacement steam generators by virtue of its greatly 
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enhanced resistance to stress corrosion cracking. Most of the others related to 
problems encountered with eddy current flaw detection and sizing, the occurrence and 
detection of loose parts/foreign objects, and monitoring of primary to secondary leakage. 

The team reviewed NRC generic communications not falling into one of the above 
categories for potential relevance to SONGS Unit 2 and 3. One of these was NRC 
lnformation Notice 2004-16 concerning an operational leakage event at another plant 
due to damage caused by a packing screw during transport to the steam generator 
manufacturer. The licensee stated in its steam generator change package that this 
incident was precluded for SCE by prohibiting the use of screws and nails as fasteners 
for tubing shipping crates. The licensee also addressed NRC Information 
Notice 2007 37, ~Buildup of Deposits in Steam Generator," concerning fatigue of a low 
row u-bend at a foreign unit as a result of deposit build up and lack of support for the low 
row u-bend. Engineering Change Package NECP 800071703 specified that this type of 
incident was precluded in the replacement steam generators by virtue of anti-vibration 
bar supports extending to the low row u-bends. Steam Generator Degradation 
Assessment 51-9176667-001 documented that this type of problem reflected an 
advanced stage of deposit accumulation that was not anticipated for the foreseeable 
future in the SONGS replacement steam generators. 

c. Conclusions 

The team's review indicated that lessons learned from these NRC generic 
communication documents had generally been incorporated into industry guideline 
documents relating to steam generator inspections, monitoring of primary-to;..secondary 
leakage, and other guidelines documents prepared by the Electrical Power Research 
Institute. This information was incorporated into SCE's design specifications, inspection 
and, leakage monitoring guidelines. 

7.0 Packing, Shipping. Handling, and Receipt Inspection (Charter Item 7) 

"' 

a. Inspection Scope 

The team interviewed licensee personnel involvedwith the packing, shipping, handling, 
and receipt inspection of the replacement steam generators. In addition, the team 
reviewed SCE receipt acceptance criteria to assess if criti<;:al attributes were 
appropriately specified and if the licensee had the ability to assess acceptability of 
meeting those acceptance criteria. The tearn reviewed evaluations associated with 
supplier deviation reports, nuclear notifications and changes to handling specifications. 
With respect to replacement steam generators the team focused on differences in 
SONGS shipping, handling, and receipt acceptance between the Unit 2 and 3 steam 
generators from the manufacturing site in Japan to final installation on site. 

b. Observations and Findings 

No. findings were identified:-
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The tearn identified three unresolved items for which additional information is required to 
determine if performance deficiencies exist or if the issues constitute violations of NRC 
requirements. 

(1) Introduction: The team identified an·unresolved item associated with Unit 3 steam 
generators not shipped in accordance with specification $023-617-01, "Design and 
Fabrication of Replacement Steam Generators for Unit 2 and Unit 3," Revision 4, and 
requirements for handling, storage, and shipping. Specifically, ANSI N45.2-1977, 
"Quality Assurance Program Requirements for Nuclear Facflities," required a special 
protective environment for handling, storage, and shipping of the replacement steam 
generators. However, because of schedule changes, the Unit 3 protective 
environment which included maintaining a nitrogen pressure and a monitoring plan 
was altered significantly. 

Description: The team evaluated specifications associated with the shipping and 
handling of the Unit 2 and 3 replacement steam generators. Based on the 
information evaluated by the team, the steam generators procurement and shipping 
specifications required monitoring and maintenance of nitrogen atmosphere inside 
the replacement steam generators during shipment. Supplier Deviation Request 
SOR 10041870-09091 dated December 1, 2009, documents a request "not to control 
the positive pressure, the dew point of nitrogen, and the oxygen content on the 
primary and secondary side of the Unit 3 replacement steam generators to 
accelerate delivery schedule." 

Specification 8023-617-01, Section 3.16.3, specifies the supplier shall be 
responsible for monitoring and maintaining nitrogen _atmosphere inside the steam 
generators during their shipping from Mitsubishi to the California port discharge 
point. The team noted that Unit 3 steam generators did notrequire, monitoring or 
control of dew point, oxygen concentration, inside nitrogen pressure. The team 
could not identify if this was properly evaluated (Reference Section 5 of shipping and 
handling procedure S023-617-1-M1350). 

Additional review and follow up will be required to review the evaluations and 
corrective actions associated with the maintaining the Unit 3 replacement steam 
generators protective environment during shipping and then determine whether this 
issue represents a performance deficiency or constitute~ a violation of NRC 
requirements. This issue is identified as URI 05000362/2012007-05, "Shipping 
Requirements not in Accordance to Industry Standards." 

(2) Introduction: The team identified an unresolved item associated with the shipping 
and handling specifications requiring methods of tube bundle support. The team 
could not determine if this requirement to provide a tube bundle support method was 
adequately evaluated by SCE. 

Description: Based on the information gathered by the team on shipping and 
handling specifications associated with the Unit 2 and 3 replacement steam 
generators, the team could not determine that Mitsubishi or SCE adequately 
considered the potential impact of not providing methods of tube bundle supports as 
required in Specification S023-617-01. In response to the team questions regarding 
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tube bundle support methods, the team was provided with results from 
Procedure L5-04GA069, "Sagging Measurement Procedure," Revision 7. However 
the team noted the procedure is considered a non-quality affecting procedure and 
used for reference only. 

Additional review and follow up will be required to review the evaluations associated 
with the requirements to provide tube bundle support during shipping for the Unit 2 
and 3 steam generators and then determine whether this issue represents a 
performance deficiency or constitutes a violation of NRC requirements. This issue is 
identified as URI 05000362/2012007-06, "Shipping Requirements not in Accordance 
to Design and Fabrication Specifications.~ 

(3) Introduction: The team identified an unresolved item associated with evaluation of 
excessive shipping induced forces of Unit 3 replacement steam generator 3E-088. 

Description: The team reviewed the SG shipping accelerometer data reports for both 
Unit 2 and Unit 3. In addition, the team also reviewed shipping and handling records 
and identified the following: 

• Different transoceanic shipping companies and ships were used (U2: Happy 

Ranger, U3: Enchanter) 

• During the discharge from the ship Unit 3 replacement steam generator 3E0-88 
(38) recorded simultaneous signals on the three attached accelerometers 

• Unit 3 steam generator 3E0-88 was the only steam generator to record 
simultaneous signals on the three attached accelerometers 

• Unit 3 steam generators received significantly more accelerometers hits 
compared to Unit 2 

Unit 3 replacement steam generator 3E0-88 accelerometers indicated up to a 1.23 g 
spike with a simultaneous recording on all three of the attached accelerometers. 
Mitsubishi provided an evaluation of the forces which showed loads were within 
allowable stress limits but exceeded stress for an operating basis earthquake. The 
team was not able to determine if this was properly considered. 

Additional review by the NRG is required to fully assess if the shipping forces 
contributed to the tuqe-to-tube wear in "Unit 3 and then determine whether this issue 
represents a performance deficiency or constitutes a violation of NRG requirements. 
This issue is ide"ntified as URI 05000362/2012007-07, "Unit 3 Steam 
Generator 3E0-88 Stresses Related to Handling." 

c. Conclusions 

The team identified three unresolved items related to"the shipment of Unit 3 steam 
generators; however, the team did not identify any connection between these shipping 
changes arid the unexpected tube-to-tube wear. 

The unresolved items c:ire : 
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• Shipping Requirements not in accordance with Industry Standards 
• Shipping Requirements not in accordance with Design and Fabrication 

Specifications 
• Unit 3 Steam Generator 3E0-88 Stresses Related to handling 

8.0 Thermal-hydraulic arid Flow Induced Vibration Modeling {Charter Item 8) 

a. Inspection Scope 

The team conducted and overall review of Mitsubishi thermal-hydraulic design 
documents and drawings used in the manufacture of the Units 2 and 3 steam 
generators. The team developed an independent ATHOS model to run simulations for 
various operating conditions to assess thermal-hydraulic phenomena in the steam 
generators and assess differences in key parameters based on changing operating 
conditions. The objective of the modeling was to understand the interactions of the key 
parameters to compare ATHOS modeling results to the degradation trends found during 
the eddy current inspections. 

The team reviewed portions of the vibration modeling. Two key outputs of the thermal
hydraulic code are inputs to the vibration model, the A THOS model results for fluid 
velocity and void fraction were used to predict increases or decreases in vibration forces 
and amplitude. 

b. Observations and Findings 

No findings •Nere identified. 
The team identified one unresolved item for which additional information is required to 
determine if a performance deficiency exists or if the issue constitutes a violation of NRC 
requirements. 

(1) Introduction: The team identified an unresolved item associated with the adequacy 
of Mitsubishi's FIT-Ill thermal-hydraulic code. The FIT-Ill code predicted non
conservative low velocity and low void fraction results which were used as inputs to 
the vibration code FIVATS. These non-conservative thermal-hydraulic results lead 
Mitsubishi to conclude that margins to instability were significantly larger than they 
actually were. 

Description: Replacement steam generators were designed and manufactured in 
accordance with SONGS Design Specification 8023-617-1 and ASME Section Ill, 
"Rules for Construction of Nuclear Facility Components". The replacement steam 
generators had enhanced materials and maintenance. 

The tube bundle, comprised of 9727 u-tubes, is supported by a set of seven tube 
support plates which are maintained and spaced by a network of tie-rods. The ends 
of the u-tubes were welded onto the tube sheet lower face cladding and were full 
depth expanded in the tube sheet holes. The u-bends are supported by a set of 6 
anti-vibration bars, having a maximum of 12 contact points, in the center of the 
bundle. For shorter tubes near the periphery, a fewer number of anti-vibration bars 
are present. 
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One of the major enhancements of the replacement steam generators was the use of 
Alloy-690 tubing_ versus Alloy-600 for corrosion resistance. Alloy-690 has lower heat 
conductivity so, to achieve the same power, the heat transfer surface area must be 
increased by at least 10 percent. This required more tubes to be used in the 
replacement steam generators. The increased nwmber of tube~ resulted in a more 
tightly compacted tube bundle and elimination of the stay cylinder. The increase in 
the number of tubes could lead to increases in primary reactor coolant flow through 
the steam generators. Orifices were machined as part of the steam generator inlet 
nozzles to ensure maximum allowed primary system flowrates were not exceeded. 

The tube layout indexing or incrementation used in these generators was smaller 
than other replacement steam generator designs. The tighter indexing results in 
smaller pitch/diameter ratio in critical regions of the tube bundle u-bends. In addition, 
it was noted that the anti-vibration bar support structure is not connected to the 
wrapper for lateral or vertical support; instead the anti.;vibration bar system structure 
is only supported vertically by resting on the tubes. 

Other operational and physical comparisons of the replacement steam generators 
and original steam generatqrs were reviewed by the team and no significant 
differences were noted. 

/ 

Additional review by the NRC is required to fully assess the adequacy of Mitsubishi's 
FIT ~Ill thermal-hydraulic code and then determine whether this issue represents a 
performance deficiency or constitutes a violation of NRG requirements. This issue is 
identified as URI 05000362/2012007-08, "Non-Conservative Thermal-Hydraulic 
Model Results." 

(2) Thermal-Hvdraulic and Vibration Assessments 

The replacement steam generators thermal hydraulic operation and responses were 
based on the steam generator design geometric characteristic.s and operating 
parameters of the reactor coolant flow and temperature and the secondary feedwater 
flow and temperature. Calculations were performed for O to 100 percent power, 
beginning-of-life and end-of-life conditions considering limiting tube plugging and 
fouling. The important actual operating parameters sel~cted for use in the model 
were saturation pressure, circulation ratio, steam flowrate; tube and shell side 
pressure drops, water and steam inventories, and global heat transfer coefficient. 

Mitsubishi used the SSPC (Steady State Performance Calculation) code to compute 
these operational parameters, as described in Mitsubishi Document L5-04GA510, 
"Thermal and Hydraulic Parametric Calculations," Revision 5. The FIT-I II code was 
used to determine thermal-hydraulic fluid flow conditions, with the results described 
in Mitsubishi Document L5,..Q4GA521, "3D Thermal and Hydraulic Analysis," 
Revision 3. The FIVATS coc;!e was used to compute tube stability ratios that are 
used to predict tube vibration,. with results describ~d in Mitsubishi 
Document L5-04GA504 "Evaluation of Tube Vibration," Revision 3, In addition, the 
ABAQUS code was used comput~ stress a.nd natural vibration frequency, and a 
code called IVHET was used for tube wear analysis. The key design code for tube 
bundle design and vibration analysis is thermal-hydraulic code FIT-111 since it 
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computes the two key parameters (fluid velocity and density 1) that are the primary 
contributors to the onset of fluid-elastic instability 1 which indicates the potential for 
excessive tube vibration. 

The Mitsubishi acceptance criterion for vibration was to avoid fluid-elastic instability 
of tube spans by keeping the calculated stability ratios less than 1. Mitsubishi used 
the approach given in the ASME code Section Ill, Division 1, Appendix N-1330, 
"Flow-Induced Vibration of Tubes and Tube Banks," to calculate stability ratios and 
they also avoided natural frequencies of the tubes similar to the reactor coolant 
pump dynamic frequencies. 

Design specific flow induced vibration analysis was performed for select U·bend 
tubes exposed to the greatest vibration risk, generally those with longest 
unsupported length under most limiting operating condition {lowest steam pressure, 
end of life design conditions). The phenomenon of fluid-elastic instability of tubes is 
characterized by cross-flow velocity (for out-of-plane mode) and normal velocity (for 
in-plane mode).where the local velocities exceed a critical velocity value (given via 
Conners' Equation2

). The parameter of local velocity divided by critical velocity is 
referred to as stability ratio. The accuracy of calculating fluid-elastic instability is 
limited based on inputs that are best determined by design-specific mockup test 
data. Mitsubishi did not perform design-specific mockup tests, but used generally 
accepted test data, and other data based on Mitsubishi test rigs.that were not 
specific to the SONGS replacement steam generator design. 

If operating velocities reach this critical value, vibration amplitud~s can increase 
rapidly and fluid-elastic instability forces can lead to rapid pulsation and damaging of 
tubes. The U-bend region is most susceptible because (1) the local fluid has a 
higher void fraction, with high velocities; (2) the fluid flow is in a direction normal to 
the tube, and (3) the anti-vibration bars are limited in their dampening capability 
along the plane of the tubes. Traditional design of anti-vibration bar systems have 
not considered in-plane fluid forces since it was accepted that the rigidity and 
dampening strength of the tube in this direction was adequate to preclude it. This 
event at SONGS is the first US operating fleet experience of in-plane fluid-elastic 
instability, sufficient to cause tube-to-tube contact and wear in the U-berid region. 

The team noted that Design Specification 8023-617-1 did not address specific 
criteria for stability ratio and does not mention fluid-elastic instability. The team did 
find that the Mitsubishi calculated design values for stability ratios did not exceed 0.5. 
lt is important to note, that each steam generator manufacturer has different design 
values for maximum stability ratios; therefore there is no standard value. The 
smaller that the design stability ratio is (has to be less than 1 ), the more margin to 
fluid-elastic instability. 

Mitsubishi computed the flow-induced vibration status of the. steam generators in 
Document L5·04GA504, "Evaluation of Tube Vibration," Revision 3. The critical flow 

1 Void fractions and density are invers~ly proportional. 
2 Fluidelastic Vibration of Heat Exchanger Tube Arrays, Journal of Mechanical design-Volume 100-April 1978, 
H.J. Connors, JR. ' 
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velocity, Uc, was obtained using the Connors' Equation based on output fluid 
velocities and densities from their FIT-Ill thermal:..hydraulic model. The critical flow 
velocity is then calculated based on damping ratio, tube mass, tube outside 
diameter, averaged local cross flow gap velocity,·and fluid density per selected tube. 
The method is based on formulations given in the ASME code Section Ill, Division 1, 
Appendix N-1330, "Fluid Elastic Instability". The ratio of normal-to-tube cross flow 
gap velocity to this critical velocity defines the "stability ratio". 

Steam generator vendors must develop specific methods based on the thermal
hydraulic code selected and experimental data used to determine coefficients in the 
Conners' Equation for their particular steam generator design. The experimental 
data used in determining the coefficients can be developed from in-house tests or 
taken from published industry data. Mitsubishi indicated that in their methodology 
two conservatisms were used in their bundle vibration analysis: (1} FIT-Ill gap 
velocities were averaged and multiplied by 1.5 and (2) one of 12 anti~vibration bars 
contacts were assumed to be inactive. The team noted that in Mitsubishi Document 
L5-04GA504, "Evaluation of Tube Vibration," Revision 3, the 1.5 multiplier was not 
an added conservatism but a requirement, needed to match test data results. 

The team developed an independent model of the new steam generators using the 
ATHOS thermal hydraulic code3

. The calculations were intended to assess 
operating cycle differences between Units 2 and 3 steam generators and review 
thermal hydraulic phenomena within the steam generators in order to investigate key 
parameters and causal factors for the excessive tube wear rates. The NRC ATHOS 
calculations determined that the differences in primary inlet temperature and steam 
flow between the units were negligible. NRC ATHOS results indicated high void 
fractions and high u-bend gap velocities existed in the bundle as compared to 
Mitsubishi FIT-Ill analyses used for design. 

Mitsubishi provided a comparison of their ATHOS model to their FIT-Ill model 
results. The Mitsubishi A THOS model fluid velocities were approximately 3 times 
higher than the FIT-Ill model velocities with the 1.5 multiplier applied. Other 
independent code calculations, including an analysis by Westinghouse using their in
house modified version of ATHOS and an analysis by AREVA using their French 
code CAFCA4 showed similar thermal-hydraulic results (up to 4 times higher 
velocities than FIT-111) as those computed in the Mitsubishi A THOS results and the 
NRC independent ATHOS calculations. Based on these comparisons, it was 
concluded that the FIT-Ill code and model results used for design were non
conservative even with the multiplier applied. 

Most of the experimental work in fluid-elastic instability has been carried out for two
phase flow, with an air-water medium. Accepted industry data, as presented by the 
Mitsubishi, shows that in staggered array bundles (triangular pitch, pitch/diameter 
=1.33), the onset of tube instability for modern steam generators, such as SONGS 

3 ATHOS/SGAP Version 3.1: Analysis of the Therrital-Hydraulics of a Steam Generator, 2008 
4 R. Voilette, M. J. Pettigrew, N. W. Mureithi, "Fluidelastic Instability of an Array of Tubes Preferentially Flexible 
in the Flow Direction Subjected to Two-Phase Cross Flow," Trans. ASME, Journal of Pressure Vessel Technology, 
128, 148 (2006). 
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steam generators, can start at tube gap velocities above 6 meter/sec (pending 
effectiveness of the dampening structure)4. The NRC ATHOS model results 
indicated that there was a substantial localized region in the lower hot side of the u
bends where velodties exceeded'6 m/s~c. 

The NRC A THOS calculations w~re compared to gap velocities computed both with 
the Mitsubishi ATHOS and the FIT-Ill models. Since tube R142C88 was the only 
one common for each of the analyses, it can be used as basis for comparison. The 
effective peak velocities were as follows: 

• NRC ATHOS - 5.2 m/sec 
• Mitsubishi A THOS - 5.6 m/sec 
• Mitsubishi FIT-Ill - 2.5 m/sec 

Both the NRC and Mitsubishi A THOS results were reasonably consistent and 
strongly suggested that high velocities coupled with high void fraction were primary 
causal factors in the tube fluid-elastic instability and the excessive wear patterns 
observed in the Unit 3 steam generators. 

The team reviewed the verification and validation of both' the Mitsubishi FIT-Ill 
thermal-hydraulic and FIVATS tube vibration models as stated in Specification 
S023~617-1, Revision 4. The specification required Mitsubishi to design and build 
the steam generators in accordance with ASME NQA-1, "Quality Assurance 
Requirements for Nuclear Facility Applications," 1994, Subpart 2.7 "Computer 
Software" and Mitsubishi'squality assurance program. 

The team reviewed Mitsubishi's verification a11d validation Report KAS-20050201, 
"FIT-Ill Code Validation Report," Revision 2. The report concluded the FIT-111 code 
was valid for prediction of velocity and density behavior of two-phase flow under 
nominal conditions for the secondary side of PWR steam generators. 

The team reviewed Mitsubishi's verification and validation Report KAS-20040253, 
"FIVATS Code Validation and Qualification Report," Revision 3. The FIVATS model 
was designed to calculate the stability ratios by using the flow velocity and density 
distributions from the FIT-Ill model. The FIVATS model primarily used the Conners' 
Equation, and validation was performed mainly by comparison to hand calculation; 
however, Mitsubishi used a mock-up test facility with a simple anti-vibration bar 
structure as part of their validation effort. The report concluded that adequate 
validatiqn and qualification was performed to show compliance to software 
requirements and that the code could predict flow.:.induced vibration. 

The team requested additional information as part of the verification and validation of 
the FIT-Ill thermal-hydraulic model. Mitsubishi provided several additional reports. 
One of the reports showed benchmarking comparisons to a French test facility 
program called CLOTAIRE in 1986. Another report conducted in 2002, showed 
comparisons betwe~n Fff-111 and ATHOS, and concluded that both codes had good 
correlation with the CLOTAIRE experimental data. Because of the limited 
Information provided, the team could not determine the validity of the benchmarking 
of FIT-Ill. 
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Overall, the team determined that the validation arid verification of the FIT ·Ill code 
did not present overwhelming evidence that this code has been adequately 
benchmarked. The team did not find any problems with the validation of the FIVATS 
code. · 

(3) NRC ATHOS Results 

Figure 1 

Figures 1 through 4 (different view angles ot' same results) show results, with low Thot 
and low ~team pressure and present a 30 isometric encapsulation of steam qualities 
(red scale) at and above 0.9 (i.e., void fraction> 0.99) and field velocities at and 
above 6.0 m/se·c (White scale). 

The ATHOS model results of high steam quality and steam velocity closely align with 
the area of concern (tube-to-tube wear) in the Unit 3 replacement steam generators. 
In Figure 5j the code predicted regions of high void fraction and high steam velocities 
{vertically located z-axis cut at about 20 inqhes above the 7th TSP) are superimposed 
with tube-to-tube wear indications from Unit 3 steam generator 3E0-88. 

The tube-to-tube wear indications align with anti-vibration bar wear indication trends; 
however, the ahti!·Vibration bar wear patterns appear to indicate a more square-like, 
essentially rectangular behavior that suggests that there may also be a mechanical, 
fabrication, assembly, and/or material contribution to the tube-to-tube wear 
degradation. 
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The ATHOS code gredicted regions of high void fraction and hign steam velocities are 
Figure 5 superimposed with tube-to-tube wear indications from Unit 3 steam generator 3E0-88 

~CE-SON~ S vrul 3 - RE?L 
1s ~y Dep1t> E!ri 
Per Tube• 

The NRC analysis indicated a correlation with the tube-to-tube wear based on a 
combination of high void fraction t:1,nd high steam velocities. It should be noted that 
the traditional forcing functiori 1 fluid velocity squared times density, does not show 
good agreement with the tube-to-tube wear patterns. This indicated that the high 
quality steam fluid velocities and high void fraction may be sufficiently high to cause 
conditions in the generators conducive fqr onset of fluid-elastic instability. 
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The above analyses apply equally to Units 2 and 3, so it does not explain why the 
accelerated fluid-elastic instability wear damage was significantly greater in Unit 3 
steam generators. The ATHOS thermal-hydraulic model predicts bulk fluid behavior 
based on first principals and· empirical correlations and as a result it is not able to 
evaluate mechanical, fabrication, or structural material differences or other 
phenomena that may be unique to each steam generator. Therefore this analysis 
cannot account for these mechanical factors and differences which could very likely 
als.o be contributing to the tube degradation. 

c. Conclusion 

The team identified one unresolved item associated with the non-conservative FIT·lll 
thermal-hydraulic model results. 

Based on independent NRC thermal-hydraulic analysis, the team 'concluded that the 
SONGS replacement steam generators were not designed with adequate margin to 
preclude the onset of fluid-elastic instability. Therefore unless changes are made to the 
operation or configuration of the steam generators, high fluid velocities and high void 
fractions in localized regions in the u-bend Will continue to cause excessive tube wear 
and accelerated wear that could result in tube leakage and/or tube rupture .. The 
deficiencies appear to be related to Mitsubishi's FIT-Ill thermal hydraulic code having 
predicted non-conservative low velocity results and low void fractions. These results 
leatiled Mitsubishi to conclude that margins to instability were significantly larger than 
they actually are. This assessment is based on eddy current data, NRC ATHOS 
analysis, Mjtsubishi ATHOS analysis, and other.thermal-hydraulic an~lyses completed 
by Westinghouse and AREVA that all identified significantly higher fluid velocities and 
void fractions than FIT-Ill. 

Based on the cause evaluation and corrective action plan, SCE determined that the best 
solution to prevent tube-to-tube wear was to conservatively plug and stabilize the 
affected areas. By taking the impacted tubes out-of-service, SCE determined that this 
shoulct reduce the potential for localized fluid velocities reaching critical veloci.ty. In 
addition, in order to ensure sufficient margin to preclude the onset of fluid-elastic 
instability, SCE determined that reactor power would also have to be reduced. At this 
time SCE is still developing additional corrective actions to prevent tube-to-tube wear. 
the actions have not been finalized and no determination has been made concerning 
the appropriate power level. The NRC has not made any conclusions on the proposed 
correc~ive actions. Once the corrective actions have been finalized, they will be 
inspected as part of the Confirmatory Action Letter fol!owup inspection. 

9 . .0 Risk Assessment (Charter Item 9) 

a. Inspection Scope 

The team reviewed the steam generator tu~e leak and failures of multiple steam 
generator tubes during in-situ pressure testing to support an assessment of the risk of 
the degraded steam generator tubes during various acCident conditions, including a 
main steam line break accident. 
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b. Observations and Findings 

No findings were identified. 

Ah NRC senior reactor analyst performed a preliminary ris.k assessment The risk is 
composed of two parts: (1) a non-consequential steam line break that induces a steam 
generator tube rupture, specifically invqlving the degraded tubes; and (2) an elevated 
risk of a tube rupture as an initiating event. 

Assuming that a steam line break would cause the degraded steam generator tubes to 
rupture during a "T 12" exposure period of 6 months yielded a change in the large early 
release frequency of 4E-6/yr. This would be characterized as having a "YelloW!. 
(substantial safety) signiflcanoe. However, SCE informed the NRC that a calculation is 
under review that will likely indicate that the differential pressures generated by a steam 
line break would not be large enough to rupture the degraded tubes as long as operators 
successfully implemented their emergency procedures. If this is confirmed, the risk 
associated with steam line breaks will be significantly reduced. 

Although in this case the degraded condition of the tubes was manifested as a small 
primary to secondary leak, it is possible that a full-blown rupture could have been the 
first indication. The cAangc inbaseline core damage frequency of a steam generator tube 
rupture, according to the SONGS SPAR model, is 4.26E-7/yr. Because of an 
unmitigated bypass of containment, the ehange if'l large early release frequency is also 
4.26E-7/yr. Conservatively, Assuming conservatively that the estimated steam 
generator tube rupture frequency would at least double.. The chaA§e, the increase in 
large early release frequency attributable-to the degraded tubes would be approximately 
2.13E-7/yr (eensideriFigtaking into account a 6-month exP<>sure period), 'Nhich would be 
~White" (lo>vv to moderate safety) significance.L 

It should be noted, this is a preliminary assessment of the risk requiring additional 
information and inspection to ascertain whether a performance deficiency exists. This 
does not include or preclude regulatory or enforcement action by the NRC. 

10.0 Assess Quality Assurance. Radiological Controls, and Safety Culture Components 
(Charter Item 10) · 

a. Inspection Scope 

The team reviewed the event, operator actions, management decisions, steam 
generator eddy current examinations, in-situ pressure testing, and tube plugging and 
stabilization activities to determine whether issues related to quality assurance, 
radiological controls, or safety culture existed. 

b. Observations and Findings 

No findings were identified. 

Region IV radiation protection inspectors reviewed the estimated offsite radiation 
exposure from the actual steam generator tube leak on Unit 3 steam generator 3E0-88 
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that occurred on January 31, 2012, including the potential dose consequence to site 
workers and members of the public. The licensee determined that the Unit 3 steam 
generator tube leak resulted in a release of gaseous effluents into the public domain, 
and the primary radionuclides released were argon-41, xenon-133, and xenon-135. The 
release resulted in an estimated 0.0000452 (4.52 E-5) mrem dose to the public. 
Inspectors also reviewed design drawings and radiation monitor data, performed plants 
tours, and confirmed the licensee's use of the offsite dose calculation methodology. +Re 

c. Conclusions 

The Region IV radiation protection inspectors concluded that the Unit 3 steam generator 
tube leak was detected by the condenser steam jet air ejector rad_iation monitor 3RT-
7820 as per design. In addition, the radiation monitor 3RT-7820 alarmed and alerted 
SONGS operators of the steam generator tube leak as required. 

c. Conclusions 

The radiation protection inspectors concluded that SCE appropriately accounted for the 
unplanned release associated with the Unit 3 steam generator tube leak. 

11.0 Operational impacts from Unit 3 to Unit 2 (Charter Item 11) 

a. Inspection Scope 

As follow-on of the previous sections, the team reviewed collections of the Mitsubishi 
documents and presentations, licensee documents and presentations, and NRC 
independent analysis and assessments to consider the operational impact on Unit 2 
based on analysis and data, including eddy current results, regarding the as-found 
condition of Unit 3. The team compared key observations and overaii differences in 
operational parameters that are common to both units that could affect and possibly limit 
Unit 2 operation. The team focused on differences in fabrication, manufacturing, 
operation, and eddy current data results between Units 2 and 3 steam generators. 

b. Observations and Findings 

No findings were identified. 

Since generator physical dimensions and design are identical, the operational 
parameters are basically the same between the Unit 2 and 3 steam generators; 
therefore, the hydraulic forcing function that caused tube-to-tube wear and accelerated 
anti-vibration bar and tube support plate wear should aiso be same. The initial 
inspections of the Unit 2 steam generators did not indicate significant wear except at the 
retainer bars (different mechanism caused this wear). However, subsequent follow up · 
inspections in Unit 2 with a more sensitive probe confirmed the existence of minor tube. 
to-tube wear in two neighboring tubes but in one of the steam generators. The tube-to
tube wear that was found in Unit 2 was in a similar location as that found in both of the 
Unit 3 steam generators. 
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The phenomenon of fluid-elastic instability is a function primarily of two criteria: the fluid 
· velocity forces and the damping capability of the support structure (i.e., the tube support 

plates, the. tubesheet, and the anti-vibration bars). Therefore, if it is determined that the 
thermal hydraulic forces in the bundle are the same, it can be concluded that the 
damping forces between the Unit 2 and Unit 3 replacement steam generators must be 

. different. Mitsubishi performed several studies that indicated that gap contact forces in 
the anti-vibration bars were greater in Unit 2 than in Unit 3. However, with the exception 
of manufacturing data that shows slight differences, there is not currently a method 
available to· measure the clearances between the anti~vibration barsand the tubes; 
however, SCE is currently working with AREVA to develop a method to take these 
measurements. · 

The tube damage found in Unit 3 is markedly more severe than Unit 2, especially 
considering that Unit 3 operated only about half the amount of time as Unit 2. This 
suggests that there is indeed a sizeable difference in the damping capability of the unit 
steam generators. 

There are generally two options to arrestJocalizect damaging thermal hydraulic 
phenomena in steam generators. The first and preferred option is to plug tubes in the 
affected area. The coU~ctive plugging tends to relocate and reduce high fluid velocities 
and void fractions, and has on previous occasions in industry been suceessful. 
However, if plugging selected tubes does not provide significant margins adequate to 
arrest the damage mechanism, thermal hydraulic conditions can be reduced through ~ 
reduction in power. Reducing power has several beneficial effects including. (1) tends to 
increase steam pressure, (2) reduces high steam fluid velocities and high void fraction in 
the bundle •. and (3) improves damping. Currently, SCE is. ~till reviewing and developing 
additional corrective actions to preclude fluid-elastic instability. The NRG has been 
observing some of the mockup to~ing being used to qualify additional repaif-aGtivitie&.-

c. Conclusions 

Bc:1sed on the review of actual operating data and independent thermal-hydraulic 
modeling analyses, the team determined that there were not anyno major differences in 
the thermal ~ydraulic phenomena at normal full power operation. 

The NRC will review both physical and operational changes that SCE completes as part 
of the Confirmatory Action Letter)nsp~ctions. 

12.0 Divider Plate Manufacturing and Weld Issues (Mitsubishi Charter Item 2) 

a. Inspection Scope 

On March 181 2009, Mitsubishi identified crackiflQ indications in the weld between the 
divider plate and the channel head of Unit 3 replacement steam generator 3E0-88 (see 
figur~ below), after completion of the ASME .Section Ill hydrostatic test on the secondary 
side. The extent of condition investigation also identified similar cracking indications in 
Un.it 3 replacement s_team g~nerator 3E0·89. As discussed in Section 4 of this report, 
the cause·of the cracking was attributed to the air carbon·arc gouging process used to 
remove the clad weld from the channel head. The team reviewed information 
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associated with the repair of the cracking indications to assess whether the repair 
activities resulted in relevant differences in d~sign and fabrication that could be 
considered as contributing factors for the cause of the tube-to-tube wear issue in Unit 3. 

b. .Obser\/ations and Findings 

No fin~Ungs v.•ere identified. 

Tubesheet 

DMder Plate,JI 
r 
l 
I 
l 
l .'" 
f 

Divider ?late 
Weld RepiilrS I 

The team identified an unresolved item for which additional information is required to 
determine if a performance deficiency exists or if the issue constitutes violation of NRC 
requirements. The team also identified several observations related to the divider plate 
weld repairs in Unit 3. replacement steam generators. 

1) Introduction: The team identified an Unresolved Item associated with the adequacy 
of evaluation and controls for the divider plate weld repairs. 

Description: The cracking of the divider plate weld in both Unit 3 r~placement steam 
generators required.extensive repairs affecting the.channel head, divider plSte, and 
tubesheet. Based on interviews with licensee personnel and the review of 
documentation forlbe repairs, the.team determined that f\Aitsubishi dia not p$rform a 
comprehensive evaluation to assess the impact of the·divider plate repairs qn the 
integrity of the tube bundle. The team determined that the areas listed below were 
not considered or· evaluated in sufficient depth to identify the potential adverse 
effects of the planned weld repairs. 

• Additional Rotations - The repair activities for the Unit 3. ste~m generators 
required additional rotations of the steam generator assembly while these were 
oriented in the horizontal position. The· repairs resulted in approximately 300 
additional rotations in each steam generator, which could have affected the 
configuration of the tube bundle in terms of anti-vibration bar gaps or distortion. 
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The team identified that Mitsubishi did not fully evaluate the impact of additional 
rotations on the configuration of the steam generators since rotation was 
considered a normal evolution in the fabrication process. 

• Heat Input - The repair process included extensive heat-adding activities such as 
grinding, flame cutting, and post-weld heat treatment. While these activities were 
performed in accordance with the construction code of record and an approved 
repair plan, they could have resulted in thermal expansion and unintended 
distortion of steam generator components. For example, the channel heads 
were removed using flame cutting and Mitsubishi's evaluation for the impact of 
this activity was limited to the base material area in the vicinity of the cut, i.e. the 
heat affected zone. Mitsubishi did not fully assess the impact this activity could 
have on the overall configuratio'n of the steam generator in terms of thermal 
expansion of the tubesheet or distortion. 

• Dimensional Checks after Repair ..- The team identified that Mitsubishi did not 
perform dimensional verifications (e.g. clearance~) of the tube bundle or other 
secondary side dimensions after the repairs of the Unit 3 steam generators to 
confirm that critical dimensions were not affected by the repairs. 

Additional review by the NRG is required following completion of the licensee's cause 
eyal~ation to fully assess how the repair activities affected the Unit 3 replacement 
steam generators and then determine whether this issue represents a performance 
deficiency or constitutes a violation of NRG requirements. This issue is identified as 
URI 0500036212012007-09, "Evaluation of the Effects of Divider Plate Weld Repairs 
in Unit 3 Replacement Steam Generators.n 

2) Repair Plan: The team noted that Mitsubishi developed a specific plan to conduct the 
repair of the divider plate weld in both Unit 3 replacement steam generators. The 
repair plan adequately described the major repair steps and the required 
implementing procedures. For some of the repair stages, the licensee developed 
new procedures to prescribe activities outside the normal fabrication sequence. lhe 
repair plan consisted of the following major steps: 

• Cutting off the divider plate from the tubesheet by grinding 
• Cutting off the channel head from the tubesheet by flame cutting 

• Cutting the divider plate from the channei head by grinding 

• Removal of the heat affected zone of the channel head bowl e(:lge due to flame 
cutting 

• Application of weld buildup and post-weld heat treatment on the channel head 
bowl edge 

• Application of low alloy steel buildup and Alloy 690 butter on the bottom of the 
channel head for divider plate welding, including required post-weld heat 
treatment 

• Application of Alloy 690 buildup on the divider plate, including required post~weld 
heat treatment 
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• Welding divider plate to channel head 

• Welding the divider plate-to the tubesheet 
• Welding the channel head to the tubesheet 
• Primary side hydrostatic test 

3} Differences between Replacement Steam Generators: The team identified the 
notable differences listed below between Unit 2 and Unit 3 replacementstegm 
generators as a result of the divider plate weld repair activities. 

• Material Class for the Tubesheets - The tubesheet material for both Unit 3_ 
replacement steam generators was reclassified to facilitate the additional post
weld heat treatment required for the repair of the divider plate welds. The 
tubesheet manufacturer originally certified that the tubesheet material met the 
requirements of ASME specification SA-508/Grade 3/Class 2, with a post-weld 
heat treatment time of approximately 15 hours. The repair activities in Unit 3 
required additional post-weld heat treatment, which was expected to affect the 
properties of the tubesneet material to the extent that the mechanical properties 
would not meet the requirements for SA-508/Grade 3/Class 2 material. 
Mitsubishi performed mechanical testing on a specimen fabricated from the 
archive samples that was exposed to 30 hours of post-weld heat treatment and 
the tests showed that the tubesheet material's tensile strength did not meet the 
ASME specifications for SA-508/Grade 3/Class 2 material. Mitsubishi performed 
a reconciliation review to reclassify the material to SA-508/Grade 3/Class 1, · 
which has a lower tensile strength. The reconciliation included an-evaluation of 
resulting stresses on the ti.Jbesheet under design, upset, emergency, faulted, and 
test cond.itions using the material properties for SA-508/Class 1 material. The 
evaluation resu_lted in acceptable stresses based on the stress limits imposed by 
the construction code of record'. This issue was evaluated by Mitsubishi in the 
non-conformance report process and Supplier Deviation Request 
SDR-08610041870-09086 was submitted to the licensee for review and 
approval. The licensee approved the reclassification of the tubesheet material. 

• Minimum Thickness, of the Channel Head Base Metal ..,... The channel heads of 
both Unit 3 steam generators were removed by flame cutting to facilitate the 
divider plate weld repairs. The removal and final welding of the chC1rmel head 
resulted in a reduction of the minimum wall thickness of the Ghannel head base 
metal. The minimum base metal thickness was reduced by 1.18-inches. 
Mitsubishi .evaluated this change in the "Design Report for the Channel Head 
Region." The reduction in minimum wall thickness was addressed through a 
reconciliation of stress ratios based on the stress limits imposed by the 
construction code of record. The analy$is demonstrated the structural adequacy 
of the channel head, primary inlet nozzle, primary outlet nozzle, primary manway, 
support skirt, and the stud bolts of the primary manway. 

• Number of Bolts in the Divider Plate Patch Plates - The original design of the 
replacement steam generators included a patch, plate held in place at the upper 
corners of the divider plate by three bolts. As a result of the divi,der plate-to
tubesheet weld removal to support the repair activities, the Unit 3 divider plate 
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patch plates were modified to be held by two bolts instead Of the.three bolts 
specified in the original design. Mitsubishi' submitted this design change to the 
licensee for review and approval. Licensee personnel approved the design 
change as requested. 

• Weld Buildup on Channel Head Surfaces - Since the repair of the divider plate 
welds in Unit 3 steam generators required cutting of the channel head, weld 
buildup had to he applied on the affected surfaces in order to restore the 
dimensions to design specifications. Mitsubishi submitted this design change to 
the licensee for review and approval. Licensee personnel approved the design 
change as requested. 

• Post Weld Heat Treatment - The tubesheet-io-channel head weld area 
experienced a total of two post-weld heat treatments. Both Unit 3 replacement 
steam generators received an additional local post-weld heat treatment at 
approximately 1103° F for approximately 3.5 hrs. Mitsubishi submitted this 
fabrication process change to the licensee for review and approval. Licensee 
personnel approved the design change as requested. 

• Total,of Rotations during Fabrication - The total number of rotations on each 
steam generator varied as a result of the hydrostatic test results and the repairs 
on the divider plate welds. 

Steam Initial Additional Total ! 
Generator Rotations Rotations for Rotations 

Divider Plate 
Repairs 

I i ! 520 
I Unit 2 E0-89 520 I 0 

f 

Unit 2 E0-88' I 510 0 510 
! 

Unit 3 E0-89 470 
I 

340 810 

1 
Unit 3 E0-88 , 440 320 760 

~ 

c. Conclusions 

The team identified one unresolved item associated with the repair work done on the 
Unit 3 divider plate. The team did not identify any connection between the repairs of the 
divider plate and the unexpected tube-to-tube wear. 

13.0 Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation (NRR) Review of SONGS 50.59 Evaluation 

a. Inspection Scope 

The NRR technical specialist reviewed all of the design changes associated with the 
replacement steam generators to determine wh~ther the changes to the facility or 
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procedures, as described in the updated final safety analysis report, had been reviewed 
and documented in accordance with 10 CFR 50.59 requirements. The technical 
specialist reviewed the various information used by SCE to review the changes being 
made to the replacement steam generators, including calculations, analyses, design 
change documentation, procedures, the updated final safety analysis report, the 
technical specifications, and plant drawings. The evaluation process used by the 
technical specialist included determining if the design changes to the replacement steam 
generators were a change to the facility or procedures as described in the updated final 
safety analysis report or a test or experiment not described in the updated final safety 
analysis report. The technical specialist also verified that safety issues related to th.e 
changes were resolved. The technical specialist compared the safety evaluation~ and 
supporting documents to the guidance and methods proviqed in NEI 96-07, "Guidelines 
for 10 CFR 50.59 Implementation," Revision 1, as endorsed by NRC Regulatory 
Guide 1.187, "Guidance for Implementation of 10 CFR 50.59, Changes, Tests, and 
Experiments," to determine the adequacy of the 10 CfR 50.59 evaluations. 

b. Observations and Findings 

Ne-Hndings •11ere identifieG 

The NRR technical specialist identified one unresolved item for which additional 
information is required to determine if performance deficiencies exist or if the issues 
constitute violations of NRC requirements. 

(1) Introduction: The NRR technical specialist reviewed SCE's 10 CFR 50.59 evaluation 
contained in Engineering Change Packages 800071702 and 800071703 for the 
Unit 2 and Unit 3 replacement steam generators, respectively, in which SCE 
determined that the impact of the replacement steam generators on the current 
licensing basis and.any need for NRC approval as required by 10 CFR 50.59, 

(2) Description: The NRR technical specialist reviewed the SCE's 10 CFR 50.59 
evaluation against 1 O CFR 50.59(c){2)(viii) which requires that licensees obtain a 
license amendment pursuant to 10 CFR 50.90 prior to implementing a proposed 
change if the change would result in a departure from a method of evaluation 
described in the final safety analysis report (as updated) used ih establishing the 
design bases or in the safety analyses. Industry guidance NEI 96-07, Revision 1, 

· Section 3.10, "Methods of Evaluation," states, "Definition: Methods or evaluation 
means the calculational framework used for evaluating behavior or response of the 
facility or structures, systems, and components." Regulation 10 CFR 50.59 a(2), 
states, "Departure from a method of evaluation described in the FSAR (as updated) 
used in establishing the design bases or in the safety analyses means (i) changing 
any of the elements of the method described in the FSAR (as updated) unless the 
results of the analysis are conservative or essentially the same; or {ii) changing from 
a method described in the FSAR to another method unless that method has been 
approved by NRC for the intended application.'' Regulation 10 CFR 50.59(d)(1) 
requires that the licensee maintain records of changes in the facility that "indudes a 
written evaluation which provides the bases for the determination that the change, 
test, or experiment does not require a license amendment.. .. " The technicar · 
specialist evaluated SCE's bases for determining that the changes would not result 
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in the departure from the method of evaluation used in establishing the design bases 
or in the safety analyses. Specifically, the technical specialist evaluated whether the 
changes involved: 

{a) changing of any of the elements of the method described in the updated final 
safety analysis report, which consistent with 10 CFR 50.59 a(2)(i) would be 
justified by demonstrating that the results of the analysis are conservative or 
essentially the same; or 

(b) changing from a method described in the updated final safety analysis report to 
another method, which consistent with 10 CFR 50.59 a{2)(ii) would be justified by 
demonstrating that method has been approved by NRC for the intended 
application. 

The NRR technical specialist reviewed SCE's 10 CFR 50.59 evaluation and found 
two instances that failed to adequately address whether the change inv.olved a 
departure of the method of evaluation described in the updated final safety analysis 
report. 

(a} Use of ABAQUS instead of ANSYS: Updated Final Safety Analysis Report 
Sections 3.9. 1.2.2.1.11 and 3.9.1.2.2.2.3 were revised to reflect that the SONGS 
Unit 2 and 3 original steam generators stress analyses for reactor coolant system 
structural integrity utilized the ANSYS computer program, whereas the 
replacement steam generators analyses utilized the ABAQUS computer 
program. The SC E's 50.59 evaluation incorrectly determined that using the 
ABAQUS instead of ANSYS was a change to an element of the method 
described in the updated final safety analysis report did not constitute changing 
from a method described in the updated final safety analysis report to another 
method, and as such, did not mentiori whether ABAQUS has been approved by 
the NRC for this application. 

(b) Use of ANSYS instead of STRUDL and ANSYS: Updated Final Safety Analysis 
Report Section 5.4.2.3.1.3 was revised to reflect that the SONGS Unit 2 and 3 
evaluation of tube stress under loss of coolant accident conditions for the original 
steam generators consisted of a two-step process utilizing the STRUDL and 
ANSYS computer programs to calculate displacement histories and tube 
stresses, respectively, while the corresponding replacement steam generators 
analysis determined tube stresses from blowdown forces using only the ANSYS 
computer program. While SCE's 50.59 evaluation correctly considered this a 
change from a method described in the FSAR to another method, the 50.59 
evaluation did not mention whether the method has been approved by NRC for 
this application. 

·This issue is identified as URI 05000362/2012007-10, "Evaluation of Departure of 
Method of Evaluation for 1 O CFR 50.59.Processes." · 

c. Conclusions 
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The NRR technical specialist identified one unresolved item associated with~ change in 
the method of evaluation as described in the updated final safety analysis report. 
Additional review and followup will be required to review the departure of the method of 
evaluation used during the stress analysis calculations associated with the replacement 
steam generators. 

14.0 Exit Meeting Summary 

On June 18, 2012, the NRC held a public meeting_ and presented the inspection results 
to Mr. P. Dietrich, Senior Vice President and Chief Nuclear Officer~ and other members 
of the staff, who acknowledged the findings. Proprietary information was provided to the 
team and all proprietary information was returnee! to SCE. 
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